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THE WIFE’S TRIAL. 

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

(Entered, according to the Act of Congress, in the year 1856, by Edward Stephens, in the Clerk’s office of 
the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.] 

CHAPTER I. away from them by repulsion, it often happens 
Iv a miserable room, in a dilapidated mansion $ that the feelings, which find nothing to rest upon 

of New York, an old woman sat assorting some } in humanity, turn to domestic animals, or any 
fragments of meats and vegetables, which were ; thing that can give back love for love without 
heaped in a basket on her lap, and which she the power to search or condemn, 
had evidently picked up, from the refuse in the Thus it was that this miserable old creature 
market that day. s loved the unseemly animal, that stood so greedily 

Nothing more repulsive can be imagined than } turning its eyes from the fragments of food, to 
the appearance of this degraded creature. If } the haggard face looking downward with a grim 
she had ever possessed the slightest traces of : smile of approval, as she saw of what self-con- 
beauty, they had vanished long ago, leaving her $ trol her favorite was capable. 
wrinkled and brown, like old scorched parch-: ‘Now, Peg, don’t be greedy and eat me up 
ment. But it was more the presence of moral} with your eyes in that way,” muttered the old 
deformity in her countenance, than the absence $ creature, with a str ong French accent, laying 
of mere physical loveliness, which rendered her ; some cabbage leaves and turnip-tops in her lap, 
so revolting. A pair of keen, sinister eyes, that ‘as she continued her researches in the basket. 
glanced suspiciously around; a brow ou which ‘‘There are the hens, poor, innocent dears, with 
craft and avarice were plainly stamped; and a$ their heads under their wings, setting you an 
mouth inflexible with cruelty heightened her § : example, dear—go take a nap, Peg, and then 
evil aspect, till it recalled that of the hag, Hecate, come back again, and you shall have a taste of 

when she met Macbeth on the blasted heath. } the liver when I’ve got it in order for us.” 

Her only companion was a cat, about as sinis-} The cat seemed to understand her, for with a 
ter-looking as herself, that gazed with greedy eyes : longing look, first at her, then at the plate, she 
on each mouthful, as it was lifted from the basket } turned slowly and slunk away to a fragment of 

and laid on a broken plate at the old woman’s } rag carpet in a corner of the room, where she 

feet; but hungry as the poor animal certainly $ crouched down with her head between her paws 
was, she had been far too well trained to think $ and her eyes half shut, ready to spring out again, 

of touching the food. should her mistress give signs of relenting. 
As the miserly old woman proceeded in her{ The old woman followed her movements with 

occupation, she talked, now snappishly, now } a sour smile, and muttered, 
caressingly to her cat, stooping now and then; <That’s it. For man or beast there’s nothing 
to smooth its ragged fur with her witch-like $ like starvation to force obedience. Those who 
hand, or eyeing it fiercely with her sharp, black : give enough of anything to satisfy them, don’t 
eyes, whenever it seemed tempted to stretch § know what power is. There is Peg, now, if she’d 

forth its paw toward the plate. Human beings, } had enough to eat all day, what would be the 
however depraved, must have something to love, ‘ merit of her creeping off in that way; but now I 
and when creatures of their own kind are driven} know that she’s obedient, that she fears me. 

Vou, XXIX.—1 
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That’s the sort of thing I like. There, there, ; hiss, which mingled with the shrill voice of the 

that'll do. Peg, you’re a good old girl, there!” } old woman, as the latter called out, 

The cat made a spring, and seizing, with teeth} ‘‘Who’s there? What do you want? You 

and claws, the fragment flung to her, ran off to} can’t come in here. I’m a lone woman and poor, 

her corner again, followed by the shrill laughter very poor. Go away, I tell you!” 

of her mistress. ‘‘Open the door, madam,” answered a man’s 

«“There’s gratitude—there’s life. Now sup- voice, ‘‘open the door. It is your husband’s 

posing you’d been a fat, sleek, over-fed creature, § son!” 

Peg, why you’d a been turning up your nose at: ‘‘What? what? Peg, do you hear that? 

that, and wanted chicken bones, or something 3 Hush!” 

delicate. Oh! hunger is a keen whetstone, isn’t} ‘Open the door, Madame De Mark. I must 
it, Peg?” : speak with you. Surely you must recognize my 

Peg answered by coming back, whetted to} voice.” 

fresh eagerness by the morsel she had eaten, } ‘Yes, yes,” answered the old woman, sharply, 

LS 

; 
and lifting her glistening eyes, with a hungry, ¥ and looking around the room, as if she feared 

beseeching look, that made the old woman § there might be something that required conceal- 

chuckle with delight. sment. ‘Yes, in a minute. Wait while I find 

‘Ravenous, ain’t you?” cried the old woman, the key.” 

while she prepared to cook her supper over the: Directly the door was unlocked, and a tall 

handful of coals, that glowed in a bed of white * young man of stately presence and a grave cast 

ashes on the hearth. ‘Well, wait till I’ve 3 of countenance entered. He reached forth his 

done. Learn patience from your mistress, that’s 3 hand, with a sort of painful reservation, toward 

a jewel.” ‘ the singular old creature whom he found there. 

Here the old creature placed a pair of iron} ‘‘So, it is you at last!” said the latter, in a 

tongs across the bed of coals, to answer as a$ soft, cajoling voice. ‘I began to think you had 

gridiron, and proceeded in her very eccentric forgotten your poor old mother.” 

culinary operations, moving about the room with ‘Forgotten you! No, no, that were impos- 

a tread that the observant cat might have envied, ; sible,” was the hasty reply. ‘But you are 

it was so stealthy. When her meal was cooked, { alone, you seem to be living quite alone. Where 

the old woman placed it on the bottom of a ‘is Catharine?” 

wooden chair, and drawing up another, from ‘Catharine? Oh! yes, the little bound girl. 

which half the back was broken away, she com- } Where, she hasn’t been here this year or more. 

menced eating, with a zest that nothing but very } A hard case that, George.” 
sharp hunger could have given to such food. He started, and then looked at her sternly. 

The old woman lingered some time over her ; ‘What do you mean, madam?” he said, 

supper, sharing the solid half of it rather MBER ‘«Where, I say, where is Catharine? I left her 

ally with Peg, and enjoying herself as it seemed § with you! I demand her of you again.” 

to the utmost. But all at once she was amie: ‘‘You left her with me. Of course you did. 

rupted by footsteps on the stairs; and her usual ; Wasn’t she my own help, bound to me till she 

keen, watchful look returned. was eighteen by the city authorities? Of course 

‘*Who canit be? What can it be, Peg?” she : you left her here, why not?” 

said, anxiously, and almost in a whisper. “*Rob-$ The young man grew pale, and his eyes 

bers, ha!” sparkled with intense anxiety; but he restrained 

She started up with a sharp exclamation, and; his impetuous feelings bravely, and spoke ina 

pointed with her finger to the door, which had a 3 voice so low, that it was almost a whisper. 

sash in the top, from which the curtain had been$ ‘Tell me, I entreat you, where is this girl 

partly drawn. now?” 
“Peg—Peg,” she cried, in a voice that was; ‘‘How should I know? She ran away in less 

sharp with spite, and yet shook with terror—} than a year after you sailed.” 

‘‘Peg, it’s aman, do you see? If he breaks in, ’ Ran away? Where? Where?” 

leap on him, and scratch his eyes out. Do you } ‘You needn’t ask me. How should I know? 

hear? tear him to pieces, Peg!” ’ What carries a wild girl into the streets?” 

The door was slightly shaken, at which the cat: ‘The streets!’? cried the young man, in a 

arched her back and made ready for a spring. husky whisper. ‘The streets!” 

Again the door was tried and a knock fol-{ ‘‘I believe,’ said the old woman, unfeelingly, 

lowed. “she brought up at the prison or Alms-house, 

Peg gathered herself up, and gave out a sharp ¢ at last.” 
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‘Prison! Alms-house! Mother, woman, how ; less, a mere child in years! How terribly she 

dare you confess that she was so far deserted, the } must nave suffered. The cruelty of his miser- 

poor, poor girl. Was she ill? Was she wronged? ee old step-mother was lost in the rush of 

Tell me why this destitution fell upon her!” sremorseful compassion, that filled his soul. 

The old woman fixed her keen eyes on the ex- $ With all this flood of sorrow came a new birth 

cited and stern face of the young man, in a hard of feeling, so strange, so intense, that it thrilled 

determined look that made the heart tremble in § him from head to foot. He scarcely recognized 

his bosom; and he shrunk back with a mortal it as a joy, it was so new, burning like a drop 

dread, as if a rattle-snake were about to spring 3 of elixir through all the pain and disappoint- 

upon him, ‘ment that had fallen upon him. 

‘She had disgraced my house, sir, and I sent : He was a father! A living soul had started 
her out of it.” from the immortal life within him; and the 

The young man started back, and turned white } thought swept like a solemn music through his 

to the very lips. ‘ stormy passions, giving dignity and depth to his 
‘*Not, not—oh! woman, mother, tell me what \ manner. 

this means!” ’ He turned from the old woman with new-born 
N 

The woman was ruthless. The glitter grew $ ‘ gentleness. His white lips quivered with ten- 

sharper and keener in her eyes. She had no > derness, his eyes grew dark and misty, he forgot 

compassion on the terrible agitation that shook ; that the women before him had trampled all 
the young man. » that he loved in the dust. Thoughts of his wife 

‘*Go up to the Alms-house, if you want to; and child filled his whole being. He turned 

know more. She may be there yet with her ; away, and was passing through the door, when 

child!” » Madame De Mark addressed him. 

‘With her child, her child; my wife, my poor, ‘Where are you going?” she said. 

poor wife! I tell you, woman, she was my wife.’ ‘In search of my wife and of my child!” 
Before God and man she ¢s my wife—mine, mine ; The last word thrilled through and through 

—do you hear?” ‘his whole being. Tis face, that had been pale 

“Yes, I hear; she said the same thing. I ; till now, flushed to the temples; and a smile of 

didn’t believe her. Idon’t believe you. It is peg sweetness broke over his lips, as the 
the old crazy blood up. You would cover her } word, ‘* My child,” left them. He even looked 
shame with your own. Like father, like son.” at the wicked old woman, as if demanding sym- 

‘Woman, you insult me, you wrong that dear $ ; pathy for his new joy from her. 

girl,” cried the young man, trembling with pas-$ ‘If they are upon earth I shall find them,” 

sion, ‘‘] repeat again, she was my wife!” she said, ‘‘by to-morrow, at the furthest, I shall 

**Perhaps you can give me the proof?” said } find them.” 

the old woman, holding out her hand, while a{ ‘And what will you do with them when they 

quiet sneer stole across her lips. ‘She had {are found?” demanded the old woman, mali- 
nothing to show—you may be better off!” * ‘ ciously. 

‘Catharine has the proofs. I left them with ; ‘“What will I do?” said the youth, ‘what 
her.” ‘will ldo? Why give up my strong manhood to. 

The old woman laughed, or rather hissed out : their support; for I am strong now.” 

her satisfaction. And so he was. Youth and hope, and strong, 

«She was a careless thing to lose them, I must § : earnest feeling gave to his nature the energy of 

say that. All I asked was some written proof : ° middle age. 

of her story. If she had a certificate, why not He went down those flights of winding stairs, 

show it? I wouldn’t have let her go to the ; with every nerve of his body awake to the joy 

Alms-house, if she had!” * singing at his heart. What cared he that his 

The old woman seemed to love the repetition : child was born in an Alms-house? Was it not 

of this hateful word, the Alms-house, for she { Ais child, was not Catharine alive? Was he not 

saw that it made the young man wince: and this ; young, and strong to work, to suffer, to be her 

was a joy to her. ‘ protector, body and soul forever? For he could 

The poor youth made no reply; but sat down, } imagine no time when his love for the sweet girl 
faint with suffering; for now he began to com- } would cease to be immortal. 

prehend the utter misery of his position. Months ; What cared he, that, by his father’s will, Ma- 

had passed since his poor young wife could have dame De Mark had power to withhold his inherit- 
known the shelter of a respectable home. What : ance for a time? Let her have it. The West was 

might she not have endured, so young, so help- ‘ broad and land plenty; a log house among the 
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prairies, with Catharine and her child, would be; It was strange, but no misgiving geanied to 

heayen enough for him. While these hopeful } reach him during that long watch; and he looked 

thoughts floated through his brain, the old woman ¢ upon the gloomy walls of the hospital with a 

listened to his light footstops, grasping the door : ‘ feeling of profound interest; for they had shel- 

sill with one hand, while her witch-like face $ tered his wife and child, and anything seemed 

peered through into the dark passage. When his less degrading to the young man, than the miser- 

footsteps died away, she drew back, and closed : : able home of his step-mother. At last the day 

the door wlth a low chuckle. ‘ gave its first faint glow along the horizon, shed- 

She sat down, dropping one hand on her lap ; ding a pale gray brilliancy down upon the water, 

with a quickness that impressed the cat ds a and revealing the Long Island shore in faint 

signal; and leaping upon the old woman’s knee, § glimpses, half of mist, half of light. Then came 

the animal sat there, gazing into the evil bright- ‘ a soft rosy gloom, breaking through the mist, and 

ness of her eyes with a look of kindred intelli- trembling down upon the water, as if a shower 

gence. : of rose leaves had fallen upon the river during 

The woman smoothed the ragged back of her ; the night watches. 
favorite with one hand, while a grin of satisfac- All this seemed very beautiful to the young 

tion disturbed her toothless mouth. ‘man, and each new ray of light came to his soul 

‘‘T hope he will find ’em, Peg, don’t you?” like a promise. It was not till the soft pink 

The cat grep upward, and laid her paws on ; tints were all washed away, with a deluge of 

the old woman’s shoulder; then, with a leap that gold from the rising sun, that the youth turned 

made her mistress give forth a cowardly scream, : from the wharf and sought admission to the 

she sprang over, and seizing a poor little mouse iE hospital. 
that was attempting to escape under the door,: The attempt was fruitless. Not till deep in 

began to torture it with her paws. the morning, could he gain admission within the 
Madame De Mark sat up half an hour later ? walls, so he plunged into the city again, and 

than usual that night, watching the cat as she § wandered as before at random, filled with but 

prolonged her malicious enjoyment, looking up } one thought, and hungry, not for food, but for 

from its trembling victim now and then as if to; knowledge of the only objects dear to him on 
claim her sympathy. earth. 

“That'll do! that'll do, Peg,” said the old} Late in the day he found admission to the hos- 

woman at last, waving her hand as if to com-} pital Catharine was not there. He could learn 

mand an execution, ‘I’m getting sleepy, Peg, } nothing of her, or her child; and now stood by 

kill the thing.” a clerk, waiting with faint heart for the tidings 

The cat turned her head, holding down the $ \ that the dumb pages of the register might give 

victim with one claw. : him. 

“Don’t you hear, Peg,” said the old woman, ‘‘Catharine, Catharine De Mark,” muttered 
starting up, ‘‘ Kill it, 1 say.” the clerk, and running his finger down the 

The cat made a quick movement, and away ; column of names, “I find no such name here. 

darted the mouse through a crevice between the § ‘There are plenty of Catharines, but no De 

door and the threshold. The old Woman laughed Marks. You mast be mistaken, sir. The re- 

with great glee, while Peg slunk away under gister never is,” 
the bed, looking very much ashamed of her’ The young man bent his forehead to his hand, 

bungling; but when the tallow candle was put : ‘with a faint groan, while the clerk closed the 
out, and madame safe in bed, she ventured to } huge register with a clang, and was about to 

creep out, and coil herself up over the old ; ; Move away. 
woman’s feet; and with this companionship only } » It may be” said De Mark, suddenly lifting 

was Madame De Mark left, not only that night, {his head, “It may be that she gave another 
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but for months after. ‘name. Poor child, I had never given her leave to 

take mine. Look again. It may have been 

CHAPTER II. : registered Catharine Lacy. Iam sorry to trouble 

Grorce De Mark walked the streets of New ; you, but do search once more. She was my 
York all that night. Long before day-break he ; ; wife, but might not have dared to use my 

was hovering around the walls of Bellevue, walk- ; name,” 

ing off his impatience by abrupt turns among the The clerk opened the huge book again, and 

neighboring streets, or standing upon the wharf ; commenced running down its pages with his 

with his face to the east, watching for the first } ' finger, with a rapidity that exhibited some feel- 

quiver of daylight upon the waters of the river. ‘ing for the unhappy man, who stood watching 
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him with such intense anxiety. At last he CHAPTER III. 
paused, cast a quick glance at his visitor, and; A rewold houses still remain among the villas, 

slowly wheeled the book toward him. : hotels and cottages, that make Staten Island a 

The young man bent down, and saw the } little Eden. But few of these are on the shore, 
writing through a faint mist, that turned to a and not being so accessible as these modern 

living haze as he read, i structures, are of course less known. One of 

‘* Catharine cs entered—died and buried with } these buildings, situated almost in the heart of 
her child, Apri ; the island, surrounded by groves of primeval 

The color left his face and lips. He threw his } trees, fruit orchards, and flowing thickets, must 

arms out as if to protect himself from falling, ‘ now become the scene of our story. 

and sunk on a bench that stood by, without a} The house was an old rambling affair, with 
word or a groan. Everything was dark around } irregular wings and a centre building two stories 

him. He had no wife. He was no longer a} ‘high, finished at the roof with gable windoys, 

father. The secret of his married life, so long; that however were all for outside show, looking 

buried in his heart, had perished in a single} only from an open garret, and heavy stone chim- 

instant. Nothing was left but a remorseful } nies that time itself seemed incapable of destroy- 
memory, which must lie there, like the dust of } ing. It was a substantial edifice, built of stone, 

a dead blossom, forever and forever. } but the wings were of wood, with verandahs and 

He did not speak a word, but got up and stag- French windows, half buried in creeping vines 

gered away, drunk with the misery that had; and climbing roses. A tall elm tree towered 

fallen upon him. : : upward from behind the centre building, sweep- 

On the third day from this, George De Mark ¢ ing its long pendant branches over the roof, thus 

stood once more in the miserable den, which his } softening the contrast between the grim old front 

step-mother inhabited. Sternly, and with a $ with its stone portal, and the wings with their 

steady repulsion of manner, he addressed the } fanciful drapery of flowers. The ground sloped 

cld woman, ‘unevenly from the front of the building, and 

«Give me,” he said, ‘‘a portion of my father’s } was broken up here and there with fruit trees 
property, let it be ever so small, that I may leave . and flower thickets, until it was separated from 

this place forever.” : a gentle hill, by one of those small inland streams 

“There is nothing for you, not a cent,” re- ‘ that render quiet scenery of this kind so beau- 

plied the old woman. ‘*When your oldest son is tiful. Here a clump of weeping willows gave 

ten years of age, and not till then, can you claim $ their waving and golden green to the air, form- 

a sous of my money. That was your father’s { ing one of the most lovely features of a landscape 

will. When you bring me a legal son, ten years 3 every way Arcadian. 

old, it will be time for a settlement.” It was a large house, and the modern portions 

‘‘But you wrote me, if I would take this unfor- § ’ seemed quite nore Hee save as an embellish- 

tunate journey to the Indies, that a portion of 3 ‘ment, for two quieter people could not well 

the wealth should be mine at once. For her’ have been found, than the old couple who had 

sake I went. It was like giving up life, but 3 inhabited the centre portion, with its antique 

I went resolutely, even though she did not} ‘ furniture and old-fashioned mouldings, for more 

reply to the letter which prepared her for my } than half a century. 
absence.” One day, not far from the time oceupied by 

‘‘She never got the letter, of course not. I did ; our last chapter, old Mrs. Ford was, or seemed 
not believe all the stuff about a marriage, and I} to be, alone in this dwelling; for the kitchen 

don’t now,” answered the old woman, insolently. : ‘was so far away from the room she occupied, 

‘* Your letter went to kindle my fire. Five good § ‘ that no household sound reached her. It was a 

sheets of paper wasted. If it had only been for} calm June day. The air was balmy with fruit 

this extravagance, you ought to have been dis- § ‘blossoms. The sky was softly blue, with a white 

inherited. But where is the girl? What has } : cloud here and there drifting its snowy billows 

become of her baby? If you are married, bring } over it; for a light rain had just passed away, 

out the creatures and the documents. If the: Yeavint these heaps of pearl clouds on the 

child is a boy, you have only eight years to wait} horizon and a world of diamond drops among 

before there’ll be something to feed him on. : the green leaves and fruit blossoms, that im- 
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Where is the wife and heir?” : pregnated them with perfume. 

The young man arose, without a word, and in The window of her sitting-room was open, and 

this stern silence left the room. ‘ Mrs. Ford leaned out, not to gaze upon the 

It was many years before the two met again. )Jandseape, though she felt all its beauty, but 
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with a keener interest and deeper anxiety than those great eyes looked upon the quivering an- 
her familiar Nature could afford. ‘guish of that beautiful old face! How coldly 

Her husband, a very old man, had gone to the ; the woman turned away, and walked into the 
city in search of a person, who had been recom- } shadows of her old home, holy with so many 

mended as a companion and helper in their old } memories, all lost in the darkness that had set- 
age, and the old lady was anxiously watching tled on her brain! 

his return. It was now two hours beyond the} Then the old woman sent forth a ery of an- 
time. He had driven a fiery horse and was with- } guish, and reaching out her afins, fell weeping 
out attendant; what might have happened? { upon her husband’s bosom. 
Why would not her husband be content to drive “She does not know me. Oh! John, John, I 
a staid family horse, or take the man servant } thought she would have known me!” 

with him? Why did he go to the city at all?; The old man, himself trembling with fatigue 
These might have been her reflections on ordi- , and agitation, bent down and kissed the fore- 

nary occasions; but now a deeper cause of } head of his wife. But he had no words of com- 

anxiety gave keenness to those spel eyes, and ‘fort to offer. It was a terrible thing for an only 

sent a nervous quiver to those locked hands, ; child to walk thus stonily by the yearning heart 

wheneyer a sound startled her. sof a mother. The poor old man wept over his 

At last, she distinctly heard a carriage coming ; wife, it was all he could do. 
down the road, and rising slowly from her seat, But as his aged arms relaxed, a beautiful com- 

s 

she walked forth into the front porch, where, } forter appeared, breaking through the mist that 
leaning against one of the stone pillars, she} grief had cast over those aged eyes, like some 
stood pale and motionless, saye that a quiver } shadowy angel. Those two withered hands were 
ran through her frame, somewhat more sharply , softly clasped, and a sweet, tranquilizing voice 
than should have been possible to the simple } murmured, 
tremor of old age. 3 Do not be troubled so, she is so much better, 
-Decorous old age is always beautiful, and this ; she must know you at last. Have patience, only 

dear, old lady, in her dark dress and pure muslin $ have a little patience!” ; 
cap, scarcely less white than the hair it covered,$ ‘I will have patience. Oh, is that a new 
formed a touching picture, as she stood in the thing to me, poor bereaved mother that I am?” 
shadow of her home, waiting—for her husband— answered the old lady, shedding less bitter tears. 
and alas! for the only child of their love—another ‘But who are you that speak so confidently and 
might come, but the old lady scarcely thought of { so well?” ' 
that, her heart was too full. ; **'This—this is the young person who has done 

Slowly the carriage came up from the road and } so much for our Elsie at the asylum,” said the 
swept round to the front door. The old lady old gentleman. ‘She has come to stay with her 
could not move. She seemed chained to the } and live with us.” 
stone pillow, that supported her. A mist, but} ‘What? This young girl? This pretty, frail 
not of age, crept over her vision, and through it ‘creature? I thought it was a woman!” 
she saw her husband descend to the ground, and ‘‘And so it is if suffering can make a poor 
then, as if moving through a cloud, she saw two } girl grow old,” replied Catharine, mournfully, 
female forms sinking, as it were, toward the {for it was no other than Catharine Lacy, or 
earth, and moving steadily toward her. : rather Catharine De Mark, the lost wife. 

She could not move or speak, but held out her} ‘And so you have been good to my Elsie?” 
trembling arms. ; persisted the old lady, wrapped up in the one 
A tall, thin woman, whose large brown eyes, ; idea of her heart so completely, that she left the 
aE Sa Neaensonsh, need to look through } poor girl’s words unheeded. ‘No wonder she 
and through her, came up the steps; paused a } loves you so much!” 
moment so close that the trembling hands touched 3} ‘‘Only wait a little, and she will love you as 
her; and walked on without a word. : well, Perhaps in a little time she will know 

Then the old woman cried out in her anguish, } that you are her mother.” 
“Oh! Elsie, Elsie, will you not speak to me?” **Do you think so? Do you really think so?” 
The tall woman turned at this, came a pace } said the old lady, with tears in her eyes. 

back, and looked at the old lady with her great,} ‘See how she is looking at us ! was the reply. '§ 
mournful eyes, silent as before. ’ Mrs. Ford looked up; and there, in the dim 

‘Elsie, Elsie, It is your mother. Speak to ; hall, she saw her daughter watching them keenly. 
me!” As their eyes met, the aged mother smiled through 

Tusanity is sometimes very cruel, How steadily ‘her tears, and the crazed woman began to glide 
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slowly toward her, as if drawn by some magnetic , off your bonnet and shawl,” said the old lady, 

force. wheeling an easy-chair to the window. 

‘Oh, you have done this!’’ cried the old lady, ; Elsie sat down in silence and gazed wistfully 

‘‘she comes this way—she looks kinder!” and } in her mother’s face, as the aged parent removed 

bowing her head, with a gush of tenderness she : the bonnet from her head, that poor head whose 

kissed the young girl. 
Instantly the insane woman darted forward 

and separated ‘them. With her hands she held 

them apart, creeping softly toward her mother’s 

bosom. 
Not a word was spoken. But the swell and 

beat of that aged mother’s heart brought back 

true life into the cold bosom of the daughter. 

‘‘Mother!” she said, lifting up her two palms 

and smoothing down the grey hair on each side 

of that wrinkled forehead. ‘* Mother, how white 

your hair has grown.” 
‘‘Thank God!” cried the aged husband, as he 

saw this, ‘‘oh!’’ And in the flood of tender joy, 

through which these words were spoken, he lifted 

his clasped hands to heaven. 

The sound, tender and holy as it was, drove 

that poor creature back into her insanity. She 

turned from her mother, looked coldly upon the 

old man, and then, with a faint shake of the 

head, walked into the house again. 

‘‘Come,” said the old man, tenderly to his 

wife, ‘‘let us wait God’s time. It is something 
that she has known you for a minute!” 

‘‘Something,” repeated the old lady, over- 

whelmed with gratitude, ‘“‘John, it has given 
me new life.” 

Hand-in-hand, full of holy faith, and beautiful 

in the deep love of their old age, they followed 
Catharine and her charge into the family sitting- 

room. 
‘Sit down here, my daughter, while [ take 

> even burning heat had scattered those long black 

: tresses so heavily with snow. 
; See,” said the woman, trembling beneath 

‘ the joy of that look, ‘‘there is the old pear tree, 
yet white with blossoms. I dare say we might 

‘ find half a dozen robin’s nests in the boughs, if 

’ you were only young enough to climb them, 
‘ Elsie.” 

Elsie smiled. Some yague association seemed 

‘ breaking through her mind. 
‘¢To-morrow you shall go down there, darl- 

ing—father and I will go anywhere with you.” 

‘‘ Anywhere?” said Elsie, with a fierce look. 

“Then take me to him.” ) 
The old lady recoiled, and looked wistfully at 

her husband. 
‘‘Take me to him, I say,’’ almost shrieked the 

: daughter, gazing angrily from her father to her 

» mother. 

‘‘No, no,” said Catharine, quietly, ‘that is 

for me. They must show you nothing but the 

‘brook, the birds, and these beautiful trees, I 
’ must do the rest. Come.’’ 

And as if spell-bound, the insane woman arose 

and followed the young girl. 

(ro BE CONTINUED.) 
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authorized publication in England, each chapter 
has been edited by an English gentleman, and 
entered by him at Stationer’s Hall, London; and 
‘ the American copy is printed from his altered 
copy. 

| Norr.—In order to secure this story from un- 

THE FACE I-SAW IN MY DERE A MS. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN. 

‘ Surimne and dimpled, and rosy and bright, 
Was the face I saw in my dreams last night— 

A delicate cheek and a brow of snow, 

And eyes where love-lights come and go— 

Oh, pure and fair as an angel’s, seems 

That sweet young face I saw in my dreams! 

I had lain me down at night to sleep, 
And closed were the eyes too proud to weep— 

Tho’ in the wide world alone was I, 

With never a friend or helper nigh, 

And never a lonelier waif was blown 

By the winds of Fate over life alone. 

Slumber came down and bound me with chains, 

Lent me her joys, and pilfered my pains: 

Soft-footed Sleep! how gently she stole 
With visions of beauty into my soul! 

Yet she had not tarried long with me, I ween, 

’Ere a maiden-face looked in on my dream, 

Soft white hands on my brow she laid, 
Soft sweet words the visitant said-— 

“No more lonely thy life shall be-— 
No more weary the days for thee! 

J'win-born are the holy stars on high— 
Twin-born in spirit are you and I!” CPLA PLP LIF L FOL LELLD LDAP AAD DPD LOD LP PPL PDL 
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Then so softly she glided away 
I had no power her feet to stay: 

Then I awoke, and vainly cried, 

But never a yoice unto mine replied: 

Was it an angel’s? for so it seems 

Must haye been the face I saw in my dreams! 

To-day I went through the crowded street, 
Scanning each face I chanced to meet: 

Many a maiden passed me by, 

With floating curls and azure eye— 

But vainly, under the curls which screen 

Their faces, [ sought the one of my dream. 

Now I wander still more alone, 

And passion-waves o’er my heart are blown; 

And dusky and thick as a maiden’s hair, 

Are the floating folds of my dark despair! 

Shall I ever drink of Lethe’s stream, 

And forget the face I saw in my dream? 

Or over shall I—the plaything of Fate, 
Storm-tossed, and riven, and desolate— 

In pausing to kneel at some pilgrim shrine °° 

Meet the eyes that first looked love into mine? 

Oh! how blest shall I be, I ween, 

Could I find the face I saw in my dream! 
LILI PI PPP AP LP LL PL PLP PPL A Mh hd PAL LS A 

DRIFTING. 

BY JENNY A. STONE. 

I’m all alone on the life-sea now, 

Alone in the gathering gloom; 

Barks have gone down on every side, 
Freighted with love and hope and pride— 

Will the pilot never come? 

Sullenly, coldly the waters roar— 
T have looked so long in vain! 

Father and mother are on the shore; 

Brothers and sisters gone before— 

Shall F meet them all again? 

Vainly I call for the promised aid, 

And seek for the promised home. 
Husband and children in death asleep; 
Left on this cold, dark sea to weep— 

Will the pilot never come? 

rr 

» Friends have gone down in sight of shore, 
» Friends I had learned to trust; 

‘ Will they go to the regions of endless light, 
‘ By a way that is hidden from my sight? 

They must, oh, God! they must. 

Helpless I raise my eyes above, 

I know that the Heavens are bright; 

; But the wild waves dash o’er my shattered bark; 

Oh, the waters, the waters are ever dark; 

They feel not the blessed light. 

» And I drift about on this shadowy sea, 

Longing and watching for home. 

. Father and mother waiting for me; 
: Brothers and sisters I long to see; 

* Husband and children, I come! 
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BY ELIZABETH BOUTON, 

Tue North wind is blowing a piping blast, 
And whistling loud in his glee, 

And he shakes the tree as he hurries past 
In his race so wild and free. 

And the voice of the tree in a plaintive moan, 

Complains of his rough salute, 

And breathes a murmuring, sighing tone, 

Like the notos of a broken lute. 

How tho feathery snow-flakes dance about, 
On the North wind’s breath upborne, 

As he flings them aloft with exulting shout, 

To the clouds he has madly torn, 

Now they glide along with an airy grace 
Upheld by his buoyant wing, 

Now before his car at a furious pace, 

Are swept by the stormy king. PDA ALIS A ots 

One moment like birds through the darkened air 

In a whirling cloud they fly, 

The next o’er the landscape brown and bare 

In a spotless robe they lie. 
PALI ALA DPA MP AA 

*Till the sportive wind in his wanton play 
Unlifts them from the plains, 

And sends them careering far away, 

To the sound of his dirge-like strains. 
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AN OLD-FASHIONED PARTY. 

BY MRS. M. A. DENISON. 

READER, remember ; ai ath she ‘ 

cal d entertainments, for which Miss Lavina ae ; ps ae eTended majesty upon: the 

aged six, sends out her cards, and expects rion 5 3 rs s é ub good humor is soon restored by the 

but young ladies under twelve, but the ef abe A Ngee off twenty-four yards of love 

fashioned gathering where children were chil-} shee s Neha one of the blushing urchins, whose 

dren, and wore short frocks and pantalettes, and iimntdl (2 Re pa see ey de 

called each other by their Christian names Ah! : sneak a aa gis page the floor, and who 

those were the times. How joyous! how fee fei ; fin oe ine
 to his place in the corner with his 

carking care sounded the merry little wolteis j +5 39 - aga ie al 

They played—they romped—they beletten aa ° fusion hig: See ti Ok RUBT ICUs ure BBB, bon: 

chairs—the house trembled at the tramp of their Swatd eae ai ge Self-constituted judges 

bounding footsteps. Eidiite ah dows ee Micro 25 a euren 

And <! as 5 ‘s and moving of chairs. Ex- 

me aid alee ae pet ; 3 rises $ travagance is the order of ee hour, ‘A es 

at them. Do they not look ate re nats ae
 eed a open door, that is the like- 

snowy robes, and careless ringlets? Yes! we earth Ne nal Bs meager above or 

= ike again. We go to our first party after —nodding and bowing me ane f ae 

aving dreamed and feasted i ais ae saseys wicket cna bede ts fe 

its coming pleasures for hae Bee vex A eens e ech tne ¢ fig eminous 

beats almost to suffocation; we are led into the § down; sia me es advent
 is suddenly broken 

room, where lie an awful array, bundles of bon- cowed es ite ag ones eats 

nets. shawls: coats and a iead, when some spirits of mischief 

, , and caps. Somebody, we $ seizes cap and bonnet, other See 

don’t know who, takes off our coverings, care-} coats, and lo! a Dae pull 84 cogs and 

fullsy smoothes down our snowy dress a then forth. a <i ve renee be pod defiance, stands 

: Ms hardly breathe, and the hot blood paints ; and Foi if eee a8 a 

cheeks and brow, somebody take ahi te . ; OSs 

hand and fiymalls aoa one 4 He rin te oe snug ie ate a to ‘the sweat.” 

rows of juveniles sitting against the wall. Our ; ful = the ar He "ie Bue push and beauti- 

Hwa. 48 dive eeten MeO REL Doin eon sblne. | whell dom pe sat Silence is restored, save 

white and yellow, swim confusedly before ee of ee tere ieyous Harry poked the ribs 

eyes; our fingers join convulsively, and it takes nig tiee Santee cies See . 

three long sighs and as many shy glances to} in the extreme aE re ree 

restore the little bas rer par: + i 

ne er ee) Bree ah Sal ot fe 
a ay: With considerable giggling and a mo fai ok Se re -S ae tone! 

ish face, a rosy lump of white sn dartas Soe es rattle—“One I 

awkwardly at tte ts and sets a pad tub ee a ae Pelovey Essay uN 

calling for number four, while—oh! spirits of “Oh!” ates Te " , 

contradiction developing in the yery bud, Bir thet: oh! aa % - Y a pak me ahr 

blue eyes look askance in the face of some} eTes a oe : wer pte yous . : 

chubby Billy whose number excels four. <A few ; reddening, and ieee re . hee or 

moments of bewildered prettiness, and the genius} ‘‘’T'wasn’t, ’t Bi ae Dee ee 

of bashfulness flies, nor rest is rei V1 Sn Ge eis dove wakiialiaty Heart. Bobby, 

the: verty bres ie ee, cake Ra e re. ae
 cane apple after you, and 

delighted as the games progress—laughin Sagas ys all my heart —he, he.” 

some wittyauxkii mel ciety ME Sa I'll never speak to you in all my life—so 

f y faces while at- there!’ cries Sarah, almost with tea 

tempting to kiss the shovel, or screaming eee RSciiod ane , aia rs. 

some victim seated with mock dignity be a a rer a ia . ee andiaypalr of 

Se gnity between? scft, grey eyes look into the little flushed f 

Von. XXIX—2 
: e flushed lace, 
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‘never be ashamed of loving with all your; full grown tree, full of malice and blackness. 

heart, my child—if anything is worth loving, { Pity ’tis that young hearts, guileless and unsus- 

little Sally, love it with all your heart.” Specting as they should be, have thus early 

‘““Yes’m,”’ replies the little girl, demurely, her} learned to pick flaws in dress and character, 

petulance vanished. She eats her apple, and } Do they learn it at home? 
chatters with Jenny, to whom she was never? But the party, like all earthly things, must 

err going to speak again as long as she lived. <come to an end, And after the children are 

A little drop of oil, how wondrously it smoothes } gone, the troubled housewife glides like a ghost 

the troubled waters! ; through the deserted parlors, and spying Mere 

Now, from my corner, I listen with childish { the fragments of a broken dish, and there and 

interest to some petty scandal. It falls from{all oyer, nut-shells and apple-corings, feels, 

rosy lips, and bright eyes drink it in, ’Tis the ‘ doubtless, with the preacher, that ‘all is vanity 

same thing in the tender plant that it is in the and yexation of spirit.” 

OOP eee ore 

LALLAVEEN. 

BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFFIELD. 

And [ whispered, when in Heaven, 

Near tho Saviour thou wilt be, 

And it will be easier, dearest, 

Kasier then to pray for me. 

Moonuieut on Archazin’s river, 

Moonlight on its banks of green, 

First it shines and last it lingers 

Where I sat with Lallaveen. 

So I spoke, but, ah, no longer 

Earthly love her soul could win, 

For she saw the bright gates open’d, 

Through which saints of old went in. 

Lallaveen was like the angels, 

Or as angels ought to be, 

Yot she loved me, loved me fondly, 

But sho stay’d not long with me. 

On the banks of fair Archazin 

Sat we in a Summer night, 

When the moon a fairy mantle 

Threw around us, wove of light. 

On the banks of fair Archazin 

Walk I now in Summer night, 

When across the quiet waters 

Sends the moon her quiet light. 

Oh, her eyes were very lustrous, 

But from mine there fell a tear, 

For I knew she had a message 

From our Father’s dark career. 

But my heart is sad and restless, 

And its hopes no longer green, 

But the grass is that is growing 

On the grave of Lallaveen. a ae lt lt a a At a a el eae al at what at dat hh 
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BY FINLEY JOHNSON. 

Tu love thee when the Spring flowers bloom, « T'll love thee in the Summer, too, 

For ‘twas in Spring we met— For when the Spring is past, 

The blissful scenes that round us shone Thy Summer-smiles so beanteousty 

Are fresh in memory yot; 

I know that we were younger then, 

But hearts as true as ours 

Have seareely felt the chill of time, 

‘Or heeded passing hours; 
And on our day of happiness 

Joy’s sun has not yet set; 

Then in the Spring time I will love, 

For ’twas in Spring we met. 

Around my path are cast; 

And though the hand of time has press’d 

Relentless on thy brow, 

And age is slowly creeping on, 

Still, still I'll love thee now;. 

For though our Spring of life is o’er 

Ripo fruits life’s branches fill; 

And be it Spring or Summer time 

My heart shell be thine still. LOPE ELF LLP LE PED PI PF Ot Ls 
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AUNT MARY'S NEW YEA R’S GIR T: 

BY A. l. OTIS. 

Ir was New Year’s Eve, and just such an eve times, because she always seemed to be thinking 
as it should be, clear and soft—not too cold for ; of her lost friends, and because when one of the 
the dwellers in poor houses. ‘ children bluntly asked her why she neyer gave 

But we have to do with a substantial country presents, she replied that all she had came from 
home, where the fire-light’s ruddy glow lit up} their father, and it would only be pretended 
every comfort in the snug sitting-room, and the} giving if she took his money to buy them pre- 
circle of young faces surrounding its polished} sents. She said it was more blessed to give 
fencer. than even to receive, but that pleasure had been 
They were talking of the morrow, and of the ; denied her, and she must not gricve, since re- 

gifts they had each prepared for father, mother, ceiving, which might haye been a grief’ to her, 
and aunt Mary—speculating too upon the numer-? was, by that dear family, made a blessing. 
ous boxes and parcels Joe had brought from the} Charles then said hopefully, that he knew sho 
railway station, and which had mysteriously dis- $ would be well cnough to be with them. Hadn't 
appeared immediately after being unpacked. * she been getting better and better for months? 

They hoped aunt Mary would be well enough} And he guessed too that she would have a pre- 
to be with them, for they didn’t half enjoy last § sent to give this year, for hadn't she been shut 
New Year, when she was so ill she could not} up in her room a great deal lately, and came out 
leave her room. Thus the eldest girl, Jane, told3 of it with such a bright face, just like other 
the children the story of poor aunt Mary’s early : people’s faces when they were making presents 
trials, which she had often heard in solemn times } to give way? 
from aunt Mary’s own lips. The noise of carriage wheels on the grayel in- 

Of how she stood, in her first great grief, be- 3 terrupted them. 
side her dying father, and he put her hand into “There goes Joe to the rail-road for mother 
John Harvey’s, and his fading lips smiled when } and father,” cried the children, “and we'll see 
he heard John promise solemnly and earnestly what loads of bundles they will bring!” 
that he would deserve her, and cherish her till} Before long the parents arrived, and were 
death did them part. Of how sad she was after ushered into the room by the jumping, dancing, 
he had gone, but what comfort she found in} welcoming children. In the midst of the general 
John, who did cherish her till death did them } hilarity, aunt Mary came in, bringing a keen 
part, but that was very soon. John died before } breath of frosty air in her cloak, which, like her 
they were married, and left her alone in the? bright smile, seemed to diffuse freshness through 
world, very poor, for his father had been an“; the room. Then there was another cager wel- 
fortunate in business. Of how several of her} coming, and some questioning as to what kept 
father’s friends wanted her to go home with her out till starlight. 
them, but she had liked best to go with theirs; She said she had been to see Mrs. Smiley,. 
father and mother, and what good fortune to : their clergyman’s wife, and had been sitting by 
them all it was that she had so decided. Of { a west window watching the glowing sunset sky,. 
how at first she could not bear to let even their { not heeding the increasing darkness. But) she 
father support her, but had done fine embroidery $ spoke with a little embarrassment. 
and sold it in the city until her health gave way,{ The children’s merry noise continued until 
and she was ill for a whole year. That con- 3 later than usual that night, owing to the great 
vinced her that she would do well to husband } excitement of stocking-hanging. But that mado: 
her strength, and submit to receiving what she} them sleep none the later the following day, for 
would gladly have given had they needed it.$ before dawn they were feeling those fayored 
Of how she taught them, and loved them, and receptacles, and guessing their contents with 
cared for them always, but especially when their} smothered, eager laughter, and sympathetic 
mother was sick. $ curiosity. 

Then Jane said, whispering, that she never After the hilarious greetings at breakfast, and 

pitied poor aunt Mary so much as at New Year’s} the further gift-giving and receiving, the: merry 
| 27 
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25 AUNT MARY’S NEW YEAR’S GIFT 
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storm abated; all being busy with new books, , raising the money, and I could not call upon 

new games, new dolls, &c. Ke. your poor, distressed uncle for a cent. Ah, I 

Dinner was yet to come—that merriest Hon am afraid, children, this is our last New Year’s 

of all—when they had time to look at each other, } in the old home.” 

and listen to all each had to say. Some were in Sobs echoed around the table, for it was a 

the habit of saying such funny things, that every 3 direful sight to see mother leaning on father’s 

body laughed at everything they said, funny or shoulder and crying so. 

not. It was the general opinion that what they 3 : Strange that aunt Mary did not cry too! She 

said must be funny. So they had to laugh some- ‘did seem moved, but it was differently. She 
times because they had laughed at nothing. But} ahemmed and sighed, and looked up to speak, 

this only kept it up merrily. ‘but didn’t, and yet looked so much as if she 

But on this New Year’s day a heavy, dismal | wanted to, but didn’t like to. She kept glancing 

cloud hung over that merry meal. ‘from Mr. Waters to the letters by his plate. The 

All were seated, and Mr. Waters was just children began to lament in words, and to tell 

about to carve the turkey, when Joe walked in} how much they loved the old house, and how 

with letters, saying, : sorr y they were to leave the garden, orchard, 

‘‘This one, sir, is marked ‘important.’ ”’ wood and brook, and how fond they were of this 

‘‘T will open it at once,” said Mr. Waters, ‘‘if 3 and that, till the father’s heart was full. They 

you will allow me.” kept appealing to aunt Mary, and calling upon 

‘‘Certainly,” said Mrs. Waters and aunt Mary: : her to mourn with them, but she looked as if she 

so he broke the seal, sank back in his chair, and $ hardly knew whether to be glad or sorry. Yes, 

turned very pale. s once she smiled joyfully! When she saw they 

‘‘May I see?” cried his wife, running to him, : noticed this, she became demure as old Tabby. 

and looking over his shoulder. . Presently she said gently, ‘Ah, well, perhaps 
He held the letter so that they could both read $ some of the other letters are from better friends 

it, and in a minute she cried, S than that one. When your father has time to 

- “Ah, the wretch! Not to be willing to wait! look over them we shall see.’ 
Just what might be expected of him!” Mr. Waters looked mechanically at the other 

Aunt Mary looked from one to the other in ; three letters and opened one, a very thick one. 

great anxiety, while Jane and Charles cried, § He started back again as if a serpent had 
‘Oh, what is it? What is it, mother?” § been in the letter. Something did seem to glide 

‘Tell them,” said Mr. Waters. Sout of it to the floor, but he kept his eyes on 

‘“What—the children?” : the note. Aunt Mary was as white as he was! 

“Yes, yes. Let us all feel together on New $ Mrs. Waters again read over his shoulder, 

Year’s day, even if it be sorrow. It concerns us ‘A better friend indeed!” she cried, ‘listen 

all, and we shall be happier to keep nothing 3 to this, Mary: listen, children.” 

from them.” 

He leaned his forehead on his hand, while his 

wife said, 
‘Your father endorsed a note for your uncle} 

Henry, never imagining that he was going to 
fail. That note is due, and this is a notice from 

the creditor that the debt is now your father’s, 3 

and that it must be paid in three days. It was : 

cruel to send it to-day. He might have let us 

enjoy New Year’s. Dear Edward, how can you} 

pay 1t?” 

*‘T must sell this house. I have no other 

means,” he answered. ‘Perhaps at a great} 

loss, too, but to sell it at all, is bad enough.” Aunt Mary slyly wiped her eyes. Nobody 

The mother began to cry, and Jane and little } saw her. 

Moll kept her company. Charles looked defiantly } ‘*Who can it be? Who can it be? Do help 
around the table and choked down his tears. me think, Mary,” said Mrs. Waters. 

‘*T wouldn’t sell the house for anybody,” « Ts it enough? How much is it?” cried 

‘Dear Srr—Years ago, by a kind act, pro- 

bably unregarded by yourself, you placed me 

2 under infinite obligation to you. As part of 

that obligation was pecuniary, (though more, 

much more, such as nothing but the heart’s best 

* devotion can repay) I now, that I am able, make 

restitution. If you do not wish to deprive me 

s of the satisfaction of feeling that I have done 

justly—if you do not wish to overwhelm me 

Sih grief, please do not refuse to accept this 

from one still your debtor. 

‘December 8lst, 54.” 
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said, as soon as he could speak. Charles, and began to grope under the table. 

‘*He will sell it for us then,’ said his father, Mr. Waters showed the postscript of the letter. 

with a sad smile, ‘for I have no means of ! It was, 
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thou- ‘If Miss will send us another story equal 

sand dollars.” yto the last, we will gladly publish it, for ‘ 

‘Here it is,” cried Charles, ‘in real notes.” } ’ (the title of her book) will probably pay 
They all tried to guess who sent it, but could } both herself and us well. It would be a pity to 

not even very distantly imagine. si6t such talents lie idle. We say this in order 

The next question was, ‘‘Should they use it?” } ; that her extreme modesty and self-distrust may 

_ “Oh, certainly,” aunt Mary said, flushed and } not stand in our way, or prevent her from 
eager. ‘Just think how much that person would § realizing the profit and fame she deserves.’ 

be disappointed if they did not! It was, she w as } ; When Mr. Waters knew that the money he had 

pretty sure, offered with a heart that longed to } received, was the profit of a secretly written and 

give it, and it was their duty to accept it.” : published book, which she had exerted herself 

Mr. Waters said the temptation was too great. ; to write only that she might have the pleasure of 

It was just about the sum he needed. He must $ giving something to them, he accepted it freely, 

use it, and from the bottom of his heart he} not to make his young friend unhappy by re- 
thanked whoever sent it. 

Aunt Mary blushed very much, but they were 

all looking at the letter. 
‘‘Come now, father,’ said Charles, ‘‘let’s see 

what’s in the other letters. Perhaps there’s one 

for me full of blood alleys, or at least, I mean, 

the promise of some.” 
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‘*Please find enclosed the sum of 

? 
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‘*Hurra, hurra,” cried Charles, excited be- 

yond all Bonde ‘‘we'vye got an authoress in 

the family.” 

‘*Thank you for your New Year’s present, 

aunt Mary,’ said Jane, gratefully. 

‘‘What did she give us?”’ whispered the little 

‘‘Mr. Charley, none for you. Dut here is one § one. 

for aunt Mary, from ‘ & Co.’s publishing ‘Only the house over our heads,’ Charles 

house, to the care of Rev. H. Smiley.’ What’s ; answered. 
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this?” Mr. Waters’ hand clasped Mary’s warmly, 

Aunt Mary sprang up, and crushed the letter ; while his wife’s arms were thrown around her, 

held toward her in her hand, and then hid it} ‘ she kissed, and blessed, and thanked her. 

under the table. Aunt Mary stood smiling and trembling with 

‘Willy Smiley didn’t keep his promise,” she § pleasure. 
murmured, indignantly. ‘¢T did not intend to tell you,” she said, **but 

All eyes and every mouth expressed their ‘now I am so glad that I can talk over my book 

astonishment, while aunt Mary looked like an } with you all.” 
affrighted rabbit in a corner. ‘*Please, ma’am,’’ said Joe, from the door, 

Mr. Waters’ glance dwelt keenly upon her, $ ‘‘the cook is here again, and says the dinner 

while his face gradually flushed up. Swill be spoiled. Shall you have it brought in 
‘*Mary! Mary!” he said. ‘*What! are you : again, ma’am?” 

determined to load us with benefits? You we That zealous servant, seeing that they could 

it! I know you did. It is of no use denying it.’’ $ not touch it in the first gloom of their grief, had 
‘Oh, don’t, Mr. Waters,” she said, ‘don’t. § taken it back to the kitchen. 

It is nothing. Don’t mention it, pray!” ‘«Keep it hot,” he said, to the cook, ‘‘they’re 
‘‘ But, indeed mu $ in trouble and need to have it comfortable when 

‘*Oh, for mercy’s sake, Mr. Waters, don’t say \ they get so they can eat it.” 

you won’t use it! I shall have plenty more, I § : Triumphantly was it brought in again to have 

know. Only let me read this letter, and I will ample justice done it on the revival of mirth. 

tell you all about it.” She glanced over it, and S The general sentiment of the party was ex- 

smiling bashfully handed it to Mr. Waters, who $ pressed by Charles when he cried out, 

read it aloud. ‘*Well, this is the jolliest New Year’s!” 

\ 

A WINTER EVENING. 

BY CATHARINE ALLAN, 

Keen blows the wind around the hill; 

The sleet descends like steel; 

Sharp icicles hang from the mill, 
Or spike the silent wheel. 

But what care we? As ev’ning comes 

We pile the fire high, 

And safe within our ruddy homes 

Hear the wild gale go by. SIDA SS PPA 



RACHEL VANE. 

BY MARTHA RUSSELL, 

CHAPTER sig \ grave ribbons, brown or green. I hate green; 

“Strong is the life that nestles there, * besides, I should not like to go round visiting 

But into motion and delight ; sick people, or to ride first at funerals.” 
It may not burst, till soft as air cw : ie ay 

Cifeels Love's brooding tiniely aight” Well, you shall have a dancing master far 

UN F dig: WelbS your husband and chasse through life: but what 

sieht: lial jet eat anes mae &" < sort of a husband will you have, Amy, ma chere? 
fortunes!” cried a brown-eyed, mischievous- } 

: It’s a pity we don’t live under a monarchial 
\ 

looking girl, as she sprang into the midst of a s government, for nothing short of a king will 

group of schoolmates, who were lazily lounging content you! Speak,” added the laughing Laura, 
on the shady lawn in front of ‘Ryefield Insti- bareeine oven the neki cota teicomeen toca 

tute;” and, suiting the action to the word, she; ‘ girl a wreath of daisies and putter -cups, which 
grasped a handful of daisies and began pulling § her fingers, busy as her tongue, had bound to- 

out the alternate petals, repeating the worid-old ; gether with the long spears of grass 

magic formula of, ‘‘ He loves—he loved me not, ep eed nat object to the rank,” was the 

&e.,” until she drew the Inst, and, with a merry | reply, ‘‘if so be he were king over himself at the 
; ] ée Y he 
shout, ‘exolaimed, “See, he loves me same time, and willing to share his power with 

‘‘Don’t be too sure, Laura, dear,” cried ea i, 

beautiful girl, the tallest of the group, as she } “Good! TI like the last stipulation, Amy, but 

shook from her shining braids of hair the white} bout nis ability to rule himself I should not so 
petals which Laura had contrived to scatter over much care, for if he could not do that, he could 
her. ‘You should remember our reading lesson $ not expect to rule me, of course. Comprenez 

to-day, * vous, ma chere?”’ 

My Man’s inconstant ever, Yes, but now, Miss Chatterbox, tell us upon 

One-too% on lant: aud ous'on ‘seh, ‘ what kind of a mortal you intend to bestow that 
To one thing constant never. 

* dimpled hand and sharp tongue of yours?” 

‘Thanks to Miss Hall for giving us that fine; ‘Come, let’s know!” cried the others, second- 
old ballad among her selections.”’ ‘ing Amy’s motion, and grasping the flitting 

“But that’s just what I like, Maria. Who} Laura just as she was about making her escape. 

wants to be tied to one thing forever,” replied } ‘‘There, that’s a good seat for you,” said little 
Miss Laura, with a gay toss of her little head. : Eva Leroy, as she pulled her down beside herself 

‘Vanity is my motto—I mean to be adored; Ii upon the grass and flung her arms about her 
don’t care how much or by how many—but have 3 waist. ‘‘I’ll keep her, girls. Now speak, Miss 

no idea of being fettered myself.” Laura!” 

‘“‘T should think my old aunt Sally wrote those : ‘I’m not quite certain,” began Laura, with a 

verses, Maria,” said the youngest of the group, } comical assumption of gravity, ‘“‘but I think I 

as she raised her head from the shoulder of one} shall marry an Artic navigator. One who has 
of her companions, and shook back a cloud of } plenty of money, and will come home only once 

sunny curls. ‘She is always preaching about’ in three or four years, and think me the wisest, 

the falschood and wickedness of mankind. She } prettiest, most wonderful, adorable woman in the 
says they are a ‘dreadful set;’ given over to whole world. He must not come home oftener, 

destruction—all but some few like old Deacon} or he will find out my faults, and that would 

Smith and Parson Arnold.” ‘never do. It’s pleasant to be beloved, is it not, 

‘‘And so she will never permit you to get $ Rachel?” she added, suddenly turning to a pale, 
married, you poor little chicken,” cried Laura, ‘pki? haired girl who had joined them just in 

‘‘unless it be to some bald-headed old deacon, * time to catch her last words. 

or black-coated parson. What a minister’s wife | ‘‘Yes, Laura, darling, but pleasanter to love,” 

you would make, Eva! Just think of it, girls!” § was the quiet answer. 

“But I won’t be a minister’s wife. They} ‘‘That’s just like you, Rachel, so odd,” re- 

always wear such dull-colored dresses, and each turned Laura. ‘But if you are little queen of 
30 
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Sheba for wisdom, you are a darling good girl, } deep-hearted, no less loving, but less demon- 
and you shall have—let me see—un missionary strative Rachel Vane, whose quiet self-posses- 

for your husband, and write letters home for } sion was to her a never-ending mystery. ‘Why 

our edification. But hark! Emma Rossitter is: will you never get married?” 

playing the ‘Bird Waltz.’ Let’s go in and have : ‘*{ do not know, I was thinking about it when 

a dance, girls,” and following ker lead, they; you came back. It may be this; when I was 

swept across the lawn like a flock of birds, ; with aunt Dawner I saw a great deal of company, 

leaving her whom they had called Rachel still ; ‘and as I am a very quiet body no one said much 

seated upon the grass, ‘to me, and I had plenty of time to watch the 

She was a slight figure, too thin for beauty— ¢ visitors and make observations, and it seemed to 
with a face pale almost to sallowness, and fea- { me that all the ladies were anxious to receive a 

tures easily overlooked amid the fresh, beaming } great deal of attention—to be, as Laura says, 

loveliness of the group which had just left her, 3 » ador ed and worshipped by their husbands and 

yet there was something about the mouth and } lovers, without seeming to inquire whether their 

the small, white teeth when she smiled that was } ‘ attentions were worth having or not.” 

very sweet and winning, and her clear, grey eyes} ‘Well, is not that very natural?” asked Eva, 

had in them a world of brooding tenderness. ; opening wide her blue eyes. 

She sat motionless gazing at the flowers that} ‘‘ Perhaps so—indeed I suppose it is, and that 
Laura had scattered in her lap, until a pair of } is why I made that remark. But it would be so 

white, dimpled hands were laid upon her aliout’? impossible for me to care for the attentions of 
ders, and the flaxen curls of Eva Leroy swept’ people whom I could not respect—to love any 
her cheek as she whispered, one who was not wise, and good, and noble— 

‘What, thinking of that missionary, Rachel? } some one who by the magnetic force of his will 

T don’t think I shall let you marry one after all.” should bind me to him, and take as by divine 
“I don’t think I shall ever marry any one, } right all the love, faith, and reverence that my 

Eva,” she replied, returning her mute caress. © } Woman’s nature can give, (and that sometimes 
‘Why not? I thought everybody expected to} seems inexhaustible) in whose strength and 

be married some time!”’ } purity I could find perfect trust and repose!” 

““Not everybody—or it may be it’s because I An older listener than little Eva Leroy—one 

am so odd, as the girls often say—not like other } ; who had drunk deeper of the chalice of life 
people.” } might have murmured pitifully, “Dreams, mere 

“Nonsense—if you do look grave when we dreams of the ideal!” But Eva only gazed a 

laugh, and don’t care for lots of things that we } moment wonderingly on the earnest, enthusiastic 

do—aren’t you a great deal wiser, and don’t we ; face of the speaker, then exclaimed, 

all like you?—and didn’t Miss Mellen say, the } ‘Why, Rachel dear, you talk just like a book,” 
other day, that your eyes were prettier than 

Maria Mason’s, for all she prides herself go 
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PLS. much on their beauty ?” CHAPTER II. 
‘Oh, it is not that,’”’ returned Rachel, while a “ors is a spirit deep and erystal clear; 

bright smile lit up her whole face—‘‘it is not my : Quicker to look than speak the sympathies.” 
lack of beauty. I fear, sometimes, I do not $ Racuet Vanr’s childhood and 100d until 
think so much about that as I ought—at least } within the last half year had been spent in com- 

of late. When I first went to my aunt’s it trou- 3 parative solitude. The light of life had gone 
bled me very much, because it troubled her; she} out in her father’s heart in that dread hour 
seemed to feel disappointed that I was so plain. } when he first looked upon the dead face of his 

Before I had never thought about it, for I had 3 wife, and the living, unconscious one of his in- 

always lived alone with papa, seeing scarcely } fant daughter, and, withdrawing from society, 

any one but the village people, and they never > he had lived alone with memory, his books and 

trouble themselves about such things.” } the pursuit of those branches of natural science, 

“Then why shall you never marry?” asked} which possess for some minds an undefinable 

Viva, returning to the subject with the pertinacity } charm. 
of a pet child, and indeed though ‘quite sixteen A distant relation, who acted as housekeeper, 

years and three weeks old,” as she was wont to} had been Rachel’s teacher until he assumed 

say, her confiding, dependant nature, her frank, ’ that office, for which, in some respects, he was 

affectionate, artless manners and sunny temper } admirably fitted, but in training and directing 

made her the favorite of the flock, and created a3 her intellect, he made the mistake common to 

strong bond of sympathy between her and the? minds self-occupied, and forgot the one important 
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thing in a woman’s culture, the wants of the} CHAPTER III. 

heart. “That was wrong perhaps—but then 

Quiet, reserved, undemonstrative, that was a } gs things be—and will again! 
. omen cannot uc ge for men,’ 

realm which he never entered, and he knew J 

nothing of the tumultuous thoughts and feelings Let us pass over three years and catch another 
PPL PLL - that fed upon themselves, or poured through the } glimpse of Rachel Vane. She is sitting at a table 

gate of dreams into the ideal world: thoughts : in her father’s library; before her lies an open 
and foclings which might have degenerated into } ‘letter, while scattered over the table are the 

mere morbid sentimentalism, had it not been for § } various implements of writing. She is no longer 

the strength, delicacy, and truthfulness of her } # school girl, and the responsibilities of her posi- 
own mind, which intuitively rejected the false tion as the head of her father’s household have 

and factitious, and the pure, vivifying influences § given a certain serene, self-possessed dignity to 
of the beautiful scenery amid which she had ° ‘her manner, and although time has not brought 

passed her life. ‘that beauty which the world worships, it has 

About six months previous to the scene above ° given to her features that quiet, undescribable 

described, Mr. Vane had been suddenly called loveliness which wells up from a heart that is at 
from home by the death of his only brother in } Test 
Havann, Something of the cause of this change we can 

As much business connected with his bro- ? guess from the bright, happy flush that lights up 

ther’s affairs would detain him there for many } check and eye as a gentleman springs through 
months, he placed Rachel, after a short visit to : the open French window, and showering into her 

her aunt in Philadelphia, at Ryefield Institute, : lap a handful of early spring flowers, says gaily 
then celebrated as a ‘finishing school” for young } ‘as he sinks into a heavy fauteuil by her side, 

ladies. ‘* Just see what you lost, fair lady, by shutting 

Here she was in a new world, and though yourself up in this dim old room this morning! 

teachers and schoolmates pronounced her a little } ; Look! here are cowslips, anemones, and 

‘sodd,” she soon acquired a quiet influence with ; «____ Violets dim, 

them, yet the feelings she excited was nearer But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes 
akin to respect—evyen admiration, than the love } Or Csibarae £ eee. 

which she craved. Still as we receivo but what ‘‘But I wished to write this letter, Philip. I 

we give, it was, perhaps, but just, for Rachel } am very glad you enjoyed your walk.” 

was not a person to readily attain to tho enviable} ‘‘I did not enjoy it at all; 1 missed something 

condition of Miss Mellen, the principal, which ‘from the landseape—something from the sky:” 

enabled her ‘*to love her pupils all alike.” She ‘ and opening a volume of Coleridge that lay upon 

might love them as herself—or, even better, but} the table, he reads the proem to that beautiful 

not the same, and of all the recipients of her ; fragment, ‘‘Z7'he Complaint of the Solitary Date 
affection little Eva Leroy won by far the largest Tree.”? ‘*Y was alone, Rachel,” he adds, ‘‘and 

share. Sof late I have been learning the truth of the 

‘‘They were ‘so unlike,’’’ the girls said, yet ¢ paradox—‘ we double our pleasures by dividing 

hidden beneath that quiet exterior was the same } them,’ ”’ 
loving, affectionate, womanly heart which little ‘In other words, how ‘there is that which 

Eva unveiled at the first kind glance; besides $ scattereth yet increaseth,’” she answers, play- 

the heart does not exact equality of intellect § fully, as in folding her letter she half turns her 

or culture, only capacity for affection, and the } check away to conceal the bright flush his earnest 

young girl clung to Rachel with the confiding, $ tones more than his words have brought there; 

reverential tenderness of a child, a feeling which ‘“so when Eva comes, and I trust it will be as 

the three years difference in their ages contri- ; soon as she gets this, you will be richer still.” 

buted to deepen. - “No, I beg to be excused. I have grown 
Beyond all this, little Eva was motherless, exclusive too of late, as all men do when 

poor, and well nigh friendless, for her father, a ; thoroughly in earnest,” and suddenly dropping 

gay, dissipated man, manifested little interest ; his playful tone he adds, ‘‘I can divide but once 

in his child beyond supplying her with the bare } with one ‘The best beloved’—and Rachel—dear 

necessaries which her position demanded, and Rachel, may I—-—” 

Rachel, delighted in decking out her fresh, ‘‘Rachel, my daughter!” echoed the voice of 
blooming beauty with such articles of dress and : Mr. Vane from the hall. ‘*Please step this way 

ornament as her ample allowance permitted her % moment; Mrs. Hanson wishes to speak with 
to command. you!” 

A 
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What more Philip Clevenger would have said, } artlessness of Eva had quite supplanted the 

or what it was he read in the one glance lifted } former in his beauty-worshipping heart. 

to his face as she sprang to meet her father, we } We have no wish to paint, if we could, the 

can only guess, but this we know, that Rachel » bitterness of that hour when Rachel, too clear- 

Vane scarcely saw the stolid face or heard the : sighted to deceive herself, first admitted this as 

prosy words of her housekeeper, Mrs. Hanson, Sa fact; nor how, in half-abhorrence, she shrunk 

in the beautiful light which had broken in upon back from the wild and troubled thoughts, that 

her with his words. ‘for a moment woke in her heart, and prayed 

Philip, a Southerner by birth, and a North- } earnestly to be enabled to ‘‘overcome evil with 

erner by education, had already lingered away } good;” or how as she gazed on little Evya’s 

many weeks at Heywood. He was the son of an {beautiful face, she strove to thrust back all 

old friend and distant connection of Mr. Vane. \ thought of self and still the sharpness of her 

Accident had brought him in contact with that § pain, by murmuring, ‘“‘How could he help it? 

gentleman, who, moved by the recollections of ‘ how could it be otherwise?” 

his boyhood, threw aside his reserve and invited Very still and quiet was she that night, when 

him to his house with hearty cordiality. The } Eva stole from her own bed, and creeping in beside 

young man accepted, partly from curiosity, and ‘her, hid her face in her bosom, and told her the 

day after day found him by Rachel’s side in the story of her happiness—so still, that had it not 

library, or amid the magnificent scenery of the § been for the throbbing of the heart beneath her 

Highlands, until what had at first seemed to > head, Eva might have thought her dead, 

him a place too dull and solitary to be endured, § << To think that he should love me, Rachel! 

left scarcely a wish ungratified. $so poor and ignorant, and he so wise and 

If Rachel’s lack of personal charms had at fea she whispered. ‘Are you not glad, 
LPP LS 

first disappointed him, a few days intercourse } dear?” she went on, as her companion did not 

taught him that she was well qualified to be his speak. ‘I knew you would be, and I could not 

companion in the world of literature and art, rest until I had told you.” 

and her simple dignity, her truthfulness, her ‘‘Yes, Eva, I am—I must be glad in your 

genuine womanliness, so different from the con- 3 happiness.” 

ventional manners to which he had been accus-} ‘That is so like you. You are always 80 

tomed, possessed for his fastidious and somewhat § good—Philip says you aro,” and all night long 

jaded taste an inexpressible charm, and there- } that fair girl lay folded in Rachel’s arms dream- 

fore it came to pass that no book, or picture, or ing happy dreams, while the latter strove for 

landscape was quite enjoyed unless she was by § strength to say ‘‘Thy will be done!” 

his side. 

Happy in the present, he had taken no thought 

of this until the expected arrival of one, whom 

i spite of Rachel’s praises, he inwardly stig- 

matized as one of the “bread-and-butter Misses” 

of whom he had had a surfeit, threatened to dis- ‘New York, Aug. 10th, 1854. 

turb his enjoyment. Rachel, with her quick, ‘RacneEL, Dear Frrenp—A letter from home 

womanly intuition, had felt something of the  siiteniis me that my father is dying, and wishes 

truth long before the half-avowal of that morn- ; a reconciliation. I need not tell you how much 

ing, but like most delicate, reserved natures she } of sorrow and joy there is for me in the few 

had hoarded the secret in her heart, deeming it ee which announce this change. I must go 

too sacred even for Eva’s eyes. to him, but I dread to leave Eva alone. Will 

‘You must love Eva for my sake, Philip!” ¢ you come and stay with her during my absence? 

she had said in reply to some half-jesting, half- y Her health is very frail—how frail, I scarcely 

playful remark of his, on the day of her friend's § dare ask myself, and if you cannot come to her, 

arrival. ‘*By-and-by, you will love her for her } I shall feel constrained to forego the happiness 

own.” of secing my father once more, and hearing that 

And he did. Soon after her arrival, Mr. Vane {I am forgiven, for my first duty is to her, and I 

met with an accident which confined him to the ; cannot leave her with strangers. She clings to 

house and made his daughter’s presence indis- ‘ you with all her early, girlish affection, and is it 

pensible. Philip and Eva were left dependant too much to ask, dear friend, when we say, 

on each other for society, and long before Rachel : ‘Come to us once more?’ 

or even Philip dreamed of such a thing, the ex- ; “Very truly and sincerely yours, 

quisite beauty, the winning grace and child-like ° ‘Purp CLEVENGER.” 

CHAPTER IV. 

“Blle se vengea de sa destinee, qui lui refusait le 
bonheur pour elle-meme, en se consumant pour le 
bonheur des autres.” 
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At the bottom of the above note, traced in a <I could not be otherwise with him—but he, I light, uncertain hand, were these words, ‘Come } am afraid, (I’ve thought about it a good deal of soon, dearest Rachel, if not for my sake, for \ late, Rachel) he has not been so happy as he Philip’s—life has been anything but bright to might have been with a different wife—one who him of late, I fear, and his father’s displeasure } was wiser and better—one who could have helped has weighed heavily upon him. Come soon to’ him more. I never could think for myself, you your old friend, Eva.” know.” 
To a stranger there was nothing in the above? ‘But you must not say this, Eva—it is un- lines to account for the tears which they brought} wise, wrong, and a 

to the usually calm eyes of Rachel Vane. But { ‘No, it is not unwise,” interrupted Eva, with she read there a long, sad story of sorrow and; an earnestness quite foreign to her, ‘nor wrong disappointment, of family estrangement and: to look the truth in the face—you were wont to hopes gone out in darkness, and the relentless } Say so, at least, Rachel, in the old days, though hand-to-hand struggle with the stern realities of } it is not always so pleasant,” she added, with an life. in which the heart so surely grows heavy } attempt at a smile, as she gathered Rachel’s and the footsteps weary and slow. {hand in hers and placed it over her eyes, +] She had not seen them since their marriage, ; have felt, ever since the first year of our mar- six years before, but she had heard from them ‘riage, that I could not meet all the demands of by letter, though far less frequently of late, and my husband’s nature. It seems to me, Rachel, she knew that Philip’s father, a proud, haughty { that there is such a thing as oceupying a heart man, had signified his displeasure on his son’s ' Without filling it. But I never thought so much marriage by a cold, sarcastic note, disowning } about it until after little Julia died—I was go him and casting him upon his own resources for $ much occupied with her—she was such a little support—that the son, too proud to beg for favor, | angel, Rachel—so dear ” and the young had roused all his energies to meet the demands ; mother’s voice grew choked with tears as she which his new position so suddenly devolved ; attempted to speak of her dead babe. 
upon him, and she guessed rather than knew, how $ Rachel bent over her with a silent caress, and hard the inexperience and ignorance of both presently she said, more calmly, 
husband and wife, in all that related to the prac- “T am going to her, Rachel; sometimes it is tical business of life, had made the struggle, ai as if I felt her little arms drawing me—and, she was scarcely prepared for the change in $ Rachel, I want—bend down your head here, my tva’s health of which Philip spoke. dearest, best friend.” 
A week Jater she was seated in the parlor of Rachel’s head was bowed close to hers, and the small dwelling which the means of Philip, } she whispered a few words in her ear. 

as assistant editor of a weekly paper, permitted} «Don’t speak—don’t answer me now,” she him to rent in a surburban portion of the city. $ said aloud, placing her thin, attenuated hand Eva, stretched upon the sofa, with her head over Rachel’s mouth, ‘don’t answer, but—re- resting upon Rachel’s lap, was recalling, with the ’ member!” 
garrulous delight of a child long separated from} Before another Spring, she had clasped her one she loved, memories of their school days, } darling’s little hands in that ‘boundless region while Rachel’s eyes filled with tears, not for the of all perfection.” 
past, but for the fearful change which had come 
over that still beautiful face. Finally, Eva spoke CHAPTER Y. 
of the present, of Philip and the prospects which } “Wait, and Love herself shall bring 
a reconciliation with his father would how open ; The drooping flower of knowledge changed to fruit to him. Of wisdom.” 

‘You will be quite happy then,”’ said Rachel,} ‘‘Wuar gentleman is staying with Hunter?” seeing the gentle wife pause. asked Mr. Guthrie of Mr. Livingston Gray, as, ““Yes—it may be—might be,” she paused a} with a number of other guests of the last named moment, and nestling her head still closer to; gentleman, he joined the ladies after dinner, Rachel’s bosom, she whispered, “I have somes: ‘Markham says he met him this norning riding thing I want to say to you, Rachel, dear—some- with a stranger.” 
thing that I would not say to any one He oA Mr. Clevenger, I think, he called him, scarcely to Philip, for he might feel grieved, {from Georgia. I met them also, and asked poor fellow—but sometimes it seems to me that } them to dine here, but they excused themselves Philip and I have not been quite as happy as we’ on plea of business, promising to drop in on expected to be—not that I have not been happy— their way home, and take tea with us. From 
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what was said, I fancy the stranger thinks of } ‘Friends of many years standing, sir,” said 

purchasing Heywood, if so, we shall know more Philip, as he led her to a seat, ‘*but I did not 

of him in time.” S anticipate the pleasure of meeting her here 

‘‘ Heywood—that was Vane’s place, over yon- Miss Vane’s futher and mine were old friends, 

der. Hunter got it cheap, I hear. Vane, the ; and some ten years since, I passed several weeks 

hermit, as you were wont to call him, my dear,” at Heywood.” 

added Mr. Guthrie, turning to his wife. ‘Te died ‘¢Ah, ITremember. I thought your name had 

when we were in Cuba, I believe. But how}a familiar sound, but I did not recognize your 

come Hunter to get the place for a mere song,  rentnrs,” 

Mr. Gray?” Saying this, with a delicacy for which Rachel 

‘‘He was the principal creditor. Vane had ; was inwardly grateful, Mr. Gray gave a new 

been letting things go at loose ends for yoars— $ direction to the conversation, and left them to 

he had no more idea of how his affairs stood, I } themselves, until little Katie came round, and, 

presume, than a child, and when he died, Hunter ‘with the familiarity of a pet, laid her hand on 

? 

LL LS. 

took the place at his own price.” : Philip’s shoulder, saying, 

‘‘Ts his daughter still with you?” ’ ‘Mr. Clevenger, have you forgotten your 

‘Yes; she is a noble woman, and an excellent wish to hear ‘Auld Robin Gray?’ Miss Vane 

governess. Is not she, puss?” he added, catching § plays it beautifully.” 

by one of her long curls his pet daughter, achild$ ‘No, indeed,” and, thus reminded, he led 

of twelve years, who at that moment entered the 3 Rachel to the piano. 
room. ¢ There—am I not right?” exclaimed Mr. 

‘‘Who?” Miss Vane, papa? She’s a darling— Gray, triumphantly, as the last strains of that 

not another like her in the whole world,” re- 3 exquisitely arranged old favorite died away. 

turned the child, as she seated herself on his knee. 3 ««Isn’t it worth dozens of your modern trash, 

It was true Mr. Vane’s death had left Rachel } waltzes and polkas?” 

portionless and almost friendless; and putting 3 Of course they agreed with him, and Philip 

aside all false pride, she had sought and obtained Clevenger stood silently turning the leaves of 

the situation of governess to Kate Gray; and in the music for Rachel until, after giving a number 

the unwearied performance of her duty, lightened 3 of pieces both old and new, she arose and took 

by the warm love of her pupil, and the kindness : little Katie’s hand to retire. 

and respect of the elder members of the family, $ ‘‘I have much to say to you—you will let me 

had found coritent. Not feeling quite well she § see you in the morning, Rachel,” he said, in a 

had declined dining with the family that day, 3 low tone, as he opened the door for her and bade 

and was busy over her book when little Katie § her ‘‘good night.” 
came to her room with her. ‘<Tf you call early; Katie’s school hours com- 

‘‘Dear Miss Vane, don’t you feel well enough $ mence at eight, and we allow nothing to inter- 

to come down a minute,” she said, “just one $rupt them. Do we, Katie?” 

little minute?” . : “Not often; but I wish you would come, for 

‘«What for, Katie?” she said, with a smile, as $I want a holiday to-morrow, Mr. Clevenger,” 

she caught the eager, upturned face in her hands. replied the little girl. 

‘What wonderful object am I expected to accom-$ He had ‘‘much to say to her,” he had said; 

plish by going down ‘just one little minute?’” 4 but, somehow, when he called the next morning, 

‘‘We want you to play ‘Rosin the Bow,’ and $ there was little spoken between them. A few 

‘Auld Robin Gray,’ with variations, papa and IJ, ae uttered in a tone as low and almost as 

and mamma said I might ask you, only you are 3 tremulous as that in which Eva had whispered 

not to come unless you feel quite well and chose 3 her last request to Rachel, were almost all, and, 

to do so.”’ Sag then, there was no answer in words, nor were 

Smoothing the bands of her dark hair, and 3 they needed, for he felt that the tears upon the 

fastening over her black dress a plain collar of 3 face hidden upon his shoulder were happy tears, 

delicate linen, Rachel took the hand of her Sand the hand he clasped lay unresistingly, and 

pupil and descended to the parlor, but she had § forgivingly in his. 
scarcely crossed the threshold, before Philip} He spoke at length. 

Clevenger had grasped her hand. s «You will not refuse me, Rachel? Have you 

‘‘Ah, Mr. Clevenger and Miss Vane are old $ no answer for me?” 

friends, it seems!’ exclaimed Mr. Gray. “T% She looked up to him. 

was not aware of this, or I should have insisted ¢ The words came as easily and as naturally as 

on the favor of her presence before.” ‘ her breath, 
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— 

“T have always loved you, Philip, always— , preparations for the approaching marriage of 
besides, it was Eya’s last request!” ; Miss Vane: before the mid-summer sun had 
A few weeks later, the Grays, especially little { faded the roses, Rachel was once more mistress 

Katie, were busy with plans and projects and } of Heywood, and Philip Clevenger no longer alone. 
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BY HELEN M. LADD. 

THERE are things of radiant beauty 
And of rainbow hue, 

Gems and flowers of other Spring-times 

Dipped in memory’s dew; 

Ah! those bright days, I recall them 
With a tear and sigh, 

When o’er hill and dale we wandered, 

Harry Hoit and I. 

And in Winter, ‘round the hearth-stone, 

Gathered we at even-time, 

Gazing on the shadowy embers, 

Listening for the vesper chime, 
But its music oft came blended 

With the winds low wailing sigh, 

At the sound of it we shuddered, 

Harry Hoit and TI. 

Harry was an orphan lonely, 

Harry he was poor: 

And one Wintry morn my father 

Oped to him his door; 

His was such a noble forehead, 

His was such a soul-lit eye, 

And we loved each other dearly, 

Harry Hoit and I. 

When the wind moaned through the branches 
We subdued our mirth, 

Thinking it the voice of demons 

Wandering o’er the earth; 

While the old clock ticked more loudly, 
And the flame in quaint design 

Cast upon the wall two shadows, 

Harry Hoit’s and mine. 

In sweet May-time we culled flowers 

All the sunny day, 

Where the fringes of the sunbeams 

With the waters play; 

While the lark sang blithely to us 

From her home, the sky, 

And we echoed back her warbling, 

Harry Hoit and I. 

When another Spring-time blossomed 

Harry drooped his head, 

While the grim death-angel lingered 
Near his little bed; 

One bright morn the sun was rising 
Slowly from the sea, 

A good angel came and parted 
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THE LETTER RECEIVED. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

— Lonety I sat in my hours of sorrow, I flung back the curtain—the night was dreary, 
Weeping I prayed for the absent dear; A starless gloom lay on land and sea; 

My sick heart shrank from the coming morrow, But all in my bower was light and cheery, 
Thoughts of living were thoughts of fear. —There lay the letter that came from thee. 

I fancied thy bark her swift way wending 
O’er the waves of the Southern sea; 

“Oh! when,” I cried, “this misery ending, 

When may I hope a letter from thee?” 

“Continue to love thee!” while life is left me, 
No other image my heart shall shrine; 

If Fate of all other loves bereft me, 

She paid me fully, in giving me thine. 
Duty has parted us—Time is flying— 

Thy form in life I no more may see; 

But on my breast, in the coffin lying, 
Thouw'lt find the letter that came from thee. 

When it came—thy silence explaining, 

Breathing tenderness deep and true, 

Fond tears over the fond words raining, 

Dazzled me ere [ could read it through. ee ee a ee eae 



LIGHTING THE MATCH AT BOTH ENDS. 

BY ELLA RODMAN CHURCH. 

A SLANDEROUS report once travelled with tele-?_ Iwas about to tell uncle Elihu that the pea- 

graphic despatch, until it reached its victim’s } nut candy had not disagreed with me in the 

ears; who, being gifted with considerable energy, ‘ least, but pride choked down the half-uttered 

traced it back from one to another, until it stop- 3 defence; and I left his presence, mournfully 

ped with an old woman. On being questioned, 8 sympathizing with the poet, who 

cs 

a . * s 

she acknowledged the ‘soft impeachmént, but $ «s never had a slice of bread, 

could give no more satisfactory reason for her § Particularly nice and wide, 

remark than ‘‘she really believed she must have} But it fell upon the sanded floor, 

dreampt it!” And always on the buttered side!” 

The following, although not quite so preca-§ My uncle’s manner was generally so kind, 

rious in its origin, has been handed about from } however, that, before long, I forget my disap- 

one to another, until all that can be satisfactorily pointment about the sixpence, and visited him 

ascertained respecting the first narrator is that 3 48 usual. 

he was a man. I tell the tale as it was told tome.$ But, after awhile, my former indignation re- 

Many spare moments of my early boyhood turned in full force. I was standing in his office, 

were spent in endeavoring to solve an enigma— 3 one day, watching him, as he sat writing a letter, 

that enigma was my uncle, Elihu Norton. LEyen ‘upon which he was too busily engaged to look 

now, through the lapse of years, distinctly rise } Up. 

up his spare figure, quick, bright eyes, and ‘‘coat}  “* My son,” said he, at length, ‘“‘I wish that 

rather the worse for wear’—although I have} you would light me a match to seal this letter.” 

never yet met with that implied curiosity: one } I sprang forward with alacrity, proud to be 

that was better for it. He was known to be the} useful on an occasion of evident importance; 

possessor of enormous wealth; and yet he chose ‘ and, after lighting the match, was about to throw 

to live in a plain, quiet-looking house, furnished § it into the grate. The matches then were very 

in the most unpretending manner. Other people } long, with brimstone on both ends. 

called him ‘‘queer—Z thought him stingy. ’ *Stop!” cried my uncle, in a voice that made 

He did, once upon a time, give me sixpence, > me tremble, ‘‘is it possible that you can be so 

at the conclusion of an afternoon visit; but, the $ wickedly wasteful?” 

next time that I went there, I looked for the I rescued the match, and stood surveying it in 

expected douccar in vain. The tempting vision % vacant sort of surprise. 

of that confectionary window, however, was too; ‘‘That match,” continued my uncle, ‘will 

much for human flesh and blood to withstand—$ answer to light again—I never destroy them 

particularly, when clad, as in the present in- } after one usage.” 

stance, in a brown linen apron, and only the: ‘Well,’ thought I to myself, ‘if you are not 

second or third pair of pants: so, twirling my : the very meanest old fellow that ever lived!” 

cap in my hand, I made a desperate effort, and } And, in the excess of my boyish indignation, I 

modestly observed, S felt almost contaminated by being in the same 

‘‘Uncle Elihu, I spent that last sixpence you ‘ apartment with him, or even in the house at all. 

gave me for pea-nut candy.” ‘sWait a moment,” said uncle Elihu, ‘‘1 would 

«‘And I suppose,” said he, without the vestige \ like to have you take this letter for me.” 

of a smile, ‘‘that you would like to have another He placed it in my somewhat unwilling hands, 

sixpence to spend in the same manner?” and impressed the direction upon me again and 

I preserved a respectful silence; and my uncle, } again. 

drawing forth a bright, new sixpence, said, just I sauntered indifferently off, whistling as I 

as Iwas about to make a proper acknowledg-% went; and finally reached the lane which had 

ment and remove my property, been indicated to me as the scene of my desti- 

“That sixpence would buy an hungry boy a ‘nation. On I went, past dirty boys and ragged 

loaf of bread—lI have concluded that it is better girls—past scolding women and lazy men— 

to expend it so than in making you sick.” } past tenements of various degrees of dirt and 
37 
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wretchedness—until, at length, the one I sought; ‘It is now some years ago,’ said the woman, 
was easily discerned by its air of cleanliness and | ‘that, on a cold, rainy night in November, I 
comfort. wandered about the streets, seeking in vain for 

I mounted the ricketty stairs, and was directed } aid for a sick husband and two young children 
to the room by a girl in ear-rings and pink rib-} at home. We were almost houseless; our rent 
bons; who surveyed me critically, as people } was in arrears, and our landlord had threatened 
would examine a fish on dry land, or a salaman-} to turn us forth at the end of the week. I wan- 
der out of its proper element. In spite of this} dered about in despair; until it seemed as though 
formidable discharge of eye-shot, I inject [ should lose my reason. I could not bear to beg; 
boldly at the door; and having received per-}I had always been a respectable, hard-working 
mission to enter, I vanished from the sight of woman, and beggars seemed to me yery much 
my examiner, who still maintained her position $ like impostors, until I was obliged to come to it 
at the head of the stairs. : niyself, 

The apartment in which I found myself was} ‘At last, I determined that I would speak to 
‘‘as clean as hands could make it.” A small every genileman I met, and ask for one cent— 
wood fire was burning brightly; and a row of surely they could not refuse (hat! The first one 
flat-irons were placed before it, ready for active : that I spoke to gave me no answer, and passed 
service, At the table, in the middle of the room, } on; the second one said that ‘it was too much 
stood a respectable-looking woman, whose coun-} trouble to put his hand in his pocket for so small 
tenance bore traces of severe struggles—pro- , @ sum;’ another laughed, and advised me to ask 
bably with poverty and ill-health. To her I for sixpence; the fourth—but that was your 
handed the letter, and then sat down to await ; uncle, 
the result. ‘ ‘He stopped, in the rain, and looked at me 
A remarkably wide-awake-looking baby in a} with a half frown. 

cradle near by sufficed to while away the time;}  ‘**And what good,’ said he, ‘would one cent 
and I sat making faces at it, and watching its do you? It would not even buy a loaf of bread 
astonishment, as it glanced inquiringly from its —why not ask for more?’ 
mother to me. It had evently been taught not; <‘*Alas!’ suid I, ‘I find it impossible to get 
to cry; and I was about to reward its good be- > even that!’ 
havior with a closer acquaintance, when un Ox~ § ‘““«Suppose,’ said Mr. Norton, ‘that I should 
clamation from the woman arrested my steps; } give you the cont—what would you do then?’ 
and I beheld her wiping her eyes with the corner’ «I told him that I mould ask others until I 
of her check apron, got sixpence, and then buy a loaf of bread. 

‘The dear, blessed man!’’ said she, with emo- ‘* «Starving family at home, eh? said he, half 
tion, ‘‘may he always experience the happiness } to himself, ‘but how do I know that you are not 
he has given me!” a cheat? Such people often seem a great deal 

‘‘What is the matter?” said I, with all the’ more respectable. I was cheated, once, by some- 
surprise with which those young barbarians, : body that looked exactly like you—wonder if it 

: 

AAS. 

-. 

yclept toys, witness an exhibition of natural } isn’t the same?’ 
feeling. “IT now began to think that I had stopped a 

‘‘He has sent me twenty dollars,” she replied, ’ madman in the street, and turned to leave him; 
‘for winter fuel.” ’ but Mr. Norton closed his umbrella with a snap, 

She must, surely, mean some one else! Not’ and fairly pushed me into a baker’s shop, before the contemptible individual who had just scolded § which we had been talking. 
ine for not lighting both ends of the match! ‘***T believe you know me, here?’ he askéd. ‘*Who has sent it?” I asked. ‘The man bowed respectfully; and Mr. Norton ‘“ Who?” she repeated, in surprise, ‘‘ who ; continued, 
should it be but Mr. Norton? This is not thes  ««] want you to give this woman two loaves first time that he has done it, either—but for $ of bread, now, and send her the same every day, him, I should now be in the poor-house. It is , until J tell you to discontinue it.’ 
a long story,”’ she continued, in answer to my} ‘The baker put down my addross; and I fol- inquiring look, ‘but I think that every one ought} lowed Mr. Norton into the street, too full to to know how nobly and quietly he does things.”’ } speak. 

Had it been another person, I should not have} ‘*We next stopped at an umbrella store. cared to listen; but any history that would throw ‘** Here,’ said Mr. Norton, handing me his old light upon the mysterious doings of uncle Elihu} ons, ‘now travel home as fast as you can; and, was welcomed with avidity. * to-morrow, I will come and see you. I shall 
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expect to see the sick husband and two children} when people’s features resolve themselyes into 

all complete—but mind, now, that you don’t} an imperfect mass, and imagination plays strange 

borrow any for the occasion.’ freaks with the shadows that loom up around. 

‘That bread, the first mouthful in aeRO: They were ushered into the drawing-room by a 

four hours, gave us all new life; and even my} servant, who soon returned to say that Mr. Nor- 

poor husband’s face was lit up with a ray of } > ton would be there immediately. As the girl 

hope. When Mr. Norton came, the next day, 1} delivered her message, she placed too small ends 

thought of entertaining angels unawares; and} of candle in the articles denominated ‘save 
he, I am sure, found that I had told him no} alls;” and, after lighting them, withdrew. 

falsehoods. The yisitors looked at each other in astonish- 

‘‘This was but the beginning of a series of } ment, and a meaning smile passed over their 

good deeds, that he keeps up, even now; for, faces. 

since my husband’s déath, lam sometimes rather } ‘*How very small!” said one, with  con- 

straightened—although, thanks to Mr. Norton, I} temptuous laugh. 

am supplied with work that keeps me from ‘*It is my opinion,” said the other, ‘*that we 

starving.” are only wasting our time ere—what can you 

It was my uncle all through, and I could not } expect of a man like this who uses save-alls? 

doubt the truth of her story. Let us go in search of a more promising object.” 

‘‘Ts there any answer?” said I, as I stood cap ‘‘J expect no more than you do,” replied his 

in hand. | companion, ‘‘hut I think that it will be some- 

‘*None,” she replied, “words are useless to what amusing to witness the man’s anger when 

thank him—before I see him again, I will try to} he hears the object of our visit. Perhaps he 

send him a more substantial proof of my grati-} expects to receive money, instead of giving it.” 

tude.” So they concluded to await the result; and, 

I now know where uncle Elihu obtained those} just as they had come to this conclusion, uncle 

beautifully spotless shirt-bosoms, whose snowy ; Elihu stood before them. Ho had heard the 

surfaces seemed a perfect marvel of washer-} whole conversation; but he walked in with his 

woman kill. I trotted off, like a wild pony that $ usual calm air, and politely bowed to his visitors 

had suddenly got an idea in its head, and pulled } in apparent unconsciousness of their object. They 

up at uncle Elihu’s office. Somewhat embar-$ informed him of it in much the same way that a 

rassed, I delivered myself in the following equi-$ school boy recites his lesson; for they expected 

vocal manner: ‘ to get nothing, and went through with it merely 

‘Uncle Elihu, I hadn’t an idea that you ever 3 for form’s sake. 

gave anything to poor women! I was so much § My uncle listened attentively, asked a few 

surprised when she told me how generous you } ‘ clear-headed questions, and then, finding that 

vere !” the project was really a deserving one, handed 

My uncle only smiled, as he replied, “If I did} them a fifty dollar bill. 

not light the match at doth ends, my son, I could | A look of surprise passed between them; and 

not do this.” they thanked him in some embarrassment, as 

In future, I always felt a respect for uncle | they called to mind their rather uncomplimentary 

\ 

a 

Hlihu, while blowing out a match that had not} observations. 
been lighted at both ends. ‘‘Now, gentlemen,” said my uncle, ‘‘I think 

But my uncle’s perseverance in keeping his} it my duty to mention that I overheard your 

good deeds to himself, and his determination to ? conversation, and I am, consequently, aware of 

economize in the smallest trifles, even vas your sentiments toward me. Permit me to 

those who would naturally misconstrue his mo-} observe that I consider them somewhat un- 

tives, often led to mistakes and embarrassments. ‘ founded—were it not for these say e-alls, that 

The story of the Committee-Men is quite a fami-} you so much despise, I could not have given 

liar one to those who knew him. you this fifty dollar bill.” 

Two members of a society for the relief of The committee-men departed, with a lesson 

somebody, somewhere, heard of uncle Elihu} that they never forgot; and my uncle pursued 

Norton and his great wealth, with the SAme } the even tenor of his way. 

pleasure that the discovery of a silver mine 

affords; and, without delay, hastened to secure} Uncle Elihu was dead; and the bright radiance 

the treasure, ; of a summer morning streamed into the room on 

The hour chosen by them for this ny the day of his funeral. The sharp features in 

visit was the one between daylight and dark, * the coffin were the same that I had so often seen 
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distorted with a cynical smile when living; and; surprise showed that I was not alone in my 
yet, as I bent over the rigid figure, a choking apathy. 
sensation of grief rose up to unmanme, andI! = The bulk of the property was left to found an 
hid myself in a quiet corner to conceal the tears } hospital for indigent old men who were unable to 
that I deemed more fit for girlish sorrow. work; while legacies to such of his connections 
A massive silver plate ornamented the coffin— }as were at all in need, showed that uncle Elihu 

the heirs had shown all possible respect to one } had not forgotten that “‘charity begins at home.” 
whose death would be to them a gain; and a line ary certain sum was entrusted to my care, for the 
of handsome carriages extended as far as the eye ; use of the poor woman mentioned above; and in 
could reach. . $a letter to me, where his wishes were more 

At length, however, the funeral pageant was : thoroughly explained, he said, 
over; and with ill-dissembled impatience, all? «To you, my dear nephew, I leave but this 
were collected in the library to listen while the : piece of advice, for you are not in want of a more 
will was read, : substantial legacy; in all the transactions of life 

That pale man, with the iron-grey hair, had ‘carry out the principle of lighting the match at 
never been remarkable for quickness; but, now, * both ends; and you will live, as I have done, to 
his proceedings seemed worse than slow, as he } be reviled by the rich, and blessed by those of 
lingered, half-fondly, over each unimportant sen- whom our Saviour has said, ‘Inasmuch as ye 
tence, I had expected nothing, and was, there-$ have done it unto the least of one of these, ye 
fore, not disappointed; but a murmur of angry have done it unto Me!’” 

DHE Deka KCL G Dp. 

BY M.A. RICE 

Sum sat within a lofty room 

On cushions quaintly wrought, 

Her eyelids drooping tremblingly 

As if in painful thought. 

She seemed unconscious of the place 

With all its gorgeous things. 

Then to her side her harp she drew, 

Her attitude a listener's too, 

While eagerly her fingers flew - 

O’er its familiar strings. 

She gazed again upon her harp, 
As a fond mother might » 

Who sees a dearly cherished child 
Dying before her sight. 

Then staggering to the casement quick, 

She panting leaned for rest; 

But as she caught the sunset bright, 

Her lips half-parted with delight, 
The tiny hands were folded tigh«, 

Above a heaving breast. 

The tall old trees that round her home 

Reared their huge branches high, 

Stood like so many sentinels 

Against the evening sky; 

The low winds gamboled with their leaves, 
The night-dews silent fell, 

Bright blossoms closing their soft eyes 

Sent up a perfumed sacrifice, 

And earth seemed*whispering to the skies, 

“He doeth all things well.” 

She was the idol of her house, 

For her was treasure piled; 

A sickness came, and—-she was left 

A weak, deaf, suff’ring child; 

And now when waking from the dream, 

"T'was terrible to know 

That all the sounds she loved to hear, 

The harmonies of earth so dear, 

Must fall in silence on her ear— 

So fast the hot tears flow! 

And then the invalid’s pale cheek 

Was lit with a warm glow, 

And angels seemed to touch the lips 

That murmured soft and low. 

Past was the spirit’s discontent, 

Soothed was its anguish wild, 

Shut out from hearing’s wondrous sense, 

Vision should he the recompense; 

What wondrous beauty Heaven had sent 

To charm the pale, deaf child! 

But soon amid the sunny curls 

That little hand was pressed, 

To chide the fevered, throbbing brow, 

And bid the tear-drop rest. 

And then the drooping head was ruised, 

Its soft locks backward flung, 

And then the melting deep blue eye 

Was peering through the lattice high, 
Into a broad and glowing sky, 
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THE LEGEND OF LOWENBERG. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE, AUTHOR OF ‘*THE FIRESIDE SCREEN,” “LITTLE CLARA,” &C. &C. 

“Tt is a romance, and itis not a romance. It is a truth for those who can comprehend it, and an extraya- 
gance for those who cannot.” —ZANONI. 

INTRODUCTION. , **Pray!’’ repeated the countess, almost shriek- 
: 

‘‘THat is a noble pile,’’ said the traveller to $ ‘ingly, “‘pray!—for what? Heaven’s vengeance 
his companion, pointing to the castle, whose tur- } on the traitor? Pray! what will prayer avail 

rets rose darkly against the glowing western } ‘me? Did I not pray for six long years, earnestly 
sky. ‘and trustingly? Did I not pray for him? Did 

‘‘It was a noble pile,” replied Frederic, “and I not, day and night, ask of heaven to keep 

a cee banner once floated over those battle- {him safe and virtuous—and is he not stained, 
ments.’ ‘ loathsome, leprous with sin. Oh! most accursed 

‘‘How richly the ivy tapestries the grim old $ ‘ traitor—oh! most cool and deliberate villain. 

walls,” continued the traveller, with his eyes : : Pray! ! to whom should I pray? Heaven hears 
still fixed upon the castle. “I could fancy many ; Me not. Wilt thou hear me, lost one?” she con- 

a wild and wondrous tale connected with those § tinued, extending her arms, and gazing wildly | 
alivient towers”? ‘ around her, ‘‘ wilt how hear a being as wretched 

‘‘ Whoever heard of a German castle without a {28 thou art, without thy guilt? Fiend! demon! 

legend?” said Frederic, smiling. «‘Lowenberg wilt thou hear me?—wilt thou give me venge- 

is no exception to the rule.” y ance?” 
“Gan you tell me any?” asked the traveller, *‘Oh, in mercy cease!” exclaimed Gertrude, 

eagerly. , } clasping the countess in her arms, ‘cease these 
‘I were no true son of Germany, if I could blasphemous ravings, Irmengarde, or I shall die 

not—but a hill-top at sunset, is no place on $ * thy feet. - 
which to begin my story. It is time we were Gertrude’s terror, her paleness, and her tears, 

turning homeward, and after supper, T will, if arrested the attention of the countess. She stood 

you wish it, read to you the legend of the for 2 moment silent and motionless, then sinking 

: on her knees, she hid her face in Gertrude’s lap, castle.” 

So, after supper, when the traveller was com- and weeping, sobbed, “Oh, God, forgive me!” 
‘Oh, God, forgive and comfort her!” said fortably settled in a large arm-chair before a efi : 

blazing fire, the pastor’s son unrolled his manu- gISr rut, mingling ‘her tears ‘with those of, her 
script, and read as follows: s unhappy sister. 

The proud young heart of Irmengarde had 

owned no law but its own will, until she saw the 

Count Von Lowenberg. Many obstacles there 
were to the union of Irmengarde and Count 

Herman, but Irmengarde shrank from no peril, 

‘‘LEAVE me, leave me, Gertrude. Talk no ; hesitated at no sacrifice for his sake, and she 
more of resignation or forgiveness. I cannot be $ became his wife. Oh! how well she loved him. 
resigned. I wil not forgive. Tell me not,” con- How quickly did the alchymy of affection turn 

tinued the countess, passionately stamping on}to pure gold all the baser metal of her heart. 

the floor, and wringing her hands, ‘tell me not : The proud, wayward, wilful Irmengarde, grew 

of peace. You mock me. Time? what can time ; humble, kind, and self-denying. She, over whose 
do but deepen the sense of my wrongs? Hope? § \ beauty . and talents the harsh had prophetically 

what have I to hope for—to live for? Did I not : sneered, and the good forebodingly sighed, be- 
love as woman never loved? Did I not trust as } came the best of wives and mothers. 

inartyr has seldom trusted? And I have been Did Herman merit this devoted love? Alas! 

deceived, betrayed, duped! Oh! fool, fool that I She did not. ‘Thou art not false, but thou art 

was! DUPED.” % fickle,” said the poet. Vacillating, selfish, and 

‘¢Wilt thou not pray?” gently asked Gertrude. ' self-willed, Herman could feel the passion, but 

Vou. XXIX.—3 41 

PART I. 

Lt It wounds indeed, 
To bear affronts too great to be forgiven, 
And not have power to punish.”—ANon. 
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not the sentiment of love. Constancy ?—for Aim } can bear no more, death or madness will release 

the word had no meaning. * me.” 
The count held a commission in the imperial And Gertrude could only weep. 

army. Military duties called him away from 

home. Irmengarde could not accompany him, The count soon grew weary of contemplating 

and the count forgot alike her love, her virtues, ‘the misery he had caused, and procured a com- 

and her charms; or remembered them, only to | mand which obliged him to quit the castle. 
wish that the ties which bound him to his} Relieved of the presence she had learned to 
unoffending wife, could be broken forever. loathe, for the proud and delicate Irmengarde 

How did Irmengarde, in her solitary castle, ; could not continue to dove where she had:ceased 

spend the days of her husband’s absence? Un- 3 to eséeem, she became more tranquil. But it was 

suspicious as she was fond, she believed that he { the tranquillity of the victim when the torturer 
regretted, as she did, their enforced separation. ; has left the dungeon. He goes—but the crushed 
She instructed her children—she taught them 3 limbs, the bleeding veins, the wounds and the 

to pray with her for their absent father; she} @gony remain. 

governed her household with prudent care; she; She strove to resumo her daily duties, but 
went forth on errands of merey among the sur-§ they were mechanically performed. She did not 

rounding peasantry; nor did she, while per- ¢ cease to minister to the wants of others, but she 

forming her works of duty and charity, for get { ceased, in a degree, to pity their sufferings. 
to cultivate the mind whose powers her husband § ‘‘ Their sorrow is not like to my sorrow,” was 
had once professed to prize. With beauty undi- § : the ceaseless murmur of her heart. 

minished, with mind improved, she awaited his § ; She ceased to cultivate her talents; she re- 
return. ‘‘How happy we shall be!” she said to ‘ membered that she had hoped to please her 
herself, and many a picture of domestic bliss } husband by their display. She tried to resume 

floated before her fancy. § her habits of intercourse with her children, but 

Alas! dreamer—thou sleepest on a volcano’s she could not talk and laugh with them as she 
side. The lava flood is rising, and will soon had been used to do, and they, with the quick 

overwhelm thee. Would that thou mightest die i sympathy of ehil shod, became grave and silent 
without awaking! an her presence, oppressed by the mysterious 

; sorrow they could neither understand nor relieve. 

Who can describe the bleak and hopeless § Once she sat alone in her chamber at sunset. 

misery that followed the discovery of Herman’s ‘That hour she had for merly dedicated to the in- 

falsehood. dulgence of affectionate musings. From habit 

‘*Every hour that passes,” said the countess, 3 her thoughts turned to heaven. Her lute lay 

**adds to the weight of my burden. And I must } near her—she took it up, and as she touched the 

try to smile, while my heart is weeping tears of strings her reflections formed themselves into 

hlood. Oh! Gertrude, the horrors’of a life thus ¢ song. 

spent. And I must go on from day to day, from § 

by 

: : “We met—I sprang to his embrace, 
year to year, perhaps, with these serpents sting- : My heart had found its resting-place. 

ing at my heart. If it were 2 wrong that could$ © We met—no glowing lip repaid 
The tender impress mine had made. 
My love, my grief, my truth forgot, 
I felt, I feel—he loves me not. 

‘But may not the future, Irmengarde?” a, op amet 1S sera dove! 
“The future ?—what can I hope from a future And seek, how vain, how wild the guest! 

4 

3 
; 
$ 

haunted with the spectres of the past? He can- $ Some olive-branch on which to rest. 

be repaired—but it cannot—it cannot—the past § 
is irrevocable.” 

PPL 

not een pity me-sright. Te grieve for Che pe eis Monaad ag male et 
revelation of his own baseness; he feels his own 

punishment; but my own broken heart he can- $ 

not feel for, since he believes that I may yet be S «eT Baw a home—it was a lowly cot 
happy.” And Toil and Poverty abided there; 

ce 999 . Yet those who dwell And may you not?” asked Gertrude, without : Within that cottage cell, 

believing so herself. $ Smile gay defiance to the shafts of Care; 
‘‘ Happy ?—yes, Gertrude—such happiness as 8 For Love and Faith dwell with them—day by day, 

the frozen and famished Russians extracted from § ¢ Those angel guards drive Fear and Grief away. 
$ LT have no home—the angel guards are fled, 

their snows, when they dug among them for the $ ‘ And my heart's first- born lies before ena. 

scanty and polluted offal of former plenty. 

‘<No, no. While I can endure I will; when I 

She paused for a moment, then sang again. 

SF 

ey have no home—I view these lofty halls, 
Through tears, that ever pouring, drown mine eyes; VAAL LS: 
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* Hope cones not here’—and these enclosing walls 
But echo back to me my own sad sighs. 

His bosom was my home; alas! its gate 
Has closed another in, and T am desolate. 

“The day creeps by me on reluctant feet, 
Timing its steps to my heart’s aching beat; 
And when outworn my weary heart and head, 
I seek for rest-——” 

Her voice faltered—she dropped the lute, and 

burst into w passion of tears. 

PART. IT. 

“She who loves 
Goes out to sea upon a shattered plank, 
And puts her trust in miracles for safety.” 

Youna. 

A WRETCHED year crept away. Irmengarde’s } 
strong mind had wrestled with her misery, and } 

partially prevailed. She had acquired the power 

of suffering without complaint. She had torn 

her affections away from the unworthy object 3 

round which they had so long, and so fondly $ 

clung; but oh! the agony of that effort. Those 

only who have banquetted on love’s ambrosia, 

know how the famishing heart turns from all 

other nourishment, and craves for that celestial 

food. And Irmengarde crayed in vain. Even 

OO LLL LOL 

; not but feel that those brilliant eyes were bent 

admiringly on her. Her woman heart swelled 

: with mingled emotions. ‘I can please others, 

: still,” she thought—‘ others can appreciate me, 
} though he, the ungrateful, forgot and forsook :”’ 

and her pale cheek flushed. 

One after another, the accomplishments of the 
baron were displayed, and Irmengarde discovered 

that he who thought so highly of her talents, was 

himself most richly gifted. She rose in her own 

‘ estimation. She resumed her intellectual pur- 

’ suits; she had a companion, a teacher, an ad- 

, mirer; one who never pointed out a fault without 

‘ insinuating praise. Thus another step was taken. 

None but those who have sorrowed without hope 

» can understand what bliss it is to feel a new emo- 

\ tion, and that emotion not a painful one. 

She resumed her social habits; the castle doors 

were again opened to festive guests. The baron 

‘was courteous and delightful in the brilliant 

circles assembled to do him honor, but he made 

Irmengarde fully comprehend how much he pre- 

ferred a quiet hour beside her. Slowly, but 

skilfully, was the web woven round the uncon- 
: scious captive. 

’ Irmengarde, with surprise, felt herself more 

—PLPLL LLL AAPL LLL 
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the support of friendship’s presence was denied } and more interested in the baron’s society. With 
her, for Gertrude’s duties called her to her own 

home in Vienna. 

The countess was one day informed that a 

stranger, bringing letters from the count, re- 

quested admission to her presence. She de- 
scended to the saloon where the stranger awaited 

her coming, and found a young and handsome 

man, whose air and dress announced high rank. 

Gracefully he lifted the plumed cap from his 
head, and with courteous respect presented the 

Jetters. Count Herman desired his wife to re- 

ceive and entertain the Baron Von Lindorf, as 

the honored friend of her husband, until he 

should himself return to the castle. 

Week succeeded to week; then weeks grew 3 

into months, the baron still lingered, and still 

the count came not. Irmengarde had received $ 

her husband’s friend courteously, but with in- 

difference. As a wife she had obeyed her hus- § 

band’s command; as lady of the castle, she was 

hospitable and attentive; further she thought} 

little about her handsome guest. Gradually, 

the charm of his manner, the intelligence of his 

conversation, awoke some slight interest in her 

mind. Her attention once excited, she, who in 

poetry and painting so ardently worshipped the } 

beautiful, could not but notice the symmetry of $ 

Lindorf’s form, the beauty of his features, and 

the melody of his voice. 

that the baron’s eyes were brilliant—she could 
Irmengarde observed 3 

the instinct of her sex she became aware that he 
loved her. Her wounded self-love was soothed. 

‘He is very amiable,” she said to herself, ‘and 

had it been my happy lot—but I must go to my 
grave unloying and unloved. Oh! were these 

craving affections, was this capacity for happi- 

ness, bestowed but to curse me? J, who have 

loved so gonillys so truly—no matter—I can never 

love again.” 

The frozen spring of her affections was thaw- 

ing, but she knew it not. 

The time came when Lindorf, at Irmengarde’s 

; feet, avowed his love. She gave him her confi- 

e dence in return. She told him of her wrongs 

, and eateries: “ven were I free to love 

s again,” she said, ‘‘I could not. My heart is 

; crushed. lLindorf, I would not twine the young 

buds of thy life with the fading flowers of mine. 

* But it is sweet to feel that I am not alone on 

earth. Lindorf, let us be friends.” 

war Let it be as thou wilt, sweetest and dearest,” 

: said Lindorf, and he passed his arm round her 
waist, and drew her to his bosom. Irmengarde 

: leaned her head on his shoulder and wept. 

And she repeated to herself—‘*We may be 

Jriends. I need not grudge myself the few brief 

; emotions of delight his society affords me. God 

; knows I have purchased them dearly!” 

Now that Irmengarde had looks of love to rest 

‘on her again, she became attentive to her dress, 
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and occasionally replaced her long viauldoed s more attached to Lindorf. And now the morning 
jewels. One day she wore a cross of gold Ap~ 3 ‘rose brightly, the day passed swiftly, and the 
pended to a string of Turkish amulets. When ; sunset brought no gloom, for Lindorf’s eyes 
Lindor? entered the apartment she arose to mect ; beamed with unchanging fondness. The wounds 
him, but as she advanced an expression of ex- ii in Irmengarde’s heart were not healed, but balm 
treme pain crossed his features, and he stopped § ; Was poured into them, and they ceased to ache. 

y ~hort. **Whatis the matter?” cried Irmengarde, : Lindorf loved the chase, and was often absent 
springing to his side. He repulsed her with a {among the hills. Irmengarde sat in her balcony 
sonvulsive gesture and averted head. ‘Those § : to listen for his bugle, and watch him bounding ° 
amulets,” he stammered, ‘‘the perfume.” Irmen- up the rocky path which led to the castle. When 
garde hasily undid the clasp and flung the orna- {he came she hastened to meet him; he smiled 
ment from her. Lindorf, recovering, kissed the : upon her, he pressed her hands in his, and 
fair hand extended to support him, and thanked $ leading her back to her seat, he placed himself 
her for her kindness, explaining to her that the } beside her. Together they gazed on the bean- 
odor of roses (with which the amulets were \tiful landscape. The glittering Rhine, with its 
strongly scented) always affected him very pain- ; ’ castle-crowned banks, its lofty mountains, and 
fully. Irmengarde summoned her page, who, ‘its dusky forests, with the aeep blue sky spark- 
on entering, presented her with letters which : ling above them. They seldom spoke—a look, 
had just arrived from Vienna. She directed him $a pressure of the hand, a murmured word of 
to carry away the amulets, and tore open the endearment conyeyed their feelings. Irmen- 
letters, exclaiming, ‘* From Gertrude—my dear, , garde’s heart overflowed with grateful tender- 
dear Gertrude.” sness. Once she said to him, ‘I was so watched 

** And what does the fair Gertrude tell thee?” ne thou camest. Thou hast brought light 
demanded Lindorf, seating himself at her feet. 3 into the dungeon of my grief. I think thou 

“Something very strange indeed,” replied {must be my guardian angel. Art thou not?” 
Irmengarde, after rapidly casting her eyes over } She looked smilingly into his eyes as she spoke, 
the epistle; ‘so strange, that—but listen, and} but even in that dim light shrunk back from 
then you shall hear it.” : their wild and sad expression. Who can tell 

‘‘Some months ago,” wrote Gertrude, “thou 3 what Lindorf thought or felt at that moment? 
mayst recollect that I informed thee of the sud-3} And was Irmengarde happy? No. Happiness 
den death of the young Lodowick, Count Von ;is a calm and self-approving state. Irmengarde 
Kichenwald, At his death, his noble estates {was neither calm nor self-approving. In Lin- 
became the property of a distant relation. When | dort s absence, a sense of danger and sadness 
the heir took possession, on inspecting the family pressed upon her mind; she tried to argue her- 
jewels, a ring of great value was missing. Search } self into the belief that a friendship so pure as 
was made for it in vain, and it was suggested, { hers, a love so tender and respectful as Lindorf’s 
that as the deceased count wore it frequently, it {could not produce evil; but conscience, more 
might have been buried with him. The vault} faithful than reason, cried, “‘Beware!”? Some- 
was opened—thou mayst imagine the consterna- 3 times she almost regretted the blameless misery 
tion that prevailed, when it was known that3of the past. Sometimes she prayed that she 
Count Lodowick’s coffin was found open and} might be enabled to resign the society of Lin- 
empty, nor has the body yet been discovered.” ‘dort; then, hearing his footsteps, she started 

‘Is it not horrible?” said Inmengarde, raising ; from her knees, dashed off her tears, and has- 
her eyes from the paper. ; tened to meet him, exclaiming bitterly, ‘Oh! it 

‘** Horrible indeed,” replied Lindorf. , is easy for the happy to be good.” 
After a few more comments, the conversation 8 

wandered to other topics—and Irmengarde in- $ 

quired if Lindorf felt quite recovered. 

**Quite,” he replied, ‘‘buf, my Inmengarde, : ‘How close the air is. I can scarcely breathe. 
wilt thou, to oblige me, promise never to wear ; Open the casement, Ida. How dark it grows!” 
that necklace again? The perfume affects me } ‘‘A storm is coming on, madam,” said her 

¢ to 
: 

; 
° 

PART. LIL 

so painfully.” attendant. ‘The clouds are driving swiftly 
The countess willingly assured him that she } toward the castle.” 

would wear the obnoxious ornament no more. Irmengarde was standing before her mirror. 
‘There, that will do. Give me my scarf, Ida.” 

‘ Time wore on. Irmengarde said every day, Splendidly attired, and radiant in beauty, 
‘*T can never love again;’’ and every day became : Irmengarde descended to the saloon where 
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Lindorf awaited her, and stealing playfully be- 3 ‘‘I will not swear,” she exclaimed. ‘‘Lindorf, 

hind him, put her hand over his eyes. Hejrelease me. Art thou mad? I will not swear.” 
struck the soft hand away, and sprang from her Did terror and agitation deceive her sight, or 
touch. His features were convulsed as she had } ‘did an incarnate demon hold her in his grasp? 

seen them once before. : Those fire-flashing eyes, that altered face! ‘Thou 

‘«What ails thee now?” said she, amazed. art mine,” he exclaimed, in a voice, oh, how un- 

“That necklace—put it off, I beseech thee,” 3 like the silvery tones of love, ‘‘didst thou not 
he faltered, in tones of agony. Irmengarde wore 3 call upon me in thy sinful wrath?—thou art 
that day a superb necklace, to which was affixed g mine, for thou hast, of thine own will, cast off thy 

a diamond cross. She hesitated, but seeing that safeguard.” 

Lindorf stood pale and shuddering at a distance, $ ‘*Oh! help me heaven!” shrieked the countess, 

she took off the necklace and placed it ona table, { sinking on her knees, while Lindorf still grasped 

saying, as she threw over it the scarf which had 3 her arm. A gust of wind rushed through the 

hung on her arm—‘‘ There, thou shalt not even ; open casement. It blew the scarf from the table, 

see it.” Lindorf*s beautiful features grew calm, the necklace, entangled in its folds, came with 

and beamed with love as he approached the { it, and the Cross fell at Irmengarde’s feet. 

countess. ‘Thou art all goodness, all kind- ‘‘Fiend, now I defy thee!” she exclaimed, 

ness,” said he, kneeling before her, ‘‘how shall } seizing the Cross, and holding it aloft. Witha 

thy Lindorf thank thee?” He clasped her waist § : yell of pain and fury the baffled demon quitted 

as he knelt, and Irmengarde, leaning on his } ‘his hold. 3 

shoulder, gazed with fond delight on the hand-$ ‘By this precious symbol of salvation, I com- 

some lover, and passed her white fingers through mand thee to depart!” 

his glossy curls. A crash of thunder shook the castle to its 

‘‘Dost thou love me, Irmengarde?”’ said he, at Still grasping the Cross, Irmengarde pros- 

>? 

at length. trated herself, and prayed reibyently: When she 

Her eyes answered the question. ‘ arose, she was alone. 

«¢ And wilt thou not be mine, sweet one?” The same day the dead body of Count Lodo- 

“Am I not thine, Lindorf? Am I not, in 3 wick was discovered lying before the door of the 
heart and soul thy own? Do not I hope to ’ cemetery in Vienna. 

spend eternity with thee?” 
‘Wilt thou fly with me, Irmengarde!” Did the countess retire into a convent, and 

‘And make myself unworthy of thee? Lin- {spend her time on earth in prayer and vigil? 

dorf, thou art not serious.” No—with a humbled and chastened spirit she 

‘Tam not, my noble Irmengarde. But there § resumed the duties of her station. She sought 
PLL 

is a proof of love a ¢ not to win back the worthless love of her incon- 

‘‘Name it, my beloved. If it be what I may stant husband, but she prayed that she might 

in honor give thee, it is thine.” $ forgive as she would be forgiven. Again she 

Lindorf clasped her hands within his. ‘Then $ comforted the sorrowful, nursed the sick, sup- 

swear to me, Irmengarde, by all thou holdest § < plied the needy, and sympathized with all. 

sacred, though we must be parted on earth, to; Again she was the guide and friend of her 

be mine in eternity. Declare that thou arts children; and they ‘‘rose up and called her 

willing to give thyself to me, in heart and soul, S blessed. ” She strove to give her heart to a 

forever.” ’ better love than that of earth, which perisheth; 

Irmengarde raised her eyes to heaven. She and when she died, full of years and honors, 

was about to pronounce the oath, but paused to 3 she left the history of her trials and her tempta- 

look once more on Lindorf. A vague alarm § tions for a warning to those who may hereafter 

thrilled through her heart as her eyes met his. $ live, and love, and suffer. 

“I DWELL AMONG MINE. OWN.” 

And here, too, the pleasant watchword, 

“To, I dwell among mine own!” _ 
Far and wide green hills are spreading, 

Near the solemn forest waves, 

Hard by is a tiny steeple, 

Yonder is the place of graves. 

Se eed 

Sweet content was in the spirit, 
In the words, and in the tone, 

And I have it dearly treasured— 

“T,o, I dwell among mine own.” E. Fi 
Often ’mid these shades I’ye wandered 

Listening to the Autumn tone, PLP AAP AP PIL OP AM. 



THE TWO MAGDALENS. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

I wonver if there exists anywhere upon earth } ‘my pen, and the above sage observations were 
a character which one could admire without } \ checked in the midst, while sun-bonnet in hand, 

wishing it improved! : I went across the garden to Madam Leslie’s 

No matter how small the proportions—I have cottage. 

looked among high and low in my life—long for ° The unopened box stood in the hall—the lady 

this pearl of price, and have not found it yet. was not yet visible, and I passed quietly into 

I mean a character in which every virtue ’ the parlor to wait. 

balances another yirtue, instead of requiring § How elegant and refined, yet how simple were 

the symmetry of the whole to be preserved by § all its appointments, as through the shade they 

some corresponding growth of. vice or frailty; SLEDmane apparent one by one to my light-blinded 

for nature, we all know, is a genuine artist; g eyes, There were white vases, some modelled 

order and beauty are the beginning and ending $ after the exquisite relics of Etruria, others of 

of her creed; she will round us off in some way— 3 later design, pure and graphic and delicate, as 

will draw our most unconscious deeds with the § though some great musician had conjured snow- 
exact proportion of her own elliptical lines, and 3 flakes to drift into these forms, and bound them 

pile up our characters in pyramidal shapes, } there by the magic of his melodies. Vases of 

whether we wish it or no. crystal, too, that looked as though they were 

Our hearts are like a certain wheat-field in $ carved from the very glittering bosom of a 

which the devil planted tares; weed out the bad 3 water-fall—etherial as air, and as free from 

and you will trample down or uproot the good. ; Stain; while some of the Bohemian make might 

Nay, worse, admiring the most beautiful flower $ have been moulded from the froth at its base— 

of excellence, as it waves in the sunshine above, } every bubble holding its rainbow petrified. 
we have only to glance a little way down the Leaning quietly against the wall, were port- 

stem and find it grafted into some stock of pride, } folios of prints whose beauty was well known to 

selfishness or falsehood—wild figs and brambles! {me, for the generous-hearted owner had long 

And just so, reaching forth our hand to destroy 3 ago placed them at my service. The walls were 

& monstrous growth of ill, without waiting an aa with paintings—in that dim light I could 
instant to examine the deformity, lo, there be-$ only discern the gilded frames, and here and 
neath is the stem of some eden-plant, which } there the white wing of some angel, the gleam- 
finding no congenial air to draw its blossoms 3 ing hair of a Magdalen, or the meek, pale face 
forth, had suffered the dull earth to send this $of the Madonna watching above her child. I 
ugliness climbing up through its passive fibres. : knew them all by heart, for my good neighbor 

Perhaps it is because we are so prone to oa ‘ believed that if it is sinful to conceal one’ $s own 
cess, and good Piers Ploughman was right when light under a bushel, it is much worse to hide 
he affirmed that ‘‘measure is medicine.” Who those which larger, purer souls have kindled! 
knows but our ‘‘sin-sick earth’ might lift up } How benevolent and beautiful she seemed, as the 
her head once more among the angels, if we would } old lady would say this, and with a smile, ‘My 
all follow the prescription! \ money can purchase these works of art from 

So many cases in illustration of what I have }men—not from God; they are still, as they 

said are crowding my mind, that I am puzzled to should be, at the service of all his creatures— 
select one, and give the nearest. Sand it’s a happy thing for me I am rich enough 

For just now the door-bell rang, and there \not to care that keeping open house,.as I’m in 
came from my neighbor a kind and cordial note } consequence obliged to do, wears out and fades 
of invitation to be present at the unpacking of s niy furniture. So whenever you meet a soul 
© picture she had received from Italy—a Mag- : that loves beauty, remember how well I love to 
dalen, a genuine Correggio—for which she had $ ; display my treasures.” 
paid more (this wasn’t in the note) than all my But now came the good lady herself, her lace 
ittle fortune of dollars and cents. : cap-borders floating in the summer wind, about 

No sooner asked than accepted—down I threw } a pleasant, thickly-wrinkled face. 
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‘Oh, you’ve come, dear, and [ve kept you § § garments in which Mrs. Leslie had clothed her, 

waiting. Why didn’t you open the blinds, and } would support her wants—and then, bred in 

make use of your eyes? Forgive my delay, 13 luxury and idleness, even if she had energy to 

had a beggar in the kitchen—thought I cake shé knew not how to begin, nor where to 

should he rid of her. Don’t they trouble you § turn for an employer. 

dreadfully? Poor things, Inever refuse them a} It is an easy thing to say, ‘*Why not work?” 

meal, but don’t approve of indiscriminate charity. : ‘¢¢ Be fed and clothed,’ and then go your ways.” 
Ah, here’s the carpenter!”’ she rattled on. But, reader, did you ever make the attempt, 

The box was opened and the picture hung— 3 without ,the help of advice or early experience, 

the curtains of silk damask were, in the old to crowd your way into the ranks of those who 

lady’s excitement, tied into knots that their ; earn their bread, and a woman too, a young girl? 

shadow need obscure no beauty in her new trea-$ ‘It was not pride or indolence,” said Mary 
‘ 

sure. : W ilton, ‘‘if pride were not dead I should have 

Mrs. Leslie was something of a connoiseur, been saved from that chilling repulse, which, 

and luxuriated accordingly in the wonders of $ though I deserved, I did not expect from Mrs. 
art her picture undoubtedly revealed; the beau- ; Leslie; it was,” and the lids drooped till their 

tiful forehead; the tear-wet eyes; the quivering silky lashes touched her crimsoning cheek, ‘it 

breathing lips; the long, soft, shining hain—thats was the dread of temptation that led me here to 

might have been spun from the purple and g gold § be driven back to the streets again—a beggar. 

of an Italian sunset; the exquisite hand, so deli- § ‘‘T can live in the midst of damask and rose- 

cately veined. : odd, and have fine pictures yet, if I choose— 

It was a wonder, a miracle; and yet—yet—not the thought keeps coming as if a fiend whis- 

the Magdalen we think of as a friend of Christ, § pered it. Oh, save me, or I will kill this body: 

to minister unto the necessities of those he’ another fiend urges ¢his, and save my soul from 

loved. § pollution !” 
Far less was the woman pictured there, one Need I tell you that Mary Wilton is to abide 

whom for an instant Mrs. Leslie would admit to ¢ henceforth as one of my own family? The doors 

cher parlor. But I praised the picture all I could $ of Mrs. Leslie’s cottage will close against me in 

in conscience, and came home. consequence; but I would not exchange my Mag- 

‘‘Oh, Mrs. Walter,’ said Biddy, as I entered, ¢ dalen for hers! 

“I’m glad you’re here at last—there isa poor$ Neither can I find it in my heart to blame my 

thing in the parlor taking on so, and waiting for neighbor, severely as a stranger might. Had 

you,” not her generous nature poured forth its gifts 

I found her there, a girl of nineteen perhaps, § and its love so profusely toward the orphan girl, 

with a face like that of an antique statue, so $ the treatment which she considered rank ingrati- 

regular and marble cold in its paleness; but tude would not have stung her so keenly, and 

there was life enough in the violet eyes and the shut out all belief in Mary’s penitence. And if 

wet, silky lashes.  undutifulness, ingratitude, sin, deserved in her 

Alas! another Magdalen, one of great Nature’s } eyes, has vigorous punishment, w ould she rever- 

painting !—but such a voice, sweet and fresh as } ence order and beauty enough to spend all her 

if a violet’s odor were translated into sound. ¢ Substance in Etrus-can vases—in pictures and 

I recognized it instantly. Could this be Mary } > prints? 

Wilton—whom I had known so well—through 3 Does not her keen sense of wrong correspond 

whom I first gained access to the cottage, where with her keen sense of beauty? and the opinion- 

she dwelt as Mrs. Leslie’s pet and child; a dis-$ ativeness which will not listen or be convinced— 

tant connection too—an angel of sweetness and $ is it not a growth from that decision of character 

beauty! which has led her to walk on so generously and 

I saw in an instant why she had come to me. § ‘ beautifully, regardless of the world’s fashion? 

Deceived and led away by the brother of her pro-} With her head full of the Magdalen’s gleaming 

tectress, a handsome man of the world—lured by} ‘hair, how could she wait to consider that she 

promises of marriage and a whole life’s adora- } ; might be driving the child to a life of sin and 

tion—alarmed too by the old lady’s decided nega- } utter ruin? 

tive, she had consented to elope. ’ We are safe, the churches say, within our 

Directly she discovered the deceit which had creed. Mrs. Leslie looked in hers and discovered 

been imposed upon her, for the man was already } —for we find in any form of words just what we 

married, Mary fled—she told me all now—lived } are looking after—that she was right; then with 

alone as long as her jewelry and the elegant } her beaming, neighborly smile had come to greet 
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me in the parlor, and forget the troublesome in- let one woman go about like the Madonna of 

cident which had occurred. g artists, always with a child in her arms; let 

Just so with Mary Wilton: but for her beau- 3 Urania study astronomy, Dorcas make garments 

tiful girlish faith, her womanly doult of any } for the poor, and Phillis cook in the kitchen. 

evil in the being she loved, she had never ges It is annoying to find the ideal which exists so 

so near the edge of ruin in another world—nor 3 complete in our own minds, and which we long 

so irrevocably lost her good name in this. : to have reflected perfectly in some neighbor soul, 
Now as this is no peculiar case, but one out reflected thus as in a broken mirror, only by 

of a world full of equally, often more than § parts: but we must work by the ‘‘Method of 

equally puzzling ones, there seems only one way % s Nature;” and looking back at the end of life, 

left to escape from misanthropy: to take up the may, after all, find one great heap of isolated 
Eclectic method in our search for good among $ attributes have arranged themselves so symme- 
mankind; let one man be refined, another con- ; trically at last, that Nature will ‘‘adopt”’ them 

siderate, a third just, and a fourth generous; Sas she did the pyramids—if not as a temple for 

‘let one write books, another read, and a third worship, then as tomb over our own insinceri- 

find more in them then writer and reader both; $ ties and doubts. 

Toe Win tik NIGH. 

BY SARAH E. JUDSON. 

‘Tis a Winter night; a keen, sharp breeze 

Makes the icicles shake on the skeleton trees; 

But the stars shine bright in the fur-off sky, 

And the musical bells jingle merrily by. 

But without, it is shining pale and still, 

On the snowy valley and shrouded hill. 

L ike some Fata Morgana vision of air, 

’Guinst the evening sky so coldly fair, 

Are the penciled outlines of cottages white, 

: Shadowed faintly forth in the dreamy light, 

There are crystal wreaths on the window-pane, 

And landscapes frosted with tower and fane, 

Which the moon lights up with silvery gleams, 

Like the fairy land I have seen in dreams. 
SLL LLL LAPP EPP L PLP LPLPLP LLY 

Tis a pleasant scene, yet it saddens me, 

; For my thoughts will turn, loved friend, to thee, 
Oh! a strange and wonderful artist is He, And ’tis but a short and fleeting year 
That touches the window and jewels the tree; Since thou wert standing beside me here. 

a oat ie al Bigeanes 2 aE, This same sweet light then bathed thy brow, 

opde wens are, Drignter though rich and:rare, , But light more glorious falls on it now; 
Like the smile of a friend, as gentle and sweet : Then thine eyes were bright with the light of love, 

Is this moonlight that falls on the floor at my feet; {Now chou’rt an angel in Heaven above. 

PAO} U GH DiS ay Det eWakeL -Gat. 

BY MARY I. MEANY. 

Daywicut is fading from the earth, 

And many a dusky cloud 

Is gathering o’er the evening sky, 
Its brightness to enshroud. 

Oh! is it not thus when the shrinking soul 

To the vale of Death draws near? 

Dark clouds and shadows are round the puth, 

And the heart grows chill with fear; 

One ray alone of soft, pure light 

Dispels the lowering gloom; 

Broader and brighter grows the space 

Its starry rays illume. 

When faint ’mid the shadows a ray appears— 
*Tis a beam from Calyary’s height— 

Brightly its lustre gleams around, 

And bathed in its shining light. 

Till all the West hath caught its gleam, 
And clouds of blue and gold 

Are wearing robes of dazzling light, 
Sweet Luna to enfold. 

The struggling spirit bursts its bonds, 
And in triumph soars away, 

Till the growing light is merged into 

The full glory of endless day. tO PDI ADIL DADS DAS PDI AIS DS FP OPO DDL FO Fa 



THE WOMEN WHO DID NOT CARE, 

AND WHO HAD NO INFLUENCE. 

BY ALICE CARY. 

Mrs. Evenong, Mrs. Clark, Mrs. Morris, and ; the wretchedness of the child, still looking wist- 
Mrs. Burdsil, were neighbors once upon a time, g fully i in her face and pulling at her skirt, and 
no matter when nor where. On one of the closest $ dr ying her eyes on the towel, she said, ‘Put on 
and sultriest mornings that ever took its place ; your hat, and go over and tell Mrs. Everone 
toward the close of a July, these women might é mother will drink tea with her,” and no doubt 
have been seen in pretty much the same mood— ; she cared little in her heart just then whether 
how it chanced I don’t know—perhaps ill-humor ¢ : or not Mr. Clark came for her. 
was the epidemic of the neighborhood. She had no influence, even with her husband, 

‘«There, Sally, I wish you would just stop and ‘ she felt, and when one or two tears that would 
sew a button on for me,” said Mr. Clark, pre- § come, fell on the dainty ribbon she was trimming 
senting himself to his wife, as she stood elbow her cap with, she said to herself it was no dif- 
deep over the dish-washing pan, in the hottest of 3 ference, nobody would ever notice her cap, she 
kitchens. Of course Mrs. Clark did as requested, $ supposed. 
but the interruption marred her thoughts, and 3 **T had nearly forgotten,’ said Mr. Morris, 
she forgot to ask her husband for the fourth time, § turning back to address his wife, after having 
whether or not he would come and fetch her : gone some steps toward the field, ‘I had nearly 
home, if she should drink tea with her friend, ; forgotten to tell you there is to be a meeting at 
Mrs. Everone, that after ‘noon. Three times she Squire Dick’s to- -morrow, to take the case of the 
had inquired before, and good Mr. Clark had $ widow Smith into consideration. She has been 
made no definite answer. S sick, you know, ever since her house burned 

It was not until the button was sewed on, and 3 down, and needs to have something done for 
the husband quite out of hearing, that Gilbert, % her—of course you will go.” 
Mrs. Clark’s little son, pulling at her skirts, said, { ‘‘Of course I shall not,” replied Mrs. Morris, 
‘What did he say, mother? Can we go?” > whose irritability had been heightened by the 

“There! bless my life!’ exclaimed the irri- $ misfortune of spilling a cup of tea on her new 
tated woman, ‘‘your father’s gone and never said } buffl-colored dress, which had covered all the 
a word about it. Ill declare, I believe I will § front breadth with purple spots. 
never open my mouth again—nobody pays any 3 ‘*Why not?” asked the husband, in astonish- 
regard to what I say—I don’t believe there is § ment. 
another woman in the world but that has mores ‘‘Because I have nothing to give away,’ re- 
influence than I have—no difference what I do 3 plied the wife, shortly. 

or try to do, (here she thought of having stopt | “I think you might spare some trifle,” urged 
her dish-washing to sew on the button) it don’t { the husband, ‘‘but I would go if I did not give 
make one bit of difference—and if I was to die } a cent, and show a good-will, at any rate.” 

to-day, I don’t suppose there would be a tear 3 “‘T would like to know who sees or who cares 

shed,” and some natural tears filled the woman’s ; what I do? I don’t think I shall be likely to 
eyes at the picture of unlamented death she had $ give myself trouble for the sake of example, 
drawn. ‘ unless I had more influence—it will do well 

‘‘Oh, mother, don’t,” said little Gilbert, his 3 enough for Mrs. Clark, and Mrs. Everone, and 

eyes filling too. Mrs. Clark might have seen ; Mrs. Burdsil to go, for their movements are of 
her influence reflected thus soon if she could $ some account.” 

have seen anything just then—but she could ute; **Well, well, do as you please, I don’t care,” 

nothing but the dusty peach tree that stood too answered the husband, disappointed and vexed. 

far from the window to shade it, and moving not; ‘‘Ah, I knew it,” said the wife, ‘“‘you don’t 

a leaf—the swam of flies that blackened the air, g care what I do, nor no one else ace: so I shall 

and the weary day’s work before her. After {remain at home and take my ease,” and with an 

awhile, however, she became dimly conscious of ; angry toss of the head, she ehuageee aE her, 

ae. 

-” 
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skirt and began dipping the spots in a bowl of 3 opinions of Mrs Morris, and Mrs. Burdsil, and 

vinegar. ; Mrs. Clark shail not weigh a feather with us, for 

Mrs. Burdsil meantime was fanning herself $I think we should find it quite impossible to be 

violently with her apron, and wondering why pleased ourselves with what pleased no one—for 

Thomas Bender, the hired man, had failed to myself, I expect to find my greatest pleasure in 

split the oven-wood as she directed. ‘I told \ pleasing other people, pnd for all that keep a 

him twenty times,” she said, Bae what is the § trifling will of my own.’ 

use—nobody heeds what I say.” ‘He is fast; ‘Very well, do as you choose, I am as willing 

asleep in the hay-mow,” said Mary Burdsil, } you should have your own way, as I am deter- 

coming in with her apron full of eggs. ‘*Dear {mined to have mine,” retorted the independent 

me,” said the mother, ‘the has been to the } Mrs. Everone, “and besides what I do is nothing 

tavern again—I do wish everybody would jot: to anybody.” 

the Temperance Society, and put down this ter- ‘‘But, Jane,” interposed the light-hearted 

rible trade of drunkard-making.” Peggy, ‘‘I don’t want to do as I choose—I want 

‘‘Have you joined the Temperance Society, ‘to do as you choose, so tell me what is to be the 

mother?” asked Mary, innocently. ‘ order of the day’s work.” 

‘No, child, don’t bother me any more,’ an- «“T told you once,” said Mrs. Everone; ‘I 

swered the mother, almost angrily. * propose to do as I please for the future, and it 

‘«‘But why don’t you if it’s a good thing?” sis my pleasure to begin with doing nothing. 

persisted the child. a Whether I work or play will make no differ- 

‘‘Because,” said the mother, forced to make $ ence.’ 

some excuse, “it would take the unitéd strength There was no use in talking to a woman in the 

of all the influential people in the neighborhood } mood Mrs. Everone was in, and Peggy seeing 

to effect the reform I spoke of, and what could and feeling it to be so, said nothing further, and 

one poor woman like me do?” returning to another part of the house, hinted 

The child was silenced but not convinced. $ herself in examining her last year’s dresses. 

She could not understand why her mother should This one she would put new sleeves in, and that 

not have as much influence as the rest. one tighten a little in the waist, another required 

«Well, Jane, what are we to do to-day?” said { simply to be ironed anew, and another an addi- 

Peggy Miles to her sister, Mrs. Everone, as she § tional hook and eye—then appeared one quite 

joined her in the shadow of the morning-glories $ past further service, and as Peggy held it up to 

before the door. the light to be assured, before she should de- 

‘Not much of anything,” replied Mrs. Eve- § cide finally, she saw coming down the path and 

rone—‘*I don’t see but that those who live idly 3 making his way to the door, Mrs. Clark’s little 

get along just as well as I, who have worked hard § son Gilbert—she was hurrying down to see what 

all my life, and I am just going to begin, and § it was he wanted, when she heard Mrs. Everone 

from this pee take my ease—I don’t care what say, ‘‘Tell your mother I am not able to see her 

anybody says.’ And wiping her brow, as if she : to-day.” 

felt the sweat that had been there many a time, ‘Yes, ma’am,” said little Gilbert, hesitating 

ahe looked the defiance she spoke. and looking anxiously at the woman, in the hope 

‘Oh, yes, you do, Jane, care for what folks } that she would say when his mother could home, 

say as much as I; everybody cares, and Every for his new shoes were come home the night 

body ought to care for the opinion of the world.” $ before, and a nice summer hat that mor ning, 

‘Phe world!” repeated Mrs. Everone, deri- $ and all the month past he had been looking for- 

sively, ‘‘what’s my world, I’d like to know— } ward to a happy visit to Mrs. Everone’s. If he 

Mrs. Morris, and Mrs. Burdsil, and Mrs. Clark? $ had laughed aloud when his father read the news- 

A great world to care for, to be sure—I would 3 paper, his mother had immediately frightened 

not give my judgment for all theirs put together ¢ him to silence by saying, ‘Gilbert must be a 

—and hereafter I mean to do just as I please, } good boy if he wants to go visiting at Mrs. Eve- 

and have some satisfaction of my life—no one rone’s.’’ He had one day held five skeins of silk 

can please one’s self and everybody else at the ‘ on his little tired hands, while his mother wound, 

same time, and the person who tries to please ‘tangled and untangled them; he had weeded in 

everybody don’t please anybody—that’s just the } the garden days without number—had picked 

amount of it.” strawberries and gooseberries, sticking his hands 

‘Perhaps so,” said Peggy, ‘‘but it is not } with the latter terribly, evening after evening for 

very wise, after all, to set one’s judgment against | ‘ the family tea—had gone to bed all alone bravely, 

that. of the world, or indeed to resolve that the | ‘ though in his heart he was terribly fearful some 
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big, black monster would come and eat him up: the ill-humor of the wife—here was her husband 

and all these and many more things he had done } come an hour sooner than common, and she had 

to earn the pleasure of which he now saw him- ‘ proposed to have dinner an hour later, besides, 

self so bitterly disappointed. No wonder he she had been so engrossed with having her own 

hesitated, looked wishfully, and at last ventured § way, that she had given no thought to the cus- 

to say, ‘‘Shall I tell her nothing else, mam?” — 3 tomary preparation. She made no answer to 

Peggy stole softly back, resolved that for once } questions of her husband, but hastened to set 

her sister should have her own way without in- ; before him whatever her hand could find, for 

terference, for many and many a time she had ‘while the fire of her wrath had been burning, 

coaxed her out of the ill-humored asseveration ‘ the fire on the hearth had gone out, and to add 

that she had no influence, and she did not care : to her troubles the fruit proved to be sour, and 

what anybody thought. Her heart almost mis- ‘the milk too—of this last fact she effected igno- 

gave her when she seen how crooked the mouth rance, however; so her slender stock would be, 

of little Gilbert became, and how the tears rushed { she thought, reduced altogether too much by 

into his eyes as he turned the corner of the house, { their removal. 

and she would perhaps have remonstrated with $ «Come, Jenny!” said Mr. Everone, taking his 

Mrs. Everone, had she not seen that she had : place at the table—he spoke cheerfully, for he 

risen and was looking after the little boy: and; would have been glad to scatter the thunder- 

that her troubled face showed plainly enough cloud that was in her face by a little sunshine. 

that she cared a great deal even for what little § But Jenny replied ungraciously that she did not 

Gilbert Clark would think of her. want anything, and resuming her seat, resumed 

There is no way, thought Peggy, she must ‘also her enjoyment, as much doubtless as most 

suffer it out, and so be satisfied with having her $ persons enjoy who have their own way altogether. 

own way, and finding her influence. ‘Don’t drink the milk,” said Peggy, ‘it is 

At eleven o’clock Mr. Everone came in from ; not good’’—but Mr. Everone had already par- 

the field, dragging his broken plow behind Pees of it freely —‘“nor the fruit either,” added 

him. ‘What is the matter, Jenny?” he said, } Peggy—but the uncomfortable husband said he 

with more asperity than anxiety, seeing her sit- 3 had already partaken of it, but that he had not 

ting in the shadow of the morning-glory vines, } tasted it at all, and had eaten simply from the 

and looking as well as usual. necessity of eating something. ‘‘Never mind,” 

Mrs. Everone caught the tone, she was in just ’ said Peggy, coming toward her brother-in-law, 

the humor to catch such a tone, and without {and speaking below her breath, ‘‘let Jenny have 

lifting her eyes from the ground, answered as § her way this time, depend upon it, it will be the 

she rocked herself to and fro, ‘‘ Nothing, sir.” most effectual cure.” 

‘‘Nothing!” repeated Mr. Eyerone, sharper So, pulling his hat low over his eyes, Mr. Eve- 

than before. rone left his wife without speaking further, and 

‘No, sir—what made you think anything was } with heart heavier than his footsteps, perhaps, 

the matter?” dragged his broken plow toward the blacksmith 

‘‘Why, of course, I thought you must be very 3 tibet : 

sick if you were not able to see Mrs. Clark—{ Peggy’s light dinner was no hindrance to her 

hurrying my horses to get home, I ran into the : work, and at sunset her summer dresses were in 

roots of a beech tree and broke my plow—it will $ nice order. 

cost me a half a dollar or more to get it mended, Meantime Jenny had remained rocking to and 

and for nothing—how did you happen to send {fro as long as she could endure it, for before 

BRA eae uninetchitty- BePAdavapduct| rec cbse Sue ealtiow tals, ak oWUt ES Mr, f 8 2 st} ever done. 1 

so much work that day, and he would easily self to have her own way, and for that day, at 

have compassed his strait but for this interrup- } least, do nothing at all. From her childhood up 

tion, and now there was the hindrance of mend- ; she had been haunted with the delusion that if 

ing the plow, and the cost too—no wonder he } she could only do just as she chose, it would be 

was a little provoked, for it is not impossible for the consummation of her happiness—terrible 

a good man and a good husband to be provoked mistake, as on one day’s trial she found it, and 

with his wife. He looked at the sun, looked at jas any one else would find, for when we have 

his wife, looked at nothing—then at his broken } once cut loose from what was wholesome re- 

plow, saying finally, ‘I suppose I may as well straint, we are not long in finding that we have 

wait till after dinner—most ready, Jenny?” His Tope our greatest, or rather, perhaps, our best 

tone was mollified in the last words, but not so * liberty. . 
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She had enjoyed her independence, as I said, } afternoon, he said, and had hardly been able to 
us long as she could endure it, and with a head } set one foot before the other as he came home. 

aching, as much with uneasy thoughts as with ! He looked pale and weak, and altogether sick 

abstainance, shut herself in her own room, and ; and spiritless as soon as he reached the porch. 
finished the day with a miserable crying. He could not imegine the cause, he said, but he 

A beautiful sunset shone and faded—the cows ? had never been so suddenly and severely ill in 

came gently home, were milked, and laid down : his life. Jenny could imagine, without going 

to sleep in the pasture that greenly sloped, farther than the soured milk and fruit which she 

toward the sunset a little distance from her ; had so carelessly, so wickedly, she now thought, 

window—the birds sang their good-byes and , Set before him, and her cheek tingled with 

dropt quietly to their leafy beds—the cherry tree, {shame as she took his head on her kuee, and 

the pear tree, the lilac against the wall, had each } chafed his temples, and smoothed away the 

its little concert of hushes and twitters—but in } \ heavy hair from the chilly, damp forehead. In 

her dark, stilling room, Mrs. Eyerone saw nothing } \ the refreshing air of evening, and the recipient 

of the beauty—heard nothing of the music—she } Sof such attentions, the husband felt better 

was haying her own way, and the effect even { directly, as what husband does not under the 

upon herself was anything but satisfactory. “like treatment, and when Peggy spread the tea- 

No doubt she secretly rejoiced when at last the } table within the morning-glory curtained porch, 

door opened, and Peggy entered, to say that Mrs. } adding to the ordinary fare the pie, and the 

Morris, and Mrs. Clark, and Mrs. Burdsil were ‘ cake, and the peaches, and the family sat down 

all come to see how she was. ‘You see,” said $ together, they had never in their lives been hap- 

Peggy, ‘they care a great deal for you, if you $ pier. 

don’t care for what they think.” : Mrs. Everone had not been accustomed to 

Mrs. Everone washed her eyes, and made the $ bake either cake or pies. ‘‘The making of them 

necessary preparation with a very ill grace. She requires so much time,” she had been used to 

really did not feel like seeing one of them, she $ say, ‘‘not to mention the sugar, and spice, and 

said—could hardly, in fact, hold her head up, butter.” Really, she did not feel that she could 

and she hoped they would mercifully make their $ afford it. 
visits short as possible—such ceremonious calls Mrs. Clark said, for herself, she cared very 

she never enjoyed when she was well—and so at 3 little for such things, but her husband and chil- 

last she appeared, wan and dejected, and greeted 3 dren liked them, and she might as well cook one 

her friends a little ungraciously, I am afraid. thing as another—it was no trouble at all to slip 

Mrs. Morris could not stay a moment, she said, § a pie or a cake in the stove when the oven was 
she had left her baby sick, but that she could not $ heated, as it always was, with the preparation 

rest till she ran over to see for herself how her } of dinner, and then, too, she fancied that per- 

neighbor was. She had been at work hard and} sons felt better who ate what they relished. 

was very tired, but the walk had done her good, } Jenny thought of the milk and the fruit, and 

she said, and beside, it was a great comfort to } said nothing. 

find her friend doing so well—and as she spoke, The following day, Mrs. Everone tried the 

her cheerful and hopeful words, she unrolled the } experiment, and found the usual work went for- 

white napkin from the fresh-baked blackberry } ward just so well as common; and besides, if 
pie she had brought, in the hope that Mrs. Eve- 3 Mrs. Clark could afford to have cake every day, 
rone could eat a mouthful or two. ; she could. Peggy said nothing, but smiled quietly 

Poor Jenny’s heart was too full to say the } to think how much Jenny was influenced by what 

thanks she felt, and when Mrs. Morris left her, $ Mrs. Clark thought. 
it was with the promise that she would spend § A day of busy preparation was that on which 

the day after the next with her. Mrs. Burdsil } the visitors were expected. Mrs. Everone had 
had brought a nice, fresh cake, of her own} not been so gay, nor had she felt so well, she 

baking; and Mrs. Clark a small basket of the } said, for a long time—not one word said she 

most beautiful, blushing peaches. Mrs. Everone } about doing as she pleased. She was learning 

could not but hope, as she accepted the dainty ; that to do as we please, is to please other people. 
presents, that these two friends would join the Only once, all the day, came a shadow to her 

other in her proposed yisit—a suggestion to \ face, and that was when she reflected that she 
which they readily agreed. : \ had no suitable dress in which to appear. She 

It was late when Mr. Everone returned from must and would go to town the very first day 

the blacksmith’s shop, dragging his plow be- {her husband would accompany her—her old 

hind him. He had been seriously ill all the ’ dresses were so out of fashion, and in truth, so 
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much worn, that she should make no attempt at : ‘“No, Peggy, only with myself,” said the re- 
renovation. Mrs, Burdsil had such a beautiful ; pentant Jane, and steadily refusing her sister’s 
new dress and cape, she wished she knew where } entreaties, she entertained her neighbors in the 
she bought them. old-fashioned dress—never so happily. 
Peggy did not know, but she did know that Still Gilbert thought he should like to live 

Mrs. Burdsil had worn them for five years— : always with Mrs. Eyerone, so pleasing she mado 
changed a little with the changing fashions, to him amends for the disappointment he had suf- 
be sure, yet the same. fered, 

*‘Ts it possible!” exclaimed Mrs. Everone. ‘*What excellent cake! I must get the receipt 
‘*Why I have not in my possession an article of : of you,” said Mrs. Burdsil. Mrs. Everone smiled 
dress which I have had half so long. How very ; —she had no receipt, and had imitated the cake 
nice they looked.” And forthwith she began to } Mrs. Burdsil had brought her. 
rummage in drawers and wardrobes till chairs, ; “And such nice rolls—how did you make 
table and carpet were heaped with dresses, capes, § them?” asked Mrs, Morris, holding back her 
collars and laces. ‘Really, Peggy,” she said, : wide sleeve as she reached for another. Peggy 
‘*T don’t know but I can make something of this, explained, for her sister was too much engaged 
and this, and this,” holding up one article after ; in observing the fashion of Mrs. Clark’s cap to 
another. $ be attentive to what was said. Let it suffice to 

‘To be sure you can,” answered Peggy, and Say, the visit was so agreeable to all that Mrs. 
she thought, thoagh she did not add, you would § Everone quite forgot, in the enjoyment of her 
have thrown all these things away but for what : duties as hostess, that her sleeves were narrow 
Mrs. Burdsil does and thinks, but said instead, {and short, and her skirt of corresponding pro- 
‘see what I did with my wardrobe, yesterday,” 3 portions. When they were separated, it was with 
and she exhibited her last day’s work, which ¢ mutual regret, and the agreement to meet at an 
showed her to be abundantly furnished, though s early day at Mrs. Clark’s. 
from materials greatly more slender than her’ Mrs. Everone busied herself in preparation for 
sister’s. that visit, you may be sure, for she was resolved 

‘**Oh, Peggy, how pretty you look,” said Jenny, 3 to be no whit behind her neighbors. Her cap 
admiring her smoothly ironed gingham dress and 3 She made as nearly in the fashion of Mrs. Clark’s 
snowy collar. ‘I am so mortified to be seen in a she could remember, her sleeves as wide as 
this old thing,” and she pulled down the skirt Mrs. Morris’, and nearly one whole day she spent 
of her dress, which was much too short, and $ in hem-stitching a handkerchief like Mrs. Burd- 
tried vainly to give some width to the sleeve, i sil’s On coming at Mrs. Clark’s, what was her 
which showed funnily in contrast with the ample 3 surprise to find that lady without acap. “Don’t 
proportions of the fashion. you think I have not worn one a day since I was 

Peggy burst out laughing at the ludicrous : at your house,” she said, addressing Mrs. Eve- 
figure her sister made, as she stood in an atti- $rone, “you looked so nice and cool without a 
tude of helpless despair, the tears, despite her y cap I resolved to go without too.” 
efforts to restrain them, dropping down her} ‘Oh, what a pretty sleeve!’ exclaimed Mrs. 
cheeks. ‘*And so, Jenny,” she said, at length, Morris, ‘‘very pretty and very becoming, I have 
trying to control her mirth, “you do care a’ some nearly the same, but I made these,” she 
little, after all, even for what Mrs. Morris, and said, (exhibiting to Mrs. Everone those she then 
Mrs. Burdsil, and Mrs. Clark will think! But wore) ‘‘after the fashion I saw you wear the 
then, you know, though you might have Pee pes day!” And they were indeed quite as 
your wardrobe in order yesterday, you could $ short and narrow as the old-fashioned ones of 
not, at the same time, have enjoyed the supreme which Jenny had been so much ashamed. Mrs. 
felicity of disregarding every will but your  Burdsil laughed till the tears came, to think how 
own. You see you have influence on yourself, } the neighbors had been imitating one another, 
at least.” ‘and taking out her handkerchief to wipe her 

**Pray don’t speak of it,”? sobbed Mrs. Eve- } eyes, it was discovered that she had been making 
rone. ‘‘T am punished rightly, and I am sure I$ plain ones—just such as she had seen Mrs. Eve- 
shall feel, when my friends see me looking in ‘ rone use. ‘‘I thought,” she said, ‘they looked 
this beggarly fashion, that I care for what they ; just as well as the hem-stitched ones, and were 
think of me.” ’so much more economical.” 

‘**Dear sister,” said Peggy, “wear anything,3 ‘It is strange,” said Peggy, “how we are 
everything of mine, I was but in jest. Pray {influenced by one another, and I suspect they 
don’t be offended.” ‘are wisest who ‘still have judgment left’ after 

LS. 
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54 SYBIL’S BRIDAL: 
CPLA 

listening to that of others—for it is modification, : If any of my readers feel that they have ne 

rather than entire surrender of our own notions, ; influence, let them try to isolate themselves for 

that we require,’ and in this opinion the ladies Sa single day, only a single day, and see what the 

finally all agreed. ° effect will be. 

SYBIL’S BRIDAL. 

BY ROSE RIVERS. ® 

Sortiy blew the evening breeze, 

Stealing music from the trees, 

Stealing fragrance from the flowers, 

Whispering secrets through the bowers— 

As in reveric I lay 

This I heard the zephyr say: 

“Night was weeping to the earth, 

Listening to sounds of mirth, 

- When sweet Sybil stole away 

From tho beings bright and gay, 

Whose blythe songs the silence broke 

Till the waiting echoes spoke. 

Softly, swiftly to the wood 

Stole she on, and breathless stood 

Where the darkness lay profound 

Over all the sleeping ground. 
Only one lone moonbeam lay 

With a quivering, misty play, 

On the maiden’s bended head, 

Whence a golden gloom it shed, 

As the parting day had smiled 

On her golden-headed child. 
Soon was heard a rustling sound 

Swift approaching o’er the ground; 

And a light air touched her form 

Like the pressure of an urn; 

And a leaflet touched her brow 

Like the seal of lover’s vow; 

And a whisper in her ear 
Sounded low, and soft, ‘and clear. SLIPS SLLOLOLIALLEPLEO DLL PLD LLL LILLIA PLA LL DILL LEAPED PLL DEI EE 

Then her eye grew wildly bright, 

With a deep, unearthly light; 

Ne’er may mortal hope to meet 

From that eye a glance so sweet, 

Earthly lips may never press 

That fair brow with fond caress; 

None may linger by her side 

Who is now a Spirit’s bride. 

On her brow, forevermore 

Dwells that touch, till life is o’er; 

And that fond protecting arm 

Holds her close, secure from harm; 

Ever in her heart sho hears 

That soft whisper, drowning fears; 

Doubts and danger come not nigh, 

Grief and terror pass her by. 

Far apart from noisy strife 

Passes dreamily her life; 

Hasting, earnest to be free, 

Waiting still till she shall see 
Face to face, and eye to eye, 

Him she loves so faithfully.” 

Now the stars, through cloudless skies, 

Shower on me like Sybil’s eyes; 
Still the evening deeper grew 

“Till the tell-tale breeze withdrew, 

And the whisperer, it seemed 

Of a listener never dreamed. 

But with eager ears I heard, 

And I made my own each word. 

eTWAS THEN WE BREATHED FAREWELL.” 

BY CLARENCE MAY. 

Wr parted when Night’s pale, sweet queen, 

Walked up the Autumn sky, 

And flowers drooped beneath the kiss 

Of zephyrs roving by. 

When over all the silent world 

Was cast a dream-like spell— 

’Twas then L gazed upon thee last— 
’Twas then we breathed farewell! 

And now, amid life’s busy seenes, 

By distance severed far, 

A thought of thee will still come back, 

Like rays from some soft star. 

And oh, of that sweet Autumn eye, 

I'll often, often dream, 

As I sit beneath the calm moonlight, 

Or the pure stars o’er me gleam! 



AUNT THANK’S FIRST JOURNEY: 

BY MABEL 8S. MAITLAND. 

Pernars I ought not to say aunt Thank’s firsts; By selling everything that was saleable—fruit, 

journey—for I think I have heard a vague rumor, ‘vegetables, and poultry, and denying herself 

an indistinct legend, that a long time ago, when § almost the necessaries of life, she accomplished 
aunt Thank was in her prime—or rather in the } the darling wish of her heart, and laid by con- 

first years of her widowhood, (for she has been ‘ siderable money. Though now comparatively 

a widow from time immemorial) she undertook rich, yet her outward circumstances are not one 

a journey to Dutchess county, seeking whatever } whit improved, for she allows herself no indul- 

relations might still remain to her in that land “gence but still pursues the same course of un- 

of the living. .W earied toil. 

The legend also runs that she travelled on foot, Aunt Thank is an accomplished pedestrian, 

and begged her way, representing herself as a ‘and scarcely a day passes that does not witness 

poor, lone widow, returning to her native place § her excursions. She lives about two mies from 
to seek aid from her relations. I will not vouch the village, and summer or winter, rain or shine, 
for the truth of this story, for it is vague and $ it matters not, she may be seen taking her rounds 

unauthenticated; but merely premising that it i with a basket of eggs or apples on one arm, and 

admirably consorts with her well known charac- $a smaller basket of medicinal herbs on the other. 

ter for penuriousness, proceed to relate the re- § The most fruitful source of annoyance, in her 

markable events of the first journey she has been $ daily travels, is the swarm of idle, mischievous 
known to take within the memory of the present : boys that grace our village, and the fun-loving 
generation. clerks, who play all kinds of jokes upon her 

I suppose it is necessary, in the first place, ¢ while she is striving for a good bargain. It is 

according to the custom of story-tellers, to give § a perfect luxury for the youngsters to follow her 

some account of aunt Thankful—her early his- $ and annoy her with their pranks. While some 

tory, habits, personal appearance, &c. But per- } of the urchins engage her in an animated dis- 
mit me here to disclaim solemnly and forever all $ pute, others will steal her apples, supplying the 

ties of consanguinity with my illustrious heroine. : deficiency with pebbles; or accidentally coming 

Not a drop of her blood mingles its current with § in contact with her basket, a general outpouring 
mine; she is only one of those universal aunts § of its contents will ensue, to the rapturous delight 
that usually abound in country yillages—thus } of the young rascals, and the wild and ungovern- 

denominated from habit, not affection. ; able fury of the old lady. She declares that 

With regard to her early life my knowledge is $ those boys almost drive her frantic, and she is 
limited, for her biography has never been written. : sure they will come to some bad end. 

I believe she was born and married within the; You cannot but pronounce our aunt Thank an 

last century, in Dutchess county, from whence $ original, even at first sight; her personal appear- 

she removed to our place with her husband, who ance being rather striking than prepossessing. 

died shortly after, leaving her sole possessor and ; As long as I can remember she has always looked 
administrator of his property. That property {the same. Her form is tall and meagre, though 

consisted of a small house, whose architecture somewhat bent by the weight of years. It would 

exhibits a happy medium betweeu a hut anda ‘be difficult to guess at her natural complexion; 

cottage; a small piece of land, barely capable § for constant exposure has so embarrassed it that 

of giving support to a few dwarf apple trees, } no traces of its original color remain. Her small, 

and to a patch of garden yegetables, that vainly } grey eyes are keen, sharp and cunning, and they 

endeavor to thrive in the ungenial soil. Hap- peer down at the meeting of her long nose and 
pily aunt Thank’s courage did not fail at this } sharp chin in a most inqnisitive, iniquitous man- 

important crisis; she gathered wp all her ener- ‘ner. Her usual costume is a dark flannel dress, 

gies to struggle with her fate. According to her } made in the ancient gored style, that is, of merely 

maxim, ‘*A penny saved was a penny gained;” } a sufficient width to admit a long step—the length 

and from that moment the strictest economy, the 3 of which would rejoice a Bloomer, an old-fash- 

most rigid parsimony, were the rules of her life. } ioned cape of some nondescript material, a blue 
5d 
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checked apron—an immense shaker bonnet of { sallied forth one bright autumnal day—a travel- 

antideluvyian make, projecting a quarter of a{ler. After a pleasant walk of several miles, she 

yard over her weather-beaten face, to protect it ’ stopped at a fine farm-house where she had often 

from the summer sun and wintry blast. Thick } called in the course of her perigrinations, to 

leather shoes, with high heels, and soles of an} claim hospitality for the night. She told her 

extraordinary thickness to make them weather- § hostess her plan—how she was going to yisit her 

proof, with coarse, grey stockings, complete her § sister, and ‘kalkilated” this gentleman would 
strange attire; and in all seasons it remains the } overtake her the next day at least. 

same. ‘But did you ever see him?” asked Mrs. 
Mer character | is described in few words; for | Oe 

her name has become a proverb for all that is ‘“‘Oh, no!” 
miserly. To gain money, and to hoard it, is the **Then how will you recognize him?” she said. 
one end and object of her life, the height of her’ ‘Oh, I shall certainly know him as soon as I 

ambition. Nothing is beneath her aim—from put eyes on him.” 

selling a goose that had perished from cold and 3 ‘But do you know his name?” persisted Mrs. 
starvation to apples, ‘“‘two for a cent,” and 3 B 

‘‘pennyryal, a penny a bunch.” It is asserted } ‘‘No, indeed! but what’s the use of that? If 

by those whose curiosity has led them to visit her he only takes me I don’t care for his name,” re- 

domicil, that she is perfectly oblivious to all out- $ plied aunt Thank. 

ward discomforts. It matters not to her that § The next day with unabated hope and courage, 
her floor is broken and uneyen, and covered with $ aunt Thankful resumed her toilsome march. But 

the accumulated dirt of years. She declares } alas! for human foresight. Her expected escort 

that it wears out a floor to clean it, and no mor- } did not overtake her, and no one else came along 

tal eloquence can conyince her to the contrary. § with whom she could ride, After travelling on 

Neither does she mind if an old hen takes up its } foot for two days, and accomplishing some thirty 

lodging in the middle of her spare bed—or if the ‘miles, she came to a rail-road station, and con- 

pig strays in to explore the interior of the house. cluded to try the cars. The cars! aunt Thankful 

These are trifling things and disturb not her } had never seen them, nor heard the whistle, and 
equanimity; but touch the old stocking that con- she was overwhelmed with the thought of riding 

tains her hoarded pennies, and that touches her in those nice-looking houses; it would be a new 

very soul—there she is vulnerable. : \ era in her hitherto uneventful life. They tried 

It was the autumn of 1851 that aunt Thank § ; to Derayade her to take the evening train—but 

undertook the memorable journey I design to}no! she must have daylight for such a mighty 

commemorate. She had a sister living in Penn-{ undertaking. The sight of the iron monster, as 
sylvania whom she had not seen for many years; it came puffing and shrieking along with such 

and having accidentally heard that a gentleman { giant strides, made her heart quake and almost 
from that town passed through our place on} die within her; she was sure it was an uncanny 

business, and would return the next day, strange : thing. Then her courage rose again; it would 

thoughts came into her mind. She thought of } be such a nice affair to ride in those fine cars, 

her long-forgotten sister, their early affection {and to talk about it after she got home. So 
and long separation, and she felt a strong desire } when the mail train came along she determined 

to see her again; here was a fine opportunity— {to go. Cautiously she ascended the first step, 
she would go with that gentleman, and it would ; and poking her Leghorn bonnet toward the door, 

not cost her a cent, for she could take doughnuts ; called out in a shrill yoice, ‘‘ Where’s the driver 
and cheese enough in her big ‘‘willer basket’ to } of this ere car?” 

last her all the way. No sooner thought than} The conductor politely advanced to help her 

determined. Fortunately she had no flocks nor in; but unheeding his outstretched hand, she 

herds to leave, and was unblessed with those ties } demanded abruptly, ‘Is there any wimmen 
of earthly affection that sometimes embarrass us } aboard?” 

in our mt Pe one: All the preparation **No!” he replied, laughingly, ‘this is a mail 
necessary for her was to don her black stuff ‘ train; but jump on, we'll let you.” 
gown and elephant-eared Leghorn, a costume } The old lady drew back hastily. ‘The massy’s 
religiously preserved for extraordinary occasions, S sake!” she ejaculated, “Tl do no such thing— 

and consigning her pig and chickens to the ten- } ’'ll not trust myself where there’s no wimmen,” 

der mercies of her nearest neighbor, with her and grasping her basket tightly by the handle, 

half-bushel ‘‘willer basket’? on her arm, she } ; she strode indignantly back to her lodgings, amid 
closed the door of her ricketty domicil, and ; ‘ the laughter of all the bystanders. 
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WHEN AND WHERE. DT 

‘Why on earth didn’t you go?” said her land- the next station he told me I must get off there, 
lady, upon hearing her story, ‘‘one man is worth » or go ten miles beyond § I told him he 
two women any time to take care of you.” ‘was real oncivil not to take folks where they 

But aunt Thankful was firm; she would not 3 wanted to go, and if I got off there I wouldn’t 
go till there were women along—she would not $ pay him; and I didn’t—I think it sarved him 
share the danger alone with a parcel of un- } right. I walked the next ten miles, and had my 
civilized men, not she. The next train was an 3 ride for nothing. 
express, and aunt Thank resolving to delay no} ‘I had a proper nice time visiting, I can tell 
longer, summoned all her fortitude and entered. ; you, and when I came home I knew all about 
There were no lack of feminines this time, much } the cars, and took pains not to get on one of 
to her relief; ‘‘ There was a hundred if there was 3 them plaguey express trains again that wouldn’t 
one,” she triumphantly asserted. She soon found 3 let anybody get off where they wanted to, and 
herself seated in the vicinity of fashionable ladies, } only stopped at tip-top places.” 
with whom she entered into conversation, and$ Aunt Thank found her relations in quite a 
probably edified with her quaint remarks. * prosperous state. She also discovered several 

‘But oh!” said she, when relating her won- } people who had formerly lived in our place, and 
derful adventures to us, ‘how I trembled when } labored perseveringly to visit them all. She 
I got on them cars—and I trembled when I got would appear in the most unexpected manner, 
off, I never was so scared in mylife. I knowed ? and at very unfashionable hours—at six o’clock 
the ingine went pretty fast, for I conldn’t count a the morning, or just at noon, with a ‘good 
the lengths of the fences, and it made such a | morning! I thought I’d just run up to see you, 
whickity, whackity whew that I could hardly think $ if it was only to say, how d’ye do, and good-bye: 
at all. And then there was so many strangers } and then I can tell your folks that you're well.” 
looking at me, that I felt dreadfully put out at: One poor friend of mine dodged her success- 
first. But they all took a deal of notice of me, } fully for a week; but she was just as anxious to 
und talked to me about everything, and pretty see him as he was to escape. Finally, the last 
soon I felt quite comfortable; except when the ‘ day of her stay he met her on a bridge, where 
cars stopped, and then the ingine give sich an } there was no retreat unless he jumped into the 
awful screech, that I jumped up and run to the river; and he was obliged to own himself check- 
door to see what had happened. Soon one told § mated, and listen to the old lady’s congratula- 
me if I'd keep quiet nothing would happen, but } tions and reminiscences of his boyish days. 
if I kept running round it would knock the cars ; Aunt Thank is a much more important per- 
off the track, and we'd all be killed. sonage since she has seen so much of the world 

‘*By-and-by the driver—I can’t think of his : by rail-road; and nothing pleases her so much 
tother name—came along, looking at the little ;as to ask her about her ride on the cars. It is 
tickets some of the folks had, and tearing off $ her favorite topic, and she relates it with much 
little eseners; though what was the use spilin’ g complaisance, chuckling at the thought of doing 
‘em I don’t know. He axed me where I was : the ‘‘driver” out of half a dollar. It is my pri- 
going? I told him to § ; when don’t you $ vate opinion that she paid her fare by entertaining 
think the imperdent critter said the cars didn’t $ the passengers, and that the conductor considered 
stop there? ‘Why not?’ said I. ‘Because this ¢ he had fifty cents worth of fun out of the old lady. 
is an express, and don’t stop at small places?’ For six months after her return, aunt Thankful 
said he. I was real mad then. TI told him if he , talked poetry—rail-road poetry, I mean. Her 
wouldn’t take me where I wanted to go I wouldn’t : laughs and stories had the true rail-road jingle— 
pay himared cent. He talked and talked, and ; and were complete, I have doubt, in metre and 
so did I—and everybody laughed. I guess he $ measure. Long life to the old lady, and success 
didn’t get much ahead of me. When we got to to all her future undertakings! 
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WHERE AND WHEN. 

BY D. HARDY, JR. 

WHERE are thove who joined our circle, When our earthly dreams are ended, 
Those who shared our scenes of mirth? When our race on earth is run, 

They have gone like rainbow-shadowe, May we hear the welcome plandit, 

“Come up hither, well thou’st done!” a 
Like them passed away from earth. 

Vou. XXITX.—4 
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COUSIN KATE. 

BY CLARA MORETON, 

CHAPTER I. $I am not conscious of wishing you any other 

‘*WuHar are you reading, Paul?” 3 than you are; only, I do think that you are 

“Tacitus.” ¥ committing an injustice to yourself in your 

‘<Won’t you read aloud?” ‘ selection of reading matter.” 

‘You wouldn’t understand it if I did. Don’t § “T cannot get interested in anything but 
‘ interrupt me now.” ‘novels, Paul. I always go to sleep over those 

The bride of a year turned away from her$ stupid books that you pick out for me, and 

husband with a sigh, and sat down apart and 3 although I try ever so hard to think Iam inte- 

lone in the bay window. For the tears in her $ rested, it is only make believe after all.” 

eyes, she could scarce see the landscape that} It was Paul Clifford’s turn to sigh. 

spread out before her, made lovely as some’ Telen read aright the disappointed expression 

fairy realm, by the flood of light which the full $ on his countenance. 

moon poured oyer it. The lattice work of the} ‘I know you think that I am not a fit com- 

verandah, was lost in the wilderness of vines ‘ panion for you—I know that I think so myself; 

that fell in wild luxuriance around it; and from but, Paul, I love you dearly—dearly ; and one of 

the tangled masses of rich, green jessamine 3 these days, who knows but that I shall turn up 

flowers gleamed out like stars, and clusters of >a genius. It would be no more wonderful than 

honeysuckle, red as coral, swayed to and fro in $a thousand things that happen.” 

the evening breeze. Every variety of shrubbery} Helen could not see the quizzical smile upon 

made beautiful the sloping lawn beyond. Noble} her husband’s face, or it might have stung 

old forest trees flung their shadows on the sward. her into immediate and resulute action; for in 

Avenues of lilacs, magnolias and laburnums led } Helen’s, as in every mind, there were germs, 

through the grounds, and in the distance swept } only awaiting a fostering hand to spring up in 

the hawthorn hedge that encircled all. \ strength and beauty. She only felt the tender 

Neyer had Ashlea looked more lovely, yet} clasp in which he held her close to his heart, as 

never before had its young mistress gazed upon § he said, 

it with so sad a heart. Her husband, imagin-} ‘‘Youare a darling, Nelly, and you need never 

ing that he might have wounded her feelings, 3 puzzle this little brain with any efforts to become 

soon closed his book and followed her to the a genius. I should not love you one whit better— 

window. ‘no, I warrant me, not half so well.” 

‘What a mope you are, Nelly! Have you ’ Helen nestled down upon her husband’s broad 

nothing better to amuse you than looking at the § breast, feeling that her world was there, and 

moon?” > that all exertion on her part to be other than she 

‘‘T was not thinking of the moon, if I was} was, was unnecessary, SO long as he loved her 

looking at it.” : so well. 

‘Well, what were you thinking about?” And so the summer glided away, and Paul and 

‘‘T was thinking of you. I dont’ believe you: Helen continued happy after a fashion. She was 

love me as well as you used to.” as much as ever the pet of his idle hours—eyery 

‘Fudge! you are a silly little thing. Come $ wish of her heart was gratified, yes, even antici- 

here and sit on my knee, until I convince you ; pated; yet, there were many occasions upon 

that I do.” He drew her into his lap as he{ which the young wife keenly felt her own de- 

gee ieee a see, Nelly, one can’t always  ficiencies, for, as her judgment matured, she 

oe talking love. f in } hi 

the city, if on Leer Le ane eee i ple a hanes ei the 

reading books that are worth reading, you might } few hours which he spent at his home, frequently 

learn that there were other things than love, $ found himself the victim of ennui, but it never 

worth discoursing upon by way of variety. I} occurred to him that a better state of things 

love you as much as everI did. I am just as} might be brought about by a little painstaking 

ae a away from you as ever I was, and } on his part. 

“. 
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, CHAPTER TI. § “Of all persons!” repeated Mrs. Clifford, 
Late in August, Helen received a letter from $ ‘you surely never knew her before ?” 

an uncle in New York, stating that if convenient} ‘‘I Anew of her,” was the concise answer. 
to her, her cousin Kate would make her a visit ‘If any one has ever told you anything against 
early in the month of September. It had heen | Maggie Stuart, don’t you believe it. She is just 
several years since they had met, but she well § sas good and lovely as she looks. Perhaps it is 
remembered her as a light-hearted, froliesome some other one of the same name of whom you 
girl, somewhat spoiled by her indulgent father, ; have heard. I have known of such mistakes 
she being the only child, and motherless. Of N before.” 
course, Helen was very much pleased at the § ‘*‘No indeed. She has been too well described 
prospect of seeing her cousin so soon, and she} tome. She lives with an uncle, does she not, 
wrote to that effect. Her fears that her home § just out of New York?” 

would prove a lonely place to her young cousin,$ ‘Yes, George Blight, of Blightdale.” 
were removed by the opportune arrival of Maggie} “The same one—I knewit was. You will know 
Stuart, an old schoolmate. Singularly enough, § s Some day what cause I have to dislike her; but 
they both reached Ashlea upon the same day. ‘Tot us talk about something else now. Tell me 
Paul gave them an hospitable welcome, but after $ about yourself, Helen. I suppose you are as 
tea he ensconced himself as usual in his library, happy as a queen.” 

preferring the society of his books to that of ‘More so, I trust. I never imagined that a 
the three children, (as he mentally denominated $ queen could be a very happy personage. My 
them) whom he left laughing over the supper ‘ husband is all that I could desire. I am very 
table. ; * proud of him, Kate, I assure you.” 

Catharine seemed merriest of the three, but} ‘‘You deserve to be happy,” said Kate. ‘One 
her large, dark eyes were of too thoughtful a of your calm temperament, I suppose, could not 
cast to deceive her cousin into the belief that § well be otherwise. You are like a peaceful little 
time had not changed her; and notwithstanding g} lakelet so cradled in amongst the hills that a 
all her witty sallies, Halen was not long in set- ; tempest could scarce ruffle its hosom, but I—I 
tling into the conviction that her merriment was} am like a wild mountain torrent dashing and 
assumed, but for what purpose, she was at a loss $ gone against the cee that impede its 
to imagine. One thing she particularly noticed, course.’ 
Maggie Stuart was very attentive to Kate, but to! Helen’s calm face mirrored the surprise she 
her attempts at conversation, Kate only replied felt. For a few moments neither spoke. Kate 
in monosyllables, and even those fell from her $ was looking over a portfolio of prints with a 
lips like icicles, so frigid and distant was her wearisome air, when suddenly a crayoned head 
demeanor. Helen wondered how she could be so $ that she turned up, arrested her attention. She 
rude, for Miss Stuart was a most attractive per- 3 looked long and earnestly at it—took out her 
sonage. Her laugh was as low and musical as! pencil and traced a few lines underneath and 
Kate’s was clear and ringing, and she was lady- $ : finally laid it back with the others. 
like and gentle in all her movements. Her hair} «You look very tired, Kate. Won't you go to 
of brownish-gold encircled her head with a halo § bed, now, and to-morrow begin a new life? I 
of brightness, her complexion was transparently { am no prophet if it shall not prove a happy one. 
pure, her features faultless, and her eyes of that $1 shall not let you indulge in these wayward 
clear, full blue so seldom met with. moods while you are under my care.” 

After supper, the beauties of Ashlea were | Kate kissed her cousin affectionately, and bade 
shown by its young mistress, and enjoyed to the } ‘ her good night. 
fullest extent by her fair guests. They did not § The next morning, when Paul Clifford left for 
return to the house until the twilight deepened § the city, Miss Stuart handed him a letter for the 
into darkness, and then Miss Stuart pleading { mail. 

fatigue, retired to her room, and left the cousins ** A love letter already!” said he. 
to their first tete-a-tete. Kate glanced up in a moment from the ex- 

‘“‘T had hoped to have found you alone, cousin } quisitely etched landscape on the goblet that she 
h 

ex 

LSS. 

Helen,” said Kate. eld, but meeting Miss Stuart’s eyes, she fell to 
‘‘And here I was rejoicing over Maggie’s } examining the glass again. 

arrival, sure that it would be so much more **Ah, you are too bad, Mr. Clifford, to mis- 
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pleasant for you,” answered Helen. ‘ trust me of writing love letters. You have yet to 
‘Of all persons, I had neyer thought of finding } learn that I have the reputation of being heart- 

. her here.” less,” answered Miss Stuart, in a playful manner. 
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‘Tt is an undeserved reputation, I am sure,” Iam sure I could neyer go back with ‘any zest 

said Helen. : to a different state of things.” 

‘Jam not so sure of it,” said Kate Gray, in} ‘Ah, but you will have to,” broke in Maggie. 

a tone so low that not a word was distinguish- } ‘Your husband is making himself a name; and 

able; but Miss Stuart, who saw the lips move, who knows but that he may yet be governor. 

and heard a sound, said, : Let me tell you, you will have to brush up, Miss 

‘Did you speak, Miss Gray?” * Helen—I beg pardon, Mistress Helen, I should 

“Yes, I did,” answered Kate, “<I have anjsay. A Massachusetts governor’s lady ought to 

ugly fashion of talking to myself My cousin, } be a very wise-acre.” 

here, is going to try to humanize me. Cousin Helen blushed. 

Paul, will you promise Helen the benefit of your “TI am sure Helen would grace any mansion 

advice and assistance occasionally, that she may {as its mistress, be it President’s or prince’s,”’ 

not become discouraged in her arduous under- } said Kate, with eager warmth. , 

taking ?” ‘Oh, of course,’ replied Miss Stuart, raising 

Paul fixed his expressive eyes upon her. her eyebrows a trifle. 

‘*Do you believe in ? ‘‘And what is more, she is too good to be the 

“There!” interrupted Kate. ‘I will not let 3 wife of any of the people’s servants. If I had 

you prove yourself such a Yankee, as to answer my way, she never should stir out of Ashlea, to 

one question by asking another. Helen, when ‘be found fault with, and criticised, and con- 

you took a Boston husband, I supposed you demned,”’ continued Kate, enthusiastically. 

would consider it your daily duty to laugh him % «Certainly not,” replied Miss Stuart. ‘Should 

out of his peculiarities.” she ever be called to pass through such an ordeal, 

“My definition of duty embraced a wider * you should prove your devotion by donning mas- 

scope. But seriously, Paul, why don’t you pro- culine habiliments, and becoming her knight 

mise Kate what she wishes you to?” . errant,” 

‘Because I do not consider myself competent. § Kate was magnanimous enough not to notice 

Natures like hers submit to no control except- : her sneering tone. 

ing——” ’  * Should occasion require,” she said, ‘I shall 

Again Kate was rude enough to interrupt him. § not be backward in doing battle for her, with my 

‘What do you know of my nature?” she said, fe weapon. Come, Helen, sing ‘Auld Lang 
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looking eagerly in his face as she spoke. Syne’ for me.” 

‘Helen has told me somewhat; but in the Mrs. Clifford’s voice was very sweet, and 

little I have seen of you, I have found you} Kate, who was a great lover of music, brought 

not a difficult book to read.” Turning to Miss $ piece after piece for her. 

Stuart, he added, ‘*Your letter shall be safely ‘Really, Kate, you must take your turn, now,” 

mailed.” said Mys. Clifford, as she left the instrument. 

«I thank you; but won’t you do me the justice 3 ‘Do you remember that beautiful song you sang 

to read aloud the superscription? After your ; for me, years ago, when you were home from 

bantering, I might suffer from unjust suspicion  boarding-school ? Just after your mother’s death. 

if you did not.” * That was the last time that I heard you sing.” 

Mr. Clifford hunted through his satchel of law Kate remembered it well. Under other cir- 

papers, until he found the letter, and read aloud, cumstances she might have forgotten it. 

‘Miss Mary Anna Delacroix, care of George; She sat down at the piano, and commenced the 

Blight, Esq.” prelude. 

Kate, who had looked at Miss Stuart like a Kate was a careless player, but what was de- 

hawk ready to pounce down upon her, at any fective there, was made up by the exceeding 

moment when she could be taken unawares, now j richness and power of her yoice, which only 

grew quite meck and dove-like. needed cultivation to perfect its powers. 

‘Helen, won’t you tell us how you spend your § So completely did she enter into the spirit of 

time when alone?” * her sad song, that when she arose from the 

«‘T have no method, Kate, but I always find ‘instrument, her face was pale with emotion, and 

plenty to amuse me. Besides, there is seldom a ‘traces of tears lingered in her eyes. Helen 

day but that Ihave some company. I presume ¢ wondered that after the lapse of so many years, 

we should have had our house full, had not the { a song associated with her mother’s death should 

death of Paul’s mother kept us out of society. ¢ have such power over her. 

Habit has become second nature with me, and I ‘What a wonderful gift is yours,” she said. 

have enjoyed the quict life I lead, so much, that ° «You must sing for Paul, when he comes home. 
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He is passionately fond of yccal music. Come, sin underneath which Kate had scribbled the 
Maggie, play us something lively now, or we $ evening of her arrival at Ashlea. 

shall all have the blues.” ‘*Helen,” he said, ‘‘what does this mean?” 

Miss Stuart, who did not sing, was a brilliant § reading aloud, ‘Folko of Montfaucon. A feeling 

performer, but her waltzes and rondos now were $ came across Sintram that he must have seen this 

played in vain. Kate grew more and more : knight somewhere in by-gone times.” 

moody—a deeper dejection settled upon her$ ‘Iam sure I don’t know, Paul,” she answered. 

expressive face, and her gloomy eyes filed with } ‘Let me look at it. Why this is the head that 

tears that would not be kept back. you told me you purchased for its resemblance 

Helen felt uneasy, and not a day passed but} to your friend, Mr. Campbell.” Then glancing 

that she wished from her heart that her cousin from the picture to him, and back to the picture 

would give her her confidence. All her advances } , again, she continued, ‘And so it is like—very 

were’ met in such a manner, however, that at: like him—only look, girls. Isn’t it an admirable 
length she concluded to take no more notice of } likeness?” 

Kate’s wayward moods. **Capital!” exclaimed Miss Stuart. ‘‘How do 

: you like it, Kate?” 

§ T see the resemblance, now that it is pointed 
CHAPTER IIT. : out to me,”’ she answered, her face all in a flush, 

PauL Crirrorp found a pleasurable excite- § notwithstanding her cold tones. 

ment in the society of his wife’s cousin, and} ‘And the writing,” continued Miss Stuart, 
Helen was glad to see how well Kate appreciated § “it looks like the mar ginal notes that you are so 

him. Paul generally left his office at an early 3 given to defacing books with, Miss Gray. Pray 

hour to accompany them in their drives and} tell us the legend of the noble knight—Mont- 

walks, but as he was almost always Kate’s com- 2 faucon.” 

panion, Miss Stuart’s acquaintance with him did ‘‘Ah, Paul, we ought to have Maggie’s head 

not progress yery rapidly. Indeed, he acknow- § sketched for Gabrielle. Wouldn’t it make a good 

ledged to his wife, that he somewhat shared one?” said Helen, 

Kate’s antipathy toward her, and Helen, as in} ‘And who was Gabrielle?” questioned Miss 
duty bound, became more devoted to her ne- 3} Stuart. 

glected schoolmate, exalting her to a still higher ‘*Ah, you must read Sintram. You will un- 
place in her affections, on account of these unjust { derstand it all then.” 

prejudices, Reginald Campbell, who had heretofore been 

Occasionally, visitors at Ashlea pronounced in § silent, though not unobservant, now said, 

favor of Miss Stuart. Miss Gray was considered ‘And I must read Sintram. But where are 

too blunt—too haughty and independent, but $ those books, Miss Stuart, with the marginal notes 

she never gave a thought as to what opinion a} you were speaking of? I am very far from 

stranger formed of her. Those to whom she § agreeing with you in your opinion of their being 

felt herself attracted, she never failed to please. } defaced by them. On the contrary, I am always 

It was only where she was indifferent that the } interested in a book where I see marks and anno- 

reverse occurred, Miss Stuart, on the contrary, $ tations.” 
seemed to have studied Lord Chesterfield’s policy Tt was all lost on Kate. From that hour she 
in such matters. ; took particular pains to show Reginald that she 

One afternoon, Mr. Clifford brought home a $} was proof against his attractions; for she seemed 

college chum of his own, who promised to be ? suddenly possessed with the idea that he was 

quite a brilliant accession to their little party. } fully conscious of them. Iler rebuffs, however, - 

Reginald Campbell was a Southerner, upon whom $ only added fresh stimulus to his exertions to re- 

fortune had showered every possible favor. A} : store her former manner; but as day after day 

faultless exterior, polished manners, talents, § : passed, and there was no change for the better, 

wealth, and withal so well balanced a brain, that $ he at length fell back upon Miss Stuart’s society, 

he seemed totally unconscious of his numerous a Hote never-failing sweetness of manner deserved 

advantages, ‘ to win her more notice than he had heretofore 
He made rapid progress in the acquaintance \ bestowed. 

and favor of his hostess and her guests. Kate} Mrs. Clifford was sorry that Kate should con- 

seemed like another being, until a circumstance, duet herself as she did toward Reginald, but 
trifling in itself, was the cause of her relapsing still she was far from being displeased in seeing 

into her old ways. him bestow his attentions upon her favorite. 

Paul, one evening, took from the portfolio the ° ‘Not so with Paul. From the night when unob- 
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served he had stood by the library window, and; “I am sure I don’t know. Kate keeps her 

heard Kate liken herself to the wild mountain } own secrets. She must be a very unhappy tem- 

torrent in its artless course, he had felt an inte-} perament,” answered Mrs. Clifford. 

rest in her, which a farther knowledge of her} You do her injustice,” said Paul, “I wish 

undeveloped character had only served to in-; you could endeavor to gain her confidence. 

crease. Paul Clifford, in common with his sex, > When once she has opened her heart to some 

despised match-making, yet it must be confessed } one capable of sympathy, her trouble, whatever 

that as he drove Reginald out to Ashlea, the } } it be, will lose half its power. It is brooding 
thought occurred to him that he was just the} » over it in solitude that gives it such strength.” 

one to teach Kate the lesson which he fancied she “‘T cannot help it,” said Helen, rather petu- 

needed. The wild mountain torrent, he was; lantly, “nor am I going to neglect Maggie to 
sure, would never find rest until lost in the? encourage Kate’s scheme. She is not in the 

broad sea of love. least inclined to make me her confidant, but no 

But now his dream was atanend. Reginald: doubt you would have better success, for it is 

seemed daily to become more and more the slave } very evident, Paul, that your partiality for her 
of Miss Stuart’s artless, winning ways, and she tis fully returned. She can always sit down 

in turn was equally deyoted. Even his corres-§ stairs when you are at home.” 

pondence with Miss Delacroix become a tax,} The tones of her voice, even more than her 

and when Paul had brought her several letters S wor ds, caused her husband to fix his eyes scruti- 

without taking back the accustomed answers, § : nizingly upon her face. 

he ventured to make an appeal in behalf of the § ‘* Helen!” he exclaimed, ‘‘is it possible that I 

neglected correspondent. ; cannot exercise the ordinary demands of hospi- 
Miss Stuart seemed much embarrassed. The ; tality, without awakening in the breast of my 

next morning she handed him a note bearing the } wife so mean a passion as that of jealousy?” 

usual superscription, but from that date the . Mrs. Clifford’s only answer was a flood of 

correspondence ceased. Miss Delacroix, it was § tears, and Paul, who had as nervous a dread of 
to be presumed, had been chilled into silence $ 2 scene as ever a husband had, desired her to go 
by her friend’s concise answer to her numerous § to her room until she became more reasonable. 

epistles. Meantime, Miss Stuart and Reginald Campbell 

t ebiilel by the beauty of the coming eve, had 

CHAPTER TV. wandered on, and the usual supper hour found 

““A LeTTer for Kate! directed in a gentleman’s 3} them some distance from Ashlea. As they com- 
handwriting! This is something new—why, Kate, } menced retracing their steps, Miss Stuart said, 

it is the first love letter you have received since § **I positively dread appearing in the presence of 
you have been with us!” exclaimed Mrs. Clifford, } that little fury to-night.” 

as she handed the letter to her cousin, , «What fury, Miss Stuart? I cannot imagino 
A feeble glow spread over Kate’s face, which } that you mean Miss Gray.” 

deepened as she recognized the writing. Her} «And why not? You do not know her as well 
first impulse was to go to her room, but catching {as Ido. I feel prophetic. Depend upon it, the 

Miss Stuart’s eager, curious gaze, she carelessly } yoleano that has been so long rumbling and 

broke the seal, and commenced reading it in the ; seething in its hidden crater, will burst upon 
most nonchalant manner possible. But Kate was : my ‘devoted head’ to-night.” 

not sufficiently schooled in self-control to enable} ‘Why upon yours, Miss Stuart? Miss Gray 

her to maintain her quiet demeanor. Alterna-}is surely not so unreasonable as to ‘pour the 

tions of joy and indignation were pictured in} yial of her wrath’ upon an innocent person?” 

her speaking face; but Miss Stuart, evidently ‘‘Well, there is nothing like a candid confes- 

wearied of watching her, joined Reginald in a ; Sion, Mr. Campbell, and to tell you the truth, 

walk through the grounds. \ she i imagines me to be the cause of her unhappi- 

Paul, reclining in the bay window at the oppo- ness. At Newport, this summer, I was unfor- 

site end of the suite of rooms, let no look nor 3 tunate enough to have a gentleman fall in love 

motion of Kate’s escape him; and when she } : with me, upon whom Miss Gray had prior claims. 

arose with gloomy cheeks and flashing eyes and } It seems that she cannot forgive me for usurping 

went up to her chamber, he called his wife to her place, although I was so innocent of the in- 

him. tention. We never met until we came here; and 

‘Helen, has it ever occurred to you that some } really, I have tried hard to overcome her un- 

love affair might be the cause of Kate’s unhap- ‘ favorable impressions. Her consin tells me that 

piness?” he said. >she was always of an overbearing disposition. 
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Some trouble at home, I believe, is the cause of } me of a rich, old widower or bachelor whom she 

her visit here. I hope Helen will never have} had entrapped at some watering-place this sum- 

reason to regret her hospitality.” mer. You know she is dependant upon an uncle 

Reginald made no comment. He pulled from } for a home, and I suppose she thinks it is time 

a wild shrub which they were passing a flower. } that she had an establishment of her own.” 

‘What a pity,” he said, ‘that so beautifula} When Paul and Reginald returned to the 

flower should be poisonous. Iam not sure but} house, Helen and Kate were sitting alone in 

I run a risk in gathering it,’’ and as he spoke, } the library with closed doors, for the October 

he tossed it from him as carelessly as he had} evenings were getting chilly. Kate on a low 
pulled it. seat at her cousin’s feet, their hands clasped, 

However unintentional it might have been, a$ thus evincing an unusual degree of confidence 

comparison was suggested to Miss Stuart, which } and affection. 
made her feel thoroughly uncomfortable. Their} Paul went straight to his wife and kissed her. 

walk was concluded in silence. Her humid eyes, as she glanced upward, ex- 

They found supper awaiting them. Paul’s ; pressed the pleasure she felt at the unexpected 

frown, Helen’s swollen eyes, and Kate’s flushed , Caress. 

face attracted Miss Stuart’s observation, and she} ‘Mrs. Clifford, I am sorry to say that this is 

looked triumphantly at Reginald. In vain he , my last evening at Ashlea,” said Reginald.” 

endeavored to restore the good-humor of the’ Kate glanced up qui¢kly—their eyes met, and 

parties. His badinage was of no avail. The $ hers fell again. 

few remarks elicited from Mr. Clifford wars? ‘Why, Mr. Campbell!” exclaimed Helen, ‘‘are 
quite common-place, and Helen and Kate an-} you in earnest? Iam sure neither Maggie nor 

swered only in monosyllables. > Thad dreamed of such a thing? Where is Mag- 

After tea, Reginald proposed a walk to Paul, ; gie? I thought she went out with you.” 

and the two, arm-in-arm, walked up and down; No one knew of the whereabouts of Miss 

one of the avenues, in close and earnest conver-{ Stuart, but presently she appeared, bearing on 

sation. Soon after they left the room Miss ‘the skirt of her thin dress unmistakable traces 

Stuart followed, and walking cautiously on the} of the dew through which it had been trailing. 

other side of the avenue, overheard thus much ; Helen thought she had never seen her looking 

of the conversation. so well, and there was indeed an unusual glow 

Paul’s voice first. ‘Yes, Iam afraid you are $ in her eyes and on her cheeks, and her red Jips 

right. No other surmise could explain Kate’s ; seemed smaller and brighter than ever. She 

strange conduct. But do not go away yet— was ill at ease, notwithstanding her efforts to 

give her time, Reginald. A girl like Kate will} appear the contrary, and both Paul and Reginald 

not long throw away her love upon a man who : suspected that their conversation had been over- 

has proven himself unworthy of it.” > heard. 

‘‘Give her time!” repeated Reginald. ‘It is ‘‘Who was your letter from, Kate?” said Paul, 

unaccountable the time I have already given. } then secing that she hesitated, he continued, 

If I had half the spirit I had supposed in me, 1§ ‘*Don’t answer if it is any secret.” 

should have left you long ago; but when one ‘‘T assure you it is not,’’ and Kate glanced at 

line of conduct failed, I was still in hopes that 3 Miss Stuart as she spoke, with a mingling of 

another might be more successful. You saw my } mischief and contempt. ‘It was from Miss 

devotion to Miss Stuart was entirely unheeded. Mary Anna Delacroix.” 

LLL LL 

“ 

By-the-way, Paul, I fancy if I only had the in-; The glow deepened on Miss Stuart’s cheeks, 

clination, I might urge a suit in that quarter; and her eyes seemed fairly ablaze with passion, 

with better success.” but she said not a word, 

‘So it seems; but then there is no dependence 3 What nonsense!” exclaimed Mrs. Clifford. 

to be placed on these professed flirts, and Miss “That is the name of Maggie’s correspondent. 

Stuart, if report speaks true, stands at the head The letter was from her father, Paul. Kate has 

of the profession,”’ answered Paul. been so unhappy ever since she came here on 

‘‘T am guiltless of any ambitious desires to account of her estrangement from him: but it is 

convince you of my power,” said Reginald, : all over now, isn’t it, Kate? Do tell Paul all 

laughing. ‘I should never fancy her for a wife. ; about it—that’s a dear girl. I declare, although 

Bah! What was it you commenced telling me, } poor Kate has suffered so much, I can’t keep 

last evening, about some flirtation between Fred from tkughing when I think what a fool uncle 

Percival and her?” Will has made of himself. May I tell Paul, , 

‘No, you misunderstood me. Fred was telling * Kate?” LPL 
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“It is not very pleasant, Helen, to hear pa; Both Paul and Reginald took Kate’s part, and 

laughed at, but tell him if you choose.” eyen Helen was obliged to acknowledge that she 

Kate’s hour had come, and she was wicked $ had merited it all, when Kate had read her cer- 

enough to enjoy her triumph to its fullest ex-{ tain portions of her father’s letter. 

tent. From the corners of her eyes she kept; 

watch of Miss Stuart while Helen innocently 

went on with her story. 

**You see, Paul, uncle Will went to Newport 

this summer, and the report of his wealth cause 

CHAPTER V. 

Miss Srvanrr took her leave the next morning 

at an carly hour; but to Mrs. Clifford’s surprise, 

him to receive all manner of attentions from } Reginald Campbell’s departure was indefinitely 

‘manceuyring mammas and designing daugh- } delayed. 

ters.’ Well, uncle Will’s head was completely § Kate expressed anxiety to return home on her 

turned, and he was sufficiently unsophisticated $ father’s account, but neither Paul nor Helen 

to suffer himself to be caught by a frivolous and would listen to her, and all agreed that she need 

unprincipled woman—quite a girl. Kate says} not fear Miss Stuart’s threat, as no sane man 

she was reported to her as being very fascinating ; would marry such a woman after her character 

in her ways. No doubt she thought his ‘gold’ a? had been revealed to him. So a letter was de- 
fair exchange for her youth and beauty. Kate $ spatched inviting Mr. Gray to Ashlea, and Kate 

had friends there who wrote to her, telling her § awaited an answer. 

what a reputation the lady bore; and when her Helen feared that their house would be lonely 

father returned and informed her of his pros- } to Reginald, and she proposed to her husband to 

perous wooing, she showed him the letters and invite other guests—Kate was so unsociable with 

remonstrated with him, picturing the unhappi- 3 him, she said; but Paul did not seem in any 

ness he would bring upon himself by marrying $ hurry to obey her request, and somehow Kate 
so heartless and so mercenary a woman. Of pe Reginald got on amazingly well together, 

course he wouldn’t listen to her, and Kate$ They frequensly took long drives over the 
wouldn’t listen to him, and the end of it was, country, and as often long rambles through 

she was sent off here in disgrace, and I suppose $ the forests, now glorious with autumn foliage. 
he went on with his wooing. But now, it seems, When in the house they were constant com- 
the lady has met with a wealthier suitor, and $panions over their books in the library, or at 
has jilted uncle Will; and his long, well-filled g the piano in the music-room. 
letters to Kate shows that he is anxious to make$ One afternoon they were in the conservatory. 

amends to her, I think—she won’t let me read $ Kate with her scissors was clipping off dead 
it though, and so I cannot judge how far his $leaves. They came to a heart’s-ease in full 
repentance goes: I am glad he has been brought 3 bloom. Helen’s scissors missed its destined leaf, 

to his senses before it was too late. What was $ and severed the stalk of one of the finest flowers, 
the lady’s name, Kate ?—you did not tell me.” § which dropped and fell close by Reginald’s feet. 

Even had Kate chosen, she had no time to **A good omen,” he said, ‘‘I will preserve this 

reply, for Miss Stuart, who had scarcely been §and some day you may take compassion upon 

able to restrain her anger while Helen was } me, and give me in earnest what I know would 
speaking, now gave it vent in words. She had ¢ not have been mine but for accident.” 

started to leave the room, and with ler hand on Kate colored slightly, but did not raise her 

the door turned and looked Kate straight in the $ eyes, nor even attempt a playful reply as was 

face, generally her custom. ‘Trifling as was the em- 

‘‘Miss Gray,” she said, her voice husky with $ barrassment that she showed, it caused Regi- 

passion, ‘‘you shall repent this night as surely $nald’s heart to beat quickly, but the next 

as I know that I have within me the power to 3 moment Helen called Kate away, and they both 

make you repent it. One word of mine will $had ample time to compose themselves before 

bring your father to my feet again.’ Shutting $ they met at the supper table. 

the door violently she left them. Kate came down arrayed in a white muslin. 

‘Maggie! why what does she mean!” ex-3The bright India scarf carelessly thrown over 

~~ 
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claimed Mr. Clifford. Sher shoulders was very becoming to her clear 

' * Cousin Helen you asked me the lady’s name : complexion. <A spray of fuschia trembled in the 
—do you not know now?” heavy masses of her black hair, which were so 

‘Ts it possible? why, Kate—who ever*would § artistically arranged as not to hide the beauty 

have thought it? Oh, haven’t you been too hard : of her classical head, 

upon her?” 3 Reginald thought he had never seen her look 
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so bewitchingly lovely as when her dark eyes} ‘Oh, Helen! pa is married, and this very 

drooped at sight of the yellow heart’s-ease, $ night he brings home that hateful Miss Stuart 

which he wore fastened in his yest. He grew? to take my mother’s place. Oh, is it not cruel? 
absent-minded, and once, to Kate’s excessive: What shall I do?” 

annoyance, called her Gabrielle, which made: Mrs. Clifford stood transfixed. She could never 

Paul and Helen laugh heartily over the cireum- believe the words that Kate uttered. 
stances of the picture which of course it recalled. ‘‘Impossible!” she said, at length. ‘Oh, 

This decided Reginald in determining to know § Kate, this is only a joke—some nonsense just to 
his fate that very night; and that it was a happy $ torment you.’ 

one, Mrs. Clifford surely guessed, for she atoles ‘‘Read—read for yourself,” answered Kate, 
away from the room she was about to enter, to : handing the note to her cousin. 
tell her husband of the strange sight she had’ Helen took it and read— 

seen therein, Kate’s head close held to Reethalis “To-night, my daughter, I return with my 

breast, and his:arm. so tenderly encircling ners * wife to the home to which I have summoned you. 
There was not so much wild merriment, nor so $ It is scarcely necessary for me to say that the 

many jesting words thereafter between the two, position you hereafter occupy in my affections, 

but the deep happiness Di Kate's, eyes, and the as well as in my household, rests with yourself. 
subdued tones of her yoice were proofs that the S Artie Stuart haw Hecntniioh malivned! madd ret 

wild mountain torrent was indeed lost in thes. ‘ hes: ‘f 
, s upon you to treat her with all the deference due 

broad sea of love. : . 3 to your father’s wife. 
It was but a few days afterward that Kate “In haste, I subscribe myself, as ever, your 

. * ’ = ’ b 

received a letter from her father, ordering her : affectionate father, WiLtrAm Ghar.” 

return upon a certain day of the ensuing week. 
A note was enclosed to Paul and Helen, declining ‘What shall I do?” said Kate. 
their invitation to Ashlea, and urging their < Helen knew not what ro reply, not what to 

turn with Kate. advise. 

It was arranged that they should accompany ‘“‘T will go and tell Paul,” she said. ‘He will 
her, but Reginald was prevented by business 3 know best.” 

from making one of the party. THe was to fol-$ But Paul was as much astounded as herself. 

low them as soon as possible, and Kate preferred 3 In the midst of their consultation, a carriage 
that no letters should pass between them, until’ stopped at the door, a bustle was heard in the 

her father had given his approbation to their $ hall below, trunks were carried up the staircase, 

engagement. and it was evident that the new mistress of the 
mansion had arrived. 

‘‘T cannot stay here! I will not!” exclaimed 

CHAPTER VI. Kate. ‘Oh, Helen, let me go back to Ashlea.” 

Kate found her father’s mansion brilliantly Helen looked supplicatingly at Paul. 

lighted, and. everything in readiness for herself $ ‘You are quite welcome to a home with us, 

and cousins, on the evening of her return. But 3 Kate; but would it be wise?—would it be polite 
her father was not there to meet them as she : to leave immediately? My advice is, to remain 

had expected he would be. ‘ here until Reginald comes, and he no doubt will 

‘Where is papa?” she said to the servant $ insist upon a speedy marriage. Then you can 

who waited upon them, after accompanying her } leave without giving your father the offence you 

cousins to their chamber. ’ would be sure of giving now, were you to take 

‘‘We are expecting him every moment, Miss ’ so hasty a departure.” 

Kate; but he left a note in your room for you, ¢ ‘‘You may depend upon it,” said Kate, ‘if 

in case you should get home first, Miss.” : that woman can prevent it, I shall never see 

Kate went into her room. It was on the same $ Reginald again.” 

side of the hall as her cousins, and a nis. ‘‘Never fear. It would take stronger walls 

opened from it into Helen’s dressing-room. } than these to keep him from carrying you away, 

Helen, standing therein, was startled a few mo- Seven were she disposed to seperate you. Of 

ments after Kate left her, by the cry she heard ‘ course, she will not know of your engagement, 

her utter, and unlocking the door she went into } and therefore will have nothing to plot against.” 

her. Kate had sank down upon the floor, Ants In the midst of their consultation, there came 

with her face in her hands was crying bitterly. {a summons to Kate, from her father, who was 

‘‘What is the matter Kate? what zs the matter, } waiting in his study to see her. She went down 

child?” ‘ reluctantly. 
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“Well/ my child,” he said, ‘‘I have taken you ; denial, submit to the trials that she saw must 

by surprise, but Maggie preferred it so, and as $ : necessarily be hers, if she became an inmate of 

in duty bound, I waived my own wishes for 3 ‘ the same house with you. So for my sake, Kate, 

hers. I have sent for you to say that we desire try to see her in her true light.” 

no allusion to the past. I could explain every~ | Kate buried her face in her hands, and wept 
thing, but Maggie desires me not to, and if she vehemently. ‘To find her father thus deceived, 

is satisfied, of course Iam. It is natural that § and yet unable to convince him of his deception, 

after the letter I was so foolish as to write you, was more than she could bear. 

you should feel some anxiety concerning me, but 3 ‘*I hope these are salutary tears,” he said, 
I have not placed my happiness in her hands, $ laying his hand tenderly upon her head. ‘You 

without abundant reason for knowing that it is § have been a loving daughter, notwithstanding all 

in safe keeping. You must combat the preju-$ your wilful ways, and you will not grieve me 

dices that you have formed against her upon my $ now, by persisting ina wrong course. Answer 

account, for depend upon it, Kate, had you not ; me, Kate, you will not by so doing, close the 
thought that she had stolen away your father’s door of your father’s heart against you—vwill 
heart from you, you would not haye been so you, my child?” 

blinded to her lovely and attractive qualities. Kate, thus appealed to, flung her arms around 
She is as anxious as Iam for a perfect recon- {her father’s neck, ‘Oh, father, only love me,” 
ciliation with you. Your treatment at Ashlea she sobbed, ‘‘and I will bear everything for your 
was a great grief to her.” * sake.”? 

Kate looked full in her father’s face, her yon Her father kissed her, and smiled, as he 
flashing indignation through their tears. $ thought how little she would have to bear. 

“I see—I was prepared for this,” he con- **Now go, and bring down your cousins, and 
tinued. ‘Really, Kate, there is one thing that $ we will do all in our power to make their visit 
I think it my duty to tell you, that you may $ pleasant to them. How singularly it happened 
know how perfect a character you are wronging ; that Helen and Maggie should have been school- 
by your most unjust suspicions. Maggie, at my mates. Very intimate too, they always were. 
instigation, went to Ashlea for the purpose of ; Remember, Kate, you must not betray me. 
overcoming your antipathy, and it was because 3 : Maggie did not wish me to Tae any explana- 
she found it impossible to do so, that she re-$ tion of that rupture of ours.’ 
solved to break off our engagement. She could} ‘Never fear, father,” answered Kate, ‘‘I haye 
not endure the idea of separating a father and a } taken my resolution.” 
daughter; nor could she without great self- 3 (TO BE CONCLUDED.) 

-< 

THE OLD LOVE. 

BY FINLEY JOHNSON, 

*Tis thou alone in bitterness 

Should’st blush and grieve for them; 
And oh, remember that my soul 

In shedding bitter tears, 

Is pouring forth from out its depths 
The treasured grief of years. 

’T1s ten long years since last we met, 
Yet still I dream of thee; 

Forgetting that thou art indeed 

Lost to thyself and me; 

I see thee in thy beauty’s prime, 

When first I breathed my yow; 

*Ere sorrow had its impress stamp’d 
Upon thy marble brow; 

The vision flies—my soul awakes 

To be bow’d down with care; 

To curse the day whose sunny dawn 

Makes darker my despair. 

Ah, me! ah, me! thon can’st not know 

The sorrows that I feel, 

Or what I suffer for thy sake, 

And for thy sake conceal; 

My name perhaps forgotten is, 

And all I was to thee; 

But thine is fixed upon my brow 

A star of memory; 

And though the world may fail to read 
The record that is there; 

Yet it shall burn like secret fires 

To doom me to despair. 

If to mine eyes, all dark with grief, 

My bitter feelings rush; 

And tears—unmanly tears shall down 
My cheeks in torrents gush; 

*Tis thou that bidd’st those waters flow— 

And if my tears condemn, 
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“DON’T BOTHER ME.” 

BY ELLEN ASHTON. 

Mr. Aupen had put on his slippers, seated } answered, out of liumor. ‘‘T’m always bothered 

himself in his easy-chair, and made ready to 3 in this way.” 

spend what he called ‘‘a comfortable eyening,” hese things happened weekly, almost daily. 

when his little boy came running in from the} Mr. Alden did not consider himself a selfish 

play-room. 
‘‘Oh, pa,” cried the child, ‘‘you should see 

what a nice house Helen and I have built.” 

The father, without even looking at the eager 

child, answered crossly, 

‘*Don’t bother me!” 

‘man, yet he thought of nobody's comfort at 
home but himself, till at last he became a terror 

to his little ones. Their natural instinct of love 

toward him finally went out, for their little 

demonstrations nearly always met with a rebuff, 

If they rushed, when he came home, to climb 

The face of the child fell. His lip quivered, {about his neck, he put them away, saying, 

and he crept frightened and hurt from the room. 

We pass on a few days. 

‘There, that'll do, don’t bother me.” If they 

were lavish of their kisses, when the time came 

It was Thanksgiving. Mr. Alden, after dinner, ; for their retiring, it was still, ‘‘Don’t bother 

thought he would take a walk. Just as he was 

putting on his hat, his little daughter ran up to 

him saying, 

‘Pa, mayn’t I go with you?” 

me.” If, in their exuberant spirits, they made 

any excessive noise at their play, their mpther, 

: or a servant was sent to bid them stop and not 

‘‘hother him,” And in a hundred similar ways 

The face fairly shone with the anticipated their tenderness was repelled. 

happiness. But the father, reflecting that he} Sometimes, indeed, Mr. Alden would be affable 

would haye to delay till her bonnet was put on, } enough with his children. He would have them 

replied selfishly, 

‘No. Ican’t wait. Don’t bother me!” 

The bright look faded from her countenance. 

on his knee, help them with their studies, or 

eyen join in their plays. But then again, with- 

out any reason save the whim of the moment, he 

As he closed the outer-door, tears started into ’ would harshly repulse their advances. By this 

the child’s eyes. fitful system, worse almost than a steady repul- 

‘‘Pa,” timidly said the little boy, on another } sion, his children grew finally not only to fear 

occasion, ‘‘won’t you show me how to do this ’ him, but to lose all respect for him. They did 

sum? It’s dreadful hard.” not reason about the matter, they were too 

Mr Alden was reading the newspaper, and was} young to analyze causes; but they felt that he 

deep in some political article, in which, as in 

most such things, there was more abuse than 

sound argument. 
‘Don’t bother me,” he answered, testily. ‘‘I’m 

reading.” 

On another occasion, Helen was singing, as 

innocent children do, out of the very joy of her 

heart. Her father looked sternly round, and 
taking the cigar from his mouth, cried harshly, 

‘‘Who’s making that noise? I wish, Mrs. 

Alden, you wouldn’t let the children bother me 

sot? 
One night little Charley had the tooth-ache; 

and though he tried bravely, could not help 

crying. His father, woke from sleep, lost temper 

at last, and would have whipped the child, if it 

had not been for the mother, 
“Tt’s all a whim, that he cries; for it will 

do no good; and you'll spoil the child,” he 

‘ their love, he had not done at all. 

was unjust, selfish, and tyrannical. 
Gradually, therefore, Mr. Alden’s children 

became estranged from him. When they grew 
up, they never gave him their confidence, but 

living in the same house, were almost as stran- 

gers to him. He began, as he grew old, to feel 

the want of their love, and to complain of it as 

an injustice to himself, ‘‘Ihave done everything 

for them, that a father could,” he was wont to 

say. 
Alas! that which he should have done for 

them most of all, and which would have won 

Their child- 

ish, affectionate sympathy he had rudely re- 

jected. Instead of thinking of their pleasure as 

well as his own, he had selfishly consulted only 

his own comfort. And now he was paying the 

penalty. 

Yet Mr. Alden had always fulfilled apne he 
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thought his duty to his children, He had fed; ° ‘Don’t bother me,” was the key to all. It 
them well, dressed them well, and educated them } was in what may be called the minor duties that 
well. From none of the amusements suitable to} Mr. Alden was deficient. A great sacrifice for 
their age were they debarred. In matters per- the sake of his family he could make. ‘The little 
taining to money he was even a liberal parent. } sacrifices of personal conyenience was the reck 
But what is all this, when sympathy and love } on which he split. 
are denied? 

ROSALIND. 

BY FRANCES M. CHESEBRO. 

The mother’s eye is Heavenward bent, 

Watching for light of morn, 

Escapep from realms of Paradise, 

Through Heavenly ether borne, 

An angel child from God was sent 

To bless a heart forlorn. 

Crore 

The rosy dawn wakes up the earth, 
Streams beauty o’er the sea, 

Touches the fields with radiant light, 

Steals over hill and lea. 

The mother’s arms outstretched to clasp 

A joy she once has known, 

Closes in loving, fond embrace, 
And with the morning comes a sound, 

Around her child, her own. 
Like music in the air, 

It’s but the softly whispering breeze, 

Waking the blossoms fair, 

Deep down into the parent heart 

Passes a joy divine; 

Soft baby hands play on her breast, 

Soft eyes upon her shine. 

With lullaby she charms to sleep, 

A long sweet kiss she sips, 

Ever burn on baby cheeks 

Love prints from mother’s lips. 

The mother’s heart is open wide, 

Her ear drinks in the lay, 

The music is not of the earth, 

It melts in calm away. 

No other eye can see the sight, 
Looking upward into air, 

The mother catches gleams of light 

Streaming through the portals fair. 

No warmer nest has birdling found 

Than that young mother’s breast, 

Alas! the nest is shorn and cold, 
h bes her fi decked 

The parent’s arms bereft. The snowy robes her fingers decke 

Her baby’s waxen limbs, 

And flutter in the golden light 

Borne on by angel’s wings. 

Sitting alone, she makes her moan, 

“My gentle bird, my fair, 

Oh, where hast thou, my birdling flown, 
Far through the upper air?” LPAPLLL A ADL LL ELL LAL CLP A PLEA LO LLLP LLL ELE PLD LP LPL LLL PL APPL 
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The mother rising from her grief, 

Smiles on the dawning day, 
With folded arms, that pain to clasp And gratefully she blesses God, 

Agnin that baby form, Who wooed her bird away. 

SERENADE. 

BY W. F. B. JACKSON. 

Wake! lady, wake! the moonlight pale is streaming ; The wild brook hears it, and the shining river, 
Over the woodland, meadow, vale and hill, And, as on golden sands the ripples break, 

And countless stars, like jewels rare, are gleaming 3 In sweet entrancing tones they murmur ever, 
Upon the brow of night, so calm and still. Wake! lady, wake! 

The blushing rose is sleeping in its bower, 

‘The lily pale is bending o’er the lake, 

The pearly dew-drop glistens on each flower, 

Wake! lady, wake! 

Wake! lady, wake! the gentle wind is breathing 

Unto the list’ning earth, and eager grove, 
And to the woodbine round thy lattice wreathing, 

With winning accents, a soft tale of love. 

Wake! lady, wake! the waning moon yet lingers 

To bathe thy features with her mellow light, 

Ere the bright morn, with dewy, rosy fingers 

Casts off the jewelled veil from mist-robed night, 
And chases from his sapphire-tinted palace 

The timid stars, that trembling dare to take 

Deep, ardent draughts from out thy beauty’s chalice, 

Wake! lady, wake! OLLI LDF SIS LI AD DS PPP PPP PPO 



SCOMLISH SONGS AND BALLADS. 

BY CHARLES J. PETERSON. 

Ir is not every poet who can write a song. A: which are now generally thought to belong to 

perfect lyric should be single in its theme, should } Scotland, can be traced back to an English 

go directly to the point, should never lose sight: ancestry. So late as the reign of Queen Eliza- 

of the subject for an instant, should be clothed | beth, music and song were household com- 

in language at once appropriate and musical, { panions of the English, almost as much so as 

and should glow with patriotic enthusiasm, or \ with the Germans of to-day. But the great 

melt with tenderness, but always be made vital} Puritan revolution was as iconoclastic toward 

with the sentiment or idea. Only when the } rote and rebec as toward images in the churches, 

heart is full and the imagination on fire, are } and trampled out song-singing beneath its piti- 

thought and passion fused to the white heat of less hoofs, as remorselessly as Cromwell’s Iron- 

the lyric. It is for this reason that there are so ; sides rode down the cavaliers at Marston Moor. 

few really good songs in the language. A thou- , The Restoration, which made a vicious French 

sand times poets have said to themselves, ‘*‘ Now taste fashionable, did nothing toward restoring 

I will write a lyric;” and never, when saying } the beauty of old English lyrics; and the acces- 

this, have they succeeded perfectly. Moore and } sion of the House of Hanover, bringing in a 

Bayley are instances in point. On the other $ coarse, dull court, made the case more hopeless 

hand, some of the best songs we possess, have than ever. In this way nearly all the old Eng- 

been written by persons unknown to fame before. $ lish songs have perished. But Scotland, by a 

‘Auld Robin Gray,” and a host besides, are ex-3 series of fortuitous events, was saved from a 

amples familiar to all. similar doom. North of the border, and up to 

The most perfect of our songs are Scotch. It} the very foot of the Highlands, the love of song 

is a mistake, however, to suppose that these $ continued, wherever a dialect of the Saxon Eng- 

have a Highland origin, as the popular mind lish was spoken; and not only continued, but 

believes and some writers even assert who pre-} took deeper hold than ever of the popular heart, 

tend to criticism. All the principal songs, which § till it culminated at last in the immortal Burns. 

are known as Scotch, can be traced to the Low-$ Probably the most perfect song, in any lan- 

lands, where the inhabitants have been substan- | guage, is ‘Ae fond kiss and then we sever.” It 
tially of the same race with the English, ever since illustrates, in every burning word, what we have 
the Normans conquered at IIastings, the Danes } said of the lyric. Its glowing thoughts, intense 

swarmed across the German ocean, or Scandina- emotion, and vivid language rush from the poet’s 

vian sea-kings ravaged the British coasts. The { soul, like molten lava from a volcano, setting 

song of the Gael, like his bag-pipe, is rude and everything a-blaze. Never were words and 

wild. But south of his barbarous hills, and all} melody, pathos and passion, so fused together 
the way to the English border, the Jand is vocal ; 48 in the second stanzas, 

with sweet lyrics. An able writer has said that “P11 never blame my partial fancy, 

every river, stream and lake, every mountain- Naething could resist my Nancy; 

slope and summit, every pastoral valley, every } But to see her was to love her, 
sad tow Wayaraue aay h Ne wove but her, and love forever. 

ruine Lid er, nay: almost every tarm-house Had we never loved so kindly, 

the Scottish Lowlands has been celebrated in 3 Had we never loved so blindly, ~ 

song. : Never met—or never parted, 
We had ne’er been broken-hearted.” 

It is, therefore, not because the Scotch are of } I ae is ei sh aa i 

a different race from the English, that the sree But the songs of Burns are too well known to 

can show so many songs, and the last so few. } require further mention. It is sufficient to’ say, 

Five centuries ago the people south of the Tweed that no poet, in any language, has left behind 

were as lyrical as those on the north of it; and so many glorious lyrics. Next to him, perhaps, 

they continued to remain so till down to a com-{ comes Allan Cunningham. There is one of his 

paratively recent period. It is even doubtful if ’ songs, at least, whose superior it would be diffi- 

the English, in the age of Chaucer, had not more { cult to select. We allude to that lament of the 

songs than the Scotch. It is certain that many, ‘ banished Jacobite, ‘*Hame, hame, oad which 

“ 

~ 
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Sir Walter Scott could never listen to without 

tears. Compare it with Campbell’s ‘Exile of } 
Erin,” and see how far truth and Nature are 

above artificial trickery. 

“Hame, hamo, hame! oh, hame fain wad I be! 
Oh, hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie! 
When the flower is i’ the bud, and the leaf is on the 

tree, 
The lark shall sing me hame to my ain countrie. 
Hame, hame, hame! oh, hame fain wad I be! 
Oh, hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie! 

The green leaf o’ loyaltie’s beginning now to fa’; 
The bonnie white rose it is withering an’ a’; 
But we'll water’t wi’ the bluid of usurping tyrannie, $ 
And fresh it shall blaw in my ain countrie. 

Hame, hame, hame! oh, hame fain wad I be! 
Oh, hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie! 

Oh, there’s nocht now frae ruin my countrie can save, 
But the keys o’ kind Heaven, to open the grave, 
That a’ the noble martyrs who died for loyaltie 
May rise again and fight for their ain countrie. 

Ifame, hame, hame! oh, hame fain wad I be! 
Oh, hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie! 

The great now are gane wha attempted to save, 
The green grass is growing abune their grave; 
Yet the sun through the mirk seems to promise to me, 
I'll shine on you yet in your ain countrie. 

Hame, hame, hame! oh, hame fain wad I be! 
Oh, hame, hame, hame, to my ain countrie!” 

The ballad of ‘*Helen of Kirkconnell” dates 

back beyond authentic authorship. It is a 
fitting companion to the above. Its directness, 

earnestness, and vivid language, even in the 

modernized version which we quote, are in the 

highest style of the lyric 

“T wish I were where Helen lies— 
Night and day on me she cries; 
Oh, that I were where Helen lies, 

On fair-Kirkconnell lea! 

Oh, Helen, fair beyond compare! 
Til make a garland of thy hair, 
Shall bind my heart forevermair, 

Until the day I die. 

Cursed be the heart that thought the thought, 
And cursed the hand that fired the shot, 
When in my arms burd Helen dropt, 

And died for sake o’ me. 

Oh, think nae but my heart was sair 
When my love fell and spak’ nae mair; 
I laid her down wi’ meikle care 

On fair Kirkconnell lea. 

Tlaid her down, my sword did draw, 
Stern was our strife in Kirtle-shaw; 
I hew’d him down in pieces sma’, 

For her that died for me. 

Oh, that I were where Helen lies; 
Night and day on me she cries, 
Out of my bed she bids me rise, 

‘Oh, come, my love, to me!’ 

Oh, Helen fair, oh, Helen chaste! 
Were I with thee I would be blest, 
Where thou liest low and tak’st thy rest 

On fair Kirkconnell lea! 

I wish I were where Helen lies- 
; Night and day on me she cries: 
? I'm sick of all beneath the skies, 
3 Since my love died for me.” 

As perfect a song of its kind, but in a different 

vein, is ‘“*There’s Nae Luck About the House.” 

The author was William Julius Mickle, who 

s wrote it not quite a century ago, Burns pro- 

nounced it ‘‘the finest love-ballad in the Scotch, 

Sor perhaps in any other language.” The joyous 
happiness of the ‘guide-wife,” on hearing that 

her husband has come back safe, becomes in- 

» fectious as we read, such is the exquisite har- 

’mony between the thought and the rythm, till 
we can hardly avoid jumping to our feet and 

dancing with glee. 

“But are ye sure the news is true? 
And are ye sure he’s weel? 

Is this a time to think o’ wark? 
Ye jauds, fling bye your wheel? 

For there’s nae Inck about the house, 
There’s nae luck at a’; 

There’s nae luck about the house, 
When our gudeman’s awn’. 

Is this a time to think o’ wark, 
When Colin’s at the door? 

Rax down my cloak—I’ll to the quay, 
And see him come ashore. 
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; Rise up and make a clean fireside, 
Put on the muckle pat; 

Gie little Kate her cotton gown, 
And Jock his Sunday’s coat. 

Mak their shoon as black as slaes, 
Their stockins white as snaw; 

; It’s a’ to pleasure our gudeman— 
He likes to see them braw. 

| There are twa hens into the crib 
Hae fed this month or mair; 

Mak haste and thraw their necks about, 
That Colin weel may fare. 

) 

| 

») 

, 

; 
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My Turkey slippers I'll put on, 
My stockins pearl-blue— 

It’s a’ to pleasure our gudeman, 
For he’s baith leal and true. 

Sae sweet his voice, sac smooth his tongue, 
His breath’s like cauler air; 

His very foot has music in’t, 
As he comes up the stair. 

And will I see his face again, 
And will I hear him speak? 

I’m downricht dizzy wi’ the thought, 
In troth I’m like to greet. 

There’s nae luck about the house, 
There’s nae luck at a’; 

There’s nae luck about the house, 
When our gudeman’s awa’.” 

Hogg, the ‘Ettrick Shepherd,’ has written 

many good songs, but the most famous, perhaps, 

is ‘*When the Kye Come Hame.” As a rural 
picture it is perfect. Without rising to the 

power of ‘‘Scots Who Hae,” or moving the soul 
like ‘‘Auld Robin Gray,” it yet makes a lasting 
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impression in the memory, and is as perfect of its? ‘*The Tea-Table Miscellany,” published in 1724. 

kind. ‘The manner in which “When the Kye; It is as affecting as Motherwell’s ‘‘My Heid is 

Come Hame” is brought in at the end of every } Like to Rend, Willie,” while less diffuse; and 

stanzas, is especially charming. >the four last lines, perhaps, have never been 

surpassed. 

“Come, all ye jolly shepherds 
That whistle through the glen, 

T'll tell ye of a seeret 
That courtiers dinna ken. 

What is the greatest bliss 
That the tongue o’ man can name? 

’Tis to woo a bonnie lassie 
When the kye come hame. 

When the kye come hame, 
When the kye come hame; 

’Tween the gloamin’ and the mirk, 
When the kye come hame. 

“Oh, waly, waly up the bank, 
And waly, waly down the brae, 

And waly, waly yon burn-side, 
Where I and my love wont to gae! 

T lean’d my back unto an aik, 
And thoucht it was a trusty tree; 

But first it bow’d and syne it brak: 
Sae my true-love did lichtlie me. 

Oh, waly, waly, but love be bonnie 
A little time while it is new; 

But when it’s auld it waxes cauld, 
And fades away like the morning dew. 

Oh, wherefore should I busk my heid, 
Or wherefore should I kame my hair? 

For my true-love has me forsook, 
And says he'll never love me mair. 

’Tis not beneath the burgonet, 
Nor yet beneath the crown, 

’Tis not on couch of velvet, 
Nor yet on bed of down; 

’Tis beneath the spreading birch, 
In the dell without a name, 

Wi’ a bonnie, bonnie lassie 
When the kye come hame. 

Now Arthur's Seat shall be my bed, 
The sheets shall ne’er be press’d by me, 

St. Anton’s Well shall be my drink, 

There the blackbird bigs his nest Since my true-love has forsaken me. 

For the mate he loves to see, Martinmas wind, when wilt thou blaw, 

And up upon the tapmost bough, And shake the green leaves aff the tree? 

Oh, a happy bird is he! Oh, gentle death, when wilt thou come? 

Then he pours his melting ditty, For of my life I am wearle. 

And love ’tis a’ the theme, 
And he'll woo his bonnie lassie 
When the kye come hame. 
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Tis not the frost that freezes fell, 
Nor blawing snaw’s inclemencic}; 

Tis not sic cauld that makes me cry; 

But my love’s heart’s grown cauld to me. 

When we came in by Glasgow toun, 
We were a comely sicht to see; 

My love was clad in the black velvet, 
And I mysel’ in cramasie. 

But had I wist before I kiss’d 
That love had been sae ill to win, 

I’d lock’d my heart in a case of gold, 
And pinn’d it wi’ a siller pin. 

Oh, oh! if my young babe were born, 
And set upon the nurse’s knee, 

And I mysel’ were dead and gone, 
And the green grass growin’ ower me!” 

When the bluart bears a pearl, 

And the daisy turns a pea, 
And the bonnie lucken gowan 

Has fauldit up his ee. 
Then the laverock frae the blue lift 

Draps down, and thinks nae shamo 
To woo his bonnie lassie 
When the kye come hame. 

Then the eyo shines sae bright, 
The haill soul to beguile, 

There’s love in every whisper, 
And joy in every smile. 

Oh, who would choose a crown, 
Wi its perils and its fame, 

And miss a bonnie lassie 
When the key come hame? 

Even to enumerate all the good Scotch songs 

would require more space than we have to 

spare. We must content ourselves, therefore, 

‘ with naming merely afew. Allan Ramsay wrote 

several excellent ones, the best of which, per- 

haps, is ‘The Waukin 0’ the Fauld;” but his 

lyrics, in general, hardly deserve the praise they 

have received. His ‘*Widow, Are Ye Waukin,” 

is a good specimen of his freer style. There is 

an anonymous version of ‘Barbara Allan,” 

which has singular merit, and is doubtless the 

original of the English song of the same name, 

which is far inferior. ‘Annie Laurie,” another 

old song, is very good. Hector Macneil, who 

was born in 1746, was the author of several 

: capital lyrics. His ‘‘Come Under My Plaidie,” 

Among the older songs, ‘‘ Waly, Waly,” is one } satirizes marrying for wealth as unmercifully 

of the most beautiful. The author is anony-}as Thackeray’s ‘‘Newcomes.” It is almost too 

mous. It first appeared, we believe, in Ramsay’s $ bitter, as these lines show. 
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That lingers on the hill— 

His yowes are in the fauld, 
And his lambs are lying still; 

Yet he dawna gang to rest, 
For his heart is in a flame 

To meet his bonnie lassie 
When the kye come hame. 

Awn’ wi’ fame and fortune— 
What comfort can they gi’e?— 

And a’ the arts that prey 
On man’s life and libertie. 

Giv’e me the highest joy 
That the heart 0’ man can frame, 

My bonnie, bonnie lassie, 
When the kye come hame.” 
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“Ho wander’d hame weary, the nicht it was dreary, ; In ‘O’er the Water to Charlie” is a similar 
And thowless he tint his gate ’mang the deep snaw; Satarizauet But who canwond arnt it, when exile, 
The howlet was screeming; while Johnnie cried, 

CU mon ; confiscation and the scaffold rewarded those, 
Wad marry auld Nick if he’d keep them aye braw.” } who, from a mistaken sentiment of loyalty and 

duty, dared to fight for the Stuarts ? 

rf. 

‘‘The Braes of Yarrow,” by the Rey. John 
Logan, is a beautiful song. It is founded ona 

well known story, made immortal in Scottish 

ballads, but nowhere told more exquisitely than 

in Hamilton’s ‘‘Busk ye, busk ye, my bonnie, 

bonnie bride.” Jane Elliot’s ‘The Flowers of 

the Forest,” now more than a century old, and 

“Tt’s weel I lo’e my Charlie’s name, 
Though some there be that abhor him; 

But, oh, to see Auld Nick gaun hame, 
And Charlie’s goes before him!” 

‘Bonnie Laddie, Highland Laddie,” an anony- 

: mous Jacobite song, is characterized by the most 

\ terrible invective, directed against that Duke of 
founded on an ancient ballad written after Flod- } 

; ing ‘ Cumberland, who commanded at Culloden, and 
den Field, all of which is lost but two or three $ ; 5 

: whose merciless cruelty won for him the name 
lines, is also very fine. ‘‘Matrimonial Happi- } 

is ser ts ,of the “Bloody Butcher.” This famous song 
ness,’”’ by John Lapraik, is second only to Burns’ § . amply revenges the beaten party, at least as far 
‘John Anderson, My Jo.” Susanna Blamire, ‘ 

as poetry can. One may imagine the savage 
about 1788, wrote ‘The Waefu’ Heart,” a song } oad ‘ fd ae y 6 : 6 

pees : ‘laughter with which it must have been hailed, 
of great excellence. And to William Laidlaw, 
Toes ; is ‘when sung, with closed windows and doors, in 
Scott’s steward, amanuensis and friend, we owe $ . . : ; CREE ‘same old Jacobite mansion, which had probably 
that affecting song, ‘‘Lucy’s Flittin’.” g 

I be aoaT and Soltianl eu aa’ ¢ stood a siege from the Hanoverian troops. It 
n satirical and political songs Scotland is as <. , ym me Songs pcotlanc 8 88 Sis, however, too brutal for modern ears. Yet 

famous as in those of patriotism or love. ‘Our \ . . 

\ this very brutality paints the age more vividly \ 
Gudeman Cam’ Hame,” by an anonymous author, ¢ y yP Sg ) 

; * than volumes of ordinary history. 
first appeared in print in 1776; but is much 3 Y : id Teva ii altos tog hea Indeed, the song has often made the age, the 

ae sk seh pena tdi batt ies ee action, or the person it celebrates, more famous 
ears. ‘The Barring o’ the Door,’’ which is "i 

p Pte gada.. I ‘i l kings. The Highland Mary 
quite as old, is jollity itself. ‘‘Maggie Lauder,” trae: eee fe ae Pe: eas ites many i 

to use the words of Burns, is full of ‘Scottish 
. sj ; ‘ ame, now thought certain to be immortal, has 

naivele and energy.”’ Burns himself has written 
n 

bbl passed into comparative obscurity. And to all 
almost a volume of satirical songs, and among >). : A 7 ; ae st Se time, if our language survives so long, the wife 
the best is ‘The Deil’s Awa’ Wi’ the Excise- js 

Ks é E ‘ f the Marquis of Montrose will be known by 
man,” in which the metre goes dancing with re- 

joicing glee. ‘Carle, an the King Come” is a 

chorus as old as Cromwell. An anonymous 

Jacobite song, under the same title, has con- 

siderable merit. We quote a stanzas to show 

how bitter political songs were a century ago. 
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his famous song, than whose concluding stanzas 

we know nothing more appropriate with which 

to bring this article to an end, 

“But if no faithless action stain 
Thy love and constant word, 

I'll make thee famous by my pen, 
And glorious by my sword; 

I'll serve thee in such noble ways 
As ne’er was known before; 

I'll deck and crown thy head with bays, 
And love thee evermore.” 

“When yellow corn grows on the rigs, 
And gibbets stand to hang the Whigs, 
Oh, then we'll a’ dance Scottish jigs, 

Carle an’ the king come.” 
eh he eh ee ee 
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BY LOTTIE LINWOOD, 

Heep thy feet, oh, wearied wanderer, Youthful dreamer, years are gathering 
Travelling down life’s changeful vale! O'er thy heart’s glad sunlight now, 

Gird with strength thy trembling footsteps, And earth’s cares will soon be tracing 

Lest at last thy courage fail; Lines acroges thy placid brow! 

Even now perhaps they falter, Hast thou strength for earth’s temptations? 

On the brink of death’s cold wave, Wil they bind thy spirit fast? 

And the bright and hoped-for morrow, Or will Hope and Faith eternal, 

Brings thee but a new-made grave. Lead thee safe to rest at last. 

“re 

a i h 



MANAGING PAPA. 

BY CAROLINE FAIRFIELD. 

CHAPTER I. of fifteen years found him a partner in the firm. 
‘*Isn’r it too bad?” Meanwhile he had married an heiress, and had 
**Tt is positively shocking.” ; commenced life in fashionable way up-town. 
‘Papa is,so queer: I wonder if all gentlemen Ida and Eleanor were their only children, and 

are like him. Im sure if they are, I’ll never }as Mr. Cameron had steadily advanced on the 
marry.” road to fortune, it had been his delight to gratify 

‘‘Nonsense, men are well enough in their way. } their every desire, and they in return had gene- 
They only need a little managing. They are-a \ rally proved themselves good and dutiful daugh- 
deal of trouble though sometimes.” ters. One thing only troubled Mr. Cameron. 

“‘Only to think, this is my first summer out: $ He had no desire to see his daughters growing 
and not to go to Saratoga, when I’d set my heart ; up with the dwarfed minds and perverted tastes 
on it. It is too bad. Don’t you think we can $of mere women of fashion. In their education 
coax papa yet, for at least a trip to the White ; he had striven to guard against this evil, and 
Mountains, or a week at Niagara? It is so the cousequence was that their naturally fino 
dreadfully unfashionable not to go somewhere.”’ $ minds had received more real discipline and de- 
“Tam afraid not. When he has once said 3} yelopment, than is usual with the daughters of 

‘no’ in that decided way of his, one might as ‘ fashionable mothers. 
well attempt to move Mt. Blanc as change him.’’3 Since Ida’s entrance into society, however, he 

‘‘T know it: what shall we do? To think of Sonia not but perceive that she was growing 

going off to that antiquated uncle’s to spend six } more and more artificial and selfish: and now 
weeks, with no other society than that of a half }that the time for Ella’s debut had azrived, he 
dozen uncivilized cousins, and the rustics they $ felt more keenly than ever the danger of ex- 
may happen to be acquainted with. What can § posing them unguardedly to the contaminating 
make papa behave so ridiculously?” ¢ influences of the world. While this subject was 

**Oh! it’s one of his antideluvian whims, that’s ; still lying heavily upon his mind, it chanced 
all, but I think I know a way to cure him of it. § that business called him in the direction of his 
Go we must since he has said it, but if we stay § sister’s home, and he resolved to pay her a visit. 
at that outlandish place six weeks then I shall} Before his marriage he had visited her occa- 

be mistaken,” and Miss Ida Cameron compressed § sionally, but since that time distazee, his grow- 
her ruby lips and looked determined. : ing cares, and his wife’s distaste for the country, 

‘What are you going to do?” asked Ella, Shad prevented all intercourse between the two 
delightedly. ‘‘You are so good at managing ‘families. Now, however, it occurred to him that 
papa, I’m sure you will accomplish anything Sif he found Cottage Grove and its occupants as 
you attempt.” agreeable as he used to fancy them twenty years 

‘Trust me for that,” was her confident reply. 3 ago, he might bring his family there to pass the 
But no coaxing on the part of Ella could elicit § summer. 
one syllable of information in regard to her $ A pleasant visit confirmed his resolution. The 
sister’s plan. She was just to ‘‘wait and see, effect of the announcement upon the young ladies 
and say nothing to no one.” So after indulging we have seen. 

in many fruitless conjectures as to the nature of 3 

her sister’s plans, she was obliged to give up the $ 

solution of the problem as quite too difficult for 3 CHAPTER If. 
her thoughtless brain, and rely implicitly on! Corragr Grove, the home of the Clevelands, 

Ida’s abjlities to ‘‘manage papa.” ‘was a large, handsome residence, pleasantly 

Mr. Cameron was the son of a thrifty New ! situated in one of those charming little yallies 

England farmer. At an early age he had left ‘which wind among the green hi'ls of New Eng- 

the paternal home, and entered a store in New $land. Behind it rose lofty wooded eminences, 

York asclerk. He was prudent and industrious, $from whose rocky heart came winding down 

grew in fayor with his employers: and the lapse : silver murmuring streams, that spread freshness 
Vou. XXIX.—5 73 
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and yerdure oyer all the yalley below. On the Susie had entered just in time to hear the last 

other side stretched green meadows and rich { remark. ‘‘ How can you speak so unkindty, 

mowing lands, while on the rocky pastures, on Harry,” she said, reproachfully ; ‘I had thought 

the far-off hill-sides beyond, the lowing cattle ; you incapable ef such harshness.” 

fed, the drowsy tinkling of their bells borne} ‘Well, the truth is, Susie dear, I don’t like 

softly on the pure, still air. ; the idea of people coming here to interrupt our 

In the distance, up the valley, a tiny crystal ; pleasures just when I have come, hoping after 

lake, its pulseless waters glassing the heavy ‘so long an absence, to have a good time.” 

wooded marge that shut them in, and the soft, ‘How do you know they will prove an inter- 

blue sky that bent lovingly over them. ruption?” 

The house itself was a large, square building, ’ «Oh! city people never do behave naturally 

a story and a half in height, with a broad piazza, i when they just go into thecountry. They either 

and wings at either side. The lawn in front was ; are shocked, and go into hysterics at the first 

richly studded with elms and maples, and trees } cow they see, or they romp and race about like 

of smaller growth, affording the most delightful ¢ so many colts let loose.” 

protection from the rays of the summer sun. , «Harry, it is really wrong for you to talk so. 

Here lived, in the quiet retirement of a life of <If you think it, you ought to have sufficient re- 

leisure in the country, Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland ’ spect for mamma’s brother not to say it.” 

and their family. William was their eldest son. ; «« Well,” said Annie, ‘I suppose we must be 

The two years which had elapsed since his re- ‘ resigned, and take it as meckly as possible: but 

turn from college he had spent in travelling, and } I do feel as if they were going to be an inflic- 

had only returned a few months before our story } tion.” 

opened a handsome, intelligent young man of $ It was late in the afternoon, when a great 

twenty-five. There was something in his tall, : travelling carriage, loaded with trunks and band- 

proud form, and dark hair and eyes that half 3 boxes, wound around a hill-road which led to 

over-awed the young girls of the country around, ’ Cottage Grove. Harry and Annie stationed them- 

and his sisters, in merry allusion to the circum- § selyes behind a curtain, where a convenient loop- 

stance, called him ‘Will, the stately.” Susie, } hole afforded them aa opportunity of gaining 

the next in age, was a quiet, elegant, but warm- 3 some idea of their guests before advancing to 

hearted girl. While Harry, just from college, * greet them. 

and blue-eyed little Annie, were just as full of 2 «There comes my Lady Stately,” said Harry, 

life and fun as evor were gleeful, untroubled {as Ida alighted, “a fit companion for Will, only 

hearts at seventeen and twenty. not half as good-natured.” 

The intelligence of the expected visitors pro- ‘“‘T like the other much better though,” said 

duced little commotion among the older members ¢ Annie, as Ella sprang from the carriage and 

of the family, but while the few quiet prepara- responded heartily to the salutations of her aunt 

tions were going forward, Harry and Annie were and cousins. 

indulging in profound conjectures as to the: ‘Oh! she’s Miss Harum-scarum, you may de- 

character of the expected guests. pend upon it,” returned Harry. ‘‘Well, here 

‘«T expect they’ll think because we live in the $ are the materials for a very good farce, and you 

country we don’t know anything, and so they'll Sand I will have our own fun out of it, my little 

he putting on airs to show off their superior $ sis,” and he gave Annie’s arm such a pinch that 

refinement,” said Harry. § she could scarce refrain from screaming, as they 

“«T only hope they won't be like those city ‘ went forward to be introduced to their cousins. 

friends of cousin Celia’s, who came last summer; Ida was freezingly formal; presented her cheek 

to uncle Hawthorne’s, and ran on the walls and ‘ for Annie to kiss, and extended the tips of her 

climbed trees, and chased the cows so unmerci- ; fingers to Harry for the faintest possible shake: 

fully, because they said, ‘Everybody romped in and yet as she entered the house and looked 

the country, it was all the great fields were good § around upon the quiet elegance which reigned 

for; and as for the appearance of it, there was ; there, she could not but be surprised at such 

nobody to see them who knew any better.’ I t evidences of taste in the country. 

am sure I could bear anything from them better Ella took a hint from her cousin’s plain dresses, 

than such rudeness.” sand donned a cool, simple muslin for tea, but 

‘Well, if theyll only keep out of my way and ‘Ida, bent on her plan of showing how very un- 

: 
, 
8 
‘ 

‘let my fun alone, I don’t care what becomes of ‘ congenial was country life to her tastes, came 

them. I fancy they don’t know much: girls who 3 out in magnificent robe barege, with Valenciennes 

are brought up at boarding-schools seldom do.” ‘ Iaces, and her new set of cameos and pearls, She 
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noticed that her father blushed as she seated neat, plain prints. Ella put on the plainest 

herself at the table, and it pleased her. If she} muslin she possessed, and looked much prettier 

could have seen the sly look of amusement which 3 in it than her sister in her elegant robe. 

beamed in Harry’s eyes as he glanced toward After breakfast the young people proposed a 

Annie, her overpowering self-complacency might walk in the woods, but Ida was certain she could 

have been a little dashed. not endure the fatigue, and again declined accom- 

After tea Mr. Cleveland remarked, ‘‘ The even- : panying them, greatly to the grief and mortifica- 

ing is so fine, and the young ladies seem so little } tion of her father, and the regret of the rest of 

fatigued by their journey, perhaps they would 3 : the company. Susie and William, however, very 

enjoy a drive around the lake; the sunsets there } cheerfully remained at home and did their best 

are very fine.” : to entertain her: and had she not been resolutely 

Ella was delighted with the proposition, but § § unsociable, she could not but have yielded to the 

Ida stiffly declined. ‘She didn’t feel inclined § sunny temper of the one, and the charming con- 

to ride.” Her father insisted the rest of the} versational powers of the other. 

party should not be kept at home for her, so} They talked of music, and as Ida boasted of 

the carriage was ordered, and Mr. Cameron § , her superior advantages for instruction, Will 

and Henry with Annie and Ella seated them- * opened a fine piano and desired her to play. She 

selves; Susie quietly preferring to remain with $ : ’ begged to be excused as she had brought no 

her cousin, and Will devoting himself to the music with her, and it was scarcely possible 

ladies at home. that her cousin would possess any of her favorite 

The ride was delightful. Ella’s earnest and 3 pieces. 

hearty enthusiasm, and agreeable manners. soon : ‘<Tt is possible you may find something here,” 

overcame the prejudices of her cousins; and remarked Will, with a quiet smile. ‘‘ My sisters 

when late in the evening, for it was a moonlight : usually procure the best pieces as they come out, 

night, and the ride had been prolonged, thes although of course we have HOS the advantages 

merry party returned in the best possible spirits, § . < which you in the city possess.” 

Ida was secretly sorry that she had refused to$ Ida looked over the portfolio, and was sur- 
go. ‘But then what was a drive in the country, } prised to find that its contents were quite similar 

even if it was by moonlight, to a summer at : to those of her own. ‘Was it possible that her 

Saratoga?” and she was bent on ‘managing § cousins was so thoroughly accomplished?” Still 

papa’ into a relenting mood. So she resolved § she felt confident of her own powers, and selecting 

more firmly than ever not only not to be happy } » avery difficult piece performed it faultlessly. Her 

herself at Cottage Grove, but to make others § execution was commended, and she played several 

uncomfortable if she could. ) pieces quite to her own satisfaction. Then rising, 
“T am so sorry you didn’t go with us,” said } ) she said carelessly to Susie, 

, 

Lf 

Ella, after they had reached their room. ‘Iam ‘*You play, I suppose?” 
sure you would have enjoyed it exceedingly,} ‘Yes,’ was the quiet reply, “we are all fond 
Harry and Annie are so pleasant. Harry is really 3 of music.” 

. 

the wittiest person I’ve seen in a long time.” «Will you not favor us with a song?” 
«The very perfection of a country beau, doubt- ‘«Certainly, if you desire it.” 

less: but, Ella, I am astonished at your rude, She selected a simple ballad, familiar enough 

hoydenish ways. You will have lost all manner 3 to them all, but Ida was fain to acknowledge that 
by the time you return to the city. If you go ‘never before had she heard it so truthfully 

on as you have began, you will end with a ruined ; rendered. ‘Then followed a piece in which Will 

complexion, horny hands, and the air of a milk-} joined with his flute. Ida was really a proficient 

maid.” ‘in music, and she was astonished to find that 

‘‘Oh! don’t be alarmed for me, I beg of you: though she might exeel her cousins jn brillianey 

so long as Susie and Annie are so very different } of execution, they were far her superiors in 

from the being you describe, I shall not feel } truth and beauty of expression. 

very much troubled.” The days passed, and Ida still kept up her 

Ida could say no more, for her cousin’s grace } state, and refused altogether to join in the 

and elegance had been a constant theme of Won- } ‘amusements of her companions. In yain had 

der to her all the evening. : > her father expostulated with her. She only 

‘looked angry, pouted, and finally took refuge 

CHAPTER III. behind a shower of tears, declaring petulantly, 

Aw breakfast Ida appeared in the most elabo- that if she could not go to Saratoga, she had 

rate of morning dresses, while her cousins wore‘ no desire to be happy elsewhere. Her father, 
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though ever ready to gratify her reasonable de- > CHAPTER IV. 
sires, knew that it would be but iis ‘Frank Hawrnuorne has returned from Eu- 

her evil temper to yield to such a fit of passion, $ rope, girls,’ said Harry, one evening, as he 

and so he left her to the companionship of her} entered the parlor. ‘‘He arrived this morning, 

own thoughts. and has brought an English gentleman with him, 

Ida was alone in her room, and she gave her-$ Lord I I met them down by the pond, 

self up to a hearty fit of crying. She had set} and actually had the honor of being introduced 

out deliberately upon this rude, selfish = to a live lord.” 
of conduct, for the purpose of so mortifying her ‘Ts it possible?” cried Anne. ‘Were you 

father, as to oblige him to remove her from } not overcome by the honor?” 

scenes which she had hastily judged would be} ‘‘Well, I managed to survive it; but it was 

so distasteful to her. But she had failed in ac- | rather overwhelming.” 

complishing her end, and now her pride forbade ‘‘How old is he?” asked Ida, with more of 

_her retreat from her unenyiable position, even interest than she usually manifested. 

while her heart told her she would be happier 3 ‘«That means is he marriageable,” said Harry, 

to do so. For gradually it had dawned upon her} with a sly twinkle, ‘he isn’t married, and is 

that Cottage Grove was a charming residence, } withal young and fine-looking. So set your caps, 

that her uncle’s family were very delightful } girls.” 

people, and most conclusive of all, that Ella ‘*Do tell us how he looks, Harry,” cried Annie. 

seemed quite as happy as she could expect to be} ‘‘ Has he black eyes or blue se 

at the most fashionable watering-place. ‘You must wait and see; they are coming 

The Clevelands, after vainly striving to ac-} here this evening, and I shall ieave them to 

count for Ida’s unamiable conduct, came to the make their own impression. So not another 

conclusion that whatever might be the cause ’ word of information do you get out of me, this 

they were in no way at fault, and so strove to day,” and with a quizzical smile he left them. 

take the least possible notice of it. Harry was, Early in the evening, the gentlemen arrived. 

perhaps, most of all annoyed by it. Not that? Frank Hawthorne was a cousin of the Cleve- 

he was particularly attracted toward her, but {lands and was warmly welcomed. Then he 

because to one of his volatile, sympathetic ; introduced Lord F , a tall, elegantly-formed 

nature, it was positively painful to see any one young man, with a fair complexion, and whiskers 

so resolutely unhappy. At last some unusually } and moustache that curled exquisitely. He was 

petulant freak so annoyed him, that he seized} : handsomely though rather showily dressed, and 

the first opportunity of saying to Ella, ; Wore a profusion of expensive jewelry. He 

‘‘What is the matter with your sister? Is she seated himself near Ida, and commenced a con- 

a natural hypochondriac, or what is it?” versation. After a few common-place remarks, 

Ella was vexed, and yet she laughed. he asked, 

“She is a very good-hearted, sensible au, ‘Do you rethide in this part of the country, 

usually, but since she has been here, she has Mith Cameron?” : 

been victimizing herself in a manner of which} ‘Oh! no. My home is in New York,” she 

she is heartily sick, but which her pride pre- : replied. 

vents her abandoning. That is the plain English § ‘Ah! that accounteth for your thuperior 

of it.” i refinement of manner, and appearanth. You 

‘What is her whim? Didn’t she want to} muth excuthe me; but everything in thith part 

come here?” asked Harry, quizzically. ’ of the country is tho rude and unpolithed, one 

Ella hesitated. S cannot at onthe become accuthtomed to it. Do 

‘‘You needn’t be afraid to say so; for now } you not find it tho?” 

that I know you so well, ’m not afraid to tell } Ida was indignant. There was nothing rude 

you, that before you came, Annie and I had } or unpolished in her uncle’s family or residence. 

made up our minds to have our summer’s enjoy- Yet conscience whispered that she could not 

ment spoiled by you; and I suppose it wouldn’t } very consistently say so. So she only replied, 

be strange if your ideas of us were no more ‘‘Perhaps you have not yet become accus- 

pleasing.” tomed to the difference between English and 

So then Ella explained the whole of Ida’s } American manners.” 

scheme of ‘‘managing papa,” at which Harry ‘“Oh! no, it ith not that. We have been thop- 

laughed heartily; and then they laid their merry § ping in New York, and there I find perfect culti- 

heads together to concoct a scheme for curing ; vation of manner; but thith is tho far in the 

her of her unfortunate whim. * country, you know, it ith different.” 

en 

eee 
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Ida winced sorely, and changed the subject as the least disagree with him, for once, when she 
£00n as possible. ‘had done so, he had informed the family that 

In the course of the evening, Harry invited ; Mith Ida was growing fond of the country, he 

the gentlemen to join their party in a fishing 3 wath afraid if she did not thoon return to New 

excursion the next day. The ladies were going, : York, her mannerth would become contaminated ; 

and they hoped to haye a pleasant time. Sand that would be thuch a pity.” 

Frank immediately thanked him, and expressed At last, one day, an unusually impertinent 

his inclination to accept the invitation if it should § remark, reflecting upon Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland, 

prove agreeable to his friend; but Lord F 3 whom Ida really admired and respected, proved 
‘‘hegged to be excuthed, as the heat would be $ the one dr op too much, and she overflowed. 

unthupportable, and he wath not fond of fithing.”’ ‘‘Her aunt and uncle were not unsophisticated, 

‘* How ill-bred,” thought Ida, but she blushed; , ’ they were persons of superior intelligence and 

it was precisely the excuse she had given a few s refinement. Cottage Grove was a delightful resi- 

hours before. dence, and the country, at least during the sum- 

**You and Miss Cameron seem to be of the < mer, was decidedly preferable to the city.” 

same mind,” said Harry laughingly. ‘‘She de- < Lord F was dumb with amazement. There 
clines going for the rame reason.” $ was a merry twinkle around his eye, but he said 

‘*fam happy to find that our tathteth are so nothing. 

congenial,” he said, turning to Ida, with as Before he left he invited her to a ride on horse- 

insipid smile, back with him the next afternoon. She did not 

Ida was greatly relieyed when they rose to go. $ wish to go, for she disliked his society; and be- 

No sooner were they out of hearing, than Ella ’ sides, she knew there was a gipsey party planned 

and Annie commenced praising Lord F furi- ; for the day, which she secretly desired to attend ; 

ously. He was ‘‘so well-bred,” ‘‘such an air of } but then she had not been invited, and she rather 

refinement,” ‘‘really, quite a wonder to unso-§ doubted if she would be, for she had so often re- 

phisticated country-people,” said Annie, inno- 3 fused such invitations, that it had come to be 

cently. And it was all so earnestly said, that? rather a form than anything else to ask her, and 

Ida could not suspect they were insincere. She $ it was sometimes omitted. 

LS 

however demurred violently. ‘‘ He was affected,” ‘“‘T know, Mith Ida,” he said, ‘‘the roadths are 

‘tinsipid,” ‘over-dressed,” “rude,” ‘positively very bad, and the thenery is utterly devoid of 

disagreeable.” intereth, but by riding on hortheback we shall 

‘‘How can you say so?” exclaimed both the § avoid the jolting, and I had hoped my company 

girls in a breath. How could she, indeed, when} might atone, in part, for the other disthagree- 

he had copied her own manner so assiduously, } ables.” 

and she blushed as she thought of it. ‘‘Pudge,” thought Ida, half audibly. 

That night Ida’s brain was full of thoughts. If Lord F heard the exclamation, it only 

She was ambitious, and Lord F , spite of his } made a merry look come in his eye. 

disagreeable manners, was a real, indisputable ‘Thank you,” she replied. ‘I shall be at 

nobleman, for Frank had visited him in England. } leisure, and shall be happy to go with you.” 

Me was handsome and wealthy, and had paid 

her as marked attention as was possible during 

a call. Should she encourage him, or should } CHAPTER YV. 

she not? She fell asleep and dreamed about it, Eanrty in the afternoon the gipsey party started 

and awoke as undecided as ever. for the woods, and some time afterward Lord 

The days passed on; and Lord F came } F and Ida were habited for their ride. They 

often to see Ida. He found that she seldom 3 both rode admirably, and very soon Ida yielded 

joined her cousins in their plans for amusement, 3 to the excitement of the exercise, and conversed 

and as Frank Hawthorne had joined the pleasure : freely and with enthusiasm. Lord F also 

party, he often rode over to pass the hours of 3 grew really entertaining, and Ida liked him much 

their absence with Ida. It was strange, but she} better than ever before. The scenery too was 

grew every day more and more disgusted with } very fine, and Ida indulged in many exclamations 

him. Yet he complimented her tastes, sympa- of delight, which were heartily echoed by her 

thized with her overpoweringly in her prefer- companion. In short, Miss Cameron was in far 

ence for city life; anathematized the country as better spirits than she had been before in some 

heartily as she ever had, and ended by feeling weeks. 

sure they were congenial thpiritht. They were winding around a hill-road, when 

It grew insupportable; yet she dared not in; suddenly Lord F called the attention of his 
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companion to a beautiful ravine, on whose brow , then his whiskers, revealing a frank, manly 

they stood. It was very deep, and just at their \ merry face, and laid them on the ground beside 

left a small stream of purest water fell down for } ‘him, and then gravely commenced his repast. 

forty or fifty feet over huge black rocks, laving § Ida looked on in astonishment, a gradual look 

them with its own silver foam, and then with { of intelligence drifted over her countenance. 

tinkling sound running on over its uneven bed. $ Pride str uggled within her, but her better genius 

A rod or more and its course was hidden from conquered. 

view by a wall of foliage, formed by the inter- ‘‘T see it all,” she said. ‘‘Thank you, siz, 

lacing boughs of trees and shrubs which grew ¢ for I presume your title is as false as your mou- 
upon its banks. Looking down through the{staches. Thank you for allowing me the privi- 

overhanging branches into the basin thus formed, : lege of seeing myself as others see me. I hope 

they saw a pic-nic party. The distance was so {I may not soon forget the lesson.” 

great, and their view so obscured by foliage that} ‘Bravo, coz, bravo,” shouted Harry, while 

it was impossible to distinguish forms, but a ; Killa kissed ber sister’s cheek with tears of joy 

shout of merry laughter came ringing up that ; standing inther eyes. 

told of happy hearts. ; The plot was soon explained, and the spell 
‘*Isn’t it charming there?” said Ida, ‘how broken. Ida found little difficulty in according 

much [ wish I was with them.” ‘a cheerful pardon for the deception practised 

‘Do you really?” said Lord F——. ‘I think } upon her. 

I know one of the young ladies there; will you$ Very pleasantly passed the remainder of the 
go down?” ‘day, and the ride homeward in the evening was 

‘‘Can we?” she eagerly asked. delightful, and when Ida retired to her own room 

‘*Yes, | believe there is a bridle path just a $ she confessed to herself that never, in the midst 

little further on.” S of fashionable gaiety and dissipation, had she 

She did not stop to ask how he knew it, but} been happier than at that simple pic-nic party 

spurred ahead. A few moments more and they . in the woods. 

were in the midst of the party. Ralf Lemaine, an old friend and travelling 

‘Ella, Harry, Annie, is it you?” ; companion of Frank’s, proved a much pleasanter 

‘*Surely, who else should it be?” * person than Lord F had been, and that night 

Ida was embarrassed for a moment, but the $ he mingled in her dreams—without his mou- 

pleasure of the ride had heightened her spirits, 3 staches. 

and her pride slumbered. There was a bridal at Mr. Cameron’s not many 

**Haven’t you a word of welcome?” she said, SrOnthe later. Very beautiful was Ida in her 

gaily, “‘and can’t you ask me to alight? Well, {robe of spotless white, and very happy looked 

then, I must e’en invite myself,’”’ and she sprang ‘ the bridegroom as he stood beside her; and 

lightly from the saddle. everybody pronounced Mr. and Mrs. Ralf Le- 

They were all too considerate not to treat the maine the handsomest couple of the season. 

thing as a matter of course, though they gave} Ella and cousin Harry were bridesmaid and 

her a hearty welcome. Lord F appeared as $ groomsman, and as he parted with her that 

delighted as any of them, and Ida observed that evening his arm was around her slender form, 

he had dropped his lisp. But before she had his lips upon her forehead, and then he whis- 

time to remark upon it they were summoned to $ : pered in her ear words that made her hide her 

tea. ‘ blushing little face upon his shoulder. 

A cloth had been spread upon a large, flat: Mr. Cameron often smiles and says, ‘*‘ Manag- 

rock, and a nice cold collation awaited them. ;ing mammas” often accomplish wonders, but 

When they were seated around it, Lord F——$never before did so much good result from 

deliberately removed first his moustache, and . « Manaaina Para.” 
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BY GEORGE W. BUNGAY. 

Upon the mountains furrowed brow, 

By Summer’s awful thunder riven, 

The winds are heaping banks of snow, 

Building white stairways up to Heaven. 

A wnirTe sheet woven in the clouds, 

Enwraps the silent hills, which lie 
Like giants sleeping in their shrouds, 

Clasped in the blue arms of the sky. 
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FORTUNE-TELLING. 

BY JENNY A. STONE, 

Nor one of us girls believed in it, oh, no! and, upon a low shelf, served only to heighten the 

yet we were determined to hear what the old } mystery of dark corners and cupboards. 

witch would say. > felt Laura’s hand tremble in mine. I looked 

“You must knock, Kate,’’ whispered Ella, as} at her, and she was colorless as marble. 

we reached the door, ’  «Laura,” I whispered, ‘you do not fear her 

‘«<T won’t,” L answered, stoutly, but as the rest } prophecies? Come, let us go home—you are not 

all drew back, I advanced and gave a timid rap. ; well, your hand is cold as ice.” 

The door opened instantly, and we saw, not: ‘Wait, Kitty, wait,” she answered, earnestly, 

exactly the sybil our imaginations had conjured ‘my heart burns like fire, if my hands are cold. 

up, but a woman who looked enough like the} Don’t leave me,” and she grasped my dress 

witch of Endor to have been her twin sister. tightly. I felt strangely, and the old witch’s 

You may laugh, but I saw the old lady once, at s voice rang in my ear like a knell. 

an exhibition of wax figures. * «Young lady,” she commenced, ‘‘I am the 

‘¢Walk in,’? she said, in a voice that sounded 3 voice of Fate. Give heed to my words, for I can 

to us very hollow and ghastly indeed. We looked read your very heart and soul—your past and 

at each other, and silently obeyed. ; future.” 

«Sit down,” she muttered, waving her hand’ Involuntarily I uttered an impatient ‘‘pshaw,” 

toward a row of wooden chairs that stood against but Laura loooked at me again, imploringly, and 

the wall. I could hardly keep from laughing at I said nothing. 

her solemn manner, and I saw that Ella, who, ° The sybil continued, ‘‘ You have loved once, 

by-the-way, is a sister of mine, was in much a and the object of that love is lost.” Fearfully 

same condition. However, I have more command } I gazed into Laura's eyes, as the image of Will 

over my risible faculties than she has, and I had ’ Stanley, as I saw him last, rose up before me. 

the satisfaction of seeing the old witch frown as > She was pale, very pale. 

her silvery laugh rang through the room. § «Go on,” she whispered, hoarsely. The woman 

Laura Bell looked frightened, and cousin {raised her voice. ‘But you will love again— 

Mary was absolutely shedding tears. ‘‘Endor”’ $ you will wed another.” ‘‘Neyer,” whispered 

pretended not to notice them, and busied herself Laura, and an unnatural glow, for a moment, 

in putting together a few dirty cards that lay } succeeded the pallor on her cheek—it was gone, 

scattered over the table. ‘and she leaned against me for support. 

Then she turned to Laura, and asked her if % You will wed another, and you will have 

she came to have her fortune told. She was bitter cause to regret that you ever did so. 

answered in the affirmative, and opening a side Your life will be long and weary. Is it enough?’ 

door, which none of us had noticed, she motioned : questioned the woman, as she glanced at Laura’s 

Laura to follow her. The poor girl looked at me rapidly changing features. 

imploringly, and starting to my feet, Tasked the’ ‘‘Too much,” I answered, almost angrily, as I 

old witch if I might go with her, thinking all drow the half fainting girl from the room. 

the time how strange it was that I, the youngest § Ella and Mary had_ been consulting together, 

of the troop, should be endowed with such su- 3 and were full of courage when we entered. ‘Are 

perior courage. you ready?” asked the woman, who had fol- 

«Not if you wish your fortune told,” she an-{ lowed us to the door. ‘Yes, yes,” they an- 

swered, solemnly. I immediately disclaimed any ‘ swered, ‘‘ which shall come first?” 

such intention, told her I only came with the’ “You may come together,” she replied, ‘‘for 

other girls for the sport of the thing, and at $ so will your fortunes lie.” 

last gained an ungracious assent. $ Gaily whispering to each other, they entered 

Following our guide, we entered a room so the fatal door, while I sat in the dim November 

cheerless and desolate, that one might almost } twilight, waiting, with Laura’s head upon my 

believe every ray of natural light was shut out } shoulder. She was weeping bitterly, and my own 

forever, and the tallow candle that burned dimly } unbelief had been terribly shaken. Ont knew 
i \ 
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how well she had loved poor Will Stanley, and } but too well.” Iam thinking of the sybil’s cot- 
how their faith had been plighted when she was ! tage, and of the fulfilled prophecies. Yes, Ella’s 
almost a child. Her gentle heart was yet bowed } fortune and cousin Mary’s have been strangely 
beneath its first, great sorrow, and the fortune-} woven together, She visits their grave daily, 
teller’s hand had probed the wound most cruelly, } with little Herbert at her side. For his sake 
without bringing a shadow of hope to soften the ‘ she will be always what she is now—nobody’s 
pain it inflicted. Will Stanley left her when she} Ella but our own. 
was but sixteen, for a few months absence.? Laura Bell, the gentle, the good, was married 
Four years had passed since then. For three, ; four years ago, this very day, to a man whom 
she had worn mourning in memory of the lost; she now detests. I do not know whether she 
one—not so deep as that which shrouded her fancied she loved him at the time or not, but I 
young heart. Could she love again? Something } do know that since the day Will Stanley set his 
seemed to whisper ‘‘yes”—it was strange, this foot on American soil—three years since—she 
fortune-teller’s power. has been a changed creature. Oh, to sce her 

In about half an hour Mary and Ella returned, sacrificing her young affections on the altar of 
but the woman did not come with them. Silently ; duty—wringing out her very heart’s blood to 
they laid some money on the table, and we all ¢ Satisfy the demands of one, who is a stranger 
left the cottage together. I saw they were in no ‘ alike to honor, to truth, and to love. To see her 
mood to answer questions, and we walked home: walking by his side, a living statue of despair, 
slowly and in perfect silence. {and then to watch her pale cheeks glow, and 

The next day, as Laura and cousin Mary were $ the joy-light sparkle for a moment in her eyes, 
preparing to go home, I laughingly asked Ella? when the love one of other years comes before 
what the witch said to her. She refused to tell her vision, comes alas! too late to redeem the 
me, and to my surprise Mary did the same. past: and yet he is blameless, and on her head 
They never told me, and never even smiled when ; this weight of woe must rest. And the demon 
the subject was mentioned. But Laura’s secret ; beside her rejoices in her misery, and strives to 
was mine, and I determined to watch it closely. } crush her still further down into the depths of 

Six years have passed since our visit to the } despair. Oh, to see all this, and to know that 
fortune-teller, and I, the wild, careless girl of } she must still live on, when life is weary to her 
fifteen summers, have been transformed, oh! so : spirit as a twice-told tale—poor Laura! my heart 
strangely, into a sober, thinking woman. Reader, ; bleeds for her. 
would you learn the fulfilment of the prophecies? And what if I am to be Will Stanley’s bride? 

Cousin Mary has long been resting beneath $ It is Laura’s wish, she has prayed me to accept 
the church-yard mould. Her young heart soon his entreaties, though I withstood them long. I 
found its mate. ‘They were lovely in their? could forgive him for loving Laura first, but I 
lives, and in death they were not divided.” Her} could not forget that she loved him still. But 
chosen one sleeps beside her, and on the smooth she has told me that could she choose for him, I 
stone above them are traced these words, ‘‘Her- would be her choice above all others. 
bert and Mary.” Close to the turf, on the very} And we are to be married to-morrow, and 
edge of the marble, is a name, ‘Ella,’”’ showing * Laura will be here. Oh, how willingly would I 
whose hand raised that token to their memory. } give up my place at his side, could the past be 

And she is sitting here beside me, that sweet all forgotten, and Laura stand there as of old. 
sister of mine, with a dimpled cherub in her} Dear Laura! it cannot be, but I may wish it for 
arms, given to her keeping by our dead Mary. ; your sake. 
And Iknow by her tearful eye and quivering} And when I stand proudly at Will’s dear side. 
lip, that she is tracing in little Herbert’s face Will, so much older and wiser than J, Laura’s 
the image of his lost father. Ella, dear sister, \ pale face will seem to glide between us, and I 
you are not the first who has loved ‘‘not wisely, shall weep even in the midst of my joy. 

FADED. 

Its brightest hopes have perished, 

Like flowers that the blasts have torn, 

But Bethlehem’s star is shining, 

It beams as in olden time; 

It knows no dim reclining, 

It glows in a fadeless clime. Deke 

Tue bloom on the heart has faded, 

And the light of youth has gone— 
Life’s sunniest spots have shaded, 

And clouded one by one. 

The faith that the heart has cherished, 

‘Has sped like the mists of morn, ti ee 



NIGHT AND DAY. 

BY A NEW CONTRIBUTOR. 

Ir was indeed a ‘feast of roses” not all un- 3 withdraw from the brilliant throng. But chiefly, 
worthy of comparison with the oriental pageant the lady of the mansion strove to render happy 

of that name. The occasion upon which Mr. } all who came within her sphere. Her beauty, 

Wilmot’s elegant mansion and grounds were 3 varied accomplishments, and fine conversational 
thrown open to such a brilliant assemblage of } powers admirably fitted her to be the presiding 

guests was a joyous one, for the marriage of his ‘ genius at such scenes. 

only daughter was celebrated on that bright} So a few years glided by, and the proud hus- 

June morning. ‘ band became still prouder of his wife. But an 

Emma in her youthful loveliness vied well } increasing family and multiplied domestic cares 

with the flowers that strewed her pathway, and? at length wore upon Emma’s naturally delicate 

fell in wavy garlands all around. She stood in constitution. The stated reunions were not en- 

a bower of roses, and beneath the clear blue sky { tered into with her former zest, and proved quite 
took those vows that conferred upon her the holy § a tax upon her failing energies. Mr. Lowrie, 

dignity of wife. Congratulations followed, and 3 however, enjoyed them so much that she could 

in many a glass of sparkling wine, health and ‘not propose giving them up, and when those 

happiness were pledged to the newly wedded $ evenings came she would recruit her exhausted 
pair. The bride, in responding, raised a crystal strength and drooping spirits by taking, first a 

goblet to her lips, and bent forward to sip its S litile wine. 
contents, but suddenly started back leaving the The frequent use of stimulants creates an in- 

bright beverage untasted. creasing demand for them, and with Emma they 
‘‘What is the matter?’ whispered her hus- soon became indispensible on other occasions. 

band, After awhile it was remarked that she was 

“Twas but a thorn on this overhanging rose } losing her ‘‘spirituelle” and delicacy of feature; 

that slightly pierced my brow; ’tis nothing, and} that she was more excitable than formerly; still 

see how beautifully the flower is reflected in my} no one dreamed that her increased gaiety of 
glass!” manner; lively wit, and impassioned vocalization 

Aye! lady, and there too lurks a thorn that} in song had now their origin in wine! Yet so it 

one day shall ‘‘sting thee like an adder.” was! insidiously and by slow degrees the ser- 

She did not think of this, but quaffed the wine } pent that ever lurketh in the ruby cup had her 

and brighter flashed her eyes—more roseate grew $ entoiled within its life-poisoning folds. The 
her cheek. The happy groom had plucked the : daughter, sister, wife and mother, once so radiant 

blossom, cut off the offending thorn, and placed} in charms of person and of mind, was now the 

the flower in her bridal wreath. victim of that destroyer, which, like death itself, 

Oh! that he could have taken the sting from { ever “loves a shining mark.” 

the wine cup too! In the lassitude that followed unnatural exhi- 

A handsome residence in Brooklyn became the 3 liration, the drowsy morning hours passed in 

home of James Lowrie and his lovely wife, and } bed, an unquiet flash and fading of the eye, the 

their splendid dining-rooms were often filled with § gradually acquired sensual expression of those 

gay parties of intelligent, refined, and aristocratic § exquisite lips, and an angry irritability of dis- 

friends. Everything that wealth could purchase, position, James Lowrie at last read, with horror 

skilful artists design, or taste suggest, was made $ and dismay, the evidences of confirmed inebria- 

to contribute to the pleasure of their guests. } tion in his idolized Emma, Her doting father 

There were music, paintings and sculpture to saw it too, and her proud-spirited brothers; all, 

gratify the most enthusiastic amateurs; there { alas! arrived at the truth too late for their 

were refreshments to satisfy the most fastidious } warning words to have any effect. 

palate. A conservatory filled with rare plants? It is needless to describe the downward pro- 

and bright plumaged birds; yvine-wreathed bal-$ gress of this fair and gifted woman; to open to 

conies and verandahs open to moonlight, and the } the public those blotted pages of her life history. 

breeze allured those who wished temporarily to } Entreaties and expostulations of her rigeeed 
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husband were unheeded; the cries of three : he made a hasty signal for silence and beckoned 

neglected children fell in vain upon her ear. } Mr. Wilmot from the room. The recognition had 
Her own beauteous person no longer attired been mutual: and almost overcome with emotion 
with neatness and taste, but slovenly in the} ‘in his eagerness to inquire about the family, Mr. 

extreme, became an object of loathing even to Lowrie (who was known at the west by the name 

those who loved her best. s of Lansing) could only articulate the words— 

This entire debasement of his household divi- ** wife—children ?” 

nity, and a disordered and comfortless home, be-}  ‘* Well—when I left,” was the brief reply. 

came at last intolerable to the proud and sensitive} «And ” faintly uttered Mr. Lowrie, as if 
Mr. Lowrie. One morning he left as usual to he wished but feared to know more. 

attend to business in New York, and returned no § Divining the import of his brother-in-law’s 

more. ‘ marked question, Mr. Wilmot replied smiling, 

It was long after his departure before Mrs. ‘*‘Entirely reformed, and assiduously devoted 
Lowrie admitted the appalling fact that she was $ to the education and care of her daughters, than 

a deserted wife! And more, that she merited her } whom our city boasts none of greater promise 

fate, having proved recreant to the trust of a ) or loveliness.”’ 

fond husband’s happiness given to her keeping. **What do they think of me?” anxiously asked 

Then she awoke from her infatuation to realize the truant husband and father. This was’ not 

the dreadful position into which she had plunged ss so readily answered, for Emma Lowrie had not 

herself and family. It was not, however, until { mentioned her husband’s name in many years, 

her father had removed the children, and forbid- § » and not even her own family could tell aught of 

den her all intercourse with them, that she saw $ ‘ her real feelings concerning hin, * * *#* 

the sun of her domestic happiness entirely set,! One month from that time, in the handsomest 

and deep guilt and woe attain their midnight $ private parlor of the Planter’s Hotel in St. Louis, 

meridian in her soul, ‘ sat a lady—alone. She was in the prime of life, 

Fallen as she was from a lofty moral and ; very beautiful, but her features bore an expres- 
social height, there was still an abyss below, § sion of deep, past suffering, a shadow, as of pre- 

over whose verge she already hung toppling. A * mature decay and present anxiety; yet there was 
long spell of sickness ensued, and like a loosened ;a sweet, subdued look that contrasted strangely 

fragment threatening every moment to give way, } ; with the air of dignity and pride that charac- 

it arrested her there. From that point she} terized her person. 

looked downward and upward—forward and be-$ Her dress was of black velvet, made plain and 
hind. In the one direction all was darkness and $ high, and perfectly fitting an exquisite form. 

despair; from the other, a single ray of light let: Upon her neck was a small, elegantly wrought 

in through the avenue of contrition upon her collar, fastened with a diamond pin. A ring set 

soul. To continue onward was irretrievable with the same precious stones glistened upon the 

ruin: to return—the toilsome ascent of one} ’ forefinger of her left hand, while on the third 

bruised and weakened by the previous fall. Shes appeared that plain golden circlet which imposes 

chose the latter and was saved! such a precious burden of loye and duty upon 

Reinstated in the paternal home, her whole} the heart of her who receives it. Her right arm 

time was devoted to the education of her daugh- { supported her head, and a beautiful arm it was, 

ters. All knowledge of their mother’s fault was {as half revealed amid the fall of rich lace that 
kept from them, and their father mourned as peered from beneath the velvet sleeve. The lady 

dead. No tidings of him had ever reached the; half reclined upon a crimson-covered fauteuil 

poor repentant wife. which formed a fitting ground for her striking 

Ten years had elapsed. In the autumn of ; and graceful figure. The soft, bright radiance 

1850 a brother of Mrs. Lowrie visited St. Lonis, : of a solar lamp fell full upon her face, which 

and had occasion to transact some business at } was pale with forced calmness. 

a bank in that city. He was struck with the? Soon the door opened—a gentleman was an- 

countenance of one of the officers. For a few} nounced, evidently expected, yet she rose not 

moments memory was busy in trying to associate § to receive him, and words of greeting, if any 

a name with those familiar features. Another} such were contemplated, died in silence upon 

glance revealed similar thoughts agitating the! her quivering lips. For a moment, the visitor 

mind of the person observed, still another pene- seemed paralyzed too—the next instant, and the 

trating look, and the words ‘Mr. Lowrie” } two were clasped in each other’s arms. 

escaped his lips. > The single word ‘forgive!’ welled up in 

Startled as was the individual thus addressed, * sweetly repentant accents from the hearts of 

— 

ew 
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both, and the long separated wife and husband , upon the threshold, pointed to a group that 

were reunited once more. y Guido would have rejoiced to perpetuate in 

As James Lowrie gently seated his almost ; colors of living light. 

fainting wife, the single white rose that adorned g Before a harp stood a young girl of fifteen, 

her raven hair fell from its place; he picked it § who seemed the very incarnation of beauty. 

up, and while readjusting it among the curls, oe attidude was grace itself, as with fairy 

said, ‘‘It is indeed my own Emma, even to the § touch she swept the strings in accompaniment to 

attire in which I most loved to see her.” \ the song that gushed from her rosy lips. Another, 

‘A trifling coincidence occurs, too, in this } quite her peer in loveliness, and but little her 

our second reunion,’ said his wife, ‘‘don’t you > junior, sat upon an ottoman by her side, sport- 

remember placing one of these your favorite § ively crowning with a wreath of scarlet berries 

flowers in my hair the morning we were mar- Sand green leaves, the youngest of the three who 

ried?” : ; reclined at her feet, and seemed absorbed in 

‘Yes, dearest, but that had a thorn, and this § listening to the music. 

has none.” $. And these were his own! The children from 

The lady’s eye glistened, and her cheek and Swhom he had been so long banished through 

brow were suffused with a blush of shame as their mother’s error, which was now so nobly 

she thought of the thorn that had pierced their * redeemed in restoring them thus to his arms. 

wedded hearts, even to sundering, for long, long Was he altogether faultless who forsook them 

years. But conscious penitence and true con- {in that darkened time? 

trition for the past, mingled with high resolves} We strove not to rend the veil of guilt and 

for the future, restored her to composure, and sorrow that for awhile obscured the fortunes of 

rising from her seat, she said, “‘Now come with s this family; now -let us forbear to gaze too long 

me, I want to show you my treasures, our chil- upon the brightness of their present joy, lest it 

dren.” dazzle us and we see not the instructive lessons 

She led him to another room, and pausing { this over true history affords. 

“cNEVER COURT BUT ONE.” 

BY 8. Wein HAZELTINE. 

I HAVE finished it, the letter, 

That will tell him he is free; 

From this hour, and forever, 

He is nothing more to me! 

And my heart feels lighter, gayer, 

Since the deed at last is done— 

Tt will teach him that when courting, 

He should never court but one! 

It is twilight, and the evening 

That he said he’d visit me; 

But no doubt he’s now with Anna, 

He may stay there, too, for me! 

And as true as I’m a living, 

If he ever comes here more, 

T'll act as if we never, 

Never, never met before! 

Everybody in the village 
Knows he’s been a wooing me; 

And this morning he was riding 

With that saucy Anna Lee! 

They say he smiled upon her, 

As he ecantered by her side; 

Ani V’ll warrant you he’s promised 

To make her soon his bride! 

But I’ve finished it, the letter, 

From this moment he is free— 

He may have her, if he wants her, 

Tf he loves her more than me! 

He may go—it will not kill me— 

I would say the same, so there, 

If I knew it would, for flirting, 

It is more than [ can bear. 

It is time he should be coming, 

And I wonder if he will; 

If be does, I’ll look so coldly— 

What’s that shadow on the hill? 

I declare, out in the twilight, 

There is some one coming near— 

Can it be? yes—'tis his figure, 

Just as true as Tam here! 

Now I almost wish I’d written 

Not to him that he was free; 

For perhaps ’twas but a story 

That he rode with Anna Lee. 

There! he’s coming through the gate-way, 

I will meet him at the door, 

And I'll tell him still I love him, 

If he’ll court Miss Lee no more! 
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AGAIN we are before our readers, in our 

department ‘‘How To Make One’s Dress.” Our 

pattern, this month, is that of a new and beau- 

tiful style of a dress for a girl five or six years 

old. The engraying represents this exquisite 
dress complete. No directions, further than 

those supplied by the engraving, are neces- 
sary for this part of the dress. 
course is more difficult. 

But the body of 

We accordingly give, 
on the opposite page, six diagrams by which to 

cut this portion. 

No. 1. Is the half front of body with cross- 

bars. This part may be cut all out of one piece, ; 

AN 

No. 2. Side-piece of the back. 
No. 8. Back. 

No. 4. Half the sleeve. This part is cut douile 
like an ordinary sleeve, then an opening is made 

by making a slit with the scissors of the length 

indicated here; then sew on three bars. 

No. 5. Revers with opening on the shoulder, 
and bar as on the sleeve. 

No. 6, Basquine with opening at the side, and 
bar as on the revers. 

We repeat what we said in the December 
number, We are always ready to give, in this 

; 

; 
, 
; 
g 
g 

: 
. 

: 

: department, patterns for any article of dress, or 
or the bars may be sewed on; they may also be ‘ for any fashionable novelty, on being addressed 
made of ribbons. 

84 
: through the publisher. 
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TRIMMING FOR CHILD’S DRESS, 

IN BRODERIE ANGLAISE. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR. 

30 | 50 

Enauisu working cotton No. 24 and 30. The; the edge, which should be considerably raised 
former is used for the flowers, and the latter for ‘ before being overcast. 



ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS IN TATTING OR FRIVOLITE. 

BY MRS. ANN 8S. STEPHENS. 

For a consideraole period the art of tatting, from each other, and bring it again between 

long disused in this country, has been revived { the thumb and forefinger, thus making a circle 

in the fashionable world; and like many other 3 round the extended fingers. 

things which have disappeared for a time, has{ Two stitches only are used in tatting, and it 

acquired greater lustre and beauty than it ever {is usual to do each alternately, as a prettier 

before possessed. . edging is thus formed than can be made in any 

The exercise of the art of tatting, as known} other way. This is, therefore, called the double 

to our grandmothers, was merely an elegant stitch. 

apology for exhibiting a pretty hand and bril- | The first stitch to be learned is termed the 

liant rings; the actual production was never { English stitch. This is made in the following 
more elsbarats than a neat, but rather substan- manner: 

tial edging for a child’s dress or a lady’s frill. ; Let the thread between the right hand and the 
No wonder that our friends on the other side of s left fall toward you, (as will be seen in the 
the Channel christened this apology for a lady’s } engraving) slip the shuttle under the thread 
idleness pre-eminently by the appropriate teym, $ between the first and second fingers, and draw it 

Frivolite. At the late French Exposition of In- : out to the right rather quickly, keeping it in a 
dustry, however, some very beautiful and elabo- ; horozontal line with the left hand. It will be 

rate specimens having been exhibited, this kind 3 found that a slipping-loop is formed on this 
of work again became the rage, both in France $ thread with that which went round the fingers. 

and England; and doubtless the elegant pieces Hold the shuttle steadily, with the thread 
of tatting which may be seen in our own exhi- 3 stretched tightly out, whilst with the second 

bition, will tend yet further to keep the work $ finger of the left hand, you slip the loop thus 
popular. made under the thumb. 

The only necessary instruments are the shuttle, 

or short netting-needle, and a gilt pin and ring, 

united by a chain. The thread used for frivolite 

should be both strong and soft; something like 

knitting-cotton, indeed, but of a rather different 

kind to that fabric. The only article really suit- 

able for this work is manufactured by Messrs. 

Walter Evans & Co., of Derby, who, recognizing 

the unfitness of all other cottons for this purpose, 

have spun a thread expressly for tatting. This $ 

article is at once so soft that it never twists, 

and so strong that it will bear the jerk with : 
which the knot is formed. It is made in three I may here remark that when tatting will not 
sizes, termed Evans’ tatting cottons, Nos. 1, 2, § draw up, it is because the operation is reversed; 
and 3. ‘at instead of the loop being formed by the 

The first point to be attended to in tatting, is’ thread round the fingers, it is formed by that 

the mode of holding the hands, The shuttle, § connected with the shuttle. This is usually 
filled with thread in the manner of a netting-$caused by the worker letting the thread from 
needle, should be held between the thumb and 3 : the shuttle hang loosely instead of drawing it 
the first and second fingers of the right hand, 3 out, and holding it at full stretch. 
about half-a-yard of the thread being unwound. : There is very little difference between the 
Take up this thread two or three inches from $ French ane the English stitch. It simply con- 

the end, between the thumb and first finger of $ ‘sists in throwing the thread in a loop over the 

the left hand, letting the end fall in the palm of : left, and inserting the shuttle upward under the 

the hand; pass the thread round the other fingers ; circle round the fingers, instead of downward, 

of the ae hand, keeping them rather apart ° as in the English stitch. 
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The engraving below gives a clear idea of the, Slip the ring on the left hand thumb, that the 

manner in which this is to be done. The shuttle | pin, being attached to the chain, may be ready 

is drawn out, and the stitch formed exactly in$ for use. Make as many double stitches as the 

the same manner as in the previous stitch. directions prescribe, twist the pin in the circle 

of thread, and hold it between the forefinger 

>and thumb whilst making more stitches; repeat. 

Tatting should always be done with a very 

cool, dry hand. 

Common tatting is merely a length of tatted 

loops, with or without picots. 
Trefoil tatting is done by drawing up tightly 

; three loops, made quite close together, and then 

‘leaving a short space before making more. The 

, Trefoil is sewed into shape afterward with a 

common sewing-needle. 
A pretty variety may be made by trimming 

The two stitches thus made form one double {2 number of large loops with others very much 

stitch; and when as many are done, and drawn 3 smaller, which should be sewed round them. 

close to each other, as may be directed, the stitches In this case a little distance must be allowed 

are held between the first finger and thumb, and 3 between all the large loops. 

the other fingers are withdrawn from the circle § I should always advise learners to use coarse 

of thread, which is gradually diminished by ‘crochet silk for their first attempts in tatting, 

drawing out the shuttle until the loop of tatting as it is very much easier to do with this material 

is nearly or entirely closed. The tatted loops \ than with any other. 

should be quite close to each other, unless par-$ Tatting is usually sewed on net, for collars, 

ticular directions to the contrary are given. <&e. I, however, greatly prefer the effect when 

Sometimes tatting is ornamented by a succes- } the tatting is formed into a solid mass by the aid 

sion of tiny loops, something like pearl edging; ¢ of Point-lace stitches. Diagrams of these were 

these are made with the pin previously spoken of. ; given last year. 

LSS 

manne anne 
eee ae—ce_5_oe_5_ 5c See ke ee eee? 

LAGE IN FRIVOLITE FOR SLEEVES. 

RY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

Tux lace is formed of sprigs and edgings in ; be large enough to allow margin beyond the 

friyolite, connected by bars in Venetian and $ edge, and must be lined with a bit of cloth. 

dotted Venetian, with an English rosette worked ‘ After the sprigs and edging are tacked on, the 

‘n the centre of each flower. The sprigs are {connecting bars and rosettes are to be worked. 

made quite perfect in themselves; then the ’ Those who prefer it may lay the frivolite on net, 

article to be made being cut out in colored ; and appliquez it; but this mode does not produce 

paper properly scalloped, they are arranged on { so rich an effect. The design given is extremely 

it, and the edging made to fit. The paper must pretty for a collar, the edge of which should be 
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slightly scalloped only, In other respects its Now with the needle, work on the bars of 
should be made up just like the sleeve. } thread at the base of the loop, thus: 8 button- 

Mareritats.—Evyans’ tatting cotton, No. 3, hole stitches on the Ist, 2 between; 8 on 2nd, 
steel shuttle, fine pearling pin, and common? 2 between; 6th on 8rd, 2 between; 1 on 4th, 
sewing needle, ; 2 between; 6 on 5th, 1 on the thread between. 

For tie Frower.—Having filled the shuttle, 3 Slip the needle between the two after the second 
thread the needle with the end of the cotton, $ loop; draw it out leaving a short bar of thread, 
allowing a long needleful of thread; but do not | on which do 6 stitches, 1 more between the 5th 

sand 6th loops; 8 on 6th, one afterward, and 

} connect as after last loop between the Ist and 
2nd; 1 more before the 7th; 8 on 7th loop; and 

take one button-hole stitch, to join the first and 

last loops together at the stem. This completes 
: the leaf, 

{ Stem.—44 button-hole stitches with the needle. 
§ Frower.—Frst loop.—4 double, * 1 picot, 3 
double, * 4 times, 1 picot, 4 double. Draw it 

; up quite tight; and when you have worked down 

the stem to the first leaf; repeat the leaves, 

; allowing half an inch of thread between it and 

s the stem, Covering this with button-hole stitch _ 
S after the leaf is finished, will bring both the 
needle and the shuttle threads to the main stem. 
Work down that to the end and fasten off, 

break it off. Holda loop of the thread between THE Epginac.—Double the thread, and begin 
the finger and thumb of the left hand, and with s with the needle with 8 button-hole stitches, 1 
the needle work on that part of the thread ; picot, 8 more button-hole stitches. Then use the 
attached to the shuttle, 16 common button-hole $ shuttle. 
stitches. Draw up the thread from the sh Ist loop.—4 double, join to the picot, 12 
so that the loop quite disappears; then with the double, 1 picot, 4 double. Draw it up quite 
shuttle begin to work the leaf, leaving the long 3 tightly. 
needleful of thread attached to the work. 2nd.—4 double, join, 12 double, 1 picot, 4 

Lear.—l1st loop.—9 double stitches, 1 picot, 8 ; double. Draw it up quite tightly. 
double. Draw it up, but not tightly. g 

‘ 

8rd.—4 double, join, 7 double, 1 picot, 3 

double, 1 picot, 4 double. Draw it up to cor- 
; respond with the lst. 20 on the bar of the first 
‘10 button-hole stitches: 2 betweenit and the 

2nd; 1 on the second; 2 between it and the 8rd; 

10 on the 8rd, slip the needle through the Ist, 
2nd.—8 double, join to the picot of the last, } and work back on the bar 12 button-hole. Then 

6 double, 1 picot, 83 double. Draw it as before. § 8 on the thread, join to picot; 10 on the thread, 
To join loops of tatting, make a picot on the > 1 picot, 8 on thread. 
first of the two to be joined, and at the corres- Ist loop of 2nd Pattern.—4 double, join; 5 
ponding place of the next draw the thread which double, join to picot of the 8rd loop; 7 double, 1 
goes round the fingers of the left hand through ; picot, 4 double. 
the picot. When a loop is sufficiently drawn} Proceed with the remainder as in the Ist pat- 
out, slip the shuttle through it and tighten it} tern. 
again over the fingers. Loops thus connected} This edging is very suitable for infant’s dresses. 
are much firmer than they could otherwise be. $ For strai ght lengths a few more stitches must 

3rd.—3 double, 4 join, 6 double, 1 picot, 8} be worked on the threads between the patterns, 
double. Draw up this loop rather tighter. Work 9 button-hole stitches on the thread, be- 
 4th.—3 double, join, 8 double, 1 picot, 8! fore the next loop. 
double. Draw it up quite tightly. 2nd to 6th loops (inclusive.)—4 double, join, 

5th.—Like the third. * 3 double, 1 picot, x 4 times, 4 double. Draw 
6th.—Like the second. it up tightly, and work 9 button-hole stitches 
7th.—3 double, join, 9 double. Draw it up‘ after every loop. 

like the first. To Worx pown tie Srem.—Having done 9 
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stitches after the last loop, lay the long piece of ; former line after every stitch, and thus making 
stem evenly on the finger, and parallel with it, } a double line. Of course 9 stitches must be left 
the thread connected with the shuttle. On this } at the beginning of the flower, before the 1st loop, 
thread work a series of button-hole stitches, } as well as after the second. 

passing the needle through one of those of the} 

ORIENTAL NECK-TIE. 

Marerrats.—A pair of large nee- 
dies; eight-thread Berlin wool; white, 

six ounces; scarlet, orange, green, 

blue, and black, one ounce each; and 

Chine wool, one ounce. 

To be knitted in Brioche stitch— 

that is, bring the thread in front, slip 

one, knit two together; repeat. Cast 
on with the Chine wool thirty-nine 

stitches, and do three rows. Then 

the other colors in the following order: 

White, four rows; Chine, four rows; 

orange, four rows; blue, four rows; 

black, six rows; green, four rows; 

scarlet, four rows; Chine, four rows; 

orange, four rows; blue, four rows; 

white, four rows; Chine four rows. 

Do about three-quarters of a yard of 

white only. Then the other end, re- 

versing the order of the colors, so that 

they may correspond. Knit in a hand- 

some fringe at both ends. This com- 

forter is equally suitable for a lady or 

gentleman. 

SMALL GIMPS IN CROCHET. 

THe pattern for this is in the front 

of the number. 

Marerrans.—Marsland’s griffin cro- 

chet cotton, No. 6; crochet hook, No. 
18 

No. 1.—Make a chain the length 

required, and then work back in de. 

This is a very neat little trimming for 

children’s dresses; and if required to 

be made of silk, and purse twist be 

used, will be found to answer every 

purpose for which.a narrow gimp may 

be required. It forms also an excel- 

lent substitute for the braid which is 

run on the skirt of a dress, as the 

wools of which it should then be made, 

can be procured of any shade whatever 

which the braid itself cannot. 

No. 2.—Make a chain of the length 

required, and on it work 1 de, 1 ch, 
miss 1. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING HONEYSUCKLE-* 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

Materrats.—Coral, sweet-scented and yellow, 
these flowers can be obtained ready stamped, 
stamens, leayes, buds, and gum. 

ar 

very small leaves and a bud, then two leaves and 

two buds, two leaves and two flowers, two leaves 

and four flowers, increasing the number of leaves 

SAL SL SO 

FIG! 

(LAF LOAE EO OLAS PFE F 

ie aes 
. 
‘ 

‘and flowers in proportien to the length of the 

Fold down each petal nearly in half, leaving } branch. 
sufficient to gum over on one side, when the gum , 
Tee : > 
is dry mould each flower, over the end of your’ * Marentans vor Maxkina Paper Frowers.— 
plyers, slip the stamen through, touching it first \ Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
with gum to keep it in its place. The buds may for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
be made of white wax, painted the natural color, Japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
or they can be had ready for use. Take six buds stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 

: \ for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
to form the centre, arrange six of the flowers } sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 
around the buds evenly to form a cluster: slip on } of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
the green leaf. The Woodbine and Coral Honey- } 31 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
suckle grows in clusters, the Sweet-Scented in : mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 

° F ‘rials fi lar . re i] 

long branches—it has a different leaf from the ae resent if: saa at ee Bre 

two former. In branching commence with two ° 



EMBROIDERED COLLAR, FULL SIZE. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 
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Matertais.—Fine jaconet muslin, on which } The flowers in this pattern are almost entirely 
the design is well traced, a yard of any narrow overcast, the large ones being worked in outline 

thread insertion, and embroidery cotton, Nos. 30, } only, with a veining sewed up the centre of each 
40 and 50, petal, and a double round of buttonhole for the 

This style of collar is of a kind entirely new; } centre, with a single spot of English lace worked 

it contains a centre and border, divided by a in the glace thread. There is no satin-stitch 
line which may either be worked in open-hem, } whatever, every part being either in Broderic 

or formed by a piece of pearling. This is laid} Anglaise—that is, pierced and sewed over—or 

on and fastened by a line of buttonhole-stitch, worked in raised overcast-stitch. 

after which the muslin underneath it is cutaway. 3 

a 

waar 

CORNER FOR HANDKERCHIEF. 

To be worked with fine English working cotton, ¢ knot. The long, feathery leaves, and the stems, 
No. 100. The two large pointed leaves, the top are to be worked in satin-stitch; and the tendrils 

of the large flower, the top of the buds, and part {in over-stitch; while the long, serrated leaf is to 

of the grape-leaves, are to be done in French * be filled in dots done in baton ee 

ae 



EMBROIDEY, BRAIDING, ETC. 

foes 

EMBROIDERED SLEEVE, 

BRAIDING, 
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EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. s “No—and never will,” says a harsh, but solemn 
4 . 

Has He Come Yer.—It happened not very long } Vole. 

ago in our good city of Philadelphia. Every day $ Ged help the poor, old mother! See, she has tot- 
she went down to that particular wharf, at which ; tered to a log, and sitting down, her grey head falls 
the great steamer was expected, asking the same 3 "POM her hands, The day wanes apace. Teamsters 

mournful words, “Has he come yet?” And heart § whistle, wharfingers go tramping by her. A ragged 

sick at the repeated “No”—heart sick at the forced \ hoy gathers sticks close to her feet, peering under 
smile of the anxious agent—dying, almost, whenever ; her limp bonnet. She never moves nor looks. The 

she saw groups standing together, and caught the : rattle and din of business grows noisier. 
words, “Glasgow’—*lost,” she would go home to: “1 say, old woman!” 
that old, crazy house, and read that letter for the: He shakes her roughly, 
hundredth: tine. § “Old woman—wake up—heavens! Juck—she’s 

“My dear old mother,” it said, “you shall be so dead#rlook.” 
happy when I get back, for it was all true about the $ Her poor hands have fallen, revealing the glassy 

fortune, and now we shall have money enough, thank § °Y¢s; the sunken features. Tho dream is won- 
God! I mean to put you in a pleasant house; (how 3 derful reality—mother and son havo met. 

I long to get you out of that old tumble-down) I$ There was a meagre funeral that day. It took 
mean to buy you lots of good shawls and blankets, } Place in our good city of Philadelphia. 
and we'll have plenty of hot meals, please God! and 7 - 
you shall never go again to the slop-shops, to lug¢ Ovr List or Contrimutons.—aAs editors, if we are 
home great bundles of work, and sit and sew all $ proud of any one thing, it is of our list of contribu- 

night for sixpence. Yesterday I engaged a passage $ tors. We only echo the general voice, when we say, 
in the City of Glasgow. She’s a staunch and hand-$ that it is so far superior to that of the other ladies’ 

some boat. It will be for all the world like sailing Magazines, that there is really no comparison. We 

in a comfortable parlor; nothing to compare with $ wished, at first, to have a story from each of our best 
the old lumbering thing I came out in. I had a writers in this number; but the list was too large; 

chance to go back in the same barque, but I thought ; and besides, illness and other causes prevented 

for once I'd come like a gentleman, and see how it ? our hearing from all. Yet the reader may look in 

seems to have plenty of money. Keep up heart, ‘vain in the January number of any cotemporary, 

mother, and pray for ALFRED.” for such articles as those furnished by Alice Cary, 

It is a dark, stormy morning. The rain falls 3 Mrs. Bache, Martha Russell, Mrs. Fairfield, A. L. 

drearily—the steerts are dismal and deserted—and % Otis, Mrs. Denison, Ella Rodman, Hetty Holyoke, 

the pavements are slippery with mud. ¢ Clara Moreton, &c, &c.: and yet these comprise but 

The poor old porter with his wooden leg looks $a portion of our regular contributors. Tor there is 

wearily up street and down. Not a job yet. In the author of “Susy L——’s Diary,” there is Vir- 

mournful rows stand the carriages in front of the g giria F, Townsend, there is Carry Stanley, there are 

hotels. Under ragged umbrellas the old apple ¢ E. W. Dewees, Alice Gray, and a host of others. 

women sit, munching hard crackers for the morning * With such a list of writers, the reader is always sure 

meal. All visible humanity looks wet and uncom- : of variety. We are proud to say, also, that not one 

fortable, Here she comes, the poor, old widow. Sof them ever pens a line, which we, or they in after 

Weak and faint she drags her weary feet along, and S life, would wish to blot. Their stories, even when 

as she passes, the wooden legged porter rubs his } they convulse with laughter, or agonize with the 

eyes with the back of his hand, and slowly turns to { deepest pathos, never lose their purity of thought 

watch her out of sight. She has had no breakfast— } and expression. It is this characteristic, quite as 

and yet she is not hungry, for oh! she dreamed a {much as their intellectual ability, which renders 

dream; she saw her boy—her Alfred. He had come } them unrivalled as a corps for a lady’s Magazine. 

home, triumphant with success, radiant with happi- 
ness, and folded her in his arms. Look—how the Tue KyickersocKer GAtLery.—This being the 
sunken eye is lighted up. Watch how eagerly she { season for Christmas and New Year's gifts, we call 
seans every countenance! And now, as she nears attention to the “Knickerbocker Gallery,” pub- 

the wharf, her whole frame seems sinking. One ‘ lished by C. Hueston, New York. This bedutiful 

superhuman effort—on she totters through the mist. : work contains articles from nearly all the contribu- 

There stands the agent, anxious, restless. \ tors to the Knickerbocker Magazine, that is from 
“Oh! sir,” and she clasps her withered hands, } most of the eminent authors of the United States: 

“have you heard any news? » Hae he come yet?” } and each article is accompanied by a portrait of the 
Y4 
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writer, Among the names are Bryant, Halleck,} ELementary Instructions tN Crocuet, Exprotr- 

Lowell, Longfellow, Boker, Leland, Taylor, Cozzens, } pery, &¢.—We shall give, this year, a series of 

Benjamin, and Lewis Gaylord Clurk, the witty editor ; monthly articles, containing elementary instructions 

of the “Knickerbocker.” The volume is tastefully } in Crochet, Knitting, Netting, Tatting, Embroidery, 

printed and bound; and contains several hundred ; Broderie Anglaise, Point-Lace, Shell-work, Hair- 

peges. Nowhere else can so complete a gallery of ‘work, &c. &e. These will be in addition to the 

portraits of American authors be had. It is a pecu- } usual monthly patterns of novelties in these several 

liurly appropriate present for a person of intelligence \ species of work. Thus, “Peterson” for 1856 will 

unu refinement to give or receive; and can be had, { contain, besides its tales, poetry, &¢., a complete 

bound in cloth gilt, for $5,00, or in full Turkey {lady's work-table book, with instructions for every 
moroceo for $7,50. Address C..Hueston, New York. {description of fancy work. We begin, in this num- 

‘ber, with “'Tatting.” 

Anout “Criunprna.”—The editor of the Litchfield 
‘ Tue DottAr Newsparer.—We call attention to 

(Ct.) Republican is a wit. Here is what he says, on { 
the subject of “clubbing” in’ his notice of our De- ‘ this capital journal, advertised on the cover of the 
sarihecnnrherd : present number. We believe it to be altogether the 

: ) best weekly published in Philadelphia; and it is 
~ ‘ . 4 

_ “Now's your time to put your heads together, md : certainly the cheapest. The proprietors are men of 
form clubs. Give Peterson such a clubbing all the < enterprise and energy, who pay liberal prices te 
way up hill, that he will remember it for a long time EEE : ‘ h 
to come. Show him no guarter, but spot him with } Secure, in every department, what they consider the 
Jives and tens and twenties, until he is convinced that } very best talent. As a nets, not less than a literary 
you menn to carry out this club law to its full extent. § paper, the “Dollar” is pre-eminent. Those persons, 
He richly deserves it; and the more eluSs you raise, velig ~wiali(lto *HUbAMTbS “fORiL-awk Connection qith 
the better he will like it. He is not altogether un- : a coli 2 ; 
tumable. Send your addresses to CHARLES J. PETER- § Peterson,” can have both, for one year, by remit- 

son, No. 102 Chesnut street, Philadelphia. You will 3 ting $2,50 to us. 
club off something better than chesnuts from that 
tree, by so doing.” Ferringe’s Puniications.—Fetridge & Co. have 

To which we add, club away, one and all. For 8 in press two novels, which deserve great popularity, 

the harder you club, the less chance there is that § for their merit is unusual. One is “The Lost Love,” 
any rival will beat us. and the other “The Wife’s Trials,” and having seen 

; extracts from both, we agree with the London Athe- 

Gouri. & Co.—For the privilege of copying “The } P@U™, in ‘saying that‘they are ‘the ‘best novels; of 
Speaking Likeness,” published in our December choir kind, lately written: Fetridge & Co. will 

number for 1855, we are indebted to Goupil & Co., Aaya Sate Le NenneeOn for their hooks if ‘they 
print-sellers, importers of prints, &c., New York. The continue to issue such first-rate publications. 

. if +o tS “ * > th t 

print was from a copy-right engraving, which tha Mns. Anna BACHE We introduce; this month; to 

enterprising firm had just published, and which is ; 

hiriite an "aiiswited sale. Goubil & Co. are at the oe mearan er eee a anne aches lady 

head of their profession. It would be worth while ; Wi ieee aR I ase 

for those desirous of adorning their parlors, boudoirs, , act fom lek pete, Tie Suita ang = am 

or other apartments, with framed engravings, to ; f By AST 
write to Goupil & Co. for a catalogue, in order to Beye, tt ORG Ue en Of OM en uate sao) Meuste 
uclent lean thairsGolloctionct-@ &.Goturediberal in , sure, attract almost as much attention as the mas- 

» terly manner in which the incidents are conceived 
terms as well us prompt. 

; and developed. 
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Tris Mon'rn’s Enaravincs.—Are they not bean} BrEAuX AND Briies.—An editor, out West, says 
tiful? How “cunning” the infant looks, in the first 3 that the girls, in his neighborhood, would rather 

mezzotint, What elegance and grace in the fashion * have no beaux than not have “Peterson’s Maga- 

plate. Nor could anything be more effective than * zine.” Ife adds that the belle of the village was 

the “Departure of Rachel.” The “Lighting the ; won, at last, by one of her lovers subscribing for a 
Beacon,” also is capital. While no two resemble {copy for her. She yielded, she says, not to the 
each other in the least. , bribe, but because the act proved his excellent taste. 

To tur Point.—The Carlisle (Pa.) American, after ; Tn ONE For tue LApres.—“I have learned from 

apologizing for having unintentionally copied some g one year’s experience,” writes a lady, “that ‘Peter- 
of our stories without credit, says:—“ Peterson con- $ son Magazine’ is the one for the ladies, and that no 

tains, monthly, the choicest and most appropriate < one should be without it.” 

stories and poety we can find anywhere, gems which — 

we take pride in transferring to our columns, and} Kerrrrxa Promises.—The Miama (Ohio) Visitor 
which we feel certain our lady readers read with } says:—‘‘ Peterson invariably performs all his pro- 

avidity and pleasure,” ‘ mises.” And so say all who know us. 
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96 REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

Quantity Of Reapine.—The three dollar illus-: Zhe Gloria In Exceleis: An extensive collection of 
trated Magazines give only twelye hundred pages, } new Church Music. By W. Williams. 1 vol. Bos- 
yearly. “Peterson” gives nine hundred. This is } ton: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—The author of this 
one hundred more than the proportion, as eight hun- , compilation is organist of Boudoin Square Church, 
dred for two dollar Magazine is as much as twelve Boston, and professor of music at the Charlestown 
hundred for a three dollar one. ‘ Female Seminary. It is, therefore, presumable that 

he is competent to the task he has undertaken. 
Errarus.—In the quotation from “O’er the Water } The “Gloria In Excelsis” consists of hymn tunes, 

to Charlie,” on page 72, read the last line as follows: } 2nthems, sentences, chorusses and chants; includes 
“ And Charlie’s foes before him!” ‘an entirely new and practical arrangement of the 

‘ elements of music; and contains, in addition, a 

‘ variety of vocal exercises and glees for social 

; gatherings, singing-schools and choir practice. So 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. far as we are Senate of judging, the work is a very 

meritorious one. We commend it to the attention 
The Christian Year: Thoughts in Verse for the 

‘ 
§ of churches, schools and families. 

Sundays and Holidays throughout the Year. By the $ 
Rev, John Keble. Elegantly illustrated by Schmolze. The Wager of Battle. By W. H. Herbert. 1 vol. 
1 vol. Philada: E. H. Butler & Co.—This is a$ New York: Mason Brothers—A stirring tale, illus- 
work well known to the intellectual and religious } trating the relations between Saxon and Norman, 

public. It is a series of Christian lyrics, appropriate and depicting English mere tee in’ the byreltun ae 
to the various festivals of the church, such as Christ- tury. Some of the chapters are intensely interesting, mas, Easter, &c. &c. Several inferior editions of it particularly those describing the escape of the fugi- 

have been issued, but we are glad to see it, at last, in $ tive ih the sands, the rise of the tide, and the 
a form befitting its great merit. The publisher, Mr. destruction of the pursuers. Edith, the heroine, is a 
Butler, tasteful as he always is, has really surpassed lovely character. We own to a predilection for the 

himself in this superb edition. The paper is white historical novel, because, if honestly and capably and thick; the type large; and the page beautiful; 3 written, it not only affords intellectual pleasure to 

while the illustrations, nine in number, are line the reader, but gives, as in a mirror, the very spirit 
engravings, designed and executed in the best style. of the past. 
It will be, we predict, the favorite gift-book for the} Klosterheim ; or, The Masque. By Thomas De 
holiday season, among the moral and religious por- Quincey. With a Biographical Sketch by Dr. Shel- 
tion of the American public. Such a work is worth ton Mackenzie. 1 vol. Boston: Whittemore, Niles 
a whole library of trashy annuals, or even a room $ & Hall.—The genius of De Quincey is not less per- 
full of worthless knick-knackeries; for it informs the $ ceptible, in this fugitive story, now first published in 
mind and improves the heart, as well as gratifies and § America, than in his famous work, “The Confessions 
fosters the taste for the beautiful. of An Opium Eater.” The interest begins with the 

Christian Theism. The Testimony of Reason and first chapter, and is maintained breathlossly to the 
Revelation to the Existence and Character of a Su- : last. The Serge of the story is in Germany, the 
preme Being. By R.A. Thompson, M.A. 1 vol. } ime the “Thirty Years War.” Not the least valu- 
New York: Harper d Brothers.—A merchant of s able part of this edition, is the life of De Quincey, 

Aberdeen, Mr. Burnett, who died in 1784, bequeathed s which Dr. Mackenzie has contributed. 
a fund to be applied, every forty years, to the founda- : Hoaryhead and MeDonner. By Jacob Abbott. 1 

tion of premiums, open to public competition, for the } vol. New York: Harper & Brothers —This is an 

encouragement of essays on the subject/of the pre-} old friend, one of the popular “Young Christian 

seat yolume. The first award, under this will, was } Series,” but very greatly improved in matter, and 

‘made, in 1814, The book before us is the successful $ adorned with numerous beautiful illustrations. Mr. 

treatise under the second award, being adjudged to 3 Abbott stands at the head of American writers of 

be the best, out of two hundred and eight offered in his class. His keen sympathy with youth, his agree- 
competition. We find it a lucid, powerful, and con- { able style, his eminently religious tone, and his 

clusive demonstration, not only of the existence of a $ faculty of being didactic without becoming dry, form 
Deity, but of the existence of one with the attri- ; a combination of qualities we meet with in no other 

butes assigned to Him by the Bible. It is an unan-{ cotemporary author. We recommend this book as 

swerable argument in favor, not merely of Theism, ; peculiarly suitable for a gift. 
but of Christian Theism. It is not unworthy, in-{ Qyeeches in Congress. By Gerritt Smith. 1 vol. 

deed, to accompany Butler's “Analogy.” The two} New York: Mason Brothers.—This volume will find 

books should stand side by side in the library. many readers, even among those who hold different 
Almaek's, 1vol. New York: H. Long d: Bro- opinions on temperance and slavery from the author, 

thers.—A novel of fashionable life in England: but for sincerity always commands respectful attention, 

much better than such things usually are. Price } and nobody, we believe, denies Gerritt Smith’s strict 

fifty cents. * conscientiousness. 
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The Widow Bedott Papers. By Frances M. Whicher.§ Scenes in the Practice of a New York Surgeon. 
With an Introduction by Alice Neal. 1 vol. New By Edward H. Dixon, M.D. 1 vol, New York: 
York: J.C. Derby. Philada: T. B. Peterson—We $ Dewitt &: Davenport.—This is a volume of great 
entirely concur with our lamented friend, the late ; merit, and is unique in character also, so that it can- 
Joseph C, Neal, to whose journal these papers were ; not fail to attain a large circulation. It consists of 
first contributed, that they are the best Yankee }a series of sketches delineated from life, alternated 
sketches yet written. For while on the one hand, } with didactic chapters on the means of preserving 
they are free from the vulgarity and coarseness which health. The sketches are drawn with a bold, free 
occasionally mar “Sam Slick,” on the other, they $ hand, and are often even painfully interesting. The 
exhibit a keener wit and a nicer discrimination of ‘ didactic chapters are written in a popular style, and 
character, Nor do we know any comic sketches, } abound with valuable hints. We particularly recom- 
even those in a broader vein, which are so mirth- ; mend to mothers those on croup, hooping-cough and 
moving. At the time of their original appearance, * searlet fever. The chapters on consumption, and 
they not only won the popular ear, but received the $ those on the pathology of a fashionable lady, are 
aprobation of all critical readers; and we are glad, : likewise invaluable. Dr. Dixon says that pure air 
therefore, to see them collected into a volume, and $ and exercise, thick shoes, and occupation are the 
incorporated, so to speak, among our standard litera- } best preventives of consumption; and that the neglect 
ture. The death of the fair author was a serious loss ? of either, much less of all of those, involyes the 
to the American public. Several capital illustrations, greatest risks. Several spirited illustrations by Darley 
as comic as the text itself, have been contributed by $ adorn the volume. 
Dallas, the talented designer and engrayer. The 
volume in other respects also, is a credit to the pub- 
lisher. 

Crochets and Quavers ; or, Revelations of an Opera- 

; Manager in America. By Max Maretzek. 1 vol. New 

‘ ‘ork: S. French. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—There 
The Works of Charles Lamb. Edited by Thomas 3 ;, hardly a page in this book which does not abuso 

Noon Talfourd. 2 vols, New York: Harper &: Bro- somebody, or retail some bit of seandal in violation 
thers.—The “gentle Elia,” as he was lovingly called, of the courtesies of life. A few persons, here and 
lives again in the affectionate labors of Talfourd, theré, are praised, but this is done, it seems to us, 
in these two handsome yolumes. We see, not only only the better to assail others. Still, a good deal of 
the author and letter-writer, whose quaintness, : insight into opera matters, and not a little amuse- 
humor and kindliness, as exhibited in his writings, ment also, may be gathered from the volume, which, 

have won for him the regards of thousands; but the § i¢ must be confessed, is smartly written, too smartly, 
identical Charles Lamb himself, whom even the boys say many, ever to have come from the pen of Max 
of Christ Church loved, who was the centre of the : Maretzok. One libel suit, at least, has already grown 
charming little social parties where Mary Lamb pre- ; ont. of the-work. 

sided, and who, when the audience hissed his play, ; 

forgot his authorship in sympathy with the crowd, § Mexico and its Religion, With Incidents of Travel 

and hissed as loud as any. It is a delightful book. 2 in that Country During Parts of the Years 1851-52- 

53-54. And Historical Notes of Events Connected 

with Places Visited. By Robert A. Wilson. 1 vol. 

New York: Harper & Brothers.—The title of this 

No cultured person, that loves kindliness in human 

nature, but will consider these yolumes a treasure. 

The writings of Lamb never lose their charm, nor § faist a eiieioeen = 
his letters their strong-hold on our sympathy. ‘The $ Y° fee Veny ane sya a - - tee 3 
story of his life, moreover, preaches a better sermon, $ *#hor propounds several heterodox historical an 
than even the pulpit always gives, in fuvor of self- 3 other opinions; among the rest that the received 
denial and meek Christian charity. A portrait of gaccounts of Cortez's conquest are fictions. The 

volume is handsomely published, and contains nu- 
merous graphic illustrations. 

Sallust, Florus, and Valerius Paterculus, Literally 

Translated, with copious notes and a general index. Winnie and IL 1 vol. New York: J. C. Derby.— 

By the Rev. J. S. Watson, M. A, 1 vol, New York; } A pleasant story of modern life, written by a new 
Harper & Brothers.—Some_ tutors object to these } aspirant for literary fame, but one who will have no 

translations as injurious to students. Our own ex- g reaeou to regret her dovotion to authorship, if all her 
perience is, that, if used with discretion, they are works prove as acceptable as this. The character of 
very beneficial. The notes greatly increase the valuo } “ Winnie” is most felicitously drawn. Mr. Derby has 
of this translation, which we recommend as the best published the volume in a very neat style. 

gf ite kind. $ The Studio. By Jacob Abbott. 1 vol. New York: 
The Child-Wife. From the David Copperfield of § Harper & Brothers.—We have here the twelfth num- 

Dickens. 1 vol. New York: Redfield. Philada: Shek of that excellent series, “ Harpers’ Story Books” 
T. B. Peterson,—The third of the highly meritorious $ for juveniles. “The Studio” is devoted to illustrating, 
series for juveniles, in which Dickens’ works are Stn a style to be comprehended by children, the theory 
arranged for young children. <A beautiful illustra- §and practice of drawing. Every family, where there 
tion adorns each volume. are little ones, ought to have this series. 

Lamb is prefixed to the first volume. 
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The Queens of England of the House of Hanover. Smike. From the Nicholas Nickleby of Dickens. 

By Dr. Doran. 2 vole. New York: Redfield.—The 31 vol. New York: Redfield. Philada: T. B. Peter- 

same sprightliness, which distinguishes Dr. Doran’s } son.—This is the second of that admirable series of 

former books, characterizes this also. Spite of a} juvenile books, of which we have already spoken, 

somewhat dreary subject he has made a really fasci- § and in which the attempt is made to bring down 

nating work, a something between the famous Jesse’s 3 Dickens’ stories to the nursery. The author’s words 

“Memoirs” and Houssaye’s “Men and Women of the 3 are retained as far as possible, but extraneous cha- 

Fighteenth Century.” At this particular time, when § racters and incidents are rejected. In the present 

Thackeray is delivering his lectures on “The Four } case, the three volumes of “Nicholas Nickleby” are 

Georges,” these volumes, devoted to the wives of 3 cut down to one small volume, in which the story of 

those kings, are especially apropos. Everything that  “Smike” is fully told. The book is neatly printed. 

was accessible has been ransacked for material by } We commend the series, as far as it has appeared, te 

Dr. Doran, and he has succeeded in getting much 2 those who wish to select gift-books for children, 

that is not only fresh to general readers, but throws Glenwood; or, The Parish Boy. 1 vol. Boston: 

a new light on many of the prominent actors. The} ci ephard, Clark & Co. Philada: T. B. Peteraon.— 
volumes are handsomely printed. As genuine a Yankee story as cyer was written. 

Frank Hilton; or, The Queen’s Own. 1 vol. New 3 Every village in New England has its counterpart 

‘ork: Garrett d: Co.—This novel is a cross be- {in the characters depicted by the author, and nearly 

tween Cooper’s Indian tales and Lever’s military , every one could furnish, within men’s memories, a 

fictions. The events principally transpire in and } series of similar incidents. It is this Flemish-like 

about Aden, a post lately seized by England, on the § fidelity which is the charm of the book. All authors, 

southern coast of Arabia. The hero, sent an envoy ’ who sueceed, paint, as this writer does, from what 

to a neighboring sultan, is captured by hostile 3 they see. The book exhibits a large-minded and 

Bedouins, and passes through a series of stirring ; charitable spirit. We hope to hear from him, or her, 

and almost incredible adventures, before he finally s again. The volume is handsomely printed and taste- 

escapes. The desert scenes are capitally done. Bits > fully embellished. 

of;it almost recall the Arabian Nights... In faggthe Letters To A Young Physician. By James Jack- 
story has such ‘life and action, that though often S son, Mf, D. 1 vol. Boston: Phillipa, Sampson & 

verging on the improbable, it never fails to interest > Co.—The author of this volume is one of the oldest 
the reader. and most eminent physicians of Boston. In these 

Juno Clifford. 1 vol. New York: Appleton & } letters, he embodies the results of his experience, 

Co.—A novel by an anonymous hand, but written {as an extensive practitioner, on consumption, the 

with great power. Juno Clifford, with her majestic { management of infants, fevers, and diseases gene- 

beauty, her tropical passions, and her frantic love, } rally. The book is invaluable to a young physician. 

rightly gives title to the book. Some of the scenes } It will be found of benefit also in the family, as it is 

have an almost breathless interest. The character } written in a plain style, avoiding all technical terms. 

of the hero is a noble ideal, as is also that of his } Dr. Jackson, we see, discountenances that excessive 

gentle wife; while others interest by their natural- } use of drugs, which has been considered, by many, 

ness, or the force with which they are drawn. We $ 80 serious a fault of old physicians. 
trust that the novel-reading public will hear from The Forayers. Dy W. Gillmore Sims. 1 vol. New 

this author often. York: Redfield.—Another of the revised edition of 

- Lily. By the author of “Busy Movements of An 
Idle Woman.” 1 vol. New York: Harper & Bro- 

thers.—This is a novel of more than ordinary merit. 

The scene is laid in South Carolina; and the descrip- 

tion of Southern scenery, life and manners, are ex- 
cellent. “Lily,” the heroine, is a beautiful character. 

Sims’ novels. Everybody, pretending to a library, 

should have these beautifully printed works. Sims, 

as the head of the school of Southern historical ro- 

mance, takes rank with Irving, the delineator of the 
Dutch settlements on the Hudson, and with Cooper, 

the magician of the sea and the prairie. Two supe- 

The author is a lady, residing in Charleston. No $ rior illustrations embellish the number. 

less a critie than Thackeray, the great satirist and Table Traits, With Something on Them. By Dr. 

novelist, has pronounced her one of the most able of § Doran. 1 vol. New York: Redfield—Dr. Doran is 

American female writers. always racy and amusing. In this volume, selecting 

Richard the Fearless. By the author of “Red- the table for his theme, he wittily discusses it, under 

cliffe.” 1 vol. New York: Appleton & Co.—The 3 ©Very aspect, historically, socially, philosophically, 

story of Richard, the youthful duke of Normandy, 

told in a style to suit the comprehension of youth, 

and resembling in this respect, as well as in its 

romantic interest, Scott’s “Tales Of A Grandfather.” 

The volume is especially suitable for a Christmas, 

poetically, &e., &c. A volume like this, which we 

can dip into, lay down, and resume at will, yet sure 

of being always agreeably interested, is a treasure, 

Caste. A Story of Republican Equality. By Sid- 
ney A. Story, Jr. 1 vol, Boston: Phillips, Sampson 

New Year's, or birth-day present. It is handsomely } & Co.—Published in the neat style in which this 

embellished. firm issues all their books. 
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Madame De Sevigne’s Letters. Edited by Mrs. For Making Cold Cream.—Take a drachm of white 

Sarah J, Hale. 1 vol. New York: Mason Brothers.— } wax, the same quantity of spermaceti, two ounces of 

That enterprising firm, Mason Brothers, has begun } oil of sweet almonds, and an ounce-and-a-half of 

the publication of a series of volumes, of which this} spring water. Dissolve the wax and spermaceti in 

is the first, devoted to the letters of eminent letter- } in the oil of almonds by placing them in a pipkin, 

writers. The present volume contains a selection} near a fire, or in a vapor bath. Pour the solution 

from the best epistles of Madame De Sevigne, and is ‘into a mortar, and stir it about with a pestle until it 

the first attempt, we believe, to bring those cele-} grows cold and is quite smooth; then pour in the 

brated letters, in any shape, before the American } water, little by little, and keep stirring the mixture 

public. The epistles are models of style, and ought, ; until the water is thoroughly incorporated with the 
on that account alone, to be in the bands of every ; other ingredients. 

intelligent woman. In addition, however, they paint} Ny Sith» look well after washing, however care- 

the manners of France, two centuries ago, with a} fully it be done; and this method should therefore 
vividness one never sees in stilted, methodical his- > never be resorted to, but from absolute necessity. It 
tories. The volume is issued in excellent style. is recommended to sponge faded silks with warm 

Patriarchy ; or, The Family: Its Constitution and } Water and soap, then to rub them with a dry cloth on 

Probation. By John Harris, D. D. 1 vol. Boston: 3% flat beard, after which to iron them on the inside 

Gould & Lincoln.—This is by the author of that ex-} With @ smoothing iron. Sponging with spirits will 
cellent work, “Man Primeval,” and is a continuation ; also improve old black silks. The ironing may be 

of the subject there introduced. In “Man Primeval” done on the right side, with thin paper spread over 
the constitution and probation of individual man : them to prevent glazing. 
were traced. In “Patriarchy,” the constitution and} A Good Lip Salve may be made in the following 
probation of the family, which is the development of } manner:—Take three ounces of oil of almonds, three- 
social man, is exhibited, We regret that the press § quarters of an ounce of spermaceti, and a quarter of 
of books on our table, this month, presents our} an ounce of Virgin wax. Melt them together over a 
saying more, at present, respecting this very supe-} slow fire: when well amalgamated, remove the mix- 
rior work. ; ture from the fire, and keep stirring it till cold. Then 

Geoffrey Moncton; or, The Faithlese Guardian. add a few drops of oil of rhodium. 
By Susanna Moodie. 1 vol. New York: Dewitt & 

Davenport.—This new work, by the author of “Rough- 

ing It In the Bush,” will find many readers. The $ 

story is full of incident, and is, perhaps, the one, of THE TOILET. . 
all Mrs. Moodie’s, which she considers her best. 

The publishers issue it in quite a handsome style. 

LOPLI LLLL 

Tne Hanns.—Nothing contributes more to the 
elegance and refinement of a lady’s appearance than 

Rose Clark. By Fanny Fern. 1 vol. New York: | a beautiful hand. <A well-formed hand, white and 
Mason Brothers.—The story of an orphan girl, in § soft, with tapering, rosy-tinted fingers and polished 
which the errors of a certain description of Orphan } nails, is a rare gift; but where Nature has denied 
Asylums are exposed. The tale is quite unequal, § symmetry of form and outline, it is easy, by proper 
parts being written with great power, but other parts $ care and attention, to obtain a delicacy of eolor and 
exhibiting negligence and occasional departure from } a grace of movement which will place it sufficiently 
good taste. The volume is beautifully printed. near the standard of beauty to render it attractive. 

Border Beagles. A Tale of the Mississippi. By} Gloyee Bh oule ng uA ey opportunity, and W. G. Sims. 1 vol. New York: Redfteld.—A ro-: these ought invariably to be of kid or soft leather, 

vised edition, handsomely illustrated, which all should § SUK gloves and mittens, although a pretty contriv- 
have, who wish a presentable series of Sims’ novels. ae ee arora fulfilling the desired object. Night gloves are considered, from the unctuous substances 

Estelle Grant; or, The Lost Wife. 1 vol. New with which they are prepared, to make the hands 
‘ork: Garrett & Co.—A novel of American life, $ white and soft, but they are attended with incon- 

handsomely printed and bound. venience, besides being very unwholesome. A mo- 
derately warm bran poultice laid on the hands about 
once during a week is a very excellent application. 
It must be remembered that the color of the skin of 
the hands, in common with that of the whole body, 

To Whiten the Skin.—Slice a quarter of a pound 3 is dependant, in a great measure, on the general state 
of old Castile soap, and place it in a jar near the fire, ; of the health. The hands should be washed in tepid 
pour over it half-a-pint of alcohol; when the soap is 3 water, as cold hardens them, and predisposes to 
dissolved and blended with the spirit, add one ounce § roughness and chaps, while water, beyond a certain 
of glycerine, an equal quantity of oil of almonds, } heat, makes them shriveled and wrinkled. In drying 
with a few drops of essence of violets or ottar of roses, } them, they ought to be well rubbed with a moderately 
then pour it into moulds to cool for use, ? coarse towel, as friction always promotes a soft and 

NEW RECEIPTS. 
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polished surface. Stains from ink or other causes { around with buttons like those on the skirt. Theso 
should be immediately removed with salt and lemon : buttons rise from the waist and pass over the shoul- 
juice—a bottle of this mixture should stand ready 3 ders, forming bretelles. The sleeves are demi-long, 
for use on every toilet. The soaps to be preferred § and trimmed with buttons. Bonnet of white satin, 
are such as are freest from all alkaline impurities. ; ornamented with rows of black velvet. Very full 

The palm of the hand and the tips of the akeuces eap trimming. 
should be of a pale pink color. Moderate exercise $ , Fig. m1.—TatmA Eurex, from the establishment 
of the arm and hand are the best means of promoting $ ; of Molyneux Bell, No. 58 Canal street, New York. 
this natural glow. The beauty of the nails depend, $ , This beautiful affair is made of black satin velvet, 
in a great degree, upon the treatment they receive; } with gores of moire antique set on, with moss trim- 
they ought to be frequently cut in a cireular form, s ming. The yoke is of velvet, made in a point; the 

neither too flat nor too pointed. The root, which is collar of moire antique, edged with moss trimming, 

sometimes called the kalf moon, from its crescent $ and finished with tassels. 
shape, should be always visible. It is whiter than’ Fia. 1v.—Tur Regina Mant e is made of black 
the rest of the nail, and is connected with the vessels ; velvet, and is circular in form, with a slight droop 

which supply the nail with nutriment for its growth 3 behind. The trimming consists of two rows of very 
and preservation. When the nails are disposed to} rich black lace over tulle grenadine. Above the 

break, some simple pomade should be frequently upper row of lace, there is a row of exquisite embroi- 

applied, and salt freely partaken of in the daily diet. $ dery executed in black silk, intermingled with jet 

A piece of sponge, dipped in oil of roses and fine bugles. The pattern of this embroidery, which is 

emery powder, gently rubbed on the nails, gives , novel and curious, represents flowers and birds taste- 

them a polish, and removes all inequalities. ; fully grouped together. A narrow row of lace trims 

Many ladies think that all sorts of labor is to be} the top of the mantle, aud tapers to a point at the 

avoided, if the hands are to be kept elegant. But} front of the waist. The bonnet is of Albert bluo 

this is a mistake. Care is all that is required. In velvet, trimmed with a torsade of satin of the same 

fact, it is only by using it, that the hand can be$ color, intermingled with black lace, and on one side 

made to acquire that freedom and pliancy, without there is a drooping feather of mingled black and 

which there can be no grace. <A hand, kept idle. } blue. Under-trimming bouillonnees of white. tulle 
grows clumsy and loose-jointed. , ‘and pink flowers. 

Fig. v.—Bauu-Cioak, called the jaguarita, a ma- 

terial called duvet de cygne—white, very light and 
soft, so as not to rumple the toilet. The cape is 

ornamented with a white silk fringe as well as the 
s sleeves, which fall like those of the old talma. 

; Around the neck is arich galloon. The peculiarity 

. of this article of dress consists in its not opening at 

the breast; but it fastens at the shoulder in crossing, 

| and is good shelter from the cold. 
Fic. vi.—Dress or Buackx Srik, trimmed with 

; black velvet. Body high, very close, terminated by 

: a lappet of seven or eight inches deep. Sleeves com- 

; 
: 

. PRACTICAL PUZZLE. 

posed of a round jockey, a puff and a flounce. A 

velvet, an inch and a half wide, is placed square 
on the back, and goes up on the shoulder to come 

down and end on each side. Six cross bands of 

velvet, cut to a point at each end, with a button on 

each point, are put on like frogs. The bottom of 

FASHIONS FOR JANUARY. the front of the lappet is trimmed with short pieces 
Fig. .—A Bait Dress or Ware SI1k, with two 2 of velvet ending in a point, on which a button is 

jupes, over each of which is worn a deep lace flounce, ? placed. The jockey is likewise trimmed with velvet, 

reaching to the upper band of crimson velvet which $ and on the arm is a velvet bracelet. The puff of the 
edges the jupes. Corsage low, and very much pointed s sleeve and its flounece are confined in velvet loops. 

in front. The bretelles are formed of lace. In the 3 Skirt very ample, with three flounces, each having a 

front of the corsage is placed a bow of crimson velvet. § hem an inch and a half wide. 

Sleeves formed of two puffs, with rows of lace, Head- Fig. vii.—CxHamper Torret.—We present to our 

dress of crimson flowers and green leaves. readers as a new fashion, but not a becoming one. 

Fic. 1.—A WaAvkina-Dress oF DARK SinK.— It is only a Parisian caprice. It is a head-dress com- 

Skirt long and full, and ornamented in front with } posed of velvet and embroidered muslin. Two tufts 
drop buttons put on in zig-zag form, decreasing in of velvet loops are brought to meet, gradually dim- 

size as they approach the top of the skirt. The inishing, on the back hair. The muslin foundation 

basquine is closed up the front and trimmed all} is small and trimmed with a band which falls behind, 

Cut out fourteen pieces of paper, card, or wood, of 

the same size and shape as those shown in the dia- 

gram, and then form an oblong with them. 

eee ee ree 
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small from the side. A Louis XY. robe de chambre, $ Fie. xv.—A Corian formed of lace insertion and 

made of white silk, embroidered with dahlias en jar- edging, ornamented with rows of narrow black velvet. 
diniere, and trimmed with a plaited ribbon of colors GENERAL RemMArKs.—The new patterns in almost 
to match. This robe de chambre comes rather high; g every material yet introduced for autumn and winter 

it is cut square in the back and in front. It sits out-door dresses, consist mostly of stripes or chequers, 

close at the side, where the widths of the skirt are ‘and much variety is obtained by the tasteful arrange- 

joined at the waist. The body is slightly gathered ment of colors. Some of the most beautiful of the 
at bottom. The body and skirt are open straight ‘ new silks have broad, perpendicular stripes, figured 

down from top to bottom. The corners of the bottom 3 with a running pattern of flowers of various hues. 

on front are rounded off. A ribbon plaited in double § The clan tartans may be mentioned among the 
plaits, borders the neck, the shoulder, the two sides $ : chequered patterns likely to gain general favor. 

of the front of body and of the skirt, as well as all ; Dresses of striped and chequered patterns are well 

round the bottom of the latter. The sleeve is trimmed ¢ suited for mourning, as they admit of a good arrange- 

in the same way on the arm and on the flounce. } ment of the hues usually adopted in that style of 

The dress worn under it is muslin, with a flounce for costume; for instance, black, violet, grey, and white. 

undersleeve and two flounces on the skirt. The back Some of the new mourning dresses of black silk have 

is formed of three large double plaits, which continue { flounces bordered with a chequered design in black 
all along and form a train behind. The sleeve, plain § and grey. Others, composed of black silk, are orna- 

at top, is trimmed with a flounce gathered in large ; mented with violet or grey stripes, either perpendi- 

double plaits. A cord passes under the plaits and § cular or in the Jayadere manner, and the stripes are 
confines the waist; the ends hang down in front. ‘ either plain or figured. 

Fig. yiu.—A Bonnet of claret velvet, ornamented Piusn has recently been employed for trimming 

with rich claret-colored feathers on the front, and a ; dresses intended for half-mourning. 
fall of deep black lace behind. Some ef the new velvet jackets are richly embroi- 

Fig. 1x.—A Bonner of pink silk, with a drawn ; dered and trimmed, with a fall of lace nearly half-a- 
front, between which and the crown is placed a bow : yard deep. The sleeves, reaching just below the 

“ 

of pink ribbon spotted with black, with long ends. elbow, are edged with a frill of velvet, over which is 
A row of black lace edges the cape. Pink flowers ; placed a frill or fall of lace. Three narrow ruches 
and black velvet leaves for the face trimming. § of ribbon fixed to the under part of the velvet frill 

Fig, x.—A Cap the foundation of which may be of : sustains the trimming, and permits it to flow loosely 
white silk or tulle. The trimming is of narrow white § and gracefully over the undersleeye. These jackets 
blonde edged with black, rows of black velvet, and 3 are fastened in front by buttons, either of silk, lace, 
bows of white ribbon, edged with black velvet, and 3 enamelled, mosaic, or gold. ~ 
velvet ends. The exceedingly large Cotnars are not generally 

Fig. x1.—A Musuin Cap, with embroidered and worn, neither are they becoming. 
valenciennes insertions forming barbes on the ground ; The long feathers bordering the fronts of Bonnets, 
with deep valenciennes. § will replace the little tufts, so recently worn. Bon- 

Fia. xm,—Crreasstax Heap-Dress.— (Front } nets are made with fronts a trifle deeper than those 

View.) This elegant turban is suitable for the opera ; recently worn; but the crowns continue to be small. 
or for evening parties, and it has the recommendation The bavolet in the newest bonnets is very deep, and 
of presenting a variety amidst the head-dresses of us made to droop in the middle, the depth being 
flowers and ribbon now so generally worn. The tur- 3 greater at that part than at the sides. Very full 
ban is formed of a small Indian scarf of light texture. § t4immings will be fashionable during the winter, 
The ground is white silk, and of a soft, pliant, gauze- } and a trimming at the edge of the brim will be 
like substance. ‘The stripes, which run horizontally, } Very generally adopted. A bonnet of the shape just 
are of gold and of silk, of bright showy hues. The $ described has been received from Paris for the pur- 
end of the scarf, which hangs down at one side, is pose of serving as a model. It is composed of drab- 
finished with a broad fringe of gold, intermingled colored gros-de-naples, and is trimmed on the outside 

with silk of the colors introduced in the stripes. with black lace. A narrow rouleau of curled feather, 
Fig. xut.—Back View or tHe Same.—The back $ Of the same color as the bonnet, passes round the 

hair, which may be either plaited or twisted, is fas- ;¢4ge of the brim. The under-trimmlng consists of 
tened in a chignou very low down. The scarf, lightly § blonde, intermingled with flowers in cerise color 
twisted, is first pinned at one end under the chignou, velvet, and bows and ends of velvet of the same 
then passed, as a bandeau, round the head, and bright hue. 
finally turned round the chignou, or plaiting of hair, : 

the end being passed under the bandeau and hanging $ 
loosely on one side. 

Fig. x1v.—A SLeeve composed of lace with the CHILDREN’S FASHIONS. 
puffings of tulle, ornamented with bands of narrow Fig. 1.—Dress ror A Boy oF TWELVE OR FOUR- 
black velvet. A tulle rufile falls over the head, also} TEEN Years or Acr.—Pantaloons of cinnamon 
ornamented with velvet, colored cloth. Paletot of grey cloth, trimmed with 

AS. 
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rows of black braid. Wide brimmed, low-crowned : rial is woven so as to have a quilted appearance, 
hat. § The basquine is trimmed with a Victoria braid, and 

Fig. 1.—Dress FoR A LITTLE Ginn oF STRIPED * white linen fringe. 
CASHMERE.—The trimming of the petticoat comes § Fig. v1.—A Jacket or Frock For A CuILp Two 
just below the dress. Cloak of velvet in the sacque } Years or Aqe.—The breast-piece of this jacket is 

form, trimmed with a rich figured galloon. Muff of made of English insertions between two rows of 
Siberian squirrel skin, White silk bonnet with a § > Valenciennes, joined together and trimmed with a 

full face trimming... . ‘ narrow Valenciennes slightly gathered. The lap- 

Fig. m1.—DReESs FOR A LITTLE Rie OF DARK BLUE $ pets are trimmed in the same manner, as are also 

Venver—tThe skirt is trimmed with a row of wide § the short pagoda sleeves. A long nansook band is 

black braid, ‘The body is high and plain, and made § attached on each side under the arms and carried 

with a lappet. Sleeves very long, and fitting foie round behind to fasten this little garment, the back 

tight to the arm. ‘ of which is always made loose. 

Fig. 1v.— DRESS FOR A LITTLE GIRL ABOUT rour Fig. vu.—Boy’s Frocx.—Skirt ornamented with 

Years or Acu.—tThe skirt should reach but little } two rows of broad black velvet. The body is cut 
below the knees. It is trimmed with two rows of square on the shoulder, and trimmed with rows of 

braid. The body is low and made with lappets and § narrow black velvet, diverging from the waist, and 

bretelles, both of which are trimmed with braid, and } S forming points as they approach the neck. Between 

edged with fringe. Between the bretelles the body these rows of velvets buttons are placed, Full puffed 

is embroidered, ; sleeves, finished with ruffles, 

Fic. v.—A Basque or Wuite Prqur.—This mate- > 

Nw 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

THe MAGAzine For 1856.—We offer this number: AN AcGENcy For PATTERNS, &c. —Huaving heen 
to the public as the handsomost ever issued by a two ¢ solicited, from various quarters, our “Fashion Edi- 

dollar Magazine. All we ask is that it should be ; tor’ has consented to act as agent for the purchase 

compared with others, or even with the three dollar § : and transmission of patterns, jewelry, &c. &c. In all 

ey ie We give some twenty extra pages in it, } cases the money must accompany the order, which 

as a New Year's gift to our friends. Last year, we § should describe, as fully as possible, the article 

nearly doubled our circulation, and as the country is } desired. Address the publisher at your risk. 
more prosperous and our Magazine better than ever, ; 

we expect to quite double it this year. All we ask} For Turee Dotiars.—For three dollars we will 

is that those who see this number will exert them- { send a copy of “Peterson,” for one year, and also a 
selves to get up clubs, or procure single subscribers. copy of any one of the two dollar weekly news- 

In several points this Magazine surpasses all: papers. For three dollars and fifty cents we will 
others for ladies. Ist. It is the only one that gives { send “Peterson” and “Warper,” for one year. 

original stories wholly. 2nd. Theso stories are of a 

higher order than in any cotemperary. 3rd. Its§ For One DoLiar, we will send, post-paid, either 
steel, colored fashion-plates are the newest and pret- 3 the “Port-Folio of Art,” or “The Gift-Book,” each 

tiest. 4th. Its mezzotints are the most beautiful. } containing fifty engravings. Or either may be had 

5th. Its crochet, embroidery, and other patterns, are $ gratis by getting up a club. 

the choicest. 6th. It gives the most reading matter, 

in proportion to its price. 7th. The promises made, § Ganapran Sunscripers.—Subscribers in the British 

at the beginniug of the year, are more than fulfilled ° provinces must remit eighteen cents extra each, to 

before its close. In proof of these several assertions, ° ; pre-pay the American postage to the lines. 

we could quote the testimony of newspapers, from 

all sections of the Union, if we had room to spare.? A Dotiar CurAper.—Remember that this Maga- 

No lady need hesitate, therefore, to stake her veracity zine is a dollar cheaper than others of a similar class. 

on the fact of these points of superiority in “ Peter- 

son’s Magazine.” 

—_——__— 

MSS LY 

Senp A Sraup.—aAll letters, requiring an answer, 

must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 
ee How to Resit.—In remitting, write legibly, at > 

the top of your letter, the post-office, county and | REGISTERING LetTrers.—Get the Postmoster, when 

state. Bills, current in the subscriber's neighbor- § you remit, to register your letter. 

$ 

hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If — 

the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila-: 
delphia, if possible, ard deduct the exchange. 

Appitions To CLuss.—Additions of one or more 

to clubs received at club prices. 



the end of each year, are alone worth the subscription. 

and rich with the latest novelties. 

One copy for one year, - - - - $2 00 
Three copies for one year, - - 9 00 

Address, post-paid, 

please. 
for, post-paic L. 

Peterson has the namo of publishing the best original 
stories of any other Magazine, and well does he deserve it. 
It is always a pleasure to us to read his Magazine—York 
( Pa.) Republican. 

Peterson is always punctual in sending his excellent Ma- 
gazine, and by so doing has gained the entire confidence of 
his subscribers.—Jnd, Press. 

The literary contributions to this Magazine are better 
adapted to ladies’ tastes, than those of any other periodical 
that comes to our table —Manchester (NV. H.) Messenger. 

Peterson's Magazine, for January, is a magnificent thing. 
If anybody wants to get $10 worth for $2, they have only to 
subscribe for this Magazine.—Clinton (Pa.) Democrat. 

year, and like it the best of any that appears upon our table. 
— Oquawka (f1l.) Times. 

The fashion plates are ahead of anything we have before 
seen.— Whitehall Democrat. 

It is edited by Charles J. Peterson, and Mrs, Ann §. Ste 
phens, two of the brightest literary stars of America.— Wes- 
tern (O.) Emporium. 

We consider * Peterson” the best and cheapest Magazine 
for ladies published.—Centreville (Md.) Times. 

The best and cheapest ladies Magazine in the world.— Wood- 
stock (Va.) Democrat. 

There is no Magazine published equal to it, in our estima- 
tlon.— Weekly (Dem.) Review. 
We find it equal in every respect to the three dollar peri- 

odicals.— Portsmouth ( Va.) Transcript. 
The publisher always goes ahead of what he says he will 

do.— Shippensburg (Pa.) News. 
The fashion plates in this work are far ahead of those in 

any other Magazine.—.Vorris (JU.) Gazette. 
Here is a work, which goes on improving every month.— 

Gazetle (Lyons, N. Y.) 
Peterson will compare with any Magazine in the country, 

sa and gain by the comparison, both in illustrations and read- 
ing matter.— Weslern Examiner. 

Gr 
) NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE! 

PETERSON S MAGAZINE 
A Monthly Periodical of Literature, Art, and Fashion. 

EDITED BY MRS. ANN $, STEPHENS, AND CHARLES J. PETERSON. 
PETERSON’S LADIES’ NATIONAL MAGAZINE, contains FROM EIGHT HUNDRED TO A THOUSAND PAGES 

yearly, about thirty Steel Plates, and over four hundred Illustrations engraved on wood. 

ITS THRILLING ORIGINAL STORIES. 
No other Periodical publishes such Thrilling Tales or such Capital Stories of Real Life. Mrs, Ann 8. Steprens, the 

celebrated author of “Fashion and Famine,” is one of the editors; and she is assisted by all the best female authors of 
America. All the stories published are original, which can not be said of any cotemporary. Morality and yirtue are always 
inculeated. The newspaper press and the ladies unite to pronounce it tle most reada 

[oso SUPE, ROB Mab eZ ZO oT. 1eNeahiss', 
And OTHER STEEL ENGRAVINGS, are the best published anywhere; are executed for it by the first artists; and, at 

ITS COLORED FASHION PLATES 
Are the only reliable ones published in America; and are as elegant as they are correct, being magnificently engraved 

Steel Plates. The Paris, London, Philauelphia, and New York Fashions are described, at length, each month. 
book of Fashion in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. Its departments for 

NEW RECEIPTS, CROTCHET-WORK, EMBROIDERY, 
Netting, Horticulture, Acting Charades, Knitting, and Female Equestrianism, are always well filled, profusely illustrated, 

IT IS THE BES! LADIES’ MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD, TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR! 
TERMS,—ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. 

Sixteen copies for one year,- - - - - $20 00 

PREMIUMS FOR GETTING UP CLUBS. 
To every person getting up a Club, our “ Port-Folio of Art for 1856,” containing 50 Steel Engravings, will be given 

gratis. Vor a Club of Sixteen, an extra copy of the Magazine for 1806 will be sent in addition. 

Wo. 102 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, 
£a~ The Volumes begin with the numbers for January and July, but subscribers may commence with any month they 

Back numbers furnished if desired. All Postimasters constituted Agents. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

We have been in the receipt of this Magazine for the past | 

cOG 

POLL 

~ 

of the Magazines. 

lt is the text- 

$7 50 
10 00 

Five copies for one year, - - - 
Eight copies for one year, - - - 

CHARLES J. PETERSON, ~ 

Specimens sent gratuitously, if written 

Peterson issues the cheapest Magazine in the world.”— 
Whig (Delphos, O.) 
The engravings, fashion plates, &«., are superior to those 

of the $3 Magazines.—Kentwky Register. 
Of all the ladies’ Magazines we commend Peterson; the 

cheapest, best, and most popular ladies’ Magazine in the 
world.—Dat/y Times, Harrisburg, Pa. 

This is certainly the best ladies Magazine in the world. 
The colored fashion plates in each number are alone worth 
the price of subseription.—Tuscarora (I’u.) Register. 

Without a question the best work of its class published iu 
the Union. It is conducted with great ability, containing 
original stories of surpassing excellence and interest.— Weeds- 
port Advertiser. 

Its origina) tales are undoubtedly the best published in 
the United States. Its splendid fashion plates, and superb 
mezzotint engravings, will also commend it to the patronage 
of the fair of our country.—-NV.C. Whig. 

Peterson’s Magazine is decidedly the cheapest one in the 
country, (only $2,) and bids fair to surpass, in point of excel- 
lence and worth, any of the 33 magazines.—Greencastle ( Pa.) 
Inteliigencer. 
We feel no hesitation in pronouncing it the best literary 

Magazinein the country. The illustrations, too, are superor 
1S oicee of any other Magazine.—Buatesville (Ark.) Stan- 
ard. 
This is undoubtedly the best Magazine extant.—S/epards 

town (¥a.) Register. 
Peterson publishes more interesting stories than any other 

Magazine publisher.— People's Press (Skowheyan, Me.) 
This Magazine is conducted with extraordinary ability.— 

Providence (R. I.) Advertiser. 
It is the only Magazine which gives colored fashion plates, 

and they may always be relied on as the very latest.—Ju- 
niata (Pa.) Sentinel. 

The colored fashion plates are magnificent.—Claiborne 
(Ala.) Sontherner. 

——_————_— +  —----————————— rR} a 
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896! ‘ GREAT INDUCEMENTS FOR 1 
NOW IS THE TIME [0 MAKE UP CLUBS! _ 

The Best and Cheapest in the World for Ladies | 

EDITED BY MRS, ANN S, STEPHENS AND CHARLES J, PETERSON, 
—_—_— 

This popular Magazine, already the cheapest and best Monthly of its kind in the world, will be greatly improved for 
1856. It will contain 900 pages of double-column reading matter; from twenty to thirty Steel Plates; and over Sour 
hundred Wood Engravings: which is proportionately more than any periodical, of any price, ever yet gave. 

ITS THRILLING ORIGINAL STORIES 
Are pronounced, by the press, the best published anywhere. The editors are Mrs. Ann §. Stephens, author of “The O18 Homestead,’ “ Fashion and Famine,” and Charles J. Peterson, author of “ Kate Aylesford.” The Valley Farm,” ete., ete. ; and they are assisted by all the most popular female writers of America. New talont is continual)! y being added, regardless of expense, 80 as to keep “‘ Peterson’s Magazine” unapproachable in merit. Morality and virtue are always inculcated. 

Sis Colored Eashion Plates in Advance. 
J It is the only Magazine whose Fashion Plates can be relied on. “EX 

Fach Number contains a Fashion Plate, engraved on Steel, colored a la mode, and of unrivalled beauty. The Paris, London, Philadelphia, and New York Fashions are described, at length. each month. Every number also contains a dozen or more New Styles, engraved on Wood. Also. a Pattern, from which a dress, mantilla, or child’s costume, can be cut, without the aid of a mantua-maker, so that each number, in this way, will save a year’s subscription 

ITS SUPERB MEZZOTINTS, AND OTHER STEEL ENGRAVINGS, 
Its Illustrations excel those of any other Magazine, each number containing a superb Steel Engraving, either mezzotint or line, beside the Fashion Plate; and, in addition, numerous other Engrayings, Wood Cuts, Patterns, &c., &e. The En- 

gravings, at the end of the year, alone are worth the subscription price. 

PATTERNS FOR CROTCHET, NEEDLEWORK, etc., 
In the greatest profusion, are given in every number, with instructions how to work them; also, Patterns in Em- broidery, Inserting, Broiderie Anglaise, Netting, Lace-making, &c.. &e. Also. Patterns for Sleeves, Collars, and Chemisettes; Patterns in Bead-work, Hair-work, Shell-work ; Handkerchief Corners; Names for Marking and Initials Each number contains a Paper Flower, with directions how to make it. A piece of new and fashionable Music is also published every month. On the whole, it is the most complete Ladies Magazine in the World. Try wv For ONE YEAR. 

TERMS—ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. 
One Copy for One Year, - - - - $2 00 | Five Copies for One Year, - - - $7 50 
Three Copies for One Year,- - - 500 | Eight Copies for One Year, - - 10 00 

Sixteen Copies for One Year, - - - - $20 00 

PREMIUMS FOR GETTING UP CLUBS. 
Three, Five, Eight, or Sixteen copies, make a Club. To every person getting up a Club, our “ Port-Foifo of Art,” con- 

taining Fifty Engravings, will be given gratis; or, if preferred, a copy of the “Gift-Book” for 1855. For a Club of Sixteen, an 
extra copy of the Magazine for 1856 will be sent in addition. 

Adress, post-paid CHARLES J. PETERSON, 
Wo. 102 Chesinut Street, Philadelphia. 

4ay~ Specimens sent, gratuitously, if written for, post-paid. 

ee 

| ay” All Postmasters constitu ed Agents, But any person may get a Club. 
2 4aj~ Persons remitting will please get the Postmaster to register their letters, in which case the remittance may be ate 

our risk. When the sum is large, a draft should e procured, the cost of which may be deducted from the amount. 
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THE CLARA MANTLE. 
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NEW STYLES FOR CLOAKS. 
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SIDE FOR SLIPPER, 

EMBROIDERED SLIPPER. 
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, gross or selfish in the poor lady. Her grief had 

CHAPTER IV. Sa depth of wild pathos in it that won belief in 

Anp whence came the young woman who made ‘its reality; her sadness was plaintive in its ex- 

her advent in the last chapter? So fair, so gentle pression as the notes of a night-bird, when it 

in her manners, and yet with an authority of } has no listeners but the quiet stars and motion- 

character that made itself respected, how came} less leaves. Her joy was that of a child, way- 

she to know the aged couple, whose home was *ward and angry sometimes, at others full of 

hereafter to be her own? ‘ graceful wit. But these moods seldom came to 

For years she had been the inmate of an in- ; heighten her monotonous existence. Her general 

sane asylum. At first she entered this frightful ‘ life was mournfully poetical, helpless and gentle, 

2 

life from a keen desire to find some place where ; 

her daily bread could be earned in seclusfon, ¢ 

mingled with a gentle wish to benefit humanity : 

with her broken fancies and yearning desire for 

some far off object, which she spoke of vaguely, 

and with a confused strain of affection always 

in some way, poor and forlorn as she was. The ; speaking of ui, but without name, and shrink- 

desire to render good to others always brings its ¢ ing back with a sort of terror when any one in- 

own opportunity, and the desire itself is one of : quired directly who this being was, who wove 

the brightest and safest steps toward happiness ; his memory with her thoughts forever, and yet 

when the soul is troubled. * seemed a myth even to her. 

Of her life in the asylum, its pains, its revolt-} So Catharine loved this woman, almost as if 

ing scenes, its cruel restraints, we have at pre-} she had been the child in years that she had 

sent no disposition to write. It was the destiny } become in mind. The woman returned her affec- 

of this young creature to mingle with these 3 tion in her own wild way, giving through her 

scenes, before her character had acquired its : heart the love and obedience which her brain 

natural strength, and through this fiery furnace ‘ could neither understand nor control. 

her spirit came forth, pure and strong as gold, At last, after many years of isolation, it was 

mingled with the unimpressible metals that give suggested to the parents of this poor woman, 

strength to its purity. ; that a residence at home might prove beneficial 

In this institution she found Edith Ford, a! to a patient, who seemed to be gradually col- 

woman who had been for years buried from the < lecting her stray thoughts into form under the 

world in its gloomy chambers. From the first, § loving guidance of her nurse. Thus, from her 

a singular fascination drew Catharine toward ; long residence in the insane asylum, Catharine 

this woman, whose madness was full of child-} came with her patient, to make a new home on 

like trust and poetical refinement. In moments } the Island. 

of excitement, Edith’s mind seemed burning with; It was like Paradise, that serene abode, full 

thoughts that, in a sane person, capable of con- ‘ of quietness and surrounded with the fresh luxu- 

versation and contiguity, would have produced ‘ riance of spring, after the hushed turmoil of an 

the most thrilling poetry. There was nothing ¢ insane asylum, where the atmosphere was heavy 

Vou. XXIX.—7 | 
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with suppressed groans, and wild cries broke the : dust. The bronze medallions that formed centre 
midnight stillness. ’ pieces over each case were scarcely discernible, 

The old people, with their refined simplicity, } ‘and the crimson hangings upon the wall behind, 
so still and almost caressing in every word and } though enveloped with a deep velvet pattern, 
movement, were in gentle harmony with the ; seemed faded to a brown tint. ‘T'wo sides of the 
place. For the first time in her life Catharine ’ : room were occupied by these book-cases; but on 
breathed with a deep, full sense of enjoyment. {each side the door, which opened opposite the 

There was a library in the old house, filled § bay window, several pictures were hung, them- 
with such books as lead to thought, suggesting | selves veiled with cob-webs, and their costly 
to the imagination and strengthening the reason. $ frames gleaming out from wreaths of dust. Two 
An intellect of no ordinary cultivation must have % or three chairs of various patterns stood under 
selected these volumes, for they were in various these pictures, and slender bronze statues, each 
languages, and each work was of the choice pro-$ holding a gilded branch for lights in its hand, 
ductions of its nation. But Catharine remarked stood on either side of the window. In two 
that none of these volumes had been printed $ of these branches, wax candles, half consumed, 
within the last thirty years, though up to that § still remained, while others had burned low, 
period the literature of many nations was > leaving the golden sockets full of wax, now of a 
gathered. This fact gave her food for thought, $ * dull grey color. 
and with a curiosity unnatural to her, she began} As Catharine looked around, she felt the deso- 
to conjecture for what purpose and by whom? Jation of the room oppressive, and intuitively 
this rare collection had been made. Why had it : half-closed the shutters, thus preserving the 
been discontinued so suddenly, and how chanced $ partial gloom which seemed so congenial to the 
it that a collection of so much value in all re- place. 
spects had been left untouched, till the dust of ; Why was it that this scene of neglected 
years almost obscured the original richness of 3 splendor, this treasure of intellectual wealth, 
the bindings? ‘half buried in the past, fell so gloomily on her 

Another thing aroused conjecture also. The ? : spirits? What was the room to her? And why 
library was on the ground floor, oecupying the } ; was she there, except to ascertain what capaci- 
extreme end of one wing of the building, to which } ties of home comfort the place afforded for her 
a large bay window had been added, filling the : ‘ unfortunate charge? 
room with pure light and enlarging it at the } She could not answer these questions. Her 
same time. heart beat heavily, and her eyes grew dim with a 
When Catharine first entered the room, about ; » sort of foreboding terror, as she looked around. 

a weck after her arrival on the Island, it was} Yet a strange infatuation kept her in the room. 
buried in darkness, for long, wooden shutters } She longed to know what the books contained, 
were closed over the windows; and though it was ; by whom they had been collected, and by whom 
early daylight, when the fresh, young morning } ; read, 
was full of brightness, she was almost repulsed} his curiosity at last overcame the pressure 
by the dusty and dim atmosphere. upon her nerves. She arose, and opening a fold 

But she had received permission to visit every } of the shutters again, surveyed the room a second 
part of the house, and use everything it con-? time. It was early sunrise, and she had a full 
tained at discretion, for the comfort of herself } : hour before Elsie would awake, or the family be 
and her companion. ; ‘abroad. As the light gradually flooded through 

With considerable effort she forced opened the ! ‘ the room, she became self-possessed and more 
sashes and flung back the shutters from the } ‘resolute. The superstitious feeling, that had at 
dusty pains. The morning sunshine came up} first swept through her nerves, yielded to a feel- 
through the valley in its first golden brightness, ing of imaginative curiosity. She opened one 
and drifting through the pendent branches of a \ of the book-cases, almost with a feeling that it 
weeping elm, that sheltered the whole wing, : had life, and could be pained with the sharp 
poured in a flood through the window, till dust } wrench which she was obliged to give the lock. 
floated like a cloud of golden moats all around. ’ As I have said, the books were in various Jan- 

It seemed to her almost like sacrilege, thus to } \ guages, and Catharine could read but two, her 
haye let in the broad light on an obscurity of 80 § ‘native tongue and the French, which she had 
many years. The book-cases of dark wood, } ‘ caught up almost without effort by associations 
richly carved and set with plate-glass, took the} in early life, with persons to whom that lIan- 
sudden light gloomily, and glimpses of the gilded : ' guage was,most familiar; but she took down the 
bindings come dimly through the accumulated © Italian, German, and Spanish authors, with that 
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vague reverence which we always feel for a thing } from the glittering stone, a wreath of white jes- 

beyond our comprehension, and was seized with ’ samine and orange blossoms, inlaid into the jetty 

a quick thirst of the knowledge they contained. } surface with that exquisite skill known best to 

Ilere was a new world for the young woman, the Florentine artizans. Leayes of malachite, 

a world of fresh sensations and never-ending ; veined with many tints of green, were inter- 

variety. She had fallen unawares upon a mine } spersed with the blossoms, and all looked fresh 

of thought, unappropriated, beautiful thought, } and pure as if the stone mockery had been 

from which she might carry away new life, and § wrought but yesterday. 

not diminish the original stock by a single idea. Here was a new theme of interest for Catha- 

Here was happiness. Here was a solace for the rine. Some bridal garland seemed to have left 

bafiled hopes and recoiling affections that had} its shadow on the stone, only to mock her 

burdened her soul so long. She would no longer } curiosity. Surely all these strange and beau- 

seek for joy among the living. The dead had} tiful objects could not haye been gathered for 

left her the essence of their lives, and she would } the enjoyment of these two old people; for then 

read their books, she would learn all these ‘they could not have been so completely left to 

strange languages, she would live in the past moulder into ruin. 

lives of those who had became benefactors to; When her conjectures reached this point, she 

humanity, by gathering the immortality which $ was called from the room by the low tinkle of 

belongs to them from the past, for the benefit } a breakfast bell, which warned her of the hours 

of generations yet to come. ‘ she had unconsciously given to this unsatisfac- 

With these thoughts, Catharine turned over } tory train of thought. She hurriedly shook the 

the pages of an Italian poem, that she had taken dust from her garments, and went out with a 

from the shelves. The very strangeness of the} strange, guilty feeling, as if she had been in- 

words had its fascination. She panted to wrestle } truding into a sacred place. 

with her own ignorance and overcome it with a | How pleasantly the old people received her, as 

single effort But a sound in the house awoke she entered the little breakfast-room that morn- 

her from this train of thought. She had duties } ing; and how could she help the red flush that 

to perform. Life was not given that it might be } rose to her temples, when they kindly inquired 

wasted in vague dreams and useless expecta-} what had occupied her all the morning. She 

tions. She closed the book, and teed | rae about to answer, but a glance from Elsie, 

around the room, anxious to redeem it from’its ‘who looked unusually serene and tranquil as 

state of neglect, and yet reluctant to disturb the she sat by her: mother, was an unaccountable 

repose in which every object had rested so long. } check upon her, There was no meaning in that 

As she stood, a light breeze swept up the? dark, mournful look, and Catharine had encoun- 

valley and blew one of the shutters open, filling 3} tered it a thousand times; but some unacknow- 

the room with light again. She noticed now a3 ledged intuition kept her silent; she could not 

small mosaic table, half shrouded with a heap force herself to speak of the room which she had 

of what had been drapery cast over some object} just left. 

in the centre. Catharine lifted this drapery 3 
and found underneath a gilded bird-cage, which } 

protected as it had been from the atmosphere, $ CHAPTER V. 

looked comparatively bright. The bottom was} Carnarrne did not speak of her employment 

covered with seed husks, and among them lay a$ that morning. Some unaccountable restraint 

little heap of gold-tinted feathers, which seemed { was upon her, and she could not force her 

like a sleeping canary. But as Catharine bent} tongue to ask the questions, that were con- 

over it, her breath disturbed the feathers, and ; stantly forming themselves in her mind. 

they began to quiver, while one or two were dis-$ The old people were unusually quiet and 

lodged and floated softly through the wires. gentle. Pleasant dreams, or, what is perhaps 

Again Catharine was saddened. How many 3 better, innocent thoughts, had filled their souls 

years must it have been since the poor bird, of } with sweet serenity. Since their daughter had 

which nothing now remained but the plumage, ‘ returned, imperfect in temper and intellect as 

had starved to death in its cage? Who could § she was, their home had brightened into a Para- 

have been so cruel? What evil thing had left; dise around them. They called the poor woman 

all this gloom and desolation behind? ‘ by a thousand sweet terms of endearment, as if 

She lifted the cage softly and wiped the dust | she had been still a child, and they indulging in 

from the black marble on which it stood. With; the first bright joys of parental life. It was 

the first sweep of her hand there shone out, *‘ beautiful to watch the holy workings of nature 
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in those old hearts, as they sat by the breakfast-} she sat, in her easy-chair, eyeing her strange 

table that bright spring morning side by side, § dress with a vague smile, as if wholly absorbed 

with their daughter languidly reposing in an ; by it. She shook out the satin folds of her robe, 

easy-chair on the opposite side of the table, In : tightened the golden clasp at her waist, and 

the wanderings of her intellect, she had retained § smoothed down the yellow and costly lace that 

exaggerated vestiges of a taste originally luxu-$ fell over her hands, with dim, self-complacency, 

rious and imaginative. Now the dress, which smiling now and then on her parents, but utter- 

had once been splendid, became picturesque, and} ing never a word. At lengtli she adented satis- 

at times fantastic, but it was always arranged } fied with her finery, and turned her eyes upon 

with a certain effect that bespoke great original ; the window. 

refinement. She delighted in strong contrasts, **Shall I open it?” said the dear old lady, still 

rather than i incongr uities of color, and invariably : ‘ with tears in her eyes. 

rejected all fabrics that were not of the most The daughter did not reply, but a soft smile 

delicate and costly of their kind. s came to her eyes, which still looked longingly 

This particular morning she had arrayed | » through the sash. An old pear tree was just in 
herself with peculiar care. Her white muslin } } sight, clouded with white blossoms; and a plea- 

morning-robe was elaborately embroidered down } sant wind rippled through a thicket of lilac 

the front and over the bosom. She wore dainty } bushes and snow-balls, that grew nearer to the 

slippers of crimson Russian leather, embossed window, shaking their dew and perfume at once 

with gold; and had tied a small lace handker- § et the air. The smile upon Elsie’s face grew 
chief under her chin, which mingled softly with} brighter. She stood up, and looked earnestly 
the profuse wealth of tr esses, which she had been through the window. A gleam of intelligence 

at great pains to train in long ringlets, evidently } shot over her face. 

with some yague reminiscence of her childhood. “The bee-hives—the bee-hives—who has 

There. was nothing very fantastic in this cer-} broken up my bee-hives?” she murmured, i 
tainly, but the kerchief on her head, and the : a tone of vague displeasure. ‘What have they 
muslin of her robe, was of that pale yellow tinge, } done with my bee-hives, mother?” , 

which nothing but time can give; and the gold § ’ The old woman’s eyes glistened through their 
upon her slippers was tarnished till it seemed $ tears. It was the second time that Elsie had 

like bronze. ‘ called her mother; and the very heart seemed 

Besides this, poor Elsie had made still? ; : blossoming afresh in her bosom, as she listened 

more striking additions to her toilet. Over the to the holy sound. 
muslin robe she wore a long, ample gown of The bee-hives. Elsie’s bee-hives. Alas! they 

crimson satin, lined with a lighter tinge of red, § had been taken away from beneath the old pear 

which was fastened at the waist with a belt of } tree more than twenty years. The bees had 
crimson morocco, united in front by an antique § ‘ been left to plunder the adjoining thickets and 
golden clasp. ' clover fields, year after year, while no one 

There was something in this dress, and in the { touched the honey; and thus they had hived in 

evident satisfaction with which Elsie exhibited } neglect, dispersed, and left their cells empty, so 

herself in it, that touched some hidden memory ‘long that the old people had almost forgotten 

in the old people. They looked at each other } that they ever existed. 

furtively, as if anxious to know what impression} ‘The bees! oh! Elsie, they have gone to the 

it was making; and at last the old lady’s eyes} woods,” said the old man, in a voice of touching 

quietly filled with tears, while a flush stole over § apology. ‘‘We did not kill them, we never 

her husband’s forehead, as if old memories were} gathered an ounce of their honey. You do not 

carrying the blood hotly to his brain. ; mind that they are gone, Elsie dear?” 

Catharine saw all this, and it added to the } “Oh!” answered Elsie, wearily, as if the effort 

perplexity of her thoughts. But no one spoke. i to remember had exhausted her. ‘Gone, are 
After a little, the old man bent his head with a , they? what for? why did they go? How every 
sort of start, as if the thought had just struck } i thing slides, slides, slides away, and I keep run- 

him, and asked a blessing on the food, a duty j ning after, forever and forever running after. 
which had never been delayed before by any } } Oh! Iam tired!” 

worldly thought in many years. Catharine ae The old people looked at one another, and at 
marked that his voice was indistinct, and the ; Catharine hopefully. 

few words which fell from his lips came singly ‘* Let her rest,’ said Catharine, in a gentle whis- 

and at intervels, as with an effort of pain. } per. ‘‘Perhaps it may end better than we think!” 
Elsie had not spoken all the morning. There } ‘*Yes,” said the old man, stealthily clasping 
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the withered hand of his wife, ‘‘let us watch. } the place seemed familiar, as if she had breathed 

She may wander back to her youth again, and ; it before. At any rate, a new vista of life opened 

forget all that has passed between.” to her from that room. It contained the means 

‘It may be so—God help the poor child—it S of knowledge, the power which should be to her 

may be so,” murmured the old lady, casting ; in the place of lost happiness. 

looks of wistful tenderness across the table,$ It was two days before this room was entirely 

while her daughter began to eat daintily, put- i in order, for it was only at intervals that Catha- 

ting on airs like a child entrusted with a fork } rine could visit it, and her labors were performed 

for the first time. — S with a guilty feeling, as if every wave of her 

It was remarkable that the old lady never ° brush must inflict a pang upon the old people 

spoke of her daughter, though an elderly woman ; who trusted her so thoroughly. 

with waves of grey in her hair, except as ‘‘the ; Had any one asked the girl why it was that 

child,” or ‘‘the dear young creature.” To her } < she left the pictures to the last, and the meaning 

those white hairs had no significance of age, but $ of the strange thrill that checked her whenever 

were the marks of a deep sorrow, over which the she approached them, no answer could have been 

mother’s heart mourned perpetually. ’ obtained. She would have called it a foolish 

The breakfast was finished in silence. Catha-} superstition perhaps. Indeed she did chide her- 

rine, usually so attentive to every movement of : self more than once for this vague feeling that 

her charge, sat pre-occupied and thoughtful. } possessed her, and imputed it to the “general 

The old people dropped back into their habitual } impression that she was intruding on sacred 

calm, and Elsie still amused herself by arranging ; grounds, which had seized upon her from the 

and re-arranging the folds of her robe, claiming first. 

admiration for the effect by child-like glances; When all was finished, the crimson drapery 
at her mother. Perhaps they were right, the } taken from the table and arranged that it might 

woman certainly did seem to be going back to flow over the bay window, or fall in rich waves 

her childishness again! against the black walnut casement on each side, 
When Catharine arose to go, Elsie, following when the great library chairs were dusted and 

out the wilful instincts of her new character, in place, and the mosaic table shone out clear 

crept close to old Mrs. Ford, and clung to her } and bright, with the bird cage in the centre, she 

dress, entreating to be left, which flung the old turned slowly and walked toward the pictures. 

couple into a state of absolute delight beautiful > Again the strange chill arrested her. A thin 

to behold. It was the first time their child had veil of gauze hung like a dusty cob-web over the 

been content to remain alone with them since } : paintings, and the frames gleamed out dim and 

her sojourn in the house. Now she clung plead- : misty from the crimson walls. She stood and 

ingly to her mother’s dress, and seating herself } wondered, holding her breath. How many years 
upon 2 low stool at her feet, began to amuse had that dusty web concealed the canvass which 

herself by arranging scraps of silk, which she } she was panting to look upon?> Who had placed 

found in her mother’s work-basket, with great it there? Why had it never been removed? 

nicety as to the colors, which made the old Perhaps it might prove the portrait of old Mr. 

people look at each other with mournful smiles, } Ford, or that dear old gentlewoman, his wife. 

it put them so in mind of old times when she § These thoughts kept her motionless till curio- 

was indeed a child body and mind. ; ¢ sity became painful. With a faint laugh at her 

Meantime Catharine had gone back to the § own irresolution, she sprang upon a library chair 

library. She would summon no help, but, {and tore away the gauze. 

closing the door which shut her out from the § What a beautiful creature she must have been, 
rest of the house, began to work diligently, S this Elsie Ford, with those lustrous eyes, that 

cleansing the books from dust, and re-arranging § peachy bloom of the cheek, and those lips so full 

everything exactly as she had found it. In the and ripe, like strawberries with the June sun- 

progress of her task, she was constantly falling shine upon them; and the smile too, hovering 

upon some new object of interest. The books § like the shadow of a honey-bee about the mouth, 

we have spoken of held forth a sort of enchant- ; dimpling it softly at the corners. How beautiful 

ment which turned her from work. The bronze : Elsie Ford must have been! 

medallions took .a new interest after the eae Catharine’s eyes filled as she looked upon the 

had been removed from their delicate lines. But $ portrait, and traced back its dim resemblance 

heyond this, was a vague feeling that she had a : to the stricken woman whom she had just left, 

personal interest in redeeming those beautiful s catching like an infant at the sunbeams that 
objects from neglect. The very atmosphere of } came into her chamber window. ‘The bright, 
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beautiful life, so charming in the picture, had all 3 eventful, for the most terrible suffering as often 

faded out from the original being. hat image {springs from common-place circumstances as 

onthe canvass seemed vital, Elsie the picture. \ from startling romance. It was a life of feeling, 

Catharine sunk down to the easy-chair and wept. } of endurance and doubt rather than action: so 

After a time she went to the pendant of this far destiny had been wrought out for her. She 

picture, still oppressed by the strange dread § had neither chosen nor rejected it, gloomy it had 

which had followed her ever since she first} always been. Save the few months, when love 

a apa A sweep of her hand car- had filled her dreary lot with sunshine, so glori- 

ried away the gauze from this picture also, and } ous that her heart ached to think of it, existence 

that which was behind seemed Ss chill her into ; to her had been a dreary thing. But the very 

marble. She did not breathe, the color left her {absence of earthly friends, had unconsciously 

1 and Petraes aes backward, mute-} lifted her thoughts to a higher and holier power, 

and astonished. It was the portrait of her hus- § ‘and there she had learned to look trustingl 

band, the man who had abandoned her and her } She was young too and healthy, thus life as 

child to disgrace and starvation. Her own hus- : not altogether a desert. Though much of it had 

band, for say what they would, deny it as he {been spent in an insane asylum, and the rest 

might, the man yonder, smiling upon her from $ marked by orphanage and desertion. 

the crimson of the wall, with his clear grey eyes Desertion, ah, there was the question, which 

and chesnut hair, was her husband. All the per-} had never yet been entirely put to rest: and 
jury on earth could not change the truth. It {now with that bright, honest face looking down 

was a terrible shock at first, this sudden appear- upon her from the wall, her whole nature rose 

ance of the man who had wronged her. How § up against the conyiction. He had died sud- 

frankly those eyes looked down into hers; that ; denly, or something would yet arise to clear him 

sinile hovering around the fine mouth: her heart ‘from the eyil suspicions that she—wretch that 

swelled to meet it with a great throb of joy. § she was—had dared to harbor against him, 

Those curls—chesnut with a gleam of gold in} These thoughts became a conviction. Her 
them—how often had she swept them together ; face, still wet with tears, was bathed with 

in masses with her own hand, and laughed at smiles. <A holy faith in him she had loved so 

the air of playful impatience with which he had truly filled her soul, and the happiness there- 

shaken them back to their place on his white $ from rose and sparkled like starlight all around 

temples. her. Her hands were softly clasped; her lips 

Oh, these memories were too sweet and col eee a prayer for the forgiveness she 

painful. The joy of the past was upon it ina would not grant to herself. She began to love 

bright rosy cloud, but underneath lay the black { the old library and everything in it, for being 
thought that he had wronged and left her, in } the scene of this sweet revelation. She had 

abeyance truly, but still it was there, darting } ‘found her husband again, 

like a flash of lightning now and then es rourhst As Catharine sat pondering over these 
her heart. ; thoughts, full of happiness and thanksgiving, 

In this struggle of joy and anguish she sat } ‘ the door was softly opened, and Elsie Ford stole 

down, gazing up wistfully at the picture, and § Sin cautiously, and like a timid child that had 

though she knew that it was lifeless, beseeching ; gone wilfully astray. 

it to speak one word, and tell her that he was | Catharine sat still buried in the ecasy-chair 

blameless, that the miserly old woman, his} with her back to the light, which lay full upon 

mother, had maligned him, and she would be- >the two pictures. Languid from the emotions 

lieve his first breath, believe even a look against } through which she had just passed, and held in 

the whole world, against facts, against truth } thrall by the very quiet with which Elsie had 
itself. : : ionles ing 

Thus half madly, the poor girl, the wife that a Sen Roe ca Sanne ae Y3 ; at § glided through the room. 

had no husband, who had been a mother and{ The crimson drapery had been drawn over the 

was childless, pleaded with the dumb, smiling * arch of the window, falling a little apart in the 

picture. ‘centre, through which came a column of light 

At last the sound of her own voice fell back : upon the portraits, leaving the remainder of the 
upon her like amockery. She hushed her weep- ‘library bathed, as it were, in the gloom of a 

ing and grew still, but the yearning affections, } warm twilight. 

which are the perfume of womanhood, grew out} For a moment Elsie looked around as if be- 
of passion into thought. She pondered over her } wildered. She had flung aside her crimson robe 

whole life, not yet a long one, nor scarcely ‘after one elaborate toilet, and now appeared in 
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a plain morning dress of pure white, loose from } feather had settled upon the floor—and their 

the shoulders down. A band of scarlet chenille absence seemed to give her relief. 

twisted lightly together, gathered up the long As the drapery fell from her face, it vas 

tresses of her hair, which she had arranged in clasped again between her folded hands, while u 

fantastic waves and masses back of her head, j dull stillness fell upon her. She was looking at 
as we find it in antique statues. In truth, all} her own picture. 

Elsie’s fantasies in dress had a classic grace | Catharine held her breath, for she was awe- 

about them, which perhaps sprang from sat stricken by the changes that swept over that 

early taste, brightened into the picturesque by; pale face. Never, in all the changes of her in- 

insanity. Thus, in her sweeping white dress, sanity, had she seen that expression on Hlsie’s 

and with the glowing scarlet in her hair, she} face till now. At first the face took an expres- 
moved across the room, pausing every step or; sion of dull surprise, mingled with an undercur- 

two, and listening as if she feared that some one ; rent of contempt, as if she fancied that some one 

might follow her. ’ were attempting to impose upon her. She drew 

A gleam of sharp intelligence shot across her {a step nearer, holding her breath, advancing 

face as she saw the bird cage, and darting toward 3 timidly as if she expected it to fly away at her 

it she opened the door, chirping softly with her} approach, as the bird had done. When she saw 

lips, as if to call the bird forth. But the jar} \ that it remained crowned with light and smiling 

that she had given to the cage, and the air set ; upon her, the poor woman stole closer, and at 

in motion by her drapery, took up the heap of } last touched it with her finger. 

plumage that she had taken for a bird, and sent A look of wild amazement swept oyer her face. 

it floating through the room. She dropped her $ S It had not disappeared with her touch. It smiled 

hand from the cage door, and drooping down- | ‘upon her yet. No venomous thing had sprung 

ward in sad despondency, turned her head from from those parted and smiling lips. It was her- 

side to side, glaring with a woe-begone counte=§ self gazing upon herself. She was there—and it 

nance at the feathers as they quivered from her; was there—oh, how that poor brain worked and 

sight, and settled down like soft gleams of gold $ ‘toiled to solve the question of its double self. 

in the dusky corners. : : Was she, the creature of pain, with her temples 

‘‘Gone, gone—all alike—all alike,” she mut- $ 2 full of fire, which had no power to melt the snow 

tered, in a low, tearful voice. ‘‘So it is always, from her hair, an evil growth from the loveliness 

always, everything that loves me dies—every § before her, and that perfect still? After wan- 

thing that I love melts into air, or turns into} dering so many years, with age upon her limbs, 

some wicked creature and stings me. My poor ; and a curse at her heart, had she come back 

bird, my pretty canary, why did I come? why; upon her own young self to be met with smiles 

did I let these wieked hands touch his cage? } and pleasant looks, as if no wickedness had ever 

they have driven him off, turned him into a wasp ‘ crept between them. 

that will sting, sting, sting, oh!” ; Ilow was it that this beautiful woman, Elsie 

She shrunk back from the light, and held out $ Ford, Elsie, no, no, she would not speak or think 

her hands-with the palms outward, as if warding the name that would wound the beautiful young 
off the insects that she fancied herself to have ; creature, and for the world she wouldn’t do it; 

created, $she who knew so well what pain was, and how 

“T can’t help it—how can I? If these cruel sharp a pang the sound of that name had been 

things start to life with a touch of my finger, it} before her own heart became so clouded and 

is his fault, not mine; he drained the fresh life} heavy. No, she would be very kind to the poor 

from my soul and filled it with this wickedness. } young creature, it would be a pity to drive that 

If it kills all beautiful things, and turns them 3 smile away, and see those red lips growing pale 

into vipers and stinging insects that come back § and blue with such loved words as she could 

upon me for food, eating and biting at my tem- $ : utter but would not. 

ples day and night, how can IT help it?” ; But how came Elsie Ford there, surrounded 
The poor woman uttered these wild words with ; > by so many beautiful objects, and with the sun- 

a low ery of anguish, fighting the air with one} light dancing and sparkling over her hair, as if 

hand, and gathering the folds of her morning } it were playing upon the neck of a raven? She 

robe up ®ver her face with the other, as if to’ remembered well that these long tresses had 

protect it from harm. : been cut off, and the dress of amber damask 

At last she looked up fearfully and with a} taken away. In its place—oh, she remembered 

shudder. What she deemed the swarm of yellow , that with a cry of anguish—in place of that 

wasps no longer flew across the light, for the last: robe they had bound her arms under a human 
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118 MY VISION. 

garment, so strong, and scant, and coarse. Oh, 

she remembered more, a thousand times more, } her head wearily, as if the struggle for memory 

but it was all so confused, flame, smoke, tears, } had worn her out. Then her eyes fell upon the 

cries breaking around her as she had seen (for ; other portrait, the handsome, bright-looking man 

Elsie there had been where the mountains was) who had left so strange an impression upon 

Vesuvius, clad in ashes, and crowned with clouds ; Catharine. 

of smoky flame. But how was allthis? Howhad’ Her eyes grew larger; her lips parted, and 

Elsie Ford came out from this fiery furnace so} with a long, breathless gaze she sunk slowly to 

beautiful, so pleasant to look upon? It troubled the floor, like a snow-wreath touched by the sun, 

her poor brain to make it all out. Ah! now she } and shrouded her face. | 

had it once more, Elsie had not been into the?! Catharine arose and bent over the prostrate 

valley and shadow of death. It was herself only, woman, 

the evil growth cast off by the beautiful one who} ‘Elsie, dear Elsie, speak to me!” 

had been so full of trouble. He had not killed There was a movement of the white drapery, 

Elsie, only herself, and not even that. Death { and a low moan. 

would haye been yery pleasant at his hands,} ‘They are together, they two together yet, 

that was perhaps why he had let her suffer so > and I, oh, me—oh, me.” 

much, but not die. She did not lift her head again, but went 

Poor Elsie! Some gleams of reason were } trembling and drooping from the library, moan- 

struggling througl all this wild talk, and this 3 ing all the way. (TO BE CONTINUED. ) 

confusion of thoughts, and every ray of con- 

sciousness was a pang. 

She turned from the picture at length, shaking 
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BY MARTHA CAMERON, 

Ati day long a weight of sadness 

On my weary heart had lain; 

_ All the night I heard the tempest 

Beating on the window pane. 

Then as closed my weary eyelids 

For « whispered morning prayer; 

Sleep’s relenting angel touched them, 

And to visions bright and fair 

Heard and thought how like our life is 

To a Wintry day and night; 

Long and bitter cold the darkness, 

Few and short the hours of light. 

Gently led; and then she gave me 

(How I could not tell so well, 

But I held them, and their fragrance 
Lingers round me like a spell.) 

Few and short, and oh! how vainly 

Whei life’s evening has come on, 

Mourn we strength and vigor wasted, 

Weep we for our work undone. 

One white rose and two moss rose-buds, 

Set around with mignonette; 

For as many costly jewels 

IT would not that dream forget. 

Weep we for the hopes of morning; 

For the high resolves of noon; 

Hopes and high resolves but ending 

In the darkness of the tomb. 

I would not forget the lesson 

Tt has taught my waking hours; 

Pure, and meek, and gentle-hearted, 

Were the language of those flowers. 

Such had been my sad communings 

Yesterday and yester night; 

While a sorrow which I name not, 

Banished sleep till morning light. 

And I humbly took the teaching, 

Lower bowed my stubborn will, 

Learned that for a patient spirit 

Life has much of sunshine still. 

Banished sleep till the grey twilight 

Of a cold December morn, 

Slowly chasiag back the darkness, 

Bade life up and struggle on. 

Still ’mid storms a quiet pathway 
To the gentle heart is given; 

And the pure dread not its closing, 

They are only nearer Heaven. PALPDAP FI ISI LAD L LI DDL DLL AOD AOA DP PP PALE PO ODS DADA A ADDL LD LAA PA DD DA LAD DA DD PPL LLL LD LPL LLL LE PP 



THE LAST WORSHIP. 

BY MRS. M. A. DENISON. 

Step softly—speak low—the white-haired man} old man; he, so like his mother, that her very is gone. Love, grief and prayer were unavailing § angel seems to dwell in his soul and speak in to keep back the spoiler. What brings the tears $ every look and action. 
afresh as yon fair girl bends to weep? Dreamily And then they sit down. It seems as if some her eyes wander over the large print of the old} insensible cord binds them together closer than family Bible hallowed by his side. She remem- \ ever, to-night. 
bers well the last time his dim and aged eyes} There are choice spirits waiting for Thomas; were bent above it. She stands by the little} the check of a beautiful girl pales as the hours oaken table; there is his arm-chair—there are 3 speed, because Benjamin tarries; and a group his spectacles—his staff is in its accustomed} of girlish friends pause in the midst of their corner—all things speak of him—but he is not innocent mirth to wonder what has become of there. ’ Mary. 
The fair-haired girl is dreaming. To her} Still they hover around the old man, their vision it is again the hour of worship, and the ; father. He never seemed go dear before. His great Bible lays on his knee. ‘There is majesty voice was always soft—now ’tis music; his smile in his voice, though it trembles as the broken: always sweet, but now ’tis seraphic. And even tones of a mighty wave that is spending its; after they have bidden him good-night, they strength upon the shore for the last time. And: keep returning—Mary for one more kiss; and he reads with closed eyes—for his soul is all} the others with affectionate words, telling him familiar with the grandeur of those noble words, } how careful he must be, and certainly to ring 

for them if the fire goes out. 
’ And once in that never-to-be-forgotten night And when it is finished, there is something $ he does ring for them. The jire is almost out. It like the awe the heart feels in the wide hush blazes at times in the hollow eye; it kindles in of Nature before she gathers her winds for ele-} the sunken cheek, but its light is the fitful mental battle. But he gazes about him and$ gleam of struggling life, fanned by the lips of smiles, and the living band breathe freely again } death. 

—there is so much sweetness in that smile. { Thomas, strong though he is, and with the And the prayer that follows—oh! that last $ scar of honorable battle seaming his brow, shakes prayer! Oh! the tremulous entreaty of those like an aspen; and the groans that would echo uplifted arms! The glory reflected from the } through the house he keeps down with a crushing shining brow, whose thin locks fall like the hand. 
silvery silk over a bending ear of corn fully And Benjamin totters like a child, and sinks ripe. 

snerveless and weeping at the bedside. Mary, They look through tears upon him. His form $ alone, with no color in her cheeks, lifts the is no longer bent—and a lambent fire plays in 3 dying head to her bosom, and there he peace- the faded blue eyes. Not a tone falters—not fully breathes out his being. ‘ one of his lambs is forgotten in that last aoe It is over; the vision is gone, and Mary, in 

~ 

“1 knew that my Redeemer liveth.” 
“ 

tion. her sable garments, stands an orphan, her hands He prays for his Mary, fragile and blue- clasped upon her father’s old Bible. veined; she whose slender thread of life has : Yes, step softly—speak low—the white-haired been so often nearly snapped asunder. And he ; man is gone, 
pleads for Thomas, his first-born, who stands in ; Heisgone. As whena towering oak is missed, the might and stature of manhood, wishing that’ the eye still glances upward where stood the he had bent his stubborn knees instead ; his 3 trunk, so in every familiar place the glance of rugged face wet with the tears he has ever till 3 love seeks to shape out the tall, venerable form — then restrained. of the aged patriarch. 

Nor is the Benjamin of his loye forgotten; he: In vain. But there isa green spot sacred to who has never spoken an unfilial word to the : memory. 
Vou. XXIX.—8 
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Yes! for there, every grassy blade is hallowed; ; him, and watched by never sleeping angels— 

every dust-atom precious as gold. For, lying ‘there, after a “night of storm,” the dear old 

with the garments of death drawn softly around ? father awaits the morn of resurrection. 
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COMMUNION WITH NATURE. 

BY CARRIE BARRETT. 

On, let mo turn aside from this lone way, 

Which long hath come at bidding of my feet; 

In those unbounded peopled walks to stray; 

There let this silent throbbing beat to beat, 

Commune with Nature; mute with thousand tongues, 

Inanimate with living springs of life, 

Unheard and voiceless with its world-wide lungs, 

Amid this Joud and unharmonious strife; 

Oh, let this fount within by love be stirred, 

And her soft cadence be no more unheard. 

I pass without, unchecked, with hope to find 

Those holy chords that vibrate to this will; 

This will—the yearnings of ungoverned mind, 

Breathing for pity, loudly deep, and still. 

The evening zephyr, and the forest gale, 

Seem but to fan some burning glade ere past, 

Yet bear the light of life’s etherial vale, 

Too dear for mortal tongues, too bright to last; 

My cheek, my brow, heeds not, my soul they fan, 

And waken love, and hope, ne’er woke by man, 

Why do we this rich soil so thoughtless pace? 

Why so unmeaning turn our eyes above? 

There dwells the wealth of Time’s unended race— 

There myriad voices chant, attuned to love. 

Each hill, each stone, earth, rock and valley each, 

In the loud anthem mingled, join to raise 

Their soul-ful echoes far beyond the reach 
Of mortal’s ear to hear, or power to praise; 

’ Saye when enraptured by this living dream, 

* Our souls are turned to the harmonious theme. 
Oe 
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* Eve’s dawn! Behold this strangely beauteous sight: 

Each thing of Nature with accordant strain, 

Responds to each, and stars shut out the night-— 

Deep silence echo sounds o’er hill and plain. 

The boisterous owl that wakes the midnight hour, 

The breaking waves that on the beaches roll, 

The mighty thunders that reveal like power, 

Strike deep on listening earth; but on the soul 

More deep th’ unfathomed waves of Nature’s song, 

Which loud in grandeur, pass unheard along 
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Would I forever dwell, by all unseen, 

Where no wet lids, no furrowed brows remain, 

To sigh to others that a wreck hath been; 

A boundless, lone retreat; a day of night, 

Reflecting beauties fashioned as above, 

Where airy beings pass in shades of light, 

And heart-prints linger on the sands of love; 

’ Where countless voices in accordance send, 

? Their silent wish for all to be a friend. 
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OH, WELL DO I REMEMBER, LOV kK. 

BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFFIELD. 

On! well do I remember, love, 

The time when first we met, 

The hour, the spot, the words we spoke, 

I never can forget. 

T cannot tell what made them dear, 

They're nothing to repeat: 
Who that inhales a flower’s perfume 

Can tell what makes it sweet! 

We gazed upon the starry skies, 

Upon the silent lake, 

As spell-bound by a witching spell 
I did not care to break. 

You plucked a daisy from the sod, 
And wreathed it in my hair, 

Then half in earnest, half in jest, 
You asked if I would spare 

A single rose-bud from my wreath. 

I gave it on the spot, 
And said, that ere its bloom were shed, 

The giver ’d be forgot. 

‘Tis doubtless so, thy heart now holds 

No record of that hour; 

Alike forgotten is the gift, 
And her who gave the flower. 

But I, oh! I can ne’er forget, 

And still that hour to me 

A bright oasis, ever green, 

On life’s dark waste will be! 0 a CLPPELLPELEAPL PLA A EEA PIPPI DDS PELL PL OO 
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BY CLARA MORETON, 

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 66. 

CHAPTER VII. }when Mr. Blight comes, show him into the 
It was wonderful to see Mrs. Gray in her } library.” 

new sphere. How, under the circumstances,? Mrs, Gray went to her own room, and tearing 
she could so adapt herself to her situation, was } the card into atoms threw it in the grate. Then 
a source of wonder to Paul and Helen. : crossing the hall, she looked into Kate’s room. 

If she enjoyed her triumph, she did not show } ‘Not ready yet, Kate? Why, you look as 
it. In vain Kate watched for some display of though you had been crying. I declare I am 
the malice she had expected to deteet—the $ half/amind to go without you.” 
tyranny she had fancied would be exercised over : “*T wish you would,” answered Kate. 
her. Inno way was there anything of the kind ; ‘Oh, nonsense! come along,” said Mrs. Gray, 
discernible. She tcok no advantage of her hus- with an air of assumed playfulness, you'll make 
band’s complete devotion, but seemed quite as$a capital foil for me, you look so like a fright 
anxious to pay deference to his tastes and wishes § to-night.” 
as he was to consult her own. ‘“‘T shall not inconvenience myself for such 

Helen soon settled back into her former opinion } a purpose,” answered Kate, coldly, ‘“‘my head 
of Maggie, and thought it charming that uncle 3 aches, and I do not choose to go.” 
Will had found so fond a wife. Kate, on the § “Very well, have your own way,” and Mrs. 
contrary, feit as though she was living on the ’ Gray closed the door, saying to herself, ‘Let 
side of a yoleano, which at any moment might} me be as successful in my next undertaking, and 
pour the whole tide of its fury over her. And all will be well.” 
Paul, in writing the news to Reginald, declared $ She looked very charmingly in her pink satin 
that the days of witchcraft were revived, so won- $ opera cloak with its ermine border, and the bands 
derful and so complete was the transformation. ; of her soft brown hair so skilfully interwoven 

The visit of the Clifford’s was abruptly termi- with red pearls. Atleast so thought her cousin, 
nated, by letters from home, announcing the 3 Vincent Blight, as he encountered her in the hall. 
arrival of relatives; and Kate, with sorrowful’ With eager haste she drew him into the supper- 
forebodings, saw them take their departure. room. al 

Vincent Blight, a cousin of Mrs. Gray’s, had} «He js here! Reginald Campbell! What we 
been a frequent visitor at the house since her : do must be done quickly and efficiently. Do you 

“ 

“ 
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marriage; and his attentions to Kate became so 3 go into the library and stay ten minutes at least. 
marked as to annoy her exceedingly Much : ‘hen come into the parlor and converse with me 
against her own wishes she had consented to as though you had just left Kate, and she were 
accompany him and his cousin to the opera, as? your fiancee. Iwill draw you out. The better 
her father had made it an especial request. It} you sustain your part, the more hope of final 
was the evening of the day on which the Clif- success. Speak of Kate as being too much in- 
ford’s left. : disposed to go to the opera. Fortunately she 

Mrs. Gray on her way down, with her opera will not go. Don’t disturb Mr. Gray—he is in 
cloak over her arm, met a servant on the stairs 3 his study.” 
with a card. She extended her hand, > *T understand; but, Mag, we shall be con- 

“It is for Miss Kate, madam,” he said, re- § founded late at the opera.” 
taining the card. **[ do not care for that. Remember, on no 

‘It is all the same, John—give it to me.” account betray that we are cousins.” 
Mrs. Gray took it and read, ‘Reginald Camp- With a self-possessed, easy air, Mrs. Gray 

bell.” entered the parlor. 
‘Tam going back to my ehamber, and I will “T am very sorry, Mr. Campbell, to be the 

take it up to Miss Kate,” she said, “‘and, John, $ bearer of ill news, but Kate is too nao indis- 

-: 
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posed to see even as old a friend as yourself this } throwing himself back in his chair. ‘* Who 

evening.” S$ would have thought we should have had so 

‘This is unfortunate,” said Reginald, real } little trouble? Come, ma cousine, let us be off. 

annoyance depicting itself on his features. I don’t want to lose Casta Divini.” 

‘Would she not make the effort, Mrs. Gray, if ’ ‘Have patience! I tell you eyerything de- 

you tell her that I am obliged to return to } pends upon to-night. To-morrow he sails for 

Boston in the first train to-morrow, on my way $ Liverpool, and Kate must be irretrievably yours 

to Liverpool ?” ; before his return, or she will never be. I must 

‘‘She is not well enough to come down, Mr. ; make Mr. Gray go with us to the opera, or Regi- 

Campbell; you will be obliged to excuse her,” 3 nald Campbell may be coming back to have an 

said Mrs. Gray, with cold dignity. s interview with him; and then much good will all 

Something in the snake-like glittering of her} this have done us.” 

eyes reminded Reginald of her threat, which he } Mrs. Gray soon returned with her husband, 

had supposed executed in her marriage. She } who, flattered by his wife’s evident desire for 

would carry her revenge farther, he thought. § his company, was only too happy to give up the 

He knew that with so little time before him } quiet evening he had promised himself, and obey 

everything was in her power, and although it} her summons. Vincent Blight joined them, and 

humbled his pride, he would not give up EES as they were going out of the door, Mrs. Gray 

making one more attempt to see Kate. ringing the bell, said, ‘Mr. Gray, hadn't you 

‘‘Under the circumstances, Mrs. Gray, if you } better tell John that Miss Kate must not see any 

will accompany me, I can see no impropriety in § one this evening? She has such a frightful head- 

my visiting her in her own room.” Sache that I would not like to answer for the 

Mrs. Gray’s lip curled. ‘I do not know to } consequences if she was to be annoyed with 

what circumstances you allude. The gentleman ¢ Company. I am positively afraid of brain fever.” 

whom her father wishes her to marry, and to} “Indeed! hadn’t I better go for Dr. Living- 

whom she is not at all wanting in the bestowal ¥ ston?” 

of her favors, I left but a few moments since) ‘‘Oh, no, if she is only kept quiet she may 

with Mr. Gray in her chamber.” ‘ sleep it off. Hurry—there’s a dear,” 

Au incredulous smile spread over Reginald’s 3 John answered the bell, and Mr. Gray exe- 
LLL ALL LS 

face. euted his commission to the letter. 

“JT see you do not believe me,” she added, her 3 “Miss Kate must not seo a soul, this evening, 

eyes glittering with passion. 2 John. She is threatened with brain fever. Re- 
ee 

‘Rather improbable,” said Reginald, with 23 member, not at home to every one.” 

half-careless, half-defiant look. ‘‘Can I see Mr. “Vory well, sir,” answered the unsuspicious 

Gray?” he continued, ‘‘or is he too much indis- 3 waiter, and the door closed, the carriage rolled 

posed?” ’ off, and they were gone. 

Mrs. Gray’s answer was interrupted by the} Meanwhile, Kate, sitting in her chamber, 

entrance of her cousin. A few common-place : thinking over her disappointment in not sooner 

| 
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remarks followed the introduction of the gentle-} seeing Reginald, and wondering why he did not 

men, when Vincent, addressing Mrs. Gray, said, } write to her father, if that odious law suit, of 

‘Kate looks badly this evening. We must not which Paul had told her, still detained him, 

let her dissipate so much.”’ heard their departure, and scarcely conscious 

“It is not the dissipation out of doors so} of what she was doing—more to cool her burning 

much, I fancy, as it is the late hours within,” § cheeks perhaps than for any other reason, threw 

che answered, with a sidelong nod of her head 3 up her sash and looked down the street until the 

toward him—her gestures and her looks ex- 3 rumbling of the carriage died away. Next, the 

pressing more than her words. S heavens all glorious with stars enchained her 

‘‘What do you know of our late hours, Mrs. attention, and she could not repress the tears 

Gray? Kate surely has not been complaining of that came to her eyes as she thought of her dead 

me?? questioned Vincent, really looking quilty, mother; and of the one who so unworthily filled 

as well he might. . the void in her father’s heart which that mother’s 

Reginald, who now arose to take his departure, § death had made. She recalled the petty decep- 

bowed with cold hauteur to Mr. Blight, reiterated } tions that she was daily, yes, hourly cognizant 

his regrets at Kate’s indisposition to Mrs. Gray, of, and her proud, truthful spirit rebelled at the 

-and without making another attempt to see Mr. } subjection it was under. She was fully aware 

Gray, left the house. ‘of the intentions of Vincent Blight, and knew 

‘Foiled! by St. George,” said Vincent, > also that his cousin forwarded them in every 
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possible way. Her father’s partiality for him) over six weeks. Some few minor arrangements 

was also evident; but she had determined at the : were entered upon, such as would forward their 

first word from her father, to make to him a: wedding taking place at Ashlea, if Kate’s father 

full confession of her heart, and she was Eine proved obdurate, and then Reginald reluctantly 

that nothing more would be necessary to enlist} took his departure, and Kate returned to her 

him on Reginald’s side. Still she had occasional ; room and wept herself to sleep. 

fears of his wife’s influence over him, and the Mrs. Gray, peeping in on her return from the 

suspense was becoming very wearying. opera, was well pleased at the evicences of Kate’s 

So wrapped was Kate in her own meditations, } having passed an unhappy everling in the soli- 

that she was not conscious of the manly figure} tude of her chamber by the traces of tears on 

on the opposite pave, that pacing and repacing } her cheeks; and in the morning she was still 

the flag-stones observed her attentively. It was ‘ farther convinced of the success of her plot, by 

not until he had crossed the street, and stood } : : ascertaining through John that no one had called 

directly underneath her window that her atten- } after her departure. 

tion was engaged. Vincent Blight dropped in to dinner. Kate 

‘*Kate!” called a whispered voice. Her heart § found it more wearisome than ever to listen to 

gave one bound and answered, “Reginald.” ; his flattery, and her absent-minded mood was 

Away from the window, and down the staircase § noticeable to all. 

to the front door, she flew like a deer—as noise- A bold move in the game between Mrs. Gray 

lessly and almost as quickly. The one moment} and her cousin, recalled Kate to a full conscious- 

that Reginald held her to his heart repaid her } ness of what was going on around her. 

for her days of anxiety. ‘So your friend, Reginald Campbell, sails 

As she led the way to the library, he whis- 3 to-morrow. Do yon know how long he has been 

pered, engaged to Miss Kingsley? She looked very 

‘‘T have been here once before, this evening, well last night.” 

Kate, and was positively denied all hope of seeing “‘T do not know, for the engagement was re- 

you. I think you had better take me where we ported to have been broken off at one time, but 

shall be the least likely to be disturbed; for I | his appearance at the opera with her last evening 

er 

‘ 
‘ 
) 
\ 
‘ 
‘ 

; 
‘ 
‘ 
\ 

8 
‘ 
‘ 
‘ 
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have much to say to you.” would seem to confirm the subsequent rumor of 

They went into the study, an inner room con-} its renewal. However, I should not have much 

necting with the library, and there Reginald told : confidence in his engagements. I can count at 

Kate of Mrs. Gray’s stratagem, and the part ‘ least a dozen to whom he has played the devoted 

Vincent Blight had borne in it. They discussed in as many months.”’ 

their plans and prospects for the future, Regi- “Ah! that solves an enigma for me,” said 

nald suggesting that if she kept his interview a } Mrs. Gray—then looking archly at her cousin, 

profound secret until his return from Europe, } she continued, ‘I did not know his reputation. 

she would probably be met with less persecution ; Now, Vincent, upon my anthority you may add 

on his account. two more to your list. Kate and I met him 

‘*Ah, Kate, it grieves me to leave you with$at Ashlea; and you may believe me, when I 

such people,” he said, ‘‘if you would only con- } assure you, that in turn, he was a most devoted 

sent, in half an As A would put it out of their} chevalier to us. If Kate were honest enough to 

power to annoy you.’ confess the truth, I think she would acknowledge 

Kate colored to her temples, but she answered } ‘that her frequent sad moods of late, have some 

firmly, connection with the memory of her whilom most 

‘That would be doing injustice to poor papa. : devoted.” 

No, Reginald, we will do our duty.” , ‘¢What!” exclaimed Mr. Gray, leoking up from 

So it was arranged that this engagement should | \ his plate, which heretofore had seemed to absorb 

be kept secret until Reginald’s return, when he } his attention. 

could plead his own cause with Mr. Gray; and } : Kate, who had listened quite calmly, confident, 

meanwhile Kate was to make all preparations } from her previous knowledge of their stratagem, 

for her marriage immediately upon his return, ; that every word they were uttering was false, 

with her father’s consent if it could be obtained, ¢ now lost her self-possession and her temper, All 

and without it, if not. her good resolutions were forgotten, and her face 

His presence in Liverpool was only required } was pale with passion as she answered, 

for a few days, and should the passage both ‘Take care, Mrs. Gray! Do not tempt me 

going and returning prove favorable, he thought § too far, for you are mine in my power than you 

the entire period of his absence would not extend imagine yourself to be.’ 

2 
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Mrs. Gray cast a meek, appealing look at her; that have characterized you of late. He is a 
husband. $ scoundrel !” 

‘‘Kate!” said he, ‘will you never curb that: ‘Father!’ interrupted Kate. 
ungovernable temper of yours? Leave the table! { ‘Hear methrough,” he continued. ‘‘ Now, of 

and do not disgrace it again with your presence } course, you have seen your folly, and Margaret’s 

until yon can show more respect to my wife.” disinterestedness in warning you of him; and it 

‘Let me intercede for her this time,” said {is our joint wish that you receive the addresses 

- 

Vincent Blight. jot 3 Mr. Blight with the consideration that they 

‘“‘T wish noone to intercede for me,” said § merit from a man of his position. He is aware 

Kate, as she proudly left the room. ‘of your previous unfortunate attachment, and is 

‘Her temper is a great grief to me,” said Mr. ; willing to trust to time, to influence you in his 

Gray. sighing, and looking at his wife. ~ ‘‘Iler favor. By Christmas, Kate, we are all desirous 

misunderstanding of you is so wilfully persevered } that the wedding should come off.” 

in. I will give her time to reflect upon it. See **Oh, father! oh, father!’ sobbed Kate, alarmed 

that she remains in her room for a week, Mar- § out of her fancied security by the nearness of the 
garet. Itis a punishment that she deserves.” time; for she knew that unforseen circumstances 

‘*Are you aware that in the fulfilment of such { might possibly prevent Reginald’s return until 

a decree, the innocent will be made to suffer § : long after that period. 
also?” said Mr. Blight. ‘‘Not so soon, father, for pity’s sake! If you 
‘Tow so?” questioned Mr. Gray. ‘ have any love left for me—for the only child of 

This led to Vincent Blight’s declaring himself { your first wife. Oh, think of her, father, and of 

to be the lover of Kate; and he received her $ the happy years you spent with her, and have 

father’s consent, and his promise to push matters mercy on me!” 

to a speedy termination. Thus conjured, Mr. Gray’s heart softened, and 

It was now the beginning of November, and a $ the promise was given that Kate required, viz: 

wedding at Christmas all agreed would be a {that the wedding should not be announced, nor 
desirable adjunct to its festivities. surged upon her before spring. Earnestly Kate 

jlonged to confide in her father, but she dared 

not do it while he continued so blindly attached 

CHAPTER VIII. sto his wife. She was, therefore, obliged to go 

Karr, unaware of her father’s command, kept $ on with the preparations he had ordered her to 

her chamber from choice; and as this did not? make, but she treated Vincent Blight with a 

suit Mrs. Gray’s plans, she instigated her hus- § coolness little short of disdain, persisting in her 

band to send for her to come down to the draw- refusal to listen to one word.of love from him. 

ing-room. Reluctantly Kate obeyed; and to her § ‘ So long as he conversed upon common-place 

relief she found her father alone. ‘ topics she endured his presence, but the moment 

‘‘Your obstinacy, Kate, is very painful to me,’ "| that he offered a renewal of his addresses, she 

he said. ‘Why will you not give Margaret the } maintained a scornful silence, or haughtily left 

apology that you owe her, and join our family : the room. 

circle again?” $ On one occasion when she had walked off in 

‘‘Never, father!’ answered Kate, with great pth manner, he said to his cousin, 

: 

-m 

firmness. ‘*Never! I would not so violate my “That girl will never marry me. I am only 

own conscience, for I owe her no apology.” making a fool of myself hanging around her,” 

“Well, well, say no more. You will never “She shall marry you,” answered his cousin. 

live happily under the same roof, and I fully ; ‘Be satisfied to leave things to me for the pre- 

agree with Margaret in thinking that a speedy $ sent; and when she is your wife you can take 
marriage is the best thing for you.” your revenge for the airs and the affronts she 

Kate remembered Reginald’s advice to make § shows you now.”’ 

no opposition, but on the contrary, to assist in | “Zounds! that J will,’’ replied Vincent, with 

preparing for a wedding if so urged to do, and ¢ hearty earnestness. So the shopping, and the 

that he should not be at fault if he did not gratify { making up continued as usual, and Kate’s trous- 
them with one; although the groom might not be { seau promised to be one of the most magnificent 

of their choosing. So Kate meekly folded her of the season. 

hands, and her father continued, Of course Mr. Gray approved of everything 

‘Margaret has told me of that Campbell's that his wife selected, and as his eyes glanced 

attentions to you, and his subsequent desertion. } over the elegant fabrics, and costly laces that 

This accounts for the gloom and irritability ‘ were frequently displayed, he thought that most 
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certainly Kate must now do justice to the wife : Kate passed the evening pleasantly, alone with 

he had chosen. One morning when he had been 3 her father in his study. 
called in to consult as to some choice of goods, § Mr. Gray was more than usually affectionate, 

he left the room with a sigh, completely dis-: and Kate found it more difficult to keep her 

couraged in his hopes; for Kate’s face and man-§ secret from him than it had ever been before. 

ner but too plainly showed the aversion she could § : Once or twice her father saw her brush the tears 
not disguise. s from her eyes—tears that would gather there 

Kate followed him into his study, and flinging : despite all her exertions to keep them back; and 

his arms around his neck, said, S at length he said, ; 

“Do not think me ungrateful, pa! tiie ‘*What troubles you, Kate?” 
indeed I am not, but i feel so guilty with all § “Tt is a secret that I have to keep from you, 

these beautiful things you are buying for me. Spa, and it is that which troubles me. I never 

If I only dared to tell you all.” Then, frightened $ thought to keep such a thing from my father.” 

at what she had said, she darted from him, and ‘¢And why do you have to keep it from me? 

in her own chamber bewailed with bitter tears § Is it your duty not to disclose it?” 
the loss of the love her father had once me ‘*No, no, it is my duty to tell it to you, I sup- 

her. pose, else J should not be so very miserable; and 

Ah, Kate, it was not lost! For a time weeds: yet I am afraid to tell you. Oh, how I wish I 

might choke the fountain, but nevertheless the ¢ could.” 

pure water gurgled and gushed underneath, and ; Mr. Gray changed his seat, taking one beside 

some day with resistless force would sweep Hefore$ his daughter, and caressingly drawing her head 

it the worthless things that obstructed it in its} to his breast, so reassured her of his love that 
flow. the whole tale would have been disclosed to him, 

Such thoughts came to Kate, and fortified in} had not the entrance of a servant interrupted 

her belief that truth would in the end triumph, them. 
she dried her tears and resigned herself to the ; ‘A strange gentleman wishes a private inter- 
course of events. ; view with you, sir,” said John, 

‘‘Very well, show him into the library,” an- 

swered Mr. Gray, and he shut his study door as 

CHAPTER IX. he went in. . 

Ir was Christmas week, and Mr. Gray had It was a long time that Kate sat there—think- 

accepted an invitation to pass the festival day ing of her father—thinking of Reginald, and of 

at Blightdale. Of late he had pondered much } all that might keep them apart. Indistinetly, 
over Kate’s strange looks and restless ways, in $ from within the library ; She heard low tones as of 

connection with what had escaped her in his} ; one speaking earnestly-—frequently her father’s 

study; and he feared that he was doing wrong } , voice breaking in, but her mind was too much 

in subjecting her to the attentions, which he } ‘ occupied with herself, to give more than a pass- 

could not fail to perceive that she received as ing thought as to who might be the intruder— 

persecutions. Left to himself, he would have } unwelcome, she certainly fancied, for her father’s 

withdrawn the consent he had so hastily given, $ tones were petulant—growing more so, and his 

but he could not find it in his heart to oppose voice louder, until at length she caught the 

his wife, who was so determined upon the match. § * words. 

Kate herself grew fairly feverish with expecta- ‘(How dare you, sir? J tell you tt ts false.” 

tion, as the hours when she might begin to look * Kate sprang to her feet and listened intently 

for Reginald drew near. : for the answer. 

The day before Christmas, Mrs. Gray necom- | “T am sorry, sir—I am very, sir; but I have 

panied her cousin to Blightdale, to superintend § ‘ told you see: that your own daughter cannot 

some preparations for the expected euests—her substantiate.” 

uncle’s family being absent in Europe. It was She pressed her hands tightly over her heart, 

arranged that she should pass the night there, ; and her cheeks, which had been flushed like the 

but fearing that if she were not at home to} heart of a rose, grew white as marble. She 

enforce Kate’s accompanying Mr. Gray to Blight- } knew that it was Reginald who had answ ered, 

dale, Kate would persuade her father to go with- Mr. Gray flung open the study door, his cheeks 

out her, Mrs. Gray was to come in town the} a-glow with passion, and called, ‘Come here, 

ensuing morning with the ostensible purpose of } Kate. If you love me, child, prove to me that 

going to church, after which they were all to; this man has spoken falsely.” 

drive out together, } Reginald opened his arms, and Kate with a 

Oe 
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low cry of joy flew into them, hiding her face; A weight of gloom, for which she could scarcely 

from sight. , account, hung upon her spirits. How different 

“My God!” exclaimed Mr. Gray, ‘‘ what does would have See her pea day had her own 

this mean? Have my wife and daughter both ; mother been living. She dreaded for her father 

deceived me? or do my eyes and ears play me : the anger of his wife—an anger which she knew 
false ?”’ * would be increased four-fold in Mrs. Gray, by the 

**Father!” cried Kate, springing toward him, { remembrance of the assistance which she had so 

" you cannot know how I have hated the decep- unwittingly given in providing the bridal ward- 
tion that I have seemed to practise. But my } robe. 
lips have never told you a falsehood—have they, $ But Kate had not many moments to dwell 

father? I felt guilty toward you, but I was so upon such a topic. When she went down to the 

afraid that she would make me marry her cousin 3 library, pale and tearful, she found one awaiting 
in some way, if she knew Reginald was so soon Sher there, whose eyes, radiant with happiness, 

coming back for me. Do forgive me, father, and could not fail of communicating somewhat of 
think how much I had to fear.” ‘ their joy to her own. 

Mr. Gray sat sflent and moody in his chair. $ Mr. Gray, of course, accompanied them to the 

There was a long silence. Reginald and Kate ’ church, giving his sanction to the ceremony that 
did not care to talk, for they were happy enough ‘made their hopes, and aims, and interests one; 
in once more finding themselves together. Their but he could not be persuaded to go with them 
interchange of looks was more eloquent than : to Ashlea, as both Kate and Reginald desired. 
words, — ; Kate parted from her father with a heavy 
At length Mr. Gray aroused himself, and ques- { heart. She could not help reproaching herself 

tioning Kate, found that in every particular her ; for allowing him to meet, alone, the storm of 
story agreed with Reginald’s. He could not but § anger, which she knew must inevitably fall upon 
be convinced, and yet the struggle that went on : his head when Mrs. Gray should discover how 
within his bosom was a violent one. His sense ? she had been outwitted. But it was her father’s 
of justice, however, conquered, and he groaned $ desire that she should leave the house before the 
ae aie ; return of his wife; and she could not do other- 

“Yes, I know all—I see all now. Noonday $ wise than obey. 
could not be plainer: but strange as you may 
think it, Mr. Campbell, the infatuation is not yet 
over. Here, take Kate while it is in my power S CHAPTER X. 
to give her to you, for heaven only knows the ; A WEEK delightfully spent at Ashlea, and then 
influence that woman has had over me, and what ¢ Paul and Helen accompanied Reginald and Kate 
I might be tempted by her to do I cannot answer : to the city, to stay a few days with them there, 
aby God bless you, ae ee and forgive : preparatory to their leaving for their Southern 
ine ior wronging you as I have often done.”’ home. 

Kate tried to answer, but for sobbing she could In their private parlor at the Tremont, they 
not find her voice. Neither could she join in the ; were making merry over certain remembrances 
conversation that then ensued between her father of past days—Paul especially delighting in the 
and Reginald, and the conclusion of which was, } embellished account he was giving of Helen’s 
that the wedding should take place at an early : flirting jealousy of her cousin, when they were 
hour the following morning in church; and Regi- $ interrupted by the arrival of letters which had 
nald, winning Kate’s consent, left her to make § been sent up from Paul's office, Kate looked 
the necessary arrangements, : anxiously to see if there was one for her, for she 

Kate ni the night in packing her tranks, , had not received a line from home since she had 
every now and then running down to the study $ left. One with a black margin and seal met her 
to bestow some caress or some word of comfort eye. 
upon her father, whom she could not persuade} Oh, my poor father! he is dead!” she 
to retire, and who sat waiting for morning in a ; screamed, springing from her chair, and grasp- 
state of feeling better amazin than described. Sing the letter from Paul’s hand. Then, as she 
sie ee EN hae pee task ioe vo Poin her father’s writing, she fell back in 

; oroughiy wearied out, she flung : her seat powerless to open it, so great was the 
herself upon the lounge for a few moments of : reaction. re 
rest. Fortunately she slept, and so soundly that | Reginald opened it, and found tidings within 
she was not disturbed until the morning sun } which would render necessary their immediate 
poured a radiant flood of light into her " ‘ departure for New York. The death of Mrs. Gray 
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was simply announced—no particulars being } but the succeeding day she rallied, and seemed 
given as to the cause. All were greatly shocked 3 so much stronger that Mr. Gray was greatly 
by the suddenness of the news. g encouraged. Those flattering symptoms soon 

jxate and her husband reached home the same , disappeared, and she sank gradually—the last 
evening, finding Mr. Gray more composed than $ words she uttered being a prayer for forgive- 
they could have anticipated. His wife’s death 3 ness. 
had occurred under very painful circumstances. $ After Kate’s return, her father yielded himself 
She had returned from Blightdale a few hours} up like a child into her hands. The blow was a 
after the departure of Kate and Reginald. ‘ heavy one to him, for he had been idolizingly 

Upon learning of their marriage, and the \ fond of his beautiful young wife, and Kate knew 
assistance her husband had given them, her} it, and felt for him in his sorrow; while Reginald 
rage was fearful. Pale with passion she con-$ was so wanting in sympathy as to imagine that 
fronted him in his study—unaware that the} had he found his wife so lost to principles of 
Whole tissue of her falsehoods had been un-$ right, as Mrs. Gray had proven herself to be, he 
ravelled to him, Mr. Gray listened quietly at} should have thanked Providence for taking her 
first, but becoming indignant at the charges she 3 off from his hands. , 
brought against his daughter, he replied with} At Greenwood a costly monument marks her 
the severity she merited. Stifling with passion, grave, and the sad-faced, lonely old man who 
she attempted to answer, but to her husband’s $ visits it so frequently remembers her last prayer, 
exceeding alarm, and to the quieting of her own and hopes that a merciful God answered it even 
fierce excitement, the blood gushed from her 3 at the eleventh hour. 
mouth, and faint with fear her husband bore} Vincent Blight went to Europe soon after his 
her almost senseless to her chamber. The phy-%cousin’s death. His mortification at the turn 
sician, who was immediately sent for, ordered : events had taken was excessive; but in his set, 
that she should be kept entirely free from ex-$ where the affair was a nine days’ wonder, rumors 
citement as her only chance for recovery. On are now rife of his haying found consolation in 
the third day the hemorrhage was renewed with 3 the charms of a young American lady whom he 
such violence that very little hones remained; 3 had met in Paris. 
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BY EMILY HERRMANN. 

They we.ghed for my price thirty pieces of silver. And the Lord said unto me, “Cast it unto the 
potter; a goodly price that I was prized at of them”’—Zachariah xi—xii, xiii. 
What are these wounds in thy hands? Those with which I was wounded in the houseof my friends— 

Zachariah xiii—vi. 

Fill high the sparkling cup of wine 

Despite the blight that sears 

Yon fair young face, that, meekly, up 

Looks through the blinding tears: 
. The price for which men sell their Lord 

Is always spent at Satan’s board. 

Tuey sold Him. Yes, by man was sold, 

The Lord of life and glory; 

And angels wondered when was told 

To them, in Ileaven, the story: 

And friends exulted, in their glee, 

Over a fancied victory. 

We sold Him who creates the gold, 

Our Lord, our life, our glory, 

Well may we shudder when is told 

In Heaven or earth the story; 

Yet Jesus from the guilt releases 

For even less than thirty pieces! 

What price for Him, who, Universe 

Her boundless wealth releases? 

Nay, miser, clutch not thus your purse, 

It was but thirty pieces! 

A goodly price weighed out for Him, 

To whom bend down the seraphim. 

We sold and sorely wounded Him, 

Our Saviour, life, and glory, 

Yet, when He to the Father told 

Of us the fearful story, 

He said, “They know not what they’ve done;” 

And thus His Heaven for us was won! 

Nay, tell no more of worthless pelf; 

Forge fast the golden fetters, 

Nor heed how Judas hung himself 
Nor yonder starving debtors. 

For cheap must be such grovelling thing 

Since thirty pieces sold a king. SL SKK OOO ALLA LD hat SALADS LD LDIASLFO ADA PD SD Pah tA LS Le LLL ALL PLS LL LE Le 
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WHAT CURED MANNING’S ENNUI. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

CHanLes Mannrin@ was young, rich, well-bred, ; laughingly, ‘‘if he will promise to adopt my 
gifted, handsome; possessed enough talent and ! remedy.” 

energy to rule an Empire with success: and this, : ‘Say on, I am listening. What’s the disease?” 
added to all his other gifts and graces: gave an $ ‘‘Ennui of the worst kind; glorious energies 

air of dignity which no mere fop can acquire, rusting into themselves, and beautiful affections 

because it grows alone from innate worth and } ; grown torpid with neglect.” 

genuine self-respect. ‘“Good! You haye guessed. But bring your 

I had not seen this miracle of a youth since , elixir.” 

we parted at colleze—both eager to begin the! ‘Settle down in life—marry some woman who 

life for which we had labored so long to prepare § Swill live down your prejudices, and draw out 

ourselves. I left him—what I have described ; what is good in you.” 

nbove—and after a lapse of ten years found him He laughed the merry, ringing laugh of college 
all this, and more. days; and I knew then he was curable. ‘Bring 

We happened to meet on one of the Hudson } your crucible and your books of Alchemy then,”’ 

River boats, recognized each other quickly, and } he said, ‘‘and make this wonder; for she doesn’t 

became so absorbed in recalling old times and exist in New York or Boston, in London, Paris, 

comparing subsequent experiences, that before {or Vienna. But for dread of the harness I knew 

we knew it, the sun, to watch whose setting we it would prove, I should havo ‘settled’ to a pro- 

had gone on deck with our cigars, rose again in ; fession long ago, and grown soberly contented 

the East; and still we smoked and paced the {as you are, my fortunate chum. Do you think 

deck, and moralized like two grey seers of ninety, then I’m going to walk open-eyed into a tangle 

instead of the gay youths we had parted at nine- : of responsibilities and connections, such as these 

teen. ‘ wives bring? When I am doing my best to endure 

Life had befriended us, and we had kept the ; the lovely doll you prescribe, to have a host of 

resolutions with which we entered its lists. Poor § wife’s relations interfering, 2and—oh, the remedy 

and unknown at first I had fought my way, and $ is worse than the disease!” 

become a prosperous country physician: Charlie; ‘* But,” I persisted, “without a crucible I can 

had studied law, but with no intention of prac-$find you this impossible woman—yet suppose 

tising. The ten years I had spent in working : she’s neither dazzlingly beautiful, nor rich, nor 

hard to earn my daily bread, ho had employed $ very robust in health ?” 
by working harder to make his daily bread pala- 3 ‘*Suppose everything you like, my dear fellow, 
table. He had travelled at home and abroad; S it’s rather severe though; poor, homely, and 

had worn out Washington, Newport and Sara- : sickly all at once!” 

toga; knew eyery distinguished man and every ‘*But surely you needn’t care for her lack of 
pretty woman in the states; had been courted ¢ wealth.” 

and flattered to satiety; had refused the handand$ ‘I do care: it is one-tenth advantage to pos- 
fortune of several heiresses, sometimes offered $ sess money, and nine-tenths to know how to 
by themselves, sometimes by their papas. He spend it. Cooked-over-meat, made-over-dresses, 
had written a poem, endowed a starving college, § sham-finery, parlors barricaded against the sun; 
settled a minister at large, established a charity $no, I thank you! my wife may throw her ingots 

school, and ended the rapid and careless enume- Sinto the Hudson on our wedding day, but she 

ration of his good deeds with, tag have possessed them, once. I am fully 

*“No use, no use in them all!—one is hollow { resolved too, to join the Shakers at Lebanon; 

as another. This fine world for which one meant they are sensible mortals, see that earth yields 

to do so much was too far gone before we began: only food and drink, secure that, and so drink 

and in my ear the old machine already more than $ ; ‘and feed till earth-worms feed uponthem. This 

‘begins to grate’ ‘On its last legs and desper- s wonderful woman liyes—in your village. I'd 

ately sick’—can you prescribe for it, doctor?’ like to see one recommended by so excellent a 

**T can for one of its inmates,” I responded, * judge as yourself; though I’m too thoroughly 
128 
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confirmed a bachelor to have any other motive; ‘Where’s the use,” he said, “in charity and 
than curiosity. Why, look there, for a specimen ¢ sreform when they go so little way back, when 
of married life!” their objeets are, like these, Jorn of drunkenness 

Ile pointed to a group among the passengers, } and imbecility: nurse woe and wrath with their 
& woman still young, with a thin, worn, miser- mother’s milk? Did you see the infant turn 
able face, and scantily clad, talking vehemently ; away from her breast to watch the woman when 
to a man—her husband—who seemed prema- ; she scolded? And think what a childhood for the 
turely old—mere bones, and wrinkles, and rags, rest: laughing at their father, hiding away from 
with a cadayerous ale made duller and more { their mother’s rage; and what a home! no com- 
repulsive by leering, blood-shot eyes. A swarm gOrt, no beauty, no love! Can we blame prison 
of children lurked in the back-ground, and} convicts for obeying instincts which were born 
hid behind trunks and band-boxes, with which in them? You and I have done the same, and 
the deck was strewn; peeping forth with dull, } win praise for it!” 
frightened faces, Nine of them Charlie counted; ’ I could only murmur—and thank heaven for 
concealed, not garmented, in dirt and rags, with ;it—that you may trust children to find beauty 
shocks of stiff, black, tangled hair—they looked {and objects of love anywhere; but these living 
more animal than human; more akin to wild- arguments are not easily refuted. I slyly con- 
cats and wood-chucks, than to the gifted man soled myself with the thought that culture or 
who stood beside me watching the scene. ; time would come for presenting equally cogent 

We had neared our landing-place, and the ones on my side of the question. 
woman was striving to make her husband com-} While Manning and I were discussing the re- 
prehend the fact. The louder and more passion- spective merits of two hotels, uncertain at which 
ately she talked—while purple veins swelled out to pass the approaching Sunday, I recognized in 
on her pale forehead—the less he understood; } the crowd of strange faces which thronged the 
for the man was inebriated, and could only juanding, that of another college friend, Harry 
make his loose, wet, unmanagable lips utter, in giddy, He greeted us eagerly and warmly, and 
an intoxicated drawl, “S’posin I am drunk: { would take no nay to his invitations: we must 
wha’ d’ye ’spose I care for you? Nothin’ but bace his house, his estate, his children, Mrs. 
my woman.” His tone as he emphasized these } Eddy; we must, he asked it as a favor, his man 
last two words, conveyed in itself a history. } had already taken our valises from the hackman, 
But we questioned the wife; and glad to find ; so we went. 
more intelligent listeners, she answered, though 3} Shall I ever forget that wearisome, splendid 
in the same excited, snappish manner, to which \ visit!—or Charlie’s laugh as he met me in the 
her spouse had so evidently grown accustomed. city afterward: for he retreated Sunday noon on 

‘‘Where’d we come from? The hills there, } plea of an urgent engagement; I, a stranger, 
*tother side of the river: what they call the ; had no such fortunate excuse, 
White Oak Settlement. Where we going? Out | We walked on velvet, we lounged on satin— 
West; tired o’ being called anti-Renters; and 1 3 my country coat was reflected in thousand dollar 
want to drag him away from his old habits, if I} mirrors—the paper- hangings were pearl and 
can. All my children—yes, the whole nine; and gold; the curtains of heavy brocade and airiest 
it’s more than I can hope if we get settled before } lace, invited you toward prospects that would 
there’s a tenth, Hard to feed them. I guess} make an artist wild; the table glittered with 
you’d think so—one woman working for nine } Silyer and gold, and its viands would rival those 
mouths, yes, ten, eleven—for he hasn’t earned 2} at the banquets of Antony and Cleopatra; the 
cent these years——” ; silver-hinged doors opened noiselessly; the ser- 

«“THat’s what I married you for,” drawled } , vants came without a call. 
the man. | I was thoroughly dazzled at first: accustomed 

‘«How do I clothe them 2” she went on, without } to simple village life, and having until then 
heeding him. “In rags; and that only by beg- -< esteemed Kiddeminster carpets, yard square 
ging. Summer time they can pick a few ber- ! mirrors, a print or two on the walls, a vase or 
ries, but it’s hard work! Come, John, take the } two on the mantel, and a case of books, some- 
baby, at any rate; and I’ll look after the trunk } ) thing beyond the common, and even elegant. 
and the rest of ’em.”” Baby in arms, John stag | Why it was I could not tell, but I made my 
gered out of sight; the woman fell into a loud } \ parting bow to Mrs. Eddy with an unspeakable 
altercation with the baggage-master: and we ‘feeling of relief; and for the layish attentions 
walked on, Charlie full of the new illustration } which had been bestowed upon my insignificant 

‘ to his theory of this life’s worthlessness, * self, returned less real gratitude (though perhaps 
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for this very reason, more protestations of the ments upon all that passed. If the sun was 

game) than many a time when I had passed a ) setting brilliantly, Mary’s silent absorption in 

pleasant evening beside a neighbor’s kitchen ; watching it turned the attention of all thither; 

fire; where hearty welcome, and some old man’s Sif a case of suffering and want was described, 

strong sound sense, cr his son’s honest, straight- ‘while Mrs. Eddy turned from the subject as 

forwardness, and keen though homely jokes, had ‘ painful, you saw tears in Mary’s eyes. If you 

given more refreshment to my soul than the rich { quoted a wise or witty speech, in some magnetic 

man’s cakes and wine, though served in silver. sway she made you feel that it pleased her; if 

I confessed this, and asked the reason. ’ you said aught insincere or unfeeling, her eyes 

‘‘Reason!” he answered, merrily, ‘I felt a$left the everlasting work a minute to glance at 

foreshadowing of it in the shake of Harry’s you in denial and disapprobation: a look so 

hand; and confess my own apparent willingness {quiet you couldn’t resent it, and yet which 

to accept his invitation, was only a ruse upon ’ haunted you. 

you. I wanted to give practical demonstration ‘*QOnce—the day before the family departed— 

of what a nice dilemma your prescription might $I met Mary walking alone, and made hey talk: 

lead me into. All that nonsensical pomp—hollow 3 her face shone like Stephen’s! her thoughts were 

glitter—ostentatious hospitality, deceive only the 3 pure as pearls and fresh as violets, always uttered 

uninitiated. I have penetrated behind the secnes 3 in that unconscious, quiet, fascinating way. 

in more than one of these magnificent homes, ’ [asked Hal about her last Sunday, ‘Oh, she 

hollow! hollow! these people live for the out- 3 was,’ he said, ‘a weak, mystical, half-witted 

side; and to make a grand show give up comfort, 3 thing—a cousin of his wife’s—they pitied her, 

culture, peace, all the real luxury of existence; § invited her to this visit in the country on account 

abuse their servants, defraud their children, de- $ of her health—but he remembered she made her- 

ceive each other—and exceed such people as {self very useful in keeping the children still.’ 

those we met on the boat, as far, in making ’ Yet I, staid disciple of medicine that I am—of 

trouble in this life, as Lucifer himself exceeds § all professions the most prosaic—was completely 

his smallest imp.” ‘enchanted by this meek ‘quieter of children.’ 

I began to think Charlie’s prejudice amounted} ‘‘Some angel who came unawares to uplift 

to absolute monamania, as he went on, < and heal that excellent family; and finding them 

“I feel this insincerity, and the unnaturalness 3 incurable went back to heaven; no woman take 

of this mode of life, oppressing me like an atmos- my word!” 

phere when I enter the house of which it has § ‘*So be it then,’ I answered, bent upon reta- 

taken possession. I escape at the earliest oppor- } liating for the ruse he had played upon me— 

tunity, and take long, deep breaths as I go home, s “but, Charlie, speaking of splendid people, do 

wondering whether there’s light, and dew, and air § you remember Frank Leslie?” 

enough in the sweet heavens to wash out, some? ‘Yes, indeed, another glorious man lost by 

day, all the impurities of earth. But, doctor, tell s lnpsing into married life. The poor fellow has 

me more about that model woman—let me see! io cruelly tried in business affairs; has lost 

a4 

LAL LS. 

saintly—that means a bigot; homely, sickly, and 3 his all, and works like a slave now to support 

poor—did you say old too and very fascinating ?” his wife and family; only keeps them alive by 

‘Why you must know that a few summers : superhuman exertions—think of the drudgery! 

since, these same Eddys came to our village of § Eddy told me about it: and I mean to look him 

Sharon, spent some months there at the hotel, Sup, will you go with me?” 

were frequent guests at my house, and very un- “Right gladly!—but shan’t we look up our 

like the people I found at the elegant estate 3 paragon of womanhood first?” 

on the Hudson: unpretending, grateful for the | ‘Don’t speak of it! that she’s one of the Eddy 

smallest attentions, though dreadfully bored with ¢ tribe is sufficient for me. But I am in earnest 

Sharon, I must own. ‘ about Frank.”’ 

‘¢ During the last weeks of their stay I observed $ We found the house soon. As we entered 

another member in their family: a pale, quiet { the parlor, I saw Charlie glance at the undra- 

girl, whom they did not introduce—and yet who ‘ peried windows and imitation walnut chairs, as 

attracted me by her very unobtrusiveness. She if comparing this with the luxurious apartment 

was always busy too, though with some trifle of ; to which Frank had so often welcomed us in the 

embroidery, so I could hardly suppose her to be { days of his bachelorhood. 

a serving girl. She fascinated me, so I watched : But some vestiges of former elegance remained; 

her more closely, and found that though seldom {a piano, rare books, engravings from Raphael, 

answering, she heard, and made inward com- ‘ Guido, Correggio, and 
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We did not wait to look farther—the pictures I ventured to ask an opinion. 

about the blazing fire was better than any on the ‘‘She will yanish by to-morrow morning,” he 

walls. Supper over, the little family had met exclaimed, ‘‘she is one of the angels beyond 

after the day’s work to enjoy cach other’s pre- § mistake: and so it was cruel in you to hurry me 

sence. Mrs. Leslie disarmed prejudice at once away while she did last. But if that pale, poor, 

by her gentle, lady-like demeanor. Frank made } homely, fascinating damsel of yours were 4 

us forget our pity in his joy at meeting old ‘«Were named Mary Armitage?” L interrupted. 

friends again, and the pride with which he Le He wheeled me round in the moonlight to look 

troduced us to the inmates of his house. The } into my laughing face. 

bright-eyed children, directly we were seated,; ‘You cannot mean it! then for once in my life 

climbed back to their station, two on the father’s >I am caught in a snare—your unsophisticated- 

knee, and one on a cricket clese beside him; ness threw me off my guard. But you were 

while a fourth—in answer to a beckoning smile } right, her talk is like pearls and violets, and she 

—crept behind our chairs to sit on the sofa with herself is a pearl of worth, and wisdom, and 

the young lady who had been introduced as Miss } purity, if any man could be so fortunate to win 

Armitage, Mrs. Leslie’s sister. Sher! She homely and poor!” 

It was raining out of doors, and the wind: Any one can guess a little way into my sequel: 

howled angrily: perhaps this added to the look } that in a few months wedding cards came from 

of cheer, security, and peace in thatlittle parlor! } “Mr. and Mrs. Manning, Waverly Place.” I 

I cannot recall our conversation. I remember : wish the remainder were conveyed as easily— 

that Miss Armitage opened the piano at our re- } that I could have you into their model home, map 

quest, and Charlie said played divinely; her } out the pathway of their beautiful lives, and tell 

ae was most beautiful to me when Mrs. Les- how courtesy and hospitality abide there, not in 

ie’s sweet, low voice, and then one by one the} marble statues alone, but in actual presence: 

rd s . . . . . . " 

children’s voices, chimed with it, as they sang} how besides the rare pictures on the wall, and 

. their little evening hymn. J have heard Grisi the well filled library, refinement and culture 

and Sontag, and Jenny Lind, but never any} exist in the very atmosphere; how with the 

music so like that of angels, as the songs of $ luxury and splendor we found in Harry Eddy’s 

childhood always scem to me: and these children, ‘ cheerless home, are combined the sense of com- 

with such bright intelligence in their faces—such fort and security we found in Leslie’s little 

an air of culture and refinement! I could not} parlor. It is as if that great, glittering, lifeless 

wonder that Manning went wild and begged for : show of existence we meet so often, were in- 

more. I saw him looking too, as they stroked § formed with a living soul that grows, aspires, 

the father’s hair with their little dimpled hands, § and enjoys. 

laid their sweet faces to his, and watched him § I do not know more active and efficient workers 

while he talked. He heard them say their prayers ? than the Mannings, in all plans to “ bridge over 

cs last, ae went to see if they were safe in bed. ‘the great gulfs of ignorance,” and call, ‘*come 

he little elves had bewitched him out of his$up hither,” to the fallen, whether by sin or 

weariness and worldliness at once. For all his ; want; but generously as their efforts and their 

cares and losses, he was lighter-hearted than} gold may be bestowed, I do believe they help 

either of his guests. ee world on more by what they are, than by 

After the children went, with their sweet} what they do; by leading the way in paths they 

voices haunting me, I was ready to depart also; recommend to others, by keeping their own 

not so Charles Manning: he had taken away Miss } home so pregnant with sincerity, freedom, and 

Armitage’s work, and on pretence of examining \ love: for it is an easy thing to demonstrate the 

it, had drawn her into conversation; would it} excellence of virtue, the beauty of disinterested- 

never end! The storm had ceased, and the stars } ness, quite another to prove the possibility of 

were bright before I could entice him home. ; translating them into life, 

He praised Frank, praised the child f 
ee fe li jaine : p d ns i : His a “For he that feeds men serveth few; 

, 2 S : ee Pie Be and pictures; nol a He serves all who dares be true.” 

word about Miss Armitage. 
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Yourn, with a vessel thousand-masted, : Age, with shattered skiff escaping, 
. . g 

. * 

Ploughs the sea at morning light; Calmly drifts to port at night. 
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MIRIAM NEALE, 
HER WEAKNESS AND HER STRENGTH. 

BY VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND. 

“To-morrow! to-morrow! to-morrow !” The little one does not clearly understand this, 
She murmured over the words to herself, in a } but they go together into the bed room, where 

kind of dreamy abstraction, as though she were : the father, the doctor, and several of the neigh- 
trying to impress the truth which they embodied } bors are standing, all looking very solemn. 
on her mind—a truth so strange, and yast, and Miriam is lifted up to the pillows, a pair of 
incomprehensible, that now, standing face to : thin arms are drawn around her neck—a pair of 
face with it, her heart could not realize it. ‘lips press her own—so cold that their touch 

She, Miriam Neale, stands a few feet from the } sends a thrill to her heart; and when she is 
chamber window, with one arm resting on the : taken down, Miriam has a mother no longer. 
bed post. Her home is a large, old-fashioned, } Then she remembers how, in less than two years, 
yellow house, with a deep yard in front, but. the her father followed his wife, and so her memory 
last night’s clouds have lined this, and the road } follows up the road of her life—it is a long, 
beyond, with one unbroken breadth of snow. green, shady one, with few, to others, prominent 

Miriam doos not see this, though she gazes out } dates, or mile-stones. 
of the window, for her heart is looking inward. } Miriam was not like other girls, and her inner 
What a fair, sweet, earnest profile it is that droops : life was the best part of her, but nobody dreamed 
forward till it almost touches the carving of the 3 of this, not even Elizabeth, in whose arms she 
old bed post. slept every night. 

You would hardly imagine it had seen twenty- ’ Indeed, two persons could not be more essen- 
one summers, there is so much child-like sim- tially unlike than the two sisters. Elizabeth’s 
plicity about it, and yet there is strength and ‘character was sterling, practical, energetic; 
character in the casting of the small, sweet § Miriam’s dreamy, gentle, esthetic, her very 
mouth, and oh! what a world of depth and feel- ; movements keeping time to the rhythm in her 
ing in those large, glorious eyes—eyes that are * soul. 
like a clear forest lake, filled with twilight. : When Elizabeth discovered that all the pro- 

On the bed, on the chairs, all about the dream- 3 perty her father had left his children, was the 
ing girl, are scattered dresses, scarfs, embroi- ; old yellow homestead, which had been his grand- 
deries in rich contrast with each other. ‘ father’s, she immediately cast about in her mind 

There is the rose-colored morning robe, with { for some plan by which she might support her- 
its crimson trimming; the maroon riding-dress ; ; self, and the little one to whom she stood in the 
and by itself, as though propinquity to its more { place of a mother. She settled upon a trade, 
substantial neighbors might, in some wise, en- { and with her to decide, was to act. For the last 
danger its consistency, hangs a white embroi-$ sixteen years, she had been the favorite dress- 
dered dress—which tells the whole story, you tees of the village, supporting herself and 
see at once all these are part of a bride’s ¢rous- } Miriam by her labors. 
Seat. > The elder sister loved the younger one with a 

And this is what Miriam Neale is trying to } kind of protecting, maternal affection, and as the 
realize, though, as I said, it is very hard, even } other evinced a greater partiality for books than 
with such tangible evidence about her ‘anything else, Elizabeth spared no expense, 

But in a little while, her thoughts move off to } which her limited means afforded, in perfecting 
the past. She sees a quiet, summer afternoon, } Miriam’s education. 
and a happy-hearted little girl, gathering butter- * And standing by the cherry bed post, the young 
cups, and clover buds, in the grass plot at the } lady sees all this, as her thoughts move up the 
back of the house. Then Elizabeth, her sister, } past, to that day nearly two years ago, when 

almost twelve years older than herself, comes { Mr. Hewitt came to their home for the first time. 
out and takes lier hand. Her face is very white, | How well she remembered it. Mr. Hewitt was 

5 

and her voice is hoarse as she whispers, ‘‘ Miriam, } a tall, noble-looking gentleman about forty years 
mamma is dying.” old, with very bland, though rather elaborate 

132 
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manners; and his sister with her Ppeaiticent » was the promised wife of the rich widower, Wil- 

dress, and patronizing airs, quite fluttered } liam Hewitt. . 

Miriam, who was washing up the dinner dishes,} The gentleman was desirous of preparing a 

and went to the door in the gingham apron, she new home for his girl-bride, so they were not 

had tied on over her pretty muslin dress, married immediately. Meanwhile it was ar- 

Miss Hewitt, who was visiting at Lawyer ‘ranged that she should remain with her sister, 

Gaines, called to engage some dressmaking, but} and Mr. Hewitt should provide masters for the 

Elizabeth was absent, and so she left her orders } : completion of her education, 

with Miriam. Once a month he came from New York to see 

The girl thought she should not have asked } > her, bringing her costly presents, and seeming 

her to repeat them so often, if the gentleman had } every time fonder, and prouder of her than ever. 

not kept his eyes fastened on her face during the} Miriam’s memory glances through all this, 

whole time. and now, (do you see?) a change comes over her 

Somehow, Mr. Hewitt had a great many} ‘face. It droops forward still farther, the mobile 

errands to the yellow house, during his stay in ‘mouth softens, and quivers, the thick lashed 

Meadow Brook. eyes fill with a kind of twilight sadness—oh, 

Miriam and he were frequently thrown to- } there is a name written, laid away, and locked 

gether, and the girl grew to like the stately } : up in Miriam’s soul: it is Lewis Cleaveland. 

gentleman, and wondered how the neighbors } He was her drawing-master last summer, and 

could call him cold and haughty. the only son of the minister in the Presbyterian 

The girl’s fresh, impulsive, transparent nature } parish, adjoining that of Meadow Brook. He 

charmed the world-weary man, and he thought; was very poor, and glad of any opportunity 

that his heart might learn the song of its youth} whereby he could, by his own labor, remove 

again, with that young, bright head sheltered; part of the burden which weighed so heavily on 

upon it. : his father, that of defraying his expenses at col- 

One afternoon—it was in the early autumn, lege. ; 

and Miriam had been out in the woods all day 3 Lewis Cleaveland came twice every week that 

with her books—she entered the sitting-room § : summer, to the yellow house, He was an artist, 

hastily, her sun-bonnet swinging in one hand, } proud, talented, impulsive, with a thin, pale, but 

and her torrent of rich brown curls flowing over unusually attractive face, and that kind of social 

her flushed cheeks. To her unspeakable sur- N magnetism about him, which always ensures a 

prise, Mr. Hewitt sat by the side of her sister, man the favor of women. 

her hands clasped in his, and both were talking } You have guessed the rest, reader. Few per 

low and earnestly. 38 sons could see the minister’s son without being 

‘¢Come here, Miriam dear,” called Blizabeth, § \ warmly interested in him, and Miriain was a 

for the girl was hastily retreating. There was } ‘child no longer. Mr. Hewitt had made her a 

a smile of unusual softness lurking about Eliza-} woman, but he had never fathomed the deep 

beth’s mouth, and a look of triumph in her eyes, wells of her woman’s nature, 

which Miriam could not interpret. Blushing till Lewis Cleaveland knew, as did every one else, 

her cheeks were the color of the nalfopanéd’ of her betrothal to the wealthy widower. But 

moss-buds in the garden, she came forward, and he looked farther into her soul, than the husband 

the elder sister said, ‘‘ Miriam, we were talking | elect had ever done, and to look there was to 

of you, and Mr. Hewitt has just made a request 3 love Miriam Neale. 

of me, which does us both great honor. It 18} : The teacher was honorable, and he never told 

that [ will give my little sister to him, and he} Minnie this, though often when he saw that 

will make her his wife.” She smoothed down 3 bright, graceful head bent over the drawing, a 

the folds of rumpled hair, fondly, and proudly. 4 longing that he could har dly resist, would come 

Miriam’s brown eyes wandered from one to the $ over him, to fold it for one moment close to his 

other in a mass of bewilderment, making her ; heart. 

look handsomer than ever. She was a child still, His pupil too was not used to concealing her 

though she was coming into her twentieth sum- feelings, and sometimes when he laid his hand 

mer. At last her head sank on Elizabeth’s} on hers, to define a line or curve, he felt the 

shoulder. ‘J do not know what to say,” she, : little fingers tremble. 

whispered. : And I doubt whether, plighted though she was 

It was done with so much simplicity, that | to another, Lewis Cleaveland could have resisted 

both her auditors laughed, and loved her better the voice of his heart, but he had no home to 

than eyer. So the matter was settled, Miriam } offer Miriam. 
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She has not seen him since September, for; Elizabeth soothed her, very much as she would 
then the college term commenced. How pale} have done a child, chiding her one moment for 
and strange he looked, the afternoon that they} her want of character and self-control, at such 
parted. There is a mist coming into her eyes! a time, and the next, painting gorgeous pictures 
—ah, Miriam, Miriam, it is not thus a woman} for her future, and telling her that Mr. Hewitt 
should think of another than her bridegroom on ; had promised they should come back every sum- 
the last eve of her girlhood. }mer, and that he would have the old house 

Sadder, and sadder, grows the drooping face. } thoroughly rejuvenated, and made an elegant 
Her eyes wander over the dresses scattered } country seat. 
around her. A little shiver crawls slowly over § Then they heard a rolling of carriage wheels 
her frame. ‘If there were only some one to ‘ outside, there were loud voices at the gate, and 
whom I could lay bare my heart,” murmurs the : both the sisters sprang up, exclaiming, ‘it is Mr. 
poor bride-elect. Then she thinks of Elizabeth, } Hewitt.” 
the dear, kind, grateful sister, who has been to} Three years had passed. The afternoon was 
her in the place of the mother that lies under? very sultry, and Mrs. Hewitt sat in her chamber, 
the snow; but an after thought negatives the} at the hotel of a fashionable watering-place. 
sudden impulse, ‘Elizabeth would never wnder-} The wind that came up faintly from the ocean, 
stand it.” tarried dreamily among the musline curtains, 

At last the corners of the old chamber estat and the lids dropped over the languid eyes of 
to grow dim. It is the last night of the old year, ; the lady who sat by them, as its cool breath 
and the shadows fall early. touched her forehead. 

She hears Elizabeth’s step on the stairs. She is little changed. The world may have 
‘Goodness! Miriam! you’ve let the fire go $ given a touch of stateliness to her manners, and 

almost out,” is her preliminary ejaculation. ‘If } subdued somewhat the old buoyancy of her 
you don’t leave off your old habits of sitting all} spirits, but the face, pure and sweet, that leans 
alone, and dreaming, I don’t know what Mr. against the silken cushion is still that of Miriam 
Hewitt will think, dear me,” vigorously adjust- ’ Neale. 
ing the half burned sticks. ‘I hope Tom Jones The door is opened lightly—so lightly that it 
won’t forget the pine to trim the bride’s loaf. } does not arouse her, and a gentleman of middle 
Don’t you want to go down and sce it, and not age and noble presence steps softly up to the 
sit shivering there, Mrs. Hewitt of to-morrow ; lady, and leaning over her chair kissed her fore- 

PPPS 

evening ?” : head. 
Miriam put off her sad face, and came toward She springs up with such a start that her 

her sister. hair leaps from its fastenings, and bounds down 
“Let the cake go now, Lizzie,” shesaid. ‘Sit } to her waist. 

down here, and put your arms around me, for I “Why, William, how you scared me!’ she 
Kee to talk with ie It is oe last oe you says, clapping her small hands, and joining in 
will ever sit so, with Miriam Neale, you know.” 3 his laugh. 

The elder sister was softened. She sat down’ «Did I, my pet? Well, you looked so pretty 
on a low stool, and drew her armsaround Miriam’s } I couldn’t help it. Beside I was in a great 
neck. The fire leaped up in the chimney, and : hurry, and couldn’t stay to say, ‘by you’re leave’ 
the two faces, so unlikein their whole tone and 3 this time. I must start for New York in half an 
expression, brightened in its glow. 2 hour, Miriam.” 

‘What a beautiful home you will have, dear,” ‘“‘William!”” The tone abridged a whole chap- 
commenced Elizabeth; for her ambiti s 3 ter of ‘pri i i 
much gratified with this marriage. - Tt will be: veel State: me Eien “ati be 
one of the handsomest on Fifth Avenue, all built ; helped. That outrageous law suit imperatively 
of stone, with bay windows, and then the inside ‘ summons me, and spite of the heat I must hurry 
will be like a palace, with its crimson curtains, } back.” 
and Parisian carpets, and you, little sister, will § «And how shall I get along without you, in be mistress of it all!” : this strange place?” 

The girl smiled faintly. «But I wouldn’t § ‘*You must make acquaintances, dear. There'll 
wonder if my heart should sometimes look off : be plenty of young gentlemen who'll be overjoyed with a great longing to this old yellow house, at the opportunity of exercising their gallantry and the chamber where I’ve been so happy. Oh! : for Mrs. William Hewitt.” 
Lizzie, tell me you love me just this once, for my; There is a half scornful curve of the lady’s heartis very weak!” and the tears broke forth. : under lip. “TI shall give them no opportunity 
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for doing so. I'll stay in my room till you get; The names were spoken with the first involun- 
back.” : i tar y start, and then they stood still looking into 

‘No, you mustn’t, for the sea air will do you § ‘each other’s faces. I think Miriam recovered 
little good in that case. But there comes the } : herself first. 

cars. Miriam, my precious wife, take care of *‘Our meeting will not be the less pleasant 
yourself till I return for you.” And he is gone. } that it is unexpected, I trust,” she said, giving 

This scene, reader, will give you the key to : the young man her hand with a smile, and if 
Miriam’s married life. ‘ Miriam Hewitt’s smile was like sunshine to all 

Wealth, affection, watchful tenderness made it Uoiier ‘Ss, what was it to Aim? 

outwardly very bright, but there were longings} No,” he said, grasping the little fingers 
and needs in his wife’s nature that Mr. Hewitt : warmly, ‘‘only the more agreeable for its sud- 

could never comprehend. She felt for him a i denness. But are you quite alone, Mrs. Hewitt?” 

quiet, clinging sort of affection, very much such $ ‘Yes. I am staying at the hotel. My hus- 

as a child would have for an indulgent parent. | band was suddenly called to New York, and will 

Her heart had not forgotten the old name, but § not return until Saturday. I came down here 
it did not throb to it now—it was like a pleasant } this morning, for the first time, to enjoy the 
tune of our childhood, that we have not heard $ scenery and listen to the ocean chant.” 

for many years; and yet it may be that some-{ His large, deep, grey-blue eyes told better 

body, on a quiet, summer evening will start the : ; than his lips did his joy at their meeting. She 

old strain under our window; and then, how the } took the bench which he had occupied, and he 

other years come up from their graves, and rustle { threw himself on the grass at her feet. 

through our memories! a, were old friends, and they talked of the 

Every winter Elizabeth came to her sister’s ) past. The world had treated him yery kindly 

magnificent city home, but she had been an in-} since they parted. His paintings were earning 

valid for the past year, and imagined the air of { him fame and wealth. He told her so. 
Meadow Brook best agreed with her. ** And you have been in New York for the last 

For two days Mrs. Hewitt kept her promise, ; year, and never called?” said Miriam, reproach- 

hardly leaving her, however; but the third 3 fully. 

morning a great longing took possession of herto; ‘‘No. I heard of you as the feted, courted, 
wander down to the ocean, and listen to the great ; fashionable lady, but J could think of you only 

ballad rolling out forever from its deep heart, {as my pupil in the old, yellow house, with the 

“I could slip out easily by the back piazza,” ; sunshine looking through the windows, and lay- 

murmured the lady, and go through the lots } ; ing a golden crown on your head as it drooped 
down to the sea-shore, and see what the waves } over the paper.” 

will say to me. It will be so delightful wane | He had a deep, rich, mellow voice. Miriam 

dering down there all alone.” ‘turned away her face, for the tears were in her 
A half hour later, Mrs. Hewitt was walking ! x eyes. 

up and down the sands by the sea-shore. The} «Twas very happy there,” she sighed. 

waves crept almost to her feet. She listened to} “Tf I had known you had mot changed I 
that great. psalm, whose alpha the angels heard } should have come, but I feared to find an ele- 

before the morning stars sang their triumphant ; gant, self-possessed lady in the place of my old 

melody over the new earth, and it filled her } pupil. And the memory in my heart was better 
heart with inspiration. than such a reality.” 

She loosened her bonnet strings, and the seat “Ah! how little you know me,” she said, 
wind tossed her bright hair about her face, and ’ mournfully, half speaking to herself. ‘One’s 

kissed her cheeks into a rosier glow. She looked } surroundings and the world’s applause are so 

very beautiful. What a pity there was no artist $ small a part of life, sometimes I feel that divine 
at hand. ‘is a negation of all that is noblest, and deepest, 

There was one. A few rods from her where $ and truest in me.’ 

the shore curved inward, he sat under a clump ; “Do you? After all the world hasn’t spoiled 
of trees sketching the rocks on the west, their you, my pupil,”’ and his pale, proud face looked 

bold, quaint outlines looking very picturesque in } \ into hers with a mingling of adoration and ten- 

the rosy morning light. ‘ derness, which a rapt devotee might feel for the 

Mrs. Hewitt came upon him very suddenly, § divinity of his worship. 

for neither had observed the other. Then he remembered she was the wife of 

‘*Mr. Cleaveland!” ? another, and the thought was a death pang to 
\ 

‘¢ Miriam!” ‘ his heart. 
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But they sat together and talked hour after { home with a troubled heart. She had looked 

hour, Nature had tuned their souls alike, and $ into her soul and read the secret there. 

they could not help it if their feelings toned; ‘‘Stop at once, you are the wife of another,” 

down into one harmony. : whispered a conscience that fashionable life had 

Lewis was boarding in the village, and would ¢ not rendered entirely callous. 

not leave until the next week, so before they$ But Miriam murmured, ‘it would ke so im- 

parted, they made an engagement to visita a polite to refuse him after I have promised to go, 

but very picturesque lake, some ten miles from § and it shall be the last time, for Mr. Hewitt will 

S 

the shore. ’ be here day after to-morrow. I will be true to 

“I shall call for you at ten, Mrs. Hewitt,” $’my husband, and Lewis shall not guess ?-o 

said Lewis, as they rose to leave. > burst of tears concluded the sentence. Oh! 

‘Thank you, I shall be ready. Mr. Hewitt § Miriam! Miriam! the good angel in your heart 

will be so much obliged to you for your attention. § looked sorrowful. . 

He advised me before he left, to throw myself on . And what of Lewis Cleayeland? Alas! for the 

the charities of some chivalric gentleman, but wreck of honor and principle,—alas! for the 

the society of most of them is a poor exchange $ memory of his chi!dhood’s teachings, of his duty 

for my own thoughts.” to man and his love of God. 

‘*But you do not number me among these?” Miriam was his idol, his incarnation. For 

She turned her clear, shining eyes upon him, ‘ three years her memory had stood alone in his 

‘Of course not, Mr. Cleaveland.” heart, loved hopelessly, but with all the wild 

He thanked her with a glance, and with his lips, aries of his deep, impulsive, poetic nature. 

by kissing her hand. And then they both went: And now they had been so strangely brought 

home. , together, how could he give her up? ‘‘I can- 

The next day has a history very much like its { not live without her. I know too, she loves me, 

predecessor. When Miriam looked on the little ‘ for I have read it in those glorious eyes.” 

lake lying in its green cup between the great 3 A storm of wild, mad passion shook his soul, 

hills, she clapped her white hands in her old: and in the midst of it he whispered, (oh, shame! 

virlish way, and said, “I must draw that, Mr. Lewis Cleaveland!) ‘‘ to-morrow J will ask her to go 

Cleaveland.” < with me!” 

And he found a fine position for the view, They had come down from the cliffs, whence 

under some shady sycamores. And they both ‘they had looked off, and read a passage of 

sat down on the grass, and he leaned over her ’ earth’s grandest poem—the ocean, 

and watched the growing of her picture just as $ At the foot of the cliffs were some elegant pri- 

he had done in the old-fashioned sitting-room of yate grounds, which the generous proprietor 

the yellow house. , 3 threw open gratuitously every summer to the 

Once there came over him a temptation that } visitors. 

he could not resist. He laid his hand onthe} And now under the whispering of its green 

lady’s and checked the movement of her pencil. ; trees, in words of thrilling beauty, and passionate 

‘May I ask you one question, dear Mrs. } love, Lewis Cleaveland told his story. ‘‘I love 

Hewitt, that is in my heart, one that I hardly } you as man never before loved woman. Fly with 

know whether our relative positions will war-< me, for it is our only happiness,” was its alpha 

rant me doing?” ‘and omega. 

The little fingers throbbed under his pressure, And Miriam Hewitt bowed with a low groan, 

and there was a whisper, her white face upon her shaking hands, and 

‘*You may ask it.” cried, 

“Have you been happy for the last three: ‘‘Lewis! Lewis! do not tempt me, I am the 

years?” wife of another.” 

“Yes/qnietly, comfortably so. I am very} What sophistries he urged, endorsed not by 

dear to my husband, and he is kind, oh! how ‘ her conscience or her reason, but by her heart— 

unspeakable kind and tender to me.” \ how long and eloquently he pleaded a cause 

There was another question on Lewis’ lips. * whose very thought was sin, and shame to them 

«Do you love him?” but he had been brought ; both—I cannot tell. But at last Lewis Cleave- 

up a Christian, and he remembered this was sin. } land wrung a consent from the lady to meet him 

It was a great temptation. To his honor be it} at the back garden gate of the hotel, when the 

written, he did not ask it. stars had looked for a half-hour out of the sky, 

They made an engagement to visit the cliffs ; and—be pitiful to her for she loved him, and 

next day, but that night Miriam Hewitt went ' you know not how great was the temptation. 
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It was night again, and Mrs. Hewitt looked , pathos of those eyes, else she must have yielded 

out from her window, and saw the first stars$ to the touching despair of that word. But she 

moving softly into the sky. did not, not eyen when he held her hands and 
What a day it had been to her—a day! it3 prayed her to have mercy on him, and not doom 

seemed a year, a life, an age, as she stood there’ him to the arid, barren life that, without her 

by the window and looked up at the clear love, lay before him. 

mournful stars. “Tt is sin, Lewis, sin against God and man. 

She had seen none but the waiter since morn-3I cannot de it,” she answered, with the tears 

ing, though she had been beset with callers, for $ pouring thick on their clasped hands. 

it was ascertained that the beautiful Mrs. Hewitt} ‘It is sin, I cannot,” she repeated. 

was at the hotel, and everybody was on the quis They were a long distance from the hotel, for 
vive to see her. § the garden was very large. Nobody was in 

All was arranged now—a small package lay $ sight. 
on the chair beside her, and she had only to tie § He might easily then have overpowered and 
on her bonnet and go out. s forced her into the carriage; but even in the 

All day long her mind seemed (and it is gene- $ mad blindness of that moment Lewis Cleaveland 
rally the case before the first commission of a was too honorable for this. 

great wrong) in a state of bewildered confusion, s She said, at last, 

and she looked upon herself as an automaton} ‘I must leave you, Lewis. It is agony and 
moved by a fate she could not resist. ’ wrong for both to prolong this interview. May 

But with the first glance at those clear stars, God help you as I cannot.” 

the friends of her childhood, a change came over She had turned from him, He stretched out 

the lady’s heart. his arms. ‘Miriam come back and tell me once 

All the years of her life walked up, each like ; more that you love me.” 

a bodily presence, and took their seats around: A gush of tenderness swept over her heart. 

her, and looked down solemnly, mournfully into * She turned back, and brushing away the heavy 

her soul. hair from the broad forehead, she pressed a long, 
Then these faded away, and the act she was 3 fond kiss upon it. 

about to commit stood up before her inallitss But for her tears she did not speak, and when 

fearful darkness and criminality. Shudderingly $ Lewis Cleaveland looked up, he saw only the 

she looked, and the yoice of love ceased to speak 3 gleam of her white dress as it went through the 
in her heart. garden gate, 

She thought on what must be her husband’s : She had scarcely re-entered the grounds, when 
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agony and Elizabeth’s shame, and of that future 3 she heard her name called, 

life, whose very love would be remorse, and then ‘*Miriam, my pet,” it cried. ‘Here I’ve been 
her tears broke forth—tears which were her waiting for you for the last ten minutes. Why, 

salvation. % little wife, how white you look! Where have 

She sank upon her knees and prayed, and: you been?” 

when she rose up Miriam Hewitt had found her’ It was Miriam’s husband. He had returned 

strength. a day sooner than he expected. She did not 

Calmly she put on her bonnet, and went down 3 answer him, but fell senseless into his arms. 

through the long garden to the back gate. The next week, before Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt 

It was the hour appointed, and she found left the hotel, a note was placed in the latter’s 

Lewis there, while the carriage stood a few rods: hands. It bore neither date nor signature, but 

distant. 3 the lady recognized the handyriting. 

‘‘My darling! my darling! you have come to ‘¢Miriam, my beloved,” it ran, ‘‘you were 
me, never more to be separated,” and he would $ right—all right in this matter. I see it now, 

have folded his arms around her. But she softly that my madness is over, and thank God that 

put them back, saying, ’ you saved me from this great sin. To-morrow 

‘*No, Lewis, the mists have fallen from my I leave for Italy. In my heart I shall carry 
eyes. J have come to tell you I cannot go with ; you.” 

\ you.” ; Two years went by, and Miriam was a widow. 
“Miriam!” he staggered back and looked at} Mr. Hewitt left her all his great wealth. She 

her. ‘mourned for him as a loving child would for a 
Oh! it was well she had prayed that night, the ; tender parent. 

old prayer of her childhood so fervently, else’ She was young, beautiful, wealthy, and for 

her loving heart could not have resisted the’ these the world courted, well nigh worshipped 
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her, but her heart was the heart of Miriam ; band; but when he parted the brown curls from 

Neale. Sher sweet face, and called her his ‘‘always 

Two years more, and Mrs. Hewitt was a wife : angel,” she answered, ‘It was God’s strength 

again. Very happy she was with her artist hus- then, Lewis, made perfect in our weakness.” 
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TRUTH. 

BY MES. SARAH A. COREY. 

Aw Eastern princess tells the tale, 

(We all have heard it oft and well,) 

Of young Aladdin and his lamp, 

Where magic virtues seemed to dwell. 

He of obscure and humble birth, 

But in this treasure owned no store: 

And though a rude, unpolished thing, 

’T was wealth to him—he asked no more. 

Till at the height of worldly power, 

Forgotten was his lamp at last. 

Alas! his honors, wealth and fame, 

Departed sadly one by one. 

His lamp neglected, sold for pelf— 
And though redeemed—the charm was gone, 

Thus within reach of every heart, 

The lamp of Truth burns pure and clear; 

And like Aladdin’s, rough and rude, 

Through use its virtues will appear. 

Secure this boon, if you would win 
Life’s choicest gifts—life’s greatest worth. 

Guard it with zealous, watchfal care, 

It hus no counterpart on earth. 

For when with sure, unwearied hand, 

A touch he carefully applied, 
And breathed with heart sincere and true, 

A wish, ’twas ever gratified. 

A constant friend his lamp became, 

And charmed each tedious hour away: 

Till ever present by his side, 
Hin:toil:wasisweet is heart was gay: Should honors, fame, or wealth be thine, 

Let not success ensnare thy heart; 

And let no flatterer’s melting tongue 

Persuade thee with that boon to part. 

Should crowds of sighing friends approach, 

I care not of how fine a stamp, 
Receive them not, if in their hands 

They carry not the magic lamp. 

Success his wishes multiplied, 
Wealth poured her treasures at his feet, 

While friends rose suddenly to view, 

And flatterers strove his will to meet. 

Blessings were showered upon his head, 

Honors came thick’ning round him fast, PDE ARAL LAL ILI LDS IDL LAI LID DISD IP LSL I AGA PDD LD IO CLLLLF LLL LILI L LIS SD OP AI 

THE SHEA-WEED. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

Ir grew where Ocean heaves— 
How strangely fair! 

Its amber buds and filmy leaves, 

Perchance have decked some Nereid’s hair. 

For me were brought 

Thy graceful garlands from their ocean bed; 

Oh! it is sweet to be, in Friendship’s thought, 

Kindly remembered. 

In Amphitrite’s bower 

Perchance ’twas found; 

Or twined by sea-nymph’s hand, in mirthful hour, 

Her Triton’s shell has crowned. 

Thou shalt recall 

Full many a pleasant hour, 

In the gay circle of the festive hall, 

Or calm, domestic bower, 

On that soft lyre 
It may have hung, 

Whese transformation strange, in notes of fire, 

Frin’s sweet minstrel sung. 

Looking on thee, 

Kind wishes for thy giver shall arise; 

And many a prayer for his prosperity, 

Ascend the skies. 

But wherefore waste, 

Flower of the Sea! 

These wild conjectures on the silent Past? 

T’ll tell what thou shalt be. 

Be honors for his brow, 

That ever stainless bloom! 

Heaven a long life of virtuous joys allow, 

And holy hopes to light him to the tomb! Oe ee ee SELLA D LLL LAA ALA ALAA AAS AEA 



SARAH RICHARDS, 

BY MARY IL. MEANY. 

“Tar seems like a smart, little girl Tsaw as} ‘Rather too young to live ont, for most per- 
I came in,” said Mrs. Burke to her friend, Mrs. } sons seem to have no conscience in their treat- 
Evans. ‘‘Have you taken her to bring up?”  $ment of such girls. But I will see Mrs. Floyd, 

‘‘No; she is making her home here till she 3 and call again on my way home.” 
finds a place, or rather till I find one for her, ; Mrs. Burke proceeded on her errand. Mrs. 
for she is a stranger in town. Her people reside $ s Floyd at once agreed to take the girl, at a half 
in the village that my husband came from; so $ dollar per week, and the next day Sarah Richards 
he, for old acquaintance ‘sake,’ took charge of § was installed in her new home. She often ‘‘ran 
the girl, when he was coming home after making } in” to see Mrs. Evans, and professed to be well 
a visit to his uncle in the village, last week. It ; pleased with her situation; her work was easy, 
seems her father has become so dissipated that $ and Mrs. Floyd very kind. 
he does nothing at all for his family; and his $ One day Mrs. Burke, being on a visit to her 
wife, being unable to provide for all the children, : friend, Mrs. Walker, stepped into Mrs. Floyd’s 

has concluded to hire this Sarah out. Richard ; sitting-room to inquire how Sarah came on. 
thought that I might find her useful; but I think 3 ‘Very well, indeed,” was the reply. ‘She 
it never turns out well to have a half-grown girl is quite smart and willing, and so good-natured 
for help where there are children near her own that baby is getting attached to her, which is a 
age. There is mostly too much ill-humor and ; great relief to me. She is thoughtful, too, for 

trouble between them. So the most I can do for } one of her age, for she would like to save her 
her is to hunt up a good place. Do you know wages to send to her mother; but that cannot be 
any person that would be likely to want her?” 3 for some time, as she needs some new clothes.” 

*‘T am thinking of a family, the Floyds, in } At this moment Sarah entered the room, and 

street—do you know them?” asked Mrs. 3 laid a parcel and some change on the window 
Burke. near Mrs. Floyd. The latter took up and counted 
«NO: the money, saying, as she put it in her pooket, 

“‘T have a slight acquaintance with Mrs. Floyd “Just like you, Sally, you will always give 
through Mrs. Walker—you know her, of course?” s people the regular price for things. That is all 

**Yes, by sight, but we are not acquainted. } the fault I find in Sarah yet,” she added, turning 

She goes to our church.” to Mrs. Burke, ‘she is no hand at getting any 
‘Yes, I thought you knew her. Well, the $ thing cheap.” 

Walkers haying a small family, rented a part of «She is almost too young for that,” replied 
their house to the Floyds some time since, so § Mrs. Burke, looking kindly on Sarah, whose 

when I yisit Mrs. Walker I generally see Mrs. ; cheek was flushed with mortification. 

Floyd. And it strikes me that I heard her once 3 **Too young!” repeated Mrs. Floyd. ‘TIT have 

speak of her desire to get a small girl, to take $a niece of eleyen years only, who is already cute 

care of her child; she has only one, an infant, $ at getting 1 bargain. She never will give people 
just learning to walk.” ; what they first ask for things. I have often been 

“That might be a good place for Sarah,” said amused in the market to see her insisting on 

Mrs, Evans. having a cent or two taken off the price of meat, 

**T think so. Mrs. Floyd seems like a nice, ae many full-grown women have no more 

clever woman, and there are only the three in$sense than to hand out the highest sum the 

family. Iam on the way to Mrs. Walker’s house { butcher chooses to ask. But she has great tact 

now, so if you wish I will speak to Mrs. Floyd : in such matters. So have I. I seldom give the 

about it?” ‘full price for any article. To be sure the saving 
*‘T shall be very glad to have you do so, for I$ is only a trifle on each thing, but, as the old 

have been trying to find a good place for her, | saying has it, ‘A penny saved is two-pence 
but without success.” gained.’ ” 

** How old is she?” ‘‘T have no fancy for such saving,” said Mrs. 

‘* Almost twelve.” ? Burke. ‘It seems to me that one’s Beaty and 
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loss of time is but poorly compensated by the ; should have sent Sarah, for L always was a poor 

trifles saved.” Shand at buying things cheap; but Sarah was 

‘But if one likes a thing it is no trouble, and much confused, for 1 kept my eyes fixed upon 

as for loss of time, I generally find the days long § her, as I suspected immediately that a desire to 

enough for all I have to do; a few minutes now gratify Mrs. Floyd had led her to do wrong. I 

and then is no loss to take account of.” am sorry if it is so, for she seemed a well-in- 

‘But one is apt to lose temper on these occa- § structed and well-disposed child.” 

sions,” returned Mrs. Burke, laughing, “espe- § ‘‘T must inquire into the matter,” said Mrs. 

cially if the bargain turn out to be no bargain, 3 Burke, ‘‘since it was through me she was sent 

as is sometimes the case; and surely ¢Aat loss is } to Mrs. Floyd’s. I certainly thought it would 

worth considering.” : be a good place for her.” 

‘¢‘ My bargains always prove to be bargains,” ‘¢So it is in all other respects; but Mrs. Floyd 

said Mrs. Floyd. ‘It’s from want of practice 3 has an insatiable desire for getting things cheap. 

that people are so often over-reached in bar- {I have frequently heard her find fault with Sarah 

gaining. I intend to make Sarah smart and ; for her dulness in this respect, and when she 

shrewd in buying for me, and one of these days, $ does occasionally get a thing cheap, as in the 

when she is buying for herself, she will find the ; case of the butter, she praises her highly, and 

knowledge useful.” says she will be a smart girl yet. Jam curious 

Mrs. Burke did not think proper to contest the ; to learn how it will be about the butter to-mor- 

point, and the subject was dropped. ‘row, for Mrs. Floyd is going to deal regularly 

Time passed. Mrs. Walker went to spend a with the reasonable farmer.” 

day with Mrs. Burke, and in the course of con-$ ‘Then I will allow things to take their course 

versation Sarah Richards was mentioned. ‘this week, and on Monday I will call at your 
“‘T am afraid all is not right with her,” said house and try to ascertain what’s going on,” 

Mrs. Walker. ‘‘Something occurred last week On Monday, accordingly, Mrs. Burke called 

to arouse my suspicions, and I resolved to tell ;on Mrs. Walker, and was informed that Sarah 
you all about it the first opportunity. On Friday } had to pay twenty-eight cents for the butter on 
afternoon Mrs. Floyd sent her to market for eaidey, and had moreover been told that in 

butter, and she bought some of the finest I ever ¢ future she must not expect to get it less than 

tasted for only twenty-five cents a pound—at {the regular market price, Mrs. Floyd was 

least so she said.” : chagrined on learning this, but consoled herself 
“That was very low,” said Mrs. Burke. ‘I ; with the reflection that the previous saying was 

have been paying thirty-one cents, or even higher ; something; and she was in the best possible 
all the season.” ; humor with Sarah, as the latter had found in 

‘So have I. Mrs. Floyd herself was so con- the street a little pair of morocco gaiters which 

vinced of its cheapness that she sent to buy $ fitted the baby exactly. 
more. I happened to be out at the time. As} ‘*That’sa likely story,” said Mrs. Burke; and 

soon as she had ascertained that I had returned, an a few moments she rapped at Mrs, Floyd’s 
Mrs. Floyd ran down stairs to tell me of the} door. It was opened by Sarah, whose counte- 
butter, and offer to let Sarah go for some for me [nance had been wont to brighten at the appear- 

if I wished. But as I still had my bonnet on, I ‘ance of Mrs. Burke: but now she colored and 
thought I would go myself, after learning from } cast down her eyes on perceiving her, and re- 

Sarah in what part of the market it was to be } sumed thesewing on which she had been engaged ; 

had. She said she was afraid I would be too $ while Mrs. Floyd was praising her good conduct 

late, as the man had nearly sold out when she 3 highly, and laughingly assuring the visitor that 
went the second time. I went, however, but {she was learning how to get bargains, in proof 

could find no one answering her description of 3 of which the butter, as well as some other pur- 
the farmer, although every stall was occupied, $ chases, was instanced. Suddenly the baby tot- 

and I priced butter at each one, and the lowest ; tled toward his mother, and pointing up made 

price asked was thirty cents.” unintelligible efforts to gain her attention. She 

‘‘Strange,” said Mrs Burke. ‘Did you see { arose, and saying that bub was so proud of his 

any like what she had purchased?” new gaiters that he must show them, took from 
‘‘Yes, I found the same print, but the farmer the mantel-piece a pair of red gaiter-boots, which 

assured me that he had not sold any of it less on receiving, he carried to the visitor. While 

than thirty-one cents, and would not take twenty- ¢ pretending to examining and admire them to 
five if one person bought all he had. When I | Please the child, she said, carelessly, 

went home, Mrs. Floyd said laughingly, that 1: ‘These must have come from Mr. Evans’ 

I. 

—m. 
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store. I always think his small gaiters have * 

neater finish than any others.” 
She kept her eyes on Sarah as she spoke, and § 

observed her face crimson as it bent lower over 3 

her work, while Mrs. Floyd said. ‘*No, they did ; 

not come from there,” then added, ‘‘though they 

might have been purchased there for what I 

know. Sarah found them on Saturday after- 

noon when she was out late. Luckily they just 

fit bub, and he is so pleased with them that 13 

have to keep them on the mantel where he can 

see them.” 
Mrs. Burke, now confirmed in her suspicions, 

after a few remarks on indifferent subjects, bade & 

Mrs. Floyd good-day, and returned to her friend, 

to whom she said, 

‘‘Tam fully persuaded that those little boots 3 

were taken from Mr. Eyans’ store. I must 

watch for Sarah and question her.” 

Mrs. Burke had not long to wait till Sarah 

appeared, and taking her by the hand she led 

av 
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plan, and as the table was covered with infants’ 

gaiters, from which a lady was selecting some, 

she slipped a pair under her shawl. 

‘So it seems, Sarah, that along with telling 

falsehoods almost without number, you are also 

learning to steal,’ said Mrs. Burke. 

‘*¢T didn’t think it was stealing,” sobbed Sarah. 

‘¢You did not think it was stealing,” repeated 

Mrs. Burke, slowly, ‘‘to take Mr. Evans’ goods 

secretly—without his knowledge.” 

‘*] intended to pay for them,” said Sarah. 

‘‘Mrs. Floyd is keeping my wages for me to 

send to my mother in a few weeks, and I thought 

I would pay for the boots out of that, and give 

Mr. Evans the money L borrowed from him.” 

‘¢How many have been led to a similar act by 

this plausible intention,” thought Mrs. Burke, 

Sas she proceeded to set the matter in its true 

light before the young delinquent. Nor was her 

task difficult, for Sarah had been too well in- 

’ structed not to be able to perceive and acknow- 

her into the parlor, and by questioning her with § ; ledge the error into which she had fallen, 
mingled kindness and resolution ascertained, * 

that, “‘being unable to satisfy Mrs. Floyd in} 

finding bargains, she had on several occasions § 

pretended to get things cheap, and made up the ¢ 

difference from a trifle Mr. Evans had given her 

when she was leaving his house; that she had $ 

also borrowed a quarter-dollar from him to pay: 

the extra price for the cheap butter, which had, 3 : 

in reality, cost thirty-one cents.” She also ac- : 

knowledged that she had taken the gaiter-boots § 

from his store : 

She had once seen a veil lying on the pave- 

ment as she was going of an errand, but before : 

she could reach ita boy had picked it up; on 

mentioning this to Mrs. Floyd, she was told nabs 

to be so slow in her movements, and to keep her 3 

eyes open as she went. After that she had Rape 
look-out for ‘‘lost goods,” but could never find 
any. On Saturday when Mrs. Floyd could not } 
get money from her husband to buy gaiters for 

the baby as she desired, she had said, laughingly, : 

to Sarah, that she wished she could find a pair. 3 

Sarah, therefore, went to Mr. Evans, with the; i 

intention of getting them from him on credit. 

But then afraid that this might some time be} 

made known to Mrs. Floyd, she gave up the 

“sO 

Mrs. Floyd, resenting Mrs. Burke’s inter- 

ference with her girl, angrily accused her of 

‘‘having some underhand motive, perhaps a 

desire to get Sarah away for herself or some of 

her friends,’ and becoming more incensed at that 

lady’s expostulation, ordered ‘‘the ungrateful 
girl,” out of her house immediately. Mrs. 

Burke, therefore, took Sarah home with her, 

and soon after induced her husband’s mother to 

take charge of her. Old Mrs. Burke sent her to 

school, and brought her up with much care, 

‘ which was not thrown away, for in after years 

Sarah was a comfort to her benefactress, as well 

sas to her long suffering mother. 

Mrs. Floyd always presisted that it was mere 

envy, at finding her so well suited in Sarah, that ° 
had prom pied Mrs. Burke’s ‘insolent inter- 

ference.”’ She was unable to realize, that through 

her pet notion of bargaining, she was uncon- 

} sciously exerting a baneful influence on one so 

young, with principles unformed. But Mrs. 

LGurke disregarded her imputations, and profit- 

ing by the incident was cautious afterward how 

} she recommended situations, especially for chil- 

dren, of the peculiar difficulties in temptations 

of which she was ignorant. 

NOVEMBER. 

No bud to bloom, no beak to sing, 

No flower to greet the eager eye, 
No Oriole with sunny wing, 
No song between the earth and sky. PL LLL LDA PAS > 

No blossoms on the bearded briar, 

No berries on its faded stem, 

No green amid the leaves of fire, 
No sun to shine from Heaven on them. 

G. W. B 
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THE COUSINS. 

BY MRS. G. M. RIDDLE 

Ir had been decided that Anna Vernon should , however, and proved to be quite a respectable, 

spend the ensuing winter in the city. Of course ; elderly gentleman, quite to Anna’s disappoint- 

she was blessed with a rich uncle, what country § ment, for with her usual vivid imagination she 

girlis not? And he it was that sent an affec- } had depicted him as young and handsome. 

tionate invitation to Mrs. Vernon, that her eldest $ Anna was certainly very bewitching in her 

daughter should share the pleasures of his Isa- neatly fitting travelling-dress, with the indispen- 

. bolla’s first winter in society. Great was the $ sible linen collar, and killing little cuffs, and 
commotion which the invitation had excited in § the halo of a bonnet, which only added to the 

Anna’s breast. ; piquaney of her appearance, without hiding a 

It has been said that the chief aim of a young single curl or shading one laughing dimple. 

lady of eighteen—who has just finished at a} Many were the glances directed to that part of 

boarding-school, is to be well married. It has } the car where she sat. Weare forced to say, 

been added, that it is their fixed belief that such $ however, that she reached her destination with- 

a termination to their day-dreams can only be ; out any startling incident, save her almost losing 

effected by a series of startling events, perils } ; ‘her heart to a youth with ‘beautiful black hair 

and rescues. The charming Anna was not en-$ and such thrilling eyes,” who saved her from 

tirely exempt from these little foibles. The falling as she made a mis-step in getting out of 

adulation of all the beaux of the village since} thecars. Anna repaid him with a smile of grati- 
her return from school, was enough to spoil tude, which seemed to sink very deeply into his 

wiser heads than hers. Their attention, however, 7 heart, for it was evidently with a profound sigh 

did not meet with much favor. There was Mr. 3 of regret that he saw her borne away by the 

Bennet, the only lawyer in the place, but he was $ crowd. 
‘‘too old. Tradition whispered that he was on It was night when the travellers stopped before 

the shady side of thirty.” Then there washer uncle’s door. When safe within its walls, all 

Charley Wilton, but he was ‘too young, only} doubts of a hearty welcome were removed, by 
her own age.” Then there was Caleb Cross. ‘* But ‘ the very affectionate greeting which she received 

what a name! how could she ever make up her} from her beautiful cousin Bella. 
5 

mouth to say dear Caleb? No, no; she would} Isabella Clinton was an only child. Her mother 

never settle down in the Darby and Joan style.” had died when she was quite young, and Mr. 

As she thought of her promised trip to the city, Clinton never having married again, her home 

where such an assortment of beaux would be} education had been confided to the care of his 

offered for her selection she grew quite eae > maiden sister, a gentle, amiable lady, who had, 

of her village admirers. Wild visions of future } ‘as far as was in her power, endeavored to supply 

conquest danced through her head as she over- : the place of a mother to the orphan. This lady 

looked her box of ribbons, and tastefully re-§ had fancied of late that her niece should have a 

modeled some bewitching bows for her neck. ‘ companion nearer her own age, and hence Anna’s 

The weighty and momentous question of the invitation. 

travelling-dress had at length been settled. | Anna was soon yery happy in her new home, 

Anna, for a long time, was unable to decide be-{ and was almost as much of a pet in the family 

tween tho respective merits of a grey de bege, } as her cousin. Anna admired Bella excessively, 

with a basque of the same trimmed with black § and described her to a bosom friend and confi- 

velvet ribbon, such as Miss La Mode wore, or a} dant in Clairville, as ‘tall, aristocratic looking, 

tan colored merino, with a veil of the same hue, ; and so pale, with such magnificent hair and eyes 

which was so irresistible on Miss Dashwood. 3 of midnight hue,” which is all we dare quote from 

The de bege at length carried the day. And a crossed description of four pages. Isabella 

now all was in readiness for her departure, save seemed much older than her petite cousin, per- 

the arrival of her escort, a Mr. Norton, whom { haps on account of her more sedate temperament, 

her uncle had written would be happy to take $ ; and quiet manners. Though living in the city, 

sharge of her. Mr. Norton at length apppeared, ° > she had been more secluded than most country 
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girls, and had sought for society in books, which , Still as she did not deny ‘the soft impeachment,” 

had been judiciously selected by her father. { Anna was more than ever convinced that she was 

Anna,as she became more intimate with her {right in her surmises. At last, receiving no 

cousin, looked for Bella to make her the confidant answer to the very important question, of «‘ when 

of some romantic episode of her life—some unfor- ‘is it to be? and who was to be bride’s maid?” 
tunate love affair perhaps. Butshe was forced to } she discovered that her cousin was fast asleep. 

believe at last that her stately cousin thought} It was now the joyous season of the holidays, 

but little of beaux, or of her coming advent into : when happiness and mirth, pleasure and folly, 

society. trip handin hand. Cards were received by Isa- 

One day Isabella happened to speak of \ bella and her cousin, fora party at Mrs. Langly’s 
Mr. Albert Denton, who had been an inmate of 3 on New Year’s Eve. Anna was in a new ecstacy 

their family for many years, and was her father’s { of delight. She suggested at once that her 

junior partner, and held in much esteem by him. cousin should wear a crimson velvet dress, with 

Me it was who had always taken her to the few pearls in her hair, like a favorite heroine. ‘*And 

places of amusement which she had visited, } pray, what will you wear?” said her aunt, smil- 

whenever her father could not accompany her; $ ing at her earnestness. ‘Oh! my Swiss muslin, 

in fact she quite regarded him as a brother. S with corals on my neck and arms,’ said Anna, 

But Anna seemed rather incredulous, the more } with a scarce perceptible sigh. But Miss. Clin- 

so, as she had described him as young and hand- } ton evidently thought otherwise, and resolving 

some, and at the first mention of his name, she $ to adopt Anna’s suggestion, with regard to Isa- 

established her cousin as the future Mrs. Albert ; bella; she selected at the same time, one for 

Denton, without the possibility of a change. <A » Anna, which, if not quite as costly, was equally 

few evenings after, however, the gentleman in ; beautiful and better suited to Anna’s style. 
question made his appearance, and what was} The morning of the eventful day arrived, and 

Anna’s surprise to behold in Mr. Albert Denton, } with it two superb bouquets for the young ladies. 

her vis-a-vis of the railroad car, the gentleman ‘Anna was on a tip-toe of excitement to know 

with ‘‘such thrilling eyes,’ who seemed very { who could be the donor, and stroye in yain to 

happy to renew her acquaintance. ‘Now here,” } find some hidden missive beneath the glossy 

thought Anna, ‘‘was a dilemma, Could she ; leaves; but to no purpose. Isabella assured her 

think of wasting her artillery of attractions on } that they could be from no other thana Mr. Red- 

one who was evidently destined for her cousin’s } : wood, who had called a few evenings previous 

husband, if not by Isabella, certainly by her } ‘with Mr. Denton. ‘Mr, Red- head, you mean,”’ 

father, or why should he place in him such con- said Anna, ‘‘why he is actually a Methusalah. 

fidence? No, certainly not; how could she re- § : Bellare me, he has done with such vanities long 

pay their kindness and hosiitaliey with such $ since.” «I doubt it,’ said Isabella, ‘‘at all 

base ingratitude?” So she resolved, with great ; all events he was much struck with you, Anna.” 

magnanimity, ‘‘to sacrifice her own feelings on } But Anna evidently thought otherwise. At all 

the altar of friendship.” , events, her attention was called to her new dress, 

Though far less enchanting than usual, Anna ’ which had just been sent home, and for which 

could not refuse her uncle’s request to play and ; she could scarcely find words to express her 

sing his favorite airs. Yet in spite of her resolu- admiration. 

tions there certainly was a greater display of her} Anna was dressed and ready at least two hours 

musical powers than was quite necessary, and } before the time. ‘‘ And now she would run down,” 

far more distracting smiles bestuwed upon Mr. ene cried, ‘‘and have a good practice.”’ ** Armed 

Denton, as he gallantly turned the leaves of her } and equipped for conquest,” said her uncle, as 

music book, than the occasion seemed to require. she came tripping into the parlor. ‘To the 

Anna, that night, congratulated her cousin on eyes, uncle, and am I not irresistible?” ‘*You 

her future prospects, wishing her all manner of } certainly do look like some spring flower,” he 

happiness—‘‘that her hopes might never be ! answered, ‘‘quite unfitted I am afraid, however, 

blighted by the cold hand of disappointment— ; ‘to bloom in a city garden.”’ She could not for- 

or chilled by the withering breath of time—that ; bear glancing at the large mirror opposite, and 

her path might be strewn with flowers,” &c., &c. ‘ there to her surprise saw reflected another figure, 

Chattering on m one incessant strain, to the } that of Mr. Denton, who now came forward from 

great amusement of Isabella, who laughingly a distant corner of the apartment. ‘‘ How pro- 

told her that she had certainly mistaken her } yoking, that he should have heard and seen such 

vocation, or she would be furnishing romances aa ebullition of self-satisfaction,” thonght Anna, . 

to a devouring public for a shilling a volume. ‘But he seemed entirely oblivious of any other 
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sentiment than a profound admiration of the § frequently; but the gentleman did not seem to 
author he had been studying; and he discoursed Shave iny such compunctions, and did not take 

with great volubility with Mr. Clinton, upon 3 the least pains to introduce other gentlemen; 

some point of ethics the book contained, until {and as for dancing with Isabella, was it not an 

Mr. Clinton was suddenly called out, and then ’ impossibility, surrounded as she was by a bevy 

of course Anna was obliged to entertain him. ; of admirers, and when not dancing, seemingly 

This she did, very agreeably, by giving him an : engrossed by her old friend, Mr. Seymour. 
account of an excursion which she had taken *“Who ts Mr. Lansing Seymour?” inquired 

with her uncle and cousin the day before. She { Anna of her cousin, as they recounted the plea- 

described how they went on board a ship of war sures of the evening. ‘He is an eminent lawyer 

Which was stationed in the harbor, and told how \ of this city, and quite an intimate friend of 

very gallant the officers were. ‘‘She must con- $ ‘papa’s. Now I see you have set him dewn as 

fess,” she added, “to a slight prediliction for a among the antiquities of the past—but I do not 
uniform.” She then descanted upon the admi- {imagine him much older than Mr, Denton,” said 
ration which some of the officers had evidently ; Bella, demurely. ‘But as I was going to tell 
shown for her cousin, and dilated on the indif-$ you he has been in India some two or three 

ference with which Bella had received their } years, to settle some business for his brother, 

admiration, Next she declared what an incom- $ which may partly account for the ‘bronzed com- 

parable character that cousin was, and what a : plexion’ of which you spoke. Ze used frequently 

blessing she would prove to any man who could $ to visit papa, and it often happened that when I 

gain her affections. And so she rattled on, with had ensconced myself in the library to practise 

a volubility which greatly amused Mr. Denton. : some difficult lesson, he would be sure to pre- 

She was a perfect enigma to him, and so entirely $ sent himself, papa telling him not to mind ‘that 

unlike any other young lady he had ever seen, } child’s drumming,’ and it seems that as a child 

that he was interested all the more; and even } : he has always regarded me, until to-night.” 

when the stately Isabella appeared, in all the ‘‘He met you in all the splendor of your youth,” 
glory of her crimson velvet and pearls, looking } said Anna, quickly, “how glad I am that you 

radiantly beautiful, she was far less attractive to $ wore that crimson dress, you looked so splen- 

him than her bewitching cousin. didly.”” “Such gross flattery can but fall very 

It was evivent that the whisper of admiration $ harmlessly,” said Bella, laughing. ‘But poor 

which greeted the cousins, as they entered the > Mr. Denton,” said Anna, ‘will be in despair, I 

saloon of Mrs. Langly’s, had less reference to thought he looked sad.” ‘You little gipsey, 

Anna than to the peerless Isabella. Known as } you know better; if Mr. Albert Denton left your 

Mr. Henry Clinton’s heiress, that alone would : side this night, it was at Mrs. Langly’s particu- 

have been sufficient to attract the eye of the § lar request, who, I know, sent him on some com- 

crowd, and Anna, though she had been far more $ mission; and if he was doubly mine, I should 

attractive, might have been entirely overlooked, g consider that I had not the shadow of a chance; 

if she had not shone in the reflected light of her $ ‘for if there ever was an 2 hee little flirt, you 

cousin’s honors. are the one, cousin mine.” 

And now, over the tessalated floors, fair forms The winter passed swiftly and pleasantly. <A 

are gliding, music pours its enchanting strain; ; short essay into fashionable life seemed to satisfy 

and voices, scarcely less sweet, float on the per- : Isabella, much to the delight of her father, who 
fumed air; feathers wave, diamonds flash; there } did not approve of the indiscriminate acquaint- 

are smiles on the brow of beauty; soft speeches ance which often follows the constant attendance 
on the lip of manhood. of balls and routs; and so an occasional party 

As Anna neither polkaed nor waltzed, she or concert, with a visit to the opera now and 

seemed entirely satisfied with an occasional : then, completed their round of dissipation. Anna, 

quadrille, more particularly as Mr. Denton was } too, seemed as well satisfied as her cousin to 

so kind as to amuse her between the dances. {remain at home, provided a certain gentleman 

As they watched the jeweled belles glide grace- {formed one of their circle, which same gentle- 

fully through the dance, Anna expatiated in } man seemed to find plenty of leisure to do, and as 
such rapturous terms on their loveliness, that } Mr. Seymour had renewed his intimacy with Mr. 

Mr. Denton discovered that she possessed within ; Clinton, a very pleasant reunion at his mansion 

her own breast a jewel far brighter than those 3 s seemed to follow as naturally as the evenings 

which flashed on the brows of the beauties before } ;came round, When an excursion was planned, 
him, viz: a heart free from envy. ‘*She was sorry } it seemed to be quite as settled a thing that Mr. 

to monopolize so much of his time,”’ she said ‘ Denton should take charge of Anna, as that Mr. 
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Seymour should escort her cousin; and Anna would now eyery evening seat herself by his side 

was only too happy to have it so, without asking } to read the daily news, instead of joining the 

her own heart why she was thus happier in one } circle in the parlor; for the indefatigable Mr. 

presence—more joyous beneath one approving } Redwood never failed of making his appearance, 

smile. ‘so that Anna scarcely felt safe from an open 

Blithe as a bird, carolling the live-long day, } avowal of undying attachment, except at her 

was Anna Vernon. She had quite decided that 3 uncle’s side, who declared that she and his 

Mr. Denton was entirely indifferent to her cousin, { daughter had certainly changed characters, so 
4 
‘ 

(she knew that long ago, the deceiver, ) coef gay was Isabella, so sober the once light-hearted 

that gentleman manifested a sudden change of Anna. He liked not the change, for though he 

demeanor toward herself. It first revealed itself } loved Anna’s society, he would much have pre- 

by his absenting himself altogether for several $ fered to have heard her laugh ring out loudly 

evenings, and when he did appear, ‘‘what a: and merrily as in former days. Anna was glad 

change was there,” for she noticed what a less } to disguise her real feelings under the plea of 

interested observer would not have perceived, : home-sickness, and she began to talk seriously 

that those thousand and one little attentions ¢ of returning, when a letter from her mother 

were wanting, which had spoken eloquently to § hastened that event. 

her heart heretofore. At first the change was{ And now all were loud in their persuasions for 

felt rather than seen, but at length he seemed her to stay; even Mr. Denton ‘was sorry that 

entirely indifferent to her presence, confining his! Miss Vernon was going to leaye.” Mr. Red- 

attentions chiefly to Mr. Clinton, who generally wood, after repeated attempts to see her, indited 

sat in the back parlor, and there Mr. Denton ; four pages in her behalf, filled with “thoughts 

would ensconce himself, talking politics by the} that breathed and words that burned,” or were 

hour. He showed too a sudden devotion to Miss ‘ burned shortly afterward, and the desire to flee 

Clinton, and would sit by her side, assort her from his presence only hastened Anna’s depar- 

colors, wind her worsteds, and admire her em- ‘ture. With a heavy heart she was gathering 

broidery. If a new singer was to be heard, he } up her treasures—mementoes of happy hours— 

would immediately beg the honor of escorting * tokens with which such varied associations were 

Miss Isabella, and then Anna could but witents connected as would serve to light up some future 

of Mr. Seymour’s invitation, which she imagined dreary hour—and tears were actually falling on 

was given only with the coldest politeness. the withered leaves of her last bouquet, which 

On this account alone, she would much have } she was stowing away in one corner of her trunk 

preferred staying at home, which she did when- for safe keeping, when her cousin’s voice, beg- 

ever she could find an available excuse, though ; ging her to come down into the library, arrested 

she generally had too much spirit to refuse, and ; her sad occupation. ‘I have a secret to confide 

would ‘rather bear the infliction of even Mr, } in you,” said Isabella, drawing her into the 

Redwood’s company (who still followed her at a 8 dimly-lighted room, ‘‘and yet I hardly know 

respectful distance) for a whole evening, than 3 how to commence;”’ and she sat for some minutes 

have Mr. Albert Denton imagine that she cared $ holding her cousin’s hand seemingly undecided, 

one whit for his sudden desertion. If asked to when Anna, whose love for mysteries had in no 

play, her musie seemed entirely unappreciated. } wise abated, gently reminded her that ‘‘she was 

Mr. Denton was never in the least conosnren waiting.” ‘Well, what I have to say concerns 

when his favorite airs were sung In & manner; a mutual friend of ours, Mr. Denton, who has, 

that might have touched a heart of stone. Poor} greatly to my surprise, this morning, declared 

Mr. Redwood seemed to feel, as he patiently $ himself. And now what answer shall I give 

turned the leaves of her music-book, that his’ him?” Anna continued gazing into her cousin’s 

dim star might be in the ascendancy. ‘‘This,’’} face as if to gather the full import of her ter- 

thought Anna, “was the unkindest cut of all. 3 rible words; then threw herself on the sofa, 

To be bored to death with attentions which Mr. } burying her face in the pillows, while the tears 

Denton knew she despised.”’ Yet he never came ‘came thick and fast. ‘cWhy, my dear, little 

to her rescue, but evidently enjoyed her per- } cousin, I scarcely expected this of you,” said 

plexities. If she had not so cordially disliked { Isabella, after> Anna had wept herself calm. 

her antiquated beau, how quickly she would ‘‘But—but,” said Anna, **1—thought—you was 

have revenged herself. Nothing seemed bright ¢ going to marry Mr. Seymour.” «JT did not say 

—concerts were dull—parties ennuied her. The * that I was going to marry anybody,” said her 

change was great, and she felt it keenly. Her ; cousin, gently, ‘1 merely said that Mr. Denton 

uncle rallied her on her home-sickness, as she had declared himself in love; I did not even 
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hint that J was the object of his passion; for I } before I leave, of the unexpected talent for plots 
ought certainly to have abandoned all hope, } and mysteries developing itself in his innocent 
when Mr. Denton proved himself such a willing } daughter,” said Anna to her cousin, on the 
captive to the silken chains, which a certain } evening of the eventful day. “Why,” replied 
little lady (quite artlessly no doubt) wove around Bella, ‘I should be but a poor scholar if I had 
him. Besides, did I not warn Mr. Denton, who } not profited by the constant example set before 
Was quite too ready to come at the beck and}me, and the precepts ever falling from your 
call of his lady-love, against a precipitate and $ lips.” ‘Oh, I, poor, little I, am thrown entirely 
imprudent avowal, telling him that she who had} into the back-ground,” said Anna, ‘“‘and J ex- 
fascinated him so completely, had a natural ; pect nothing else but to hear, that, at your very 
horror of having the course of her true love run ‘ first offer, you have eloped in coach and four, 
too smoothly; and did I not advise a change in} Just think how well it would read, ‘clopement 
his tactics, causing him to feign an indifference in high life,’” &e. &e. «Quite a temptation, 
which he never felt, a sudden deyotion to myself } indeed,” said Isabella, “but after your depar- 
which nearly drove him distracted? And has he ture I intend to console Mr. Redwood.” ‘Such 
not suffered as much as is necessary to gratify ; stupid, stupid concerts,” said Anna, ‘for with 
ull romantic whims; and may not the term of : Mr. Seymour for an escort I was generally edified 
his probation, which he has thought so tediously, ; by a discussion on the characterless women of 
hopelessly long, expire? But here he comes to : the nineteenth century; the coquettish propen- 
speak for himself,” said Bella, hastily leaving. } sities of ladies in general; (and I know he would 
‘Such unparalleled presumption!—such unmi-! like to have said mine in particular) so that be- 
tigated assurance should receive no encourage- § tween his lectures and Mr. Redwooil’s unparal- 
ment,” said Anna, rising to follow her cousin. leled devotion, ’twas hard to choose.” ‘Well, 
But Mr. Denton was so earnest in his solicita- you must confess that, ‘All’s well that ends 
tions, that she should remain, and looked really well,’ and perhaps you may like Mr. Seymour 
so unhappy, that Anna consented reluctantly, } better some day.” ‘Oh, I feel even now an 
of course, to hear him. How long she kept him : appreciation of his virtues stealing over me, and 
in painful suspense, we are unable to say; but; am ready to extend my hand in cousinly love.” 
probably some time; for several hours elapsed Mr. Denton accompanied Miss Vernon home. 
before they were seen by any other member of } And were they married? Not immediately, dear the family; and then Mr. Clinton, becoming im- reader. Mr. Denton returned to the city, but he patient at having dinner delayed such an un- was so much pleased with country life, or so wonted time, sent a servant to break in upon 3 afraid perhaps of the influence of Anna’s old beau, their discussion. Mr. Denton walked into the that he made frequent tours to that part of the 
dining-room as coolly as if he had just come $ world, under pretext of ‘‘inhaling the mountain from a philosophical lecture, talking constantly { air, enjoying the fine fishing,” &c. &. The during the dinner hour (which Anna thought ensuing autumn, however, Anna received a bid- 
would never end) of the sudden rise of some: ding to her cousin’s bridal, who was, as Mrs, 
rail-road stock, in which Mr. Clinton was inte- Lansing Seymour, to start immediately for the rested, or some other subject equally enter-{ World’s Fair And so she consented at last to 
taining; thus effectually shielding Anna from all : put an end to the protracted wooing of her loyer, 
observation. But after the ladies had retired, ; who was the bearer of the despatch, all the 
Mr. Clinton (whose senses had seemed obtuse as : sooner, perhaps, as he urged her to join Mr. 
to what was taking place around him) was in-} and Mrs. Seymour on their contemplated tour; 
formed that proposals had been made, and were and then too she was so anxious to see Paris, under serious consideration for the hand and from whence such loves of bonnets came. 
heart of Miss Anna Vernon. So ‘all went merry as a marriage bell,” and 

‘T shall take good care to warn uncle Clinton, $ in September the whole party sailed.” LLL LLL SISA 
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I HAVE gathered a wreath of choicest flowers, i Which may shed a halo of light around, 

Still fresh with the dews of morn; ; And brighten the deepest gloom. 
And the purest one of Flora’s trair : Such flowers are Virtue, Love and Truth, Is the rose without a thorn. , They bloom in Innocence bower; 

Oh! cherish and guard these holy spells, 
Q They adorn Life’s latest hour. M. M, 

But, Fanny, I'd twine for thy youthful brow 
A wreath of immortal bloom, 



VA A Gen SCH Oro i. 

BY FANNY FISHER. 

A prerry village is Fairydell, with its vine- 3 ma’am. Under her dynasty, whispering was for- 

wreathed cottages, its brown farm-houses, and $ bidden; but how could little, restless creatures 

its stately mansions; and it lies encircled by : sit like statues, with folded arms, all through the 

blue hills, that shut out the din and strife of the 3 day without once opening our mouths? Fanny 

great world of commerce. In the stillness of ’ Henderson and I transgressed frequently the 

the summer mornings we listen to the unearthly s first day, and when at nightfall the question was 

seream of the whistle, as the ponderous locomo- asked, ‘‘Have you whispered to-day?” I was 

tive speeds by in the distance; but the iron horse § surprised to hear Fanny promptly reply, ‘* No!” 

himself finds no pathway through this quiet val-$ When the question was repeated and addressed 

ley, he enters not the charmed precincts of Fairy- 3 to myself, ‘‘T answered more truthfully in the 

dell. s affirmative. Then Miss Loring arose, seized the 

The old ruin of a school-house, that occupies ferule, and commanded me to hold out my hand. 

a commanding position on the village green, is § I obeyed, and fast and heavy the blows descended 

the least picturesque part of the place: and yet, s upon the tender palm; and that was my first day 

with it my story has most todo. It is a square, 3 at school. 

two-story, red building, and its steep roof is sur- That summer, Fanny Henderson, Katie May 

mounted by a large belfry. On the opposite side and J, were elevated to a seat on the high bench 

of the street, a litile to the right, towers the old § back of one of the writing-desks, where our feet 

church, its tapering spire shooting far upward 3 dangled far above the floor, which we could not 

into the blue sky, where a gilded weather-cock 3 touch even with our toes; yet we were quite re- 

sparkles and flashes in the noonday sun. A few 3 conciled to the change, for the huge desk served 

paces to the left stands the drygoods store; and} ®S & sort of screen, affording us superior facili- 

white cottages, with pretty, shady yards, cluster ties for mischief. 
thickly around the green. A beautiful little creature was Katie May. A 

I have a faint recollection of sitting on a: perfect shower of curls danced around her bright 

low bench, in that noisy, crowded school-house, face, which like a mirror reflected all the mirth 

through the long hours of a summer’s day, with and sunshine inherent in her nature. But Fanny 

Peter Parley’s geography in my hand, gazing Henderson, though not so pretty as Katie, was 

listlessly out through the open window at the by far the most mischievous of all my playmates. 

waying branches of the trees, and wishing I was She would always contrive to eat an apple or a 

a blue-bird at liberty to sing all day amid the nut without being detected; and the pocket of 

cool, green leaves; of being aroused from that’ her little gingham apron was the depository of a 

blissful reverie by a shake of the arm to recite } yast assortment of contraband articles, such as 

my lesson, which, of course, I was unable to do; } primers, pin-cushions, rag-dolls, scraps of calico, 

and of being condemned to stand upon the floor, 3 and bits of candy. Many a play-house she erected 

where, after deluging my apron with tears, I suc- } 0? the writing-desk, which outwardly presented 

ceeded in committing to memory those charming the appearance of a pile of books neatly arranged; 

lines, and if Miss Loring chanced to fix her stern eyes 
Supon us, Fanny’s face would instantly assume 

“The world is round, and like a ball ‘ the most demure expression imaginable, and she 
Seems swinging in the air;” N is : 

; would study so diligently, that after advancing 

of the great poetic beauty of which, however, I +a few steps toward our desk, the teacher would 

had no just appreciation in that early state of ; invariably turn aside to punish some more noisy 

existence. and less artful rogue. 

Miss Loring was the first teacher of whose } One day, while searching on the map for some 

features I retain any recollection. She was a! mysterious town that was nowhere visible, I was 

prim old maid, renowned for solemnity of coun- quite shocked by the announcement that Fanny’s 

tenance and strict discipline in the school-room; ; Dolly was dead, that the time appointed for the 

- in fact, a perfect model of a New England school : funeral was noon, and that she was to be buried 
147 
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in the sand-bank just around the corner. A long 3 and roll in large billows like an emerald sea, as 

procession of girls, each with the corner of her 3 the summer wind swept across it; and to breathe 

apron lifted to her eye, followed Fanny’s Dolly § the pure air that stole in through the open win- 

to the grave, where she was deposited in a match- 2 dows, so fresh and sweet with the perfume it had 
box coffin; and probably her remains still lie gathered from the clover blossoms. What sport 

peacefully in their resting-place, unless some $ it was, when we were playing hide and seek, to 

dirt-loying urchin has disturbed them, while pro-§ secrete ourselves amid the fragrant grass, with 

curing sand for the manufacture of mud-cakes. ; the blue sky smiling so blandly above us, and 
How happy we were, those bright summer § the birds singing so sweetly around; and there 

noons, while wandering through the meadows : await in laughing expectation the moment when 

in search of violets and strawberries; or eating § our hiding-place should be discovered. 
our dinner down by the brook at the foot of the: Then how gravely we listened, when the owner 
old maple tree, that formed such a charming of the land came to the school-house with a com- 
shade close by the water’s edge. With what a$ plaint, that the grass was so tangled and beaten 
relish we ate, while some one of our group of s down that he had found it quite impossible to 
young gipsies related a fearful tale or marvelous ; mow it, and a request that we should be forbid- 
anecdote, the details of which had been generally § den to enter the meadow any more. But sorely 
gathered while listening stealthily to older folk. $ was the poor man’s patience tried; for the 
Fanny was our favorite story-teller, She had a ensuing summer a new school-mistress was in- 
wonderfully vivid imagination; for it was as ate in office; and again we ran and raced 
who told us that the bears, that devoured the § through the meadow, heedless of all conse 
wicked children we had read about, were still 3 quences. 

imprisoned in the cellar of the old church; and$ Brother Ben went to school with us in the 
many were the pairs of curious eyes that peered § Winter season, when a lady teacher was con- 
through the loop-holes, in the stone-work which § sidered incapable of governing the unruly assem- 
formed the foundation of that building, to ascer-3 bly. Ben was a stout, sturdy young rogue, 
tain the truth of her statement; and one, the $ constantly performing some mischievous feat; 
most credulous of our number, even asserted that § and as often as he received the merited punish- 
she could see bright shining eyes glaring at her } ment, I considered it my duty to shed a few 
out of the intense darkness of the vault-like } tears over his sufferings; and Katie May, sweet 
cellar. ; Katie, always wept in sympathy, for Ben was 

It was that same naughty Fanny, who in- 3 one of the most favored of her boyish admirers, 
formed us that a wild man lived in the woods, } and the one who bestowed on her the most 
through which the road we took at night led princely gifts of nuts and candy. 
homeward; and who gave us such glowing} Sometimes the school-master, whom qe men- 
accounts of the elves and fairies, that haunted tally denominated a great savage, would seize 
the dells and dingles of the forest, holding such 3 the lock of hair that hung over Ben’s forehead, 
glorious revels on the dewy greensward in the} giving it a jerk that threatened to eradicate it 
moon-lit summer nights. With what a solemn? wholly. Then oh! how our hearts ached for 
manner when we arrived at a certain spot in the; poor Ben and his tortured scalp. Sometimes 
woods she would call aloud, ne ear was pulled and twisted till it assumed 

¢ the most brilliant scarlet hue; then again he 

would be seized by the collar of his coat and 

dragged rudely over the writing-desk to the 
This invocation always sent the whole troop of : dusty floor, where the blows of the ferule could 

us running as fast as our feet could carry us, : be administered with better effect. 
through the cool, refreshing shadows of the} Great was our consternation, one day in mid- 
woodland, laughing, and yet looking half fear-$ winter, when we had been called together at the 
fully back over our shoulders, with the expecta-} usual hour, at finding that Ben did not make his 
tion that some frightful apparition would start } appearance. He was absent through the after- 
up from out the recesses of the forest. ‘noon, but joined us on the road homeward, and 

A few acres of beautifully level land stretched made me promise that I would not mention his 
away back of the old school-house, and was absence from school to our parents. The next 
known among us children as ‘Uncle Jim’s$ morning Ben entered the school-house, accom- 
meadow.” It was pleasant, in a bright mid- panied by the other delinquents. While crossing 
summer day, to see the light and shadows flit- the room to take their seats, they were arrested 
ting over it; to watch the tall, rank grass ripple by the teacher, who commanded them to remain 

“Timothy, Timothy Titus, : 
Come out of the woods to bite us.” ; 
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where they were. One of the boys was then} ‘Well now, girls, if you wont cry any more, 

despatched to procure a sapling from the maple ; Pll tell you all about it. We had been skating 

tree on the opposite side of the street. He soon on Long Pond all the noon-time, and just as the 

returned with a long, smooth sprout; but at the $ school-bell rung, Jack Sheppard slipped into an 

first blow, the whip cracked and broke into } air-hole in the ice, and it took us a long time to 

several pieces, a number of rings haying been} fish him out; he was wet as a drowned rat, and 

cut around it very neatly with a jack-knife, so ‘ so faint and chilled that we had to go home with 

that it was entirely useless. A good sprout} him. Then we knew old Bates would give us a 

was finally procured, and one after another of S good flogging without asking us why we were 

the offenders received what is termed by school- out so late; so we concluded to stay and skate 

boys a ‘‘sound flogging ;” and were sent to their } the rest of the afternoon to get the worth of the 

seats, until at last Ben remained standing alone $ flogging. Now, girls, you see there’s nothing 
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upon the floor. ; like a little contrivance in such matters; and I 

«Take off your coat, sir,” said the school-} got to thinking, last night, that perhaps the 

master, sternly. ‘ padlock wouldn’t answer, so I went up in the 

‘‘T can’t,” replied Ben, pointing to a huge : garret and found an old sheapskin hanging on 

padlock that hung suspended from the button- ’ one of the cross beams; and I set up half of the 

hole of his coat. ‘I left the key at home.” night fitting and making a kind of garment that 

‘T’ll learn you better than to address any of } I put on with the rest of my clothes this morn- 

your insulting remarks to me, sir,” exclaimed } ing. I tell you, girls, it was all I could do to 

the now enraged teacher, his face white with keep from laughing, when the old fellow began 

passion, A moment sufficed, with the aid of 2 to lay on the whip. I kept my face straight as 

sharp bladed knife, to free the padlock from the }a deacon’s, though; but it was such fun to see 

button-holes through which it had been passed; him work so hard; and all for nothing, ha! ha! 

the next, Ben’s coat was jerked rudely off and 3 ha!” 

thrown one side: then the blows fell fast and} Katie and I laughed in concert. Just at that 

heavy. Ben seemed to us like a martyr, so ’ moment a snow-ball, packed hard, came whizzing 

heroically he endured his sufferings. Nota moan ; over my head, knocking Ben’s hat high in the 

escaped his lips, not a tear dimmed his ruddy } air, and dashing into Katie’s upturned face. I 

cheek. caught a glimpse of Fanny Henderson’s sparkling 

At last the teacher seemed wearied, and sent { black eyes, peering out from behind the entry 

our young hero to his seat. At noon, we saw : door to watch the effect of the missile she had 

Ben sitting on a log in front of the school-house, ; sent. But Ben’s eyes avere not so keen as mine; 

with a jack-knife in his hand, whittling away on had they been, Fanny might have expiated her 

a piece of pine; so Katie and I put on our little $ sin by a plunge into a huge snow drift close by. 

hoods sas stole out, with our hearts full of ; I think even then, childas she was, that Fanny 

sympathy, to console him in the dark hour of } looked with no pleased eye on the rare loveliness 

nitction: ‘What is the matter, girls?” said he, 3 of Katie’s sunny face. We mere merry, laughing 

glancing up with an arch smile on his face. ; school-girls—yet alas! sweet Katie May, the 

“Qh! he whipped you so hard,” murmured I. ; happiness, the sunny brightness of that early 

‘And it must have have hurt you so dread- \ time was no type to thy future life; dark and 

fully,” sobbed Katie. ‘ heavy were the shadows that fell around thy 

Ben gave alittle low chuckle, as an evidence ’ pathway in later years; and while yet a maiden, 

of satisfaction, winked one of his grey eyes know- \ We saw thee laid in the dark grave, with the peace 

ingly, and finally leaned back against the school- 3 of death on thy fair face, and its stillness in thy 

house, his little plump figure shaking with bursts } heart. 

of hearty laughter. ; About the time we were beginning to consider 

«‘ Well now, girls,” said he, at last recovering § ourselves ‘‘young ladies,” a select school was 

breath, ‘I want to know if you’ve been crying ; established in the upper room of the old school- 

all this time on my account. You needn't ever ; house. The pupils were mostly the older 

shed any more tears forme. I can take care of } scholars from the district school, and the teacher 

number one, I tell you. It didn’t hurt me one 3 engaged was a student from Yale College. We 

bit.”’ : school-girls thought him very handsome; he had 

We stared at him as he said this, and he} such a noble forehead, such large, dark eyes, 

paused a moment to admire the curious little > such a lovely moustache. To be sure some of 

image he was carving on a piece of wood to the old men shook their heads when they spoke 

embellish a wind-mill. At length he continued, ’ of his extravagance in smoking, and shrugging 
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their shoulders, hinted that he was very dissi- ; He was a tall, slender, white-headed fellow, and 
pated; but how could we believe that? What generally made his appearance on the platform 
stroils we had through the woods in search of? dressed in the most outlandish style, his elbows 
wild flowers to analyze! What pleasant rambles } protruding from the ragged sleeves of his coat, 
by moonlight to make astronomical observations : his pantaloons much too short to reach to the 
—though I think our teacher liked much better : tops of his shoes, when he condescended to adorn 
to watch the constellation of starry eyes that} his feet with any such superfluous articles; and 
sparkled around him, than any that shone in the : his long white hair standing out in every direction. 
firmament above. | > How he delighted in drawling out some of Clay’s, 

If we violated any of the rules of the school, or Webster’s grand speeches, that perhaps when 
one reproving glance from those dark eyes was * falling from the lips of those great statesmen had 
more effectual than an hour’s lecture would haye » electrified thousands. How furiously he bran- 
been; though Fanny, the little rebel, would ; dished his long arms, twisting his droll face into 
Sometimes flash back defiance from her great ; an infinite variety of contortions, that always 
black orbs, when detected in any piece of mis- : produced the effect he wished, that of convulsing 
chief, ‘ his audience with laughter. 

One day she had been eating a handful of nuts, } For many years Fanny Henderson reigned as 
and finding no way to dispose of the shells, she : the village belle. Ah! asad coquette was Fanny, 
asked the teacher to assist her in solving a diffi- ; ruthlessly breaking the hearts of her hapless 
cult problem in algebra. He immediately sat 3 victims, Some time since a young clergyman 
down on the bench beside her and commenced : came to Fairydell, and he still preaches in the 
ciphering busily, while Fanny, with her eyes on$ old church. His labors were blessed with a 
the slate, and evidently watching the process with 3 great revival. Fanny was one of the converts, 
the deepest interest, adroitly deposited the shells ; and a short time after, she and the young 
in the pocket to his coat. When a few moments ’ minister were married. Ah! Fanny! naughty 
after he drew out his handkerchief, 2 whole: Fanny! little did we think when school-girls, 
shower of nut-shells rained down upon the floor. 3 that you would become mistress of the pretty 
But not the slightest flush dyed Fanny’s tran-$ old parsonage, and figure so conspicuously at 
quil faee; and, with an innocent look of surprise, ? Sewing societies, prayer meetings, and donation 
she met the inquiring glance of his dark eyes. § parties. 

Saturday afternoon was the time appointed But time works many great changes. I ean 
for reading the compositions we had written, : scarcely realize, as I glance up from the sheet 
and for the speaking of pieces. Jack Sheppard 3 of paper before me, that the thoughtful student, 
was our favorite declaimer: we used to think he 3 the pale intellectual gentleman, sitting by the 
would become a second Forrest. To Dick Miller library window yonder, is Ben, the sturdy young 
We gave the title of the ‘*bare-footed orator.” rogue of other days, the hero of the sheepskin. 
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THE ROSE. 

BY VIOLET VALE. 

THE rose, the rose, is lovelier far 
Than any flower that grows. 

When dawn unbars her golden gates 
She blushes like the rose. 

And fairest things, with jewelled wings, 
Alight on it to rest. 

And roses wreath the Bastern maids 

To deck their flowing hair, 
When wand’ring in the moon-lit vales: 

Themselves almost as fair. 

When bashful glow thy beaut’ous cheeks 
They’re like that sweetest flower. 

When tears drop from thy eye-lids meek 
Twin roses in a shower. 

: When morning dews rest on its leaves 
With pearly lustre clear, 

The ardent sun, with gentle hand, 

Soft wipes away each tear, 

Fair Peri float in ruddy shells 
Upon the silvery tide. 

When sunset sparkles on the deep, + ‘eh "Tis like a rose-leaf dyed. With fragrance fades the rose’s breath 
As swans with musie die, 

And even from iis scattered leaves 

Sweet odors gently sigh. 

, 

The nightingale his sweetest notes 
Chants on the rose’s breast, CPP LOL ISS LS SALLE PLLA REA EALD PAPE EE LES LA AS SSS SSO 



MARIA HAMMOND ys. ABIJAH HILDRETH. 

BY ALICE CARY, 

Tuk oldest and most comfortable, and I may ; of strength fo warrant a collision, he would not, 
add also the most influential families of our $ for his life, have allowed the wheels to vary one 
neighborhood, are the Hildreths and the Ham- ‘ hair’s breadth from their position. 
monds. They were, in fact, in the time of my ‘You must not do such things! they are be- 
childhood, the Montaque and Capulet among us; Sneath our dignity,” Mr. Hildreth would some- 
but while everybody knew the almost mortal ; times say to Tim, on hearing one of these proud 
enmity existing between these rival families, . exploits, but he was sure to smile when he said 
there were few who had any conception of the ; so, as if well pleased with his man’s stout main- 
ovigin of difficulties. Indeed I think Mrs. Maria \ tainance of his might, for he knew the difference 
Hammond and Mr. Abijah John Hildreth, would ; between might and right, and Tim was sure to 
each and both have found it difficult to nullify ; conceal his laughter with his hat as he affected 
the charge of willful and malicious persecution : Seriousness, and replied that he could not get 
and hatred, often and often preferred against $ his wheels out of the ruts—or said something 
them in the social courts of our neighborhood, ‘ else equally transparent. 
if either or both had been called on to testify at; Bill found means enough of revenge and 
the witness-stand. But what of that? John 3 annoyance, in turn, but his crowning satisfac- 
Abijah and Maria could each enumerate reasons ; tion was, to ‘‘take up” and advertise John Abi- 
sufficient to him, and herself, why they-should and ; jah’s old brindle bull, whose unruly habits often 
of right ought to hate and persecute and malign } brought him into the fields of Mrs. Hammond. 
each other to any extent inactionable at law. ‘ Once a month, or less often, for years and years 

Both families had their partizans, of course, there appeared in the county newspaper a notice 
and the servants of both bit their thumbs at one } to the effect that a stray bull had been taken up 
another most heartily whenever they knew the by Mrs. Maria Hammond, supposed to be forty 
law to be on their side, and muster days and ‘ years old, and appraised by William Bottom and 
Fourth of Julies these zealous advocates would } somebody else, at five dollars; accompanied with 
often meet, and they never parted without in-!a request that the owner would take him away 
creased contempton both sides. Timothy Bottom } and pay costs. 
was the head man of Abijah, and William Trom-} Now the aforesaid animal was of fine blood, 
down the head man of Mrs. Maria—therefore, Sand his owner’s estimate of him differed mate- 
Timothy Bottom invariably addressed his neigh- rially from Bill’s. 
bor as Bill Tromup, and Mr. William Tromdown, Tuesdays, the days Tim went to market, Bill 
on his part, saluted his adversary as Tim Top, } scorned to appear in town—no respectable 
though doubiless if his name had been Top he! farmer was to be seen there on that day, he 
would have been as cereful to say Bottom. The } asserted—it would do for those who dealt in six- 
young, long-tailed colt which Timothy rode, Bill : pennies, but Friday was the only day for a 
took special pleasure in denominating old bob- ‘farmer to go to market who had any regard for 
tail, and the plump pony ridden by Bill, Tim } his reputation. If Bill chose a blue coat, Tim 
took equal delight in disparaging as “long legs.” ‘ appeared in a black one, and if Tim’s potatoes 
When Timothy saw the old mill and market : grew large and fine, Bill was sure to say, any 
wagon of Mrs. Maria Hammond approaching, he } body could grow fine potatoes who but all his 
would be sure to drive his own team against the { soul ina potatoe hill—for his part, he had more 
fence, or running with might and main climb : respectable crops, more valuable crops, and his 
a-top the fence, if it chanced that he was walk- } mistress fed her potatoes mostly to the pigs, at 
ing, and shout with all the strength of his lungs, * any rate. And when Bill’s corn crop was the 
‘‘clear the way for the queen’s coach! Clear the : admiration of everybody. Tim said it was all 
way all obedient subjects, or you will be run } stock and no ear, he preferred to grow corn that 
over and killed—make way for the queen’s ‘ showed in the crib, though he cared little about 
coach.” But if it really were the old barouche : corn—it was a vulgar sort of grain, but natural 
of Mrs. Hammond, and himself driving a team ‘enough for those to stick to it who had been 

Von. XXIX.—10 
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raised on it. In truth, there was no end to} petrated by Abijah, she was pretty sure’ to say 

the back-biting, and badgering, and bickering ; she supposed his religion allowed him to do such 

between these little men, though for no cause ; things, but she guessed he would find out after 

under the sun that either knew of. awhile how it was with transgressors; and those 

Mrs. Hammond owned a pew in the finest } who heard her, always felt that she felt it not 

church of the nearest city, and her man, Billy, i unlikely that Abijah John Hildreth would mur- 

drove her there regularly every Sunday, and der somebody, appropriate his money, reyel in 

said Billy was sure, people said, to drive with $ it and gloat over it, and that furthermore it was 

especial style and flourish, and erack his whip not unlikely he would afterward wake up in tor- 

long and repeatedly as he passed tho residence 3 ment, and desire her, Mrs. Maria Hammond, to 

of Abijah John: there were some folks, indeed, 3 bring him a drop of water to cool his tongue, 

who did not hesitate to say that Mrs. Hammond § and that she could not do it for the great gulf; 

pulled her silk skirts all on the side of Abijah’s $ but it seemed to those who heard her that she 

house, when she passed, and that she twisted would not if she could. 

her neck always, so as to keep the plume side of } Many a time Abijah John looked through his 

her bonnet toward Abijah’s windows. And 3 closed shutters, or peeped from behind curtains 

furthermore they said that she found in her sat his foe as she rode past on her way to church, 

own heart a less weighty motive for joining the and many a time he said if she was a Christian 

church, than in the fact of her neighbor being § he. did not wish to be one; and many a time he 

out of it. Probably this was not true: never- said if a person only belonged to the church, he 

theless I am afraid she secretly rejoiced that § supposed it sanctified whatever they did, they 

Abijah John perversely and wilfully staid out of <had bought their ticket, and were bound to go 

the saying pall. She might never have reduced 3 through, no matter what poor sinners they run 

her complacent satisfaction in view of the fact, cae in the way. At any rate, some folks who 

to this last analysis; doubtless she did not; and 3 were in the church did things that he, who was 

doubtless she believed herself to be helping {out of the church, would be very sorry to do, 

justice when she directed Billy to destroy every § and while profession was made the cloak to cover 

pumpkin yine that crept from his field into hers. : secret sin, he, for his part, preferred to make no 

Oh, it is true, we all know it is true, that the professions; and all this, of course, had special 

heart is deceitful above all things, and desper- 3 application to Mrs. Maria, who, Abijah supposed, 

ately wicked. 8 or affected to suppose, would commit crimes by 

Mrs. Hammond knew this was true of Abijah’s 3 the score under the cloak of religion, and at the 

heart, and he was equally sure that it was very 3 5ame time hope to deceive God himself and be 

true of hers, but in their own bosoms they feared admitted into heaven. 

to look closely and know how dark it was. A If it happened that Abijah was walking in his 

pressure of circumstances must needs crush some § yard when Mrs. Maria came by, he would turn 

of us before we even see what is in us, while $ his back upon her, or rivet his attention upon a 

upon others a little unexpected sunshine is suffi- $ blade of grass or an insect, rather than suffer 

cient to bring out all the deformity—we feel : her to feel herself observed by him. In appear- 

humble in our good fortune, and proclaim what 3 ance Mrs. Maria was equally unobservant of 

adversity could not compel us to submit to. Abijah, and so fearful were they of betraying 

From different points of observation we get ; the curiosity they felt, each in the other, even 

very different views of things, and perhaps if $ to their men, Tim and Bill, that they had not, 

Mrs. Hammond could have come down from the really, seen each other for ten years prior to 

summit of scorn and hatred, from which she was the opening of our story. 

accustomed to observe her enemy, the ideas re-3 Nevertheless Mrs. Maria said very often that 

ceived of him might have been softened. But : old Bijah grew homelier every day of his life— 

Mrs. Hammond could not be made to believe {she wondered if his own son was not afraid 

there was any view to be taken of Abijah John Sof him; she was quite confident that he must 

except the one she hadtaken. How could there? shave frightened him very much in infancy, 

Of course there could not be, except by persons 3 if some wise precautions had not been observed 

who were prejudiced, and predetermined to make 3 in accustoming the baby to the sight of his 

black white. She did not make white black—of § father. 

course not. She saw things just as they were, ; If it happened at any time that the wonder 

and if other people were a mind to see the truth, < was expressed in her presence why Mr. Hildreth 

they would see just as she did. ‘never married a second time, and it sometimes 

When Mrs. Hammond heard of a wrong per- ‘happened that widow ladies, and maiden ladies 
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did feel, and did express such wonder, her notion 3 and interesting woman, with more beauty still of the capabilities of even the dullest intellect to boast of than half the girls, — 
were outraged—could any fool be so stupid as Time and again he had been bafiled in his to inquire why Abijah John did not marry as efforts to bring these people together, for sure second time, the wonder was, how had he found s was he that if they would but consent to ex- anybody at first. change civilities the abhorrence would yanish, When Mr. Abijah put a new roof on his house$ “Don’t now, deacon, don’t now,” urged Mrs, and added a wing, Mrs. Maria put a new roof on : Goodway, moyed by wise premonitions, when she her house, and added two porches—and when? saw the deacon buttoning his coat one coolich Mrs. Maria had shutters hung to her windows, ; evening early in Noyember—‘“ come now, you'll Mr. Abijah had shutters and blinds hung to his. § just be sticking of your own head in a bumble- When Mrs. Maria employed a landscape gardener, $ bees nest, and what’s the use of it?” Mr. Abijah employed two landscape gardeners. “‘Polly,” said the deacon, facing about, «you When Abijah painted his house white, Mrs. $ know there is no man in the world more willing Maria painted hers red, and when Abijah ran$ to bear advice than I am, and I never so much up one of his chimnies very high, Mrs. Maria? as set a mouse-trap without consulting you— ran up all of hers very high. So in all things? you are aware of that, Polly, and no man can they were rivals as well as enemies. And go it$ be more sensible than I am’’—here the deacon’s was that Mrs. Maria’s house was greatly larger $ Voice faltered, and he advanced a step or two than she required or could use, and furnished at; toward Polly, who sat knitting in the corner— a much larger expenditure than it would have’ ‘‘more deeply and humbly sensible of indebted- been, but for the fear of being outdone by her : ness to judicious advice and counsel than I am 
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enemy: and the same was true of Abijah’s house 3 sensible of my indebtedness to you, Polly.” He 
and its appointments. had come close to her as he was speaking, and 

But for this strange enmity our neighborhood ; now he put his hand on her plain white cap, as 
might never have boasted its two most imposing § softly and tenderly as he had placed it on her 
edifices. Far as the eye could see anything, it: bright hair twenty years before, and as she 
could see the tall chimnies of those rival houses, 3 looked up to smile he kissed her cheek just as 
from which the very smoke seemed to turn in’ he did when her lover—where trepidation used 
opposite directions. to be there was confidence now—that was all 

It was hard for most people to tell whether 3 the difference. 
Mrs, Maria or Mr. Abijah had the finest shrub- “Yes, Polly,” he added, in a firmer voice, ‘I 
bery, and the prettiest flowers, but it was angam always glad to hear your advice, and what 
easy thing for either themselves or their head 3 you have said is very sensible, Polly, very sen- 
men to decide. No wonder when this state of 3 sible.” He turned toward the door again, erect 
things existed between the parents, that Miss ; and self-sufficient, adding, ‘nevertheless, I think 
Julia Hammond and Master Walter Hildreth 3 Pl yenter!” 
grew up to youth in entire ignorance of each}  ‘*You know best,” timidly answered Polly, 
other, and each strong in the belief that the} taking the corner of her apron from her eye, 
other was an embodiment of everything ugly} and she resumed her work complacently and 
and eyil. : calmly, humbly and happily, feeling very much 

These rival heroes of Hildreth and Hammond $ as if the deacon hadgacted upon her advice as 
afforded alternate annoyance and amusement to} well as listened to it. How could she see the 
the neighborhood. Many was the social party : predetermination to ‘yenter” upon his own in- 
deprived of its very head and front, ay, and} dependent resolution, just then? 
base and capital, because of this monstrous anti Once or twice a year there arose between 
gonism, for who ever presumed to invite both : Deacon Goodway and his wife some little dis- 
Hildreth and Hammond, was sure to deprive $ putation, with some such placid conclusion as 
himself of the society of both. 3 the above. The deacon lived in a big brick 

Deacon Goodway, whose position was about ‘ house, with two big, square rooms in front, and 
on the first step below the great platform on$a big hall between them, and once or twice a 
which reigned Maria and Abijah, was a sufferer! year it was his habit to build big. wood fires in 
in his society, feelings and ambitions—for is ; the two big fire-places of the two big rooms— 
life he could not see why Mrs. Hammond should } kill the petted calf, or in other words a dozen 
not like Abijah John, in whom he could see much $ big chickens, and bring to the house big pump- 
to respect and admire, nor why Abijah could not ; kins and apples, enough for the winter supply 
understand that Mrs. Maria was a most worthy * of the neighborhood, from which Mrs, Goodway 
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selected a sufficiency, and baked big pies and: If Mrs. Maria and Abijah John were a mind 

tarts for a Thanksgiving dinner, or New Year's } to remain away from so much pleasure, why that 

night celebration, or both ’ was there own affair, but no cause of discomfort 

If the deacon said, ‘It is the fashion this Sto her. She only smiled this inward state of 

year, Polly, to have roast pig for supper,” Polly § feeling, for it was not her custom to say she 

acquiesced without a word, believing devoutly felt no disappointment, that, she thought, would 

it was the fashion for that year—and if the {seem to indicate there was something to be dis- 

deacon said, ‘‘It will be a new thing to have the appointed about. She had a strange notion that 

plum-pudding after the coffee,” Polly thought it ; a great deal may be expressed in a smile, and 

would be a new thing to have the plum-pudding {in that quiet way she told the deacon that his 

after the coffee, and accordingly she served the } course was lofty and honorable, and that she, 

plum-pudding after the coffee: but when the for her part, didn’t care what anybody said, she 

deacon said, “I feel alike toward all our neigh- { believed he did everything as nearly right as 

bors, don’t you, Polly?” She saw what he was} mortal could do. All this she tried to smile, 

drifting toward, and said that in the main she {and there are suppositions enough in favor of 

did feel alike toward all the neighbors—that } the conclusion that she made herself understood 

was, she would not lay a straw in the way of $to warrant the smiling experiment on the part 

any of them, in fact, she liked them all well: of wives, who may sometimes have found more 

enough, and would do one a good turn as soon ‘noisy methods of communication a failure. 

us another—but to say she had not her little} However, the deacon was not the less annoyed 

preferences, she could not conscienti ously. by his losses, nor, in reality, the less determined 

And when the deacon would add, “Well, Polly, }to push his favorite project into fulfilment. It 

you don’t feel so hard toward any of them that > was a sin against heaven, he used to say, and a 

you would not ask them to the dinner, or the 3 scandal to the neighborhood, and a disgrace to 

supper, do you?” ‘ himself, who had done so much to create better 

She was pretty sure to say that she liked the ‘ feeling, that a man and woman would be foolish 

fat in its way, and she liked the fire in its way, ; enough to hate, when they might love each other 

but her common sense told her it would not do ; just as easily if they would try half as hard. 

to put them together. * «'Phere’s little Walter and Julia,” he often 

Then significance would assume plain words, } exclaimed, ‘‘they have got nothing under heaven 

and arguments for and against the propriety of ‘agin one another, and yet they believe one an- 

inviting the rival families at the same time, \ other wicked as a black-snake.”’ And as they 

would be heard and answered, for as the deacon : grew older, and each to Ais apprehension, grew 

* said, he was always willing to hear. So it in-{ worthy and beautiful, he said more and more 

variably ended in the asseveration of the deacon ; frequently, ‘‘There’s Julia and Walter—shame, 

that Polly knew best, and the declaration, not- isn’t it?” And once he said, quite breaking 

withstanding, that he would ‘‘yenter,” and in * down any little reserve of indifference Mrs. Good- 

the feeling on the part of Polly that the deacon } way might have felt, ‘‘ Just think, Polly, if you 

knew much the best, that listening to advice and I had been brought up to despise one an- 

was as good as acting upon it, and that, in fact, other, our innocent minds poisoned, and for no 

he did not venter at all. fault of ours, what a waste of happiness there 

And so it came time after time that Deacon } would have been; what a waste, Polly!” 

Goodway stood in the midst of his friends we And Mrs. Goodway half wept and half smiled 

mortified and disappointed man—the apex of his { her overwhelming realization of the waste, and 

ambition unattained. He always said he hoped >from that time the deacon was more fully re- 

and believed, even till the last guest was depart- { solved to break down, if he could not melt down, 

ing, that his excellent friends Maria and Abijah ‘ the useless barrier that divided his neighbor 

had been detained, probably by some pleasurable Hammond from his neighbor Hildreth. 

interference, and that one or both would yet pre-; Therefore Mrs. Goodway had said more faintly 

gent themselves and complete all that was lack- ‘than at some previous time, ‘Don’t now, dea- 

ing, (which was almost nothing) to make the con,” when she beheld him buttoning his coat 

occasion one of perfect beatitude to himself. } for the inevitable errands. She thought of what 

And Mrs. Goodway never, never said, (I wish a great waste there might have been, and almost 

there were more like her) ‘‘Didn’t I tell you : hoped her good man’s yenture might result more 

so?” nor ‘It’s just as I expected,” but, on the § favorably than former ventures. 

contrary, she smiled as though to her the occa- } The evening wind blew pretty roughly, as the 

sion were beatitude. } deacon went along, now and again giving one of 

4 
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his closely-shaven cheeks a sharp cut, but what; bad enough to be branded as Tromup by the 

cared the deacon! Was he not about to witness § ; villain Top, he thought, let alone being so desig- 

the conclusion of a terrible battle, take into his nated by other people. 

own hand the swords of two hitherto mortul: ‘The wind blows as mad as a March hare, 

enemies, and crown them himself with loving ; to-night, doesn’t it?’ queried the deacon, chiefly 
reconciliation? He could almost see the long- § ‘ for the sake of saying something, as he follewed 

offending brindle bull roasting in the hetacomb § ‘ the tiny, flickering candle-light of the head man, 

to be made in honor of the victory. No, he} ‘ who replied, after a perceptible silence, ‘*I don’t 

didn’t feel the wind cut him, he rather thought ; know, I am sure.” 
he cut the wind. Mentally he complimented the The deacon stoutly resolved that his courage 

moon, as broad and yellow she came through the $ should not be taken down another notch, and 

black tree-tops—for he felt that he could afford 3 , : rubbing his hands briskly together he made 

to compliment her, and that in some way her $ ‘ haste to say, ina welcomed and equalizing way, 

shining was for his sake, and that of the mission ‘‘how is mistress, Tromup?” 

he was bound on. § ‘Mrs. Hammond, if you speak of her,” said 

He unlatched the gate noisely, and with a free, § the man, ‘‘is very well I thank you, sir.” 

fast tread walked down the grayeled path and$ ‘‘Mistress in?” continued the deacon, in the 
rapt loudly at Mrs. Maria’s front door. He did ‘same assumed familiar style which said, ‘*we 

not hear the hearty ‘“‘come in!” he expected, ; are both glad, ain’t we?” 

and his courage went down anotch. He shufiled : : “Yes, sir, I believe she is,” replied the man, 

and shrugged his shoulders, and tried to say to in an even tone, and one that was colder than 

himself, ‘How they would hurry to open the {the air of the hall they were passing through; 
door now, if they knew it was me,” but his } the deacon felt this, and felt the air too, which 

spirits were slightly dampened. A step was 3 Seemed not only cold, but damp, like the air of 

lieard in the distance, ‘‘Mrs. Maria herself, I'll $a sepulchre, but he said, ‘how warm and com- 

wager a thousand dollars!” mused the deacon— 3 fortable your house is!” 
‘‘she felt that Liver me—lI feel things: the door § The dignified and much, offended head man 

will fly open now.” Deacon Goodway, it must § ‘ condescended no reply, whatever, but cautiously 
be understood, always took the sunny view of ieee a side door, and shading his candle 

things. from the sudden puff of wind which came as he 

Hardly and rustily slid the bolt—‘‘that bolt did so, he indicated by a look rather than a 
will be kept shining with the frequency of neigh- § gesture that the visitor might go in, if he had 

bor Hildreth’s visits after awhile,” mused the | the audacity to disturb a quiet woman (who had 

deacon. Then the key turned half way round, } no wish to see him) and mondépolize all the fire 

and refused to turn any further, then grated.s ’ she had. 

and creaked and was turned back again, ana’ The deacon went in, dampened in spite of 

then turned half way again, then back, then } himself, the last look of William had so plainly 

“s. 

with a jerk it went round. asserted that he would boldly tread where angels 

“A flash of light, and a great embrace of $ ‘ dare not gaze. 

warm air will welcome me in,” thought the dea-$ ‘‘Bless us! how cosy we are,” exclaimed he, 
con, and he winged his eyes in anticipation of : boldly brushing past other salutation in the 

the dazzling effect, as the door should be thrown § ; familiar good-nature, induced by the picture of 

wide open, but it turned cautiously, and stood { the roasting brindle, and as he spoke, he ap- 

still when a narrow aperature had been achieved, } proached the modest and shrinking fire, before 

und peeping from behind it the deacon beheld, get in a stately chair, and stiff black silk 

not the timid, half-blushing face of Mrs. Maria, } gown, sat Mrs. Maria Hammond, reading in a 

which up to that moment he so confidently ex- ; \ heavy, old book, illustrated on one side of the 
pected to see, but the broad, bold, and something | open page by a picture of such ancient men and 

surly one of Mr. William Tromdown, instead. § ‘ ancient women, as the deacon neyer remembered 

The deacon’s courage went down another peg, ; ‘to have seen in his life. There was a musty 

and the more, that no great warmth and light smell about it he did not like half so well as he 

met him, as he had expected; but rallying, as it $ liked the shining and click of Mrs. Goodway’s 

was his hopeful nature to do, he laughed aloud, } : knitting-needles, The great brass and-irons 
intending only to smile, and saluted Mr. William ; Were dreadfully bright, icily bright, and not 

Tromdown as Bill Tromup, supposing he had { silvery bright, as were Polly’s at home—the 

perpetrated n most agreeable joke. No smile, ‘ corners were swept clean too, so clean they were 

however, brightened the face of William—it was : ‘cold—he thought he would like a little genial 
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ashes, even better—he saw and felt all this at a} coming innocently to the rescue, and placing 

glance, but he saw too the receding sunny side of } one finger on the picture of a knight in ancient 

imagination, and to that he spoke when he said, } armor. 

‘show cold we are.” > **Phe deacon thought he had never seen so 

Mrs. Hammond smiled a faint, far off smile: perfect a finger—then he naturally looked at the 

that seemed to say, ‘we are very comfortable, } hand, and that was perfect too, and then at the 

sir, and don’t thank you specially for recognizing ; face, which was altogether lovely, and so in its 

so obvious a fact.” : expression, if not in features, it must have ap- 
The deacon saw his mistake, and saw too, a} peared to any one. 

little more faintly the receding sunny side, and } Just as her pleasing attentions were in some 

hastened tomake amends by bowing and shaking } sort bringing back the sunny side of things, and 

hands with all the grave politeness he knew how } the visitor was on the very point of dashing 

to command. ; boldly into the subject of his thoughts, Mrs. 

Mrs. Hammond, slightly conciliated, rose} Maria tinkled a small bell at her elbow, and 

partly from her chair of state, but kept the } > immediately the door opened a very little and 

place in the book from which she appeared to } \ William ‘Tromdown appeared. 

have been reading, with her hand, as she said,} ‘She is about to order an armful of hickory 

‘you see you are interrupting me, and I appeal } wood and a bowl of cider,” thought the deacon, 

to your courtesy, to your humanity to make nee still observant of the sunny side; but as he 

interruption brief as possible.” \ settled his chin a little more comfortably in his 

‘*What have we here?” begun the intruder, 3 collar, his courage fell three notches—right down 

seating himself quite near Mrs. Maria, and at once. 

making an effort to draw the old book toward; ‘Did you lock the front door, William?” asked 

him, an effort which Mrs. Maria slightly resisted, the mistress, severely. 

at least by not assisting. **T believe so,” replied William, bowing low. 

“Ah! yes, yes,” he continued, when he had} ‘‘You believe so! Don’t you know?” 

examined the prints, not knowing very well ‘‘Not positively—I think I locked it. I will 

what else to say. see.” 

‘Some of those pictures are very funny, 1: ‘See that you do—I have told you often 

think,” spoke Julia Hammond, putting down the enough to keep that door bolted.” 

algebra over which she was burning her face in William bowed again and disappeared, saying 

the corner, and coming to the deacon’s relief } as he withdrew, he hoped to goodness he had 
most opportunely. not left the door unbarred. 

‘‘There is a little table,” she continued, plac-};  ‘*Mercy on me,” thought the deacon, ‘this is 

ing one before him, on which to rest the volume, $ all my fault—I wish I had fifty dollars to pay 
and reaching toward her mother for the candle, for the trouble I have made.” But glancing at 

who, purposely oblivious, said coldly, SWAG 3 Mrs. Hammond, he saw in the expression of her 

do you want, my dear?” ‘mouth and her nose and her eyes: in the very 
‘The light, for Deacon Goodway, if you please, 3 folds of her stiff black dress, that five hundred 

ma.”’ dollars would be no compensation whatever. 

‘Certainly, but Tam accustomed to have peo- Then he wished he had rapped at some other 
ple say what they want;” and Mrs. Maria pulled ‘door, or that he had staid at home: almost 

at her skirt on which her visitor had accidentally } wished, in fact, that he was dead and out of 

set his chair. everybody’s way—despairingly he appealed by 

‘Pray, pardon me,” said the deacon, blushing } a look to kind little Julia, who, feeling his dis- 

red, ‘*but I feel so at home here, I am sadly 3 comfort, brought the easy-chair, and asked if he 

careless, I fear.” would not sit nearer the fire, 

‘Not at all, Deacon Goodway,” replied Mrs. Meanwhile, Mrs. Maria, conscious of the 

Maria, smiling a smile that might have been necessity of saying something, and having 

made of shavings, as for any warmth or depth } opened her watch and snapt it together, re- 

there was in it. marked that the day was very cold for the 
‘‘What shall I say, what shall I say now?” } season. 

was the appealt he deacon made to his wits, but} There was encouragement: the deacon almost 
he smiled and looked interestedly on the pictured } ; thought there had been nothing to dampen his 

page. \ ardor, and in a confident tone replied that it 
‘That's a singular looking man, isn’t he,} was cold for the season, and that he had 

Deacon Goodway?” spoke Julia, a second time’ romarked the same thing to Z’romup, on first 
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stepping into the hall, the very genial air of j ‘“‘Why do you suppose that?” inquired the 

which was strikingly in contrast with the out of ‘ mother. 

door atmosphere. The deacon said he did not know—hé had no 

Blind, blind creatures that we are—the poor ia to suppose anything—and then said he 

deacon but rasped the bruised reed on which he $ did not, in reality, suppose anything, and then 

had supposed himself to be pouring oil—in re- ; he added that he supposed she knew enough. 

peating the Tromup jest he consummated his * And in conclusion he took his handkerchief from 

misery. ‘his coat pocket and replaced it in his vest pocket, 

Mrs. Maria had heard it on its first enumera- Sand tried to think he had filled a pause very 

tion—no smile crossed her face—she neither : happily. 

moved hand or foot to indicate a little unplea-$ Mrs. Hammond looked soberly placid, as if 

sant twinge, but slowly and steadily moved her she might be contemplating the last Sabbath’s 

eyes from the vague blank they had previously § sermon, but she said nothing. 

contemplated, and brought them to bear on the 3 ‘‘How cold it is to-night,” said the deacon, 

face of the deacon, as eyes had never borne till and quickly added, ‘‘out of doors, I mean, not 

then. Polly’s, when she said she didn’t like to ; this room—this is perfectly comfortable.” He 

put the fat in the fire, were gentleness itself, } could scarcely keep his teeth from chattering, 

compared to them. as he spoke, but he wished to make himself 

Poor Deacon Goodway—he looked at the door, { agreeable in some way, and how else could he 

looked at the fire—tried to draw himself into 3 do it?” 

himself, as one who would be ‘‘glad to be hurled ’ He was thinking what he could say about 

anywhere, anywhere out of the world.” When William Tromdown so as not to call him Tromup 

his agony was protracted to the limit of endur- ‘again, when Mrs. Hammond remarked quietly, 

ance, she withdrew the dissecting glances of her «J suppose I could send my child to college 

eyes, and broke the silence by hoping Mrs. Good- 3 without selling my house, though I don’t pre- 

Way was very well. 3 tend to be so rich as some persons.” 

«hank you, she is very well,” said the deacon. : ‘‘Unquestionably,” said the deacon. 

Then he tried to think of something additional to «Persons who put no money in the Lord’s 

say, but could not, and repeated—‘‘ very well.” y treeapey can afford to serve the devil magnifi- 

Mrs. Hammond said she was most happy to} cently,” continued Mrs. Hammond, although 

hear it, and the deacon replied—‘‘thank you,” 3 the relevancy of her remark might not have 

and then made another effort to think of some- $ been apparent to everybody, it was clearly so to 

thing to say. It was no use, and taking his ; the deacon, who suddenly rose and buttoned his 

pocket handkerchief from his vest pocket, he $ coat with more composure than he had yet mani- 

thrust it into the pocket of his coat, and tried $ fested, for in his heart he felt ‘this woman is a 

to feel as if the motion had been a general relief. } much greater fool than I thought.” 

‘Ts there any news stirring?” was the next And as he buttoned his coat, turning his back 

slow sentence Mrs. Hammond measured off. to the fire, he said, ‘I dropt in here to ask the 

In his anxiety to tell something, the embar- ‘pleasure of your company, and that of your 

rased deacon stumbled upon the very subject; angel of a daughter (angel was spoken very 

he knew and felt the necessity of according, and § heartily) on Thanksgiving day, but really, your 

informed his hostess that young Walter Hildreth 8 society had nearly charmed my errand from 

was about to be sent to college. ‘recollection. You must not allow your mother 

‘© Ah! indeed!” exclaimed Mrs. Maria, but she $to disappoint us, my dear,” and kissing the 

did not toss her head nor withdraw her eyes $ child’s hand and bowing to the mother, he 

from the flower she appeared to be contemplating Swalked straight out of the front door—little 

in the wall paper. 3 caring whether it was locked behind him or not. 

Conscious of his blunder, and desirous of re- The wind cut terribly as he went home, and 

trieving himself, the deacon hastened to apolo- > he was sure the moon shone quite independently 

gize for having mentioned the Hildreth family. of him. 

‘Not at all,” said Mrs. Maria, ina tone that? Bright glowed the fire, and bright was the 

indicated no apology could atone; and placing smile of Polly as she Iooked up inquiringly. He 

his hand on the bright locks of Julia, who sat 3 sat down in silence. 

beside him on a fdot-stool, the deacon said, as$ ‘*Well,” said she, directly, ‘‘did you see any 

soon as he could think of anything to say, ‘I ’ body, or hear anything?” 2 

suppose you haye finished your education, my 3 The deacon was too proud to own his discom- 

dear?” ‘ fiture, and said that he had seen Mrs, Hammond, 
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and she had said it would give her pleasure to * Many times that day the deacon expressed his 
come. : triumph in reference to Mrs. Hammond, by a shy 

Polly"said she hoped she would come, and } squeeze of Polly’s hand, and many a time after- 
looking up she beheld her good man making his ward he exclaimed, ‘‘I told you so, Polly, I told 
way toward the dormitory, with his shoes in his} you I’d venter, and see what came of it!” 
hands, * And many a time Polly smiled her satisfaction 

‘“‘What on earth can be the matter?” she in what came of it, and made no allusion to Mr: 
mused, ‘‘his feet ain’t mor’n half warm.” Hildreth and what did not come of it. <A dis- 

And folding her knitting, she heated a brick { creet wife was Polly Goodway. 
and made haste to follow. ; The few minutes the deacon found time to 

All that night the deacon’s sleep was broken } devote to Mrs. Maria, during the evening of the 
by bad dreams, Mrs. Goodway thought, but he} memorable Thanksgiving day, was sufficient to 
was in truth debating with himself the question } reinstate, and more than reinstate that worthy 
whether or not it was worth while to invite Mr. { lady in his good graces. If the pleasurable im- 
Iildreth at all. ’ pression left on his mind could have been traced 

But up with the sun came to him the bright § to its origin, it would have amounted to nothing 
view of things in general, and toward night he { more than the expressed hope on the part of the 
directed the brown mare to be saddled, and told § deacon that his guest had enjoyed herself, and 
Polly he believed he would ride over toward Mr. ; the reply on her part that she had been well 
jlildreth’s. : entertained ; the remark on the deacon’s part 

She smiled her apprehension of the equivocal § that the day had been favorable, and the repe- 
announcement, and Mr. Hildreth received the tition on the lady’s part that the day had been 
customary invitation, which he said he very; favorable—the inquiry on the deacon’s part 
much regretted a previous engagement would; whether draining would not be advantageous to 
prevent him from enjoying. certain low lands belonging to the lady, and the 

The deacon was greatly less cast down by the ; reply on her part that she was inclined to think 
prospective deprivation of Mr. Hildreth’s society, draining would be favorable. But perhaps the 
than set up by the polite declining—so on the ; cream of happiness was derived from a certain 
whole he went back in fine spirits from his ride $ felicity of speech on the deacon’s part while the 
toward Mr. Hildreth’s. low land was under discussion—he proposed to 

After a few days his asperity toward Mrs. , Mrs. Maria, having once drained the soil, to direct 

Maria softened, and he contrived to advise her } Tromdown to turn it up! 
in a manner which to himself was most happily { Of course Mrs. Maria laughed, and exclaimed, 
ingenius, that Mr. Hildreth was pre-engaged. ‘Very good!’”? And what more could the deacon 

“‘T would not tell her no sich a thing,” said} have desired? His cup was full, it even ran over 

LPP LLLP LPL 
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Polly, when aware of the deacon’s design. when he handed her into her carriage, and told 

*‘T’ll dare say you are in the right, Polly,” he} her she had been that day the admiration of all 

replied, ‘‘nevertheless, I think I’ll venter.”’ ; admirers, as well as the observed of all obser- 

And the pig was roasted, and the pies were vers, and she smiled as if she believed him. 

baked, many and big pies, were baked, and tarts Probably she did—there are well authenticated 

were baked, many and big tarts, and puddings } instances of such vanity. 
were made, sweeter than was desirable, ana When the deacon sat by the fire that night, 

cakes, enough for an army, and Thanksgiving } and reviewed his unfortunate end of invitation, 

came, and with it came Mrs. Maria, smiling and {it seemed shadowy and far away, and he found 
silken, and her little angel daughter. ‘ sunshine breaking through many places where 

And everybody as well as the deacon said she} he had at the time supposed all shadow. He 
was an angel, and he said more than that—he } began to make emendations in his blunders by 
said her smile was just like Polly’s, and when}: thinking, ‘‘If I had said so and so to Billy when 

that was said there was no greater praise to} I first went into the hall, and then if I had done 
bestow. ¢ thus and so, and so and thus on entering the 

‘She is pretty because she acts pretty,”’ said $ room where Mrs. Maria (she is really a very 

Polly, ‘‘and she seems to have such a good heart, ; handsome woman) sat, the very slight deside- 
never saying anything, nor doing anything that : rator would have been filled, and the whole thing 
ean offend anybody.” perfect.” 

And sure enough that was all little Julia did, And having dwelt a short time on what might 

and that was why everybody loved her and called ; have been, he began to think it all was, and to 
her an angel. ‘suppose that Mrs. Maria never even dreamed 
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of the things which at one time he was foolish 3 engendered, came the disposition on the part of 

cnough to suppose she supposed. both to search for the black spots. Besure they 

‘What are you thinking of, deacon?” said3 found enough, and besure they exaggerated 

Mrs. Goodway, as she rested her chin on her? what they found till each came to believe the 

hand to observe more closely the half bewildered ¢ other black within and without. This was not 

and half sunny expression in her husband’s face. § true of either, for both Mrs. Maria and Mr. Abi- 

«Qh, I don’t know hardly what,” he replied, $ jah John were as good as most of their neigh- 

rousing and slipping his arm across her chair § bors, and that is as good as most good people 

back. $ are. 

‘“T thought maybe you were thinking of Mrs. ’ When the deacon saw Mrs. Maria, and heard 

Maria,” said Polly, quietly. Sher talk so well, and saw her smile so well, he 

‘What made you think that, Polly,,” and the § could not but think if Abijah John would only 

deacon’s arm slid from the chair back to the $ permit himself to come near her, his prejudice 

neck of his wife. ; would vanish like the mist of the morning; and 

‘¢ Because I was,” she said, simply. ‘the same, he thought, of Maria when he saw 

‘Dear, dear Polly,” said the consciously re- $ Abijah John. But how to bring about a meeting, 

proyed husband, drawing her closer to him—but $ that was the poser. 

Polly was not forgetful of the sensible in thes ‘And there is their children,” he exclaimed, 

sentimental, and knowing it was late, and the ; with ever increasing interest, ‘‘what a shame 

morning would not keep back, covered the em- $ their young minds should be so poisoned.” 

bers with ashes, and took up the candle, In all church alienations the oil of the deacon’s 

“Don’t you think, Polly,” said the deacon, : yoice was a sure healing, but in this unnatural 

fitting his heel betwixt the rounds of an old-3 battle his tactics had hitherto failed him. 

fashioned chair—(he had no other boot-jack)$ What would have been the result of the severe 

“don’t you think, Polly, that feeling hard to- 3 tension to which his mind was kept, there is no 

ward one individual makes us kinder cold and ‘ calculating, but for the respite afforded by cir- 

hard toward everybody?” cumstances. Young Walter Hildreth was sent to 

Polly said she thought it was likely, but she ¢ college. 

seemed to think only of the bed-post she was} When Polly asked the deacon if he knew where 

uncapping. ‘he had gone, he said yes, and when she pressed 

“J do,” said the deacon, resoutely unpulling ‘ him further as to locality, he said away off East, 

the knot of his cravat. ‘Yes, I do,” ke re- somewhere, and Polly was satisfied, and the dea- 

peated, laying back his coat and remoying it by con was satisfied, and therefore we will be. 

a series of smart jerks at either sleeve-end— 3 Of course Julia Hammond went to boarding- 

‘tyes, Polly, I believe it, and I know 3,7” he$ school. There was some relief of the tension, 

repeated, emphatically, seating himself on the ; but when Mr. Hildreth shut up his house, (ex- 

foot of the bed, in the last stage of preparation ’ cept the south wing where abode Timothy Bot- 

for the blessed rest, which comes to us sweetly $ tom) and went to Europe for an indefinite period, 

even after blessedness. there was comparative rest in the bosom of the 

If Polly had acquiesced in what he was think- deacon: rest which became almost satisfaction 

ing about, it is not unlikely he would have said ¢ as the reserve of Mrs. Maria gradually disap- 

he did not hardly know, but the truth is, he was peared, and she was seen to move gracefully, 

thinking that if Mrs. Maria Hammond did not $iamiliarly and kindly among her neighbors, to 

hear cold and hard feelings toward Mr. Abijah § treat them as friends, and to befriend them, if 

John Hildreth, her hall would not be so cold, and $ need were. The distrust vanished, and with it 

her fire would not be so pinched, and her general > the chilly reserve. 

yeserve would not be so selfishly guarded and § Years went by, and Mrs. Maria was in truth 

preserved as it then was, and the conviction once ‘ the admiration of everybody—many a dinner and 

established, he resolved to lay new siege to the $ many a supper she gave which only needed the 

fortifications with which the two enemies were $ presence of her daughter to make seasons of 

surrounded, ‘ perfect delight. 

What the original difficulty was between the In the deacon’s estimation no one in the world 

houses of Hildreth and Hammond, matters not, ° stood before Mrs. Maria, except his own dear 

probably a trivial thing, but we are almost sure little Polly. 

to sve what we wish to see—there are spotsin} The field that has lain fallow produces the 

the sun, and how much more in the brightest § most luxuriant crop, and the mind that has 

human character, and the feeling of dislike once ‘ rested works most effectively, therefore was the 
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deacon prepared for cunning work, when cir-? the deacon, but when he saw the smiling and 
cumstances gave him such work to do. * blushing he knew it had not happened, and 

One little circumstance illustrative of the good § afterward when he saw the bright head of Julia 
heart Mrs. Maria really had, when she came to ‘nestled in the bosom of his wife, and heard her 
know her heart, we must relate, and the more, } faltering voice, he knew that she and Walter 
as it also shows that the old leaven had not quite were already lovers, and that they were come to 
ceased working in the deacon’s mind. ‘ make confession and ask advice. 

One hot day, about the middle of August, and} It beats all, Polly, it beats all!” and with 
nearly five years after the memorable Thanks- that exclamation the deacon mounted the brown 
giving, the deacon came home in a happy excite- } mare and trotted very fast toward Mr. Hildreth’s. 
ment. } Of course a good and loving father would not 

**Well, Polly,” he said, “what do you think I and could not crush the happiness of his son. 
saw with my own eyes?” Polly could not im- The deacon was mistaken—in the father inexor- 
agine, of course. > able—time might soften him, the deacon said to 

‘T happened to step into Maria’s turnip field,” Walter, who frowned and trembled by turns, but 
he went on, ‘‘merely to see how the turnips were } he felt in his heart that time would do nothing, 
growing, but that is neither here nor there, and § and that for his life he would not repeat the in- 
who should T see directly but herself walking § tercession, 
down the orchard with a great tin basin in her$ Slowly the brown mare trotted, in fact she 
hand. I could not imagine what on earth she § walked in good part toward Mrs. Maria’s. The 
was going to do—and what do you think it was, ‘ lioness about to be robbed of her young is not 
Polly?” ‘more terrible than she was when the errand of 

Of course Polly could not tell. the deacon was communicated. She would rather 
‘““Well,” he continued, ‘she went and she} see her daughter dead before her than married 

went, and my eyes followed her till she passed § to a Hildreth. 
clean out of the orchard, and into that strip of $ The last exclamation was suggestive. The 
dry meadow, where nothing can grow but mullen ; deacon stopt at the clergyman’s house on his 
stocks, though that is neither here nor there, § way home, and on arriving there strengthened 
and where the sun was pouring down like a flood 3 the young people in their already half-formed 
of fire, and dipping her basin full of water from \ resolution to defy tyranny, and take up the best 
the spring, she went on, and then what do you : blessing which could be given them, in each 
think I saw?” : other’s love, and leave consequences to take care 

Polly could not tell. § of themselves—advice which he interlarded with 
‘Why there, right in that blazing sunshine, 3 the ejaculation, ‘‘Look at Polly and me!” 

and pantihg like everything, stood Abijah Hil-$ Night fell dark and stormy as night could fall 
dreth’s old brindle, with his foot in a trap, and s —such thunder and lightning and rain had not 
Mrs. Hammond carried him the water and gave $ been known for many years—eyery soul was 
it to him with her own hands. A wonderful brought to its best feeling, and every lip to the 
woman, that, Polly, a wonderful woman. § breathing of prayer. 

“T wonder,” he added, presently, ‘‘if'a meet-} Through all, the deacon was serenely cheerful, 
ing could not be brought about now, if Hildreth ? as one inspired by a lofty purpose, and whose 
should come back?” ¢ faith would not be shaken, though the heavens 

That was the last of William Tromdown’s trap 3 fell. a 
setting, for Mrs. Hammond’s tongue could be$ “Its a sent storm, Polly, its a sent storm,” he 
severe still, notwithstanding its late softness. ; exclaimed, ‘‘and good will come of it;’’ and with 

Lively was the working of the leaver when} his face radiant with inward satisfaction, he 
Mr. Hildreth actually came home, handsome and $ directed a supper to be prepared, and the house 
genial as ever, and still unmated, but fearful $ to be illuminated—and this done, he climbed into 
to relate, the old clouds began to gather again. the old family coach and drove to Mr. Hildreth’s. 

A week after Mr. Hildreth’s return, came’ He found him, as may be supposed, in greatly 
Walter and Julia, much about the same time, ’ subdued spirits, and gravely taking his hand 
and a few days after this came Julia (a pretty } told him he must be prepared to hear the worst 
young woman now as you would wish to see) on $ news—that his son, driven almost to despair by 
a visit to dear aunt Polly, as she called Mrs. ; the denunciation he foresaw, had, by his own 
Goodway. hand, put himself out of misery. Mr. Hildreth 
All’ by chance, toward night, came Walter. wrung the hand of his neighbor, and bowing his 

“What a blessed thing has happened!” thought * head over his aching bosom, made haste to look 
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upon the ruin he had wrought, crying, “ 

oh, my son!” 

“The story is but half told,” resumed the 

deacon, when they were seated in the carriage, 

‘poor Julia, like the true, loving woman she 

was, seeing the determination of Walter, was the 

first to go. How shall I tell her poor mother!” 

‘‘How indeed?” groaned Mr. Hildreth, ‘‘her 

blood is upon my hands.” 

“No, no,” said the deacon, encouragingly, 

‘you must not think that.” And he added, ‘*you 

will not object to my calling for the unhappy 

woman, on our way.” 

Mr. Hildreth did not object to anything; and, 

directly, sobbing aloud, and bemoaning her own 

wickedness, she appeared. 

Mr. Hildreth put forth his hand to receive her, § 

and finding it was a human hand like his own, 

and a trembling, weak hand withal, he retained § 

it, and as she reproached herself for all, besought ; 

her to reproach him, saying how much more § 

wicked he was. 

The storm still drove wildly, the deacon feared ; 

to trust the horses with the coachman, he said, ; 

and leaying the mourners to condole together, g 

climbed out of the carriage, and not till he had 

passed his own gate half a dozen times did he § 

draw the reins. ; 

There was a new burst of sorrow on entering 3 

the house where they were to witness the result S 

of all their wrong lives. 

The deacon bade them calm the tumult of their 3 

feeling, and said he hoped they would forgive him ; 

if he probed their wounds in order to heal them, § 

and go proceeded to set before them their bad 3 

conduct just as bad as it was; ‘‘and this foolish 

enmity you must both feel was for nothing,” 

he said. And they both repeated, ‘for nothing.” 

my SON, 
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‘But,’ he added, **you must not murmur 

over the consequences too much, but from this 

time try to lead more Christian lives, and let 

not this heart-rending reconciliation be evanes- 

cent, but try to maintain good feeling forever, 

and liye as your children would have wished to 

see you live.” 
And Mrs. Hammond begged Abijah to forgive 

her, and said that she had no hard feeling in 

her heart, for him nor for anybody, and that 

she would try to live as her child would have 

wished to see her live. 
Abijah John said he had nothing to forgive 

her, he had done all the wrong, and though he 

would do all to atone he could; he dare not ask 

forgiveness, and that it would be the aim of his 

life to live as his poor gon would have wished to 

see him live. 
There was a pause of dreadful silence, broken 

by the inquiry of the deacon whether they would 

now look at the bodies, 

The doors slid apart, and arm-in-arm the 

mourners went forward. 

“Oh, mother!” and ‘oh, father!” were the 

exclamations that greeted them, and Julia and 

Walter were laughing and crying at their feet. 

The scene that followed defies my poor powers: 

but the end of all was as the reader will have 

imagined, a double union of the rival houses of 

Hammond and Hildreth. 
‘Ah, Polly,” said Deacon Goodway, when 

jnvited to the wedding of Mrs. Maria and Abijah 

John, ‘there is nothing won without a venter.” 

Polly said he was right, and he added, cif 

men and women would only try to find the good 

that is in one another, what a world we should 

have!” 
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THE BRIDE’S 

BY MARY 

FAREWELL. 

H. LUCY. 

Ox! bring yo bright flowers to twine o’er my brow, 

I am leaving the home of my childhood now ; 

My heart and my hopes to another are given, 

Each earlier tie hath the new one riven! 

Then haste with light steps to the forest away, 

And twine ye a wreath for my bridal day! 

I shall mingle no more with the household band, 

I go to a fairer, sunnier land; 

I leave the forest where together we played, 

The moss covered dell, and the open glade, 

For the sunny South my home will be, 

The land of my dreams, bright Italy! SOO ARAL AL LLL LLL LDL AOA OLD LDA ED AL LAM 

My sister! oh, come and stand near me now, 

I would gaze again on thy sunny brow; 

T would look once more on thy dreamy eyes, 

Where never a tear or shadow lies; 

I would press thy warm cheek to mine own awhile, 

And drink in the light of thy joyous smile! 

My mother! the sunlight will fall as of yore, 

With the leaf-shadows twined o’er our cottage floor; 

And the robin will sing at the early dawn, 

But from all, sweet mother, I shall be gone ; 

Thy blessing once more ’ere I break this spell, 

Then home, sister, mother, a long farewell! 
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INSTRUCTIONS IN EMBROIDERY. 

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

Uxpounrepty the most artistic style of needle- 
work is that termed Embroidery; not canvass 
embroidery, but the yet higher kind of needle- 
work painting, which aims at producing really 
pictorial effect, without the mechanical assist- 
ance which canvass gives in counting stitches 
and determining shades. 

In embroidery much is left to the eye, and 
still more to the taste. A few words, therefore, 
on the subject of selecting colors and harmonizing 
tints, as well as on the mere stitches employed, 
will probably be acceptable. 

To Mark Parrerns.—Designs are invariably 
marked on satin, cloth, or velvet, by means of 
what are termed pounced patterns. These are 
prepared in the following manner:—The design 
is carefully traced on rather thick writing paper; 
then, with a fine stiletto it is marked in holes, 
distant from each other not more than the eighth 
of an inch: from the pattern thus prepared, any 
number almost may be marked. The material 
to be embroidered is then laid on the table, and 
the pattern placed in the proper position over it, 
and kept there by means of leaden weights. <A 
little pounce, or powdered flake white must then 
be rubbed over the paper, with a large and flat 
stump, and, on the paper being raised, the de- 
sign appears accurately marked on the cloth. 
It, requires to be afterward re-marked with a fine 
sable brush, dipped in a mixture of flake white 
and milk, or an artist’s color, contrasting with 
the material, mixed up with a few drops of 
spirits of turpentine 

White satin, or any very light color on which 
white would not show, may be pounced with 
very finely powdered charcoal, and then marked 
with a solution of Indian ink. 

For drawing a pattern on any washing mate- 
rial, a still simpler plan may be adopted. Scrape 
some red or blue chalk; brush it lightly over a 

- pounced pattern of one quarter or section, and 
mark all from that one. It will be found a much 

‘more accurate mode than that of making the 
* whole paper pattern perfect. 

The next step is to put the material ina frame, 
: two or three inches wider than the work it is to 
sreceive. The needles used are technically called 
\ short-long eyes and strands. 'The latter are like 
; common needles, but unusually long. It injures 
: the work to use too fine a needle, as the small 
;eye frays the silk; on the other hand, a needle 
: that is too large makes holes in the cloth. 
$ The materials chiefly used for embroidery 
Sare wools, chenille and silks: there are great 
varieties of the last mentioned article, the prin- 
cipal being Mitorse, Dacea, Berlin, fine and 
coarse flux, crochet, and netting silks. Of the 
netting silks there are many sizes, which may 
; be used according to the delicacy of the work. 
‘ Initials intended to be in gold, for sachets, 
; &c., are almost as effective if rich gold-colored 
: twisted silk be used instead; and the silk wil] 
; wear forever, whilst it is almost impossible to 
S obtain gold thread which will not tarnish in a 
‘few months. 

Stircurs.—The common stitch used in em- 
‘ broidery is termed Jong-stitch. It closely resem- 
‘bles the Irish stitch of canvass work, only 
} without its regularity. The stitches are taken 
\ Closely together, and of uneven lengths; the 
‘second shade is blended with the first by filling 
;up the vacant spaces of the short stitch; the 
; next shade, in the same way, unless with that 
‘one, and so on in an irregular form, the outline 
* only presenting a regular line of stitches, exactly 
) within the limits of the mgrked pattern. The 
‘shading must, of course, be done with artistie 
accuracy, 

The veinings of leaves are worked in silk 
rather coarser than that used for the rest of 
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sheet of thin tissue paper, shake off the loose ; the work. Sometimes this silk is considerably 
grains, lay the chalked side of the paper on the } thicker; it is then laid on, and sewed over with muslin, and over it the pattern, which you will } very fine silk of the same shade, the ends being trace with a hard, sharp-pointed pencil, and the drawn through the material. Leaves are fre- design will be clearly marked, and require no ; quently veined with gold thread in a similar further trouble. » manner, 
When any parts of a pattern are repeated— } Large leaves should be worked from the points as the quarters of a cushion or a handkerchief, ; to the veins; small ones seldom require to be ‘ 

or the scallops of a flounce—have only the ' veined at all. Like stems, they are formed of a 162 
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INSTRUCTIONS IN EMBROIDERY. 163 

succession of slanting stitches, very evenly laid , in every direction; and stuff the bag thus made 

on, forming curves and lines of the width and’ with down: the pillow to be afterward covered 

dimensions of the patterns, and forming Paastet in any manner that may be desired. Pillows 

outlines. made in this way are not only much softer than 

When gold bullion is employed in embroidery, $ others, but they also keep their shape much 

it is cut into short lengths, which are then laid $ better, and are not liable to sink after a little 

on with fine silk of the same hue. Gold threac $ wear. 

is sewed over, and the ends brought through e Waistcoats and other articles are now much 

cloth, and so passed from one part to another. embroidered in soie ombre, that is, silk shaded 

The Chinese employ, in their most elaborate 3 in varieties of one color. I cannot say I think it 

embroidery, a very pretty stitch termed, by us, $ so pretty as the variety of natural colors, or even 

the French Knot. It is made thus:—Bring the 3 a single self-shade, It is, however, fashioygble. 

needleful of silk to the right side of the work, in} THE CHOICE OF Conors.—I will conclude my 

the exact spot where the stitch is to be. Hold $ instructions for embroidery with a few hints 

the needle in the right hand, and with the left § on the choice of suitable colors; as Dogberry 

tuke up the silk, at an inch or two from the’ observes, that “reading and writing come by 

cloth. ‘Twist the needle twice round the silk, S nature,” so 1 may be excused for asserting that 

insert it in the same spot you drew it through the axiom is (in part at least) correct, as regards 

before, and, with the right hand, draw the needle § the power of discriminating colors. Ina great 

to the under side, gradually tightening the silk } measure it is a natural gift; still it may be cul: 

with the left hand. When quite drawn through S tivated, nay, almost created. 

the knot is formed. The great art in this work } Selecting the necessary wools, silks, &e., is 

is to make the stitches all lie perfectly even. > technically called, sorting a pattern. To sort a 

We seldom use the French knot for anything pattern well, it is requisite to consider the capa- 

but the seeds, stamen, or pistils of flowers: but? bilities of the various materials. Wools and 

the Chinese execute whole pieces in this stitch, $ silks, silks im flox, and twisted—though dipped 

shading them most exquisitely, and only using a in the same vat, would be found to vary mate- 

coarse white silk or gold thread, as an outline to § rially in the shade of color when dyed. Hence 

the whole. In bead embroidery, every stitch is? itis important to select such materials as will 

generally put on separately, and in its own place: > blend well together, and also wear well when 

but a very beautiful effect may be obtained in § worked. 

pearl beads imitating grapes, by stringing them The following colors may be said to harmonize 

with white silk, and letting them cross each } perfectly :— 

other in various directions, still preserving the; Blue works well with the warmer tints of darb, 

outline of the cluster. ’ stone, and fawn. 

A very pretty and effective style of embroidery 3 Yellow with the richest and darkest shades of 

is that done with gold braid and wool on can- drab. 

yass, It is very suitable for slippers, cushions, Pink with soft stone, fawn, and grey. 

the bands of smoking-caps, blotting cases, and Lilac with the cold green tints of the same 

many other things. An outline design in ara- $ colors. 

bosque, or anything else that may appear suit-? Lilac with some greens. 

able for two colors, should be drawn on paper y Maize and salmon with green 

of the proper dimensions, and then marked on} Scarlet with a slate tint. 

the canvass. The gold braid must be cut into } Blue with rich dark claret brown. 

pieces of the proper lengths, and laid on piece by g Maize with blue. 

piece, the spaces between the patterns being} White with olive green. 

filled with wool of some well-contrasting color—: Green and blue do not harmonize, whatever 

as bright blue, green, or claret—so that the pat- the votaries of the present fashion may declare 

tern appears in gold, on a ground of wool. When sto the contrary. Even green leaves do not look 

leaves are so worked, a rich silk, of a deeper : well in the vicinity of blue flowers, unless they 

gold color than the praid, should be used after- ; partake of the rich autumn tints of olive, yellow, 

ward to vein it. . > and brown. ‘Then the primitive colors, scarlet 

Having spoken of cushions, it may be well to} and yellow, kill each other; they give color, but 

tell my fair readers how to make them up most } not coloring; and yellow and green, scarlet 

comfortably:—Cut some good strong calico bias } and brown, or scarlet and lilac, are all equally 

of the proper size; line it with two or three ; injurious. 

thicknesses of good wadding, well fastened to it: It must be remembered that strong contrasts 

-. 
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164 THE TIME TO MARRY.—MY EARLY FRIENDS. 
en ere SRA ONO SRT A ARAB DT DANAE Ate RARE cand Basen Adi es DCRR do not of themselves produce beauty; itis rather ¢ The shades of greens, for leaves, are quite in- the delicate adjustment of the different shades. $ numerable, 
There are numberless yarieties of every leading 3 It is never in good taste to have a group of color—greens, whites, and reds especially. The $ flowers on a light ground, without some one in following list may be serviceable :— ¢ the group to correspond with it. Not that it Wuire Frowrrs.—These may be shaded in : should be a prominent object but that it softens any of the following colors: green, pure white, § the whole. 
grey or slate. The choice depends on the color: Finally, I may be permitted to observe that, to be worked, the Fleur de lis requiring, for in- as ‘good wine needs no bush,” so good needle- stance, to be shaded into green. In all the} work requires ‘not very gaudy or striking mount- shades, however, the greatest softness is impera~{ings. A well designed portfeuille or cushion tive.@ All sudden contrasts must be avoided. $ does not look at all better for being so extraya- Damask roses are worked in at least six ‘ gantly finished off, that the eye rests on the Shades; from black to a pure rose pink; the fittings rather than the work. Let cords, tassels, gradations include deep claret, lighter ditto, 8 linings, &e., be as good as possible; let them scarlet, and a medium shade between the last. \ also be as plain as possible. These are but the Ordinary roses are shaded from deep scarlet 3 frame, the work is the picture; and the valuable to bright ponceau, and various shades of pink. “ part should be also the most attractive. 

THE TIME TO MARRY. 

BY J. BENNOCH. 

Tiié would-be wise this counsel give— 
“Let love’s fond passion cool! 

The man who early weds, will live 
To think himself a fool. 

The galling chain that frets his limbs, 
Wears deeper day by day; 

Experience little teaches him 

Who gives the heart its way} 
He wisely weds who weddeth late 
A thrifty unimpassioned mate.” 

And not from Summer flowers; 
When Winter brings us golden sheaves, 

And snow-drift, sunny hours; 
When truth abused makes falsehood right, 
Go withering wed and find delight, 

The trembling notes young birds awako 
Rise sweetly into tune, 

As April buds expanding make 
The flowery wreath of June; 

So love begun in life’s young day 
Matures with manhood’s prime, 

Defies the canker of decay, 
And stronger grows with time; 

Oh, early quaff love's nuptial wine, 
And all that’s best in life is thine, 

POISE RNR RRR PRPRIR PPR RPP PDP ne 

ya . MY EARLY FRIENDS. 

When wrinkled oaks shall twining cling, 
With tendrils like the vine; 

When ravens like the linnet, sing 
With melody divine; 

When honey drops from wither’d leaves, OPAL LS LAL AL LS LD LDAPLIE PL PDL SP PD LD ho had LPL LS LL LO 

BY LOTTIE LINWOOD, 

My early friends! I have not one 
With whom I played in childhood’s hour, 

That speaks to me in friendship’s tone— 
That twines for me affection’s flowers. 

Tam achild at heart once more— 
T hide my face and wildly weep. 

And were I but a child again, 
I'd garner up each sinless love, 

And bind them in a golden chain, 
To draw me to the world above. 

There are but few, a very few 
But what have laid them down to rest; 

And hands I long to clasp again, 
For sh, those childish loves were true : Lie folded on a pulseless breast. 
And purer than in after years, 

Which only light the lamp of Hope, 
To dim it with eternal tears! 

And when I think of early loves, 
Those childish loves I prize and keep, 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A TULIP 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

Marerrans.—Variegated paper, yellow and3 paper—branch with long, green leaves like figure 

red, or white and red: Tulip stamens, green 3 2. 

wire, gum, light green tissue paper. *  # Marertans ror Maxine Parer Frowens.— 

Cut six leayes like fig. 1, the leaves should be: Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 

crimped or moulded. Cut six pieces of green >} for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 

wire about one and a half inches in length, and { Japonicas, pinks, &e., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
: _3 stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 

gum half way up the centre of each leaf. After for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 

the gum is perfectly dry, tie three of the petals: sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 

around the stamen with thread or fine wire: then 3 of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 

tie on the other three, being careful to make the ; OL i aa se gis ‘ae asees Oe Md 

last three petals fill the alternate space of the} 2 unctually Guenace, 1 aon ety Ml 

- ; q e rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by ail, 

first. Cover the stem with light green tissue on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

~ ARRAN aaa ei awe 

TRIMMING FOR CHILD’S PANTALETTS. 

For the button-hole edge and the flowers, ; cotton No. 70 must be used. This is a beautiful 
‘ 

English working cotton, No. 50. For the leaves } pattern for a child’s dress or cloak cape, sub- 

and stems, which are to be done in satin-stitch, { stituting embroidery silk, instead of cotton. 
165 



PATTERN FOR A PLAIN DRESS BODY. 

BY EMILY HH. MAY. 
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Tas is an admirably fitting pattern for a; tracted, stiff and pinched look. Care must also medium sized person, cut by one of our first’ be taken to cut the body wide in the place dress-makers. It is measured sufficiently large $ denoted by the dotted lines reaching from K to to admit of taking in or trimming. ‘Lon the front, and from § to U on the back. 
The dotted lines show where the seams are to 3 A short shoulder seam is also ungraceful. It be made. RI, and H G, are the double seams. : should be made as long as can be conveniently IJ, and § T, are the seams under the arms. O } worn. 

P denotes one-half of the back. ABC D, and $ 
I, H, are the “dart” seams. N M, the front, } 
allowing for a hem to be turned down to th 

For a cotton dress, the ordinary skirt or bishop 
sleeve with a band a couple of inches wide, is 

e}a fitting accompaniment for this body. But if dotted line. In order to have a good fitting } the material is of de lain, cashmere, or any heavy dress, the “darts” must not reach too high, as } material, a rounded cuff will bean improvement. when that is the case the whole body has a con-} “Caps” are no longer worn to sleeves. 
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DARNED NETTED WINDOW-CURTAINS. 
MATERIALS.—For the netting, medium crochet } scroll in fine crochet cotton. 

cotton; for the darning, the flower and leaves to front of the number. 
be in Berlin wool, of the natural colors, and the’ These curtaing must be netted lenethwise, and g 66 

For pattern, see 
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TRIMMING FOR THE BOTTOM OF A SKIRT. 167 
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then a yandyke edge can be worked on one side. ; down the side of the curtain in the same way. 

The way to do this is, when sufficient width is » When the netting is completed, have the curtain 

done, to work thirty-six stitches, turn, and do { washed and slightly starched, and pin it out on 

‘the carpet in a proper shape to dry. By doing thirty-five on them; turn, and do thirty-four; ; 
‘so it will be much mere easy to work it. continue until it comes to a point. Work all 

SO ee 

TRIMMING FOR THE BOTTOM OF A SKIRT. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 
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are to be cut out and done in “‘over-stitch,”’ that 

Anglaise The edge is composed of eyelets done } is, by merely sewing the edge over very closely. 

in button-hole stitch, as is also a smaller row of ¢ English working cotton, No. 80, for tho edge, 

eyelets nearer the top. The wheels and leaves ‘and No. 50 for the rest of the work. 

THis rich design is in what is termed broderte 

EDGE FOR AN INFANT’S PETTICOAT. 

Tue edge to be button-holed in cotton, No. 60. § stitch, and the large ones in button-hole, whilst 

The leaves to be done in satin-stitch, and oyer- ’ the crescent may either be doné in satin-stitch 

stitch, in No. 70 cotton, the small dots in over- 3 or opened and cver-stitched, as taste may dictate. 

eee SRA a a 

CORNER FOR HANDKERCHIEF. 

To be done in English working cotton, No. 100, i,stitch, over-stitch, and the French knot ig em- 

and fine sewing cotton of the highest Nos. Satin- * ployed in this pattern. 

Vor. XXIX,—11 



A JACKET IN CROCHET POLK 

PULLAN BY MRS 
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An appropriate article for the season, to be } Now begin the other half-jacket, and do an 

trimmed with imitation ermine. ) exactly similar piece, finishing the front, how- 

MATERIALS.—One pound and a quarter of } ever, first, to make them correspond. ‘Then sew 
eight-thread Berlin for Jacket. One pound of } the tw: backs together, from the neck down- 

white ditto for the border, with a small quantity , ward, about 84 stitches, leaving the remainder 

of black. Work in ribbed crochet. § fora gore. Then sew up the sleeves from the 

This jacket is begun at the sleeve. Make a $ wrist down to 10 of the last 50 chains, leaving 40 

chain of 81 stitches. Do 41 ribs, which suffice 3 for a gore also. 

for the sleeve; then 4 more ribs, increasing three Make the gore thus:—Fasten on the wool at 

stitches at the end of every row, and also working 3 the bottom of the jacket, where one of the gores 

three stitches in one on the 41st or middle stitch ¢ is to be, and work a straight row up and down 

of the 81, to begin to form the shoulder. It will; the space. Turn back, and when you come to 

be well to mark that stitch with a bit of white $ the middle pass over two stitches, and leave also 

thread. The increase on the shoulder is made? the last stitch of the row. Work backward and 

on every other row; but underneath the arm on; forward in this way, until you have completely 

every row. closed up the space. All the gores are done 

Do four more ribs, increasing as before on the } alike, 

shoulder, but making five chains extra at the$ For the border: white wool of the same color, 

end of every row, instead of three. Then make $ cast on 12 stitches, and knit in garter stitch 136 

a chain of fifty stitches extra at the end of each : ribs. Then knit the last two stitches together 

of the two next rows, still increasing on “lh every alternate row, until 9 stitches only are 
shoulder as before. Do two and a half ribs, or $ left. 

five rows without increase at the ends, but still Do 28 more ribs. This is for half the jacket. 

increase on the shoulder. ‘This will be sufficient } Do another piece exactly like it. For the sleeves 

for the shoulder of an ordinary person. Nowdo : cast on 14 stitches, and do 46 ribs. For the cuffs 

ten or twelve ribs for the back, that is, from the } cast on 8 stitches, and do enough to go round the 
increase stitches of the shoulder down one side, $ wrist. 

leaving the last stitch occasionally, in order: Take the white wool double, with a coarse rug 

gradually to slope the neck, but keeping it even 3 needle and a wooden mesh, one inch wide, and 
at the bottom. : work on the garter knitting, in cross stitch, 

For the front; Join on the wool at the other 3 taking over the mesh each time—just, in fact, 

side of the last increase stitches of the shoulders; $ like raised Berlin work. Cut each row before 

do one rib and a half, straight; then begin occa- } withdrawing the mesh. Here and there, at even 
sionally to miss a stitch at the part where the} distances, introduce two stitches of pale straw- 
waist comes, to formit. This will be about 87 colored wool, and immediately below that, in the 

from the neck. The missing a stitch for the next two rows, two stitches of black. Comb and 
waist must oecur in every row: and an occasional } cut the fur smoothtly. 

one also at the neck. 12 ribs must be done thus, Make under-sleeves to come above the elbow, 

the front below the waist being also gradually $ and trim In the same way. 

rounded, by the last stitch or two being left, so} A bit of broad elastic, sewed in at the waist, 

that at last, there are only seyen stitches below improves the set of this jacket. Add double 

the missed stitch, buttons and loops down the front. 

o 

Nar KIN RING. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR,. 

MarterraLs.—Pound beads of the followings; When it is necessary to take a new needleful, 

colors; clear white, ruby, and emerald; two } join it on with a weaver’s not. The little fringe 

buttons, either ruby or emerald. Sat each edge is put on afterward. Care must 

This ring may be worked from the engraving, } be taken to select beads that are all of the same 

which will be seen in front of this number. size, aS any inequality spoils the work. Buttons 

Begin in the centre, with a long needleful of } must be sewed on at one end, and two button- 

thread, and a needle threaded on at each end. a finished with beads, made at the other. 



DAL MA “FOR -CH Ti D*. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

We have been request- — 

ed, by several subscri- 

bers, to give a few pat- 

terns of extreme simpli- 

city, or rather those which 
were very easy to make 

up. Accordingly we have 

prepared a pattern for an 

every-day dress, to. be 

made of calico, which is 

to be seen on a preceding 

page. We now give a 

Child’s Talma, equally 

easy to cut out and make. 

‘he material is of grey 

ae 

eaten K ' LE 

~ — a 

= : A \ S 
: LE 

cloth; and the shape a a | 

we \\\ at 
the cloth on a table, or SS “a EK eens HB 

. > Le \\ SS ws , y the floor, toke a string << gsm ee tj. 4s 

cording to the depth 

wanted. Then trim ii, AI WZ ZA 

as seen in the engraving, A, a 
Yip — 

full circle, so that it is « 

\ 

with which to describe EA aaanaaa AAO 

\\ WAS WAN 

with bands of black yel- A SM = 

——0. 
ee 
———, 

- oS eS 

only necessary to spread KCC 

SH 

the circle, and cut ac- 

. . ni F KIN an ‘ UY NAY = — ———_ 

re fi h d 0 8. \\ \ NY Waa, a7 ——S 

ve d te * u ie Le) is 65 d ( Dy \ “Lipp % i a \ AQ 

ae cutting the cirele 2 : uh \\ \ “iy ’ : | SVry 
care should be taken to ai) \l 5 <A 
have the grain of the 

cloth run the proper way: 

a precaution often ne- 

glected. 

Having offered to give, 
in this department, any 

pattern that might be re- 

quired, some ladies have 

mistook our meaning, and 

supposed that we offered 

to send, by mail, any pa- 

per patterns they might 

write for. We make this 

explanation to prevent .- 

further mistakes. 
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TEV E. SL MANDARIN 

WORKED ON BOEPBINET, 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR. 
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MATERIALS.—Fine bobhine 

To embroider in satin-stitch on net, 

must be accurately drawn on color 

otton, No. 40. 

the proper shape. The net must then be cut out 

rather larger—shrunk by pouring boiling water | 

, 
7) { 

for every square, 

171 

ion, 

If to be worked in square beads, 

the foundat 

and the ground must be perfectly solid, with 

in 

ern in 

> 
‘ 
) 
> 

If to 

be worked with beads one chain-stitch must be °* the patt 

ons are intended to ’ reconed 
. 
. 
a Turse edgings and insert 

be worked either with or without beads. 
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crochet three chains must be allowed for every | Reckoning from that part where the actual 
square. In the scallops the ends of the thread : scallop begins, each must be done distinctly 
must be neatly run in after they are done. ‘from the other. 

PREIMESAASRLOSA LAMAR CSTE CREU RIN AAELINEES 
‘ 

- "See 

“Ba neae a : en 
sananasseeeelassuanassaaraard 

TATTED INSERTION. 

SUITABLE FOR CUFFS, BANDS, ETC. 

MatrrtaAts.—White cotton braid, No. 9; } hexagonal space between every two tatted loops. 
crochet, No. 70, and tatting cotton, No. 3. ; Braid the outer lines and the ends; and if the 

For tHe Tarrinc.—6 double stitches; make } piece be intended for a cuff, put 2 double line 
a picot witha fine pin; 3 double stitches, 1 picot, } of braid at one end for the buttons, and also two 
3 double stitches, 1 picot, 6 double stitches. ‘braid loops at the other, for button-holes. A 
Draw this loop up, and leaye a space as great as long needleful of Masland’s griffin crochet, No. 
that indicated in the engraving, before making } 70, must then be taken along the centre line, 
the next. Whena sufficient quantity of this is } connecting the cross lines with a button-hole 
done, take a piece of colored paper, rather longer } stitch wherever they occur. Then work a rosette 
than you require the insertion to be, and on it of English lace in every space, and another when 
rule two parallel lines, an inch apart, and another , the four threads cross each other. The tatting 
exactly between them. Take on the tatting, 3 edging is made without picots, and lightly sewed 
allowing it to touch, alternately, each outer line; ‘on the outer edges of the braid, both sides of 
then back again in the same manner, so that} which should then be finished with a row of 
the threads cross at the centre line, and form a: Venitian edging. 

ed ee 

EMBROIDERED SLIPPERS. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Mareriats.—Black velvet or kerseymere; ; grey, the lightest part to adjoin the oalyx; this 
mitorse silk, blue, yellow, lilac, green and white, must be worked in a blue green. The buds on 
all in shades; also, a small quantity of gold} the sides of the shoe are to be worked with one 
bullion of the smallest size. ) Shade of white and two of the lightest lilac. The 

The design must first be marked on the cloth forget-me-nots are to be in their appropriate 
or velvet alreadydescribed. Then the conyolvu-} colors, blue, with a yellow spot in the centre, 
luses are to be worked in shades of lilac; the and the adjoining leaves in shades of yellow 
stamens and pistils in yellow. That part of the green. The stems may be worked in half-polka 
flower adjoining the calyx in white, shading into’ stitch, in shades of green; but the effect of fine 
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gold bullion, cut into lengths varying from they The slipper must be lined with quilted silk, 

eighth to the quarter of an inch, and laid on in $ and a ruche of quilled ribbon should go entirely 

the same half-polka stitch is perhaps finer. ?yound it. Pattern in front of number. 

aa
a 

INSERTION FOR SHIRT OR NIGHT DRESS FRONT. 

Ir worked on linen for a shirt front, the com- § or on muslin, the English working cotton, Nos. 

mon sewing thread of the finest Nos. must be} 90 or 100, is to be emyloyed. Pattern in front 

used; or if the work is required to be heavier, } of number. 

ann eee oeeeeeeeeeeeG5eeeeeeee
ee 

BAND FOR A CHEMISE. 

Tir scallop to be done in button-hole stitch, . other figures to be cut out and done in over- 

with No. 30 English working cotton, and the $ stitch with the same cotton. 

ADA Si lie ie ili tad 
i ie ie intial 

NAME AND LETTERS FOR MARKING. 



EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. 

A Cnorce Book. Frienpsure Nor A Naswe.— 

The poet Duganne, has just received a compliment— 

if we can call it such—of which any person might be ! 

proud. Mr. J. Lesley, Jr., loving him as a man, and } 

admiring him as a poet, has collected together his $ 
} 

poems; and issued them in what is one of the } 

choicest specimens of book-making ever published in 

America. On a former occasion, however, we spoke x 

of the volume, in its mezhanical aspect, as a triumph 

_of typography, so that now we must confine our- 

selves to the literary merits of the work. These are 

many, and increase our respect for Mr. Duganne’s 

ability, superior as we have always considered it. 

A daily cotemporary, whose critical opinions we can ’ 

generally endorse, says that the best things in the 

volume are to be found among the shorter lyrical $ 

pieces, and adds: “‘Among these there is none more 

beautiful nor more fully imbued with the middle-age § 

spirit of love poetry than the following gem, which $ 

has been already appropriated by music-makers as 

the most charming of modern-antique love songs.” 

HERRE I LOVE. 

AN OLD STYLE MADRIGAL. 

I know a little hande; 
*Tys ye softest yn ye lande— 
And I feele yts pressure blande 

Whyle I synge: 
Lylie-whyte, and restynge nowe, 
Lyke a rose-leafe on my browe, 

Wythe yts winge. 
Welle I pryze, (alle ‘handes aboy ¢) 
Thye deare Hande of Herre I love! 

I knowe a littel foote— 
Very connyngelye ‘tys putt 
In a dayntie littel boote, 

Where yt hydes; 
Lyke a shuttel yt ever flyes 
Backe and forthe before myne eyes, 
Weavynge musyque forre myne eyes, 

As yt glydes, 
Welle I pryze (alle feete above) 
Thye deare foote of Herre I love! 

I knowe a littel harte; 
Yt ys free from courtlie arte, 
And I owne yt (everie parte) 

Forre alle tyme: 
Eyer yt beates wythe musyque tone— 
Ever an echoe of myne owne, 
Ever keepynge with myne owne 

Holie chyme. 
Welle I pryze, (all hartes above) 
Thye deare harte of Herre I love! 

This is really exquisite. The antique spelling, the : 

old-time terms of expression, and the quaint beauty | 

of the thoughts are all in harmony. But Mr. Du-? 
ganne, even without these adventitious aids, can pen . 

delicious lyrics, as the following ove will show. 
174 

’ A FANTASIE. 

I sit beside my gentle one: 
Her hand is laid in mine; 

And thus we watch the parting sun 
In golden haze decline. 

Across the fields the shadows creep, 
And up the misty hill; 

And we our twilight vigils keep, 
At our own cottage sill, 

LOFT LA LID LPP PUL 

‘ 

\ 

: The distant brooklet’s murmurs come, 
Like bell-notes through the leaves; 

; And many an insect’s mazy hum 
Its dreamy music weaves. 

: The dove’s Inst note, in rippling beats, 
Upon the air departs; 

The breath of all our garden sweets 
Is creeping to our hearts. 

“ 

‘ The russet woodbine round our porch, 
In clustering ringlets twines; 

The honeysuckle’s crimson touch 
Gleams through the dusky vines; 

, The sunset rays are trembling now 
$ Amid the trellis-bars— 
; They paint upon.my darling’s brow 

A glory'like the stars. 

; 
: 

‘ 

; Her cheek is nestling on my breast, 
: Her eyes are bright with tears; 
} A prayer, half- breathed and half-request, 
N My listening spirit hears. 
; Oh! blessed be the changeless love 

That glorifies my life! 
; All doubt, all fear, all guile above— 
¢ My own true-hearted wife. 
5 

N 
; 

Yet we incline to think, from evidence afforded 

unconsciously, that the author prefers the patriotie 

; and satirical poems, which compose the princips: 

{ part of this volume. There is certainly fire in the 

‘ first, and wit in the last; but they seem to us to be 

, less carefully elaborated than the lyrics of love and 

‘ sentiment: and on the whole we prefer the latter. 

It is impossible, however, not to kindle, when read- 

ing Duganne’s lyrics on freedom: for every line is 

a-blaze, every word glows. We honor this poet for 
his love of humanity. 

The volume is published by Parry & MeMillan, 

successors to A. Hart, Philadelphia. A beautifully 

executed line engraving of Mr. Duganne embellishes 

the book. It represents a face full of high thoughts 

and poetic enthusiam; and we can bear witness to its 

being a good likeness. 

Exquisite CuinA AND GLAss Ware.—To those 

of our readers, who either reside in Philadelphia, or 

: may chance to visit it, we would recommend a call 

at Tyndale & Mitchell's, glass and china merchants, 

Chesnut street nbove Seventh. This firm is com- 

: posed of two gentlemen, who are celebrated for their 

\ exquisite taste in all that pertains te art or elegance. 

’ This taste they have brought into their business; 

FPP LP LAO AP OL OL LPL LL PLL LE PANDO L LAP LP Pb A 

~~ 
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Dickens’ CompLtete Worxs.—No work, lately 

} published, has had such brilliant suceess as the 

- 

and their store consequently is a museum as well as 3 : 

a warehouse. We have heard that when Lord Car- 
lisle was in this couhtry he pronounced their collec- § library edition of Dickens’ novels, printed by T. L. 

tion of fictile ware superior to any he had seen in§ Peterson. It may be had, not only in cheap style, 

either London or Paris. Since then their stock has : at fifty cents a volume, but in two more elegant 

greatly increased, both in extent and in beauty. We $ editions, the one in five volumes, and the other in 

may safely say that there is no store in the world $ : twelve. The latter, especially when bound in half 

where so much exquisite china and glassware may ; calf, antique, is very beautiful. Indeed, we know 

he seen. All the articles, both in form and color, 3 * no more tasteful gift, or more refined ornament for 

reach the climax of what can be attained. Messrs. the book-shelves; and it is the more desirable be- 

Tyndale & Mitchell have brought out, from Europe, ; cause it is a standard work, and therefore one that 

an engraver on glass, solely to have initials, or de-§ will be as valuable to one’s children as even to 
signs, cut on goblets, or other glassware, as the taste § one’s self. We understand that Mr. T. B. Peterson 
of purchasers may dictate. Their Sevres, Dresden § will publish “Little Dorrit,” uniform with the rest 

and other porcelain; their Bohemian ware; and their of the novels, as soon as it is concluded. 

Parian statuettes are really unrivalled. They also : is complete without a set of these books. 

deal in the commoner sorts of glass and earthenware, 

hut the shapes, which they sell, are all graceful: 

and yet the price is the lowest. 

other establishment, therefore, in the United States, 

where such a collection of rare and beautiful articles } the 

can be found, there is no one that ean affo 

While there is no 

N 
‘ 
< N 
, 
N N : 

article, even the most common, at a lower price, or , 

perhaps as low. 

“CLING TO THE 

worth preserving. 

Cling to the Mighty One, 
Cling in thy grief; 

Cling to the Holy One, 
He gives relief, 

Cling to the Gracious One, 
Cling in thy pain; 

Cling to the Faithful One 
He will sustain. 

Cling to the Living One, 
Cling in thy woe; 

Cling to the Living One, 
Through all below; 

Cling to the Pardoning One, 
He speaketh peace; 

Cling to the Healing One, 
Anguish shall cease. 

Cling to the Bleeding One, 
Cling to Ilis side: 

Cling to the Risen One, 
In Him abide; 7 

Cling to the Coming One, 
Hope shall arise; 

Cling to the Reigning One, 
Joy lights thine eyes, 

A Birrn-Day Present.—A young lady, in a letter 

renewing her subscription, says :— 

dollars, a birth-day present from my father; and 

thinking I could put it no better use, I will take 

Decidedly, she has taste. your Magazine for 1856,” 

A Goop Examp.Le.—We received, a fortnight ago, 

a club from Copperas, Vt., with these words :— 

have only sixteen families in the place, and ten take 

Since then another has subscribed. your Magazine.” 

Micury ONE. 

Ps. Ixxxix., 19. 
Heb. xii. 3g ah 
Heb, i., 22. 
Ps. exvi., 9. 
Ps. exvi., 5. 
Ps. ly., 4. 
1 Thess. v., 24. 
Ps. xxviii., 8. 

Heb. vii., 25. 
Ps. IxXxxvi., 7. 
1 John iy., 16. 
Rom. viii., 38, 39. 
Ta 33Vsjb 
John xiv., 27. 
Exod. xyv., 26. 
Ps. exivii., 3. 

1 John i., 7. 
John xx., 27. 
Rom. vi., 9. 
John xv., 4. 
Rey. xxii, 20. 
Titus ii., 13. 
Ps. xevii., 1. 
Ps.:xvi., 11. 

cd 

Before the year is out, we expect to have all. 

"The following 

curious poem, formed from different Bible texts, is 

“T send you two 

“We 
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No library 

They are 

as indispensible as Scott’s to every family of culture 

and taste. 

Letters Directed in Verse.—In “Life Among 

Mail Bags,” some curious instances are given of 

rd any letters directed in verse. The following is among 

’ the most odd. 

When you C this letter, 
You'd better etter B. 
For it is geing over 
Unto Tom McG. 
In the town of Dover, 
State of Tennessee. 

This, on a Valentine, is as queer. 

Mr. Post Master, keep this well, 
for every line is going to tell 
how much I love my Bill Martell. 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Tus “Skirt” Movement.—For the original de- 

sign of this humorous engraving—a capital hit ut 

the absurd exaggeration, to which some ladies carry 

the amplitude of skirt—we are indebted to that witty 

journal, the “Yankee Notion.” 

Bunyan’s DescenpANTS.—The last male descend - 

ant of John Bunyan, author of “The Pilgrim’s Pro- 

gress,” died recently in England, aged eighty. 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

Napoleon dt St. Helena: or Interesting Anecdotes 

and Remarkable Conversatious of the Emperor during 
the five and_a half years of his captivity. Collected 

from the memorials of Las Casas, O'Meara, Montholon, 

Antommarchi, and others. By John S. C. Abbétt. 

With illustrutions, 1 vol. New York: Harper & 

Brothers. —This is a handsome octavo volume of the 

size of “Abbott’s Napoleon.” It is printed with 

large, new type, and illustrated with a steel frontis- 

piece, five maps, and one hundred and twenty-srx 

wood-euts, all executed in the best style. Though 

coufessedly a compilation, it is one of unusual merit. 

The most interesting portions of the works ef Mon- 
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tholon, Las Casas, O’Meara, and others belonging to} Village and Farm Cottages. Illustrated with one 
Napoleon’s household during his captivity, have been hundred engravings. 1 vol. New York: D,. Appleton 
selected, arranged in chronological order, and con- ¢ & Co.—It is rarely that a book equally valuable and 
nected by a skilful narrative, that fills up all gaps and : elegant is offered to our criticism. The paper, type 
supplies whatever information may be wanting to the $ and engravings are all superior. The context has 
general reader. In point of style, as well as in other been prepared, and the designs furnished, by three 
respects, the book is superior to the life of Napoleon : capable architects. Every variety of dwelling for 
by the same author. The Emperor was never more $ the village and farm is given, from the humblest 
interesting than at St. Helena, but unfortunately his { one-story cottage to the ornate and spacious yilla: 
conversations and dictations were originally made to and each design is accompanied by full details, and 
different persons and published in separate volumes. $ with plans and an engraving, and an estimate of the 
A wark like this, therefore, which gives the essence ? cost. The title-page makes no idle boast, when it says 
of all; which, in addition, is illustrated so accurately $ that the requirements of American homes are fairly 
wid exquisitely: and which is published at a price : considered and suggested. The designs are chiefly 

\ 

comparatively low, is really a valuable addition to $for houses of moderate cost. A few chapters, at 
our popular literature. the close, discuss the improvements of grounds and 

Caesar Literally Translated. With notes and a$ gardens, The work is the best of its kind which has 
very Elaborate Index. 1 vol. New York: Harper yet fallen under our notice. F 
& Brothers.—These translations of “Harper's Clas- A Child's History of the United States. By John 
sical Library,” are so neatly executed, literal as they $ Benner. 2 vols. New York: Harper & Brothers.— 
are, that it is not only young students who will be $ The author confesses that the idea of this book was 
benefitted by them, but also persons unfamiliar with € aaerested by Charles Dickens’ admirable “Child’s 
the dead languages, or even educated men who have $ History of England.” The work is written in idio- 
almost forgot their old favorites. We really feel } matic English, seizes the salient points of our 
grateful to the publishers, for having, in this and ’ national career, and is generally such a history as 
other volumes of the series, beguiled us from busi- will engage the attention of children, and help them, 
ness for awhile, to renew our acquaintance with the } as Mr. Benner modestly hopes (in this quoting the 
great writers of the past. We have, in fancy, while : words of Dickens) “by-and-by, to read with interest 
perusing the volumes received this month, heard 3 larger and better books on the same subject.” The 
Cicero discourse “high philosophy;” seen Cyrus { volumes are well printed. We cordially recommend 
slain in the great battle a day’s march from Buby- } the work as supplying a want long felt by parents 
lon; and followed the legions of Ceasar in those ? and teachers of the young. 
. . . 5 

immortal campaigns in Gaul and Germany, for The Jpish Abroad and at Home ; at the Court aud 
which, with something very like retribution, Italy 3 in the Camp, with Souvenirs of the Brigade. 1 vol. has since, in chains, served so maay northern con- : New York: D. Appleton & Co.—An anonymous 
querers. All the volumes of the “ Classical Library,” $ author, who styles himself “An Emigrant Milesian,”’ 
we may add, are neatly and even tastefully printed has made quite a readable book, in the volume and bound. i before us, by collecting anecdotes of his eminent 

The Onyx Ring. By John Sterling. With a Bio- countrymen, giving sketches of their lives, and de- 
graphical Preface by Charles Hale. 1 vol. Boston: $ picting the fortunes of the famous Irish Brigade, 
Whittemore, Niles & Hall.—We welcome this re- 3 that so long shed a lustre on the arms of France. publication with sincere pleasure. “The Onyx $ It is one of those books, which are captivating to all 

Ring,” first appeared in Blackwood’s Magazine, g alike, but grow more captivating the more we know 
twenty years ago; and immediately attracted atten- ; of history and biography. 
tion. Since then it has been admired by all persons $ The Heart of Mabel Ware. A Romance. 1 vol. ‘ of culture and intelligence who have been so fortu- ’ New York: J.-C. Derby. Philada: T. B. Peterson.— 
nate as to peruse it. Carlyle and Goethe figure in 3 7, many respects this is superior to the ordinary the story. The publishers have issued the volumo ‘novels of the day. The style is generally more 

4 “ in excellent style. Indeed, Whittemore, Niles & Hall : finished, the incidents more powerfully told, and the 
are fast becoming celebrated, alike for the high characters drawn with greater breadth. The con- character and for the mechanical elegance of their ; clusion, however, strikes us as too suggestive of 
hooks. > Zenolia’s drowning, in Hawthorne’s “Blithedale.” 

Chapman's Principia. By IL. L. Chapman. 1 vol. We hardly think the book a healthy one in other re- 
Philada: Campbell & Co.—This work deserves more ¢ pects also, 
space than we have leisure to give it at present. Mr. : Aenophon's Anabasis. By the Rev. J. S. Watson. 
Chapman professes to have found a theory of uni- $1 vol. New York: Harper & Brothers.—A literal 
versal electro-magnetism; and asserts that he has { translation for students. It is accompanied by a 
discovered the occult influences which regulate the } geographical commentary from the pen of Mr. Ains- 
changes of the elements. He also attacks the New- ; worth, in which the route, which the famous “ten 
tonian notion of gravitation. ‘ thousand” took in their retreat, is accurately traced. 

PPL OLA 
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The Indian Fairy Book. rom the Original; Plain Talk and Friendly Advice to Domestics, 
Legends. 1 vol. few York: Mason Brothers.— | With Counsel on Home Matters. 1 vol. Boston: 

From a large mass of Indian material, placed at his ; Phillips, Sampson & Co.—A really meritorious work. 

disposal by H. R. Schoolcraft, the author of this } It has also a merit rare in didactic volumes, it is not 

volume has selected about twenty-five legends and $ dull in the least, but is often actually amusing. We 

tales of the supernatural, which he claims, and not } fear, however, that those for whom it is designed 
extravagantly, to be as interesting, in some respects, 3 will not generally have either the inclination to read 

as the “ Arabian Nights.” It seems incredible, until ; it, or the money to purchase it. Employers might, 
one has perused this book, that so much imagina- : indeed, make the book a present to those whom 

tion exists in the Indian mind. We cannot avoid { they hire; but most American servants would take 

believing, even yet, that many of these stories would  umbrage at this. 

never have been told by their sayage authors, but § 
for the appearance of the Anglo-Saxons in America. } . Se row a vi af a : BH shi 
Mr. Schoolcraft has doubtless faithfully recorded what § PUOr ies REEL Rabiytrg Bitar: eet tQiepees Loven 
he heard; and even the Indian tale-tellers may have a _ rete : : Serie eres. re goat ‘ay 

fancied their stories were indigenous; but the presence } ink, the: Work) of Baty aymares 7h Bee Wa2ser. 

of a foreign element is plainly to be traced in many , Parts 3s x es far above modioursby The SHBteeter 

of the legends. Nevertheless, there are other stories, of Beatrice 18 fresh, and ie racily delineated. There 

in the volume, which have no such taint: but which , ese Bio many capital scenes in the work. if the 

appear to reflect thoroughly the mind and character $ author's plots were better, he, a she, whoever 1638, 

of the aborigines. ‘The book is not only curious, but § would take high rank as a novelist. 

really entertaining, and any person would be pleased } Jack the (iant-Killer, Illuminated with ten pte- 

and profited by its perusal. Several elegant illus-} tures. 1 vol. New York: D. Appleton & Co.—The 

trations embellish the volume. ‘ merit of this choice little quarto is the taste with 

Pheenixiana; or, Sketches and Burlesques. By ; pice limrnmer el a SSN E a 

John Phanix. 1 vol. New York: D. Appleton & execu 

Co.—This is really one of the wittiest books of the ; When we contrast the elegant works, now published 

season. It is made up of fugitive sketches, originally ; for children, with the rude affairs that i 

published in the magazines and newspapers of Cali- VOgne when we were young, we are forcibly struck 

fornia; and is a proof that intellectual, as well as : with the improved taste of the day, 

material gold, is not wanting in that new common-} Family Pastimes; or, Homes Made Happy. 1 vol. 

wealth. In fact, few of the older states can produce ; New York: Bunce & Brothers.—This is a collection 

a writer as graphic and amusing as the author of } of games for tho social circle. Such a work we have 

“Phoonixiana.” The volume is printed on unusually often heard inquired for, and are glad to see one so 

elegant paper, and is altogether a credit to its enter- ‘yaried and thorough at last. Amusement for the 

prising publishers, Sevenings of an entire winter may be had from 
4 . . * E . §“PRamily P ” ; 

Cora and the Doctor; or, Revelations of a Physi- 3 Family Pastime,” without repeating a single game, 

ctan’s Wife. 1 vol. Boston: J. P. Jewett & Co.— . puzzle, or charade. 

This novel has been before the public for a consider- | Saint Gildas ; or, the Three Paths. By Julia Kava- 

able time, so that it is already stamped with the seal {nagh. 1 vol. Boston: Whittemore, Niles & Hall.— 

of popular approbation. It is far superior to fictions ; A story for boys, beautifully written, and quite equal 

of domestic live generally. The style is the epis- in its way to “Nathalie,” which we have always con- 

tolary, which we have always thought had great } sidered the best of Miss Kavanagh's novels. It is 

udvantages, at least for stories of this character; and } elegantly printed, and is illustrated. 

which certainly enables the author of “Cora,” to tell ; Oliver and the Jew Fagin. From the “ Oliver 

hor tale with a freshness, a detail, and a force, which 3 Twist,” of Dickens. vol. New York: Redfield.— 

otherwise would have been impossible to her. All that will chiefly attract children, in “Oliver 

Hampton Heights; or, the Spinster’s Ward. By § Twist,” is to be found in this elegant little volume, 

Caleb Starbuck. 1vol. New York: Mason Brothers.— § the fourth of a series of which wo have spoken 

A first effort, if only of average ability, is no proof ‘ already in high praise. 

that a writer is without talent. Thackerny is an ’ Florence Dombey. From the “ Domby and Son,” of 

example in point. “Hampton Heights,” is by a new ; Dickens. 1 vol. New York: Redjfield—Not less 

author, who is not destitute of promise: but if its ‘ suecessful than the other compilations of this admi- 

writer wishes “a name to live,” he will have to pro- rable series. No family of taste, where there are 

dace far better fictions. ’ children, should be without these books. 

Cicero's Offices and Moral Works. By Cyrus R. The Rival Beauties. A Novel. By Miss Pardoe. 

Edmonds, 1 vol. New York: Harper & Brothers.— \ 1 vol. New York: W. P. Fetridge & Co.—An old 

Another yolume of “Harper's Classical Library,” $ novel, but a capital one, republished in cheap style. 

published in similar style to the “Anabasis.” The } As few, in this generation, have read it, “The Rival 

notes accompanying this edition are very valuable. * Beauties,” is a desirable book. 

—PA LL ™ 
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178 THE TOITLET.—PARLOR GAMES. 

An Outline of the General Principles of Grammar. } composed of thin transparent materials, The hair 
By Rev. J. G. Barton.—1 vol. New York: Harper} should be cut about every two months; oils and 

& Brothers.—In addition to giving an outline of the $ greases should be used very sparingly, for although 

general principles of grammar, this little volume} in moderation they improve the appearance of the 

furnishes a brief exposition of the idiomatic siete hair, an excess soon produces a very contrary result. 

liarities of the English language. It is arranged The hair, in its manner of growing, resembles 2 

with questions, and seems a valuable work. bulbous plant. The lower end of the bulb is con- 

Amy Lee. By the Author of “Our Parish.” 13 nected with small fibres, like roots, which convey the 

vol. Boston: Brown, Bazin & Co. Philada: T. B.% necessary nutritive secretions. Each hair is a hollow 

Peterson.—It is not often that a novel is so elegantly ; tube, and is composed of several substances. An 
printed as this. The story is gracefully told, by one ; *timal substance analogous to albumen, a thick 
not unknown to fame. We can recommend “Amy 3 whitish oul be which RM ee the soft glossittess 
Lee” as a safe and entertaining fiction for the} of the hair, minute quantities of oxide of magnesia 
family \ and carbonate of lime, iron in proportions varying 

= N . ; ‘ 
+ . siderabl antity of Lilly Huson. A Tale'of Humble Life. By Alice} *°°°rding to tho color, a considerable quantity o 

Or Pah LENG CPB Es HAGina BBoas silicic acid, and sulphur. ‘here is, besides, an oil, : ol. eg sf & — SEAT : a he Anas : 
es eA : é of " } which is the coloring principle of the hair. In black 
This fiction bears internal evidence of having been}, pC weil: ; shee ORT SIES 

; : 2 hair this oil is of a brownish green color; in light 
written by one who has really suffered. It is valu- § Hal PASEE on ite Malis PRR e- ile: 

able, therefore, even apart from its story; for all 4 Bao. J Cla eae & : e 
; : ‘ in red hair, this oil is brownish red, and in flaxer, 

records of actual experience have a certain merit. ; : 
, . 9 almost colorless, These colors, and their various 

Home Comforts ; or, Economy Illustrated by Fami- § 
ne , ¥ phe } shades, depend upon the predominance of certain 

Kar Scenes of Every-Day Life. By Lillie Savery. 13 sthetances forming this oil; that which gives a black 
vol. New York: Bunce d> Brothers.—The author of 

4 ‘ . v ‘ color has in its composition a large proportion of iron 
this book evidently writes from experience. ° sand magnesia; that which renders the hair blunde, 
can recommend the work as entirely fulfilling the § contains a small quantity of iron and a large propor- 

promises of its title-page. It is neatly published. ; tion of sulphur; that of red hair contains very little 
Little Paul. From the “Dombey and Son,” of ‘ sulphur and a considerable quantity of red oxide of 

Dickens. 1 vol. New York: Redfield.—The story iron. ‘The complete absence of tron, with increased 
of “Little Paul,” loses none of its beauty or pathos } quantity of silicic acid, is the cause of the hair he- 
in this little volume, but on the contrary is rendered } coming white. When it does not exist prematurely 
more acceptable to the young, by the excision of ex- there is a holy and poetic beauty in white hair, with 

5 traneous matter. which false locks and artificial dyes can never com- 

- 
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THE TOILET. PARLOR GAMES. 

Tae Harr.—A fine luxuriant chevelure is so essen- Ouprp.—One of the players is seated at the end of 
tial to beauty, and a scanty supply of rough, ill-tended $ the room, as head, or leader—Venus, we would pro- 
hair so repulsive, that those women who wisely deem } pose as the title, if alady, The other players range 
it a serious social duty to render themselves pleasing 2 themselves in a row, and each one represents a letter 
and agreeable, should study the best means of pre- § of the alphabet, and comes forward in turn before 
serving and beautifying this useful and attractive \ Venus to personate Cupid, by the sentiment expressed 
ornament of the person. Cleanliness is of course ; in any word which they may choose that commences 
indispensible, and this is best attained by frequently } with the letter they respond to—taking care thet 
washing the head in soft, warm water: it is an error} the countenance, gesture, and manner, express the 
to suppose that water injures the hair—it is the } idea of the word selected. 
natural, and therefore the best method of cleaning it, > For instance, the first one in the row begins with 
and as it keeps the skin free from impurities, it in- $ A, and says, Cupid comes awkward, and at the same 
sures the healthy condition of the hair. It is, however, , time walks across the room toward the person seated, 
highly necessary that it should be well dried and in a very awkward manner, and takes her station 
rubbed with hot cloths; this restores the elasticity } behind her; then the next one says, Cupid comes 
and glossiness to the hair, and prevents cattarrh or } begging, and acts accordingly while walking across 
headaches. The constant use of the brush we need , the room; the next one takes C, and so they proceed 
not allude to, except to advise that the head itself until the alphabet is exhausted; and then if there 
should not be treated roughly with it, as is sometimes are more persons, they can begin the alphabet again, 
the case; the hair should be well brushed, but not ! or if hut a few players, when the last one has played, 
the head, as the partings of the head are rendered } the cae who commenced the game can take the next 
thin and unsightly by the rough manner in which } letter, and so proceed again. 
the brush is often handled, The yolks of eggs beat} As all may not think of words as quickly as they 
up with lemon juice is excellent for the purpose of should, they will find here a variety from which they 
cleansing the hair. Night-caps are injurious, unless } can choose. 
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A, Cupid comes affectionately—afilicted—asto-$ For Cuie.arns.—The following will be found 

nished—affronted. ? efficacious: —When the chilblains first appear, apply 

B. Cupid comes boisterously—bravely—bending— 3 a plaster of soap serrat, spread on a piece of lint or 

iundering. soft linen. This plaster should be kept on for several] 

C. Cupid comes carefully — careless — cross — 3 days, then replaced by another of the same kind, and 

crooked, ‘so repeated until the chilblains disappear. The air 

PD. Cupid comes daring—disdainfully—dancing— ’ sholud be kept from them as much as possible. Rub- 

dejected. bing with spirits of turpentine when the chilblains 

E. Cupid comes elegantly—earnestly—exhausted ; first begin to be troublesome, and before they break, 

—cgotistical. ‘ is also recommended. 
F. Cupid comes fearful—foolishly—eurious—fid- } A Lemon Paste, which we also recommend, is 

geting. | ; prepared with the juice of two lemons, an ounce of 

Gt. Cupid comes gracefully—grumbling—gallantly , oil of almonds, and a tablespoonful of honey; these 

—gazing. ; ingredients are merely well stirred together. Another 

H. Cupid comes humble — hopping —halting— : excellent emollient is made thus:—Blanch a quarters 

humming. < of a pound of bitter almonds, beat them up finely 

I. Cupid comes idly—impatient—indignant inqui- ; with an ounce of spirit of camphor, and half the 

sitive. ‘quantity of borax, adding about a teaspoonful of 

The one who fails to make the proper expressions $ glycerine; it should form a paste, and be only used 
or attitude, must do so at the command of Venus. § occasionally. 

Cupid can be performed under these various 

uspects, and many more that are not given here, } 

and the alphabet can be gone over several times, by 3 

always using different words. It will be found to 3 

be a very amusing game, especially if the players 3 

: 
‘ 
S 

‘ 

\ 

: 
g 

ee 

PUZZLE. 

Tux Cyninper Puzzie.—With a piece of eard- 

board four inches long, make three holes in it as 

shown below. The puzzle consists in making one 
piece of wood pass through the holes and exactly to 

fill each, although they are dissimilar in shape. 

are quick in thinking of their words, so as to avoid 

delay. 

~~ 

SICK-ROOM, COSMETICS, é&c. 

Wasu ror Sunsurn.—Take two drams of borax, 

one dram of Roche alum, one of camphor, half = 

ounce of sugar-candy, and a pound of ox-gall; mix, 

end stir well for ten minutes, and repeat this stirring NEW RECEIPTS. 

three or four times a day for a fortnight till it ap- Stewed Apple Pudding.—Cover a deep basin or 

pears clear; strain through blotting-paper, and bottle 3 pan to the depth of two inches with apples pared 

for use. Another wash is made of half a pint of 3 and cored; add water sufficient to stew them. Make 

inilk, the juice of a lemon, and a spoonful of brandy, 3 @ crust as for common biscuit, roll to an inch in 

boiled together; skim it well, then take it off the fire, 3 thickness, cut a hole in the centre, and cover with 

and set aside for use. A small quantity of loaf sugar : it the apples. Set the dish on the stove or coals, 

or alum may be added. covering closely to prevent the escape of steam. 

Atmonp Paste for beautifying the skin may be ? Twenty minutes or half an hour’s cooking will be 

made as follows:—Take half a pound of sweet $ sufficient. Serve with sauce made of water, butter 

almonds, blanched; two ounces of bread crumbs; a and sugar, thickened with flour and flavored with 

quarter of a pint of spring water, the same of brandy, ; nutmeg. . 

and the yolk of an egg. Pound the almondsinay Satter Pudding without Eggs.—Take a quart of 

mortar, and sprinkle in a little water, that the paste milk, mix six spoonfuls of flour with a little of the 

may not “oil; add the bread crumbs, which moisten } milk first, add the rest by degrees, with a teaspoon- 

with the brandy as you mix it with the almonds and 3 ful of salt, two of beaten ginger, and two of the 

the egg-yolk. Set this mixture over a slow fire, and ; tincture of saffron. Mix all together quite smooth, 

keep stirring it, lest the paste adhere to the bottom {and boil for an hour either in a buttered cloth or 

of the vessel. S basin. : 

ErysIreLas may be eured by the simple applica-{ Bread Cakes.—Soak some crusts of bread in milk, 
tion of raw cranberries, beat into a paste. We knew a ; strain them through the cullender very fine, beat in 

young lady, with one side of her face so much swollen } four eggs, and a little flour just sufficient to thicken 

and inflamed, that the eye had become closed, and 3 the substance; add one teaspoonful of salaratus, mix 

the pain excessive. A poultice of Cranberries was ? all to make a thin batter, and bake on the griddle. 
applied, and after a few changes, the pain ceased,$ A good Tooth Powder.—Red bark and Armenian 

the inflammation subsided, and in the course of a bole each one ounce; powdered cinnamon and bi- 

couple of days every vestige of erysipelas had disap- ; carbonate of soda each half an ounce; oil of cinna- 
’ 

peared. ‘mon two or three drops. 
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To take Iron Stains out of Marble—Mix equal § and is ornamented with ten brandebourgs or “frogs,” 
quantities of fresh spirts of yitrol and lemon juice in $ as they are sometimes calléd. 

u bottle; shake it well; wet the spots, and ina few Fig. vi.—Tre VEnitiAN is also composed of black 

minutes after rub them with soft linen until they % velvet, with a large cape, circular behind, but sloping 

(lisappear. Ink spots in mahogany may be removed 3 up gradually in front. Thero is a much smaller cape 

by rubbing them with wet blotting paper, and after- % which forms a yoke, and is trimmed, as well as the 

ward rubbing with a dry cloth. large cape and body, with a rich tulle fringe. __ 

Tracing Paper.—A sheet of fine, thin, white paper § Grnerat RemwarKs.—The materials adopted this 
dipped in a thick solution of gum arabic, and then § winter for dresses aro more varied and beautiful than 

pressed between two dry sheets, renders them trans- { those of any previous season. The new poplins in 

parent when dry. Is is useful for tracing purposes $ particular are very superior, both as regards texture 

as it can be either written or printed upon. ¢ and brillianey of color. Chequered patterns are most 

Ink Spots on the pages of a book may be effaced 3 in favor for poplin dresses, and the real clan tartans 
by washing them with a solution of oxalic acid in 3 are highly fashionable. Some of the new brocatelle 

water, and afterward rinsing off with clear water. dresses have flounces ornamented in the Pompadour 

Corn Bread.—One quart of sour milk, two table- ¢ style, with flowers broche in various colors. One of 
spoonfuls of flour, three eggs, and corn-meal suffi- $ the novelties in silk dresses just introduced consists 
cient to make a stiff batter. of spots of black velvet running up the skirt ina 

regular series, one above the other, and occupying a 

space of about three inches in width. These rows 

FASHIONS FOR FEBRUARY. of spots are ranged alternately with stripes of moire 

Fig. 1—Tue Evupnrosyne, made of rich brown $ ®ntique, either black or colored. 
velvet, cut almost in the form of a large circular, but} Jet is very generally used in combination with 
with a little less fulness, and with long, flowing : the trimmings usually employed for bonnets, and 
sleeves introduced at the shoulders. These sleeves ; even for dresses and cloaks. Silk dresses trimmed 

are set in plain, but finished at the bottom with $ With flounces have the flounces headed by a narrow 

deep flounces introduced into the upper portion with } row of embroidery in jet; and some of the new black 
deep box plaits. Over each plait falls a pendent ’ velvet cloaks are ornamented at the edge with a 
button of brown silk, which forms an unique head- medallion pattern embroidered in sewing silk and 

ing, and the plaits falling open below give ample : jet. One of the prettiest coiffures we have seex is 

fulness to the flow of the sleeve. A superb border } composed of fuschias of scarlet velvet, the long pen- 
of embroidery surrounds the cloak. A medallion } dent stamens being formed of jet. The leaves are 
pattern is separated by clusters of roses, buds, and { composed of crape. We may mention that the prac- 
leaves, which leave the medallion in relief, and yet : tice of ornamenting lace with bugles is again coming 
form a rich running pattern. The garment is finished : into fashion, 
by a small, round collar, covered entirely with em- An elegant variety has just been introduced in 

broidery. $ the trimming of dresses of moire or plain silk. Bands 

Fia. 1.—Bonnet ror A Youna Lapy.—Drawn } or stripes of black velvet are set on perpendicularly, 

front, covered with very small ruches; a plain velvet } and at regular intervals, all round the skirt. ‘hese 

cross band with a bow and end on each side. In- ; stripes are usually about two inches broad, and the 

side pink flowers, ‘intervening spaces are nearly double that width. 

Fig. 11.—Mornine Cap, of open-work embroidery, § Some dresses, trimmed in this style, have the velvet 
filled in with Alencons point. stripes of a pyramidal form—that is, broader at bot- 

Fig. 1v.—Tne crown of this cap is of white tulle, } tom than at top; and the edge of the velvet on each 

and over it are rows of narrow black velvet forming } side is ornamented with a row of narrow fringe, 
a lozenge pattern. The other part of the cap is 3 passementerie, lace, or guipure. 
formed of alternate rows of black and white lace. Wreaths of flowers and ruches of ribbon, in per- 
The trimming consists of bows of pink ribbon inter- ; pendicular rows, are employed to ornament evening 

mingled with ends of black velvet. dresses. These dresses are usually made with two 

Fig. v.—Bonnet or Viotet-coLor Vetvet, trim- skirts, and the trimming is placed only on the upper 
med round the edge with a full ruche of black lace. } one, which descends no lower than the knees. 

The curtain is covered with a fall of black lace, and Dresses of white tulle, similar in style to those just 

another fall passes across the back part of the crown. mentioned, have the upper skirt ornamented with 
On one side of the bonnet is placed a bunch of } bouillonnes disposed in perpendicular rows, and 
purple grapes with velvet leaves. Cap of white and } under each row is run a pink or blue ribbon, termi- 
black blonde, trimmed with small bunches of grapes. } nating at the lower part in a bow, with ends flowing 
Strings of broad violet color ribbon. ‘ over the under skirt. 

Fie. vi.—Tue Ciara MAntiE, cut in a loose} Bopres remain high, and flounces lose none of 
sacque form, made of black velvet, and trimmed with $ their favor; nevertheless plain skirts are not ex- 
sable fur and a deep ball fringe. A yoke of black } cluded, especially for some of the richer tissues 
velvet passes around the neck and down the front, ? which will hardly bear any kind of ornament. It 
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would be ridiculous for instance to put flounces on a § dark colors, and black and colored velvet. They are 

velvet dress, or even on one of moire antique. All $ variously trimmed, with velvet, lace, flowers. A 

tastes may, therefore, be satisfied without any incon- § bonnet made of black velvet, and ornamented with 

venience, : embroidery in jet, has been trimmed on one side 

The majority of sleeyes for visiting toilet are ; with a bow of black velvet, and on the other with a 

closed. After the model of those in the Margaret } tuft of ostrich feathers tipped with jet. A narrow 

of Valois body comes another kind. It is a wide > row of Chantilly lace edges the front of the bonnet, 

sleeye gathered at top and bottom. At top there is $ and passes round the curtain; under-trimming black 

a little jockey; at bottom a deep cuff turned up, $ and white blonde with flowers of red velvet. 

forming a rather round point on the front of the 3 

arm. This sleeve is barely four inches longer than 3 

the ordinary pagoda. Under it, are pretty puffed 

sleeves. CHILDREN’S FASHIONS. 

Jackets of black or colored cloth are very fashion- : Fig. 1.—BAYADERE Dress OF WHITE DE LAIN, 

able, especially for young ladies. One of the hand- figured in rose-buds, for a little girl of six years of 

gomest is a jacket of grey cloth, trimmed with black } age. The corsage is made with bretelles, which fall 

and grey soutache, set on in an arabesque pattern. } below the waist, and are looped up on the shoulder 

It is fastened in front with small steel buttons; and : with a strap of the same material as the dress. Short 

PDL SG rt 

the sleeves, which are partially loose, are finished at} sleeves of white cambric, worked. Pantalettes of 

the ends by turned-up cuffs. This jacket is intended 3 English embroidery. A band of black velvet con- 

to be worn with a skirt of grey poplin, figured with * fines the hair. 

a pattern in black and pink, The skirt is trimmed Fig. u.—InNrAnt’s Curistentne Rose, trimmed 

with bows of black velvet, a row of bows passing up } down the front en tablier with eambric flouncing. 

each side so as to form a tablier or apron. The waist and bretelles are of the same material. 

Wister CLoaks of black or colored cloth at pre-3 Sash of rich white sarsanet ribbon. Cap trimmed 

sent enjoy a considerable share of fashionable favor. } with Valenciennes lace and white ribbon. 

They are trimmed with rows of velvet, plush, or} Fig. ur.—Warxing Dress ror A Girt oF Four- 

fancy braid. Some are of grey cloth trimmed with } TEEN, composed of a poplin skirt of dove-color, 

two or three rows of braid, figured with a pattern, } plaided with Mazarine blue stripes. Basque of 

in the color of the cloak, on a ground of blue, green,  Mazarine blue velvet, close to the throat, and trim- 

or black velvet. Bands of plush, in shades of black, ; med with bows of narrow blue velvet. Sleeves open 

grey, and white, and presenting a good imitation of ‘on the inside of the arm, showing the white under- 

chinchilla, are also effectively employed as a trim- sleeve. Bonnet of white satin, with white illusion 

ming. Several cloaks are composed of cloth, having } and blue ribbon face trimming. 

the upper and under surfaces of different colors—a Fria. 1v.— Dress FoR A LITTLE Girt or Eienr 

novelty we mentioned on its first introduction, some | Years Oxp, of stone-colored cashmere. The skirt, 

time ago. In Paris, brown is a favorite color for ; not scen in the engraving, is trimmed with five rows 

cloth cloaks. : of pink ribbon. The corsage is half high and cut 

Many ladies, of acknowledged taste, are adopting 3 square in the neck. Bretelles of cashmere edged 

paletots of black velvet. They are so loose as scarcely with ribbon of the color of that on the skirt. Sash 

to show the contours of the figure, and they hang ; of the same colored ribbon tied in a bow behind. 

vory full at the lower part. They descend to a little : Fie. v.—DRESS OF BLACK VELVET FOR A LITTLE 

below the knees, and are fastened in front from the : Roy or Four Years or Age-—lIt is made in the 

waist upward by a row of buttons. The sleeves are ‘ sacque form, fitting rather close to the figure. It is 

wide, and of the Venitian form. At the throat they { trimmed around the skirt with figured velvet ribbon, 

are finished by a small collar with the corners >and fastened down the front with buttons. Loose 

rounded. On this style of paletot there is no orna- ¢ sleeves confined at the wrist. Collar and pantalettes 

ment or trimming of any kind. ; of cambric richly embroidered, and a petticoat which 

Bonnets.—Among the most admired of the new \ shows just beneath the edge of the velvet, trimmed 

bonnets may be mentioned some composed of silk in } with English embroidery. 

SO ee 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

Our Great Success.—The success of “Peterson”, How to Remit.—In remitting, write legibly, at 

for 1856 has exceeded our highest expectations. We , the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

are receiving twice as many subscribers daily as we state. Bills, current in the subscriber's neighbor- 

received last year. Yet, last year, we nearly doubled hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 

our list. In fact, “Peterson” has become a household } the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 

necessity, at least to every family of taste. delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 
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182 PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

For Turer Dotiars.—For three dollars we will ‘ Novers ror Preaiums.—If preferred, we will send 
send a copy of “Peterson,” for one year, and also a} the worth of the premium for getting up clubs, of T. 
copy of any one of the two dollar weekly news-} B. Peterson’s publications, a full catalogue of which 
pepers. For three dollars and fifty cents we will} is published on the cover of this number. 
send “ Peterson” and “ Harper,” for one year. 

Te oe A STraprast Frrenp.—aA lady, in South Carolina, For One Dortar, we will send, post-paid, either § writes :— This is the twelfth year T haye been taking 
the “Port-Folio of Art,” or “The Gift-Book,” each your Magazine, and T find each yolume surpasses 
containing fifty engravings. Or cither may be had the preceding.” 
gratis by getting up a club. 

Senp A Sramwp.—All letters, requiring an answer, “PETERSON” THE Best.—A club of eight comes must enclose a stamp for the return postage 
with the following testimony from the person getting 

it up:—“TI have tried ail and like ‘Peterson’ the 
best.” Appitions to Ciuns.—Additions of one or more 

to clubs received at club prices. 

CANADIAN Subscripers.—Subscribersin the British 
provinces must remit eighteen cents extra each, to 

pre-pay the American postage to the lines. 
Stamps.—For fractions of a dollar post-office 

stamps may be sent. SLL AL OA OA PLL DA PP PLLA PL AA PAL 

THE «SKIRT MOVEMENT’ TELUSTRA TED. 
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LittLe Boy.--Ma! call to Bridget. She’s gone and put my hoop under her dress. 
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LADY IN RIDING HABIT. 
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CORNER FOR HANDKERCHIEF. 
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MISSION OF THE ANGELS. 

BY W. 8. GAFFNEY. 

Twimieut—that calm, serene, tranquil period, : two faded blossoms, and his wings were of «4 

was spreading its veil over the dimly shadowing $ pale, shadowy hue. 

forms of outward objects: the birds were hushed? ‘‘I am the angel of death,” said he, address- 

to silence; and all was still, save the light zephyrs } ing her, *‘and I come for these babes—I have 
that whispered through the branches of the forest power to blight the bud in-its germ, to nip the 

trees, as they stretched forth their sheltering tender blossom, and to clip the blooming rose 
boughs as if to offer a place of refuge to the $ from its stem.’ 

spirit of the night. The wild flowers were bow- $ As he pronounced these words, he stretched 

ing their fragrant heads beneath the crowns of forth his icy hand, and placed it upon the azure 

silver dew that rested on their painted petals. { orbs closed in sweet slumber; and they opened 

No stars yet shone, though the sun had set. All not again on earth! 

was calm and beautiful. The mother bowed to the earth in bitter 

Within a neatly furnished room sat a mother; $anguish. When agnin she raised her eyes, the 

and lying on a snow white couch near, reposed 3 messenger of death was gone, and also the two 

two innocent children. The soft, bright curls, S angels ; but immediately a host of angels entered, 

that clustered on their pillow, were gently stirred $ each bearing on his marble-like brow an amar- 

by the light breeze that stole within the lattice; $anthine wreath. One, on whose forehead was 

and the fresh smile of Eden rested on the bright, $ written ‘‘ Hope,” thus addressed the disconsolate 

cherry-colored lips of each. hey were very § mother: 
lovely, those twin blossoms; and the mother}  ‘‘Behold, woman, behold! The smile of inno- 

cherished them in all the pride of her heart’s cence still lingers upon your blossoms, ’tis sealed 

best affection. The influence of the ¢ tranquil ; forever! They only slumber, they will awake 

hour was upon her, and, gazing upon her slum- where their is neither blight nor tempest. I have 
bering babes, she raised her heart in gratitude 3 come to wipe away the tears of sorrow from thine 

to the throne of the Most High, beseeching bless- } eyes—to chase away the anguish of despair— 
ings on the heads of, and earnestly soliciting the } and to sweeten the cup of thy affliction. Look 

Giver of Life to spare, the blossoms of love over 3 above!” 
whom her soul thus yearned. Yet she ended3 The mother drank deep the words of the angel, 
her petition in the spirit of a true Christian } but still affection yearned to possess its pledges. 
mother— 3 And now another of the angels spoke. 

‘“Not my will, but Thine be done.” s Woman, thou art doubly blest,” said the mes- 

Rising from her supplicating attitude, she ; senger, ‘‘blest wert thou in their possession, and 
beheld, standing at the head of the couch, two blest art thou in the loss—thou art tho mother 

angels robed in white, one of whom spake as 3 of angels! I am the angel of Love, and am com- 
follows: missioned to bear thy babes where sorrows never 

‘*Fear not,” it said, ‘“‘for we are commissioned ; blight, and where sin can never sully their bright 
by God to guard them through life.” Whilst } petals. ¢ 
yet he spake, another angel entered and stood} A heavenly light illumined the darkness of the 
immediately beside the couch of the sleeping } room, and the spirits of Paradise, at these words, 
cherubs. On his brow rested a twig bearing * vanished. 
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The mother turned again in prayer, but her ‘ faith, and in the true spirit of Christian resigna- 

voice was now calm, and her heart resigned; ‘tion she breathed, ‘‘not my will, but Thine be 

the angels of Hope and of Love had fortified her * done.” 

UNDER THE MAPLES. 

BY WILLIE E. PABOR. 

I WANDERED into the wood one day 

To hasten the lagging hours away; 

And see! he bends to the lady’s lip 
As bees bend down to the flower they sip; 

And just as the first faint steps of night And hark!—ah, me! her cheek and brow, 
Came over the wood, I saw a sight— Like the coronal, are crimson now. 

It held my steps, and it chained my eyes 

With the gentle links of sweet surprise; 

And now of this Vision I recall 
All that hangs upon memory’s wall. 

The greyhound starts as it hears the sound, 

And leaps a pace on the leaf-strewn ground; 

Yet still the lips of the lovers meet, 

So back it springs to the lady’s feet. 
A youth so brave, and a maiden so fair 

Twining a wreath for her raven hair— He walks with pride, and she steps with grace, 
; As leave they now the enchanted place; 

*Tis under the maple tree they sit, 

Whose crimson leaves through the twilight flit, And well I know, at the chapel shrine 
’ ’ hi iv] dl RG 16 Wome apieit itew them down, They’ll seal the vows of this hour divine. 

Aiding the lovers to form a crown. For thus it was in the long ago, 

So quiet all—one hears the heart-beat Ere my sunny locks grew white as snow. 
Of a greyhound crouching at her feet; And thus it will be, through coming years, 
Still the twilight is growing older, I say as I mingle smiles with tears; 

' hi; $5 2 
AGA EGS youth 1s.growing, boller; Smiles, born of the bliss that once was mine; 

Tears, bathing the love-forsaken shrine. PLD LD PDD PLL PIL LLL PAD PL ALD OP LPL PPP LPL ALLE ALE LBL ALL LALO OBL PLP OE OOL L LD DL AL De 
For he lifts the maple wreath in air, 

Then binds it about her raven hair; 

4 WITHIN THE CLOSELY CROWDED STREET. 

BY MARY L. LAWSON. 

Wirurx the closely crowded street 

Chance drew our steps so nigh; 
Our garments rustled as we passed, 
And I could hear thee sigh, old friend, 

Nay, almost feel thy sigh. 

Nor Spring return again, old friend, 

Nor Spring return again. 

For girlhood’s sunniest days returned, 

And cloudless grew the sky; 

With memories that thy presence brought, 

Even as I passed thee by, old friend, 

Even as I passed thee by. 

I wore as calm and cold a mien 

As if there lay no spell 
In meeting one that I had loved, 

So truly and so well, old friend, 

So truly and so well, 

And o’er me stole the sorrowing dream, 

The self:condemning thought; 

Of all that vanity renounced, 

For wisdom dearly bought, old friend, 
For wisdom dearly bought. 

I felt that if my bosom throbbed 
With thoughts as pure and high; 

And kindly as in days of yore 

I would not pass thee by, old friend, 

I could not pass thee by. 

Round every fibre of my soul 

Had chill indifference grown, 

And robbed me of my heart of flesh, 
And left a heart of stone, old friend, 

And left a heart of stone. 

Yet blended with this seeming calm 
A quick, sharp sense of pain, 

As if bright flowers would bloom no more, PDL SL LLL LF DLL LD DDD DAD DAD DIE DA DDD OSI DAIL DD DELL DLL AL OL OL EDGY 



THE BRUSSEL’S VELL. 

BY MISS ALICE GRAY. 

My cousin Joe’s crony, Sam Wilson, some ; ; Stringham s fan, or hold her plate of mottoes, 
months ago, had a superb Brussels lace veil ; ; began to be recognized by others. Her former 

thrown upon his hands for a bad debt. As it § beaux drew back, and exchanged significant 

cost him next to nothing, he thought he might § \ glances. Her brothers assumed quite a fraternal 

as well have some good out of it, so he enclosed } manner toward him. Then, and not till then, 

it and his compliments in a box, and sent them : Sam awoke. He found himself fairly in the 
to a young lady he was in the habit of visiting, } toils, but knew not how he came there. Care- 

Miss Charlotte Stringham. Hardly aware of ‘fully he studied back till he got to the Brussels 

the value of his present, and not dreaming of } veil. ‘‘That’s it,” he exclaimed, ‘that’s it. 

the construction that would be put upon it, for ; That was the beginning of it. It was my own 

Sam was then fresh from the country, he was 3 fault. Confound the veil!” 
quite unprepared for the warmth of the young $ ’ ‘Then he came to my cousin, and inflicted the 

lady’s thanks, or the consciousness of the manner } whole story on Joe. ‘So you see,” he said, in 

with which they were tendered. Before two } conclusion, “‘T’m in an ocean of trouble. How 

months had elapsed, he was, without knowing ; shall I get out?” and then he threw half a 

it, established as cavalier en particulier of Miss $ French roll across the room, and bestowed a 
Stringham. It seemed quite a matter of course pound of imprecations on lace veils in general, 

for him to accompany her frequently to the {and that one in particular. 
Opera and Niblo’s, and wait upon her to parties, $ “Sam,” said Joe, ‘I wish you hadn’t told me. 
and spend two or three evenings 2 week at her | I don’t want to meddle in the matter. When- 
house. He was quietly included in all her; ever there is a lady concerned, a man’s sure to 
engagements, Mrs. Stringham assumed a confi- $ get his fingers burned if he interferes.” 

dential tone toward him, and the young lady; ‘But, Joe, I just want you to tell me what to 

herself appealed to his opinions, consulted his } do.” 
tastes, and deferred to his wishes as gracefullyas} ‘‘ Well now, Sam, couldn’t you really marr my 

possible. He was flattered with the distinction her? She’s a very agreeable, pretty girl 

with which he was treated, and with his rustic | ‘‘No, no, I can’t; I don’t want her, and if [ 

ideas of politeness feared that if he did not meet } wanted her ever so much, I shouldn’t wish to be 

her half-way, she would think he felt his pre- forced into haying her.” 

sent had laid her under obligations. This gave, ‘‘You hayen’t committed yourself in words, 

his fair friends a hold upon him. Miss String- } have you?” 

ham was happy in a mother who took her daugh- ; tOING. 
ter’s interests under her own care. Every ball; ‘You might back out without any explanation. 

and reception that winter was made subservient It wouldn’t be very honorable, I confess, nor con- 

to her grand design of making a match between § ‘ sidering all the circumstances, very safe. Miss 

Charlotte and Samuel. He had made the first ; Charlotte has two ‘big brothers,’ hasn’t she?’ 
advances, indisputably. The ‘old lady” might | ’ ‘Oh! Joe, what can I do?” and poor Sam 

have supposed she was only furthering his bash- : ‘ pulled his cravat awry, threw half a dozen lumps 

ful wishes. ; of sugar into the milk-jug, and jumping up from 

The thing was skilfully managed. There 3 his chair, just missed pulling the table-cloth with 
seemed to be a kind of necessity laid upon him Shim. He strode up and down the room in true 

to send Miss Charlotte tickets to hear Jullien, } Edward Kean style, kicking Joe’s boots into the 

ask her to take sleigh-rides, pick out the pret- 5 : corner, which the waiter had carefully placed in 

tiest bouquets for her, keep her supplied with § ‘the first dancing position just within the door. 

new books and periodicals. And all these atten- } ; ; Then he came back with a very rueful face. 

tions were received with suth bewitching blushes, ‘¢ Joe, it’s of no use crying over spilled milk, as 

and paid for with such fascinating conversation, we say in the country, but I’d sab a good deal 

that Sam, finding all very pleasant, looked no} if what’s done could be undone.” 

farther. Very soon his claim to flutter Miss! Then he began to be romantic, eeoetarged 
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upon the sin of trifling with female affections, $ ‘Have you heard of the misfortune of our 
and thoughtlessly winning youthful hearts. < friend, Mr. Wilson?” he said. 

Joe helped himself to another egg, and inter- ’ **No, indeed,” and the young lady cast down 
rupted him by saying, *1’ll tell you what would $ her eyes very properly. 
do the business. If you would spread a report § 

that you had failed, and were not worth a cent, 

you'd have no more trouble.” 

Sam looked offended. The idea that he was 

valued only for his money or prospects hurt his 

pride. Commend me to the yanity of country 

youths! They talk of that of city-bred fellows, 

but there is no comparison between the two. 

“Of what nature?” inquired Mrs. Stringham. 

**An accident to his eye, madam. ‘There is 

no hope. The oculist can do nothing for him. 

He wears a large, black patch over it now.” 

Miss Charlotte shuddered, and both ladies ex- 

pressed their commisseration. There was some- 

thing of real concern in the daughter’s manner, 

but Joe thought he could see that Mrs. String- 
PAPA LAL DAL LL EO AML LP AF 

‘“T think you are mistaken,” was his reply, in ham was felicitating herself that the thing had 
a tone of hauteur. gone no farther. Miss Charlotte fell into a 

Joe looked at him and laughed. musing mood, so Joe made his visit short. 
‘‘Neyer mind,” said Joe, ‘we won’t dispute} Sam played his part admirably the first time 

the point. There are other objections to that $ he met Miss Stringham. The half-sigh, and air 
plan. Such a report might do you a serious in-$ of suppressed—something, with which he took 

jury.” ; her hand was perfect. No explanation was neces- 
There was a pause. ‘Can’t you quarrel with sary. She was as willing as he to let by-gones 

her?’ Joe suggested. be by-gones. He dropped at once into a mere 
‘J don’t believe it would be possible for me} acquaintance. 

to pick a quarrel with her. Ah! Joe, remember So poor Sam had to go about for more than 
she does the amiabilities of the family! her black } two months with one eye in mourning. At the 
eyed sister, Maria, takes the impassioned role.” } end of that time he took a trip to Boston and 

The coffee grew cold and the toast clammy returned, his former self. To all inquiries, he 
before Sam and Joe finished their conference } answered that all was right again—the Boston 
that morning, but they contrived a scheme at? eye-cobblers were far superior to those in New 
last. The development began the next day by } York, who were mere bunglers. Perhaps Miss 
Sam's going into the country for the rest of the’ Stringham would have been glad° to welcome 
week. When he re-appeared in town, his left § back her former admirer, but the tie had been 

eye was coyered with a large, black patch. It} broken, and Sam did not renew it. 
was said that an accident had disfigured him for > I am induced to give this history as a lesson 
life by the loss of one eye. He was believed to ; to all unaffianced youths who fancy it very nice 
be sensitive on the subject, so that the particu- ; to send presents to young ladies. Take warning 
lars were not asked. No one suspected the} by the three months penance of Sam! Restrain 
ruse. Sam complained that the patch was in-3 those generous impulses! There are many traps 
conveniently warm, and the single glance he} for the unwary in New York society. 
would cast at the mirror was laughably mourn- } > Sam always shudders at the sight of a lace 
ful, as he viewed the effect upon his once hand-} veil as he would at a viper, and his left eye 
some face. , 

4 
\ 

closes instinctively. He sailed for Europe the 
It had been debated between Joe and Sain, ‘ other day, and Joe went down to see him off. 

whether he should intimate to Miss Stringham ‘ Just as the pilot boat was leaving, Joe took off 
nis regret at the sad necessity of relinquishing ‘ his hat to wave a good-bye, and could not resist 
his hopes, or leaye it to be understood. ‘To de-* the temptation to shout, 
cide the point, Joe called on her. ; ‘Beware or BrussensVeins!” 
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In your Saviour’s hand, my bairnie, 
In your Saviour’s place your hand, 

’ Trust Him as you would me, bairnie, 

Tho’ you do not understand. 

For it is His will, my darling, 
Not a bairnie should be lost. 

In my arms you've lain, my bairnie, 

And you've felt there safe from harm, 

Will you not be safer, bairnie, 

On the everlasting arm? F. H. 8. 

‘And He’ll keep you safe, my baitnie, 
When the river I have crossed, PL LO PL AD PA PLA DLR 
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CHAPTER I. 3 her own noble boy, as she so often had called 
A cosy little place is our village of Willowdale. $ 3 him; and the shade seemed even to settle in little 

it lies among the wooded hills like a water lily § Ally’s golden curls. But for Ella, the meek, 

among its leaves. Little brooks, like ‘silver § quiet daughter, how darkly the cloud frowned on 

skeins,” come stealing down so softly, that you 3 ; S her pathway. Oh! with what a crushing weight, 

can scarcely hear them among the long grass, $ grief first falls on the young heart. It seenis to 

till at length their streams uniting, they sweep } blot the stars out of the blue heaven, and withers 
through the valley with a broader, deeper fiow, $ the flowers which have smiled in our way before. 

and are dignified with the name of ‘‘river.”” An’ Even when our eyes have grown familiar with 

ouken bridge spans the sparkling waters, with § tears, death wrings our souls with anguish, 

its beams all wreathed with the velvety green $ though knowing that green pastures and still 

moss, and cool shadows and little pools slumber 3 waters await the departing: but when first the 

beneath, where the speckled trout lie in the’ ¢ shadow sweeps over the face, and the sleep 
summer hours. S settles on the eyes we have looked into, God 

Still farther down the valley stands a grove of 3 only knows the utter desolation of our hearts. 

the beautiful trees from which our village takes ‘‘My daughter,” said our minister, one bright 

its name. Not mournful weeping willows with } summer evening, as Ella turned to leave the 
their dark pointed leaf, but that variety of the window beside which he sat, ‘‘come back again, 

willow, which, at the lightest breath of the sum-} as soon as may be. I haye something to say to 

mer wind, turns up its silver lining and rustles } you,” and a half sigh rose to his lips, as he 

as in very consciousness of beauty. Noble trees } : \ looked after hex br ight form, going to visit little 

are they, and woe to the Iuckless wight, who} Ally in her chamber. 

wantonly breaks the slender branches, wneite: Pressing many a kiss ‘on the dimpled arms 

the waves beneath. ; and pouting lips, that were so unusually quiet, 

Close beside the church, whose spire rises { the girl hurried back. She took her accustomed 
white against the crimson clouds, stands the} seat at her father’s side, simply saying, “1 am 

parsonage, a long, low, stone cottage, almost } here, father;” and sat looking inquiringly into 

hidden among trees and vines. A large, white } his face. 
rose-tree covers the casements on one side of it, : At length, and with some hesitation, he said, 

and the flower beds below are gay with ver- 3 gently, 

benas, lilies and mignonette, and many a sweet | ‘‘T can scarcely, my child, speak what lL 

smelling herb, ‘The lawn, that sweeps in one should say; for I fear it will grieve you. But, 

unbroken slope to the street, is studded with 3 you know our good Dr. White was with me this 

clusters of elms and willows, their broad roots ; afternoon.” 

creeping under the sward in every direction, and 3 ‘¢And he said it was not as you feared?” she 

making many a cosy nook for the violets and} replied, eagerly, while her cheek grew pale with 

valley-lilies. An air of calm repose and almost } intense feeling. 

holy rest broods over the spot, such as marks no? There was a pause, and then drawing her 

other in the yillage. closer to him, and speaking very gently, he said, 

In my earliest remembrance of that home it § ‘‘Not so, my child, not so. He but confirmed 

seemed the holiest spot of all the earth. Our my fears. He told me that the disease, so long 

minister’s wife was there then. Wherever want } twining about my heart, must soon terminate; 

and suffering were, she was seen, The mourners} but when we know not. I may die suddenly, 

tears brightened, the weary grew strong, and the i in a moment, or the messenger may delay his 

desponding became hopeful, in the light of her ; coming until after protracted suffering. Hush, 

sad, sweet smile. When she died, the whole } ‘hush, darling, it may not be yet. I would not 

village was in tears. From that day, the frost} have pained you so, Ella, but to spare you the 

settled more thickly in our minister’s locks. } deeper pang of more sudden, because unpre- 

Unbidden tears were often in the eves of Albert, } pared desolation, which otherwise would have 
19d 
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fallen upon you. For myself I go joyfully, for 3 with the light brightening along their edges. 

I am weary and would rest, but for you » $ There was an intense stillness and quietude in 

His voice failed, and the room was still, save the scene, that fell on her troubled spirit like an 

the shivering sobs that came from the girl’s lips. ; angel presence. At length, guided by a sudden 

“It is a desolate lot, my own, but the great, } impulse, she arose, and passing lightly down the 

loving Father will cherish you, and the ever- ; stairs, reached before the open doorway of her 

lasting arms will be wound about you.” ; father’s study. Here a scene almost holy in its 

“Oh, my father, my father,” she sobbed, serene stillness arrested her steps. The rich, 

with a fresh burst of tears, and falling on her ; silyer light was streaming through the vines, and 

knees beside him, she buried her face in her} the shadows of the leaves wove a rich tracery of 

hands. ‘I cannot let you go. He will not take ‘ shadows on the floor. Purely white shone the 

you too. Father, say that it will not be.” blossoms among the green foliage, catching new 

‘I know not, my child, for His ways are} beauty from the clear radiance that lay like a 

not as our ways, neither are His thoughts our } blessing in their chalices. A few fallen petals 

thoughts,” was the solemn answer. ‘Do not; were seen, like snow-flakes among the purple 

grieve so, darling; it may be that long years of § cushions Of the old arm-chair. With his head 

quiet happiness are still in store for us. But if } resting among the fragrant leaves, knelt the 
it is otherwise, be a guide and parent to the} minister. His hands were clasped upon the 

little ones who are left. Protect them, teach } open page of his Bible, and the long, white locks 

them to love their parents, and lead them in the lay in silence on his temples. Along every 

paths that tends upward to the Father’s house. folding of his robe, and on his head, the moon- 

You will do this, my child, you will not leave } beams quivered and trembled, as if conscious of 

them to careless hands and unloying hearts.” —_§ their own glorious beauty. Not a sound broke 
‘Neyer! exclaimed Ella, as with her cheek } the silence, save the rippling of the brook among 

glowing with enthusiasm, she lifted her head} the reeds. A calm smile rested around the lips. 

and clasped her hands. ‘‘ Never, shall interest, \ The eyes were closed. 
or care of mine; never shall hope of happiness, In his position there was a fixedness that 

or fear of suffering, separate my love from them; } alarmed Ella, she scarce knew why. To her 

but most earnestly will I strive to lead them in } soft call, ‘‘Father, father,” there was no reply. 

the paths you would their feet should tread.” Crossing the room, with beating heart, she laid 

‘Bless you, my child,” said the minister, as § her hand upon his forehead. It was icy cold. 

he laid his hand caressingly on her rich brown A wild shriek broke from her lips, and she fell 

hair. ‘God bless you, and give you strength heavily to the floor. In the calm stillness of the 

to walk trustingly, though the way be dark.” night, with the clear, heavenly light sleeping 

A burst of tears was Ella’s only reply. Twin- ; round him, and the breath of summer flowers 

ing his arm tenderly round her drooping form, } 02 the air, soft hands had opened the gate of 

the father strove to soothe the agitated girl, and} peace to the weary waiter without, and borne 
inspire her with the same trust that dwelt with ‘him to his rest. The burden of life had fallen 

him. His efforts were at length successful. Her ? from his heart to be found no more. He was in 
sobs grew less and less frequent, and the tears § the better land. 
fell more calmly, till at length he dismissed her} Days went by, and then the church was 
at her chamber door with the customary kiss § opened, and our minister was there also. Borne 

and blessing. She was at least outwardly calm, } by pale men, with the black folds of the pall 

But heavy in her heart lay a foreshadowing of } Sweeping to the turf, he came. They laid him 
evil, and it was but sadly she laid her head § before the altar, where for so many years he 
upon her pillow. . \ had ministered. The sunbeams came dancing 

. ’ down among the many-hued blossoms, and the 

. birds sang cheerily without, but thé eyes and 
CHAPTER IT. > hearts that had responded to their glad sum- 

Ir was midnight when she awoke. For awhile mons were all too sad to note their cheerful call. 

she lay quietly gazing at the wavering shadows: Hot tears came to eyes all unused to such soft 

on the wall, but at length she arose and sat § influences; women veiled their.faces; and strong 

beside the open window. The moonbeams were} men covered their eyes with rough hands, and 

sleeping on the buds and flowers, and dew-drops } wept. And clear and solemh above the stifled 

gleamed like molten silver on every blade and sobs and gushing tears the soft organ notes 

leaf. } came, trembling with a pathos in their melody 

A few soft clouds were floating in the blue, : never heard before. 
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The hymn died away, and the sublime words ; was always worn to that spot. Then those eyes 

of the Episcopal service came like an angel's { grew bright with tears, and the transparent 

voice. The prayer was over, and then they } hands were clasped in prayer. Thus the long, 

arose and bore our minister forth. With slow } \ long winter wore away, and when the breath of 

and faltering steps that funeral train took their } ‘ the spring-time was heard among the budding 
way among the many graves, to the spot where $ trees, a soft flush crept to Ella’s check, and her 

the turf was broken for his rest. Sstep began to regain its old elasticity. But 
‘‘Dust to dust, ashes to ashes,’”’ and the green- Soh! how changed. The form, frail before, was 

sward was smoothed over his heart, and the sun- ; almost shadowy in its proportions now, and 

light came down to sleep on the flowers. Many ‘there was an expression so hopeless, in her 

a bright tear gemmed the grass, and sparkled its tearful eyes, that it well spoke the crushed 
brief testimony to the love his people bore to { heart within. 

him who rested there; and as the sorrowful } As the spring advanced, with an awakening 

assembly scattered in little groups to their ‘interest in those dependant on her, Ella re- 

homes, many a glance was cast up to the; quested that her father’s affairs might be ex- 

darkened windows of the room, where our Ella Samined. The last ‘¢will and testament” was 

lay all unconscious of the scene without. produced by lawyer White, and read with due 

Very strange seemed our village now, and a; solemnity. The orphans were found to be pos- 

deeper gloom rested on the cottage by the church, } sessed of their old home, it being not the par- 

Very strange to go up to the accustomed place } sonage proper, while sufficient other property 

of prayer and see that young man, with the dark } remained to meet their moderate wants. Albert 
curls sweeping across his broad, white forehead, } was to be educated for the ministry, a sum suffi- 

in the place of our old minister with his silvery § cient for that purpose being set aside. A sad 

locks. Very strange to hear that manly voice, $ smile flitted across the pale face of our Ella as 

so rich and full in its tone, in the place of the {she heard that, where her beloyed ones had 

feeble cadence we had listened to so long. But? dwelt, her home would still be; but it was 

it was not long before the gentle words of Mr. ; quickly gone, and the same look of patient 

Willis won for him a ready welcome; and many endurance came back again. A home was 

a brow, clouded with sorrow, would wear a} offered to Mrs. Stanfield, a widow lady of the 

lighter look, when the step of our young pastor village, and with her little household thus ap- 

was heard on the well-worn path, that led up to 3 pointed, Ella bent all her energies to the work 
the humble door. And so it was that many a $ of educating her charge. Mr. Willis’ timely 

heart was glad when he was seen to enter the $ offer of taking upon himself the supervision of 

parsonage gate, for they trusted that the same : Albert’s lessons in the languages, removed the 

voice that had bidden peace to their troubled § last obstacle to her wishes, and all settled gra- 

spirits, might breathe a comforting word to the $ dually and quietly into the new way of life so 

desolate. : sadly changed. Gradually, however, the gloomy 

It was early summer when Ella was first taken 3 aspect of the ¢gottage grew lighter and more 
sick. But before she recovered weeks had glided 3 cheerful, and though the brightness of the olden 

into months. The autumn had robed the trees } , time never returned, the shadow became less 

in gorgeous bloom; their crimson and gold had 3 : heavy. 

faded; the brown, withered leaves fell rustling $ It was pleasant to look on the little group that 

to the ground, or lay in heaps in the by-ways; } gathered in the old-fashioned library, in the 
and the snow had sifted silently down and 3 summer mornings. Ella, with her earnest, sor- 

covered the flower groves and fallen leaves with : rowful eyes, initiating Ally into the mysteries 

one unbroken sheet of white. And there day § ‘ of arithmetic or geography: the little one beside 

by day, at the window from which the withered Sher striving to comprehend the abstruse propo- 
vines had fallen away, could a fragile form be $ sition that three and three makes six; while 

seen and a cheek as devoid of coloring as the § occasionally the small hand lingers playfully 

linen on which it rested. Tliere would Ella sit § among the golden curls which shade her dim- 

for hours, gazing on the whiteness without, un- < pled face. Just beyond were Albert and his 

moving, and with a sorrowful, heart-broken ex- ‘ tutor, the slight frame and engrossed look of the 

pression always settling deeper around the small 3 boy contrasting well with the manly proportions 

mouth. There, until the twilight fell, and then ; and calm smile of his teacher. Good Mrs. Stan- 

the sorrowful eyes would rest more intently on ‘ field, armed with her inseparable knitting, with 

that corner of the church-yard, until two little ; the grey hair smoothly disposed beneath the 

figures were seen stealing along the path that ‘ whitest of all caps, and her kind eyes so soft 
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in their loving glance, completed the pictures. » played round her mouth, while ever and anon a 
And when, their tasks accomplished, the chil- | fragment of some old song broke from her lips. 

dren ran away to their sports, how pleasant it} She had crossed the bridge and reached the 

was for our young minister to draw his easy- shade of the willows, when a footstep sounded 

chair close beside the patient teacher; and read, beside her, and our young minister, with a half 

in his rich, deep voice, the sublime utterances } smile of apology for his intrusion, took her hand 

of the poets; and watch, in the tearful eye or: and drawing it through his arm walked on beside 

flushing cheek of the girl, her responsive emo- ‘ ‘her. For awhile there was silence, for Mr. Willis 

tion. They knew it not, but in those long, } did not speak, and Ella seeing that he wore a 

bright hours, rich in their summer loveliness, ! troubled, anxious expression, forebore to intrude 

they were weaving bonds around their peli upon his thoughts. At length with an effort at 

that should never more be broken. Bonds only | calmness Mr. Willis spoke. 

to be severed when angel-hands should link for } ‘Ella, I am going away; and sought you to 

them others, still more golden with the sunlight } ‘ say farewell.” 

of heaven. ‘‘Away!”’ repeated the girl, as she lifted her 

And so the weeks and months went by, and } eyes and looked anxiously into his face. 
brought but little change to the circle at the “Yes, Ella, I am going; to be absent many 

cottage. Three years had passed away. Ella; months, perhaps years; for I received a sum- 

was the same lovely, gentle being; but there was { mons from my father, whose failing health ren- 

a tranquil expression in her dewy eyes, and a soft § ders 2 sea voyage necessary, to accompany him 

dignity in her manner, that marked the transi- 3 to Europe. How long my absence may be I 

tion from the girl to the loving, earnest woman. { cannot tell’’—he paused for 2 moment, and then 

Ally’s curls might be a shade darker, but her } continued earnestly. ‘* But oh! I cannot go and 

smile was as sweet and sunny as ever, and hers leave unspoken the words which are trembling 

yoice as musical and wild, notwithstanding the ‘on my lips. Without telling you of the love that 

frequent reminder of Mrs. Stanfield, that she was } is thrilling through every nerve, that has filled 

thirteen, and must begin to be more like a young} my heart till there is room for nothing save 

lady. Three years—and then came tte of you. Without telling you what a 
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change. Albert was gone. He had finished his 3 light and joy has shone upon my path from your 

preparatory studies, and had departed to a dis- ¢ sweet presence, until I have grown better and 

tant college. He was a noble boy, with the seal } S purer for dwelling so near you. Ella, my own 

of a high intellect on his brow, and a generous, darling, speak to me, and tell me that you love 

impetuous nature expressed in every movement; § me.” 

but there was a look of indecision about his} There was a soft glow on Ella’s cheek, and 

mouth, that told how easily even his virtues when she lifted her eyes to his, a deep, earnest 

might be made instruments of suffering and evil. $ look of perfect trust breaking up from their 
> depths. It told Howard Willis that her young 

» heart, with all its rich treasury of affection, was 

CHAPTER ITI. yielded up to him. 

It was a mild afternoon in the early autumn. ‘‘Bless you, mine own,’’ he said, fervently. 

The hazy light of the Indian summer rested like $ “IT had scarcely dared to hope for this. Oh! 

a blessing on the hills and streams, and the sky } Ella, if you only knew how, for years, this deep 

seemed doubly blue in its misty distance, when { love has been filling my heart; how I have 
Ella left the cottage and walked slowly down the ¢ ‘watched your every movement; marked your 

path which led to the bridge. The beauty of § patient, untiring love, your angel purity, your 

the season was at its height, and the crimson self-sacrificing spirit, until I have grown stronger 

tints of the leaves, brightening into beauty as : by your side, until I could have almost fallen 

the flowers died, relieved the otherwise gloomy $ before you in adoration as before an angel pre- 

aspect of decay, which the fall of the year pre- sence. How TI have striven to repress my love. 

sents. The sun was setting, and the fleecy ; because I could not give you such a home as you 

clouds, tinged with many hues, were trooping} merited. Tshould not have spoken even now 

over the heavens, or floating in the sea of gold had not the thought, that one, more fortunate, 

which filled the western sky. A few pale flowers { might win you to be his bride, well nigh un- 

still lingered in the brown fringes of the grass. { manned me. But you have said that you will 

But Ella did not heed them. She passed on} be mine, and that shall point me onward, hope- 

with her eyes fixed on the glowing clouds. Her ful still, to the hour when I shall claim you mine 

thoughts were evidently pleasant, for a smile‘ own forever.” 
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He would have proceeded, but the fast paling } will be more fitted for you, with o heart free 
face upraised to his, the quivering lip and tear-} from every care, and o spirit unbowed by the 
ful eyes told of a strife within her heart that} trials of such a youth as mine,’ 
must be allayed. “Ella,” was the almost angry reply, ‘these 

“‘Nay, dearest,” he said, more quietly, ‘do {are but seruples of prudence that would vanish 
not mourn so very much. Our separation will before such a love as mine. But you care not 
be only for a time, and then we shall be parted } for me, and would interpose these cold reasonings 
no more.’ : to shield an unloving heart.” 

Her cheek grew still more deathly pale, and ; “Howard, this is ernel, cruel,” murmured the 
with a convulsive effort, she exclaimed, ‘almost fainting girl, as the tears gushed down 

“It cannot be, Howard. I cannot be your ; her cheeks. ‘*Is it not enough for me to think 
wife.” : of the long years of care and suffering, when 

“Kila, what mean you?” was the quick re-~ you are gone, without such words as these?” 
sponse. ‘*Why may it never be?” ‘Forgive me, desrest,” said Willis, in an 
A low sob escaped her, and she trembled vio- $ altered tone. ‘But oh! Ella, if you ever loved 

lently; but after a moment she turned toward 3 } me, unsay what you have spoken. For my sake, 
him 2 face calm, though very said, and said darling, for my sake, let me hope that at some 
earnestly, day, far distant perhaps, but still there, I may 

‘In the presence of the dead, I promised return and claim you mine.” 
solemnly that neither pleasure, nor interest of } ‘No, no. I cannot, I dare not. Go, Howard, 
mine, should ever interyene between me and ? go. My love, my blessing, my earnest prayers 
those who were given to my care; but with an} go with you. Dut we must part. Do not urge 
undeviating heart, I would watch over and care { me more, for I dare not do otherwise.” 
for them always. That never would I leave or } He looked imploringly into her face, but she 
forsake them, never would suffer any one to $met his gaze firmly, and then turning slowly 
come between us. Do not speak to me,” she} away, covered her face with her hands. One 
said, hurriedly, while a resolute, though hope- long embrace, a burning kiss upon her forehead, 
less expression, settled on her face. ‘My pro- 3 and she was alone. 
mise must be fulfilled, and how could I, with} “Oh, my God,” sobbed the stricken girl, ‘‘he 
my all absorbed in one intense love, with new 3} is gone: and it was I who sent him from me.” 
cares and new hopes about me, how could I And sinking upon the grass, she buried her face 
still devote all my energies to them, and be the 3 in her hands and wept such tears as only once 
mother whose place I promised to fill?” : may we weep. Every look, every tone of that 

‘Let me share your labors,” he said, eagerly, § pleading voice, swept over her heart, till each 
‘and our love shall make light the burdens} chord throbbed and quivered with an intensity 
which otherwise will rest on you alone.” Sof suffering, such as she never had conceived 

“You cannot feel for them the same love and 3 before. There she sat, crouching among the 
care, as if they were your own kindred,” she $ : withered leaves like some guilty thing, till the 
said, ina low voice, ‘“fand after a time you must } ‘radiant clouds had lost their colors, and the 
weary of your burden. It would be unjust to {night wind came sweeping down the valley with 
yourself, to bind you down, with such cares, $a strange, unesrthly sound. Then she arose, 
when you should be free. No, no, Howard, you ‘and drawing her shawl more closely around her 
must fo and forget me in the lands beyond the $ chilled frame, went slowly on her homeward 
sea.” . way. Deeper and deeper settled the darkness, 

‘Forget you, darling,” was the reproachful $ and heavier grew the sorrow in her heart; and 
answer. ‘But if you will not let me share your } so she tottered on through the night. fon it 
labor, promise me that, in the days to come, ¢ Was she never knew, but at length the gate of 
when your work shall be ended, and they need § the parsonage was reached, and she crept in 
you no more, you will be mine.” . S through the darkness and up the stairs, clinging 

‘**The first bloom of my life has already de-}to the rails as she went for support. So up to 
parted,” she said, sadly, ‘‘and when years ha ter own room, and then sinking to the floor, 
gone by, and you should look on this furrowed % close beside the window, she leaned her aching 
brow and silvered hair, would you not repent of : head against the frame and gazed into the murky 
& promise made in a moment of excited feeling? $ dark without. Hour after hour went by un- 
No, Howard, we had better part, as dear friends { heeded. The wind shrieking and moaning with- 
perhaps, but with no hope of other ties. In the Sout, the incessant pattering of the rain against 
days to come, you may meet with another, who > the frame, withdrew not her thoughts from the 

Vou. XXIX,.—13 
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misery within. Motionless as a statue and as ; was gone in a moment; and then she answered 

pale, she might haye been deemed one of the quietly, that she knew he had intended leaving, 

silent company of the dead, but for the expres- : though not aware that he went so soon. And so 

sion of keen agony that gleamed up from her $ that weary day rolled on, every hour an eternity 

eyes. The midnight bell smote the dark air of suffering; and when it drew to a close, a little 

with its dead, heavy sound, still she moved not. } packet was put into her hands, and opening it, 

She was learning that bitter lesson ‘‘to suffer 3 she read, 

and be strong.” Little by little the grey eh ‘Before this reaches you, Ella, I shall be 

of the dawn grew in the east; then the clouds {miles away. As you bade me, I am leaving you, 

flushed rosily; and the golden sunlight, stream- with the knowledge that wherever my footsteps 

ing through withered vines, that overshaded the } tend, my heart will cling to its memories of you. 

casement, wove a halo all around her. I know that you are right, that it is your duty 

Then, with a steady step, she went to the that calls you from me; but I cannot yet look 

table; and with a hand that grew steadier as she ; calmly on a picture, so desolate as that which 

proceeded, arranged her hair and dress, hoping : stretches out before me. It may be selfish in 

to delude the affectionate eyes below with an ‘me to remind you thus of the past, but I could 

outward show of calmness. No trace of emotion t not go without a last word of blessing. J/is love 

was on her face when she joined the accustomed surround thee, my own precious one. Farewell.” 

circle, and though she was yery pale, there was She sat a moment as if paralyzed, and then 

no other sign of suffering. s burying her face in her hands, wept as if her 

Once only, when Ally asked her if she knew $ heart was breaking. At last she put his letter 

that Mr. Willis had left for the L—— station, a § away, and never spoke of him again. 

look of suffering flashed across her face: but it (TO BE CONCLUDED.) 

HoU MAN Dake tity AS ke y's 

BY WILLID HE. PABOR. 

On, the wailing and the weeping, 
Oh, the sorrow and the shame; 

Oh, the shadow round them creeping, 

Oh, the night that with it came! 

Here, the guilt in darkness steeping, 
There, where innocence lies sleeping 

Like a fierce tornado sweeping— 

Oh, the wailing and the weeping, 
And the guilt-encumbered name. 

Downward to destruction going— 

Downward to a certain doom; 

Reckless going, without knowing 

At the end there is a tomb. 

All the while the larger growing 
Ts the stream thus seaward flowing, 

With the sunshine on it glowing, 

And the white ships on if going 
Downward where the breakers loom. 

Floating with triumphant malice Darkness shrouding homes forever, 

Round the yine-enfolded cot; N Shrouding love’s forsaken shrine. 

Floating round the noble palace, Wreck and ruin! hearts must sever, 

—Wonder we he marked it not; N Simply by a single sign. 

Tle who touched the burning chalice, ; Who will wield the rescue lever, 

Murmuring the name of Alice, ; Else these parted ones will never 

Though the while his heart grew callous, 3 Blend again, no more to sever, 

Till at last the touch of malice But forever and forever, 

On that name had placed a blot. Curse the branch and curse the vine. 

: 
‘ 

N 
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Down the path the shapes are wending, 

Going deeper into night; 

Down to ruin each is tending, 

Downward to eternal blight. 

Starry eyes their lustre blending, 

Downward are their pity sending; 

Angels watch the struggle pending, 

Where the shapes their way are wending, 

Where the wrong may master right. 

O’er the dead and o’er the dying, 

F Hark! the wail that floats along; 
On the greensward they are lying, 

Victims to a vicious wrong! 

While the mind goes by replying 

To the fears that mock the flying, 

To the sounds that mock the sighing, 

And the death-wail of the dying 
Is the death-knell of the throng. 



AUNT HANNA H’S COURTSHIP: 

BY CLARA AUGUSTA. 

‘\ 

‘‘Wrrt, Clara, let’s see; it’s be Mtah as a} some long rigmarole about nothing. Now there’s 

whole year since you’ve been here, ain’t it? ; the young widder Martin, she’s the greatest case 

Yes, yes, I remember now, it’s a year and one} to tell a story that ever you seed. She'll go all 

week, concisely; because I know I had just} over creation arter nothin’, and that ar’ critter 
finished spinning my mixed wool—the last of ; actilly thinks that my Cicero Elelad is a-gwine 

the beautiful fieece that growed on old Hump-} to be ketched in her yaller false curls! That 

back. My husband, poor, dear man! baughe critter my son’s wife! I’d rather marry him to 

her of an auction feller out in York state, and } a painted rag-bag and done with it! Why, they 

we allers kept her wool for stockings, ’cos, you} do say that ’tis a fact that she dabs her face 

see, it was finer and not so nubby. with buttermilk to make it look white, and rubs 

‘Now the way that ar’ sheep died was railly } mullen leaves on her cheeks to make um red, 

presbyterious! You see, one mornin’, Micajah, } and puts ile on her hair, and—and—well, where 

yer uncle, he says to me, ‘Hannah, I kinder did I leave off? Wall, I remember: I had just 

feel as if old Humpback wouldn’t live much ; put them beans into a pint bowl—no, I’m not 

longer, she’s ben ailin’ for a good spell, and § certain but that striped bowl helda quart. Yes, 

you’d better be a little more sayin’ of that wool ; it did; I had jest put the beans into a quart bowl, 

of her’n, and knit the tops and toes of yer stock- } and sot um onto the tea-kettle to warm, when in 

ings out of white.’ come yer uncle as fast as he could ‘put,’ with 

<T ‘poohed’ at him, and sez I, ‘Law! Micajah, } his eyes awfully stretched, and his mouth wide 

the sheep’s well enough. Do put on your boots} open. ‘Oh, Hannah!’ sez he, ‘Humpback’s gone! 

and go to the barn, if you’re a-going to-day! } poor, old, faithful critter!’ As he said this, he 

Don’t set there snuffin’ ashes any longer.’ looked jest for all the world as he did when he 

‘Ye see, Micajah had a wonderful habit of ; asked me, one night a good while ago. But 

gittin’ up and settin’ down by the fire with a$ there, I might as well tell you how I cum to 

boot in each hand, and there he’d set in his * have yer uncle, and done with it. 

stockin’ feet till I got breakfast ready. I never ‘¢Ye see, I was born and brought up in Tattle- 

allowed myself to get in the notion of scolding, } ville, and yer uncle, he lived over to Pumpkin 

but it allers did raise my ‘Ebenezer’ to see any-{ City. They allers called it so, because the folks 

body settin’ round so shiftless. over there had a good deal to do with pumpkins, 

‘‘ Wall, at this ere broad hint, he pulled on his} They used to say that Pumpkin City folks eat 

boots awful spry, and went to the barn. I kept’ bread and pies made of pumpkin, used the leaves 

on gettin’ breakfast. I can remember as well as } for pie-kivers, the seeds for tea, the stalks for 

if ’twas yesterday, what I was a-cookin’. Let § clothes-pins, and the shells—only think of it, 

me see, biled pertaters—we did use to raise the } child! they hadn’t a howl over there that warnt 

best pertaters that ever you did see; there was} made out of pumpkin shells! But there, you 

the ‘Pink-eye,’ and the ‘Rohan,’ and the ‘Cran-} know, if folks couldn’t talk they couldn’t say 

berry,’ and the ‘Long Red.’ Well, I was bilin’ nothin’, and I do happen to know that all that 

pertaters, and then I had pork, good, fat, salt} ar’ stuff warnt true. 

pork to fry—we allers got our hogs so fat that ‘*Wall, one time Deacon Trisingle took it into 

the pork would fry itself. There’s some folks, > his head to have a big husking-party. I was 

now, thinks a hog can liye on grayel-stones. But $ acquainted with Jerusha Trisingle, the deacon’s 

as I was sayin’, I had pork and sassingers, and ’ oldest daughter. The deacon, he was a widower, 

good corn bread, and some baked beans that was and Jerusha had the heft of the work to do, so 

left from our dinner the day before—I allers} the day afore the huskin’ she sent over arter me 

gather up the fragments, for I do think it isa; to come over and help her get ready. I went, 

sin to waste vittels. and put on my new calico gownd—there, how 

‘«‘But there, what’s all this to do with the old} well do I remember that gownd! it was a red 

sheep? I do think if anybody calkerlates to tell} and yaller stripe, with a sprig of green roses 

a story, they’d better tell it, and not go off a every now and then on it. It was mane with 

——= 
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short sleeves, so I put on my long en spen-;a terrible shine to one feller that sot almost 
cer; that was afore these basket waists cum in} opposite to me, he looked so spry and peart. 

fashion; we didn’t have no sich shaller names in Byme-bye up he jumped and hollered, ‘I’ve got 

them good old times. >a red-ear; now, gals, look out!’ And I tell you, 

‘Arter I was fixed, I went over to the dea- } } he did flurish round there among the gals to an 

con’s. Laws-a-massy-sake! sich a looking place } ‘awful rate I do believe he kissed Poll Dixon 

as that ar’ kitchen was, I never did see! They } full a dozen times! (For my part, I never could 

had been a-churnin’, and there sot the churn in! see what there was so detracting about that gal, 

the middle of the floor half fuil of buttermilk; | but all the boys was a trailing arter her.) I felt 

and the dinner-dishes warnt washed, and the cat} quite jellus of her, but my jellusy was precipi- 

was actilly up in the sink smelling of the butters: tated when he cum tome. ‘Laws-a-massy!’ sez 

ladie. Wall, I went to work, and the way things} I, ‘I never can let you! go away. I ain’t in 

had to stan’ round warnt slow. I made all the} favor of sich doing!’ But he never paid a bit 

beds, and washed the dishes, and sot things to of attention to that, and kissed me full as many 

rights, and then I done the cooking, Sakes alive! $ times as he did Poll Dixon. (how jellus she was) 
it did take the master sight of spice and sugar, : I felt my face in a-blaze—l was actilly ashamed. 

but Jerusha was determined to have things nice, ; But he sot down beside me, and broke off the 

‘for,’ sez she, ‘pa has gin some of Pumpkin City } hard cobs for me in sich a perlite way, that we 

fellers an invite, and I want them to know that soon talked awny like old relations. Arter awhile 

there’s somebody in the world besides the city 3 the barn floors was cleared, and the yellow corn 
folks!’ | lay in big, shiny heaps by the hay-mows. Then 

‘By sunset everything was ready; the biggest } all hands of us started for the house. The men, 

pewter platter was scoured and put in the best § they stopped at the pump to scour up their hands 

room; for in them days, arter the corn was | and faces, and we gals got supper ready. 

husked and supper exposed of, it was the cus- ‘¢ Arter supper was over, we all went into the 

tom to rejourn to the fore room and spend an} \ fore room and sot down. The old pewter platter 

hour or two in ‘plays:’ and ‘rolling the plate’ § was soon found out, and all hands went to playin’. 

was one of the best plays we had. $I don’t know how many times Micajah (the feller 

“T sot all the pies on the great meal chist in ; that I liked) kicked that platter over on purpose 
the rough room to cool, and a smashing lot there § to have me judged; but I didn’t care for that, as 

was of um, too. It would hey done your soul ; [ most allers had to kiss Micajah or make a ‘bob 

good to hev seen um. , sled’ with Micajah, or a then-coop’ with Micajah. 

‘By the time we’d got all fixed, the deacon$ ‘There was a great heap of fire-coals in the 

and his hired men come in to lunchon. Deacon fire-place, for ’twas a cool evening, and as Mica- 

Trisingle complimented me on my red cheeks; : jah went to kick over the platter as usual, his 

said they looked like a big Baldwin apple! he \ foot slipped, and that ar’ platter went rite into 

was a very poetical man, the deacon was. the middle of them fire-coals! How he did jump. 

“Arter Pd helped Jerusah clear up and milk, } But *twarnt no use, for afore anybody could ketch 

I went home to take off my spencer and give my $ it one half of it was melted rite off! Micajah he 
hair an extra twist. About seven o’clock I went} felt awfully about it, but Jerusha told him not 
back agin, and there was a sight of girls there. } to lay it to heart so, and we went on with our 
The men folks had all gone to the barn, but the } plays. 
girls wanted to smooth their hairs, so they hadn’t} — ** Somebody said ‘play Copenhagin.’ I called 
went. There was Debby Bean, and Beeky Der- 3 Jerusha out in the entry, and sez I, ‘What’ll you 
bon, and Sally Hedgewood, and Polly Dixon, and $ do for a rope?’ ‘Oh,’ sez she, ‘we'll oncord a 
Kitty Blake, and as the ‘pothecaries say about ; bedstead ;’ so up stairs we went and tumbled off 
their patent medicines, ‘others too humorous to ; beds and bedding, and got the bed-cord; and 
mention.’ sich a time as they did have with it! Micajah 

‘We all went in a heap to the great barn, and } kept strikin’ at my hand all the time. 
there sot the boys a-huskin’ away like all pos-3 «When we got ready to go home, the boys all 
sessed. Room was made for we gals pretty soon, } went out doors and stood ready to ketch their 
and we was as bizzy as the bizziest. Ever ybody ; ‘ favorite gals as they come out, and don’t you 
(that is all the boys) was trying to find a red-ear § think, the minnit I stepped my foot on the door- 
of corn, and the fun about it went round lively. $ step, up cum Micajah and stuck up his arm to 

“TI kinder cast ‘sheep’s eyes’ around, and seed} me. Jest to spite Poll Dixon I took it. 
© good many strange faces that I knew cum from ‘That was the way our ’quaintanceship begun, 
Pumpkin City. Jest between you and J, I took; and afore we'd got to my home. Micajah asked 

~~) 472 es 
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me to ‘keep company’ with him. I didn’t know ; ‘Hannah, I’ve been keeping company with you 

what to tell him, at first, but I thought of Poll } considerable of a spell—ahem! and [ve been 

Dixon, and told him [ should be happy to see ‘thinking of changing my siterwation, and— 

him at our house any time. ahem! in fact, I want to marry you!’ 

‘©Wall, he didn’t need no second invite, for} ‘Wall, I needn’t tell ye what J said, for you 

every Sunday evening over he'd come, drest up ‘know I had him whether I said yes or no, Poor, 

in his go-to-meeting-ables, and there he’d stay : dear man! how tickled he was! 

till the roosters crowed in the mornin’. Byme- ‘You ought to have seen him when our darter 
\ 

bye, ene evening, or morning rather, jest afore ® Hepzibah Abigail got so’s to go alone, a tickleder 

he was a-gwine to start to go home, he give his critter you never seed! Speaking of her, makes 

new hat a twirl or two, buttoned up his coat, {me think, did I ever tell you how Hepzibah Abi- 

onbuttoned it agin, and sez he, with a dreadful ‘vail come to be called so? Wall, ye see—but 

cough that made me shudder, it sounded so much there, as true as I’m alive, there’s that ‘rizin’ to 

like the cough that allers goes with the measels, $ set.” 

seo 

HAPPINESS WITHIN. 

BY B. SIMEON BARRETT. 

The hours of deepest sorrow 
Are not a lonely gloom— 

Hope’s distant, flashing beacon-light 

Some moments may illume, 

E’en in the midst of mourning 

A new joy may begin, 

And, with its first pulsations, 

Bring happiness within. 

’Tis merry Christmas evening, 

The fire is glowing bright, 

And puss sits in the corner, ' 

Purring with all her might. 
I'm very cheerful, thinking 

That, in this world of sin, 

Though storms may howl around us, 

There's happiness within. 

The friends who gather round us, 

When adverse clouds impend, 

Are ever true and faithful, 

And steadfast to the end; 

They care not for the bubble 
That-we may lose or win, 

They bring a welcome off'ring— 

Sweet happiness within. . 

We need not dwell in darkness, 

There’s light, that all may see; 

Nor need we borrow trouble 

While happiness is free. 

Though all without be darkness, 

_And noise, with strife and din, 

“Why may not we be cheerful, 
And keep happiness within Pe ee eee 
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HEAVEN. 

BY GEORGE Ws BUNGAY, 

Eternal arch of boundless blue, 

Etherial floor of azure light, 

With angel faces shining through, 
As shine the silvery stars at night, 

THene are no traces on the sky, 

Where rolled in clouds the thunder car— 

The arrows of the storm sped by 

Are quenched in rainbows arched afar. 

So earth and Heaven are now serene, 

For when away the tempest flew, 

The earth seemed robed in gayer green, 

And Heaven shone out in brighter blue. 

Above its quencbless beacon fires 

The city of our God behold, 

The shadow of its silver spires, 
Its crystal gates and streets of gold, 

Now clouds of crimson edged with gold, The over-arching skies unite 

Adorn the crystal walls on high, Both worlds and make a radiant road, 

And mellow rays at eve unfold Thick paved with suns and stars to light 

The rich upholstery of the sky. 8 The pilgrim on his path to God. 
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THE POETRY OF READ.* 

BY CHARLES J. PETERSON. 

Tue publication of an elegantly illustrated ; The poem concludes with the flight of the bafiled 
volume suggests to us to consider Mr. Read }deamons; the union of the two lovers: and the 

as a poet. It is for grace, melody, keen sym- ae of Roland to happiness and useful- 

pathies, knowledge of nature, and delicate ap- ¢ ness, under the sweet guidance of Agatha. 

preciation of the beautiful, that he generally 3 ‘To arrive at a just estimate of ‘The House by 
receives credit. We think he might aim at a’ the Sea,” its element of diablerie must be con- 
higher walk, with fair prospects of success, if \ tinually borne in mind, otherwise some of the 
he would but ‘*gird up his loins for the battle ;” Sane passages will lose much of their force 
and that this is his own opinion, we judge from $ and significance. For example, when the ship- 

an entirely new work, ‘‘ The House by the Sea,” § wrecked lady is carried to Roland’s hearth, 
in which he makes the attempt. Before we have } accompanied by the monk, the knowledge that 
finished, it will be seen how far, in our opinion, $ she and her confessor are not what they seem, 
he has succeeded. Having made the venture, it } gives additional meaning to the verse; for that, 
is incumbent on him to go on, for to fail, if the 3 which else would be only a graphic delineation 
latent capacity lies within him to triumph, would of a tempest, rises to a revelation that demoniac 
now be dishonor. attendants are abroad, that they crowd about 

“The House by the Sea,” is a wild, wierd 3 the house, that they rush in as the door opens. 
story, full of forcibl ‘ipti d 
h at be ‘ aS area " pene a sia ngs “Was it the sound of a human ery, 

characterized by unusual license both as to inci- Or wail of a night-bird driven by? 

dents and to style. The poet has plainly given The lady started and halfway rose, 
free scope in it to his genius, determined to test With that look the walking sleeper shows— 

; 3 : With large eyes staring vacantly, 
his capacity to the utmost, as well in regard to Whatéeem ta leiteaiaadaet tater 

positive strength as to originality and self-reli- ; : 

ance. The chief actors are a solitary exile, in- “Even while she spoke, as if at her will, 
aie : The door swung wide and over the sill 

habiting a lonely house that beetles over the sea; The gust and the roar and the spray swept in.” 
da fish ? A 

rei adie Gausiter, de png on wate : “And the old monk murmured—‘ My blessing is incarnations of innocence and piety, whom poets thine,” 
love to delineate. The exile, in earlier life, has While he laid. his hand on her shining hair; 
been the victim of a great sorrow. Fate has } But it seemed like a fiery gauntlet there! 
separated him from his mistress; she has perished $ Then tracing his girdle and fumbling his dress, 
b icide: and : : He cried with a visage of deep distress 
soba * ae ae eee ae re gloomy deep a OS Oh, woisme! They are lost in the sea— 
this secret haunt. One night, in the midst of a3 phat miracle cross and rosary! 
terrible storm, a ship is cast away near his} Torn from my side in these desperate shocks 
dwelling. Two persons only are rescued, Ida, : When the billows were lifting me over the rocks, 

his lost mistress, and her confessor. That is, } Oh, wo is me! They were made from a tree 
they wear the likeness of these, but are really 3 Im the garden of holy Geth——~ 
evil: spirite® andi theik anteston 4nd tear Roland Here the sea, vil spirits: an eir aottalstte Ps O tear Lo — : Through the open door, hurled into the place 
from the young girl, by reviving his old affection. } Such a cloud of spray that the old man’s face 
For awhile their scheme promises to succeed. Was smothered witb brine, The white torch hissed, 

3 : . 3 And all the room was blind with the mist.” 
They induce the exile to embark, on the ensuing 3 
day, on board their vessel, itself a dragon-fiend. ; The skill with which, throughout the poem, 
But Agatha, at this crisis of Roland’s fate, and ‘the demoniac element is brought out, through 
when the plot against his soul appears about to ‘this principle of association, proves Mr. Read a 
triumph, becomes the instrument of his rescue. } natural artist in poetry. In the description 

: Sof the dragon-barque, we feel that it is a sen- 

editions L val, Philalns Pay RMI | ont thing wo are reading of, a fend-ship and 
The»Honse bythe S AP By Tl g not mere timbers. The sneering monk is as ably 

Beienan Tana 1 wake PhiladaeParry x MoMil. : delineated. His first appearance is a picture, 
lan. 1856. : complete, and needing no accessaries. 

204 
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“There came the monk in his robe of brown, 
Oyer his breast his white beard blown : 
And sparkling like a gust of foam; 3 
As tf old Neptune should leave his home, 
To travel the dry land up and down 
Disquised in a friar’s hood and gown.” } 

But it is when he describes modern Rome, and 

especially when he falls on his knees to pray, 

that we detect his counterfeit. 

“The monk fell in the pathway prone, 
And lay, like a statue overthrown; 
Muttering harshly to the air 
Something that passed for a hurried prayer. N 

And when the bell was done, he rose 
Red in the face as a furnace glows— 
And eried, ‘Now, hang that sacristan! 8 
What pious crank has got into the man, 
Thus to be ringing a vesper tune 
In the very middle of afternoon? 
It takes one down so unawares 
That one can scarcely remember his prayers! 
And besides, we have an old tradition, 
Which may be merely superstition, 
That when one kneels and forgets his prayer, 
The Devil is also kneeling there !’” 

PDL LS 

The accumulation of similes, metaphors, and 

other analogies, all associated with demoniacal 

ideas, in the scene after the embarkation, is 

another evidence of his skill. So adroitly has 

the poet managed it, that the very air seems to 

glow, a terrible light gleams around, and the 
songs that are sung have an undertone of horrible 

mockery. Unquestionably this is one of the 

finest parts of the poem. We quote the descrip- 

PPA 

Bending forward, could only see 
Roland leaning on the lady’s knee, 
With pale, bewildered countenance, 
Gazing up in her face, which beamed 
As tf a torchlight on it gleamed; 
And flushed as with an orient wine. 
Where passion’s swift and fitful flame 
On the breath of music went and came 
Like a gusty blaze’‘on a heathen shrine.” 

The description of the flight of the baffled 
fiends, after their prey has escaped, is in a 

similar strain. In all these passages, the poet 

; towers and towers, till he reaches a height 
whence he swoops downward with resistless 

force. 

“The lady standing beyond the door, 
Like one whose despair can bear no more, 

Shricked a fiendish shriek of wrath; 
And, with a hollow sepulchral sound, 
Her body fell upon the ground 

And lay a corpse along the path! 

And then a shadow, like a cloud 
On a hissing whirlwind fierce and loud, 
Swept seaward, pierced with curses and shricks, 
Which like the lightning’s fiery streaks 
Flashed madly through the twilight shades, 
Cleaving the air with sulphurous blades! 

Then the people ran to the headland height 
With the fascination of wonder and fright—_« 
And saw the little dragon-bark, 
Speeding out to the eastern dark— 
Away and away, as swift and bright 
As a red flamingo’s sudden flight. 

And climbing the black rocks higher and higher 
They gazed and gazed with aching sight— 
Till into the distant realm of night 

They saw tt pass—a ship on fire!” 

music, as proof of this. 
Those who haye thought Mr. Read capable 

only of graceful and tender lyrics will be struck, 

we think, with the force here displayed. In an 

earlier portion of the poem, however, occurs a 

passage of eyen greater power than any of these: 

it is a description of the suicide’s hell. 

“ And it looked as it had only been 
Waked to misterious melodies, 
On phantom lakes and enchanted seas, 
Flashing to fingers weird and wan, 
In the minstrel ages lost and gone.” 

| 

‘ 

; 

: 
; 

: 
S 

g 

: 
‘ 

tion of the lady’s musical instruments and of her 3 

Round and round the cadence flew, 
Sailing aloft and dropping low, 
Now soaring with the wild sea-mew, 
Flushing its breast in the sunset glow, 
Then slowly dropping down the air, 
Wailing with a wild despair, 
Down and down, 
Till it seemed to drown, 
With wide pinions on the brine, 
Weltering with no living sign, 
Till the listener's pitying eye 
Wept that so fair a thing should die. 
Then with malicious laughter loud 
Jeering the sighing hearer’s grief, 
In a2 moment wild and brief, ; 
Filling the air with mockery, 3 
It leapt to the sky and pierced the cloud.” 3 

\ 

Rowland listened, confused, amazed, : 
While an unknown frenzy thrilled his heart; 
And Agatha on the lady gazed 
With steadfast eyes and lips apart; 
And there sat the friar smoothing his beard, 
As into the maiden’s eyes he peered 
With a stdelong sinister glance; 
While she, as one in a charmed trance 

dd 

or 

“Then I saw that by the horrible deed 
The chain was sundered, yet I was not freed; 
I had burst away from a windowed cell 
Into a dungeon unfathomable— 
Into titter night—where I could only hear 
The sighing of cold phantoms near! 
I shrank with dread; but soon I knew 
They also shrank with dread from me; 
And presently I began to see 
Thin shapes of such a ghastly hue 
That sudden agues thrilled me through! 

‘Some bore in their hands, as signs of guilt, 
Keen poinards crimson to the hilt, 
Which, ever and anon, in wild despair 
They struck into their breasts of air: 
Some pressed to their pale lips empty vials 
Till frenzied with their fruitless trials: 
Some with their faces to the sky, 
Walked ever searching for a beam: 
Some leaped from shadowy turrets high, 
And fell, as in a nightmare dream, 
Halfway, and stopped, as some mad rill, 
That leaps from the top of an alpine hill; 
Ere it reaches the rocks it hoped to win, 
Is borne away in a vapor thin; 
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Some plunged them into counterfeit pools— Many passages of almost equal beauty, though 
Into water that neither drowns nor cools less sustained, are scattered through the poem. The horrible fever that burns the brain, . y ee vi Then climbed despairing to plunge again: A few random selections are all we can give. 
And there were lovers together clasped, 
O’er fumeless brazures, who sighed and gasped, 
Staring wonder in each other’s eye, 
And tantalized that they did not die. 
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“Out of the East the moon arose 
Red as Mont Blane at morning glows; 
Over the sea, like a ship on fire, 
She sailed with her one star sailing by her.” 

‘Then as I passed, with marvelling stare 
They gazed, forgetting their own despair. 
Oh, horrible! their eyes did gloat 
Upon me, till at my ashen throat 
I felt the fiery viper thirst 
Which ever in that dry air is nurst. 
And ere I was aware 
I had raised the cup it was mine to bear: 
My pale lips cleaved to the goblet dim, 
And found but dust on the heated rim.’ ” 

“Tar and wide through the valley round 
Sailed the silver wings of sound— 
Like a flock of doves rung out, 
Wheeling joyfully about, 
Flashing from their pinions white 
A sense of quiet and delight.” 

“The sea, to one of its slumberous calms, 
Now sunk as it never would waken more: 
Its breakers were only as flocks of lambs 
Bleating and gambolling along the shore, 
Where of late the storm-lion insane 
Had shaken abroad his tumultons mane, 
Frightening the land with his rage and his roar.” 

As a necessary relief to these terrible verses, 

where horror is accumulated on horror till the 

blood runs chill, we give the climax of joy and 
rejoicing with which the poem may be said to : ! : conclude, Escaped from the dragon-barque, ; !°S82ess: sometimes in thought, and sometimes 

with Agatha fainting in his arms, Roland gains : m3 a bee a ie sae ae eee a a church near the sea, the lady and the monk } 77° P®ssage, not only js the pathway of the stars 
following in pursuit, until checked by the sacred $ ©°™P sired) <o:she treckorea Snailte aint descent, ‘ 4 ee ‘but the grandeur of the whole is still further threshold. While the disguised fiends stand ‘ i ta gnashing their teeth without, the hero bears | Weakened, at what ought to be the culminating 
the insensible form to the foot of the altar, and point; by the figure in the two closing lines. 
kissing her, adjures the sweet girl to awake. ; et filed betate ie eee x place 

. , aAveve ead pe space— The caress revives her. We leave the poet to 3 Where never again the world shall ree]— 
tell the rest, The same wave never revisits the wheel. 

The defect of the poem is an occasional care- 
— 

— 
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Year by year our course js run 
In a voyage around the sun; 
In million circlings forth and back 
Wo never retrace a once gone track. 
Did the countless earths abroad, like snaila, 
Leave behind them shining trails, 
What a web of strange design 
Through the eternal space would shine! 
And such a web of- marvellous lines 
Left by each satellite and sun, 
Though by us unseen, still clearly shines 
To the observant eye of One. 

“A moment surveying the sacred place, 
Her blue eyes turned, then with modest grace 
Gazing up into Roland's face, 
Her sweet tongue said, in its first release, 
With words which seemed breathed from the lips of 

peace— 
‘The spell is past! Oh, hour divine! 
Thou, thou art mine! and I am thine!’ 

And the listening shadows cool and grey, 
In the gallery, like a responding choir, 
Where the organ glowed like an altar-fire, 
Seemed to the echomg vault to say, 
Softly as at a nuptial shrine— 
‘Thou art mine! and I am thine!’ 
And still through the breathless moments after, 
Like doves beneath the sheltering rafter, 
Along the roof in faint decline, 
The echoes whispered with voices fine— 
‘Mine and thine! mine and thine!’ 

| § 

; 

: 
| 

$ And did the countless souls of men 
; Leave life-trails visible to the ken, 
; - Each hued with color to betray 

The character which passed that way, 
How intricate and variously hued 

: Would seem the woof of pathways rude 
> Across the world’s great surface laid! 
; And so inwoven with lines of shade, 
; Of vice and cruelty, anger and hate, 

That darkness would preponderate! 
And such 2 woof of tangled trails 
Lies o’er the world and never pales— 
Never varies. On earth’s great page 
Nach soul records its pilgrimage, 

§ And under the eye of God each shines 
3 As visible in eternal lines, 
3 As on the cliff I see from here 
: The various strata lines appear.” 
‘ 
S 
4 

And now, like a golden trumpet, bloton 
To make a glorious victory known, 
The organ with its roll divine, 
Poured abroad from its thrilling tongue 
Words the sweetest ever sung— 
‘Mine and thine! mine and thine!’ 

And up in the tower the iron bell 
Suddenly felt the joyous spell, 
And flung its accents clear and gay, 
As if it were rung on a wedding-day; And like.a singer swaying hie head Is not the solution to this error to be found 
To mark the time Sin the essentially synthetical character of Rend’s 
Of some happy rhyme, : ‘mind? If we have correctly studied his intel- Breathing his heart in every line, : erat ye . . Thus-swayed the bell, and swaying said— ; lect, as revealed in his poems, it is deficient in ‘Mine and thine! mine and thine?” ‘analysis, Poe, for example, wrote poetry as a 
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mason builds a house. He raised up the fabric, blood. What the Frankenstein was to other 

of a poem, thought by thought, metaphor by } men they are to other poetry. 

metaphor, line by line, fitting, rejecting, trim} On the contrary, whatever a synthetical mind 

ming and squaring, exactly like a brick-layer 3} produces is at least homogeneous. It does not 

erecting a wall. Why? Because his genius was 2 weld, but fuses together. It does not fabricate, 

altogether analytical, so that it was impossible; it creates. Its work is not mere mechanism, but 

for him to construct a poem, except by first}a living organic body. The popular intellect 

dissecting the works of the great masters, dis-$ recognizes this, though employing a vague term 

covering the secrets they employed, and then 3 to express its meaning, when it says that Poe 
laboriously selecting and arranging his mate-$ and other merely analytical poets have no heart; 

rials. In saying this we do not speak specula- that one sees in their verse only the polish 

tively, for circumstances threw us, for years, § and glitter of cold steel; that though they may 

into daily literary companionship with Poe, so$ awaken admiration, they never touch the soul. 

that the processes of his mind became perfectly ; But the poetry of synthetical minds is always 

familiar to us. Synthetical intellects work in a : vital. It may be redundant, like that of Keats, 
different way. They possess a power of assimi- § sand need pruning; it may spring from a com- 

lating to themselves, instinctively, the ideas that $ , \ paratively barren soil, as with third-rate writers, 

are in harmony with what they wish to write $ and be deficient in strength; but it is real, living 

about. Or rather they become en rapport, un- ; poetry, and the people recognizeitassuch. And 
consciously, with analogies and associations : this brings us back to the preyailing error of 

bearing on their subject. They usually write ¢ Synthetical minds, their proclivity to write with- 

their best things with freedom and even rapidity; $ $ out corr ection, and its cause, a deficiency in the 
and unused to analyze, call this inspiration. ts faculty of analysis. But, fortunately for them, 
was, in such a mood, that Burns wrote his ‘‘ High- 3 this faculty may be developed, if not absolutely 

land Mary.” He went out, at twilight, Mrs. ¢ created, by intellectual discipline. Its growth 

Burns said; she heard him walking up and} may be clearly traced in Shakspeare It is but 
down, watching the evening star and crooning; slightly visible in his earlier poems; it exhibits 

and directly he came in and wrote down the song. $ its traces more plainly in those written in mid- 

Doubtless the burden of that exquisite lyric had 3 career; and it culminates so grandly in his 
been on his mind for years. The rough ore had $ later ones, that the subtlety of the metaphysi- 

gradually been forming, deep in the recesses of } clan makes us almost forget the imagination of 

his heart, till at last, fused by some accidental ; the poet. So also with Milton. How different 
lightning stroke, it rushed forth, at white heat, } are Comus and Paradise Lost! Yet the creative 
and was moulded forever. force exhibited in the first is not inferior to that 

The difference between the analytical and displayed in the last. The epic is greater than 

synthetical. mind, therefore, is this, that the} the masque, just to that degree to which Milton 

one has to gather up laboriously what it needs, 3 had developed his powers of analysis, by study, 
ers 

while the other is all the while unconsciously 3 > by controversy, by psychological inquiries, by 

assimilating. But the latter often is so deficient ¢ close thought of every kind. Had he never been 
in analysis, that it cannot tell, after what it calls } Cromwell’s secretary, had he never crushed Sal- 
its period of inspiration is over, how to amend matius, he would never have written this master- 

an error, or even sometimes that there is an g piece, which no subsequent poet has been able 

error. And yet the synthetical mind, whose $ to rival, no critic able to point out how it might 

mission is to construct, is superior to the analy- be improved. 

tical, whose impulse is to destroy. All the great} We have dwelt the longer upon this distinction 

masters, whether in poetry, philosophy, or states- ; between the analytical and synthetical faculties, 

manship, have been synthetical. In the very } because it solves the question, so often asked, 

greatest, indeed, the two faculties have beens yet so rarely answered, ‘‘how shall we tell who 

equally developed, as in Bacon, Newton, Shaks- } is , or who is not, a trne poet?” For an essen- 

peare, and others. But when an intellect, essen- tially analytical mind is never creative, but only 
tially analytical, attempts to be synthetical, it $ $ ’ adaptive, and cannot, under any circumstances, 

only succeeds by a procession of inversion Poe $ become a real poet. It may become asubtle critic, 

had one of the subtlest analytical intellects. He § Sa keen metaphysician, or an accurate investi- 

was of his kind as greatas Milton. Yet his best } gator of the laws of Nature, but never a poet, 

works are immeasurably beneath those of the! or creator, in any correct sense of that term. 

latter. They have all that is requisite except : ‘It may even write verses, and yerses, which may 

the diviue element. They are not flesh and} temporarily acquire fame, in consequence of 

EE ————— 
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embodying the taste of their generation, but 3 short lyrics he has already grasp enough. His 
they will never survive through the ages, revered } “‘Bards,” his ‘*City of the Heart,” ‘The Closing 

and worshipped by the great popular heart, as} Scene,” and other poems we might quote, are 

are the grand old bards of Palestine and Greece. nearly, if not quite, perfect of their kind. Pas- 

The analytical mind may also write novels, and 3 : \ Sages of great beauty may be selected also from 

wonderful ones too, after the school of Godwin, : his longer poems, a8 we haye shown. But Read 

in which the workings of the human heart will } trusts too much to inspiration, too little to revi- 

be anatomized so thoroughly that we can see sion. He needs discipline of intellect, so as to 
the quiver of every fibre. But it will never pro-$ bring out the analytical faculty, and enable him 

N 

duce such works as Ivanhoe, or even Master } to criticise, and correct, and condense. He 

Humphrey’s Clock. Itis the stuff out of which 3 ‘dreams too much, lives too entirely in yague 

to make men of science, not the golden ore from fancies, is not a sufficiently exact and laborious 

which true poetry is minted. And yet, in this } investigator of his own mind and the laws of 

age, more perhaps than in most others, the ranks ; poetry. In a primitive era, such ‘‘sweet sin- 

of poetry, so-called, swarm with analytical in- gers” may succeed, But no poet of this de- 

tellects. The press teems with pretty bits of } scription has ever risen, or can rise, to the 

mosaic, arranged with rare skill, polished to } highest eminence in a cultivated age. We have 

the highest degree of perfection, and modelled several young poets, in America, who have done 

according to rules of art as infallible as those 3 what holds forth an almost sure promise of im- 

in Blair’s Rhetoric; and the analytical minds 2 mortality, if to their natural synthetical genius 

who read these counterfeits—for ninety-nine hun- 3 they would only add severe training. Of these 

dredths of our educated minds are simply analy-$ Read is one. In ‘The House by the Sea,’ he 

tical, and not at all creative—cry out ‘‘ what a has exhibited great inventive powers, has given 

master-piece.” Alas! analysis may prune, but$ high promise for the future, has shown a sus- 

cannot give life. $ tained capacity for which even his best friends 

But to return to Read. Our young country-% were scarcely prepared. We look to him, how- 

man, with his essentially synthetical mind, has } ever, for yet greater things. And earnestly we 
the true foundation on which to build. For } bid him ‘*God speed.” 

LS SS. 

THEO FLR ST RED ROSE. 

BY ELIZABETH BOUTON. 

As a dream of Heayen, the garden was fair, § A tree whose rich freight weighed its boughs to the 
No breath of sin had yet poisoned its air— 3 ground, 

When Eve with Adam was walking one day, ; A new source of wonder and pleasure is found, 

Admiring the beauties that thronged round their § But forgot are bud, violet, primrose and tree, 

way: When a newly blown rose in its beauty they see, 

Like a being of light she joyously moved, All glittering with dew-drops and peerlessly fair, 

Finding fresh pleasures wherever she roved, Tt sheds its soft fragrance abroad on the air; 
Enchanted with all that she hears or she sees, ‘ Its velvot-like petals no ruddy tint flush, 

The flowers and tho sunshine, the birds and the For the queen of the flowers had not yet learned to 
breeze. ; itash - 

One moment she’s bending in childish delight So graceful its stalk, and its verdure so green, 

Where a bed of sweet violets bursts on her sight, ; While no jealous thorns hid the leaflets between, 

The next round a lily she lovingly lingers, 3 Its form was so lovely, its petals so white, 

Caressing its petals with fairy-like fingers, } It seemed just transplanted from regions of light 

Now pausing awhile with innocent grace 

O’er a fountain that mirrors her beautiful face, 

“sr 

$ Enraptured, Eve entered the odorous bower, 

; And stooping imprinted a kiss on the flower: 

Now stooping upraises a flowering vine, , The rose felt the pressure and blushed with delight, 

And teaches its tendrils a bough to ontwine. : Till the petals grew crimson that late were so white; 

Tufts of primrose from a green bank that start, $ She breathed its aroma, its honeyed dew sipped, 

Bid a musical laugh ripple up from her heart, And the rose caught and held the warm hue of her lip, 
A bird in gay plumage that sings from its nest, § And still in remembrance of that happy hour, 
Is hailed with a rapture she scarce can express; } Its roseate color is worn by the flower. 
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Lona ago, when I was only a boy, I sat one ; plucks the first appearing grey hairs from the 
quiet, hazy, dreamy day in October, gazing list- } head of her declining husband? 
lessly from my window, out upon a varied land- On the evening preceding the day of which I 

scape which stretched away to the mountains. } write, | had been to tea, over at Squire Bolton’s. 

Great, white, fleecy clouds were sailing in the } Nora Bolton had looked charmingly. Mr. Fred- 

air, dragging after them shadows upon the earth $ eric Collins of the city, a nephew of the Squire’s, 

which gloomed, now a neighboring farm, and was there also:—it was upon his account that I 

now the distant village. One majestic cloud, {had been inyited over. Nora and Mr. Frederic 
which, it seemed to me, [ had seen every autumn } had been playmates in childhood. She seemed 

of my life, was floating slowly over the far-off ; glad to see him. There is nothing strange in 

mountains, darkly deepening its cerulean blue. ; the fact of one cousin being glad to see another 

The beech and the hickory seemed striving to } cousin who had been a playmate. I mean, gene- 

surpass each other in the brightness of their } rally there is nothing strange in the fact: but 

yellow leaves, and the dogwood was blushing } in this particular instance. Well, I slept none, 

with indignation, that two who held themselves 3 or very little, that night*at any rate. Conse- 

so highly, should become rivals for the sake of $ quently, while I sat in my chair, I yielded to 

show. The cedars which grew here and there the wooings of a lazy October day, and the calls 

upon the hill-sides, seemed starting out from {of a somewhat exhausted nature; and floated 

amongst their variegated companions, glad that ; like the clouds—into dreams. 

they attracted notice at last. The gently mur-} For awhile, myriads of little green faced elves 
muring sound of rippling waters came to my ears ? danced hither and thither in the dream-land 
from the brook, where, when I was still younger ; atmosphere, and an increasing murmur like the 

I used to place water-wheels manufactured from } sound of distant voices buzzed in my ears, 

a shingle, imagining them whole mills, and cal- } Soon, however, the faces began to arrange them- 

culating my ‘ toll” with as much earnestness as selves into groups, and the murmur into words: 

though I wore a dusty white hat and blouse. } and as if influenced by one common mind, the 

The wild, melodious cry of the plover, gushed } green elves told me a story of my room and my 

stealthily in through the open window. | relatives who had been. 
Our house had been built in the colony days, 

by a man who had brought with him from the; ‘About the time when my most aspiring leaf 

mother country, English ideas of houses and $ reached half way from the ground to your win- 

comfort. Pointed gables, and clustering chim- ¢ dow, and I had begun to feel that I was looking 

ney tops; protruding and oddly shaped windows; } up in the world, there used to come a youth, 

high, narrow doors and heavy cornices, were ee leaning upon the window sill, would look 

some of its characteristics. carelessly, and yet so sadly forth. His eyes 

Up the side of the house, and festooning my § were never directed toward any one particular 

window, had crept for many a year a monster fee nor yet Lp here and eon a 

ivy. It had been allowed to creep where it } fixed upon—manufactured vacuity. And suc 

pleased, without training: and like humanity, } eyes—large, black and fringed with the softest, 

from eyer-indulgence, had become wilful, and } silkiest lashes. 
exceedingly jealous of its fancied rights. Time ’ «At length I began to feel interested in him, 

had made a constant endeavor to leave his moss- and to observe him more closely. I listened 

marks in the crevices here and there, but the ; when I heard his tread upon the floor inside, 

watchful ivy would hunt them out, and tendril {and sometimes could distinguish that it was 
after tendril, would squeeze their little life ont { rather hasty for so confined a sphere. There 

ofthem. Evidently the ivy loved the old house; } seemed to be either anger or sorrowin it. Some- 

and why should it not? From it, it received times the sound of the tread would cease sud- 

its principal support; then why should it not ; denly, and be renewed by a stamp. There was 

pluck out the mosses like a hale wife of fifty * both anger and sorrow in that. 
209 
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**On the bright, moonlit, summer-time nights, : passed away: and between the present Frank, 

he would come down and pace back and forth {and the Frank that was, there was little resem- 

upon the main walk, quiet, sad, heeding nothing ; blance. Well, they came and sat under yonder 

but his thoughts Or when gre:t storm clouds3oak. As they came up Frank was talking 

hid the stars, and the wind moaned throngh the earnestly. 

wood on its way from the south; and the dark-$ ‘*You are but sixteen, you say, Laura, and I 

ness seemed caused by two nights come at once, ‘am eighteen—are we too young to love?’ 

I could see him, when the lightning flashed,: ‘*TI have always heard that loving is a weak- 

leaning from the window, his face wearing the ‘ ness peculiar to young persons.’ 

expression of enjoyment, but sad and gloomy } ‘*¢Do you think that we are capable of this 

still. weakness, as you call it?’ 

“One bright, warm day, a carriage came up; ‘**T cannot tell I’m sure; but you who are so 
the drive. I heard Frank’s step hastening to- clever ought certainly to know.’ 

ward the window, inside, and upon locking up, $ ‘* There’s coquetry there, thought I, and Frank 

I but just caught a glimpse of his face ere he ; evidently thought so too; for a shade passed 

hurried away. The next moment he was at the S over his face, and a little gleam shot from his 

front door, eye. Itserved him right. His manner of pro- 

‘‘By this time the carriage had stopped, and $ ceeding was not manly. 

through the hastily opened door srotenddal ‘¢¢For myself,’ said Frank, ‘I can judge; not 

a bonnet, deautiful then. The head which it for yourself. For myself, I know that I am not 

covered was bent to the ground in alighting, too young to love; that Ido love. I love with 

and I could only see a profusion of the glossiest, : every thought: and, Laura, is it necessary to say 

luxuriant curls. She is young at any rate, $ whom I love? Have not all my actions shown 
thought I, and when I saw Frank seize her $ it?’ 

hand and press it, and caught sight of a face } ‘¢ *How should I know, Master Frank? Come, 

burdened with blushes, I was sure she was$confide in me. Tell me who the happy being 

young and yery pretty. The attention of both is?’ Her voice had, however, lost somewhat of 

seemed so entirely engrossed with matters pro- {its former lightness; and as if conscious of 
bably more important, that an elderly lady was having treated unkindly one whom she would 
allowed to make use of her right, and descend fain have treated kindly in spite of a desire to 
from the carriage unassisted. tease, she added, ‘I shall begin to think it is I 

“<Well, Master Frank,’ she cried, ‘am I of . whom you love.’ 

no account? Am I not welcome too?’ s ««<Tt is, it is,’ returned Frank, with glad 

‘There was a sweetness in the lady’s voice sp pombuck; ‘and are you, Laura, too young to 
which betokened jest, and Master Frank’s man- s love me? 

ner was entirely devoid of embarrassment, when are ‘No, Frank, I do love you 

he turned and warmly welcomed Mrs. Snowden ; ‘After a moment of sobbing, she said, looking 

to the ‘Cedars.’ Sup into his face, ‘But, Frank, dear Frank, I am 

‘‘While the remainder of the summer days $ betrothed to another.’ 
glided by, Frank and Laura Snowden were ‘¢* But you do not love another?’ 

almost constantly together. In the mornings, §  «« Have I not just said that Llove you, Frank? 

they cantered down the drive upon horseback, : How can you ask the question? I have but one 

and then after a little while I could see them ‘ heart, Frank.’ 

upon the more elevated parts of the road, riding *** But I was not aware that you had ever been 
closely—very closely together. In the afternoon } wooed.’ 

they read to each other in the shade, and inthe: ‘**And, except by you, I have not. I'll ex- 

evenings they walked slowly, yet earnestly, and { plain; it will take but a few words. My father 

gladly about the lawn. One day Mrs. Snowden {in his youth was rescued from drowning by a 

und your great, great grandmother had gone to ‘comrade, A closer intimacy sprung up between 
visit some one in the neighborhood. Frank and ; them. After their marriages their families were 

Laura were left without the possibility of an $intimate. This intimacy led, long since, to my 

intruding eye. In the evening, after having betrothal with Arthur Marx, the son of my 

walked for some time, they came and sat upon { father’ s rescuer. Arthur is now a fine, manly 

tho old, rough bench beneath yonder oak. ‘The $ : young fellow, and very anxious that I should 

cloud which had, prior to the advent of Mrs. % ‘love him. He has told me a hundred times that 

Snowden and her daughter, hung like an incu- ; his love amounted to madness, and were you to 

bus upon Frank’s brow, had since that adyent ‘see his eyes fiash when I tease him, you would 
v 
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fully credit his assertion. - I would wish to re- ‘see it too, but I could not; and then I thought 
ceive him as a brother, but with this he is not; perhaps it is just as well. 
satisfied: and the only method by which I have ‘He stayed in his room nearly all the day, 
been able to evade a conclusive answer to his} only coming down in the afternoon when the 
‘mportunities, is by seeming to regard all his} shadows had grown long, to walk in the paths 
protessions in the light of jest, and warding off } where Laura had walked with him, and to sit 
his assurances with the plea of being too young} under the oak. 
to listen to such things. _ Poor fellow, I pity him} “Months went by, and Frank had gone back 
sometimes, when I observe his rueful counte-3 into his listless habits. One day I saw him go 
nance after a rebuff, and have almost wished } down the drive with a small portmanteau in his 
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that I could love him.’ > hand, and it was a long time before he came 
***Poes your father insist upon your loving} back again. 

and—marrying him ?’ “Your great, great grandmother received but 
‘*<Oh, no, he never speaks to me about it, but; little company—and in those days, indeed, there 

I imagine that his silence proceeds from the be-} was little to receive—and the old house was 
lief that as Lam aware of his wishes, I will act almost closed. Although I grew apace I he- 
in accordance with them. All my acquaintances } came discontented, and wandered about hither 
look upon my marriage with Mr. Marx as cer-} and thither on the wall, uncaring and uncared 
tain.’ for. Two years went by. 

‘««Dear Laura, only this one question yet.? ‘Two years went by, and I had grown so 
Were your parents to insist would you comply?’ much that I could look in at the window from 

‘«¢No—yes, yes, I would. I love my parents, half-a-dozen points. The room had never been 
and would obey them.’ used since Frank went away. On the table lay 

‘‘Laura again leaned her head upon Frank’s 3 ; * scattered, without regard to order, some books. 

shoulder, and I think she wept; for a moment Two or three were open, and the dust that had 
after, when the sound of the carriage returning } gathered upon their pages told that their owner 
with the ladies startled them, she ran to her § had long been gone. 

room, where I heard her bathing her face. ‘“‘Winter was come. The snow was every 
‘Mrs. Snowden and her daughter remained where. I and the cedar, and the pine, were all 

ouly a few weeks longer: and the night previous § bowed down with its weight. Like persons in 
to the day of their departure, the young lovers} those countries where the color of the garb of 
renewed their vows and exchanged tokens be- woe is white, mourning for the death of a dis- 
neath the old oak tree. From what I overheard tant relative, we seemed sad that we were com- 
—and they spoke very lowly—I discovered that § pelled to wear the mourning. 
all Frank’s endeavors to shake Laura’s intention} ‘Frank had returned. I could hear his voice 
of obeying her parents’ wishes had been in vain. ; in the room, but the snow hung so heayily upon 

““*No, dear Frank,’ she almost whispered, } me that I could not lookin. Soon, however, a 
‘should they decree it I can but submit: though ; bright day came, and the snow melted. How 
my happiness, and possibly my life, be the for-} rejoiced I was when I felt my burden becoming 
feit. In justice to myself and to you though I | lighter drop by drop. Before it was near all off 
shall—should necessity compel me—represent} I was able to look in at the window. Frank 
the case to them in its true light: and rest} was lying upon the bed, but how changed. Tis 
assured that while I live, my heart is yours only } cheeks were sunken, his eye had a consumptive 

under all circumstances.’ brightness, and his hair was clinging to his 
«Frank admired a mind so devoid of selfish-} brow. All that day his mother sat by his bed- 

ness. side and wept. 

‘Well, the next morning the carriage con-; ‘‘The next morning when I tried to look in, I 

taining Mrs. and Laura Snowden was driven} found a white curtain stretched stiffly across the 

away. I heard Frank going slowly up stairs, : window on the inside. Through the day several 

locking his door, throwing himself upon a chair, ; carriages arrived, bringing those whom I knew 

and then the old house was as quiet as though} to be relatives; and thought I, Frank must be 

the carriage had just borne away a corpse. I ; dead. Late in the evening came Mrs. Snowden’s 
saw the carriage, after a short time, upon the} carriage: and Mrs. Snowden and a gentleman 

hill there which the road runs over—that one } whom I supposed was Mr. Snowden, led Laura, 

with the solitary chesnut tree growing upon its } who was weeping, into the house. 

summit—and a handkerchief was waving from; ‘I was not sure yet that Frank was dead, but 
it. HowTI strove to call Frank that he might * the thought that he was kept me awake that 
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night, Late in the night, after the middle of it, a sombre funeral train drove down the lawn and 

I heard the door of the room open quietly, and; over to yonder church. I noticed that there 

then light footsteps glided across the floor, Then ‘were two coffins; and I missed Laura Snowden 

T heard sobs: faint at first, like deep-drawn sighs, ‘ from the mourners. 

and then becoming almost a wail, and violent. “The little green elves danced hither and 

The only words I hearu were, ‘God—God, take ¢ thither, the voices sounded like a distant hum, 

me too’—and these were brimming with anguish. ‘the features of the faces gradually receded, 

Then I was sure Frank was dead. The next day leaving plain, blank ivy leaves. I was awake.” 

BELL’S REVERY. 

BY KATE HARRINGTON. 

«‘ Wuat's the matter, Bell? Will no sweet friend tell 

Where remembrance this eve is straying? 

Thou hast sat as still as the ice-bound rill 

That sleeps ’neath the brow of yon snow-clad hill, 

Where the moonbeams in crowds are playing. 

“T have watched the smile that has crept the while 

O’er thy features, soft light diffusing; 

It appeared to start from thy warm, young heart, 

And to tremble thy ruby lips apart, 

Like a dew-drop through rose-leayes oozing.” 

As my words fell clear on the maiden’s ear, 

Lo! her thought-shaded brow grew lighter; 

And the smile broke out in a silvery shout 

That rippled away as she turned about, 
While her eye, as she spoke, waxed brighter. 

“Just a year to-night, ‘neath the moon’s soft light, 

(It was chilly, November weather ;) 

Did my footsteps wait at the garden-gate 

Till my lips touched those of my spirit-mate, 

While his hands pressed my own together. 

“T can ne’er forget, for it thrills me yet, 

The bliss of that first fond greeting; 
Though we breathed no word, still our hearts were 

stirred 

Where Love had lain like a frightened bird, 

Till they urged on our lips this meeting. 

$ “Oh! the joy that stole in my inmost soul 

As the pledge of his heart was given! 

3 Why, there seemed a lack in the sky’s broad track! 

$ For the moon and the stars all seemed gathered 

back 

To give me a glimpse of Heaven. 

SLPS. 

“ And the dewy sod, where my feet had trod, 

Seemed a-quiver from deep emotion; 

Like mad waves that dart, with a sudden start, 

$ And shatter their snow-white crests apart 

On the breast of the mighty ocean. 
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That have flowed toward each other ever; 

s When the waves in bands join their jeweled hands, 

’ And blended thus kiss the golden strands, 
| Gliding onward in one forever. 

‘ 

| “Ah! that joy was sweet as when waters meet 

“From that bliss unspoke I at length awoke, 
And since then, with our hearts united, 

We have moved along with the busy throng, 
* As happy and blest as the birds of song 

* Whose strains breathe of love requited. 
; 
§ 
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“Though he speaks with pride of his ‘bonnie bird, 
As he snatches the same soft greeting— 

Though pure joy seems still my glad heart to fill, 
; My soul ne’er wakes to the same wild thrill 

; ‘That she owned at the first fond meeting.” 
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Yes! I have longed for thee through the bright} And the red sunlight blending with its shading, 

Summer, 
While chasing bees among the honied flowers, 

Or listening softly to the spirit murmur 
Of leaves that shiver in the evening hours. 

Thou know’st I love thee! that each strong endeavor 

To breathe out life without thee is in vain! 

Though worlds divide us, they were vain to sever 

The love-tie woven in a deathless chain. 

’ ‘Thrills my wild heart like music’s joyous flow. 

How long will weary distance thus divide us, 

’ And the fond spirit call for thee in vain; 

And the warm angel, Hope, flit round beside us, 

To soothe and bless our hearts thro’ love’s sweet 

pain? 

Come to my cottage home, meet for a fairy 

That nestles in its sunshine joy to-day; 

Come back, beloved! New England vales are fading, Leave the far West whose bounding, trackless prairie 

Or growing brighter in the Autumn’s glow; Too long hath claimed thy presence and thy stay. 
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THE MOTHERLESS. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “8USY L——’S DIARY.” 

CHAPTER I. 3 could not wipe them for the little Thanksgiving 
Wirnovr, the gathering night was dark and ; budgets. So he let them fall with the rain that 

dreary. The rain beat upon the panes, the fell, and went forward toward his poor home. 

wind started and moaned, and sent whatevers$ Within, that is, within the gate and the doors 

shrubbery was near the house scraping along $6f the Headleys, was a handsome sitting-room, 

the clapboards. Dark as it was though and S where fine lemon-colored curtains were, and 
stormy, the poor went to and fro past the gate; bans in bloom; a mirror, and a few pictures 

many men, a few women; hurrying; carrying in heavy gilt frames; a large, fine-looking man 

little budgets that were for the coming Thanks- § of sixty, or thereabouts; with thin, soft, chesnut 

giving; having grateful, expectant hearts, some$and grey hair; delicately cut, although large 

of them; having weariness of limb and brooding 2 features; reading Carlyle aloud; and a woman 

care of the brain, others; and as they passed the 3 of the same age, probably; very pale and fair; 

large house where the bright gas-light streamed $ very little; with very little, thin curls and a be- 

out upon their path and upon the dark night, } coming blonde cap in pink trimming. She was 
having nearly all of them this one thought, $ engaged with some fine needle-work, listening to 

‘Yes, they can stay within, where the light and 3 the gentleman’s reading; or, at any rate, keeping 

the warmth are, and the rest they do not need. 2 still; although it may be that she was not listen- 

They don’t know, that in all this world—out of } ing, since her face had the same air of rather 

the novels and story-books, that is—the poor go 3 grave abstraction through all the passages. 
tramping as we do past their very gate. They 3 There sat, moreover, a woman much younger, 

don’t know how the bones can ache, and the considerably larger and of darker complexion; 

brains and heart grow heavy as if pounds and not so handsome, near, as her elder must have 

pounds of cold lead were pressing them down. ’ been in her young days; but with a strong, calm 

They don’t know that.”” But we wonder whether expression, as if her life were deep and well- 

the Headleys did not know about pains and}ordered. She listened. For her eyes kindled 

heaviness of the limbs, the heart, and the brain, } often, as she raised them to the reader’s face. 

We wonder whether Jesse Chapin was not Wiser’ Sometimes her brows fell, and she bowed her 

than the rest of the poor, when he went by with; head as if her soul were bowed by the bitter 
his little budgets of spices, sugar and crackers, $ woes and wrongs the author so bitterly de- 
thinking, with his eyes on the brightness Judge § nounced. The reader did not raise his eyes at 

Headley’s gas threw upon mist, rain-drops and} all. But his voice and his face changed often; 

wet pavement. ‘This is pleasant now! I like; and often he stopped a minute, or two, over a 
it! I don’t believe the judge’s folks like and strong passage to think and to feel. His face 

enjoy their part of the gas-light any better than} was thin, his voice not strong, and it had a 

I do mine. I don’t believe the judge is a hap-; pathos in it constantly, as if it were a habit that 

pier man than I am; unless he’s better con-} had been started and confirmed by some gentle, 

tented; and I guess he ain’t. For J ha’n’t the } long-living sorrow. Perhaps it had not; for one 
least idea that God has put anything into money ; sometimes hears that kind of tone in those who 

that is half so good as this that He puts into the 3 have never had suffering that the world could 

souls of some of us; since money can’t help us $ find, if it looked ever so narrowly; but who have 

to bear and endure. I know that it never does; { sadness in their hearts, far oftener than they 
for I’ve seen it and heard it said by them that} have joy; have it legitimately, out of their cou- 

knew. But this that is down here,” bringing : formation. 

his little parcels closer to his heart, ‘‘help us to —— 

bear everything. Or, it does better than this. : 

It makes us feel, if we are ever so hard put upon, : CHAPTER II. 

that we have nothing to bear. It’s all blessing, : Anove stairs at the judge’s, was a little cham- 

SSL LIS SS 

all glory, all peace, in the soul where God is!” 3 ber in white; very simple, very tidily kept; not 

Tears came, very grateful, happy ones; but he} so warm as the room below—for me register 
13 
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was a tiny one—not so bright. A young girl of § than anything else, working for you. Especially 

nineteen and a lad of seventeen, were thergy § if you are right here with me talking, or study- 

busily talking. The girl was very graceful; ; ing, or ” 

slender and delicate as a reed. She wore a ‘‘Or, doing nothing and saying nothing, I sup- 

gown of deep black; her best in the year of } pose,” interposed Johnny. “I know J don’t 

mourning for her mother, her next best now in; think much about the rest, if you’re only close 

the new year with the new mother. She wore} by. If you were dumb, and deaf, for that mat- 

her gown a little low in the neck; just a little. ter, and blind, I should rather be with you than 

There was just room for the narrow velvet riband } anybody else; now mother’s gone.” 

to have fair play upon the delicate throat. Her Tears filled Anna’s eyes. She called him, ‘A 

hair was light, lively and abundant; was always * dear boy,” and then went on with the sewing. 

beautifully dressed, as if she had taken slow ; For she found a rent where the button was torn 

pains with it. She was, on the whole, a lovely ; away, so that it was likely to take her a long 

girl. She had a whiter face than one often sees, time with her short stitches. 

where, at the same time, one sees so healthy a: ‘I'll tell you what I’ve been thinking about 

freshness diffused; and just enough of roundness $ to-day!” exclaimed Johnny, bringing in his new 

for the dimples to be setting back in her cheeks } subject with boy-like abruptness. 

whenever she smiled a little; or spoke, unless it ; ‘*What is it, Johnny?” 

was in a yery sad way. Her face was thought-: ‘‘I know what she (by ‘she’ meaning their 

ful and womanly, like the face of one who has } step-mother, as Anna knew) is driving at, send- 
seen many years; else a few, into which expe- ing you off to New London in this shabby way. 

riences uncommonly deep and sad have come. _} She may talk ever so long about ‘finishing Anna’s 
Her occupation suited her expression of early } education,’ about ‘patronizing the school,’ but I 

care. She sewed a button on her young brother’s } know what it’s for.” 
wristband. And, by-the-way, she was often sew- $ What do you think it is for, Johnny?” asked 

ing on buttons and stopping little rents for him; ; Anna, secing that he expected her to speak. 

for Johnny was ‘‘a tearing boy;” and the new} ‘Why,’ began he, bending a little toward 

mother did not watch his condition as the old 3 her, speaking in a low tone, as he mechanically 

one used todo. If she saw tears, or heard any § fingered the ends of her neck-riband, ‘the new 

thing about them, or about a button’s being $ agent, you know, Loxley his name is, is coming 

needed anywhere, she seemed not to have pa- j to Fisherville, Monday after Thanksgiving; and 

tience with it, Johnny thought. She lowered } coming here to board. Isn’t that queer, sis, that 

her brow, at any rate; a little; only a very little; } he is coming here to board? We never had a 
for she was a woman of delicate breeding, and, 3 boarder in the world, as I can remember.” 

without looking at Johnny, or fairly looking at “Oh, well, Johnny, you know how it was. He 
the despoiled garment, said, ‘I will see to it. met our mother and Abby at the mountains last 
Lay if down, if you please;” or ‘please show it ssummer. He don’t know anybody else here. He 

to Anna, Anna will see to it for you.” < don’t like a hotel; and so after what he said 

So he showed it to Anna. Soon he came to $ about disliking it, and about not knowing where 
show them first and only to Anna; and then soon, s he could go and feel at home, it was perfectly 

in the growing watchfulness, Anna was often the § natural that they should speak of his coming 

first to know what his need was. She sat down ; here; if pa would be willing. They said this; 
in her low chair, with her work-basket in hand, S for I heard our mother tell pa that they both 

and said, ‘*Come, Johnny, let me see to your $ wanted his wishes to be consulted before anything 

jacket,” before he knew, or remembered how he $ else. And pa was perfectly willing, Johnny. He 
tore it in the games at recess * said so.” 

“‘[ should think you'd be tired of it,” he said, ‘‘But he looks sober enough about it. He 

at the time in which we introduce him and Anna } needn’t—or, that is, I mean, if he says he is ° 

to our reader, ‘*Forever sewing and mending willing, he is, perhaps, because she wants it. 
for me, as if you were an old woman.” ’ But he don’t ever like to be obliged to talk and 

His face, so open and full of honesty, so con- take care of people. Our own mother knew it, 

tented, at the moment, showed that he had really ; and was careful on account of it. He wants to 
no burdensome fears of Anna’s being tired of it. ; think and read when he’s done with the office; 

He liked though to have the face come up from wants to more and more, don’t you see it? You 
the sewing and beam on him; loved dearly to : shake your head at everything. But he does. 

oa 

have her say, in the tones that sounded so silvery 3 He gets his slippers and gown on as soon as he 

and sweet to him, ‘‘ Johnny, dear, [ like it better ‘ gets into the house; takes uv his book and looks 
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as though he liked it.” Johnny would have run : care anything about it herself. She said she’d 

on, but Anna, taking a brush out of her table- ; rather, for her own part, eat what came handiest, 

drawer, set to work to arrange his hair; his} and have her time for fixing up the children’s 

beautiful, wavy hair, that was so like his own clothes. But she would ‘make Thanksgiving, 

mother’s, as good old Mrs. Abbot told him, § as ane called it, to please eesa and the chil- 

every time he ran in to see her. And this made $ dren.’ She is a good woman.” 

him run in often. He loved to hear it again, ‘*Yes, I think she is,” replied Johnny, grown 

again and again from her, that his hair and the 3 suddenly thoughtful, listening to Anna and see- 

upper part of his face were like his mother’s, } ing the tears in her eyes. ‘I thought so when 

and that he had her spirited but kind disposi- $ I was there, to-day. Her cheeks were as red as 

tion. Mrs. Abbott always said, at last, ‘‘Your } the fire in her brick oven—with all the heat and 

mouth and chin are like your father’s. And if} the hard work. Her baby waked and cried, 

you are as good and useful a man as he is, be- when I was there; and she hed to take that up 

sides being as kind-hearted and full of life as} ‘and hold it. But she didn’t mindit. She kept 

your mother was, you'll be the very best man § her eyes going from her baby to the brick oven; 

in Fisherville. And I believe you will. I think $ ‘from the brick oven to the stove-oven; she sat 
about it in the night sometimes, and see you as : in her low, old kitchen rocking-chair close by 

I think you'll be by the time you’ve doubled § it, you see; from the stove-oven to the chicken 

your years; and pray a little prayer for you, boiling on the top of the stove; this was for a 

Johnny, straight out of my heart, without think- ) chick’n-pie, the children said, snuffing the steam, 

ing of it beforehand, and setting myself abit: and they knew; from the chicken boiling to the 
it at all.’’ regiment of pies; and, lastly, from the reigment 

of pies to the regiment of children, to see how 

glad they were to join her good motherly smile 

CHAPTER It. ’ With their laughing; and then, lastly again, 

ArtTsR a silence, uncommonly long for Johnny, 3 looking down on her baby, tucking up its fat 
and in which he held close parley with the storm ¢ cheeks with her rough fingers, saying, ‘Gov— 

without, he began again. ‘Don’t you guess Pve } goy’ to it, looking up to me as if she were proud 

had a good time this day, sis?” said Johnny, ‘‘1 ; when the little rascal goved back again. Have 
was so glad, you see, to have school out! I felt} * you seen that baby, sis?” 

like driving my nose into everybody’s mess all ‘¢A good many times." 

over the village. Guess how many pies Mrs.; «Ain’t it a pretty little rascal? I'll tell you 
Jesse Chapin has baked for Thanksgiving.” one thing I thought when I was there to-day, 

‘“ Fifty,”? Anna replied. I thought that their home, all patched up as it 
‘George! what made you guess so near? } js, is more like home, a better place to children 

She’s made Eo TEEW 0 ‘Jest as many ’s there} and all, than this grand house is to us; any of 

is weeks in a year,’ the little Chapins are all} } Us; for this isn’t the best place that ever was 
saying. They look at the regiment of pies, in} for downright home-sort of comfort. Not for 
big plates and little, in whole plates and broken } any of us. And it is all her doing,” tipping his 

plates, all huddled on a table and bureau in the ? head a little in the down stairs direction. as 

kitchen; then run out through the open door, | ‘‘Don’t, Johnny!” begged Anna. ‘‘Let’s never, 

laughing, kicking up their heels, saying, ‘Jest’s $ ‘ never speak of it again! It makes me feel as if 

many pies as there is weeks ina year. Mother } I were false and deceitful—as I would not be for 

said so; an’ she knows a thing or two. She. my life, Johnny! talking or hearing you talk 
knows how ter make pies, I guess. Hurra for? against her here, and then treating her respect- 

pies and mother!’ Then they swing their old’ fully below. I wouldn’t say another word about 
caps; all but Tom. His ha’n’t any visor; and - it,” 

if he never cared for the want of it before, he : But in a little while Johnny came back to the 

did to-day. He was quite ashamed that he. subject that filled his thoughts. 

couldn’t swing his cap too, and hurra in a regu-; ‘What were we saying, sis, about your going 

lar way for ‘mother and all the pies!’ Ho,‘ to New London? Oh, I know! She wants 

Nan,” laughing in his heartiest way, ‘‘I wish} Loxley, you see, for Abby. I don’t wonder at 

you'd been there. I guess you’d have had some it, do you? for he’s the grandest-looking man 

fun.” § that’s been at Fisherville ever in my day. I 

*‘T would have helped Mrs Chapin. Poor } saw him, just saw him, the first time he was 
woman! doing so much to please her husband ; » here; and I thought that I would be just like 
and the children! She told me that she didn’t } him some day. You needn’t smile, Nan!— 

Vou. XXIX.—14 
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gracious! or pull my hair like that!” jumping, ; I shall be sick, if nothing else will happen.” He 

rubbing his hair into the completest disorder, } held both her hands now, twisting the long, 
pretending that he was outrageously hurt. | whit fingets, and keeping exultant eyes on her 

“Tl be just like him,” he added, Jaughing, and } quietly smiling face. 

once more giving his head up to Anna, “Til Anna said they must go down and sit with 

haye whiskers like his. George! I never saw the rest. He must show his hard Greek to pa, 

anything equal yet to his whiskers! did ever , s who could help him, she told him, secing to 

you?” ; < his jammed collar, meanwhile; she would ask 

Anna only laughed at him; and he went on, ; mother to show her about the flannel jacket she 

‘They have just the right sweep, you see,} was making, and, when she had shown her, 

round the chin. And just the right color. I$she would bring the backgammon-board for 

wonder if mine—if my hair, I mean, will ever } Abby to play with her. 

he as dark as his.” $ «J rather like Abby!” said the boy, at this 
Anna, never haying seen Mr. Loxley, could not $ stage of her plan. ‘And I know of somebody 

tell about it. But more to please Johnny by $ else who likes her; who likes her full as well as 

talking, than on account of any curiosity of her 3 he does her mother.” 
own, she asked him how dark Mr. Loxley’s hair} Anna knew by his expression that he was 

was. < going to say some audacious thing, or other, 
‘“*Why—George! I don’t know; for it isn’t § and dreaded it; for she had learned by this 

dark like anybody’s else. It’s dark dase time, that, say what he would, she was always 

like night, like darkness itself. JZ never saw$ obliged then, or after thinking about it, to 

anything like it, or half so grand in the hair- 3 admit, at least to herself, that there was truth 

and-whisker line. Then, you see, I'll have a} in it. 
stick like his; with a head that has some sense ‘‘Come, Johnny, naughty boy, let’s go down,” 

to it. I'll carry it, as he does his. He carries 3 said she, to cut off all farther communication, 

his, as if he and his cane were friends and and she attempted to rise; but he held her back. 

always had been. I'll tell you, Nan, he’s 4 ‘No, no!” begged he, “I want to just ask 

~_ 

cute. I want him for—for myself, child; no you if you 2. 

need of head-shakings as if you were my grand- “Ts it something that it is right and proper 

ma’am. She wants him for Abby. I know she: for you to ask, Johnny, dear?” interrupted 

does by one particular look she has round the 3 Anna, looking with kind eyes in his face. 

mouth every time she speaks about him, and no} Johnny was a little ashamed before the pure, 

other time. She hadn’t this look, she didn’t } questioning glance. To be rid of both the 

begin, all at once, to talk about your going to} shame and the glance together, he came with 

New London to school, when Peters came. Anda jump to his feet, releasing Anna’s hands; and, 

he was as great a catch as Loxley; he was so} with his arm across her shoulders, taking her 

rich, you see; only Peters was engaged, and she along toward the chamber door. ‘‘At any 

knew it.” rate,” said he, pausing with his hand on the 

‘Oh, Johnny!’ coaxed Anna, “I wouldn’t  door-latch, and now with honest, fear-naught 

talk about it in this way, if I were you. I2 eyes on Anna’s, ‘‘others, even the best, aren’t 

wouldn’t think about it at all. Our mother is 3 ashamed to feel it. I suppose they can’t very 

lady-like and kind; and well help feeling it, under the circumstances. 

‘‘And like our own mother to you and to } And I ain’t ashamed to know it, to think about 

me?” interposed Johnny. ‘‘Can you say this?” $ it, and to want to know whether my blessed 

‘‘No.. This she can’t be. She is one, with’ sister Nan sees it. For neither can I help that, 

one kind of manner; our own dear, dear mother Sunder the circumstances. And what I can’t 

was another, with another kind of manner.” } under any given set of circumstances, help 

Anna, in spite of the hesitation she made to} doing, I will never be ashamed of. That is,” 

gather firmness, had choking breath and dewy he added, for he understood the implication of 

eyes. She hoped that Johnny would not mind! his recent shame-facedness in Anna’s eyes, 

it; that he would know nothing of the aching} ‘‘after I’ve had time to gather my forces, if 

heart. But he did. She knew that he did, { they happen to be scattered any way. So I say 

when she felt him nestling closer to her and} now, sis, that it would be right and proper for 

laying his hand so gently on her wrist. ‘me to ask what I was going to; and that I oe 
‘¢Well,” said he, with a long breath and a} do it—some time.” 

rising inflexion on the word. ‘‘I hope seas: He turned himself and her round to make 
thing will turn up so that you can’t go. I hope? bows to the empty room; and then went down 
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with her, talking up smartly by the way, about} jealousies, the well-studied stratagems; strata- his ‘*tremendous hard lesson.” ‘gems to effect this or that, to defeat this or 
‘that. But instead of holding the self-reproaches 
to her until she could lay them down close by a CHAPTER Iv. \ better life, she let them off with the miserable “Patuer!” said Johnny, with something of 3 plea, ‘Well, it was surely natural and unayoid- the old, free manner of his own mother’s time. } able that she should love her own best. It was He had one hand behind him shutting the door; | perfectly natural that she should use efforts to with the other he held his Homer out a little } bring her husband and her daughter, the two from him, toward his father. «J guess you} that she loved best, into the familiar and dear never saw such a hard lesson as I have got for } relation of the own father and child. The judge to-morrow. 1 know you never did. Tl show ; loved his own children well enough, already. it to you.” Be course he did. One could see that plainly 

His father smiled, as Johnny had not seen} enough; and one would know that it must be so, him smile on him, not when his step-mother } even if they did not see it. She had, there- was close by, for many a day, as he held out his : fore, no duty in that direction; but she had ane 
hand for the book, and said, “Let me see it, in the direction of making him love the strange 
Johnny. Let me see if I didn’t come upon the } child in his house. She owed the duty as much 
same, once, when I was a shaver like you.” } to him—she owed it, in fact to all in the family ; 
Without looking at Johnny’s lesson, but looking for the whole family would be so much the more 
over to Abby, who was drawing Anna’s chair as} at ease together, if her daughter felt like a 
close as she could to her own, he shut the book ; daughter indeed, not like an alien in the house.” 
with his finger in the place and told Johnny he Still as she ordinarily was, busy as she kept 
would dare say he knew what lessonit was. } herself bending so much over her sewing, she 
Was it not where Paris did thus and so, aud} was an energetic little woman, who was not 
Achilles so and thus? ; likely, at any time, to lay by a train of reason- 

‘Yes? George! if that wasn’t a hit in father! | ing like this, until she could take hold of a con- 
wasn’t it, sis? wasn’t it, Abby?” And what a$ sonant train of action. It happened, therefore, 
beaming face was that he turned round on the : especially in the pleasant, early autumnal time 
girls! Johnny was certainly a handsome boy. } that immediately followed her marriage, that 
He would have been, with features and com- they rode often, the judge, Mrs. Headley, and 
plexion far less agreeable, his expression was so} talker—unless it was upon matters of societ ; 
full of animation, so sincere. Abby. Now, as Mrs. Headley was really no 

He turned his face too, on his mother. But dress, or occupation, such as sewing, and cake 
she didn’t see it. Pity she did not. Pity she ; pastry-making—as the judge never opened his 
did not oftener look upon him and Anna! She: lips upon these matters at all, she got along, at 
must have felt for them, in time, if she had; for; the same time getting Abby along, as she soon 
she would often have seen their looks appealing saw, in the judge’s estimation, by setting them to 
to hers for—for something, oh, for something in talking upon some of their favorite themes; the 
hers that should make the rooms, the meals, the } very themes—only varied a little in particulars, 
evenings and their dear father seem to them as} as they must be in times so different—that her 
they used to. Their hearts so often longed and $ former husband and Abby used so often to be 
ached for this, turning always in the longing ; discussing. Then they talked and talked, as if 
and the pain to their step-mother! She could} they could go on talking forever; and would, 
have read this easily enough in their young} gladly, if nobody came near them to thrust 
faces, if her eyes had not always been studi- : their foreign words in between them. They did 
ously in some other direction. Seeing it, she j not forget her, however. They often paused, 
would have pitied them, and been kind— ; with an expression of the pleasure they had 

$ shared in common, still lingering on their faces, 
really and heartily kind to them, like an gras 
mother, we mean. Then they must have loved looked out upon the landscape and made re- 
her and clung to her. And then must she have $ marks directly to her upon the beauty or the 
loved them. She thought of this, often herself; } abundance they saw. 
feeling that she would take more comfort, ifshe} But something that they saw whenever they 
were daily and hourly paying loving and willing : looked, made them think of something they had 
service alike to them all. She knew, feeling it $ heard, or read, or felt, so that straightway the 
painfully enough, at times, that her life was, two fell again into the old strain of ever-graye, 
at least, half-spoiled, by the little watchful, ¢ albeit ever-cheerful conversation. 
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They generally rode when Anna and Johnny } comfortable for her mother by suggestions about 

were at school. One day, long before this } removing her warm shawl; when she saw this 

Thanksgiving eve, that Anna was at home when fail, by trying to engage the judge and Anna in 

they were going out, Abby turned quite away ‘conyersation. The judge and Anna tried to help 

from her mother, and, busied with drawing on ‘her effort. But they had neither spirit nor col- 

her glove, said, ‘‘Anna—why can’t Anna go} lectedness of mind for it; and so it was, that 

with us? I'll sit on thefront seat, or anywhere, they came, after awhile, to ride mostly in silence; 

if she can go,” mocked, all of them, and rebuked, by the sun 

The judge looked pleased, as both Mrs. shedding its steady, genial light, and by the birds 

Headley and Anna saw, in the quick glance { singing and hopping on every tree-top and eyery 

they gave. But he did not speak. He turned : bush, 

the papers over on the table, with his ear bent } Mrs. Headley’s headache grew worse by-the- 

a little toward his wife, as if he were listening} way. She spoke of that occasionally after the 

for what she would say. Finding that they all } rest became so silent; spoke of her sorrow that 

waited for her to speak, feeling that now Abby’s {it should so suddenly come on to spoil her ride. 

eyes were fixed upon her with the rebuke in ‘ And she feared the rest would not enjoy it so 

them that she had not the courage to meet, she ‘well. She hoped they would, she said, with her 

too worked at her gloves, unrolling them with { head bent on her hand; for the judge drove very 

neryous fingers; and, at the same time, she { slow; in part because her most palpable repul- 

cleared her throat to say, ‘It’s as her father } sion toward Anna had been a torpid, benumbing 

says, of course, Abby. Of course we—of course of his flesh and all his faculties; and in part out 

there is plenty of room, if she has her lessons.” } of his respect for her headache. 

Her old trick of speaking, whenever she was : 

saying an ungracious thing, directly to one, se 

directly to another, or to others, without raising g CHAPTER V. 

her eyes to one, or to the others. She Wass THERE were no more pleasant rides for a week 

working at her gloves all the while, and until } or two; no more really pleasant hours, when the 

it was settled by Abby’s appealing directly to { mind was fresh and unincumbered; not even be- 

the judge and to Anna, that Anna should go. S tween the judge and Abby, over their beloved 

Anna, poor child, was tearful and anxious} reading and discussion. Mrs. Headley leaned 

about it; but glad to go. She ran to throw on Sher head on her hand, even at table, and com- 

her bonnet and shawl; Abby ran to help her. ‘plained of headache and of the heat. Those 

They came back tripping as they went; and } were bland and beautiful September days; but 

with merry words. They sprang lightly into ‘the hot blood of impatience and self-reproach 

the carriage, upon a touch of the judge’s hand. ’ commingled, was in all her veins, making it a 

Their hearts were warm toward each other, } burden and a wretchedness at times to live. 

toward him. His heart was warm toward them. The judge was in his office nearly all the time. 

Each had passing visions of a future there in} He sat a few minutes at table, after the meal was 

their home, in which the heart of each might sore mentioning an item or two—of steamboat 

constantly be warm and loving toward all the 3 or railroad disaster generally—that he had seen 

rest. But it was all spoiled, when, upon being in that day’s paper; looked at the plants, per- 

fairly seated, they turned their faces to Mrs. } haps, on leaving the table; but in a way as if 

Headley. She was not looking at them. She } seeing them, he still saw them not; watched a 

had not been, from the beginning. She was} moment how the canary ‘‘poured her throat;” 

drawing her shawl round, as if Anna troubled } said he believed he must be going to his office, 

her sitting on it; and her skirts, too, Anna’s pond with languid steps went. 

feet would beon them. And when this was over, } Abby said little; and the least to her mother 

she shrugged her shoulders laboriously, as if ; of all. She had heavy eyes, a pale face and 

Anna crowded her. She shrugged them often {restless feet, taking her through the rooms one 

after they started, drawing long breaths and ‘ after another, from window to window; out into 

complaining of heat; pretty soon of the head-} the garden, into the orchard—oh, one way and 

ache; finishing with the wish that she had } another, seeking everywhere, finding nowhere. 

stayed at home. ’ She was less restless when the judge came. Her 

Abby was angry toward her mother. Her face brightened a little, and took the expression 

eyes shone, the hot blood was ready to come { as if she were listening, waiting for good to come. 

through her cheeks. She tried hard though to But it did not come. He went. And again came 

make the best of it; tried first to make it more the pallor to her face, the restlessness to her feet. 
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She avoided meeting ‘poor, dear little Anna;”’ the fingers; a quick kiss upon the lips or brow; 

this is what she called her over and over again } or a few, a very few words, tenderly modulated 

in her thoughts, and once aloud to her mother. } as if she loved her. The judge came upon them 

But she was sorry when she saw, as she did { one day just in season to hear Abby say to Anna, 

afterward by the red eyes, that her mother had (as she smiled and touched her lips to her fore- 

been crying about it. She avoided meeting } ‘head, You're a dear girl! You're the best girl 

Anna, because she did not know how to carry } ‘in the house!” to hear Anna reply, with a grate- 

herself toward her, under the existing state of {ful face, ‘*No; Z know who is the best girl in 

feeling in the house; did not know what to say the house. It is you.” 

to her, or how to say it; so that she annoyed } 

herself, and she had no doubt she did Anna, by 

every one of her attempts at friendliness. More- CHAPTER VI. 
over, she felt as though it were un implied re-$ Jounny’s heart ached for Anna, day and night, 

proach against her mother, that both Anna and 3 when she first went away; so that an expression 

her mother felt it so whenever she paid the ; of the pain was almost constantly on all his fea- 

former any direct attentions. So she dropped § ‘tures, as well as in the bowed head, the languid 

Anna as she had dropped the judge, and every $ movement. He sat down to the table when meal- 
thing, to wait for the time when the bird with time came along; to be rid of questioning, or 

the downy wing, the bird called Peace, would‘ observation. He did not want to eat. His heart 

come once more settling down in their midst. s was hard against the beautiful table, the rich 

Anna was at school, or in her own room, with } dishes that would melt in one’s mouth; against 

her studies or drawing, nearly all the day; the smiling faces, the part-talking tongues that 

nearly all the evening, unless she had an engage- § had had so few pleasant looks, so few gracious 

ment out with some of the classes. She had $ words for Anna when she was there, that had so 

Johnny to be company and comfort for her there. | few for him now she was gone, and he so alone, 

She had, too, the necessity which was wholesome S 50 depressed, that he longed sometimes to be in 

for her, of putting back whatever pain was set- $ the quiet grave with his mother. Even Loxley’s 

tling on her heart, whatever tears were gushing 3 charms had somehow faded quite away; whether 

hotly to her eyes; for Johnny must not know, } for want of a positively meritorious quality of 

must not even suspect, what she had to bear in } their own, or because everything seemed to him 

that day’s ride, on the same seat with their step- faded and poor, since Anna went, poor Johnny 

mother. $ could not determine. 
But time mended matters, as time often does. ‘*Poh!” wrote he to Anna, when she had been 

It could not make it exactly as if the unkindness 3 several weeks gone, ‘‘this nice fellow, Loxley, 

had never fallen, the sorrow never sprung up. $isn’t so very nice after all. He’s handsome, I 

This no thing earthly or heavenly could do, so $ suppose. I suppose a man must be handsome, 
that the regret, the pain under one modification when, if you look all day, you can’t find any 

or another, would not sometimes turn again upon Se in him. That is, in his face, form, hair, 

them to rend them. Every one who has wronged § whiskers, gait, walking-stick, dress, or anything. 

another in whatever degree knows this, if one has I don’t like his voice though, or his expression. 

been ever so repentant, ever so lavishly forgiven. § They are both silly. I don’t think Abby likes 

It was over so far that Mrs. Headley’s head- } them ; or that our father does. But she is 

ache was gone; so that she again looked cheer- ; strained up all the time about him. She makes 

fully about her, keeping her little curls quivering. {remarks to Abby, praising him as soon as he 

She still was not at all familiar toward Anna; 3 goes out. Abby don’t speak; and the least of 

but she noticed her oftener, and with greater } all curls is in the middle of her upper lip. 

kindness than before their unfortunate ride to- ‘< Apropos, Abby told me to tell you that she 
gether. She was sparing of all her demonstra- $ loves you, and wants to see you. Ain’t she good, 

tions in that quarter before the judge, however; * when she dares to be, for her? 

for all her little, fretful jealousies were roused ‘Our father stays in the office more since 

by seeing that the least friendly attention toward $ Loxley came. He tries to make some talk with 
the girl in his presence, was sufficient to put him him at table; but he can’t, if he dies for it; 

in an easy-chair (speaking by a figure, that is,) 3 : Loxley is such a poor thing by the side of father. 

the rest of that day; perhaps for many days. pT think our father has a great deal of real dig- 

Abby was not much with Anna; but she often 3 nity, don’t you, darling sis? I mean to be like 

had some gentle endearment for her, when they 3 him. Iwas a fool in my dream of being a second 

met in any of the rooms or passages; a clasp of } Loxley. 
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‘Loxley can talk with her all day about what: ‘The term’s half out! Did you know it? 

kind of puddings, salads, friccasees, sauces, and ; Write every day or two. Be sure! I shouldn’t 

so on, they like; and how they like to see a table } know what to do in the evenings, after all my 
set out. He arate speaks of her dishes and her 3 lessons are got, if I couldn’t write to you one 

table as sublimities, in their way. He calls it} evening, and read over as much as once, a letter 

‘grand!’ the way she does things. Ugh! what } from you, the next. 

fools there are here in this world, who might be} ‘Good-bye. Remember! I’m going to be fit and 

men! ready to have a home of my own, by-and-bye. 

‘In the evening, he can talk about the beau- $ I’m not going to be married; (I mean it, when I 

ties and rare ones they met at the Mountains, last } say it, sis; I never say anything more sincerely 
summer. And you'd laugh—if you weren’t too; than this.) You’re not going to be married. 

much disgusted—to see how he looks over to 3 But we’re going to keep the home together. I’m 

Abby and sighs his, ‘But I, for one, shouldn’t ; going to bring home things; you’re going to cook 

be likely to go off hunting up any of these beau- : and arrange them. We’re going to live simply— 

ties; (although I have the address of most of } so as to have an easy time and save money for 

them; and in their own handwriting too, as I} \ other things; old Trim and Kit are going to live 

could show, if I chose) I should try to get a wife 3 \ with us and have cushions of their own, which 

with the capital home-qualities you’ve got, Mrs. ; must be embroidered with trees, cottages, and 
Headley.’ And then he adds something like this, country roads. 

‘When I find a girl who is willing to marry me, ‘In passing, don’t be thinking that I’m going 
I guess I'll bring her here to you, to have her } to make you work too hard, what with the cook- 
education finished.’ He laughs here; so does ing, the embroidery, and so on; don’t you know? 
she, as if he had done a first-rate witticism. We’re going to live so simply! to have so few 

‘Abby don’t look up from whatever she’s ; dishes! don’t you see? I do; and I will tell you 
reading, or sewing. But she’s mad, I know she } all about it, when the time comes. 
is sometimes, when she hears Loxley ne ‘Dear father, a dear, good, dignified old man 
about what he could tell of this and that young 3 with white hair, he’ll be, by-and-bye, won’t he, 
lady, if he chose. How partial she was to him, 3 sissy? he shall find such quiet comfort in our 
sis; that’s what the coxcomb meant. Ilow this $ rooms, such sunny warmth in the winter, such 
one—why, actually sent him a letter! he may $green coolness in the summer, that he’ll be 
as well out with it at once. How that one was 3 coming in to sit often and rest with us. For, 

a modest little creature, who always blushed : you see, ’m going to settle down, right here 

whenever he met her, or spoke to her; but her § where the places are that you and I like so well. 
brother it was who let him into a secret of too $ She shall come in too; I’ll prescribe low diet— 
delicate a nature to be named. He could never 3 such as mush, white sugar, and cream, and pul- 
forgive himself, he said, with a solemn phiz, if satilla, for her nervous tension; I'll be kind to 
he were to make any indelicate uses of any ; her, but very plain-hearted; and she shall love 
young lady’s partiality to him. Ugh! : us. We will love her, and weep sincere tears for 

‘But I’m glad he’s what he is, for two reasons. : her, when, at last, if God spares us longest, we 
Seeing him beside our father, makes me know 3 lay her to rest by the side of our own mother. 
what a grand thing it is to bea man; whata ‘*God help me, and this turns out to be no 
miserable thing to be a fool. I’m all the more $ mere dream! God help you, sissy, to fill up 
determined to be a man, seeing it. And I hope your hours with contentment and goodness. As 
she'll see how useless all such managing ways as $I know He will. And so, with a new feeling of 
her own are apt to be; and be content some time $ content, myself, I say, good-bye, once more—the 
to get hold of a lady-like quiet like our own 3 third time, I believe—and tell you that I am, as 
mother’s, for herself, and to let affairs go on as : ever, Your loving brother, JOHNNY.” 
God wills. For I rather think they will go as 

He wills, in the end; if she pulls and works in 
ever so strenuous a way. CHAPTER VII, 

“Good-bye, darling, I am getting better con-} ‘‘I’vz mastered her, you see!”” wrote Johnny, 
tented. I feel better than I did; for I don’t eat <near the close of Anna’s term at New London. 
a great deal; nor any of the rich stuff. I’m’ ‘I did it with truth, at once the simplest and 
soing to be a doctor, you see; and I must get$the mightiest agent in human action,-as I take 
used to an example that shall agree with the sj it. 
theories I shall by-and-bye be scattering right; “J told you our father was going to Boston 
and left. ‘to-day. Loxley has gone too. Not to Boston 
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He never goes the same way that father does. { see to that affair. Or, better than that, you shall, 

He’s gone off Ogdensburgh way, on railroad when you come. This next vacation, you must 

business; is going to be gone several days. He : go in to stay a day or two with the Prestons; 

should return as soon as he could possibly, he : then it can be done, perhaps. Although it is a 

said, putting upon the outside an expression of i delicate matter to meddle with, isn’t it? 

quite a tender regret. The days would be long, { ‘Well, our father and Loxley were gone to- 

he said; speaking, by-the-way, to our step-!day, as I have told you. And this afternoon 

mother. Abby was there, though, trimming the Abby went by the cars to Merrimac. A letter 

plants. He hoped they would be long to at least } had just come saying that her—that our step- 

one—looking over to Abby’s side of the room— > mother’s sister, Mrs. Badger, is very sick. So 

beside himself. Perhaps he flattered himself you see she and I were the only two in the house 

though! ‘Don’t let Abby quite forget me, if she’s Sat supper-time. Except Bridget, of course. I 

inclined to; will you, Mrs. Headley?’ he said, < knew she would be nervous over it. She is always 

at last, buttoning his overcoat up to his throat. {uneasy if we happen to be left alone a minute 

‘She laughed her little laugh, that set her ; So I made up my mind before I went down, that 
little curls to quivering; looked from him to § : I would see if I couldn’t put the foolishness away 

Abby, from Abby back to him, assuring him $ , ‘from between us, so that we could look at each 

that she would find ¢ha/ an easy thing to do; an ; other, and talk as if we knew some thing. Bridget 

easy thing. He would please himself with hoping : had put my plate in the place it has when they 

so, he said; shook hands with her and Abby; and sare all here. Our father’s was vacant. She was 

I was glad for Abby’s sake to see that his hand 3 just sitting down when I went in. Well, I went 

had to go the whole way to hers; then he went. in, in the old, easy way. I know I did; for my 

Not so much as saying, ‘Good morning, sir,’ to { purpose made me feel easy. It was a good one; 

me. He looked at me steadily as he was going $I was ready, if it came round to that, to show 

out, tipped his head and eyelids, the least in the : all that was in my heart toward her.- I liked 

world, and that was as much as he ever does, ¢ her, someway, for the first time; because I saw 

when she is about. He is the completest toad- { her there alone, a woman, Leronone: and because 

eater! If he sees me out anywhere, he talks I knew she was uneasy before me. 

with me—about ‘my sister at New London.’ He} ‘‘‘See!’ said I, speaking as I felt, in a lively, 

has heard she is young and a charming girl, he {pleasant way. ‘I’m going to sit in my father’s 

said, one day. I told him coolly that ‘she is.’ ; place, wouldn’t you?’ Atthe same time I was 

He wished, another day, ‘that my sister he had } slipping my plate and chair round to sit down; 

heard so much about, would come home, for a $ doing it without looking at her, you see. I was 

few days. He wanted to see her. But he was ; too busy. Besides I was going through with 

expecting to be in considerable danger, when she what I had began. I was not going before- 

came, judging from what he had been told of her ¢ hand to question one of her looks, even by one 

beauty.’ {Took of mine. But I knew that the face she 
“T said, ‘Humph, sir!’ Not loud enough for { raised to mine, although a little surprised, was 

him to hear though, I suppose. You see I felt } not a displeased one. 

the utmost contempt toward him; for, besides; ‘While she was at work doing something to 

his attentions to our Abby, he is engaged, or has $ the tea-things, I drew the preserve-dishes x 
been, very lately, to a young lady at Fall River. } little nearer and said—still without looking 

Mrs. Flint knows it to be a fact, for a conductor Sat her, although I could have looked at her 

who knew about it told her husband. But this $ honestly enough; but thought she’d feel beiter 

is a secret, mem. I should tell it to Abby, if I:if I didn’t, ‘Which will you have, mother?’ 

saw any need of it. But I don’t. $ Mother! how good the word seemed to me, as 

‘‘Then, every time he goes into Concord, he 3 it went over my lips! and the echo of it down 

spends more or less time with a Miss Howan- }in my heart, after I had spoken it, was good. I 
dish, whose father is teacher of the German and { didn’t look at her then. I knew though that 

Spanish there. You've heard of him. I guess 3} her face brightened; for it seemed to me that 

you’ve seen her, upon a second thought; at one Sac halo was all at once about her. She would 

of the levees there, last summer; don’t you re- have quince, if I pleased, she said; and with a 

member? I do. She was a young thing, very } good voice, sissy dear; such & voice as we never 

pretty, lremember; and dressed a little quaintly, ; any of us heard in her before, I fancy. We 

some way. We thought her dress very becoming, { were quite silent a minute or two, as I helped 

though. And I remember we said her expression pe to preserves, she me to tea. Then I said, 

was as simple and innocent as a child’s. I shall‘ sipping my tea, ‘This great house will be dull 
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to you while they’re all gone?’ ‘No, 1 guess;here at F , for the boys who have this 

not.’ And this time she smiled, as I had seen } » heaviest of all wants, the want of a home that 

her smile on Abby, a few times, perhaps; put iis indeed home. I’ve thought many a time, 

never before on me: not by a great deal. ‘If 3 when I was in wt Mr. Chapin’s and other very 

you liked me right well, as I am sure I should > poor, cramped-up places, that it was pleasant 

you, if you did like me—it would be different; } there. That I should rather be one of their 

you wouldn’t miss others so much, and feel as } boys, and live there where the open, smiling 

if there wasn’t anybody left, when the last— ‘ faces were, and the love of all for all, than to 

when Abby went.’ She the boy I was, in this great, fine house, that 

‘**] looked down into my tea this time, to hide } was so cold and empty. 
the tears, that I’m not the least ashamed toown,} ‘‘I do thank God, sis, as I never, never did 

filed my eyes up as full as they well could, } before, for anything, that it is over. We shall 

without running over. ‘I do like you,’ she { have troubles after this, of one kind or another. 
said, after a patise, ‘if you want me to; if you ‘I am not so foolish as to believe, that, because 

like me any. Mrs. Powers told me long ago, when ‘ one dark cloud has passed from our sun, another 

I first came here, it was the very first week, that} cannot come. The same never can. That’s 
you didn’t; that you said the same as tosay you} good. If we all love each other and have a 
neyer meant to.’ Of course I denied ever saying { bright home to come to, we can get along with 

anything of the kind to Mrs. Powers or anybody. the rest. As true as I live, sissy, I would rather 

Whatever I might have said—not so soon as the $ any of our family would die, I would rather die 

first week, but as soon as I knew how different ‘ten deaths myself, if that were possible for one 

it was to be here with you and me, to what it § boy to do, than to live with any one of the family, 

used to be—how we were motherless still, the § 1 mean who dislikes me, whom I must dislike. 
same as before she came, if I hadn’t had a} “Good night, sissy. God love you. 

prudent, gentle sister to be a help to me, I} ** Thursday evening. 
don’t know. Ido know that, as it was, I never} ‘*Ah, I know, sissy! This is the time when 

have said, or insinuated one word against her, } your dear eyes ought to be on this letter in- 

except to yourself. J told her so; told her all} stead of mine, Iwas intending to be up early 

this that I have just written. Soshe knew from }and finish it right off this morning, you see. 

that, that you hadn’t allowed me to find fault { But I slept late; Bridget had breakfast early on 

with her, even to you. s account of some great work at putting the house 

‘Then she told me, as I could see, a good } in order, she had to do while the folks are gone. 

deal sorry for what she had done, that Mrs. } So that the bell rang just I was going to put 

Powers madeé her believe that you, too, precious } my pen to the paper. 

darling, were bitter toward her; were deter- ‘You know our good father always has so 

mined not to like her, even before she came. } much stepping about to do in the morning, 

And she eried as she told me this; as true as $ seeing to what is wanted for the day and so on! 

you live she did. I was willing; for I thought ; > Well, would I help her do this? our mother 

there was reason. But, I thought, as she sat } }asked me as we left the table. Would I just 

wiping her eyes, that she should shed no more } see to the furnace a little, if it wouldn’t trouble 

tears of the kind; that the future should never } me too much, and the dear little woman really 

cost her any, if I, and you, and allof us together } made her requests as if she were half-afraid, 

could help it. (By-the-way, you know, we have } until she saw how glad I was to be going right 

seen that Mrs. Powers has been here often, and} and left, doing this and that, just as I used 

that this mother gave her things, just as our} to. Would I go up stairs, she asked, with 

own mother gaye them to Mrs. Bates; because ‘her. She wanted to know, she said, on our 

she was a more industrious woman, besides} way up, what J thought about doing so and 

being a poorer one.) } $0 with Anna’s chamber. We thought just 

‘But it was bed-time when Icame up. You)! alike, Nanny; but I shan’t tell you what we 
see if I write another word to-night. Only this, } thought. You see it’s to be all done before you 

that I wish you knew this very minute how ; come, ‘that she may have a pleasant surprise,’ 

thankful I feel—more for you than for myself, ‘our mother said. (You see how, like a boy of 
dear one; for I, as a man, almost, could rough ten, I am contributing to your surprise; but I 

it some way. But nobody but God knows how } thought you'd better be a little prepared to see 

I have pitied you. Nobody but He knows how, } change; and that you’d better know at once 

but for you, it might have kept me angry, and ; how kindly she is setting herself to work for 

half-spoilt me; with all the temptations that are you.) 
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‘¢] hadn’t time, then, to write this morning. ; you?—to he hoping and planning where one 

At noon I brought home Dr. Judson’s Memoirs. ‘ can’t really accomplish anything, and where there 

I had read them before, as you know. I wanted ; is no need of accomplishing anything. You've 

to rend them to our mother. I wanted her to {done your part in helping to make your son the 

see this one excellence in the life of the doctor } fine fellow he is. Now you can be easy about 

and his last two wives, that to me seems the $ the rest, trusting him entirely to make his own 

crowning one of all. Or, at least, I think they ’ choices in all things. This will take one care 

were as great, as far above all our common men Saway: and this is worth something, isn’t it, 

and women, in the candid and lofty appreciation } mother, here where there are so many cares?’ 

in which they living held each other and the: ‘You will wonder, perhaps, how the boy you 

dead, as they were in their devotion to the mis- have seen so still before her always, could say 

sionary cause. They were great in this cause; ‘this so easily. But I’ve thought and felt a good 

I haven’t words to tell how sublime a thing it } deal here in this still, out-of-the-way room, since 

seemed to me living a life like Dr. Judson’s. 1; your face of light has been so far from me. I 

want our mother to feel it allasIdo. I want; was so sick down in my very soul, for awhile, 

her to feel as I do that Emily Judson was as} you see! Especially when the wind and the 

great a woman in rising away above every temp- ’ storm were beating about this part of the house. 

tation to envy, jealousy, and the like poor pas- } I needed comfort so much that I prayed to God; 

sions that so naturally try the second or third ; for I had no one else, I thought of Jesus and 

wife, and the step-mother, ah, sissy, mine, that ; read about Him. Well, God heard me. I seemed 

she was as great in this as mortal woman can * to know that He did, and that He came very 

be, let her be in what cause she may. Our near His child. I seemed to feel the spirit of 

father will feel it. He'll see all the glory of it Christ mixing with my spirit, making it very 

at once. I hope Abby will come. She will feel gentle and very knowing too. And when one 

it. Pretty soon you will come, darling. Then has felt this, or, that is, when one feels it, one 

we will all read and talk about it, and gather up is ready for the truth that needs to be spoken; 

the spirit of the Judsons, for our own hearts and | and ready to speak it in such a manner thatit is 

lives. I suppose it is the true spirit of Him who $ sure to accomplish something. I knew when I 

was always so gentle and noble, Christ. You took hold of our mother, that I could do some- 

see, sissy, dear, I mean to bea Christian. Not $ thing, just as well as I know now, that I have 

just to join the church, to partake the sacra- done something. 

ment once a month, to go to church regularly § ‘<A letter came to-day from Abby. I brought 

and ‘help the cause;’ but to be great; great in 3 it in when I came from school. Mrs. Badger 

my smallest thoughts and actions. I hope God was quite sick, our mother said, as she read; 

‘and Abby wanted to stay awhile to take care of 
will help me. 

| her. We took our places at table as soon as she 
‘<Qur mother mentioned her son to me to- 

night. She has never before seemed to feel that § had done reading. ‘I don’t exactly want her to 

he is anything to me, or I to him. She brought 3 stay,’ said our mother, with a shade of the old 

a bundle of his letters, and read to me from abstraction on her face. ‘Because you will miss 

them. He must be a grand fellow; like Abby, § her here?’ I asked. ‘Not so much that,’ drop- 

I should think; and our mother said he is. Said 3 ping her eyes. ‘I was thinking—you know Mr. 

she, as she was folding a letter, ‘I’ve been in $ Loxley thinks a good deal of having her here. 

hopes he would come this way this season to } He will be back in a day or two, I suppose.’ ‘I 

stay. He has money enough; he must have { would never mind that,’ I replied. ‘you will 

seen enough of the country, by this time, to be } have—what part will you have, mother?’ I was 

willing to settle down. I’ve been in hopes he helping her to friccaseed chicken, you see. ‘T 

would marry Hetty Badger, a pretty niece of my § would leave Abby to do what she feels it right 

brother-in-law. But I don’t know.’ ‘for her to do, letting all the rest take care of 

‘¢¢No, mother, you don’t know,’ said I, mean- { itself.’ ‘How do you like Mr. Loxley? what do 

ing to snap one fibre of this managing propensity ; you think of him?’ asked our mother, after a 

of hers that holds her so close to the earth. I} pause. She had her eyes on the wing she was 

think she would be so much nobler, you see, if < dividing. ‘TI like him well enough as a boarder. 

she’d go above it entirely. I felt it that moment, : But, if he thinks of Abby, he thinks of one who 

how much nobler she’d be; for the old, uneasy 3s too far above him ever to be got hold of by 

oxpression came back to her face and manners, ; him. In my opinion. Have some more of the 

as she said it. ‘And I wouldn’t care about it,’ | sauce, mother, won't you?’ ‘LI imagine you are 

I added; ‘I don’t think it is well for one—do ‘right about it,’ she said, thoughtfully, after she 
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had held her plate for the sauce. ‘There’s {is over, And then I felt for our mother, and 
something about him, now I allow myself to} told her that I did. 
think, that makes one feel as if he were not } “She was afraid that we could never forgive 
altogether true and sincere in his life. I’ve felt} her and love her, long at a time, she said. She 
something of it all along. But I thought Abby} was afraid our father never could. She won- 
would not do better perhaps than to marry him; } dered at the steady kindness and delicacy he had 
and so I wouldn’t allow myself to think of his? always shown her, seeing as he must have done 
faults, or whether he had any.’ all along, how little she was doing toward ful- 

*««She can do something that I would like filling the great trust he had placed in her hands. 
better than marrying him.’ ‘What is that?’ she} I told her I had no doubt that our father would 
asked, looking suddenly up. ‘She can stay right 3 die for her any time; that I would after that, at 
here with us, mother. We are to be a very happy 3 any rate; and then to quiet her, I went back to 
family after this, you know,’ added I; for I knew my paper, saying that I wanted to read some- 
that a sick thought of jealousy was beginning to $ thing beautiful to her. 
creep into her heart. ‘We are to find our com- ; I havyen’t told you anywhere along that it is 
fort and our dignity in loving each other.’ ’ Friday morning. I found it was almost twelve, 

‘“‘Tears started. As she wiped them, she said ‘last night, when I was in the middle of a para- 
heartily, ‘That is true, Johnny. I mustn’t forget graph. I thought I was doing wrong writing so 
that, and so fall into my old ways of planning ; late; and so instantly wiped my pen and went to 
and worrying. For that is miserable enough. I$ bed. I was up before five this morning. But 
haven’t a doubt that it has had more to do with s after this I shall write, wake and sleep at the 
my sick headaches than anything else. And ‘right hours. For the sake of feeling well, you 
then it spoils one’s life!’ She said it with a look ‘see. For the sake of being as healthy a man as 
as if she loathed it in her soul, and as if she ;I am a boy. I mean: to be careful in all my 
were putting it afar off from her forever. ; habits of diet and everything,. to this end. I’ve 

‘*Our mother couldn’t be altogether easy about ; heard so many broken down men and women 
Loxley, I saw, after we had our conversation ; say, ‘I was always healthy until I did so and 
about him, until she had said to me, ‘How shall - so. Since, I have neyer seen a really well day.’ 
we manage with Mr. Loxley when he comes, I} There are very few of all who are here eating, 
wonder?’ ‘We won’t undertake to manage him : and drinking, and going their various ways, who 
at all, will we?’ I asked, smiling. ‘I see!’ re- ; understand that it is a great duty of theirs, to be 
plied she, smiling in return, and coloring a little. } healthy. I shall tell them so when once I get 
‘We are simply to let him be, taking his own } my fingers on their pulses. 
course with the rest. Only if he is an insincere,{ ‘The bell calls me to breakfast. So good-bye, 
false sort of person.’ ‘Then we will speak, act $ darling, JOHNNY.” 
and look so much truth ourselves, that he shall } 

see it; and, liking it better than his own mt 
: CHAPTER VIII. 

he would! it is so miserable, never, as long as ; Atona the west side of the pleasant town, New 
one lives here on the earth, to be an honest, ; London, between this town and Wendall, between 
open-hearted man!’ the counties Merrimac and Sullivan, there lies a 

“Seeing that she was thoughtful and inclined } beautiful lake, called the Sunapee. It is made 
to be still, I drew a paper toward me, beginning } of no great account there in a neighborhood, 
to read. I grew absorbed in an abstract I came where, by just going up to the top of Mount 
across, of one of Henry Giles’ lectures; and Kearsaye, one can count thirty lakes and lake- 
when I looked up to repeat something I had just} lets, in one direction and another. But it is the 
read, she was weeping. In a yery still way; but largest lake in the state, save the Winnipiscogee. 
the tears were dropping fast. ‘I think itis so} It has no islands; but it has finely indented, 
bad,’ said she, when she found that I was look- 3 finely wooded shores; and is blue, and placid, 
ing at her, ‘that I’ve been so poor a mother to $ and very beautiful to look upon, It is beautiful 
the motherless. I would die to take it all back.’ ; to go out upon, in a summer afternoon, when 

““T went to her and stood by her, holding her } elsewhere it is so sultry, when there the air goes 
hand and weeping with her. For I looked back ; by with gratefully cooling wings. 
as she was doing; and saw you, precious darling, 3 It was beautiful living there so near it. Abby, 
and myself, in all that we had borne since the ; now Mrs. Alfred Williams, said, throwing back 
hour that our mother died. I thought of the’ a blind, that father, mother, Johnny, Anna, a 
present, at the same time, thinking how, now, ity good-looking man of twenty-five or so, whom we 
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do not know, and children, and the children’s; you, mother.”’ It was a blue pimpernel. Abby 

father, Mr, Williams, might see how bright it} loved blue flowers, best of all, and Alfred knew it. 

was; here sparkling through the leaves and} ‘Darling boy!—he’s his mother’s darling!” 

branches, there, showing quiet and blue through} were Abby’s words, sweeter than honey, to the 

an opening, made for this purpose since Abby 3 approbation-loving boy. She bowed low over 

came there between the trees. him, laying her hand on his shoulder and softly 

‘*You’ll feel the cold through there some when 3 patting it many times. She did not think her 

winter comes, Abby,’’ said her mother. husband’s heart would be moved toward her 

‘Yes, I know,” said Abby, fondling the hand } for this. She didn’t think of him at all; nor of 
of a little girl of three, as if it were one of her} any one but the boy down there that she loved, 
habits to do so. “I mentioned this to Mr. Wil-} that loved her. The act came, as all action 

liams, when we were talking about haying it} must come, if we would have it genuine and 

done,’’ she added, looking round to the portly $ worthy, spontaneously, out of the full fountain 

gentleman standing near her, smiling on him} of love and goodness in her heart. 

while she spoke to another, as if this too were If our readers would know how Abby came 

one of her habits. ‘‘But he says the house is} to be Mrs. Alfred Williams, and not Mrs. Jerome 
very warm, as you can see that it must be, } Loxley, as her mother planned, we can only tell 

mother; and that we can burn all the wood we 3 them, briefly, that she met him at New London, 

want to. And you would think so, you would $ when she and the rest of the family went over 

think so, father, if you were to go to the wood- to be present at the spring-term examination, 

house. Let’s go out.” and to take Anna home. 

So they all went to the wood-house, where the Then Mr. Williams had a relative, a far-off 

nice little sticks, just of a length, were packed, 3 cousin, at Fisherville; whom he had not seen 
flank before flank, high as the roof; and so far, § or thought of, perhaps for years. Me thought 

that, as Mrs. Headley said to Johnny, who had of him soon as he studied how he wonld again 

just put a child’s hoe back out of her path, it} meet Abby and came over. He thought he was 

was really a walk, from one end of it to the$a lucky man when he saw how welcome he was 

other. From the wood-house they went to the’ to the Halls; when he learned from them that 
garden. Anna knew all about the garden. She the large house close by, was Judge Headley’s; 

went over there every Saturday from the semi-} and that the families were most intimate, inso- 
nary. She led her father to see the bees; for} much that the “*women-folk,” as Mr. Hall said, 

she had observed when he was there just after} ‘‘were always running back and forth.” Abby 

Abby’s marriage, how much he enjoyed standing $ came running in as they talked about it; and was 

near them, talking, or thinking, listening mean- $ unequivocally glad to see Mr. Williams, even as 

while to the unbroken hum, looking upon the} Mr. Williams was unequivocally glad to meet 

steady industry. her. For they had, when they met at New Lon- 

She came bringing mint leaves to her mother. } don, a good deal of conversation. Each was in- 

She remembered how, when she was there before, 3 terested in the other. Each thought often of 

she kept one constantly in her fingers, or lying $ the other afterward, wondering whether it was 

near her, if her fingers were busy. ‘The little, } for them ever to meet again. Or the wondering 

three-years-old girl, Bessy, they called her, } was chiefly on Abby’s side. On Mr. Williams’, 

hunted the borders. For the prettiest fiowers 3 decision, early took its place. 
for mamma! just the prettiest flowers I can} They were married in a very few months, for 

find!” she said to Anna; speaking as if she were Mr. Williams wanted her to be there in the 

in a hurry to find them, with her tiny fingers} home that had not really been home one hour, 

going here and there amongst portulaccas, mig- to him, or to the children, since his wife died, 

nonettes, héeliotropes, and the like delicate blos-} more than a year ago. And Abby wanted to be 

soms. Bessy’s brother, the five-years-old Alfred, there. There was not an hour, a waking one, 

meanwhile went carefully; stooping, little as a that she did not feel tenderness and pity for him 

was, hunting along the borders, through the} ahd them, longing to be there, seeing to them, 

plots; hunting a long time in vairi, as Abby saw; } working for them. 

for she watched him “‘as if she were his own Now, it was early September. The judge’s 

mother,” all those thought who saw her. At} folks were paying their second Visit. The judge, 

last it was found; the little fellow gave a glad 3 his wife and Johnny were, that is. Our stranger 

spring; but broke the flower gently; gently } had been there many times since Abby’s mar- 

came, and with loving, reverential eyes up-{riage; had in fact spent whole weeks there; 

turned, gaye it to Abby, saying, ‘(I found it for } often meeting our friend Anna there. 
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“Ah? Jem!” said Johnny, taking brisk hold; hands put out to catch him, when he was yet so 
of the stranger’s arm, to draw his steps off a! far off; to see how now he allowed himself to be 
tuft of pinks, ‘“‘you step on some flowers. And $ almost cornered between them, and then escaped 
there is none to spare at this season,” them by a rollicking leap over bed after bed. 

‘*Hum! I was looking for Anna. I believe I When he did this, the children too stood still, 
spend half my time in hunting and running slau ging to see him go. 
after the girl; she spends just enough of ee ‘‘Bless her!” said Abby, speaking heartily; 
to be forever getting out of my way. Do you : “how the darling laughs! See her, mother! she 
believe she cares a straw about me, brother | can hardly stand for laughing. Isn’t she the 
John!” (It seems, then, that the interesting {dearest thing?” She started to go out toward 
stranger was Mrs. Headley’s son, the same} ‘ her, followed slowly, in a few minutes by her 
that she picked out, long time ago, for pretty } happy husband. 
Hetty Badger.) ‘Our mother believes that she! Thus the judge and Mrs. Headley were left 
does. Sometimes I do; sometimes I—— there standing alone. They looked to see how both 
she goes now, on the farther side of the gar den } of Bessy’s hands clung to both of her mother’s 
with the children. To-day I think she don’t. $ when they came along; how manly little Alfred 
I’ve been trying all day, I tried last evening, to looked smiling, first on one parent then on the 
get a chance to say something to her that I other; and then, at the same moment, as if upon 
must soon say.” He withdrew his eyes from} the same thought, each turned to the other, 
her direction now, letting them fall on the leaves : drawing a little nearer together, smiling on each 
he had been, all the while, tearing. ‘What do you} other. ‘I am thinking how happy we are,” 
say?” he asked, with tones slightly impatient. {said Mrs. Headley, tears gathering in her soft 

“Why, I say that you should ask her about it. eyes. ‘*I don’t deserve it,” she added, taking 
Here she comes! Come here, Nan,” stretching { the hand her husband extended, between both 
his hand back to draw her. She slowly accepted} hers. ‘I can never forget that. But God is 
his hand; and then he brought her round to face good. There isn’t an hour that I don’t think 
himself and Cummings. Only the latter kept} that He’s good; and that His will toward me 
his eyes, at first, steadily on the work of his} and mine has been so much wiser than my own! 
fingers. ‘James wants to speak with you, } Tell me now what you were thinking?” asked 
child!” said he, speaking a little repronch-} she, smilingly, after a moment’s pause. 
fully; for the girl’s fingers trembled in his to} ‘The same thing that you were, dear; that we 
be away. She looked troubled as if she felt} are happy; that God is good.” The judge spoke 
slight vexation. ‘He wants to speak with you, $ seriously; but there was nothing of the old, 
you see; and you shouldn’t be running away 3} dreamy, sad intonation in his voice. That all 
in this fashion.” He spoke deliberately; and $ went months before, when the fulness of house- 
the cool words, the calm, searching look quieted } hold comfort came. 
her. ‘I’m going out there where the rest of | We wonder what the two over there by the peach 
them are. I want to see if Bess has quite for- § trees were saying to each other, meanwhile. 
given me for stealing her mother’s plums at **T was afraid of you,” said Anna, in reply to 
dinner. If she has, I must offend her again, } something he had been saying. ‘‘Tam now; a 
some way. Good! I know what I’ll do.” And ‘ little,” half-looking up, half-laughing. ‘I im- 
off he went. ; agine I always shall be.” 

Anna and her companion could not see across 7 **Good! then I shall be able to keep you nicely 
the garden, what Johnny did, they thought; in subjection,” replied Cummings, laughing 
though that he got some of Abby’s flowers § heartily. 
away; for the children set up a great chase} This was all they said that time; for they 
after him, while the rest stood laughing to see} came up from all parts of the garden, led by 
them run; to see Bessy’s plump, little eager 3 the cheerful matron, Abby. 
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Ir rarely is my lot to meet 2 Combined in thee, dear friend, I find 

A mind so gracefully replete ; True graces of a soul refined, 

With gems of rarest thought, With strong and manly thought, 

But better far than mental power : In thee all graceful forms unite, 

Thy grace, that dignified each hour Mingled with threads of golden light 

With kindly office fraught. From richest sunset caught. F. M. C. 



THE THREE GHOSTS. 

BY E. W. DEWEES. 

Rownp a cheerfu. wood fire, in a quaint, old} Three years had passed since that time, and 

country house, three sisters sat talking in the ‘ though their loveliness attracted suitors even to 

twilight. The bright blaze illumined the walls, their quiet, lonely home, no whisper had ever 

on which a few portraits were hanging, and cast § been breathed by any of the sisters of a wish to 

grotesque shadows from the old-fashioned furni- ; break that vow. 

ture. The ruddy glow lighted up too the three } On the contrary, they often applauded their 

lovely faces of the sisters, who were enjoying its} wisdom in devising it, and swore fealty to it 

cheerfulness. anew. 

Very charming were they all, but very dif-} Some such conversation had taken place on 
ferent in their beauty. the very evening I have chosen to introduce 

Margaret, the elder—she who sits to the right} them to my readers. Indeed they were more 

of the fire, with head thrown partly back, while ? than usually vehement in their denunciations of 

her hands are crossed upon her knees, is about} any treason to their code. Margaret’s eyes had 

twenty-two. She is tall, stately, and proudly} flashed indignantly at the very thought of such 

beautiful. Sophie, “pretty Sophie,” sits oppo-} treachery—Sophy had painted most touchingly 

site, on a sofa, with the head of little Rose, who 3 the lonely state of the other two—should one be 

is reclining, on her lap. : base enough to desert—and little Rose had de- 

Little Rose, the youngest, with neither Marga- clared, 

ret’s queenly grace, nor Sophy’s brilliant beauty, ; “That even if Prince Charming himself should 

was what ladies call ‘ta darling’—that is, she come flying into the room in a golden chariot, 

was loveable, charming, and innocent. In fact, and were to fall at her feet, all crowned with 

she was fresh and sweet as a hawthorn blossom. } diamonds, she would not waver the least mite— 

These three young girls were singularly situ- § but should just say very coldly, ‘Rise, Prince 

ated, ; Charming, you can’t have me. I have promised 

Thoy resided in the old homestead where we } my sisters never to marry.’” 

have found them, alone, except for the servants Margaret and Sophie laughed at little Rose’s 

who attended them. Father and mother were cae and the greatest unanimity of opinion ap 

both dead within a few years, and as there was } } peared to prevail. 

no relation to supply, even in a measure, their } While they sat over the fire discussing this 

places, the orphan sisters clave yet more closely } subject, Kitty Cork entered with a basket of 

to each other, and continued to live in their} chesnuts, saying, 

desolate home, like birds who nestle together in “If ye plase, leddies, Thomas bids me give 

the old nest when the parent birds have left‘ yees they nuts. He’s afther pickin’ them hissel: 

them. and he sais as it’s Hallow-Ave, ye’ll be thryin’ 

Thomas, an old and faithful man servant, ; yer fortunes, good or bad—and it’s wishin’ ye 

and Kitty Cork, (a person notwithstanding her } good luck, and good husbands he is.”’ 

juvenile name, of middle age and tried fidelity) ‘‘Does not Thomas know?” began Margaret, 

were their only domestics—but they sufficed, . with a frown. 

for their labors were performed in the spirit of ‘‘Oh—ay—he knows,” interrupted Kitty, with 

love and willingness. slighting toss of the head—but immediately re- 

Such was the little household of the sisters— penting this imprudent gesture, she added, with 

and there they were settled—for life. For, be } roguish demureness, 

it known to you, oh, incredulous reader, that} ‘‘Och, but Thomas is a quare, head-strong, 

each of the fair sisterhood was under a solemn $ ould body. Purr, ould sow], he has ay his cranks 

vow of celibacy. and whims—and one is, ye’ll all three o’ yees be 

When their father died and left them all alone} married befor the year’s out. Unfortunate, de- 

in the world, they took each other hands and mented, craythur that he is, to take sic an a 

solemnly promised never to desert each other, } crazy fancy.” 

but to live and die together. § «Crazy, indeed!” said Margaret, a neaity 
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but yet when Kitty was gone, the girls began, § Sophie from the side. They were about to set 

‘<just for fun,” to try the nuts on the hot shovel $ : off, when Thomas, who stood silently observing 
in the good, old-fashioned manner. True, no$ all, said grufily, 

names were mentioned aloud, but that did st ‘«That’s wrong, Kitty—Miss Rose is to go by 

prevent each maiden from mentally designating ¢ the side, and Miss Sophie from the back.” 

her nuts as she pleased—and certainly the most$ ‘‘Thrue for you, Thomas, and me heart’s in 

intense interest glowed in each youthful face, as $ very mouth at fright at me blunther.” 

it watched the antic manwuvres of the mimic; ‘Why, Kitty, what difference can it possibly 

lovers in the symbolical pantomime. ’ make?” inquired the girls. 
Kitty returned to find them engaged in this 3 Kitty made no intelligible answer—but some- 

most inconsistent amusement; but like a wise 2 thing she mumbled like, 

damsel she took no note of trifling discrepancies. $ ‘‘Gae the right gait, and ye’ll meet the right 

She, on the contrary, proposed that as they were $ guist,” as the three girlish figures flitted away 
trying Hallow-Eye games, they should, at a later $ in the darkness. 
hour, before going to bed, try the famous old one} Five—ten minutes elapsed, and Margaret 

of sowing hemp-seed by moonlight. S rushed breathless into the sitting-room; an 
‘‘What is it? how do you do it?” cried the 3 instant more, and Rose and Sophy joined her. 

sisters, and Kitty went on to explain, how that They all looked excited, and frightened. 

the girl who would look into the future as toher$ Each looked at the other inquiringly, and 
fate, must go by night, alone, and beyond the } Margaret began, 

hearing of her friends, and scattering hemp-seed} ‘‘I have really seen something very extraor- 
in the moonlight, must say, ; dinary—very strange. I do not know what to 

‘Hemp-seed I sow, think. It could not have been a spirit—but— 

Hemp-seed must grow; ; oh, how frightened I am! [I will tell you all 

Whoever will be my true-love, come after and mow.’ Sabout it. I had scattered my hemp-seed and 

And then, on looking over her right shoulder, ; repeated the rhyme as Kitty directed, when 

she should see the man she was to marry coming § looking behind me I saw actually a figure in 

after her, with a great scythe, mowing—and who } white, advancing toward me with a scythe, just 

would most surely overtake her and cut her heels as had been predicted. I was so taken by sur- 
off with that weapon, if she paused too long to prise, and so frightened—for, of course, I did 

look.” not believe Kitty’s nonsense, that I had no 

“You forget, Kitty, we are never going to power to run or move. I stood motionless with 

have any husbands,” remarked Sophie, when ; terror, while the figure approached nearer and 

Kitty paused in her explanations. ‘nearer. It advanced, step by step, as a man 

‘*Oh, well, then, no harm done,’ was the re- does in mowing, and I yet had no power to stir. 

sponse—‘‘if yees to have no husbands, no hus-{ At last it was behind me—close—I felt its touch 

bands will come and ye’ll no risk yer heels.” and its breath on my cheek—and a voice whis- 
The sisters were in the humor for a frolic, and } pered in my ear, 

would have adventured a trial on the spot, but; ‘* ‘Beware how youcast from you the love and 
the all-important Kitty stopped them. devotion of a faithful heart. Young Alderthorn 

‘‘What an a time is this for sich a thing? it’s § truly loves you—make him and yourself happy.’” 
no yet eight o’ clock, and the mune’s no up—the$ ‘The sisters were silent. Margaret added, 

earliest hour ever I seen it tried was ten o’clock, ; ‘‘What makes it stranger is, that I know well 

and the midnight hour is better still.” the voice that spoke—it was Alderthorn’s—and 

The girls consented to wait a more propitious; I know none but a spirit could imitate those 
hour, and returned to their fire-side chat. Kitty $ tones so as to deceive me. But tell us, Sophy— 

retired to the kitchen, where she whispered a} what happened to you? You are as paleasa 

long tale in Thomas’ ear. The latter listened— lily.” 

nodded his head sagaciously—took up his hat} Sophie held up her hand, on the third finger 

and went out. } of which glittered an opal ring, which she had 
Ten o’clock at length struck, and the sisters, ‘never worn before. 

as eager as ever for the frolic, called Kitty. She ‘‘Listen!” said she, ‘‘I did just as you did, 

appeared after a little delay, bringing with her} Margaret; and looking over my shoulder as 

three baskets of hemp-seed, one of which she } directed, I too saw a vision. It was not mow- 

gave to each fair adventurer, with renewed in-{ ing as that you describe; butit held a scythe in 

structions. Miss Margaret was desired to issue } its hand, and when I first saw it, it was already 
from the front door—Rose from the back, and } by my side. It was clad in some kind of a 
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white mantle, and its features were quite visible , Margaret met her glance with a look at once 

in the moonlight. Sisters, it was the face of : conscious and suspicious. 

“Lieutenant Morton! He—or it—took my hand, A light was beginning to break in upon them. 

and put this ring on my finger, saying solemnly, : They began to see that Rose was not the only 

as he did so, traitor in thecamp. They began also to suspect 

clwith this ring T wed thee, Kitty and see through her devices. 

In death or in life, At last Sophie broke into a merry laugh. 

This token doth bind thee ‘The fact is,” she said, ‘‘that that mischievous 
Forever my wife. Kitty has been playing us a trick, very saucy, 

Margaret shuddered. What if her sister were } ‘ but very cleyer. I understand it all now, and 

wodded to a demon? She had heard of such } she has evidently understood us all, this long 
fearful things—and did not her own experience ; time. How say you, Margaret? Are we justi- 

forbid her to be incredulous? With a sickening} fied in keeping our vows, when three ghosts 

sensation of superstitious horror and apprehen- come from their graves to bid us break them?” 

sion, she turned toward little Rose. Whathads; Margaret turned aside her stately head, with 

befallen that poor child? a blush and smile, and made no explicit answer. 

‘I too have seen a ghost,” Rose began— But I fancy she, as well as the other sisters, 

Margaret clasped her hands, and closed her} were more satisfactory in their replies the next 
eyes. Her pale face grew even whiter than : day, to the “three ghosts,” who appeared in 

before. Rose continued, ; propria persona to plead their suits. 

“I had sown my hemp-seed, as you did,: I need scarcely say, that, as Sophie has sug- 

sisters, and when I looked behind me, I saw 3 gested, Kitty was at the bottom of these simple 
the reaper coming after me with great strides. 3 mysteries. Having, with her usual shrewdness, 

I started to run, but in my fright I stumbled } \ discoyered the secret of each sister, she had 

and fell—and the ghost instanly sprang forward, } despatched Thomas to summon the lovers in time 

and raised me up—and—and to play the ghostly part assigned them. 

‘¢And what, Rose?” asked Sophie and Mar-; Finally, I would merely remark, that that 

garet, eagerly. ‘‘quare, head-strong ould body,’’ Thomas’ pre- 

‘And it was Robert Bloomley,” said Rose, } diction came perfectly true. All three sisters 
W 
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abruptly. ere married within the year. 

‘‘HWow do you know? what makes you think Margaret entered with her husband into pos- 

so?” asked the sisters. } session of a noble estate in the neighborhood. 

‘‘Because he kissed me!” cried Rose, hastily. } Sophie accompanied Lieutenant Mortorn to dis- 

Then, overwhelmed by her own blundering tant lands. But Rose, with her honest-eyed 
speech, she hid her blushing face in her hands. farmer, settled down in the dear old homestead. 

Margaret and Sophie were aghast. Here was} Kitty, now more important and more indulged 
a discovery ! than ever, and faithful old Thomas, of course, 

\ 

3 
Rose tried, awkwardly enongh, to profit by } remained with her. 

the silence to amend her error. , Once a year, as often as it is within the 

‘‘Ghosts don’t kiss, you know,” she timidly bounds of possibility, the sisters meet under the 
remarked. ‘ old roof-tree. Every Hallow-Eve they assemble, 

‘‘And Robert Bloomley does!” cried Sophie, } as of old, round the cheerful wood fire, not per- 

laughing. ‘‘Oh, Rose, Rose, you little traitor, ayes roasting chesnuts, and talking girlish non- 

who would have expected this from you?” sense, but recalling scenes of past pleasures, 

She looked keenly at Margaret as she spoke, and speaking of present happiness. 

THE MINIATURE. 

Take it! I care no more to look 

Upon that brow of thine, 

Since thou thy fickle love hast laid 

Upon another shrine. 

TAKE back, false knight, thy worthless gift, 
Pledge of a broken vow, 

Too long upon my cheated heart 

I’ve worn the bauble now. 

Take it! and know that from this heart Take it, and give me back my own, 
Thine image is effaced, I'd scorn to longer rest, 

Where it, while I could deem thee true, In semblance even upon aught 

Held fondest resting-place. So faithless as thy breast. E. B. ON rs Ae 



‘ SNOW-PRINTS. 

BY F. H. STAUFFER. 

Ir had just ceased snowing; a few thin flakes, ; a good-humor from ftmere sympathy. In fact, 
like young birds, fluttered about, as if at a loss $ just such a ‘‘cousin” as every woman can re- 
where to nestle. Maria Thayer, or homely Maria, member when she looks back into the past. He 
as she was called, was pressing her face against had been one season to college, and was a fine, 
the window-panes, looking upon the scenery } intelligent fellow—at the bottom of every species 
without. : of harmless sport, 

Far as the eye could reach, all was one broad } **Fun ahead, Maria! fun ahead!” he cried, 
expanse of snow. The bushes in the yard bent) flinging the snow from his cap around the room, 
to the earth beneath the weight of their white unmindful that a huge flake impertinently set- 
shroud; the bare trees stretched out in desola- 3 tled on aunt Elsie’s nose. 

tion their skeleton arms; here and there, where} ahead, I say, Maria. 

the starlight fell, could’ be traced the outlines $ 

of the fences, while farther beyond gleamed the 

out-houses from the world of snow. The lovers 

of sleighing were out—and ever and anon dashed 

by in their sleighs from the village close by. 

Maria sighed as the sound of the bells fell 
upon her ears. 

hair was red and wavy, her nose rather large, 

and her chin sharp and pointed. Her eyes were 

the only redeeming feature about her; they were 

pretty, brown eyes, and full of light and love to 

those who had learned to appreciate them. 

In disposition she was particularly winning; 

s0 kind, so gentle, so impossible to be ruffled; 

and many young gallants who in their recollec- 

tions of Glenwood called up the faces of its rustic 

beauties, with tempting lips, and rosy cheeks, 

and flashing eyes, and bewitching curls, found 

sweet memories of the quiet, winning, unobtru- 

sive ways of homely Maria, far to out-weigh 
them all. 

Aunt Elsie sat by the fire, knitting; the cat 

dozed at her feet—lost in dreams of cat-land, 

where the mice are numerous, and plump and 

sleek, and the toasted cheese abundant, and the 

cream delicious; only starting as the embers 
settled down on the hearth, or squinting sleepily 

with one eye at times at her little prodigy who 

was letting out the yarn from aunt Elsie’s ball 

with the alacrity of a practised whaler. 

brushing up the snow. 

‘¢Hip—hurrah! fun 

Ben Bolton—you know 

Ben—a great clod-hopper-of-a-fellow, yet soci- 

able withal; well, Ben, as I was agoing to say, 

is hitching up his four-horse sleigh, and will be 

round in half an hour to take us over to Bell- 
ville. So get ready.” 

‘‘Fred Grayson, you thoughtless fellow!” 
She was indeed homely; her} cried aunt Elsie, ‘look at the snow-tracks you 

have made in the room! It’s just like you.” 

**They can be seen without spectacles, I do 
say, aunt; but it is some consolation to know 

that ‘it is just like me.’ I couldn’t help it 
though, aunt; I am going to go through the 

world leaving my tracks.” 

*“Yes—yes, wild boy; snow-prints, I guess.” 

**No, aunt—not snow-prints,” cried Fred, his 

face flushing—‘“‘tracks more substantial and 

lasting. Blazer tracks in the wilderness of the 

world; real pioneer marks for those behind to 

follow me through the world of thought.” 

**You had better soon begin then,” said aunt 

Elsie—‘‘ first, by getting rid of your thoughtless 

ways. Now take the fire shovel and gather up 

the snow, while Maria is getting ready.” 

“That I’ll do, aunt,” said Fred, taking the 

shovel and the turkey-wing from the hearth and 

“Did you say I had 
better begin, soon. Why bless your dear soul! 

I have begun; and I am going through, too, with 

just such strides as I made into the room. The 

world will hear of Fred Grayson, mind if it don’t, 
While Maria sighed at the window, the gate 3 aunt.” 

without was shut with a slam, a preliminary ‘‘Yes—Fred Grayson and his seyen-league 
stamping was heard in the hall, and in a mo-3 boots,” retorted aunt Elsie, with a smile. 
ment afterward Fred Grayson burst into the § ‘Pooh! that don’t make me angry. Here, 

room. ?now; the snow is all removed, and so you can 

He was a wild, romping young fellow, with a; draw up your face again. I wonder, aunt,” 

fine figure, beautiful eyes, handsome features, } added Fred, a shade of thoughtfulness passing 

and a rich, musical laugh that put everybody in ‘ over his expressive countenance, ‘‘if ever I make 
230 
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mis-steps in my life-time, whether they can be as $ the bells! they make the very shadows startle, 

onsily erased as these snow-prints? A very im-} and the gaunt, frozen trees to essay to swing 

portant query, ain’t it, aunt? But here comes } their palsied arms. Ben and I put all the bells 

Maria.” : in the neighborhood on the horses, and had half 
Maria entered the room; she was plainly yet a dozen strings sent from-——”’ 

comfortably attired, and had a pair of gum shoes : ** Bell-ville, by telegraph!” interrupted Maria, 

in one hand, and a warm, heavy shawl in the? putting on her shawl. 

other. The sleigh was at the door; and a ringing 

“Who all are going, Fred?” she asked, throw- shout from a dozen happy hearts greeted theiz 
ing her shawl over the back of a chair. appearance. As they walked toward the gate 

**Oh, lots! fourteen in all; Harvey Morgan, } Fred whispered to Maria, 
the new beau, among the gentlemen; and among: ‘‘Harvey Morgan is one of the party; take 
the Indies—stuck-up Mary Pease, and prudish ; care of your heart, Maria.” 

IIelen Spencer, and giddy Kate Lawson, and her “No fear, Fred; I shan’t lose it.” 
sister Sue, and—Jane Gray—and—and—Fanny : ‘‘I wouldn’t care if you did.” 
White—and—and—last and leas/, homely Maria} ‘Why, Fred?” 

- 

Thayer.” ‘‘Because I would be the one to find it. 

‘*Much obliged to you, Fred,’ said Maria, } Wouldn’t it be funny if my words should prove 
smiling. true? Who knows?” 
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‘‘No thanks, Maria—no thanks; folks are “Ho, ho, ho—what a Fred Grayson!” laughed 
always welcome to their own,” and Fred, with ; Maria—‘‘who knows? I shall remember that, 
a mischievous laugh, cut a pigeon-wing around } Fred.” 
the room, treading on the cat's tail, and almost} ‘Cut the courtship short,” cried a good 
upsetting a crock of batter on the hearth, creat- } humored voice from the sleigh. 
ing a new source of worriment to aunt Elsie. { ‘‘That’s so,” cried Ben Bolton, —‘‘ whoa, ) 

‘‘No offence, Maria; all fun, you know,” and } Charley! Get in, Fred; stow Maria anywhere. 

Fred passed his arm around her and looked with } W-h-o-a! I say, you the critters be quiet! Ill 
his dark eyes into hers; ‘‘you ain’t homely to $ take the fire out of them—I will, myself. Oceans 
me, Maria. You have a warm, loving heart—a of bells, Fred, eh?” 

real woman’s heart—and what is better, Maria,} © ‘‘Any quantity, Ben; but the belles; to my 
it is in the right place. I intend, some time, to ; taste, are in the sleigh,” replied Fred, helping 
make you my little wife!” Maria in. 

‘Why, Fred!” exclaimed Maria. ** All aboard!” shouted Ben, gathering up the 

‘Oh, don’t tear open your eyes so wide; and $ lines. 

look as if you were going to eat me, like a great; ‘‘ Hold on, Ben,” cried Sue Lawson—‘* Maria, 
ogre. Don’t mind giddy, rattle-brained Fred} your aunt is calling you.” 

Grayson; theugh you snow, Maria, sensible } Aunt Elsie had by this time reached the side 

words often gleam up among his silly ones, and} of the sleigh. She had a hot brick wrapped up 
some of his vagaries occasionally wear the hue } in a blanket in her hand. 
of prophecies.” “‘Oh, never mind the brick, aunt,’ said Maria. 

‘False prophecies, Fred; and I do not know} ‘‘Take it along—take it along,” thundered 
that you ever say anything sensible. There} Ben, ‘“‘Fred can carry it in his hat for you! 
now—we are even.”’ Clear the way! gee-up, there!” 

“Take care, Maria,” said aunt Elsie, «‘Fred{ Sure enough—Maria did lose her heart. Har- 
intends to stride into your heart, some day, in} vey Morgan was a handsome, intelligent, capti- 

the same wild manner he did into the room.’ _$ vating fellow, and made deep inroads into her 

‘And leave nothing but snow-prints,”’ said § affections. There was no seriousness on his 

Maria, with a laugh. : part, however, his attentions were prompted by 

‘Look here, aunt,” said Fred, putting on a}amere whim. Before many months he departed 
vain-glorious, pedantic look, and giving a des- ; for the city again, leaving Maria, as he said, 

perate tug at his shirt-collar, ‘‘ain’t such a ‘to cry her eyes out about him, as many had 
noble, intelligent, good-looking fellow as myself, } done before her.” 

eminently calculated to play the—the—sleigh- 3 In that matter, however, he was mistaken. 

bell polka with a homely girl’s affections? But Maria did not fret much about him. A love so 

seriously, Maria, God ever keeps me from leaving } fickle was of little value at best; it was merely 
cold, chilly snow-prints npon your warm, pushes a ‘*snow-print!” 

ing heart. But hark! whoop! hurrah! Listen!‘ Time passed on. Fred Grayson was indeed 
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making his mark in the world, much to the { into the ante-chamber he felt a pair of soft arms 

astonishment and gratification of aunt Elsie. A around his neck, and heard a sweet voice breathe 

lecture had just been closed at Fanueil Hall, } his name. 

Boston. The discourse of the speaker had been > «What, can this be? My Maria!” exclaimed 

brilliant, eloquent, just ‘he subject for the times. > Fred Grayson, half-bewildered. 

The audience had been literally carried away; ‘Yes, Fred, your old friend, homely Maria.” 

he set all their tastes and sympathies working } ‘‘Never homely to me, dear,” said Fred, as 

at once, to the dire distraction of their reason. 3 they passed down the steps. ‘* You look superbly 

His arguments glittered with laughter, and were beautiful to-night, and you must be more than 

yet balanced with good sense. He piled up his} a friend—you must be that long-ago-talked-of- 

merriment like a grotesque monument, yet so} wife.” 

compact and regular that there was no fear of Aunt Elsie heard the words, but did not feel 

its toppling over. the warm, gentle acquiescing pressure of the 

The audience were leaving, and in the ante- } hand-that Grayson felt. ' 

chamber, with a number of others, stood two ‘‘Years have sobered neither of you,” said 

females, apparently waiting the approach of the } aunt Elsie—‘‘just think of it, Maria! Fred is 

epeaker. The one was aunt Elsie—the other, {again proposing to you right under my nose, 

with the auburn hair trained into glorious ring- § and in the self-same’ words,” 

lets, with a softer brilliancy in the brown eyes, ‘Mere snow-prints, aunt,”’ said Maria, 

and with fuller cheeks than of yore, looking; ‘Who knows?” said Fred, with a glanco at 

superb, as the light fell upon her—the other, } Maria. 

we say, was homely Maria. ‘‘Know what?” asked aunt Elsie. 

The hall was soon empty—and the janitor pre- «J know,” said Maria, with a blush. 

pared to turn off the gas. As the lecturer passed Fred knew—and the reader knows! 
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ANGEL IN THE HOUSE. 

BY GEORGE W. BUNGAY. 

~ Tene is no place so dear to me, 

Upon the face of all the earth, 

Upon the land, or on the sea, 
As my sweet home and humhle hearth. 

And chat with one I think is fair, 

Than sit upon a throne of state. 

No ghosts of murdered moments come 

To haunt me as they swiftly glide— 

T never kill them when at home, 

With my good angel at my side. 
No costly rug bedecks tho floor, 

No gold glows on the mantle shelf, 

When Kate is there, I nothing more 
° 5 The hands upon the dial plate, 

Desire but to be there myself. Go round and round too fast for me, 

If I could bribe old Time to wait, 

How long the golden hours would ke. 
I'd rather sit in my old chair, 

And see the coals glow in the grate, 
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THE SCHOLAR’S ADIEU. 

BY MARY H. LUCY. 

Voices from the future call us, 

Long we may not linger here, 

But a cheerfnl hope is blending, 

Even with our parting tear. 

Lovina.y the Summer sunshine 

Smileth o'er the earth again, 

Merrily the wild-wood songsters 
Raise anew their joyous strein. 

(POLLO PLL LOO LE 

With the murmur of the South wind, Music sounds are all around us, © 

Like some low and mournful spell, Echoing thro’ each grove and dell 

Floateth out our words of parting, ; But the sweetest and the saddest, 

Sadly comes our fare-ye-well! Is our lingering fare-ye-well! 



ELLEN ESPY’S LOVE. 

BY A. L. OTI8. 

In a quiet boarding-house in one of our large; ’ On the other side, he could not afford the time 
cities, a young artist dwelt with his mother, } for careful study, and every picture must be 
and that mother depended wholly upon him, for } sold in its crude imperfection, thus casting a 
after a life of extravagance, her husband nad! stain upon his artist-fame. 
died a bankrupt. While he was thus trying to decide upon his 

He left his son totally unqualified to support } future course, the deepest despondency made him 
himself by any profession or knowledge of mer-? powerless, and he sat all day before his unused 
cantile affairs, since after the youth had left the { easel, or wandered moodily about the city. 
university, his time had been spent in the enjoy- ; One morning, late in autumn, he left his gar- 
ment of all the world has to give—that is, all not} ret studio, intending to consider the matter 
unworthy, for Richard Barret had no low tastes. } : calmly, while taking his morning walk. On the 

He travelled first through the United States, § } Staircase he passed a person he had seen often 
and then through Europe. On his return to! enough before, but until now he had never given 
America he took up the study of art, simply as : her an observing glance—a young girl of seyen- 
an ornament—read Ruskin, and every other: teen, niece to the hostess. She looked very 
modern author who has written upon it—at-} graceful as she stood leaning slightly over the 
tempted subjects far beyond the capacity of any ; the bannister to see some one descending. He 
tyro in painting—and then, taught modesty and passed with a slight bow, which was returned 
moderation by his disappointment, and excited } as mechanically as it was given, but it was ac- 
to deep earnestness by his determination to! companied by a lingering stare of the large, dark 
conquer, his enthusiasm freshly fired by the } eyes, as if in wonder whether she were really 
arrival of the Dusseldorff Gallery—he succeeded the object of his politeness. 
after careful study and untiring patience, in} Richard saw the look, and his subsequent 
painting two most exquisite pictures. This it 3 observations brought him to the conclusion that 
took him two years to accomplish. ‘she was the most desolate, lonely creature 

Then came the sudden failure, and death of {he had ever seen. Her aunt utterly neglected 
his father, and his resolve lest his years of study and repelled Wee the lady-boarders took little 
should be lost, to make his art support Ais mother } notice of her, and as she was very shy, she 
and himself. When his determination Hecate: never had anything to say to the gentlemen. 
known, his friends eagerly bespoke pictures of } The poor orphaned girl had really no home 
him; but workipg under the pressure of neces- } S ther e, though her aunt made a merit of helping 
sity, and feeling keenly the irksomeness of a} to give her one. An old uncle paying part board 
choice of subjects not congenial, or the constraint for her. She spent most of her time in her 
of being limited in the time he could bestow upon } room, which Richard observed was a garret ad- 
them, he failed to do justice to himself. His pic-? joining his studio. 
tures became decidedly second-rate, and he soon} As the days grew colder, and fires became 
found his orders falling off. At last he began to ; necessary, he often saw her steal shivering past 
think he had been led by the fortunate success of $ his door and co to the kitchen to warm herself. 
his first pictures to over-estimate his abilities, { One cold, stormy evening as she was returning 
and that it was his duty, for his mother’s sake, } to her cheerless garret, she passed his mother’s 
to learn book-keeping and get a clerkship, which ‘room, just as he opened it, and the glare of the 
would at least be a sure dependence. ‘ soft, coal fire fell upon her colorless face. It 

He could not but believe, however, that what awoke there a smile, as if only the sight of such 

he had done once he could do again, and that: comfort were an enjoyment. She went on, and 
with practice would come facility and accuracy. $ Richard held the door open that she might have 
Having once felt the joy of ‘‘clothing his thought } light to ascend the stairs. 
with visible beauty,”? he could not without a} “Why didn’t you ask that frozen little thing 
struggle resign all hopes for the future, and in?” his mother said. ‘Go after her now and 
bury himself in distasteful occupation. > tell her I want her to come and wera repels: uf 

ee 
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‘J don’t like the errand, mother, I am sure } Richard of course was kind to her. _Ilis little 

she is proud.” friendly attentions were received shyly at first, 

‘“T wish, Richard, we could do something for but soon she delighted in receiving them, and 

that poor, forsaken child.” : before the winter was over she ‘* worshipped the 

‘She needs companionship more than any-} ground he trod upon.” 
thing else.” Early in their acquaintance Mrs. Barret took 

“‘Well, so do I, Richard, so just ask her to sit | her to Richard’s studio to see his paintings, and 

with me while you are out to-night. Perhaps} she made a remark to which he remembered. 

we may cheer one another up.” ‘ “You want a good model, I think, Mrs, Barret, 

Richard knocked at the little garret door. It a real face, with real feeling in it?” 

was opened promptly, but all was dark within. He looked about for such a countenance, but 

He asked if Miss Ellen were there, and gave } found none he could obtain at all inspiring, until 

his mother’s message. After a slight demur the } one day when he returned from a walk, he found 

young girl followed him. > his mother and Ellen in his painting-room, the 

Mrs. Barret’s motherly kindness was received } former gazing with admiration at the young girl 

with a retiring dignity, through which a very} who stood with hands clasped, and eyes raised 

heartfelt joy shone upon her young face. Sas she had seen Mignon in an engraving. As 

Richard saw her comfortably established in soon as Richard entered his mother exclaimed, 

the chimney corner, and then bade a cheerful } ‘¢ There, I have placed her so; and would not 

good-bye for the evening. } she make a lovely picture?” 

Ellen had gone when he returned, but his } Richard agreed, and asked as a great favor if 

mother declared her a charming companion, $ ‘ she would git to him. 

and said she had asked for a book, and read to} Her mantling color, and bright eyes, as w ell 

her all the evening. They had both enjoyed it as her broken words of thanks, showed how 

exceedingly, for Ellen liked to read, and read § : great an honor she thought it to be asked. 

remarkably well. Richard smiled, and told her she little im- 

Richard was much pleased to find so pleasant ’ agined the fatigue she would have to undergo. 

a companion for his mother, and as Mrs. Barret? ‘Ah, that is nothing. I will not feel it, lam 

had asked her to come again the next evening, $ sure,” she said. 

he awaited her appearance with agreeable anti- ° Nor did she. She was too happy to be of ser- 

cipation; but he was disappointed, for she did vice to him, and she was too earnest in her wish 

not come. that he should succeed. 

They soon diksovered that if Richard were The picture, however, was a failure. Not 

going to pass the evening at home, it was neces- § that it was not a well-executed likeness, but it 

sary to add his request to his mother’s before wanted soul. It was lifeless, and the fault was 

she would consent to favor them with her com-} not the model’s, for a gentle joy in his presence, 

pany. After this discovery Ellen passed many and the love that lived, unknown to herself, in 

pleasant evenings with them, reading aloud, } her soul, made her face, with its habitual sad- 

listening to Richard talking of art, or Mrs. j ness, and its large, dark eyes, the very best ex- 

Barret of old times, and taking much interest} ponent of ‘Mignon aspirant au ceil.” 

in every word they said. The kind old lady, ; And when she was released each day, she hung 

finally, never comfortably enjoyed her fire and } : over the picture with trembling eagerness. Oh, 

bright lights, unless Ellen were by her side. ’ that Richard might succeed through her!—that 

Her kindness brought its own reward, for she ; this picture might bring him fame, at least bring 

found in the girl an intelligent, gentle, mirthful § him hope, and lift him from his despondency ! 

spirit, which shortened many a dreary winter} While his ardent heart was beating with this 

evening. Ellen’s presence was, however, but expectation, he one day dashed his pencil to the 

one luxury the more to Mrs. Barret, while to’ ground in anger, and ejaculated that he had 

the poor, desolate being, she befriended, it was } failed gain—he was no artist—he was a miser- 

like entering a heaven from the outer darkness, } able dabber in oil-colors, and had no power to 

to be received into their companionship. ; compel them to express his thoughts—he was a 

She had not been caressed nor had kindly { wretched, self-deluded fool, doomed to failure 

sympathy, since she left her school companions, and disappointment. 

so that the touch of her patroness’ hand, when } Ellen, still standing as she had been for two 

it was lnid on her head in fondness, or the not} hours without rest, heard in dismay, in oyver- 

unfrequent kiss, made her heart fill and bound } whelming grief, and after a moment’s effort to 

with an astonished joy. ; rally, she sank, fainting, to the floor. 
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Richard had often been struck with her enthu- ; so vitiated his principles, that he knew not how 

siastic interest in his painting, and he now felt ‘to set to work with vigorous earnestness. 

a gush of remorseful tenderness toward one Ellen’s encouragement had little effect. 

whom he realized cared more for him and his ‘‘T want excitement,” he said, ‘something to 

success in art, than any one on earth. spur me to effort. If I only had an inspiring 

His mother busied herself attending to the } model!” 

poor girl, and when she revived, they assisted} His gentle hearer quivered with pain, for the 

her to Mrs, Barret’s room, and at her own re-{ words cut deeply. Poor Ellen pondered them in 
quest left her alone lying on the sofa, trying to { her heart. 
gain tranquillity in slumber. The truth was he did not know what he wanted, 

Richard and his mother stood thoughtful by § and so cried for the moon. An inspiring model 

the fire in the adjoining parlor. Mrs. Barret {indeed! What true genius ever found inspira- 

looked up timidly to her son, and said with hesi- tion in outward circumstances or objects? 
tation, What he wanted was manly energy. Perhaps 

‘‘Richard, I should like such a daughter.” that would come with returning strength and 
‘‘Mother,” he replied, promptly and gaily, { health, for all through the winter he had been 

‘‘T should like such a wife!” preyed upon by a low fever, and was but now 

She threw her arms about his neck and burst $ beginning to conquer the disease. 

into tears, saying, ’ ‘Tsvo idle weeks passed. He could not decide 

“It is hard to give you up, darling, even to 3 upon a subject. During those weeks Ellen grew 

her—to feel that I shall be crowded out of your $ pale and thin, and seemed unlike herself, some- 

heart; but I am glad she is to take my place, and $ times so mournfully, passionately fond and atten- 

not one unworthy of you.” tive to every word—and again so sunk in thought 

‘‘'That no one ever will, dear mother. I assure ; that even calling her by name failed to attract 

you that though I feel deep affection for the $ her attention. 
gentle creature, you will always be dearer to me § Another Monday morning saw Richard stand- 
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than she.” ing listless before his easel, while Ellen leaned 

‘‘Then you don’t love her, Richard, I am Son his shoulder, and looked at the canvass with 

afraid?” ° fixed eyes, as if she saw there a vivid picture 

‘‘Why, you dear, inconsistent woman! I will oe caused her both dread and a compelled 

tell her how much I love her, and see if she is} admiration. She started from her abstraction 

not satisfied ?” , suddenly, and leaned forward with a quick sigh 

‘‘T hope she will be, Richard, for she is the } to gaze longingly in Richard’s face. 

very sweetest girl I ever knew, and will make} He turned his eyes to hers, for he had before 

you happy after I am gone. God bless you 3 been gazing too abstractedly at the canvass to _ 

both.” ‘notice her, and thus caressingly touched her 

Ellen was entirely satisfied. She was so happy {cheek with his hand, a hand as soft as her 

that she wondered at it. Their engagement was \ own. 
likely to be a long one; but Ellen’s heart, shone} ‘Kiss me,” she murmured, hurriedly, ‘once, 
upon by the sun of love, burst into joy and glad- § before I go.” 
ness, while a similar phenomenon went on in : Surprised and moved, he folded her in a warm 

Nature, and the spring advanced through April } embrace, and kissed her affectionately. She 

and May. ‘sighed again deeply as she turned to leave the 

Richard, however, was soon more gloomy than ; room. 

ever, still pining for success in art, still dese-} ‘‘But where are you going?” Richard asked. 

crating his talent by painting hastily for imme-} ‘‘To find you a model who is faultless, Richard, 

diate sale, and complaining that he had time for at least. Will not perfection inspire you?” 

nothing better. Ellen’s uncle, who was much} She did not wait for an answer, and left 

pleased with her engagement, thought his com- Richard thinking that it was both ungentle- 

plaints well grounded, and offered to advance ; manly and unkind in him to have sighed in her 

such a sum as would enable him to have six } presence for a better model. All thought about 

months leisure to devote to real study. His} the matter soon floated from his mind, however, 

offer was thankfully accepted for Ellen’s sake, } and he pondered a subject for painting which had 

that they might be the sooner settled in life, and occurred to him. It was Amy Robsart’s face, 

Richard looked forward to doing credit to his } when she heard her lord’s signal beneath her 

ability. Despair of success had, however, so : window. He had said to Ellen that it would be 

unnerved him, and the habit of haste in painting * an interesting picture, and just such a study as 
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he wanted, a beautiful female face glowing with 3 She came the next day in her carriage, a 

feeling. ‘ quarter of an hour too soon, and found Richard 

Hours passed, and he sat absorbed until his} had not returned from his walk. The time was 

door sofily opened, and Ellen entered, her face } \ fully occupied by recalling with Ellen the story 

full of quiet happiness. ’ of Amy Robsart, and dwelling upon her sad fate, 

‘‘T have asked her, Richard,’’ she said, has- ; so that when he had returned and she had been 

tening to him, ‘‘and for the sake of our old } introduced, and had taken her position, it needed 

school friendship she has consented to come : but a few moments preparation to enable her to 

to-morrow. Oh, Richard, her eyes, her mouth, { enter into the unfortunate countesses feelings. 

indeed her whole countenance, is so exquisitely } Richard stood gazing eagerly at Miss Spencer, 

lovely! Hers is too, precisely, the style of ‘ as with her head bent she collected her thoughts. 

beauty ascribed to Amy Robsart, and I am sure} He saw that the features were faultless, and was 

it will satisfy you.” intensely anxious that the soul should shine 

Thus standing by his side, she timidly asked } through them. 
to be forgiven for something very mean that she; When that graceful bent head was raised, and 

had been guilty of. Richard saw her face glowing with emotion, her 

Richard refused to’ believe in her guilt, and fine eyes burning with impatience, and her lips 
asked for the circumstances of the case, declaring } apart with the gushing sighs of joy—he thrilled 

that her conduct, when investigated, would, he through every nerve. Ilis artist’s soul was satis- 

was sure, prove to be magnanimity itself. She: fied, was filled with deep contentment, with 

answered, admiration, with ecstacy. He set his teeth with 

‘Two whole weeks ago, you told me you } the strength of his determination to transfer the 

needed a faultless model, and I instantly thought} beauty, both of face and of expression, to his 

of Mary Spencer, but, Richard, I could not bear } canvags, and began to paint with fury. 
to have my face only a foil to her radiant beauty Ellen and Mrs Barret sat quietly in another 

when you were to be the judge; when you were | part of the room, both with sewing, but now 

to dwell upon every line of her perfect counte- § occupied with watching the artist and his sitter. 

nance, just after having had mine under Meike When Mrs. Barret saw with what enthusiasm 

scrutiny. But my selfishness is conquered, Rich-} her son worked, she shook her head slightly 

ard, so forgive it.” several times, and finally whispered to Ellen, 

‘You flatterer! And you dear, generous girl! ‘¢She is very beautiful, my dear child.” 

ft is sweet to have you jealous, Ellen, but heaven Ellen kept silence, and grew pale, but seemed 

thwart me in my art if I ever give you cause!” § to rise above her fears, and said, 

He drew her to him with warmest blessings., ‘Don’t you sce now that it was necessary to 

His mother, who entered at this moment, was} him to have a beautiful model? Iam so glad I 

instantly informed, in a torrent of eloquence, of 3 asked her to come, Mrs Barret.” 

all Elen’s perfections; and she too praised and § ‘Call me mother, dear. You may as well. 

kissed her. : It will come natural to you then, on that happy 
“Oh!” said Ellen, from her full heart, “I can day which I hope is not so very far off, and it 

never be happier than this. Please heayen not} will please me very much.” 

Oe AE, 

to dash my brimming cup from my lips.” Ellen made no reply. She saw that Mrs. 

When Richard left them to take his daily walk, § Barret’s object was to counteract the effect of 
Mrs. Barret questioned Ellen about the new? her first remark, and to conceal her fears. She 

model, and learned that though Mary had left: tried to banish her own, and it was reassuring 

school a year before Ellen, to enter the world as; to see how Richard, as he became more and 

a gay and beautiful heiress, while Ellen left it } more interested in his painting, seemed to forget 

to retire to her lonely garret-—they had not for- that Miss Spencer was anything but a lay-figure. 

gotten their close friendship. Fllen went to Hier, : ‘ He would not permit the slightest movement or 

told her of her engagement, and of the import- 3 deviation from the first attitude, and had no 

ance to her lover of a good model, begging her ; patience with her woman’s feebleness, which 
to consent to lend him the inspiration he needed. ; demanded occasional rests. At these times 

Mary laughingly complied, and when she heard ; Mary sank upon 2 low cushioned chair placed 

to whom she was to sit, was much pleased with ; in readiness, and talked to Mrs. Barret and 

the arrangement, for she knew many of Richard’s ‘Ellen. Richard in silence walked to a distance, 

friends, had seen his two finest pictures only, and eyed his outlines, or prepared his colors, and 

thought with complacency of having her face im-; was too much occupied with the subject of his 

niortalized by such an artist. ‘ thoughts to remember such of his professional 
7 

/ 
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duties as required him to make the time pass} and the agony must be prolonged, till they 

agreeably to his sitter. ‘ broke down the strong hope and longing of her 

It was not until Miss Spencer said she must} young heart. 

return home, that he started from his abstrac-? Months went by. When the first picture was 
tion. } finished another was begun, and Richard painted 

‘‘ Already!” he ejaculated, ‘‘but I beg your { with the same enthusiasm and success. Mary 

pardon. You are very good to favor me at all.” was proud and happy to make such glorious use 

‘‘ These two hours have fatigued me extremely,” ¢ of her gifts. [Ellen was neglected by both. But 
she replied, ‘*because I am so unused to sitting i in Mrs. Barret the poor girl knew she had a 

still, but I will school myself, and promise you } sympathizing friend who resented silently the 

raore time to-morrow.” turn affairs were taking. Yet the subject was 

‘You are very kind,’? Richard answered, ‘‘Ineyer alluded to by either of them, until one 
cannot express to you my sense of the obligation { night in autumn, just a year from that cold 

you are conferring. A new spirit has awakened evening when Ellen first warmed herself by 

within me, a spirit of energy and hope, I owe it $ their fire. Mrs. Barret had retired, but was 

all to you.” s awakened by the sound of suppressed sobs, and 

Ellen heard these words she had pined for, 3 putting out her hand it rested upon the bowed 

but alas, they were not addressed to her. head of her young friend, who was kneeling by 

Richard continued, *‘I fear I have been Tee < her bedside. The good lady started up. 
selfishly absorbed in my work this morning.”’ : “Child, Ellen, what’s the matter? Are you 

“Qh,” said Mary, ‘I am glad to see an artist } ill? Bless me, you are as cold as ice!” 
forget everything in his art. A fine picture willS ‘‘Oh, mother, mother, comfort me! I am 

be a much better result of these morning hours, $ dying of distress. What shall I do? I cannet 

than ever so agreeable conversation. And if we ; bear it.” 
talk I shall forget Amy Robsart. I felt enough Mrs. Barret bent over her, laid her hand on 
of her spirit this morning to abhor that Varney. $ her head, blessed her, and said, 

The mertiless villain!” “Oh, my poor, poor child. We will grieve 

As she said this, she slightly stamped her { together. Throw off your dressing-gown, and 

foot, and an angry flush suffused her face. get into bed with me, and we will try to console 
Richard watched the change of expression } one another.” 

with eagerness, and exclaimed, Ellen did so, and with her cheek pressed to 

‘What an actress) you would make! You: Mys. Barret’s shoulder, faltered out her sorrow, 

would be known the world over as the queen ; and her plans for the future. 

of tragedy, if you were in your vocation.” Sympathy and counsel soothed Ellen’s spirit, 
‘‘T am content,” she said, smiling, ‘‘not to be and enabled her to make strong a resolution she 

raore famous than you will make me,” a speech 3 ‘had long pondered. 
which sent a glow of joyful hope from the heart $ Lately she had not been much in the painting 
to the face of the artist; and he bent his head , room. Mrs. Barret had sat there alone, and 

in silent thanks, which his eyes alone expressed. watched with sorrowful eyes her son’s growing 
Morning after morning sped by. During the } passion; for pou she could not help acknow- 

hours of painting, Richard was exclusively oc- ; ledging Mary’s claims to respect and love, her 
cupied with that; but when Mary declared { heart had long ago chosen Ellen for a daughter. 

herself tired, he would Jay down his brushes, } Strange that the two, so clearly read by others, 

and devote himself to making her forget her {should be so blind as not to suspect the state of 

fatigue. It seemed only 2 gentlemanly duty, ; their hearts! They were too happy to wish to 
but it was willingly, nay, eagerly performed. peer very closely into causes, 

It was not Richard’s fault. He could no more: One day, after a long sitting, Mary throw 

help worshipping beauty than he could help herself into her chair, and leaned her head 
seeing it; and loving it, too, was spontaneous $ against its high cushioned back. Richard came 
and uncontrollable. Long before Richard knew ; from behind his easel, and said, 

it himself, Ellen’s heart had divined this truth, 3 ‘One more sjtting will make that picture 
and she had no energy left to frame a resolution : perfect. I knowitis good. Oh, divine satisfac- 

or 2 wish She had foreseen all that had come : tion! after such hopeless misery. Oh, you have 
upon her, and the pain of separation began $ been a miracle- -working Mary tome. I have a 

when she told him that she would bring him an $ good right to worship you.” 

inspiring model. Could she now resign his loves He threw himself in half earnest at her feet, 

utterly? Ah, no—not just yet. The struggle>and then clasping his hands over the velvet 
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cushioned arms of the chair, he suffered his { { him as much as ever; but she sprang to her feet, 
eyes to drink in long draughts of soul-intoxi- $ and before he had uttered half a dozen words in- 
cating beauty. Hers, but seldom and timidly 3 terrupted him. 
raised, fell instantly again, each time with a ‘*Do not speak,” she said, ‘for what can you 
new sense of the fervor of his admiration. The {say? Not surely that I would still marry you! 
silence of a few moments was broken by a * What did you suppose I cared for except your 
trembling sigh, and Richard whispered, § heart?” Then her tone softened from pride to 

‘‘Oh! grant me one more picture, or with to- tenderness. ‘I forgive you, Richard, for even 
morrow must come—what I could not endure. asking me to be your wife when you did not love 
No, no, I have been happy lately, and I could$me. I do, indeed, though it was a cruel wrong. 
not bear separation. It cannot be!” ; Ane I pray for your happiness. Iam glad you 

“It must!” cried Mary, with a guilty start $ have achieved success in art, Richard: and thank 
from her glowing reverie. ‘Oh, what have we $ God that if 1 am the sacrifice, I was self-immo- 
been doing? Where is Ellen?” s lated. I felt it all before she came. But, Rich- 

‘*Here I am,” said a proud but gentle voice, gard, I will not like the poor frozen viper, that the 
for Ellen had entered unperccived, and heard $ laborer carried home and warmed on his hearth- 
Richard’s last remark, ‘‘here I am—in the way } stone, turn and sting the hearts that cherished 
now, but not long to be so. I give him up, { me. I not only resign your faith, but feel that 
Mary. Long agoI saw it all and knew I must.” $ since I owed happiness to you, you take back 

Richard had started to his feet, and now ’ only what I willingly give. So don’t reproach 
rapidly paced the room. Mary looked up to: yourself, or let one thought of me intrude upon 
Ellen, who leaned on the back of her chair, and 3 your gladness in Mary. Good-bye.” 
said indignantly, ; She gave him her hand. He pressed it in both 

**T will never take Richard from you, Ellen, ‘of his, and then to his lips, but emotion made 
though I should die for it.” Shim dumb. As Ellen perceived this, her own 
‘You were not willingly at fault, Mary; but ; grief rolled up again. Throwing her free arm 

you have taken his heart, and have no power to around his head as it was bent to her hand, she 
give it back. I charge you to value it, now you $ : : pressed her cheek upon it for an instant, and 
have it.” then slowly and unsteadily walked out of the 

There was but little reproach in her voice, but 3 : room. 
Mary could not endure its sorrow, and left the} That she might not see Richard again, sie left 
room weeping. Richard turned suddenly to Ellen. $ her home that very day, to take her pre-engaged 
She was looking upon him with those large, dark ! } place as governess to two young girls. The 
eyes brimming, her cheek colorless, and her lip ; ; parting from Mrs. Barret was one of grief on 
quivering, ‘ both sides. She made Ellen promise to call 

He hid his face in his hands, and shuddered ° » her mother, and rest sure of always finding a 
visibly at the grief he had caused. ; ‘ motherly heart to lean upon in the rugged paths 

‘“‘My one comfort, my one joy, my only, only $ of life. 
hope in the world is gone,” Ellen whispered, as ; The first moments of anguish over, Ellen went 
she sank upon the floor, burying her head and $ forth into the world cheerfully. The feeling that 
arms in the cushion, and giving way to a burst {she had made him she loved happy, reconciled 
of tears. her generous heart to its own disappointment, 

Richard was irresolute for a moment, and then ‘ and her loving spirit poured itself out upon all 
udvaneed to protest that he would not break his { who needed affection or consolation, and found 
vow to her, that his word and his honor bound on this a true, pure joy, past all understanding. 
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FROM THE GERMAN OF HEINE 

Tue graceful water-lily 

Looks dreamily up from the lake, | 
And the moon looketh lovingly on her, 

For light love keeps fond hearts awake. 

Then she bows her small head to the water, 

Ashamed those bright glances to meet, 

And sees the poor, pale lily lovers 

All lying in love at her feet. 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 118. 

CHAPTER Vi. , Among these women, some motherly from 

I wusr go back a year or two, and take up § nature, others cruel against nature, there came 

an event, which happened during Catharine’s pa little Irish woman, plump and rosy,.and eyi- 

sojourn in the insane asylum. sdently of a cheerful nature, better clad and 

An old man, grey-haired, and with a most’ better looking every way than her companions. ' 

bland countenance, cordial and ruddy, lighted ’ She held a beautiful little boy by the hand, who 

by those soft chesnut-brown eyes, that are } came reluctantly, lifting his brown eyes to her 

always so pleasant of expression, sat behind his } face with a wondering, anxious look, and drag- 

desk in the Alms-house department at the Park. $ ging back shyly, half-hiding behind her gown, 

It was visiting day in his department, when all § as he approached the crowd of strange women. 

the orphan infants, put out to nurse by the city, :. The poor creature had evidently been crying. 

where expected to be brought to the office in { Her eyes were red, and her rosy cheeks tear- 

charge of that branch of our charities for in- stained, while her plump lips seemed laden with 

spection, or for such changes as time made neces- ‘ suppressed sobs, that threatened to break forth 

sary. ‘afresh every time her eyes fell upon the boy, 

It was a strange scene, at times painfully ‘who seemed go anxious to hide himself in her 

revolting and again full of natural pathos. One } garments. 

after another, these poor little pauper souls were 3 ‘‘Mammy, mammy, take me home; don’t stay 

brought in, wrapped in an old shawl or torn ‘ here, mammy; let’s go home,” pleaded the boy, 

blanket, motherless, or worse than motherless. ‘pulling her gown with both his plump hands, 

Their very existence the growth of sin, or of ; while she stooped to wipe the tears from her 

misfortunes almost as bitter. The women who ; eyes. ‘I won't stay, I won’t speak to that man, 

carried them were usually but one degree re- ‘he makes you cry.” 

moved from the Alms-house themselves, and Mary Margaret could not answer him, but a 

became the paid mothers of these miserable ; great sob burst from her lips, and snatching him 

children, in order to save their own offspring ; up she buried her face in his bosom. 

from the same terrible fate. Some were kind, The little fellow drew back, and laid a soft 

and gave themselves lovingly to their infant {palm on each cheek, while he looked, oh! so 

charges, yielding their hearts to humanity with- lovingly, into her eyes. 

out reseryation. These took their seats in the ‘Don’t, mammy, don’t; please don’t—home, 

outer office, with quiet and serene faces, folding ; go home?”’ he said, grieved and wondering. 

their orphan babies in their arms, with a soft, “T can’t, I can’t, they won’t let me take you 

motherly instinct that had no thought of the {home again. My heart is broke. Oh! it's got 

searching eyes turned upon them, but shed all? a pain that’ll last forever. Eddie, my darlint, 

around an atmosphere of honest love. Others, } put yer two blissid little hants together, as if ye 

cruel and crafty, anxious only to pass examina- ‘was prayen to the Virgin herself, me boy; and 

tion, and obtain the money which was to repay ‘ask the gentleman to let yees go back wid yer 

the forced succor they had given the forlorn chil- { own nurse.” 

dren in their arms, became seized with paroxy-} Eddie patted her cheeks again, while his beau- 

isms of affection, as they ranged themselves to  tiful lips. began to quiver, and his brown eyes 

wait, and fell to caressing the poor infants with } filled with tears. 

revolting fondness, hugging them to bosoms that : Yes, yes, don’t ery any more. Eddie will tell 

loathed the contact, and kissing the poor lips ; him: don’t cry: he will.” 

from which their cruel hands would gladly have { Struggling down froim the poor woman’s arms, 

withheld the very food necessary to life. ‘ the little fellow clenched his small mae fists, 
~~ 
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and rubbed the tears from his baby eyes, half { Eddie there is almost three, and he must take 
grieved, half belligerent, while he marched up to ; his chance with the rest.” 

the superintendent, who greeted him with an * Poor Mary Margaret’s countenance fell, and 

extended hand, smiling kindly. : Eddie made a grand effort to draw her away by 

‘*Well, Eddie, my boy, where’s your hand?” 3 force. 

Eddie hid his little clenched fist in the folds j ‘‘Home!” he pleaded, ‘*home, mammy; I will 

of his dress, and received those advances with a $ go home! 

defiant pout. ; ‘It may be,” said Mary Margaret, determined 

‘‘Mummy wants me to go home, and I «rill £0 5 ‘not to give up while a hope was left. ‘It may 

home!” he said, while his little form swelled and $ , ‘ be yer honor thinks it’s the dollar a week I want; 
struggled with a rising sob. sand its bad enough me and the childer need it, 

‘‘And so you shall, to a nice, big home, where | ; anyhow; but if ye’d but consint, I'd take Eddy, 

you will have lots of little boys to play with.” {the crathur, for half price, an’ ’ed think it a 

“I don’t want no boys to play with, but Pat $ bargain, yer honor. If the old man had a word 
and mammy,” answered the little fellow, walking { agin it, d’ye see, I sit up anights, and do another 
backward toward his nurse. {Xtra gentleman’s washing; it’d be no throuble 

«But you shall live in a grand, big house.” $in life, while I saw his beautiful, curly head 

‘‘Mammy lives in a grand, big house,” : peeping up from under the blankets, wid my 
answered the child, quite convinced that his ; own two spalpeens on each side, to keep the 
shantie-home was equal to any palace. “I like $ darlint from falling out of bed, ye know. I'd 
her grand home!” , always manage to get him a sup of new milk, 

| “But mammy hasn’t got cherry trees, and yer honor, and ’d never put in a taste of water, 
apple orchards, and meadows full of clover,” $ as I do—an’ little blame to me—wid the others.” 
said the officer, sare and yet touched by the: Again Mary Margaret paused, she had no 

child’s resolute air. other arguments to offer, and her poor, kind 

“But she’s got morning-glories, and—and red § heart swelled painfully, when she saw no symp- 
beans, and oh, dear, she’s got everything—she $ tom of yielding in the face of the official. 
has,”’ cried the child, with a burst of tearful? ‘1 cannot, indeed, Mrs. Dillon. It is out of 
eloquence. my power, the child must not remain entirely 

‘‘Mister,” said Mary Margaret, approaching with you; with so many children of your own, 

the officer in her motherly sorrow, “if ye’d only 8 it would be impossible for you to bring him up 

let the little felly stay a bit longer now, till Sas he should be, your husband ought not to per- 
he’s big enough to wear jacket and trousers, ye 3 mit this injudicious kindness.” 
know; he’s backard-like, ye see, and wants good 3 Poor Mary Margaret had nothing to answer. 
motherly nursin’ more ’en a three months child.” 3 She knew well enough her husband, a hard- 

The officer shook his head, and Mary Marga- $ working man, had enough of trouble to fill the 
ret looked woefully down upon the little fellow, $ clamorous wants of his own children, and that 

who was striving to envelope himself in the folds } little Eddie, with his beauty and his sweet ways, 
of her calico dress. shad never been taught to rough it at home with 

~‘fTe’s no mother but me, yer honor. It'd kill? the rest. Besides there was a more powerful 
him intirely to go up yonder with the rest, and $ argument still, that inexorable officer. 
have all his beautiful curls cut short, and—and, Mary Margaret looked down at the boy, and 
oh! yer honor, it’ll be the death of us both, it : tears stole into her eyes, slowly blinding her to 
will. Couldn’t ye be merciful this onest? Con- ; his wistful little face. She looked at the officer, 

sither he’s a poor, motherless crathur, and only ; clasping her hands and bending forward as if he 
me to look up to in the wide worlt!” : had been the picture of a saint. 

Again the officer shook his head, but there $ ; **Would ye do it, if ’'d just go down on me two 

was relentance and sympathy in his eyes. How : bended knees to yer honor—would ye now?” 
could he help it, with that frank, pleading look $ ‘*I have no power,” answered the man, ab- 
fixed upon him, and the pretty child peeping $ ruptly, bending over the book of records that 

out wistfully from the shelter of her garments. 3 s lay open before him, that the woman might not 

“Indeed, Mrs. Dillon, I am sorry, but we have 3 g S observe the moisture that crept into his eyes. 
stretched a point in this case already, in con- s «I have no power,” he repeated again, abruptly, 

sideration of your affection for the boy. The nay! almost with harshness, for he was afraid 
law is that all children, dependant on the city, sto trast himself longer with those two faces, 

must be removed to the institution when they } turned so imploringly upon him, compelled as 
are two years old. Now we know that little * he was to act by a rigid law. 
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Mary Margaret stooped down, and lifting the; at heart, which threatened every moment to 

child in her arms, drew a corner of her shawl; break into a deluge of tears, she presented little 

over him, } Edward to his foster-brothers and play-fellows 

‘¢ Would yer honor let me keep him wid meself once more. She informed them, a little crossly, 

and the childer one more night thin? It mayn't } for her true sorrow would break forth in some 

come so hard to give him up, after we've had} shape, that it was only for a night, and after 

time to consider on it, and raisen it over wid de ‘that Eddie would be made a gintleman of 

poor motherless orphan. If it was to go to} entirely, and that “if he was going up among the 

heaven itself, we couldn’t give the crathur up} common childer, it was only for convanience 

the night. Will ye let him go home wid me just like, and after awhile would be traiting ’em all 

lying agin on me own motherly breast, as ye see } with great civility, and bowing to ’em from his 

him now? I[t’ll never be again, an’ I’ve nursed } carriage windy.” 

him like me own.” Her young brood took this information rather 

“Yes!” said the officer, kindly, glad to have shyly, and Terry, who had been like a twin- 

wu petition he could grant, ‘‘yes, yes, take him brother to the little orphan, rebelled at once, 

along, and if you wish it, go with him yourself { vociferously protesting that he would go with 

up to the Island. Then you can be satisfied} Eddie and be a gintleman, too. But at length 

how well he will be cared for in his new home.” } young Ireland was consoled with a promise, that 

‘Thank yer honor kindly. I'll do me best to: perhaps he might yet ride behind the carriage 

be content,” said the poor woman, wiping her} which Eddie was undoubtedly to occupy, while 

eyes-with a corner of her shawl, and folding it} the dear little fellow himself underwent a world 

over the boy again. ‘Do ye think they'll} of caresses, and was hushed to sleep with many 

bind him out, and put him to strangers entirely, § a smothered sob. 

yer honor?” The next day Mrs. Dillon stood at the ferry 

‘No, no, he is quite too young for that. It} at Randell’s Island, looking wistfully back to- 

is more likely that some person may adopt him { ward the spot where she had just left the ewe 

and make a gentleman of him.” ‘lamb of her flock. Her face was red with weeping 

‘‘He is a gintleman every inch of him,” and from time to time she lifted up a corner of 

answered Margaret, giving the child an enthusi- { her shawl and wiped the drops from her eyes, 

astic hug, while her ardent temperment caught $ Little Terry set up a pathetic howl, as the boat 

fire at this prophecy of a grand fortune. ‘‘It’s} which had brought them over, put back on its 

meself that has been particular regarding his $ return voyage. Mary Margaret had no heart to 

manners, never letting him run out in the sun § chide him, but turned sorrowfully away, grieved 

or make dirt-pies, or pick up oyster-shells to the soul as few mothers would haye been, 

from the gutter, widthe common. See if heisn’t; And there sat poor little Edward where he 

white an’ clane as a dove—the crathur—neck an’ $ had been left, like a lost babe in all that wilder- 

all, wid reverence to ye.” ness of young life; all alone, and yet surrounded 

Here Mary Margaret jerked down the little} by so many, The very size of the nursery 

fellow’s calico frock in front, exhibiting a plump, 3 building terrified him. The crowd of strange 

snowy neck, softly flushed like a shell that has } faces hushed his grief into dumb silence. The 

just left the water, and a pair of dimpled} nurses seemed like enemies that intended him 

shoulders, from which the short sleeves were} some bodily harm, and from whom he would 

gathered up by bows of faded pink ribbon. run away the moment their backs were turned, 

«Wouldn't any gintleman be proud of the} The child looked up to impart these thoughts 

like of that for a child of his own, now?” she ’ to his foster-mother, and she was gone. He 

continued, uttering her words between the kisses \ searched wildly around; his innocent eyes grew 

that she lavished on the white neck and shoulders, } large with affright; his mouth and chin began 

leaying a flush with every touch. ‘Thank ye, to quiver: and his poor little hands were pressed 
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kindly, for giving him to me and the childer for hard down upon the bench where they had seated 

one night more, it's like sending a lost bird to } him. That baby-struggle was a pitiful thing to 

its nest agin. God’s blessing on ye!” witness. That tiny form taking up its first 

Thus half in tears, and half grateful, Mrs. } battle of life, with no weapons but ils terror 

Dillon made her way through the hungry crowd, } and its tears, was touching beyond description. 

that even in their misery cast admiring glances ; When he saw that she was gone, and that he 

after the child, and walked homeward. Striving } was quite alone in that forest of human beings, 

to reconcile herself to the inevitable with} the wild eyes began to fill, his face flushed, and 

resolute philosophy, but with a swell of grief ' sobs of home-sick anguish heaved his chest. A 
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group of little orphans, who had learned to keep $ no, the child was used to these noises and would 

their sorrows in silence, cast shy glances at him $ not awake. With those trembling arms clinging 

‘rom the benches; while he, with a child’s in-$ to him in wild terror, and those brown curls, 

stincts, looked wistfully at them through his $ damp with tears, falling over his face, the child 
tears, expecting the sympathy which they felt, ¢ slept on, leaving the poor stranger more deso- 

but could not express. s lately alone from his slumbering presence. He 
A nurse came toward him filled with kindly $ a had become used to the vastness and the mid- 

interest, and in her motherly way strove to$ night noises, and could not feel the baby heart 

soothe him. ; fluttering like a wounded bird against his side. 

‘‘What is the matter, little one? don’t take on$ And this night was a type of many that the 

so!’’ she said; ‘*don’t cry, that’s a dear.” ’ boy spent in his new home. He would not be 

‘‘Mammy, mammy. I want mammy!” pleaded § comforted; his eyes were always heavy or filled 

the child, holding up his little arms, but folding } with pitiful tears; his little heart pined with a 

them over his face, and turning his back as she $ tender, yearning hunger for the friends who 

would have taken him up. , seemed hundreds of miles away. Grief was 
The nurse had many other cares, and left him $ tenacious with him. Tis cheeks grew white as 

to his grief. When she came back again he was{ snow; there was always a troubled quiver on 

gazing out through the window with heavy eyes, his baby lips if any one spoke to him: but the 

and a look so heart-broken that she made a fresh § noise of his sorrow was stilled, and so those who 
effort to console him. : had charge said kindly to one another, 

It would not do. The child only asked for his ‘Poor thing, it is the home-sickness: he will 

mammy, answering everything with the same § soon get over it.” 

pleading look, and the same home-sick ery. * But weeks passed, and Eddie did not get over 
At night, when stretched upon the straw bed ; his home-sickness. He grew pale and quiet, but 

in the infant’s dormitory, with a strange child § that sensitive baby heart was desolate as ever. 

resting on the same pillow, still and orderly, with ? Visitors were only admitted to the children once 

its sorrows hushed down into a dreary content, a month, consequently Mary Margaret did not 

little Edward lay sobbing in the stillness. The} see her child during these weeks of anguish. 

presence of so many children, filling the ooh One day, when the little creature was becoming 

with the monotonous breath of their slumber, dreamily passive, a strange gentleman and lady 

frightened away sleep. The moonlight, as it: ‘entered the baby’s nursery as they passed over 

stole in through the windows, revealing the } the institution. They were both young and of 

range of cots with the pale forms upon them in singularly aristocratic appearance. Certainly 

fitful gleams, made him think but the more} there was nothing in the lady that reminded you 

yearningly of home. Everything was so cold, of Mary Margaret Dillon, but the heart some- 

so purely clear, and yet full of desolation to the } times finds strange likenesses. When Eddie 

child. He dared not cry, the stillness and ex- looked up the lady’s back was toward him. She 

panse of the room—vast compared to Dillons} was about the size of his nurse, this must have 
cabin—held him in awe. Vague ideas of some- been all, but it was enough. : 

thing strange that was to happen, made his eyes The child let himself down from his seat and 

gleam out large and wildly in the moonlight. j ran toward the lady, his bright eyes flashing, 

There he lay, that poor, wakeful child, holding ¢ his hands extended, and his soft brown curls all 

his breath, and swallowing his sobs in vague } afloat. 
terror of the very life with which he was aust ‘*‘Mammy, mammy, take me,” he cried, mak- 

rounded. Then the stillness was broken by rat- } ing ineffectual leaps to reach her arms. 
tling sounds in the wall, and the patter of tiny’, The lady turned her face—a beautiful face, in 

feet along the floor. The rats, which haunt all nothing like Mary Margaret’s, save that it was 

public buildings impudently as if they possessed } ‘ bright with kindly surprise, and the child drop- 

an elective right to municipal plunder, were out } ped his eager hands with a Jook of pitiful dis- 

on a midnight revel in the ceiling, and com- } , ) appointment that touched her to the soul. 

menced chasing each other across the spotless | ’  ‘¢*Who is this?” she said, as the little creature 

floor. ‘ crept broken-hearted back to hide himself among 

Poor little Eddie heard the sound with a thrill | the other children. ‘Tell me, what poor child 

of terror. His limbs’shook, a low ery broke from : ‘is this that ‘alatalies me for his mother?” 

his lips, and creeping forward he clung shivering / She blushed softly as she spoke, and turned her 

to the other little child, more fortunate in its eyes shyly from the look of half interest, half of 

power to sleep, that lay in the same cot. But! amusement which her husband turned upon her. 
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‘‘Come here, darling, let me talk with you,” $ gentleman nor lady could withstand. The homely 

she said, following the child. ‘Tell me your but pathetic cry of ‘‘mammy,” ran like a thrill 

29 ¢ 

s . 

name.” 2 of music through the young woman’s heart. Her 

She held out her arms, smiling, and with a ; eyes swam in a tearful mist; her cheeks flushed 

glow upon her face, ‘*Come!” ; with the hidden sweetness of a word never ap- 

The boy glanced upward to her face. His eyes } plied to her before. She had no power to force 

filled with light; his lips parted, ahd eyeing the child away, but drew him softly closer and 

her with the intent look which we meet in a } closer to her bosom. 

frightened rabbit, he held up his arms, laughing “Let me take him!” said the husband, with a 
fur the first time in weeks. ‘ troubled smile. 

The lady snatched him eagerly to her bosom. } He reached forth his arms. Eddie lifted his 

In an instant his arms wreathed themselves head and eyed him witha shy, sidelong glance, 

lovingly around her neck, and his cheek lay ; while he loosened one arm from the lady’s neck, 
against hers. ; ; and clung closer with the other. 

‘Strange, isn’t it, that he should take to me | ‘Come, my little shaver, and see what I’ve 

so suddenly?” she said, pressing the pretty face } ‘ got for you.” 

closer to her, and giving it a sidelong kiss. ‘ The boy bent slightly forward, and at length 

‘‘Isn’t he pretty?” allowed himself to be taken, searching the gen- 

‘*Yos, and no!” answered the husband, laugh- ‘ tleman’s face earnestly all the time. But when 

ing. ‘He would be a little heathen if he did }a motion was made as if to place him on the 

not take to you; and he is beautiful as one of $ floor, the gentleman found his neck suddenly 

Raphael’s cherubs.” embraced by those two loving arms, and the 

‘And so loving,” rejoined the wife, with a little, tearful face was laid confidingly on his 
pleading glance. ‘*What a pity to leave him * shoulder. 
here !?? a Take me home—take me home,” pleaded the 

The husband looked gravely from the lady to sweet voice. 

the child. In his heart he thought her like one} ‘‘Couldn’t we take him home and decide 
of Raphael’s Madonnas, only no painted child § after?’’ pleaded the lady, with gentle feminine 

was ever so lovingly beautiful as the orphan she tact. ‘‘It will be a pleesant visit for the poor 

ed 
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held. . S child, if nothing more.” 
‘<Couldn’t we?” pleaded the lady, softly with; ‘‘He seems bent upon it,” answered the gen- 

her lips, most cloquently with her eyes. "tleman, laughing, and rather pleased with this 
“Tt is a serious business,” answered the hus-} half measure. ‘TI think you could hardly get 

band, still gravely, and with a sort of sadness. ‘him from me yourself, Matty.” 

‘But we have none of our own, and our home} The lady only laughed. She had no desire 

is so large!” to wenken the effect already produced by the 
The cloud deepened on her husband’s face. _{ caressing helplessness of the little orphan, by 

**T know it,” he said; ‘‘this thought of adopt- ; claiming more than an equal share in his pre- 
ing a child takes me painfully.” * ference. 

‘He looks like me enough to pass for ours,” ‘‘Well, then, let us go,” she said, in haste to 

said the lady, blushing scarlet as the words left } have the child all to themselves. 

her lips. ‘I mean he has the same colored eyes ‘First let us inquire about him. Perhaps he 

and hair, and—and has parents or friends to interfere. In that case, 

“Yes,” thought the gentleman, ‘‘they do look } you know, it would be out of the question.” 

alike; it would be a pity to disturb the picture.” The young wife looked very grave at this, and 

How pleadingly his eyes look out from under } ‘the cloud of anxiety did not leave her face till 

- those curls, the same rich brown, with a gleam \ it was ascertained at the superintendent’s office 
of gold in it. How came the little fellow so like } that Edward Bertie was an orphan, his father 
my wife? But he only said very seriously, ‘‘ Put : unknown, if living, and his mother’s death re- 
him down, Mattie, we will talk it over at home!” : corded in the hospital books at Bellevue. Thus 

The lady saw that he was in earnest, and ‘accidentally, and almost from an affectionate 

attempted to unwind the child’s arms from her capriee, this poor human waif was taken from 

neck. But the little fellow cried out, his home in the nurseries; and when Mary Mar- 

‘No, no, mammy, mammy!” all in a tremor ! ; garet came with her eager love on the visiting 

of affright, clinging closer, and raining wild, } * day, leading little Terry bythe hand—who was 

sweet kisses upon her face. the bearer of a great orange for his foster-bro- 

This was a kind of eloquence that neither the ‘ ther—the child was gone. This was a terrible 
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blow to the good nurse, But when she heard; No one ever visited that wing of the building, or 

that Eddie had gone off with an undoubted gen-} at least ever penetrated so far as the library. 
tleman and lady, and that a splendid private} The grass around the bay window grew rank, 

carriage had waited for them at the ferry, she and unecared for, while the lilac trees and clus- 

was, to an extent, consoled, though this was all‘ tering roses remained leafy and unpruned from 

the positive information the laws of the institu- year to year, though perfect order reigned 

tion allowed her to obtain. } everywhere else in the grounds. 

As for little Terry, he broke forth into a voci- Early in the morning, before the family were 

ferous fit of crying, and for some minutes his  astir, Catharine always spent an hour or two in 

plump and freckled cheeks were inundated with the room so full of interest, yet which every one 

tears; but he too found a source of consolation {seemed to shun. The picture of her husband 

in the big orange which now belonged entirely } upon the wall, seemed like a living soul to her. 

to himself, and which he devoured incontinently, It had brought back her faith in humanity. It 

skin and all, while seated on the wharf w aiting § had made her less alone in the world. 

a return of the ferry boat which would convey 3 ; A wonderful amount of knowledge may be 

himself and his mother back from their disap- § accumulated, by devoting two morning hours _ 

pointed visit. font of the twenty-four to study, and, perhaps, 

¢ the pleasantest acquirements we possess, are 

’ those gathered up of our own fee will, unaided, 

CHAPTER VII. and as it were in secret. Thus it was with 

A quiet and most beautiful life, was that} Catharine. With a tolerable rndimental educa- 

which Catharine led, in her country home. She } tion she found no difficulty from want of masters, 

was left completely mistress of her own time, and every day saw her naturally fine mind ex- 
with those kind old people, who were always too } pand itself, with freshly gathered ideas, that 

happy when Elsie was alone with themselves; } gradually consolidated and took the form of 

but with all the resources of quiet enjoyment } knowledge. 
about her, a strange nervousness possessed the | Among other things she found a portfolio of 

young woman. Notwithstanding the entire drawings, rough studies, and bold, spirited 

franknoss of the old people, and the paternal 3 sketches, such as genius throws off as it searches 

interest with which they regarded her, there} for perfect development; with implements and 

was a sort of dignified gentleness about them, enone of art, which had long slumbered in 

that forbade any allusion to the subject that} disuse. The sight of these things awoke a new 

haunted her thoughts continually. How came } desire and a new talent in her nature. She 

her husband’s portrait in that library, and what } would learn ‘to paint. She would study hard, 

was the secret of its strange effect upon the } and so perfect herself, that some day his portrait 
lemented daughter of the house? Why did it should be hers. She would work hard till her 

hang pendent with hers? art should achieve a copy of that. This was all 

Again and again these questions arose to the } the result she thought of—his picture—nothing 

young woman’s lips; but they always died upon ‘ more. 

them unuttered. The subject of this closed Here was an object for exertion. So she went 

library was so completely ignored, it seemed so ’ to work, heart and soul, to obtain this shadow 

decidely cast out from the routine of life among } of a lost happiness; looking dreamily toward 

them, that she had no way of introducing it that | the future when he might learn how faithfully 

would not seem forced and abrupt. ; : she had worked and thought for him. 

Besides, a species of superstition seized upon $ It may injure Catharine, a deserted wife and 

her, regarding this apartment. Like most sen-} childless mother, so young and so wronged, 

sitive persons, who have suffered deeply, she} when I say that her life on the Island was one 

shrunk from turning back to the painful points of tolerable happiness; but she was not an angel 

of her own experience; and blending these} of suffering, only an earnest, hopeful young 

objects, as she necessarily must, with her own ‘ creature, caolval to perform her duties honestly 

fate, the reserve which lay upon all the rest, fell ; as they arose. Looking forward to the possi- 

like a mist over her, also. And this feeling } bility of meeting her husband in the future, to 

grew with time, till she hoarded her own thoughts } rejoice over him if he was blameless, and to for- 

upon the subject as if they had been a sin. give him under any circumstances. Here again 

But she was drawn with irrepressible attrac- $ some of her own sex may condemn her for want 

tion toward the room. It was the only place on} of pride, and exclaim of what female dignity 

earth where she was certain of perfect solitude. demands from the sex. But as I have said 
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before, Catharine was no heroine, but only } won’t come nearer, but it seems so hard to sit 

a beautiful, high-minded and _ gentle-hearted her e all alone, and they in there.. Please don’t 

woman, full of feminine compassion, not only } tell them. Is he speaking to her? Does she say 

for the miseries, but for the weaknesses of man- ; anything about me? She shouldn’t, its cruel. I 

kind. She never thought of her husband so carried off all the grey hairs, and the disgrace, 

much as having sinned against herself, individu- } and the heart-burn, they might let me stay here, 
ally, as of the wrong done to his own manliness. ° : you know.” 

People who have never loved can talk of that § ’ The tone in which these words were uttered 
implacable dignity, so regal in the proud woman, was so pleading and pitiful, the dark eyes up- 

but those who love, know well that affection is lifted like those of a feverish child pleading for 

stronger than pride; nay, stronger than death } drink, had so much pathos in their glance, that 

itself. The woman who boasts that she would } Catharine felt tears trembling in her own voice, 

be unforgiving to the man she loves, has very as she stooped down and endeavored to soothe 

little of true tenderness in her nature, or true { the poor woman. 

dignity either. Never does the true Christian, ; ‘*Come in—come sit with me, Elsie dear. 
or the true woman, which is much the same } They will be glad to see you,” she said, humor- 

thing, appear more beautiful than with the feel- ing the idea that possessed her charge. 

ing of charity warm at heart; and the highest’ Elsie shook her head. ‘I couldn’t—it sets my 

and purest charity, is that which refuses to look heart afire to see him looking so kindly at her, 

with implacability on the wrongs from which we {and so cruelly at me. But listen, Ll was just as 

have suffered. beautiful as she is once, and he thought so—he 
These gentle and forgiving feelings grew ; did, indeed, but somehow—I don’t understand 

strong within the heart of that young woman, ; how it was done—they made a division of God’s 

as she studied in that solitary room, solitary save } gifts, do you see. The beauty and love they left 

but for the pictured presence of her husband. Bale. her. To me they gave age and tears, sin- 

Her character became fixed and noble, with the , fulness, disgrace, hemp jackets, and told me to 

gradual expansion of a fine intellect, and it was } go alone and be still. The evil spirit had been 

not two years before the frail, fair girl, so rich driven out from between them. They called it 

in all generous feeling, became deep-thoughted ; Elsie. Yes, they gave me her name, and told me 

as she had hitherto been warm-hearted. ‘to begone. That is the reason I sit here on the 

For some time after her first discovery of the ° floor, so cold and grey, while she enjoys herself 

library, Catharine thought herself sure of soli-}in there. Don’t tell them, for I like to stay!” 
tude wheneyer she entered it. Once or twiceshe} ‘*Come back to your chamber,” said Catha- 

had heard soft footsteps creeping about the door, oy gently; ‘‘put on a nice dress, and we will 

but after a moment’s attention forgot the cir- } go in together, they will be very glad to see us.” 

cumstance. $ «Did they tell you so?” inquired Elsie, quickly. 
But one morning, while busy at her easel, “Yes, they told me so!” _ 

working desperately toward the one object—a “Did they?—that was kind. But I can’t accept 

copy of her husband’s portrait—she heard the } it, you know. When the people off yonder in the 

heavy breathing of some object outside the door, } Bible sent their poor goat into the wilderness 
followed by a suppressed murmur. loaded down with their sins, he never came back 

Catharine arose suddenly, and opened the } to disgrace them, but lay down and died of hun- 
door, holding her palette and brush in one hand. ger in the woods.” 

There in the hall, with her long, flowing night-: ‘*But you are not driven away—you are not 

dress lying around her, like a snow-drift, sat } alone or hungry!” 

Elsie, her dark, wild eyes turned wistfully to-: ‘Oh, yes, I am!—here, here!’ said the poor 

ward the library, as Eve might have been sup- creature, pressing a hand to her side, and rock- 

posed to look back through the gates of Eden. ing back and forth as with pain, ‘*but it don’t 

With a timid motion of the hand she heckoned } : ‘ kill this hunger. I starve and starve, but never 

Catharine toward her, uttering a low hush with } die. Hush, they will hear me. Go back and 

- 

her lips. ‘shut the door. I like to sit just as Tam; but 

Catharine stepped out and bent over her, for } don’t tell for anything.” 

she was seated on the floor. ; Catharine hesitated, and made another effort 

‘‘Hush! hist!” whispered Elsie, lifting her } : to win the poor creature from her micomfortsble 

finger with a look of affright. ‘Is he there? ; { position. But Elsie was in a positive mood, and 

are they together? does he suspect that I am } would neither go into the library or to her own 

here in the cold, waiting? don’t tell him. I'room, though the morning was chilly, and her. 
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246 LOVE’S TRANSFORMATION.—ADALIND. 

raiment so insufficient, nothing would urge her: ‘No, no. The cold is catching, you will take 

to move. it!” 

*“T know—I know,” she said, impatiently, ‘‘But I must unless you will go with me!” 

when Catharine urged this, “it is cold, it makes! ‘Not there,” pleaded Elsie, pointing to the 

me shiver all over; but then you know how it is. library. 

I am to take all the cold too with the wakeful-; ‘*No, to our room.” 

ness and watching, it is a part of me this cold: ‘‘Well, if you are cold, I will go!” 

when I tremble they smile. Do you know 1} After that day, Catharine often found Elsie 
POL Le 

. 

never smile, that is left to them!” ‘ watching by the library door, as she came out 

‘‘Them,”’ said Catharine, gently. “I will stay ; from her morning studies. 
with you.” : (TO BE CONTINUED. ) 
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LOVE'S TREANS FORMATION. 

BY FRANCES M. CHESEBRO. 

One memory gleams out from the past, In the low, swift, under-current, 
And hallows all the years, Rushing ever to one goal, 

O’er which oblivion’s veil is cast, One mighty purpose ever blent, 

Departing hopes and fears. Union of each soul with soul. 

It is of one, who first had power 

To bend to Love’s control, 

A rebel heart that spurned the dower, 

a a 

Oh! magic power, that tore away 

The yeil that wrapt my sight; 

New forms of beauty o’er me stray, 
eee te 

A selfish, restless soul. ; Bathed in radiant light. 

Then was I an idle dreamer, The earth, the sky, the field, the air, 

Dreaming on Life’s sunny shore, ; Burst into fresher life, 

Far, far off, [ heard a murmur, ; Nature lay robed in garments fair, 

Faintly, faintly, never more. Beauteous, beauteous life! 

Beating hearts were all around me, 

But I felt no life-blood glow, : 

Saw the semblance, saw the shadow, ; 
Never felt the “ebb and flow.” ) 

Most holy gift, most precious power, 

To human hearts here given; 

The boon to love through life’s brief hours, 

To love—though earth be riven; 

Now my hand is on the world heart, ; The one great joy we live to know, 

Now I feel its pulses beat, The one great gift to seek, 

Of the whole, a generous part Around it other blessings flow, 

Of that life stream running deep. : In harmony to meet. 

BY D. DOWNING 

She loved to watch your tiny flakes 

Deck rose-bush, vine, and tree— 

Hang out your fairest robe of state 

O’er sleeping purity. 

Oh, dancing brooklets in the dell, 

Go singing on your way, 

And shower the mossy banks above 

With misty-wreathing spray— 

The car that loved the cooling plash 

And murmuring of your wave, 

Now nerveless moulders back to dust 
Within the gloomy grave. 

On, gently falling Autumn leaves, 
Oh, moaning Autumn wind, 

Go sweep above the grassy mound 

Where sleeps our Adalind. 

Cover the faded hillock now 

With woof of red and brown; 

The flow’rs have ceased to bud and blow 

Where last we laid her down. 

Oh. garland-wreathing, pearly snow, 

Upon the head-stone white, 

Weave many a dainty shining web 

Of frosty jewels bright. Add ee 6 ee ee 



PATTERN FOR PALETOT AND BONNETS. 
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BY EMILY H. MAY, 
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Wr give, this month, a pattern for a new} faced cloth. It is trimmed with small silk but- 
and fashionable Paletot; also patterns for two tons matching the stuff, and two galloons of two 
fashionable bonnets; and also, a few pages $ different colors (on grey cloth mixed with brown, 
further on, a pattern for the apron of a child‘ one brown galloon, and the other of a lighter 
two years old The pattern for the Paletot is grey than that of the cloth.) This pattern is 
on the next page, as also those of the two bon- composed of three parts. 
nets. On this we give an engraving of the? No. 1. Front.—No. 2. Back.—No. 3. Half the 
Paletot, as it looks when worn, as also of one } sleeve, 
of the two bonnets. It shall be our effort to It will be seen that to form the lappet, the 
make this department, ‘How To Make One’s : part A of’the front, laps over the part, marked 
Dresses,” complete in every particular. From ; the same, without being sewed from top to bot- the simplest to the most difficult patterns, we : tom. 
shall give all in turn. $ The back is*composed of two widths joined; 

This Paletot comes down straight in front, and $ one seam hollowed, and at the lappet the part E, is very hollow at the waist. The lappet is slit of the pattern No. 1, laps on the back lappet. up at interyals, but one edge always laps over $ Nos. 4 and 5.—Patterns for Bonnets. 
the other, so that no opening is seen. The lines of points on pattern No. 4 indicate A broad braid is put all round the edge, and the notes to be made in the willow to throw the above it, at intervals of an inch, are two more: the edge back. Do the same to pattern No, 5 rows. the front of which is still more open. This garment is made of yelvet cloth or double 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING NARCISSUS-~ 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH, 

~S FIG 1 yt 

MarTnrrats.—White unruled letter-paper, light ; pipes: wrap the stem with light green tissue 
yellow tissue, light green tissue paper: carmine, } paper, slip it through the petals: finish with a 
wire, gum, &c. green calyx on the back, The leaf to this flower 

Cut the petals like fig. 1, make a deep crease : is long and narrow, similar to the Hyacinth. 
through the centre of each petal: cut each one } ese 

. ° e ‘ 
slightly with your scissors. For the heart cut a } * MATERIALS FOR MaKina Paper Fiowers.— 
strip of yellow tissue paper about three inches ; Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
in length, and half an inch in width: paint a | f" Pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for ms ; ‘ Japonicas, pinks, &ce., wire, wax, gum arabic, DPE, border with car RUNS ODORS edge of, the } stamens, pipes, green leayes, calyx, sprays, cups strip, crimp it very fine with a pen-knife: close } for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
the two ends together with gum arabic. Then / at varieties, oe be dpsed ready pers a 
take three | licht vell ines : seca: Of Mrs. A. M. Ho lingsworth’s ancy Store, No. ‘A : are EES = oe os pa dete a eel North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
OF rere ann BOE SEED NSS NTTN'Y } mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- together, and to form the stem. ‘Then tie the ; Vials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
plain edge of the crimped paper close around the } on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

“ 

CORNER FOR HANDKERCHIEPR. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Tits is a very beautiful, pattern. The flowers 3 by lines of over-stitch, having a heavy French 
and leaves are to be done in satin-stitch, the ; knot in the centre of each. The name to be 
stems and tendrils in over-stitch, and the dia- done in satin-stitch. Working cotton Nos. 80 
monds at the bottom of the pattern to be formed and 100, and fine spool cotton, 
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BEAD PURSE IN CROCHET. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

7 - a 3 Oey 
entirely formed of beads; work 15 rounds, in- 
‘creasing in every stitch in the first round, in 
‘ every alternate in the second, and in the same 

\ stitch in the succeeding rounds till 15 rounds 
; are completed; work 6 rounds without increas- 

{ing. Detach the ruby, and fasten on the white 
silk; work three rounds. 4th round, 10 white, 

s 1 light green, 1 dark green, 5 white, 1 dark 

? green; repeat all round. Sth round, 2 white, 1 

s dark green, 6 white, 1 light green, 2 dark green, 

Be 3 4 white; repeat all round. 6th round, 1 white, 

a $1 dark green, 6 white, 2 light green, 3 dark 

green, 4 white, 1 dark green; repeat. 7th round, 

2 ruby, 6 white, 3 light green, 3 dark green, 2 

white, 1 dark green, 1 light green; repeat. Sth 

round, 2 ruby a, 6 white, 2 light green, 3 dark 

green, 8 white, 1 light green, 8 ruby; repeat 

from a, finishing with 1 ruby. 9th round, 1 
} ruby a, 1 light green, 2 white, 3 light green, 1 

pink, 1 light green, 8 pink, 4 white, 1 light 

green, 8 ruby; repeat from a. 10th round, 2 
3 light green, 2 white, 3 light green, 2 pink, 2 

ot4/, " mket 

istes *, ee 
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‘ruby, 2 pink, 8 white, 8 ruby; repeat. 11th 

round, 4 white, 1 dark green, 1 pink, 4 ruby, 2 

pink, 2 white, 2 ruby; repeat. 12th round, 2 

ruby a, 8 dark green, 1 light green, 2 pink, 1 

white, 4 ruby, 1 pink, 2 white, 4 ruby; repeat 

° from a. 18th round, 1 light green, 8 white, 2 

‘ light green, 8 pink, 1 white, 3 ruby, 1 pink, 2 

} light green, 1 white, 1 dark green; repeat. 14th 
> round, 2 light green, 2 white, 2 light green, 4 
‘ pink, 2 white, 1 pink, 3 light green, 1 white; 

‘repeat. 15th round, 1 light green, 1 ruby, 1 
‘dark green, 1 white, 8 light green, 1 pink, 1 
light green, 3 pink, 4 light green, 2 white; re- 
‘peat. 16th round, 1 light green, 2 ruby, 14 
‘light green, 2 white; repeat. 17th round, 1 
‘light green, 2 ruby, 1 dark green, 1 white, 3 

\ light green, 1 dark green, 6 light green, 2 white; 

Marerrats.—One skein of ruby, 1 ditto of repeat. 18th round, 2 light green, 1 ruby, 1 

white, 2 shades of green, 1 of pink, fine sized { dark green, 2 white, 3 light green, 4 dark green, 

purse silk, 12 strings of ruby, 12 ditto of white 5 white; repeat. 19th round, 1 white a, 2 light 

transparent beads, four strings of light-green ; green, 1 dark green, 5 white, 4 dark Sea 6 

opaque beads, 4 ditto of dark green transparent white; repeat from a. 20th round, 3 white a, 1 

beads, and 3 strings of pink opaque beads. Pene- 3 dark green, 8 white; repeat from a. Now work 

lope crochet, No. 4. Gilt or silver clasp and} in rows upon one half of the purse, only leaving 

tassel. ; 2 stitches at the beginning and end of each row; 

String the beads upon the various silks; with : work 3 rows with white. 4th row, 3 white, 1 

ruby make a round foundation of 8 stitches, pass } ruby; repeat. 5th row, 2 white, 2 ruby. 6th 

down a bead before making each stitch, so that { row, 3 white, 1 ruby; work the second side to 

the purse shall present the appearance of being ‘ correspond. Sew on clasp and tassel. 
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PATTERN FOR CHILD’S APRON. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 
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931" 
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Tuts is a very pretty pattern for the apron of {sure the angle B A H. Then draw the line A 

a young child, say about two years of age. It } H, twelve inches long. Then measure the angle 

is in three parts, the front, the back and the : A H G, and, in like manner, draw the line H C 

sleeve. ‘nine inches and a half Jong. In this way pro- 

One or two persons, having complained that {ceed till the whole pattern is enlarged. The 

they did not know how to enlarge our patterns, } only places, where there is the least difficulty, 

we will explain. The process is very simple. is in rounding the parts about the shoulder and 

To enlarge the front of this apron, take a {arm-pit; here the eye must be the guide; but if 

piece of paper, about the size you suppose the ! all the rest of the pattern is done, there will be 

pattern will be, and draw the line A B, making * no difficulty. 
5 

it fifteen inches long. Then, with a card, mea- < 
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BABY’S HOOD IN SILK AND SHETLAND WOOL. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Marenrans.—Half an ounce of wool; four; then work 1 treble stitch into the 38th chain, 

skeins of white purse twist, rather fine; steel : (a), 2 chain and 1 treble again into the 8rd from 

hook No. 18 ‘ the last treble; repeat from (a) to the end of the 

With white silk make a chain of 42 stitches, ‘ chain. : 
251 
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2nd row.—Plain double crochet, making 22 19th row.—Join on the silk again, | treble, 2 
stitches in each of the 4 loops at the turn of the $ chain; repeat. 

chain in the last row. 20th row.—Double crochet. 

érd rouw.—2 chain, 1 treble repeat, make 42 21st row.—The same as the 19th. 

treble stitches with the 2 chain between each at$ 22nd row.—Plain double crochet. 

the upper part of the work. 25rd row.—The same as the 21st. 

4th row.—Plain double crochet. 24th row.—Double crochet. 

5th row.—The same as the 3rd. 25th row.—Join on the wool again, work 8 

Gth row.—Double crochet. : rows alternately treble open crochet and plain 
7th row.—Join on the wool, 3 double, 7 chain, § double. 

miss 3 loop in the last row, and repeat. 34th row.—Join on the silk, 1 row close treble 
8th row.—3 double stitches into the centre } crochet. 

ones of the loops formed by the 7 chainin the} 35th row.—Treble open. 

last row, 7 chain stitches between the 3 double.$ 36th row.—Plain double crochet, two extra 

9th row.—8 double, 3 chain; repeat. In going stitches must now be made at the commence- 

round the loop make 5 chain stitches between $ ment and end of each row. 
instead of 3. » 937th row.—Treble open. 

10th row.—Plain double crochet. $ 88th row.—Plain double. 
11th row.—8 treble, 3 chain; repeat at Oe 39th row.—Treble open. 
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upper part, miss only 2 chain stitches inthe last: 40th row.—Close treble. 

row. 4ist row.—Plain double. Join on the wool 
12th row —The same, making the 3 treble {and work 7 rows alternately in treble open and 

stitches. plain double, then work the back in double 
15th row.—The same. : crochet, taking it in to the size required, 1 row 

14th row.—Plain double crochet. $ all round in close treble crochet. 
165th, 16th, 17th and 18th rows.—The same as; This completes the crown. 

the 7th, Sth, 9th and 10th. ‘For illustration see front of number. 

BRAIDINGS AND EDGINGS 
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ADDITIONAL HINTS IN CROCHET. 

BY MRS. ANN 8S. STEPHENS. 

Aut the definitions of the stitches being given as we have already described for beginning a 

in a former number, we cannot add, in any way, {new color; namely, by finishing a stitch with 

to the clearness of those instructions; but we the one you wish to join, and holding in the 

have from time to time received queries regard- ends. When a join occurs in de, let it come, 

ing certain processes in crochet, which we will } if possible, in a part where there are many con- 

now endeayor to answer. > secutive close stitches; as you cannot so easily 

Ist. Tur Mope or Worxtnc Purses aNnp $ and imperceptibly work in the threads, if there 

orueR AnticLes in VARrious Cotors.—In many 3 be much open work. Some people knot the ends 

of the fashionable purses, the ends are worked } of thread or silk, but we always prefer the mode 

in patterns formed of four, five, or even more} we have given: it is much neater, and more 

colors. These ends are done in se, and no loose : durable, if from one to two inches are left of the 

threads are visible on the wrong side. The} ends, and worked in. 
manner of working is this: the threads, of all One other instruction may be useful; namely, 

the colors but the one in use, are held along the $ that from passing from one round to another in 
forefinger of the left hand, parallel with the ¢ open patterns, such as mats, cardigans, &c., 

work in progress and close to it; these threads ; generally the thread is broken off at the end of 
are then worked over, in the same manner you’ every round. As this is very untidy, a better 

work over a cord or twine ina mat. When the $§ S way is, after finishing the round, to slip-stitch 

color has to he changed, do it as follows:— , ‘ along the edge to the part where the next is to 

To Cuance THE Coror.—At the last stitch of $ ; be begun, then make a chain of two, three, or 

the color you are using, insert the hook, and $§ © four stitches, twist it, and reckon that as the 

draw through the loop with it; but finish the first sc, de, or te stitch with which the round 

stitch with the new color, working in the old; may begin. It will quite have the appearance 

one with the others. ; of one; and you may then proceed according to 

To Work wir Braps in SC.—Thread tho $ the instructions. Generally the rounds begin 

beads first on the silk, or other material; and : nearly or exactly in the same place. 
then, in working, drop them where required, on} We regard to the asterisks, daggers, and other 

the wrong side. Thus, any pattern worked from printers’ marks, used in repetitions, it is only 

an engraving, is worked from left to right of the 3 necessary to remember that in every row or 

engraving, the side shown being the reverse side } round where one of a kind occurs, another of the 
of that worked. The reason of this is, that a } same sort is sure to be found; and that the repe- 

more even surface is obtained on the wrong side § tition is from one to the other of the same sort 

of sc, the chain-work visible on the right side $ of mark, at whatever distance from each other 

causing it always to appear in lines, they may be placed in the row, or however many 

To Jorn A Tureap.—In sc this should be done 3 of a different kind may be found interesting. 

CORALINE ORNAMENTS. 

BY MRS. ANN 8. STEPHENS. 

Tur great popularity of the ornaments in} able to the majority of our fair readers. The 

imitation of coral which have recently been sleeves, which are now so fashionable, can, in- 

brought from France, the simplicity and rapidity ? deed, scarcely be worn without bracelets; and 

with which they are made, and the excellent nothing better enlivens the darker winter dress 
effect they produce, have induced us to think; than either coral, or the very admirable and in- 

that an article on this subject will be accept-< expensive imitation of it, which our neighbors 
258 
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on the other side of the channel haye been the ; the half is used, then twice more, which will use 
first to produce. A taste for elegance and beauty the length knitted, and form a very neat and 
is one inseparable from the character of an ac- regular twist. Fasten the ends very strongly 
complished woman; and it is her duty, not less } together, but as invisibly as possible. This 
than her interest, to study its dictates. Nor} bracelet requires no snap. 
does this study by any means involve extrava- Bracetxr, No, 2,—Divide each skein of braid 
gance of expenditure; for it is notorious that} into three pieces, and twist each one separately. 
one woman whose toilet is always becoming, } With a needle of scarlet silk join three pieces to- 
will expend very much less than will another, ‘ gether in the middle, so that there will be six 
who yet never appears fit to be seen, simply be- ‘ends, and plait them together, slackly, either as 
cause the one studies the suitable and the other } three or six. This bracelet requires a gold or 
the costly—hence the superior appearance of other stud to fasten it. A very thick gold thread 
the dress of a French woman. Her dress, bon- $ may be plaited in with the coral, but we do not 
net, ribbons, all harmonize; they have been pur-} admire the intermixture. It is, however, very 
chased for that express purpose; she neither fashionable. 
adopts a monstrosity because of its value, nor} Merpausion Braceners are rather more trou- 
despises an elegant addition to her toilet from } blesome to make than the preceding, and do not 
its cheapness. Hence the extreme popularity : 80 closely resemble corals; but, as they are yery 
of imitation coral in Paris at present, since $ pretty ornaments, and form a variety, we give 
nothing can be more becoming, whether the ’ the receipt:—Cut out a dozen rounds of stiff 
dress be black or white, than armlets of this ; muslin, a little larger than a shilling, and cover 
pretty material. We propose giving several re- them with sarcenet ribbon exactly the shade of 
ceipts for making them, premising that the one? the braid. Knit the length of braid, then tack 
with which we commence is, in our opinion, the one end to the centre of the silk rounds, roll 
prettiest. ¢it round and round until it rather more than 

Braceter, No. 1.—Two skeins of bright scar- $ covers the muslin, tacking it here and there into 
let mohair braid; needle No. 15; scarlet sewing ; place. It will now be at the outer edge of the 
silk. Cast on 2 stitches, and knit them exactly : round. Leave half-an-inch space, and tack it 
as you would a garter, until you have done suffi- } to the next round, both at the edge and centre; 
cient to go 6 times round the wrist, which will} cover it in the same way, and repeat the pro- 
allow for its twisting round four times; cast off, cess. About six medallions are required for 
and draw the end through the 2nd stitch to seach bracelet. Sometimes, instead of the braid 
fasten off. Take one end of the knitting between 3 being knitted, it is merely plaited. Chains are 
the finger and thumb, and hold it, and also the aa of a single line of knitting of three stitches, 
quarter of the length for the round. Twist the } or two lines of two stitches each, and twisted 
remainder through this about four times, so that ’ together, 

PATTERN FOR CHAIR COVER, ETO. 
THE engraving for this is in front of the num- , colors are designated, by squares of different 

‘ ber. This pattern is to be done on medium zDBens, the key to which is given below the 
sized canvass, in zephyr worsted. The different } engraving. 
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EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. : 
N 
\ Human Faces.—A wonderful thing is the human $ 

face; now sad, now joyous, now tranquil, now im- : Much must be borne which it is hard to bear; 
passioned, now darting fire, now smiling fondest} _ Much given away which ib were sweet to keep; 

God help us all! who need, indeed, his care,_ 
And yet I know, the shepherd loves his sheep. 

The thing we planned it out when hope was dead— 
And then, we WOMEN cannot choose our lot. 

love, and, while overshadowed or overclouded, never, 3 

never the same, but borrowing the spirit genius, and 5 
glassing the emotions of the heart. My little boy begins to babble now , tee Puro HT Upon my knee his earliest infant prayer; In sleep, too, there is something irresistibly touch- ; He has histhther's eager eyes, I know, 
. . *y *y6 _ ~) 3 
ing, and calculated to excite the deepest sensibility $ And they say too, his mother’s sunny hair 

iB every Drain and bosom where ther.exiat fooling But when he sleeps and smiles upon my knee, and faney—when the hushed breath, and the closed $ And I can feel his light breath come and go, 
eyes, and the motionless form, present a lovely like- 8 I think of one (Ileaven help and pity me!) 
ness of the image we must all assume at last, before § Who loved me, and whom I loved, long ago. 
our dust mingles with the dust whence it arose— 

when the mighty spirit of life is stirring indeed, but 

so still, so calm, and in some natures so innocent in 

its visions, thoughts, aud ideas. And it is a strange 

mystery with its pomp, its darkness, its fierce but But blame us women not, if some appear 
melancholy and brief delight, that seems an ante-} Too ecld at times; and some too gay and light; 

past of Eternity to wean us from the world, (if we gents ae OAR Oren une Rae are aere to ne 
could but see heaven who could endure existence $ SADOWs, Che Panes: POON ee JUPES ME DEO 
here?) leaving darkness and desolation behind— 3 4h, were we judged by what we might have been, 
hopes, cares, sorrows and despair alternating. Then M se not by what we are, too aps 2 ne y little child—he sleeps and smiles between 
we again live over our childhood’s days—our sins, { "These thoughts and me. In Heaven we shall know 
our griefs and joys—now passing from life to death, ; ~ all! 
now beyond time and space, now in some little spot ; raeaee 
of earth, with some dear human tie to bind us closely Socran Tyranny.—The Philadelphia Ledger, 
to it; then in the heaven of heavens, with the great $ which is said, and, we believe, correctly, to have 
Omnipotent beaming upon our immortalized being; at § the largest circulation of any daily newspaper in 
one moment in the Empyrean of God, with the blue § the world, is one of those journals, which are always 
und glorious floods of ether around, around, around, 3 to be found on the side of morality and justice, and 
and simultaneously precipitated into the lowest abyss $ opposed to wrong and oppression in every shape. 
of hell, all agony, and gloom, and horror! lis influence, with its 60,000 subscribers, and $00,000 

Is it possible, is it conceivable that ought but ee readers, is immense; and to say that such influence 

N 

wr 

Who might have been *** ah, what T dare not think! 
We are all changed. God judges for us best: 

God help us in our duty, and not shrink, 
And trust in Heaven humbly for the rest. 

PLA LS LSS S-. 

immaterial principle could perform these most anti- $ is exercised in behalf of truth is the best compliment 
thetical of operations so immediately that they hardly } we can pay to the proprietors. 
appear an act of the will? Truly may it be said the} Lately it contained an article on “The Social 
Creator has fashioned us in his own image. As in $ Tyrants of the World,” which, we would that every 
the beginning God said, “Let there be light,” and § husband, father, brother and son could read. The 
there was light, the human mind compels Eternity ’ Ledger says, truly, that the Czar is not the only 
to be present to it, evoking the darkness to its con- } tyrant in the world, but that there are social as well 
ceptions, or soaring above it with eagle wings | political oppressors: that neither education, nor 
creating an universe in the illimitable resources of $ refinement, nor wealth, nor position, nor official 
ideas—rushing beyond the limits of its own great } authority is always sufficient to avert family tyranny. 
thoughts, (for it is not itself subject to limits) making In some of our most splendid mansions, not less than 
chaos into beauty, vivifying, destroying, annihilating $ in dirty cellars, is domestic oppression to be found. 
—it sinks, its rises, forever bafiling conceptions, for- § The wife of the millionaire is often not less oppressed 
ever active in sleep or wakefulness—so grand, so ¢ than the helpmate of the beggar. It adds: 
august, so awful and inecmprchensible! $ PPALRAPAPAA 

“For it is not of physical tyranny that we speak, 
, - ? so much as of that which is keener and more subtle, 

Woman’s Lot.—The following lines, anonymous § of that which cuts to the soul, of that moral despotism 
to us, aro heavy with heart-breaking sorrow. Yet ‘ which is exercised by harsh words, by eruel neglects, 
they represent what is—too often alas!—the lot of i by unkind acts, by petty insults, Husbands go home 
Sei anh and vent, upon unoffending wives, the irritation which 

; ; the eyents of the day have produced. Would they 
Whom first we love, you know, we seldom wed— ‘dare to vent it on the partners, clerks, or customers 

Time rules us nll. And life, indeed, is not who originated it? Fathers push innocent children 
256 
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angrily aside, or eyen_ strike them, be¢ause annoyed 3 
by their noise. Would they venture to day hands on 
those who try their patience, a hundred times worse, ; 
in the ROaSPaUCEY occurring yexutious occurrences of § 
the day? Too often tie household is made to expiate } 
all that the husband and father has had to endure } 
abroad, till wife and children learn to watch for the § ; 
sturm or sunshine on his face, with eager, palpitating } 
hearts. Too often the frown: on the futher’s brow $ 
banishes the smile from the mother’s lips, hushes the : 
prattle of the little ones, aud throws » gloom and 
constraint over the whole domestie circle. Oh! in} 
how many homes, there reigns a silent, crushing } 
tyranny of which the world knows nothing, which : 
destroys everything like happiness there, and which 
perverts the moral atinosphere in which the children } 
grow up, as miasma taints the air. 

“Iiypothetically, every man is willing to admit } 
that tyranny, thus exercised over the innocent and } 
helpless, is us cowardly as it is cruel. Hypotheti 
cally, all will acknowledge that, to be a tyrant at? 
home, makes a man, so far forth, as much the op- ; 
pressor, as to crush a Poland or Hungary, or to herd } 
slaves on the coast of Africa. But, how few will} 
concede, even to their own consciences, that they are $ 
themselves such despots! It is the curse of selfish- 
ness, more than of most other vices, that it conceals } 
the sin from the sinner, und Wiat the worse the man § 
becomos, the Jess apt is he to see his error. There : 
are vw... of thousands of oppressed women and chil- 3} 
dren, all the way from Maine to Texas, who have no » 
one to speak for ‘them, unless the hearts ‘of the tyrants 
themselves could be softened.” 

“Exceistor’ Paroprey.—To parody a poem is to 
compliment it. For a parody pre-supposes the origi- 

nal to be well known, for otherwise the wit of the 

parody could not be appreciated. Longfellow, from 

“ Hiawatha” down, has furnished food for more paro- 

dies than any poet, perhaps, in the language. Few, 

however, have been as successful as the following on 

“pIOKLES.” 

The rain and snow were falling fast, 

Vreckues, TAN, &c. 

be done, in these March wind 

» The best thing is “ The Balm of A Thousand Flowers,” 

which we are assured, by those who have tried it, is 

an almost infallible remedy in such cases. 

remove, not only freckles, but also tan and pimples, 

leaving the skin of a soft and roseate hue. 

towel, pour on two or three drops, and wash the face 

night and morning. Fetridge and Co., Boston, manu- 

facture the “Balm.” 

long time. 

ee ee ee eee en 

bo or =~] 

By asking what he had to sell; 
He wouldn’t stop, but only yell'd 

‘“* Pickles.” 

‘Don’t drive so fast,” an old man said, 
“That worn-out nag is nearly dead.” 
“His shoes are off,” another cried; 
With shout of scorn the youth replied, 

“Oh, Pickles.” 

“For merey’s sake don’t cross the creek! 
That wooden bridge is awful weak.” 
The youth dashed on his headlong way, 
And only turned his head to say, 

“Oh, Pickles.” 

The night was dark, the wind was cold, 
The pickle boy was brave and bold; 
He never stopped or checked his flight, 
And soon the sleigh was lost to sight, 

Pickles and all. 

Next morn two little wandering Jews, 
Came into town and brought the news; 
Down in the drift a corpse they found, 
Whilst far and near were scattered round 

The Pickles. 

—* Bessie” asks us what can 

s, to prevent freckles? 

It will 

Weta 

A fifty cent bottle will last a 

—_—~ 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

As through a down-east village passed 
A youth who chalked with great display, 
Upon a barrel in his sleigh, 

* Pickles to sell.” 

His cheeks were blue, and red his nose, 
His ears und feet were nearly froze, 
And tears of cold bedimmed his sight, 
But still he yell’d with all his might, 

Pickles to sell.” 

As on he went, 2 maiden bold 
Came out and asked him what he sold, 
The youth looked up with winning smile, 
And said with voice as soft as ile, 

* Pickles.” 

“Oh, tell me,” cried the maid divine, 
‘Say, tell me, are they in the brine?” 
“Nay,” said the youth; “that sort don’t pay,” 
Quite vexed he heard the maiden say, 

Such Pickles!” 

That one so sweet should speak so tart, 
(The word went deep into his heart,) 
That she should crush his hopes so flat, 
And scorn his smiles, or, worse than that, 

Ilis Pickles. 

Away he drove, through wind and rain; 
They tried to stop his course in vain. 

The Confidential Correspondence of Napoleon Bona- 
parte with his Brother Joseph. 2 vols. New York: 

D. Appleton & Co.—No work has ever been published, 

which throws more light on the character of the first 
Napoleon, than this. It is chiefly composed of Iet- 
ters, confidentially written by Napoleon to his elder 

brother, whom he loved above all the rest, and in 

whose lately published memoirs they were first given 

to the world. Domestic and public affairs are dis- 

cussed, especially in the earlier epistles, in a free and 

familiar style; in fact, the conqueror unbosoms him- 

self, and becomes a man, a friend and a brother. 

These letters will compel many of the earlier biogra- 

phies of Napoleon to be re-written. In future, no 

person can attain to a correct understanding of the 

great emperor's character, in its social, political, or 

eyen military aspects, without having carefully pe- 

rused these volumes. The work is a valuable acces- 

sion to history. The publishers have issued it in a 

neat and even handsome style. 

The Tragetnes of Sophocles In English Prose. Re- 

vised according to the Text of Dindorf. 1 vol. New 

York: Harper & Brothers.—Another volume of Har- 
? pers’ capital “Classical Library.” 

LL PS. 
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Notes on Central America, By E. G. Squier. 1; Kate Weston, By Jeanie Dewitt. 1 vol. New 
vol. New York: Harper & Brothers —The author} York: Dewitt & Davenport. Philada: T. B. Peter- 

vf this fine octavo was formerly U. &. Minister to } son.—We believe we violate no confidence in stating 

Central America, and therefore writes about a sub-} that Jeanie Dewitt is but a nomme de plume, the real 

ject with which he is perfectly familiar. In a pre>; name of the author being Miss Dowling. She is the 

ceding work, he described Nicaragua: the present} daughter of the Rev. Dr. Dowling, a Baptist clergy- 

is, therefore, more particularly devoted to Honduras ; man of Philadelphia, who has no reason, able as he 

and San Salvador. The geography, climate, topo- } is, to be ashamed of his equally gifted child. “Kate 

graphy, population, resources and productions of ; Weston” has not only decided literary merit, but is 

those states are set forth in the fullest manner; and? eminently moral. It is such a fiction as may safely 

where Mr. Squier cannot speak from personal obser-~ be put into the hands of the young, certain that it 

vation, he relies on official and other competent? will do good as well as amuse. The volume is em- 

authorities. Part of the volume is devoted to the } bellished with numerous spirited illustrations. 

ad 

question of an inter-oceanic railway. Mr. §. chat Lanmere. By Mre. J. 0. R. Dorr. 1 vol. New 

the preference, over all other proposed routes, to that York: Mason Brothers.—In the preface to this novel, 

from Port Caballos, on the Gulf of Honduras, to the } our old and favorite contributor, Mrs. Dorr, acknow- 
Bay of Fonseca, on the Pacific: and his facts and ledges herself the author of “Farmingdale,” one of 
figures appear to us conclusive. Numerous elaborate the very best American novels which appeared last 

maps and other illustrations increase the attractions year, and which came out anonymously. “Lanmere” 

of the book. is quite up to its predecessor, and either is better 

Our Cousin Veronica. By the author of “ Anna-} than the famous “Wide, Wide World” novels, haying 

bel.” Lvol. New York: Bunce & Brother.—A much g more grasp of character, a wider range of observation 
better novel than even “Annabel,” itself a fiction of } and equal merit in depicting rural life. “Bessie” is 
many and rare merits. Tho descriptions of Virginia $ altogether a superior heroine to Ficta, or Ellen, for 
life in “Our Cousin Veronica” are among the best in} example. But get the volume and judge for your- 
the language; they are always graphic, easy and } selves. 

graceful: while that part of the story which occurs Lucy Boston; or, Woman’s Rights and Spirituat- 
in England is scarcely less skilfully done. It is @§ jem j illustrating the follies and delusions of the Nine- 
long while since we have been so delighted with XS teenth Century. By Fred Folio. 1 vol. Auburns 

new novel. ‘There is so much exaggeration afloat in} Azden ¢ Beardsley. Philada: T. B. Peterson —A 
the fictions of the day, that we are charmed to meet} gatirical fiction, exhibiting considerable merit. As 
with a story like this, which is powerful, yet also 3 : 3 it is devoted to two prominent topics of the day— 

natural. We hope often to hear from this author.  Woman’s Rights and Spiritualism—it would have 

The Attache In Madrid ; or, Sketches of the Court} many readers, even if it was less sprightly and 
of Isabella If. Translated from the German. 1 vol.} graphic. The publishers have issued it in excellent 
New York: D. Appleton & Co. Philada: T. B.3 style. The illustrations, especially are capital. 
Peterson.—A really sprightly volume. The author,$ Songs and Ballads of the American Revolution, 
attached to a German legation in Madrid, had great} with notes and illustrations. By Frank Moore. 1 
facilities for becoming familiar with court life, gossip, } vol. New York: D. Appleton & Co.—A hook which 
politics, &e. He did not neglect other matters, how- } is both a literary and historical curiosity. Mr. Moore 
ever, relating to Spain and Spaniards, interesting to} has selected these songs and ballads, some from the 
be known; and he has also managed to give a rapidly } newspapers and periodicals of the time, some from 
sketched political history of modern Spain. In every } old broadsides, and some from oral tradition. The 
respect, this is one of the most gossipping, readable, ‘ best ballad in the volume is “The Battle of the 
‘and even, in some respects, instructive books of the \ Kegs,” and the next is Andre’s “Cow Chase.” The 

year, > volume is tastefully published. 5 

Macaulay's History of England. Vols. 3 and 4.3 The Sacred Plains, By J. H. Headley. 1 vol. 

New York: Harper & Brothers.—The duodecimo ? Buffalo: Wanzer, McKim & Co. Philada: T. B. 

edition of the long-expected continuation of Macau-{ Peterson.—A clear and concise description of the 

lay. The present volumes carry the story over a \ plains, which witnessed the great events of the Bible. 

period of about seven years. At this rate, if Macau-} Such books as this materially assist in the compre- 

Jay lives, his history will be longer than that of { hension of Scripture history; and they ought to be 

Garicciardini, which he wittily says, in one of his : encouraged; especially when they are as well exe- 

earlier essays, an Italian criminal, condemned to § cuted as the present. For popular circulation, though 

death, refused to read through, even to save his life. not for the scholar, the volume is really an acquisi- 
\ 

Sense and Sensibility. By Mise Austen. 1 vol.) 4on- ; 

New York: Bunce & Brother.—Few novels as good ; The History of the Peloponnesian War. By Thu- 

as this are written now. Every person, who has not} eydides. 1 vol. New York: Hurper & Brothers.— 

read it, should buy it immediately, for it has a rich : Another of “The Classical Series.” ike all of the 
intellectual feast in store. : series it is excellent. The text is from Arnold. 

PPL II. 
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Mrs. Follen’s Twilight Stories. 6 vols, Boston: » composed of sweet oil and white wax, should be 

Whittemore, Niles & Hail. A series of unusually } carefully applied to the edges of the eyelids with a 

meritorious volumes for children. They are “ True } a fine camel’s hair pencil. When reading or other 

Stories About Cats and Dogs,” “Made-Up Stories,” 3 exercise of the eyes has been too long continued, 

“The Pedlar of Dust Sticks,” and “The Old Garret, 3 an aching sensation is felt just above them, a piece 

Parts I, Il and III.” They may be had singly at 25 3 of linen doubled several times and steeped in equal 

cents a yolume, or the whole six for $1,50. Each is : parts of vinegar and rose-water will give relief. 

neatly bound in cloth, gilt, and illustrated by Billings. 3 Persons who suffer from weak eyes will derive great 

We cordially commend them. ‘They are among the} benefit by dropping into them two or three drops of 

bost things that have been published for young chil-$ cold spring water several times in the twenty-four 

dren for many years. * hours; a small machine is sold by chemists for the 

The Hunter’s Feast; or, Conversations Around the ; purpose of keeping the eye open during this slight 

Camp-Fire. By Captain Mayne Reid. 1 vol. New } operation which is perfectly painless. A small lump 

York: Dewitt & Davenport.—No one tells a story 3 of sugar saturated with eau de cologne, and slowly 

“by flood and field” better than Capt. Reid, as some 3 dissolved in the mouth, will give temporary brilliancy 

of the earlier subscribers to this Magazine will re-$ to the eyes. 

member; for he was one of our most frequent contri- . The eyelashes contribute greatly to the beauty of 

butors till he went abroad. The present volume is , the eye: in early youth they are generally thick and 

full of stirring tales, relating to border life and < long, but owing to neglect, they soon break and wear 

prairie hunting. The book is excellently printed off. As they not only impart a soft and pleasing 

and graphically embellished. \ expression to the eye, but protect and preserve it, 

Notes of A Volunteer. Edited by C. M. Smith,’ their growth should be encouraged. For this pur- 

author of “ Working-Man’s Way in the World.” 1% Pose they should be clipped every four or five weeks, 

vol. Buffalo: A. Burke. Philada: T. B. Peterson.— 3 PY this means they will acquire strength, and will 

The autobiography of a French soldier in the first % soon become long and luxuriant. One or more eye- 

years of the first French revolution. It is full of » lashes sometimes grow inward and irritate the eye ; 

stirring incidents, naturally told, and is altogether a § it may be possible to train them in a proper direction 

very readable book. S with a camel’s hair pencil dipped in gum-water, 
otherwise they should be cautiously extracted by » 

Herodotus. A new and Literal Version from the : 

text of Bachr. 1 vol. New York: Harper & Bro- surgeon. The eyebrows have a great influence on 

thers.—Another of the “Classical Series.” A good ‘ the character of the face. Le Brun regarded them 

geographical index accompanies it. The translator $ *S the most certain interpreter of the sentiments. 

is H. Casy, M. A., of Oxford. Their shape may be improved by judicious manage- 

; ment, but artificial applications always give an unna- 

} tural and disagreeable effect; they may be rendered 

THE TOILET. : soft and compact by the use of a little pomade, and 

. ; smoothing them closely together with the fingers. 

Lam Bxas—Liseye wien tn health, cea tenyey ¢ The ites hon never be plucked out nor destroyed 
imple attention, bathing with cold or tepid wat 
ieee tat engiee teerger e belies by depilatories, unless they meet across the nose, 

being all that is needful. It is, however, so delicate § Pai ig be P aCainiBES 2 

an organ, that external causes easily affect it, and which: imparts’ #0 A¢roe: a0) aon et ee ‘ 
‘ . . > . * 

impair its beauty. ‘Too strong a light fatigues the that it is permissible to remove them; in every other 

; ; instance, it is better to leave the eyebrows as nature 

eyes, and exposure to currents of air, long continued 
Me E 7 bray St made them, for any artificial shape given to them 

application, or night watchings, are equally injurious 3 _ : ? 
: ; will not harmonize as well with the rest of the fer- 

to them. In evening occupation, extreme care should icin « Awali firma eel diet tienbe tonronen 

be taken in the management of the light, which § r Si tae peas - 

should be considerably above the eyes, so that the $ ee wo closed; the almond shape is the a bestt- 

glare may not shine into them. Infla aston Sfihe’s tiful. The Chinese have a method of elongating the 

*. 
* Inm 

4 

eyelid, accompanied by irritation, may be speedily ; pyal of the eye, by drawing out or extending vat 

ane sy eyelid at the external angle, and by constant repeti- 
reduced by holding it over the steam of boiling |: aes : ; 

: : : © * tions of this slight operation, they obtain the almond 
water. There is also an inflamation, often consti- 

tutional, that occurs in the membrane which covers ; shape, which they = teem essential to beauty. 

the globe of the eye; this may be remedied by bath- 3 a RARAAARRAP ARID DDL SL 

ing it with warm poppy water. It sometimes happens } 

that the glands of the eye, secrete too abundantly, ; PUZZLES. 

and become glued together during the night, in § Answer To “CyLinper PuzziE.’—Get a round 

which case the following preparation will be found } cylinder of the dimensions of the circular hole, and 

useful:—Chamomile tea, moderately strong, with a} of the height of the square hole. Then draw 2 line 

little brandy, in the proportion of a tablespoonful } across the end, dividing it in two equal parts, cutting 

of the latter to a small cup of the tea; the eye $ also an equal part from either side to the edge of the 

should be bathed frequently with this mixture, and } circular base; a figure would be the result, which will 

at night, before retiring to bed, a little ointment * serve asa key to the puzzle. 

< 
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Tue Line Puzzte.—Having drawn on a piece of « To Wash and Clean Gloves.—Wash them in soap 
ecard six vertical lines, like those here represented, ‘and water till the dirt is got out, then stretch then: 
how, by adding five more lines to them, make the } on wooden hands, or pull them out in their proper 
whole form nine? é shape. Never wring them, as that puts them out of 

* form, and makes them shrink; put them one upon 
| | | | | ; another and press the water out. Then rub the fol- 

: lowing mixture over the outside of the gloves:—If 
: wanted quite yellow, take yellow ochre, if quite white, 

NEW RECEIPTS ‘ pipe clay; if between the two, mix a little of each 
=a ; together. By proper mixture of these any shade may 

Pomades.—There are so many pomades now in use, } be produced. Mix the color with beer or vinegar. 
that it is scarcely requisite to give a receipt for any, ; Let them dry gradually, not too near the fire, nor in 
unless for the purpose of economy, like the following: ¢ too hot a sun; when they are about half dried, rub 
—Take half a pint of oil of almonds, and dissolve } them well, and stretch them out to keep them from 
with it purified beef marrow about three ounces: ’ shrinking, and to soften them. When they are well 
when melted, stir into it any essence or perfume that} yabbed and dried, take a small cane and beat them, 
may be preferred. Another good receipt is prepared } then brush them; when this is done, iron them rather 
by mixing together half a pint of oil of ben, a fluid } warm, with a piece of paper over them, but do not 
ounce of oil of jasmin, with half a pint of castor oil: ; let the iron be too hot. 
this may be made of the consistency of a pomade by ; A German Rice Pudding.—Boil three ounces of 
adding a small quantity of melted white wax. Rose- whole rice in a pint anda quarter of milk until it is 

mary tea is much recommended es a wash for the ‘ very tender and dry. Let it stand to cool, and then 
hair. And cocoa-nut oil, when it can be procured } mix with it three ounces of beef-suet, finely chopped, 
genuine, is, perhaps, the most effectual beauntifier of : two ounces and a half of pounded lump sugar, one 
the hair that can be obtained. As a cheap bandoline , ounce of candied orange or lemon peel, six ounces of to make the hair close and smooth the following will * Sultana raisins, and three large eggs beaten and 
be found useful:—Take a cupful of linueed, pour $ strained. Boil the pudding either in a well-buttered 
over it sufficient boiling water to cover, let it stand basin, or a well-floured cloth, for two hours and a 
till the water becomes like a jelly, then add.a little } quarter, and servo with it a sauce made by warming 
Tose water, and strain it for use. The usual way of 3 two glasses of white wine, sweetened with an ounce 
preparing bandoline is with quince seeds, or with 3 and half of lump sugar. When the wine is quite 
gelatine ; the latter dries on the hair, and has a dirty ; hot.and the sugar dissolved, stir into it the beaten 
appearance. As a depilatory, we suggest the mb yolks of three eggs; place the saucepan high above 
joined recipe as being effectual, although not imme- ‘ the fire constantly stirring the sauce for a while, but 
diate in its sesults:—M1x one ounce of finely powdered ’ taking care that it does not come to a boil, or it will 
pumice-stone with one ounce of quick lime, rub this 2 instantly curdle. Pour the same over the pudding, 
mixture on the skin from which the hair is to be or, if preferred, sond it to table in a tureen. 
removed twice in the twenty-four hours; this is an A Medley Pudding.—Stew until very tender and 
innocent application, and will gradually destroy the $ dry three ounces of whole rice in a pint and a quar- 
hair, § ter of milk, When a little cooled, mix with it three 

Oyster Patties.—Take some small patty-pans and g ounces of beef-suet, finely chopped, two ounces and 
line them with a fine puff paste: put a piece of bread § » half of powdered lump sugar, one ounce of candied 
into each and cover them with paste. Put them § orange and lemon peel, six ounces of Sultana raising, into the oven, and whilst they are being baked, pre- { and three large eggs beaten and strained. Boil the 
pare the following to putin the place of the bread: , puddding in a buttered basin, or in a well-flourcd 
Beard some oysters, and cut the other parts into $ cloth, for two hours and a quarter, and serve with a 
small pieces. Put them into a tosser with a very $sauce made as follows:—Dissolye an ounce and a 
little grated nutmeg, the smallest quantity of white § half of lump sugar in two glasses of white wine, and 
pepper and salt, a small bit of lemon peel chopped § stir in the beaten yolks of three eggs; then warm 
as finely as possible, a little cream and a little them in a saucepan, holding the saucepan at a dis- 
oyster liquor. Simmer the whole together fora few ; tance over the fire, and stirring it round. By no 
minutes before putting it into the patties. ‘means allow it to boil, or it will immediately curdle, 

Cheese-Cake.—To make cheese-cakes put 2 spoon- $ Pour the sauce over the pudding, or, if preferred, ful of rennet into a quart of milk. When turned ; send it to table in a tureen. 
(rain the eurd from the whey. Then rub the fol- 5 Grahamite Mince Pies.—Vake a pound of currants, lowing ingredients well together:—A quarter of a : a pound of apples, chopped fine, a pound of moist pound of butter, a quarter of a ponnd of sugar, some : sugar, a pound of suet, well chopped, a quarter of a nutmeg, two biscuits grated, the yolks of four eggs, $ pound of raisins, stoned and chopped small, the the white of one egz, half an ounce of almonds (half: juice of two and the rind of one lemon, shred fine ; 
bitter and half sweet) well beaten in a mortar, and , nutmeg and mace according to taste, and a glass of four ounces of currants. Lastly mix the curd with ; brandy. Mix the whole together, and put it into the above, haying first gently bruised it. * the pies. : 
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To Preserve Eygye.—Take a pine barrel, (an old fish . of white satin, tulle, and pink flowers. Straw-colored 

barrel well cleansed out answers very well) and put } kid gloves. 

in the eggs when they are sound, fresh and clean. Fig. 1.—A Hovsr Dress or Morne Antigus, in 
Then cover them with lime water, made like common { brown satin and violet-colored moire stripes. The 
white-wash; the lime settles around the eggs, and } skirt is long and very full. The basque is closed up 

the water stands on the top of the lime, (the eggs all oe at pee Hui sO be the sae ggtlid on 

under lime.) Look at the barrel once in a while, to : bretelles. Small cap of Honiton lace, trimmed wit 

see if four inches of water, little more or less, covers pink ribbon. 

the whole. If the water is all dried up, the lime gets Fig. m1.—Ripine HAnir or rine Bronze coLorED 
hard, and they are difficult to take out when wanted, ° Lapy’s CLrora.—The corsage has a very deep basque, 

and you have to carry them somewhere else to wash : with the ends square in front, and is fastened from 

off the lime; so always water keep on the top. This § the waist to the throat by a row of malachite buttons 
lime water must be made at least two weeks before } set in wrought gold. A round riding-hat, turned up 

you pour it on the eggs, or your eggs will be boiled at each side, without feathers, and a long veil of 

hard enough to carry in your pocket. $ dark-blue tulle. Collar and cuffs of fine cambric, 
Camphor Ointment for Chapped Hands:—Scrape } vandyked and covered with rich needlework. Jupe 

into an earthen vessel 14 ounces of spermaceti and of eambrie muslin, edged with a deep border of open 

half an ounce of white wax; and six drachms of pow- { eyelet-hole work. Chamois-colored gloves, and a 

dered camphor and four tablespoonfuls of the best . cravache with a handle of wrought gold. Boots of 

olive oil. Let it stand near the fire until it dissolves, } bronze-color kid. 
stirring it well when liquid. Before retiring put 3 Fie. rv.—Bonxet or Wuirr Sink ANd STRAW 

the ointment on the hands, also before washing them; $ Gurp.—It is very small about the face, slopes very 
use soap as usual. much from the top to the crown, and has a deep cape 

Fine Gingerbread.—Rub one pound of butter well $ at the back. It is ornamented on both sides with 

into three pounds of flour; then add one pound of : poppies and field flowers. 

ee, 

powdered sugar, one pound of molasses, two ounces $ Fra. v.—Basque Bony or Tarn Mus.iv.—lt sits 
of ground ginger, and one nutmeg, grated. Warm § close and fastens down the front with buttons and 

a quarter of a pint of cream, and mix all together, { button-holes. Lappets open at the side, in order to 
Make it into a stiff paste, and bake it in a slow oven. ; set off the figure. Ornament of English bands, half 
Carraways and sweetmeats may be added, if dersired. ‘ embroidery, half open-work. 

Frozen Limbs, de.—Indian meal poultice, covered $ Fie. vi.—Ristorr Fronv MADE or tary Musiin 
with young hyson tea, softened with hot water, and Sor Net, and trimmed with guipure. Bunches of 
laid over burns or frozen flesh, as hot as can be borne, } Tibbon confine the plaits at the back and on the 
will relieve the pain in five minutes. If blisters have $ shoulders. 
not arisen before they will not after it is put on, and $ Fie. vir.—Guievure Cap, trimmed with scarlet and 

that one poultice is generally sufficient to effect a ¢ black striped ribbon. 
cure. $ Fig. vur.—Herap-press or SNowep VELVET, bor- 

To Wash Sill.—Spread the silk on a table, and dered with a blonde and ornamented with two hand- 

then rub it with a sponge dipped in a mixture of ¢ some feathers. 

equal parts of soap, brandy, and cane molasses. Rinse Fig. 1x.—Cuitp’s Frock Bopy.—The whole body, 
it thoroughly in three successive portions of water, before and behind, is plaited; the plaits are sewed 
and iron it before quite dry down. The ornament of the collar, sleeves and lap- 

. ‘ 

To Cement China,—Beat up the white of an ogg, § pets is a rich English band. The end of the sleeves 

and with it moisten the fractured parts. Have ready ; is formed of pufiings separated by having inser- 
some finely-powdered lime tied up in a bag of thin § tions between them. The collar is formed 6f a band 

muslin; dust the lime quickly over the egg, and unite ; in English embroidery. 

the pieces. > Fie. x.—Pcurrep Siseve, formed of muslin puffs 

To Extract Grease Spots from Velvet.—Warm the } separated by insertions and terminated by an em- 

spot before the fire; then hold it over the finger, and 3 broidered band. 
carefully apply spirits of wine with a silk handker- Fie. x1.—Car ror Citristentxa.—The crown is 
chief $ made of Valenciennes, the front formed of insertions 

of Valenciennes, nearly an inch wide and separated 

‘by a purling with three holes, in which is run under 

Sand over a narrow satin ribbon. The hand, of Va- 

FASHIONS FOR MARCH. } lenciennes and tulle, is plaited in the English style 

Fig. 1.—CarriaAGe Dress or Linac Sirk, having ; and is ornamented with five bows of satin ribbon 

three flounces, ornamented with white satin stripes, , very narrow and purled laid one over the other. A 

and edged with a lilac and white fringe. The basque, } string of No. 4 ribbon crosses the front and termi- 

which is closed up the front, is edged and trimmed ites at the ears with very pretty bows. On the left 

with bretel/es to match the flounces. Pagoda sleeves, ‘ side of the cap, in the plaits of the band, is a pretty 

also edged like the basque. Black lace mantilla of rosette of No. 4 blue ribbon, if for a boy, pink fora 

the shawl shape. Small point lace collar. Bonnet: girl. 
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Fig. xm.—A Breaxrast Car formed of rows of the trimming under-sleeyes and chimisettes of white 
worked muslin, with worked muslin tabs. : muslin or lacesontinues to gain favor. ‘The effect 

GENERAL RemAarxs.—Dresses are still made high } is, howeyer, improved by the admixture o!' 
in the body for out-of-doors, with full and long: bows of coloretMmb HAL The combination of whit, 
skirts. Lappets at the waist have not lost favor; and black lace which has, for some time, been fashion- 
on the contrary, they are more conspicuous than $ able for caps, is now frequently introduced in undcr- 
ever, some of them coming so far down as to have : sleeves, canezous, collars, &c. 
the appearance of a short skirt. This is certainly ; Some very pretty juvenile costumes haye been 
extravagant; unreasonable, and proves how easily ? prepared. One, intended for a little boy, consists of 
we fall into extremes of any kind. a blouse of cashmere, richly ornamented with em- 
An old fashion that has reappeared and may be : broidery in silk of the same color. The blouse is 

accepted, is that of trimming the front of skirts. 3 confined at the waist by a band of cashmere, fastenod 
Nothing is more pleasing or gives a dress greater } by a cornelian buckle. The sleeves are just sufli- 
elegance, in the absence of flounces. $ ciently long to reach to the middle of the fore-arm, 

Canezous and fichus of white lace impart elegant sand beneath them are under-sleeyes of jaconet, 
variety to dinner and evening costumes. Canezous $ fastened at the wrist by cornelian buttons. Collur 
are frequently very prettily trimmed in front and on \ of plain jaconet, and white trousers reaching to the 
the sleeves with bows of colored ribbon. Another ’ knees. Woolen half hose, brown chequered with bluo. 
style of trimming adapted for canezous consists of : Boots of black glazed leather, with cashmere tops of 
bretelles of colored ribbon, In the latter case, the > the same color as the bloase. For ont-door costume, 
tibbon is rather broad, and it descends from each } the dress is completed by the addition of a smull 
shoulder to a point in the centre of the waist, both black beaver hat, ornamented with a tuft of black 
in front and behind. The new fichus include some < feathers, and a cloak of black cloth, bordered with 
composed of white and others of black tulle. They : beautiful passementeric. We may also mention 2 
are trimmed with a double row of lace, rather deep ; little girl’s dress, composed of violet-colored droguet, 
at the back and gradually diminishing in width as ‘ figured with a flower pattern in gold color, The 
it passes toward the front. This style of fichu ; skirt, which descends a little below the knees, has 
somewhat resembles a berthe. Behind, it descends }no trimming. The corsage, which is high and in 
either quite to the waist, or nearly so. Frequently ‘ the jackot form, is trimmed with rows of yiolet-colored 
the ends are crossed one over the other in front of velvet. The collar, under-sleeves, and trousers, are 
the waist, and are prolonged nearly to the middle of ‘ of jaconet ornamented with needle-work. A row of 
the skirt. In others, the ends of the fichu meet in: needle-work attached to the edge of the petticoat 
the centre of the corsago, under a bow of ribbon or ; falls a little below the skirt of the dress. To this 
an ornament of jewellery. For young ladies, fichus ; dress is added when worn out-of-doors, a cloak of 
of plain tulle, trimmed with a ruche of tulle or rib- ; black velvet trimmed with fancy braid, and a bonnet 
bon, are very fashionable. Some are trimmed with S of grey imperial velyet edged with pink plush, and 
& frill of tulle, edged with rows of narrow white satin ‘ trimmed in the inside with a small wreath of daisies tibbon or black velvet. : tinted with pink. 

The fashion of employing black velvet ribbon for ! 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 
CivpBine with Papers AND MAGazines.—We, Ovr Imwense IxcreAse.—The increase in our 

are not responsible for money sent to us for other ? subscription list has been so immense, this year, 
publications in clubs with our own. We pay over? that we almost fear to state it, lest it might be 
all such monies on receipt, and if the publications $ thought to be an exaggeration. It has, however, 
are irregular, the fault is not ours. For the same ; been enormous. Our staff of clerks, though enlarged 
reason, when once we have paid the money over, it to meet the emergency, has been kept busy day and 
is impossible for us to send a different newspaper or 3 night. What hundreds write to us does, indeed, 
Magazine, if the subscriber should not happen to ? seem to be the general belief, “that Peterson is pre- 
like it. ¢ ferred to any, or all of the Magazines.” 

= 

—-__-lCo- 

MS OS OS Tre Drtay or tHe Mars.—The heavy snow-$ How to Rewir.—Tn remitting, write legibly, at 
storms, this winter, have not only delayed letters ; the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 
sent to us, but have afterward delayed the Magazines ? state. Bills, current in the subseriber’s neighbor- 
ordered in those letters. This explanation will an- hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 
swer numerous complaints directed to us on this } the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila. 
subject. The delay is not likely to occur again. ’ delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 
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WHY AUNT ALICE NEVER MARRIED. 

‘ 

er 

BY KATE BERNARD. 

‘Come now, dear aunt Alice, you will tell me 

all about it, won’t you?” said bright-eyed Lilla 

May. 

‘Yes, do, dear aunty mine,”’ chimed in half a 

dozen youthful voices. 

maid? You promised to tell us to-night 

Now, aunt Alice is a rare and precious speci- 

men of the wickedly slandered genus ‘old maid.” 

She is but a few years on the sunny side of fifty, 

yet still youthful in feeling and kindly sympa- 

thies. A bright sunshiny heart is hers, full of 

the gushing music of warm, intense affections, 

yet in guilelessness a very child. ‘Blessing 

and blest wherever she goes,” aunt Alice is a 

universal favorite among a score of nieces and 

nephews, and is constantly surrounded by an 

euthusiastic circle of us, eager to listen to her 

dear, simple tales of, ‘When I was young 7 

It was a frosty night in the latter part of 

December, when we were all cosily huddled 

round the blazing hiekory fire in grandma’s 

snug, old-fashioned parlor, Aunt Alice was at 

her work-table, busily engaged in finishing off 

some fine needlework for the ‘‘new baby” which 

had come with our youngest aunt, Fannie, to 

spend Christmas with grandma. 

«Come now, aunt Alice,” said little Ella, 

placing one arm affectionately over the old lady’s 

shoulder, while she playfully took her work from 

her, ‘tell us, as you promised, why you never 

got married, like mother and aunt Susan and 

aunt Fannie and all the others did.” 

‘‘Pshaw, children! you are such teases,’’ said 

the old lady, and smiling she carefully wiped her 

spectacles and put them away in their morocco 

case. ‘‘Come, be quiet now, all of you, and I 

will tell you why aunt Alice never married,” 

‘¢As mute as little mice, aunty,” said we, all 

crowding round her chair. 

‘Many years ago, when I was quite young, 

? 

in a part of Virginia where railroads and even 

stage-coaches were unknown; where in fact the 

only vehicles which could safely pass the rough 

mountain roads, were those lumbering, unsightly 

‘“Why, are you an old ( wagons, Which, even when empty, were a burden 

for the powerful teams that dragged them slowly 

along. At that time the mails were carried on 

horseback, and it rarely happened that any let- 

ters found their way to our backwood’s settle- 

ment. Our mail carrier was an old, almost infirm 

person, who for years had crossed the mountains 

on his little grey mare, bringing in his saddle- 

bags the newspapers of the neighboring city, and 

the few letters of business or friendship which 

constituted the mail for the village of S——. 

«Rarely, if ever did any stranger visit our 

little nest hidden among the rugged mountains. 

You may judge then what an excitement was 

created one morning by the arrival of a fine- 

looking young man, who came into the village 

riding along by the side of old Wilson, the mail 

carrier. The tavern was soon thronged by a 

crowd of curious persons, eager to catch a 

glimpse of the handsome stranger, or find out 

his name and profession. He registered himself 

as Capt. Vernon, of the U. 8. Navy, and made 

known his intention of travelling through, and 

obtaining some knowledge of the wild and beau- 

tiful country west of the Blue Ridge. His man- 

ners were so prepossessing, that he was soon 

upon the most friendly terms with our prominent 

citizens, and was considered quite an acquisition 

to our society, especially by us young damaels, 

who scorned the humbler village besux when 

Capt. Vernon was near— 

‘Now it’s getting interesting,” said our mis- 

chievous cousin Harry. ‘Yes, this is certainly 

aunt Allie’s hero of romance.” 

“Be quiet, my dear, or I shall never finish 

my story. Well, the young captain loitered 

and your mother Susie was a tiny babe, we lived ! about the village. 

Vou. XXIX.—17 
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THE DESERTED WIFE. 

‘‘And did you fall in love with him, aunty, ‘*Laws bless you soul, honey, I diskivered dear?” persisted Harry. ‘’em. Way down dar, pas’ whar dem big ches’nut . 
‘ . 

* 
. 

° 

‘**Nonsense, boy! Do I look like one who ; trees is, I was a loadin’ de Waggin, an’ I hearn had ever fallen in love ?? ’ Snap a barkin’ and scratchin’ way in de bushes, ‘‘But as I said, we had begun to took upon ; an’ I thought ’twant onlikely dat he treed a coon Capt. Vernon as an intimate friend, when he one ; Or suthin’, so I run down dar monsus quick like, evening announced his intention of going the; an’ I seen him scratchin’ at some curous-lookin’ next day to the neighboring town. In spite of § animal, an’ I was sorter ’fraid to tech it. How- the protestations of the girls who were well } sever, I cut a long pole, an’ I fetch the darned pleased with his polite attentions, and much to $ critter, (ax yer pardon mistis) I fetch de critter the relief of the rustic beaux who envied his city } a lick, and laws save you, honey, he never move bred air and style, our newly-found friend pro- —den I ’cluded he must ha ’parted dis life, so 1 mising soon to return, departed, again in com-} jist ketch right holt his tail an’ haul him out; pany with old Wilson, the mail carrier. About } and wat yer tink he were, honey ?” daybreak next morning, Wilson was seen riding ; “**Dear bless me, uncle Simon, how should ] stowly through the street. Like wild fire the} know? ’Twant a coon—was it? news spread throughout the length and breadth’ « ‘No’need, my precious baby, ‘’twas ole Joe of the village, that Wilson had been waylaid and $ Wilson’s saddle-bags, wat dat slick rascal stole robbed of the mail. A crowd soon collected at’ more’n a year gone. An’ dar was all de letters the little post-office. In a few words the old! bro’ open, an’ den stuft in de bags agin an’ hid man told his piteous tale. Ilaving been left} under de ole stump.’ 
about dusk hy his companion who took a by-path; —*** Bless my life! uncle Simon—what did you through the woods, in order, as he said, to see do with them ? 
a friend whose acquaintance he had made while} ***Oh, I fetch ’em ‘long home wid me, an’ tote hunting, he was soon after thrown from his}’em right straight to de pos’-office, cos’ I sorter horse, and the mail taken from him by a man} ’fraid de mail-bags, any way.’ whom he could not plainly distinguish, but who} “While uncle Simon was still talking, the resembled greatly the self-styled’ Capt. Vernon, » postmaster’s little son came running in breath- U.S.N. The mail contained a large remittance less with excitement. ‘Oh, Miss Alice, Miss from one of our merchants, who had imprudently } Alice, the missin’ mail’s found—and father says spoken in public of sending it. This, no doubt, : here’s a letter that was for you in it.’ led to the robbery. } a Jumped up in amazement for I had never ‘And so your lover turned out a mail robber, had any correspondents, seized the letter which aunt Allie, no wonder you have never trusted us $ was already opened, and growing red and pale men since,” said cousin Willie, by turns as I read it. What do you think it was ‘Hush, child, I did not say he was my lover— } children? 
nor did I ever hear of the renowned captain} ‘Oh, do tell us, aunt Alice, quick, quick!” again. Well, about a year after the robbery, : exclaimed all. - when the occurrence was nearly forgotten by ‘It was a proposal from a friend whom I had all, uncle Simon, an old negro, who had been : not seen for years. He required an immediate hauling wood from the neighboring plantation, answer, as he was about leaving for the West, came rushing into the house one day, with eyes } whither he hoped to carry aunt Alice—but fate stretched until the whites alone were visible, and } and Capt. Vernon decreed otherwise. So you gesticulating violently with his coarse, ebony see, if that mail had not been stolen, that letter hands, ‘What ts the matter, uncle Simon? ex- $ would have been answered, and I should now he claimed I, ‘the Hon. Mrs, ; from Ohio, instead of aunt ‘*<Gor a massa, Miss Alice, I fine ’em!? Alice, the old maid. But as that was the only “*¢Find what, uncle Simon? What are you : offer I ever had, you now know ‘why aunt Alice talking about ?? * never married.’ ” 
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THE DESERTED WIFE. 
DusEnrep, scorned, betrayed you kneel, $ Martyrs have died by fire and steel ; No friend is yours but God. A martyr too are you. 

) 

But oh! how hard to own Him right, But angels hover o’er the flames And kiss the chast’ning rod. To bear you safely through. C. A. 

-~ 
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BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

Tue tea-things were removed, the children ; morning, the white sugar is all out, (they had 
had gone to bed, and Charles Lighte, throwing ; been married a great while, and the transition 
down his newspaper, seated himself on the sofa, } from sentiment to household wants was natural, 
beside his wife. for her) we must have another barrel.” 
A hand slid into his own, thinner, and less This brought Charles Lighte back to the pur- 

delicate than when, long ago, it had first met * pose for which he had thrown aside his news- 
his; but the same confiding, loving hand. , 3 paper: ‘Don’t you think, Carrie, that now we 

And out of the filness of her heart the good : have so many children, and they all young, we 
wife spoke: ‘TI have been thinking, Charles, as } might use brown sugar instead of white?” 
I watched this bright firelight flickering over } “What shall I do for company? and beside 
our comfortable room, how happily we live; } children have as sensitive palates as we. I 
how much we ought to do for others, in return } recollect well how, in my childhood, I disliked 
for the blessings that are daily heaped upon our coarse, cheap food.” 
heads.” : And now your family are all epicures.” 

‘Yes, Carrie, but these blessings are earned} What! gluttons?” 
by daily work; you women sit at home by your } “Oh, no; but if meat is an hour too old, or 
comfortable fires, and little think how your hus- } bread a trifle done, or eggs are in the least 
bands and fathers are toiling meantime to pro- c altered, or pudding is heavy, nothing will do 
cure the shelter and fuel and food for which you $ but you must procure a substitute; the things 
are so grateful to Providence.” are not really bad; many would eat on for the 

An arch smile lighted the still pretty face, as } sake of economy.” 
the wife answered, ‘‘Ah, and you husbands and! «Is there no good result from my epicurian- 
fathers enter the orderly house, and eat the } ism?” 
well-cooked, punctual meals, and play with the ; ‘Yes; I am willing to own that no man in 
neat, well-dressed and well-disciplined children, } the city has more nutritious and palatable food 
and enjoy the evening comfort and repose, with- ‘on his table than I; but, Carrie, the times are 
out realizing how your wife, with head and hand } hard, and we must begin to economize,” 
and heart, must have toiled to bring about all : “Now, I understand; you have been talking 
these quiet results. I might easily give you ‘with Mr. Murke; I thought you meant to dis 
practical proofs of what I have asserted; but I } solve your co-partnership in the spring; that 
delight in having you think of home as a place man will spoil you with his meanness.” 
for enjoyment and repose, a warm, sunny harbor ‘ «T cannot afford to dissolve yet; my family 
after the storms and chills of the world outside; } expenses are too heavy. And beside, I am not 
therefore, I take my own rest, at the time you pee but what you call meanness in Murke, is, 
take yours. Is not this better than to be always } after all, commendable foresight. Do you not 
keeping before you, by help of a little manage- ! remember what a spendthrift he was, in his first 
ment, the conviction that I am a weary victim? ) wife’s day?” 
Ouwr interests are mutual, and I feel that the : ‘‘No, Charles; I remember that when we were 
knowledge I am resting, adds to your repose.’’ ‘ lovers, we used to admire his generous, disin- 

Mr. Lighte’s face glowed with pleasure at his } terested conduct. I do not know a man in Bos- 
wife’s candid, simple, confiding words; she sym- } ton whose position was more truly enviable than 
pathized with and understood him, she only in ‘his, at the time of which we speak.” 
the great wide world! How he loved her! How ’ “What! besieged by high and low for help, 
good and true and gentle she had always been! ‘never sure of a moment at his own command! 

Thus he thought, as they both sat dreaming Do you call it enviable to be at every one’s beck 
by the fireside. ; and call? Was a poor family burnt out, or some- 

Mrs. Lighte awoke first from her reverie; she ! body’s fifth cousin to be buried, or a minister 
was not accustomed to waste time in dreams: | to be admonished or supported, or a returning 

‘Charles, while I think of it, for I forgot this "prodigal to make peace with his saps or a - 27% 
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274 THE TWO WIVES. 

lunatic taken to the hospital, or a city improve-} them graceful and gentle; prepares them in 

ment made, no one could accomplish the object} short for the society in which we hope they will 
so well as Murke.” ‘ maintain an honorable place.” 

**And his pleasure lay in his duty; how his} ‘‘How ambitious you are! but have your 

honest face would glow with delight, as in his} way, I will trust a mother’s instinct against all 
boyish way, he walked up and down our parlor, ; reasoning.” 

relating the success of some benevolent scheme! ;} The ghosts of Mr. and Mrs. Murke had been 

What a pity he could not have died then; the : allayed, but only for one evening; day after day 

rough exterior would have fallen away from a ’ they returned to perplex and weary, but never 

strong yet gentle soul, as beautiful and radiant ; vanquish good little Mrs. Lighte. It was, 

as any angel that ever entered heaven.” »  **Carrie, Murke has taken a house far up on 

‘* But, Carrie, you little enthusiast, what would } the neck; the rent is cheaper, but that’s not the 

have happened to his wife and children? Had best: he assures me that by moving to so in- 
William Murke died ten years ago, they might 3 accessible a place, he is rid of scores of relatives 
have been in the poor-house, for he had not and friends, who formerly made a convenience 

saved a penny then; now they will all inherit of his house, almost converfing it into a hotel. 

handsome fortunes.’’ ; Now the next house to Murke’s is unoceupied: 

‘¢Oh, Charles, you cannot be in earnest; the } had we not better remove thither?” 
world has not so blinded you but you must feel} ‘‘A mile from our childrens’ school, and our 
that the wealth in his purse is a poor compen- church, and your store? Why not go up into 
sation for the wealth that is fast dying out of ; the backwoods at once, if we are to seclude our- 

his soul. Think what a cheerless home, think } selves from society? I wonder if Mrs. Murke 

how his children are neglected, how ignorant? ever happened to read what the Bible says 

they are allowed to remain of all the courtesies : about ‘entertaining strangers,’ how often we 

and amenities of life, and what little scarecrows ; meet these injunctions, ‘be courteous;’ ‘be hos- 
in appearance.” : pitable;’ ‘given to hospitality;’ ‘entertaining 

‘Scandal, Carrie! scandal.” the saints;’ ‘ministering unto others’ necessi- 

‘‘Truth! But a truth is as bad as scandal; $ ties.’ Let us remain where we are, my hus- 
that second wife is to be his ruin yet, mark my $ band; and while we have a crust of bread, let 

prophecy! She has retrenched, until she has ? US share it with our friends.” 
scraped all the beauty and polish and gilding, So Mr. Lighte went whistling to his store, 

all the treasure and worth out of his house, and } thanking the Providence that had given him a 

poured them into his money-bags. Is that an ; wise helpmeet. 
advantage? Is money better than the money’s $ But the ghosts returned. 
worth? Miserly people worship the symbol, ‘‘How sober you are, Carrie!” 
and forget or neglect the truth it symbolizes.”  } ‘To tell the truth, my teeth have ached for a 

‘You are too hard upon Mrs. Murke: she fortnight, and I am half worn out with pain.” 

brought her husband fifteen thousand dollars, “Why did you not tell me earlier? Pray go 
and had a right to demand that he should add : to a dentist immediately.” 

his share to the family fund. Sheis saving for} ‘‘I knew this would be the first thought with 
his children.” * you; and dentists claim such exorbitant prices, 

‘‘Of what advantage wil money be, when they } I could not bear to add one of Dr. Bemis’ bills 
do not know how to use and enjoy it. Wealth to our expenses; but I will walk as far as his 
only lifts vulgarity and ignorance upon a pedes- office with you this very afternoon.” 

tal, where they shall be a surer mark for ridicule} ‘‘That’s right, yet, Carrie, now I remember, 

and contempt. But, Charles, let us leave the; Murke recommended a Mr. Huddle, who fills 

Murkes to manage their own way; and tell me } teeth for just half what Bemis charges.” 

what you think of sending the children to danc- **Ts that ali he told you?” 

ing-school: they are quite old enough, and if} Yes.” 
you do not feel able to afford the expense,I can: ‘Mr. Huddle filled Mrs. Murke’s teeth so 
do very well without the silk dress you promised ? badly, that in three years they had half broken 

me this autumn.” ; out, and the other half were blackened with de- 

‘*‘T am tired of those old dresses you have cay; even after this, their eldest daughter was 
turned so many times: you must have the silk, } sent to the same person, and her fine teeth will 

and as for the children, pray what real need is} be sacrificed in consequence.” 

there of their learning to dance?” : ‘But Huddle is making a beautiful set of 
‘It is a pleasant accomplishment. it makes? false teeth for Mrs. Murke.”’ 
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‘You'll see if they are not always breaking, ; his fires with ashes, and the coal burns half as 

and set in such brassy gold that they fill her } long again in consequence.” 

mouth with canker.” “Yes, and their sitting-room is like Green- 

‘Ah, I yield, you are foresighted!” and the } land.” 

husband and wife departed on their way to Dr. : ‘¢Cool rooms make children hardy.” 

Bemis’ office. $ «Oh, father,” broke in a little voice, “don’t 

Yet the ghosts tracked them home again. ‘ heat our room with ashes and water, don’t! 

‘‘Carrie, Mrs. Murke has sent away her ser- Coming home from school the other day I should 

vant; and her board and wages and waste are ‘ have cried with cold, but I kept thinking of our 

substracted at once from the family expenses; { good, bright fire.” 

do you not think that we might do the same?” } ‘Yes,’ outspoke another, ‘‘and last week I 

«No, my dear. I am constantly and fully ‘ called Willie Murke in here to warm his hands, 

occupied already.” he looked so cold as he was running by: and he 

“‘] know that, but Murke says you can get \ stared as if he never saw a parlor before, and 

worlds of work out of children; keep Ellen at asked me if we always kept our piano unlocked, 

home from school awhile, the rest from study ¢ and lived in the front room, and had silver spoons 

will do her good. Ned can wait upon you and ; on the table, and other plates for pudding. He 

set tables; and the little ones also may gradually } said he wished that he had a mother like mine. 

be drawn into harness.” Why you can see sparkles of ice on the inside of 

«‘My children are not colts!” Mrs. Lighte ¢ Mr. Murke’s hall door all winter long.” 

had never addressed her husband with so much «Hush, children, don’t interrupt when your 

asperity before. ‘It is but a little they could ‘mother and I are talking. The butcher calls 

do at best, and why compel them to this? Are: here, Carrie, twice a week: and Murke says they 

we not too sure that in after life care and toil } use salted and dried meat, which they procure 

will enter: and well for them poor things, if it : at wholesale and pickle themselves.” 

do not make up the whole sum of their lives!” «Do you like pork very much 2? whispered 

‘“<Let us prepare them for it then by early } Lizzie Lighte, pulling her mother’s sleeve. 

teaching.” * «And Mrs. Murke doesn’t use butter nor pork 

“Yes, by the teaching of example: we shall | for frying griddle cakes; a little dry snlt, they 

ee 

never make them industrious men and women, assured me, will answer every purpose.” 

by disgusting them with work in their child- «J know one thing, I’m glad mother doesn’t 

hood; let us accustom them to a cheerful, orderly ‘ have griddles greased with salt,” ventured Lizzie. 

household, to palatable food, and decent cloth-; ‘Then these potatoes, small and poor as they 

ing: they will not readily submit to a change in } are, cost over a cent a piece. Murke substitutes 

after years. Let us make our children remember } Indian dumplings.” 

home as a pleasant place, not asa theatre of exac- 
‘Boiled in water, I suppose, palatable! Give 

tions, mortifications and querulous complaints.” ; me another piece of chicken, Charles, if you 

The ghosts came once more, and the children ; please,” was Mrs. Lighte’s only reply. 

siding with their mother, this time the influence: ‘What do they make instead of sweet pota- 

of the Murkes was vanquished and annihilated. ’ toes?” asked Lizzie, who was very fond of the 

«Carrie, Murke and I have been comparing § latter delicacy. 

expenses, and it frightens me to find my own: Mrs. Lighte looked smilingly for her husband’s 

triple the amount of his; we must retrench.” answer. 

“In what way? Iam ready.” «They do not eat such luxuries, my child 

‘In a hundred ways: our house is too large, Mr. Murke is saving against he grows old.” 

our fires are too bright, our table is too luxu- “Why, father, we'll take care of you when 

rious, our children dress too well, we have we you are old; and I mean to haye a home just 

much company, our pew at church is too expen 3 like ours, sweet potatoes and all,” said the child, 

sive; the Murkes have a pew close by the door, 3 ‘‘yet the Murkes do have some luxuries, for 

they hear quite as well, and pay only half the} when the cake gets burnt, Mary often brings 

tax that is required for ours; they close two- the crusts to school for her luncheon; she says 

thirds of their house, and thus are rid of the her mother told her that they’d make her breath 

expense of heating it.” sweet, but solid cake was poisonous: I shouldn’t 

‘«¢ Wait a minute! their water pipes have frozen ‘ think she’d give poison to her company.” 

and flooded it three times this winter; the expense } The ghost was banished; but the thrifty 

of repairing cost more than several tons of coal.” { woman known as Mrs. Murke, came one last 

“That was only an accident. Murke covers time to the home of Charles Lighte. 
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There was to be a funeral on the morrow, the 
sofa by the fireside was empty, and dust was 
gathering over the work-box that stood on the 
centre-table; a group of children were huddling 
together, crying as if their hearts would break. 

After the long life work, she had folded her 
hands at last, and the corpse lay waiting for 
burial: Carrie, the provident mother, the faith- 
ful wife, the good, gentle, sympathizing friend; 
and as Charles Lighte stood watching her, with 
sorrow too deep for tears, Mrs. Murke came to 
offer consolation, she said. 

‘Yes, she was good, and a kind neighbor to 
me. I shall never forget her early influence 
over my husband; but, Mr. Lighte, we must 
not waste time in grief; and every sorrow has 
its compensations. You have now one less to 
support in these hard times. Your wife had a 
great many children, and was ambitious for 
them, and liked to keep up a good appearance 
in the world. She was an excellent woman, but 
you may find another that will do as well as she, 
and save your money beside.” 

“Ah,” broke forth the husband, too grieved 
for anger, ‘‘she spent for us; she watched and 
planned and wasted all her strength for our 
welfare; this house is full of the works of her 
hands. My heart is full of recollections of her 
patient love and industry. I haye too often 
pained the gentle heart that is sleeping here, by 
repeating your advice. Yesterday my partner- 
ship with your husband dissolved; to-day, Mrs. 
Murke, I beg leave to dissolve my acquaintance 
with yourself.” 
And they buried her, that good Carrie. “With 

the fruit of her hands” she had ‘planted a vine- 
yard,” and when she was dead, her husband 
and children dwelt therein. 

The Murkes added gold to gold, and “Jaded 
their souls with that thick clay.” They built a 
fine house, and gave a great formal party every 
year; then covered the furniture, packed away 
the silver, locked the parlors, and lived in a few 
small back rooms. 

Mr. Murke’s daughters married early; to 
escape the ungenial home, accepted the first 
adventurers that offered themselves, and one by 
one came back to him, with wasted health and 
ruined hopes, and a family of children. His 
sons rushed into dishonesty and extravagance, 
and were a living disgrace and sorrow to the 
parents’ hearts. 

Doling out with many a sigh, the scanty pit- 
tance which they consider needful for the wants 
of their children and grandchildren, Mr. and 
Mrs. Murke live alone in their house, pore over 
newspapers and needs, discuss stocks, bonds and 
notes, and feel poor; as well they may, who 
have lost their souls for the sake of gold which 
perisheth. . 

Mr. Lighte, with sufficient property for all his 
wants, divides his time between many house- 
holds, all copies of the dear one he can never 
forget; and in each of which he is eagerly wel- 
comed and cared for with watchful love. His 
children continually develop before his eyes the 
traits which he has now learned to appreciate in 
his buried wife. They have taken the place in 
society for which their mother fitted them, have 
married into good families, are surrounded with 
refined friends, and make themselves attractive 
by whatever among the comforts and elegancies 
of life may be within their reach. 

As Charles Lighte, an old man now, sits thus 
at the fireside of his children, and watches his 
daughters, ornaments to society, blessings to 
their homes, comforters to the destitute, and his 
sons, forward in all good works and manly 
enterprises, tears, not of loneliness but of grati- 
tude, fill his eyes, and he thinks how the good 
wife ‘‘being dead, yet speaketh.” 

Yea, ‘let her own works praise her,” 
Reader, I would not disparage the excellent 

and needful virtue of economy; but only sug- 
gest, by this sketch, drawn from actual life, that 
there are kinds of waste which lead to wealth, 
and kinds of accumulation which lead to miser- 
able waste. 

WORDS. 

BY CLARA MORETON. 

“Wien thought holds empire in the mind of man,” § Unless its clay be but ignobly born. 
And deeds unworthy we are brought to sean, 
How leaps the soul with indignation stung, 
Ifow words that burn find utterance on the tongue! 
When treachery strikes the heart with coward blow, 
And falsehood strives her subtle dart to throw, 
Lhe soul speaks up right nobly in its scorn, 

, Not so when love falls wounded to the dust, 
\ Smitten by hands it only knew to trust; 
: Words then are worthless to the anguished mind: 
Save, “help us, God,” no other words we find; 

» And but His strength upheld us in our need, 
We should be weak and powerless indeed. 



THE FLOWER GARDEN. 

BY MRS. LOUDON. 

Onx of the many improvements in gardening , gradual exposure to the cold; and afterward 

which have taken place in modern times, is the : they are planted out in the ground, or kept in 

custom of producing a brilliant effect in town , boxes on balconies, where they remain growing 

gardens, by ‘bedding out,” as it is termed, half and flowering all the summer and autumn, and 

hardy annuals and green-house plants, which ) in fact, till they are killed by the first winter 

are only intended to live during the summer frosts. 

and autumn in the ground, and are then left ; The plants most generally treated in this 

there to be killed by the first frost. manner, are geraniums, (or pelargoniums, as 

This custom of raising plants to produce an } they are now frequently called) yellow calceo- 

effect for only a few months, was formerly con- larias, crimson or pink verbenas, and blue lcbe- 

fined to large gardens, where expense was of no } lias, and with these alone a very brilliant effect 

consequence—as, according to the old mode of : may be produced in almost any garden. There 

managing, numerous pits and green-houses in a are, however, various’ other kinds of verbenas, 

reserve garden were required to raise the quantity {purple and white petunias, and fuschias of 

of plants necessary; but as cheap luxuries have | almost innumerable shades, and several other 

become the order of the day in everything, the $ plants, which may be treated in the same man- 

march of improyemnt has extended to garden- § ner. 

ing, and any person possessing a town garden,’ The way in which these plants look best in a 

may, at a very trifling expense, produce as town garden is, when they are arranged in 

brilliant an effect on a small seale, as the pos- 3 regular beds, each bed being filled with plants 

sessor of the most princely garden can on a large 2 of one kind and one color, so as to produce the 

one. The manner in which this is done is as$vffect of the pattern of Turkey carpet, when 

follows :— Sseen at a little distance. It is evident that 

Cuttings are made in autumn, which are put $ plants used for this purpose should be of bright 

as thickly as possible into pots, and kept in a : and decided colors, and that they should flower 

cold pit all the winter; in the spring they are Sabundantly. It is also essential that they should 

divided and potted separately, and these pots > be of low growth, in order that the flowers may 

are plunged into hot-beds, which have been used ; be as near the ground as possible, as, unless 

for forcing early vegetables, where the heat forces § the ground is completely covered with flowers, 

the young plants to form blossom buds. As soon $ the effect is lost. Another point which is essen- 

as this is the case, the plants are hardened by % tial in the planting of a garden of this kind, is 
277 
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to contrast the colors skilfully, and to produce; taken not to put the plants in too near together, 
& symmetrical effect in their arrangement. Thus, § as, if they are planted too close, they will be 
for instance, if the flower garden were of the’ drawn up and produce more stems and leaves 
pattern shown in the engraving, 1 and 2 should than flowers. The usual distance is a foot apart 
be planted with Tom Thumb geraniums, which ; every way. When planting verbenas out of the 
are of low growth and produce a great quantity } pots, gardeners generally put them in, turning 
of brilliant scarlet flowers; 3 and 4 should be} the most bushy part to the north, and then peg 
planted with the small golden yellow calceo- them down with a little bit of forked stick at 
larias; and 5 and 6 with lobelia gracilis. In } every joint; and when this is done carefully, 
the centre of the garden there may be a tree} the plants generally grow and flower luxuri- 
rose, 2 yase, or a fountain; and the walks antly, fresh roots being produced wherever they 
between the beds may be grass or gravel accord-$ are pegged down. The calceolarias and gera- 
mg to the taste of the possessor of the garden. niums being of a more brittle and succulent 
This will produce a beautiful effect with very ; nature, will not bear pegging down in the same 
little expense, and very little trouble. ‘manner as the yerbenas; but low, bushy plants 

Before planting the beds, the earth should be : Should be chosen, and they should be kept open 
forked over and raked smooth, being slightly } by tying them to little upright pieces of stick, 
raised in the centre; and then a hole being made 3 placed so as to be as little seen as possible. If 
by the trowel for each plant, it should be turned $ the beds aro so large as to require more than 
carefully out of the pot without disturbing the $ one line of plants, there should be three lines, 
roots, put into the hole prepared for it, and the and the tallest of plants should be in the centre; 
earth pressed firmly roundit. Great care should : hut generally speaking, one line of three plants 
be taken that no space is left between the ball} will be enough for each bed, as great care should 
of earth turned out of the pot and the earth in be taken to keep the plants within the beds, and 
the bed, because if there is the young roots of to prevent them from growing over the lines 
the plant will wither. Care should also be} 
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UN SOGNO. 

BY MARY L. LAWSON. 

A RADIANT flood of mirrored light 
Reflects the brilliant hall; 

And on the thick piled carpets 

The footsteps softly fall; 

And luxuries are spread around 

To meet the stranger’s gaze; 

But our hearts sadly muse upon 

The home of other days. 

Yes! we are thinking of a home 

That held the Joved of earth, 

Where social gladness fondly met 

Around the cheerful hearth, 
Where wit and mind and sparkling jest, 

Seemed kindled with its blaze; 
For bright, congenial spirits met 

In the home of other days. 

The guests that throng this room to-night, 
A courteous smile may wear, 

And sounds of mirth may lightly pass, 
Amid the young and fair; 

But a tone of heartless mockery, 
Its hollowness betrays, 

It is not like the joyousness 
We felt in other days. 
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For rare and true the spirits few 

That round that fireside meet; 

And many a memory garnered there 

We never can forget; 

Untried in all life’s bitterness, 

We planned life’s future ways, 

With that unfettered hopefulness 

We felt in other days, 

We spoke of love with laughing eyes, 

Each bosom free from care; 

Of pootry, for then our souls 

Nursed visions Heavenly fair; 

How warm, how earnest were we then 

In aught that won our praise; 

For heart and soul all entered in— 

The thoughts of other days. 

We leave this scene of seeming joy, 

With careless smiles we part, 

But the memory of happier years , 

Lies fresh in either heart; 

Yet hopes that centre not below, 
The deep regret allays; 

Of meeting upon earth no more 
In the home of other days. 



THE MERCHANT’S TEST. 

BY MARY L. MEANY. 

‘*Drox, I am afraid the old man has taken it? Several days after, Mr. Beale brought Richard 

into his head to send you adrift ” {a letter to seal and deposit in the post-office as 

*“Why, what can you mean, Philip?” ¢ he went to dinner. At the same time he sent 
‘Only that he was talking very earnestly with é Philip to a neighboring store on business, which 

Mr. Oglethorp as I went into his room just now, ‘ would detain him some little time, he then re- 

and as they ceased very discreetly on my entrance, } turned to his private room. Left to himself, 

I took the liberty of waiting outside the door till} Richard gazed on the superscription of the letter 

the conversation was resumed, and I heard enough $ long and earnestly. ‘*D. Oglethorp, Esq., Balti- 

to satisfy me that Oglethorp has a nephew who is > more’—the words seemed burned into his brain. 

about to take your place.” What would he not give to know the contents of 

‘‘What did you overhear?” that letter? Doubtless it related to the nephew 

‘¢Merely a sentence from each. Oglethorp} who was to supplant Aim. Richard hesitated, 

said, ‘So you think my nephew will have no § turning the letter over and over. Why could he 

difficulty in filling the place of your head clerk;’ } not glance into it? It was not sealed—he would 

and Beale replied, ‘None whatever; the other} betray no confidence by doing so—most of the 

clerk, Philip Walden, has been in my establish- ; business letters were given him to answer, and 

ment a long time, and can give him a little in- 3 certainly to no one living would he reveal the 

sight into our business affairs if need be.’ I did ‘contents, whatever they might be. These re- 
not wait to hear more, but that is enough, I} flections overcame his strong repugnance to the 

think.” act, with a trembling hand he opened the letter 

‘So it would seem,” was the reply, in a tone 3 and read— 

of deep despondency. 
‘It is mean in the old man to discharge you, ‘*Drar Srr—I wish your nephew to arrive, if 

and equally strange; if it was me now, I should: possible, by Tuesday, the thirteenth, as on that 
not think it so odd, but he has all along seemed § day young Wilkins’ year will have expired, and 

to think so much of you. But ’its just like him, } it is desirable that his successor should be on 

always doing something out of the common way.” 3 the spot to enter immediately on his duties. 
Richard Wilkins was too sick at heart to reply. Truly yours, J. BEALE.” 

He turned to the desk and endeavored to concen- } 

trate his wandering thoughts upon his work, but} The blood mounted to Richard’s brow as he 

in vain. The pen dropped from his fingers, ands read. For an instant he forgot the consequences 
leaning his head on his hand he gave full scope ; to himself of the threatened blow in indignation 

to his sorrowful and indignant feelings. When at his employer’s duplicity. 
the two gentlemen emerged from Mr. Beale’s pri-: ‘‘Four years ago,” he murmured, bitterly, 

vate room he started like one guilty of a secret ‘‘aye, four years next Tuesday, I entered this 

crime, and snatching the pen pretended to be all} store. Not once since that day has he had occa- 

absorbed in his duties. His flurried manner, so} sion to reprove me for the slightest neglect or 

different from his usual quiet composure, was $ oversight: stern and exacting as he is, I have 

noticed by his employer, who drew his own} given him no cause for complaint, and ¢his is the 

conclusions therefrom. Mr. Oglethorp was re- $ end—this is my reward. I am to be discharged 

turning to his home in Baltimore. His friend } to make room for one of his friend’s connections. 

accompanied him to the steamboat, and on re-}I am thankful I opened the letter—now I can 

turning closely observed his two clerks as he $ prepare for his treachery.” 

sauntered back and forth through the store.) Wath a calmness that surprised himself, the 
Philip’s appearance indicated nothing unusual: clerk sealed the letter, and dropped it in the post 

but Richard, though he had partially regained 3 as he had been directed. On his way back te 

his customary composure, could not prevent a} his employment he called at the counting-room o1 

slight hesitancy and constraint when replying to { a merchant, whom as one of Mr. Beale’s acquaint- 

Mr. Beale’s casual remarks. *ance he well knew. Richard wished to make 
Vor. XXIX.—18 
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inquiries in an indirect way for a situation, but; it I need never have any fears concerning you. 

while he was striving to form some question to; Il was right, the temptation was strong—too 

this end the gentleman came to his relief, by : strong for your honor or integrity to withstand, 

asking if he knew any young man in need of a} I saw you open the letter, ’twas enough. I did 

situation whom he could recommend to him, as} not at all wonder when I heard of your applying 

he had a vacancy for a clerk. Richard eagerly } for a new situation; you thought I was acting 

offered himself. Mr. Curtis was surprised that treacherously to you, and that you would outwit 

he should wish to leave his old place, but gladly 3 me.” 

accepted him, haying long admired the integrity; Mr. Beale ceased, and looked fixedly at Rich- 
and strict application of the young man, whose : ard, whose whole countenance was suffused with 

praises he had frequently heard from Mr. Beale, } blushes as the true nature of his conduct was 

The yearly salary was named; it was one hun-3 brought thus calmly to his view. In his indig- 

dred dollars more than Richard was now re-} nant feelings he had not till this moinent thought 

ceiving; and having*engaged to enter on the$ of his direliction of principle in opening a letter 
duties of his new place on the following Tuesday, } not intended for his inspection; now he was over- 

he went with a light heart to his old employ-: whelmed with shame and remorse, for he was 

ment. He did not mention his intention to Mr. } naturally upright andingenuous. Mr. Beale saw 

Beale, and so the week passed without Mr. Cur- 3 his confusion, and turned to his desk to pay what 

tis yisiting the store. He hoped that he had not} was due of Richard’s salar y, but first taking 

met his employer, for Richard had a wish that’ some papers from a secret drawer, threw them 

the latter should not hear how his treacherous } on the table before the young man. 

scheme had been defeated till the last moment. } ‘All this is at an end now,” he said, ‘‘but 

On Monday evening Richard knocked at the$ you may see how unjust your supposition was 

door of Mr. Beale’s room, and in as few words 3 to me, how injurious to yourself, as I said awhile 
as possible requested the wages due to him, as $ ago.” 

he was engaged to go to another house on the} Richard’s eyes were intently bent upon the 

morrow. papers. One was in the merchant’s handwriting, 

“TY have known of your engagement since } a notice of Richard Wilkins haying been admitted 

Wednesday,” replied Mr. Beale. ‘‘Mr. Curtis in- $s junior partner into his old and established 

formed me of it. May I ask the motive of this} business firm; the others were the necessary 

secret and unusual proceeding on your part? I legal papers Polntne thereto. Richard continued 

believe I gave you no cause for so sudden a$ gazing on them as if fascinated, till the mer- 
determination to quit my employment—did I?” } chant’s voice broke the spell. 

‘*No cause!” Richard repeated, bitterly. ‘‘Oh, ‘Well, young man, do you understand the 

no, sir, no cause, of course—the clerk is only the 3 matter now?” 
dupe, the slave of the merchant, and has no ‘Oh, sir!” said Richard, turning his eyes im- 
right to complain of any conduct, however ini- 3 ploringly on him, and then unable to repress his 
quitous, of which he is the victim.” tortured feelings, he bent his head on the table 

‘Your sarcasm is rather out of place, young } to conceal the fast gushing tears. 

man,’’ replied Mr. Beale, coolly. ‘‘Iaskedif I} ‘Regret is unavailing now,” said Mr. Beale, 
had given you any cause of offence. I know I ij in his clear, cold tones. ‘I had every reason to 
have not—you falscly imagine that I have, and} place confidence in you. During these four years 
thus imagining, you have done yourself a great} I have observed your conduct closely. It was 
injury. Nay, no questions—I will tell you all. } such as to satisfy me: and resolving to reward 
On the day that Mr. Oglethorp was here I noticed your strict integrity and faithfulness, I had de- 
a great alteration in your looks, your words, cided to take you into partnership as you see by 
your whole conduct. I suspected at once that; these papers, prepared nearly two months ago, 
Philip had overheard our conversation and re-} and only wanting signatures and date. My 
peated it to you, in consequence of which you | friend, Mr. Oglethorp, had frequently mentioned 
were disturbed in mind. This was natural, and} his nephew, whom he much desired me to em- 

_I was far from blaming you; but it afforded me} ploy. At his last visit I agreed to do so. It was 
opportunity for a test which I had peculiar ‘my intention to give you an agreeable surprise 
reasons for desiring to apply. I penned a brief } to-morrow, and, therefore, I desired to keep all 
note to Mr. Oglethorp, gave it to you to seal, ;my arrangements secret, fortunately as I now 
and watched your after proceedings from that { see; for my whim enabled me to test the strength 
window. I thought the temptation would proye of your principles.” 
& severe one, and that if you arose superior to **Oh, if you could only forgive me, Mr. Beale,” 
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exclaimed Richard, imploringly. ‘It was my {thought you would regret. You will find Mr. 

first error in this regard—I am sure it will prove Curtis a more indulgent employer than you are 

my last.” > leaving, your salary will be larger than it has 

For all answer Mr. Beale quietly pushed the } been here, so that on the whole, perhaps, you are 

money he had counted over to Richard, and ‘ no loser, and I hope for your sake that your first 

picking up the papers tore them into small frag- § error will prove also your last.” 

ments. The young man looked sadly at them, ; Richard sadly left the store. On the morrow 

but knowing that remonstrance or entreaty was § he entered on the duties of his new situation. 

alike unavailing with the stern man, he by a? It proved agreeable, and the addition to his pre- 

strong effort conquered his emotion, and taking , vious salary was of great use to him; but what 

up the money bowed his thanks and farewell to could silence remorse for the act by which he 

his late employer, and turned to leave the room. } had not only lost so much in a pecuniary point 

As he laid his hand on the door-knob, he paused : of view, but also sank immeasurably in his own 

and asked, in a still faltering voice, if Mr. Curtis estimation? He profited by the lesson, how- 

was informed of all this. sever. Years after he found himself in a position 

‘<No, I did not think it necessary to speak of } prosperous and enviable as that which he had 

it,” said Mr. Beale, ‘‘for I had reason to think forfeited in early manhood, but to his dying day 

it was your first departure from the straight he never tried to banish the humiliating but 

road, and though all business connection between } salutary recollection of his first and last devia- 

us has ceased, yet I would not wish to injure 3 tion from the straightforward path of honor and 

your reputation by revealing an act which I ; integrity. 
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IN DREAM-LAND, LOVE. 

BY CLARENCE MAY. 

On, come to me in dream-land, love, But in that clime, life’s sterner cares 

In flowery realms away; Are never, never known, 

Where brighter gleams the fair starlight— And we can pass the fleeting hours 

More soft the moon’s pale ray: In dreamings sweet, mine own! 

Where Summer skies bend soft and blue, 

And roses weo each gale; 

And streamlets murmur songs of love 

Adown each dewy vale. 

Then meet me oft in dream-land, love— 

Come at the twilight hour, 

When poesie-lends to the heart 
A strange and wondrous power. 

And I will gaze in thy soft eyes, 

And calm this wearying strife; 

And while the heart responds to heart, 

Forget the ills of life! 

I’m weary of this cheerless real, 

This prosy world of ours, 
’ Whero toil, and care, and endless strife, 

Blight all the heart’s sweet flowers. a a 

SUNSET. 

BY VIOLET VALE. 

Dayuiant dies along the plain; 

Shadows lengthen on the grain; 

Birdlings seek their leafy nest; 

Dew-drops fill the violet’s breast. 

O’er the lake the whip-poor-will 
Sounds his note so sad and shrill; 

Gently waves the scented flow’r, 

Pearly drops gleam from the bow’r. 

Slumber closes childhood’s eyes; 

Angels watch from Paradise}; 

Night steals on with garments bright, 
Holy calm and silent night. 

Brooks unseen, like fairy bells, 

Tinkle soft in mossy dells; 

In the Western mellow light 

Shines a star, a gem of night. 
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OUR MINISTER’S DAUGHTER. 

BY FANNY RIVERS. 

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 200, 

CHAPTER IV. One hasty embrace, a whispered word of thanks- 
Grey clouds drifted a leaden sky, and ee giving that he is yet in time, and they reascended 

winter wind as it drifted the falling snow into § the stairs and passed into the sick room. Silently 

great heaps at the road-side and about the cor-} taking their places on opposite sides of the bed, 

ners of the cottage, had a very dreary sound. they watched on, and again the same deep still- 

The storm had steadily increased since the} ness, and yet no change. By-and-bye- the good 

dawn, and one unbroken sheet of white spread old doctor was added to the group. With a 
out on every side, broken only by the dark forms } saddened look on the wasted form before him, 

of the trees, that held up their naked arms to and a half encouraging, half doubtful reply to 

the blast. Very dreary was the scene to the} Ella’s inquiring look, he took the slender wrist 

eyes of our Ella, as she turned from the window } between his fingers, and carefully counted the 

to the bed whereon Ally was laid. The curtains quick throbbings of the pulse. As he replaced 
had been withdrawn, that the light, dim as it} the little hands, he whispered more cheerfully, 

was, might fall upon her suffering face, and; ‘‘There is hope. Pray that she may awake 

show some hope, by awakening some sign of sensible, and all will be well.” More anxiously 
reason. As yet vainly. The fever-red that bent the watchers, checking even their breath, 
burned on the thin cheek, the vacant glare of } and still deeper grew the hush in all the house, 

the half-closed eyes, and the snatches of aeli-? and so the night wore on. It was not till grey 

rious raving that occasionally broke from her; streaks began to appear in the east, that the 

parched lips, still revealed only the terrible | heavy breathing of the child grew lighter and 

power of disease. more frequent, and while the sun rose, the closed 

More than a week had passed since one glance ; > lids were unsealed, and Ally woke, with a won- 

had rewarded Ella’s untiring watchfulness, more } \ dering look at the faces that bent over her. A 
than a week since a word spoken, save in deli- smile of recognition crossed her wasted features, 

rium, had met her ear; and now as the little} as she held out her hand to her brother, and 

sufferer turned to and fro, or for the moment , When the tears fell on the thin fingers which the 

sunk into a deathly slumber, as she felt the} boy pressed to his lips as he hurried from the 

burning heat of the little hand prisoned in her room, the tears gathered in her eyes, and she 

own, hope seemed hopeless, and a sense of utter } said, faintly, ‘‘Poor Albert, why does he ery?” 

desolation came over her, It was nearly night-: And when Ella would have soothed her with 
fall when the restless moanings of the child gave many loving words, the old physician interposed, 

place to a deep, still slumber, and her face} and saying, impatiently, though with a smile, 

began to pale from the fever redness. The gloom } that he must be nurse as well as doctor, or his 
deepened into night, and the shadows in the?’ patient would be talked to death, dismissed 
room darkened into blackness—and still Ella ; Ella with an injunction to ‘‘go and rest.” With 

watched on. Even Mrs. Stanfield’s step, as she the tears of a great joy in her eyes, and a deep 
replenished the fire, and adjusted the sick-lamp, gratitude swelling in her heart, she turned away 

seemed to be unheard, in her earnest watch, and $ to seek in the solitude of her own chamber, an 

the old lady turned away with the pitying look ; opportunity for indulging in the various emotions 

on her face deepened into tears, and left the} which filled her heart, when a sound as of stifled 

solitary watcher alone. The evening was far} weeping fell upon her ear. She listened for a 

advanced, when the sharp click of the gate- ‘ moment, and then passing through the half-open 

latch came faintly to her ears—and with a door of her brother’s room, deheld him extended 
cheek paling even more with anxiety she waited ; upon a couch, with his face buried in the cushions, 

for the sound of an approaching footstep. < while his whole frame quivered with the violence 

They came soon— quick, impatient on the’ of his emotions. For a moment she stood irre- 

piazza below, and then springing down the t-solute; and then crossing the apartment, and 

stairs, co was clasped in her brother’s arms. 3 kneeling beside him, she said, soothingly, 
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‘‘Hush, Albert, do not mourn so yery much, , repay what I had borrowed, he would make an 

do not weep so; surely the danger is past, and} exposure of the whole affair. It is out of my 

our dear one will be restored to us. Dr. Ellis § power te do this, and once expelled from the 

says that she only needs care and nursing to’ walls of so public an institution, every avenue 
restore her to health again. Hush, my brother,” § is closed upon me, save one. I had engaged on 

twining her arms caressingly around him. ‘‘ But} board a vessel bound for India, and when your 

you are so weary, you have travelled so far and letter reached me, was writing one to yon, to 

suffered so very much. You need rest and quiet, } tell you of my departure. And now, Ella, my 

and a2 sown precious sister, we must part. I have 

‘Rest, rest,” interrupted her brother, with a{ wrought my own ruin, and must leave you per- 

bitter emphasis, ‘‘rest is for the innocent, not ‘haps forever. Fool, fool,” he continued, pas- 

for me.” sionately, and then suddenly changing his tone 

‘‘You must not speak so, Albert; but you} to one of entreaty, he sank upon his knees 

are so excited and tired. Rest now, for my } before her. ‘Bless me, my sister, vile, wretched 

sake,” and she pressed her lips fondly on his 3 as I am, put your hand upon my head and let 

hot forehead, and brushed back the matted hair} me have your blessing before we part. You 

from his face. He clasped her hands in his} will think of me, pray for me sometimes, And 

with passionate energy, and springing from the ; 

bed, strode rapidly up and down the room. And 

if long years can wipe away the past, if years 

of undying repentance and earnest striving for 

why, as the girl looked on him, did the blood $ the right can atone for the wrong that I have 

leave her cheek and settle round her heart, with 

that dark, sickening feeling, which made her 

clasp her hands in mute supplication, and with 

‘ . . 
done, I will return as pure as self-sacrifice and 

penitence can make a soul so deeply stained as 

mine—Hlla, darling one, bless me, for I must 

a despairing helplessness in the gesture, which ; go——” 

would have made death welcome. On the fur- 

rowed brow, haggard’ check and bloodshot eye, 

now fully scen for the first time, were deep 

traces, not only of weariness and fatigue, but 

of dissipation, of guilt; on the face so dearly 

loved, on which she had eften looked With a 

mother’s pride, in its nobleness and dignity, 

the tale written of a noble mind sadly debased, 

and covering her eyes from the sight, she sank 

back on the bed from which he had arisen, and 

‘¢ Albert,” almost shrieked the girl, ‘‘do not 

leave me. We may yet arrange these things, 

and you will stay with us.” 

‘‘Not so,” he said, calmly, but with a fixed 

demeanor. ‘*Do not grieve so very much, sis- 
ter; believe me there is no other alternative. 

Tell Ally as gently as you can,” and the tears 

fell upon her face, as he leaned over her, ‘‘ we 

shall meet again.” He clasped her closely to 

his heart, and would have rushed from the 

burst into tears. A moment, and her hand was} room, but, twining her arms around his neck, 

taken between his burning palms, and he said, $ she said, slowly and with difficulty, 

‘<— would have spared you this, Ella, had I 

‘‘Brother, this must not be; you can yet be 

saved, but not as you propose. You have sinned, 
sadly, : 

not heard from you that Ally was dying. You} but repented also, and now is the time to make 

should never haye looked upon my face till time } manifest how deeply. You must retrace your 

had changed me into more of a semblance of what steps here, however painful it may be, and win 

I was. I am changed, sister, oh, how changed, * back in the future what you have lost in the 

and you have worked it, but not all. You past. 

think me weak, you cannot dream how wicked. “Your path was marked out plainly before 

I went away an enthusiastic boy, I am now you, follow it, it is still there, and oh, my 

come a man, and with the sorrow of an unayoid- ; brother, if it is lowly, it is blessed.” 

able doom upon me. Not for myself alone, oe ‘But, Ella,” interrupted the young man, 

one, but you will suffer, and for me. I was} “this is impossible. How can one so debased 

weak, and the boys laughed at me because 1} minister in holy things?” 

would not drink.. I put the cup to my lips and} ‘Hear me,” she implored, ‘‘hear me, my 

drank. You cannot dream how easily one wrong brother, and deny me, if you can. There was 

step brings on another, and at length I—gambled. > one, whose pride you were, who called you his 

For small sums at first, but gradually increasing 3 only son, whose hope it was to see you standing 

until I was forced to apply to a money-lender } in his place, a minister of the gospel. He has 

and obtain from him, at extortionate rates, ne, gone,” and a low sob escaped her lips, ‘*and 

money which I needed. Four days ago this § will you disappoint his desires. He blessed you 

man told me that if I did not within a fortnight as his successor; he prayed that you might 
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worthily tread in his steps, and can you make ; and not a lonely wanderer, hopeless and perhaps 
that blessing and that prayer unavailing. You 

saw him cold and white in his coffined sleep— 

his departure made blessed by the belief that 

you would fill his vacant place, that your yoice 

sounding when his was hushed, to lead his 

flock to the one fold, where he awaited them. 

Oh, by her love who sleeps beside him—by the 
deep love and tenderness she bore you—by all 

the long years blessed by their presence, turn 
not away. 

suffering. Yet tell me once again that you will 

not leave us, Albert, for there is a strange sense 

of insecurity which only you can allay.” 

‘Ella,’ was the mournful reply, ‘listen to 

me, and I will tell you how impossible it is that 

I should remain. Those debts must be paid, or 

this man will keep silence no longer, and then I 

am disgraced forever, And even if I were free, 
how could I stand in a holy place and minister 

with polluted hands to those who require purity 
“Think of the past, so full of happiness; of $ of life as well as doctrine? Oh, my sister, [ have 

the picture which you alone can make so full } suffered, God only knows how bitterly—and it is 
of beauty, and you will not leave us—you 3 better far that I should go to a strange land and 
cannot.” 2 retread the path of life alone.” 

She looked earnestly in his face, saw the hot; ‘And how large a sum would it require to 
tears gushing over his cheeks, and her voice } pay these debts?” 
grew fainter, her head sunk on his bosam, and} ‘Five thousand dollars,” said Albert, firmly; 
she lay lifeless in his arms. He laid her on the $ ‘and now, Ella, how impossible it is for me to 
souch before the window, and trembling as he 3 remain.” 
looked on that white, senseless face, parted the} «It is not,” said the girl, hopefully. ‘Five 
dark hair on her forehead and bathed it with {thousand dollars of our property are still un- 
water. To his excited fancy hours seemed to § touched, and you shall take it and satisfy these 
pass before signs of returning life rewarded his } men.” 
efforts, but at length the crimson tide swept’ «Your little dependance, my sister,” said the 
slong the parted lips, and with a sigh she opened boy, while the burning blood rushed even to his 
her eyes and started from her reclining posture. § forehead with the thought, ‘“‘take your all and 
Her brother was beside her still, and looking ; leaye you and Ally beggars, that I may pursue 
imploringly into his face, she murmured, my path with ease.” 

‘©You will not leave me.” ‘Listen to me, Albert, and to all my plans, 
“No, Ella,” he said, soothingly, ‘but lie down 3 for you know you used to say that I had a true 

again and rest, darling. I will stay here till you} woman’s wit for contrivance,”’ was the reply, 
awake.” and a half smile played around her quivering 
With a quiet smile, and clasping his hand lips. ‘This money will make you free again, 

within her own, she sank back upon the pillows and we will rent this place, and tltat will par- 
and slept the sleep of utter exhaustion. The tially, at least, sustain you. Ally and I are not 
overtasked frame had given way, and for hours § very lofty in our ideas, and could be happy on 
there was no motion, no sign of life but the deep very little. I will even turn schoolmistress, and 
breathing of slumber. And as the unhappy man $ that will do nicely for us,” and the affectionate 
sat beside her, he could see the traces which 3 girl turned toward her brother, that he might 
care and anxiety had marked upon her once : see the smile that played over lrer face. 
lovely face. In the deathly paleness, unrelieved ; And when the boy indignantly exclaimed that 
by the slightest color, in the deep lines all around 3 he never would consent to such an arrangement, 
the mouth, in the wasted form and sad expres- ’she placed her little, wasted hand over hig lips, 
sion which even sleep only seems to deepen, suf- $ and said gently, 
fering had graven its impress—and as he looked ‘It will be no sacrifice, my brother, but a 
on her the tears of a bitter repentance ran down $ blessed privilege, with the knowledge that you 
his cheeks. shave turned back to the paths of pleasantness 
The morning passed quietly away, noon passed, $and peace. It will be no task for me to teach 

and still he kept his watch, and not until deep in 3 these children, for I dearly loye them, and love 
the afternoon did the broad, white lids begin to $ maketh all labor light—but oh, to think of you 
quiver with returning consciousness, and smiling :@ wanderer, a stranger in a strange land, to 
faintly as she looked into his face, she whis- : know that at the best it would be many years 
pered, $ before I should look upon your face again. I 

“You cannot know how happy I am to be with ‘ should see you sick, suffering, dying, alone, and 
you thus, my brother, and feel that you are the } far from all who love you, oh, my brother, 
same brother that I knew in the dear old days, > spare me this sorrow,” and she burst into tears. 
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‘‘Eyen here your path will be full of trial and ; borne to her room by the little ones, on whose 

difficulty, and surely it is nobler far to face them } souls the strong dew of love lay as brightly as 

and overcome where you have yielded. It will be the night-tears on the blossoms they bore. 

only a few years, and then we shall be together} Once only did Ella leave her home. It was to 

again, and we will live in this dear old place} see the departure of her brother from the insti- 

where our parents dwelt, and you shall fill Ais} tution where he had long been honored as its 

place. ‘Tell me that you will stay and make so most successful and laborious student. She be- 

happy the days that are coming, which else will held him with the sorrowful farewells of his 

be so full of darkness, You will not refuse me} companions, and the blessings of the learned and 

this, my brother, you shall not.” virtuous resting upon him, turning from them 

There was a long silence, and then in a voice} all to read her approbation in the face dearer. 

which was broken by many tears, the boy an-} than all the world beside: and she went back to 

swered, her humble duties again with a heart full of 

‘¢God make me worthy of such love, my darl-{ gratitude that she had been the instrument of 80 

ing, and give me strength to tread the path before ; much good. 

me,” 
As Ella had planned so was their lot, and 

before the violet banks had shown more than a CHAPTER V. 

few purpling buds, the little ones of the village; Ir was a lovely summer evening, and our little 

were gathered around her in the little room, } parsonage was looking more than usually beau- 

which was her home in the house of one who tiful in the rich sunset light that slept in bene- 

loved her parents. It was not so beautiful as} diction over it. The tall, old trees were gilded 

the house she had left, but there were traces of ; by the golden flood, and many a curve and 

her pure mind even on the outward arrange- ; wreath did the shadows of the leaves make on 

ments of her dwelling. Albert had departed, } the sward below. The air was heavy with the 

full of regret for the past, and hope for the breath of the flowers and the low twittering of 

future. The old house was given up, and all} the birds as they sunk to their nests, mingled 

prepared for the changed life before her. pleasantly with the joyous gurgle of the little 

To Ella, although no murmur ever passed her brook as it went laughing on its way. A misty 

lips, the sacrifice was great, and at times the { glory seemed to fill the air with floating gold, 

desolation and loneliness of her life almost over- { and lent to the blue hills in the distance a glory 

came her. Many a lonely hour—many a starting } not theirs. A few fleecy clouds slept in the 

tear was claimed by her suffering heart from the { azure depths of the blue overhead, like ‘‘snow- 

dry, and sometimes almost insupportable round } flakes on a bed of violets,” their edges tinged 

of duty imposed upon her. But she won peace 3 with the rosy light that broke from the western 

at length. sky, like a promise of to-morrow’s brightness. 

Insensibly she became interested in the chil-} Ally was there, our sunbeam, a lovely girl of 

dren committed to her charge, and in earnest} seventeen, and in her golden curls a wreath of 

effort for them, found that reward which always $ white roses, placed there by her brother’s hand. 

comes to the true, unselfish spirit. And so it A happy smile was on her lips, and in the depths 

was, that although the faint flush her cheek had $ of her blue eyes a laughing joyousness-*and mis- 

worn faded away, and around the small mouth | chief, that told how completely the clouds had 

there was an expression of patient endurance, } passed from her spirit, as with a ringing, musi- 

there was a lofty, almost holy calm resting on cal tone she told how beautiful everything was, 

her broad, white forehead, that was more beau- ‘ how lovely the flowers, and how happy she was 

tiful than any merely physical loveliness. The | to be at home again: and away she flew to seek 

early glow of her youth had passed, but if the } Mrs. Stanfield to tell her some of her overflowing 

large eyes had a misty, sorrowful light instead § thankfulness. And there the good old lady stood 

of their brilliancy, it was but the token of a pure 3 in the doorway, her grey hair as smooth as ever, 

spirit made perfect through suffering. A gentler, ) and a calm, contented expression settling on her: 
‘ 
S 

more patient teacher never had rule over more pleasant face. And beneath the old trees, with 

loving heart, and ere long her pupils had learned ? all the glad presence of home about her, stood 

to feel that a deeper shade over ‘Miss Ella’s” $ Ella, and not alone. Around her slender form 

face was the most severe of punishments, aa there was thrown a strong arm, eyes of love 

a brightening of her pensive face into one of looked into her own, and a voice low and tremu- 

those soft smiles their dearest reward. Many a ; lous, yet richer with its burden of emotion than 

bouquet of violets and drooping anemones were ° in its full strength it could have been, murmuring 
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such loving words as make glad the heart on, rich, and thrilling every nerve with its familiar 
which they fall, that told her at length through | tone. With a start of astonishment, Ella turned 
tears how great his sense of her love and for- and looked into the speaker’s face. ‘* Willie!”? 
bearance was, and how unworthy of such ten-} burst from her trembling lips, as he caught her, 
derness he felt himself. And as Ella looked on} pale and agitated, in his arms. 
the manly form beside her, as she felt the love ¢ ‘Even so, dearest,” said he, bending tenderly 
of that noble heart go quivering down to the} over her. ‘Eyen so, my own; the same How- 
depths of her own, did she not renewedly feel ard who left you so long ago, come back again 
that all her labors were rewarded—did she not ; with a heart unchanged, though in all else but 
feel how blest were the sacrifices which had led} the semblance of what has been. Changed in 

. Such an one back to the paths of peace? She {all but loving you, for time has been sadly at 
knew that on the morrow he would stand in ; work with me since we parted. Oh, Ella, could 
that dear little church a pastor with his people, } you know how through these long, weary years, 
chosen to stand in his father’s place by those $ the thought of your purity and love haye been 
who loved that father, and in the light of those with me, keeping me from evil; how, by day 
crimson clouds; from every flower there seemed } and night your image has haunted me, until 
sweet influences of blessing and love, that filled } there seemed no world, save in your presence, 
her heart even to overflowing. you would bid me stay my wandering feet by 

The sunset light faded quietly away until only } your side evermore. Rest and forgetfulness—I 
one crimson line bordered on the almost purple g have sought them in every land the sun shines, 
heayen, and the clear bright stars came out but found them not, and I have come back again, 
shining so peacefully in the blue, until they also} my own, to hear from your lips the answer to 
were eclipsed by the flood of light which the} the deep questioning of my soul. Do not cast 
moon poured from her golden chalice over the } me off, beloved; do not send me back again to 
meadows. wear out my life in a fruitless effort, uncheered 

Silently Albert drew his sister closer to him, ae one word of thine. These long years have 
and without a word they passed through the 3 more than fulfilled the vow you made in a moment 
little gate of the church-yard, the tree branches } of excitement, and now you are free. Talk not 
fell over them as they passed with a rustling : of change of time,” he continued, passionately, 
noise, and they stood beside those graves. seeing she was about to speak, ‘they have 

Years had passed since in sorrow and tears} nought to do with the heart. They cannot 
they had knelt for the last time on that spot, $ have control over you, they shall not. But one 
he with the weight of deep remorse upon him, $ word, darling; you love me still, Ella, is it not 
she with the suffering of a tired and desolate so?” | 
heart entering on a path of difficulty. Now he} A moment and the long lashes were lifted from 
had nobly retrieved that one false step, and one $ the dark eyes. ‘*As my own life,” came mur- 
sense of calm happiness was stretching out} muring to his ears, and burying her face on his 
before them. Years had passed over Ella’s } bosom, she burst into tears of intense happiness. 
head, laden with sorrow, and stolen away the } He soothed her with many gentle, loving words, 
roses of her youth, but to her brother’s gaze, a and many a soft caress, and then poured into 
seraph’s could scarcely be more beautiful than ae listening ear the long story of his wander- 
the pale, sweet face uplifted to his own, with <ings—from the hour when his farewell was 
the moonlight spiritualizing every feature, and ; spoken, to the moment when now he clasped her 
adding yet another charm to its gentle sweet- :in his arms, his own, forever, and pictured the 
ness. For a long time they stood in silence, for 3 happy, blissful future that should recompense 
their thoughts were busy with the past, but at ‘all their sufferings. 
length Ella spoke in a low, subdued voice, Again the early autumn time, gloriously robed 

‘Standing here, with so much happiness $ for decay! Our church was opened, and within 
before us, can we not trace the hand of love in 3 its walls were gathered all the villagers, though 
the path, though dark, that brought us hither, ue was a week day, and all with happy faces, 
And in this deep quietude which has fallen upon 3 for only such befitted the bridal morn of sweet 
my spirit, I can almost feel a spiritual presence. ? Ella Gray. Very gay was our church; for. 
May it not be that our departed one is with us, ; though the flowers had faded, the many-tinted 
and angels guarding us even here.” leaves well supplied their places. In massive 

‘While the visible are permitted to assume $ garlands and lighter wreaths, they were woven 
the office of guardian angels, there is little need $ together, and not only twined round the slender 
to seek the departed,” said a voice beside her, S pillars, but even the altar was one mass of 
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glowing wreaths. The dusky crimson of the 3 very beautiful she was, with the glad light 

oak, the blood-red tinge of the maple, the gold breaking up from her large eyes, and the deli- 

and purple of the willow and beech, were inter- $ cate rose-tint coming and going in her soft 

twined with evergreens and interwoven in long cheek. 

festoons with hemlock and ground pine. The} And Howard Willis, too. There was a deep 

crimson berries of the mountain ash hung like 3 deyotion in the glance that rested on the frail 

coral drops in the feathery pine garlands—side form by his side, and yolumes of love in the 

by side with ‘robin berries,” the delicate blue $ : earnest, thrilling tone in which he spoke the 

undisturbed by the careful fingers of the weavers : words which bound them together for life and 

of their pretty wreath. One chaplet of pure death. There were those who marvelled that 

white roses lay on the communion table, but all $ our young minister’s voice should be so tremu- 

beside was glowing with rainbow tints, like the g lous, as he joined the hands that man cannot 

sunset clouds at evening. *sunder, but they knew not what deep memories 
They stood before the altar, her simple dress $ were breathing over his heart-strings, nor how 

of pure white a type of her purity of soul—and § earnest was the benediction his spirit pro- 

in her rich, dark hair one half-open rose. How ‘ nounced over our darling Ella Gray. 

THOUGHTS OF THEE. 

BY WINNY WOODBINE. 

And warbles forth with gleeful grace, 

A sweetly thankful lay; 

When sunlight smiles upon the earth, 

And gilds the calm blue sea, 

Tis then my happy heart gives birth 

To sweetest thoughts of thee. 

AnGeu whisperings all day long, 

Thrill my heart with pleasure, 

And notes of softest, sweetest song, 

Glide in joyous measure 

Upon the balmy evening air; 
And hither, thither roam, 

While brilliantly and doubly fair, 

The stars in Heaven’s dome, 

Now cast their beams of radiant light 

' O’er earth and o’er the sea; 
And as they gleam and sparkle bright, 

I truly think of thee. 

I'll give thee every midnight thought, 

Each day dream fair and bright, 

And every ray my heart hath caught 

From fond love’s beaming light. 

And were the wealth of India’s shore, 

Or gems from ocean, mine, 

I'll give thee all, and aye, far more, 

A loving heart for thine. 

And had I but the power to keep 

All sorrow far from thee, 

Thou ne’er should’st have a tear to weep, 

Unknown, unheard by me. 

When golden arrows pierce the veil 

That shrouds the rising day, 

And stars and planets ’gin to pale 

Before the bright’ning ray; 

When upward from his unseen place, 

The lark doth wing his way, 
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THERESA. 

BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFYSFVIELD. 

Nor while she breathed the cherished name 

- Of him the most beloved on earth, - 

Dreamed she that morn ’twas his command 

Had sent the dread death angel forth. 

So purely had she walked the earth, 

So lovely still her life had been, 

It needed but her soul’s remove, 

A place for her in Heaven to win. 

Oft by a gracious Father, oft 

In mercy is such blindness given; 

’T was well she knew not that she loved 

One whom she might not meet in Heaven. 

She died with blessings on her lips, 

Nor dreaming of that fearful night 

Which saw a compact sealed in blood, 

When stood two forms on Brocken’s heights. DLL LL OOO 



THE GOLDEN CROCUS. 

BY A. IL. OT TS. 

Avucusta C——, beautiful, and an heiress, was planation of her feelings; or if respect tempered 

not very happy, though surrounded by friends } her opinion, a puzzle to know how to refuse and 

upon whose affections she could rely, by agree- not wound; then generally a distressing final 
able acquaintances, and by numerous suitors. ‘scene, leaving her uncertain how much pain 

These last were her trouble. Wherever she she had inflicted, or whether the disappointment 

appeared, whether in summer at Saratoga or deserved her pity or her contempt. 

Newport, or in winter at balls, musical parties,’ She grew despairing as she thought of it. 

or social evenings, admirers were sure to be at But, while these thoughts, or instructive feel- > 

her elbow. She could not even take tea with a $ ings, glanced through her mind, she was accept- 

lady friend in the quietest way possible, but?ing the proffered aid, as ungraciously as was 

some gentleman aspirant either dropped in acci-} possible to her, and greeting with a little petu- 

dentally, or was brought forward by her hostess, } lance the offending friend Emily H—— and her 

as a ‘delightful person, one she would like to s husband. ‘To the young gentleman himself, who 

know.” $ was introduced as Mr. Horace W——, she gave 
If she could only have been persuaded that it 3 her most frigid bow. 

was genuine admiration of herself, or if she could; When in her own room dressing, she grew 
have believed her friends thought so, perhaps} quite indignant over her grievances, and when 
vanity would have consoled her for all annoy-} Mrs. H knocked, she granted her admittance 

ances. But she knew, and thought they knew, with eyen more coldness than she had before 
that her money was her attraction; therefore she } manifested. . 

was utterly tired of it all, and longed for some } “What is the matter, Augusta?” Emily asked, 

escape. after a short silence, during which both had felt 

She left the city early one spring to spend a} much embarrassed, ‘‘I am sure you feel angry f 
few weeks with an invalid friend who resided in ¢ with me.” 

the country. She smiled as she approached eae Of course Augusta could not give her true 

solitary mansion, to think that there was no one} reason, and it flashed across her mind that it 
in that family who could want to marry her for- ; was the silliest thing imaginable to be so angry 
tune. Yet again she was mistaken, for, as the} without apparent, and with only fancied, cause. 

carriage drew up, behold her friend’s distant } So she laughed heartily as she kissed her friend, 
cousin, 2 handsome young gentleman, stepped; and making some playful excuse, became her 
from the porch to help her out! ’ own sweet tempered self again. 

She felt that the world was in league against} Yet suspicions returned when in a few days 
her. Every marriageable man plotted for her} Mr. W *s eyes began to linger on her face, 
money, and every female friend had some penni-§ and she detected them—when his tone grew fal-, 
less brother or cousin, or interesting acquaint- tering as he addressed her by name, and she 
ance to help toachance. And each party saw } guessed what it was meant to mean—when her 
so readily through every other design, and was} wishes grew to be his law—and she despised him 
so eager to put Augusta on her guard, (from 3 for it. She determined to return home before the 
pure friendship!) that too many times had such $ crisis; but that came sooner than she expected. 
Speculations been revealed to her, for her not to} It was the last day of the first fortnight of her ‘ 

see through the smallest attempt at once. visit, © warm, misty spring morning. She was 
No wonder then that angry, reproachful } walking in the garden where the snow-drops, 

thoughts filled her mind at meeting, as she } daffodils, blue-bells, and hyacinths were bursting 
entered the house of one she had believed her ; into bloom, enjoying their first entrancing frag- 
disinterested friend, another smiling, obsequious rance, when Horace joined her, and began to 
suitor. She imagined she would have in the: talk in a low, dreamy tone of the beauties of 
next three weeks the same displeasing part to} spring. He recalled many of the charming 
play—first, common courtesy; then a cautious, 3 descriptions of the poets, and Augusta grew 
Macoue ene coldness; then a disagreeable ex-} animated giving quotation for quotation. 
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THE GOLDEN CROCUS. 

One word about Horace W——. The reader 

must not regard him with Augusta’s eyes. An 

honester lover never lived. Augusta believed 

she had never seen him before, but he well re- 

membered having met her two years prior, at 

her first ball, when she seemed to him the em- 

bodiment of young joy and grace. Later, he 

had handed her a glass of water at Saratoga, 

had passed up her fare in a Broadway omnibus, 

had watched her all one evening at the opera, 
and had heard her praises sounded ‘long and 

well” by his cousin Emily. He was young, just 
two years older than Augusta, and full of ardent 

enthusiasm—handsome, and not unduly aware 

of the fact, or over careful to turn his natural 

advantages to account. 
Little did he suspect the unworthy interpre-, 

tation put upon the frank expression of his ear- 

nest, true feeling—the newly-found “ well spring 

of delight” in his heart. 
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Horace did not see it, but he felt the coldness of 

her tone when she said, 

‘‘T see you have proffered a golden one.” 

‘¢‘T did not observe the color. They are all 

beautiful, but perhaps the golden ones are pret- 
tiest, they seem most smiling and genial. LBe- 

sides I offer it to you as typical of my heart 

full of love. It ought to have the glow of the 

purest metal.” 
She had not taken the blossom, and he again 

offered it with a manly daring. She felt bitterly 

how hard it was to be obliged to suspect motives 

where most she wished to esteem, and she shortly 

refused it, saying, 

‘It has but the semblance of gold. When it 

rings true I will take it.” 

“Not true?” he said. ‘*Do you believe I 

would dare to pretend to love you? What can 

: you think of me?” 

He subsided into a thoughtful, puzzled silence, 

Horace, so far as money was concerned, was } and they returned to the house. 

poor; but he had ability, health, good family Mrs. , ever watchful of her guests, found 

and position in society, and an education of a} Horace deep-in moody thought, and tried by 

high order. He was not vain, yet he did oe every means in her power to discover its sub- 

think his aspiration extravagant, when he began; ject. She was afraid her favorite plan had 

to hope for favor from Miss Augusta C——, } failed, that Horace had been precipitate, and 
though she had the one thing he had not— } received a refusal. Not that he was aware of 

money. her designs. He was too open himself to sus- 

Had not Augusta’s mind been warped, leading pect them, and she knew him too well to confide 

her to apply the general rule too indiscriminately them to him. Finding her efforts useless, she 

to every individual, she would have seen his} sought Augusta, hoping to get a clue from her. 

noble qualities. As it was she passed them by ; They met upon the porch. 
scornfully. Yet her gentleness of manner, and} ‘Horace is in the library,” she said, ‘‘as blue 

her sensitiyeness to the pain or mortification { as if he were another of your discarded lovers.” 

of others, prevented her being so repelling as} Augusta made no reply at first, but seeing 

to attract the notice of a not-too-far-presuming } What interpretation her friend put upon her 

lover, which was perhaps the reason why many } Silence, said with indifference, 
other suitors had gone so far as to require a} ‘¢You class him then with the other mercenary 

positive refusal. ; torments, who let me have no peace?” 

To return. Horace walked beside Augusta, ae “Oh, no. Horace never had a mercenary 

spoke so well, that her interest was awakened, ; thought in his life.” 

and her smiles warmed him into deeper elo-; They were below the library window as 

quence. They stepped from the path into a} Augusta replied bitterly, 

grass plot, the young verdure of which was ‘No doubt he likes the color of gold as well 

spangled all over with numerous bunches of ‘as others. I believe in none of them. If he 

purple, white, and yellow crocus. Horace, } becomes a suitor I shall suspect him.” 

always awake to all forms of beauty, and now: Emily’s reproachful ejaculation, ‘Oh, Au- 

with a more glowing appreciation than ever, } gusta!” and her troubled looked touched Au- 

broke into praises of them. Choosing one he} gusta’s heart, but she was still displeased with 

offered it to Augusta, sAying merrily, while his; Emily for conspiring against her. Therefore 

flushing face seemed more earnest than his} she said, coldly, 

words, 3 “Well, Emily, I can’t help it. Warn your 

“It seems to bloom very gladly in the spring } friends that such is my disposition. So unlovely 

sun. It must feel as I do when you smile. It’s} a trait will soon damp their ardor.” - 

golden cup is as full of sweetness as my heart is} That evening Horace departed for his home, 

of love.” ‘ and a few more months saw him at the mines in 

A slight sneer passed over Augusta’s face. California digging all day, sleeping wrapped in 
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& blanket under a tent all night, and seeming remembrance of the earnestness of my offer of 
inspired to activity by a very urgent motive. § the natural flower.” 
From a fortunate miner he became a merchant,’ A deep blush stole over Augusta’s face when 
then a land owner. His property rose immensely $ he took her hand like a long parted friend. 
in value as emigrants flocked to San Francisco, He could not refrain from gazing at her, for 
and a few years saw him a millionaire. He3she had lost no charm but the evanescent dewy 
returned home to invest his money in eastern} bloom of girlhood, while she had gained a look 
securities. of peace and contentment she once lacked. 

His abrupt departure had been a surprise to 3 They had not sat an hour by that window, 
Augusta. She had expected persistance and before Horace again expressed his hopes that 
importunity. Horace’s sensitiveness was a new $ she would allow him to aspire to her hand, well 
experience to her, and she gave him twice as | knowing that now she could not suspect his 
many kindly thoughts as she had ever bestowed ; motives, but he was again surprised by a re- 
upon any other lover. fusal. Unlike himself in his more boyish days, 

One of Horace’s first inquiries, on his return $ he persisted in knowing wherefore. 
to his native city, was for Augusta. » “You have a right to know, Mr. W——,” 

*“*Qh,” was the reply, ‘she is still living with Augusta answered, with effort. ‘It is because 
her mother, who is a great invalid.” I now prefer the living crocus you once offered 

Augusta sat, one spring evening, looking sadly } me, to this hard, glittering imitation, the reality, 
from the parlor window, upon the little grass} the cold shadow.” 
plot shut in from the street by an iron railing, “It is no true type. It was only meant as a 

‘ 

where het own hand had planted crocuses, now } hint to you, that I had not forgotten. My heart 
in full bloom. A servant entered with a small? is as truly, as warmly yours as ever—yes, as 
package. It was directed to her, and she opened 3 much filled with earnest love as on that entranc- 
it with curiosity. It contained a morocco case, ing spring day.” 
in which from a bed of brown gold stone, seemed “But how can I accept‘a millionaire? Simply 
to grow a small crocus of gold, surrounded by 3 because I was so suspicious of others, you have 
leaves of green enamel on silver. It was asa right to suspect me.” 
charming bijou, and she knew well whence it ‘‘It is an impossibility,” said Horace. 
came, though through all these long years, she } Augusta had too much sense and good-will 
had not heard one word from Horace. In taking toward her lover to persist in refusal—but would 
it from the case for closer examination, she ; consent to no engagement for six months, lest 
found beneath it a slip of paper with these } Horace, in becoming better acquainted with her, 
words— 3 might see cause to repent his love. 

‘Pure gold! You promised to accept it.” The delay was needless. Horace was one of 
While she still held it, and was carried in} those fortunate individuals blest with either so 

dreamy thought to the day she had wandered in? sure an instinct, or so true a heart, as to bea 
the garden, and had been so ungracious to the} touch-stone to the truth and purity of others. 
person she now felt such kindness for—the ser- He knew from the first that Augusta would make 
vant threw open the door, and Horace himself him happy. 
entered. ’ They were married in spring—one year from 

Augusta did not recognize him, until after she his return from California. 5 
had met his earnest gaze, and with an unembar-? As Augusta was his happiness, he was no 
rassed smile he said, less hers, and should they live fifty years from 

‘“‘What! Just arrived! Jewelers promises are ; now, to celebrate in the season of crocusses their 
made to break. Pray, Miss C » let it recall } folden wedding, they are likely to be as blest in 
that lovely garden, that misty day, and some! each other as they are at present. 
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\ 
f Gentle moon!—thy calm rays banish 

‘Far away my night-born fears, 

At thy glance all sorrows vanish, 

And my eyes run o’er with tears. 

ON strange roads, night broods, distressing 
Sickly heart and wearied limbs: 

Ah! how like a silent blessing, 
The soft moonlight o’er me swims. 



MISS TOUSELEM’S TATTLE. 

’ BY CARL CAREY. 

CHAPTER I. 
“ An honest tale speeds best, being plainly told.” 

BLACKWATER is a quiet village—a little world 

out the noise and tumult and commotion of the 

great world, of which Blackwater is a component 

part. It is only when the mail arrives, as it 

docs regularly three times a week, that this 

little world knows the movements of events out- 

side its own orbit.. The rail cars have not yet 

thundered through the village, and it is not 

probable that they will, at present. The inhabi- 

tants were in a hubbub of commotion a few 

years since when the surveyor came along to 

locate the great Central route, with his red 

flags and chains and three-legged instruments, 

and triangulated his way across the mill-pond, 

and departed, leaving a line of stakes in his 

trail, Everybody expected that the railroad 

would ‘“come;” that real estate would rise an 

hundred per cent, at least; that there would be 

several cotton factories erected right away, on 

the mill brook that dashed itself upon the rocks 

and idled away its time. Blackwater was to be 

another Lowell. The railroad would pay great 

dividends; it would open to Canada and the 

great West: and inexhaustable quantities of pro- 

duce—flour and corn and pork would pass over 

it! The good people of the village subscribed 

largely to the stock; but, after all, the railroad 

did not come; it went up the other way, leaving 

Blackwater alone by itself. Town lots depre- 

ciated in value, the cotton factories disappeared 

from the mental vision of those who had con- 

structed them, and the mill stream plashed on, 

weaving, instead of cotton goods, its own merry 

melody upon the rocks. 

The inhabitants of the place are a quiet people, 

generally attending-to their own affairs; but in 

such a little world, so narrow in its limits, 

where everybody knew everybody, it would be 

indeed strange if there--were not some indivi- 

duals who found time to attend to affairs other 

than their own. To this class belonged Miss 

Mehitable Touselem, my first schoolmistress. 

When I knew her, in that capacity, she had 

sharp, twinkling eyes, with brown Hair gathered 

in clusters of curls. I was afraid of her, urchin 

that I was, as I stood by her side repeating my 

a-b, abs. The forefinger of her left hand pointed 

along the column, while the forefinger and thumb 

‘ of the right hand screwed up my ear, if I hesi- 

by itself. Tho hills which rise around it, shut 3 tated or was inattentive. It was, however, her 

method of imparting knowledge to the child— 

screwing it in at his ears! Not very pleasant 

to the child; not very effectual. While she was 

thus instructing me, her eyes were upon every 

scholar in the room. She passed them in 

review, knew all their doings, understood at 

once if there was o wind-mill in any of the 

boxes; and had the remarkable faculty of not 

only knowing what we were up to, but what our 

intentions were! She was a sharp lady, at 

least that was the opinion of the committee men 

who employed her, not because the scholars 

learned as much under her tuition as they were 

capable of learning, but because she made them 

‘éstand round!” Such was the Miss Mehitable 

Touselem of my childhood. 

The Miss Mehitable Touselem of later years, 

ig a maiden lady, who sits at a window opposite 

the village store, and knits socks. Her hair is 

still gathered in clusters of curls upon her brows 

—not the small filament which springs naturally 

from her own head, but the flowing locks gathered 

perchance from the brows of some maiden across 

the water, or in the great city, whose fair form 

is cold for evermore in the embrace of death. 

Miss Touselem purchased them at the wig 

maker’s. Timo has turned furrows upon her 

cheek, and run his plough athwart the once 

fair field in many directions. The twinkling 

eyes are still sharp. From her window, she 

can look down the street and up the street, and 

into the store and post-office, and also into the 

blacksmith’s shop. She can hear the bellows 

roar and gee the sparks fly up the. chimney, pnd 

if she listens hard, perchance may hear what 

the blacksmith is saying to his patient customer. 

She sits there from morn till night, plying her 

needles, turning out blue stockings by the score, 

peering through the window from time to time, 

to see who is coming up the street, who down 

the street. On sunny afternoons she may some- 

times be seen, with her work-bag on. her arm, 

calling upon her lady friends, to chat with them 

an hour, to hear the news, to drink a cup of 

tea. 
291 
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It has been remarked that tea is a promoter} other causes, began to tell upon the value of the 

of scandal; philosophers have not determined; stock. The directors declared one or two divi- 
the point; but it is a notable fact that Miss} dends, which were paid in hired money, hoping 

Touselem has a great deal to say about matters} all the while, that when the connecting links to 

and persons, as she sips her tea at a neigh-} the great West were completed, the corn and 

bor’s table. Events which have transpired, and ; flour and pork would pour over the Central in 
things which are to happen, are fully discussed. } one continuous avalanche. Each annual report 

At times, Miss Touselem’s prophecy is at fault; } dwelt at length upon the fact, that when the 

but the little world is never at want for Bossip: West was once fairly tapped, the receipts must 

—the mint turns out new coin as fast as the old} flow into the treasury of the Central. The 

is used up. Such is Miss Mehitable Touselem } directors regarded the West as a huge cider- 

of the present.  atrel: the Central alone held the bucket to 

Scatch the flowing stream. Let the head be 
CHAPTER II. ‘ punctured, and the bucket would be filled at 

“Every one is as God made him, and LD inca once forever! The connecting rails were, how- 
a great deal worse.” ® ever, laid, and then it was found that other 

Jacos Matcom was the merchant of Black-3 spigots had been put into the barrel. Many 
water. For many years he had occupied the } streams were running, and there was not much 
store opposite Miss Mehitable’s dwelling. From : probability that the Central bucket would ever 
small beginnings he had accumulated a compe-3 be filled; as a consequence, the stock began to 
tency for life. He was an honest man. His} go down the scale. 
goods were priced, and the figures marked on} On a bright sunny day in mid-summer, Miss 
little bits of paper, so that all might read them. } Mehitable Touselem sat by her front window, 
He had no secret marks, but was willing that} knitting stockings as usual. It was mid-day, 
customers should know the cost of his goods, and she often cast a glance down the street, to 
and if they thought his profit too great, they} see if the two-horse mail-stage between Black 
were at liberty to trade elsewhere. IHewas also} water and the railroad station, Woodup, ten 
the post-master of Blackwater, and so acceptable } miles distant, was coming. She wanted to see 
were his services to his fellow-citizens, that, $ whether any passengers came; if so, who? 

through all of the political changes of a dozen } besides, she would like to know what they came 

years, he retained the office. He had a gon, $ for? At last it appeared, Joe Bagman driving, 

James—a bright, active youth, kind and con-} and with him, on the hind seat, a spruce-look- 

siderate—of noble form and correct deportment, ?ing gentleman in the prime of life. It was 
who, at an early age, learned to perform the} ‘‘newspaper day’’—the day on which the weekly 

duties of a clerk,.and thus relieved his father } papers from Boston reached Blackwater. Miss 

of many cares. Touselem was not a subscriber to any paper, 

When the surveyor of the railroad passed} although her thirst for news was so great; but 

through the village, leaving his line of stakes,’ she always contrived to get the reading of Mr. 

Mr. Malcom subscribed liberally to the stock, ; Malcom’s, and generally, was the first person to 

as did many of his fellow-citizens; but the con- } peruse the interesting pages. Miss Touselem 

struction of the road upon the other route, dis- } wondered who the strange passenger could he? 

affected most of the subscribers, and their stock what was his business at Blackwater? was he 
was relinquished. Mr. Malcom, however, being} from the city? he must be, he looked so ‘‘citt- 

governed somewhat by the representations of $ fied,” as she said! ‘He has gone into Mr. 

friends in the city, paid his assessments as they } Malcom’s, as sure as I am alive!” said Miss 

became due, hiring money from his neighbors,  Touselem, as the stranger entered the store. 

and among others from Miss Touselem, and not} “I wonder what he’s after? I guess I'll step 

calling upon those to whom his own money was} over.” So saying, Miss Touselem put on her 
loaned, as his debtors were hard-working men, } bonnet and crossed the street. Mr. Malcom 

commencing life with small means; but who, } was assorting the mail when she entered the 

through industry and economy, were praduatly store—holding a conversation with the strange 

reducing their mortgages. He took this course, $ gentleman through the lattice-work that divided 

because he did not like to call upon them. The $ the post-office from the main room. Miss Touse- 
stock of the railroad for a time was at the top lem wanted a little tea, she said to Mr. Malcom, 

of the market; but the construction of a rival} but as he was busy, she would wait; but if he 
route, which the directors of the Central tried, $ had no objections, she would like to run her eyes 

in vain, at great expense, to ‘head off,” and over the ‘‘deaths.” 
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**Certainly,” said Mr. Malcom, as he handed; ‘I am sorry that I have it not by me, but I 

his own paper, fresh from the press, and yet in} can obtain it. How soon do you wish it?” 

its wrapper, through the pigeon-hole. ‘Just as soon as possible!” she replied, in a 

Miss Touselem took the paper, looking sharply } tone so earnest that Mr. Malcom knew not what 
at the strange gentleman at the same time, to : to think. 

see who he was. She retired a short distance, ‘Very well,” he replied, ‘‘I will obtain it at 
remoyed the wrapper and inhaled the odor of $ once.” 

news which steamed up from the damp sheet. | Miss Touselem left the store and returned to 

‘ 

*‘Can’t you do it?” said the strange gentle- } her knitting, but she was in a state of feverish 
man to Mr. Malcom. excitement. She was afraid that Mr. Malcom 

‘**T cannot, possibly,” was the reply. ‘‘I was } would fail before morning. 

richer once than I am now, (Miss Touselem’s{ Mr. Malcom was puzzled to know what Miss 
ears was open) I have a great many demands. Touselem intended to do with her money; but as 

Really, sir, I don’t see how I can accommodate ? Sit was no affair of his he made no inquiries. It 
you.” * was with pain that he read the intelligence of the 

**Perhaps you will have it on hand next week, defalcation of the man who had advised him to 
when I come back, and be glad to do it,” said 3 invest in the Central, one in whom he had placed 
the stranger. unbounded confidence, and who, till now, had 

‘‘Perhaps so, but I think not,’? Mr. Malcom 3 stood high in the estimation of his fellow men 
replied. : for integrity of character. He scarcely thought 

**Stage ready!” shouted the driver from the $ of the loss to himself through depreciated stock, 

door. The stranger departed—disappointed Miss 3 for he had abundant means aside from his in- 
Touselem thought. ’ vestment in the Central; but it was humiliating 

‘‘What’s in the wind now?” said the lady to : to know that a friend who had stood for many 

herself. ‘One of Mr. Malcom’s creditors from 3 : years before the world unspotted, should in his 

the city, ll warrant!” ‘manhood dishonor his life, his principles, and 

‘And what’s here?” she said again to herself, } belie his better nature. Mr. Malcom mourned 

as her eye noticed an article headed—‘*‘ Railroad § the defalcation of moral principle, rather than 

Defalcation’’—followed by an account of a stu- * the loss of his own hard earnings. 

pendous fraud which had been discovered in the Two days passed—days of nervous agitation 

affairs of the Central, in consequence of which $ to Miss Touselem. Mr. Malcom did not appear 

the stock was much depressed—full twenty per ; with the money. Why didn’t he? He must be 

cent. She read the intelligence with amazement, } hard pressed! Indeed, he had said as much to 

and at once coupled it with the visit of the ; the city creditor—the man who went up in the 

stranger to Blackwater. Mr. Malcom must fail } ; Stage with Joe Bagman, and who would soon 

at once. She must lose no time in obtaining her return, and as likely as not see Mr. Malcom at 

five hundred dollars, which she had loaned him. } once! Thus Miss Mehitable soliloquized. She 

Mr. Malcom finished assorting the mail and came would stand it no longer. She must have her 
forward. money and she would! or she would know the 

‘‘What can I help you to?” said he. reason! She carried out her resolution by cross- 

‘If you have any good tea,’”’ said Miss Touse- { ing the street and making a formal demand upon 
lem, in reply, ‘‘I will take an ounce to try its $ Mr. Malcom for the loan she had made him. He 

quality.” sat once opened his pocket-book and paid the 

amount in full, saying that he had but just re- 
ceived it, and was intending to call over as soon 

‘e By-the-way,” said Miss Touselem, leaning as he could leave his business. Miss Mehitable 

over the counter, and speaking in a whisper, {returned to her home, locked up the money in a 
‘Sif you have any money to spare, I shéuld like secret drawer, there to remain profitless to her- 

some?” self and to the world. 

Mr. Malcom wondered what project Miss Tou- } 
selem had in view; but replied, ‘I had a plenty $ 

this morning, but James has gone to the city to 

purchase some goods, and he has taken it. How “What will Mrs. Grundy say?” 
much do you want?” **HAve you heard the news, Mrs. Culpepper ?”’ 

‘“‘T would like the whole amount,” said Miss } said Miss Touselem, a day after the money had 

Touselem, whose suspicions were greatly excited 3 been received from Mr. Malcom. ‘The question 

about the solvency of Mr. Malcom. ? was asked at Mrs. Culpepper’s tea-table. 

‘Certainly,’ said Mr. Malcom, and he pro- 
ceeded to put up that quantity. 

—. 

S 

CHAPTER III. 
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‘‘No, I haven’t; what is it?” responded Mrs. { ‘‘ You don’t say so!” said Mrs. Culpepper, still 

Culpepper. ? more amazed. 
‘‘Well, as near as I can find out, the Central ‘Yes, and as near as I can find out, he’s gone 

Railroad has all but failed, if not quite.” up alone, and will be back in a few days, and if 

‘You don’t say so! How did it happen?” ‘Mr. Malcom don’t pay up, I shouldn’t be at all 
said Mrs. Culpepper. ‘ surprised if the stranger should sue him.” 

‘‘As near as I can find out,” replied Miss } ‘‘Massy sakes alive!’ said Mrs. Culpepper, 

Touselem, ‘‘somebody—the, President, or Secre- $ holding up her hands in astonishment. ‘* Who 

tary, or Treasurer, or one of the Directors, has would have thought it? What will the poor man 

issued stock and hypothecated it.” do?” 

‘‘“Mercy on us! How did he do that?” e 2 Thus the good ladies discussed the probabi- 

claimed Mrs. Culpepper, whose knowledge of {lities of Mr. Malcom’s failure. The ball was 

business matters was somewhat limited. : started. Rumor went forth with the tidings. 

*‘T don’t know exactly,”’ replied Miss Touse- § ‘ Mrs. Culpepper told Mrs. Stirup, and that lady 

lem, *‘but as near as I can find out, it was : informed Mrs. Marvel, and both of them in- 

through the brokers.” formed their husbands. The pebble had been 

*<Oh, dear me!” said Mrs. Culpepper, ‘‘I hope : dropped into the water, and its circling waves 
John Twister hadn’t anything to do about it; } rolled out over all the village of Blackwater. 

you know that he’s a doing something of that: ’ The following week was an eventful one to 

sort.” Mr. Malcom. At first he noticed strange whis- 
‘*No, he’s a brakeman, and not a broker,” re- 3 perings among the people; then his creditors 

sponded Miss Touselem. > began to call in, desiring, ‘‘if it was perfectly 

‘‘Arn’t they the same?” inquired Mrs, Cul-§ convenient,” the full amount due them. He was 
pepper, who as yet had not placed her foot in- § : surprised at the sudden demand for money, and 

side of a rail-car, and had seen them only as $ ‘ wondered what had happened to cause it. He 

they thundered along the iron track. ‘knew that he was perfectly solvent, and, there- 
‘Not exactly,” was the response. ‘ fore, gave himself no anxiety. At last the mys- 

‘Oh, I’m so glad to hear that,” said- Mrs. \ tery was solved. The sheriff appeared with a 

Culpepper. ‘What would John’s poor mother , writ drawn in favor of a creditor in an adjoining 

have done if he had hyperbolicated a lot of the town. The wave had reached him—Mr. Malcom 
ears ?”’ ‘had failed!, at least that was the current report, 

‘‘Hypothecated the stock, you mean,” said § and the creditor lost no time in sending an officer 

Miss Touselem, correcting the mistake. sto secure the debt, if there was a chance. 
‘¢Well, I don’t know but what that was it,” Mr. Malcom was thunderstruck. He satisfied 

responded Mrs. Culpepper. ‘ the demand at once; but the avalanche had been 
*‘T shouldn’t think it at all strange if it affected started, and Mrs. Mehitable sat by her window 

Mr. Malcom some,” said Miss Touselem, as she {8nd noticed the arrival of the sheriff. It was 
drank her tea. * intelligence not to be locked up in her own brain; 

‘‘Y yu don’t say so!’’ replied Mrs. Culpepper, she informed Mrs. Culpepper, that as near as she 

clasping her hands in astonishment. ‘’Twont { could find out, Mr. Malcom had been sued. Ten 
fail him, will it?” ‘minutes later, it was whispered all over the vil- 

‘‘T don’t know,” replied Miss Mehitable, ‘‘ but lage that Mr. Malcom had failed! 

I shouldn’t think it at all strange if he was hard; Now came a scene of commotion in the /ittle 
pressed. As near as I can find cut, it’s as much world, Esquire Dockett, the lawyer, was as 

as he can do to get along.” busy as he could be in making out writs of 
‘¢Mercy on us! who would have thought it?” cabnchiment, and the sheriff, Mr. Mitimus, was 

said Mrs. Culpepper, fairly confounded at the } quite as busily employed in serving them. Al! 

intelligence. “‘*Thank fortin’ we shan’t lose by of Mr. Malcom’s old friends were as cager as 

him, if he does fail.” ‘hounds to be first in at the death. Hard words 

‘‘Nor shall I,” said Miss Touselem, «I got; were uttered, and the kind, benevolent man, 

my pay yesterday.” whose whole life had been without a stain, was 

“That's lucky for you,” responded Mrs, Cul- } called to his face a scoundrel, a villain, a robber. 

pepper. At first he attempted to stop the stampede ; but 

‘Besides all this,’? said Miss Touselem, ‘as } it was a useless effort; his creditors were “fright- 

near as I can find out, one of Mr. Malcom’s city ‘ened, and he sat down calmly to await the end. 

creditors was up here three days ago, dunning § The work was completed ere night-fall, the shut- 

him.” °ters of the store put up, and the key handed 
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over to the sheriff. Miss Mehitable sat at her : but all the deyout worshippers felt the warm 
window and saw it. It was a great day in her} glow stealing over them, as if a void, not of 
calender. earth, but from the celestial choir, was stir ring 

—— ‘the soul. Even the good, old minister, Father 
CHAPTER IV. | Bliss, who, for many years has been ripe for 

“Be thou as chaste as ice, as pure as snow, thou | \ heaven, loved to listen to her charming numbers; 
shalt not escape calumny.” : for it reminded him of the song of the Redeemed 
Sweet Belinda Baylor! Long years have } —of the great company which no man can num- 

passed since I stood by thy side in the old ; ber standing around the eternal throne. 

school-house! Like a dream they exist in} Belinda was the eldest of a large family of 

memory. I see thee now, light-hearted and } children, which had sprung up in the house of 

joyous, bearing up with buoyant hope against : Mr. Baylor, Upon her were heavy burdens. 
the ills of childhood. I stand by thy side. I} Yet they were always borne with cheerfulness. 
pick the berries in the meadow, and thou art’ Mr. Baylor was an industrious mechanic. 

with me. I sit with thee beneath the sighing } From early morn till night, he plied the plane; 

pines—thy merry yoice mingling sweet music § but a sick wife and a large family absorbed his 
with their melody. Thou art as blithe as the; earnings. He was much respected as a man, 
bird that sings amid their branches, ; but he was not rich. Belinda worked with a 

None other of my mates was like Belinda : willing heart, to do what she could to assist her 
Baylor. No voice so sweet as hers; no laugh so father in supporting the family, and alleviating 

cheery. I see her now dancing along the path- the cares of her mother. She had an exquisite 
way, her loose locks tossing, and the bright flush ¢ < taste in matters of dress, the arrangement of 
mantling her cheek. I hear her yoice—singing } flowers and the like—a taste which nature had 
the music of the heart. It charmed me in child- given her. There was no millinery establish- 
hood, it cheers me in age. Clear, full, sweet ? ment in the village, and Belinda conceived the 

and tender—it soothed the sorrowiug child, and $ idea of setting up such an establishment in a 
controlled the little band that gathered around {small way. She accordingly purchased the 
her. It came from the heart; it went to the material of Mr, Malcom, and made an arrange- 
heart, beautiful and pure, and lovely as the } ment with him to sell the manufactured articles, 
blushing rose she ripened into maidenhood—the $ paying him a commission, and receiving the 
pride of the village. S profits herself, The income derivel from this 

“It appears to me,” said Miss Mehitable $ source soon equalled the earnings of her father, 
Touselem to herself, as she sat by her window 3 and she accordingly labored with great diligence, 
one afternoon, ‘that Belinda Baylor goes into 3 not only to place the family in comfortable cir- 
that store pretty often, and I should like to } cumstances, but to obtain the means for attend- 
know what she goes after.” ‘ing school at the academy herself. 

Mr. Malcom had, after a few days suspension, This employment gave occasion for frequent 
again established himself in business, paying all? visits to the store. Belinda had indeed felt a 
demands against him with ease. Belinda Baylor § pleasure in the society of James Malcom; but 
entered the store on the afternoon in question, Sif her heart acknowledged the pleasure, it was 

and was the innocent cause of Mrs. Touselem’s 3 revealed to no one else. She was too pure, and 
reflections. * noble and good, to manifest it unduly. She 

‘*‘T have noticed that she has been in there a loved, if she loved at all, in secret. 
great many times of late, and I shouldn’t wonder $ Miss Touselem watched the store constantly. 

if there was something going on between her and $ All the arrivals and all the departures were duly 

James Malcom,” said Miss Touselem to herself, i chronicled in her memory. Belinda was under 
as she mused upon the matter, ; keen surveillance. In the course of the follow- 

It was an unjust judgment. No words of love ving week, Miss Mehitable noticed that she 
had been spoken between James and Belinda. Sentered the store not less than three times; 

True, a strong friendship existed between them; 3 once, quite late in the evoning, after Mr. Mal- 
they enjoyed each other’s society, and James com had gone, and after James had put up the 
felt a strange fluttering at the heart whenever shutters! ‘*What impropriety!” said Miss Touse- 
Belinda made her appearance. He loved to look $ lem, to herself, ‘who would have thought it?” 
at her as she stood in the choir upon the Sab- a Once. Miss Touselem put on her bonnet, and ran 
bath, and poured out her soul in the psalms and S over as quickly as possible, but she met Belinda 
hymns. Her voice thrilled him as it rose and $ coming out smiling, with a letter in her hand, 
fell in softened cadence. And not him alone; } which she had just received from James. 

Vou. XXIX.—19 
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“So they write letters, do they?” said Miss } has failed, Lam not so particular about it. I 

Touselem to herself, again; ‘‘it must be so, for } don’t know as there is anything very bad about 

who in the world is there out of Blackwater to! Belinda, only I should think, on the whole, that 

write to Belinda?” ‘James was rather looking down,” said Mrs, 

Belinda greeted Miss Mehitable with a smile, Stirup. 

and hurried away. ‘<T am afraid they don’t conduct very well,” 

It was a pleasant afternoon, and Miss Touse-; replied Mrs. Touselem. 

lem concluded to call upon Mrs. Stirup, her: ‘¢You don’t say so! What do they do?” 

nearest bosom friend, and unburthen herself of ‘©Well, as near as I can find out, Belinda goes 

the news, so important to the well-being of the } into the store after Mr. Malcom has gone home.” 

community. > You don’t say so! Whatworks! Who ever 

‘<How does Mr. Malcom stand it since his} heard the like?” 

smash up?” inquired Mrs. Stirup, as they sat} ‘And as near as I can find out, they write 

down to tea. ‘ letters, and I shouldn’t think it at all strange if 

‘As near as I can find out, he is getting along } James told her when to come to the store.” 

as well as could be expected,” replied Miss «You don’t say so! What are we coming to? 

Touselem. It is time she was exposed!” said Mrs. Stirup, 

‘It was a hard blow; I’m sorry for him; but} greatly amazed at this alarming departure from 

then folks must look before they leap. People the path of rectitude on the part of Belinda. 

ought to be thankful that they didn’t lose any-} The Sabbath came, the holy day of rest. 

thing. Iwas in a dreadful worry all the dinte} Belinda was in her place in her choir. She 

that the sheriff was attaching the goods, lest we } noticed, however, that some of her companions 

should lose by him; for Mr. Stirup had sold him } regarded her strangely; why, she knew not. The 

ever so many loads of hoop-poles. I wanted; whole congregation gazed at her, as she poured 

husband to get out a writ, but he wouldn’t. } out her soul in praise of her Creator. What 

We didn’t lose anything, however, for on reck-} could it mean? Her face became crimson, and 

oning up, we owed him. Mr. Stirup wanted am then there were whispers and glances amid the 

pay the balance in hoop-poles, and told the com-} congregation. She tried in vain to discover the 

missioner that that was the bargain, but the} reason; but at last gave it up, and in 2 measure 

man said he must haye the cash; so Mr. Stirup } forgot the incident, by becoming absorbed in the 

had to go and hire fifty dollars. I think it was } sermon. 

shameful,” said Mrs. Stirup. As she passed out of the church at noon, Mrs. 

«J will thank you for a lump of sugar,” said } Stirup, Mrs. Marvel, Mrs. Culpepper and two 

Miss Touselem. : or three other ladies were in a group, whisper- 

‘«‘Certainly, excuse me. Is your tea strong;ing quite audibly. Belinda heard the words 

enough?” said Mrs. Stirup. “awful,” wicked,” ‘‘ought to be made an ex- 

‘Very agreeable, I thank you. You get your; ample of.” She reached home with a throbbing 

+ex of Malcom, I conclude?” heart, with a presentiment that something fear- 

‘Yes; but I think he charges enormously— } ful was about to happen. 

only think! fifty cents for this!” ’ Jn the afternoon, she was again in her place, 

“JT got a little in there, to-day, from a new breathing forth, with tremulous voice, more 

chest, to try it,’ said Miss Touselem, in reply, ‘touching and tender on that account, the songs 

‘‘which he said was seventy-five.” of the sanctuary. The same strange glances 

“Tt ought to be good at that price. I never | greeted her. Lips curled contemptuously. Her 

pay over fifty,” was the response. once kind mates were kind no longer. She 

‘«‘By-the-way,”’ said Miss Mehitable, ‘‘have | grew sick at heart, and tried in vain to hide the 

you noticed the intimacy between Mr. James tears which could not be concealed. Her voice 

and Belinda?” ‘was not heard in the closing hymn. She sat 

<<No; you don’t say so!”? Mrs. Stirup replied, $ alone—her face buried in her handkerchief. 

with amazement. ‘How long hasit been?”  $ ‘Betrays her guilt!” said Mrs. Culpepper, in 

‘As near as I can find out, it has been going a whisper, to Mrs. Stirup. 

on some time,”’ said Miss Touselem. Mrs. Stirup replied with a nod. 

“Well, I declare! that beats me! I never The good old pastor pronounced the benedic- 

should have thought of such a match! Not but tion, and the people retired. There was but one 

that James is a good fellow enough. I should } topic of conversation among them—the criminal 

liked to have had my Betthias formed his} conduct of Belinda Baylor. James Malcom was 

acquaintance once, but now that Mr. Malcom forgotten; it was Belinda who had sinned. 
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When Belinda left the church, a note was, ‘ Well,” responded the deacon, ‘‘whether the 
handed to her by Mr. Marvel, one of the com- $ saying is true or not, it does not affect the case 
mittee men. Alone and in sadness, she reached { in question.” 
her home, and retired to her room, She opened’ “Iam aware of that,” said the pastor, ‘but I 
the letter. It accused her of criminal conduct $ want to know what evidence you have, deacon?” 
—stating that the evidences were against her, ‘**What evidence J have? why——. Well, I 
and until she could show herself innocent of the $ can’t say as I have any direct evidence, but such 
charge, she was requested to leave the choir. a story is afloat, and everybody seems to think 

The room grew dark. Her mother, wonder- ; it true.” 
ing at her long absence, entered the room, and : ‘*Not everybody, deacon. I do not, deacon,” 
there, like a statue thrown from its pedestal, {and the pastor lowered his voice and spoke 
was Belinda—white as the marble, and appa- nie “T act on that principle of common 
rently as lifeless. law, which presumes a person to be innocent 

in proved guilty. The Christian charity-which 
‘ we profess will not allow us to condemn, till we 
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CHAPTER V. shave evidence of guilt, and until I have some 
“Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy } evidence that Belinda has sinned, I shall not 

Jaden, and I will give you rest.” harbor the thought that she is guilty. It is no 
Tue ambassador of the prince of peace sat in } light matter to make a charge so grave as this. 

his study, meditating upon the great themes of 5 she is innocent, it is a bitter, cruel, wicked 
the gospel. He was a far-seeing man, well} and heart-breaking accusation, to one so young 
acquainted with the motives of human nature. } and lovely!” 
His insight into character was keen, and his} he pastor paused, and the deacon remained 
views of practical life comprehensive. He was ‘silent. At last he departed, remarking that per- 
kind and charitable; slow to believe without } haps it would be as well to get at the facts 
positive evidence, and firm in his decisions. He ; At a Jater hour, Belinda walked with tottering 
heard of the moral delinquency of Belinda, from } step along the road leading to the parsonage. 
various sources, and at first, was shocked to $ Her hands were folded upon her chest, as if to 
think that so fair a flower should be so frail. hold a heart ready to burst with surcharged 
Although the story in regard to her was told as ¢grief. The bright flush had faded from her 
an indisputable fact, he had his suspicions that ; cheek, and the fair form seemed frail, as if some 
Belinda, the loveliest of his flock, had been blighting mildew had withered its life. She had 
defamed; that instead of having fallen from her ‘heard the story, and sunk under its crushing 
high moral integrity, she was, as she ever had S weight. Conscious innocence demanded a yin- 
been, the embodiment of virtue. He resolved } dication of character, and accordingly she re- 
to withhold his judgment till possessed of further solved to seek her pastor and lay all of her 
evidence, ‘ troubles before him. 

While the pastor was thus meditating, Deacon ; With tremulous hand she rung the bell at the 
Dole entered the study. : pastor’s door. The good, old man himself an- 

‘*Father Bliss,” said he, as he took a seat, ‘TI ‘ swered the summons, and weleomed her with a 
have come in to talk about this lamentable tri- {kind and cordial greeting, which of itself gave 
amph of Satan. What do you think about it?” * comfort. 

‘*To what do you refer?” inquired the pastor, ‘‘T have come, sir,” she said, crushing back 
knowing quite well, but determined to have the the rising flood of emotion, ‘to talk with you.” 
statement more clearly made. ‘‘What is it, my child?” said he, as he drew 

‘““Why, to this monstrous, alarming departure { a chair to her side and took her hand in his. 
from the paths of virtue, by Belinda Baylor, who, 3 'That—that, T am innocent. That, as I hope 
you know, till now, has been one of the fairest ¢ for mercy, I am innocent!” ' 
ornaments of the church!” { The words were uttered, and then the poor, 

“Well, what evidence have you, deacon, that ; weeping, broken-hearted maiden sunk down at 
such is the fact?” ‘the old man’s feet. The great, overpowering 

«Evidence! evidence! why, a plenty. Every- ; effort had been made, and the truth stated: but 
body says it’s so. It’s common talk, and what it had been too much for her. 
everybody says must be true, you know!” ; The pastor raised her up, laid her gently upon 

**No, deacon, I don’t believe in that saying; } the sofa, and called his wife. They knelt to- 
on the contrary, I should have more faith in it, ' gether by her side, and bathed the pulseless 
if it said—‘ what everybody says is not true!” ‘brow, and waited for the flood of life to flow 
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again, At last it came, in gentle ripples, and; was the state of religion? was there anything 

then in stronger waves. Words of sympathy ; new ue 

reassured her, that, though all others might} ‘Nothing of importance that I hear,” said the 

desert her, the pastor—her pastor—the ambas- pastor, in reply to the last question. ‘* Have 

sador of Him who giveth rest ‘‘to the heavy } you heard anything?” he asked, 

laden,” would be, still, her friend. Oh, the ‘Nothing in particular; only as near as I can 

assurance, the comfort of the thought! She find out, the school-teacher, Mr. Spellman, allows 

leaned her head upon his breast and told him } the children to cut up all sorts of didos. I guess 

all her heart, and then listened, as he spoke if all the stories are true, the money might just 

words of peace and comfort. She told him all: as well be thrown into the mfil-pond,” said Miss 

that she knew of the stories—or rather that she } Mehitable, in reply. 

knew nothing, knew not who started them, or ‘“*Indeed!” 

for what purpose they were uttered. She gave “Yes,” she continued, seeing that the pastor 

him the letter delivered to her by Mr. Marvel, 3 was evidently surprised. ‘As near as I can find 

and wept aloud as she felt the shafts which an } out, he isn’t any better than a tow string. 1 

unseen hand had thrown, piercing the heart. guess the children do pretty much as they are 

‘<Don’t ery, my child,” said the pastor, ‘‘it is } a mind tol” 

all for the best.” He-poured oil upon the trou-$ ‘That is bad, certainly,” said the pastor, in 

bled waters, and soothed the sorrows of: the } response. 

maiden with words of cheer, till shadows of old ‘Don’t you think something ought to be done 

smiles returned to the whitened check. When} about it?” inquired Miss Touselem. 

she left the parsonage, it was with the assurance ; “Well, if it is (rue, perhaps there ought to 

that the world would yet learn of her innocence. ; be,” was the reply. ‘But,” he continued, “I 

The pastor took his cane and walked out to} have not time to talk about it now. Suppose 

see his parishoners. He called upon Mr. Mar- > you come up and take tea with us to-morrow 

vel, asked him in regard to the letter written to } night, and we can discuss it then?” 

Belinda, and desired to know what evidence he } “Well, really, sir, I don’t go out much; but I 

had of her guilt. Mr. Marvel knew nothing } thank you, and think that I will,” replied the 

personally; but wrote the letter on account of ; lady. 

the representations of his wife—ithat the mar- The pastor departed, saying as he did so that 

ried ladies had decided in council that Belinda $ he must call at the post-office and get the weekly 

ought to leave the choir. The pastor inquired of ; paper. Mr. Malcom was in attendance at the 

Mrs. Marvel as to what she knew of the matter. § office. The pastor desired a little conversation 

Mrs. Marvel knew nothing personally; but Mrs. ; in private, and they both retired to an inner 

Stirup was her informant. The pastor accord- room, It was late when the pastor reached the 

ingly called upon that lady; but Mrs. Stirup } Parsonage, and his anxious wife was fearful 

knew nothing of the matter personally. Miss lest some accident had happened to him; but he 

Touselem had stated it to her. quieted her fears and informed her that he hoped 

‘The fox is driven into his hole, I think,’’ 3 t° straighten out things before long. The good 

said the pastor to himself, as he passed on to- } Woman understood the import of the expression 

ward Miss Touselem’s dwelling. He had been } and awaited the development. 

a close observer of the events transpiring from } 
time to time in his parish, and knew that Miss CHAPTER VI. 

Touselem delighted to be the first to tell news, “Yot I shall temper 80 

no matter what its character, and he was aes Justice with mercy, as may illustrate most 

aware that much scandal was afloat, which 5 Them fully satisfied.” 

attendant circumstances convinced him must } Miss Tousrnem appeared at the parsonage at 

haye emanated from that lady. He had long} a seasonable hour. The general topics of the 

been convinced that Mr. Malcom’s failure was} day were fully discussed by the visitor and the 

caused by her. minister. Mr. Malcom also called in to chat a 

‘Tt is time she was smoked out,” said the} few moments. ‘‘It was so pleasant,” he said, 

pastor to himself again, as he mused upon the j ‘‘to leave business now and then.” 

matter. He called upon the lady. Miss Touse-} Tea was announced, and the little party of 

lem was delighted to see him. ‘How was Mrs. ‘four proceeded to the dining-room. The table 

Bliss? how was his own health? how were the : was, however, laid for five, and the fifth person, 

people around the parish? how was old Mrs. : now appearing, proved to be Miss Belinda Baylor. 

Bunker—would she ever get well again? what! With a wave of the hand the pastor motioned her 
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to the vacant chair, as though she wag one of mortified, not that she had told the scandal, but 
the family. Miss Touselem knew not what to because she had been found out and placed in a 
think of the strange proceeding, and propounded } position so uncomfortable. 
many questions to herself in regard to the mat- **You had my hearty sympathies, Mr. Mal- 
ter; but her imagination returned no satisfactory com, during your embarrassment. But your 
answer to the interrogatories. ; troubles were nothing to those of poor Belinda 

The pastor knew how to entertain his guests here,” said the pastor. ‘By-the-way, Miss 
agreeably. After imploring a blessing upon the Touselem,” he continued, ‘have you heard of 
repast, he entertained them with anecdotes of his the sad charge made against Belinda?” 
youth, the college scrapes especially, bringing } : “Well, really—yes, sir, I have heard that 
forth hearty peals of laughter from Mr. Malcom, there were some stories afloat,” was the stam- 
slight simpers from Miss Touselem, and smiles $ ; mered reply, 
from Belinda. Then he referred to the changes} ‘Do you believe them?” said the pastor, put- 
that had taken place since he had been settled ting the question in a way not to be avoided. 
at Blackwater—how that old people had passed; ‘‘ Well—really—I can’t say—I don’t know. 
away—how that Mr. Maleom had risen in busi- : No, sir, I guess not,” she replied. 
ness and had been cast down, but was once more ‘*But,” said the pastor, determined to make 
rising. quick work of the matter in hand, “have you 

*T never could quite understand how your not made some statements charging Belinda with 
failure was brought about,” said the pastor, } SSSA 
‘addressing Mr. Malcom. **No, sir. 

“‘T suppose,” was the reply, ‘that it grew out , «Well, then, have you not made some state- 
of the fact, that a stranger—an agent, soliciting } ments, charging her with improprieties, and 
funds for the establishment of a college some- } allowed others, implicating her character to go 
where out West—happened to call upon me. He } forth, when it was in your power to contradict 
wanted me to give one hundred dollars, but as I > them 2” 
did not know him, and as he had no credentials} ‘I don’t know but what I have said that she 
that were of any value in my estimation; besides ; has been into Mr. Malcom’s store at night, after 
as I had lost so much in the Central, to say ’ James had put up the shutters.” 
nothing of the superior claims of other objects, ‘*What did you intend to state by that re- 
I told him plainly I could not furnish him with ? mark ?” 
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any money.” “The truth; for it is the truth?” replied Miss 
**How could such « trifling matter as that $ , Touselem, rousing herself for a defence. 

produce your failure?” the pastor inquired. ; ‘* Miss Touselem,”’ said the pastor, lowering his 

“Well, I hardly know how, only it began to } voice a little, and speaking slowly and solemnly, 
be whispered that one of my city creditors was ; ‘“‘T am surprised that you have placed yourself 
up to dun me,” Mr. Malcom replied. in such a position. I am pained. It is needless 

‘‘Tlow did the public learn about the conver- ‘for me to talk of Christian obligations, or of 
sation between yourself and the agent?” the Christian charity; your own heart tells you that 
pastor again inquired. you have made a statement in such a way that 

“‘T suppose that somebody must have oe has become a falsehood. What necessity for 
heard us, and intentionally, or innocently per- § making the statement that Belinda had been into 
haps, placed a wrong construction upon the } the store? The falsehood has done its work, 
conversation. I believe, however, that there S crushing her heart, wounding the soul and em- 
was no one present but yourself, was there, : bittering the life; besides dishonoring the church 
Miss Touselem?” he said, turning short upon ‘and being prejudicial to the moral health of the 
her. community. It is a great, a grievous wrong, 

‘‘Really, sir, I—I—don’t, I can’t remember,” and I counsel you to ask the forgiveness of one 
snid Miss Touselem, i In an agony of eenteacients you have injur ed so cruelly. ‘Mr. Malcom has 

at the position she found herself in. magnanimously forgiven you the wrong you did 
**[ will be very charitable, Miss Touselem,” $ to him, although you have not manifested any 

said Mr. Meleom. ‘Twill hope that you intended , compunction for that act. I have arranged this 
me no harm by the course you pursued in that ; meeting, that you might meet your victims face 
matter. It was an unpleasant affair, and we {to face. As you hope for forgiveness yourself 
will let it drop, only I hope that in the future Sin the last great day you must make restitution 
you will be more discreet.” now.” 

The lady made no reply. Her pride was’ It was overwhelming to Miss Touselem to be 

te 
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thus addressed. She had no word to utter inj Where was sister Mehitable Touselem? Not 
reply, but burying her face in her hands, sobbed at the church. Like him who smote his brother 
out her grief. She became more calm at last, } to the earth, and shed innocent blood, her pun- 
and begged to be forgiven. ; ishment was too great to be borne. She was 

‘‘Now,” said the pastor, after Mr. Malcom : not there, nor did she ever appear there again. 
and Belinda had assured her that they freely She had a sister residing in the city, and there 
forgave her, ‘there is one other duty for you to } she took up her abode. 
perform. The offence has been, in a measure, There was joy in the old church. Belinda 
public, and so must the restitution be.” —* was the same Belinda. What melody was that 

He handed her a written document, requesting t which echoed among the arches, as with strain- 
her to sign it. She perused it carefully and 3 ing eyes and tremulous voice, she joined in 
wrote her name upon the paper. ‘ the closing song of praise? What kind hearts 

‘There is still one other duty in which we { gathered arourd her when the service was con- 
will all join,” said the pastor, “that of seeking } cluded! And what shame came to those who 
the forgiveness of our heavenly Father.” Then ' had been eager to proclaim her frailty! 
raising his hands toward the eternal throne, he $ The years passed on. The fiush returned to 
prayed that their sins might be blotted out. the fair maiden’s cheek, and the tell-tale heart 

The Sabbath came, and Belinda was in her {of Belinda Baylor beat as never before, when 
accustomed place inthe choir. Again, her soul ; James Malcom asked her to be his bride. The 
melted in melody, more touching and tender? invitation was accepted. 
than ever before, for the affliction had chastened ; Reader, if you should chance to visit Black- 
her. The hymn ended and the pastor arose. ‘ water, and can as well as not, please step into 

‘*My friends,” said he, ‘‘our sins, asa people, } the store of James Maleom. He is a fine man, 
are many; they are aggravated in the sight of ; and will give you a cordial greeting. If you 
the Holy One. ‘There is one particular sin, of ; are obliged to wait a day for the two-horse 
which we all are guilty—that of bearing false } stage to take you to Woodup, the railroad sta- 
witness against our neighbor. That we may ‘tion, and are troubled with ennut, by all means 
forsake this sin, I read this form of confession.” ‘ obtain an introduction to James Malcom’s wife. 
And he proceeded to read as follows: There she is, sitting at a window opposite the 

‘**Be it known unto all, that so far as I know, * store, where Miss Touselem used to sit. The 
the calumny now current against sister Belinda house is fitted up with exquisite taste, and those 
Baylor, is false; and I humbly implore forgive- } flowers in the yard are of her planting. Hear 
ness for any agency I may have had in promul- } her voice as it comes through the forest of tulips 
gating the same, Mersuranin Tovusn.em.” and roses! how rich! She is a charming woman. 

‘“‘And now,” said the pastor, ‘‘let us pray!” § Do by all means find some excuse to make her 
The whole congregation arose, and the reve- $ aoquaintance, 

rend man prayed fervently. 

DREAMINGS. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN,. 

Loving eyes burn brighter flame, 

Love hath waked my heart to bloom! 

Aut the morning melts away, 

Gliding onward into noon; 

Trembling, dies the fainting day, 

Still T dream the hours away 

With iny thoughts all set to tune. 

Care I not for others praise! 

Care I not for others sighs! 

T am well content to gaze, 

Seeking only for my praise 

In the clear wells of his eyes. 

Pen and paper lie forgot! 

All unwritten, fancies wild 

Idly flit my brain athwart; 

J am wrapped in happier thought— 

Tam dreaming like a child! 

So the mornings melt away, 

Gliding onward into noon ; 

So still dieth day by day, 

While I dream the hours away 

With my thoughts all set to tune. 

What to me the voice of Fame? 

T have won a denrer boon! 

Tender lips speak o'er my name— DODD LLL LILI PDDELLA PPE PPO POOLE PDL LPP OP OO 



THE OLD APP YE TREE 

BY MRS. C. E. BLACK. 

I am so rejoiced to spend my first ‘‘spring- ; children of light and spring. Within a few days 
time in the country” in such a beautful home. § past, I have noticed two persons next door, a 

I have examined the village from every window { young gentleman and lady, who ever in their 

in the house, and my conclusion is that there is j walks pause and gaze at my roses. I wish they 

not another dwelling within its bounds for which } had roses of their own to look at; it disturbs me 

I would exchange my own. There is none with 
so large a piece of ground attached; much less cially if I am surethey want them. If I were 

one displaying equal taste in the arrangements. Ponty acquainted with these strangers, I could 

A sinuous, dimpling brook enters the yard on } give them a bouquet every day. The lady is 

the north side; passes along the south, keeping very pale—perhaps she is just recovering from 

mostly near the fence, winding here round the 3 illness, and if so, how I know she longs for them! 

base of a hillock, and there passing beneath the for I have not forgotten the tears I shed last 

roots of an old apple tree; then turns suddenly {summer after a feyer, when I saw a bunch of 

toward the east; then toward the north again; } flowers go by the window, and I could not have 

and after thus partially enclosing the house, any. Yes, 1 dare say she feels just as I did, and 

curves to the east once more, and passes out. | if I were like some people, I could give her some 
Its clear, laughing waters plainly show the shin- without any trouble; but I am so awkward, so 

ing pebbles and yellow sand which compose its } invariably embarrassed just when I want to be 

bed; and the white clover which borders its most at my ease. If she would only walk out 

banks is as beautiful as possible. It is delight- : alone! The gentleman is always cluse at her 

fully shaded with trees, apple trees the greater } side, and offering her every little attention, sup- 

part of them are, combining beauty with utility. porting her steps, and watching every motion, 

There is one exceedingly large one, gnarled and } every look, with the most anxious tenderness. 

mossy, oyerhanging its waters, and a limb ex- But if he were not with her, I think I could 

tends out just on the edge of the bank, so low } gather and give her some of my flowers without 

that it forms a delightful seat. There is a knoll, } that foolish embarrassment that is always so 

covered and surrounded by a perfect thicket of } vexatiously in my way. Some roses she must 

roses and lilacs, hiding this limb from the house; } have, nevertheless, 

for which Lam not at all sorry, as I am not cer- ; My mother has always told me she never 

tain how far my father is willing for me to be- ; saw any one with such a genius for blundering 

come ruralized, and I prefer not to be seen by Sas I. Well, I tell her I know it, but how am I 

him up in a tree. to help it? I am sure my blunders vex and 

Now that the apple trees and lilacs are in} mortify me as much and as often as they do any 

bloom, and their perfume is filling the’air to{one. I was walking slowly out toward my 

absolute intoxication, I find my seat in the old ’ favorite seat, this morning, with a long stick in 

apple tree a most delightful hiding-place, and ¢my hand, following the course of the rills, and 

spend a considerable part of every day there, } trying to fancy myself a shepherdess. All at 

with my books or sewing. I notice that my ‘ once a large snake glided from under the very 

dominions are passing out of my hands, how- ‘hem of my dress. Hissing violently, and coil- 

ever, for my father is taking hold of the garden } ing itself up at a little distance, it began shaking 

and yard, as though nature had intended him ;its tongue at me. Before taking time to think, 

for a horticulturist. Well, I can abdicate with }I screnmed—a regular steam-whistle scream, it 

a good grace, so long as I can haye my retreat { seemed to me, when I thought of it afterward, I 

behind the lilacs and roses. was instantly angry with myself, for much as 

The apple blossoms have fallen, the lilacs }I hate a snake, I do hate this young ladyish 

have disappeared, but I find that the roses, which ‘fashion of screaming much worse; and looked 

for a week past have been swelling and bursting about for something to killit. Of course there 

their green prison-houses, are beautiful and frag- was nothing to be found—nothing ever is to be 

rant enough to drown all regrets for the departed { found when it is wanted—and my father has been 
S01 

to have things that other people do not, espe-- 
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too proud of his tasteful yard not to keep it Lilian, (what a sweet name!) Lilian was 

neat to the very extreme of Quakerism, so far as} walking alone again this morning, and I gave 

Quakerism can be brought to bear upon nature } her some more roses, and she told me her name, 

and yet leave it natural. The stick in my hand and I told her, mine; I think we had quite 

was long and siender, forked at the end, and$ advanced from acquaintanceship to friendship, 

without stopping to think twice, I imprisoned § and almost to intimacy, when a voice close to us 

my enemy between the forks. It was so slender } made me start, and Lilian, turning, introduced 

that it bent, and I could only hold the snake in? me to her brother, Ernest Raimond. We had 

its place: to think of killing it was out of the} been chatting so busily that I did not hear his 

question—and if my stick should break! approach; and the suddenness of his appear- 
All this passed in a moment, and the echo of 3 ance, and the introduction, gave me no time to 

my foolish scream had scarcely died on the air, run, as I probably should have done. I was 

as I stood there watching the impatient writhings } able to perceive that his color rose, but that 

and hissings of my captured foe, when a man’s} was all; I had more than I could do, to take 

heel was suddenly placed on its head. I looked} care of myself, and get my face cooled down 

up, more startled, if possible, than when I first ¢ an endurable degree. It felt as if I had dipped 

saw the snake; and there stood the gentleman, ¢ it in scalding water. Some kind of an apology 

our neizhbor! He met my eye with a half smile, $I must have made, though I cannot now tell 
colored, bowed, and turned away; then turned § what I said. Lilian looked inquiringly at her 

back to where I still stood looking like a great, } brother, who informed her that he “had the 
stupid school girl, I suppose, and politely in-{ pleasure of killing a snake for Miss Ada, the 
quired if Il were hurt—if I were much frightened? } day before yesterday.” 

I don’t wonder that he colored and turned away. ‘*Indeed, you neither of you told me anything 

I thanked him, stuttered out that I was not at { aboutit,” said she. Irallied myself, and replied, 

all hurt and very little frightened, and ran jnto laughingly, 
the house. Once there, I thought what a nice § *‘Miss Lilian, I am very fond of praising 

opportunity it would have been for me to send} myself, so if I had behaved in a creditable man- 

the lady some roses, and—and—well, I don’t} ner, you would certainly have heard of it.” 

know what, but I felt startled and angry with ‘*T don’t see what better you could have done,” 
myself, and confused, and ran up to my room 3 laughed Lilian, after hearing my version of the 

to cry. Of course, I was no sooner fairly enjoy- ‘affair, ‘I think I should have called for aid 
ing my tears than my mother must want some-? myself, when I found my own resources insufii- 

thing, and come and find me, and ask what I was | cient.” 

crying about, and laugh at me for being so silly.3 ‘*Had I known your call was involuntary, I 

I wish she wouldn’t always ask me what I am$ think I should have kept away,” remarked the 
crying about; I would rather tell without being $ gentleman, mischievously, ‘‘but it was cer- 

asked. And I wish she wouldn’t laugh at any } tainly very urgent; and I believe, on the whole, 

of my foolish scrapes, and tell me ‘‘her tears; that I agree with you—you were @cidedly un- 

are too precious to waste so.” ’ gracious, considering the services I performed.” 

The lady was walking alone this morn- I had already forgotten that I was with entire 

ing! I suppose her companion was afraid he ; strangers, and replied, without thinking, 

should see me, or afraid he shouldn’t see me—3; ‘I beg you will forgive me for making you 

or more likely he did not think of me at all! I? blush so outrageously as you did.” To which 

would rather not be thought of at all than to be’ I received the grave response, 

laughed at. But I must be careful, or I shall ‘*No, I did not blush; it was but the reflection 

discover that I have been writing nonsense. I | of your own face you saw, and what color do you 

ought to be very happy that I have been able to } think it was, a moment since? It is well, indeed, 
give pleasure to an invalid. I have not learned 3 for you to talk of blushing, to a grave, elderly 

her name yet, but I was very much struck with } person like me.” 

her beauty, as she stood looking so delightedly ; I suppose he is about twenty-five. 

at the roses and thanking me so gratefally. I} ‘Indeed,” I retorted, ‘‘I was too old to blush, 

think she will be a very pleasant acquaintance. ? ten years ago;” another of the silly speeches I 

She informed me that she was just recovering } so often make, to wish unsaid again as soon as 
from an illness of six months. How tedious its Iam alone, and have a chance to think. 
must have been. I thought I should die of weari-! They are both very polite; and I shall never 

ness when I was only confined to my room for be able to tell, when in their company, whether 

six weeks. ‘my remarks are witty or simply silly. I was 
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frightened, when I came into the house, to find ‘Ada, I love you.” 

how long I had stayed talking with them, for: This remark was certainly unexpected, and 

: as ENTS oe peo ide ae an end 2 all eer ped to cry. Nay, I felt 

ed was said. am glad, on the} the corners of my mouth drawing back, iu spiie 
whole, we are to have such pleasant neighbors. S of myself. : 

i= My roses are all gone; I gave them to} ‘I love you, Ada,” he repeated, looking in- 

Lilian each day while a bud remained, and each } tently at my eyelids; ‘‘cannot you love me?” 

day had the pleasure of seeing the color brighten he added, after a pause. 

a rae a a growing elasticity in her} ‘No,’ I answered, looking him full in the 

step. But now—I om to lose her. She told} face for an instant. But the vexatious man ~—erd | 

‘me to-day that they were going to Saratoga for 3 instead of letting me go, and walking calmly by 

: fe a ca re ari probably be gone ‘ my side, as I struggled to walk toward the house, 

ack to the city when they return; and who or turning and going back into his own yard, 

can tell ‘what may happen before next spring? ; only put his other arm about me, and drew me 

I burst into a violent fit of tears when she told} closer to him, repeating my answer. 

me, (another foolish habit of mine! If it had § ** No,” bending down and kissing my lips; 

a a for those tears I might—) and ran into } ‘*no, you don’t care anything about me,” kiss- 

the house. I saw him coming down the walk ¢ ing one eye and then the other. 
as I turned away. He would have laughed at} ‘*Mr. Raimond, you are crazy,” I exclaimed, 

me, if he had seen them, as my mother always ; trying with all my might to push him away; 

pes : ie sed sen at ae ie “r nee call ie sume one to come and put you 

yes. shall not want to visit the old apple jin a lunatic asylum. 

tree cis more, if I cannot watch for them. * As loud as you called for me, once upon a 

was in my usual seat, this afternoon, ¢ time?” he relentlessly demanded, pushing my 

indulging in a few comfortable tears, and think- ; head back, and looking in my ee “*T think 

ing of—Lilias, when I heard a step behind me— $ you had better. Here, Lilian,” lifting me almost 

I was sitting with my face to the thicket; and from my feet as he turned toward his own house 

a hasty glance showing me who was coming, I and met his sister, ‘‘take care of this naughty, 

sprang to the ground and ran. Not far, for} crazy sister of yours; I have business with her 

longer steps than mine pursued me, and I was } father.” 

arrested midway to the thicket. And he left me there, in the dear girl’s arms, 

‘‘ Ada,”’ he exclaimed, ‘what are you running 3 and disappeared. When I came in to tea, my 

pai from me for?” | father pinched my cheeks, and called me a run- 

’ Iwas trembling violently, and was strangely } away, and asked what I meant by stealing the 

embarrassed. I felt the quizzical glance which heart of a rising young man like Mr. Raimond, 

was regarding me, and could not look up to the son of his particular friend, at that; (Inever 

meet his eye. But I did not dare to let another knew before that he had any particular friends ;) 

tear fall, s@I held on to them, and made no and my mother quietly remarked that she hoped 

answer. He must have thought I was faint, for; I had done up all my crying for the future. 

he put his arm round me, and after a moment } The trip to Saratoga is postponed; and 

or two, whispered, ; when they go, I am to go with them. 

ee 

POETS AND POET WORSHIPPERS. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

“Listen to the voice of the Reim-Kenner.”’—Scorrt, 

On! blame not thou the dreamer, And honor then the Poet, 

If he too fondly bend Whose spirit “kens the rhyme,” 

Above the page, where rainbow words That even for 2 moment, calms 

In forms of beauty blend. The bosom’s tempest-time. 

It cheers, when all Life’s scenes show dim _ Oh! if his words of hope and faith, 

Have e’er brought strength again 

To only one discouraged heart, 

He hath not sung in vain. 

Through Sorrow's darksome rain, 

In Fiction’s bright kaleidescope 

To see them shine again. woe 
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THE LEGEND OF THE WHITE NUN. 

BY A NEW CONTRIBUTOR, 

WuILe a young man, I was very partial to, had solemnly promised never to pass that way 
field sports, and the part of England where I? after dusk. 
resided, afforded me excellent opportunities for} The mention of this circumstance aroused our 
enjoying them. In seeking these amusements, interest. Ientreated the old lady to give us the 
I not only rambled about our neighborhood, but § history of the nun. After exhibiting that amount 
oftentimes visited the preserves of acquaintances $ of apparent hesitation which gentlemen always 
in the adjoining parishes. And happy times § exhibit when they are anxious to sing, and young 
these were! when I could start at sunrise with $ ladies when called upon to play on the piano, 
my gun across my arm, with my faithful “Carlo” ; she expressed a doubt if it would be found 
by my side, with my game-bag hanging from my $ interesting, and then consented to grotify us 
shoulder, with health upon my countenance, and The convent of Stickle-path Hill, which, two 
happiness at my heart. Without a mark of ane or three centuries ago, presented a handsome 
upon my forehead, and with an eye full of hope. 3 and an imposing appearance, is now represented 
When I could feel the freedom and the freshness N by a few tottering walls, which all of you must 
of youth, and a joyousness which a prince might 3 have frequently observed. A little beyond them, 
covet, to the right, are the ruins of a castle, which 

On the month of November, 1809, I made one $ former! y belonged to the Bassett family. 
of these visits to the house of Squire Primrose,$ About the year 1474, Sir Hugh Bassett ocen- 
(as we called him) in the village of Fremington, pied the castle, then strong and imposing, and 
in Devonshire. I should be Wrong in saying } possessed a daughter, Agnes, an only child, who 
that shooting was the sole object of this trip. $ was the admiration of every one who beheld her, 
The squire had two very pretty daughters, and} She was a standing toast at every feast, and the 
I felt more anxiety to win a smile from Jane, queen of love at every tournament. Her hair 
than to bag partridges and pheasants; and? was raven black; her eyes dark, large and spark- 
would have willingly exchanged the prospect} ling; her cheeks, like a full-blown rose; her 
of a dozen brace of snipe, for a quiet half-an- teeth, like pearls; her lips like ‘cherries peep- 
hour’s walk in her company, But sporting $ ing thro‘ the snow.” ‘The expression upon Miss 
was the ostensible object of my call, and matters Agnes’ features was as agreeable as she was 
were not then sufficiently far advanced to avow 3 beautiful, though sometimes bore a look of 
any other, I was accompanied by an intimate 3 coquettish sauciness, and at times,@@f undaunt- 
companion,—Bob Turner, who was similarly Sable resolution. Her figure was yery graceful, 
situated toward Jane’s sister, Elizabeth, and? and in person she was tall. 
who, like myself, made the squire’s love of } To the poor of the neighborhood she was 
game a means for making love to his daughter. 3 always kind, and very much admired by them 

On the evening of the day upon which wein return, ‘To some of her own rank she was 
arrived, we assembled in his comfortable but} somewhat reserved, while to others she was 
old-fashioned parlor, where we amused ourselves } frank and fascinating. To her father she always 
in various ways. During the evening, two or ; showed great respect, even when she reluctantly 
three visitors dropped in, and narrated all the $ gave him her submission. She had been unfor- 
gossip of the neighborhood, which never fails to \ tunately deprived of her mother at an early age. 
be interesting. We then enjoyed a game or two? It was observed that those for whom she 
at cards, and told each others’ fortune. In the} exhibited a partially were generally more re- 
midst of this, the squire, who had been looking markable for their virtues then their wealth; 
at a newspaper, drew our attention to a remark- more for their manners than for their titles. 
able but improbable ghost story in its columns, She seemed, which was remarkable for that age, 

which reminded Mrs. Scroggins—one of the ; to enjoy and respect the honest and industrious 

visitors in question—that her man John had} peasant more than she did many a baron who 

observed the ‘*White Nun” last evening, on his ; could boast of numerous ‘‘quarterings” upon 
way to the old church, and that the said John } his standard. 

B04 
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Her father descended from a family that had ; baron displaying to her his jewels and domains. 

accompanied William the Conqueror to England. She occupied him equally when awake. Her 

He was as proud as he was powerful. He mea-} image accompanied him in his studies, in his 

sured yirtue by wealth—merit by military { devotions and amusements. But after cheating 

prowess—and respect, by the length and position : himself for awhile with such pleasant delusions, 

of one’s ancestors. He was a’ firm believer in} the remembrance of his uncertain origin would 

all the mistaken notions, pride,and prejudices $*dash them away, and present an insurmountable 

of that period. He loved his daughter more } obstacle ‘to the union he so ardently desired. 

because she was his daughter than because of } He was well aware of the strong pride of birth 

herself. He deemed her entitled to respect, not which existed in the breast of Sir Hugh, and he 

so much for her virtues or her beauty, as for $ was eyen then doubtful about Agnes, He some- 

the Bassetts’ blood which flowed in her veins. g times thought when they strolled together upon 

Miss Agnes’ fame naturally brought a great $the hill opposite their residence, or sat on an 

many admirers. For a long time she did not 3 evening upon the battlements, that she was more 

seem to show a preference for any one of them, 3 than partial to him, but he knew that without 

At length, a slight blush might be observ@il on $ her father’s consent that partiality would be of 

her cheeks, when a young knight named Rode- $ little service. But it is hard for us to abandon 

vic Wray was announced; and that she would § an object we have once cherished; we cling to it 

occasionally seek some retired nook in the room 3 with maternal partiality long after reason proves 

when he entered, so that his conversation might $ its impossibility. Hopeless as his prospects 

be enjoyed unperceived and undisturbed. sometimes seemed, he still cherished the accom- 

This young man was the adopted son of a3 plishment of his wish. He thought, also, that 

neighboring baron, whose name he bore. His 3 by perfecting himself in military exercises, by 

origin was unknown. His adopted parents had $ acquiring fame in his destined profession, he 

found him laid, while an infant, at the foot of ; should render himself worthier of her regard, and 

an oak, in a plave called ‘Anchor Wood.” 3 more likely to secure the acceptance of her father. 

Having no children by their marriage, they 3 It was with this view he so eagerly sought 

brought him up as their son, and he never gave 3 active employment. At his own wish he left for 

them occasion to repent of their choice. At an3 Flanders (as before mentioned) at an early age, 

early age he displayed unusual sagacity, and a? where warfare was rife, and where he hoped to 

nobleness and generosity of disposition. The obtain distinction. Accordingly he was to be 

old friar who instructed him in Latin, and the found at the head of every engagement, in the 

limited course of education then taught, declared 3 midst of every danger—encountering a formid- 

that nature intended him for the church, and$ able opponent, or- leading a forlorn hope. He 

lamented his destination for arms, His appear- 3 knew his conduct would reach the ears of Agnes, 

ance corresponded with his character. He had} and that endowed him with superhuman strength 

a manly and graceful figure, a noble forehead, } and courage. It would make a long, fatiguing 

light curly hair, large hazel eyes, and a frank} march agreeable, and converted a dangerous 

expression upon a handsome face. At an early ; undertaking into an agreeable duty, And when 

age he was sent to the Low Countries, from < he lay at night beneath his tent, upon some 

whence he returned after a lapse of five years, } bleak and lonely spot, covered with wounds and 

bringing with him spurs of knighthood, and § writhing with pain, he would think of her appro- 

several scars. He was an occasional visitor at} bation, he would fancy he had now won and 

the castle, and Sir Hugh always received him : deserved her love, and then his sufferings would 

with cordiality. ‘be forgotten, his pain would cease, his dangers 

He had been from his earliest days an admirer $ disappear. 

of Agnes, Ile used to dream about her at night } Upon his return he was pleased to find that 

long before he entered his teens. He used to! no rival had apparently won her affection, and 

picture a beautiful residence, situated in a ro-$ he was cheered by observing an increased inte- 

mantic vale, and surrounded by a beautiful lake? rest in her manner toward him, Her father 

and gardens—where he would roam about with { also, in consideration of his achievements, treated 

her among the trees, and sail with her upon the } him with greater respect and consideration. His 

lake. He used to put eloquent language in his } own family looked upon him with pride and joy. 

mouth and pour it before her, and then fancied These seemingly propitious circumstances did 

she would make a far sweeter reply. He would >not induce him hastily to avow his love, but 

imagine himself to be a successful warrior, lay- 3 encouraged him to renew his former intimacy 

ing all his trophies at her feet; then a wealthy } with her to probe deeper into her feelings. 

4 
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With a woman’s penetrating eye in these mat- ¢nity, or her feelings. In very excited language 
ters, she early had suspicion of his intentions, he told her she must accept his lordship or the 
and she threw no obstacles in the way of the veil; and that he would hang her lover from the 
frequent meetings for which he framed excuses. } battlements if he again presented himself at the 
In a short time these intercourses displayed each ; castle, He then urged him upon her acceptance. 
other’s affection too clearly for further conceal- ‘ He brought forward his wealth, his ancestry, 
ment, and they mutually confessed their,love. * and his influence—but all in vain. She replied 

No sooner was this done, than she thought of : by exhibiting the bad traits in his character, the 
her father, and tremblingly conjectured his con- incompatibility of their dispositions, her indif- 
sent, but as Sir Roderic was seemingly increasing ‘ference to rank unaccompanied by virtue, or to 
in his estimation, she advised that their engage- } wealth followed by unhappiness. These argu- 
ment should be kept secret for a time. ments were new and strange to her father. He 
Among her numerous suitors was one whom could see but little of their foree—they stimu- 

she very much disliked. He was high in rank, $ lated rather than weakened his determination. 
and illustrious by decent. He possessed bread 3 As time passed on, these conflicts, and the 
lands, and a numerous retinue. His manner $ importunities of de Burgh increased, but like 
was apparently agreeable, and his disposition, $ the flower whose stem strengthens under storms, 
to a superficial observer, would seem to have! the more she was urged to abandon him, the 
been good. But an examination would have de- more she felt she loved him. But at length she 
tected a sneer with his smile, a concealed sar- ‘ saw no hope of a connection, and she thought 
casm in his compliments, and a leer hanging { “a living death” was preferable to an odious 
about an assumed benevolent countenance. A ‘marriage. She entreated her father to send her 
Stranger would have supposed he was overflow- : to a convent, for there at least she would break 
ing with affection, although there was not & } no vow, nor violate her affection. 
spark of benevolence in his character. Mares He consented to her wishes, and she entered 
he spoke, one might fancy he was the personi- } upon the noviciate. But even then she was not 
fication of modesty and submission, but his $ exempted from the disagreeable presence of de 
bosom was filled with pride and vindictiveness. Burgh. By his influence joined with that of her 
Such was the character of Lord de Burgh, and : father, he obtained permission to visit her when- 
as such was it known to Agnes. Sever he pleased, to renew his annoying over- 

She always endeavored to keep him at a dis- Stures. Poor Agnes thus led a very disagreeable 
tance, but his pertinacity made the attempt use- life, and she looked forward to the period which 
less. He had the habit too of presenting himself } would finally exclude her from the world, with 
whenever she was conversing with Sir Roderic, melancholy satisfaction. Her private moments 
and accompanying an apology for intruding with { were occupied in tears and prayers, while her 
his customary half-concealed sneer. He would thoughts were wrapt in the object of her affec- 
sometimes watch them together from a distance, ‘tions. Thus she pined away like a flower bereft 
and a dark shadow would spread over his face : of sunshine. 
when he observed they exhibited any degree of Sir Roderic had heard through a messenger, 
pleasure. privately sent by Agnes, of her father’s displea- 

About two months after Agnes was engaged, } sure, and the prohibition which had been placed 
he offered her his hand, and of course received upon his visits. The grief this occasioned him 
an instantaneous refusal. He then waited upon ‘was much aggravated, when he was afterward 
her father, and attributed his ill-fortune to Sir ‘informed that she had been sent to the convent, 
Roderic. The old knight thereupon sought a ‘ and that he had a rivalin de Burgh. His foster- 
private interview to remonstrate with her for ; parents now became acquainted with the cause 
rejecting the offer, upon which she disclosed her 3 of his melancholy, and as they felt that a per- 
betrothal to her lover. When he heard this, his $ sonal remonstrance with Sir Hugh was useless, 
anger knew no bounds, not because he could find they could only endeayor to soothe his grief, 
fault with Sir Roderic’s character, or because she $ by holding out prospects which, at best, were 
had accepted him without his consent, but solely very problematical. But this treatment, though 
on account of his uncertain origin—the mere ‘ kindly intended, is of little use. It may lengthen 
accident of birth. It was his pride—his most sen- : the stay of hope, but it aggravates the disap- 
sitive part—which was wounded. It was self—: pointment when hope disappears! 
his own interests—the gratification of his own’ That the great and most cherished object of 
vanity which was disappointed. It was not in-? his life should be thus suddenly dashed away, 
fluenced by a regard for her happiness, her dig- {at a moment too when everything seemed so 
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propitious, was to him a terrible disappointment, } of his rival. She sprang from her bed, caught 

but with a disinterestedness not oftentimes ob- > him in her arms, and then with a piercing shriek, 

servable in men, he thought more of her suffer- : she loosened her hands from his dying body, and 

ings than of his loss. He felt that his life would } fell senseless upon the floor. 

be richly purchased by the securing of her hap- } The noise awoke the abbess, and several of 

piness. With this aim, after a short struggle, ; the sisters, and brought them to her chamber. 

he induced his father to wait upon Sir Hugh, } When the horror and surprise which this spec- 

with the resignation of his claims upon Agnes, ; tacle produced had somewhat abated, they ob- 

and a pledge to change his residence to some } tained persons to carry the corpse to Baron 

foreign country, provided she was restored to} Wray’s castle, and procured a leech for Agnes. 

her home, and released from the annoyances of ’ Jt seemed that de Burgh had employed a man 

de Burgh. ‘This proposition was proposed, and to assassinate his rival, while enjoying his cus- 

indignantly rejected. — tomary walk upon the banks of the Taw. By 

Shortly after this incident, Sir Hugh was}; an accident he discovered himself at the mo- 

attacked with a disease; which in a few days} ment he raised his arm to strike, and thus 

carried him to the grave. So angry was he } enabled his intended victim to parry the blow, 

with his daughter that he refused to see her} and to ultimately wound him. While writhing 

upon his death-bed; and so great was his par- 3 from agony and in momentary expectation of 

tiality for de Burgh, that he left him the whole ‘death, he revealed to Sir Roderic the name of 

of his domains provided he became her husband, his employer, and also informed him of de 

and ordered that they should be divided into } Burgh’s intention to carry off Agnes that night 

thirds, between a nephew, the convent, and de } to a distant castle, where she would be confined 

Burgh, in case she became a nun, which she was } in a dungeon until she consented to accept him, 

compelled to be, if she persisted in refusing to? Collecting a few men, our hero hastened to 

be his wife. } the convent, by the outer. wall of which he dis- 

The period of her noviciate was about to ter- covered his opponent and his accomplices. A 

minate, and as Sir Roderic’s rival saw little hope } conflict immediately ensued, in which de Burgh 

of his success, he privately formed a plot to} was killed by his hand, and several of his com- 

carry her away by night, and then marry her by panions mortally wounded. Ascending the rope- 

force. ladder they had secured from the wall which 

On the night previous to that fixed for its supported the balcony leading to her window, 

execution, one of the men who was to assist} he groped his way into her chamber, for the 

him, communicated it to a former waiting-maid 3 purpose of mentioning her deliverence, and for ¥ 

of Agnes, with whom he was in love, under a effecting her escape. In that endeavor the fatal 

solemn promise of secrecy. Like the generality } mistake occurred, 

of such promises, it was speedily broken. She} Some time after his removal Agnes became 

was very partial to her young mistress, and took 3 restored, but the revival was momentary, and 

means to convey this information to her on the} she quickly relapsed into delirium. While this 

morning after she received it. lasted, she would hold forth the hand which had 

Agnes treated the warning with disbelief. She 3 held the dagger, and declare it was stained with 

said he would not do it; and he dared not if he 3 blood, and entreat for water to remove it. At 

could. She thought it so undeserving notice § other times she would call upon Sir Roderic, 

that she declined to intimate it to the Lady} and maintain, with him, an imaginary conver- 

Abbess. ‘ sation, in which she would ask his forgiveness, 

When night arrived she departed to her rest $ and endeavor to exculpate herself from guilt. 

as usual, without adopting any precautions. ‘ Then she would appeal, in solemn yoice, to her 

She had slept about two hours when she was ‘ Maker, to corroborate her assertions and extend 

awakened by a noise on the balcony, and sur-{ his pardqn. On the third day reason again ap- 

prised by seeing a man open her window without ; peared, and enabled her to explain the particu- 

apparent difficulty, and then advance toward her § lars of the affair to a favorite nun who was 

bed. It was dark, but she believed, at once, it; attending her. In the midst of this conversa- 

was de Burgh. With fear, shame and indigna- tion she suddenly stopped, and looked as if she 

tion struggling in her breast, she seized a small ; observed some one entering the room, and with 

dagger which hung by her side, and as he ap- the words, ‘*Yes, I’m coming,” upon her lips, 

proached to where she lay, she plunged it in his ‘ she departed. 

breast. A cry of pain burst from his lips, and} The church in which her lover was buried 

informed her that she had killed her lover instead ' faced the convent, and when its lofty doors were 
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open, the space within could be plainly seams This wish was similarly expressed by my 

from poor Agnes’ room. One of the sisters, who $ friend Bob, who quizzed Elizabeth for her cow- 

from thence watched the funeral, declared she $ ardice, as he called it, and laughingly asked her 

died the moment his coffin entered within the }if she believed in the truth of Mrs. Scroggins’ 
portal. The mourners said that at that moment } story? 
they heard a rustling sound advancing from be-} The hour being now far advanced, we all re- 
hind, and a white shadow simultaneously make } tired to our chambers, and it was agreed that 
its appearance, which remained by the priest} Bob and I should start early on the following 

during the performance of the burial service. morning for a famous sporting spot, some miles 

This phenomenon was laid before a neighbor- 3 distant, and not return until evening, when a 
ing abbot, who enjoyed a high reputation for his : emall party was to he given. 

learning, and he gave it as his opinion that it Accordingly we arose about five, and left 

was the spirit of Agnes. ‘The motives,” said $ highly refreshed with a good breakfast, but still 
he, ‘which induced her to draw her dagger $ more by a parting salute, which we quietly stole 

were not wholly guiltless, although she would 3 from the lips of our lady-loves. It was fine, 

‘be declared innocent of the charge of murdering § frosty weatber, and we briskly leaped the hedges 

her lover. As an expiation for her guilt, she } and gates on our way. For we were then young 

will, therefore, be required to walk in penitential and active—in the sapling-time of life, when all 

garb, to his grave, on each anniversary of his ; our limbs were supple, and our leaves fresh and 
death, for the space of three hundred years.” green. 

Tradition asserts that this penance has been } : Our sport did not equal our expectation, and 

regularly performed; that on the seventh of ‘ we, therefore, went two or three miles beyond 

November of every year, she may be seen, about 3 the place where we intended, and having bagged 
the hour of midnight, walking in a white dress, {a few pheasants there, we called upon a neigh- 

with her beads in her hand toward the ruins of § boring acquaintance and partook of some re- 

the old church. » freshment. 

A silence of two or three minutes’ duration Lo Here we remained quietly until six, and as 
followed the conclusion of the tale, when Jane oy dusk then began to make his appearance, we 
expressed her dissatisfaction with the punish- ; departed. 
ment of Agnes—she declared it was too severe, 3 The country through which we had to pass, 
and that de Burgh almost deserved the treat- on our return to Squire Primrose, was associated 
ment intended for him. Elizabeth also wanted 3 with many legends and fairy tales. Ruins of 

to know how the abbot became so intimately i old castles, priories, and churches were to be 

acquainted with the judgment, but this was a3 found in every direction, and, as a matter of 
question which no one seemed able to answer. course, each was associated with the usual 

Bob and myself, however, remained silent $ : quota of supernatural appearances and romantic 

during the whole of this discussion. When it { events. 

terminated we thanked Mrs. Scroggins for her} In passing through a very lonely place called 
Legend; “but,” I added, ‘I must nevertheless Anchor Wood, we found it very dark, and had 

express my disbelief in all ghosts, witches, or no light, save a few faint rays which the moon 

fairies. They are the offspring of ignorance, glimmered among the trees. We walked Indian 

and we ought no longer believe in their exist- $ fashion, I following Bob’s trail, with our guns 

ence,” carelessly flung across our shoulders. While 

“J must differ with you,” replied Mrs. Prim- § < thus trudging along, my mind—like all young 

rose. ‘I have lived many years in the world, : minds—bnilding fame and fortune for the future, 

and have had many reasons for knowing that : and anticipating much enjoyment from our in- 

there are such beings; and I may add that I tended evening’s amusement, I was startled by 
have generally found that those who pretend to ; the sudden stopping of Bob. 

be the most sceptical about them in broad day-$ ‘What is that?” said he. 
light, or in a crowded room, are the most “What?” I replied. 

affrighted when any unusual sight Bete “That tall, white object which is standing a 
itself in a dark room, or in some lonely spot.’ few yards in front, directly in the centre of the 

I felt this to be something like a rebuke and § path!” 

a challenge, and I felt I was bound to express I looked in that direction, and to my astonish- 
my readiness to visit any haunted place, or come § ment, I saw what he described. It seemed to be 
into contact with any supernatural appearance, {a tall female, in a white dress, and she appeared 
no matter what. 3 to be awaiting our approach. 
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‘That is surely like the nun Mrs. Scroggins } reached our déstination. We entered the house 

talked about,’ observed Bob, ‘‘and who knows with our garments dripping with water, and our 

but what, after all, it may be true what she said teeth chattering with cold; without our caps, 

about her?” » guns or game; with our eyes distended with 

I pretended to pooh! pooh! the supposition, ; fright, and our faces pale with excitement. The 

but I must confess, that as I gazed upon the § family and the company had been long waiting 

object, my courage failed me. At last I re-3 ‘for us, and you may feebly conjecture their 

marked, in an assuredly careless tone, but feel-§ astonishment when they saw us in this condi- 

ing very queerly, ‘I’d rather I had ape ridiculed § tion. 

her in the manner I did last evening.’ ; Eyery mouth was consequently now opened 

“Oh, I wish you had not,’”’ stammered forth with inquiries, but a long time elapsed before 

my companion, his teeth chattering as if they § we could make a reply. At length I stammered 

were about to drop from their sockets. forth, that we had met a ghost, and that we had 

‘What shall we do?” said I. ‘It is of no use $ strong suspicion she was the White Nun Mrs. 

to stand here. The evening is rapidly advancing, ’ Scroggins had been speaking about on the pre- 

and ne Primroses will be alarmed by our ab-§ vious evening. 

sence.’ This, however, only increased their curiosity, 

And as I spoke, I drew back a lock of my } Sand it was with a great deal of difficulty that 

double-barrelled gun, to secure myself from >I could give them a satisfactory explanation 

danger, a precaution which was quickly fol- § of all which had occurred. Poor Jane! I saw a 

lowed by my friend. tear silently trickling from her eye while I was 

‘Call out to her, and ask what she wants,” § eloquently describing our terror and our danger; 
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whispered he. sand I observed Elizabeth, at the same moment, 
“Do you.” i give Bob a secret but affectionate squeeze of 

‘*T’m almost afraid!” , the hand. 

Seeing no likelihood of inducing him to mitke . We then speedily changed our dresses, drank 

the attempt, I demanded, in a loud voice, ‘who 3a tumbler of warm brandy and water, (which 

is there?” | was then considered an infallible remedy for 

But, to our surpfise, [received no reply. This } ; colds) and re-entered the parlor. 

question was repeated two or three times, with } Just at that moment the clergyman of the 

the like result. parish arrived. Every one observed something 

Bob now suggested that-we should discharge 3 } peculiar in his manner, and we all ran toward 

one of the barrels of each of our guns, which we 3 ‘him, and inquired if he too had seen the ghost? 

accordingly did, but their contents did not seem “Yes,” said he, ‘as I was advancing through 

to make any impression. | Anchor Wood, I observed something like a tall 

“Ah!” he sighed, ‘there is no doubt now lady in a white dress. Iwas very much startled 

that it is a spirit, for the shot don’t seem to} with this unexpected appearance, and I inquired 

have had any effect upon her.” 3 who she was? I received no information. I 

I made no answer, but my agitated feelings } began to feel a little uncomfortable, and deter- 

quickly embraceed the supposition. mined to return home; but upon second thought 

The reader must now be made fully acquainted I felt it was my duty to advance, and discover 

with the dilemma we were in, At our left was the mystery. As I did so, I discovered that it 

a wide and deep marsh, at our right ran the} was no ghost at all, and that the illusion was 

beautiful Taw, on the other side of which the: produced by the reflection of the moon’s rays 

Primroses resided. The means we had for agen a pool of water!” 

crossing was a bridge, which could only be} A roar of laughter, which might have been 

reached by the road which was taken posses- } heard for a mile, followed this disclosure. But 

sion of by the spectre. The only course, there- } no smile came from Bob’s lips or mine, and no 

fore, by which we could avoid her, was in } more crest-fallen poor mortals were never seen 

swimming across the river. ; than we were for the whole remainder of the 

As we gazed on, we fancied we observed a } evening. 

slight movement, as if she intended to advance | > <Any one would ‘have have pitied us had he 

toward us. Zhat was enough! We flung our ; ° observed how woefully ‘‘down-in-the-mouth” we 

guns and game- -bags aside in a second, and } became. For my part, I did not know for a 

jumped—clothes on—into the river. i long time whether I stood upon my head or 

As soon as we reached the opposito bank, we } > my heels, and ever after I would sooner be 

commenced to run, and never stopped until we * compe! ‘ed to face a wild beast, than hear the 
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slightest allusion to my adventure with the;soon after, Jane is now an aged matron—the 
White Nun! Sheldved wife of the writer. The others, who 

Poor Bob! His bones were shortly after laid 3 were in that room, haye all long since left for 
beneath the walls of Badajos, and Elizabeth died } another, and I hope, a better world! 

LIER EAN BE oy. 

BY SYLVIA A. LAWSON. 

My Nelly sleeps, when will she wake, But you say she will hover on angel wings 
When flowers bloom once more; O’er our lonely, silent hearth. 

When the blue violet and thé brake, 

Are on the streamlet’s shore? 

When wild-wood birds aré in the dell, 

And green the leafy bowers, 

When low winds breathe a soft farewell, 

To-day’s last golden hours? 

You say she is singing a chorus sweet, 

To the songs that I hear in dreams, 

In the land where the loved and lost ones meet, 

By sweetly glancing streams. 

You say I may hear her soft, low tone, 

When the zephyr's breath sweeps by, 

Calling me gently, sweetly home, 

With a glad, soft murmured sigh. 

When Spring’s light footstep on the earth, 
Is sounding soft and free, 

And blending with the zephyr’s mirth, 
: Oh, never more will those lids unclose, Is the humming of the bee? 

From those eyes of Heavenly bluo, 

And the tint of the lovely, blooming rose, 

O’er the cheek spread its soft bright hue, 

Or will she wake from her silent sleep, 

When the rosy morn is nigh, 

. When the golden sunshine softly creeps 
My Nelly is sleeping a dreamless slee Up the azure of the sky? y y ping Ps 
Was the gentle bud but given 

She will not wake when these glorious things To lead us to look through"the tears we weep, 
Are on the green old earth; To the cloudless sky of Heaven. 
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THE HOLIAN HARP, 

BY D. HARDY, JR. 

Dost thou woo the breath of Heaven, 

On thy tuneful strings to play? 

For methinks T hear this even, 

Tones seraphic in thy lay; 

Such as angels, 

Holy angels, 

Well might make on harps of gold, 

In the Saviour’s upper fold, 

Where our lost ones sing supernal, 

Anthems to the great Eternal. 

As I listen, tones are stealing, 

Like sweet music, o’er the sea; 

Tones, that stir the fount of feeling, ~ 

Like a mournful memory 

Gushing, welling, 

Now they’re swelling, 

Joyous symphonies arise, 

Higher, upward to the skies; 
Like a glorious pwan seeming, 

In that land with beauty teeming. 

Oh, thy music sweetly breathing, 

Like the harpings from afar, 

Every thought with Heaven is wreathing, 

Where the pure and sinless are; 
Faintly sighing, 

Gently dying, 

Gently dying is each tone; 

Like the wind’s expiring moan, 

O’er the graves where loved ones slumber, 
W'th death’s congregated number. 

Such angelic tones awaken 

Thoughts I would but cannot speak, 

Of our dearly loved ones taken 

Home by angels, blest and meek; 
Winging, winging, 

Earthward winging, 

Her blest spirit now may be, 

Joining in the symphony, 

Happy angels swell the chorus, 

As unseen they hover o’er us. 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 246, 

CHAPTER VIII. ‘ gave her a faint pang when she lookea that way. 

Wirntn sight of the library window, and} The same strange sensation occasioned by her 

down upon the sloping grounds that rolled in; husband’s picture seemed in some way asso- 
broken hollows to the sea, Catharine had noticed { ciated with this house; yet it was perfectly 
the building of a pretty Italian villa, that for a } eel and had no possible connection with her 

month or two of the spring had been throwing } ; or hers more than the forest trees that had sup- 
out some new wing or cornice through the trees ; plied the timbers. 

that were to embower it. Even the workmen’s} One afternoon the family were all gathered in 
hammers could now and then be heard in the the common sitting-room, loitering about the 

stillness of the morning, when nothing but the tea-table, till twilight stole on and the air was 

birds and those who toil for their daily bread { heavy with falling dew. Elsie was sitting as 

are abroad. In a still life like hers, everything } usual at her mother’s feet, looking vaguely up 
has its interest. From almost unconsciously to her face, and smiling that wan, hollow smile, 

watching the progress of such portions of the } that had neither intelligence nor warmth, and 
building as the irregularities of the ground made } yet was so grateful to the gentle old mother. 
visible, Catharine began to wonder who this ; The old gentleman had been dreamingly reading 

pretty residence was for, and how its inmates the religious paper, which brought his weekly 

might hereafter affect her own singular life. It; allowance of literature; but as the golden dusk 

was the only dwelling in sight, and threatened } stole on, he had laid the venerated sheet upon 
to encroach somewhat upon the isolation of her ; the table, and was serenely reflecting over its 

home; thus the subject became one of peculiar ; contents. Catharine sat by the window, rest- 
interest to her; while the old people now and less, and with a vague feeling of expectation, 

then wondered who was building a house so3the more remarkable because no guests were 
near them, and if their close neighborhood to $ ever invited to the lone dwelling, and because 
strangers might not interfere with the entire } her reason told her that this impulsive feeling, 

freedom which poor Elsie now enjoyed. Mine some one interested in her was coming, 
Elsie herself heard the conversation regard- $ must be perfectly groundless. Still she sat wist- 

ing this new house, with a sort of wild attention. ; fully gazing out into the dusk. Every sound, 

It seemed to startle her, and she murmured ;if but the fluttering of a bird upon its nest, 

some yague comments as the others conversed, } made her start. She went forth in imagination 

which betrayed a degree of unrest and excite- into the world again, and mixed in the great 

ment even, that filled the good old people with } promenade of life, from which she had so long 

fresh anxiety. , absented herself. 
At length, in the month of June, just when § * As she sat thus, leaning upon the window sill, 

the roses were in their richest flush of beauty, 3} there came up through the evening mist two 
the workmen seemed to have completed their : figures, a lady and a child, moving onward softly 

task No more sounds came on the wind to § like shadows gliding over the grass. 

remind the family that human life was so near.} Catharine held her breath and gazed upon 

The glaring freshness of unpainted wood was them in silence. Were these the persons whom 

toned down into a warm, grey tint, scarcely she had been unconsciously expecting? Who 

visible beyond the tall elms and fruit thickets} were they? And why did they creep so noise- 

that covered the ‘intervening grounds. From j lessly across the sward? 
any effect it had upon Catharine’s life the house} The lady was in mourning, not the heavy 

might never have existed; it was a pretty object $ : black which shrouds the person as in a midnight 
in the distance, nothing more; and yet it always ; of despair; but her garments were of soft, pale 

Von. XXLX.—20 
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grey, that floated around her like a mist, leaving , and so little disturbed, that you can find the 

her gentle face in relief, dim but beautiful. charm of a wild wood almost in them. Do you 

The child moved, like a tropical bird, beside $ like to hunt birds’-nests, and wade through the 
nis companion; his dress was of crimson, rich wet grass for peppermint, darling?” she added, 
with the most delicate embroidery, that lay upon $ taking the child’s hand, while her own began to 
its borders like the plumage on the neck of a; tremble at the touch. 
flamingo. The light was too dim for more than? «J don’t know about the other, but birds, yes, 
a general view of the two; but as they came} yes, [love birds; mamma has got, oh! so many, 
slowly houseward, her heart beat fast, and she} in a big cage at home,” answered the boy. 
felt a sudden warmth mount into her cheek, as ‘Ife has not been much used to the country,” 
if something kindred and pleasant were stirring } added the mother; ‘we only came to the Island 
her spirit to its depths. ‘last week, and our place is so new, that it 

Impelled by a sudden impulse, at once urgent} scarcely can be called rural just now. These 
and unaccountable, the young woman arose and } old trees and thickets make me almost dissatisfied 
went out upon the front door-steps, as one who} with the barrenness of our home.” 
receives an expected guest. | » “Then you live in the new house, yonder, 

The lady and the child paused. They had} I am glad of it. We are close neighbors. I 
not intended to enter the house, but, lured on} have looked at your pretty villa from the win- 
by the quietness and lovely glimpses of scenery dow yonder, for months, wondering who would 
that surrounded it, they had been led uncon-} live in it. . You will remain, then, and this little 
sciously in front. ‘‘Look, look, mamma. See ; boy—oh, how glad I am that he will stay in the 
that beautiful lady. She is coming to speak} ne’ghborhood.” 
with you; come!” : 2 «6*Phank you; this is very kind, after our 

As the child spoke, he drew eagerly upon the ; intrusion; but your father must think it strange. 
hand which led him; and Catharine, impelled 3 We did not intend to come so near the house,” 
by the same influence that had brought her to the $ said the lady, glancing at the window, at which 
door, descended the steps and met them. $a venerable head appeared, while Elsie was 

The lady smiled. : seen fluttering like an unquiet spirit in the dusk 
‘‘My little boy is so delighted with the fruit} of the room beyond. 

trees and flowers, that I cannot keep him off » ‘Heis not my father,” said Catharine, simply, 
your grounds,” sho said, mistaking Catharine } ‘‘only the person I live with. His daughter is 
for the mistress of the house. ‘It is an intru- ill; I am her nurse, that is all.” 
sion, I fear.” “The nurse of a sick woman, and so young, 

Catharine did not answer. She was looking } so——” 
downward, with a sort of fascination into the § The lady was about to have said “so beau- 
soft, brown eyes of the boy, who neither smiled } tiful,” but checked herself, blushing. 
nor spoke, but returned her look so earnestly} ‘It is a pleasant life,” said Catharine, ‘‘and 
that his face grew sad, and he seemed ready to Tam grateful for it—merely to have a home is 
burst into tears. > so much of itself.” 

‘**We will retire at once,” said the lady, hurt: ‘Yes! it must be a great blessing to those 
by her silence; ‘I am sure it is an intrusion.” $who have ever been homeless,” answered the 

Catharine lifted her eyes from the child, and $ lady, with a look of interest. «It makes me 
cast a wistful, inquiring glance upon the mother, } shudder to think how desolate a poor young 
as if the words of this excuse, so sweetly uttered, } creature must be, cast upon the wide world. I 
had fallen upon her ear but not upon her sense. } have known beautiful, helpless young creatures 

‘‘He is yours,” she said, with a strange} driven to the very alms-house from the want of 
smile; ‘‘dear soul, he is yours!” a roof to shelter them.” A shudder passed over 

Again her eyes were turned on the boy, who} the lady as she spoke, and her eyes filled with 
met them with a steady, earnest gaze, half tear- ; trouble. 
ful, half smiling. ’  *Yes,” said Catharine, with a degree of com- 

The young widow smiled a troubled assent, } posure, that had the dignity of experience in it, 
and turning slowly, appeared about to retrace } **T have seen these things—they do happen, but 
her steps. ‘ there are troubles that make even the alms-house 

‘*Do not go yet,” pleaded Catharine, catching $ as nothing. While we have one true heart to 
her breath, and for the first time realizing her 3 love us, it is shelter enough. To be unloved is 
position and the strangeness of her conduct. * perfect desolation.” 
“The grounds are pleasant always at sunset, A faint blush stole over the lady’s face, the 
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flush of suppressed tears. She looked down at } What could he do? Where was his mother that 
the child, and clasped his hand closer. she did not help the poor creature, whose lament 

‘We have lost our heart-shelter,” she said. ; fell so plaintively on the night? 

The boy’s face clouded. He understood that} The child called aloud for his mother, who 
look of gentle grief too well. {had gone wildly in an opposite direction in 

‘He has no father, then?” inquired Catharine. : search of him; and Catharine had blindly fol- 

‘‘No one but me, in the wide world.” Slowed. Thus every instant increased the dis- 

The boy took hold of his mother’s garments, Sei that separated them. Each interval of 

and looked lovingly in her face. It was a pretty silence filled him with fresh terror, and when 
habit of dependence that he had learned while } the bird wail came, his own wild cry for help 

an infant, that of clinging to his mother’s skirts, } rang with it to return upon him without answer. ging § 
and she loved him for it. At last shriek after shriek rent the air; but all 

‘'hey wandered slowly away from the house, }in vain. Then he sunk to the ground. Lifting 

talking quietly and sadly, like old friends that 3 his eyes to the stars, and folding his hands palm 

could afford to be natural; but by degrees Catha-% to palm, he began to say his prayers. They 
rine became restless and slightly perturbed. § were broken with sobs of grief, for it was diffi- 

There was something strange in this sudden con- § cult for the child to have faith in heaven, when 
fidence with a stranger, that made her thought- his mother neglected to come. 
ful. Familiar sounds in the voice, a sort of } As he knelt upon the turf, sobbing out frag- 

mesmeric atmosphere that had hung about her ; ments of the Lord’s prayer, a light tread came 

own childhood, came back. It seemed as if she } behind him, and he was lifted suddenly from 

had known this gentle widow years ago, and the § the ground, 
wildness of the idea harassed her. The child, ‘‘Mamma! mamma!” he cried, joyously. 

too—his eyes, the pretty curve of his red lips, But it was not mamma, It was a pale, dark 

the pure forehead, all were familiar; she seemed $ face, that, lighted up with passionate joy, bent 

to have kissed them a thousand times; and it{over him. The dark eyes, taking that strange 

was with a pang of self-constraint that she kept brilliancy that nothing but moonlight can give, 

from throwing her arms around him. seemed luring their glances into his. The lips, 

This strangely familiar feeling was shared by ¢ all in motion and agitated with broken murmurs, 

the widow; while the boy gave his hand lovingly } rained kisses upon his face, his arms, his hair, 

to Catharine, and walked between the two, silent, § and even upon the folds of his dress. 

but listening to all they said. But the dew was §  «*George—Georgie my own Georgie!” 

falling, and the grass sparkled with moisture? ‘No, no, not yours. I won’t, I won't!” 

beneath the glow of a full moon. The fire-flics The little fellow struggled violently in the 

scattered their tiny stars along the sward and } strange arms, that had seized upon him, and 

in the thickets, flashing in and out with a bright- § his eyes grew wild and large with terror. But 

ness that dazzled the child. He sprang away, { the female bore him on, whispering to herself, 

with his arms extended, rushing on, and grasp= $ ‘‘T have found him, I have found him. Let 

ing his little hands here and there, hoping to them take all the rest. He is mine, mine!” 

fill them with sparks. The young woman called} She raised her voice and sped on, shouting, 

after him but he would not come. The ground $ ‘Mine, mine.” Her long, iron-grey hair had 

was uneven and rolling where they stood, a S fallen loose, and floated out upon the wind ; a 

hickory grove lay in the distance, and all along ‘ tragic joy sat upon her features, as the moonlight 

the slope of the hill were knolls covered with glanced over them; and between her words she 

winter green and barberry thickets, in which § laughed a clear, gleeful laugh of defiance, which 

the child soon lost himself. § the whip-poor-will one a his slow ies 

The fire-flies were constantly deluding him, The boy grew still. Something In the face 

flashing here and there, but never giving them- of his captor fascinated him. The breath was 

selves to his grasp. He had outrun the voice § checked upon his parted lips as she bore him 

of his mother, and the stillness frightened him. § along. 

All at once as he stood listening, a whip-poor- As she approached the house, Elsie, for it was 

will began his night moan in the hickory grove. ‘ she, slackened her pace, and began to caress tho 

The boy began to tremble as he heard it, the ° child with a gentle sweetness that soon dispelled 

sound was so near a human lament, that it filled his terror. His name fell from her lips with a 

him alike with affright and compassion. Some {sort of charm. He began to wonder rather than 
. S 

one was in pain, he was sure that wicked rob- : fear. 

bers were hurting some one down in the woods.> ‘Hush, now hush, don’t speak e word, little 

PLS. 
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Georgie; don’t breathe loud, that’s a dear. 
There, there!’ 

She pressed his cheek to hers, whispering 

these cautions softly, and stole through the lilac 
and snow-ball thickets into the house. 

She glided, with ghost-like stillness, through 

the hall, and through a long, dark passage, into 

the library. The shutters had been left open, 

and the room was filled with moonlight. It 

came through the bay window in a silvery flood, 
leaving but few shadows, and lying full and 
broad upon the two pictures. 

A great easy-chair stood in the centre of the 

room, and in this she placed the child, still hold- 
ing both arms around him, while she crouched 
half upon her knees on the floor. 

“See, see, the boy comes willingly; he wishes 
to come; he loves me, and will stay forever and 

ever. Qh! ha! smile and smile; you cannot get 

LELIA.—DREAMS. 
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him away again; he is mine, I tell you all, 
mine!” 

As she spoke, Elsie fell to caressing the boy, 

stilling his fears with the mesmerism of a strong 

though disturbed volition, till at last he wound 

his arms about her neck, and fell asleep, with 

his head bent forward upon her bosom. 

Softly the poor, demented woman drew him 

down to her side upon the floor, and making a 

couch of the cushions which she took from the 
chair, she covered him with the great crimson 
shawl worn over her loose, white robe. 

Thus resting upon one elbow, and brooding 
over the child, as a thousand sweet feelings set- 
tled upon her face in the moonlight, she lay till 
daybreak, watchful and silent, triumphing in 
her soul over the two portraits that were to her 
human beings over whom she had attained a 
conquest. (TO BE CONTINUED.) 

WOE ALP AAAS 

LELIA. 

BY REY. GEORGE W. ROGERS. 

SHE is not with the gay of earth, 3 Lelia is at rest— 
Its pleasures to share: N And her longing spirit’s blest, 

She is not in the hall of mirth, ; She sleeps ’neath ocean’s breast, 
To find sorrow there. ; Safe, safe from care. 

Lelia is at TSR ig She is not in the path of sin, And her longing spirit’s blest, Where danger is rife; 

She sleeps ‘neath ocean’s breast, g She has not now like me to win Safe, safe from care. : An’ erid to this strife 

She is not at the merry feast, : Lelia is at rest— 
Along with the fair; ) And her longing spirit’s blest, 

She is not whero the happy jest She sleeps ‘neath ocean’s breast, 
Now rings on the air. Safe, safe from care. 

DREAMS. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICK LAWRENCE. 

Waar curious visions visit us in dreams! 
More beautiful than aught the world contains; 

The real fades before what only scems, 
While Heavenly music breathed in dulcet-strains, 

Floats round us in soft notes ahd sweet refrains— 
And gentle beings born of love and light 

Our steps attend, and waft us on our way, 
Enchanting, lovely, rapturous to the sight, 

Those forms which visit us in pleasant dreams by 
night, 

in ee ee ee ee ea 
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Yet some are dark and gloomy in their guise, 
Freighted with forms and sounds of deep despair; 

No radiant beauty meets the longing eyes, 

No sounds of melody float on the air— 
But frightful forms in gloomy sadness dare 

To invade our presence in the shadowy land; 
Thus various scenes attend our sleeping hours, 

Some ravishing, some darkly, wildly grand— 
Would that the bright alone might come at our 

command! 

. 



THE BIRD FROM PARADISE.* 

——_—_—_—_ 

BY H. J. VERNON. 
—___——~ 

Once upon a time, there lived, at Olmutz, in ; to ending his days in that delightful retreat. 

Germany, a pious monk, who had rendered him- For him, poor child cf the city, accustomed to 

self famous by his good deeds and his learning. ’ see nought but dark courts and sombre walls, 

Yet brother Alfus, for so he was called, had his ; these flowers and trees, and clear air, were 

seasons of doubt and misgiving. Temptation \ bewitching novelties. How quickly passed the 

came in the guise of a skeptical reason, which { year of his novitiate! Those long rambles in the 

assumed to say that one ought never to believe ‘ valleys, and those charming discoveries! Streams 

what he could not understand. Many times, murmured through the corn-flags, glades haunted 

brother Alfus came out yictorious from these} by the nightingale, eglantine roses, wild straw- 

struggles, for, confiding in prayer, faith came ’ berries—what joy to light upon them for the 

to his aid, and his soul rocked gently on the tide: first time! To meet with springs from which 

of pure love, holy visions and heayenly hopes. he had not yet drunk, and mossy banks upon 

Finally the Arch-Enemy assailed him in a new } which he had never yet reclined! But, alas! 

guise. Brother Alfus had remarked that every- these pleasures themselves do not last long; 

thing beautiful loses its charm by long use; 3 very f00n you have traversed all the paths of 

that the eye soon grows tired of the most beau- § the forest, you have heard the songs of all the 

tiful landscape, the ear of the sweetest voice, 3 birds, you have plucked nosegays of all the 

the heart of the fondest love; and then he asked, . flowers, and then adieu to the beauties of the 

‘chow shall we find, even in heaven, a source country! Familiarity descends like a veil between 

of eternal joy? In the midst of magnificence 3} you and the creation, and makes you blind and 

and delight which have no end, what will become deaf. 

of our restless souls? Will not unchangeable ; And thus it was now with brother Alfus. He 

pleasure at last bring on ennut? Eternity,”’ he ; looked with indifference on a spectacle which in 

continued, ‘‘what a word for creatures who his eyes had once been ravishing. What heavenly 

know no law but that of change and diversity! $ beauties, then, could occupy throughout eternity 

What man could wish his sweetest pleasures to} @ soul which the works of God on earth could 

last forever? Oh, my God! no more past and} charm for a moment only? Asking himself this 

no more future! no more remembrances and no $ question, the monk walked on, his eyes fixed on 

more hopes! Eternity! eternity! Oh, sorrowful } the ground, but seeing nothing, and his arms 

word! Oh, word, which hast spread fire and} folded on his breast. He descended into the 

lamentation upon earth, what must thou, then, } valley, crossed the stream, passed through the 

mean in heayen?” ‘Thus spoke brother Alfus; woods, and over the hills. The tower of the 

and every day his doubts became greater. convent was beginning already to fade in the 

One morning he-issued from the monastery ; distance, and at length he stopped. He was on 

before the other monks had arisen, and descended } the verge of a vast forest, which extended as far 

into the valley. The fields, still moist with last as the eye could reach, like an ocean of verdure. 

night’s rain, were glistening under the first rays <A thousand melodious sounds met his ears from 

of the rising sun. Alfus strolled gently through ‘ every side, and an odorous breeze sighed through 

the shady thickets on the hill-side. The birds, ‘the leaves. After casting an astonished look 

which had but just awoke from their slumbers, ; upon the soft obscurity which reigned in the 

were perched in the hawthorns, shaking downs wood, Alfus entered with hesitation, as if he 

rosy blossoms on his bald head; and some but- feared he were treading on forbidden ground. 

terflies, still half asleep, flew lightly in the sun As he advanced, the forest became larger; he 

to dry their wings. Alfus stopped to gaze on \ found trees covered with blossoms which exhaled 

the scene before him. He remembered how { an unknown perfume; it had nothing enervating 

beautiful it had seemed when first he saw it, } in it, like those of earth, but was, as it were, a 

and with what transport he had looked forward ; sort of moral emanation which embalmed the 
Na 2k este ee eee BO: Lb WER OD tenis and delicious at the 

# Adapted from the Swedish. <same time. At length he perceived yee on a 
2) 
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glade radiant with a marvelous light. He sat chapel a few months before, covered the sacred 
down to enjoy the prospect, and then suddenly building with its foliage. Overpowered with 
the song of a bird overhead fell upon his ears— } astonishment, the monk approached the new 
sounds so sweet as to defy description, gentler ‘entrance, and rang gently. But it was not the 
than the fall of oars on a lake in summer, than { same silver bell, the sound of which he knew so 
the murmur of the breeze amongst weeping wil- well. A young brother opened the door. 
lows, or the sigh of a sleeping infant. Allthe} ‘What has happened?” asked Alfus; ‘is 
music of the air and earth and water, the melody } Antony no longer the porter of the convent?” 
of the human voice, or of instruments, seemed? ‘I don’t know such a person,” was the reply. 
centred in that song. It was hardly a song, but{ ‘Am I, then, mad?” exclaimed Alfus. “Ts not 
floods of melody; it was not language, and yet! this the monastery of Olmutz, which I left this 
the voice spoke. Science, wisdom, and poetry, enorniiig 2 
all were in it; and in hearing it one acquired all ; The young monk looked at him amazed. 
knowledge. $  «T have been porter here for five years,’’ was 

Alfus listened for a long time, and with in- $ the rejoinder, ‘and I do not remember to have 
creasing pleasure. At last the light which illu- ever seen you.” 
mined the forest began to fade, a low murmur A number of monks were walking up and 
was heard amongst the trees, and the bird was ; down the cloisters. Alfus ran toward them, 
silent. ‘and called them; but none answered. He went 

Alfus remained for awhile motionless, as if he ¢ closer, but not one of them could he recognize. 
were awaking from an enchanted sleep. He at { ‘‘Has there been a miracle here?” he cried. 
first looked around in a sort of stupor, and then ‘In the name of heaven, my brothers, has none 
arose. He found his feet benumbed; his limbs } of you ever seen me before? Does no one know 
had lost their agility. It was with difficulty he brother Alfus?” 
directed his steps toward the monastery, They all looked at him with astonishment. 

But the farther he went the greater was his ; ‘Alfus!” at last said the oldest; ‘there was 
surprise. The face of the whole country seemed : formerly a monk of that name at the convent. 
changed. Where he had before seen sprouting }1 used to hear the old men, long ago, when I 
shrubs he now saw wide-spreading oaks. He! was young, talking of him. He was a learned 
looked for the little wooden bridge by which he } man, but a dreamer, and fond of solitude. One 
was accustomed to cross the river. It was gone, ¢ day he descended into the valley, and was lost 
and in its place was a solid arch of stone. On ; sight of behind the wood. They expected him 
passing a hedge on which some women were {back in vain. He never returned, and none 
spreading clothes to dry, they stopped to look { knew what became of him; but it is now a hun- 
at him, and said amongst themselves, : dred years or more since that.” 

“There is an old man dressed like the monks At these words Alfus uttered a loud cry, for 
of Olmutz. We know all the brothers, but we } he understood it all; and falling on his knees, he 
have never seen him before.” lifted up his hands and exclaimed, with fervor, 

“These women are fools,” said Alfus, and} ‘‘Oh, my God; it has been Thy will to show 
passed on. But at lavt he began to feel uneasy. { me my folly in comparing the joys of earth with 
He quickened his footsteps as he climbed the ; those of heaven. A century has rolled over my 
narrow pathway which led up the hill-side to-$ head as a single day, while listening to the bird 
ward the convent. But the gate was no longer which sings in Thy Paradise. I now understand 
in its old place, and the monastery was changed } eternal happiness. Oh, Lord, be gracious unto 
in its appearance; it was greater in extent, and $ me, and pardon Thine unworthy servant!” 
the buildings were more numerous. A plane- § Having thus spoken, brother Alfus extended 
tree which he had himself planted near the $ his arms, kissed the ground, and died, 

a 
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LINES. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF HEINE. 

TuovGu without, the snow-drifts tower, 
Though hail falls, and tempests shower, 
Rattling on the window-pane: 

Still their gloom is all in vain— 

For her form doth ever bring 
To my heart the joys of Spring. ee pe 



THE HIGHFEFLIERS. 

» BY MES. C. H. CRISWELL 

Tue three Misses Highflier were sitting in ‘ Julia looked sarcastically into her sister's 

their morning-room, engaged in fancy needle- ; ‘ face, and was both surprised and shocked to see 
work. It was a cold, yet pleasant day in De- } it mantled with a burning blush. 

cember, and the ground was covered a few inches § * **Good heavens! Anna, I truly believe the 

with snow. Sleighs jingled merrily by at short § creature is in love with that horrid farmer. Do 
intervals, causing the youngest of the sisters to } look at her!” 

glance frequently out of the window. Anna held up her hands in horror, while 

‘¢Florence, I do wish you wouldn’t be so inte- § Florence sprung like a frightened bird from the 
rested in watching those countrified sleighs,” } room. 

remarked Julia, the eldest Miss Highflier. “‘I’d $ «Good gracious! what shall we do? That 

be a little more dignified were [ in your place.” $ girl will be an everlasting disgrace to the family. 

‘Oh, sis,” retorted Florence, saucily, ‘‘you’re ; Who would have imagined that she would descend 

too stuck up, by a great deal. I think you ; to smile upon Fred Warthy. What's to be done, 

might accept Miss Warthy’s invitation for to- $ Anna?” 

morrow night.” ‘Let us carry the matter before our respected 

‘Indeed! that would be lowering our dignity! { mother,’ returned her sister, who was exces- 

You forget that Jane Warthy is only a farmer’s paely affected in speech and manner. ‘She 

daughter. We, who are both the wealthiest and} will undoubtedly bring matters to a crisis. 

most fashionable and refined family in the vil- } Indeed, it were a consummation devoutly to be 
lage, should be careful with whom we conde- $ wished.” 

scend to associate.” And Miss Highflier’s nasal 

protuberance, which was by no means a small; ‘I wish I could, Fred. But mother won’t 
one, elevated itself considerably. consent.” 

‘“‘Ahem!” ejaculated Florence, mockingly; ‘Allow me to ask her. Weare going to have 

‘‘a-a-ahem! Allow me to inform your ladyship ; such a pleasant time.” 

that Jane Warthy is as well educated, and has ‘Oh, no, no! There is no use. When she 

as much refinement as the proudest in the land. says a thing there’s no turning her.” 

Her society is sought, you well know, by per-{ ‘It’s too bad. Iwish your mother was like 
sons of the highest respectability. She is a 3 other people.” 

true lady, ea Ae she puts onno airs andmakes; ‘So do I. There’s no use in wishing, how- 

no pretensions.” ever. You must go, Fred; they’ll soon be home 

“Tt is easy to see that you have been spoilt from their sleigh ride, and mother will almost 
by old uncle Wilmot. ’Tis a pity you didn’t § murder me if she finds you here.” 

stay with him. He was bringing you up admi-: ‘Does she so hate me?” asked the young man, 
rably!”’ sneered the amiable Julia. a shadow resting upon his handsome face. 

“Dear uncle Wilmot! good old man! Howl ‘No, she does not hate you—but—but—they 
wish father had let me remain with him. Iwas $ all think that—” 
so happy there.” ‘‘T understand you, now. They do not deem 

‘¢We'll willingly sign a petition to have you } me worthy of your society. It would be a mor- 

return to him,’ remarked the second sister, who } tification to their pride to associate with a farmer. 
had hitherto remained silent. ‘Indeed, it is a} Good morning, Miss Florence!” 

consummation devoutly to be wished.” ’ He bowed respectfully, and made a step toward 
‘TJ am going to ask father to let me go to;the door. Florence sprung to his side, and 

Jane Warthy’s party,” said Florence, after a caught him by the arm. 

pause of some moments. : Stay, Fred, one moment! J am not proud 
‘You had better!” returned Julia, dorisively. } —Z have no ridiculous ideas of exclusiveness—] 

‘¢You have got such low notions, [ would advise ; don’t think myself better than my neighbors— 
you to fall in love with Fred Warthy. Hadn’t 3; I—” 

s 

you better, now?” s «Then you don’t hate me, Florence? You 
ol7 
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do not think me beneath your notice? You will ‘**Certainly! anything to oblige so elegant and 

not be angry if I dare to treasure your image in } polite a lady,” returned Fred, a mocking smile 

my heart? Answer me, Florence!” upon his lips, and a flash of proud superiority 

She laid her blushing face on his manly} in his fine dark eyes, as he prepared to depart. 

shoulder, and softly murmured, ‘‘No!” ; Unaccountably to themselves, all quailed beneath 

‘*Bless you!” His lips touched her brow. his glance, and each felt guilty of a very mean 
Starting from him, she sprung to the window 3 action, as his manly form disappeared from their 

as a sleigh dashed up to the door, a splendid } view. 
turnout, with a liveried driver. ; ‘Turning to vent themselves upon Florence, it 

‘‘Here they are! what shall I do. Go out of } was discovered that the bird had flown. The 

the back door, Fred! Here, quick!” } poor girl remained all that day and night locked 

‘No, I won’t!” coolly answered Fred; ‘let! up in her room, not even admitting her mother. 

em turn me out.” And seating himself, young } 

Warthy quietly awaited their entrance. Mrs.} ‘My dear children,” said uncle Wilmot, ‘I 

Highflier and her two daughters swept into the } would adyise you to marry.” 

room, all fuss and feathers, flounces and ribbons, } “But my mother—my sisters—they will dis- 

followed by the husband and father. A battery 3 : own me!” rejoined Florence, anxiously. 

of eight eyes immediately poured down upon the } ‘‘Let them, J shall not. They'll come around 

unfortunate intruder, and four proud heads gave } when they think of my money-bags.” And the 
as many haughty tosses, while poor Florence ; old gentleman laughed merrily. 

stood pale and trembling in a corner. ‘But, sir,” said Fred, ‘*I have too much pride 
‘Sir!’ ejaculated Madam Highflier, with the to intrude myself upon a family who deem me so 

air of a queen, ‘‘we have not the honor of your } much beneath them.” 

acquaintance—wherefore this intrusion?” ’ Don’t talk to me in that way! Beneath 

Fred rose, and bowing politely, replied with } them, indeed! because you haven’t quite as 

perfect sang froid, ‘‘I had no intention of in- much money—that’s all the difference. I tell 

truding upon you, madam; it was Florence 13 ; you they know you are infinitely above them in 

came to see.” : intellect, and that’s the reason they dislike you. 

‘* What insolence!” indignantly exclaimed Miss $ One thing you may rest assured of, where there 

Julia. ‘It were well to order Patrick to duck are little brains there is always great presump- 

him in the horse-pond.” ‘ tion and ridiculous pride.” 

*‘Indeed,” echoed Anna, “it were a consum-; ‘‘Get married, my children, as soon as you 

mation devoutly to be wished.” ‘please. The money-bags will make it all right.” 
**You will oblige us by retiring, sir!” said } And they did. 

madam, pointing to the door. : 

Oe 

SAAN — 

THE MANIA}. 

BY EDWARD A. DARBY. 

I am pacing my desolate prison, : The bride of another should be. 
And am thinking and thinking of thee, They wove their strong fetters about thee— 

Of the beautiful being, whose spirit Ha! ha! but my darling is free! 
From bondage my hand set free— 

Art singing in Heaven, sweet spirit, 

Of glory and love to me? 

PAD AA Pe 

I slew thee to save thee, my darling, 

From a lingering death—of years; 

From a journey of darkness and sorrow, 
From a life of despairing and tears, 

From a path to the house of the dying 

O’ershadowed with sadness and fears. 

Oh, the gash in thy billowy bosom! 
*Twas a fearful thing to behold! 

And the moment my dagger had made it, 

My bosom grew icy cold. 

How the warm, red blood did trickle 

O’er thy breast like a stream of gold! 

I shall hasten to thee in the morning, 
When the sun is beginning to shine; 

I know thou art happy with thinking 

How quickly I shall be thine. 
Ha! ha! there is none to prevent thee 

From being in Paradise—mine! 

The heart my cold dagger discovered, 

Long ago it was given to me; 

But thy father had sworn that his daughter PAPA ADD PLP DIF AL ADA PAA OA AA LAA A LP APT 
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CHESS-TABLE COVER. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Seek gannaenhnmanes sieee id. alagergitieaty. De
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Matentats.—A square of rather coarse can- 
vass. Filoselle of the following colors: rich 
crimson, blue, and maize. Crimson and maize 
silk cord, and blue bullion fringe. 

We would advise our readers to select the 
ordinary square canvass, for this work, as the 
silk will be found to fill up the squares better. 
Great care should also be exercised in choosing 
the colors that will blend well. The whole of 
the pattern is done in the maize silk, the squares 

; in ordinary cross-stitch, and the proper selection 
g 
g 
4 

‘ 
; 

; 
g 
‘4 

; 

being grounded alternately in crimson and blue. , 
g 
3 
; 
: 

: 

. 
, 
, 
; 

of materials is the only difficulty, as much of the 

effect depends on the size of the canvass, and the 

contrast of the colors. 

The upper part of the border is also grounded 
in one color, and the lower in another. We give 
2 corner for the border, but would ourselves 
prefer folding in the canyass at the corners, and 
so making it fit tightly on to the table, which 
must, of course, be of the same dimensions. 
The inner cord will then form the edge, and the 
outer will cover the heading of the fringe. 
By the aid of our two illustrations this cover 

can be worked without any trouble. It is done 
Vou. XXIX.—21 

Tables with handsome pedestals and common 

tops, fit either for covering with beadwork or 
with such a movable cover as this, can readily 

be procured. 



DIRECTIONS FOR, MAKING A. JAPONTOA 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 
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Marertats.— White unruled letter-paper; » of wire, sufficiently long to form the stem of tho 
chrome yellow and whiting; green and white? flower: slip it through the outside petals and 

tissue paper, wire, cotton, gum, &c. : finish the back with a green calyx and cup. 
tf ; ite ULES a a eee 

Oe Seah zeemen enor, cack sizes tlie youn * Marerrats ror MakrneG Paper FLowEers.— 
paper so as to cut six petals when opened; for: Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
the centre use the white tissue paper, cut like a, for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 

small rose. Mix a small quantity of chrome } japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 

yellow and whiting together, dry; rub on with stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 

. for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 

a piece of raw cotton from the centre of each sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 

set of leaves, being careful to gum each set } of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
together, so that they will not slip round, Curl; 61 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 

each set of petals slightly on each side. Make} eee raed ate aie ee ge is mae 
. _ < Yials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mai 

a small bulb of raw cotton on the end of a piece? (na, eipt of one dollar, post-paid. : : 

CORNER FOR HANDKERCHIEF. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Frexon working cotton Nos. 80 and 100, ands; chain work in over-stitch, to be filled with 
the finest No. of spool sewing cotton. The prin-} French knots. The open space is left for the 
cipal part of the leaves and flowers are to be ; name, to be done in stitches corresponding with 

done in satin stitch and French knots. The ¢ the rest of the work. 

CHILD’S SACK-COAT AND CAPE. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

WE give, on the top of the next page, a dia-, tern of which is marked by the dotted lines, 

gram, by which a child’s sack-coat may be cut. } The left-hand pattern is the back, the other the 

This garment is finished with the cape, the pat- % front of the sack. 
320 
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LADY’S PURSE. 321 
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LADY’ Ss PU RSE. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR 

MareniaLs.—Two skeins purse silk, one hank} 8th round.—2 stitches dc, 1 bead stitch; re- 
steel beads, steel crochet guaging No. 16. Illus- peat. . 

tration in front of number. ¢ 9th round.—1 stitch d ¢ under Ist in last 
Make a chain of five stitches. s round, 2 bead stitches; repeat. 

~s- 

Ist, 2nd, and 8rd round.—1 stitch, d ¢, 1: 10th round.—Same as last. 

chain all round. llth round.—1 stitch d c under last bead in 
4th round.—1 long stitch, 1 chain into every } last round, 2 bead stitches; repeat. 

stitch. 12th round.—Same as last. 

5th and 6th rounds.—l long stitch, 2 chain: 13th round.—1 stitch d ¢ under Ist bead in 
into every loop. last round, 2 bead stitches; repeat. 

7th round.—D ¢ into every stitch. 14th round.—Same as last. 
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o22 THE MARGUERITE TRIMMING. 

15th round.—D c under d c, 2 bead stitches; 19th and 20th round.—1 long stitch, 1 chain 

repeat. every loop. 

one in last round, 1 bead stitch; repeat. Work d ¢ backward and forward half across 
17th round.—D ec. the purse four times, then the other half. De 

18th round.—1 long stitch, 1 chain, miss 1; ; over the poles. 

repeat. 

; 
; 

16th round.—2 stitches dc, the Ist under the 21st round.—D ec. 
; 

; 
; 

THE MARGUERITE TRIMMING 

FOR CHILDREN’S DRESSES. 

: ; | 
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MArTrrrans.—Stout jaconet muslin, and work- 

ing cotton, No. 24. 
This design has been made expressly for trim- 

ming children’s dresses, and is intended to be 

used instead of the ordinary crimped frills. It 

is, of course, to be put on plain. For the frocks 

of boys of four to six years of age, which usually 

open at the side of the front, the trimming is 

carried all round the top, and down the opening 

of the front to the waist. Similar work should 

_ trim the short sleeves. 

The bars are all worked over the muslin, but 

he small holes on it, the muslin being traced, 

ierced, and then sewed over in button-hole 

stitch. 

The four spots, also, technically called pois, 

n the centre of each scallop should be con- 

derably raised, before being sewed over. It 

will be observed that the whole is not in the 

centre of these; the lower part of each being 
the deepest, should also be the most raised. 
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| BY MRS. PULLAN. 

_ We give another of these beautiful designs to {on taste; but the following combinations we 

| be worked in colors. This is the only Magazine ; would suggest as among the prettiest. Three 
that has ever given such patterns. shades of orange, or of blue, on a rich brown 

Marertats.—Canvass, Three shades of Ber-\ ground; or of crimsons, on a crimson ground, 
lin wool for the design, and Berlin wool for} three shades darker; or of green, on a claret 

grounding, For pattern see front of number. ground, 

We give here a pattern so simple, that even The white squares indicate the lightest shade; 

our juvenile friends may, without fear, try to; the diamond squares the darkest. The design 
work from it, Only three shades of color are } will do either for a lady’s or gentleman’s slipper, 

required. As to the choice, that must depend * according to the size of the canyass selected. 
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SPRING MANTILLAS. 

BY OUR ‘**FASHION BDITOR.” 

TT Wy tho 
“~ 
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ManTILLAs are yery beautiful this spring, $ from being a perfect circle. Some of the silk 
though the styles are but slightly altered; their § mantillas are composed of two colors, such as 
elegance consisting chiefly in the manner ae oat blue and black, brown and black, green 
which they are trimmed. In addition to those $ and black, &c.; and these are placed in longi- 
represented in the steel fashion plate, we have $ tudinal stripes, which make the mantilla look 
had two of the most charming drawn and en-? somewhat like a quartered orange. Of course 
grayed; and give them above. One is of black § the fringe, which finishes these, is also of two 
silk, of the scarf shape, trimmed with deep black $ colors. Black lace mantillas will be much worn 
lace, set on under a ruche of silk. The upper: this summer. Some are embroidered in palms, 
row of lace is ornamented, at regular intervals, § bouquets, &c., of the most graceful description. 
with bows of ribbon andends. The other, which White muslin, with ribbon run in the hem above 
is more ‘‘dressy,” as it is usually trimmed, but} the ruffle, will also be fashionable, particularly 
less useful, is of a white net, with silk applique, $ for young ladies. White bareges, with the ruffles 
that is, silk cut out and put on with a braid or 3 finished, or trimmed with ribbon, will be found 
chain-stitching. A deep fringe finishes this very ; useful. 
elegant mantilla. $ As we have said before, the Talma shape is 

The scarf shape, which falls off the shoulders : almost universal; but we have noticed that in 
as in the above pattern, and those which come’ Paris the mantilla is gradually verging toward 
up high in the neck, will be equally worn. For} the form of the shawl for balls and the opera. 
those made of a heavy silk material, the high? In the course of another year we may expect to 
ones are decidedly preferable, as they will be find this style on our streets. It is not elegant, 
worn in a season when a little warmth is of $ however, for winter wear, because it must then 
some consequence; but for summer, taste may ; be wadded, which renders itungraceful. Nothing 
decide between the two. ¢ but a full, round shape, when made thick, should 

The rounded shape is almost universal; a$ be allowable; but we are glad to see even an ap- 
slight slope at the arms, however, preventing it ; proach to the return to the ever elegant, ever 

828 
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graceful shawl. In fact, shawls are already now § chest in cold weather than a mantilla; are much 

more popular than they have been for years. { more economical; as the styles, though varying, 

They certainly afford a better protection to the * are not so changeable as those of mantilla. 

~ PPL LLL 

HINTS ON BRAIDING. 

BY MRS. ANN 8. STEPHENS. 

A creat French authoress once observed— border. When gold thread is employed, the 
‘‘ La simplicite est charmante—mais il n'y a rien Send should first be drawn to the wrong side, 

de si dificile!’’ We are almost inclined to make and then the stitches taken, with China silk of 

the same observation regarding the very pretty, { exactly the same shade, not straight across, but 

very easy, yet difficult mode of decoration termed § slanting, in the same direction as the twist of 

BRAIDING. ‘the gold thread itself, and so that the fine silk 

Nothing can be prettier, more effective, or \ blends with it. , 

more simple, yet there is hardly any sort of Two new sorts of braid have been introduced 

ornamental work so rarely well done. Its ap- within the last year or two to the public. They 

parent easiness leads people to think that there ‘are the Star and the Eugenie braids. The Star 

is not, in braiding, as in most other things, a braid has the edges in minute Vandykes. The 

right way and a wrong; and, consequently, for ; Eugenie has the appearance of Russian braid, 

want of asking or receiving a very few hints as ‘but crimped as with a crimping machine. To 

to the proper mode of procedure, ladies fre- } preserve this crimp, yet not allow the braid to 

quently find their braiding most unsatisfactory: * spread, is rather difficult, and we do not think 

the braid looks jagged and uneven—sharp points }the Eugenie braid will ever be very popular. 

become curves, greatly wider at the extremity } The Star braid is very firm, and easy to put on; 

than anywhere else—and curves lose altogether } and a pretty variety of it, termed Alliance braid, 

the flowing grace that ought to distinguish them. : containing two or three different colors, is just 

g 
3 

The articles most frequently braided are sofa- 3 now popular. 

cushions, ottomans, mats, smoking-caps, slip- All these are especially adapted for articles 

pers, cigar-cases, shaving-books, and handker- 3 of dress; for sofa-cushions and seats nothing is 

chief-cases, with silk or fancy braids; andsleeves, } either so pretty or so durable as the Albert 

collars, d’Oyleys, bread and cheese cloths, with braid, or cord—which, in fact, it is. It looks 

white or woollen braids. ‘best in shades of orange, or blue; the greens 

Russian braid should always be run on with are also pretty, and the crimson is very rich. 

a thread of the silk of which it is composed. A } For sofa-cushions two shades of orange Albert, 

length of about half-a-yard should therefore be § laid side by side, on certain nuances of brown 

cut off to begin with, and the strands drawn out 3 cloth, with amber trimmings, are as rich as any 

as required. The nature of this braid makes it } braiding can be. Albert braid is also the most 

easy to coax it into curves, in forming the pat- 3 suitable for edging velvet applique on cloth, as 

tern, and if the stitches are taken across the { being thick and raised it forms a better edge to 

braid, (and not, as too frequently is done, along ‘ the thickness of the velvet. 

the centre) there will be little fear of its pre- § The stitches must not be taken through but 

senting the variation of width which so spoils ¢ across this braid; and, as it is not so flexible as 

the appearance of this sort of work. Points ¢ ’ the other kinds, it will be necessary to pinch it 

should always be very sharp. To effect this, ‘ to make it form sharp points. This braid may 

draw the braid rather tightly, and take a stitch }also be edged with gold thread, which must, 

completely across it, to confine the width. Then _hower er, be thicker than that used for Russian 

turn the braid over, as it were, on the wrong } braid. 

side. Among the purposes for which this braid is 

The ends of braid should always be drawn on specultarly appropriate, we must not forget to 

the wrong side of the cloth. : mention children’s dresses. The pink and blue 

Russian braid is the only kind that can pro- } tints, for trimming, white cashmere; and the 

perly be employed with an edging of gold thread, } white, for either of the above colors, looks truly 

as no other sort has a flat surface and even ‘ beautiful. 
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VENITIAN POINT-LACE COLLAR. 520 

Though although black is the usual acccom-; designs—is a fancy tape, nearly half an inch 

paniment of scarlet cloth, we greatly prefer a; wide, and crimp like the braid. It makes some 

rich Napoleon blue: it subdues the glare quite } } designs, for petticoats and such articles, very 

as much, without being so sombre. Trimmings, strong and durable. 

especially for sofa-cushions, should be ordered,; We will conclude by observing that a long, 

at least, when the cloth and braid are purchased; } fine needle is better adapted for putting on flat 

and should, if not of the plain tint of the braid, ; braids than any other. 

combine both colors—or, in fact, all the shades} The broad silk braids are so little used, we 
used. ; have said nothing about them. They are, how- 

White cotton braid is used for the muslin} ever, extremely beautiful, especially for working 

sleeves now so fashionable for morning wear. aprons in bold and graceful designs. They should 

The sleeves are in two forms: the Mandarin and be run on at both edges, and the points carefully 

the Bishop sleeve. The edge of the former} mitred; that is, the braid so folded, as to have a 

should be finished in button-hole stitch, with } line down the centre. 
embroidery cotton; and a narrow Valenciennes | Of gold braids, the Parisian is by far the 

edging will make it perfect. ’ purest as well as the most flexible. There is a 
D’Oyleys and bread-cloths, marked in braid- § ’ soutache made of gold and silver, which looks 

ing patterns, we greatly prefer done in chain- } very brilliant, and if not so lasting as pure gold 

stitch, with scarlet embroidery cotton. The braid, has the merit of not being above a third 

‘borders must be worked in button-hole stitch. of the price. 
The Eugenie tape—used in some embroidery 3 

VENITIAN POINT-LACE COLLAR. 

Martertars.—Three yards of Italian braid, : finished with a row of Sorrento edging, done in 

with Point-lace threads and cottons. For illus- } No. 100 thread. The principal points of the 

tration see front of number. cross are filled in with foundation stitch, and 

The outlines of this collar are done entirely in } No. 70 cotton; the Mecklin wheel, in the centre, 

Italian braid; the double lines which form the and the plain button-hole bars which connect it 

diamonds are connected by a series of Raleigh with the sides are done in No. 80 thread. The 

bars, and in the small lozenges are Mecklin} other crosses are worked in the same way. The 

wheels. All these are done in thread, No. 80. } Brussels lace which fills in the spars round the 

The line forming the outer edge of the collar is’ neck, are done in cotton No. 90. 

EDGING AND INSERTION. 
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SPRING BONNET. 

NETS, EMBROIDERY, SLEEVES, ETO. N BO 

HEAD-DRESS. 
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EDITORS’ 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. 

History or tHe Bonnet.—Various have been the 
forms which the bonnet has assunfed since it was } 
first brought from Italy in the reign of Elizabeth. } 
The materials employed were then cloth of gold, : 

crimson satin, and other rich stuffs, and the form ! 

was aomething between the round Italian hat and! 
the French hood. The large Leghorn hat was the $ 
first head-covering which took the true bonnet form; 

and all bonnets and capotes up to the present day 
have been modifications of the original model. It 
was introduced into England with the first importa- 
tion of French fashions in the early part of the reign 
of George IIL; it had a perpendicular crown, with a 
large brim standing out high and wide round the 
face, and covered with immense bows of ribbon in- 
termingled with artificial flowers. From this time 
variations have appeared in its shape every two or } 
three seasons; it has lately been gradually becoming ; 
less and less—at one time close and narrow in the } 
brim, at another wide and open, more or less trim-} 
med according to the eaprice of the mode, but always } 
having a decided peculiarity of form, opposed to the ; 
hat shape. We cannot help thinking that if the § 
high priestess of fashion would condescend to glance } 
over the variety of head-coverings which have 3 
adorned the fair countenances of our ancestors at § 
different times, she would be able to select one more 2 
serviceable and more picturesque than the unmean- 
ing, flower-bedecked, little cauls which are now in 
sufferance. We are here only alluding to out-door 
costume, and we would desire to render the head- 
dress less tawdry. Who that recollects the charm- 
ing cottage bonnet of straw, that does not regret § 
that it has become extinct? The bonnet of the 3 
present day has nothing to recommend it, and is $ 
more out of taste, and more open to criticism, than $ 
any other article of female attire. If ladies are 
anxious to display the luxurance of their hair, there 
are many styles better adapted for the purpose than 
the bonnet of the present day, or the ugly straw 
mushrooms which were allowed to disfigure so many 
pretty persons during the past summer. The hat 
worn for riding is capable of becoming, under the 
skilful fingers of some tasteful milliner, equally well 
suited for the promenade. Made in velvet or cloth, 
drooping slightly oyer the upper part of the face, 
with the hair arranged in thick coils of plaits, mas- 
sive braids, or clustering curls, it would lend attrac- 
tion to many a mediocre face. The nose and forehead 3 
would be screened from the air and preserve their } 
delicacy, while the exposure of the cheeks would ¢ 
cause a brighter tint to settle on them, and add as 
natural brilliancy to the countenance. It is whis- 

pered he and salons de toilette, that the 
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Ss panish mantilla is to be brought into vogue. We 
shall hail its appearance with pleasure; for a myste- 

rious witchery hovers round the mantilla, as worn 

in Spain, which we should like to see realized in this 

country, and we think, also, it would prove a valu- 

able acquisition to the lady’s wardrobe, as embracing 

a combination of the useful and the picturesque. 

Goop Tunings Never O.tp.—Saxe’s poem, “The 
Modern Belle,” has probably been perused by most 

of our hundred thousand readers. But there are a 

few, we are sure, to whom it will be new. While 

even those, who have seen it before, will not be sorry 

to meet it again. 

The daughter sits in the parlor, 
And rocks in her easy-chair; 

She’s clad in her silks and satins, 
And jewels are in her hair; 

She looks at the rings on her fingers, 
She simpers, and giggles and winks; 

And though she talks but little, 
*Tis vastly more than she thinks. 

Her father goes clad in his russet, 
And ragyed and seedy at that; 

His coats are out at the elbow— 
And he wears a shocking bad hat. 

He’s hoarding and saving his shillings, 
So carefully day by day, 

While she on her beau and her poodles 
Is throwing it all away. 

She lies abed in the morning, 
Till nearly an hour of noon; 

Then comes down snapping and snarling, 
Because she was called so soon; 

Her hhir is still in the papers, 
Her cheeks still dabbled with paint— 

Remains of her last night’s blushes, 
Before she intended to faint. 

She doats upon men unshaven, 
And men with the flowing hair; 

She’s eloquent over moustaches, 
They give such a foreign air; 

She talks of Italian music, 
And falls in love with the moon; 

And though but a mouse should meet her, 
She sinks away in a swoon, 

Her feet are very little, 
Her hands are very white, 

Her jewels so very heavy, 
And her head so very light; 

Her color is made of cosmetics, 
Though this she will never own; 

Her body’s made mostly of cotton, 
Her heart is made wholly of stone. 

She falls in love with a fellow 
Who swells with a foreign air— 

He marries her for her money, 
She marries him for his hair; 

One of the very best matches— 
Both are well mated for life; 

She’s got a fool for a husband, 
He’s got a foul for a wife. 
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Grace GREENWOooD.—Do you wish to read a3 Dearn or Mrs. Carouine LEE Hentz.—This esti- 

delightful story? Then purchase “The Forest mable lady, and popular writer, died of pneumonia, 

Tragedy,” by Grace Greenwood, just published, § at Marianna, Florida, on the 17th of February. She 

and to be had at any of the book-stores. Grace} was born in Lancaster, Massachusetts, and was the 

Greenwood is one of the few cotemporary authors ; daughter of General John Whiting. She began to 

who really possess genius. She has a rare percep- write poems, novels and tragedies before she was 

tion of the beautiful, a warm and glowing style, a} twelve years old, and thus disciplined her mind for 

sincere love of truth and goodness, and a rich and * her more mature works. She was married to Mr. N, 

luxuriant imagination. She never confounds coarse- ; M. Hentz, professor in North Carolina University. 

ness with strength, nor gives us bombast instead of ‘ Her adult life has been chiefly spent in the Southern 

eloquence. We can recall no writer who seems to : states, and she has there laid the scene of some of 

us to follow her profession with such single-minded * her recent most successful novels. “ Linda,” and “The 

honesty. She evidently regards her genius as a gift} Mob Cap” are, perhaps, the best of her novels and 

from heaven, for which she is accountable to shad shorter tales, respectively. She was ill but a few 

and which therefore ought to be dedicated to what } days. 

she believes to be the good of her race. P 

Her “Forest Tragedy” is a story of the War of Curtous Piay on “Cipnen.”—The following lines 

Independence. The principal characters are a young ; afford an instance of the ingenious uses to which the 

French nobleman, an Indian girl, and an Oneida English language may be put: 

chief. ‘Tho tale is one of great beauty, and will take, 

we think, permanent rank in our literature. The 

character of Oneida, the Indian, is an exquisite crea- : 

tion. It is, as all elevated ones are, ideal; for no’ 

others raise us above ourselves, no others feach us to $ 

have that faith in the possibilities of human nature, } 

which alone can conduce to progress. 

Grace Greenwood is still engaged in editing “The y 7m 

Little Pilgrim,” a monthly serial for the young, which ; 

is furnished to single subscribers at fifty cents a year, 

N 
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“You sigh for a cipher, but I sigh for you; 
Oh, eiyh for no cipher, but oh, sigh for me ; 

Oh, let not my sigh for a cipher go, 
But give sigh for sigh, for I sigh for you so!” 

“ 

The above is more briefly expressed in the follow- 

ing manner: 

“U 0a0, but I0u, 
Oh, 0 no 0, but oh, 0 me; 
Oh, let not my 0 a 0 go, 
But give 0 0 [0 uso!” 

Ae 

. 

and to clubs at even a lower price. “The Little Pil- “Tue Firesie Visiror.”—This is the title of a 

grim” topographically is the neatest of all the Maga-» new weekly, designed for families of culture, and 
: ow RS 1 Ra . : SALTS. 

ane for jus eniles 5 while an point of literary mor : published in this city. Its editors are J. M. Church, 

it ranks unquestionably first. We can conscientiously } Esq., and Ella Rodman Mr. Church is favorably 

recommend it to families of intelligence and refine- ; ae te as the former editor of “The Bizarre;” and 

ment. Address L. K. Lippincott, publisher, No. 66 3 Ella Rodman will be recognized, by our readers, as 

South Third Street, Philadelphia, We believe spe-§ no of our most sparkling contributors. The journal 

cimens are furnished gratis. ° appears in an elegant dress, worthy of its chaste 

‘ selections, able original articles and discriminating 
» . . . . 

‘reviews. We sincerely wish it success. 

av ae << 

“Tur OLp Love.”—We find the following floating 

about the newspapers. It has more than the aver- 

age merit of such fugitive poems: so much more, in- 

deed, that we think it worth preserving. 
E. L. Watker’s Music Srore.—The best selection 

of music, in Philadelphia, may be had at E. L. Wal- 

ker’s, Chesnut above Sixth streets. Orders by mail, 

enclosing the money, are promptly filled. We call 

the attention of our fair readers, in the country, to 

this expeditious and safe method of obtaining music. 

I met her; she was thin and old; 
She stooped, and trod with tottering feet; 

The hair was grey, that once was gold, 
The voice was harsh, that once was sweet. 

Her hands were withered, and her eyes, 
Robbed of the girlish light of joy, 

Were dim; I felt a sad surprise 
That I had loved her when a boy. 

LO reernrny 

But yet a something in her air, 
Restored me to the vanished time, 

My heart grew young and seemed to wear 
The brightness of my youthful prime. 

I took her withered hand in mind— 
Its touch recalled a ghost of joy— 

T kissed it with a reverent sigh, 
For I had loved her when a boy. 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

Home Service. A Manual intended for those who 

are occasionally hindred from attending the House 

of God, With Sermons and a collection of Hymas. 

By Rev. Wm. Bacon Stevens, D. D. 1 vol. Philada: 

E. H. Butler & Co.—This book will supply a want 

long felt by professing Christians, especially those 

Lrap YEAR.—Several ladies, in a brisk New Eng-} of the Episcopal denomination, when detained, by 

land town, lately gave a leap year ball. They made > sickness, inclemency of weather, or other causes, from 

all the arrangements, invited their partners, and led ; attending public worship. It contains four services 

out gentlemen to dance. Ah! if we had only been ; for four Sundays, each being different, in order to 

there. ‘ give variety in the mode of worship. A liturgical 
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form has been observed, the author being an Episco-} A History of Philosophy in Epitome. By Dr. 
palian divine; but the forms are such as cannot be ; Albert Schwegler. Translated from the original Ger- 

objected to, we think, by any Christian, whatever} man by Julius H. Seelye. 1 vol. New York: D. 

his sect. The selection of hymns is excellent. The » Appleton & Co.—The best concise manual extant on 
sermons are in the best vein of Dr. Stevens, who is the subject, from the school of Hegel, according to 
well known as one of the ablest pulpit orators, be- } Dr. Smith, of the Union Theological School of New 
longing to his denomination, to be found in the} York. Its account of the Greek and German sys- 
United States. We cannot praise too highly the: tems of philosophy, he says, in an introductory note, 
taste which the publishers have shewn in the typo-{ is of especial value and importance. The doctor 
graphy, paper and binding of the volume. ; recommends it “as one of the best works for a text- 

: . book in our colleges, upon this neglected branch of 
gee an ae “4 age i By ae > scientific ‘nyantigallen® After such high authority, ~ DD WN. Southworth, vol, tilada: TZ. B. ; . : 
Peterson.—We consider this, in many respects, the ; ee Ne OH ADAM SAR eUnIeols wold be pres 
best novel Mrs. Southworth has written. The cha- 

racters of the two heroines are finely contrasted. 
Mark Sutherland is after both a nobler and more Sieh : s : 
rational ideal than Mrs. §.’s heroes generally. The ; This is a story of P uritan times: " We:have alwéys 
incidents also are less improbable. On the whole, $ thought that age especially about the period of the 
it is a very superior fiction. We speak of it, of Quaker persecutions, the fittest; in point of art, for 
course, entirely from a literary stand-point. Of late, a historical novel, of any epoch in American annals, 
it has become too common to praise or censure ; But the present writer is not equal to the task of 
novels, on other grounds; whereas a critic, so long making the actors of that age live again. She is 

as a fiction is not immoral, has nothing to do except } NOt even alway, 8 correct in her Quaker phraseology. 
with the literary merit and demerits of the work. } She exhibits, however, some merit; and has, on the 
It is as a work of art, and not otherwise, that he is whole, made a readable book. ‘The publishers have 

issued the work in the neat style which characterizes 

all their books. 

Tolla: A Tale of Modern Rome. By Edmond 

About. 1 vol, Boston: Whittemore, Niles d& Hall.— 

This novel has two rare merits. In the first place, 

it is unexceptionable, although by a French author. 

In the second place, it is a love story which is 

neither maudlin nor sentimental. The London 

Atheneum says of it, that “with the glow and pas- 

sion of Roman life,” it is “as pure in tone as the 

‘Vicar of Wakefield,’ while it is as strongly interest- 

ALL LS. ie. PLP 
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Edith; the Quaker’s Daughter. By one of her 

—Descendants. 1 vol. New York: Mason Brothers. 

“ 

to pronounce upon a book laid before him. 

Elements of Logic, together with an Introductory 

view of Philosophy in general, and a eee 

view of Reason. By Henry P. Tappan. 1 vol. 

New York: D. Appleton d& Co.—A solid, well- 
matured work, that taxes the intellect to Sa 
such a work as trains the mind as well as increases 

the stock of knowledge. The author has ably per- 

formed the difficult task he undertook. He does not | 

conceal his indebtedness to the great thinkers who 
have gone before him; but neither does he blindly’. , 

: the *R dune Femme.’” In th l re-echo their words: he has thought for himself as$_ 8) '° “OMAN C une Kemm head a 
2% : extravagant as it may seem, we quite concur, after well as read; and the result is a treatise of rare § é y , a ' i the book. merit. The introductory view of philosophy will be BAT Fa eh ‘ 

Alone. By Marion Harland. 1 vol. New York: 
\ 

found of interest to the general reader. The pub- 
lishers issue the volume in quite a handsome style. J. 0. Derby.—Few novels have had such extraor- 

dinary success as this, It rapidly ran through 
Rachel Gray. By Julia Kavanah. 1 vol. New several editions in this country; was re-printed in 

York: D. 8S. Appleton & Co.—Miss Kavanah avers} England; was translated into several foreign lan- 
that this tale is founded strictly on fact. It is the } guages; and now makes its appearance, revised and 

étory of one of those humble martyrs, in every day } corrected, with the magic words, “nineteenth thou- 
life, whose whole existence is one long sacrifice; sand” on its title-page. Of such a work it is unne- 
martyrs of whom “the world is not worthy ;” martyrs 3 cessary to speak. The public has set the seal of 
who leave no sounding name behind, but whom God . approbation on it, beyond all cavil, and to an extent 
will proclaim before all men at the Judgment Day, that renders encomiums superfluous. 
There are thousands of such, both in England and 3 : : 
in this country, meek daughters, uncomplaining $ Oharleniont sats The Erde of The Village. Py 
wives, self-devoted mothers, the heroes of common: W. Gil aid Sime. 1 vol. Now orks Redfield.— 
life, who die, not by fire or cord, but by slower tor- This story is founded on incidents which some of 
tures. We commend “Rachel Gray” to all true ; our readers may remember, as they were of compara- 

hearts : tively recent occurrence in Kentucky. The volume 

forms part of Redfield’s series of “Sims’ Revised 
Macaulay's History of England. Vols. 3 and 4.> Novels ;” a series that ought to be in the library of 

Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—A neat duodecimo ; every American; for there is no writer who is so 
edition, bound in embossed cloth, and retailed at the ; eminently national, in many respects, as William 
low price of forty cents a volume. } Gilmore Sims. 
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Life In Brazil; or, A Journal of A Visit to then Five Hundred Mistakes of Daily Occurrence in 

Land of the Cocoa and the Palm. With an Appendix, § Speaking, Pronouncing and Writing the English 

containing illustrations of ancient South American , Language, Corrected, 1 vol. New York: Daniel 

Arts, in recently discovered implements and products } Burgess & Co.—Every young lady ought to have 

of domestic industry, and works in stone, pottery, gold, N this book, for in every part of the Union there are 

silver, bronze, de. By Thomas Ewbank. With over } provincialisms in speech, peculiar to that particular 
One Hundred Mlustrations. 1 vol. New York: Har-3$ locality. ‘To correct such, as well as other errors in 

per & Brothers—We ought all to know more of speaking, writing, or pronouncing our language, is 

Brazil than we do. Its trade with the United States } the purpose of this work. ‘There are, besides, many 

is large and increasing; its people, its customs, and , curious things in the volume, which would amuse, 

its climate are full of points of interest; and it enjoys } not less than instruct the reader. We quote one in 

the same commanding position, in power and in- { our chit-chat. 

fluence, in South America, that our own country The Blue Ribbons. By Anna Harrict Drury. 1 

does in North. The present volume gives altogether vol. Boston: Whittemore, Niles d> Hall.—The most 
the most complete account of Brazil of any which * charming story for young people that we bave read 

has yet fallen under our notice, It is pleasing in { for u longtime. The lovely Marie Antoinette figures 
style, abounds with valuable facts, and is plainly the ¢ in it, not in the gloomy guise of her later years, but 

work of a keen as well as discriminating observer. ? as that “almost celestial vision,” which Burke de- 
It may be called, in fact, a daguerreotype of Brazil. ¢ scribes her as being in her younger and happier 

Sufficient personal narrative is mixed up with tho; days. Several beautiful illustrations embellish the 

statisties, the descriptions of Brazilian customs, and § yolume. 

other matters of information, to maintain the inte- Parisian Sights and French Principles, seen through 

rest at the highest point. The appendix is full of } jn orican Spectacles. By Jas. J. Jarvis. Second 
curious antiquarian knowledge, establishing the fact, { o.:6 1 pol. New York: Harper & Brother AN 

that the inhabitants of Brazil, before the discovery who have read the former volume, by the same 

of America by Europeans, had Attained a very con- ¥ author, will be glad to get this, the second of the 

siderable degree of civilization. The volume is a , series. The book is racy, fresh, and full of out-of- 

handsome octavo. ‘the-way information, It is capitally illustrated: 

Annual of Scientifie Discovery for 1856. 1 vol. } indeed some ¢f the engravings are wit itself. 

Boston: Gould & Lincoln—A record of the disco- § The Shakspeare Papers of the late William Ma- 

veries in science during the past year, ably edited, } ginn, LL. D. Annotated by Dr. Shelton Makenzie. 
4 
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and quite handsomely printed. It is part ofa series, $1 vol. New York: Redjield—All of these essays 

the work having been published for several years. § are meritorious, but that on “Lady Macbeth” is par- 

It has everywhere met, we are pleased to say, with } ticularly so; indeed it alone qualifies the work for a 

that popularity which it so well merits. Those per- 3 place in the library. The notes of Dr. Mackenzie 

sons, who have the preceding volumes, should imme- 8 considerably increase the value of the volume. 

diately order this; while those, who have none, should § Woljsden. By J. B. 1 vol. Boston: Phillips, 

purchase the whole series. : Sampson & Co. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—We 

Home. By Anna Leland. 1 vol. New York: J. 3 have received this book just as we are going to 

C. Derby.—A novel evidently founded on fact, and press, and are therefore unable to speak of its merits 
written with considerable earnestness. As a work : from personal inspection. But we observe that it is 

of art, however, it is deficient. Judged by the severe 3 highly praised by the newspapers. The publishers 

critical standard, as a literary production, it is not , have issued it in a very neat style. 

above mediocrity. But regarded as a life experience, § Edith Hale. A Village Story. By Thrace Talmon, 

it deserves praise for its varied incidents, its whole- $1 vol. Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co. Philada: 

some moral tone, and many bits of very excellent T. B. Peterson.—This new novel came with “ Wolfs- 

characterization. ; den,” so that we cannot speak, from personal exami- 

The Iliad of Homer, literally translated, with Fx- N nation, of it either. It also, however, is eulogized 

planatory Notes. By T. A. Buckley, 1 vol, New S by the press generally, 

York: Harper & Brothers—Another number of the 3 
“Classical Library.” In this translation, and espe- 

cially in the notes accompanying it, use has bee 

made of all the latest critical labors of the best SICK-ROOM, NURSERY, &c. 

scholars. For what learners call a “pony,” the book’ Arrow Root Jeity.—Mix three tablespoonfuls 

is just the thing. of arrow root powder in a teacup of water till quite 

History of Fernando Cortez, By J. S. C. Abbott. { smooth: cover it, and let it stand a quarter of an 

1 vol. New York: Harper & Brothers.—A spirited { hour. Put the yellow peel of a lemon into a skillet 

account of the Conquest of Mexico, embellished with with a pint of water, and let it boil till reduced to one 

numerous fine engravings. The book is designed for } half, Then take out the lemon peel, and pour in the 

youth. ’ dissolved arrow root, (while the water is still boiling) 
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§32 SICK-ROOM, NURSERY, NEW RECEIPTS, ETC. 

add sufficient white sugar to sweeten it well, and let} Taproca.—Wash the tapioca well, and let it steep 
it boil together for five or six minutes. It may be } for five or six hours, changing the water three times. 

seasoned (if thought necessary) with two teaspoon-} Simmer it in the last water till quite clear, then 

fuls of wine, and some grated nutmeg. It may be} season it with sugar and wine, or lemon juice. 

boiled in milk instead of water, or in wine and water, ; * 

according to the state of the person for whom it is 

wanted. PUZZLES. 
CHICKEN JetLy.—Take a large chicken, cut it Up » ANSWER to “Tae LIne PuzzLe.”—The answer 

into very small pieces. Bruise the bones, and put to “The Line Puzzle,” in our last, is as follows: 
the whole into a stone jar with a cover that will § 

make it water tight. Set the jar in a large kettle of 3 \ | \| 3 

boiling water, and keep it boiling for three hours. 

Then strain off the liquid, and season it slightly with $ — 

salt, pepper and mace; or with loaf-sugar and lemon To Form A Squarn.—Cut out ten pieces of card 

juice, according to the taste of the person for whom $ or wood of the same size and shape as in the diagram, 
it is intended, and then form a square of them, 

b) 
\ 

Return the fragments of the chicken to the jar, 

and set it again in a kettle of boiling water. You 

will find that you can collect nearly as much jelly 

by the second boiling. This jelly may be made of ; 
an old fowl. 

Breap Jetuy.—Measure a quart of boiling water, 

and set away to get cold. Take one-third of a six 2 

cent loaf of bread, slice it, pare off the crust, and $ 

toast the crumb nicely of alight brown. Then put 

it into the boiled water, set it on hot coals in a} NEW RECEIPTS. 

covered pan, and boil it gently, till you find by put-} — Waytes.—These delicious articles, with butter and 
ting some in a spoon to cool, that the liquid has be- } honey, make a very agreeable addition to the break- 

come a jelly. Strain it through a thin cloth, and set } fast-table. Everybody, though, does not know how 
it away for use. When it is to be taken, warm a} to make them. We find in an exchange paper the 
teacupful, sweeten it with sugar, and add a little : following recipe for making quick wafiles:—Mix 

grated lemon peel. : \ flour and cold milk together to make a thick batter. 
Saco.—Wash the sago through two or three waters, ? To a quart of the flour put six beaten eggs, a table- 

and then let it soak for two or three hours. To a} spoonful of melted butter, and a teaspoonful of salt. 
teacupful of sago allow a quart of water and some} Some cooks add a quarter of a pound of sugar, and 
of the yellow peel ofalemon. Simmer it till all the half a nutmeg. Bake them immediately. Rice 

grains look transparent. Then add as much wine > waffles are made after this method:—Take a teacup 

and nutmeg as may be proper, and give it another! and a half of boiled riee—warm it with a pint of 
boil altogether. If seasoning is not advisable, the milk, mix it smooth, then take it from the fire, stir it 
sago may be boiled in milk instead of water, and§ in a pint of cold milk, and a teaspoonful of salt. 
eaten plain. ’ Beat four eggs, and stir them in, together with suffi- 

Intsn Moss orn CArrRAGAN.—Soak half an ounce $ cient flour to make thick batter. 

of the moss in cold water for a few minutes; then} Plum Pudding.—Cut the crumb of a penny loaf 
withdraw it, shaking the water from each sprig, and $ into slices, pour over them a sufficient quantity of 
boil it in a quart of milk till it attains the consist-$ boiling milk to soak them. When gqnite soft, beat 
ence of jelly, and sweeten to the taste. A decoction } the bread up with half a pound of clarified suet, half 
of the same quantity of moss in a quart of water is} a pound of raisins, stoned, half a pound of currants, 
also used as a demulcent in coughs. * sugar to the taste, five eggs well beaten, candied 

Port Wixe JeLLy.—Melt in a little warm water? orange and lemon peel, and a few bitter almonds, 

an ounce of isinglass; stir it into a pint of port wine, * pounded. Mix the ingredients thoroughly, add a 

adding two ounces of sugar candy, an ounce of gum Scup of brandy, pour it into a dish, and bake it. 

arabac, and half a nutmeg grated. Mix all well, and} When done, turn it out and strew powdered lump 

boil it ten minutes; or till everything is thoroughly sugar over it. These ingredients make as good a 

dissolved. Then strain it through muslin, and set’ pudding boiled. The cloth or mould used for this 
it away to get cold. @ purpose must be well floured. It will require very 

Rice Jetry.—Having picked and washed a quar- long boiling. 

ter of a pound of rice, mix it with half a pound of ; Soda Cake.—Dissolve one teaspoonful of soda in a 

loaf-sugar, and just sufficient water to cover it. Boil pint of milk; rub two teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar 

it till it becomes a glutinous mass; then strain it;} in as much flour as will make a dough, with a pieco 

season it with whatever may be thought proper, and > of butter the size of an egg, and a little salt: mix all 
let it stand to cool. ’ well together. 
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Blane Mange may be made by washing half an } Sitx.—It is made with one flounce, edged with black 

ounce of Irish Mossy and boiling it in half pint of } velvet and rows of black lace. The body is high 

new milk to such a consistence that it will retain its } ; and plain, but over it is worn a jacket, edged and 

form when cold, sweetening and flavoring it to the ’ trimmed with a deep rufile, and ornamented like the 

taste. An agreeable jelly may be made by boiling it ; skirt. The’ sleeves are composed of two soft puffs, 

with water instead of milk, and adding lemon or § ; beneath each of which is a ruffle trimmed like the 

orange juice or peel, wine, &e. ; » jacket and flounce. 

Cheap Cheese.—Take a crock or two of thick milk; ; Fig. tv.—A Dress or Pink CASHMERE FOR A 

put it on the stove, stir it once in awhile; let it get } ritrLe Boy, trimmed with black velvet ribbon and 

milk-warm and no warmer; take it off and pour it } buttons. 

into a thin bag; hang it up five or six hours, so that Fig. v.—A back view of the same. 

the whey will all run off; then take a bowlful, anat Fia. vi.—A HAnpsome Hean-Dress formed of 

put on enough sour cream to make it quite soft, and } black velvet and pink ribbon, put on in diamonds, 

it is good, and certainly cheap. It is ornamented with blonde, bows of ribbon and 

White Potato Pudding.—One half pound of white } tufts of feathers. 

' potato, boiled nearly done, and then grated; the yolk ; Fie. vu.—A Susser MANTILLA OF THIN WHITE 

of four eggs; half pound sugar; half pound butter, Mvsuix.—The body of this mantilla is of the searf 

beaten well together, with the juice and rind of one shape, and is edged with Vandyked needlework. A 

lemon; half a nutmeg; half a wine-glass of rose- { full, deep rufile is set on the bottom of the searf, and 

water. Then beat the white of four eggs very light, } is also finished with the same kind of needlework. 

and stir it in very gently. Bake half an hour, A pretty colored ribbon, run in the hem of the rufile, 

Sponge Cake.—Hight eggs, the weight of six in would be an improvement. 

sugar, and the weight of three and a half in flour.} Fig. vi.—Bonnet or Pink Crap, with a large 

Mix the sugar and the yolk of seven eggs together, } : bunch of roses on one side, Ribbon across the front 

and add rose-water and lemon. Then mix a pound } ‘ terminating in a bow on the side opposite the other 

of flour, four whites of eggs alternately very lightly. \ bow. 

Bake twenty minutes. Fig. 1x.—Morntna Cap, composed of rows of 

Floating Island.—Set a quart of milk to boil, then ; worked muslin, separated by rows of green ribbon. 

stir into it the beaten yolks of six eggs; flavor with } Full bunches of ribbon at each side, and long ribbon 

lemon or rose, and sweeten to taste; whip the whites } strings left to flow loosely. 

of the eggs to a strong froth. When the custard is Fic. x.—Movsquetaine SLEEVE, made of guipure 

thick, put it into a deep dish, and heap the frothed } insertions and small plaits. 

eggs upon it. Serve cold. 3 Fig. x1—DLapy'’s Hanit Sxirt aAnp SLEEVES OF 

Sweet Potato Puddings may be made in the above ; THIN Mustin.—The collar and cuffs are edged with 

manner, only boil the potatoes well and mash them ; a double row of needlework. This needlework does 

8 

through a collander. Omit the lemon. not extend the entire length of the cuff, but leaves 

. sufficient room for a plain piece, on which to place 

studs. 

§ General RemwArks.—The most elegant dress 

FASHIONS FOR APRIL. ’ goods have already appeared for the spring and 

Fig. r—A Watxrixsae Dress or Pius cotorep} summer. The silks, if not in flounce pattern, are 

Sirxk.—The skirt is ornamented at the lower part ; usually in wide stripes. Some of these are of a 

with palms brocaded in the silk. The mantilla is ’ chene figure, others have the alternate stripes com- 

of black silk, in the Talma shape, with a peleline 3 posed of plaids; but in fact the styles are so numerous 

of silk of the color of the dress. A ruche of the § N that we find it as impossible to particularize, as we 

same silk with a deep, rich fringe ornaments it. § . would to select, with so many tempting things before 

Bonnet of white crape, with a full blonde face trim- us. The variety of flowered patterns is quite as 

ming, with a tuft of pansies on one side, and a bow $ great, but both are equally fashionable. In the 

and ends of plum colored yelvet ribbon on the oppo- 3 ’ French foulard silks the ground is usually dark or 

gite side of the face. black, with rich stripes composed of flowers or palms, 

Fic. 1.—Carriace Dress oF Brignt Fawn} or with these scattered profusely over the dress. 

coLorep Sux, with two deep flounces; each of $ Cashmeres and de lains, as well as the English 

which is bordered with a wide satin stripe of a} chintzes are all in the same style, rich and elegant, 

deeper shade than the silk. Mantilla of black silk, some dark, some light. The chales are mostly light 

ornamented with black fringe and green chenille $ and flounced, but these dresses are comparatively 

trimming, ‘The lower ruffle of this mantilla can be § expensive, and fray and tear very easily. As to the 

removed at pleasure, making it lighter and more 3 summer tissues, they are enough to drive a weak- 

suitable for warmer weather. Bonnet of rose-colored } minded woman crazy. First in the list are the 

silk, with a large bow of ribbon on the top, and an Grenadiers, or d’unes of twisted silk. These are as 

edge of white blonde. s light and airy as gossamer, but rumple less and 
‘ 

Fie. un—A iirrie Ginw’s Dress or Grey PLarp $ wear longer than any thin tissue of which we know. 

~ 



‘Temperance Advocate says :—* We don’t wonder at } 

‘Peterson’s Magazine, when we take into consideration 3 N 
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Consequently, though more expensive in their first On the front of most bodies, we now see, beside 

cost, they are really cheaper in the end than almost} charming galloons with shaded or plush tufts, an 

any other material. These hare black, dark brown, } array of little Chinese pendant buttons, or else 

dark blue, or green ground, with wide stripes of ; chenille tassels with several branches, producing a 
brilliant colors, bouquets, &e. Many have come in 3 delightful effect. Some basques are finished with 

flowered patterns of the most beautiful styles. Some knotted fringe a quarter of a yard deep. Among 

are of white grounds with delicate rose-color, blue, the newly introduced trimmings may be mentioned 

Chocolate or green bouquets, &e. Those of white } some beautiful fringe, in chenille and jet, as well as 
grounds which are flounced are not suitable except ; silk fringe, intermingled with small bell-shaped orna- 

for a dinner dress at a watering-place, or an evening ments and tassels, 

dress. ‘The same general remarks apply to bareges,: Little white bodies to wear with low-bodied 

silk tissues, &c. The organdy lawns are particularly dresses are in high vogue, as are also the Marie- 

beautiful this year. Nearly all are striped with } Antoinette and the peasant fichus. Evening dresses 
palms, wreaths, &c. The rude for dress goods this $ are made quite low in the neck, with very long points 

season is with stripes or flowers; of course there § both before and behind. The drapery on the body 

are exceptions, to suit the taste of those who may often comes down in a heart-shape before and 
prefer otherwise. » behind, like braces. 

The style of making dresses has varied but little. $ Embroidered under-sleeyes with a puff and closed 

Lappets at the waist are not only retained, but are ¢ by a wristband, are at this moment in greater favor 

made of extreme length. ‘To give ladies who are § than those with frills, but these are not considered 

_ fond of variety the pleasure of having it at com-¢ sufficiently of a dress for evening wear. 

mand, one of our dressmakers has contrived lappets Collars are worn moderately large. 

for a plain body that may be taken off and put on in * Bonnets are made indifferently, according to taste, 

an instant; so that one dress presents two different either of a sloping form or with a round crown. 

styles, , They come very forward on the forehead and sit off 

Rich trimmings play a great part in all the deco- from the cheeks. 

rations of dresses. High bodies are covered with ; Curtains are made of great depth; insides are pro- 

fringes, galloons, guipures, frogs and buttons. The } } fusely trimmed; they have ruches of three rows of 

front of skirts is decorated in the same manner w hen } blonde. As for flowers, they are put on as bouquets, 

not flowered. frequently on one side only. 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

Waar Is Sar or Us.—Our efforts to furnish ag Eniror’s Wrves.—The editors’ wives all like 

cheap, yet superior Magazine, are everywhere appre- ; “Peterson's Magazine.” Says the Delaware Sen- 

ciated, This is flattery tous. Hundreds of private; tinel:—“Of all the Magazines with which we 
letters express wonder at the combined excellence eRe our ‘better half? decidedly prefers Peter- 

and low price of “Peterson.” The public press is} son’s.” Says the Union News :—* Our ‘better half’ 

unanimous on the same point. The Shepardstown 3 ’ prizes this Magazine highly, and could not possibly 

le Register says:—“Its pages are filled with } do without it, in fact, she would be so ‘cross’ that 

rely original matter. It is equal to the three} we should be afraid of the broom handle when we 

aul ar monthlies, and deserves the patronage of all : entered the door, but just present this Magazine, 

the lovers of fine literature.” The Skankateles (N. 3 ‘and all is sunshine at once. Gentlemen who have 
Ss ct boas Tadiee Mi —‘Ttis undoubtedly the cre scolding wives, just try it.” 

and best ies’ Magazine published.” The Cha- “Te F 

tauque Democrat ays fi thts Magazine never falls $ How to Rewrr.—In remitting, write legibly, at 
the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

ff. Its publisher al fulfils his pledges.” Th Pp y , Pp ’ y 
Bee, Seen eee Cun R ‘state, Bills, current in the subscriber's neighbor- 

hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 

‘ the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 
delphia, if possible, and deduct the SRB ES. 

the enormous increase in the subscription list of ; 

that it is quite as beautiful as the other Magazines, ; 

has nearly as much reading matter, and is one dollar}. Pack Neweers.—We are able Ae supply back 

cheaper. Its success is the reward of true merit.” ~ numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 
} stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number of 

Tey Stitt Comwse.—Subseribers still pour in. ; the year. 

Clerks, principal, and all, are kept busy, till late in — 
the night. But we are willing to work hard ina} Is Tats Nuwser LAre?—If it is, remember the 
cause so good, * ' bad roads, and don’t blame us, 
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“IN LOVE OR NOT IN LOVE? THAT IS THE QUESTION.” 

BY E. W. DEWEES. 

“THE amount of’ it is,” said handsome Henry } little rough; and she’s so sensitive and refined, 

Harvey, to his friend Tom R , at the end of a } that—that—besides, as I told you, Tom—con- 

long and confidential conversation—* the gnpune's found it—so I told you, she’s in love with me, 

of it is, I’m in a confounded scrape. I’ve gone } there’s the rub—there’s the rub,” and he rubbed 

a little too far, perhaps, in my attentions, the $ his hands together, with returning spirit, as if 
girl’s over head and ears in love with me, and J} he had hit the idea he had been vainly secking, 

don’t see how I’m to get out of itwith honor. I ; at last.” 
I don’t like the idea of broken hearts, and all} ‘Thank you, Harvey, for your complimentary 
that sort of thing—but what is a fellow to do? : hints,” said Tom, as he watched the ascending 

I’ve no more thoughts of marrying than I have smoke of his cigar; ‘‘but on the whole, notwith- 

of turning preacher. Come give us your adyice, } standing my extreme natural diffidence, I believe 

old fellow!” ’ I don’t take quite so low an estimate of my cha- 

Tom eyed his friend with a merry twinkle in racter as you do. And as regards the being so 

his eye. A sagacious and mischievous smile! desperately in love, and all that—I know how 

layed round the corner of his mouth. ‘much that means. Trust me for managing that. play : ging 
‘Nothing easier in life than to get out of the; Nothing for curing a girl of a fancy for one 

‘scrape,’ as you call it, if you want to.”’ * lover, like the appearance of another. Why, if 

‘How? how?” asked Harvey, eagerly. * the odds were equal in other respects, the novelty 
a . . > . . 

‘You say she’s handsome, witty, amiable and 3 gives the last comer such an incalculable advan- 

accomplished?” tage that there is no doubt of his success. Be- 

‘¢ Yes.” sides, in this case, we will have the advantage 

‘Well then,” knocking the ashes from his¢ of playing into each other’s hands. You have 

cigar, ‘‘she’s just the wife Z want, and I’ll take only to hold off a little at first to give me a 

her off your hands.” ; chance. You play cold, while I play warm, and 

«“ Absurd!” cried Harvey, trying to turn into ; I bet you a box of cigars I win the day, ‘as easy 

a pleasant smile the frown which suddenly ; as kissing,’ as the ladies say.” 

darkened his face. ‘Impossible, Tom,” he} ‘I think you are entirely mistaken,” said Har- 

continued, amiably, ‘it would never do. In vey, stiffly, in a tone of pique and annoyance. 

the first place, you would not suit each other ‘Well, shall I try? aye or no?” asked Tom. 

in the Jeast—their would be no congeniality of : ‘Oh, certainly, certainly, I should be much 

disposition, intellect,” Xe. ‘ obliged, of course,” replied Harvey, whose man- 

‘Ts she then go decidedly my inferior?” asked } ner presented the greatest contrast to his air of 

Tom. } boastful security at the beginning of the conver- 

“Inferior?” cried Harvey, firing up with sud-} sation. 

den indignation. ‘I don’t know the man she is} That same evening Tom accompanied Harvey 

inferior to. She’s a glorious creature, I tell} to Miss Northwood’s house. 

you.” He found her all, and more than all, Harvey 

‘‘Well, where’s your objection then?” >had described. He was indeed charmed with 

‘‘Well, I meant—perhaps I’m not very civil } her grace and beauty. 

to say so, Tom; but the fact is, though youre: The conversation, after the first preliminary 

the best fellow in the world, you’re sometimes a} common-places, fell on works of art and the 

Vou. XXIX.—22 
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wondrous galleries of Europe. Tom had been highest spirits, ‘‘I don’t see those unmistakable 

an extensive and intelligent traveller, and was } ; Symptoms of being in love, in your fair lady, 

in his element on this subject. He had much } ; which I expected. May you not have deceived 

of interest to say, and found much pleasure’ yourself on that point?” 

in answering Miss Northwood’s discriminating $ Another growl, ominous this time, from Har- 
questions. . vey. 

Harvey, who had never travelled, was of neces-$ Tom proceeded. 

sity silent, and thrown quite into the shade. ‘You did very well to-night, Harvey. I com- 

From this subject the transition was easy and}_mend you. Keep your distance, that’s right— 

natural to music; and here too Tom was at home. no poaching on my grounds, you know.” 

In fact, music was his strong point. He was an { ‘‘Your grounds! ‘you rascal!” burst forth 
accomplished musician, with all a musician’s } Harvey, in a fit of ungovernable rage. ‘I’ve a 

enthusiasm for the art. Soon he and Miss North- : great mind to knock you down for your insuf- 

- 

S 

N 
8 
SS. 

wood were settled at the piano, singing, hum- ferable assurance, you—you puppy. And there, 

ming snatches of airs, admiring, comparing $ sir, is my card, if you want the satisfaction of a 

tastes, and ecstasizing as enthusiastic lovers of } gentleman!’ 

music will. Tom raised the card Harvey fiung at him as 

‘*Do you know this little air?” asked Tom, $ he left him, bursting with laughter as he did so. 

‘‘T learned it in Venice, and it is, I think, pecu-$ ‘Tom, my good fellow!” cried Harvey, as he 

liarly beautiful. It seems to carry with it a} burst into Tom’s room the next day, with the 
perfume of Italian flowers, and the sound of 3 : most beaming of smiles on his face—‘‘Tom, I’ve 

rippling, moon-lit waters.” » got something pleasant to say to you. Wish me 

‘**Fudge!” muttered Harvey, from the distant $ joy, my fine fellow! It’s all settled. We're to 

sofa, to which he had retired, from behind the $ be married this day three months. It’s all fixed, 

book he was pretending to read. Sand I’m the luckiest dog! Why don’t you con- 
Then followed the air referred to, sung in the § gratulate me, old boy?” 

most exquisite taste, with the richest of manly } ‘Because you take my breath away. I can’t 

voices, > believe you. Why you told me yesterday you 

Miss Northwood admired warmly, and ex-$ wanted me to take her off your hands——” 
pressed what she felt. ‘Nonsense !”’ 

‘‘Coquette!” sneered Harvey, in an accent of; ‘‘And that you considered yourself in quite a 
concentrated rage. ‘ fix, from which I good-humoredly consented to 

But all unconscious of these muttered com-$ help you.” 

ments, the musicians lingered over their music. ‘*Fudge!” cried Harvey, a blush of vexation 

One favorite air suggested another, and there} and shame coming into his face. 

were scores to be looked over, and duetts to be} *‘And that Miss Northwood, oes thing, was 
sung. And Tom had so many anecdotes to tell § : likely to die of a broken heart—— 
of such and such musicians, and such delightful s , Come, come, Tom! ‘no more of that an thou 
little histories of how such and such pieces of lovest me!’ The fact is, Tom, and I may as well 

music came to be written, that time flew on! own it—a man does not know whether he is in 

swift and noiseless pinions. ‘ love or not, sometimes, till a little jealousy, or 
Miss Northwood’s eyes occasionally went in $ | something else, opens his eyes for him. But it’s 

search of Harvey, but whenever she addressed } i all right now.” 

a remark to him, with a view of drawing him § ‘Oh! aye,” said Tom, with affected gravity, 
into the conversation, he replied with such un- ‘you may think it’s all right; but there is some- 
courteous brevity that she was repelled from ¢ thing yet to be settled which may stand in the 
further advances. * way of your true love running so very smooth.” 

**Well!” cried Tom, as they emerged from the } : As he spoke, he gravely drew forth Harvey’s 

house late in the evening, “pretty well for a card from his pocket. 
beginning, Harvey. So far, so good. Iconsider} ‘I have ordered coffee and pistols for to-mor- 
the affair in most hopeful train. Miss North-} row morning, and who knows? I may stand a 
wood more than satisfies my expectations, and I chance for Miss Northwood’s hand yet.” 
flatter myself I made an impression. Hey, Har-} MNarvey snatched the card, and sent it spinning 
vey?” \ Into the air, as he burst into a merry laugh. 

An unintelligible growl from Harvey was the} Tom joined him heartily. Their hands met in 
only reply. \ a cordial grip, as they exclaimed—the one ‘You 

“I say, Harvey,” continued Tom, in the ' may thank me, Harvey, for teaching you your 
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own mind—and the other, ‘‘I understand you, 

Tom, you’re the best friend I ever had. See if 

345 
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‘©You’re welcome,” cried Tom, ‘‘by the time 

: Tm in love you'll be like the lion, sans teeth 

I don’t prove my gratitude, some of these days, } and claws—a married man, and no longer dan- 

by flirting with the lady you're in love with.” 

PRO POPOL OMA MA Le 

; gerous.” 
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BY MRS SARAH $8. SOCWELL. 

“Crown me with flowers; intoxicate me with perfumes; let me dic to the sound of delicious music,” said 
Mirabeau on his death-bed. Nota word of God or of his own soul.—LAMARTINE. 

Crown me with brilliant flowers, 

Let their fair forms, their richly glowing bloom 

Shed a bright rainbow radiance through the room, 

O’er life’s last fleeting hours. 

Bring from the shadowy dell, 
Where Summer winds are wandering cool and free, 

The snow-drop pure and pale anemone, 

And fox-gloves purple bell. 

Go to the meadows free, 

Where on the bosom of the winding stream, 

In the clear light the water lilies gleam, 

And bear them thence for me. 

Oh, haste, and for me twine 

Fresh crimson roses wet with pearly dew, 

The pure fair lily and the violet blua, 

And clustering eglantine. 

And bring ye rich perfume; 
Pour fragrant odors on the silent air; 

Let my last hours be charmed by all things fair— 

I'll rob e’en death of gloom. 

Bring ye the lute and lyre; 

Let musie¢ with its full voluptuous swell 

Throw o’er my senses a bewildering spell, 

And let me thus expire. 

Would’st thou thus pass away 
Without one Heavenward look, one thought of God! 

Oh! was it thus the holy Saviour trod 

The dark and fearful way? 

“rer 
‘ 
\ 

Was his head crowned with flowers? 
Did the soft swelling tones of music sound? 

Was the rich breath of insence poured around 

Through his last gloomy hours? 

, When on life’s farthest shore 

’ My weary feet shall stand, and vague and dim 
Rolls death’s dark stream, let me look up to Him 

; Who passed that flood before. 

OS ll a a la a a a ee 

Let bright and fragrant flowers 

Be show’red around me, and let musie’s flow 

) Float on my ear all solemnly and low, 
\ To charm the weary hours: 

But let not this be all; 

Let deep devotion fill the brooding air, 
‘ And faith, and hope, and holy love be there, 

Free from sin’s blighting thrall. 

Fe ee 

So can I calmly die; 

So can I walk with fearless step death’s wave, 

: Leaning on Him who rose from the dark grave 

y To reign with God on high. 

LAPP PEL LOD 

EARTH-BORN! WHY TAKE DELIGHT? 

BY REV. GEORGE W. ROGERS. 

Eantn-sorn! why take delight 

In life’s short dream? 

Why, mortal, fear the flight, 

O’er death’s cold stream? 

There is a home above, 

Where all are blest, 

And in those bow’rs of love 

We soon shall rest. 

Earth-born! why should ye shrink 

In youth's bright hour, 

Though life is sweet, to think 

Of hig dread power? 

We soon shall dwell in light, 

*Neath purer skies, 

Where death can never blight, 

Nor fears arise. 

Weary, we onward wend 

Our devious way, 

Yet Heav’nward we tend, 

To see that day. 

There rest the pilgrims feet, 

Life’s journey o'er; 

There parted lov’d ones meet, 

Absent no more. PPP ADP LLP AECAPAECL LEAR EAEAAE LP PLAC vevws 



WEY AUND HE SoUBRe We Ayu AgN, OLD MATD. 

BY MARY W. JANVEIN. 

‘WELL, girls,” said aunt Hester March toa; Wasa match made, she knew it, and predicted group of us who sat around the old lady’s glow- 3 just how it would “turn out;” had a young ing hearth one cold winter’s evening, when the ; maiden quarrelled with her lover, aunt Hester far-away stars gleamed in the dark-blue steel- was sure to discover it, and, by some unknown like heavens, and the keen west wind went piping § process not laid down in her daily text-books, about the corners of the little brown farm-house : the almanac and the cook-book, effect a recon- without, and the blazing hickory fire leaped $ ciliation. All the young people loved her, and cheerily up the wide-mouthed chimney, before { were never in greater glee or more joyous spirits which we were sitting—*« well, girls, I’ll tell you § than when the good old lady made a tea-party the story to-night, then. Kate and Alice, and : or gaye a quilting, where we drank the fragant you, too, Mary, go and sit there in the corner $ ‘fold hyson” from little, old-fashioned, trans- on the lounge—for I can’t bear to see you look- } parent china tea-cups, and did ample justice to ing so earnestly at me when I’m talkin’; and ¢ the smoking ‘drop cakes” and rich golden cus- Jenny, dear, stir the fire a little, and give Tabby ‘tards. Aunt Hester’s custards! No wonder the warm corner. Poor Tabby!” and the old $ that she prided herself on her skill in concoct- lady stooped and fondly patted the great grey : ing them! or that her “luck” in cookery was cat which lay purring at her feet. 3 the wonder and envy of half the farmers’ good Aunt Hester lived in tho little brown house at} wives! And then, when the afternoon’s task the foot of the hill—its weather-stained walls was completed and the quilt rolled up on its all overrun with crimson blossoming, honey- } frame—the tea-table set back—the hearth swept suckle, climbing-beans, and blue and white up, and Tabby purring in her favorite corner— morning-glories; with a gay garden in the little then was brought from the cellar a large dish front yard in summer-time, and two tall poplars 3 of golden russets, or cherry-cheeked Baldwins, flinging their leafy arms protrudingly over the :and placed before the glowing coals to warm— humble, mossy roof, ; then, perhaps, two or three of the village beaux The kitchen floor was always nicely swept, e-dxepped in, when ensued a game of ‘blind man’s scoured and sanded; the little round table was : buff,” “pledges,” or “hunt the slipper;” and kept white as the floor; the pewter ware on the : afterward, when, wearied, we sat down to rest, old-fashioned dresser shone like polished silver; aunt Hester would pass the refreshing apples, the old clock in the corner ticked on week in and ‘and tell us some old story of her youth. week out, with a steady monotone; and always} And on that winter’s night, when we were in keeping with the neatness of the little farm- ¢ gathered about the warm hearth in the old house was the prim figure of the old lady, ¢ kitchen, Jenny Lee, a playful witch, and a great arrayed in her dark, stuff gown and white ker- s favorite of the old lady’s, said, 
chief, who, that cold winter’s night, sat bolt? «+Now, aunt Hester, do be good, and tell us upright in her antique arm-chair before the $all about your girl-days, and your lovers—for hearth. Sof course you had your share; and do tell us Everybody liked aunt Hester. All the village why you never were married!” 
dames went to her for advice. If “the butter’ Aunt Hester started; her wrinkled face flushed 
wouldn’t come,” she knew precisely the fault $for a moment; and she passed her withered and the remedy; if a nice herb cheese was to be $ brown hand oyer her dim, grey eyes. And then pressed, aunt Hester’s counsel was solicited; if {we trembled, lest the giddy girl’s thoughtless a child had the croup or the measles, no one } request had wakened painful memories, fer, could bring “‘healing balm” like aunt Hester, $though many a time we had wondered what and nurse the little sufferer into health again. $ strange freak of fate had doomed one so good, In truth she was the village chronicle. ;so formed to make others happy, as was aunt 

And the girls, too! I verily believe that aunt ° Hester, to a life of singie blessedness, yet we Hester was the confidante of half the love affairs : would all have deemed it the very acme of pre- 
in all Ashleigh! * sumption to ask the question. 
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But Jenny, teasing, lovable, sunny-haired,, Aunt Hester looked fondly on her pet, smiled 
blue-eyed Jenny—the old lady’s petted one— again that sad smile, and continued, 
possessed the ‘‘open sesame” to a heart whose > ‘Well, when the winter of my sixteenth year 
memories of our era in its girl-life no other hand } came round there was a singing-school, where 
had dared take down from the shelf whereon } all the young people about went; but I had to 
they lay hoarded like golden treasures—playful ‘tease and coax father and mother a good while 
Jenny Lee’s queries were not to be evaded, and } i before I could get them to say that I might go 
so she said, again, ‘too. Finally I gained their consent; anda happy 

‘Come, aunty, do tell us all about it! that’s : girl was I when they told me ‘yes,’ for in a lonely 
a dear, good body!” : country town there were not many places of 

Aunt Hester sat silent for a few moments, and } : amusement for young people; and father, who 
then spoke: s was a deacon in the church, was rather more 

‘Well, girls, Pll tell you why I’m a poor, } strict in his notions than pleased me. 
lonely old maid, though nobody ever heard the} ‘The singing-school was held W ednesday and 
story before. To tell the truth, I don’t like to $ ; : Saturday evenings in the old red school-house at 
talk much about those days. i ; the village, and on cold winter nights, too, when 

**You wouldn’t think, would you, that old $ we had to mufile up well in cloaks and tippets 
aunt Hester was once young and handsome? : ‘from the keen, biting air. And then sometimes 
But the time was—a good many years ago, $ there would come a snow-storm, when the drifts 
though—that no girl in all Ashleigh had brighter 3 would be heaped up over the stone walls and 
eyes, redder cheeks, or blacker curls than LI. % s fences, and some of the neighbors’ sons would 
And in all the country round nobody eould make § : harness up their double sleighs and carry all the 
lighter bread or better butter or cheese, or spin § girls—so you may be sure that we had good 
so many rolls in a day. But now I’m old and times then. : 
feeble, my red cheeks are gone, my skin is$ ‘The singing-master was a young man from 
wrinkled, and my hair is grey. Ah, girls, time § ; a town some twenty miles distant, who went to 
withers the fairest cheek and dims the brightest } ’ college, but had come to our village to teach in 
eye!” and the old lady ceased, for a moment ‘ vacation. ? 

overcome with emotion. ‘‘Ah! now I know the whole story!’ shouted 

For «a few minutes we all sat in silence, and 3 Jenny, starting up and clapping her hands. 

then Jenny, impatient for the story, exclaimed, { ‘Don’t you see, girls? The singing-master fell 

‘But, aunty, you know you promised to tell Sin love with aunt Hester, and aunt Hester with 
us about your lovers!” ‘ the singing-master—and—and——” 

The old lady looked up, and smiled sadly. ; “Well, what else? you don’t seem to see very 
Wiping her eyes with the corner of her apron, {far, for you’re puzzled already!” said Kate 

and giving her knitting-needles a preparatory S Allen, mischievously, enjoying Jenny’s confu- 

snap at the commencement of a new round, she {sion. ‘You'd better let aunt Hester tell her 
began :— : own story, J think!” 

**My father owned a snug farm—my mother | Jenny sat down with a pout on her cherry 

was a quiet, industrious woman—and I was their ; . lips; and the old lady, with a smile, continued, 

only child. Until I was sixteen years old I went ‘*Well, girls, as I have said, Walter Martin— 

to the district school, excepting a day now and ; that was his name—came to Ashleigh to spend 

then when mother wanted me to help her at \ his vacation. His singing-school was large— 
home, But that wasn’t very often, though; for}and before he had been in town three weeks, 
she was right smart herself, and thought a deal < , nearly all the girls had invited him round to tea. 

of eddication, so she wouldn’t keep me from my } ) By-and-by mother consented, and it came my 

books more than she could possibly help. ‘turn, Mother baked her nicest pumpkin pies 

‘‘But when I was sixteen I left going to school, ‘and drop cakes—and I was all in a flutter for 
and began to take my share of the household 3 ’ the day to come.” 
work upon me. I learned to cook; spun and $ : “Was he handsome, aunt Hester?” inquired 
wove linen; and helped in the dairy; till, what : ‘ Alice. 

with so much to do, I got very suas time to go } ; ‘*Yes,” was the old lady’s reply, ‘‘he was tall 

on with my book larnin’.” ; and slim, straight as a young poplar, with beau- 

‘But the deaux—the beaux! You'll never get ; tiful black eyes and hair, white teeth, and a 

to them!” interrupted Jenny—herself the veriest ‘ pleasant smile. I don’t know as the girls all 

little flirt in existence—for whom a story had } ; . thought him as handsome as I did; but they 
no charm if none of the masculines figured in it. ‘ were all bewitched with his singing. 
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‘‘Well, the day came, and he took tea with § ‘‘Well,” continued aunt Hester, plying her 

us; and in the evening the neighbors dropped ; knitting-needles anew, ‘Susan reached home, 

in, and we hada sing. How quickly that even- yand went in, crying, ‘A pleasant walk to you, 

ing passed! The old clock struck ten; but it and don’t get into the snow- drifts! Good-night:’ 

seomed only a few minutes since he had come. ‘and we walked on. 

When he went, father and mother invited him to} ‘It was a bitter cold night, and the loose 

call often—for I knew they took to him—with his ‘snow was blowing about—for there had been a 

pleasant voice and beautiful smile. He thanked storm the night before. 

them, and looked at me; but if I did not speak, § «**T am afraid you will take cold. The air is 

he must have read in my eyes that I seconded ‘sharp and stinging,’ said the master, drawing 

their invitation. my arm closer to his side. 

‘‘Well, the winter passed away—so fast that ‘«‘¢No, I guess there’s no danger,’ I said, at 

it seemed but a dream. We had sleigh-rides, { length; for the fact was, my head had ached all 

apple-bees, parties and sings, and at all these ‘day and evening, and mother had tried to per- 

Walter Martin was the leader—first and fore- suade me to stay at home that night; but, would 

most, with his sparkling eye and pleasant smile. . go, and now I was determined to brave it out. 

March came, and the singing-school had not; ‘*‘I noticed that your cheeks were very red 

closed. I lived nearly a mile from the old red all the evening, and I thought you had a head- 

school-house, and only two of the girls came my ache. I should be sorry to hear you were sick,’ 

way—Susan Emmerson and Jane Foster. We } he said, tenderly. 

were coming out one night, and Sue and her} ‘I made no answer, but began talking fast 

brother James were close beside me, when all ‘ about something else until we reached home. 

at once I felt somebody touch my arm. I looked} ‘He lingered a little at the door, as if he 

up, and the singing-master stood beside me. S hated to go; and then turned back with a low, 

««*May I walk home with you to-night, Hes- soft ‘good-night,’ sweet as music, on his lips. 

ter?’ he asked—he had never called me Hester} ‘As I opened the door from the entry into the 

before—and he drew my arm within his. ‘kitchen, mother cried out from the bed-room, 

‘I trembled a little, and clinging to Susan, ‘««*Hester, go and warm your feet before you 

said, ‘Susan is with me.’ : go to bed,’ but I did not feel cold—I was all in 

‘«©¢And Miss Emmerson, too,’ he said, with a }aglow—and so I took a candle and went up 

smile—‘for, unless I am mistaken, James will * stairs. 

be glad to accompany Miss Foster’—you see.$ ‘‘I went and looked in the glass: the master 

girls, James liked Jane, though he was sort 0’ Shad said my cheeks were red—I kept thinking 

shy-like, and the singing-master knew it. of it—and then I remembered how often his eyes 

“‘Well, so James and Jane went on before; had wandered over to my seat that evening, and 

while Susan, who was a wild, laughing girl, and { his words about ‘losing his dignity, in the eyes 

always had courage to say or do anything, took $ of some’—and then I wondered if he did not love 

Walter Martin’s arm, exclaiming gaily, ‘Thank } me; and so, all in aglow, with happy and con- 

you, Mr. Martin; but aren’t you afraid of losing } fused thoughts, I went to bed. 

your dignity, if you walk home with your} ‘The next morning I awoke with a dreadful 

scholars ?” headache, my throat sore and swollen, and my 

‘©¢Qh, I wouldn’t care if I did lose it in the {tongue parched and hot. Too sick to get up 

eyes of some/’ he answered, and glanced down } and dress myself, I laid there and cried, and 

to me with a smile. } presently mother came up to call me to break- 

‘‘¢ Susan here, for instance!’ I said, boldly, § fast, and the moment she looked at me she was 

determined that she should not understand him, { frightened and ran down for father. He came 

for she was such a torment she would have} up and put his hand on my burning forehead; 

plagued my life out, I was sure; and so I turned ; but I cried aloud with pain, for my head seemed 

it off, and the master said no more. \ bursting. 

‘Susan lived about half way between the} ‘‘‘She has got a fever; I must go for Dr. 

school-house and father’s, and we soon left her Greene,’ he said; and in half an hour the good 

there. She had talked and laughed all the way, : old doctor stood inmy chamber. Poor old man! 

while I hardly said a word. J couldn’t talk— } he’s dead—long years ago! how everybody loved 

only to answer, ‘yes’ and ‘no;’ somehow the Shaler le soul!”? sighed aunt Hester, pausing 

words got fast into my throat, and seemed to }in her knitting to wipe the dimming mist from 

choke me. How I wished that I could joke and $ her glasses. 

laugh like Susan—but all in vain. ‘Well, I only remember,” she went on, ‘‘of 
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hearing him say, ‘Violent cold—lungs sore— : after little pause, during whose brief moments 

head hot—fever,’ and then I heard no more. S the old lady lived over again her early days of 

**Three weeks after, he said that I was out of } happiness, till her eyes sparkled with the light 

danger; but it was not until the grass had begun $ of olden love recollections, and her voice grew 

to spring up, and the lilac buds to open, that I: soft, youthfal and melodious—‘‘girls, Alice, 

left my room. ‘Jenny, all of you, you are young, and know 

**One day, after I got down stairs—it was the what a blessed thing it is to be beloved. You 
first of May, I believe—we heard a rap at the : know how joyful must have been the life of poor, 

front door. Mother went; I heard her say, ‘Oh, ‘old aunt Hester then! There are no such days 

yes, Mr. Martin—yes, she’s almost well—got’ now! I am old, and desolate, and lonely. Never 

down stairs—walk in.’ 3 again can I be young and loved as then!” and 

‘*How I trembled; I was pale as a cloth only$she bent her withered face on her shaking, 

a minute before, but the color must have come} wrinkled hand, and her yoice trembled with 

into my face, for as the singing-master came and choking tears. 

shook my hand, he said, : We all sat very silent. Not a word was spoken. 

‘**Ah, Hester, I’m glad to see the red cheeks } ’ Even the thoughtless Jenny was subdued and 

again!’ ; S quiet; for with alf her levity and gaiety she pos- 
‘*‘All the long weeks that I lay on my sick $ sessed a true woman’s heart, throbbing with ten- 

bed, and while slowly recovering, I had daily $ der pity. It was very still there; and no sound 

and hourly wondered if the singing-school was } was heard in old aunt Hester’s kitchen save the 

done, and if Mr. Martin had gone; and one day 3 ticking of the tall clock in the corner, and the 

when Susan Emmerson came in to sit with me, } complacent purring of Tabby on the hearth. 

I asked her. $ Atlength the old lady continued. ‘*We parted 

*«<Oh, yes! the school’s done, and the master’s  —Walter to seek his books again on the mor- 

gone!—and, dear me! I’m so sorry—for we did $ row—and I to live a new life in my quiet home. 

have such nice times! You've lost a good deal} How pleasantly passed the months until I saw 

all this long time you’ve been so sick here,’ was; him again! Father and mother had blessed my 
her reply. choice; all was bright before me. Again he 

**Then my heart ached, for I loved Walter | came and passed a brief vacation, and again he 
Martin, and had once felt almost certain that he? left. But letters reached me often—letters that 

loved me, too; but now he had gone away and $I read and dreamed over—for when his last year 

forgotten me. Mother had not told me how he at college was over, he would come to claim me; 

had called nearly every day to inquire after me; ; he would leave his books—settle down on the 

and I did not know that the illness and death of $ fine old homestead his father had left hin—and 

his father had called him from Ashleigh; but | I should be so happy as Ais wife!—ah! I was too 

that was all past now—for he stood before me, happy then!” sighed aunt Hester. 

and I felt happy, almost well again. , ‘Another letter came; it was the last he was 

' **He did not stay long, or talk much with me, } to send me—for in a week more he was to come 

for I was still weak; but when he rose to go he; himself. Everything was ready—the wedding- 

gave me a look which sent all the blood to my gown was made—I had spun the finest lambs- 

heart, and said he should call often while in wool and woven the finest, whitest linen—the 

town, for he should go back to college in another $ farm was stocked, and father had brought me a 

week, And then I must have started and turned set of parlor furniture from the city—all was 
pale again, for he looked earnestly at me, shook } ready. 

my hand, and said, : ¢On the night he was to come I put on a nice 
***And I hope the roses will come back to} new stuff gown, braided up my hair and placed 

your cheeks before then.’ white rose-buds in it, just as he had liked to see; 

‘He came often; and at last the night before! and sat down at a window in the west room, 

the day of his departure came, and it brought \ ‘ which faced the road, that I might catch the first 
him to our house. And I had grown a great ; ’ glimpse of him. And so I sat there, waiting, 

deal better—was almost well again. \ waiting, till long after sundown, wondering why 

‘That night he said words to me which made he did not come; and it was not until the village 
my heart glad; and when we parted there was a} bells rung nine that I heard the clatter of hoofs 

little plain gold ring upon my finger, which he } ‘on the road, saw a form dismount at the front 

had asked me to wear for his sake and here } gate, and sprang to the door to meet—not my 

aunt Hester ceased. : Walter—but a stranger ! 

‘Girls, you know,” she at length continued,’ ‘And then I heard a few words—terrible, 
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dreadful words, which seemed to burn into my 3 of the hearth, put up her furred back, and walk- 

brain. But, oh, God! why do I talk of it now? $ ing to her mistress’ side, rubbed her head caress- 

I cennot—I cannot!” and aunt Hester wrung her $ ingly against one of aunt Hester’s hands which 

hands for a moment, then buried her face in the 3 hung down over the arm of her chair; and just 

thin fingers which were clasped over the arms at that moment the old clock gave the warning 

of her old oaken chair. § for nine. 

The cat on the hearth still purred, and the § Aunt Hester wiped her eyes, picked up her 

old clock ticked louder than ever; but aunt’ knitting work as she started from her sad 

Hester had never a caress for her favorite, nor $ reverie, and the girls rose to go. 

heeded the minutes as they flew by. Her hearts ‘Tell us, only tell us, aunt Hester—did he 

was away, away—wandering in the days of her 3 die?” asked Jenny, in a low voice, lingering by 

girlhood, not beside blue waters, then, or under ; her chair, and bending her sweet young face 

sunny skies, but striving with memories of the down to the aged woman’s grey-haired brow. 

cloud which had settled down, down, like a pall} ‘Yes, dear, my Walter was dead! He had been 

upon her life-path, striving to quench thoughts S thrown from his horse, and instantly killed!” 

of what might have been—thoughts which rose’ And then, in a voice choking with emotion, 

up, phantom-like, before her in that hour, and} tenderly folding Jenny to her heart and kissing 

whispered, ‘‘Lost happiness—lost youth—los¢} her, she fervently exclaimed, . 

love!” ‘God bless you, my darling—God keep all of 

And the group of youthful beings gathered you from such sorrow! Sixty years have passed 

about the old lady’s hearth satin silence, respect- } since then; others there were who asked me to 

ing the sad thoughts of the dreamer before them $ share their hearts and homes—but I could not! 

too well to interrupt them. The memory of her first and only love has made 

Presently Tabby rose from her warm corner > aunt Hester an old maid!” 

THE CROSS. 

BY F. H. STAUFFER. 

Syssox of Shame! wretch, bow thy head, 

Thy weight of sin bemoan, 

And wrap the darkness of the dead 

Around thy heart of stone! 

Thy guilt so great, that Jesus bled 

To ransom and atone! 

Look up, oh, soul and live! 

For light, and life, and love are thine, 

Which none but Christ can give! 

Symbol of Life! Forevermore 

Be blessing and be blest! 

Of promises, oh, soul adore 

The richest and the best! 

How sweet to know we leave earth’s shore 

To be for aye at rest! 

Symbol of Hope! oh, soul of mine, 
Why so despondent grieve? 

See, how aloft its glories shine! 
* 
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BY LOTTIE LINWOOD. 

Tuy friendship! ’Tis a little word 

By which the human heart is stirred, 

That feeds the current of our life 

With shadows of joy and pleasure rife ; 

Keep not thy love, then, it may bless 

Some fainting soul eternally ; 

Our Great Example taught us this, 

His love was boundless, deep and free! 
o 

His benediction will not rest 

Upon my cold and selfish breast; 

So let the love that she has given 

To thee, be free as dews of Heaven; 
For it may call an erring soul 

From ways of treachery and sin, 

And by thy words of cheer and hope, 

Some straying wanderer thou may’st win. SF 4 



MY BLIND SISTER. 

BY MARY A. TOWNSEND. 

I ser her now—see her as I saw her years asking me. If her checked sobs and meek look 

ago, with her sunbeam brow and rippling hair, { of submission touched me for the moment, I 

standing in the old cottage porch, her pale fin- } would shake it off, and forget it in some merry 

gers wandering among the vine leaves, and her game, or exhilirating horseback ride across the 
coral lips curved with a touching expression of 3 fields. 

sadness. Whenever the day was pleasant and; My harp was the talisman by which I won 

the sun warm, there she would always be, out from Lilly any kindness I desired. It drew from 

upon that dear, old shady porch, listening to } her heart all its little childish secrets. Many a 

shouts of mirth from sports she could not join, } time, too, I have played till she flung herself 

or dreaming of beauties she never might behold. ; upon the floor in the height of excitement, im- 

Heaven knows I loved her dearly, loved her { ploring me to stop, while the wild tears gushed 

deeply even then; but it was nothing to this $ from those poor, blind eyes in stormy fides; and 

memory-love which rises now in my bursting +1, led on by I know not what, would still play, 

heart, and brims my eyes as I think of her. I : watching with mischievous delight the quivering 

was only two years her senior; but we were of that slight form, and rejoice in the power I 

necessarily widely different in our pursuits; and ¢ possessed. And yet I loved her! 

my ‘wild, restless spirit, much as I loved my It was a warm day in June, and an invitation 

sister, could illy brook to share her gentle, quiet } had come for me to attend the birthday party of 

sports, or linger long by her pensive side. ‘one of my schoolmates. I was in high spirits, 

As if to make up for their disappointment in {and as the hour of attendance began to draw 
Lilly’s affliction, my parents lavished every atten- + nigh, I called on Lilly to make me a wreath of 

tion and accomplishment upon me. Wild and 3 flowers for my hair. She had a most exquisite 

thoughtless as I was, I was quick to learn, and i taste in the arrangement of flowers, distinguish- 

almost everything I undertook I accomplished to } ing one from another by its perfume, and twin- 

the satisfaction of my teachers and the pleasure {ing them as no one else could do. On this 

of my parents. Among other things, I was taught } occasion, I was particularly anxious to have one 

to play upon the harp; and if there was one thing of Lilly’s wreaths among my curls; but to my 

in which I excelled, it was that. Visitors ex-} astonishment, when I asked her, she promptly 

pressed themselves delighted, friends applauded, { refused. All my entreaties were in vain. Lilly 

and the pride of my mother was revealed in her ; was decided; and I grew almost wild with anger, 
amiles and caresses. Dut of all the praises to; so hasty and impetuous was my temper, We 

which I listened, none were so dear, none so trea- ; were sitting on the garden steps, and I sprang 

sured, as those which fell from the lips of my ; up and ran to gather the roses I needed. As I 

blind sister. Hour after hour, with her little ‘ flung them in her lap, she took them in her 

hands meekly folded, her lips apart, her form ‘little, wan hands, and said, 

bent forward, she would sit at my side drinking ‘“‘T’ll make the wreath, Clara, if you will give 

in the soothing strains; and when I had finished, me a lesson on the harp, only one.” 

she would fling her arms about my neck, and be-} ‘Not without?” 

seech me to teach her to play. Only teach her; ‘No,’ said she, turning her face, earnest but 

to play, she said, and her blindness would no } smiling, toward me, ‘‘positively no.” 

longer seem so hard to bear; she would be so} I knew not what possessed me; but her refusal 
patient, so attentive, if I would only do this Agarne then so obstinate, and my disappoint- 

kindness for her. I remember now, more vividly { ment, trifling as was the cause, scemed so great 

far than I felt it then, how selfishly I sought for that it was sufficient to rouse all my fiery nature; 

every excuse to refuse her request; how, even } and shutting my teeth hard, I sprang to my feet 

more blind in my childish vanity than she in her and struck her; struck her heavily full upon the 
affliction, I would turn away from her pleading } : chest. 

caress and streaming tears, telling her harshly Never, while I live, shall I forget the expres- 

that she could never learn, and there was no use ‘sion of that sightless face, as, ghastly pale, it 

Vou. XXIX.—28 | 

w 
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was lifted for an instant up tomy own. Then: tints appeared. She turned, and laying her 
without a moan the bright blood gushed over } bright head upon my shoulder, said, 
Lilly’s lips, and she fell forward with her face “T can see no beautiful things save through 

upon the roses. ‘your eyes, my sister; and I love to think they 

In an instant, my anger was all gone. I caught ‘are always looking at beauties for me—God has 

my poor sister to my heart, adjuring her by ‘given me a love for the beautiful, while he has 

name, kissing her pallid brow, and using every } seen fit to deprive me of that most necessary for 

endearment to call her back to life. My shrieks} the enjoyment of it—sight. But, oh! I can 
alarmed the household, and as they bore her in ’ hear—I can listen to the birds, and the brooks, 

the house, I heard my mother say, “Oh, Clara, 3 and all sweet sounds; and sometimes I think | 

Clara! your temper will be the curse of your } can almost see with my ears. Teach me, then, 

life!” \ dear Clara, to create those sounds which so 

It was long before Lilly recovered, and as the $ delight me when you strike them. Teach me to 

slow weeks went by, I sat anxiously by her bed- 3 play upon the harp.” 
side, holding out to her every cheering prospect, § It was the old plea, and oh, how touchingly 

inventing every way to make the hours of her § earnest and sweet her face looked as she lifted 

illness lighter to bear. Never, by a look, did $ it toward me! 
the patient sufferer allude to the cause of ers For a moment I hesitated; then kissing her 
illness—never did she utter a moan in my pre- 3 hastily, I said, ‘*The morning is so lovely, dear 

sence. ‘The harp, as usual, was her delight, and Lilly, let’s first have a brisk ride on our ponies, 

hour by hour [I struck the dulcet chords, andSand I am yours. It is too pleasant to stay. 

sung my sweetest songs, a thousand times re-{ Come, I'll assist you to dress,” and I caught 

paid, if the old smile once came back and lighted § her hand to lead her away. 

Lilly’s face. How fair were the promises I then ‘Indeed, Clara, I haven’t quite strength 
held out, that when Lilly was well enough to sit enough to ride Bob, this morning,” said Lilly, 

up, I would teach her to play; and how earnestly $ shrinking back. 
those blind eyes would wander to my face, as if ; 

seeking the strength of my purpose there! 

At last Lilly was well—still weak, and oh, so 

‘‘Nonsense!”’ I answered, impatiently; ‘you 

have only to keep your seat, and I’ll guide you.” 

‘And I may haye the lesson when I return, 

pale, but she said quite well. Every day saw } Clara?” 

her in her old place on the porch, and every day 

she timidly reminded me of my late promises. 

Alas! with her return to health, all my better 

feelings had faded; and I found myself calling 

up the old excuses, yet not without a pang of 

conscience, and putting her off again. 

Yes!” 

I led her away, and we were soon mounted. 
At first we rode slowly, for Lilly was timid, and 

often trembled, and begged me to stop until she 
could recover her composure; but after awhile, 

I could no longer bear the tedious gait, and 

We were in the habit of riding often on horse- { started on at a brisker pace. Lilly implored me 

hack; I, mounted on a spirited little Canadian } to stop, but the brisk motion had imparted too 
pony; Lilly at my side upon a gentle little pacer, { much wildness to my spirits for me to heed her 

which had been reared by hand on my father’s } call, and clasping her check rein tightly, I 

place. I always held Lilly’s check rein, and 

mine being a well-trained horse, the two ani- 

mals travelled beautifully together; and our 

rides constituted almost our sole mutual enjoy- 

ment, 

It was 2 morning radiant with beauty, when 

nature seemed to have awakened from her night’s 
slumber, all aglow with dewy freshness and 

loveliness. The sweetbriars on the porch were 

decked in diamonds, and the clover leaves laid 

themselves heavy with gems on the bosom of 

mother earth. The birds were singing blithely, 
and everything combined to put me in the most 
exhilirating spirits. Lilly and I were on the 
porch together. I was telling her how bright 
and beautiful everything looked, how full of 

dew-drops the roses were, and how rich their 

hurried the ponies still faster onward. 

‘Clara! Clara! stop. I am dizzy. I shall 
fall,”’ she cried, at last. 

‘‘Hold firmly to your saddle. There is no 
danger,”’ I answered. 

‘‘Oh, Clara, in mercy, stop! If you will ride 

so fast, drop my rein, I implore you.” 

With a laugh I answered her. Horror! it is 

ringing in my ears this moment. For, as I 
uttered it, I struck my horse a fiercer blow, 

Lilly’s rein slipped from my hand, and I dashed 
on at the wildest pace. A large pond lay in my 

way, where Lilly and I had often stopped to 

dream away an idle hour, and give our ponies 
drink. I flew past it, now, with my utmost 
speed, laughing aloud to see the blue dimples 

smiling at me from the surface of the water. I 
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did not pause an instant, though once I fancied dimpling water. A lifetime of agony swept over 

as I neared the end of the pond, that I heard; me in the few brief moments I stood gazing 

the cry of “Clara! Clara!” swiftly sweeping } there. I felt that I had murdered her; felt that 

after me, but I only hurried on. ? the Recording Angel was writing a great sin 

At last I drew rein, my wild heart satisfied ‘against me; and I longed to lie down, pale and 

with the mad recklessness of my race. As I sat ; cold, beneath the waves with her. I could not 

panting in my saddle, patting the heaving sides lift her, but my cries soon brought help, and 

of my pony, I suddenly thought again of Lilly. clinging close to her chilled form, I walked 

I could not tell why the thought was accom-: beside those who bore her, my heart almost 

panied with such a burning, bitter pang; but I bursting with its anguish. 

felt as if a fire blazed suddenly in my heart,$ I heard my mother’s awful cry as she caught 

subsiding as instantly, and leaving it cold as ; sight of her child, and I closed my eyes as 

sce. What had become of her? She was nowhere {if to shut out some horrid dream. When I 

in sight, and when I sprang to the ground and {heard them say, without questioning me, that 

placed my ear there, I could hear no sound of ¢ the pony had doubtless broken from me to obtain 

her horse’s hoofs. With a sharp fear in my { water, and thus Lilly had fallen from her seat, 

heart, [ gathered up my reins, and whipped my { I did not contradict it; I could not; for a wild 

pony into even a swifter pace than before. Wildly i ery was ringing in my ears; a voice was calling 

I called ‘Lilly, Lilly!” but no answer came; : forever, *‘Clara! Clara!’? That same cry is in 

and almost distracted, I hurried on, pressing my ‘ my ears now. 

hand on my heart, to quiet the beatings which Oh! how anxiously I chafed those cold hands 

almost choked me. As I turned a sharp corner ; and temples. But there was no sign of anima- 

in the road, I came in full view of the pond, and ‘tion. The doctor for whom we had sent, and 

there, a short distance before me, standing deep { who had first received Lilly in his arms, came 

in the water, was Lilly’s horse. With a shriek, } at last. I watched him eagerly as he bent over 

I dashed in, madly, calling Lilly all the while. ‘her. He laid his fingers on her pulse, his hand 

Still no answer came; but as I reached her on her heart. Our eyes met. Iread all in that 

horse, I saw what I shall never, never forget. ‘ pitying face, and fell fainting across the cold 

Lying on her side, with one arm under her } form before me. 

head, the other rising and falling with the motion } . My blind sister was no longer blind. Her 

of the waves, as if warning me away, her face } blue eyes were opened in heaven. The angels 

pale as snow, lay my blind sister, under the were teaching her to play upon the harp! 
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BVE.LYN MAY. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICE LAWRENCE. 

And yet the one I fondly loved 

Was but of humble birth; 

What, then! we cherished “love’s young dream” 

T roven dear Evelyn May, 

And Evelyn May loved me; 

And oft we met on starry eves 

Beneath the linden tree. Beneath the linden tree, 

I breathed my vows in gentle tones, For I indeed loved Evelyn May, 

In accents sweet and slow;’ ? And Evelyn May loved me. 

She whispered back her fond replies 

In love-tones soft and low. 

Yes! there we met in youthful hope, 

Beneath the linden tree; 

For I indeed loved Evelyn May, 

And Evelyn May loved me. 

Aan sr errr 

But all things earthly have an end, 

And we were doomed to part, 

Though every word and every look 

Was cherished in each heart. 

But soon an angel came for her, 

To grace a lovelier clime; 

Her eyes were a sunny hue, : Beyond the clouds that darkly lower, 

Her hair like golden sheen; Beyond the ills of Time. 

Her face a Heavenly beauty wore, But I can ne’er forget the trysts 

None fairer e’er was seen, Beneath the linden tree, 

And then a heart so fond and true For I loved dearly Evelyn May, 

Is seldom found on earth. ; And Evelyn May loved me. 
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NELLIE ASHLEY, 

BY SARAH HAMILTON, 

CHAPTER I. 2 them back as worthless and unprized. Oh, life! 
‘*Bur you love him, Nellie?” ‘ thou hast many bitter cups, but this is one of 
“I never said to the contrary, mother,” and? the bitterest to see our loved weeping over faded 

a deeper fiush stole over the young, childish- | hopes—if she loves as I fear she does, I know 
looking face. \ not what the effect will be; ’tis evident she does 

““And he—what did he say, Nellie? What} not wish to disturb me—but mother’s eyes are 
did you talk about, child? Here, I will stir } never blind; who can sympathize with her as I 
that coffee—you look warm.” Scan? Imust knowall. I cannot rest with this 

**Thank you, this cool water is so refreshing,” ; half knowledge.” 
and the little white hands bathed the rosy face} Who was it?” asked Mrs. A 
and filled the blue eyes with sparkling pearls. re-entered the room, 
**Now don’t I look like one of Undine’s nymphs?$ ‘Arthur and Lizzie, as I supposed. Now, 
say, mother, with these great dripping dreps ‘ mother, I want you to let me get the dinner, and 
falling from my hair?” and the heavy tresses } you rest. I want to get it all my own way, and 
were pushed far back from the low, broad fore- : set the table with that old-fashioned china on the 
head. ‘What did we talk about? that was your upper shelf in the closet, it will look so odd and question, I believe—well, Alfred talked about  pretty—may I?” 
the pleasant weather and my geraniums—and$ ‘Yes, child, anything you wish,” and the tears 
how I had grown since last we met—‘why,’ said ; gathered fast in the loving eyes; Nelly could but 
he, ‘you were nothing but a child, then;’ wasn’t} see them. ‘‘ Mother,” said she, going close to 
it funny, mother? Then he told me all about her, speaking very slow and distinct, ‘you wish 
his uncle’s great house in the city; of the plea- ;me to talk about Alfred—to tell you my own 
sant company to be met with, there; of his § feelings and what I know of his—perhaps ’tis 
cousin Kate—says she is the most beautiful! right Ishould. I love Alfred Wendall as fondly 
creature he ever saw, and so fascinating, and—} as [am capable of loving. Ihave loved him for 
well, he is soon to become one of the firm, and} a long time—ever since I first saw him. I love 
is getting along so grandly—ar’nt you glad, him now, and I feel very certain I always shall. 
mother? I’m sure I be. He was always so} Don’t look so, I can’t talk if youdo. Iam poor, 
good.” ; mother, plain, ignorant. I forgot—no, I did not 

‘*Did he ask you to write, Nellie?” said Mrs. ; forget—I did not know it once—but the know- 
A—, looking earnestly into her daughter’s 3 ledge has come—how, I hardly know—I feel so 
face. little, so obscure. Don’t speak, mother, you will 

‘*No, he did not;” and the sweet lips in giving } blame him; he has done no wrong; he never 
this answer would quiver just a bit, spite of the said, Nellie, I love you—I doubt if he ever 
firm little heart that throbbed so wildly beneath $ thought of it; those days, past and gone, were 
the muslin bodice. ‘But there, your coffee is} rife with happiness; we both of us lived in the 
done, mother. Shall I make some for dinner— } present; the awakening to life’s reslities has 
Arthur loves coffee, you know. Tis most time ’ come—the future is golden to him—a little shady 
he and Lizzie were here—they must have taken 3 to me—but, mother, I will teach the warm, 
along walk. Hark! they have come. I guess } beautiful sunshine to come back again; I think 
[ll be back in a moment,” and Nellie was gone. ‘I can, dear mother—I wish I were where I could 

“Poor child!” said the mother, looking fondly } see him—his good, noble face—I should so 
after her; ‘poor child! if she could only be as } enjoy to look upon his prosperity. I think I 
happy as her sister, now. Oh, dear! if it should} could bear this—this forgetting me, better. I 
trouble her much. I’ve been fearing this for} hope he will not grow worldly, and lose all relish 
some time. Absence blots out bright pictures 3 for those things we once loved together.” 
on some hearts—Alfred Wendail will only be one 3 ‘Nellie, you are a strange child. Do you 
of the too many. How I shall hate him, if he think you could banish love from your bosom 
has er my child’s best affections, but to fling $ by having its object constantly before you? Oh, 

, as Alice 
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I am thankful that trial is spared you, ’tis so ; liantly large when engaged in earnest conversa- 

dreadful to sce the coldness and indifference of 3 tion, or when any subject of interest claimed 

those who have once been dear to us.” Sher attention. Her features were, perhaps, a 

“Forget him! why I never thought of such a ; little too sharp, but time would relieve that; 

thing—how could I? you don’t know the past— the long, rippling curls of sunny brown; the 

you think, perhaps, I could not look upon his } merry dimples deepening in both cheeks when 

happiness without a feeling of envy, unreconci- : the sunlight stole into her heart, made her seem 

liation. much younger than she really was. One could 

‘‘ My love, mother, is too deep to dwell wholly ’ scarcely believe fifteen summers had darkened 

upon self, ’tis this selfishness that robs life of its the golden hair. Such was the pleasing vision 

sweets; we must ignore our own little sorrows, § that met Alfred Wendall on his arrival at his 

heal our own heart wounds by striving to relieve $ aunt’s, in the retired town of S-—. She was 

those of others. Iam not ashamed of this love, just the fair, fragile being that had so often 

God implanted it in my nature, the germ has ‘ stolen into the mazes of his day-dreams, when 

budded and blossomed in the warm sunlight of 3 he tried to picture a sister that he could love 

Alfred Wendall’s smiles. 1 will not seek to crush ; with all his heart. A wife he had never seriously 

it. No other flower can take its place, but I will thought of, but a sister was a bright ideal he 

see that it does not drink up all the health nig was constantly longing for. Oh, those iong, 

cives vitality to other dear affections, it shall § joyous days that ushered in rosy twilights 

not diminish my love for father, mother, sister, sand starry eves—those long, pleasant walks, in 

or the world at large. It will not be the willow 3 search of specimens for Nell’s herbarium—the 

of my grave. I shall live a long time, I hope, } drinking in of the poet’s burning words, seated 

dear mother, a blessing to you and all of my side by side. Was it strange the links of affec- 

friends.” tion grew strong? Was it strange such an 

We will now leave Nellie and her mother for a3 atmosphere should beget love? Weeks flew— 

short time, and go back a few years, introducing } months passed, and the day of separation came, 

to our reader Alfred Wendall. sad to both, equally sad, but they could-write, 

Alfred was the only child of his widowed § that was one comfort, and they did write, many 

mother, who had long made her home with a glowing pages syllabeled the thoughts of each. 

favorite brother, residing in the city of P .2 Twice had Alfred visited Nellie, the third time 

Mr. Howard was very wealthy. Having but one commences our story. Three years intercourse 

child—a little daughter. Alfred being a bright, § with the world, the busy mingler in the jostling 

interesting boy, shared largely in his uncle’s$ crowd had brought many changes to Alfred. 

affections. He was sent to the best schools—all § Ilis studies on account of his health had been 

his wants were most lavishly supplied. From } relinquished—his business talents had been 

a rosy, laughter-loving urchin, he soon became called into play, and his uncle had the satis- 

the tall, slender, studious youth. His books § faction of seeing him all he had fondly hoped 

were almost his only companions. He sought} for long years, and now only one wish remained 

not, cared not for the society of those of his own 3 ungratified, that was to see him the husband of 

age. Day by day his eyes grew brighter, darker, } his beautiful daughter, Kate Howard, now in 

deeper—-day by day the fair face lost its round- § her sixteenth year—he would have this son of 

ness, and a pale, sickly hue took the place of ‘ his love, his own indeed. 

the healthy glow that once added beauty to his : Oh, how much circtmstances have to do with 

boyish face. His friends became alarmed, and : our life’s happiness or misery. If Alfred Wen- 

concluded rest and country air would be more ‘ dall’s barque had floated in the narrow waters 

beneficial than study and school life. So he was} that rocked Nellie Ashley’s, forgetfulness would 

sent to the pleasant little village of 8 , to} never have obliterated the bright dream that 

spend the summer months—here he met Nellie? once made melody in his heart, the music of 

Ashley for the first time. I wish I could give Nellie’s presence would never have lost its echo; 

miy reader a description of her appearance, but § but amid the din and confusion of hurrying: 

I may not, for she was one of those whose beauty § waves and dashing billows, with another sweet 

lay more in the life and animation of her coun- : face looking into his for sympathy and protec- 

tenance, than in the well-cut features. I cannot } tion, can we wonder, for it was a man’s heart— 

really tell you the color of her eyes. I have ‘can we wonder the star that once lightened his 

heard them called blue, hazle and black, this S heaven, gradually disappear to illumine it no 

must have been owing, I presume, to the dilating ; more forever? Nay, we do not wonder, but God 

and contracting of the pupil, which grew bril- } pity those who we thus left, let them seek & 
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balm in his loving words, ‘‘Come unto me, all} lows, the deeps of sorrow, the sunshine of joy, 
ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I will} the rough rock, the sharp point, the deepening 
give you rest.” cloud, the smile of blue, fling them together 

and you have life, something to battle—some- 

S thine to strive for, action and rest, trial and 
CHAPTER II. peace, garlands woven by bleeding fingers, and 

Evening is fast veiling nature’s beautiful land-} bleeding brows that wear no garlands. Life is 
scapes with its misty veil of silver, ere we again} a struggle, true life a hope, a belief, a doubt, a 
enter the cottage, left at the dinner hour. The : fear, the birth of mind struggling for existence, 
low murmur of voices attracts us to the parlor, } a spark of divinity that cannot go out, but shall 
where we will make the acquaintance of Lizzie! burn and never die, flame-lighting the whole 
Ashley and Arthur Leslie, betrothed. ‘ Universe, brightening God’s throne forever and 

‘But, Lizzie,” said Arthur, playing with the } ever.” 
white fingers claimed as his own, “we shall} “Quite a speech,” said Lizzie, winding the 
doubtless have troubles and ‘trials, they come long, wavy curls caressingly about her fingers. 
alike to all, you know. I shall use my utmost ; ‘“‘We shall now begin to look for the stirring of 
exertions as a faithful pilot to steer clear of the’ the fountain; what, may I ask, ‘has come o’er 
fatal rocks and sandbars, where human happi- the spirit of your dream?’ you are not wont to 
ness too often presents us a fearful wreck. No s look upon life’s sober side. Why should you, 
cloud mars our sky now, but clouds may arise. : for what have you done but sip honey all your 
We should be prepared for them, girded with the days, a flower-loving creature?” 
armor of fortitude, having a firm, unwavering; ‘You are right, sister. Truly a butterfly’s 
faith in Him who is able and mighty to save.” { existence has been mine, one illy calculated to 

‘With you, Arthur, I fear no danger—if 13 fit the mind for that dark side, which if not pre- 
share the calm, shall I turn back when the } sented to me, is constantly flinging its weight of 
tempest approaches? You do not fear me, } sorrow upon others. To-night, being in a more 
Arthur ?” \ thoughtful mood than usual, life’s ways seem 

“No; but I was thinking of life’s changes, } clearer, more sharply defined. I view its reali- 
but we will not anticipate those evils that may } ties as an earnest of something better than mere 
never come.”’ rest—an indolence that slumbers away all those 

“Oh,” said Lizzie, sighing, ‘if life could only ; heayen-born aspirations that rise above fate; 
be one smooth, shining sea, how tranquilly and} and teach man the means of hewing out a road 
sweetly would our earthly pilgrimage pass. Why ; for his soul to travel in. Trouble and sorrow 
could it not have been so ordered ?” } are the medicines of life: continual prosperity, 

Here their conversation was interrupted by } like luxurious feasting, weakens and debilitates: 
the entrance of Nellie, who seated herself by her} then does the great Physician deal out in mercy 
sister’s side. ‘the bitter portion. Shall we murmur at the 

‘How is it with you, Nell?” asked Arthur. } smart that brings healing with it? But I am 
**Would you echo Lizzie’s wish that life could ; Sure you and Arthur can find more interesting 
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be one smooth, uninterrupted sea?” } topics of discussion than the woes of earth, and 
**No, I would not.” I will leave you to hunt them up, at your leisure, 
“Why, Nell? I do not think this little, fragile } so good-night.”’ 

form would bear much buffeting.” ‘*Isn’t she strange?” said Lizzie, to her com- 
“Perhaps not,” replied Nellie, with a smile; panion. ‘Who would think, to look in her 

“but you have seen mighty trees torn from the ; laughing face, she could preach such sober, 
earth by the fierce hurricane, that left the droop- ’ matter-of-fact stuff?” 
ing flower that nestled in their shade unharmed.” ’ If T mistake not, Lizzie, that sparkling foun- 

‘True; but tell us your ideas of life.” ‘ tain, the mind’s waters, have been stirred from 
‘Listen! Do you hear that clock ?—tick, tick, } some cause deeper than either of us may think. 

backward, forward, pausing not, quickening not, } If trials be hers, heaven grant her strength to 
even, regular—would I have my life marked off } bear them.” 
in that dull, monotonous way, no fever, no fret, We will now follow Nellie to her chamber. 
no lagging, no bounding forward, alive, but life- : She had thought when she left the happy ones 
less, real, but undefined? No, never. I ask not : below, to indulge in a good fit of weeping all by 
for the life that climbs no precipices, a lake ; herself, reddening her eyes and lightening her 
without a ripple, a star without a shine, a frag-{ heart. But when she had reached her room, 
rantless flower. Nay, give me the dash of bil-! and stood in the pure, bright moonlight that 
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flooded the whole apartment with its mellowing } over her frame, leaving her chill and pale. But 

beams, she changed her mind, and seating her- whatever it was the truth would be better than 

self by an open window, soon became apparently ‘suspense. With trembling hands the seal was 

entranced with the dreamy beauty of the night, } broken. 

and the melody of its slumbering music—for } Shall we too, look, reader? 

nature whispers glad things in her sleep—and 

the heart of man is then so open to her teach- ¢ ‘‘Dean Nett—My heart's sister congratulate 

ings, that he may not commune with her without ; me, for the fifteenth sees me the happiest of men. 

feeling something of that peace that comes from Kate is mine. Can I say more, Aur.” 

above, stealing silently into the deepest recesses } 

of the soul. Who has not felt at such times} Dear Nell! but this is only an echo of the 

God’s angels were about him, ministering com- ‘ hoarse thunders of a storm that had swept over 

fort to the sorrow-scoured heart, pointing with : her heart weeks before. ‘Twas all over now, 

the hand of faith to a home of love, where all} every lingering hope that would tarry spite of 

the gross, unsubstantial things of earth are flung cold reason. 

aside for the real and pure necessities of man’s} Speak, Nellie, move, weep, thank heaven thou 

best desires. art saved! No discordant notes of weakness 

Nellie was one of nature’s pupils—in her she } shall vibrate thy quivering heart-strings when 

ever found a true sympathiser, one that carried { touched by other fingers, thou hast faith in the 

her thoughts upward, beyond a world though mysterious dispensations of Providence. Smiles, 

beautiful, full of changes. And long before the 3 too, ah, Nellie, thou art a true woman, smiles 

weary head sought the pillow of rest, did she ? and tears are mingled together. The missive is 

kneel before her God in prayer, thanking Him } again read, now slowly, and with apparent com- 

for all His priceless gifts, with a heart over- ? posure, and is then laid aside, and the bright, 

flowing with love and resignation to His divine : beautful flowers again become the work of the 

will. ; morning. 

Who was the happiest that night? She who; How nicely are the delicate shades blended, 

slumbered trusting in the goodness of her ; how the damp, dark-green relieves the too daz- 

heavenly Father, or the sister who leant upon zling hue of one blossom, and displays the faint, 

the love of frail humanity? We need not pause  pearl-like tinge of another. And now all is 

to say who had the surest foundation for future § arranged—roses and garlands—can we wonder 

blessedness. ‘ Sat the surprise and delight of the sister who 

We must now pass over the few sunny weeks } enters as Nellie gives the finishing touch to her 

that ushered in Lizzie Ashley’s bridal day. } morning’s work, by admitting just enough of the 

Never skone a lovelier morning on maiden fair. ‘ clear, brilliant sunshine to warm up and color 

Nellie had left her couch and sleeping sister } the whole. 

long before the golden sun had kissed the spark- “Oh, if Alfred were only here,” exclaimed 

ling dew-drops from her flowers. So they were } Lizzie. ‘’Tis too bad, isn’t it, Nellie? but don’t 

gathered wet and blushing in all their pristine } look so sad. I’m not going a hundred miles off. 

beauty, to ornament the room where two fond I can see you eyery day. I’m so happy—lI was 

and loving hearts were so soon to be united for ‘never half so happy before—now if Alfred 4 

aye. Nellie was busy in arranging her trea- “This day, that brings so much joy to you,” 

sures, when the patter of small feet broke in } interrupted Nellie, ‘‘also sees the consummation 

upon her quiet. ‘Please, Miss,” said the little { of his dearest wishes—read this.” 

urchin, ‘father meant to have sent it in last ‘Nellie! why I thought—don’t you care, 

evening, but forgot it.” ‘though? but I see you do not—it would kill you 

‘sWhat?” said Nellie, looking up and recog- , if you did. I’m so glad; I feared mother would 

nizing the son of a neighbor. ‘“*What is it, ‘ lose you, too; I never did think much of 2 

Edwin?” Just then Arthur entered, much to Nellie’s 

“This letter,” and a smooth white envelope, | relief, and the subject was dropped. 

directed, in a bold, masculine hand, was pre- A few hours later, and Mr. and Mrs. L-—— 

sented. A cluster of beautiful roses rewarded } were admiring the beauties of their new home. 

the bearer, and Nellie was left alone to learn ; Well might Lizzie joy in her present prospect 

the contents of the missive. At first a feeling ‘of happiness. Arthur Leslie was one to make 

of joy, of glad surprise, sent a glow to her heart } the humblest fireside agreeable, rich in heart 

and a blush to her cheek—but for a moment gifts and worldly gear. Lizzie was also noted 

only. A strange thrill, a cold shudder passed ‘ for her pleasing manners and amiable disposi- 
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tion. Tender parents had shielded her thus far : employment, and employment she would have. 
from all that could annoy—but will she bear So arousing herself one pleasant morning, she 
with cheerfulness the burdens of more mature } called upon the school committee of their village, years? Will the noonday sun find her still active, * and offered her services as teacher—services unwearied with the toil of the day? Time will? which were at once accepted with surprise and 
only show. How deserted and almost dreary } gratitude. Never was there a happier, better seemed the garlanded room at the old home- 
stead. One of its brightest blossoms was miss- 
ing. It had been gathered to radiate another 

disciplined flock than Miss Nellie’s, and while 
\ she daily strove to enlarge and enlighten the 
; tender minds of her pupils, her own was not 

cirele—to be the pride and joy of the manly $ left uncultivated—unpruned. She found know- 
heart that now wore it. ‘ledge a never-ending source of pleasure —a 

Poor Nellie! none felt the loss more sensibly } stream that widened and widened, ever repay- 
than she; days passed—in yain she tried to } ing her with rich treasures when sought. 
awaken within herself an interest in the daily 3 Gradually came back the peace of other days. labors of those around her—her thoughts were She would think of the past, as ono remembers constantly roving, now to the absent sister— } a sweet strain of music that once held entranced almost envying her—so perfectly happy did she all the senses—filling them with a heavenly bliss 
appear in her new sphere of action. Then far s that can never be forgotten in time—perhaps 
away to the city’s din—and a tall form would : not in eternity. She regretted it not—it had 
steal to her side. But this would never do; she } ceased to annoy, to trouble her—she was at rest. 
would be no stagnant pool; her mind necded } (10 BE CONCLUDED.) 
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THE WANDERER’S RETURN. 

BY SYLVIA A. LAWSON, 

A WANDERER came from the world’s worn way, 
Back to his home one glad Spring day, 
When murmuring winds in their soft low glee 
Sang sweetly through waving bush and tree, 
And the warble of wild birds was blent with the song, 
That floated so gladly the bright earth along. 

The grass thick and green from the Spring’s soft 
showers, 

Was gemmed with the blue of the violet flowers ; 
And the leaves on the maple that whispered so lov, 
Were bright with the glad young Spring-time’s glow; 
And the jessamine wav’d o’er the old house still, 
And the white rose climbed up the window-sill. 

To him each sight struck 2 magic string, 
Wild thoughts o’er his struggling heart to bring, 
And in each sound was a spirit’s tone, 
That welcomed the way-worn wanderer home ; 
And thus a voice, in a gush of song, 
Seemed borne o’er the lovely scene along. 

“Thou hast come back to thy native dell, 
Where so soft the gleams of sunlight fell 
On the golden hours 2f that sunny day, 
When thou passed from its lovely haunts away, 
Oh, say, hast thou brought pure feelings back 
From the dusty ways in the world’s worn track? 

“Hast theu brought them back as fresh and warm, 
As on that glad, bright Spring-time morn? 
Are the dreams all there that thy spirit filled? 
Or hath their fairy forms been chilled 
With the blight that oft dims their gladness here, 
The tears that fall on the loved one’s bier? 

} “Alas! alas! by the furrowed brow, 
; And the sorrowing look that betrays thee now, 
I know the dreams that thy young heart bore, 
Are guests in its chambers now no more, 

. With their forms of beauty they all have fled, 
And no flowers spring up‘o’er their cold, damp dead. 

“No change in thy vision thy fair homo wears, 
The meadow is bright with soft dewy tears; 

, And the leaves and the flowers look up with a smile, 
‘ The sadness from out thy worn heart to beguile; 
Alas! that the dreams of the young buoyant heart 
So soon with their gladness and lightness depart. 
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“Dimness is gathering thy dark eye over, 
Thou art thinking of those who return no more, 
And deeming that in the low wind’s sigh, 
As it sweeps with its thousand voices by, 
Thou hearest the loved one’s familiar tone LP OO PLI OLAS EE EPO Fe 

} Breathe softly around the haunts of homo, 

{ “There’s a weight of feeling deep, dark, and strong, 
> That sweeps o’er thy way-worn heart along: 
; A blight has fallen that withered there 
: The flower of affection, bright and fair; 
‘No more they bloom, the heart is a grave, 
From whose dark recess no power can save, 

On whom a spirit of beauty shed 
A wealth of sweetness, and thy young heart 

‘ Had linked it with gladness too bright to part; 
} But ah! no more thou wilt find them here, 
; Drop flowers above their lowly bier.” 

‘ 
‘ 

é 
$ 
‘ “Thou wilt mourn o’er them as o’er the dead, 

, 
‘ 
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Wein tselN A HOO RB? 

BY SUSAN MULLEN. 

Cuartey Bricut thought everything of aunt *‘Dear Miss Bright, I am so glad to see you,” 
Patty, and aunt Patty reciprocated his affec-}she cried. ‘I heard such shocking intelligence 
tions, so that at twenty-five he was still unmar-{ just now. They do say that Charley is carried 
ried, though many young ladies had been wee away with that Maria Brandon, from New York. 
subject of his serious contemplation. None, {Such a nice young man! And he might have 
however, attained to his standard of perfection; } married Miss Bobrig, too. An intellectual, 
nono suited, either, the fastidious taste of his} sweet, affectionate woman, who could have sym- 

indulgent but whimsical guardian. Charley ad-} pathized with his ardent nature. For my part, 
mired Miss Patten and her curls, but aunty } I can’t see what he admires in her. All starch 
thought they drew too much on the brain; aunty and ribbons. Jo Petty says he saw her squeezing 
believed in Miss Bobrig, Charley thought her too} through the church-door with a hoop on as big 
strong-minded; and so on through a catalogue | as his mother’s water-cask.”’ 

of unmentionable names, It seemed asif they} ‘‘Hoops!” screamed aunt Patty, now fairly 

would never agree upon any one to unite their 3 indignant, ‘‘you don’t say she follows that 
varying minds. ; monstrous fashion? Why, it belonged to the 

But one Sabbath morning the eyes of Charley very worst age of the English court, Queen 

fell upon a young lady whom he instantly de-} Anne’s. I’ve heard my grandfather tell stories 
olared eligible in all points, if equally attainable, } of the time. Oh, dear! oh, dear! that Deacon 
a fact which he set about zealously finding out. } Bright’s son should come to this; and after all 
fe pressed his suit so warmly, that he entirely my counsel and instruction.” 

forgot his obligation to suit aunt Patty; and he} From this time forth aunt Patty set herself 

was actually engaged before he remembered that } vigorously against the match, refusing even to 
Miss Brandon, the tip of the fashion, might be } meet Miss Brandon or to hear Charley’s ardent 

received by aunt Patty with sovereign contempt. ¢ defence of her virtues. 

‘‘Miss Brandon is no doubt very well for a} It was enough that Jo Petty had spoken upon 

rich man’s wife,” said Miss Bobrig, coming in ; the subject; that hoops were the fashion; and 

to torture the irritable lady with the rumor of g that she herself had seen Charley half-concealed 

the courtship, ‘‘but I fear she lacks fortitude ; by a prodigious breadth of skirt, as he and Miss 

to meet the vicissitudes of our changing state.’’ } Brandon walked down the Broadway of Mullen- 

And she crossed her arms as she delivered her-{ town. On her part, Miss Brandon would not 

self of this speech, with a determination and ; change her dress to propitiate the prejudices of 

masculine vigor that showed her ready for any; aunty. So Charley was not only likely to lose 

emergency. the affections of aunt Patty, but also an interest 

‘‘And yet, my dear,’ pleaded aunty, “trials § in her bank securities. 
often develop latent traits of self-reliance in} Women of fashion are often sadly misrepre- 
very timid natures.” sented by their own sett. It was so now with 

“Yes, but Miss Brandon is so worldly. ‘The Maria Brandon. Miss Bobrig, who was a strong- 
glass and mould of fashion’ have so long been $ minded person, and affected Madame de Staeel, 

her study, that little change can be looked for declared that her intellectual attributes were 
in her character. I fear greatly for Charley’s ; deficient. Miss Patten, who curled her hair 

happiness with such a companion.” ‘ desperately, and compared herself to Dante’s 

Aunt Patty closed the door upon this visitor } Beatrice, was sure she would never be a con- 

with a sigh, and mentally pronounced Charley } genial spirit for Charley; and each had their 
undutiful and ungrateful. Presently another and eager believers. Whereas, the true conception 

different caller was announced. Miss Patten} of woman’s nature lies not in Miss Bobrig’s 

whisked into the parlor, her long curls flowing § theory of attributes—nor yet in the other ex- 
round her alabaster face and neck; somewhat \ ‘ treme of sentimental fancy and yet grosser folly. 

freckled, it must be confessed, for the clearest The centre of these antipodes is a rational 

alabaster, but so called by admiring lovers. woman, who avoids all singularities. eye are 
35! 
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those who lend a charm to society, by yielding { know about the evaporation of the carbon as 

gracefully to its established etiquette, instead the rising of the emptings. 

of flying in its face as outre reformers, or ro-{ However, practice perfected her, and Charley’s 

mancing upon its heartlessness. S wonder at her success lightened and sweetened 
Such a woman was Maria Brandon. Simpering even heavy and sour bread. So that three years 

as Miss Bobrig had represented her, she had an passed rapidly away, and something had been 

independence that feared neither threats nor $ annually saved, till Charley found himself able 

persuasions. Had aunt Patty commenced the ; to purchase a permanent home. 
siege less vigorously, the Malakoff might Hane § Maria had in no point derogated from her 

relented and Sebastopol been taken. But when } , habitual custom of being in the fashion. That 

the enemy commanded her to lay down her hoops § Sis, she never was a slaye to tyranny, but she 

or surrender Charley, the Brandon blood took also ayoided dressing singularly. Charley’s idea 
fire. Battered and beaten, poor Charley stood § of dressmakers and milliners bills, gathered from 

between the two combatants, exposed to a dread- } aunt Patty, were fabulous in the extreme; but 
ful artillery of words, chiefly interjectional, and $ his married life had amply proved the erroneous- 

on aunt Patty’s side declamatory. ness of aunt Patty’s statements, as to what it 

**So you have thrown yourself away on this ‘ would cost to maintain a fashionable woman, 

doll. Well, go your own course, Charles. 1} In the meantime, poor aunt Patty, in spite of 

have loved you like a son, and I hoped Hae Oe high mettle and offended dignity, pined for 

when this hour came, you would bring to my ’Charley. Her mission, and the various new 

house one who would honor it by high intellectual theories of Miss Bobrig and her companions in 

worth.” $ philanthropy, could not avert her thoughts from 

‘‘But, aunt Martha, Maria is refined, culti- {the infustice of which she felt she had been 

vated, good and noble.” guilty. She was growing old and rheumatic, 

“Yes! in the world’s acceptation. She can 3 and longed for love and sympathy instead of the 

play and sing, and doubtless attends to the forms § self-imposed and monastic duties to which she 

of religion. But is she practical and compre- $ had devoted her life. Poor aunt Patty! Those 

hensive in her charities; and is it her chief } charities have brought you nothing, because so 

desire to fulfil her mission in life?” ; dogmatically given; those duties have had no 

Somebody has said, that they read a novel till eh Mik so self-righteously have they been ful- 

the heroine fainted. Charley listened to aunt § filled. 

Patty till she came to the mission theory, and{ Thus, between the distress of her mind and 
then escaped. Besides, his mind was made up. the ailments of her body, the good maiden re- 

He felt that he had never been in earnest before, } solved to spend a winter in New York, to try 

and Maria’s independence infused something of } the new pathies and ologies of Miss Bobrig, if 

its spirited nature into his somewhat sluggish E harehance they might not tend to recruit her 

one. So they were married; aunt Martha having $ failing energies. Oh! hopeless thought, that art 

never exchanged a word with her obdurate {can recuperate exhausted nature or vitalize the 

niece. ; stagnant blood of age. 
‘‘Let them go,” the pertinacious old lady anit She went therefore immediately, nervously 

shaking back her false curls, and chucking an 8 anxious, as only a single woman could be, alone 

artificial tooth into its socket, ‘‘we shall see how $ for the first time in a great city. How the 

they get along. He with his flute and guitar, > fashions annoyed her; how determined she was 

she with her fine airs and city habits: Charley } to yield nothing to city etiquette; and yet how 

will find it different ping, on a salary and sup- ; ludicrously afraid she was lest some one would 

porting such pretensions.” i \ mistrust her country “breeding. Innumerable 

Twelve hundred dollars yearly was all the } swere the baths, fresh and salt, cold and warm, 
young couple could command; but upon this’to which she submitted. The fatiguing calis- 

they commenced their united lives, in a large } thenics, had just begun to shake the stiffness 

town, contiguous to the city of New York. {out of her rheumatic joints when a new ology 

Charley laid aside his guitar for the ledger, and ee introduced, which set aunt Patty off into a 

Maria hung up her rings and entered into the } melancholy train of thinking. Now this ology 

mysteries of domestic art. Strange to say, she ‘was nothing less than Hoopology, or a patient 

found that her ready theoretical knowledge of 3 and impartial defence of graduated skirts on the 

the chemical preparations requisite for bread { plea of health and comfort. 

would not make that article light or sweet, and “The practice,” announced the demonstrator, 

that it was not half as important for her to Se of hanging, by pins, or worse than all, strings, 
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heavy skirts upon the hips, allowing them to; the great dining hall in a style worthy of Miss 

hang downward with their whole weight, is a} Hitemal in Broadway. The salves and strength- 

slovenly and dangerous one. Hip and giser ening plasters, by which she had adhered through 

diseases, side aches, faintness at the stomach, } life, melted in wrath before the reign of hoops; 

and indeed whole catalogues of evils spring from } and judicious medical and moral treatment made 

this custom. On the contrary, hooped petticoats } a decided change in the spirits and health of 

obviate these difficulties, by relieving the pres- aunt Patty. 

sure upon the person, and likewise prevent that | But, previous to returning to her home, she 

ugly draggling of a train, through the splash entered Broadway to make some purchases. 

and mud of the city. The patients are cordial: Arriving at the entrance of a store, her pro- 
advised to try this new expedient, from which ; gress was interrupted by a gentleman, who was 

the physicians hope for the best results.” ; contriving an ingress for a lady in full dress, 

Here was a fix! Hoops recommended by emi-} and a bewitchingly beautiful child, who was 

nent scientific men, to whom aunt Patty and} determined to pass in without releasing his 

Miss Bobrig looked up as the savans of the age! {mother’s hand. How that feat was accom- 

What would Miss Bobrig say? What would plished may be learned by reference to the 

Charley and Maria think, if after all she sub-} wiring in and wiring out of popular politicians. 

mitted to be hooped under medical advice. \ Suffice it to say, it was done. The gentleman 

‘At least,” thought the old lady, ‘there is ° gallantly stepped aside as aunt Patty’s turn 

no harm in my looking at one, as I must before ; came; but their eyes meeting by an irrepres- 

I decide to put myself into it.” } sible magnetism of attraction, he burst into 

‘Ig that all?” screamed aunt Patty, as the} uncontrollable laughter; and cried out, with his 

matron laid upon her bed, a skirt of more than favorite expletive, 

ordinary length, shirred at proportional distances} ‘‘ Aunt Patty hooped, by thunder.” 

with whalebones. Whalebones not punching one} Tho next day, the old brown trunk went 

forever at the sides, or thrusting themselves into 3 across the river, instead of taking the Sound 

one’s arm-pits, pinched into biases and gasping } boat to Mullentown. 

for breath, as in one’s dress, but nice, respect-; Aunt Patty grew close to the hearts of her 

able whalebones, that knew their places and staid $ children, as she called them; and her daily 

in them on their own dignity. ejaculation, as some new virtue unfolded itself 

‘Ts that all?” for aunt Patty had conceived ? in Maria, was, 

that hoops were little less imaginary than be- ‘¢ After all, what’s in a hoop?” 

headed water-casks, or soap-barrels, in which} Reader, do you desire a moral? It is this. 

young ladies collapsed and expanded their sails } Not that any fashion should be carried to ab- 

at pleasure. i surdity, but that cynics condemn in fashion 

The result of this unprejudiced examination } what they idolize in false philanthropy and 

was that aunt Patty decided for the hoops; and ; eccentric reforms. 

in a day or two she was swinging in and out of} “*Wuar’s 1x A Hoor?” 

THOUGHTS OF HEAVEN. 

BY MRS. SARAH L. RUSSELL. 

And when some griof beyond control, 

Has bowed me unto earth; 

Ye whisper to my fainting soul, 

Of its immortal birth. 

Ye come to me in midnight dreams, 
Oh! holy thoughts of Heaven; 

And glorious ure the spirit-beams, 

That to my soul are given— 

Of that fair clime, across whose sky 

No storm-slouds ever sweep; 

Where grief ne’er dims the radiant eye, 

And none are scen to weep. 

Like fragrant zephyrs, from the shore 
Of some far ocean-isle; 

Yo pass my fainting spirit o’er, 

And every care beguile. 

Oh! when the dews of death hang chill, 

Upon my dying brow, - 

Sweet thoughts of Heaven be with me still, 

And cheer my heart as now. 

Ye come to me amid the care 

That clouds the weary day; 

And far, from earth's polluted air, 

Ye waft my soul away; 

‘ 
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PUNISHING A FLIRT. 

BY MISS CAROLINE E. FAIRFIELD. 

CHAPTER I. > Stanley’s sister and husband, had kindly offered 
For myself, I confess to a fondness for male * young lady a home with them, during the 

flirts. My friend, Kate Stanley, would say a$Rbsence of her parents. As it was Kate’s desire 
weakness. I like their pretty, practical way of to attend a large school in the city, during the 
pleasing. I like all those little, delicate atten- $ coming year, for the purpose of pursuing a 
tions and languishing airs they are wont to play $ thorough academical course, the offer was very 
off. They please my fancy: they flatter my } opportune and was rea/lily accepted. 
vanity, besides offering to my view a rather} Mr. Ripley’s family consisted but of himself 
interesting phase of human nature. Iam very ; and wife and a nephew, Frank Ripley, a young 
fond of studying them, and more than once I$ man of some four or five and twenty, handsome, 
have caught myself playing the innocent and talented, fascinating, and enjoying a wide repu- 
interesting novice, in order to draw them out $ tation as a ‘‘lady’s man.” 
“horse and foot,” that I’might gain a more’ As goon as Kate was comfortably established 
thorough knowledge of their line of strategy. Sat her new home, I called upon her. Now it so 

It is not for the sake of self-defence that I happened, as I was standing at the door of Mr 
pursue these investigations. It is not that I at § Ripley’s elegant mansion, Frank Ripley, whom I 
all intend to make use of the knowledge thus 3 only knew by sight, tripped gaily up the granite 
gained in warding off their shafts. It is only } steps, and bowing in that style of pleasing gal- 
2 sort of metaphysical anatomy that I thus prac- 3 lantry, for which, as I have said, he was noted, 
tice in an amateur way; and my results are : opened the door with his night key, and aiding 
often sufficiently curious and amusing to repay }me into the drawing-room, rang the bell and 
the hazard of the operation. called for Miss Kate, for whom I had inquired. 
My friend Kate has often represented to me “What a lovely fellow that Frank Ripley is,” 

the danger of this little amusement of mine—for said I, as soon as we had exchanged greetings. 
Kate, albeit she is as smart and witty as any 3 ‘‘Kate, my dear, not the least of your advantages 
other of her name, is a specimen of the orthodox $ here, is the opportunity you enjoy of captivating 
cast of womanhood, and scorns a flirt, or at least 3 so charming a beau.” 
I have often heard her say in by-gone times. Kate replied somewhat indignantly, though 
And I have as often confessed the probable truth $ with an evident air of reserve. ‘‘Tndeed, then, 
of her predictions; but still it is a failing (if : I don’t intend to avail myself of any such privi- 
failing at all) which I despair of overcoming. I} lege as you imagine me to possess.” 
have indeed a strong presentiment that I shall § ‘Well, now, Miss Wilful, what fault have you 
some time fall a victim to my own spirit of re-$ to find with Frank Ripley? I think him a per- 
ward in this department of science, but still this } fect gentleman.” 
does not deter me. I doubt if the certainty of} “I do not then,” was the spirited, and still 
some time being aught in the charming, bewil-$ not quite free answer. I could see that there 
dering toils, of these dear, delightful woman was something in her mind which she had not 
traps, or in other words, dying of that feminine yet expressed, 
melody, a broken-heart, would at all cool my ‘“‘Why, Kate!” I exclaimed, ‘I am surprised. 
courage or damp my spirit of adventure. What do you mean?” 

However, in the story I am about to relate “T mean that I think him a flirt, and a very 
my friend Kate was the heroine, not I. dangerous person.” 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley were going to Europe. “‘Dangerous! how is that?” 
Mrs. Stanley was an inyalid, and her health re- ‘‘Because he is very fascinating, and very in- 
quired the voyage; but as Kate, their only child, } sincere;” 
had not yet finished her education, it was deemed “Ah! then you allow him to be fascinating 2” 
best that she should remain at home. Their own $ ‘Yes, indeed; why shouldn’t he be? What 
house, a pleasant residence on the North River, ; has he been doing these five years past, or ten, 
was to he closed: and Mr. and Mrs. Ripley, Mrs. } I might as well say, but practising to make 862 

? 
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himself just the most agreeable person in the ¢ animated face in society would convince him of 
world to the ladies. He is the most perfect flat- $ his mistake.” 
terer I ever saw. Not one of the fulsome, dis- ‘*May be so,” smiled Kate. ‘I intend, how- 
gusting sort, who betrays their shallow pates 3 ever, that he shall have occasion to learn a little 
and hollow hearts at every sentence, but so$ more of my character before the winter is over. 
attentive, so polite, so gentle and respectful, 3 1 shall not always pass for the dull ‘copper’ 
that one can’t believe them to be anything but? with him. If there is any of the look of the 
the dear, amiable, kind-hearted creatures they 3 ‘sovereign’ about me, he shall find it out before 
seem, when all the time they are only playing 3 § many months.” 
their part in society; sustaining the reputation ; ‘“*Ah! then you have only compromised with 
Which it is the business of their life-time to? pride, not quite subdued it. But how is this 
acquire,” enlightenment. to be effected 2” 

“Why, Kate, you are really eloquent. Ishall$ ‘I cannot tell as yet. Iam waiting for cir- 
propose you coming out as a professional leo-{ cumstances to develop my plan, but trust me, 
turer on the frailties of man, in connection with ° , P’ll punish him yet.” 
the rights of women, as soon as you have finished} I well knew Kate’s strength of purpose, as 
your education. But how did you know all . well as her aptness at manceuvring, and her 
of Master Frank? Has he been playing off his} fondness for fun, so I doubted not she would 
agreeable ways upon you, or has he neglected | fulfil her threat. 
you entirely? It seems to me there is a spice } 

of bitterness in your denunciations of the fasci- ; 
} 
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‘Scorn there may be, for I despise the whole} FRANK’s room was the front chamber of the 
tribe of flatters, but nothing of bitterness. No, i ages story, and Kate’s the back room on the 
indeed, it is not in the power of such a being to same floor. Dann cert tie apartments were dress- 
raise any jealousy in my heart. I have too $ ing-closets, opening into the respective rooms. 
thorough a contempt for them. Before I came : And as Kate stood in hers one day washing out 
here, however, I learned his character from a g some muslins, she became conscious that an ani- 
young lady friend, and determined upon the mated conversation was going on in Frank's 
course I would pursue with him. I felt very} room. She did not, however, pay any attention 
certain from what I knew of him that he would ied it, until at last Frank’s hand came down upon 
be inclined to commence a flirtation with me. I } the table with an unmistakable emphasis, as he 
am no match for a professional flirt, and if I : exclaimed, 
were, I have no inclination for the sport. So ‘‘A capital ides, Hal: let’s us put it in exe- 
I determined to avoid all disagreeable conse- : cution by all means. Pass me that portfolio, 

nating gentleman.” 

quencs by avoiding the cause thereof. ”? t please, from my writing- -table, and Vi write an 
“Most prudent of school-girls—but how was $ : advertisement this minute.”’ <A lively discussion 

your design to be effected?” ; : followed in regard to the various items, and it 
‘To treat him coolly, and shun his advances, } ‘ was ten or fifteen minutes before the document 

would, I knew, but pique his vanity and arouse ; was completed. At last Frank read as fellows: 
his perseverance. So when the very first evening ; 

of my arrival he sat down by me and began to play 3 ‘*A young gentleman of excellent prospects and 
the agreeable, I affected the utmost stupidity, unexceptionable family and character, twenty- 
nnd actually bored him into yawning the first ; : five A gst of age, and generally considered fine- 
half hour. For three successive days he con- } : looking, desires to open a correspondence with 

tinued his praiseworthy efforts to draw me out, } ® view to matrimony, with a young lady of good 
and at the end of that time positively convinced } personal appearance, cultivated mind and ami- 
that he was making draughts upon a vacuum, he ; able disposition. She must be between the ages 
left me; and since, though always polite, he is : of seventeen and twenty-two. During an exten- 
very distant, and, I believe, thinks me of less } sive acquaintance of five years in the best circles 

account than the ammunition he has already} ‘of metropolitan society, the writer has vainly 
wasted upon me.” } sought one whose soul might form a counterpart 

“Kate, you surprise me. I had no idea you to his own; and with whom he might pass the 

were possessed of so much resolution, or of so} remainder of life in a blissful and congenial 

much strategy. It is fortunate for the success } union, and the enjoyment of an existence un- 

of your plans that you had to live so quietly this } trammeled by the artificial rules and acquire- 

winter. I fancy a frequent observation of your * ments of society. Despairing of finding such a 

ee 
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spiritual mate in the ranks of fashion, he seizes ; the perils that surround the helpless and the in- 

upon this method of making known his wants. ‘ experienced? 

Any lady, desirous of communicating with him,; “I dare not hope it; and yet, as I read the 

may address, M. C. B. Box —, P. 0.” concluding lines of your advertisement, a strange 

‘ emotion of mingled fear and hope thrilled like a 

«Bravo!”? exclaimed a voice, which Kate { premonition of destiny through my soul; and 

readily recognized as Harry Bentley’s, one of } contrary though 1t may be to the dictates of both 

Frank’s chums. i prudence and propriety, J cannot resist the im- 

“Tat can’t be improved. Those last, fine- } pulse which draws me on to speak to you; to try 

sounding sentences will be sure to attract some ‘whether my words have power to thrill your 

of the ‘strong-minded,’ bleary old maids, and heart-strings as you haye thrilled mine. 

then, Frank, there’ll He sport.” «T have no parents to claim my present love 

Frank sia some laughing reply, and then : and sympathy. Only those bonds which stretch 

having sealed and directed his missive, rang the across the heavy tide that separates this from 

bell, and despatched it to the office of a flourish- ; another world, unite me to them. A childless 

ing daily. ‘ uncle and aunt, with whom I reside, are my only 

There was a wicked light in Kate’s eye as she § friends. I love them, but they are prosy old- 

wrung out the last of her muslins, and let off the $ fashioned people, seeing little of the world, and 

water from the basin. ‘Two can play at that {with their puritan principles deeming me yet 

game, my fine fellow,” she said; and she drew too young (I am seventeen) to be introduced to 

out her writing-desk to the window, and sat {all the follies and gaicties, as they term them, 
. 

‘ . . * 

down before it. | : which mark society in our day. ' 

On the day succeeding the appearance of the § ‘This, however, I care nothing for. With the 

advertisement, Kate watched warily until she ‘ companionship of books, of music, and of art, I 

saw Harry Bentley ascending the steps with a {should be perfectly happy; only that I long for 

package of letters in his hand, and then has- ; one congenial heart, one soul, into which I ean 

tening to her room, she repaired to her hiding-,; pour all my hopes, and fears, and longings, and 

place to hear the comments elicited by the letters. * who can share with me all the dreams and visions 

‘One, two, three—seven,” said Frank. ‘Very } of the future which visit my heart. 

well, indeed, for the first mail. By-the-way, Hal,$ ‘Perhaps it may be wrong, unmaidenly, to 

how are we to divide them, suppose we find any { confoss so much to you, but an impulse I know 

worth answering?” ‘ not from whence urges me on. Even if you are 

‘sWill read them all over together, and then >not, and I scarce dare hope you are, the spirit 

as you wrote the advertisement, you shall have ; mate for whom I yearn, you cannot speak my 

the first choice.” name jestingly, for it is not yet known to you. 

‘¢ Agreed.” : But if you feel, on reading this, that there is 

They opened two or three, and read them that in your heart which responds to the utter- 

aloud. Various were the edifying remarks } ances of mine; if as you trace the mazy wander- 

elicited, and hearty the laugh. At last Frank ings of my pen, there comes to you, you know 

took up a dainty-looking little missive, written ; not whence, a strange conyiction that destiny is 

on rose-tinted and rose-perfumed paper. ; near, then write to me, and your note will be a 

‘«‘ Ah!” he exclaimed, ‘‘here’s a little darling, \ golden ray, piercing the clouds of an over- 

Hal, this is mine. I claim it at once. Ah! isn’t { shadowed life; the first sweet breath of spring, 

it charming?” He read on in silence for a time, { stirring the waveless depths of a hitherto sealed 

and then as if unable longer to suppress his jane hidden fountain. CLARABEL, 

admiration, he exclaimed, ‘¢Brooklyn, Box 36.” 

‘Po listen, Hal, this is really captivating. I ; 

wish I knew the little minx who wrote it.” << ¢Clarabel!’? a sweet name, isn’t it,” said 

‘ Frank, ‘‘just fitting the sweet, innocent, gifted 

“To M. CG. B.—With a hand whose tremblings } little creature she seems. Really this is some- 

only faintly shadow forth the shiverings of my 3 thing worth while. I never expected anything 

heart, I take my pen to address you. Are you, : half so agreeable to result from the adyertise- 

can it be that you are the counterpart of a soul, } ment.” 

which just gliding tremblingly from the sweet, ‘¢What a creature you are, Frank, so enthu- 

unconscious period of girlhood, to sweeter, siastic. What is that the says about her words 

dreamier maidenhood, feels even so soon the ; thrilling your heart as yours has thrilled hers? 

need of a strong arm to guide her safely through ‘ Bah! it’s all a hoax, you may depend upon it.” 

ae 
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‘‘Nay, now you are judging her by yourself, ; ‘Ha, ha, Master Frank,” said that young 

Hal. She is evidently in earnest. Just one of ; lady to herself, as she quitted her sentinel post, 
those sweet little beings one sometimes dreams } ‘‘you are laying out double work for me, sir. 

of, but seldom sees. Pure and pale as a lily, } Wait till I get you nicely absorbed in this flir- 

loving and bowing as a passion-flower, yet gifted tation with ‘‘Clarabel,’ and then see if I don’t 

withal.” | find a way of opening Harry Bentley’s eyes. I 

‘‘Frank Ripley growing sentimental, by the } ¢ don’ t care to have all the world informed of my 

powers. I never expected to live to see this} * stupidity. But wasn’t that letter a hit, though?” 

day. What a fall is here!’ Dressing herself with especial care, Kate de- 

‘*Hal, it’s of no use talking nonsense, that girl } ‘scended to the drawing-room to meet Harry 

has a soul. She does waken thoughts in me that $ , ‘ Bentley. She was very quiet, but there was a 

respond to her own, and I’ll answer her. I’m} twinkle in her mischievous black eyes, that con- 

determined to know more of her. ‘Clarabel! } \ firmed Harry in his previous opinions, but which 

Clarabel!’ what a sweet name. I must read } Frank was too Dee with thoughts of ‘Clarabel’ 
Tennyson’s poem again this very night.” : to notice. 

‘Well, Frank, I see you are smitten. Shall I! Early in the evening the young gentlemen left 

tell you the end of all this? For a week you'll $ the house, and Kate went up stairs to prepare 

sigh and mutter ‘Clarabel,’ and read Tennyson, { her recitations for the succeeding day. But if 
and indite rosy dil/et-douz, and then you'll dis- | anybody had taken the pains to look over her 

cover your inamorata to be some little flirt of a ‘ shoulder, as she solved her first problem in alge- 

grocer’s girl; have a fit of the blues, think about { bra, they would have seen that she found X a 

committing suicide, and end by falling back into ; pair of black eyes. 

your old ways, and being a little more of a flirt : 

than eyer. But before you are quite off for your $ CHAPTER IIT. 

chateau en Espagne, tell me who that sweet-look- 7 ‘ch ‘cht } | ‘ 2 

ing little girl is that I see coming down your { BAT MERE # Lenu porns late an irene Tay. 
 ley’s room, and his fair neighbor knew that it ateps every morning? Now, to my mind, she’s a. 

s : = : ; was past midnight before he retired. The next thousand times more bewitching, with her coal ; ‘efaat al h 

black hair, and saucy, flashing eyes and pouting ° morang at breaktast she was sure whatlie looked 
paler and more excited than usual, and she was, lips, than all the ‘pure, pale lilies’ in the world.” 

“It’s Kate Stanley, I suppose, my aunt’s niece. therefore, quite certain that by the afternoon a 

Rather a good-looking girl, to be sure, but as; ‘letter would have found its way to the Bropuyn 

'P.0. Now there was at Madam C *s school, stupid as a beetle. The first day she came here 

I was rather fancy struck too, but I tried to talk } * YOU"S lady who came up daily from Brooklyn, 
to her, and found her just the dullest piece of } {and who passed the post-office on her way, and 
furniture you ever saw.” to this young lady Kate so far entrusted her 

, S secret, as to desire her to inqure for the letter 

se oy eben DE ae Sen BAUER aresaacdy nibs Sand bring it to her. B ie means it was de- 
may be home-sick.” g y 

“Oh! no, that wasn’t it. She was just stupid, § layed for a day, to be sure, but Kate could think 

nothing more or less. She is Mrs. Ripley’s niece, 3 of no other 80 ches from detection, so she 

and so of course no relation to me; but you know, g Peony Mae Su enue Weta Aga 
: : = ; missive. It came safely, and thus it read: 

under the circumstances, it was the easiest thing ¢ 

in the world to claim cousinship; butdo you be-$ ‘To Craranrr—Drarest Lapy—It is with no 
lieve the brainless creature had the stupidity to little trepidation that I venture to address you, 

suppose me in actual earnest, and to ask Mrs. { for the purpose of returning my sincere thanks 

Ripley if I were really her cousin. Of course ‘ for the charming little note which found its way 

aunt Ripley, kind-hearted old fogy that she is, } to me to-day. 
begging her pardon for my irreverence, looked ‘‘Sweet prophetess, you are right. There is 

at me very gravely, and told me I ‘mustn’t be {a chord in my heart which thrills responsive to 
talking nonsense to Kate;’ remarking to Kate } your touch, and to yoursalone. To you belongs 

sotto voce, ‘boys will be boys, you know, you $ the power to waken melody in my heart no other 

mustn’t mind him, my dear.’ ” y can, Nay, I was not till this hour sensible of 

‘That was rather vexatious, to be sure,” said $ ‘the deep fountain which was in my own soul, 
Hal, but still he didn’t seem exactly satisfied, } hidden from any mortal eye, untroubled by any 
and so the affair ended by his accepting an in- { thrill of earthly emotion. Your voice has bidden 
vitation to tea, and the promise of an introduc- ; its waters flow, and to you should its first cocl 

tion to Miss Kate. gushings be consecrated. 
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*¢ A crust of worldliness has hitherto concealed } absent from the city for some weeks, and so lost 

much of my heart from my own introspection. } the thread of the romance. I had been at home 

But now as with trembling, anxious glance I, but a day or two, however, when returning one 

search its hidden depths, I feel there is some-} morning from a shopping expedition, I found 

thing there worthy of your appreciation, 1 will awaiting me Kate’s card, with the following pon- 

say your love. You have enabled me to clear} ciling upon it: ‘‘Do come and see me as soon 

away the rubbish from around this priceless} as possible, Carrie, I have so much to tell you.” 

gem of truth—-shall not the light of your smiles, The next day was Saturday. So as early in 

the dew of your tears be to it culture an the morning as etiquette would allow, I rang at 

growth ? ; Mr. Ripley’s door, and was soon seated in Kate’s 

‘‘Let me hear from you again, sweet girl. T room listening eagerly to the details of her story. 

am all that in the advertisement I claimed be. ‘‘My dear girl,” she said, ‘“‘you can’t think 

Tell me where you reside, and give me permis- } how interesting the affair is getting. He writes 

sion to call on you. I know that your gentle, } me three times a week, and sometimes oftener. 

sensitive nature will shrink from meeting me in Swears he is in love, and will marry me, let me 

this informal manner. But give me the name ; be what I will.” 

and address of any gentleman friend of yours, ‘‘ And you have told him nothing of yourself?” 

. 
and I will gain an introduction to him, and so ‘‘OF course not—how can 1? But you’ve no 

come accredited to you. I am in haste to see 3 idea how desperate he is getting. Let me road 

you; to behold the shrine wherein so fair a: you a little extract from his last letter.” 

jewel is encased. ! ‘‘Qlarabel, my own darling, for you shall yet 

‘‘Until that blissful moment arrives, believe } be mine, if there is 2 power on earth that can 

Most sincerely and truly yours, ‘move your heart to love me. Why do you so 

Frank RiIe.ey, : resolutely hide yourself behind this envious veil? 

street.” I love you passionately. It is not your person, 

‘nor your position, simply your mind which has 

‘‘The infatuated creature!’ exclaimed Kate, ; thus enthralled me. You say your uncle and 

‘Show does he know what mad folly he may be} aunt would never forgive you for thus entering 

rushing into? Well, : must answer the precious } into a correspondence with an unknown gentle- 

document, I suppose.” man. It is not in the least necessary that they 

There was a crimson blush on her cheek, and ° should ever know it. Give me the name of any 

a light of gratified vanity in her eye, that were : ventleman acquaintance, and though it were the 

more complimentary to Frank’s eloquence than} Kahn of Tartars, I will procure an introduction 

her words were. I think at that moment she: to him, and so come fully accredited to you. I 

quite forgot how dangerous are the fascinations } would rather, to be sure, go to your uncle him- 

of a flirt. self, it would be the more gentlemanly way, tell 

The reply was gentle, and beautiful, and lady- him at once and frankly of my passion for you, 

like as Kate could make it, and thoroughly {and ask his permission to address you. Then 

adapted to her knowledge of his character. } if you find that you cannot love me, I will for- 

Timidly grateful for his appreciation, she shrunk } ever banish myself from your presence. But 

into a reluctance that could not be overcome, } such would not be the result, I am sure it would 

from meeting him at present. He must wait} not, for the sweet and innocent frankness with 
until they had grown better acquainted through } which you confess your prepossessions in my 

correspondence. Refusing even to disclose her favor, give me welcome assurance that would 

name, but dated ‘‘Hick’s street,” (the residence $ you once break down this envious wall between 

of her young lady friend.) + us, we should be mutually happy in the result. 

By close watching, Kate was soon apprized of } Clarabel, you cannot refuse to do this, you can- 

the reception of her note; nor was she greatly } not be so cruel as to refuse to put an end to this 

surprised, when the evening after, she saw him, horrible torture of suspense.” 

by the clear moonlight, take a stage for Fulton} ‘*There,” said Kate, laughing, as she folded 

Ferry. The next day she had the satisfaction $ the letter. ‘‘Isn’t that tragic? It is working to 

of hearing that he had walked up and down ; a charm, I think. And to crown all, he is get- 

Hick’s street, all the evening, in the most distrait ? ting so pale and thin, and eats so little that my 

and miserable, love-like manner in the world. good aunt and uncle are terribly worried about 

Kate had early communicated her plan to me, } him.” 
and I had watched its development with a great} ‘*Kate, Kate,” I anfenpoaats ‘it is you who 

deal of interest; but at this stage of affairs I was are playing the flirt now.’ 

No. = 
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She blushed, and looked down with an expres-, really sorry for haying caused him so much pain; 

sion which puzzled me exceedingly. $ but that at the commencement of the correspond- 
‘Oh! no, Iam not,’ she said, ‘‘and if I were, } ence I had no idea of the difficulty there would 

it is but a just punishment. It bids fair to be a be in reconciling myself to the idea of a meeting 

complete and wonderful cure. Ido believe he after having corresponded so familiarly, and that 

has not called on a lady these three weeks; and $ : s though I was very favorably impressed by his 

once or twice when we have had company, he 5 letters, and thought it more than probable that 

has behaved himself with all the sober propriety ¢ @ personal acquaintance might prove as objec- 
of an actual Benedict.” } tionable to me as to him, I could not feel that it 

. . ‘ . . 

«You certainly cannot call him heartless after § would be either prudent or proper under the cir- 
all this, Kate.” ; cumstances. I was aware that he might con- 

‘*He has, I admit, evinced more feeling than : sider me coquettish, but assured him I had not 

I expected,” she answered, with the same down- * acted from any such motives and concluded by 
cast, blushing look, but then as before she raised § desiring that his correspondence might cease 

her eyes warmly and continued, ‘so much the altogether. It was worked as skilfully as pos- 
greater need you know of his being rescued from sible, so as not to wound his feelings—for indeed, 

his evil habits. I really do think he will be quite § S Carri ie, I do begin to pity him—and I hoped it 

in marriageable order when I am through with } would give the whole thing its terminus. But 
him.” what do you think the foolish fellow did? Why 

‘Ah! ha! little lady, then perhaps you intend $ instead of holding his peace as he ought, he sat 

to take pity on him yourself by-and-by.”’ down and wrote just the most nonsensical letter 

‘*Oh, nonsense, Harry Bentley is far more to * you ever read, (nonsensical, Isaw by Kate’s blush 

my taste. Hecomes here very often, and x tink sit was lover like,) it was enough to move the 
him the most agreeable person I ever saw. : heart of the nether mill-stone; ‘he could not give 

I had a half suspicion that this was only said ; me up; he could give up life sooner.’ I should 

to arouse my jealousy, and to ward off further ; have thought he was just hoaxing me, but [ heard 

inquiry on the old score. Poor Kate well knew 2 him pacing his room all night that night, and 

that Harry was an old friend of mine, perhaps dear me,”’ she said, ‘I was just foolish to lie 

I was a little jealous, for I answered, , awake and cry; though that was all for vexation, 

‘Tf you like Harry so well, and he is equally forI am sure I couldn’t think how the matter 

pleased with you, why don’t you disentangle ; : Was toend. But I haveit now,” she said, glancing 

yourself from this affair with Frank, and accept { up half sadly, half merrily into my face. 

Hal?” ‘‘Well,” I asked, eagerly, ‘* what is it?” 

She was playing with the tassel of her morning “I’m going to write to him, promising him an 

dress, and she looked up to me with a cunning, interview. You know he has called at your house 
quizzical half-smiling glance, which I was puzzled $ ; ‘ with me once or twice. Well, I’m going to write 

to interpret, and then in a moment she said, to him that I have ascertained that he visits at 

“Thereitisagain. NUewam] to getrid of this $ the house of a mutual acquaintance, and that [ 

affair? ‘To tell the truth, I’m not a little puzzled } will call there next Thursday evening, when if 

to know how it is to terminate.” he chooses also to call he will meet me. I can 
I was provoked with her, coquetting teaze that { easily manage to go myself without exciting sus- 

she was, and when I left her, Il was very much ! ‘ picion, and you and I will watch him, Carrie, 

in doubt as to what her real intentions were. ‘and see if he really does feel so badly as he pre- 
§ tends. I will beg him not to say a werd to you, 

‘as I dare not trust any one with the secret, anit 
CHAPTER IV. ; so when his Clarabel doesn’t come he will think 

‘‘Carnig,”’ said Kate to me, as a day or two ; she has deceived him, and then I will write him 

later I met her on Broadway, ‘‘turn and walk } no more letters, ape he will conclude it all a 

with me a little way if you are not in too much { hoax and give it up.” 

haste, [ have something I wish to say to you.” ‘Your plan is perhaps as good a one as can 

I readily acquiesced, for her merry, mischievous } bedevised under the circumstances, unless, Katie, 

ee 
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glance promised sport. you can go to him frankly and tell him all about 

‘‘ How are you getting along with your flirta- ‘it. Wouldn’t that after all bc the wisest way?” 
tion?” I inquired. ‘‘T cannot, indeed I cannot, he will get over it 

‘Oh, bravely, you remember that terribly ; in time, [am sure,” she said. ‘You are not en- 

earnest letter Iread for you? Well after you left § gaged for Thursday night, and have no objection 

lsat down and answered it, telling him I was! to my appointing to meet him there?” 

Vou. XXTX.—24 
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**Oh! no, not the least in the world, I shall s Clarabel, so Frank was quite willing. She took 
enjoy it rather than otherwise, but Kate you are‘ his arm in silence as they descended the steps, 
quite sure you are not carrying this little romance } ‘and for five minutes not a word was spoken by 
too far!” ‘either. Frank was first to break the silence. 

**Oh, no, indeed. It is all in the family, you $ ‘J am afraid I was rather stupid to-night, 
know. So there’s not the least danger of scandal. } ‘ cousin Kate.” (She had assented to the title at 
Isn’t it odd, though, the idea of carrying on so $ last.) 
animated and mysterious a correspondence, with ; **T don’t know, indeed, I didn’t mind,” she 
& person one sees at every meal?” ‘ she said, in a tone of mingled chagrin and embar- 

“It is rather funny, to be sure. But mind } rassment. 

you don’t get into trouble.” He looked searchingly at her, but she added 
“Oh, ve no fears. I’m determined to give { more cheerfully after a moment’s pause, ‘‘The 

him a thorough lesson. T’ll teach him the other $ truth is, Frank, I was so pleasantly entertained 

side of the game of flirting.” i with Harry Bentley’s witticisms, that I didn’t 

We had arrived at Madam C ’s door, and § notice how you and Carrie were getting on. Isn’t 

so we parted. But as I recalled Kate’s words, and { Harry a delightful conversationist?” 

the expression of her face, I was certain she was *¢Rather pleasant.” 

more perplexed than she chose to acknowledge. Again a pause. 

Frank,” said Kate, demurely, ‘it being “Kate, can you keep a secret?” he asked, 

Thursday evening, I’m going around to B abruptly. 

street, this evening. Will yougo with me, orshall$ ‘I think so. Why?” her voice trembled a 
I depend upon uncle for an escort?” And she little. 
looked up smilingly. : = ** Because I am in trouble, and it seems to me 

Frank’s brow clouded, but he answered} you can help me out of it. At any rate, I know 

politely, you are a kind, good-hearted girl and will at least 
**T should like to accompany you.” ‘ sympathize with me.” 

Kate looked grave. For some reason or other,$ Kate trembled. ‘What is the matter,” she N 

she and Frank had been growing better friends } asked, in a tone of foreed composure. 

of late—moved, perhaps, by the knowledge of ; With an effort to begin his story, they walked 
his perplexities, perhaps by another motive. ? < slowly, and he finished before they reached the 

She had acted more naturally in his presence, ? S house. 

and although he had shown no disposition to “But how am I to aid you in bringing about 

trifle with her, a very frank and friendly feeling {a meeting with your recreant fair one?” she 

had grown up between them. But to-night Kate asked. 

was conscious that her company would not be} ‘I will tell you. One morning last week, I 
agreeable to him, and unreasonable as it was, rose early to write a letter to her, and when I 

she was a little jealous of ‘‘Clarabel.” had finished it, having business in Brooklyn, I 
The evening was, it must be confessed, rather } went down town, crossed Fulton Ferry, and 

a dull one, for Frank striving to seem at his ease, having transacted my business, deposited the 

was continually on the watch for arrivals, and letter in the office myself. It was still quite 

Kate, noticing his evident absent-mindedness, } early, and as I stood waiting for a South Ferry 

nearly lost her temper at the inefficiency of all : stage, a young lady passed me, and entering the 

her attempts to divert him. To me, the scene } office received a letter, which as she passed me 

was one of unusual interest. Toward the middle 3; coming out I perceived was my own directed to 

of the evening Harry Bentley dropped in. Kate! Clarabel. I started, (so did Kate) as you may 

immediately bent upon him all her powers ft Uimazine, and hurrying after her entered the 

pleasing, and if she desired to pique Frank with ; Fulton Ferry car and determined upon tracing 

PPO LODO ODP POP SL. 

jealousy, she coul¢ not have had a more desirable ; her, followed her into an up-town stage, and 

ally. Harry was all attention, and for an hour 2 saw her alight at the door of Madam C °g 
they kept up a very vigorous flirtation; (Hal, school. She was closely veiled, and I could not 

by-the-way, had gained some inkling of the joke } ) gain & very distinct view of her features, but 

in a confidential conversation with me) but it : she was very petite in figure, and I should think 

was allin vain. Frank was constant to his ideal ; light complexioned and rather pretty. Is there 

mistress. such a young lady at the school who comes from 

At last, Kate more out of temper than she ;{ Brooklyn?” 
would have been willing to acknowledge, rose to; Kate had been fearful, as she listened to the 

go. There was no longer any hope of seeing ‘narrative, lest she might be obliged either to 
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muke a full confession or to implicate her friend, dom showed them to her, however, and as since 

which latter she could not in conscience do; but} she had learned how nearly her faithful mes- 
now she saw a loop-hole for escape. \ Senger had been exposed, she no longer dared to 

“There is one young lady from Brooklyn in trust her, she usually went for them herself: for 
school,”’ she replied, ‘‘and only one, and she is heartily sick and tired as she professed herself of 
dark complexioned and not at all pretty, and is, } ‘ the whole affair, she had still a strange interest 
moreover, an unusually discreet person and an} in the letters. 
intimate friend of mine. I know her so well Usually she went after school, but it so hap- 
that I can at once assure you that she is not} : pened that upon one occasion, having an after- 
your correspondent. I do not believe she would $ ; noon engagement which would prevent her going 
engage in any such venturesome game, and if} at the accustomed hour, she went soon after 
she had, I am sure she would have told me, for } breakfast. 

we are confidants.” She was a rapid walker, and disliked stage 
‘Are you very sure she would have told you?” } riding, so though the clouds threatened rain, 

“Positively certain; and beside, although she? she eschewed the popular vehicle and kept on 

is a good-hearted, affectionate creature, I do not; her way down town, her thoughts busy with 
think her at all capable of Waiting as beautiful the net of perplexing circumstances which sur- 
letters as you say Clarabel’s are.’ ‘rounded her. For the fiftieth time she wondered 

‘Shen she must be a messenger for some one how it was all to end, and strove to find some 
else.” loop-hole for escape, but for the fiftieth time she 

‘“‘Perhaps so. But I am sure it would be : was bafiled, and obliged to content herself with 

fruitless to attempt to gain any information from } waiting patiently for circumstances to free her 

her if she is pledged to secrecy, nor would 1} from the entangling meshes. 
wish to ask it of her.” Before she crossed the ferry it commenced 

‘‘Of course I would not have you. But, dear $ raining, but still she walked on, preferring to 

Kate, will you not strive, in some way, to ferret $ be slightly wet rather than to be crowded in 

out this mystery for me? I shall never be myself among the heterogeneous mass of damp and 
again until it is explained.” ¢reeking passengers. She entered the office, re- 

In a faltering, unsteady voice she assured:-him ceived her letter, and with it still in her hand 

of her willingness to oblige him, and they sepa-} turned to leave. There upon the door-sill, 
rated, ‘ pausing in astonishment at seeing her, stood 

Frank. For an instant she hesitated; a crimson 

> blush rose to her cheek and suffused her whole 
CHAPTER V. face; then without waiting for one word of 

Kare adhered to her intention of writing no ‘ greeting she darted past him, and careless now 
more letters, and as day after day passed bring- {into what company she plunged herself, seated 
ing with it no missive from Clarabel, Frank grew herself in a passing car. A significant smile 
more and more uneasy. He went to Kate with 3 drifted over Frank’s countenance, but he did not 
all his troubles now; it seemed to comfort him $ follow her. 
to talk the matter over; and though I can’t say } Of how much benefit the labors of that day 
but she enjoyed his confidences very much, she} were to Kate, I am not called upon to state. [I 
wasn’t, as may be imagined, the coolest coun-} do not think, however, that it would be safe to 
sellor. Day by day she too grew pale and wor- place a very high estimate upon them. 
ried, and he thought it was all on his account, The day, like all others, had an end, and when 
and blest her for her generous devotion. the last bell rang Kate was obliged reluctantly 

If things had gone in this way much longer, to go home. 
with no news from Clarabel, and so much sym- : She walked slowly, for she dreaded the meeting 
pathy from Kate, coldly and capriciously ex. that must ensue. When she reached the house, 
pressed though it sometimes was, I cannot say } she found that her uncle was not yet at home 
how soon the denouement might have occurred. ; from the counting-house, and Mrs. Ripley had 
As it was, it was hastened by one of those little, { gone out shopping and had not returned. With 
unexpected, unaccountable mishaps which scpat many a sad foreboding she prepared herself for 
plauned by very imps of mischief, but which} dinner, and then she went down into the library 
often prove how pleasant consequences may he} to await the return of the family. 
extracted from the most vexatious circumstances. { Seating herself in a large arm-chair which 

Frank, notwithstanding Kate’s advice to the ; stood in the niche of a window, she leaned her 
contrary, still wrote occasional letters. He sel- head upon the casement and gave herself up to 
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anxious thoughts. So busy was she with the, that I did it all just wickedly to teaze you, and 

perplexities which crowded her brain, that stile’ cure you of flirting.” 

cidn’t hear the outer door swing on its hinges, ‘‘Well, darling, you have cured me, and I 

she didn’t hear a footfall on the carpet, she; thank you for it. Won’t you look at me and let 

didn’t know that somebody was standing beside } me tell you how much I thank you for it?” 
her, till somebody whispered, 3 She raised her bright, blushing face to his, 

‘¢ Kate.” and I think he was tco weak to resist the temp- 

She didn’t look, and somebody laid his hand } tation those ripe, pouting lips held forth. 
‘ 

on her long, dark curls, and passed his arm; ‘*Your punishment has been a terribly severe 

around her waist and strove to raise her. And one, darling,” he said. ‘I don’t think I shall 

then somebody seated himself in the great arm-} ever forgive you unless you indemnify me by 

chair and took Kate upon his knee, her face still ‘ giving me this,” and he pressed the little white 

covered with her hands, and whispered, hand in his. 

“Dear Kate, won’t you lookatme? Iknow{ What her answer was the oracle sayeth not; 
it all, you are ‘Clarabel.’” ‘but a week after, when matters were all ex- 

‘¢No, you don’t; you don’t knowit all. Iwish plained, I heard Frank declare, that though 

you did,” she sobbed, ‘‘you don’t know that I ‘Kate was a model reformer, she nevertheless 

called you a flirt and yowed to punish you for \ advocated capital punishment. 

your misdeeds, and that I overheard you and } Hal and I are to *‘stand up” at the wedding; 

Harry Bentley planning the advertisement, and ’ we are to have one of our own by-and-by. 
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BY ANNIE ELIZABETH, 

Fain would I bind one sunny wreath 

From youth’s forsaken bowers; 
Fain would I feel once more the breath 

Of those long vanished hours, 

But they have gone like radiant dreams, 

Gone to return no more, 

Nor will again their starry gleams 

Light my dim pathway o’er. 

On, ask me not again to sing 

That song of other years, 

I cannot wake the silent string, 
Or check the falling tears; 

For childhood’s scenes are hurrying on, 

I hear its voices low, 

And almost deem that life’s young morn 

Is waking on my brow. 

As tracings on the desert sand 
At the siroeco’s breath 

Have vanished, so that cherished band 

Have passed away in death; 

My spirit sad no more will stray 

Youth's fairy scenes among, 
Then ask me not of those bright days 

Yo sing the fav’rite song. 

The bright dream flies, I cannot sing 
The song of youth’s glad hours, 

For by-gone mem’ries round me fling 

Their deep and saddening powers; 

Back through life’s pathway rough and bare, 

To childhood’s hours I’ve sped, 

But mossy are the mile-stones there, 

The flowers all dark and dead. OOP PPL LLLP FDL OL LIL PDL DALLA LAL LL PN hk A 
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THE SNOW-STORM. 

BY LOUISA J. PEARL. 

And little children beg their bread, 
With pallid lips from door to door. 

Once more the snow is falling fast, 
And all without is cold and dark, 

While dismal sounds the Wintry blast 

To many a poor and weary heart. 

Within the city’s limits now 

We see the sad and shivering poor, 

And now ye rich and happy ones, 

Upon whom clouds do seldom lower, 

Think of the lonely, orphan child, 

And pity the industrious noor. SFL LL LLL LLL 



ORIGINALS FROM OUR SCRAP-BOOK. 

BY VARIOUS CONTRIBUTORS. 

TALKING UP CHIMNEY. : the chimney just as I was leaving my room, to 

Dip you ever talk up chimney, reader? I ‘look up and see, if possible, how it was I heard 

happen to lodge in a house—a fine, large corner ay neighbor so distinctly—the fine, inglorious 

house, and my room is sunny all day. Stooping ¢ particles of villainous, chimney scrapings ad- 

down to make the fire, one morning, a sepul- § hered to my profile. It was prodigiously plea- 

chral voice said, in deep, strong tones, ‘Good } sant to all but myself. 

morning.” “Good day, sir,” said a slim, strange gentle- 

‘Good morning back again,” cried I, starting ‘man, about the hour of dinner. 

back, terrified, nevertheless. “Good day,” I ventured coldly—‘you have 

‘‘How does your fire work, down there?” ; the advantage of me.” 

came next. : «Why, sir, you and I have talked together 

‘‘ Like the blazes, I’m obliged to you,” returned § quite in a friendly way,”’ he responded, 

I, wondering what in the world had got in my } “T beg your pardon—you never spoke to me 

chimney. 3 before, nor I to you, I am positive. I have a 

‘It’s all smoke up here,” said he, grufily. ’ keen recollection of faces.” 

‘J should think it might be,” I answered, “So have I,” said he, carrying his handker- 

still in amaze. chief to his forehead suddenly. He shook; I 

‘‘Has Betty brought you warm water this } thought he was nervous, 

morning?” queried my chimney friend. Betty “So have I,” at last he resumed, after a short 

was the maid of all work. silence, ‘‘and I remember yours distinctly as 

‘©No—I hear her coming,” said I. Sit—as it looked—this morning’—and he ex- 

‘Just send her up here, will you?” cried ploded in a cachination similar to the one I had 

gruffy. ‘ heard in the early part of the day. 
\ 

‘‘T think the water will come easiest, friend,” § I laughed myself, then, and held out my hand, 

I ventured, with an eye to the width of my fire- ‘ saying, ‘‘So you are my chimney acquaintance {” 

place. ; «The very same,’’ he returned, wiping the 

‘«‘ How the dickens can the water come without moisture from his eyes; ‘I trust we shall con- 
tinue to be fast chimney friends.” 

she bringsit? You don’t think itll walk up stairs | 
“Jf that is your taste I hope you may be 

of itself, do you?” 

“Up stairs, oh! aye! ah!” exclaimed I, fetch- § suited as well as myself,” was my reply. 

ing a long breath; “I beg your pardon, but I; Upon that we joined hands, and many an 

anecdote has flue (excuse my grammer) up that 
thought you was in the chimney.” 

old chimney since then. Next time I'll tell you 
Such a laugh as came down that smoke-flue, 

I never heard before; ha, ha’s of every shape, } S0m¢ more of our up and down chimney conver- 

sations. M. A. D. 
dimension and color—if sound has color. 

really began to fear the lungs in the waistcoat Moi 

from which they came would burst; and finally § ANNIE C—. 

I heard something very like a man rolling on : BY NELLIE NELSON. 

the floor. Turovan the stately room of yonder beautiful 

I went down to breakfast; but no sooner did} mansion, there was heard a yoice of childish 

I appear than the whole table began to titter. mirth, and a fairy-like girl went dancing over 

One man upset his coffee and ran violently from \ the rich, yielding carpets, and among the flowers 

the room. } of the brilliant garden like an embodied sunbeam. 

«TI beg your pardon,” said my landlady, “hut § The ever changeful light upon her brow and 

—sir—the tip—of—” here she broke Cown, both § cheek scemed reflected by the hovering of angel 

hands on the tea urn, and how she did laugh! 3 pinions, and too soon alas! have those pinions 

I ran to a glass. Heavens! the whole end of ® borne her from earth. ‘* Death loves a shining 

my nose, my chin, and the middle of my fore- mark,” and Annie in her innocence and childish 

head were black as—as soot! I had gone to ‘ beauty has left her home desolate. 

- 
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Desolate, but haunted ever by a thousand } Give us the spirit of that man, who, beholding 
watchful memories. How will the mother forget a neighbor dash by in his splendid equipage, can 
to listen for the sweet, earnest voice! The father steadily plod on in humble garments undisturbed 
for the tiny pattering, hastening to welcome him! $ by thoughts of envy. Such an one is as far above 
How will the brother and sister miss the affec- the sneers and gibes of the whole army of aristo- 
tionate pet and playmate! } crats as heaven is above earth. The saucy level 

The wintry clods lay cold upon her little} of an opera-glass with his plain exterior does not, 
grave, but the spring is fast awakening, with $ disturb him. The studied coldness of the elegant 
her balmy whispers, fragrance and loveliness, a fop provokes from him only—a smile. 
fitting type of the re-awakening of Annie’s soul$ -Contentment is an inherent quality of the mind 
to the deathless blooms of paradise. There by S of some people, they are happy in spite of change 
that ‘gate of. flowers,” when the heart of the $ or misfortune. Like the great Athenian philo- 
mourner is bowed in anguish, may the memory $ sopher, they can go to their lowly homes and say, 
of the last words, ‘to-morrow it will be light, § «T haye seen nothing that I wanted to-day.” 
to-morrow I shall see,” come sweetly as the’ «A contented mind isa continual feast.” Aro 
echo of a spirit harp; and may they say softly } the dishes coarse and the viands plain? They are 
thus, ; as good as silver and gold, and spiced meats to 

‘*God’s will be done, lost darling Annie! to-% the contented man. Are his clothes coarse and 
day and forever thou dwellest in light.” y common? Broadcloth would not elevate his own 

met Lee Sestimation of his dignity. His children are 
‘ruddy, healthy, rosy. Silks and satins could 

CONTENTMENT. add nothing to these. He looks upon the hills, 
On! the bliss of contentment! you who have} the groves, the stately mansion, the fruitful 

this priceless jewel, keep it bright and pure. orchard, the teeming field, and feels that they 
Let no untoward tempest darken it for a mo-§ are all his, to look, if not to feast upon. Te is ment. Add every day the ornaments of quiet-$ happy that others can possess them, while he is 
ness and meekness. Thank God for the boon } relieved of their care. 
of making others happy—for contentment in a ’ Oh! the bliss, the bliss of contentment! You 
family is like a steady sun, diffusing light on all } who have this priceless jewel keep it bright and 
within the circle of its influence. > pure. Let no untoward tempers darken it for a 

Yes, give us the mind that can pass by the! moment, Add every day the ornaments of quiet- 
splendor of this world, yet covet them not. Give {ness and meekness. Thank God for the boon of 
us the rosy cheeked girl, who in plain bonnet ; imparting happiness to others, for contentment 
and modest attire, can gaze on more costly ‘in a family is like a steady sun, diffusing light 
gauds, yet never wish with an aching regret to § on all within the circle of its influence. — 

become their possessor. ‘ M. A. De 

A MEMORY. 

BY CLARENCE MAY 

Tis but a curl— 
A simple curl of soft and silken hair— 

And yet no other one may know how dear, 

How very dear itis tome. It speaks 

A language to my heart too beautiful 

For words, and tells a tale that is not meant 

For other ears. Then wonder not that I 
So often gaze upon this losk of hair, 

For almost every heart will treasure up 

Some tender memory of by-gone hours, 

And love the thing that breathes a sorrowful 
Delight of other, and of happier days! 

Tis but a curl— 
A little sunny curl of bright brown hair— 
Yet oh, I love to gaze upon it. 

It tells of other times—a fairy tale 

Of gladsome Summer days—an echo from 

The dreamy past, that thrills the weary heart 

With memories that sleep, like musie in 

A harp, within its hidden chords. Ah, me! 

What weary hours have passed since first I pressed 

This little token of affection’s gift 

So fondly to my lips—what heart-warm dreams 

Have faded into air—what cherished hopes 

Have ceased to thrill the heart! APPL PL PDP DL IL ALAS PLO ODL ADP LOAD AL LOPE PP 
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THOUGHTLESS PROMISES. 

BY A. L. OTIS. 

‘‘Moruenr, dear mother! ‘there’s a good time } and my old heart is taking comfort—for I know 
a-coming.’ Glorious luck at last!’ } you will suit the nicest taste; and disappoint 

So cried Jenny Price, as she joyously eiiteted { nobody.” an 
the room of her old, feeble mother. ‘‘] was Madame Gorie’s best fitter, and she 

‘sWhat now?” said the old woman, dejectedly, } was sorry to have me leave her. So I do think 

‘‘another castle in the air, I suppose. Will you ‘I must succeed, mother. Customers will throng 

never have done hoping for better things, child im N —e I yeni Ou ae to the aes a, 

‘* Never, never, never, mother—at least not till ; devote myself to the fitting and trimming. ren 

you are in a more somrorthile home, and I can | I shall dare to ask a paying price. Soon I shall 

be sure of staying with you.’ be able to take that nice, little house in Stack- 

‘‘Well, well, I should think that these two} house court, with the vines running up to the 

long, scraping months of your SxPEIMBHEDE second story windows, and you shall have a 
would have cured you of hoping.” room with the sun on it, and tea twice a day. 

‘But, mother, if I only can get work at home, ; Splendid!” 
and not leave you alone every day from shyly ‘Yes, yes, you'll be a madame one of these 
dawn till after dark, it will be so much better | days yourself, and make for all the fine folk.” 

for us both. It is worth waiting and hoping for, § : But ee ei eae esate 81 MM 
and see now if our prospects are not bright! } got so much to do ie told me to supply the 
Madame Gorie is so good and kind to me! She } lining and trimmings, and I must hurry out to 

does not owe me the least grude for setting up § buy them. She never thought to ask if I had 

for myself. She has just sent me a note saying, ‘any money to buy them with! I have enough 

that as she was hurried to death, she would send $ left of my last WARES from Madame Gorie that I 

a lady to me as being one who would suit her, ; put by for rent. This work will replace it. 

since the lady was in immediate want of a dress.” ‘‘Now good-bye, mother. rll not be gone 

“Yes, yes, Madame Gorie is a kind woman, } long. one on, hope Byer ids not ‘ee togueh 

Jenny. She does one a good turn whenever she proverb, is it? Itis justified now, isn’t it? 

can ‘without putting herself out. But, child, § She was a lovely and lady-like girl, but her 

what of one customer? One won’t help you3 greatest charm was her cheerful heart. 

much, and I am such a drag on my poor xin The dress was finished at the promised time. 

with my medicine, and doctors, and sick spells.” ae pes oe two ogee cee Hes . oe 

‘Drag? No, indeed, mother. If I hadn’t had; application had brought on headache, 1t wou 

you to do roe ad should have been at common also bring future employment. What though 

work yet, I dare say.” ‘ anxiety to succeed, and fear of not pleasing 

‘*Not you, my neat-handed girl. You would : caused burning fever—it would be allayed by 

have laid by for a rainy day by this time.” ‘ the joy of success. 

‘‘But, mother, hear the rest. I had hardly $ Jenny took the dress home herself, and asked 

finished reading the note when the lady came. econ ss ne bs a =a eee 

I fitted her. She said she liked the way I went ‘away with her if it needed alteration. 1e 

to work. Wasn’t that nice? And then she said, | fastened it with trembling hands, and started 

‘You had better do your best, for I have five } nervously when the lady exclaimed that it ‘did 

sisters, and since Madame Jupon gave up dress- | fit beautifully, and was so charmingly trimmed! 

making we have never been suited. I promise Girls,” she cried to her sisters—‘‘ girls, do come 

you all our custom if my ee tana aa see ay ae ae aE ae ae ; 

Now, mother, what do you think of that?) And} enny stood by with a beating heart while 

beat of all—when she told me her name, I found } they examined it, but there was not one caviling 

out she was the fashionable Miss , and there ‘ voice. The lady then asked for her bill, which 

is no knowing how many will come to me only} Jenny had not yet made out. But taking a 

because she does.” pencil from her pocket she soon told its amount, 

‘Ah, Jenny, I begin to think better of it—‘ for she was not so familiar with a ae that 
‘ 
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she forgot what she paid for things, or what was ‘her husband’s life-time, and missed so sadly 
due for her work. ‘now. 

The charge was declared reasonable, and the} ‘Sister, do you remember that pretty, lady- 
bill paid at once—sending Jenny home with a} like girl who made my biue silk dress?” said 
light heart and a busy head. ‘Those ladies, six ; Jenny’s patroness one day, as she sat with her 
of them, must need many dresses for the winter, g sisters and her affianced lover in her luxurious 
and it was time to get them, all the new goods § parlor, 
were just come. ‘They would probably call upon “Oh, yes, Virginia, what of her?” 
her in a few days. So she got her patterns, pins : “I held out hopes to her that we would give 
und work-table in order, and felt the hurry of a ‘her our custom. But afterward, when you went 
large business oppressing her. She could not $ to Madame Gorie, and thought her so stylish, I 
sleep for thinking of new styles of sleeves, yokes, j dotermined to go too, for fear the little dress- 
fringes and buttons. s maker might not always know the latest modes. 

No one called the next day, howeyer—nor the It has occurred to me once or twice since, that 
next—nor the next—nor that week—nor the I might have raised false hopes. What do you 
next. What could it mean? Had she failed to \ think ?” 
please in some little matter, and so turned the ’ ‘Maybe you did,” answered her sister, with 
tide of her favor? She began to dream of making 3 indifference. «Of course you did, Virginia,” 
dresses for the six sisters, and finding, when she § said her lover, in a troubled voice, He added in 
went to try them on, that the purple silk for the } a low tone, ‘I have hitherto belieyed. you perfee- 
fat one would not enclose a yard-stick, and that $ tion, my love, or at least I have geen nothing to 

° ‘ $ ° the expensive brocade for the tall sister was too { remind me of the contrary. But Iam sure your 
short by a foot, and no silk to piece it out with. § generous heart will hasten to make reparation 
By day she no longer dwelt upon the little, sunny § for this carelessness.” 
house in Stackhouse court and two cups of tea. ; Amore unselfish heart than his never beat, 
She @hly tried to school herself to patience and $ nor one more mindful of the feelings of others, 
cheerfulness, and to stave off despair. Virginia blushed deeply, and without making 

A month went by. So as not to be idle, Jenny ? any premise, spoke of something else. She was 
had been doing plain sewing for the shops, for angry that he should condemn anything it had 
which the pay was quite inadequate to her $ pleased her to do. 
wants. At the end of that month of hope de- § He had intimated that he had thought her 
ferred she laid her head in her mother’s lap, : better than he now found her, and this gave her 
and let the discouraging words she had striven $ great offence. She sulked, and the evening 
for weeks not to hear, fall heavily on her heart. passed unhappily. 
She could no longer laugh away her mother’s : She knew too well her lover’s noble qualities 
dejection or control her own, and she sobbed in} to remain angry with him long, and the next 

‘ . her bitter disappointment, while her mother tried ¢ day she asked him to accompany her to make 
to comfort her by saying, ‘it was no use to hope. } inquiries about Jenny Price. 
Her sickly days would be dragged out in loneli-$ They knocked at the door, and the tottering 

s . ness, as they had been ever since her husband } old mother opened it, as Jenny was not at home. 
died, and Jenny was forced to go out to work. } She did not know Virginia, of course, but when 
She only prayed that she might not die alone— $ that lady pointed to her blue silk dress, and said 
but that she might be spared till the evening : Jenny had made it for her, and that she had come 
when her daughter would be home from her to engage her to make another, the withered 
work. She could comfort her in her last dread $ hands were clasped sadly, and the pale, sick face 
hour, and close her dying eyes.” : flushed up. 

Jenny knew she could not stay with her 3 ‘*Ah,” she said, ‘two months ago you would 
mother, and earn a support for them both. She} have been the welcomest stranger that ever 
must go back to Madame Gorie, and with her ! crossed this threshold, but my daughter is gone 
mother’s fears lying heavy on her mind, spend now, and Tam alone in my feeble old age. Lonely 
cach day in wearying suspense. There was : the days are indeed! And I might have kept her 
no alternative, and she was again taken into} if you had remembered your flattering promises 
Madame Gorie’s employment, thankful to be $ sooner.” 
reinstated in her former pay, which was barely ‘*Where has she gone?” asked Mr. : 
sufficient to procure the necessities of life, **To work by the day for Madame Gorie, sin— 
and none of its luxuries—those little luxuries ‘ not getting enough to keep her in comfort, when 
which her mother had been aceustomod to in‘ if she only had custom at home as the poor child 
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hoped to have by this time, she could make her- ; to the conclusion that she had done nothing 

self as rich as any of them. For, Miss, Jenny } wrong, though her companion could not agree 

has a fine taste—the Madame often does not even } with her. This she tried to make him do by 

see the dresses made there. Jenny fits, and trims, { reasoning, then by appeals to his affection for 

aud sends home, and Madame gets the money. ‘her. | 

Yes—she has sent dresses home to youand your} But finding him still unconvinced that she had 

sisters, that Madame had not a word to say : acted generously or justly, she grew angry, said 

about. Now I wouldn’t speak ill of Madame, she } she was sure he did not love her, and ended by 

pays good wages as times go, and of course gets declaring her engagement dissolved. She ex- 

the best hands she can for her money. But pected him to return ina week, convinced of her 

for getting my daughter taken back, Jenny and : perfections—but he conquered his first disap- 

I would have starved.” ; pointment, smothered all relenting feelings, and 

“Qh,” said Virginia, quite unnerved, ‘I did : lived to congratulate himself upon having had 

intend to come to her sooner—but vy, ‘ the strength of resolution not to seek a renewal 

‘‘No need to make excuses, Miss. One swallow of the engagement, though Virginia gave him 

don’t make a summer, and she wouldn’t have been ; many opportunities for reconciliation. He felt 

likely to have made a living off you alone.” * that so inconsiderate a person would be a constant 

‘*T could have brought others a ‘torment -to a conscientious, feeling heart. She 

«A late thought, Miss. My daughter, as I : felt alas, that in him she had lost her best and 

said, is now engaged for a year, and her poor old ‘ truest friend. 

mother must bear her loneliness. The worst you } Jenny Price is still at Madame Gorie’s, but 

have done, Miss, has been to make a cheerful {she now looks forward with the re-awakened 

young heart very, very heavy. She has never ‘hope of an ardent spirit to spending every day 

laughed as she used to, since.” Sand all day long, with her mother, in the little 

‘‘Why,” said Virginia, in an insolent tone, } house in Stackhouse Court, with a new delightful 

being really angry—‘‘I actually promised her : occupation—wifely cares. She dreams now of 

nothing—and I paid her well for what she did— brushing up the hearth, putting on the kettle, 

she had no right to expect more—nor have you } drawing the table to the fire, placing three cups 

any cause to berate me so.” for tea, waiting for her lover, (then to be her 

The old woman made no reply. Virginia § spouse) to come home to his evening rest, and of 

flounced out into the street, and began to justify ’ giving him the first full, abundant, ever-blessing 

lierself to her lover. Shé soon brought herself $ love of a cheerful, faithful heart. 

LIFE. 

BY F. H. STAUFFER. 

The river that slow onward glides, 

Where mammoth cities line its sides, 

And steamers mount the ocean tides 

Is like the pilgrim old, 

That with his staff and weary frame, 

Sinks to the dust from whence he came, 

Receiving but through death, his claim 

Jo glory yet untold! 

Tre stream that winds its tardy way, 

With ceaseless laugh and roundelay, 

Or stops by willow shades to play, 

Is like the merry child, 

That in the Spring-time of its years, 

Amid a world of hopes and fears, 

Begins with smiles that ends in tears, 

Its pathway lone and wild. 

The streams that slowly, softly glide, 

The brooks that leap with sterner pride, 

The rivers pine-begirt and wide, 

All reach the waiting sea; 
So we earth pilgrims here below 

With age grown weak or youth aglow, 

Each in his devious course must go 

Into Eternity! 

The chafing brook that leaps along, 

With giant strides and deeper song, 

Whose chorus swells the crags among, 

Is like the sturdy youth 
Who, buoyed with hope and ideal dreams, 

Fights best where danger thickest teems, 

And falls but where his pennon gleams 

Still battling for the truth. 
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AU NEES NGM ty, 

BY WILL H. HUSHNELL. 

A cuaTry, prim, busy little body, was aunt ; pies—mountains of cakes—golden butter and 
Nelly, as everybody called her. Although she was fragrant bread, 
truly termed an ‘eld maid,” yet her whole life { Verily, as she, busy body as she was, flitted 
seemed to have been passed only amongst flowers: ‘about, no one could ever have imagined for @ 
and her lips had never tasted anything but moment that a single care had ever been tangled 
sweets. Ever kind and useful, she found full } even for 2 moment in the web of her brain, that 
occupation in the romantic village of C—— $her deep blue eyes had ever rested on a cloud, or 
tending the sick, clothing the naked, feeding the that her heart had ever been stirred except by 
hungry, or bee-like rambling among the wild ' jolity and laughter. Momus, indeed, must have 
flowers that blossomed in beauty amid the ragged, $ presided at her birth, and all the fairies that trip it 
rocky cliffs that frown down from the “ Katters- \ amid flowers and loye and laughter on the greens- 
kill’s” upon the seaward sweeping and noble ‘ ward, in the merry light of a mid-summer’s noon 
Hudson that steals ona very silver ribbon, wove $ have attended her way, for the blithest and gayest 
by the hand of the Almighty himself, through S of all was she atamerry making. At the quilting 
the bosom of the Empire state. frolic, the apple bee, the husking, or the harvest 

Mirth seemed to overflow from the fountains § home, her light form was seen mingling in the 
of her heart spontaneously, like the mountain $ good old-fashioned ‘‘country” (why will fashion 
rill, and well up even to the lips, dimpling her $ misname it ‘‘contra”’) dance, to the merry tune 
face with smiles that parted her still health- of Money Musk, as gay as the gayest and appa- 
tinged, ruby lips and won their way into the rently as young as the bashful girl that had for 
very heart of all. Even the little beauty she had ! the first time heard the whispered words of love. 
once possessed had departed, and threads of ' Good aunt Nelly, how the heart warms toward 
silver glittered amid the carefully tended bands } you now, in these days of stiff, prim fashion, when 
of her dark brown hair, and a wrinkle was to be } girls jump from the cradle into long dresses, 
seen here and there, but there was that indescrib- gaiter boots, fashionable mantillas and—a hus- 
able something—that motherly way, as it were, ? band’s arms! When boys tumble out of the 
that we occasionally see, that made all love and $ cradle into high-crowned hats, standing collars, 
respect her and feel perfectly at home in her } long tailed coats and a pair of boots! When 
presence. all the notable old-fashioned ways of our fore- 

The house, too, where she resided with hor {fathers are forgotten, frowned down and voted 
brother and his family, seemed to have taken its $ old fogyish; and polkas, mazourkas, and fancy 
neatness and tidy and cheerful air from herself, 3 waltzes, have driven all the real soul stirring 
and eyery walk and flower and tree to be fitted } and enlivening dances from the ball room! But 
peculiarly for the place it occupied. And the 3 it is useless to complain, for ‘*Youne America” 
kitchen, where she gloried in being, and pre- { has the field, and all remembrances of the joyous, 
sided as a queen of undisputed power and right, § happy days of the ancient regime are yoted a bore 
it was a very joy to enter! The snowy polished ‘and forgotten, Shade of our dear good aunt 
floor, innocent ofa single speck of dirt or a stain— : Nelly, we rejoice that you were spared the sight 
the long row of polished pans and platters and of a modern ball-room and modern belles and 
shining plates—the brass-bound cedar pails—the ‘ beaux! 
smooth cocoa-nut dipper with its burnished rim} But yet contented and happy as aunt Nelly 
—the huge, old fire irons with their grim lion } ever seemed, a tear might now and then be seen 
faces—the spotless curtains of home-made linen— ‘ stealing down her cheeks, as if out of place there, 
the refulgent giant copper tea-kettle that hissed } and afraid of being engulphed in the dimples on 
a welcome and always so cherrily—and then she, ! either side of her short and chubby nose, as she 
our aunt Nelly, with her rosy face and white ’ sat on a stormy wintry evening before the brisk 
apron, was a sight of the good old times of } fire, rocking cosily in her well cushioned chair, 
other days, and one that brought up glorious ‘ humming an almost antideluvian melody, or 
visions of ‘good things” eatable—stores of ' talking to her grim, old cat that was purring 
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contentedly on the rug before her, as if visions } upon the carpet at her feet, apparently wonder- 

of myriads of young and tender mice, or an ocean } ) ing at her unwonted silence, and ever and anon 

of unskimmed milk, floated before her in creamy } \ striving to gain her attention. Far away, how- 

waves. Holy tears they must have been, for } ever, were her thoughts, wandering hither and 

surely she could never have any sins of her own } thither, like a rudderless bark tempest-tossed, 

to answer for, for ever had she strewn flowers } and for once sadness seemed to have power over 

around her pathway in life and angel-like } her yolatile nature. So much, indeed, was she 

scattered blessings. But a smile chased the} absorbed that she heard not the light step ofa 

drops away as sunshine will the clouds of fickle} fair, young girl, who somewhat hastily entered, 

April, and transitory was this gleam amid the} without knocking, and threw her arms about 

long lashes. Often had youth and beauty plead i in aunt Nelly’s neck as if privileged, and kissed 

yain for a history of her younger days, and the } : affectionately her soft cheek. 

few who were acquainted with it, kept the secret } ‘‘What, you, Ada?” exclaimed she, returning 
equally well with herself. But there are times$ the caress, and twining her arms around the 

when e’en the century plant unfolds its flowers } slender form before her. ‘Why, child, how you 

and reveals the gorgeous tints hid in its bosom. } frightened me. What sent you here in sucha 

And so it is with the human heart, for a single } hurry?” 

word may unlock its secret chambers, and all? +*Oh, aunt Nelly, I’ve such news to tell you.” 

hidden there become plainly visible to the eye of ‘News? Why, child, what is it that puts you 

loved ones, and dim and almost forgotten things in such a tremble?” 

become apparent, and, as it were, actual to the: ‘I’ve run fast, for I wanted to be the first to 

gazer. § tell you all about it.” 

And so it was with blythe, true-hearted, gay } ‘;Well, don’t keep me waiting then, or some 

aunt Nelly! There was an unwritten history of one else will get here before you have time.’ 

her life and heart that few dreamed of and fewer $ § wy es, so they will. Well, I was coming apy 

still knew, for think what we may, the hear ts} the street just now, when the stage came in,” 

that pass from the cradle to the tomb unscathed uttered the blooming girl, pausing for breath 

by the fire of love are as one to a million, even § almost between every word. 

if there are any such, which we deem highly ‘‘That’s no news, at any rate, Ada,” replied 

problematical. But what that history could tell, aunt Nelly, smilingly, ‘for I heard the horn 

or what ideal gifted writer, in his wildest fancy-} blow some time since.” But good old lady, you 

tinted dreams, imagine ? She knew how well we } must have been dreaming, for that day the horn 

all loved her, how like a mother she was to us—? had hung idly by the side of the driver, ‘by 

how we missed her when absent and longed for } the particular request” (as theatre bills have it 

her coming—but this was all. The past was a} now stereotyped) of the single passenger. 

sealed volume that we never dared to think of ; “Yes, but that’s not it. When the stage 

opening any more than the ancient, brass-clasped } arrived at the tavern,” (hotels and houses were 

hyeroglific charactered family Bible, that lay } unknown then, and the single place of entertain- 

upon the savory napkin on the massive table ment in the village of C , was 2 large barn- 

beneath the looking-glass. § looking building, glorying in a swinging sign on 

It was such a sweet summer evening as we all} which was painted a Dutchman of most portly 

love. When the breeze was soft and lowly mur-} dimensions, and the single word ‘ Knicker- 

muring through the time-honored poplars and } bocker,” in staring red, tipsy-looking capitals) 

flowering lilacs and fragrant-breathed ceringos § ‘‘a gentleman got out, and oh, such a nice look- 

that surrounded the cottage where she dwelt, 3 ing man, with such black curls and whiskers and 

and stole through the roses and played with the } white teeth!” 

tendrils of the vine, while the first stars faintly ‘¢Black curls and whiskers!” interrupted aunt 

trembled into sight, and the lady moon stele from * Nell y, somewhat interestedly, for what woman’s 

the still clouds, and the river sang a low melody } heart ever heard of such things without a flutter, 

as it rolled on gently kissing its emerald banks, ¢ any more than that of a young man, as the rustle 

while its tiny billows gently rose and fell silver-§ of silks and flounced drapery falls upon his ear, 

tinged and foam-crowned. Aunt Nelly sat by the setting him on the gut vive as to whom the fair 

open door, busy with her spinning-wheel, that } wearer might be? 

hammed a low, monotonous accompaniment to} ‘Aye, aunty Nelly, and he was dressed so 

the song that she was singing. A rosy-cheeked } nice, and had a large trunk with big black letters 

child, of about half-a-dozen summers, with long ; on it—and he spoke like a Frenchman, and wore 

golden curls and merry, laughing eyes, rolled *a large gold chain around his neck, and hada 
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cane all silver, and—and—but, aunty, you are} landlord with regard to places and scenes that 

not listening.”’ ‘seemed to have once been familiar to him, and 

“Yes, yes, child,” but she was evidently not, } persons who had once trod the dusty streets of 

for her lips kept repeating, ‘‘black curls and } C——. 

whiskers.” ‘Yes, lam, Ada, dear, but did you } ‘And Frank Halton, what has become of 

see the letters on the trunk?” \ him?” 

‘‘Oh, yes, plain as 1 can see you, and they} ‘Oh, he’s gone to sea again to hunt the 

were 3 S whales. A good boy is Frank, but ‘a rolling 

‘*What, child, what?” said our dear aunt, her} stone gathers no moss,’ you know.” 

impatience and curiosity getting the better of} ‘¢And Harry Palmer and his pretty wife?” 

her judgment. But dear old lady, she was par- **Dead—both dead!” replied the old man, 

donable in this instance, at all events. ‘ with a sigh, for ‘‘the pretty wife” was his only 

“Why, I saw them as the trunk was carried § daughter. 

in, and it was either R. V. V. or R. W., and I “Dead? Lam sorry to hear that. Ilow long 
can’t tell which.” . since ?” 

“R. W. Ada, R. W. child, did you say?”3 ‘About five years. Poor children, they fol- 

fairly screamed the questioner, as she flounced : lowed each other soon, and are buried side by 

from her chair, disturbing the equilibrium of the ; side, in one grave, just there where you can see 

spinning-wheel and the siesta of grimalkin. the top of the weeping willow over the hill,’ and 

‘‘Yes, aunt Nelly, I’m sure it wasa W. But} a tear rolled down the furrowed check of the old 

you won’t let me tell you all,” pouted pretty 3 man. 

Ada Green, vexed somewhat at her impatient ‘«Did they leave no children, Mr. Shoemaker ?” 

listener. ‘*Yes, that curly-headed urchin trying to climb 

**Go on then, for I am all impatience.” ‘up the sign-post (get down, Harry, you young 

‘Well, after he got on the steps of the tavern, rascal!) is theirs. You see, sir, (what may I call 

he asked old Hans Shoemaker if he knew you.” } your name ?) he was named after his father. But 

‘‘Me, me, Ellen Fitch?’ did you know him?” 

““Yes, you, and he told him where you lived.} ‘Aye, and your pretty daughter Kate, also. 

And then he asked ever so many questions about } But what ever became of Richard Wescott?” 

you—how long you had lived here, and if you } ‘Oh, ‘mad Dick,’ as we used to call him. 

were married, and—and—but I can’t remember } Well, the Lord only knows, for he has not been 
them all; and I ran down here just as fast as I back since he left many years ago, but I’ve heard 

could to tell you all about it,” and the youthful ; that he turned pirate and was hung somewhere 

beauty flung back the curls from around her} off South. But I don’t know. Ile was a wild 

flushed face, and took possession of the rocking- 3 boy, it is true, and I should not wonder if he 

chair vacated by the excited aunt Nelly, with an ¢ came to some bad end or other.” 

air that plainly said, ‘‘there, ain’t that great: <‘‘A pretty character for a man to hear of 

news?” himself, after being knocked about like a shuttle- 

And judging from its effects it was great news, cock by misfortune for almost a score of years,” 

and question followed question, until the young} muttered the stranger to himself. ‘Well, well, 

tale-bearer was completely tired out, and has- § this comes of roving, when a man should be 

tened to another quarter to gossip over the ad- § ‘ snugly anchored in the harbor of home, with a 
vent of the stranger, and surmise ‘‘who he was, $ pretty wife for a bower to windward, and a 

and where he came from, and where he was} bright light ever burning in the binacle of the 

going to, and what he wanted of aunt Nelly?” s heart. Heigh-ho! what a cruise old dame For- 

and a thousand and one other things that their § tune has led me, but if the anchor of love only 

ready minds conjured up. found good holding ground [ll soon be moored 

But the stranger, unconscious that he was the; for life. But what if it did not? Up with the 

subject of remark, and in fact, common town ; } helm, slip the cable and off to sea again, I sup- 

talk, (for gossip has the speed of the telegraph | pose. A pirate, and swung at the yard-arm! 

in your little country towns) quietly smoked a{ Ha! ha! Thank fortune I’m on liberty from a 
fragrant cigar on the porch of old Hans Shoe- § : cruise of the skeleton frigate Death yet. But I 

maker’s tavern, with his feet resting against } must See Nelly to-night, see if the overhauling 
the body of a high and wide shading tree, and ° of the log-book won’t be satisfactory. If so, 
contented, apparently, with his own thoughts. } then huzza, for the parson and the double bo’line 
Occasionally he removed the smoking and fire-} of matrimony.” 

tipped tobacco from his lips, and questioned the' A true sailor as ever trod a deck, worked out 
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a reckoning, or battled with a tempest, was for memory was busy knitting up the ‘“ravelled 

Richard Wescott, and yet his associations in sleeve” of the past, and truly many a stitch had 

foreign lands had subdued and polished the dropped then that the needles of the present 

natural roughness usual to one of his profes- $ could never take up and combine, entangled in 

sion. And he was equally at home in a parlor, ; the web of life. Here was a strand wanting— 

where youth and beauty were assembled, a3$ here a knot, and here the thread was broken 

when riding upon the foam-crested billow. Take 3 entirely off. Aye, both here and there was some- 

from him his somewhat ‘rolling gait, and none > thing missing—something gone—something she 

would have surmised that he ever had scorned } had loved—something she had lost—lost, never 

the ‘lubber-hole’ amid the blackness of maid 3 to be found again until the bark of life was safely 

night, and the howling of the fiends of the storm, 3 anchored at last in the ‘blue of the blest.”’ Sad, 

and bravely climbed the ‘‘foot-uck shrouds.” ‘ indeed, come the memories of the past to us all, 

That he had been a lover of our good aunt} and holy were the tears that trickled down your 

Nelly appears from his words, and thus the} cheeks, aunt Nelly, as scene after scene came up 

secret of her having wandered so long ‘sin } before you, for 

maiden meditation, fancy free,” was solved. “There were little shoes—there were tresses of hair, 

Yet carcless as he seemed, his heart was illy at} And a couple of broken rings— 

rest, and he would far sooner have been called § And a little, red frock, and a children’s chair, 

‘ ji ; And a little hood she was wont to wear. 
3 1 

’ 
aloft in the dark, middle watch of a winter \ And a thousand useless things. 

night, on = lea-shore, than to have to Hie ek “There were lines that he wrote—there were books 

love of his youthful days and tell of his wan- } that he read— 

derings. Bashful amongst women he ever was, me det sng that she sang—there were prayers 

. . Mat she saia— 

and though he had whispered his love ‘neath And a bud half embroidered, as she laid it aside, 

the soft light of a May moon when a boy, how: And the needle still there where she placed it and 

could he repeat it now when so many years had died!” 

passed, and he had become a man? Manmay} And aunt Nelly’s tears flowed on, unchecked 

tame the fiercest dwellers of the jingle and the ¢ save here and there as a smile zould steal through 

forest, but Jove will tame Aim, and its gossamer % and light up for a moment the gloom, and the 

threads hold him more securely than bars and * needles were stayed in the soft, grey yarn. The 

chains of treple steel. Wierd and mysterious is} ball rolled on the floor, and was tumbled about 

its power, for it 18 & ruler of the ruler, a king by Tom, the grimalkin, and the shadows went 

over the king himself, and a power more mighty $ and came through the thick vines, and the heart 

than the powerful of earth. And what can with- was busy with the memories of the olden time, 

stand it? Not bars and bolts, not moat or wall, } that came sanctified and softened by the touch 

not high and frowning battlements, turret or } of years. And the high, Dutch clock ticked on 

tower. The palace of the noble and the cottage {in the corner, and the kettle hissed on the fire, 

of the lowly alike it visits, and ‘‘it lowers not} and the twilight grew deeper, and the night bird 

the proud but raises the humble.” It glances : flitted amid the gloom, and the zephyr sighed 

on the sunbeams into the lone prison cell, and itself to sleep, and the first star twinkled amid 

flings a halo of gladness and hope over the bare, } the deep blue, cloudy waves of heaven’s ocean, 

damp walls. It bears the evergreen of fame’ and the heart beat fast, and the tears fell thick 

amid battle and storm. It dazzles the eye of § and—still aunt Nelly sat there regardless of all, 

the painter and poet with the hope of reward. ; while the shadows grew deeper and longer, and 

It stealeth into the holy closet of the man of : the clock ticked on. How long this heart revery 

prayer; it lighteth the dull eye of age; it adds} would have lasted was quite uncertain, had it 

wings to the foot of youth, and rules the camp } not been broken by a very unceremonious shout 

and court, aye, and the world, for truly has the { and a bound and a kiss, as again Ada Green 

poet written, ‘Love is still the Lord of all!” 3 sprang into the room flushed with excitement. 

But our good aunt Nellie sat carefully dressed : ‘Oh! dear, aunt Nelly! I’ve been to the tavern 

in her best, though somewhat antiquated gar- ‘ and seen the trunk, and it is R. W., and the gen- 

ments, dreaming also of the past and its many } tleman has been talking about all the village— 

changes, beneath the vine that overshadowed the } and he knows them all and you too; and he said 

door of the cottage, busy with her knitting work, } he used to know you, and he was coming down 

but the needles somehow refused to obey the to see you, and—and—but there he comes now.” 

directions of her nimble fingers, for stitch after; ‘Well, well, Ada dear, you go home now and 

stitch dropped, and the ‘“‘narrowing”’ was left to come and see me to-morrow, and I'll give you 

take care of itself. No wonder though, was it? * something nice, and 2 

“ 

Oe 
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“Will you tell me all about the gentleman “Yes, Richard, but we are girls and boys no 
with the black curls and hair, and-——” longer.” 

‘““Yes, yes. But go along home now and tell “Too true, alas! the bo’swain of life has 
your mother that ? sounded the middle watch, and it is time we 

‘‘Does Miss Ellen Fitch live here?” interrupted $ were trimming our sails for the harbor of 
a deep, manly voice. eternity. But Nelly, dear, it was not of this, I 

‘Yes, sir,” curtsied Ada, and was lost in a? came to speak. You remember when we parted, 
Moment afterward among the thick shrubbery. I for a rough sea life, and you to remain secure 

““A pretty tender, by my life,” laughed Wes- from all storms and tempests, safely at home.” cott, ‘but rather too quick for a pilot, so I must . “Tt was fully twenty years ago.” 
even find my way myself. Well, I have ran “Yes, and many a time, I’ve thought that safely into many a harbor through quick-sands’ parting would be the last one we should ever and shoals, but by Boreas, I’ve lost my reckon- $ have, but a kind heayen has watched over me, ing, and presume I’ll have to blunder into this § and though I’ve seen the stout ship reel and land-lubber fashion,” and his knuckles sounded founder—have been dashed helpless upon the upon the open door, : iron-bound shore—haye floated without food or Quickly aunt Nelly stood before him, but as it ; water for days together, on the waveless ocean 
was dark he did not recognize her, and his ques- { beneath the hot sun of the torrid zone—have 
tion was repeated, Z been a captive and a prisoner—yet here I am ‘**Does Miss Ellen Fitch reside here?” 2 again, safe and hearty.” 

“Yes, sir. Will you please to walk in, sir.” an You have much to be thankful for, Richard.” 
‘Ts she in?” ‘Aye, and I’ve learned by hard knocks, what 
‘She is, Richard Wescott.” you so often tried to teach me, that there was a 
“My name! Well, the good dame has got to just, perfect, and loving God, who marked even windward of me, and hails before I show my } the fall of a sparrow. I did not believe it then, 

colors. I wonder who in the name of Neptune } Nelly, but now I know and feel it.” 
she is?” soliloquized he, as he followed her into “Oh, I'm so glad of that. It would haye made 
the house, ; your poor old mother so happy to have known it 

The fire burned but dimly, the kettle sang } before she died.” 
merrily, the cat purred contentedly, and the ‘*Aye, Nelly. Poor old lady, she has gone 
clocked ticked on steadily, but there were two 3 aloft, but the anchor of religion never let her 
hearts there that fluttered like wounded birds drift among the shoals of unbelief. Poor mother! and beat almost audibly, swayed by the twin- ‘If the spirits of those we have loved and lost— 
mated feelings of fear and love. : the angels radiant in light and loveliness, around 

“Did you wish to see Nelly Fitch, sir?” $the throne of God, visit us, she has heard my “Yes, yes, I did. Will you be kind enough ‘lips breathe in prayer, Nelly, and is happy in to tell her so, That a stranger—no, yon cee ie belief that after death, her only son will to know my name—that Richard Wescott wishes S again be by her side in that land where every to speak to her.” S sail has a hull of crimson, and a tatfrail of gold! 
‘“Well, she is here,” almost laughed aunt } Where each ‘banner is glowing with stars, and Nelly. ¢ the dawn of two mornings emblazon the spars,’ ‘“You Ellen Fitch?” sand where the anchor with flukes of silver, is ‘<The same, sir—the same, Dick Wescott, and,” § dropt never to rust or be stirred again in the but the rest of the sentence was lost in a rustle : ‘/Egean of Heaven,’” and the sailor wiped the of garments and a sort of explosive sound, and $ tear drops from his dark eyes, and spoke lowly if what mischievous Ada Green says is true, and } and reverently of the grave of his mother, and she ought to know, (for she was peeping through 2 questioned of her last hours, and seemed gratified the vines at the window, the mischief !) it was $ with the information that she had died like an caused by the sudden meeting and parting of $ infant going to sleep, to wake in immortality. two pair of lips! And a vow he made (which was well kept in the ‘Don’t, Dick,” were the first words uttered future) that her graye should be a holy Mecca after the explosion. : to him, and green trees should bend lovingly 
“Ha! ha! Nelly, don’t it put you in mind of 3 | 

old times, when we were girls and boys together? ‘But, Nelly, dear,” he resumed, ‘‘much as I 
when we used to romp in the meadow, fish in the $ have to be thankful for, | would have still more.” brook, ramble in the woods, and’ be merry as : ‘More, Richard? Have you not health and the birds all day long?” 3 strength ?” i 

over it, and flowers bloom around. 

. + 
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“Aye, and wealth, for the fickle jade fortune ;as he entered from his daily avocations and 

smiled upon me at last, as if tired of playing me sought his better half. 

false.” : «Wife? Thank you, shipmate, that’s the word! 

‘What can you wish for more?” and innocent } Aye, wife, Nelly dear.” 

ag a lamb, aunt Nelly looked with wondering; ‘Wife, Dick?” Ah! whose turn was it to 

eyes into his face. ‘tremble now, Miss Ellen Fitch? 

‘“Why, Nelly, ve sold my ship and resolved ‘‘Nelly,” he continued, not noticing her con- 

to remain on shore the remainder of my life. } fusion, (and perhaps for the reason that he was 

My heart yearned for this dear old village, and ‘ but little better himself) ‘you remember when 

sometime since, I repurchased the old homestead ; we parted you promised to love me forever, and 

where I spent so many happy years, and have } that when I came back you would be my wife. 

had it fitted up, as you probably know.” ‘And you gaye me this long curl of your then 

‘‘You had this done, Dick?” exclaimed aunt} light hair. I have kept it, Nelly dear, amid 

Nelly, completely astonished at this piece of infor- calm and storm. See, it is as bright as when 

mation, which also affected the young listener, ; you gave it to me. And now, Nelly, will you 

Miss Ada, so that the bushes vibrated tremu- Snot redeem your promise? Say, will you not 

lously, and aunt Nelly wondered if there was not ; be mine—be my—— Thunder! what’s that!” 

‘some stray, good-for-nothing cat come prowling ‘he exclaimed, as the bushes rattled without, the 

after her pet robin again.” ’ window fell with a loud “bang,” and a fiect- 

“Yes, I did. Even me, ‘mad Dick,’ as you $ footed form vanished toward the village, fully 

all used to call me, and now you see, as I can’t { intent on getting some one to help her keep the 

live nlone, I must get me a housekeeper.” ¢ secret of the proposals that was altogether too 

‘* Well, now there’s Mrs. Jenkins, who lost her ; burdensome for her young heart. Aha! pretty 

husband last spring in the freshet. She’s a . Ada Green, it was not many years before your 

capital hand, I tell you, and such a cook.” 3 own little heart trembled like a frightened bird- 

Verdant aunt Nelly! Did not your heart tell; ling, and your own ears drank in the sweet 

you better than to answer thus? Mrs. Jenkins, $words of love that thrilled from the manly lips 

indeed! You might just as well have talked of him beside whom you walk, and on whom you 

about the Queen of the Cannibal Islands. Mrs. $ will lean through life. 

Jenkins (a good old lady though she was, to be But with your flight, pretty Ada, the curtain 

sure) indeed! What was she, or any of her rela- ; must drop over the scenes that transpired in that 

tions, to Dick Wescott? Or Mrs. Smith, or Mrs. old-fashioned room, where two happy hearts beat 

Brown, or the widow White, or any other anti-3in unison. The cat purred—the kettle hissed 

quated dames versed in the mysteries of the ; and sang, and the clock ticked merrily on. Yet 

causine, or the manufacturing of herbs into <I would I could have peeped in at the window 

‘‘sovereign remedies” for the ‘break-bone- S when ‘ your time came.” 

fever,” or any of the past adamite diseases? But years have passed, and Dick Wescott and 

‘‘Mrs. Jenkins won’t do for me, Nelly, even } aunt Nelly reside still contentedly in the olden 

though she is a notable old dame. I must have ; village of C ; and their house, as it always 

OW and dearer to me than 3 was, is the rendezvous of all the little folks. 

B a Shiver my timbers } But, alas! the times have altered strangely, and 

(in sight of harbor,” he mut- the children grown impudent, for among those 

* < bright-eyed ones gathered there to celebrate the 

' s throat. ’ merry Christmas time, are a romping boy and a 

‘‘ Have what, Dick? hat is it you want?” S very hoyden of a girl, that have the audacity to 

Oh! tantalizing Nelly to question thus. § call our good aunt Nelly—moruer 

ife!” shouted John Fitch, (Ellen’s brother) 
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BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFFIELD. 

A face whose every feature telleth 
How light she feels this earthly clod, 

A face whose holy beauty showeth 

Her walk is ever close with God. 

A near that is a casket holy: 
With brightest jewels garnered thero 

‘at sorrow’s hand hath polished, 
ems than princes wear, DA ALO L LA LOO 



THE WIFE’S TRIAL. 

BY MES. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

(Entered, according to the Act of Congress, in the year 1856, by Edward Stephens, in the Clerk’s office of 
the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.] 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 314, 

CHAPTER IX. > «See, father—see, mother, I have got him. 
Meantime the mother and Catharine had ex-} The night angel let him loose upon the moon- 

hausted themselves in searching for the child. }heams, and then came to my room, whispering 
Mutual anxiety had drawn them together, as {that he was alone searching for his mother and 
months of common acquaintance could not have $ fleeing from one who was not his mother, but 
done. When they returned to the house after who had stolen the name and kept it while we, 
midnight, in order to send the servants out to } who had his blood in our veins, were pining. I 
continue the search, they found the old people } } listened to the night angel, for he is grand and 
up, and in a state of painful excitement. Elsie, } true, though since I came here he has almost 
who had left them as they supposed to go to her { forsaken me. I listened to the night angel, when 
room, had mysteriously disappeared. : he told me that a child of my blood was uttering 

Here was a new source of alarm. Never } cries for help in the open fields; that the forest 
before had Elsie been known to leave the house } birds were scaring him with their hooting 
after dark. What could have led her forth? ‘cries; and the woman who is not his mother was 
And where could she have fled to? Again they searching for him. 
all sallied out, the two old people and the two > “The window was open, the grass underneath 
young women followed by the servants; but all! soft and silvered with moonshine. I flung out 
in vain. At daylight they returned home, weary the folds of my shawl and stepped forth upon na 
and sorrowful, filled with dread that something : the air, sinking downward, but holding out the 
fatal had happened to these helpless creatures, } red wings of my drapery as the angels do when 
so loved and so strangely lost. : they descend from heaven—but they would not 

At daylight a new thought stole upon Catha- : ‘hold me up, and I fell upon the grass, which 
rine. The library! Elsie might have concealed > bathed my face and hands with its silver dew. 
herself there, or might even be crouching near Still I heard the cry of my child afar off, and 
the door in the passage. She started up, ran mocked by a miserable whip-poor-wiil, that taint- 
along the passage, and flung open the library } i ing his agonies of fear with long, mournful wails, 
door. ‘ that pained me to the soul. Thad heard that 

There was Elsie, in the grey light of the { whining bird before; he loves to mock at me 
morning, with one arm over the child, watching {and mine. Years ago he be egan it, years from 
the pictures with her black, wakeful eyes, and ' now he will keep it up. 
with that triumphant smile still upon her lips. ‘*My poor baby was pore alerts is the hill- 
The red drapery, the beautiful head of the boy } side, shrieking for me to eome, and I knew that 
resting upon the cushions, and Elsie with those : the woman who is not his mother was afte him 
bright eyes and the iron-grey hair sweeping } heart and soul as I was vue woman that is not 
around her, formed a group that was more than his mother, who stands ¢ there!” 
picturesque. 3 Here Elsie half started from the floor, and 

Catharine uttered a joyful cry, that brought : : pointed her finger at the poor young widow, who 
the stranger and the two old people into the thagan to tremble and tu : a mente beneath the 
passage. The venerable parents ceased to weep gleam of those wild, black 
as they approached the room, but a pallorcame$ ‘Go home!” continued Alsie, with look of 
upon their faces, and they drew close together, $ sudden affright; ‘‘he is mine, God gs Ave him to 
as persons oppressed with a cold atmosphere 3 <me first, and when he was lost ti t he 1 uy onke) 
strive to impart warmth each to the other. : ‘brought him back to me. You ar 

Elsie half arose, supporting herself with one mother! Itis my ‘blood th ut x dda 
hand pressed against the floor. > my breath that heay 

882 
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looks through his eyes. Go home, the boy is with a faint struggle, and starting up began to 

mine! mine, I tell you, mine!” rub his eyes with both hands. 

Elsie almost shvieked these words out, in her ; ‘‘Georgie! Georgie!’’ exclaimed the widow. 

eagerness to drive the pale young widow away; The child scrambled up from the cushions 

and she bent over the child fiercely as an eagle } as if to ran toward her. 

broods over its young. : ‘‘Mamma, my own mamma!’ 

The widow drew timidly forward, with her Elsie’s face darkened like a thunder cloud; 

_ eyes full of crushed tears bent upon the child. her pale lips began to quiver, and she made a 

‘¢Go home!”’ commanded Elsie, in wrath. ‘‘Go 3 dart forward with her hand. 

home! You are not his mother!” The child, frightened, shrank back on the 

‘But I love him. He is mine. He never } cushions. 

knew any mother but me,” pleaded the young Catharine bent over Elsie, smiling, 

woman, while the tears started in large drops : ‘¢You see the child does not call her mother!” 

from her eyes, and her hands clasped themselves ‘Don’t he? No; that is true; she is only the 

as if eager to implore silence and mercy from PORES take him away, he must have a bath, 

the maniac. * you know; nurse, you will see to it.” 

‘‘No,” answered Elsie, and her black eyes Even as Blsie said this, however, the strength 

kindled with fiery light to their depths; ‘No, } went out from her limbs, a delicious shiver ran 

he is mine. When the blood reaches his heart, } through her whole frame, and as if the breath 
\ 

mine beats quicker; when it stops, I shall per- ‘inhaled from those rosy lips had been a sweet 

ish; he is my soul, lost years and years ago, } poison, she breathed a sigh and her head sunk 

which the night angel has brought back—go } slowly to the floor. Her hands dropped loose 

away, go away!” ; from the child, and she lay among the billowy 

The pocr young woman looked around for ‘folds of her white robe and crimson shawl, pale 

some one to aid or comfort her. Catharine }as snow, but with a smile of ineffable joy upon 

came forward. ee face. This draught of life she had drank 

“Yes,” she said, gently, ‘the night angel; from those warm, half-parted lips was stealing 

knows that Elsie is the child’s mother; but he ‘like an elixir through her veins. - 

is so young and must be cared for, you know. ‘Let us take the child away now!” said Catha- 

This is his nurse, who has taken charge of him j rine, stooping gently down and lifting the boy 

for you. It is she who told the night angel {from the cushions, where Elsie’s helplessness 

when he was ready to come back.” had left him. 

“Oh! are you sure?” questioned Elsie. She} ‘God bless the dear little fellow, he has made 

does not claim to be his mother?” her smile,” said the old man, looking from George 

‘No, only his mamma. You don’t mind what } to the white face of his daughter, while his fea- 

he calls her, if it is not mother. ; tures, usually so placid, quivered with a rush of 

‘‘You are sure, quite sure?” jadeckion. ‘‘Look at her, mother. When did 

‘‘Quite sure. Wake aia and see if he calls } she smile so naturally before ?” 

her anything cage mamma,” ‘‘But how white she is,” said the dear, old 

Pd JIsie smiled. ce ake. him, oh! yes, I know 3 lady, full of tender anxiety, ‘if it were not fou 

him!” a she Dent her pale lips down to the } the smile it would seem like death!” 

lild, leaving a timid kiss ‘‘But the smile, look at it! Since the day we 

n them. coola saw that face under its wedding veil, white as it 

Tow it pe es 2 my heart peat!”? she said, }is now but so happy, she has never looked like 

leep bre ath, and glancing furtively up that,” said the old man, 

at the 90) tr is. aD hey are ean Yes, they ’ «But what if it were death?” answered the 

know wha' s to be jealous now.’ old lady, constantly rendered anxious by any 

But the ila o ee farned his beautiful head } ; change that fell upon her daughter, who, spite 

on the cus hi ion and went to sleep again, W ith} of her sorrow and grey hair, always seemed a 

soft mu pace rs and a deeper breath. Schild to her. ‘I have heard that those who 

5 hin m once more?” inquired Elsie, } suffer must on earth often look happy as angels 

Be pleading eyes o. Matharine. on moment they cease to breathe. Tell me, 

< itetroubles him?’ Bice husband, tell me,” she continued, clasping her 

next time.” et } hands with sudden affright, ‘sis this sleep or 

her lips like a} death?” 
oh ead which ‘‘Neither,” said Catharine, who had resigned § 

e awoke \ the boy to his mother, and was kneeling beside 
i 
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Elsie. ‘‘She is insensible, that is all, a little ; CHAPTER X. 

effort will bring her to!” Exsin had partially recovered. Her eyes were 

‘“‘Not yet. Oh! not yet,” cried the old lady, } open, and she was resting on her elbow, looking 

with tears in her eyes, and drawing timidly } with child-like wonder around the room; while 

toward the prostrate woman. ‘‘Let me kiss her ; the dear, old people stood hand-in-hand regard- 
while she looks so natural, Husband, come!” ; ing her through a mist of grateful tears. 

She fell upon her knees, holding up her ATMS 3 : How did I come here?” said Elsie, in her 
for the old gentleman who knelt beside her; and $ sweet, natural yoice, that made those two fond 

the blended tears fell warm and fast on the poor hearts leap in unison, ‘‘I must have studied 

maniac. First one and then the other bent for- } late, and fallen asleep after. Did he miss me?” 

ward, pressing timid kisses upon that pale face, The old people looked at each ather in alarm. 

thug assuring themselves that it still retained a ; ‘“‘Of whom does she speak?” inquired Catha- 

glow of life. ’ rine. 

Meantime Catharine drew her visitor aside. ‘ sOf him,” answered the old man, glancing 

“Take the boy away,” she said, hurriedly, «she toward the portrait. ‘*What can we answer?” 

will not miss him, perhaps, if he is out of sight. , «He did nob reach home last night,’ said 

But let me come and see him sometimes, I will ; Catharine, gently. 

not trouble you often.” % And who is this?” inquired Elsie, bending 

“TJ would leave him with you, if it would do {her brows. ‘Who knows of my husband’s move- 

her good, that is for an hour or two,” said the ’ ments better than I do myself? Send that woman ~ 

lady, who was trembling still with the joy of {from the house, father, The lost one, you re- 

having found her darling. member the lost one!” 

Catharine looked at the sleeping boy, with a $< Blsie, do you not know me?” inquired Catha- 

keen desire to have him with her a few hours : rine, astonished. 

longer; but a habit of self-control, which suffer- 3 ‘*How should I?” was the terse answer. 

ing had matured, caused her at once to suppress § ‘‘What am I to you!” 

the wish. | ‘¢But I am your friend!” 

‘<No,” she answered, ‘it would do no good, Elsie laughed softly. ‘I never had but one 

unless she had him always with her. It is a 3 friend, and she——” 

wild fancy that may not return while he is sats ‘Well, never mind her, darling,” interposed 

of sight; Renan you look weary. Up all night, the old lady, anxiously. 

and so anxious.’ ; Elsie cast a scrutinizing glance at the old lady, 

J will go then, if you think it best,” an- $a ae a look of profound astonishment came to her 

swered the widow, with an effort: and she moved § fac 

away with the child. : Why, mother, how strange you look! How 

‘<Qne moment!” pleaded Catharine, for her § old youare! Dear me, your hair has grown so 

heart sunk as she saw the boy carried off. ‘If light; and that queer cap. ‘This will never do, 

you will sit down in the breakfast-room a mo- § mother.” . 

ment, while I take care of poor Elsie, perhaps$ ‘My child—my dear child!” 

you will permit me to help you carry him home. 3 Elsie laughed, and shook her head. 1, 

I should be so happy, and you are worn-out!” “Don't plead. Don’t attempt to persuade me, 

‘‘He is heavy,” answered the widow, “but ¢ mother. You must always dress like a gentle- 

that is nothing. Iam so glad to get him in my , woman. That hair and cap are frightful. 

arms again, that it seems to me that I could eras how much he thinks of ‘thi 

carry him over the whole world without feeling § The old people remained silent. 

a 

the weight.” piece of madness that they had neyer tnessed 

“J should have liked to carry him,” said § ‘before. Catharine too was puzzled. Elsie seemed 

Catharine, gently, ‘cof you were willing. a! } struggling with some old ee ing Before 

‘«<J will wait, of course I will wait. He ts ¢ to have cast herself back int ) 

heavy, and I am almost tired out, as you say. of action, forgetting ever ythi 

It is very kind of you, I will wait!” omeD could’ ee ae ok 

The widow saw how anxious Catharine was, } some opp ort 

and with gentle tact gave way to her wishes. , “But while * 

They hurried into the breakfast-room together, 3 forgott fen to oo ok 

and after Catharine had arranged the cushions : ordered, at 

and white dainty couch for the child to rest on, ; think of me 

she returned to the library. 
ed 
wm) ~ 
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mirror, set into the door of a cabinet, with which ; instantly a cry broke from her lips also, while 

she seemed familiar. the good old couple looked at each other in dis- 

‘‘Why, how is this?” she cried, with astonish- , may. Noone spoke, butall remained paralyzed, 

ment, as the reflection of her figure came back } white as death and gazing at eath other. Catha- 

from the glass; and holding out her long hair at ;rine usually so self-possessed, shook like an 

arm’s length, she allowed the grey tresses to drop aspen, and Elsie crept to her side, siezing upon 

slowly from her figure, repeating the question } her garments for protection, a sure sign that 

sharply, ‘‘What is this? whose hair is this?” 2 heri nsanity, for a moment put off, had returned 

No one answered her, and she stood gazing } again. 

upon herself in wild amazement, turning her} The figure at the window seemed rather 

dark eyes upon her parents with a stern question- } amused by the consternation she had produced. 

ing air, as if they had transfigured her thus. ‘Her face wrinkled into a laugh, and the glitter 

‘‘T cannot make it out,” she said at last, { of her eyes seemed to strike fire upon the glass. 

dropping her arms sadly downward, ‘I cannot 3 ‘ After indulging herself a moment or two, she 

OL OL 

make it out.” [tured away, walking deliberately toward the 

‘‘It igs rememberance. It is a return of$ front door. 

sanity!” whispered Catharine. ‘Her recollec- : The young widow still remained in the break- 

tion of what she has shay her forgetfulness of fast room, sitting by the little boy, who slept 

me, it is a hopeful sign.” ; peacefully upon a sofa. As she looked up from 

The old people began to tremble. Their 3 the beautiful face, so warm and rosy with sleep, 

withered hands clung together, shaking like } her eyes fell upon this singular woman, who 

autumn leaves, low murmurs broke from their }{ stood within the hall, looking keenly at her from 
lips; but no words were uttered. They listened $ the shelter of her old Navarino bonnet. 

in breathless suspense for the next sentence? The impression made upon this young woman 

that might fall from those troubled lips. was quite unlike that left upon the group in the 
‘‘T wonder—I wish some one would tell me library. <A look of profound surprise, not un- 

what it means,” she continued, looking wistfully ; mingled with amusement at the comical figure 

in the glass, ** How am I to get these lines from } which presented itself, come over her face, for she 

my forehead, these, these e ; had recovered her child and was disposed to 
She checked herself suddenly, gasping for ; cheerful thoughts. 

breath. Her eyes were fixed wildly on the } ‘‘The people are all in another part of the 

mirror as if she had seen a basalisk there; her house,” she said, pleasantly, ‘‘ but here is a trifle, 

white lips began to tremble; and uttering a low ; if you require help.” 

cry she dashed her clenched hand against the } ‘Phe old woman came forward, with a chuckle, 
glass, shivering it to a thousand fragments. ‘and seized upon the piece of silver so kindly 

‘‘T have done it—I have done it,” she cried, } offered. 

with an insane glare of the eyes, as she held out; ‘*Ha, ha—I am rolling in gold, rolling in it, 

her clenched hand, all crimson with drops of ?do you see. But as for heip, the more one has, 

blood, for them to look upon. ‘She crossed my {the more one wants help. I have a cat and 
path once, twice, again, But I have crushed } three chickens at home, that'll be the better for 
her, do you see?” {what you give them. As for me, I can make 

As she cried out in this exulting fashion, } my bed of gold and feel it soft. Oh! ha, that’s 

Elsie’s glance fell upon the bay window, and sa pretty boy you’ve got there.” 

instantly the breath was hushed on her lips. The young mother was gratified. The woman 

‘“There, there,’ she cried, ‘*I killed her, but before her became less’ grotesque. Maternal 

she is there yet!” love was beginning to soften even her evil exte- 

They followed her eyes, and there, close by \ rior. 

the bay window, peering into the room, stood | “Yes,” said the gentle matron, “he is a 

an old woman, lean and witch-like, her wizard } ‘darling. If you could but see his eyes now. 

face buried i in a huge bonnet, and her small figure Wait a moment. He stirs!” 

dressed in an old shawl, broken up with dirty ‘¢Ah! E can wait to see his eyes, dear little 

orange ¢ and crimson. Her dress was soiled, her $ rogue. How white his forchead is! What curls, 

whole appearance beggarly ; and but for the brown as a chesnut, with a touch of gold in it. 

keen, black eyes, . sharp and glaring as a ratile- } Ah, there lies the beauty. Gold, gold, I should 

As she spoke, the old woman crept close to 

Elsie’s, and‘ the sofa, and began to lift the curls, which 

snake’s, those within the room would have taken like to see it everywhere.” 
her for @ common vagrant, waiting for charity. 

- Catharine’s Bes had ‘lone 

‘@ ri 
ee a 
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lay on Georgie’s temple, with her claw-like: ‘Go away, go away, beggar woman,” cried 

fingers. the child, clinging to his mother’s neck with 

As she did this, the widow, who was looking; one arm, and clenching his right hand with 

on rather anxiously, for she recoiled from the} puny courage. ‘Don’t look at my mamma so. 

sight of those hooked finger nails so close to the | Don’t speak to her. Go away, or I'll, I’ll—yes, 

snowy forehead of her child, saw for the first ; I will—so there now!” 

time what looked like the shadow of a ruby } Here the little hero burst into tears, and hid 

cross upon the boy’s temple, the top running up his face upon his mother’s shoulder. 

among the curls, which, strangely enough, did} ‘*What do you want, woman?” inquired the 

not grow upon the spot, but only sheltered it; young matron, rising with the boy in her arms. 

from casual scrutiny. * “Tf you wish to see the gentleman of the house, 

‘It is the mark of his fingers. He always: he is engaged. I do not live here. Let me pass.” 
sleeps with his hand under his head,” observed} ‘‘Let me have another look at the darling, 

the widow, but with a vague feeling of awe. } just a peep into his eyes, I’m so fond of chil- 

‘*His skin is so delicate, the touch of a rose dren,” said the old woman, with wheedling soft- 

+3 

leaf makes it flush.” S ness, that was far more disgusting than her 

‘‘Pretty though, isn’t it?” said the old woman, : rudeness had been. ‘I want him to know me, 

with a sharp laugh. bless his pretty face!” 
‘‘Everything about him is beautiful to me,’ ‘Let me pass!” insisted the widow, beginning 

said the young woman, gazing fondly on the child. } to feel terrified, ‘«I do not wish him to look at 

‘‘George, my darling—has he slept enough?” you.” 
The little fellow, fully aroused at Jast from his ‘‘Oh! that’s cruel now, and the boy so like 

sweet slumber, turned upon his cushion and} his father!’ 
began to rub both little fists into his eyes, while; “So like his father! Did you know him 

his lips parted like the sudden unfolding of a * then?” 

rose-bud, as he said, ‘‘ Mamma!”’ “‘T did not know your husband; but I did 

The little fellow rose to a sitting posture and } know this child’s father,” was the answer. 

held out his arms. **No! you did not—you could not. The thing 
“*My darling!” {is quite impossible. No one ever knew him.” 

‘Dear little fellow. Never mind, come tof The old woman laughed. ‘I must have 

aunty,’’ interposed the old woman, reaching } another look,” she said, attempting to sieze 

forth her arms, that fell around the child like} upon the child, who uttered a sudden cry. 

a pair of flails. Presently a form came leaping through the 

The boy struggled and wrung himself free} hall, uttering a yell with every bound. Her 

from this unwelcome embrace. hair streamed backward, her eyes blazed, her 

‘‘Let me alone,” he said, clenching his tiny $ arms were outstretched. She rushed forward, 

fist, and stamping fiercely upon the sofa cushion, } like a bird of prey with its spoil in sight. Her 

‘*T don’t want beggar women to touch me!” hands fell with a clutch upon that meagre old 

‘‘Beggar!” cried the old woman, with a shrill } woman, shaking her in every limb as they siezed 

laugh. ‘Ah! that’s a nice joke, my darling. } upon her shoulders, 

Beggar! Tye half a mind to shake you where - ‘fa, ha, I have found you at last,” cried she, 

you stand. Beggar! Qh! it’s a sweet child. g Steueh him, touch him, oh! touch him and 

Of course it’s your own, ma’am?” : Vil——” 

This question was put with startling abrupt- Elsie paused a moment, and stealing both 

ness, accompanied by a sharp, scrutinizing } hands slowly from the shoulders to the throat of 

glance, that drove the blood from the fair cheek the old woman, clutched it, turning her head 

it searched. ’ backward and saying to Catharine, ‘‘May I? 

‘Mine, of course. Yes, of course,” faltered } shall 1? She has grown into a fiend, let me choke 

the lady, drawing the bey toward her with both her, do.” 

arms. ‘*Mine, yes, yes, who else? What do} She pleaded for permission to kill that woman 

you mean, woman?” as a mother pleads for the life of a child. The 
Her voice was sharp with anxiety. Ter soft; insane lustre of her eyes was quenched in tears, 

eyes turned a startled gaze on that grim, old} her pale hands quivered eagerly about the lean 

face, which looked to her like that of a fiend. throat upon which they had not yet firmly closed. 

‘Oh! of course, why not? he looks like you, : She was pleading for permission to kill the 

don’t he? Of course, who doubts it?”? mocked $ woman as if she had been a serpent. 

the old woman. ‘ Catharine came up, terrified but firm. Her 
« 
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clear blue eyes were fixed steadily on those of ; him crying in. the woods last night, crying out 

the maniac, her slender form swelled into com- { 80 mournfully; but I knew the reason; he had 

mand, lost the child. Oh! how one cries out who has 

“Come,” she said, “leave this woman, she lost a child! But I found it. Ha! ha! I found 
‘ . . . 

belongs to God.” > it, and let him wail on. No wonder he com- _ 
‘ 

‘‘Why don’t he kill her then?” hissed oo; plained all night, it is very lonesome to be with- 

maniac, striving to evade Catharine’s glance. out one’s child. Do you think he will moan 

‘Because he is perhaps punishing her with every night till the boy goes back?” 

life.” < «He will come and ask you to stay with him,” 

“But it would be so pleasant to kill her!’ § said the crafty old wretch, drawing a deep breath 

pleaded Elsie, ‘‘and I will. Nobody gives mejas she felt the pale hands unclasp from her 

any happiness. I will take it for myself.” . throat. 

Even in her peril, for it was imminent, the old $ «But you will not go—you will stay here, or 

woman did not lose her craft. She managed to § sail off over the seas away, away. Yes, yes, I 

fix her eyes, cold and sharp as steel, upon the S will go down into the woods. Turn your face 

glittering orbs of her enemy. > to the east and I will go westward. One, two 

‘See, stoop down and I’ll tell you something,” ’ graves shall be under the setting sun, canopied 

she said, in a voice that gave no evidence of the swith clouds of crimson and amber and pale 

terror of her heart. S green, all floating, floating, floating. But you— 

Elsie looked down into the cold depths of her 3 you shall die alone, alone, alone!” 

eyes, and her head bent slowly forward like a 3 Her hands dropped away from the trembling 

bird that is charmed on to death. ‘old creature, and were flung triumphantly up- 

“Of him? Will you tell me?” she whispered. § ward. Her voice rose and swelled into a sort 

‘‘He wishes to see you. He sent me to ask Sof chaunt, and as she passed through the hall, 

if he might come. Let me go, and I will bring } the words, ‘‘ Alone, alone, alone,”’ swelled back 

him?” ‘ with a mournful emphasis, that made even the 

‘Where is he?” whispered Elsie. ‘1 heard } old woman turn pale. (10 BE CONTINUED.) 

eons SARA 
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SPENDING THE WINTER WITH A FRIEND. 

BY MRS. EMMA BALL. 

Lrrrrra Gordon, having a great desire to visits ‘How does Letitia get along?” inquired Mr. 
a large city, accepted the proposition of Mrs. ’ Belton, on the evening of the fourth day. ‘Does 
Belton—a distant connection who was visiting at } she take hold with the work?” 
her mothers—to spend the winter with her ins ‘So far,” answered his wife, “I’ye been too 
Boston. And as Mrs. Belton’s health was deli- $ tired to take hold myself; and I suppose she may 
cate, and her husband’s means but moderate, it have felt the same.” 
was understood that Letitia would act the part: «Well, I guess you'll find that she will;” said 
of assistant as well as companion. ‘Mr. Belton; ‘her mother don’t bring up her 

The arrangement made, Letitia was all eager- girls to do nothing.” 
ness and anticipation; while Mrs. Belton, fearing $ But Mr. Belton was mistaken. Letitia did 
that such bright expectations would need, for } not ‘take hold,” and Mrs. Belton soon began to 
their realization, more than she could offer, : feel that though as a companion, her young friend 
sought to prevent disappointment by frankly } was usually agreeable, as an assistant she was 
describing her household arrangements, and $ not to be depended on, Instead of trying to 
mentioning whatever occurred to her, as likely $ avoid mistakes, by observing Mrs. Belton’s way 
to prove a drawback to a young person’s $ of working, she asked directions at every step, 
comfort. and then either forgot them and asked again, or 

But to such representations, Letitia only $ disregarded them as ‘old-maidish.” She was, 
answered that she ‘‘knew sho should like it;” (or thought she was) a dear lover of indepen- 
she knew ‘‘the change from a large family to so § dence; but instead of remembering that the only 
small a one would be pleasant;” she ‘‘knew she | way to really maintain one’s independence is to 
should enjoy many advantages, and she intended ‘ render, as far as possible, a ‘‘quid pro quo” for 
to improve them;”’ till at length, both her mother whatever of benefit or courtesy is received, she 
and Mrs. Belton yielded to the influence of her ‘ did nothing but what she was especially requested 
youthful spirits, and seemed almost as well! to do; and then seldom did it thoroughly. If 
pleased as she was. ; desired to replenish the grate, she forgot to 
We will not describe the parting; nor tell how ’ brush up the hearth: if to wash up the dishes, she 

mother and father, brothers and sisters, sought } wiped them on a dirty hand-towel, or neglected 
to conceal their feeling by cheerful words; or } to rinse out the dish-pan; if she went on an 
stopped in the middle of a sentence, lest their } errand, she forgot half of it, and on returning 
tones should betray their ggitation. We will $ left her bonnet and shawl in the parlor, so that 
only say that in due time, the travellers reached ? Mrs. Belton found herself kept continually and 
their journey’s end in safety, and were warmly } most unpleasantly busy—putting away what Le- 
welcomed by Mrs. Belton’s husband. : titia had left out of place; and watching to pre- 

The first two days were spent by the younger ; vent the effects of her carelessness. Now she 
lady chiefly in looking out of the window; trying : found that a dish was broken, by being set upon 
the tone of the piano; and reading one of the the red-hot stove; now that ink had been spilled 
few novels which she found upon the book- upon the floor, and spattered over the long white 
shelves; while Mrs. Belton expended what little } window curtains: and now, that a pamphlet 
strength travelling had left her, in arranging } which Letitia had taken from the book-shelves 
Lotitia’s bed-roofn, and studying how she best } was thrown into the wood-box for kindling. 
could make accommodations which she had} In excuse, Letitia pleaded that she ‘wasn’t 
fouud amply sufficient for two, prove comfort- used to care.” Mrs. Belton sighed, and felt that 
ably so for'three. To accomplish this, something { to such kind of care she had not been accustomed 
extra, both of time and labor, would of course ; either. 
be necessary; but this she had foreseen; ind; But how should she remedy the evil? 
supposing that her protege would perceive it } She made such alterations in her household 
also, and willingly do her share, she cheerfully } arrangements as she thought would have that 
seeeeteg upon the effort. ; tendency; she redoubled her own care and effort, 

SAF, 
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and tried to show her protege, as delicately as Had she ‘taken hold,” and worked hand-in- 

possible, how largely her own comfort, as well as ; hand with her friend, the work would soon have 

that of others, would be promoted by a different been ‘‘done up;” and they could have enjoyed 

course. But to be continually reminding and} their leisure together. But as it was, Mrs. Bel- 
remonstrating was as irksome to her as it evi-: ton found herself so overtasked, that when her 

dently was to the young lady; and finding it} day’s work was done, she was more ready to 

ineffectual, she reluetantly came to the conclu- throw herself exhausted upon the sofa, than to 
sion that ‘‘while Letitia stayed, she must let read, or sing, or visit; while Letitia was glad to 

things go.” S escape from the consequent dulness, by accopt- 

It would haye been far better had Mrs. Belton ing invitations which Mrs. Belton wished her to 

talked to her young friend with the utmost plain- decline. Feeling thus, she had written home in 

ness, and positively insisted that she must either ; a manner which, though not intended to produce 

amend, or return immediately home: but Mr. } such an effect, had led her prudent mother to 

Belton, though often seriously annoyed, thought } suspect the truth; and the consequence was the 

that would be ‘‘too severe.” ‘*You must have } letter of recall. 

patience,” said he. ‘When she has seen more’ Letitia was sadly chagrined. ‘I don’t want 

of Your ways, she will do better.” Had his} to go home!’’ she exclaimed, with characteristic 

patience been as frequently and provokingly impulsiveness. ‘‘I know ma don’t really need 
tested as was his wife’s, he would perhaps have me! She thinks I’m not improving my time. 

counseled differently. ’ Pa says that in paying my expenses here, he has 

‘Suppose then I write frankly to Mrs. Gordon} just thrown his money away. Mrs. Belton,” 

on the subject?” said Mrs. Belton. she added, after a long pause, “would you 
‘*You’ll offend her if you do,” answered he. ; rather I’d go, or rather I'd stay?” 
‘‘She will be sorry, no doubt,” replied his § ‘‘That is a home question,” said Mrs. Belton, 

wife; ‘‘but I think her too sensible a woman to } ‘ laughing. 

be offended.” : ‘Yes; but I want to know,” demanded Leti- 
But Mr. Belton adhered to his opinion; and: tia. ‘I know that I’ve not been much help to 

his wife, feeling that without the certainty of his } you; but when I first came I couldn’t be. Every 

co-operation, she had better not attempt it, was ‘ thing was so new that my head was all the time 

silenced into acquiescence: when unexpectedly running on other things. But do you think I 

she was relieved from her unpleasant position, } could be useful to you, if I really tried?” 
by a letter from Mrs. Gordon, requiring her} ‘‘Yes,” answered Mrs. Belton, fairly won by 
daughter to return immediately home. hus | her frankness—‘‘yes, I know you could, for 
had it been brought about. since you came there have been times when you 

Letitia, notwithstanding her mother’s admoni- $ have tried; and then you have been all that I 

tions and Mrs. Belton’s frankness, had really, ‘could wish. If you would do as well all the 
though perhaps unconsciously, come to the city 3 ; time, I should certainly be very sorry to lose 

under the impression that as her friend’s family y you: and besides, should be better able to pro- 
was ‘‘so small, there could be but very little to ; mote your improvement in various ways.” 
do.” When she found that, owing to Mrs. Bel-} ‘‘Well then,” replied Letitia, ‘I'll write to 

ton’s recent absence and her habits of economy mother; and if she consents I’ll stay till the 
and thoroughness, there was much more to be? middle of March, any way.” 

done than she had expected, she formed in her Mrs. Belton did not exactly relish this idea. 

own mind a sort of undefined resolution to do as } Now, while so many were unemployed, it was 

little as possible; and as Mrs. Belton had visited : easy to meet with a suitable person; but, then, 

at her mother’s, to regard herself rather as visi- } every one would have found employment; and 

tor than assistant, ‘she must either do ber spring work alone, or 

She did not consider how large a portion of } ‘hire assistance at a high rate. She explained 
the daily work was actually caused by the addi- \ this to her young friend, who at once admitted 
tion of a third person to the family; nor how her | its truth. 

presence preyented Mrs. Belton from securing | “Pll wait till mother answers my letter, 7 

other assistance; neither did she reflect that as} said she, ‘“‘and then [ll either go home, or 

a mere yisitor, Mrs. Belton would naturally pre- } make up my mind to stay till your spring work 
fer the society of her mother. She thought only . is finished.” 

of her own immediate enjoyment; and, as invari- | Thus decided, Letitia was once more all 
ably happens in such cases, the effects of her } : alacrity ; but her mother’s answer not coming 

error soon began to re-act upon herself. > ag soon as she expected, she again became so 
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exceedingly remiss and petulant, that when at; than with those who, in any sense of the word, 

length it came to say that she might stay, Mrs. ihe be termed **Employees:’ and, in sketching 

Belton could not participate in the glee with } the story of Letitia, it is by no means intended 

which she announced its arrival. Letitia pre-}to imply that where dissatisfaction exists be- 

ceived this; and conscious of the cause, felt’ tween employer and employed, the fault may 

deeply mortified. ’ generally be traced to the latter. But the em- 

During the period of suspense, her friend had ployed are more frequently inexperienced; they 

exerted herself but the more assiduously to pro- oftener err through ignorance or want of thought; 

mote her comfort. Had she done likewise, how $ and consequently most need, perhaps are most 

differently would both have felt! Still her re- : likely to profit by, the suggestions of this simple 

solye to improve, though not free from fluctua- $ sketch. 

tions, was genuine; and, therefore, soon became : The remark that ‘‘good-nature is always im- 

apparent. Gradually she regained the esteem } posed upon,” has in it so much of truth that it 

and confidence she had so nearly lost; and in has passed into a proverb. Still it by no means 

consequence found her position so moh more | follows that efficiency and a readiness to oblige 

agreeable, that she willingly prolonged her stay; ; must necessarily expose their possessors to im- 

faithfully assisted Mrs. Belton with her spring} position. They rather enable them to escape it: 

work; and in the first balmy days of June re- : for these qualities go far to constitute reliability ; 
turned to her sea-girt home, laden with memen- { and reliability always commands respect. 

toes of good-will; and with but one regr ot—that | ’ Selfish and short-sighted as are the majority 

her efforts to improve had not been less tardy } ‘ of mankind, they seldom attempt exaction where 
and more thorough. < they feel that, if perceived and resented, it would 

The greater part of those with whom we come § lead to the loss of services or friendship which 
in contact are so intent on their own advantage } they know can be relied upon. If attempted, 

only, that they who are the most ready to ‘do } however, the reliable have always this advan- 

to others as they would have others do to them,” ; tage—their departure is sure to be regretted as 

are the most frequently urged or left to do more. a loss; while that of the inefficient and disoblig- 

Nowhere is this more commonly observable } ing is usually regarded as a gain. 
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Materrats.—Purple or green velvet, gold {beyond this the silk is worked in common 

bullion, gold spangles, and very bright-colored ; embroidery stitch. The crosses and small orna- 
silks. ments are all in gold bullion. 

The centre of the star is done in spangles; the } This design would be admirably adapted for a 
parts immediately surrounding it, in gold, and ° S child’s shoe, if slightly reduced in size. 
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NEW STYLE OF PUFFED SLEEVE. 
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BY EMILY H. MAY. 

Ne€ 

; ITlAvina giving, in late numbers, patterns 

‘and directions for making mantillas, children’s 

cloaks, bodies, &c. &c., we now give a new style 

Sof puffed sleeve, which, we think, is destined to 

§ become the most fashionable of the season. 

It is a sleeve with a flounce. This new form 

tis most frequently made of plain tulle of the 

finest quality. The two rows of puffing are put 

on a band just large enough to let the hand 

‘through. The flounce is placed between them, 

and trimmed with a narrow lace and several 

‘rows of black velvets or pink ribbon; then small 
‘ bows of ribbons or velvet are stuck at intervals. 

No. 1. Sleeve. 

No. 2. Half the puff, 
No. 3. Flounce. 

No. 4. Band. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING SWEET PEA 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

Fic 

Cur six petals samo as figure 1, and wire like; petal should be crimped in the hand with a 
figure 2. Make a crease through the centre of 

each petal, curl the nine small ones in toward 

the heart, the six large ones curl out with your 

scissors: gum a small piece of green wire up the 

centre of each of the small petals: touch the 

back of six of the small ones with gum, and 
fasten one to each of the large sizes: the three 
other small ones forms the buds: branch like 

figure 38; more buds may be added if desired. 
The same patterns will do for the Scarlet Bean 

and Acacia, though for the latter the inside } 

SW A 

small, round moulder. 

* MATERIALS FoR MAKING Paper FrLowErs.— 
Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 
of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
31 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 
rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

NETTED SCARF, FOR EVENING WEAR, 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

MATERIALS.—Two ounces maize four-thread ; So many of our friends have asked for a de- 
Berlin wool; one ounce of violet ditto; twelve} sign for a scarf for the throat—which, while 

skeins of each of two shades of green; (not too , looking pretty, can be easily made, and will bear 
dark) a bone mesh. 

392 
‘ washing—that we trust the pattern we now give 
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will suit them. It is done in oblong netting— stitch of every row, until, counting from the 

that is, netting in which the meshes are of a$ corner up one side, you have sixty-eight holes. 

square form, and the piece formed is longer than $Then do one row without any increase at the 
wide. Begin with a single stitch in one corner, end, and observe that this forms the other cor- 

and increase by doing two stitches in the last}ner. In the next row, increase as usual; in the 
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following decrease, by doing two together. Con-; Put the piece of netting into a frame, very 

tinue thus to increase at the end of one row, and } evenly and tightly, rolling the superfluous part 

decrease at the termination of the next—which } round the upper bar; and darn it with the green 

is always the short side—until the long side is and violet wools. The scroll at the ends, which 

as long as may be wished. ~ ; just occupies the width of the netting, is done 

Again, do a row without increase, (being one ‘wholly in the latter color; so is the narrow 

of the increase rows) and complete the scarf by Greek border. The pines are done in greens; 

netting two together, at the end of every row, } the whole outer parts, leaves, and scroll, in the 

until the last two stitches are formed into one. ’ light shade, and the pines themselves in the 
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darker tint. A single purple spot is in each, and violet is knotted into the ends. Any other 

pine. The ends are worked alike; and the rest; color may be substituted for maize, if desired. 

of the scarf may be ornamented with small § White would look very well, and hardly be more 

sprigs, if desired. A handsome fringe of green } S delicate. 

SLEEVE TRIMMING IN BRODERIE ANGLAISE. 

BY MES. PULLAN. 
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Marerrats.—Fine Scotch Cambric, and the, is a design equally adapted for an open or a 
Embroidery Cotton, No. 30. * Bishop’s-sleeve. 

The scroll of this border is to be worked in 
buttonhole-stitch, but all the other parts, includ- 

ing the eyelet-holes, are simply sewed over. It 

As a variety, the scroll might be done in a nar- 

row lace insertion, laid over the muslin, which 

; must afterward be cut away from underneath. 

TE ASMERS oM Awl) SIN SAS PsP CAST. TL ON). 

BY MLLE. DEFOUJR. 

MArTertaAts.—Brown cloth, black velvet, green ; should be in one piece, the star in another, and 

or blue Albert cord of a nice color. A yard of each medallion separately. 

rolio to match, > Mark the outlines on the cloth also, brush the 

The illustration was given in the last number, $ back of the velvet lightly with gum, and lay each 

by mistake. piece on carefully and separately, putting weights 

The dark parts to be in velvet. Trace the{to keepit down. The velvet should have a very 

quarter carefully, and from it mark the entire } short pile: indeed German yelvyet would do very 

mat on thin bank post paper. Perforate the} well for this purpose. 

outlines with a needle, lay the perforated pattern 3 The edges of the velvet should be sewed down, 

on the velvet, keeping it evenly down, and brush 3} and then furnished with a line of Albert braid. 

it over with pomice. Then go over the outlines } It must afterward be mounted on cardboard, 

with a solution of flake-white and gum water, } : covered on the other side with silk or calico, and 
and finally cut it all carefully out. The border} the rolio trimming added, 



DESIGN FOR WORKING A BALL-DRESS. 

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS, 

Materrats.—Black net, and filo- 

selle silks of the following colors :— 

Green, two shades; cerise, crimson, 

and gold color. 

Several subscribers having request- 
ed a design which they could use for 

decorating their own hall-dresses, we 

give one which, we think, entirely 

suitable. The sprig we give here, 
and the flounce in the front of the 

number, <Any number of flounces 

may be worked, according to the taste 

of the wearer; butif only two or three, 

the upper part of each, as well as that 

part of the dress not covered by them, 

must be embroidered with the small 

sprig. 

The silk we recommend will be 

found far less expensive than floss; 

and if the net be fine, each needleful, 

when cut off, may be split in half; the 

design must be traced on white paper, 
inked with red ink, and tacked un- 

derneath the net for each scallop or 

bouquet to be worked. <A piece of 

glazed calico may be pasted under the 

paper, to prevent it from wearing 

very quickly. 

The design is simply run; the leaves, stems, ening the colored silk on the green, or vice versa, 

and caly, in green; and the flowers and border { a weaver's knot would be the best. 
in colors, choosing any tint preferred for the We hope that a design so simple and effective 

latter. The edges are to be trimmed with {as this, which can be worked with little expense 

fringe. ‘ or trouble, will encourage our young lady friends 

Take care to join the silks as neatly and closely sto try their skill in the mannfacturing, or at 

as possible, without leaving any ends. For fast- } least, decoration, of their own ball-dresses. 

MOSAIC TAPESTRY. 

BY MRS. ANN 8. STEPHENS. 

Tus term Mosaic tapestry is applied to that's Of all the various kinds of Berlin work, this 

sort of Berlin work in which a pattern is produced is the simplest and the most effective: brilliant 

by partially covering gold or silver braid with {as it is, moreover, it can be done at compara- 

silk; in this way, the design may appear in gold ; tively a trifling cost, as, of course, Mosaic gold 

on a colored ground, or the ground may be in ; and silver braid only are used, and for many 

gold, and the pattern in colors. > designs only one color of wool or silk 7 i ae 

a 
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It is essential, however, that this one color be well y and the raw edges must be turned down and 
selected. Some tints throw out gold very much herring-boned. 
better than others; nothing with a tinge of ; Tue Move or Worxixe.—Cut off a length of 
yellow in it, will look well, consequently olives braid, and run it on the canvass, in a straight 
and yellew-greens must be avoided. The best$line; then work over it, omitting those parts 
contrasts are afforded by rich purple, claret, } where the braid is to be seen, and taking the 
maroon, blue, and green, of that shade termed 3 stitches in a direct line across the braid, over 
vert Wislay. Our readers will, perhaps, recog- ¢ tivo threads in height, but not crossing any in 
nise it more easily as the bluish-green lately very 3 the width. Sometimes when the point of a leaf, 
fashionable for dresses. Groups of leaves worked or any other part, requires a very sharp angle, 

in this shade of green, ona ground of gold braid, } a stitch may be made ina slanting direction. 
have a splendid appearance; butitis advisable} Patterns marked with ink, on the canvass, 
to use several shades, to give, as nearly as pos- } must be worked according to those marks; but 
sible, the effect of nature. When the pattern is where there is a design of a border on any simple 
in gold, the ground colored, one shade only is piece to be worked by the stitch, it may be first 
necessary; or if more be introduced, they may } done on checked paper and then copied, reckon- 
be regulated by measurement. : ing two stitches on the canvass (with one thread 

Tun Sryte or Parrern Surraniy ror Mosaic } between them) for every square. Ifa square is 
TapgstRy.—Groups of leaves and flowers of a to be missed, leave two holes, (or three threads) 
simple form, do best for this work; and almost} and always in missing squares, reckon by the 
any damask pattern will be found very effective. spaces, not the threads, 

Leaves that are pointed, and of a marked cha-} In selecting materials for this work, choose 

racter, such as the common ivy, do extremely yell $ the braid first; then canvass of such a size that 
for this work. For borders, I prefer such simple two threads will be covered by the width of the 

patterns as may be worked by the thread; and : braid. Much of the beauty of the work depends 

such as are marked on checxed paper, for work- 3 on this, as, if the canvass be too coarse, no after- 
ing in square crochet, are often by no means ill-$ care will enable you to fill it up; and if too fine, 

adapted for it. ; the wool will be spoiled. Never use German 
To Prepare A Destcn.—Draw the pattern on $ canvass. 

strong writing-paper, and ink all the outlines § Besides gold and silver braid, other materials 
very clearly: then lay it under the canvass, keep-  § may be used in the same manner. Russia silk 

ing both in their places by means of weights, and § braid and straw look very pretty; plain straw 

trace the pattern on the canvass with a fine} can only, however, be used for small articles: 
camel’s-hair brush dipped in ink. The outlines: such as are not wider than the length of the 
should be marked as plainly as possible, and the ; whole straws sold in the bonnet-makers’ shops, 
coarser the canvass is, the more difficult to do $ but the fancy plaids may be worked the same as 

it. Itis well to allow some margin of canvass, ? metal or silk braid. 

ad 

LETTERS FOR MARKING. 

THESE are intended to be worked in satin- : sewed round, if that will correspond better with 
stitch; and from the delicacy of the design, it; the style of the handkerchief than the satin- 

will be necessary to use very fine cotton, such as } stitch. 
the No. 80. . ’ The coral branches ought to be considerably 

The spots may be pierced with a stiletto, and ’ raised. 
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EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. ¢ The country paper is more of a gem than ever, and 

Counrry Papers.—Yes, into our dignified sanc- § “Peterson’s” gets decidedly “richer” notices. Sue- 
tum they come, with fresh, light, happy-looking } cess 10 country papers. 

faces, those pleasant, rural sheets, smelling of flowers 
* ‘ ” 

and sunshine even in wintry weather. We like them; : Rura.—Of the rosa Pee ee on. sates 
with but few exceptions they are capital vehicles of pale following, which we find without an author's thought, (especially when they compliment our pet.) { 2#™¢ is not the least meritorious. We think it so 

Freshness, originality and tact, characterize many ; well worth preserving that we insert it, Can any ‘ . 

of their editorials. They are purged from the dross } °2¢ tell who wrote it? 
and the guile of great, crowded cities. They are } When the sunlight kissed the hill-tops, 
sent forth from the midst of Nature’s beautiful things, In the dew of early morn, _ 

Ruth went out behind the reapers, 
Through the golden shocks of corn. 

birds, trees and flowers, woods, vallies and the free, 

blue heaven. Those who occupy the chair-editorial, $ : ; 
though they may be learned in the classics, are not $ Patience gleamed with her the pastures, worldla-th niga WEcth a, Xie thes Hope sobbed softly in her sighs, 
OE eure COMMA IAS sh erp choca gad Sas ; Love lit up her trembling features city editor who goes wearily into his sanctum, day With a glow of Paradise. 

after day, with brain clouded and aching with the 

LL LAA 

s . 

reminiscenes of gas-light, painted checks and artifi- ; siieteereg ten hace a ae 
cial flowers. It is the city editor who feels obliged : Trouble not the Jewish maiden, ‘ 
to fill whole columns with the capers of dancing $ Let her glean among the sheaves.” 
irls— ren- i ‘thing ‘ girls—and the heaven-seeking notes of anything but ; Long the master loved to linger 

heavenly singers. They say but little, those country : Looking backward o’er the plain, 
editors, of rows and murders—they take high, pure ¢ Seeing there a sweeter treasure 
views of life. Altogether, we breathe freer and are ¢ Than the Summer-scented grain. 
less inclined to believe in total depravity after read- 
ing a smart, intelligent country paper. 

And those modest, little poems peeping so unob- 

trusively from the corners, often are they superior in 

feeling to much that is lauded by the city press. 

Rural pictures, they bring up, and suggest old farm- 

houses embowered in the foliage of summer. 

The editor has often a favorite contributor—but 
who it is he cannot tell under her charming nom de . phy pie sie nt itere w plume. He little dreams it is the rosy maiden of Softly an feb ain ge'shall welcome 
whose substantial bread and sweet butter he often § Us, the reapers, as his own. 
partakes. He has at times caught sight of her} — 
through the—steam of—shades of distinguished Waar Woman Can Do.—The Philadelphia Ledger, 
authors '—the wash-tub; but never thought she gave in an article under the above caption, speaks as fol- 
her time to the muses. lows. The article was suggested by the frequent . . ° ‘ 

It is so, nevertheless. She is a bright and pretty ‘complaints that, under the present organization of 
girl, that Mattie of the farm-house. She can make society, there is nothing, or but little, for woman to 
cheese and darn stockings, and work lace and cut do, We can frankly say that we coincide heartily 
patterns by “Peterson.” She is a shy, modest, fn every thought. 

CONDE BERNE Whee eeee guucery would peaks Nothing for woman to do! Is there no wrong, or : § $ F 
many ® showy city belle blush, and, moreover, as } sorrow, or death? Are there no motherless shndean, 
graceful and tasteful as she is good and clever. } famishing equally for mortal and for immortal food? 
Some day a proud, old farmer, with ruddy checks } Are there no families, where the little ones are more 
and little “book larnin’,” favors the curly-headed } than orphans, because the parents are drunkards, or 
editor with a look into the “darter’s” sanctum. Of } iba cee ni POLS seats AT Bate 
course Mattio knows nothing about it, What a! Haid sandler past the yawning pit of ruin, as the 
charming wife she would make! Good poetry and } guardian angel, in the picture, leads the small child prime cooking! : past the beetling precipice? While trouble, or evil, 

Hereafter commend to us the country paper, § or death exists, there will be plenty to be done by 
: : } women, whether unmarried or married. In fact, the Sparks from the thought-anvil fly thick and fast. } province of single women lies nigher these out-of-door 

Joyous As light they are—the editor is married. ’ charities than that of the wife or mother, Wisely 
98 

Ruth no longer haunts the pastures, 
Sobs no more amid the corn, 

Follows not the other reapers 
Through the dewy fields of morn. 

But the harvest songs from meadow, 
Slumbrous hill-side, billowy plain, 

Bear the tidings—“she is mistress 
Over all the rustling grain,” 
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has it been ordered, that some of the sex shall be; Directions ror Parrerns.—In this, as in last 
denied the sweet solace of domestic life, in order that } month’s number, we omit the directions for working 
they may imitate their divine Master, by feeding the } aaveraliniatte Th fart hne h d 
hungry, clothing the naked, and comforting the ; “a pe j oe tN cae ai haat 
widowed and the fatherless. scribed similar work so often that we presume our 

But as the great majority of women enter into the } subscribers need no further instructions. 
married relation, it is of them we ought principally } es 
to speak, in answering the question, ‘ What can } ee 

. . > s mn Onn Woman do?” As a wife and mother, woman can Venittan Porxt Lack Cortar.—The directions 
make or mar the fortune and happiness of her hus- } for working this choice affair were given in our last 
band and children. By her thrift, prudence and} number. 
tact, she can secure to her partner and herself, a 
competence in old age, no matter how small their We 
beginnings, or how adverse a fate may occasionally } 
be theirs. By her cheerfulness she can restore her ; REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 
husband’s spirits, shaken by the amxieties of business. § 
By her tender care she can often restore him to health} The Island of Cuba. By Alexander Humboldt. 
if disease has seized upon his overtasked powers. BY $ Translated from the Spanish. With Notes and A Pre- 
her counsels and her love, she can win him from ba Tinta. Fe ui TIS «Theater Naa York= 
company, if temptation, in an evil hour, has led him § “(”#"@7Y s8dy- OY vs disses meee 
astray. By her example, her precepts, and her sex’s ° Derby &: Jackson. Philada: Parry & MeMillan.— 

insight into character, she can mould her children, } Mr. Thrasher, the translator of this work, says that 
however diverse their dispositions, into good and he was induced to render it into English, because 
noble men and women. And by leading, in all things, : : Me : 
a true and beautiful life, she can refine, elevate and § ho considered it the best book ever Toe on Cuba. 
spiritualize all who come within her reach, so that, } His long residence on the Tsland certainly qualified 
with others of her sex emulating and assisting her, 3 him to be a good judge on this question. An excel- 

she can eventually do more to regenerate the world $ jont map accompanies the volume. Such changes 

than all the statesmen or reformers that ever legis- eine sHhmhnlavecial full 
lated: ¢ as have occurred since Humboldt’s visit are carefully 

She can do as much, alas! perhaps even more, to } noted. The volume is really more valuable than if 

degrade man, if she chooses it. Who can estimate } Humboldt had written it now, because then he would 

ue ov that a ea is ne Ene i hag todo? As ®} only have described Cuba asit is at present; whereas, 

Boe ae ee eee ea cae ae asi What with the original work and Thrasher’s notes, we 
folly, or want of affection. She can make a devil : 
and outeast of a man who might otherwise have have now a complete view of the Island for the last 

become a good member of society. She can bring} fifty years. Like all of Derby and Jackson’s books, 
bickerings, strife, and perpetual discord into avert the volume is neatly printed. 
has been a happy home. She can change the inno- ; : 
cent babes whom God has entrusted to her charge, ; Men and Times of the Revolution. By Winslow C. 

into vile men and yiler women. She can lower the} Watson, New York: Dana & Co. Philada: T. B. 

moral tone of society itself, and thus pollute legisla- § po1¢+son,—The author of this book, Elkanah Watson, 
tion at th ing-head. in fine, b n : R , ; 
insteumadnbebevtl: Kaerpilllgl heen dngel-of Brats travelled extensively, both in Europe and in America, 

stead of making flowers of truth, purity, beauty, and 3 at a time when travelling was less common than it is 

spirituality spring up in her footsteps, till the whole} now. In doing this, he made the acquaintance of 

earth smiles with loveliness that is almost celestial, * many eminent individuals, with some of whom he 

she can transform it to a black and blasted desert, } retains d ear 
covered with the scoria of all evil passions, and § afterward maintained a correspondence. As he was 
swept by the bitter blasts of everlasting death. ‘ a discriminating observer, we have, in this volume, a 

’ graphic and valuable picture of many social, political, 

| bent * and other characteristics of the past. To all intelli- 

Paropy on “Hrawarna.”—Many good parodies } gent readers these reminiscences will prove not less 

on “Hiawatha” have appeared, but none better than } delightful than instructive, while to the future histo- 

the following, which “hits off,” not only the mea- ’ rian they will be of the greatest value. The style is 

sure, but Longfellow’s peculiar style of inculcating a$ unaffected. The publishers issue the work in a hand- 

moral. The humor is capital. some octavo. 

The Wonders of Science; or, Young Humphrey 
Davy. By Henry Mayhew. 1 vol. New York: 

Harper & Brothers.—A biography of Sir Humphrey 

Davy’s youth. Originally an apothecary lad, Davy 

taught himself natural philosophy, and eventually 

rose, as is well known, to be President of the Royal 

Society and one of the first chemists of hisday. The 

book is designed for the young, and is admirably 

’ written for its purpose. It is, however, not only a 

Never jumps a sheep that’s frightened 
Over any fence whatever, 
Over wall, or fence, or timber, 
But a second follows after, 
And a third upon a second, 
First a sheep and them a dozen, 
Till they all in quick succession, 
One by one have got clear over. 
So misfortunes almost always, 
Follow after one another, 
Seem to watch each other, always, 

PLL L LLL LLLP LAD LD APP DAD LSD PLO POP I 

When they see the tail uplifted, memoir of Davy, but a popular treatise on what is 

In the air the tail uplifted, ‘ most wonderful in science, the instruction being im- 

As the SOreaw Jeape Ov es : parted in the guise of conversations. Numerous 

Fo ney Jolly ener See ad illustrations embellish the volume and assist to elu- 

With the tails of sad misfortunes. : cidate the text. 
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Recollections of the Table-Talk of Samuel Rogers. ‘ The War in Kansas. <A. Rough Trip To The Bor- 
To which is added Porsoniana. 1 vol. New York: } der, Among New Homes and A Strange People. By G, 
D. Appleton & Co.—Books of this description have 3 Douglas Brewerton. 1 vol. New York: Derby & 
always been agreeable, from the days of Selden Jackson. Philada: Parry & MeMillan.—A racily 
down; for they not only abound in pointed sayings, } written volume, whose object is so clearly set forth in 
but bring the pvet or other great man before us in $ the title, that we need only say, “get it, if you wish 
his social undress. They are, however, apt to lower to read an interesting book on the subject.” It is 
our estimation of the author, unless we remember ; dedicated to Kit Carson. A portrait of the author 
that we hear his mots at second-hand and deprived ; faces the title page. Mr. B. originally went to 
of the accessories of manner and oceasion. That ; Kansas as correspondent of the N. Y. Herald. 

ae present volume, though it abounds with good The Green Mountain Girls. A Story of Vermont. things, contains some indifferent ones, will surprise 3 By Blythe White, Jr. 1 vol. New Yorks Dert no one, therefore: but the excellencies may fairly be ad Ate AG eid Mela Ves tntice Oe ett eruy 
Sudha ; : h iG Jackson. Philada: Parry & MeMillan.—The 

placed to the eredit of Rogers, the demerits pail a ; main purpose of this fiction is to inculcate the wis- treachcrous memory or want of skill of the editer. : ie ; : : ; dom of abstinence from intoxicating drinks and the Whoever is familiar with the literary history of Eng- folly and danger of indulging in them. Parts of 
land, during the last fifty years, will find additional the story are exceedingly well done. Some of the 

zest in’ this work; for it introduces him or her to & 3 scenes, indecd, bring tears to the eyes. ‘The author host of celebrities, and gives scores of little traits of ‘ throughout has the great merit of naturalness. Seve- 
character heretofore unknown. We are tempted to $ ral capital illustrations embellish the volume. 
select some of the best things for our readers, but 
are debarred by the consideration that this would The Courtesies of Wedded Life. By Mrs. Maaeune 
hardly be fair to the publishers. The volume is 3 Leslie. ; vol. Boston: Shepard, Clark d& Co—A 
printed with great elegance, rivaling, in this respect, } Series of life-like pictures, connected by an interesting 
the choicest hooks of the London press. We predict : plot, and designed to illustrate the Scriptural texts, 
for it a very large sale. : “Wives, reverence your husbands,” “Husbands, love 

\ . . 

your wives.” The book is free, however, from the § 
Courtship and Marriage. Py Caroline Lee Hentz. fault of being too didactic: the moral is inculcated 

lvol. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—aA seasonable pub- } Bee ; without wearying the reader. We recommend the 
lication, ‘The novels of Mrs. Hentz have always , work as equally delightful and salutary. 
been popular, but they now have additional interest, 
in consequence of her untimely death. The volume} oiling and Hoping. The Story of a Little Hunch- 
is handsomely printed and bound. A portrait of 3 ack. By Jenny Marsh. 1 vol. New York: Derby 
the author, said to be an excellent one, is given as a ; & Jackson, P hilada: P oe & McMillan.—A novel 
frontispiece. By an advertisement on our cover, it } of domestic life, full of quiet beauty, and eminently 
will be seen that T. B. Peterson intends publishing $ healthful in its moral tone, It is announced asa 
a revised edition of Mrs. H.’s novels, uniform with } first effort, but would scarcely be thought so by the 
“Courtship and Marriage.” They will be printed, }e¢ader; and is so superior in many respects that we 
as the present volume is, on much finer paper, and 3 hope often to hear from the same quarter. 
with more beautiful type, than ever before. The § Beauchampe. A Sequel to Charlemont. By W. 
enterprise must command success. $G. Simms. 1 vol. New York: Redjield.—This 

Poe's Miscellaneous Works. Vol. 4. New York: {powerful story is founded on a well known tragedy, 

Redjield d& Co.—This volume contains the nautical ; Which happened in Kentucky about a generation 
tale of A. Gordon Pym, an autobiograhy written by 3} 28° It possesses the most intense interest, The pub- 

Poe, in his earlier life, and which commanded con- $ lisher has issued the book in very handsome style, 
siderable suecess at that time. It exhibits marks of to match the rest of his series of Simms’ Reyised 
genius, but does not equal his late productions, In } Novels and Romances. 
addition to this stdry, the volume contains numerous Lardner’s One Thousand and Ten Things Worth 

fugitive criticisms, sketches, &¢., of more or less Knowing. 1 vol. New York: H. Long & Brothers. 

merit. The whole of Poe’s, works, in four elegant ’—This book explains how to do almost everything 
volumes, have now been published, ; that is necessary in the kitchen, parlor, and dressing 

Shoepae Recollections. A Wayside Glimpse of $t00m. It isa complete guide-book in the useful and 
American Life. By Walter March. 1 vol. New } domestic arts. A treatise is added at the end, entitled 

“ork; Bunce & Brother—The scene of this tale is “Fight Hundred Ways To Make Money.” Price 
laid at Detroit. It begins when that town was an } twenty-five cents. 
antiquated French one, but concludes when Detroit; Henri De La Tour; or, The Comrades in Arms. 
had become a bustling Yankee city. ‘he transition ; By J. F. Smith. 1 vol. New York: Garrett & Co.— 

affords scope for the bringing out of many odd cha- ; A new novel, by the author of “Woman and Her 
racters and varied incidents. There is much that is } Master,” “Romantic Incidents in the Lives of the 
fresh and piquant in the volume. We think it a ; Queens of England,” &c. &e. It is pulilished in 
first attempt. * cheap style, at fifty cents. ; 
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The City Architect. By Wm. H. Rauleit, Vol. 1. 
New York: Dewitt & Davenport,—This is a royal THE TOILET. 

quarto volume, containing five large engravings, one 2 A Cuinp’s Tornet.—The mind of a child is capable 

of which is beautifully tinted. It is the first of a S of being trained and educated from its earliest in- 
series, designed to show the style of dwellings, stores, , fancy; it develops into perfection in proportion to the 

and public buildings adapted to cities and villages. ; care and culture bestowed upon it; and so it is with 

Each volume, in addition to the letter-press, contains § the body—health, vigor, and beauty of frame can be 

numerous drawings of plans, clevations, sections, ; promoted or marred, perfected or destroyed, accord- 

details &c.: thus the present has a design for a row } ing as the laws which govern our physical being aro 

of city houses, with Grecian fronts, accompanied by $ neglected or obeyed. 

drawings of doors, pediments, mantel-pieces, &e. &e. : ; A child’s toilet should be conducted in harmony 

and other volumes will contain other plans. The work S with nature; nor should custom, prejudice, or fashion 

promises to be un exceedingly valuable one. Price >be allowed to overpower its simple dictates. ‘Tio 

fifty cents a volume. ¢ points are especially to be considered—cleanliness 

Christine; or, Woman’s Trials and Triumphs. By § 5 aN Satta, Si ae ae ae 

Laura J. Curtis. lvol. New York: Dewitt & Da- Pne bi ; Age 7 vat ys ; : aoe may a 

venport.—The dedication of this book attracted us by 8 accomplishing cleanliness ae by immersing the body 
its good taste. It runs thus:—“'To my father and Sin water; it preyents the chill which frequently fol- 

. 8 ] ws is } i li ? i j tiother, who have listened to these pages 1g I wrote, : ows partial ablutions, equalizes the circulation, and 
S “ys * mn 

dnd wita Shave been ae ones ny wud ence! aud” my $ preserves the healthy condition of the skin. Tho 

critics, this work is affectionately dedicated.” The § Male ghowld, betepidefors young end delcate:chil- 
. eRe ’ dren, but when the constitution will bear it, the 

promise of excellence, held out by this simple, yet $ 3 . , 
salutary effects will be greater if the temperature is pee ¢ full ecaran ‘tt 

Seppe et tale NS As a Ba A s reduced gradually until nearly cold. A tepid bath 
that followed. “Christine” is a deeply interestin ; 

pe 2 a4 ote ssl Se Mira pea < varies from $5 deg. to 65 deg.; for daily use it should 
tory. The trial d triumph 
sana pts % we . Sn iad ea ; not exceed this heat. When taken for the purpose 
graphically told in it, indeed, that the reader, who $ : f ie) Sie: 

of allaying feverish symptoms, or other indisposi- 
h b the b is reluctant to 1 Se Ullesere eer ; 
is peas Ps ee et sai Sian 5 site tions incidental to childhood, the temperature should 

; yP 9 : be 96 deg. Baths above this degree should never be 
Sketches and Adventures in Madeira, Portugal, and used without medical advice, Although daily baths 

the Andalusias of Spain. By the author of “Dantel : 9.4 highly important in the toilet of a child, yet 
Webster and his Cotemporaries.” vol. New York: woh care and prudence are requisite on the part of 

Harper & Br other #—A work of unusual intercate those who have the charge of children. On leaving 
Comparatively little has been written about Madcira ¢ the bath, the child should, without any unnecessary 

by Americans, and not much re! be about Andalusia, § joxg of time, be rapidly dried, and well rubbed with 
though both are such fascinating themes. Among 3, warm, coarse towel; if powder is used, starch, finely 

° : 5 

all'the books of travel, lately published, therefore, We < powdered and sifted, is a better and more innocent 
know of no one which is so agreeable reading as this. § : i sabsorbent than the usual scented hair powders. 
The author observes keenly, tells his story naturally, : Should any chafing occur, and: become troublesome, 

and writes in good, honest, unaffected English. The § ag sometimes’ happens with: fat children, the follow- 
. . . ‘ 

aes . =a Lee Several engravings add : ing lotion may be used to bathe the part: Six ounces 
o the interest of the text. : of rose-water mixed with ten of white vitriol. The 
Italian Sights and Papal Principles, Seen Through 3 best time for the bath is the morning, and it should 

American Spectacles, By J. Jackson Jarvis, 1 vol. } not be discontinued during the cold seasons, or after 

New York: Harper & Brothers.—The author of this the child has passed over the first two or three years 

book is favorably known for his “Parisian Sights,” ; of its life; it is surprising to observe the difference 
The present work is not inferior to that, and will se- : of texture in the skin which has been subjected regu- 

cure, we feel assured, an extensive popularity. The} Jarly to the bath, and that which has merely under- 

publishers have issued it in very elegant style, enrich- 3 gone the partial and incomplete ablutions which 
ing it with numerous illustrations drawn on the spot. § g9me persons suppose all-sufficient for toilet’ pur- 

It is as valuable as a hand-book of Italy, and in- S poses. A habit of bathing early acquired is soon 

finitely more agreeable reading. T. B. Peterson has 3 felt to be a necessary luxury, and is afterward per- 

it for sale in Philadelphia. severed in, not only from motives of personal clean- 

Physiology and Calisthenices. In Schools and { liness, but from the experience of its invigorating 
Families. By Catharine E. Beecher. 1 vol. New and refreshing influence. Bathing ought to forma 

York: Harper & Brothers. —A new edition of a work, § constant auxiliary to the toilet, for it possesses the 

of which we spoke, on a former occasion, in terms of $ two-fold advantage of preserving the bloom and 

the highest praise. The portion devoted to Calis- $ delicacy of youth, and imparting to the frame addi- 

thenic exercises is illustrated with numerous cuts. § tional strength and vigor. 

No family should be without this valuable little Friction with the hand, or a flattish roll of flannel, 

book. renders the skin brilliant, supple, and soft, and is in 
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many respects superior to the flesh-brush. In grow- {should be introduced as a nursery amusement: it 

ing girls the skin has a tendency to become rough would be well worth the trouble of a nurse to learn 
and scaly; when this is the case, it is advisable to } some simple tunes upon the accordion, for the young 

use, instead of soap, the following preparation:—A § charges to march or dance to measure; nothing would 

quarter of a pound of barley-meal and two pounds of § contribute more to remove the awkward shyness 
bran boiled in rain-water, until the mass is of the which oppresses so many children. A nurse should 

consistence of thick cream. also have a taste for music, and be able to sing. 

The clothing of children ought to be loose and Children invariably love music, and quickly learn to 
light; and their ease and comfort should be studied } imitate sounds. Many a merry, happy hour may be 

with regard to the form and make of their several s Spent in singing simple melodies. Children must 

articles of dress. No close-fitting bodies and belts } have means of active and cheerful excitement: if 
should impede the free action of the muscles of the {innocent ones are not provided, the restless little 

chest and spine; no tight bands fetter their limbs; ¢ creatures resort to their own devices, and hence the 

there should be no pressure anywhere; the feet should constant nursery echo of naughtiness and mischief. 

not be restricted in their growth by narrow boots. ¢ Politeness and good feeling among each other should 

The foot would, in after life, be far more beautiful § ‘ be assiduously cultivated; they give a charm to the 
if, from childhood, the boots and shoes were large } manners more pleasing than mere beauty of form 
enough to admit of -the toes preserving their natural | and feature. Children also love usefulness; little 
position; however small and pretty a foot may ap- N employments which have a semblance of utility, in- 
pear in its elegant boot or satin slipper, it is very ; terest and delight them, and ought to be invented or 
rare to find one that can bear a closer examination, gorberiyad for them. A habit of industry would be 
the constant confinement to which it has been sub-° thus imperceptibly acquired, which would not only 
jected generally ending in distortion of the joints serve for present amusement, but would find their 
and toes. Children who are inclined to extreme $ s account in after life, While considering the due 
thinness may be benefited by the following practice: ; regulations of children’s employments and sports 
Let the child stand perfectly firm and upright, with : with a view to their physical well-being, their moral 
the shoulders thrown back, let the nurse or mother $ ‘ development and improvement should not be for- 
press one hand on the chest, the other on the back, $ : gotten. We shall not enter upon this branch of a 
and then let the child draw a very deep respiration, § : ) child’s training, as it does not come within our pro- 
so that the lungs are well inflated, and then as gra- : vince, except to suggest that beauty in its highest 
dually expel the air. This should be repeated three : character can never exist without a combination of 
or four times; this plan pursued steadily, night and } health, happiness, and virtue. Health spreads a 
morning, during the short space of one month, we } Hebe-like radianey over the face and form; happi- 
have scen effect a surprising improvement in a child’s § ness lends a charm which sheds around a portion of 
appearance. Tho features of the face should be care- $ ‘its own bliss and brightness; while virtue diffuses a 
fully treated—the teeth washed twice in the day, and { ‘halo of tender, noble beauty, which wins its way to 
the mouth rinsed after eating. Attention to this would { every heart. 
save much unnecessary pain; the eyelashes should $ 

be occasionally clipped, and the hair brushed back 

from the forehead. Many children’s hair curls with 

water, which renders the hair coarse and rough, unless RECIPES FOR PERFUMES. 
rain water is used; and when it cannot be obtained, THE toilet table requires to contribute to the rare 
rose-water or elder-flower should be substituted. Any } results which are so nicely understood and appre- 
dryness of the lips should be immediately removed ciated in refined society. Without them, the toilet 
by a salye composed of olive-oil melted with white $ table would be considered incomplete; but the price 
wax, and beaten up with rose-water. By neglecting § ‘demanded for many of them is so high that a few 
excoriations on the lips of children, an ugly scar is } recipes for such as may be easily manufactured at 
often made on the centre of the under lip, which can es at comparatively trifling cost, may not be 
never afterward be effaced. The tips of the fingers and ; wholly unacceptable. Amon g these toilet accessories, 
the nails should meet with as much care in the nur- $ perfumes form an important item; they are applied 
sery as in the tiring-room of maturity. The exqui- } for the purpose of communicating fragrance to the 
site beauty of a young child’s hand is generally spoilt § handkerchief, the linen, and other articles of wearing 
by neglect; nor is it until after personal vanity has apparel; they are administered as restoratives in 
awakened, and a course of careful training has ensued, { many forms on various occasions, and also are used 
that the hand of the adult regains a portion of its 3 as a means of diffusing a pleasing and hygeienic odor 
original beauty. Regularity in the habits of chil-% to the atmosphere of rooms; in the latter case, pre- 
dren is very important to their blooming and health- ? caution should be taken never to exhibit them in 
ful appearance; their meals, their ablutions, their $ : apartments deprived of a free and perfect ventilation, 
exercise, should take place at fixed times; their oceu- $ as the ultimate elements of all perfumes, whether 
pitions, too, should be of a graceful kind, tending to ; derived from vegetable or animal substances, are 
improve the figure and give a good address. Dancing } oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, with the addition of 
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nitrogen, in animal substances, all of which, with the { excepting that mucilage of tragacantha is added to 

exception of oxygen, are inimical to respiration, and ; bring them to the consistency of a thin paste. 

highly injurious to animal life, unless there be suli- } For the handkerchief, one of the most admived 

cient oxygen in the air of the apartment to counter- { perfumes is the violet; this may be easily procured 

act their effect. ; at a small expense by the following simple process: 

Those perfumes, which may be classed as restora- \ Fill a jar with the flowers of freshly gathered violets, 

tives, do not properly belong to the toilet department, pour over them as much warm clarified veal suet as 

and we, therefore, shall only offer one simple receipt $ will cover them, cover the jar closely, and let it re- 

for composing an aromatic vinegar:—Take half a § main undisturbed for twelve or fourteen hours, in a 

pint of acetic acid, add to it half @m ounce of dried : sufficient heat to keep the fat liquid: the fat should 

rosemary, the same quantity of lavender and bruised , then be poured off the flowers, and fresh ones added 

cloves, let these digest several days, then pour off the } t© it; this process should be repeated three or four 
liquid, strain and bottle for use. For perfuming times, until the fat is impregnated with a powerful 

apartments, the subjoined recipes will be found $odor. When the fat is perfectly cold, chop it up 
eflectual—the pastille and the perfume lamp are the finely, and place it in a wide-necked bottle filled with 

most popular modes adopted for this purpose. A § Spirits of wine, this must be allowed to remain a 

powerful and agreeable pastille may be composed week or even longer, until the spirit has imbibed the 

with the following ingredients :—A quarter of a pound odor, it must then be drained off and bottled for use; 

of Benzoin, of myrrh and tolu the same quantity, each § few drops of spirit of camphor rather improve the 

in powder, halfan ounce of essence of cloves, nutmegs perfume: the fat which will still retain a portion of 

and lavender, one ounce of nitrate of potass, and § the odor may be melted with sufficient olive oil to 

blend all together into a stiff paste with mucilage of $ reduce it to the consistency of a pomade, and thus 
tragacantha; form it into any devised shape, and Sage be obtained _a cheap and agreeable perfume or 

leave it to dry gradually. The perfume lamp is $ bouquet for the handkerchief, and an excellent po- 

merely a spirit lamp filled with an odoros spirituous ‘made for the hair. The fragrance of other flowers 

essence; a strong and pleasant one is made by mixing ; May be obtained in a similar manner; a very exqui- 

equal parts of eau de cologne, tincture of myrrh, ben- } site compound perfume is obtained by combining 

zoin and cloves, with half an ounce of bergamot.— } several kinds of flowers in this process, such as the 

Another more simple and less expensive may be made $ rose, the honeysuckle, jessamine, geranium, and yer- 

with one pint of spirits of wine, half a pint of laven- ; hena, only observing that the odor resides in the 

der-water, half an ounce of essence of vanilla, and leaves instead of the flowers of the two latter plants. 

half an ounce of nitre. A quick and easy way of ; The following is a recipe for an excellent imitation 

diffusing a purifying odor to the air of a room is by 3 of cau de cologne, which, for its refreshing and re- 

the fumes of ignited paper prepared in the following { viving qualities, will be found well adapted for 

manner :—Damp with a sponge dipped in alum-water family use. Put into a bottle ten ounces of spirits 

a sheet of coarse brown paper; when partially dry, S of wine; add to it two drachms ef essence of ber- 

spread over it a layer of dissolved gum benzoin and 3 gamot and extract of rosemary, twenty drops of 

myrrh, lay it to dry, and then eut it into slips and essence of lemon and neroli, cork and seal the bottle, 

fold them like paper allumettes, ready for use. ¢ shaking it repeatedly during the successive five or 

When perfumes are applied to wearing apparel, it } six days, when it will be ready for use. 

should be observed that they never neutralize or} Our space obliges us to limit the number of our 

overpower any exhalations which may arise from the ; receipts, and we shall conclude with directions for 

omission of regular daily ablutions, and for such < composing a delicate perfumed wash, to be used after 

purposes their use cannot be too highly deprecated. ‘the ordinary ablutions:—Blanch half a pound of 

Lavender used to be formerly a very favorite perfume ‘ Valencia almonds, and pound them in a mortar; stir 

to scent drawers and wardrobes; but it is no longer $ slowly into them one pint of orange-flower water, 

considered distingue, and is rarely used except in then add a tablespoonful of the best white honey, 

combination with other odors. Sachets and scent- {and the same quantity of French chalk in powder; 

bags filled with a mixture of various dried fragrant { strain the mass, and add a few drops of essence of 

flowers and leaves, in equal proportions, usually called § violets and otto of roses. Thig wash may be used 

pot pourii, gives a delicious flowery perfume. Cedar § regularly with advantage to the skin, and may bo 

wood or santal-wood, ground finely with powdered $ considered as a safe and innocent cosmetic. 

nutmegs, cloves, and myrrh, forms a pleasing combi- ; 

nation fora sachet. Perfumed cloths are now much 

used to line draws and presses; they are prepared 

thus:—A piece of linen is steeped in diluted rose PARLOR GAMES. 

water, when nearly dry, a composition is spread on it Pray or “Questions.”—Prepare a set of cards 

and allowed to dry, it is then covered with some } with numbers written on each in plain, large cha- 

delicately colored silk or gingham previous to being } racters, and then have a duplicate set, which are to 

placed in the drawers; the composition is composed } be placed in the centre of the table, and the other set 

of similar ingredients to those employed for sachets, ‘ must be shuffled and dealt to all the players. 
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When ready one will commence by drawing a card } A layer of orange marmalade or raspberry jam in a 

from the table and asking any personal question. } maccaroni pudding for change, is a great improve- 

The one who holds the duplicate in his hand, must} ment. If either be used, omit the almond-water or 
put it with the other saying, “It is I” or “I do,” or} ratafia, with which you would otherwise flavor it. 

some such answer. Preserving Peas, in their green state, through the 

The more ridiculous or saucy the question is, the | winter. Shell the peas and throw them into a sauce- 

greater merriment it creates; no time should be lost) pan of boiling water. Let them remain on the fire 

in finding the duplicate, but look quick and reply tivo or three minutes, or until they are well warmed, 

promptly; here is an example:— and then turn them into a cullender, When the 

“Who is the lazicst person here?” says one, draw- } water is drained & place them on a dresser covered 

ing from the pack a card marked 10. 

“Tt is I,” says the one who has 10 in her hand, 
throwing it on the table. 

“Who has the darkest eyes?” says the last one, 
drawing ont a 5. 

“T have,” says the one who can match the 5. 

u 7. 
oS “T myself,” is the answer, from one who holds a 7. 

“Who is the loveliest person present?” drawing 
a 12, 

“T am,” says the holder of 12. 

“Who is very impertinent?” says‘another. 

“Oh, I am,” exclaims the one matching the card 

drawn. 

In like manner the game proceeds until the cards 
are all exhausted. 
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“Who has yellow hair 2 says another, producing 

with a cloth, and afterward remove them to another 

cloth. When they are perfectly dry bottle them in 

wide mouthed bottles, leaving roém for clarified 
mutton suet an inch thick, poured over them. Rosin 

the cork down and keep the bottles in a cool cellar; 

or bury them in the ground, a foot anda half deep. 

When they are to be used, boil them until they are 
> tender in water, adding to ita little butter, a tea- 

spoonful of sugar, and a flavoring of mint. 

“ 

Salt Cod, when good, has the flesh very white, the 

flakes large, and the skin very dark, almost black. 

Before it is dressed it should be soaked in milk and 

water, or water alone, for several hours, if very dry 

and salt, a whole day will not be too long. When it 

; has been sufficiently soaked, put the fish into a fish- 

s kettle with plenty of cold water. Set it on the fire, 

and when nearly boiling skim it, and then let it 

> simmer gently till done. Serve with egg-sauce, and 
§ garnish the dish with parsnips or potatoes, 

For Pancakes, make a good batter in the usual 

PPA AA PPL LLL LI ALA LD LLIN 

Tue Tweiye-Hoie Puzzie.—Punch twelve holes , way with eggs, milk, and flour, Mave ready the. 
* lard, butter, or whatever else the paneake is to be 

the diagram, How will you cut the cardboard into } fied in, quite hot in a frying-pan. Then pour somo 
four pieces of equal size and shape, and to contain $ of the batter into the pan so that it lies very thin. 

three circles, without cutting into any of them? : When one side is done, turn the pancake by tossing 
it lightly up, or by any other convenient method. 

Pancakes are frequently served with lemon or Seville 

orange-juice and sugar. 

Moelline Pommade may be made according to the 

following receipe:—Half-a-pound of beef marrow, 

melted in an oven, and strained. Four ounces of the 

best olive oil. Mix the whole whilst the marrow is 

} hot, and scent it with essence of cinnamon or lemon. 

Before it cools, pour it into small pots and cover 
them. 

, To Prepare Asparagus in Cream, first boil it in the 
TABLE RECEIPTS. ‘usual way. Then parboil half-a-pint of cream and a 

Maccaroni is usually served thus: Boil it in milk, } little butter, shake it about, and when the butter is 
or in. weak veal, broth, pretty well flayored with salt. $ melted, season it, and pour it over the asparagus, 

Ww hen tender, put it into a dish without the liquor; 
mix into it some bits of butter and grated cheese; 
then oyer the top grate a little more, and add a little 

more butter. Set the dish in a dutch oven for a VARIOUS RECEIPTS. 
quarter of an hour, but do not let the top become The Yellow Fever.—Capt. Jonas P. Levy, late of 
hard, To make maccaroni pudding, put an ounce om the U. S. Transport ship American, who has had 
two of the pipe maccaroni into a pint of milk, with a} hundreds of cases of yellow fever under treatment, 
bit of lemon and cinnamon, and let.it simmer until it} says he never knew of a case terminating fatally 
becomes tender, Turn it into a dish, with milk, two § after obserying the following directions:—Dissolye 
or three eggs, (but only one white,) sugar, nutmeg, } } in a wine-glass of water a tablespoonful of common. 
a spoonful of peach-water, and half a glass of raisin } salt, and pour the same into a tumbler, adding the 

wine. Bake with a paste round the edge of the dish. juice of a whole lemon, and two wine-glasses of 

in a piece of cardboard, in the positions as shown in 
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castor oil. The whole to be taken at one dose (by; Fig. m.—Manrenet or Biack TULLE, trimmed 
an adult.) Then a hot mustard foot-bath, with a? with black velvet and guipure., The top is composed 
handful of salt in the water—the paticnt to be well ‘ of a plain part of tulle, on which are sewed some 
wrapped in blankets, until perspiration takes place < narrow yelvets, and terminated by a guipure. A 
freely. On removal to bed, the feet of the patient to ; second scarf with hems is also trimmed with velvet 
be wrapped in the blanket. Afterward, apply mus- ‘ and two rows of guipure. The bottom is terminated 
tard plasters to the abdomen, legs and soles of the } by a tulle flounce covered with narrow velvets, and 
feet. If the headache is very acute, apply mustard } terminated by two flounces of deep guipure. 
plasters to the head and temples. After the fever} Fic. Iv.—Bonnet or Exotish Straw, trimmed 
has been broken, take forty grains of quinine and { with a lace gimp, flowers and ribbon. | 
forty drops of elixir of vitriol to a quart of water.} Fie. v.—Cap, the top of which is composed of 
Dose—wine-glass full three times a day. Barley ‘ apple-green colored silk, ranning into long tabs at 
water, lemonade and ice water, may be used in ; the sides, and ornamented with very narrow black 
moderation. | ‘velvet ribbon and white blonde. A broad ribbon 

The brown hue, frequently perceptible in black : forms a bow with long ends, at the back. 
lace, if occasioned merely by dust, may be removed} Fyq. vi.—Dness or PEARL coLonED Sink, with a 
hy the following simple process:—Steep the lace’ plain skirt. The basque is made of braces, closed 
in porter which has stood long enough to become } up the front with a row of velvet buttons, and trim- 
slightly stale, Dab it about in a basin until pér- med with black lace. Bonnet of rose-colored silk, 
fectly soaked} then press out the liquid by squeezing, § trimmed with a row of black velvet, and rose-colored 
carefully avoiding wringing, which would tear or feathers tipped with black. 
fray the lace. After stretching it to its proper width, § Fic. vi.—Dress For A Littin Ginn or Brive 
pin it out to dry. This will be found preferable to } Tapprra.—The corsage open in front, shows a white 
the use of gum-water for imparting to the lace the . muslin chemisette, over which is passed a black 
requisite degree of stiffening or dressing, and will velvet ribbon in squares. The sleeves and waist 
make it appear as beautiful as when new. If, how-$ ribbons aro also of velvet, but wider. Bonnet of 
ever, the brown tint is caused not by dust, but by the $ white silk, with a blonde under-trimming, 
discoloration of the lace itself, use the “black re- ° Fra. vor—Mantinta or Dove conorsn Six, cut 
viver,” which is sold in bottles at the oil and color ‘ with side bodies and back, which fits rather closely 
shops. Apply it by lightly touching the lace on both $ to the figure. This mantilla is nearly round behind, 
sides with a sponge dipped in the liquid, When per- and has long, shawl-like ends in front. It is trim- 
fectly dry, dress the lace with the porter as above ‘med with wide fringe in two shades of dove color, 
directed, Exposure to the open air, or the use of above which is placed a ribbon trimming. The dis- 
perfumes will speedily remove the smell. ;, ‘ tinguishing feature of this elegant novelty are the 

To Clean White Satin Shoes—Take stale bread, } braces, formed by the ribbon and fringe, and termi- 
crumbled very fine, and mix it with powdered blue. nated at the waist behind with a bow of ribbon. Rub, this well over the shoes, then shake it off, and. $ Fic. 1x:—CAyezou.—This. ¢anezou is. intended to 

. “y: . ‘ 

dust them by slightly rubbing with a clean soft cloth. } be worn with either a low or a half-high corsage. It 
Rose Water may be Made Thus.—Put Ge ee Ones ; is made of figured net, and is edged at the throat and in water, and add to them a few drops of acid. The | at the sides by a running pink ribbon, upon which 

water will soon assume the color and perfume of the ‘ are fixed, at little distances apart, small squares of 

~ 
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roses, ? net, figured with narrow black velvet ribbon, and 
ARR AA KAR RAR NAAR RAN edged with lace. Below this trimming there is a full 

= $ fall of lace, set on in its entire width at the shoulders, 
FASHIONS-FOR MAY. Sand narrowing toward the-waist, both at the back 

Fig. ek House Dress or PINKk ORGANDIE, and in front, where the canezon is fixed by a bow of 
Srripep.—Skirt made with five flounces, with no ? pink ribbon, with long ends. A band of pink ribbon tribune exieaitd spiny Basque ‘plain; and closed : encircles the waist, with bows and ends at each 
in front. Sleeve tight to the arm on the upper part, } side. 
and finished with three ruffles. Hair in bandeanx; ‘ Fra. x.—Canezov.—The front and back are ¢om- 
head-dress composed of roses, and white and black } posed of rows of lace insertion, alternating with 
lace. : ae ee | < bouillons, in which colored ribbon is inserted.’ These 

Fie. n.—A Diyyer Dress or Licut Bruce ’ bouillons are edged at each side by a row of narrow > 
Barrce.—tThe skirt has three deep flounces, with $ black velyet ribbon. The bretelles, which are formed 
satin figures woven in the material. Each flounce } of rows of insertion, separated by rows of black 
is edged with a row of naprow fringe. The bottom velvet ribbon, have pendent ends in front, and are 
‘of the basque reaches to the top of the upper flounce. } fixed at the waist by a bow of ribbon. On the 
The Corsage is closed up the front with fancy silk ’ shoulders, hows of black velvet and colored ribbon. 
buttons, and trimmed with braces corresponding with } Genenan RewarKs.—For elegant dresses suitable 
the flounces. The double pagoda is finished with 3 for a watering-place, or evening wear, the corsages 
narrow fringe. MHead-dress, honeysuckle and lace. ; are made low in the neck, with a point before and 

_ te et i 
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behind, Sleeves are very short. Berthas and dra- 

peries are rivals in favor. Draperies are very advan- 

tageous to spare figures. Thin skirte are plaited in 

large double plaits at the waist, with the under-dress, 

to make them more voluminous. Dresses continue 

to be worn long. ‘Those of rich and heavy tissues 

must absolutely form a train. 
Among the preparations for the country may be 

named several drawn bonnets of the kind called by 

the French milliners, capelines or caleches, They 

are intended chiefly for children or very young ladies. 
They are found very convenient in the country, as 

they project beyond the forehead sufficiently to pro- 
tect it from the rays of the sun, whilst a large cape 
shades the neck. The cape is prolonged at the sides 
so as to fasten under the chin, the ends being fixed 

by a bow formed of the same material as the bonnet. 

Small, light slips of whalebone, are passed through 
the runnings. A capeline of maroon-color silk has 
been lined with pink, and ornamented with an under- 
trimming, consisting of a ruche of pink ribbon, two 

bows of the same ribbon being placed at the sides, 
Attached to the edge is a kind of small veil of ma 

roon-color tulle, bordered by six rows of very narrow 

pink ribbon, set on in a zig-zag pattern. . Capelines 

of a plainer kind are composed of white muslin, or 

grey batiste, lined with pink or cherry-color, and 

trimmed with ruches of ribbon. Some are composed 
of yery fine jaconet, sprigged with lilac, pink, or blue, 

and are trimmed with ruches of the samo material, 
edged with plain tulle, about an inch wide, Some 
of the Parisian ladies are adopting for the sea-side 
capelines of a very gay description. They are com- 
‘posed of pink or blue silk, and are coyered with tulle 
‘or bobbinet, either spotted or sprigged; the tulle or 
net, whicheyer may be employed, falls over the brim 
and forms a veil with a scalloped edge, A frill of 
‘the same coyers the cape, and two long ends drooping 
at the sides serve the purpose of strings. Bows of 
piik guaze ribbon, placed under the brim, on each 

side, are made in a style somewhat resembling full- 
blown roses without leaves. 
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MAGAzrxes versus Mamaota Werrxtres.—The: War tHe Press Says.—Our friends, the news- 

following article, which we copy from the Boone ’ paper editors, continue to extol “Peterson” as the 

County Ledger, is so excellent, that we give it with- 3 best and cheapest of the Magazines, Says the 

out a word of further comment. Southern Statesman :—“ Like this progressive age, 

“Tt is surprising to us, that any men should sub- § it improves at each successive issue, while every 

scribe for cheap Eastern Newspapers, filled up half . number seems to leave no room for anything supe- 

of the time with matter that is of no earthly account, $ rior, appearing to the most fastidious to have gained 

and introduce them into their families, where they ’ the ‘top notch’ in everything to which it is devoted.” 
are not more than half of the time read, and looked The Tyrone (Pa.) Democrat says <axtirAtio not Boe 

upon as a nuisance. We say it is surprising, when ; Pe “i | Mae 
the same money will insure you ono of the best $ how the ladies can get along without Peterson; if 

Magazines now published, Peterson's Ladies’ Na-} they would subscribe for it one year, wo think they 
st apnea ; 5 es aG would never discontinue it.” The Lebanon (0) Re- 

agazine is published monthly, and 1s} ..4); “Th 3 

always filled with the most choice of literature. No le Eiger ed Rabe sae Sled 

man need to be ashamed to introduce this Magazine } #04 has more borrowers than any other of our Maga- 

in his family, as it always contains something in- zine exchanges.” The Cattaragus (N. Y¥.) Whig 

structive, fone va old and young. Pe the ladies it} says:—“It is the best and cheapest Magazine now 
is an invaluable companion, as it always contains’ . 4). ” . : 5 

new patterns of Crochet Work, Needle Work, Em- P Se LsuSC: We might dtswe Bad peer, sive fcores 
broideries, &c., all of which are invaluable to the of similar notices. 
ladies. No lady need say that she does not under- 
stand Embroidering, &c. &c., when every number 
contains all that is requisite to make every lady an 
accomplished needle-woman. Each number is a 

Tae Epiror’s Wives.—The editor of the Sun, 

published at Newberg, S. C., says of this Maga- 
a EN {3 : . 

school of itself. If you wish the latest fashions, you Be: eas Tappese sigue we “ peek 

have them when you receive your Magazine, besides 3 632 hand, my wife commences smilng, and 1 never 
Engrayings, Music, &c.” < fail in getting a kiss for it.” ) LLP LLP LAA AL APA DD ALAA DDD PLLA PAA A LA PLLA LDS 

err 

How to Rewr.—In remitting, write legibly, at 
Sthe top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

® state. Bills, current in the subscriber’s neighbor- 
hood, taken at par; but Hastern bills preferred. If 

the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 
delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 

Ax Agency ror Parrerns, &0.—Having been 
solicited, from various quarters, our “Fashion Edi- 

tor’ has consented to act as agent for the purchase 
and transmission of patterns, jewelry, &c. &c. In all 

cases the money must accompany the order, which - 

should describe, as fully as possible, the article de- s 

sired. Address the publisher at your risk, | Back Numners.—We are able to supply back 

es ' numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 

Excriosr A Stamup.—Letters, requiring an answer, } stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number of 

must enclose a stamp for the return postage. the year. 
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MUSIC TEACHER.” 

No. 6. 
LDL DALAL PPL D LADD LADD ADAP DD DL ALLL PIN 

BY ELLEN ASHTON. 

‘‘I7’s only my music teacher, Miss Bury,” 

said Clara Neal. ‘‘She’s the orphan daughter of 

a country clergyman, or schoolmaster, or some 

such thing. At least that’s her story. But for 

my part I never concern myself about those I 

employ.” 
The speaker, as she concluded, threw herself 

back into the luxurious chair, in her mother’s 

drawing-room, and began to fan herself lan- 

guidly, for it was a hot June day. 
‘‘T never heard so sympathetic a voice,” re- 

plied her companion. ‘‘I thought, when I was 
first shown in, and saw her at the piano, that it 

was some friend of yours. Her style is certainly 

distingue; and she sings beautifully.” 

‘Do you think so? Well, you are the queerest 

creature, Ada; always seeing style in dress- 

makers and such creatures; romances have 

turned your head, cousin. I didn’t feel like 

taking a lesson, to-day; but told her she might 

practise the new song if she pleased: you know 

it is that famous one of Mr. Morton’s, the poet, 

who has just returned from Italy; and she hadn't 

seen it before.” 
‘‘T am sorry that J interrupted her. The mo- 

ment I entered she rose and left. I really wish 

I could have heard the song out, for her manner 

of singing it brought tears to my eyes.” 

Clara laughed. ‘‘Really, my dear, you are 

entirely too sentimental. If you care so much 

to hear the song, however, come to-morrow, and 

I'll make her sing it.” 

‘Perhaps she’d prefer not to, at least before 

a stranger.” 
‘“Pshaw! What right has she to have pre- 

ferences? She’s only a music teacher.” 

‘«<T am so interested in her appearance, and so 

eager to hear the song, that I’ll come,” answered 

the visitor, mentally resolving to be kind to the 

poor orphan. ‘But leave me, if you please, to 

make the request.” 

you make over a music teacher. To change the 

conversation, have you met this Mr. Morton?” 

‘¢No.”’ 
‘‘Tom knew him when abroad. I shouldn’t 

wonder,” and she lowered her voice, as she 

glanced through the open door, and across the 

hall, to where a closed door told that her brother 

had guests in the library, ‘‘if he was with Tom 

now. A very handsome man, just such a one as 

Mr. Morton is said to be, went in there, awhile 

ago; and I think I heard Tom call him Fred, 

which is Mr. Morton’s first name.” 
‘‘T never asked whether he was handsome,” 

said the visitor, ‘*but his poetry is beautiful. It 

is so full of feeling and the love of all suffering 

humanity.” 
The fashionable Clara opened her eyes at this 

outburst. ‘*He is as rich as he is handsome,” 

was her reply, and she played with her fan, 

‘‘and belongs to one of our first families. But 

there’s a good deal in his poetry I don’t under- 
stand. I intend to set my cap for him, however,” 

she added, lowering her voice again, ‘‘he’s the 

great catch of the season, and it would make all 

the girls die with envy.” 
Ada rose to go. Ada had made a love-match, 

about a year before, with a young lawyer, 

without fortune. She had some property, but 
not much, and on this they managed to live, 

by exercising strict economy: and as both she 
and Mr. Allen belonged to families of high social 

position, they continued to be visited, though 

Ada was regarded by Clara, and others like her, 

as a poor, weak, sentimental little dunce. 
‘You'll come, then, at one o’clock,’’ said 

Clara. 
‘‘Yes, thank you!” 
Clara had been right in her surmise that Mr. 

Morton was in the library. But she did not 
know that every word she had said, even when 

she lowered her voice, had been overheard. It 

“Certainly, if you wish it. But what a fuss { was a warm June morning, and as the library 
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had two doors opening on the hall, the back one $ over, were in harmony with the voice; they were 
had been left open, so that Clara’s hard, metallic } tokens, Mr. Morton said to himself, of a refined 

voice had easily reached the visitor’s ear. Clara’s } and elevated heart and mind. ‘It is hardly 

brother, too, had gone up stairs, for a moment, S fair,” he said at last, mentally, ‘‘to sit here 

to look for some old souvenir of travel, about : listening.”” And rising, he proposed to his friend, 

which they had been talking; and when he came: to go into the parlor, ‘for the ladies,” said he, 

down again, the conversation was over. What % ‘*seem to have finished their music.” 

Mr. Morton thought about it, was partly be-2 Clara received him with a conscious blush, 
trayed at once; for he reminded his friend that and an exulting glance at Ada, for she attributed 

he had a sister, and solicited the honor of an the visit to herself. For a few minutes, she 

introduction. cst engrossed his time. She had, indeed, 

Clara was delighted, after Mr. Morton had } presented him to Ada, but had immediately de- 

left, that the presentation had been at his own $ manded his attention by a question: the intro- 

request. This fact, coupled with his very affable ducing ‘‘a music teacher” to him or any other 

manners, threw her into a flutter of delight. In guest, she would have thought preposterous. 

fancy, she already saw herself his bride, the { Very soon, however, with his usual success in 

possessor of the family diamonds, and the secret { whatever he undertook, Mr. Morton managed to 

envy of all her unmarried friends who flocked to {be presented to Miss Bury. The latter was sit- 

congratulate her. ting, embarrassed and coloring, at the music- 
** Morton’s a capital fellow,” said her brother, tateal: waiting for leave to go, when he turned 

in his easy, free way, divining her thoughts, } the conversation on singing, begged pardon for 

‘but yowre not good enough for him. He's § having overheard the music, and’asked Clara if 
struck by your beauty, sis, for you are a showy $ it was she or one of her fair companions whom 

girl; and for your sake, I hope you'll get him. she must thank for the pleasure he had been 

But he'll lead a deuce of a life, with such a} afforded. Ada, pitying Miss Bury, had gone to 

fashionable good-for-nothing, unless love brings § ‘talk with her, and oy erhearing this, owned, in 

you to your senses, and you settle down into a her frank way, who was the singer; and then, 

quiet, domestic companion.” as Mr. Morton joined them, said, ‘‘Miss Bury, 

The only answer of Clara was a sneer at her 2 Mr. Morton, Mr. Morton, Miss Bury;” and so, 

somewhat bookish brother’s ignorance of the{in the most natural manner, and in spite of 
world, in supposing that women, in her position, ‘Clara, the introduction took place. 

ever married for love, or expected to sink into} At first, Miss Bury was embarrassed, the 

domestic wives: and with this sneer on her lips ; whole thing was so unexpected. But Myr. Mor- 

she left the room. ton soon put her at ease, in his skilful way. 
The next day at one o’clock, came Miss Bury, : Clara gradually fell into a mere listener, as the 

and soon after Ada. Mr. Morton was in the } subjects discussed rose above her reach; she 

library; he had ‘‘dropped in,” as he phrased it, { sat, devoured with rage at what she termed 
‘to chat quietly half an hour” with Tom; ‘he : secretly the ‘“‘impudence of that creature.” 

would pay his respects to Miss Neal,’’ he said, } Ada wondered and admired, and thought that, 

‘«directly.” The back door was again open, and 3in all her life, she had never seen two beings 

Mr. Morton managed to seat himself near it. ‘ better suited for each other. Miss Bury, always” 
Soon a piano, touched by a skilful hand, was } engaging in appearance, was now really bril- 

heard; Mr. Morton raised his finger for silence: enthnts while Mr. Morton was as eloquent as in 
and then one of the sweetest voices he had ever } his most impassioned poems. 

heard poured forth again the words of one of his Mr. Morton was the first to detect the sup- 

songs. Ever since yesterday, when the entrance ; pressed rage of Clara. ‘She'll visit it on this 

of a visitor had stopped the singer midway, that { innocent girl,” he said, to himself, ‘‘and really, 

voice had been lingering in his ears. He had {$I have been rude, in neglecting her.” So, on 

dreamed of it even at night. When it ceased, he ; the instant, he addressed a remark to Clara, 
drew a long breath, mentally saying, as eee again brought her into the conversation; 
had said, ‘what a sympathetic voice.” For it$and after a few moments, devoted principally to 
seemed to give a deeper meaning to his song. x her, courteously took his leave. 

One or two other songs followed, and then} But his effort to save Miss Bury proved fruit- 

voices were heard in conversation. It was easy sless. When Ada went home, she told her hus- 

tu distinguish that of the musician, it was ‘that ; band that ‘*Miss Neal had discharged her music 

most excellent thing in woman,” a low, sweet; teacher. And only to think,” she added, ‘it 

voice. The thoughts, which it expressed, more-* was, I verily believe, because Mi. Morton met 
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her there to-day, and talked more with her than ; soon her faith in her favorite cotemporary poet 

with Clara. I never saw 2 more despairing look ; returned, and she did battle, warm-heartedly, 
than Miss Bury had, when Clara told her, after in his behalf. 

Mr. Morton left, that she might go, and that she ‘*Well,” said her husband, at last, “you may 

need not come again. I don’t think the poor; be right. Perhaps, after all,” and he smiled 

girl has many scholars, and Clara’s ill-will can archly, ‘‘you haven’t a monopoly of disinte- 

do her great harm. If she wasn’t my cousin,” } restedness. I called Mr. Morton a puppy, the 

said the warm-hearted Hittle woman, “I would } other day; but I have since heard he is a man 

never go to see her again.” of sense, as honest as steel, and even noble- 

‘Mr. Morton,” replied her husband, ‘should , hearted. However, it is easy to test him. You 
have known better. He is sufficiently a man of } know Miss Bury, Ask her here to tea, some 

the world to be aware that he would give mortal § evening. If Mr. Morton is serious, he will be 

offence to a fashionable, haughty, cold-hearted 3 glad to meet her, for meantime I'll seek his 
creature, like Clara Neal, by preferring a music acquaintance, and ask him to come the same 
teacher’s conversation to her own. But a man, } evening.” 

made much of by society, little thinks ay “‘Capital!” cried Ada, clapping her hands. 
harm he does, provided he gratifies his vanity.” } ‘‘?'ve an idea that Mr. Morton only sees her in 
The speaker did not know Mr. Morton, and as a } the street, for she’s too proud to ask him to the 

lawyer, had an instinctive dislike of poets. humble place where she lodges. Yet depend on 
“T think you are unjust to Mr. Morton, my } it she don’t encourage him, much as she secretly 

dear,” said his wife, stoutly. ‘I’m sure, he little ; loves him.” 

dreamed that Clara would turn Miss Bury off.” * Ada was right. The little tea-party of four 

‘‘He ought to have thought of it, though, and came off, and was followed by many more. Mrs. 

that’s another reason why I blame him,” said} Morton, for Miss Bury is now a bride, and Ada 
the husband. ‘But let the puppy go. We'll do } are fast friends: so also are the two husbands; 
what we can for the poor girl, by recommending ; and their friendship will be life-long, for it is 
her.” founded on culture, intellect, and similar noble 

A few days after, Ada came home, in a state ; and elevated views. 

of high excitement. ‘Who do you think I} Of course, the marriage made a great talk, 
met, just now,” she said, ‘‘walking on Chesnut } for merely conventional people could not under- 

street?” Her husband said he did not know. ¢ stand it. They were not up to the standard, 
‘‘Mr. Morton and Miss Bury; I’m sure it will ‘which made the lover think his fortune and 

be a match; she was looking down and blushing; | fame nothing, when weighed against the virtues 

and he was talking as if his whole soul was in of his bride, and which made the latter conquer 
every word.” } her pride, through the sincerity of her love, and 

Her husband shook his head. ‘It is rarely, ; accept one whom half the world said she mar- 

my dear,” he said, ‘‘that a rich and distin. 3 ried only for his money. 

guished man, like Mr. Morton, marries a poor; In this half is Clara, who still, while publicly 

music teacher. The best thing for Miss Bury} doing homage to the rich and powerful Mrs. 

is that she should never see him again.” ’ Morton, privately calls her ‘‘that mercenary, 

Ada’s countenance fell. She had the most} stuck-up thing,” who, ‘‘but yesterday, was onLY 

implicit faith in her husband’s opinion. But’ my Music TEACHER.” 
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BEAUTIFUL. 

BY MRS. C. H. CRISWELI 

There's a beautiful smile on thy lips, my love, 

A smile like the breaking of dawn; 

When the bee in the honey-bell dips, my love, 

And the dew-drops are spangling the lawn. 

Taerre’s a beautiful bloom on thy cheek, my love, 

So rounded, so smooth, and so fair! 

Where the dimples play hide and seek, my love, 

Round the lips that are rosy and rare. 

There’s something more beautiful far, my love, 

That makes thee angelic, divine! 

It beams from thine eyes like a star, my love, 

’Tis that beautiful soul of thine! 

There’s a beautiful gloss on thy hair, my love, 

Those ringlets of shadowy brown— 

And a halo seems lingering there, my love, 

Round thy head, like an angel’s crown. SLOLL LOL A 



SUNSHINE AND CLOUDS. 

BY E. W. DEWEES. 

Propte used to say of little Minna Brent that; As it happened, it was peculiarly fortunate 

she was always laughing, except when she was} for poor Minna this advantage of hers; for, 

crying: and that, in truth, was the case. Sun- though only eighteen, she had shed more tears 

shine and showers played the prettiest April $ during the last two years, than would have suf- 

game on her fresh, young face, and made it very ; ficed to mar irretrievably even her own lovely 

charming to watch. face if the tears had left their usual traces. 

Now let no imprudent reader jump at the con-} The fact is, Minna was the victim of an un- 

clusion, that the same kind of thing will do for : reasonable lover, who had teased her poor, little 

all faces. Let her draw no such hasty dedue- } life out. She was not engaged to Clarence 

tion; or at least let her delay to make a personal $ C - he had never eveh directly and posi- 

application of the theory. For though it is true § tively gidvessed her. He rather seemed to 

that smiles are universally becoming, and may take everything for granted, and Minna never 

be indulged in almost ad libitum, tears must be 3 thought of doubting him. 

used with extreme caution, and only after mature} Minna had neither mother nor brothers, and 

consideration. Let no fair reader, misled by all her father was too much engrossed in business 

the nonsense poets sad novelists have written } to watch over his young daughter as he should 

about ‘‘beauty in distress,” and ‘violets wet 3 have done; Clarence was a friend of the family, 

with dew,” &c., venture upon a fit of c. ying }she had known him long, and in the strange 

before the object of her choice, until she has world, where she was early thrown, she looked 

studied its effects in her mirror. If, for this Sup to him as a protector. She loved him, and 

purpose, she finds it difficult to get up an ex- $ felt safer by his side. 

perimental fit of tears, let her at least bear this He, on his part, seemed to assume a sort of 

object in mind, and the next time she fs over- § guardianship, or rather proprietorship over her. 

come by her feelings, let her run as quickly } He was her only escort, except her father—he 

as possible to the glass to form her own deduc-$adyised her, he scolded her—he chilled her 

tions. If a face presents itself to her shocked § gushing young heart by fits of coldness and dis- 

eyes, swollen, blotched, and red-nosed, her own } pleasure, or wiung the tears from her bright 

good sense will teach her to forthwith eschew eyes by his unreasonable and querulous fault 

tears, forever, on sentimental occasions. She } finding. 

will perceive that she must fall back on her | Do as she would, and try as she would, Minna 

other recourses; perhaps fainting if it suits her 3 ‘ could never please him, and so it was, that from 

complexion; if not, she must be content with; the time Clarence C had appropriated her, 

hysterics, common-place and worn-out as they S her eyes were scarcely dry from one fit of weép- 

are. In this case, however, more talent is neces- | ing and the sunny smiles beginning to creep 

sary; nothing can be done with hysterics unless ; coyly back to her sweet face, than the clouds 

a touch of genius imparts a life and novelty all § : lowered again, and again it was rainy weather. 

its own, to what has become so hackneyed. But’ It was very foolish of little Minna; everybody 

with a little management and originality, won- ! said so. But she always said she could not help 

derful effects may yet be produced. it, poor, silly child; and I do really believe she 

To return to Minna. She was one of those could have helped it just as little if her crying 

fortunate individuals whose noses do not get red $had made her look like a fright—which would 

when they cry. The tears that rose so readily have spoiled my story. I am, therefore, very 

to her blue eyes only made them more bright glad that as she had so much crying to doit was 

and sparkling; and when you saw the pure ¢ becoming to her. 

drops glittering on her fresh cheeks, you could } ; Minna, as I have said, never thought of doubt- 

not help thinking of all those fine things which 3 ing or questioning Clarence. Neither did she ever 

poets have said or sung on such occasions, and 3 think of asking herself whether she really loved 

perhaps for the first time perceiving their apt- ; her handsome lover—she took it for granted she 

ness, 3did. All girls loved their lovers, and she did 
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not suppose she was different from others—not , the selfish part the latter was playing with her, 

that she was so very certain that Clarence was a } and his love prompted him to demand that he 

real bona fide lover, but whether or no he seemed ‘ should define his position. 

to care for her; was sometimes, in his way, so As for Clarence, he felt not the slightest alarm 

very, very kind to her; and Minna’s loving heart 3 at the appearance of a riyal. The influence 

responded so warmly and gratefully to any touch $ which a man of the world has over a gir!, toward 

of kindness. So she deferred to him and obeyed 3 whom he has assumed the relation which Cla- 

him, and studied and read, and dressed to please ‘rence had to Minna, is almost unbounded. Her 

him, and then fretted and worried her life out 3 youth, her inexperience, her gratitude, her ad- 

because she never could succeed. ‘ miration conspire to make her his perfect slave: 

So affairs stood, and I know not how long all } and the more trustingly innocent and affectionate 

this would haye gone on, or how it would have she is, the more easily is she duped. Clarence 

ended, had it not been that Minna had uncon- ‘knew his power over Minna, and was secure. 

sciously attracted another lover, and one with } He fancied she would never think of disputing 

spirit enough to determine to look into Cla- ‘his claims; and he selfishly and coolly caleu- 

rence’s claims. Not finding matters very clearly ; lated that by maintaining his present position, 

established, he one day with manly directness ‘he should be able to either marry Minna when 

asked Clarence point blank, whether any engage- ‘his business prospects permitted, or he might 

ment existed between Minna and himself. retire at any moment should he tire of her in 

Clarence twirled his superlative moustache at ‘the meanwhile. Had it not been for that inop- 

the question, and looked contemptuously down on } portune absence of his, perhaps his calculations 

the questioner, merely remarking with ineffable § might have been correct. 

disdain, Minna at first received Horace’s attentions 

‘©A rival, hey?” ’ doubtfully and coyly; but soon feeling herself 

“I intend to be,” cried Horace, controlling } free in Clarence’s absence, she yielded herself 

his anger. innocently to the pleasure of being admired and 

‘©You mean you will ¢ry to be,” sneered Cla- ‘ beloved—of receiving praises instead of constant 

rence—‘“a wide difference, ha! ha!’” he turned } chidings; to the delight of finding her best and 

on his heel, leaving Horace boiling with indig- ; purest thoughts understood and responded to— 

nation at his insolent manner. of giving and receiving sympathy. It was like 

“Yet he is right after all,” he said, to him- {a new world of sunshine and flowers to Minna, 

self—‘‘yes, I do only mean that I will try, but and if in the sunny horizon a few scattered drops 

it shall be the right sort of trying—the kind that ; now and then fell, they were tinted with rain- 

brings, or at least deserves, success.” bow hues, for the sunbeams shone through them. 

Fortunately for the new aspirant, just at this So the weeks of Clarence’s absence flew by. 

conjuncture his business called Clarence to a And though fortune, as though to favor Horace, 

neighboring city for several weeks. had extended his stay much longer than had 

Horace found an open field. been at first anticipated, he was now momently 

He was very delicate, though earnest in his } expected back. | 

advances, but he was determined to make the} Horace was sitting with Minna, and thinking 

most of present opportunities, and he skilfully how soon their pleasant relations might be totally 

turned every advantage he gained to the best } changed. Minna, tranquil and happy, was sing- 

account, ing over her work. 

But it is time I should say one word for my} Suddenly Horace spoke. He had determined 

new lover, that the reader may understand and ‘then and there to urge his claims. He did so. 

appreciate him. He was the opposite of Cla- He spoke to Minna freely, earnestly, warmly. 

rence in every respect. Clarence was very hand- But Minna’s changed face was all clouded 

some—Horace had nothing but its noble, open } over, and tears raining from her eyes. 

expression to recommend his manly face. But “Qh, Horace!” she cried, ‘‘I cannot—I dare 

where Clarence was selfish, tyrannical, and cold- } not—Clarence!”’ 

hearted, he was generous, self-forgetting, and “What of him?? asked Horace. ‘‘You are 

affectionate. Ife had known and loyed Minna not engaged to him?” 

for about two years; and loved her as so lovely } ‘¢No—but ¥ 

and gentle a creature deserved to be loved, } ‘But what?” 

warmly and unselfishly. Supposing her to be «J don’t believe he will like it.” 

engaged to Clarence, he had at first loved with- «‘T don’t suppose he will,” said Horace, smil- 

out hope. It was his jealous eye which detected ing, ‘but we have nothing to do with that.” 
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** You may not have,” said Minna, much dis-$ He folded his arms and stood before them. 
tressed, ‘‘but Z have. He has been so kind to’ Minna heard her heart beat in the silence 
me—he will think me ungrateful. I should} which followed. She felt Clarence’s grasp 
tremble to meet him.” tighten on her arm, and his hand trembled. 

“And well you might!” cried a cold, stern} She realized for the first time that he loved her, 
voice beside her. Minna screamed with terror, ; and she quailed at the thought of his anger. 
us looking up at the sound she saw Clarence at} Old habits of obedience, pity and fear, were on 
ler side, his face pale with anger, his lips rigid } his side; but there was a pleader on the other 
with concentrated rage. 3 sroeth them all a hundred fold—it was love. 

After a moment’s pause, during which his} Minna did not hesitate in her choice; she only 
eye glared by turns on Minna and her lover, he : dreaded to announce it. To her youth and 
advanced a step, and took Minna by the arm, 3 timidity it was a fearful trial. 
as if to draw her from the room. ‘This re At last, however, she raised her head—her 
duct must be explained,” he said; ‘‘and for you, } eyes met those of Horace resting trustingly, 
sir,” turning to Horace, ‘I give you warning, 3 lovingly upon her. She stretched out her hand 
you have carried your experiment far enough. } to him, merely saying, ‘‘ Horace!” 
I permit no further encroachments in this quar-} She felt the hand which Clarence had been 
ter.” ; holding flung violently from him, and knew no 

He turned, as he spoke, as if to lead Minna $ more. 
from the room, but Horace stopped him. And so, reader, by that choice Minna chose 

“T do not know, sir, by what right you assume } smiles instead of tears for her portion in life. 
dictatorship in this case. Ido not recognize any $ For so surely as her after lot was one of warm, 
such right, and I appeal from you to this lady. $ loving sunlight with her kind and generous hus- 
She only can be the judge of the merits of our? band; so surely had she trusted her affectionate, 
respective claims. She alone can settle them. } impulsive heart to Clarence’s cold, selfish keep- 
Let her decide between us, by her decision Ii ing, he would have clouded it by neglect, if he 
abide, now and forever.” * did not break it by unkindness., 
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JENNIE. 

BY FRANCES M. CHESEBRO’. 

Oh! woe is me, my Jennie, 
Thy young life floating by, 

Leaves me forlorn, forsaken, 
Wherefore did’st thou die? 

Ever in the shadows, 

Must I moaning lie. 

Sprinaine o'er the meadow 
In the blushing dawn, 

Dancing over flowers 

Thick upon the lawn, 

Singing, dancing ever, 

_ Till evening shadows fall. 

Gentle, gentle Jennie, 

Come again to me, 

Let me see thee smiling, 

Smiling tenderly, 

Thou hast stole the sunshine, 

Clouds are all I see. 

Gentle, guilesome Jennie, 

Nature’s petted child, 

Making in thy laughter, 

Music, rich, and wild, 

Waking up the blossoms 

With thy sunny smile. 

All the flowers are drooping, 
Sighing for thee, sweet, 

And the birds are watching 

Thy fresh song to greet, 

While the brooklet murmurs 

A requiem at my feet. 

Eyes as soft as moonbeams 

Falling on the sea, 

Smiles more sweet and witching, 

Than wildest fancies be. 

Sure, my gentle Jennie, 

None so sweet as thee. 
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Sighing, sighing sadly, Of the darkest shadow 

Wailing on the air, That falls upon the lea 

Stole a note of sadness ‘ I will weave a mantle 

Moaning like a prayer Dark as midnight be, 

From a fond heart breaking, : All, for grief of Jeannie, 

With its load of care. ‘ All for love of thee. 
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THE ARAB AND HIS BRIDE. 

FROM THE FRENCH OF JULES GERARD. 

Tur Arabs proceeded to bring me mats and, seen, stretched across the very path these young 

cushions, and arranged for me by starlight a} folks were pursuing! 

camp bed. After this came a copious supper. ¢ They were about halfway between the two 

A general conversation then took place, in which } douars, and it was fully as dangerous to proceed 

every one vied with his neighbor in relating all ; forward as to draw back. What was to be 

sorts of ndventures, more or less tragical, about } done? 
the lions of the country. One of these I shall} The opportunity presented itself to the bride- 

never forget. It was the story of an Arab and} groom of winning forever his wife’s affections 

his young bride. ‘ by a noble act of devotedness was too good to be 

Among the Arabs, when a man marries, he \ lost. Balls were accordingly rammed down the 

invites a number of people, who go and fetch the : barrel of every gun, the bride was placed in the 

bride at her parent’s house to bring her to her} centre of a sort of square formed by the assist- 

new dwelling, a ceremony which is performed } ants, and the escort marched bravely forward, 

in a palanquin, numberless shots being at the } headed by Smail. Already they had advanced 

same time fired on the road. : to within thirty yards from the lion, who never 

Every marriage, however, is not alike. If some } moved. 

are accompanied by a numerous retinue—if ’ Smail now ordered his friends to stop, and 

sometimes the happy couple number amongst saying to his young wife, ‘‘see if you have 

their guerts many a rich and handsome horse- ‘ married a man,” walked straight up to the lion, 

man—at other times, as with us, more than one . and commanded him to clear the way. 

bridegroom has not even enough to pay the At twenty paces, the lion, until then crouching 

fiddlers who escort him. Such being the case and motionless, raised his monstrous head, and 

with Smail, who had paid down the day before was evidently preparing for a spring. Smail, 

his very last shilling for his bride’s marriage-} regardless of his wife’s screams, and the entrea- 

portion, he assembled only his nearest relatives, } ties of his relatives, who called to him to retreat, 

and proceeded with them on foot to the abode of } put one knee to the ground, levelled the barrel 

his future father-in-law. of his gun toward the animal, took a steady aim, 

Having regaled themselves plentifully, and } and fired. In an instant the wounded and furious 

the marriage being concluded, they fired off ‘animal bounded forward on the unfortunate 

some cartridges by way of salute, taking care to Smail, knocked him to the ground, and tore him 

keep a few for the journey back. In the evening } to shreds in a twinkling of an eye, then rushed 

they all parted, wishing each other good fortune } madly toward the square, in the centre of which 

and happiness. stood the wretched bride. 

The bridegroom’s douar was but a league ‘¢TLet no one fire,” cried Smail’s father, ‘‘ until 

distant; the moon shone beautifully bright; the $ he touches the barrels of our guns.” 

bride’s escort numbered nine guns; what was to} But where is the man sufficiently self-possessed 

be feared on the way? But itis not unfrequently >to await without flinching that hurricane called 

at the very moment one expects him the least, } a lion, as he rushes on toward his prey with 

that an intruder will present himself. : immense bounds, with mane floating in the wind, 

Smail was walking in front, beside his bride, ; expanded jaws, and eyes inflammed with fury ? 

to whom he was speaking, in a soft, low eiee The whole party now fired at once, without 

about the happiness which awaited them under heeding in what direction their balls went, and 

his tent. The friends of the husband were} the lion dashed on the square, which he quickly 

following discreetly some paces behind, firing } overthrew, smashing the bones and tearing the 

at times a shot in the air; and the young wife § flesh of all whom he found before him. Some 

seemed quite gratified with this little offering of } of the men lad managed to escape, dragging 

powder burntin her honor, Everything, in short, \ after them with much difficulty the poor bride, 

went on in the most satisfactory manner, > almost dead by this time with fright, but they 

But, all of a sudden, an enormous lion was * were quickly followed by their Na) ae 
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and torn to pieces; one only, more fortunate s the last living prey which was thus eluding his 

than the rest, having contrived to reach the foot ? grasp. 

of a steep rock, upon which, thanks to his efforts, The remainder of the night passed away with- 

the woman found a refuge. out any new incident. As soon as the day began 

He had already climbed the rock some little } to dawn, the lion left the foot of the rock, and 
way, when the lion again advanced, if possible still ; retired toward the mountains; but he went off 

more furious, and at one spring caught the right } very slowly, and did not finally abandon his post 

leg of the man, and dragged him down with him } without stopping more than once on his road, 

to the ground; while the unhappy bride, crawling 3 and throwing back a wistful glance on the prey 

with hands and feet to the summit of the rock, } he was leaving behind. 

was doomed to witness from her inaccessible A short time after the animal’s departure, a 

retreat the hideous spectacle of the death-agony $ troop of horsemen came across the plain, and on 

of the last of her defenders. Smail’s widow making signals of distress with 

After two or three useless attempts, the lion, } her veil, for she was now without strength or 
finding he could not get at the woman, returned } voice, they galloped toward her, and took her 

to the body of the last victim, and began tearing } back to her father. The poor thing expired, 

it in bits, as if to revenge himself for the loss of } however, on the following day. 

LINES. 

BY REV. W. CALVERT. 

He that, for awhile forsaken, 

Sleepeth now will soon awaken; 

From his form the spell be taken, 

And at thy side, 

Ilis faults, his follies, purged away, 
In shape as beauteous as the day, 

Thy wedded consort, he shall aye 

With thee abide. 

For thy trial all the surer, 

Never home could be securer, 

Never happiness be purer, 

Nor thou more blest. 

AFTER weary travel—toil, 
After storm and wild turmoil, 

After strife and battle broil, 

Then cometh rest. 

A gladsome life awaiteth thee, 

Where far from doubt and sorrow free, * 

Thy quiet sheltering place shall be 

A Father’s breast. 

Freer, happier, than we now, 

Through long tearless days shalt thou 

Wear no care upon thy brow, 

Beside His throne, 

Never more to be deceived, 

Never more to be aggrieved, 

Every hope and wish achieved: 

Nor thou alone! 

After weary travel—toil, 

After storm and wild turmoil, 

After strife and battle broil, 

Then cometh rest. OO LLL” LOL LLL LOL al Le LO LLL 
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BY LEVERETTE LELAND. 

They come with sounds more hushed and low, 

Kind Heaven, those notes prolong! 

THat sweet, that mystic strain! 

How like a fairy bell, 

Tt oft hath come from lands unknown 
To charm me with its spell! T’ve tried to catch its tones, 

I’ve tried to learn its rhyme; 

But vain have all my efforts been— 

It will not leave its clime. 

In childhood, and in youth, 

Its music thrilled my soul, 

While like a voice from seraph worlds, ; That sweet, that mystic strain! 
It o’er my being stole. 

Ifow like a fairy bell, 

E’en now I seem to hear, It oft hath come from lands unknown, 

The echoes of that song; To charm me with its spell! 

OO OL LOLOL LO A hl Lh ade 



NELLIE ASHLEY. 

BY SARAH HAMILTON. 

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 358. 

CHAPTER ITI. } does what the anxious mother fears as death— 
Ten years! What a variety of events can$ an hour passes—the throbbing brow moistens to 

happen in ten years! Let us enter this pleasant { coolness—the bright eyes lose their wildness—a 
cottage and take a peep at old friends. Step 3 half smile plays upon the parched lips—it 

softly—there may be sickness—for the silken breathes less short and quick, and finally drops 

curtains droop heavily to the floor—the faint} | into a quiet, soothing slumber. Nellie leayes 

odor of nausceous medicines stifles the fresh air. } Alice to watch the sleeper, and hastens to her 

There she sits—the mother—how changed the} sister, whom she finds still weeping. 

once rounded face, Angular and sharp, the : ‘Ts this the calm and rest you need, Lizzie? 

fresh tints of rosy health and buoyant spirits ; Iam surprised you should so give way to your 

deadened to a sickly yellow—a feeling of anxiety $ feelings, at such a time too, think how it unfits 

rests upon the worn brow—a child moans upon you for the duty of nursing. But never mind, 
her bosom—how hot and feverish the little velvet s you will do differently, I know—let me smooth 
hand—how it gasps for breath, breath. Two your hair—Charley, I think, is much better—he 
short mounds till where the others lie—shall Si is sleeping now, and breathes naturally—I think 
another be added, the last and only bud of 3 with good care he will be as well as ever ina day 
promise taken? How weary the watcher looks : or two—the doctor thinks these sick turns are 
—how tightly she clasps her babe, as if those all owing to cutting his teeth. There, you can 

arms could shield it from the icy touch that had } rest now—don’t worry about anything—I will 
already chilled the heart throbbings of two home $ see that all goes right”. The door closes softly 
jewels. But here comes one whose very counte- $ ‘ and faint footsteps sound upon the stairs. Nellie 

nance brings with it relief, an atmosphere of } is belowinitiating a newly found and most igno- 
health. rant Irish girl into the mysteries of the kitchen. 

The shutters are flung open in the dining-room, 

the tea-table spread with neatness, and number- 

less little alterations given to the furniture of the 

“Come, Lizzie,” says the bright lady, throwing room, that an air of cheerfulness may greet the 
off her shawl, ‘‘I will take Charley, you must} weary husband who soon after enters, flushed 
rest—remember you have a husband.” and tired, head and heart both full, sickness at 

Mrs. Leslie, the reader, perhaps, has already $ » home, and business cares abroad—but his face 
recognized her, after much earnest entreaty on S loses its care-worn expression at the sight of 
the part of the sister, consents to leave the little Nellie. She tells him of Charley—of the mother’s 
sufferer in her care and steal an hours’ repose $ welfare. 
if possible. : ‘‘T do not know how it is, Nellie,” said Mr. 

“Qh, Nellie!” said she, kissing the white fore- { Leslie, smiling, ‘‘but let us be in ever so great a 
head of her fair boy, ‘‘if he dies, I pray God to $ snarl overrunning with trouble, from the moment 
take me also. You longed for trials—they never ; you come things begin to straighten, brighten up. 
came. I asked for sunshine, but my life thus Lizzie, you know, is not strong, she can’t bear 
far, has been so tempest-tost that I anticipate; much. I would give all I possess if she had vour 
naught with any degree of pleasure, but the still- § fortitude and energy, if I could only see her try to 
ness of the graye to sleep beside my darlings.” rise above her troubles—but she sinks at once 

‘Lizzie, Lizzie, you are sick—worn out with} beneath the load, with no apparent effort to 

much care—you know not the sentiments you? throw it off.” 

utter—go lie down, I will call you, if needed.” $ «Losing her children was a great trial,” said 
Mrs. Leslie again kissed her child, and bursting } Nellie, the bright tears filling her eyes as she 

into a violent flood of tears, leaves the room. spoke. ‘I think she has never recovered from 

Nellie beckons to Alice, the maid. ‘A little’ the blow.” 
more air here, and a dish of cold water.’”? She ‘*Yes, yes,” answered Mr. Leslie, now speaking 

Von. XXIX,.—28 

- 

“A mind at ease with all below, 
A heart whose love is innocence.” 

ee 
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in a low, broken voice, ‘*hut they were killed, { subject. Do you say the disposition you now 

Nellie, Ailled. She would have saved them, God manifest at times, was given you at your birth— 

knows the purity of her motives, but she erred in {a disposition over which you can exercise no 

judgment. Poor Lizzie, I will go to her now, she power, no control, that will burst forth at times 

needs comforting if any one does.” ee the burning lava from the volcano, laying 

Nellie, like a ministering angel, comes each ‘ waste all the beauty and heaven of our home? I 

day, till the cloud parts showing fair weather }do not know but that your natural disposition 

between its folds—little Charley’s shouts once } is as good as your sister Nellie’s. We never see 

more resound from room to room—Mrs. Leslie, } her thus irritated.” 

truly thankful for her blessed boy’s recovery, ‘But, Arthur, she never had a trial in her life. 

seems happier than she has for years. ‘Oh, } I think she would do no better than myself, place 

that it may be lasting,” is the husband’s constant ; her in the same situation.” 

prayer. ; Well, here she comes, and can answer for 

One warm afternoon in August, the heat was $ herself. How is it, Nellie? My wife here has 

intense. Mr. Leslie had come home earlier than $a bad head-ache. Alice’s misdemeanors have 

usual to spend an hour with his wife and child, ‘ quite exhausted her patience, and she is feeling 

before tea. Scarcely had his foot touched the 3 quite out of humor, having come to the conclusion 

stairway that led to her chamber, before he was } that you never have anything to worry or fret 

greeted by harsh, discordant sounds. : your disposition.” 

Mrs. Leslie, in great rage, was reprimanding ; ‘*Oh, dear,” answered Nellie, laughing, swing- 

Alice for some neglect. She did not notice her ‘ing her bonnet by the strings to catch a breath 

liusband’s entrance, and doubtless said much { of fresh air. 

more than she would, had she felt the glance of ; ‘‘Don’t, don’t,” said her sister, ‘it does look 

those dark, sad eyes resting upon her in surprise so careless, I will ring for Alice to bring you a 

and grief, that one whom heaven had endowed § fan.” 

so richly, should stoop to display such an ebuli- ‘‘Oh, please not, this newspaper will do quite 

tion of temper, before one whom misfortune had ‘as well, in fact, I preferit. Anything to trouble 

rendered the servant of a petty and exacting | me, If you could have seen me as I felt this 

mistress. :morning. I had to rise an hour earlier than 

A deep sigh—it came from a heavy heart and Susual to help prepare breakfast for work-folks, 

would find utterance—broke the spell. The next and oh, it was so hot in our little stifled cook- 

moment Mrs. Leslie was weeping and sobbing $ room, I thought I should melt, vanish entirely. 

upon her husband’s bosom. Only think, Lizzie, what a loss it would have 

«JT cannot help it, I’m sure I cannot,” said been.” And Nellie laughed heartily. 

she, as soon as she was able to speak. ‘Please don’t laugh so much, Nellie, when you 

Mr. Leslie smoothed back the heavy hair, $ talk, ’tis a dreadful habit and makes you appear 

looked into the tearful face, but did not reply, § ridiculous sometimes.” 

«Speak, Arthur—do speak—you will “Thank you. I know ’tis foolish, but I was 

me.” going to tell you, after broiling my face over the 

‘‘Hush, Lizzie. Do you remember a long time { stove half an hour, I had not the least appetite 

ago—a beautiful evening it was—such an one as ‘ for my breakfast, and I really felt vexed to think 

this will be when yonder sun seeks its rest—we men would be such fools as to want meat, 

sat together in the little parlor—your home. Do $ potatoes, and hot biscuit, when a tumbler of cold 

you remember our conyersation? You thought * water and a piece of pie were so much better. 

then, you could bear the ills of life with me ‘ Mother insisted upon my taking something, and 

to assist you. Are they harder than you thought } poured out a nice cup of coffee, and 1 very soon 

them? Have I failed you in any hour of need? oun that one did feel better to eat, if the 

Do you sigh for the freedom, the no care of your , weather was warm, and with the birth of that 

girlhood?” Sidea vanished all hatred for our work-mens’ 

‘‘Oh, Arthur, you do not understand. Can I peculiar tastes.” 

help my disposition? If I am more sensitive,% ‘‘I then went into the parlor, flung open the 

more keenly alive to my trials than others, does $ windows, and took up a play that I had began to 

it show my heart is lacking in feeling? Oh, that } read the night before; finding it very interesting, 

it should come to this.” I was wholly oblivious to the flight of time, till 

‘Lizzie,’ there was something in her hus-$ warned by a little yellow head shining into the 

band’s tone that made her listen quickly, spite { room, whining out, ‘Just one rose, Miss, to carry 

of herself. ‘‘Let us reason calmly upon this 3to school.’ I did not like to leave my book, just 
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then, to gather roses, I assure you—but I had my ; sweet patience has taught me many a lesson— 

reward by receiving one of the brightest smiles now are all her sufferings merely physical? They 

you ever saw, and such a sweet ‘thank you.’ ” J are poor, and the money that she would gladly 

‘Poor reward for wasted time,” murmured expend for her children’s welfare must be given 

the sister. ‘to hired help. I think this has been a constant 

‘‘How can you say so, Lizzie? No time can } source of disquiet to her. She thinks she eould 

be wasted that is spent in flinging sunshine on now get along with Mary’s assistance, but she 

the head of one of God’s children. It was well} cannot bear the thoughts of taking her from 

little Joe disturbed me, for on looking at my > school. We talked it over to-night, and hence- 

watch, I found I had only half an hour to make } forth I shall give the daughter private lessons 

preparations for school. Then I thought of you, 3 at home.” 

and how nice it would be to sit in this pleasant ‘And how are you to be recompensed?” 

chamber, and have nothing to do but just what $ «Recompensed? By the grateful thought that 

pleased my fancy. I found the school-room in } I am doing as I would be done by.” 

disorder—the floor unsprinkled, unswept—lI went “Well, she hasn’t my pride, Nell. It does 

to Mary Haywood, whose turn it was to keep the ‘seem strange to me how some folks can ask so 

room inorder. I felt as if she deserved a severe } much.” 

reprimand.” ‘‘She did not ask it—it was a free-will offer- 

‘‘Mary,” said I, speaking somewhat harshly, { ing of my own. She would not at first listen to 

‘chow is this?” She was bending low over her} it. You wrong her, Lizzie. Heart-trials are not 

book, but looked up as I spoke, and such a sad $ always visible on the surface.” 

tearful face.” : «We do not think alike there. If one suf- 

‘¢T could come no sooner, Miss Ashley—mother ‘fors much it will show itself. The beautiful 

was not quite as well as yesterday and last night. 3 petals of a rose never come from 2 worm-eaten 

As usual, I have only come in to recite my morn- } bud.” 

ing’s lesson.” “You are right. But if the destroyer of so 

‘J did feel so sorry for her, I wanted to sit } much beauty be discovered ere he enfolds him- 

down by her side and cry too—it seemed as if it } self in his velvet luxury, ere he sips of its sweet- 

would do us both good—but I had to choke down } ness, may he not be removed? The hand that 

my feelings, and go on with my duties, promis- tebe one evil of existence will be watchful to see 

ing, however, to call upon Mrs. Haywood after? a second. We may breathe the fragrance of 

school. I have just come from there—I found 3 bright blossoms that have been threatened with 

her up, prettily dressed, telling stories to the $such destruction all unknown to us. Perfect 

little ones. I cannot imagine how so great a ‘trust in the goodness of ‘our Father’ wards off 

sufferer can always appear so cheerful—so appa- } ail earthly evil.” 

rently happy.” ’ «What a nice little preacher you would make, 

‘‘Now, Nellie, what is the use of talking, let } Nellie, you always had a penchant that way, | 

me tell you, I think your sympathies needlessly ‘believe. I do not really think it would hurt you 

expended, TI don’t believe anything about Mrs. to fall in love a few times, even if it were unre- 

Haywood being so very sick, she is not very well, } ciprocated—you would laugh or preach all heart- 

I know, but is one of an easy disposition and 3 aches away, looking upon love as you would upon 

minds no more lying about on sofas, and having thistle down or dandeline seed, a sentiment most 

her poor little children and husband wait upon s worthless and troublesome, though beautiful to 

her, ‘than I should taking a walk in the garden. $ look upon.” 

If she felt and suffered as I do, when sick, she ; Mrs. Leslie had at last touched a chord that 

could not have lived these ten years in just the : vibrated fearfully for a moment, but in her ear- 

same state.” nestness she saw not the flush that came and 

‘*T know, Lizzie, she does not complain, but * went with her words—her husband noted and 

she has a bad cough—she cannot conceal that.’ {remembered it long after. 

‘“‘Yes, but I have known people to live toa “Thank you, sister, for your high opinion of 

good old age with worse ones—sort of constitu- me, but the cup you hold out so temptingly I 

tional—they never kill one.” <may not taste.” 

‘‘Poor comfort to the afflicted,” answered Nel- But little more was said. Nellie soon took her 

lie, with a smile, ‘but you are not acquainted hear, and Mrs. Leslie still hugged the darling 

with Mrs. Haywood. It is only her intimate § thought of her bosom, that she was a poor, un- 

friends who know her sufferings. She is not one } appreciated, sensitive soul, whom no one could 

to-blazon them abroad for village gossip—her 3 oy would understand. 
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‘Oh, if I only had your easy disposition that 
CHAPTER IV. ; sees nothing but brightness.” 

SABBATH morning dawns upon the little village, **Peace of mind, Lizzie, blesses no possessor 

not a sound disturbs its holy quiet. Mothers eyes } unasked—the heart struggles long ere it gains 
fill with tears as they look upon their household perfect control over its passions.”’ 

treasures; fathers speak in low, subdued voices. Weary days passed, and hope brightened to 

A visitor has been in their midst, Death’s angel, } reality, Mrs, Ashley was saved. Oh, how gladly 

and has borne to heaven the sweet soul of one { did the hearts of all sing songs of thanksgiving, 

who has suffered long. Mrs. Haywood is no} of rejoicing that the charmed circle of home still 

longer one of their number. The bell tolls, and § remained unbroken—but not of long duration was 

silent groups wend their way to the little church } this happiness. A shadow came, swift, dark, un- 

—the white-haired pastor in tremulous accents } looked for—the raging fever but left the mother 

recounts the blessed worth of the departed, her } to fasten its deadly grasp upon the vitals of the 

unostentatious virtues. The strong-minded father } daughter, the dear one who had been a constant 

hides his face in his hands, and sick-hearted chil- ; beam of joy in all seasons, lay struggling for 

dren weep beside him. Mrs. Leslie is there, with } life’s faint breath. Nellie’s work was done, a 

a shudder she gazes upon the cold features smil- } few more weary struggles and the slow moving 

ing even in death. Does the past and its unkind- heart shall rest. Kind friends stand weeping 

ness come up before her? for it is an unkindness } around her—she has bidden farewell to all, and 

to think wrongly of another. Nellie, too, bends} now lies patiently awaiting the end—a smile 

upon the dear friend, whose lips shall no more} lightens up her beautiful features. ‘Alfred, 

bless her with their uttered wisdom. Neighbors } dear Alfred,” are the last words that pass her 
whisper kind words to the bereaved—aye, ’tis : lips—and all is over. 

well to visit the house of rejoicing, but better to} Did that whisper reach the ear of Alfred 

go to the house of mourning, here all selfish- Wendall? We know not. But the next eve a 
ness ceases, brother greets brother as he should stranger, apparently to all, knocked at the cot- 
a fellow traveller to that dread future that} tage door of Mr. Ashley, and asked to look upon 
awniteth all—dread to those who carry with the dead. Long did he gaze upon the still fea- 
them, through life, no beacon of faith to lighten} tures, the golden curls that floated upon the 
the way. white pillow, and ther stooping low, that proud 

The last hymn is sung, its mournful echo sinks { man touched his lips to the cold, icy brow, and 

deep in all hearts, white tomb-stones are passed, $ was gone. 

faded names are deciphered, a heap of gravel’ The funeral was over. 
chills the pulse, a few low words, the harsh} Mrs. Leslie sat in her chamber. ‘Twice had 
grating of ropes, down, down, oh, God, and do she taken up a letter directed to ‘sister Lizzie,” 
we leave her here? Nay, angels have welcomed $ and twice had she laid it aside unread. “Let 
the white-robed stranger above, let the worn? me read it for you,’ said her husband, drawing 
body rest, mingle with its mother clay. ‘ her to his side, ‘‘if it is Nellie’s voice it may do 

A few weeks later, Mrs. Ashley sickened. Poor } us both good—she never spoke in vain.” 
Lizzie wept and moaned as if her heart would § 
break. Nellie acted, night and day did she } «My Drar SisteEr—You who know me so 
stand a faithful watcher by the sick bed, and to} well, will not think, I am quite sure, that it is a 
her faithfulness did the mother owe her life. superstitious fear that urges me to address these 

**It does seem to me,” said Mrs. Leslie, one {lines to you. For some time past I have felt 
day to Nellie, ‘‘as if you were made of stone. } that my earthly pilgrimage was drawing to a 
I would give anything to feel as calm and easy } close, that my tarry with you would be short— 
about our dear mother as youdo. No one thinks } and may it not be possible that God’s messen- 
she can possibly recover.” gers do sometimes whisper tidings of this kind, 

“‘She may not, Lizzie, but one should carry a } that the soul may gather strength to loosen the 
cheerful, hopeful countenance in a sick room. I! bonds that so strongly bind it to earth, ‘ere the 
try not to appear over anxious. Dr. R says silver cord be loosened, the golden bowl broken ?’ 
as much depends upon the nursing his patients ‘‘Do not weep, dear Lizzie, that the hand that 
receive as upon the medicine he deals out—as $ now pens these lines will be lying in the silence 
far as my observation extends much more.” of the grave when you peruse my words, You 

‘‘But what if she should die, Nellie?” should not mourn, for it is a joy unspeakable to 
“It would then be God’s will, we may not} me, the thought of flinging aside this existence 

alter that.’ for a higher, holier being. 

CoS 
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‘Tf it is bliss even here to mount, s teaches us how to exert it. It may be, and 

Where you must wear the heavy chain pa is, much easier for some to do and 
Which checks you in your highest flight, : ¢ 

And drags you to the earth again. feel right than others. ‘He that ruleth his 

Think sf me reul with nanehi He ; spirit is mightier than he that taketh a city.’ 
ith naught to dim its eagle flig : Uokiera : 

Forever diinking ii new joy, The first step will be hard, Lizzie, I found it so, 

Forever catching some new light.’ ‘but the rugged way brightens with heavenly 
blossoms the farther we advance. I speak from 

experience. I have one request to make of you, 

but streneth has b ‘ and yet I do not wish you to grant it merely 
ut strength has been given me to bear them. heshuss (bas say xequasb—lee yourcown Heart 

I leave with you, dear sister, a record of my life ‘plead for the afflicted. Mary Haywood—can 
for many years: my journal. [ had thought that: you, will you take my place?—will you assist, 

no eye but mine would rest upon its pages, it ’ counsel the lonely orphan? God will bless you 
certainly was written for none other. But the S in-g0 doing. But, Lizzie, you will not go to her 

thought has come to me that a true representa-} ynjess you can utter sincerely the words of com- 
tion of the lights and shades of another life, and 3 » fort. May we meet above, NELLIE.” 
that other of one near and dear to you, might $ 
not be without its benefit. You will learn that } Tears filled the eyes of Mr. Leslie as he re- 

Nellie was subject to trials and temptations, that} folded the letter, and placed it in his wife’s 
she sometimes indulged in feelings of despon- , hand. 
dency, that her heart was not always buoyant’ ‘‘She counsels well, Lizzie, may we both heed 
with hope and full of sunshine. But, Lizze, I$ her adyice,” he said. 

tried to look beyond, to Him who has said, ‘Ask: Suffering, real heart suffering, taught Mrs. 

and it shall be given thee.’ Is there no meaning } Leslie a life-long lesson. It was a long time 

in the petition, ‘Lead us not into temptation?’ } before she could speak of the dear one gone 
He who has taught me to say, ‘Our Father,’ will 3 with composure—a long time before cheerful- 

lead you safely through the journey of life, if § ness sat upon her brow. Bitterly she wept over 

you will but trust in his goodness. the pages that revealed the inner life of one who 

‘‘Blessings inestimable cluster about your} became strong through many trials. Nellie was 

pathway. Oh, prize them as you should, let no} the good angel that walked ever by her side— 

murmur rest upon your lip—no repining find a} little by little did she learn to subdue the irri- 
lodging place in your heart—learn to make? tability of a feverish disposition. Mary Hay- 

others happy, and your life will glow with a3 wood found a true friend in Mrs. Leslie. ‘I 

purer light. Say not that your natural dispo- {never knew,” said Mary, to me one day, nearly 

sition rules you. Are not our dispositions what} a year after the death of Nellie, ‘*that God had 

we make them? God has given us a will, a} given our litile village two Nellie Ashleys instead 

power to exert that will, a conscience that} of one, till my teacher went to heaven. 

‘Do not think that my present life has been 

one deyoid of happiness. I have had my trials, 

SUMMER. 

BY FINLEY JOHNSON. 

And sunbeams bright are dancing 

Upon the babbling rill; 

While hues of sunset glory 

Are lingering on the hill 

Tue sad and dreary Winter 
Has melted from the air, 

And Spring with leaf and blossom 

Has clothed the branches bare; 
And all around, about us, 

A voice of joy we hear; 

Which tells of coming Summer 

The harvest of the year. 

Oh, Summer—glorious Summer, 

What pleasures dost thou bring; 

Thy beauties are more lasting 

Than that of fickle Spring; 

And joyous voices greet thee 

In tones of goodly cheer; 

As queen of ull the seasons, 

The harvest of the year. 

The happy birds are skimming 

O’er fields of fairy flowers, 

And sing their songs of gladness 

At eyening’s golden hours. OLD LL AIL PLDI OD DI DL DADA LOG DLA OA AA LA LAP 



MID-SUMMER NIGHT. 

BY A UL. OTIS. 

I WAVE no fairy tale to tell. Ishall only relate ; the porched farm-house on the hill-side, a mile 

what befel my artist friend, Bruno von Ostend ‘ further on. 
and myself on the night in question, and no one} We dragged our weary limbs to his door, 
who cares not for country sights and sounds need § where he sat in an elbow-chair under the shelter 

peruse this littlo sketch, for I shall ‘‘babble of fof the honeysuckle, smoking a quiet pipe. His 

green fields.” drab suit, and brow shaded by broad brim, as 

We left the dusty, sweltering, odorous city vel as the exquisite cleanliness about him, pro- 

behind us, and set off for ‘claimed Quaker principles. His full, dimpled 
‘face promised well for us. We made our peti- 
tion for a night’s rest in his barn. He hesitated 

‘not an instant. ‘Yes, and welcome.” ‘To our 

Bruno was on a sketching excursion, and I, in} thanks he only gave a good-natured nod of 

the ecstacy of an escape from a counting-houso. acceptance. 

We took the cars for a few miles out, and then So we retired to our quarters, and seated on 

walked through Chester county, and by noon we 3 the barn floor, pulled out our provided supper. 

were enjoying the ‘shady blessing,” I lying on “This bread has dried to a crisp, and the 

my back looking up into leafy labyrinths, Bruno, § cheese has run to oil,” I remarked, ‘but appe- 

leaning against a tree, seizing the moment to § tite will make all right Fall to, Bruno, or I 

sketch o feathery fern on a rock’s edge. We} ‘ shan’t leave you a scrap.” 
were seizing the idea of rural felicity. ‘Will thee please to come to supper?” said a 

But eve found us in another case—overheated, { sweet, lisping voice at the door, and we caught 

foot-sore, hungry, dusty, and apparently far from 3 sight of a peeping pair of blue eyes. 

any place of refreshment. ‘‘There is music in that, but what does she 
‘Bruno,’ I cried, ‘I’m knocked up—I can’t ‘ mean?” Bruno asked of me. He wanted me to 

go any further. Let us ask at this trig farm- } propose accepting the invitation. 

“A land of trees, which reaching round about, 
In shady blessing stretched their old arms out.” 

house for a night’s shelter.” ‘¢Some mistake, I suppose,” I answered. * It 
Agreed. But the frowning farmer told us } sounded too good to be true.” 

there was a public house not a mile off—and he ‘‘Father sent me to tell you to please to come 

did not like to encourage stragglers. Only a$to supper,” again lisped the voice, and nodding 

few weeks ago his neighbor’s barn had been } acquiescence to each other we rose to go. When 

burned to the ground’ by some one who had the $ we reached the door we saw a young girl, with 

malignity to nail up the doors, so that the un- $ close-cropped, curly head, running shyly back to 

fortunate cattle were consumed with it, and the % the house. 

wretched farmer heard his beasts that he had § We presented ourselves, all hesitation and 

raised, bellowing and struggling without being blushes, at the kitchen door. 
able to help them. He thought a fiend who ‘*Come in, and take seats,” said a tall, pale, 

could do such a thing ought to be burned him- ! calm-looking matron. The old man’s look was 

self—hanging was too good for him, and he had : contentment and ease, hers was the soul’s peace. 

set his face since then against everybody he did} The farmer’s portly figure already filled his 

not know. We might be very worthy people, he chair. He motioned us to our places, as if it 

thought nothing against ws—but the public house } were a matter of course that we should be there; 

was not far away. the young girl and younger boys drew up; the 

We toiled on, and inquired at the inn forma seated herself, and for a few moments 

rooms. None to be had. There was a fair in} our heads were bowed in the impressive, silent 

the next village, the “world and his wife” were { grace of the Friends. 
on the way to it. Every bed was engaged, and Never was there such a supper! Coffee, snow 

all the room in the barn, for. even barn-room } white biscuit, and such delicious rural delicacies 
was precious. Perhaps we could get comfort- ‘as smear-case smothered in cream, apple-butter, 

able jodenes at farmer Ridgway’s. He lived in ‘ ham with cream gravy, little red and white button 
= 

a 
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radishes, and cream cheese. Imagine a snow; to repose, we rested our weary, but already re- 

white, fresh-creased cloth spread thus, in x freshen limbs, and dreamed delightfully. 

brown-beamed kitchen, into whose windows roses} After some hours sleep, I was half aroused by 

are peeping, with the rays of the setting sun, and } a feeling of suffocation, a heavy, unconquerable 

the flickering shadows of the swinging honey-} dulness, which totally prevented any motion, and 

suckle boughs thrown across it, the cheerful} almost every thought. I could only try to con- 

faces in fine contrast and grouping—and you} jecture its cause until I smelt smoke! That 

have a picture Bruno has since painted. After} broke the spell. I started up and shook Bruno, 

supper we sat on the porch at the old man’s} who would not be roused. I tried again and 

request, and after telling him the news, sub- } again. He hung on my hands like a dead 

sided into silence. weight, seeming half smothered. I had little 

What a charming country we looked over! { enough time to save my life. The smoke was 

Green, all soft green below us in the meadows, ‘rolling in volleys through the loft, the cattle 

where the sheep were lying. Opposite, the pro- below bellowing and plunging, the fire raging, 

file of receding hills tinted first dark blue, then ; the shingles snapping and crackling. I couldn’t 

purple, and ending in a little one far down in ‘leave him—I couldn’t stay and be burned—lI 

the west, ruby red with sunset mist. Behind couldn’t rouse him, I took him on my back, 

us the dusky woods towered, and over them; and carried him to the place where we had 
. ‘ 

hung the young moon. ‘To our right, beyond } entered. 

the huge sycamore and little snuggling spring- Alas! In jumping down upon the soft hay we 

house, there lay out fairly the cloud reflecting } had not accurately estimated the height, and 

mill-pond. ‘ there was a bare stone wall before me, which a 

Bruno pulled out his flute, and forgetful of } lurid light showed me was at least twenty feet 

our host’s principles, began to play, ‘Meet mej high. I alone could not climb it, much less 

in the Willow Glen,” ‘Sounds from Home,” ‘could I drag Bruno up, I left him and rushed 

“Oft in the Stilly Night,” &c. In answer to} to the windows. They were both shut, and I 

my apprehensive glances the old man smiled. } feared to open them lest the air should turn the 

He had no objection to our making music. Pre- > hot smoke to scorching flame. But I grew dese 

sently the little damsel emerged from the house perate—I pushed the shutter—it was fastened. 

with a pitcher, which we heard her mother bid ‘I groped for the bolt or hook. It had none—it 

her fill at the spring. Bruno was playing one ‘was nailed up on the outside, or fastened in 

of Lanner’s waltzes. Her feet began to keep some way from without. I kicked, I screamed, 

time, she tripped along the grassy path, swing- } I threw myself against it with my whole force, 

ing the pitcher gracefully over her head, and; though I knew there was a sheer descent out- 

bending to and fro to the music. ‘side. In yain. It resisted my strength. Then 

“Tacy, what is thee doing?” called the ma-}I bethought myself of the trap for throwing 

tron’s warning yoice from the kitchen window. } down hay to the cattle, which there is in barns 

The bright face turned to answer, ; generally. I began groping around for it in the 

‘‘Nothing, mother; but the music makes me ‘ furious haste of a race with death. J scratched 

run and skip.” away the hay on the floor like a dog, with all- 

‘I’m afraid thee was dancing.” fours. I tried corners, centre, and sides without 

‘¢Now, now, mother,” interrupted the old man, } finding it. Then I remembered that the window 

‘don’t put the notion of dancing in her head, } on one side was over the cow-racks, and the hay 

for if she thinks ¢hat’s dancing, she'll never rest } was probably thrown from it. If I could burst 

till she has more of it. See, she’can’t keep still, : it open I could throw Bruno down without fear 

the little lamb, while the music sounds.” \ of hurting him. I tried the shutter again. It 

For fear of troubling our hostess, Bruno put} was firmly closed, and I cursed the fiend who 

up his flute, and after awhile, when it got a little had thus entrapped us. I put my mouth to the 

darker, we went to the mill-pond for a bath, that} crack and called for help. “The cattle drowned 

cheapest and greatest of luxuries. Then to our my voice—the confused cries of calf, and sheep, 

sleeping place. The large barn was pretty close, { and chickens, and cows, and horses stamping 

and smelt strong of fresh hay, but adjoining, frantically. My heart was chilled with horror. 

there was a lower and smaller one, into the hay-$ Then I again rushed over my insensible friend 

loft of which, ten feet down, we jumped through : to the wall. I stopped to make another effort, 

a door-way from the loft where we stood. Two even by kicking him, to arouse him—if only to 

opposite windows were open, and the west wind } have two minds instead of one to suggest escape 

blew through it. There, on the soft hay, fanned: from this fearful emergency. Tle remained 
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immovably snoring. I tried to climb the wall, nary sounds of the barn-yard, crowing, lowing, 

with my hands and feet. I succeeded in getting cacking, and bleating, and not the agonized ery 

half way up! Iwas safe! I could call assist-$ of burning animals? Was the glare of fire only 

ance for my friend. Butno! I fell back again $ this long, slanting sunbeam coming from the 

to the straw. I tried again, and again, until } roof and dazzling my eyes? Were the heat and 

my finger-nails were worn to the quick. I fell $ suffocation only caused by the flapping to of 

back every time. ‘the shutters, and the sultry air of the close 

At last a tongue of flame shot along the smoke. } loft? Was this my good Bruno smiling in happy 
I shrieked aloud for help, and then renounced 3 security at my side? 

all effort. I sank down beside Bruno. <A thou- Had it all been a dream? 

sand keen, fearful reflections swept through me, $ I wiped the drops from my forehead, and 
of my short life thus cut off, of the friends left } sprang to my knees with bowed head. 

to agonize at my horrible fate, and of the many > What thankfulness! 

things I had to live for. One bitter thought: Looking up after a minute, my eyes travelled 

kept presenting itself. It was that our trusting $ over the stone wall, up to the doorway which 

host would believe we had been the wicked doers } had seemed so inaccessible a few moments be- 

of this devilish deed, and had perhaps escaped } fore. There stood the blushing, curly-headed 

with his horses, since among the mangled re- $ damsel looking down upon us, her pretty form 

mains he would not be able to identify us, or and countenance standing out from the rich, 

them. ‘Then came vividly before me the phy- } dimly-tinted brown of the dark barn-loft behind 

sical horrors of the death I was about to die. I? her like one of Greuso’s sweetest portraits, 

prayed mentally for a speedy death, and envied ‘**See, Bruno, quick!” I said, for I was afraid 

Bruno his insensibility. For one moment I ¢she would vanish, and I wanted my friend to 

seemed to fall into it myself. Then a glare of $see her. She was bidding us to breakfast, and 
fire burst across my face, and I opened my eyes. ; Bruno noted her well. He has begun the pic- 

What! Was it so? ture since, and I hope he will succeed in making 

Was the air smokeless, and were those swal-} her look as much like an angel as she did that 
lows skimming and twittering over my head $ morning to me after my Mid-Summer Night’s 
among the brown rafters? Were these the ordi- ¢ Dream. 
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LONELY. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN. 

A WEARY way, beset with thorns, 
Wherein my footsteps stray! 

With gloom above, and wilds beneath— 

Alas! a weary way! 

But ’tis not mine the flowers to pluck— 

To quaff the cooling stream; —___ . ‘ 

a a na a 
Love’s blossoms wither ’neath my touch— . 

Its waters poisoned seem. ‘ 

No star, mild beaming, lights my gloomn— 
No south winds softly blow, 

Fanning the cheek where fever heats 

And hectic flushes glow. 

There is no arm to bear me up— 

To help me conquer Fate; 

To make my way less wearisome, 

My life less desolate. 

.My feet grow faltering, way-worn, sore— 
T sink with weariness! 

The path grows drearier than before, 

Yet onward must I press! 

No gentle eye to cheer me on— 

No clasping hand in mine— 

No kiss to seal my quivering lips— 
No heart to make my shrine. 

‘My Fate pursues me close behind— 
Fate pitiless and stern! 

It will not let me falter down— 

I dare not backward turn. 

Only, alone, to gain yon height— 

Only, to win a name; 

Oh, chill and desolate pathway there 

Oh, cold and hollow Fame! 

A lonely wanderer o’er life’s wold, 

With way-worn feet, I stray! 

With clouds above, and wilds below— 

Alas! a weary way! BR. 

And yet, I know Love’s passion flowers 
Bloom close the path beside; 

And mountain streams come dancing down, 
With foam-bells on the tide. APPL LDL ILI LL PL LAE LAD AAD DLL SL DP LE LL ALLL DE POPPA LL LOP O 



HOW BESSIE CAME HOME. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

CHAPTER I. ; of aches and fears and wishes, while Mr. Stan- 

Mr. Sranwoop was a broken merchant; pros- } wood, seeking vainly for the phial which con- 

perous and influential once, but now forgotten } tained his wife’s potion, began opening a window 

upon Change. His wife was a confirmed invalid; shutter, and cheerily streamed in the morning 

and Ollie, the third and last member of his small 3 sun. 

family, was an elderly woman who had served} ‘My dear husband, are you crazy? you blind 

them in better days, and now acting as cook, * me, with this raging headache too! pray, pray, 

chambermaid, nurse, and financier at once, had } shut out that dreadful light.” 

but one aim in life, to prop the falling glory of } ‘*Then I cannot find your drops.” 

the Stanwoods. ‘*Well, let them go; oh, dear! Iam not sure 

Yes, there were others who belonged to the} they do me any good. Did Ollie speak to you 

family, but up to the time cf our narrative had § of my breakfast?” 

taken little part in its discouragements and’ ‘She did not, what will you have?” 

sorrows. Alas, it had no joys! Mrs. Stanwood ‘‘Not much of anything. I have no appetite; 

remained in her darkened room week after week; $ ask her to cook up something that I will relish, 

Mr. Stanwood sat below, in his easy-chair with {and to be sure my coffee is strong, and to have 

the torn damask cover, and read books of romance 3 it rich with cream, and ask her if she has not 

and poetry week after week; and week after week } some calf’s-foot-jelly; that may possibly cool my 

in the kitchen, poor old Ollie toiled like a giantess ‘mouth. That’s all, except a biscuit or a piece 

to produce for them a suitable degree of comfort $ of toast, she can bring both, and I will eat which- 
with the scanty means at her command. Hope, $ ever looks most tempting: it is a dreadful thing 

faith, and with them cheerfulness, had forsaken } not to have any appetite.” 

the household when its wealth, and luxury, and} ‘So it is, love; but I am glad you are not 

troops of friends departed. j hungry now, because—probably you remember 

Let to-day be no worse than yesterday, was } what day this is?” 

the only prayer of these discouraged souls; they } ‘*How should I? all the days are alike to us.” 

never thought of improving matters, and making } Yet Mrs, Stanwood remembered very well. 

to-day better than yesterday. Change, they } ‘Tt is the first of April, and Bessie is coming 

dreaded, and trembled before the very sound; } home to liye; she left us for boarding-school, you 
for in their memory it was wholly associated } know, some time before our reverse of fortune, 

with loss. si and must remember her home as it once was; the 

_ But a change was impending: Mr. Stanwood } change will be a disappointment to the poor young 
_ thought of it among his books, and Mrs. Stan- thing.”” And Mr. Stanwood’s voice trembled 

wood, among her pillows, and Ollie among her } Many a time his heart yearned for the absent 

accounts; all shrank from mentioning what they } child who was suffering banishment on account 
felt sure would bring new trial and sorrow; yet ‘of her mother’s nerves; and now he feared that 

the matter must be discussed, and one morning } the unattractive home would estrange her from 

Mr. Stanwood summoning his energies, entered } him even more than absence had done. 

his wife’s room firmly resolved to break the dis-: ‘‘Well, Charles, what do you expect of me?” 

agreeable subject. ; asked Mrs. Stanwood, in an injured tone. ‘Let 

Groping his way through the dark, close room, } her come, we have done our best, I have sold 

he began with his usual inquiry, ‘‘How do you : my jewelry to pay the last school bills, what 

feel this morning, my dear? Any more comfort- { can she ask more?” 
able?” ‘Of course I expect nothing, but——” 

‘‘Oh, no,” in a feeble voice, “I have had a} ‘Then please go and see about my break- 
little less neuralgia, but Iam so weak and ache} fast; ah! suffering is hard enough without 

so with lying here. Ithought no one would ever $ neglect.” 

come, it is half an hour past the time for taking : ‘‘But do you not think we might have a fire in 

my drops.” And she whined through a long list * the parlor, and have the piano tuned , fae that 
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you could feel well enough to be down stairss ‘Sick! and you did not send for me?” 

when Bessie arrives and welcome her?” S ««Sheis always sick my child, you will have 

‘J, in that cold room, not heated before this : plenty of nursing.” 

winter!” Mrs. Stanwood gained her voice from ‘ «Oh! may I take care of her? Iwas afraid the 

very indignation. ‘*No, Charles, we cannot afford } house would be full of servants, and that I must 

so many fires; and as for the piano, I broke it § sit up primly and bealady. Shall I go up stairs 

purposely, there is no need of establishing dan- Snow? Yes—do not wait to ask—I will surprise 

gerous precedents in the beginning; and to hear Sher.” And she fiew to her mother’s room. 

piano music with my poor nerves would be dis- 3 ‘Dear, dear, blessed mother, my own mother, 

tressing. Bessie may as well understand at once 3 I’m so glad to get back to you!” and every word 

that she must yield a few of her own wishes to was sealed with twenty kisses. 

others’ necessities.” Mrs. Stanwood sneezed. ‘*How do you do, 

Mr. Stanwood did not often work himself into { Bessie? I’m glad you have come, we need you 

sufficient courage for maintaining any point, and enough—there that will do,” she sneezed again. 

knowing his own weakness, resolved to make the 3 “Stand farther off, love, you must learn to 

mostof the present opportunity. ‘‘ Youare aware, ’ be considerate; I am an inyalid, you know, and 

my love, that Bessie has lived in utter estrange- , your cold damp garments might give me my 

ment from us; that she has been deprived of 3 death.” 

those sweet home influences, and all those mani- ‘Dear mother, it is the sunniest April day 

festations of parental love which make the charm 3 you ever knew, and I waited long enough below, 

of childhood. You have not felt able to corres- $ talking with papa, to drive all the chills away, I 

pond with her, and it is hard for a man to write $ should think; but you are sensitive, poor thing. 

letters which interest a child, and hard for a < Do let me open the shutter and see how you 

child to maintain much interest in strangers; $ look.” 

truly, I cannot see that we have the smallest } Equally curious to mark what changes time 

claim upon the poor girl’s love.” ; had made in her child’s appearance, Mrs. Stan- 

«We have claims upon her duty: often during wood nerved herself to bear the intolerable light, 

her infancy and childhood, I have comforted ‘ and Bessie prattled on. 

myself with the thought that she would grow up ‘«Why you’re a perfect beauty! Whata shame 

torepay all my anxiety and care; and some time $ to be shut up in this dark room all the time. No, 

I might lean upon her, as she leaned upon me 2T shall not wholly close the shutter; for one 

then: the time has come.” * does not gain a mother every day, and I want 

Completely vanquished, Mr. Stanwood went to realize your existence, as I can only do by 

back to his easy-chair just in time to meet Ollie having you before my eyes. What a nice, kind 

with her breakfast waiter, which for the first ; gentleman father is, but I did not expect to find 

time, seemed to him somewhat crowded for an § him so old: perhaps he worries about you; how 

invalid’s fare; and opening his book, he wondered ‘long have you been sick, mother?” 

if Bessie must content herself with such unsavory ‘For more than seven years.” » . 

meals as his. own invariably were; and if a «And this is why everything looks so dis- 

would be very much dismayed at first sight of } mally down stairs; such funny, old, faded fur- 

her home; and if she could possibly love him, } niture and carpets, and such dusty curtains and 
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and care for him, and comfort his old age ragged chairs you never saw, or dreamed of 

except in a novel; the elegant, great rooms 

CHAPTER II. ‘make these things look more comfortless: 1 will 

‘“Wuure are they? Where’s somebody? ‘soon bring about a change.” 

Mother! Ollie! Where’s the parlor? Can this ‘“My poor child, your father is a bankrupt, 

be the house?” our property, our friends, our hope, our happi- 

‘Bessie! dear child! the same bright curls 3 ness all went together. I do not complain; and 

and ringing voice that made our home bright ¢ you must learn, like your father and myself, to 

when you were a child.” submit to the dispensations of Providence.” 

“Then you are my father, I thought so! andg ‘You surprise me; but if we are so poor, 

I am home, and you are glad to see me? But } how does it happen that we still live in so fine 

where’s mother? And why did you not come to $a house?” 

the cars?” : ‘Your father’s failure was the result of no 

“I hardly thought of it; forgive me, we are mismanagement or speculation, but of losses at 

not used to arrivals. Your mother is up stairs, } sea; and his creditors were so pleased with the 

sick.” honorable manner in which he yielded every 
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thing to their demands, that they presented me f have, so speak the worst. What do you think, 

with the houece in which we lived. I hope to: Ollie! some mischievous boy has nailed a dress- 

remain here until a release comes from my suf- $ maker’s sign upon our side door. I noticed it 

fering.” as we drove up, this afternoon.” 

‘‘Then you expect better things?” ‘The very same eyes! when she was a child 

‘‘Yes, Bessie, I expect to die.” nobody could deceive her!” Ollie exclaimed. 

‘Oh, mother, not yet! not for years and years! ‘Tf you must know then, we are obliged to let 

Wait and see what I can do with our home, see {out a few rooms to some respectable women, 

how, before long, I will have everything fresh § who, who——” 

and bright; and how completely I will cure you, § «Aye dressmakers? How convenient that will 

and have your beautiful face for the best orna- } be, I shall know all the fashions!” 

ment in my parlor. Jy parlor, my home, mother, ‘¢But we don’t speak of it, Miss Bessie, espe- 

father—you cannot guess what blessed words {cially to your mother; where their bell-wire 

they are to me, how I have longed to say them, {runs through our entry, I have had it enclosed 

and have envied the poorest beggar that spoke >in a thick box, and she never catches the sound. 

of parents and a home.” . It would kill her, I believe, to know that a Stan- 

‘‘We must talk about these plans of yours, S ley and a Stanwood were living under the same 

Bessie; I hate change, so does your father; if excuk with seamstresses, and that our house was 

you spoil aught there are no means of replacing constantly frequented by their customers.” 

it, so do not attempt any experiments yet. Pour 3 ‘‘Why, then, have you allowed the thing to 

out my drops now, love; and give me that tart } happen?” 

to remove the taste from my mouth; there, close} ‘‘The rooms were not used; and these women 
the shutter, hang up the green shawl against } pay a large rent, which is our only steady in- 
the crevice; then go down stairs, and I will try come. Sometimes your grandfather or your 

to sleep. uncle send a few hundred dollars; but we never 

know when to expect it, and your mother would 

’ die before asking a single cent. It is a pleasant 
CHAPTER ITf. ‘ thing, Miss, to have ready money; patience 

‘Way, Ollie, you dear soul! I had almost for-} knows I had difficult work enough when we 

gotten you. Here, don’t wait to wipe your hands, } wanted it.” 
let me give you a kiss, as I used when you put «Then you manage all the finances, Ollie?” 

me to bed years ago. You have grown old,{ Ollie’s brow clouded. ‘‘Why, yes; they said 

Ollie.” $I could make the money go farther than any one 

‘‘Well I might, Miss, with all the care, and ¢ else, but of course, Miss Bessie ” 

trouble, and sickness, and poverty, and 4 ‘Of course, Miss Bessie will not meddle with 

‘*T would not talk about such things, you will § your plans, dear old Ollie, except when you are 

grow young again, now I have come home to § willing to sacrifice them for the sake of helping 

make everything go smoothly and look bright. 3 her now and then.” 

How do I look, Ollie? Are you disappointed in Since the day of the failure, Ollie had not 

me? And do you suppose mother was? for she 3 smiled so radiantly before. ‘That will I indeed, 

didn’t seem so very, very glad as I thought per- § Miss; and heaven knows all my plans and all my 

haps she would be; though she was kind, and umble walks have but one end, to comfort my 

said something about being pleased upon my {old master and mistress in the days of their 

return.” humiliation. As for money, I see you are not 

‘‘You have not changed, Miss Bessie, in one the flighty girl that we expected home, with a 

thing; you always did rattle off a string of {head full of boarding-school airs, so here’s the 

questions, and give no one a chance to reply. $ purse, Miss Bessie, and here am [ at your ser- 

How do you look? like an angel, in this poor, 3 vice.” 

old, faded room.” ’ ‘Very well; now you have passed through 

‘Do not slander my home, Ollie, or I shall $ the form of resignation, I re-elect you manager 

have to change domestics; though I dare say $of finance. We will trust each other, and be 

you have been toiling for about nothing ever ‘ partners, Ollie; for we both have one aim, and 

since my father failed. Tell me now exactly {though I have given no proof as yet of my 

_ how you manage, and how poor we really are.” ’ capacity, wait awhile patiently and see what I 

«Tt would break your heart, Miss Bessie, ’d$can do. But tell me, are you going to carry up 

rather not.” that old tin tea-pot for our supper? Have we 

‘©You do not know what a stout, little heart I not a better one?” 

LPS 
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‘Why, yes, there is a Britannia and a china Bessie’s way should be had in all things, though 

tea service, but your father always tells me to } she was assiduously the most yielding of mortals, 

do what makes least work, and he has grown ‘and asked everything as a favor, nothing as a 

used to these.” ‘right. She had a fascinating manner which no 

‘*Let us try the others to-night. Come, it is one understood, and no one could resist. 

only fair that you should treat to Star Ollie’s quick eye detected the remains of the 

upon my return; and I would rather have a: ‘beautiful little steak” she had cooked so care- 

good-looking table than a good meal any time.” 3 fully, upon Mr. Stanwood’s plate; she felt hurt 

‘*‘T am sorry to hear that, Miss; for I had $and slighted, so she told Bessie the first time 

contrived a treat for you, look at this beautiful} they were alone again, to think she had not 
little steak, so relishing after your journey.” : eaten what was prepared exclusively for herself. 

‘But there was not enough for two, and I 

let us have the tea service besides? See, I have feasted upon the savory odors and upon your 

washed off the dust, and it looks like another ; kindness, Ollie; while my father, as he finished 

kind of ware. You are so indulgent that I shall } the morsel of meat, smacked his lips in a way 

take care not to add to your labors; bring a tub $ that did me good. Iam afraid poor pa does not 

of water to the dining-room after tea, and I will ; often have such a supper.” 

wash the cups to begin.” ‘Then let him work and earn it, Tsay. He 

is a good man, Mr. Stanwood is; and I don’t 

‘forget that he is your father, Miss Bessie; but 

CHAPTER TV. ; he has not the energy of a mouse; sitting around 

On taking her tea to the dining-room, by ; here, in the prime of life, to be waited upon and 

whose fire she had usually left it standing until ? fed by women!” 

the table was laid, Ollie was surprised to find ‘‘Wush, Ollie.” 
the latter in readiness, and a little dismayed $ ‘No, I will not hush until I’ve said my say: 

withal at some other of Bessie’s improvements. | Twant you to understand him; I did not for a 

The fire was blazing at a height which Mr. Stan- § ‘good while, and things neyer went so well as 

wood never required, and Ollie never allowed; since I have found him out; he is discouraged, 

the ragged easy-chair was overspread with acuta that makes him indolent; he is fond of 

table-cloth, one of the few bright things re- $ books, and that makes him contented, and keeps 

maining in the house, and which Ollie had ¢him always in a kind of maze: why, I have 

cherished like the apple of her eye; and worse § known him to go into a long explanation to 

still, on the stand burnt two wax candles, which $ your mother about the chemical difference—I 

as relics of former elegance, Ollie had preserved S believe he called it, between steel and iron, 

in the parlor candelabra year after year; serap- } when she was half dying with neuralgia and 

ing the dust from them every spring and fall, $ nervousness. He is always in a brown study, 

until it must be confessed their appearance was ie eats and drinks, and sleeps and wakes in it: he 

rather attenuated. : could not tell you this minute what he had for 

The good woman began to expostulate; but } supper.” 

Bessie made her stand at the door and confess : ‘‘T declare, I will ask him!” 

the whole aspect of the room was magically} ‘You may; and tell him if you choose, that 

changed, and that it did one’s heart good to see $ never a finer gentleman than he was once, could 
things begin to look gay again; and that in case change to such a dead-and-alive image as he is 

her mother ever should resolve to come down $ now.” Ollie felt secure enough that the message 

stairs, it would be fine to have a pleasant room $ would never be given. 

for her. Ollie was in a yielding mood, and | 

Bessie coaxed so prettily, and looked so fairy- CHAPTER V. 
like and charming with her shower of golden} Away ran Bessie to the dining-room, and 

curls; and the whole was such a change besides, S entered just in time to arrest her father’s hand 
from the dreary, old monotony, she had not the $ as he was removing the fine cloth from his chair. 

heart to frown; though Mr. Stanwood might § s **That is to remain, papa, until I can procure a 

have spent all his evenings in the dark, before S better covering.” 
the housekeeper would have yielded her pre-3 ‘But Ollie will take our heads off.” 
cious candles to him. “T shall appeal to higher authority; you are 

After tea came another expostulation about ¢ master of the house.” 
the dishes, but Bessie had her way; and soon it ‘¢We don’t know about that, Bessie,” opening 

became an established custom in the house that } his book. 
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‘“Why don’t we know, papa? Whose comfort; rest, we wished as long as possible to keep you 
should be consulted if not yours? I expected a ignorant of the deplorable state of our affairs.” 
compliment or two about the appearance of my “Why so deplorable? Here are you in the 
room, and so far, I haye had only expostula- prime of life, and I am young and full of energy 
tions.” and fond of work.” 

“To tell the truth, I did not observe the} ‘Suppose you learn the dressmaker’s trade, 
change at first, but as I sat alone here by the} you, a Stanwood!”. said the father, with some 
fire, where I have sat alone so many nights, it} bitterness; as for myself, I am past work; I 
seemed to come over me all at once; and I looked } cannot accept dishonorable labor, and the honor- 
around and saw what my bright haired little witch able is beyond my reach.” 
had been doing. Why, Bessie, itislikeachapter} ‘It is the purpose for which we work, that 
of the Arabian Nights.” makes our labor a glory or disgrace; and if I 

‘“No, father, say it is like a chapter of home, $ could soothe my mother’s pain, or add to my 
that is what I longed to hear you say of your } father’s comfort thereby, I would become a dress- 
own accord. Home to my thinking is far better} maker to-morrow. What is the use of aristo- 
than any diamond cave or enchanted castle; ; cratic birth unless it make us independent? At 
home, where there are ready sympathies, and} school, I used to say to myself, ‘I can do this, 
loving words, and where there is always a bright, } and this, because I am‘a Stanley and a Stanwood, 
warm, cheery look, and a sense of security and } and as people know we possess the soul of honor 
peace.” » and aristocracy, they will not dare demur,’ and 

“‘All this I felt and might have said dear, § they did not.” 
but in fact, I have learned to dwell more upon * **Only this morning an old acquaintance offered 
enchanted castles, than upon such a home me a clerkship, with a salary of five hundred 
as you describe; they are alike unattainable } dollars; [resented it as aninsult. Would you 
for us.” : have me disgrace my wife and child, Bessie?” 

‘*And do you think I intend living upon your ‘‘But is it more disgraceful to earn ever so 
small means, papa, and doing nothing toward} small a pittance in ever so humble a way, than 
adding to your happiness? I am selfish enough to live upon the earnings of a poor old woman, 
to be glad of our poverty on my own account; } and the charity of relatives, and perhaps even to 
for now I may be of some use in my home, be a borrow money which there is no hope of repay- 
nurse and companion for dear mamma, and oh, ing?” 
if I could win you both to love me as I love you **Yes, I have done all that; and now there is 
now!” no retracing the past, there is no hope for the 

**Then you really love us, and are not disap- } future, and you would add drudgery and disgrace 
pointed in your home, and are content to comfort } to my other trials,” moaned the father, weaker 
us in our old age!” ‘and childish with that imbecile will, than the 

‘How could I but be fond of you, and think 3 slight young thing who nestled beside Ollie and 

of the home I knew so little about, in all those } sought to inspire him with her own braye energy. 

dreary years Lhaye been away? When the other There she nestled and argued till long after Ollie’s 

girls went home at vacation, do you suppose my 3 slim candles had flickered and gone out, and the 
heart did not come to you and plead for a little } last crumbling brand had rolled down on the 
love? When I yisited with my school-mates, } hearth. And the weak will yielded to the stronger 

and saw them petted and encouraged, do you one, and Bessie had her way. Mr. Stanwood 

suppose I never thought of those who would } promised as soon as the morrow should dawn, to 

be as glad to pet and encourage me? Oh, father, $ solicit the clerkship which he had once so indig- 

you do not know the long nights I have lain? nantly refused. 

awake thinking about you all, and wondering Then Bessie, tired with the change and travel 

how it looked, and how all was going on here at} and excitement of the day, crept to her bed in a 

home; and then I have cried until morning, great lonely, cheerless, room, and lay there plan- 
thinking, perhaps, you might become estranged $ ning what more she could do to change the aspect 
from me; and when I returned, I should be an} of her home; and then she thought, poor child, 

unwelcome intruder after all, and should wish of other homes, and other returns which she had 

myself back again, or in my grave.” ‘ witnessed, when a whole house, wild with joy, 

**My good, tender child! We do not deserve} had flown to meet the wanderers, and parents 

such affection, yet your mother and I have done } had lingered over their children with blessings 
our best for you; one by one she has sold her and grateful tears. 

jewels to defray your school expenses; andforthe! ‘But this is nothing to me, and I will not 
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think of it; the greater the want in my home, } damask chairs and sofas; the dimmed and smoky 

the greater my field of work. And why am I marble of the fire-place was oiled and polished 

weeping like a fretful child?” mused our braye § till the long lost veins and devices came to light 

Bessie, and turning impatiently upon her pillow, } again; the tarnished mirror-frame was concealed 

put away the wet curls from her face as if re- Sin a cloud of delicate gauze, which had floated 

solved thus to put away all grief, and resolutely $ about Mrs. Stanwood once, in her party days, 

turn from all thought of herself. and which Bessie found in the garret. Dingy 

“The girl is pretty and well disposed; some- ¢ oil paintings were remoyed and their frames filled 

what too vivacious perhaps, and she has not my } with some fine engravings that had lain for years 

delicate sensibility, or the change in our home {in a port-folio on the library floor: elegantly 

would have shocked her more,” mused Mrs. : bound books were brought from the same source; 

Stanwood, as she fell asleep that night, ‘‘butI 3 little airy tables, ornaments, and divers other 

foresee how my poor nerves must suffer from } things which had long been packed away as 

that shocking flow of spirits. Ah! this life is ; troublesome and useless, came forth at the call 

put a yale of tears; well for us who believe in} of our fairy’s divining wand: blinds that had 

the promise of a better life beyond.” been shut for years were opened, and their cob- 

‘‘It is a dangerous precedent, yielding thus at ‘webs dusted away, and windows washed; and 

the commencement,” mused Mr. Stanwood, ‘‘ but } Bessie declared that the very sunshine had a look 

the child is so gentle and loving, it is such a of gratified curiosity as it streamed into her 

sweet flower to wither in our dull home, it is § room. ‘ 

such a sweet flower to nestle in my lonely heart, Meantime a change equally startling had been 

that I must give it shelterif I can. Poor thing, { wrought in the chamber above: Mrs. Stanwood 

it is well our Bessie does not know from expe- plead, and sighed, and wept, and reproached, 

rience, what a home should be, or she would feel $ and lost her voice, and gained it again to com- 

more keenly what her own home is.” ’ mand and threaten; but it did no good—though 

‘¢Poor thing,” mused Ollie, after she had said > the most dutiful child, the most charming com- 

her prayers that night, “‘so young and cheerful, } panion, the most tender friend, the gentlest 

and careless now, and such a life before her: all? nurse, and the most submissive of mortals where 

work and no play, all vexation and no thanks. } her ownrights were concerned, Bessie would have 

Toil, toil, as Mr. Stanwood said once, to keep the | her way. ‘Treating her mother like a spoiled 

burden of poverty from rolling back and crushing : child, for she soon found arguments of no avail, 

us; like trying to roll a great stone up hill all the } the daughter diverted, amused, encouraged, 

time and never getting a step ahead; we can bear § praised, and petted, and coaxed her into con- 

it, but itis cruel for her.” Tears fell upon Ollie’s $ cession after concession, until Mrs. Stanwood 

cheek, as the old woman lay in her wretched } learned to endure both light and air, to gain 

little room, and up in God’s calm heaven the } more strength by using the little she had, to lose 

Angel of Pity recorded there, where they shall ; her voice less frequently, because Bessie loved 

shine when earthly crowns and sceptres all have ; to hear it, it was such a musical yoice! To eat 

crumbled back to dust; where the pomp of caste }less of pastry and sweetmeats, and satisfy her 

and wealth, and the glory of conquerors shall be } Poor appetite with simpler and more moderate 

alike forgotten. rations. At length the invalid could even listen 

to a book; and her nerves bore this so well, that 

of her own accord she offered Bessie the piano 

CHAPTER VI. key, when a new world of happiness opened to 

Besstx’s first day at home was more of a } both, for the girl played enchantingly. 

‘precedent,’ to use his own word, than her} Good old Ollie placed both hands in those 

father dreamed: the little girl went on with her } of the new mistress, and submitted to be led 

improvements, and everything became trans- whithersoever she would. Never, she verily 

formed. Every one demurred from Bessie’s } believed, were there such persuasive lips, never 

plans, every one prophesied failure and expos- ae there such an unselfish life, and never 

tulated earnestly, and she always seemed to yield } were such difficult labors so light-heartedly per- 

and always had her way. ‘formed, as those of the little fairy who danced 

Carpets were turned and. made to look like } about the house with her golden curls, and 

new; curtains were taken down and ripped and § transformed every nook into which her influence 

cleansed, and patched, and pressed, and hung } fell. 

again in almost pristine splendor; neat patch Of course Ollie had her seasons of doubt, and 

coverings concealed the shabby richness of the ° Mrs. Stanwood whole weeks of despondency and 
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relapse, and the father looked wistfully at his ; 

books sometimes, and talked about piatsod§ CHAPTER VII. 

pride, and dangerous precedents, and hinted that Mrs. Stranwoop made important discoveries, 

not many girls would drive a poor, old father {and found much food for reflection in her brief 

out into the cold world which had slighted him } visit to the parlor. In the excitement of the 

to delve for her: but Bessie, feeling sure that; moment, Mr. Stanwood told of his vanquished 
she was right, worked on till the doubts were } pride and indolence; of his new purpose in life, 

dispelled, the hopefulness cheered, and the un- : and his small but honest gains; and Ollie, in her 

just reproaches withdrawn, and atoned for by { enthusiasm, told how Miss Bessie went every 

penitence and praise. g day to read heathenish Greek and Latin, and 

Happiness comes like grief, all at once: and ; dull books of theology, to the blind, old clergy- 

one morning it seemed as if Bessie’s cup were : man who lived opposite; and how the money 
suddenly destined to overflow: her father entered } which she received for this service had all been 

as she was performing some household duty § spent in additions to the comfort of her home. 

in the dining-room, her parlor; and with a} ‘ And the dressmaker’s bell ringing loudly more 

boy’s enthusiasm, and all the pride of all the § : than once, Bessie praised the thrift of their old 
Stanwoods in his air, presented her with a bank : housekeeper in procuring tenants for useless 
note for seventy-five dollars, his first earnings, } rooms. ; 

and **There, child, I did not know how light ; Mrs. Stanwood made no comments during 

labor jwould become after I had a purpose; nor 3 * these disclosures. Once or twice she wiped a 

what dignity lies in the humblest employment, } tear from her face, then returned quietly to her 

until you had taught me the difference between } room, where she suffered a long relapse, and no 

false and genuine pride. Bless you, sweet fairy, one but berself knew that this time the disease 

you have done more for the old father’s selfish i was in her soul; that while she lay so quiet, 

heart than for his once dull home!” : heart and mind were racked with dreadful strife, 

And then there came a slow step through the ; as looking back through all the past, and on 

hall; and Bessie thought amid her work how ; toward the future, she saw her own conduct and 

Ollie was growing feeble with age, and could ¢ ‘her duties in their trne light, unobscured by 

not long sustain her present labors; when the § ‘ selfishness. The wife felt reproached for having 

door opened and not Ollie, but’ Mrs. Stanwood ! left her husband to struggle through his sorrows 

presented herself, and though trembling with 3 { alone: the mother was abashed before the ex- 
the unwonted exertion, paused before sinking } ‘ ample of her child. She had suffered, true, but 

into a chair to look with wonder and delight ; she had courted suffering as a hope or release 

about the room. from wearisome existence; and as an excuse for 

csTt never seemed more elegant; more clean opportunities neglected, and duties unfulfilled. 

an Ste = es palmiest days,” she exclaimed, ; Fi jets pe nee came ae re- 

with childish pleasure; ‘‘why, my blossom! ‘ newed: with faults and weaknesses still, but 

fragrance and sunshine follow you everywhere, } ‘ with an humble, penitent heart, resolved, if pos- 

I believe.” ‘ sible, to make the future atone for all the past. 
‘‘They exist everywhere, dear mother, we; Her thoughts went back now to another child; 

have only to remove the shutters, and cobwebs, ; a son who had wandered years ago from home, 

and dirt which conceal them; that is what I: and over whose fate she had wondered and wept 
been striving to do. Come, rest on this lounge, } for weary years: no tidings came, and she tried 
it was covered purposely for your use; wait, let ; to believe him dead, but doubts still haunted her, 

me arrange the pillows, and here is a shawl for {and now the family fortunes were brightening, 

your feet. Now you look like a beauty, and} ‘she told Bessie that only one wish was left un- 
, . 

make the crowning charm to my room: isn‘t it} gratified: could she but see Harry again, or 
bright and comfortable? You see poverty is } even have certain tidings of his death! ' 

SAEs cto dfs ext i tactics aot goat gorsbdcencagh.abqeu iy my lanes” aa 1ere is no poverty with a home and such : worried enough Mr. 

a child!” and this reply proved such a change } \ Stanwood. 
from her previous ways of thinking, that it } ‘Poor fellow, wandering about the world 

startled the husband as much as if the sun, : without any home! But he will be sure to 

rising some day, should shed forth darkness in- } come back to us, mamma; only have patience,” 

stead of light into the world. But instead of } said Bessie. 
darkness, the invalid was beginning now to shed % Bessie never said wrong; and therefore Harry 

forth light. ‘came; whether because great destiny as well as 

x 

— —_ — 
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its subjects submitted to her dictation, or be-: school. But duty is duty, and home I must go; 

cause 2 calm, wise mind and true womanly in- § I shall feel all the easier for it after they are 

stincts inspired her predictions, no one ever} dead.” 

could tell. Bessie predicted, and Harry, like}  Striding through the familiar streets hur- 

everything else in the world, stepped forth at viedly, half afraid that his resolution would 

the nod of those golden curls, But of this in } evaporate, Harry reached the tall, dark door 

another chapter. ‘of the frowning house; and rang its bell softly, 

One day Bessie fell in love with a pretty co-} not forgetful of his mother’s nerves. 

tage, which nestled amidst shrubs and vines in 3 ‘No, sir: Wilson; you can read it on the 

a suburb of the good city of Boston. A card in plate.” 

the window whispered temptingly, “To let!”} ‘But surely Mr. Stanwood lived here once.” 

and all the way home she thought how her “T think not, sir; never heard the name,” 

mother would enjoy the change to country life, } and the door was closed in his face. 

and how cosily they all might live here, and}  Harry’s heart smote him. ‘* Where could they 

what a grand stroke of policy it would be to have gone? What might not have happened to 

rent the whole of the great, expensive house, } them during his absence and neglect? Were 

and remove to this newer, cheaper, and more} they all lost to him forever? The old home 

comfortable one. looked less repulsive now. 

‘“‘Never, neyer!” said Mr. Stanwood, ‘‘the Tired of inquiries, he procured a directory 

scene of my former prosperity, the house my and went through the whole list of Stanwoods; 

father gaye me first, and in which I will die. It ‘ painters, merchants, truckmen, ragmen he found 

is too far from my office,’? said Mr. Stanwood; § in palaces and hoyels, in elegant, airy, and in 

said Ollie, ‘Unless we are here to watch it, § squalid, noisome streets, all answering to his 

they will burn our house, or, or——” Bessie 3 own aristocratic name; but none acquainted 

listened to all the ors and had her way. with his birth or kin. Thrice passing by the 

She was in her clement now: she could fur-} cottage, he read his father’s name upon the 

nish the whole house, and warm and keep it: gate, and would not enter; sure that it could 

open. She flew about like a humming-bird ¢ not be the abode of those who used to mourn 

among flowers, and everywhere left some evi- } and sigh through the months, in that only home 

dence of her taste and industry. She trained ‘ which he could recollect. 

her vines and watered her flowers, swept, dusted, ‘But it may be some relative,” he said, and 

sewed and sang from morning till night, as if * returning as a last resource, he opened the little 

there were no such word as weariness. Stran-$ gate, not seeing the slight form which flitted 

gors stopped as they passed by, to ask avhose across the piazza and disappeared among its 

home this little Eden could be so near the city, vines. 

and yet such a contrast to its cumbrous brick$ ‘There, mother, I told you so! He has come, 

and stone. ’ Harry has come! But he is not to see you first 

up here, it looks too much like the old invalid- 

CHAPTER VIII. ism. Quick, take off that old cap, for this is 

Ix one of those stone streets, at the doorway } ten times more becoming; and I want him to 

of a fashionable hotel, stood Harry Stanwood, ; realize what a beauty you are.” 

one bright morning in June, twirling his glove, “T can hardly believe you; I am all in a 

and yawning listlessly. tremble, child! But why did you not wait and 

He was handsome and manly to look upon, * greet him first yourself? You have not grown 

with all the pride and dignity of the Stanwoods, indifferent to Harry?” 

and all the frankness, ease and grace of the; ‘“‘Whata question! No; but I only thought 

Stanleys in his bearing; but a cold sneer dis- } of you, which was natural considering your past 

LLL LOO 

figured his mouth as he muttered, ’ anxieties. You know he has not seen me for an 

‘Home, yes, and nothing changed; trust luck } age, and I should have needed to wait and in- 

for that! Cold, proud, empty, dark, old house; } troduce myself. Now I think of it, mamma,” 

damp rooms, chilly reception, reproaches, no all this while Bessie was hooking hooks, tying 

fire, no food, no sympathy, no love, no any > bows, pinning collars and ruffies, by way of im- 

thing but repining, and despair, and sein aneatiog her mother’s dress. ‘‘Now I think of 

ness. Mother sick up stairs, father dawdling 3 it, I will play a trick upon Harry, and seo if he 

over his books, Ollie toothless and severe, Bess, } recognizes me: mind, if he asks any questions, 

the bright-haired little blessing that she was! } Bessie is not at home, and her friend, Miss 

changed to a pert Miss fresh from boarding- ' Stanley, is taking her place.” 
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What surprise, and joy, and tenderness there ¢ and nail up the broken frame himself; to bring 

was in that mecting between the mother and $ water for her flowers, and help prune her vines 

her long lost son! They were seated together: ‘You've done it now!” said Ollie, one morn- 

upon a sofa, talking earnestly, and Harry look- ; ing, when they had reached this state of things, 

ing amazed and confused as if he were talking $ and Harry had been at home about a week. ‘If 

in a dream, when Mr. Stanwood entered with a$ you can entice him to work, with his pride and 

demure young lady, whom he introduced as Miss selfishness, I never will say again that you are 

Stanley, an intimate acquaintance. not a true born witch.” 
It was well for the plot that Harry did not see} ‘You never did say so, Ollie, however extra- 

the amused expression which flitted over his } vagant the opinion. But dear Harry is only 

mother’s face, and which would keep returning 3 thoughtless, and what a splendid fellow! Oh, I 

whenever she took in Bessie’s transformation. $am so proud and so fond, that sometimes I can 

Not without difficulty, she had straightened the 3 hardly keep from hugging him—how he would 

bright. curls and bound them tightly over her} start to see demure, little Miss Stanley take 

ears; behind which they terminated in an ugly such a liberty!” 
twist; her fairy form was disguised in an old, “‘T guess he could stand the infliction, by the 

short-waisted dress, a relic of posing eHo0l way he watches you out of the corners of his 

finery; and the awkward constraint of her man- eyes. I see through him, and I know the Stan- 

ners completed the change. | wood race by heart; he is too proud to make 

With a single glance, and a mental ‘Where 3 any inquiries, he would not betray an interest 

did they ever pick up such a curious, little, old } in the humble girl whose only claim sé 
specimen of humanity?” Harry dismissed her: ‘‘Don’t talk about claims, Ollie; there is but 

from his thoughts. one claim between us all, to love each other.” 

But she was not so easily to be dismissed: he ‘‘But, Miss Bessie, I think it high time for 

soon found this queer little specimen to be the you to finish this frolic, and let Master Harry 

guiding spirit of his home. He met her every; have his rightful place. It makes me ache to 

where: in garret, cellar, kitchen, garden, where- * see you wait and tend upon him like a servant. 

ever he entered queer little Miss Stanley flitted’ I never shall forget that first morning after he 

away just too soon for recall, if indeed he had} came, when I found you in the cellar trying to 

wished to recall her. She presided at table, § black his boots; and he asleep in bed, great, 

she watered the plants, and dusted, and then strong man that he is. And at the table if anv 

was in his mother’s room reading aloud, or} thing is wanted, instead of helping himself or 

nursing and petting her, and anon, in the: calling me, his lordship looks at the empty 

kitchen she and Ollie held grave, riya’ tie hnd then at you; and off you run and 

consultations. ’ bring whatever he wishes. I know- how he 
The elders entering heartily into the spirit of } feels, I know the Stanwoods by heart, he thinks 

Bessie’s plot, combined to mystify him: his; it is not a man’s place to meddle in household 

father was usually away, his mother, just re-$ matters, not dignified. Cannot you see, Miss, 

covering from serious illness, spent nearly all} that by all these things you are establishing 

her time alone, and nothing was left for Harry : dangerous precedents?’ Ollie had caught Mr. 

but to sit by the parlor fire and watch little § Stanwood’s word. 

Miss Stanley flicker about. Presently he began} ‘You and Ollie hold astonishingly long con- 

to wonder about her; to ask himself questions 3 ferences,” said Harry, bringing his chair to the 

which he would not deign to ask any one else; § table where our heroine sat at work. 

for Harry was an aristocrat, and what should ‘¢Yes, since.I attempted taking your sister’s 

he care for this poor, little drudge? Still he} * place, and have discovered Ollie to be a very 

saw plainly enough that without her fairy fin-} useful and important personage. I never hear 

gers all the home machinery would stop; and 

thus the fascination grew and grew, uncon- } impatient to meet her again ?” 

sciously to its victim, until the slight interest } ‘Do not mention it, I think only with disgust 

deepened into a very strong one; and Harry, ; how my sister was banished from home in child- 

while pretending to read his newspaper, was all} hood; how she must have grown up heartless 

the while only watching her. When smoking} and frivolous, with no wise and loving parental 

upon the piazza and seemingly absorbed in} hand to guide her. Girls need home influences, 

dreams, he still was watching Miss Stanley } and without them are worse than nothing, from 

through the yines. Then he began to assist| my own character I can judge what hers must 

her, to take the hammer from her slight fingers ; ’ be; had my mother, twenty years ago, been what 

Vou. XXITX.—29 
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you speak of Bessie, Mr. Stanwood; are you not | 
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she now is, we might both have become useful 

and even distinguished members of society. CHAPTER Ix, 

Now here am J, a mere idler in the world, and THAT night there was a long conference betwen 

Bess, I doubt not, is a silly, sentimental belle.” } two who sat in the piazza, after all others in the 

Since Harry’s agreeble disappointment in the } cottage had gone to rest. A thousand questions 

home, he had obstinately centered all his mis- and replies, a thousand regrets and resolutions 

givings upon Bessie, notwithstanding divers} passed: and Bessie’s heart ached for excess of 

hints which would escape from Ollie’s lips. s joy. 
‘We do not all depend upon untoward in- } ‘‘And through all these discouraging efforts, 

fluences, Mr. Stanwood, and though Bessie may } you never once fainted or confessed to yourself 

not be very deep in her wisdom, nor very ambi- $ any uneasiness and disgust with life?” 

tious of distinction, I think you will find she} ‘How could any one wish to die until her 

has a good, little, quiet character of her own.” $ work was finished? No, Harry, I had encourage- 

‘‘Then Bessie is a friend of yours?” said ; ment enough, in finding how much a poor, little, 

Harry, looking into Miss Stanley’s face. ‘I weak girl like me could accomplish. You will 

wish that instead of my sister’s friend, you were } find me a tyrant in my way, and I have been 

my sister’s self.” He spoke it with a caraless constantly gratified in this point: they all grew 

ted 

tone, but with earnestness beneath. so fond of me, and yielded to me so readily, it 

‘‘Suppose I were your sister! Mr. Stan- { was like a miracle.” 

wood?” , ‘Why, Bess, you have done more than he who 

“Well, it is pleasant to dream; and the cast } takes a city, or accumulates a fortune, and who 

of your features is not unlike hers as I remember } the world calls great. Who would think there 

them, and her hair was just the shade of this.” } was brain enough under those fluttering curls to 

Actually Harry’s hand touched, nay, stroked poor } plan and execute such an enterprise as yours?” 
little Miss Stanley’s hair by way of illustration—} ‘*I do not think it was my brain,” said Bessie, 
‘‘this color, but it fell in showers of golden ’ thoughtfully, ‘‘it was heart: those whom I loved 

curls.” Mrs. Stanwood’s bell rang, and the} were suffering, and I longed to help, and was 
maiden flitted away; returning soon, she did not } glad to live for them, I only did the best I could 
resume the seat beside Harry, but busied herself } each day, and learned to find my joy in theirs; 

in another part of the room. He felt her presence, } you are mistaken about all this heroism and self- 

but did not raise his eyes from studying the | sacrifice; so long as I could not be happy while 

cinders, where he seemed to have found a knotty } they were miserable, do you not see that it was 

problem; he was awakening ail at once, consider- } a kind of selfishness to comfort them?” 
ing what must have wrought the wonderful ‘*Hush, little sophist, you cannot comfort my 

changes in his home, and whence Miss Stanley } conscience so easily. Whilst you haye been 

came, and whether Bess were really worthy to be } making a slave and martyr of yourself, you poor, 

his sister after all; dear Bess! whe had been the § slight thing, I, a strong man, have lounged idly 

one gleam of sunshine in his dismal childhood, } through existence; earning only to squander; 

who had placed her little hand in his so con-} criticising others, while I was worse myself. 

fidingly, and bewitched him out of many a sor- } ‘What is the use of a name,’ I thought to myself, 

rowful mood: dear little Bess! Suppose she } ‘without friends. What is the use of wealth 

were not all that he could wish, whose fault, § without a home?’ so I flattered my idleness and 

Master Harry Stanwood? who had united with $ nursed my foolish hereditary pride, until I came 

the rest in neglecting her? Ah, how charitable S here at length from mere ennui, little dreaming 

he would be with her selfishness and frivolity. what a lesson and what a rebuke I should find 

Where was she now, could he not go to her, and}in my home. Now listen, to-morrow I shall 

ask forgiveness for the past? : suddenly receive despatches requiring my imme- 

‘*Miss Stanley!” : < diate presence, and you will not see me again 

‘‘Very much at your service, sir!” < until I have proved myself worthy of my name, 

Was it a vision come back from his child- } and talents, and opportunities; and harder still, 

hood? There stood the identical Bessie of his worthy of my sister Bess.” 

dreams, with the witching, confiding smile, and$ And Harry kept his word: constant letters 

golden curls: there stood she one second, and 3 proved that his interest in honor had not dimin- 
then a flash of light overspread all the past and 3 ished, while frequent mention of his name in the 

present for Harry Stanwood. papers of California, whither he had returned, 
“You darling! My own Bessie!” and he 3 proved him to bea prominent and useful citizen, 

clasped her to his heart. Then money came home to purchase the cottage, 
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and then news that Henry Stanwood, Isq., had; able delight. With less satisfaction, the little 

been elected a member of Congress, but would  mniciden received certain papers which were said 

visit friends at the north, before assuming the } to prove her the possessor of a handsome fortune 

duties of his office. Then came a great bustle Sin her own right. What could she do with 

at the cottage door one day, and Mrs Stanwood } money? What wish had she ungratified? But 

ran out on the piazza to meet the stranger who $ Harry laughed when she asked him to take back 

had just alighted, and Bessie clung to him in an ; his gift, and told how wants always came in the 

ecstacy of joy, and Mr. Stanwood, as he watched train of gold, and that very soon she would be 

the group with a fatherly pride, waited impa- 3 coaxing him for more. 

tiently for his own turn to be recognized; and ‘‘But, dear Harry, how can I ever thank 

poor, old Ollie had her hand half shaken off; for } you?” 

now that Harry had some just cause for pride, ‘By using and enjoying it, my best of sisters! 

the foolish vanity of old had passed away. What is a little paltry gold, which a mere stroke 

It seemed as if Harry had half the interests of } of fortune brought me, in comparison with the 

California upon his hands, so hurried was he, so ; life time of beautiful self-sacrifice, which has 

constantly bustling about, or deep in calculations § ennobled us all, which has so gently drawn us 

and discussions with some business friend; no’ back to our true selves. Ah, Bessie, neither 

one would suspect him to be the youth who had  Stanleys nor Stanwoods, with all their family 

so lately lounged about this very house, hopeless } pride, have ever furnished such a noble ‘prece- 

and purposeless. dent’ as you in your meek self-forgetfulness.” 

He procured his father’s election as president} ‘Well, it does beat all,” said Ollie, *‘how, 

ofa bank; this appointment gave Bessie unspeak- } from first to last, Miss Bessie has had her way.” 
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ELOISE, AN IDYL. 

BY WILLIB E. PABOR,. 

Wuewn the Winter snow shone brightly ; And the while my heart was basking 

Underneath December’s reign, In the sunshine love had lent, 

When the Winter snow lay lightly ; All this while my heart kept asking 

On the hill-side and the plain, ‘, + In such duty to be spent. 

When the icicles were pendant g Now, the Winter snow still lingers 

From the branches of the trees, On the hill-side and the plain; 

zat enrobed In love Eeepiengent, But the heart-harp Memory fingers 

Genie aloe ya Je OLE. Answers—shall we meet again? 
With her face so full of beauty, : They who in love’s fervor parted, 

And her voice so soft and sweet, ; Shall they in the future meet? 

Loving her seemed like a duty, ; And I feel myself strong-hearted 

And I said so, at her feet. And Hope’s answer I repeat. 

TO “KAS Ee 

BY REV. GEORGE W. ROGERS. 

We part, dear Kate, yet do not fear, To spend the hours in converse sweet, 

Though now it causes pain, And feel we’re truly blest. 

The farewell word from me to hear, And when our friendship here is o’er, 
For hope’s bright star our way shall cheer, With all our sins forgiv’n, 

We part to meet again. We'll quickly gain the other shore, 

Oft while in youth our hearts shall beat, Where parting words are known no more, 

Ere yet we find our rest, Our better home in Heay’n. 

We thus shall part, we thus shall meet, 



; THE DARNING-NEEDLE. 

FROM THE SWEDISH OF ANDERSEN. 

THERE was once a darning-needle that thought’ 
so much of herself that she fancied she was a 

sewing-needle, 

**Only mind you hold me fast,’’ would she say 

to the fingers that took hold of her, ‘*and don’t 

let me fall on the floor, or I should never be 

found again, I am so delicate.” 

darning-needle maintained her proud bearing, 

and did not lose her good temper. 

And all sorts of things swam over her, such 

as chips of wood, bits of straw, and pieces of old 

newspapers. 

‘See how they sail!” said the darning-needle. 
‘‘They don’t dream of what is sticking below 

‘This will do,” said the fingers, taking her } them, though it is I who am sticking—who am 

up round the body. sitting here! There goes a chip who thinks of 

‘<See, I come with a whole retinue!” said the : nothing in the world but himself—a mere chip! 
ee ee wre 

darning-needle, drawing a long thread after her; } There runs a straw, and how he turns and twists 

only there was no knot at the end of the thread. $ about! Don’t be thinking of your foolish self, 

The fingers directed the needle toward the } or you will run against a stone! There swims 

cook’s slipper. The upper-leather had cracked, ? a piece of a newspaper. Its contents have been 

and it was to be sewed together. long since forgotten, and yet he is mightily 

‘This is very coarse work,” said the darning- } proud. I am sitting still and am patient. I 

needle, ‘I shall never get through—I shall} know what I am, and that I shall remain, come 
break—I am breaking.” What will.” 

And sure enough she broke. One day something lay close to her that 
**Did I not say so?” said the darning-needle; 3 glittered so splendidly that the darning-needle 

*‘T am too delicate for such work!” fancied it must bea diamond; but it was merely 

‘*The needle will be of no further use,’ said 3a bit of glass, only as it shone so brightly, the 

the fingers, though they still held it fast; and } } darning-needle spoke to it, giving herself out as 
the cook dropped some wax on the needle, and . a breast-pin. 

fastened her neckerchief with it. **You are a diamond, I presume?” 

‘‘There! now I am a breast-pin!” said the; ‘Something of the kind.” 

darning-needle. ‘I knew that I should rise in } So each imagined the other to be very yalu- 
the world. If one has merit, one is sure to;able, and their conversation turned upon the 
become something or other.” And then she } haughtiness of the world. 
Jaughed in her sleeve—for nobody ever saw a; ‘TI lived ina damsel’s box,” said the darning- 
darning-needlo laugh—and there she stuck as { needle, ‘‘and this damsel happened to be a cook; 

proud as though she were sitting in a stage- et she had five fingers on each hand; but duyibine 

coach, looking all about her. ’ more arrogant than those fingers I never saw. 

‘‘By your leave—are you made of gold?” : And yet they were only there for the express 
asked she of a neighboring pin. ‘*‘You havea ; purpose of taking me out of the box, and putting 

very fine appearance, and a remarkable head, } me back into the box.” 

only it is very small! You must try and grow, 3 ‘*Were they, then, of high descent ?”’ inquired 
for it is not everybody who has wax dropped § the piece of broken bottle. 

upon them.” And the darning-needle bridled: ‘High descent? Oh, dear, no!” said the 

up so proudly that she toppled over out of the darning-needle, ‘‘bat haughty to the last degree. 

neckerchief, and fell into the sink, which the 3 They were five brothers, all born fingers. They 

cook was then cleaning out. ‘stood proudly beside each other, although they 

‘‘Now Iam going to travel,” said the darning- 3 were of unequal heights; the outside one, namely, 

needle, “but it is to be hoped I shall not get } ‘ the thumb, was short and thick, and his position 
lost.” was beside the limb, and he had only one joint, 

But in fact she was lost. Sand could only make a bow, but he said that 

‘‘T am too genteel for this place!’ said she, g any human being who had lost him, was not fit 
as she lay in the sink. ‘‘But I know what}for the army. His next neighbor, a thorough 

Tam, ana that is some little comfort.”” And the ; sweet-tooth, dipped into sweet and sour, pointed 
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to the sun and moon, and formed the letters ‘La!’ cried one of them who was pricked by 

when they all wrote. Master Longman, the} the darning-needle, ‘chere’s a fellow!” 

middle finger, looked down upon all the others. ‘Tm not a fellow, I’m a young lady,” said 

Gold-collet, the fourth brother, wore a gold} the darning-needle; but nobody heard her. 

circlet round his body, and little Peter Spiel-} The wax had disappeared, and she had grown 

mann did nothing at all, which he was very} black, but as blackness makes things appear 

proud of. They were a set of boasters, and such } slimmer, she fancied she was genteeler than 

they will remain, and that is why I left them.” 3 ever. 

‘¢And now we lie here and glitter,” said the ‘There comes an egg-shell sailing along,’ 

piece of broken bottle. : said the boys, who now stuck the darning-needle 

Just then more water was poured into the § through the egg-shell. 

sink, which overflowed, and the broken glass} ‘White walls and a black dress are very 

was carried away by the stream. < becoming,” said the darning-needle, ‘‘only I 

“So he is off!” said the darning-needle. ‘I? can’t see myself ! I hope I shan’t be sea-sick, 

am left lying here, because I am too gentcel— } for then I am afraid I should break.” 

but that’s my pride, and a laudable one it is.” But she was not sea-sick, and did not break 

And she remained proudly stuck where she either. 

was, indulging in mighty grand thoughts. ‘‘It isa good preservative against sea-sickness 

I gould almost fancy that I were born of a $ to havea steel stomach, and to bear in mind that 

sunbeam, I am so delicate! And it seems as if ? oneis something more than a mere human being! 

the sunbeams always tried to find me under the ; My feeling of sea-sickness is now over. The gen- 

water. Alas! I am so delicate that my own} teeler one is, the more one can endure.” So she 

mother would not be able to find me. If I still} said to herself again. 

possessed my old eye, which was broken off, I ‘Crash!’ said the egg-shell, as a wagon rolled 

think I should fain weep; but I will not—because } over it. 

it is not genteel to cry.” “Mercy! what a weight!” said the darning- 

One day a couple of boys in the street were ¢ neeedle, “I shall be sea-sick! I shall break!” 

paddling in the gutter, where they turned up old * But she did not break, though a heavy wagon 

nails, pennies, and such things. It was dirty S went over her; she lay at full length in the 

work, but they seemed to delight in it. * yoad—and there let her lie. 

oe 
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And they waft our praises upward 

jre the Inbors of the day, To the Lord of light and love, 

And they bring us strength and courage, And they bring us down a blessing 

For the “trials by our way.” : From their radiant home above. 

Coms they in the early morning, 
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weer And they raise our sotl’s deep yearnings 

To the Giver of all good: 

And they waken noble longings, 

Utter'd not, yet understood. ~ 

Come they in the lone night-watches, 

When soft sleep hath fled our eyes; 

And the moonbeams and the starlight 

Glimmer in the midnight skies. 

And in slumber’s bless’d visions 

Still they seem to hover near, 

With the self-same smile of welcome 

That to us in life was dear. 

—- 

ee ee 

Come they at the sultry noon-tide, 
When our hearts are weak and faint, 

And the spell of their sweet presence 

Chides each murmur and complaint. 

And they nerve us for fresh effort, 

On the battle-field of life, ‘ 

That the hosts of sin and error 

We may conquer in the strife. 

Come they with a gentle warning, 

When the tempter’s voice is heard; 

And with fond and soothing pity 
When the founts of grief are stirred. 

Oh! they are not dead the loved ones 

Who have left us here in gloom} 

And, to cheer our fainting spirits, 

Daily, hourly, do they come! 

Come they when the evening twilight 

Closes round with sacred power, 

Bearing pure and holy musings, 

Peaceful as that vesper hour. PD LD LLLP ALFA AOD A PAL LL EOLL LEA Ce ee a 



THE Ob) DoS PAN LS. BAD AnD S* 

BY CHARLES J. PETERSON. 

Tur very name of Spain conjures up visions } always literal, in translating, is often to be un- 

of romance. We think at once of the Alhambra, 

of the dark-eyed damsels of Seville, of Gil Blas, 

of Don Quixote, of the wild, Andalusian bulls, 

and of the hills around Granada, every foot of 

which almost has witnessed some combat be- 

tween Moor and Christian. But the old Spanish 

ballads give us the additional element of ancient 

chivalry. We see, in fancy, the rout of Ronces- 
velles; we hear the Cid come thundering on 

Bavieca; and we listen to the shout of ‘Allah, 

Il Allah,” as the Paynims sweep to battle. We 
are back in the old days, when every inch of 

Spanish territory was disputed with the infidel, 
and when every Spaniard was a hero. 

No writer has re-produced the spirit of this 

ancient time so successfully as Lockhart in his 
translation of the Spanish ballads. These bal- 

lads forms the oldest, as well as largest collec- 

tion of popular poetry, properly so called, that 

is to be found in the literature of any European $ 

Many of them have been written for } Three bulls against the knight are loosed, and two nation. 

centuries. Like the old English ballads, with 

which Percy, Ritson, Ellis and others have made 

us familiar, they were the instinctive utterance 

of a brave and poetical people, in times of tur- 

moil, peril and heroism. Nothing, therefore, can 

be less artificial than they are. They speak 

right to the heart. Those devoted to war ring § 

out like the blast of a trumpet. 

to meet these old ballads, as to pass suddenly, 

from the petit-maitre fountain of a stiff, conven- 

ae 

faithful; and Lockhart, aware of this, has sought 

‘ to re-produce the spirit of his originals, and has 

succeeded. His Spanish ballads are such, in 

fact, as their authors would have made them, 

had they written in English. 

The bull-fight, that national pastime of Spain, 

was never better described, for example, than in 

the ballad entitled, ‘*The Bull-Fight of Gazul.” 

Mr. Lockhart is of opinion that this particular 
ballad is of Moorish origin. We have not space 

for the whole ballad, but give the concluding 

stanzas, premising that three cavaliers have 
already fallen in the ring, and that the bull 

Harpado has never been worsted. 

“With the life-blood of the slaughtered lords all 
slippery is the sand, 

Yet proudly in the centre hath Gazul ta’en his stand; 
And ladies look with heaving breast, and lords with 

anxious eye, 
But he firmly extends his arm—his look is calm and 

high. 

come roaring on, 
He rises high in ‘stirrup, forth stretching his rejon;: 
Each furious beast, upon the breast he deals him 

such a blow, 
He ee totters and gives back across the sand to 

¢ i Gazul, turn!’ the people ery—the third comes 
up behind, 

* Low to the sand his head holds he, his nostrils snuff 
It is as re- 

freshing, amid the conceits of modern poetry, $ The 
the wind; 
mount: mibere that Iead the steers without stand 
whispering low, 

’ ‘How thinks this proud Aleayde to stun Harpad 
so?’ 

tional garden, to some clear, cool spring, gushing From Gundiana comes ‘he not, he comes not from 
out from under a mossy rock, in the heart of a ; 

forest. 

The English volumes of Lockhart’s Ballads 

are too costly for general circulation. We are 

glad, therefore, to see that a cheap, yet elegant 

edition has been issued by Whittemore, Niles & 

Hall, a firm of Boston booksellers, whose well- 

selected publications are rapidly winning for } 

them a high reputation with persons of taste. 

It has been objected, we know, that Lockhart’s 

translations are not always literal. But to be 

* Ancient Spanish Ballads; Historical and Ro- 
mantic. Translated by J. G. Lockhart. A new re- 
vised edition, with a Biographical notice. 
Boston: Whittemore, Niles & Lall. 
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Xenii, 
’ From Guadalarif of the plain, or Barves of the hill; 
But where from out the forest burst Xarama’s waters 

clear, 
Beneath the oak trees was he nursed—this proud and 

stately steer. 

Darl: is his hide on cither side, but the blood within 
doth boil, 

{ And the dun ‘hide glows, as if on fire, as he paws to 
the turmoil. 

His eyes are jet, and they are set in erystal vings of 
énow; 

But now they stare with one red glare of brass upor 
the foe. 

Upon the forehead of the bull the horns stand close 
and near, 

1 yol.} From out the broad and wrinkled skull like daggere 
they appear; 
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His neck is massy, like the trunk of some old knotted } Him, yesterday, a Moor did slay, of Bencerraje’s 

tree, blood— : 

Whereon the monster’s shagged mane, like billows; Iwas at the solemn jousting—around the nobles 

curled, ye sce. ; stood: 
} The nobles of the land were by, and ladies bright 

lis legs are short, his hams are thick, his hoofs are and fair 

black as night, Looked from their latticed windows, the haughty 

Like a strong flail he holds his tail in fierceness of his sights to share; 

night; } But now the nobles all lament—the ladies are 

Like something molten out of iron, or hewn from forth ; bewailing— 

the rock, For he was Granada’s darling knight. ‘Alas! alas, 

Harpado of Xarama stands, to bide the Aleayde’s } for Celin!’ 
S 
‘ 

shock, Before him ride his vassals, in order two by two, 
With ashes on their turbans spread, most pitiful to 

eS 

Now stops the drum; close, close they come; thrice , 

meet, and thrice give back; ; view; } : 
The white foam of Harpado lies on the charger’s * Behind him his four sisters, each wrapped in sable 

breast of black— s veil, 

The white foam of the charger on Harpado’s front § pelea ane fenbpar? dismal strokes take up their 
oleful tale; 

of dun; - 
Once more advance upon his lance—once more, thou § When stops the muffled drum, ye hear their brother- 

less bewailing, 
fearless one! ¢ And all the people, far and near, cry, ‘Alas! alas, 

Once more, once more!—in dust and gore to ruin for Celin 

must thou reel!— ' : ; : 

In vain, in vain thou tearest the sand with furious § oa ove)y, ue ne on aia cates ie purple pall, 
? 

heel— ; 
Rae ; them all ; 

In th ast !— Ss 
vain, in vain, thou noble beast!—I see, I see thee } 173, dark, dark eyes are closed, his rosy lip is pale, 
stagger r ; k j j 

Now keen and cold thy neck must hold the stern ¢ Phe oe Raney ae of Hey Dee AG AUC pe menu 
’ ? 

Aleayde’s dagger! ; And ever more the hoarse tambour breaks in upon 

: : x - their wailing— 

BO Ae reve noose around his feet, six horses Its sound is like no earthly sound, ‘ Alas! alas, for 

’ ae 

And away they drag Harpado with a loud and joyfal } Celin! 

din. 
Now stoop thee, lady, from thy stand, and the ring 

of price bestow 
Upon Gazul of Algava, that hath laid Harpado low.” 

\ 

> The Moorish maid at the lattice stands—the Moor 
© — stands at his door; 

} One maid is wringing of her hands, and one is 
? weeping sore ; 
2 Down to the dust men bow their heads, and ashes 

In a different vein is ‘The Lamentation for 

Celin.”, This ballad also evidently had a Moorish 

origin. We can suppose it sung, during the list} por.+6 each gate the bier stands still—then bursts 

black they strew 

days of Granada, by Andalusian maids, as the | the loud bewailing 

5 

N 

g 

D 

Upon their broidered garments, of crimson, green, 

and blue; 
B 

twilight came on, sad and silent, and the sound } From door and lattice, high and low—‘ Alas! alas, 

of the evening trumpets from the beleaugering for Colin! 

hosts came wafted to the town. An old, old woman cometh forth, when she hears the 

people ery— 
: Ifer hair is white as silver, like horn her glazed eye: 

> Twas she that nursed him at her breast—that nursed 

“At the gate of old Granada, when all its bolts are } him long ago: 

THE LAMENTATION FOR CELIN. 

barred, She knows not whom they all lament, but soon she 

At twilight, at the Vegagate, there is a trampling well shall know! 

heard; With one deep shriek, she through doth break, when 

There is a trampling heard, as of horses treading her ears receive their wailing: 

slow, ‘Tet me kiss my Celin ere I die! Alas! alas, for 

And a weeping voice of women, and a heavy sound Celin !’” 

of woe. 
“The Cid’s Wedding” gives us a glimpse of 

social manners centuries ago. No letter, from 

‘<Our Own Correspondent,” could narrate, more 

graphically than this old ballad, the incidents 

of a nuptial ceremony in ancient Burgos. There 

is a spice of humor in the ballad, of which one 

example is the manner in which the poet de- 

scribes the hiring ‘‘the horned fiend for twenty 

maravedis:” a person to play this character 

being as indispensible, in old Spanish preces- 

sions, as the hobby-horse in English May-day 

What tower is fallen, what star is set, what chief 

come these bewailing? 

‘A tower is fallen, a star is set? Alas! alas, for 

Celin!’ 

Three times they knock, three times they cry, and 

wide the doors they throw; 

Dejectedly they enter, and mournfully they £03 

In gloomy lines they mustering stand beneath the 

hollow porch, 
Each horseman grasping in his hand a black and 

flaming torch; 
Wet is each eye as they go by, and all around is 

wailing, 

For all have heard the misery. ‘Alas! alas, for 

Celin! 
Oh ee i hl PLD DLL DL DDD DOD PDL AOA AOE OOP SSE games. 
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“The King had taken order that they should rear Then to the King Ruy Diaz spake, after reverence 
an arch due: 

From house to house all over, in the way that they 3 ‘Oh, King, the thing is shameful, that any man 
must march ; N beside 

They have hung it all with lances, and shields, and , The liege lord of Castile himself should Bavieea ride 
glittering helms, N 

Brought by the Campeador from out the Moorish $ ‘For neither Spain nor Araby could another charger 
realms, $ brin 

. So good as he, and certes, the best befits my king. 
mero: scattered olive-branches and rushes on’ But that you may behold him, and know him to the 

the street, ’ core 
And the ladies fling down garlands at the Campea- I'll make him go as he was wont when his nostrils 

dor’s feet ; smolt the Moor,’ 
With tapestry and broidery their balconies between, 5 . 
To do his bridal honor, their walls the burghers 

screen. 

TS. 

With that, the Cid, clad as he was in mantle furred 
and wide, 

On Bavieca vaulting, put the rowel in his side; 
And up and down, and round and round, so fierce 

was his career, 
Streamed like a pennon on the wind Ruy Biaz’ 

miinivere. 

They lead the bulls before them all covered o’er with 
trappings; 

The little boys pursue them with hootings and with 
clappings ; 

The fool, with cap and bladder, upon his ass goes 
prancing, 

Amidst troops of captive maidens with bells and 
cymbals dancing. man and horse, 

As maiched well, and rivalless for gallantry and 
force ; 

Ne’er had they looked on horseman might to this 
knight come near, 

Nor on other charger worthy of such a cavalier. 

With anties and with fooleries, with shouting and 
with laugkter, 

They fill the streets of Burgos—and the Devil he 
comes after; 

For the King has hired the horned fiend for twenty Thus, to and fro a-rushing, the fierce and furious 
8, ’ marayedis, 
steed And ee goes, with hoofs for toes, to terrify the He snapped in twain his hither rein; ‘God pity now 

8 

: 

: 

s all that saw them praised them—they lauded 

| 
| 

the Cid! 

Then comes the bride Ximena—the kin g he holds God pity Diaz! cried the lords; but when they looked 
her hand; agian, : : A 

And the Queen; and, all in fur and pall, the noblys They saw Ruy Diaz ruling him with the fragment 
of the land. of his rein ; : : 

All down the streeé the ears of wheat are round ; They saw him proudly ruling, with gesture firm and 
Ximena fiying, ie calm, 

But the King lifts off her bosom sweet whatever } Like a true lord commanding, and obeyed as by a 
there is lying.” : lamb. 

Bavieca, the steed of the Cid, is as famous, in And so ho led him foaming and panting to the King; 
hl . ‘5 

the legendary lore of Spain, as his master him- eh fige Bait CURRYS Dua netae te heresasenmnonl 
self. Whoever is fond of a fine horse will appre- } That peorless Bavieca should ever be bestrid 
ciate the following ballad. No wonder that the } By any mortal but Bivar—mount, mount again, my 
Cid left this direction in his will:—*‘*When ye ae ° 
bury Bavieca, dig deep, for shameful thing were! We regret, both that we have no more space 
it that he should be eaten by curs, who hath } to spare, and that it would be unjust to the pub- 
trampled down so much currish flesh of Moors.” lishers, to continue these extracts. The speci- 

No wonder, either; that these directions were} mens we- have given of this delightful volume 
followed, and Bavieca buried, by the side of his will prove, we trust, gn incentive to buy the 
master, under the trees in front of the convent} book, We are sure, if we found ‘‘Lockhart’s 

of San Pedro of Cardena. } Ballads” on a lady’s boudoir table, we should 

“The King looked on him kindly, as on a vassal » Mentally pronounce her superior, in culture, 

true ; taste and refinement. 

LINES. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF HEINE. 

As the moon’s reflection trembles 

In the wild and wavering deeps, 

While the moon herself in silence, 

O’er the arch of Heaven sweeps. 

Even so I see thee—loved one, 

Calm and silent, and there moves 

But thine image in my bosom, 

Yor my heart is thrilled and loves, ALLL LILLE PO 
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Liz! Liz Barry!” called a loud, hateful voice : threw myself upon the grass, burying my face 

from the other end of the garden. Sin my hands, and weeping as a happy child 

I did not need to look up-to know that my $ never could have wept. I thought of my cou:in 

cousin Fred was coming toward me; the chill $ Fred, only fifteen years old, and so cruel; and 

that crept over my little body told me too plainly immediately a gallows loomed up in the distance; 
that my evil genius was near. the reward my childish imagination pictured for 

‘‘Well!”? he shouted, ‘I’ve done what I said | his misdeeds. Then I thought of my parents, 

T would. I’ve killed that little plague of a robin dead and gone to heaven, and of my little bro- 

for you. He won’t steal any more cherries ” \ ther only six years old, and myself twelve, left, 

I rose slowly to my feet, holding the book I3like the babes in the wood, to an uncle who 
had been reading behind me; then gave it a sly 3 cared for no one out of the circle of his own 
fling into the long grass. My poor heart was} family. He might not, indeed, hire ruffians to 
full. I cast one trembling glance at the cold, $murder us, but how much better was this gra- 
sneering face before me; the hot tears went leap- $ dual crushing out of our hearts of every childish 

ing and flashing down oyer the bosom of my $ emotion, and imprinting on our little faces thus 

patched calico dress. I moved my lips to speak, $ early the care that ought to come with years? 
but the sharp agony was working in my heart,’ With every new thought came a fresh burst 
and no sound followed the effort. of tears, and I was wearied and almost helpless 

‘Oh, you want to know where he is, do you?” { when I heard a step approaching me. 

said the cruel boy. ‘Will you just go down the ‘‘He is coming,” I thought, ‘*to see whether 

long path and out the front gate, and you will; his cruelty has operated as he intended it 

find him about opposite the big locust tree, in } should,” and almost mad with passion I shouted, 

the middle of the road. Hold on,” he shouted, ‘Go away! don’t you come here, you hateful 

as I was speeding away, ‘perhaps he isn’t just { boy. I am going to tell uncle Robert of you. 

in the middle of the road; he may be a little to } I wish you were dead and still as my poor robin 

one side; but never mind, you'll be sure to find 3 is—I am sure I never want to see you again.” 

him, there’s lots of blood around there.” ‘‘What! my little girl?” said a deep voice, 

Checking my sobs as I opened the gate, I} close at my side. I started to my feet, mortified 

walked slowly along, dreading the worst, yet and angry that a stranger should have witnessed 
hoping that the cruel boy had deceived me. No! } this exhibition of my passionate little heart, and 

no! it was all too true. There lay my poor bird, $ ‘turned to see whence the yoice proceeded. A 

his little head bruised and-bloody; and yet he 3 gentleman was standing at my side, looking down 

was not dead; for his wings were fluttering 3 upon me with a smile, half of surprise, half of 

feebly in the hot dust where he had been thrown. § pity, upon his handsome face. But my quick 
Gently I raised him on my trembling hands, and } glance showed me that he carried a gun over 
sitting down by the garden fence, I laid him on his right shoulder, and his left hand held a 

the soft grass beside me. It was but a moment; } * string of birds. With a heart already stung 

one little flutter; and the film gathered over his and bleeding for my dead robin, this sight was 

eyes. He was dead. My poor, lame robin! Was ‘ more than I could bear, and I returned his plea- 

it for this I had nursed him so carefully; that { sant smile with an angry frown. 

I had loved him better than anything else in the “So you kill birds too, do you?” I exclaimed. 

world, save my little brother Clinton, ever since } ‘I see their pretty wings all covered with blood: 

I took him out of that wicked trap, where his § how could you?” and fresh sobs burst from my 

foot had been so cruelly crushed? And now oe 

that he was a little better, and could hop about} ‘But these are not robins, my child,” he an- 

the garden and enjoy himself so well, he must { swered. 

be killed to furnish amusement for a wicked} ‘I don’t caro,” I sobbed, ‘they are birds, and 

boy, who seemed to find no pleasure save in the } I hate you for killing them.” 

pain of others. My tears came afresh,and I‘ He turned away with a grieved look, and I 
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caught up my robin and flew toward the house. 

As [ opened the gate, Fred stepped out from 
beneath a lilac tree. 

my book would drop and the needle fly when- 

ever I fancied myself observed from the house. 

Aunt Lois thought it very strange I did not get 
. “Wat ha!” he sneered, ‘somebody else got} along faster. “Twas an early lesson for a child 
the benefit of that pretty speech you had been 3 to learn in the art of deception; but woe to those 
fixing up for me. Now wasn’t you ashamed?” $ who caused the need for it! And now, as I 
I made no answer, and he caught my dress as I$ watched aunt Lois, I ‘thought what a fine thing 
was passing him. ‘Look here!” he said, ‘‘are 3 it would be to have such work todo. ‘To skim 
you going to tell father about that bird?” the milk and make butter, I should like that. 

“Yes, I am,” I answered, spitefully, strug- Oh! anything but knitting. And then I fell to 
gling to get free. ; thinking how much more favored she was than 

“Well,” he said, releasing me, ‘go and do it, I could ever hope to be: how she was privileged 
I am willing. Only remember that if you do, $ ‘to do just as she pleased, and to scold everybody 
Pll make Clinton pay for it when he gets back without a single one to scold her back again; for 
from the woods.” This was his usual threat, my uncle Robert was a quiet man, if he had no 
and a most effectual one as he well knew, for I ; other virtue. And why was all this? Why could 
would suffer any wrong rather than to have my }I not be as much my own mistress, when I grew 
darling brother come to harm. up, as aunt Lois seemed to be here? 

Softly crying to myself, I stole round the A bright thought struck me. Aunt Lois was 
house to the wood-shed, and gained the humble 3 married, and I was not. This was the difference 
chamber which Clinton and I called our own, } between us: and from this proceeded her pre- 
without observation. There I laid my bird down $ cious immunity from insult and injury. And 
on the rough window-sill and seated myself be-}why could not I be married too? Why had I 
side it. I shall never forget the whirl of thought 3 waited so long? I fancied aunt Lois had always 
that swept through my childish brain as I sat? been married, for my heart told me that if she 
there alone with my dead favorite. The sharp $ had gone through the ordeal to which I was sub- 
sense of wrong and injustice, of cruelty prac- } jected, she would have more compassion on my 
tised by the strong upon the defenceless, of my { helplessness. But I had found the golden key 
own dark life and Clinton’s blighted childhood, } which was to unlock the gate of happiness for 
& very foot-ball for his rude cousin—all these ‘Clinton and me; for from my earliest recollec- 
came up before me. Then I wondered if all tho 3 tion I had never made a calculation from which 
people in the world were alike. He, who had { he was excluded. I would go that moment and 
smiled upon me so kindly, could he be like my {ask aunt Lois about it, that I might be sure—I 
cousin? My heart hod already begun to frame } would not even dream of a repulse. My dead 
excuses for him. In my childish partiality Apes was, for the moment, forgotten, I rushed 
fancied that I could never hate him as I did $ quickly down the stairs and round to the cellar- 

Fred. door, where I knew she would be straining the 
How long I gat there I do not know, but it $ milk. 

must have been hours, for when I looked up **Aunt Lois!” I exclaimed, in a perfect glow 
again I saw that the sun had gone down, and $ of excitement, “why can’t I get married?” 

a silvery mist was guthering slowly over the} She set down her milk-pail, while her face 
meadows. fairly relaxed into a smile. 

I began to wonder if Clinton had come home, ‘‘There is nothing to hinder you that I know 

and then I saw aunt Lois come out of the house $ of,” she answered, ‘tif you can only find some- 

and gather up her shining milk-pans from the } body who is fool enough to take you.” 
long table under my window. She never wanted “‘Now; right off?” I questioned. 
me to do anything except knitting. If I offered **What ails you, Lizzie?” she said, sharply. 
my assistance, she would always tell me that if §‘*You had better wait until you are a little 
I kept out of her way it was all she asked of } older before you talk about such things.” She 
me. It fairly made her ache, she said, to see a } turned her back to me, but I could not go yet. 
stocking in my hand, I was such a snail, and ‘Aunt Lois,” I almost whispered, ‘*how old 
yet she did not know what else to set me at. § were you when you were married?” 
To be sure I wae a slow knitter, but then, per-} ‘I was nineteen,” she snarled, ‘‘neither more 
haps, those long afternoons I passed out behind 3 or less; and now if you don’t get out of my way 
the bee-house, with my knitting in one hand and ¢ Pil help you.” 
a book in the other, might account for it. I . But I needed no assistance, for almost before 
could not knit and read at the same time, but } she ceased speaking I was dancing up the steps 
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with a heart as light as a feather. Fred and my brother in my arms. ‘Don’t you wish he 

Watts were standing in the wood-house door, } was dead, Clinton?” 

and as I tried to pass them in order to gain the} ‘No, Lizzie, that would be very wicked,” said 

chamber stairs, Watts put out his foot for me to ‘my little brother, always so forgiving—so much 

fall over. But I saw the manceuvre in time to ‘better and purer than I. ‘Don’t cry any more, 

save myself, and sprang forward up the stairs. } and I will help you bury him.” 

“What makes you look so pleasant, Liz?” ’ His sweet voice calmed me, and taking the bird 

called out Fred, as I reached my chamber door. 3in my arms, we descended the stairs together. 

«“T am going to be married,” I answered, in a } We met Watts in the garden, and asked him if 

voice that sounded light and happy even to \ we might bury the robin there. 

myself, “No,” he answered, ‘*no such doings here. 

“Ha! ha! speckled face going to be married, } If you are determined to bury the thing, get 

are you? Well, that’s a little too eood. Who } over into the pasture. That’s good enough for 

do you suppose would haye you?” screamed $ him or you either.” ; 

Fred, as I banged the door violently. But we did not follow his advice, for we buried 

There was a little chill in my heart as I step- Sthe robin by the road-side. It was dark, but 

ped into the low-roofed chamber. I walked $ neither of us wished for any supper, s0 we went 

straight to a shelf by the chimney and took {to our lonely chamber, knowing that no one 

down a small piece of a broken mirror, which would take the trouble to inquire for us. Clin- 

aunt Lois had allowed me to place there by way { ton cried himself to sleep, and I sat on the bed- 

of ornament. ‘Then, seating myself at the win- 3 side, thinking. I looked at his sweet, little face 

dow, I gazed into it long and earnestly, by the § so calm in the starlight, and smiled as my new 

dim light of the dying day. hope stole in and took possession of my heart 

‘Speckled face!” I repeated, again and again. $ once more. ‘Oh! Clinton,” I whispered, throw- 

Yes, Fred was right. And yet I knew that but ing myself beside him, ‘Lizzie is going to be 

for my careless exposure to the sun and wind, } married; and then you shall have everything 

my complexion would be clear and fair. I half} you want, and nobody to scold you.” 

resolved to be more careful in future. Ihadas Time passed on—Clinton and I went to school 

gun-bonnet, and I would wear it at least until winters, but staid at home summers 48 soon as 

those ugly freckles were gone. Then I took } we grew old enough to work with profit, until I 

down my hair, which was twisted into an un- 3 was nearly seventeen. Fred and Watts had 

sightly knot at the back of my head, and passed } been away to an academy, and yet I knew that 

my fingers through it. It was dark and luxu- ) eyen with our limited advantages at the district 

riant, and I knew that with care it would become school, Clinton and I were far better scholars 

soft and glossy, as I remembered my mother’s to than either of them. I was proud of Clinton. 

have been, and as I knew aunt Lois’ never could $ He was very quick to learn, and so strong was 

be. te contrast between his bearing and that of 

But I could do nothing with my eyes. I’ the coarse natures around him, that strangers 

thought they looked wicked, and I tried in vain, 

hefore that little broken mirror, to look mildly. $ One morning in May, I was standing at the 

I did not understand the reason then, I did not : table, washing the breakfast dishes, when uncle 

know that my child-heart, grown suspicious of $ Robert came into the room. He stood at the 

all about me, and ever on the look-out for some : window a moment, and then turned toward me. 

fresh outrage, could not show the semblance of 2 It was very seldom that he spoke to me, and I 

love and peace where no peace was. Tired with $had such a dread of him from my childhood, 

my efforts, I placed the glass upon the shelf, $ that it always gave me a start to hear my name 

and walked quickly to the window as I heard ee his lips. 

footsteps approaching. ‘Lizzie,? he said, “what do you think of 

Clinton was just coming round the corner—I $ school-teaching ?” 

spoke to him in a low voice, and he came up My face flushed painfully at this question. I 

stairs. swas afraid I should not answer so as to please 

“Oh, Lizzie, who did it?” he asked, in a trem- him. 

bling voice, as his eye rested on the dead bird, ‘Why, sir,” I replied, at last, ‘*I think it 

which I had almost forgotten in my dreams of ¢ might be a good business if a person was fitted 

the future. for it.”’ 

«That hateful Fred,” I sobbed, all the old § «Woll,” she said, testily, ‘‘and are not you 

bitterness coming back to my heart, as I clasped * fitted for it?” 

always noticed him. 
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“Oh! no, sir,” I answered, completely taken ; as muchasI did myself. Ah! those were happy 
by surprise. times, Clinton came to see me sometimes, but he 

“I should think you were fit for something,” } never could stay long, and when he went away, 
he said, in a fretful tone. I would forget my grief in a game of romp with 

‘‘Am I?” I asked, wonderingly, as though the} the children. I made them study some, but not 
idea had hever occurred to me before. enough to injure them. It is a mystery to me 

“There is this much about it,” he replied, } how they ever learned anything, yet the parents 
with a dark frown. ‘You are going to Barton} all seemed delighted with their progress, and 
to-morrow to teach school there. You may get pressed me to remain another term, 
ready to day, or go without being ready, just as} One morning, early in September, the children 
you please.” And he slammed the door behind} came to me in Mr. Denning’s garden, ripe for 
him, fun in whatever shape it might present itself, 

I knew no law save that of obedience, so 1} They had been gathering the late flowers from 
went to the wood-house chamber which I still $ the grove and brookside, and were bent on 
occupied, and passed the remainder of the day } making a crown for me. I resisted as long as J 
in arranging the few articles of apparel I pos- 3 could, but at length yielded to the force of cir- 
sessed, that they might appear to the best adyan- cumstances, and was fairly carried to the little 
tage. What could I do? It seemed all like a arbor at the foot of the garden, and seated on a 
dream to me. Uncle Robert brought me two $ low chair. 
dresses in the afternoon, I think he was ashamed The crown was nearly completed, when a 
to have me go among strangers with so scanty a : gentleman passed by the garden fence. I shrank 
wardrobe. back into the arbor, as one of the children 

The morning came, and with it Mr. Denning, } bounded away to meet him. 
the gentleman who was to accompany me to my: ‘it is Ella’s father,” the others said, and I 
new home. Clinton and I took a tearful farewell thought no more about it, until a silvery laugh 
ere I set forth. Iwas sad, and the tears kept § echoed through the bushes behind us. I sprang 
rolling down my cheeks. Oh! what a life; with $ to my feet quickly, as the mischievous Ella came 
no will of my own, to be thus driven about at forward, holding the gentleman by the hand. 
the caprice of others. But Mr. Denning was ‘*It is our school-teacher, Miss Lizzie, father,” 
Kind, very kind, and before we reached Barton she said, looking wonderingly up into my flushed 
I counted him a friend for life. He told me I 
was to make my home at his house, and that his 
wife would be a mother tome. I was cheered, } a hearty laugh, while he eyed me curiously from 
and almost happy. Could Clinton have been} beneath his dark lashes. I moved haughtily 
with me, I should have wished for nothing. away toward the house, scattering the flowers 

“ 

face. 

‘“‘T should think so,” he replied, bursting into 

Mr. Denning’s promise was fulfilled. How I along the pathway. Entering the kitchen, I 
longed to go away and weep by myself, it seemed } seated myself by a table, and began to arrange 
so strange that any one should speak kindly to} my disordered hair, complimenting myself mean- 
me, I confided all my story to Mrs. Denning. } while upon the delightful picture I must have 
She pitied and comforted me, until I began to presented to my unwelcome visitor. 
think it was not so very bad after all. LI smiled This then was the Mr. Wilton I had heard so 
now, in my increased knowledge of the world, much about, the young widower in whose praise 
whenever I thought of my old plan of getting} my second mother, Mrs. Denning, had always: 
married to free myself from trouble. But how I3 been so eloquent. I was both ashamed and 
dreaded the first day of school. It came, how- angry; and a glance at the little mirror opposite 
ever. I gazed round that little band of bright-3 did not tend by any means to soothe my injured 
eyed girls, and thought how pleasant it would be pride) That my crown might present a more 
to pass my life among them, if the teaching could} imposing appearance, my whole mass of hair 
ouly be dispensed with. had been drawn to the top of my head, and tied 

Then all at once, I grew very independent, ; with a long piece of white tape. This, the flowers 
and said to myself, ‘Lizzie Barry, you don’t} at first had covered, but in my haste and confu- 

sion the knot had given way, and elf-locks were 
school. You were sent here against your will, } hanging down over my face and neck, with here 
and now you must do just as you please.” And , and there a refreshing glimpse of the white string. 
so I did, and the summer passed on. We romped ; I commenced picking the withered flowers from 
and picked berries out of school,.and I told ; the tangled mass, muttering to myself, as I did 
stories in school until I fancied they aJl knew‘ so, ‘those little witches have made me look 
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more like a squaw, than anything else. Dried § ‘sWill you be my wife, Lizzie?” he asked, at 

Cedar, and Chinese Aster. j length, and the question was so far from being 

‘¢Whisps of hay from Denning’s paster, and a‘ unexpected to me, that my earnest ‘‘yes,” was 

long white string to tie ’em faster,” said a yery unfaltering, although the tears sprang to 

laughing voice at the open door. ‘‘ Miss Lizzie { my eyes, as it passed my lips. 

School-teacher, will you please tell Mrs. Denning ‘‘Could you shed tears over a dead robin now,” 

when she comes home, that I’ve been to see her?” he asked, looking into my face with a smile, ‘‘or 

t 
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I neither loooked up, nor moved my lips to; has your heart grown hard with the lapse of 

speak, but kept twitching away vigorously at} years, Lizzie?” 

the broken stems. And then I knew why those dark eyes had 

‘Thank you,’ he said, walking away and $ been so strangely familiar to me, and why their 

leaving me once more to my own reflections. pleasant light had so soon warmed my heart into 

I leaned my head upon the table and was} love. 

indulging in a flood of tears, when Mrs. Denning} The next day I wrote to Clinton to come to me, 

entered the door. and sent a card to Fred, bearing these words, 

“Why, Lizzie,” she said, in surprise, scwhat$ ‘‘Speckled-face is going to be married.” 

ails you?” Clinton came, bringing my card with this cha- 

I told her my story, and she laughed almost racteristic answer on the other side. ‘Go it.” 

as heartily as Mr. Wilton had done. I am beginning to believe there must be some 

“T's just his way, child,” she said. ‘You truth in the modern proverb, ‘‘money is power.” 

will like him when you know him better, Lizzie.” 3 Clinton is now passing his last year at College, 

You can’t helpit. I’m so glad he’s come back.” $and my education has progressed rapidly under 

It was not long before I was glad too. Those ; the care of my husband. I have tried to bea 

were bright evenings, and Mr. Wilton came very } faithful mother to Ella Wilton, and her trusting 

often to sce Mr. and Mrs. Denning. But they affection almost makes me believe I have suc- 

were old people, and could not walk with him in} ceeded. 

the garden. So I did. ‘“Mamma,” she says, ‘‘what makes father 

They had been very kind to me: it was no call you ‘speckled-face,’ when he is in fun some- 

more than right that I should take the care of times ?” 

their visitor off their hands; so I laughed and “What, indeed!” I answer with a puzzled 

jested my heart away beneath the spell of those $ face, ‘‘do I look any like a trout to you, Hila?” 

dark eyes. 

Sf 

—— 

TWILIGHT MUSINGS. 

BY MRS. A. F. LAW. 

Suapus of twilight close around me, as I muso on And I pillow, with fresh grieving, the departed on 

days long past; | my breast: 

At some names my accents falter! Blinding tears are Now I grasp the hands once folded round me in a 

gathering fast! fond embrace— 

With a sweep, stern recollection draws the curtain ; Now I catch the smiles once resting on each well 

from my heart; beloved face. 

On its mirrored surface glisten forms that make me § One, whose namo may not be spoken, silent in my 

shrink and start. soul it lies, 

Shrink—because their life-like presence vibrates ; Grown more sacred as betok’ning an in-dweller of the 

through each throbbing vein, skies; 

Yot I dare not reach to clasp them, lest they quickly « Comes this loved one, all serenely, as in days of 

fade again! “long ago,” 

Silent—fearful that my breathing e’en may chase ; When her gentle presence saved mo from the touch 

them from my sight, of blighting woo; 

Steady gaze I, while thought quickens with the 

growing hours of night. 

~AnaA 

ann 

Tenderly, beyond expression, beams her gaze upon 

us now, 

Voices clearly sound about me, that, long since, were While her lips are fondly pressing loving tokens on 

hushed to rest, A my brow. 
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Cease thy beatings, heart, and listen to her murmured ; It will soothe my bosom’s anguish, it will ease this 
words of prayer, wearying pain. 

» Asking God to guard and guide me safely through } But alas! "Iwas butavision! Now grief’s wound 
each joy, each snare: is oped anew! 

Stay! [cannot brook restraining, I must clasp her 3 Hope has perished, and the morrow wears a sable, 
once again, . pall-like hue! 

PPA PL LALA 

V EOE hD A... 

BY BELLA KAUFFELT. 

Vio.etta, Violetta, 

Tfow thy heart and mine do blend, 
Thou to me art like a sister, 

Thou art sweeter than a friend. 

We alone can know the sorrow 

That it brought to us to part, 

And to thee I tell my longings 

Now to hold thee to my heart. 

Violetta, Violetta, 

Could I have thee here this hour, 

With thy wealth of love and kindness 

Like that fragrant Eastern flow’r, 

Th’ Alma tree, that’s blooming ever, 

Bearing fruit in all the year, 

Daily casting off its blossoms 

That the fresh ones may appear. 

Violetta, Violetta, 

Priestess of the vestal fire, 

That thou hast by strong affection 

Lit on love's extinguish’d pyre, 

With thy soul akin to Heaven, 

Peering through thy pensive eye, 

Be my spirit’s gentle guardian, 

Till we go beyond the sky! 

Violetta, Violetta, 

Hearts may still be sad and sear, 

Spirits overcharged with sadness 
Fail to find a Lethe here; 

Hast thou aught to do with sorrow? 

Having never tried the deep, 

Has its firm faith falter’d never, 

Tiast thou never learn’d to weep! 

Violetta, Violetta, 

Hands thou lov’st have wreath’d for thee 

In those sacred shades and bow’r, 

Like one ’neath a Pagod tree, 

Where beneath the shadow holy 

Some loy’d idol holds a shrine, 

And beneath these spreading branches, 

Violetta, here is thine! 

Shelter’d ’neath the oak Hyperion, 

From the sun’s oppressive glow, 

Spreading thus his leafy canvass 

Lined with moss and mistletoe; 

Strange wild birds with plumage gay 

Flit like winged flowr’s along; 

Mocking birds will, from the branches, 

Greet thee with continual song. 

Violetta, Violetta, 

Can my home have charms for thee, 

Can’st thou leave thy home of childhood 

For the love thou hast for me? 

Tar beyond my feeble painting, 

Tell I thee this land is fair, 

But, to me whose dreams have faded, 
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BY EMILY HERRMANN. 

Brien Island of Palm trees, and sea shells and $ Of priest, and of people, that, loud in acclaim, 
flowers, Stood up in thy temples and bowed in the same 

Thy sands glitter white thro’ the dark tangled To idols and altars, that still o’er tho land 
bowers; Tell tales of the people who bore the red hand. 

The sea-bird sits fearlessly guarding her young 
For thy temples are silent, their hymns are unsung. The Spaniard came near thee from o’er the far seas, 

He broke down thy structures, thy dear household 
Tiow fair, in the morning, they rose to the light, trees, 
How lowly they lie in the cradle of night. And leaving Christ’s spirit for legend and lore, 
The wave surges by, but the time has been long Sunk down with the heathen, on Time’s dusty shore, 
Since it bore to the mainland the echoing song, 



THE WIFR’S TRIAL. 

BY MRS. ANN 8. STEPHENS. 

(Entered, according to the Act of Congress, in the year 1856, by Edward Stephens, in the Clerk’s office of 

the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.] 

CONTINUED FRoM PAGE 387. 

CHAPTER XI. “No,” replied the widow, breathless with ap- 

Tum old gentleman who had regarded this } prehension, ‘‘give George to me, sir. I must 

scene, in anxious silence, now moved forward } return home. My people do not know that he 

and confronted his wierd-like visitor. ; is found.” 

‘Madam, this is your second visit here,” he ‘Oh! don’t be frightened. I ain’t after your 

said, ‘what new trouble is to fall upon us?” precious treasure. Keep him to yourself, for 

‘He! he!” laughed the old lady, hysterical; what I care. He isn’t mine a bit more than 

with fright, “I only come to inquire after the $ he’s yours, so we won’t quarrel about him.” 

interesting young lady, who has made my neck} The witch gave the strings of her Navarino 

burn with her fingers. Her welcome was af bonnet a sharp jerk as she spoke, tied them in 

warmer one than yours,” ; a hard knot under her chin, and fluttered from 

‘‘What is your business here?” persisted the ; the room, leaving a soft, unpleasant laugh float- 

old man. ing behind. 

‘Nothing, nothing. I came down to the Island} © When she had disappeared, moving downward 

for amusement, and so thought I’d just call and } to the water, the old man spoke again. 

see how things went on in the old place. You ‘J will carry the boy home for you. Don’t 

don’t seem glad to see me. But I got used to} be frightened. Sheisa wicked woman, but her 

that long ago. Nice little fellow, isn’t it?” day is over; she can insult nothing more!” 

She pointed her finger at George, who shrink- ‘sWho is she?” inquired the widow, so anx- 

ing away as if from a basalisk, began to cry. iously that her question seemed abrupt. 

The old man turned his eyes that way. In ‘‘ An eyil woman, who has led an evil life,” he 

the confusion and anxieties of the morning, he } answered. 

had hardly looked on the child before. Now tho} «Do not mention her. Drive her from the 

glance brought an entire change to his counte-? house. I charge you, never let that woman 

nance. A faint color mounted to his forehead, ¢ enter the presence of my child again,’ inter- 

and stepping forward he took the boy suddenly : posed the old lady, who entered the room that 

from his mother. instant. 

‘Don’t let her touch him. Oh! don’t let her ‘‘She never shall, mother, she never shall,” 

touch him!” pleaded the lady. answered the husband. ‘Be pacified. She will 

«Not for the universe!” said the old man, $ not attempt to return.” 

sternly. ‘I know what her touch is to inno- ‘She, who haunted my child into a mad- 

cent things like this. Have no fear. She shally house, comes again like a fiend that will not be 

be driven hence, leper as she is.” 3 satisfied. Poor, poor Elsie, she will not speak 

‘‘Leper! Ah! that’s anewname,” half snarled, ; to me. There she sits in a corner of her room, 

half jeered the witch, ‘I thought you had run $ singing over that one word ‘alone, alone.’ Hus- 

yourself out abusing me. But this is something } band, husband, it is breaking my heart.” 

uncommon! Leper! that is a name in your Pro- “Be patient, wife. The woman has gone. 

testant Bible, I suppose.” Elsie will recover the wild fit—do be patient!” 

«Tf you have business here, speak; if not, go 3 he replied, soothingly. 

out from under my roof; I cannot breathe while ; ‘JT will go to her. I will sit down by her side, 

it shelters you. Go, I say. You have driven my } and weep while she sings. I am old and weak. 

poor child mad again. The sight of you is worse $ What else can I do but weep for my child.” 

than death to us all.” The old lady went out, making this mournful 

‘Now this is hospitality, this is gratitude. plaint, and her husband, with a troubled face, 

Well, well, Iam ready to go. Shall I carry the} and slow, sad step, bore little Georgie home- 

little boy for you, ma’am?” Sward. As he walked, the good old porary 
5 
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composed; the little form pressed to his bosom sunshine, and humming softly to the bells they 
gave bloom and life to his feelings; a glow of } robbed of honey. A smile was upon the stran- 
enthusiasm stole through his veins; and without$ ger’s lips. He seemed waiting in tranquil mood 
knowing it, the old man grew strong in the’ for some anticipated joy. At last Mrs. Town- 
young life given to his embrace. send came in, leading her boy by the hand. A 

The widow walked thoughtfully by his side. robe of spotted muslin had displaced her half 
ler brew was clouded, her look troubled. She mourning dress, lilac ribbons knotted it together 
glanced back now and then, apprehensive that} down the front and brightened the folds upon 
the evil woman might follow her and the child. $ her bosom. Her beautiful tresses lay coiled in 

The house, which they entered, was a graceful 3 one heavy braid around her head. Nothing 
contrast to the one they had left. Verandas of could have been more simple than her appear- 
light iron work ran around one wing and across} ance.’ But her face was pale, and a look of 
the front; passion flowers and other rare hot-$ fatigue hung upon it. 
house vines crept in and out through this net-; She evidently expected to find the breakfast- 
work, like colored embroidery on a lace ground: } room empty, and entered it with downcast eyes. 
the whole dwelling was light, cool, and exceed-} An exclamation from the child, and a joyful 
ingly pleasant. The fragrance of cape JAeEn leap forward, made her look up. A wave of 
mines and heliotrope stole out through this? crimson rushed over her face; she smiled half 
tangled veil of flowers; and hid away among gladly, half shyly; and held out her hand. 
the vines were cages full of singing birds,} When did you come? Have you waited 
sending out gushes of song to greet the early long?” she said. | 
morning. It was a common-place welcome in words; 

The old gentleman did not notice these things, } but her voice grew sweet with suppressed ten- 
but placed the child gently upon his feet in the ; derness, as she uttered it. 
veranda, and turned away. His heart was full ‘I have been waiting and dreaming here this 
of apprehension regarding his daughter. The S half hour,” answered her guest, taking Georgie 
half subdued madness had returned upon her, : in his arms, ‘I did not expect to find you from 
their old enemy had appeared again. ‘Tlie fear} home so early.” 
of long, long years was entirely broken BD “Oh, it was Georgie’s fault, he ran away and 
Why should that wily serpent have crept into was lost all night.” 
his Eden a second time? Filled with these} ‘Lost! How? Where did you find him?” 
thoughts, the old man bade his neighbor a$ There was no reason why the young widow 
gentle good morning and went away. should not have answered this qnestion. But 

Mrs. Townsend entered her dwelling, weary, there was a feeling of sadness connected with 
and filled with vague terror by the scene she : the scenes she had witnessed that night, which 
had witnessed. The night’s watch had left her} checked her, and she merely replied that a 
garments in disarray. The dark brown hair neighbor had found the boy and taken him 
was partly unbraided, and fell in waves half way } home. 
to her shoulders; her bonnet was pushed back,$ ‘And, oh,” interposed Georgie, ‘‘she was such 
and her pale face stained with tears. $a tall, black lady, with cyes all fire, and such hot 

A small breakfast-room opened upon the ; lips.” 
veranda, its French windows clouded with lace,} ‘You did not like her thon my little man?” 
and its adornments cool and simple. A break- ; inquired the visitor. 
fast-table had been spread in expectation of her 3 “Yes, I did. She loved me, oh, so much. 
coming, and with its service of pure white china} You don’t know how hard she kissed me, and 
and frosted silver stood before these misty win-} hugged me till it stopped my breath.” 
dows, through which a net-work of vines and ‘<I don’t wonder,” replied the stranger. ‘Who 
blossoms was softly visible. ; could help loving you dearly?” and his fine face 
A person, who sat in this room, saw Mrs. : flushed crimson, as he pressed a kiss on the rosy 

Townsend as she entered, and arose as if to go ’ mouth of the child. 
forth and meet her. But a glance at her pale} ‘Come,’ said Mrs. Townsend, blushing also, 
face checked him, and seating himself, he saw} but smiling amid the pleasant confusion. ‘+We 
her pass to her chamber. ’ shall all have an appetite for breakfast.” 

The gentleman sat alone some time, dreamily And with the timid bashfulness of a girl, she 
watching the humming-birds, as they flashed in| sat down, to do the honors of her new home to 
and out through the blooming screen of flowers, } one whose gaze she had learned to tremble 
shaking the dew in glittering drops upon the under. 
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the whole landscape in broad, lurid sheets, re- 

CHAPTER XII. vealing the country around and a sombre ex- 

Wuy did that miserable old woman prowl, so : panse of water beyond. At these times the new 

ceat-like and stealthily, around those two houses? } cottage stood out in broad relief, and the whole 

What motive could have brought her so far from space of ground between that and the old man- 

home, a second Satan, to poison and blast the } sion house was momentarily illuminated, ‘The 
Eden of peace and charity those two aged people } scene gave the young woman a fierce sort of 

had gathered around them? What had they ever pleasure, exciting while it filled her with grief. 

done, that she should persecute them so ruth- ; She thought of her husband and longed to shout 

lessly with her presence? : \ his name aloud, to ask him to come forth from the 

They knew her, that was certain, for Catha- } bosom of the storm and tell her he was yet alive. 

rine, even beyond her own shuddering fear, had While this excitement was upon her, a crash 

noticed that their limbs trembled beneath them § of thunder broke over the house, and a rush of 

as she approached, and that a deadly fear burned } wind rent its way through the trees, scattering 

in their eyes and spoke in every line of their ; their foliage in torn masses from the boughs. 

gentle faces. ‘Then came another fiery scroll, unfolding itself 

Elsie too. The very sight of this evil woman } upon the wind, casting its blue radiance upon 

had driven her into fierce insanity again. Why } the earth, and kindling the sky with its forked 

was this? Wad they known her before? If so, ; light. The flash was so vivid and so prolonged 

how and where? ‘The portrait of her husband, } that she started up with acry. It was echoed 

was that too a connecting link between these old } by a shriek that cut sharper than steel through 
people, so opposite in character, so unlikely to S the noise of the storm. 

hold anything in common? How was she con-$ ‘See, see,” cried Elsie, who now stood beside 

nected with them all? Sher, ‘‘the lightning has got him; call him back; 

These conjectures kept Catharine awake half call him back, I say!” 

the night, while poor Elsie moaned and muttered ! Her eyes flashed out their insane fire, light- 

in her sleep, or started up with wild cries, call- 3 \ ning against lightning, both springing from dark- 

ing upon God to drive her enemies forth and not § ness. The wind swept through her hair, filling 
let them torment her forever! ‘it with rain-drops. The white folds of her gar- 

_ Catharine left her bed, feverish and excited } ments and those flowing sleeves fluttered and 

by these thoughts. Hvyents of importance to her } ‘ shook about her like the wings of a spirit. Her 

own destiny seemed to be crowding themselves clasped hands were extended over Catharine’s 
around her, vaguely it is true, but with a force : head into the storm. Elsie, aroused by the burst 

that awoke a sort of terror in her. S of thunder, had rushed from her bed and stood 

She opened her chamber window and sat down. : before the window, daring the tempest as if she 

Elsie was moaning and muttering in her bed, had been its spirit. 
agonized by sleeping terrors. The wind without ’ Call him back; he is mine. Call him back!” 

rose high and blustering; clouds lowered down } she shrieked. 
among the trees; and gusts ofrain drifted through } ‘‘Great heaven! what is this?” answered 
the leaves, bathing them, as it were, with liquid } Catharine, pale with astonishment, for directly 
diamonds, through which the lightning shot from $ before her, passing, as it seemed, backward be- 

time to time, illuminating them with a thousand | neath the branches of the elm tree, was her own 

golden arrows. ; husband. But while the words were on her lip, 

Next to her chamber, the two old people lay the lightning passed by; and the man who had 

awake. The sound of their conversation came : appeared before her for a single moment was 

to her ear at times through the pauses of the : engulphed in the darkness. 

wind, like a softened and mournful echo of } It was an open casement by which they stood, 

Elsie’s raving. just over the bay window of the library. I have 

Beneath her, was the library, with its myste- } mentioned that an old forest tree overshadowed 

rious associations. The trees around it loomed $ this portion of the house, drooping its branches 

against the bank of clouds, disconnected from } downward like a tent. As the darkness closed 

their blackness only by the lightning that shot in upon them, Elsie leaped like a panther through 

from it. All was gloom within and without; ‘ the casement, lodged a moment on the bay win- 

and amid the storm, her sobs rose and swaliedst ‘ dow, and seizing a pendant branch flung herself 

unheard and unfelt, save by her own lonely forward into the blackness of the storm. A 
heart. : ; sharp, long cry came back from the darkness in 

The lightning grew stronger and enveloped ! ‘ which Elsie seemed to haye been engulphed. 

Vou. XXIX.—30 
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Catharine stood helpless with surprise and ¢ utter the name of her charge in hoarse unner 

terror, straining her eyes to discover a trace of § only. 

the maniac. But Elsie had disappeared. Aflash} As she passed by the cottage, a glare of light- 

of lightning revealed her for an instant as she ; ning fell upon her, and through it she saw an 

rushed through its blue gleams beneath the} open window lighted from within. That same 

trees, giving her white garments and her long man was framed in the open air, whose appari- 

hair back to the blast; and then all was dark § tion, a few minutes before, had drawn Elsie into 

again. the storm. 

Trembling with affright, Catharine ran down § ’ Was it a real being? Or was it the picture 

stairs, seized a blanket shawl, and went out in ; . which she had copied in the library? The same 

search of her charge. The storm still raged, ’ proportions were there; the coloring was alike; 

but not so furiously as it had done—everything } but Yhis picture looked human, Was it her 

was wet through, and though every leaf dripped } breathing husband? Or had terror driven her 

rain, the grass was so wet that it seemed like > mad also? 

wading through a swamp as she passed through ; She paused a moment, with her face uplifted, 

it. Wer night robe was soon sonked, and her } wondering if she were mad, or not; if the vision 

bare feet even chilled to marble, as they sunk in % were a hallucination ora reality. The rain beat 

the cold grass. into her uplifted face, the wind blew fiercely over 

But she took no heed of this. Elsie had gone} her thinly clad form. No wonder she seemed 

toward the water, and she was wild with fear ‘ ghost-like to the man who saw her from the 

that in her madness the maniac might plunge ; window. 

into the deep. ; <A voice down toward the water aroused her 

Quick as the lightning that now and then >from this wild trance. She turned and ran 

revealed her way, she darted shoreward, calling } toward it, calling aloud, ‘*Elsie, oh, Elsie!” 

out for Elsie as she went; but terror and speed ’ (20 BE CONTINUED.) 

deprived her voice of all power, and she could 
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THE SISTERS. 

BY MARY J. CROSMAN. 

to-night?” asked Marion Worthington of her the speeches, debates, &c. It is all owing to 

sister, as she entered the cheerful boudoir where ; her extensive reading ; she seemed as familiar 

Ella was sitting. with the Capital as himself, who had spent the 

‘My white satin, I think,” was the quiet reply. 3 winter there; and you need not wonder that I’m 

‘¢And who shall wear the diamonds?” con-3a happy fellow, Alf, when this paragon of a 

tinued Marion. : woman has laid all at my feet.” 

‘ELLA, dear, what shall you wear to the levee : and criticisms upon the upper and lower house, 

“‘You, of course, I don’t wish them.” ‘‘Then never trample upon the precious gift, 

‘«‘T wonder why my dress doesn’t come; the} Edward. You think Marion superior to her 

dressmaker was to send it at four o’clock, and its } sister, I suppose,” said Alfred, after a moment’s 

now five minutes past; come, Ella, don’t sit over pause, 

that book any longer; one wouldn’t think you “Oh, Ella is a fine little girl, gentle, loving, 

were going to Senator Townsend’s this evening ;” } and rich besides; but she never would aspire to 

and in a singing tone, she added, ‘‘happy am I } that social oe which Marion could so easily 

to-night, Ella, happy am I to-night.” win and sustain.” 
«‘ Action and reaction are equal,” replied her} ‘‘No; but in the home-circle, her virtues 

sister. would so brightly shine, that all within her 

‘Was that a quotation from the old philo- influence, would grow more pure, from being 

sophy, or an echo from the student’s conversa- ; purely shone upon. Have you never observed 

tion?” asked Marion, archly; and a happy flush that one who has led the courts of fashion, has 

overspread the fair face of Ella, which the student : been caressed, admired and flattered, can never, 

referred to would have proudly witnessed. never minister to the wants of others?” 

Evening came: gilded mirrors reflected the} -*Why, Alf, you are really lecturing me; I 

light of massive chandeliers, and mirth and music believe you have fallen in love with Ella.” 

echoed from hall to hall. ’ «That’s true; and what’s better the love is 

Amid that choice assembly of guests, Marion } mutual ” 

stood forth a queen. She was beautiful, and an ‘‘Well, she looked beautiful and fairy-like last 

heiress; familiar with poetry, philosophy, and i night, too; though her charms are of a different 

science; she was brilliant in conversation and } order from her sister's. 7 

held her listeners as by some magic charm. “But she isa truer woman,” replied Alfred, a 

The next day, in a neat room, in ‘No. 9} little spirited. 
Wall street,”’ were seated two friends, er Edward was fine-looking, so the ladies—said, 

the labors of the day; the one-a student of the } possessing a large store of native wit, with 

University, the other an assistant in one of the { - polished manners and captivating address; and 

wholesale warehouses of the city. ‘‘Come, Alf,” 5 ‘ had the nobler traits of character been developed 

said the latter, ‘‘it’s time to put away books; and the whole man consecrated to a worthy 

come, draw up the arm-chair; give the fire a} object, he might have reached those heights 

little more coal, and let’s chat awhile.” Se altitude hig beclouded vision now could 

Alfred yielded; his mind still suffered from >not scan; but in childhood, a vain though hand- 

the excitement of the previous evening; for his ; some mother had so surely defined the limits of 

student habits were not in keeping with such } his aims and acts, that all the efforts of his 

innovations. ‘friend Alfred, could not lengthen a cord nor 

‘The ladies looked elegantly, last night,” said ‘remove a stake; hence, his highest hopes and 

Edward to his friend, ‘‘didn’t you think so?” ~~ { aspirations were as true an index of the heart's 
“Oh, yess but dress alone is a trifle—a sound- } ; early culture as is the fruit of the buried seed— 

ing brass.” ‘for ‘men do not gather grapes from thorns nor 

‘Then turn to Marion Worthington, the light } figs from thistles.” 

of every gathering: did you not observe the: In the brilliantly lighted cathedral were assem- 

Senator, how interested he was in her remarks pled j joyous friends. The organ sent forth melo- 
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dious anthems, which awoke responding echoes 

in every heart: they who had entered the golden 

gate, with its flower-enwreathed arches, in fancy 

returned and stood again in the light of prospec- 

tive happiness; and if the flowers had faded, 

perchance they grew bright and fragrant; if the 

light had departed, it returned again to banish 

darkness or gild the clouds. Youth looked for- 

ward, and catching the inspiration of the hour, 
quicker beat the heart-pulse until the tell-tale 

blush revealed the inner thotight. 
Edward and Marion stood within the altar; 

the marriage vows were taken—yows that were 

limited only by ‘‘the beautiful word, forever.” 

Time passed away in travel and pleasure, in 

extravagance and luxury. The newly wedded 

couple were the idols of the gayest circles, and 

fashion, xmong all her votaries, had not one 

more faithful or devoted, than the proud and 

haughty Marion. 

Alfred was rejoicing amid toil and discipline, 

for the day-star. of life now dawned upon his 

pathway. Ella had long admired his talents, 

but felt that his intellectual attainments made 

him far her superior. He, the poor student, 

thought, too, that the barriers between them 

were impassable; and so it often is, while love 

with folded wing mourns in silence. Now, that 

all doubts were remoyed, he pressed forward 

with a firm and steady step; and though the 

iountain-path was sometimes steep and rugged, 

its course was upward. 

When four years had passed, when honors had 

been won and life’s earlier laurels gathered, 

there was another union of hearts and clasping 

of hands, and another home for happiness upon 

earth. Alfred Raymond and his bride went 

forth to act the parts assigned them, and to bear 

each others burdens. 

There are, within the circles of fashion, those 

who despise their thraldom; who feel that the 

soul’s noblest powers grow wan and weak, 

from the breathings of so vapid an atmosphere. 

But can the fettered escape unaided? 
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been with Ella, till a proffered hand had guided 

her to the sphere she now adorned; then it was 
that the spirit unfurled its upper pinions, and in 

the life that now is, was laying up treasures for 
that which is to come. 

The great wheel of fortune, in its ceaseless 

revolutions, casts upon the earth that which was 

elevated to the heavens. Edward and Marion 

had fallen: poverty and wretchedness succeeded 
dissipation. The fire of love which had burned 

so brightly upon its altar, waned and went out; 

scattered were its ashes, desolate and dark the 

temple. 
In that hour of recklessness and self-abandon- 

ment, the hand of Alfred rested upon his brother 

with an enchanter’s power. In girlhood, Marion 

had often said that she would sooner yield to 

Ella than any other person; now it was fully 

tested. Inso fearful an emergency, Marion had 

too much intellect and too high a love for the 

praise of others, not to enter into the work of 

self-reform; so she aided the efforts put forth to 

re-unite the broken heart-strings, and weave, 

into the warp of life, a holier brightness. 

In the village of R——, was a lovely dwelling; 

the passer-by marked its rural beauty, its sim- 

plicity and elegance so happily combined. It 

was the residence of Professor Raymond. There 

Edward and Marion found a home, when the 

world frowned upon them; and still remained 
to labor with their truest friends. Want and 

sorrow never left that door uncared for, misery 

never turned away unmitigated. 

Ella is now a calm, self-possessed and digni- 
fied woman, while her youthful charms still 

beautify middle-age. Happy children call her 
mother, learning both by precept and example, 

the law of love. In the home-sphere her proudest 

hopes are centered, and her highest victories 

were achieved. 

Mariner, upon the ocean of life, beware of the 

paths you choose! Crystal sheen may wash 

over the sunken rock—glittering waves may 

So it had } bear you onward to the fearful maelstrom. 

ASHES OF ROSES. 

BY WILLIAM RODBEBRICK LAWRENCE, 

Tne moss-rose pales upon its graceful stalk, 

And leaf by leaf is softly whirled away; 

Strewing with velvet petals all the walk— 

The garden walk—where oft my footsteps stray. 

But still their fragrance and their beauty rare— 

Although so frail—in my fond memory lingers; 

Who oft their lives with that of man compare, 

Traced in each leaf by fairy, unscen fingers, DBE PPFD FPP LILI AE POI OAS 

s How soon Life’s roses to the winds are strewn! 
‘ 

How one by one they leave us and depart! 

The longest lease of Time will soon have flown, 

And soon be hushed the warmest beating heart. 

But all their graces, kindness, love they bore 

To us below, forever, ever lingers; 

Though we may know and love them here no more, 

Fond memory wakes, oft touched by unseen fingers, 



-THE PRINCESS MANTELET. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

One of the newest and prettiest mantelets of , No. 3. Part forming the sleeve. 

the season, in London and Paris, is ‘*The Prin-} The pattern No. 3 is sewed to No. 4, putting 

cess,” so named in compliment to the Princess } the part marked A on No. 3 against that marked 

Royal of England, whose approaching nuptials ‘the same on No. 1; and sewing the opposite ex- 

with the heir apparent of the crown of Prussia tremity at the place marked B on pattern No. 2, 

is the topic of general conversation. The accom-{ so as to form a kind of band through which the 

panying engraving represents this beautiful and‘ arm is passed in order to form a sleeve and 

seasonable affair. We have inserted it here, in ; tighten it round the waist. This mantelet is 

our department “How To Make One’s Own} trimmed with a ball fringe and lace or guipure. 

Dress,” because this is the month when many: The inches, marked on the various sides of 

of our fair readers will be desiring a new $ the diagram, show its size when enlarged. The 

mantilla; and such as have not conveniences} pattern is drawn for a medium sized lady. In 

for getting one ready made, or wish to study fornier numbers, we have given directions for 

economy, or seek to have something very re-% enlarging these patterns. 

cherche, will find the diagram of it, given on the} Another pretty affair, the ‘‘ Venitian Basque,” 

next page, of great service, because enabling } we give on a preceding page. It is made of black 

them to cut and make the mantelet without the : silk, trimmed in points; a pointed cape reaches 

assistance of 2 mantua-maker. Sto the waist, where it is finished with a bow: 

No. 1. Front. ‘the basque is wide and deep. It is a charming 

No. 2. Back. \ thing for summer wear, and can pany, Be made. 
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HONITON LACE SPRIGS IN CROCHET, 

AND HOW TO MAKE THEM UP. 

BY MRS. ANN 8S. STEPHENS. 

As several subscribers have expressed a wish, Frower.—-8 ch., on which work Isce., 5 de., 1 

for instructions how to work Honiton Sprigs in sc. 1 sl.; 10 ch., de., on sixth, 2 ch., miss 2 de., 

Crochet, and also how afterward to make them { on third, 2 ch., miss 2, sl. on first. Work round 

up, we give, in this number, directions for both. } in de., except the first and last stitches, which 

It is not necessary to accompany them with ‘must be sc.; making three stitches in 1 ch. at 

cuts. the point, and closing firmly with a slip stitch 

No. 1.—Marrrtats.—Evans’ Boar’s-head cot-} 8 ch., miss 1, 1 sc., 5 de., 1 sl., 5 sc., on stem; 

ton, No. 10. Crochet hook, No. 24. Stem, 12 ch. } work a loop like the first, and finish with sce, 

FLowEr.—27 ch. (that is, 12 for the stalk, 15 ¢ down the stem. 

for the side petal of flower;) work back on the} Oncompleting a sprig, draw the thread through 
x : 5 . 5 i te 

ch., 1 sl., 1 sc., 2 de. in 1 chain, 7 tc., 2 de., 1 the last stitch, and cut it off, leaving enough to 

sc., 1 sl. along the last 7; 8 loose ch. for second { run a few stitches up and down the back of the 

petal. Work on these 1 sl., 1 sc,, 1 de., 2 te., 2} flower. Do the same with the thread you began 

long tc., * 1 ch., miss 1, 1 de., * repeat 1 sl., } with, and cut them off closely. 

through stem, 7 sl up the side of the open hem. No. 1v.—May be used either as a sprig or 

Third petal: —8 ch., 1 sl.,1 sc., 2 de., 7 te., 2de., § edging; in the latter case, the sprigs must be 

1 se., 1 sl., through to loge Ae flower; 12 sc. ‘laid on the net, side by side, so as to touch each 

down stalk; 12 ch. for stem. other. 

Bup.—21 ch., join in 11th for loop. Work § 16 ch., miss 1, slip 11 (leaving 4 for stem:) 

round in de., except first and last stitches, which 5 work rout the vein in sc. 

must be single. Close with 1 sl.,10 sc. down they 12 ch. for stem. 

stem, then repeat the flower; work 6 ae Frower.—1l4 ch.; close in Ist for a loop, 

stem, and repeat the Bud; 12 sc. on the stem; { which se. all round, x, 7 ch., de. through every 

repeat oe ae 12 ee sc. as the ret alternate ch. we cataas x 6 times, 7’ch., slip 

repeat the Bud; 6 sc. on the stem, fasten of, at the stem. ork each loop thus:—2 sc., 3 

No. 11.—(This sprig is extremely easy to work,  de., 2 sc.; do not work with the stitch at all, 

and is very pretty for a collar or similar article; {and close, very strongly, with a slip stitch at the 

or for sprigging the full part of Bishop’s sleeves. ) 3 stem. 

16 chain for stem. Work 4 se. on the chain of the stem. 

Frowrr.—16 ch., close for centre loop on 7th, Repeat the Leaf as before, then 4 more sc. on 

and work round in se., * 9 ch., 1 de., through ¢ stem. 

every alternate of last round * (4 times,) 9 ch., An Oren Lear.—l7 ch., close in the first, 

1 sl., through stem. Work round in sc., missing ‘for a loop, and work round with 1 se., 6 de., 3 

every dc., 1 sl., through stem; 6 sc., on stem, * de. in centre one, 6 de., 1 sc. Close with a slip 

12 ch. * stitch, and work the vematnter of the stem in sce. 

Crosn Lear.—l2 ch, 11 sl. on ch., for the} To Maxe-vp Honiton Sprics.—Make each 

centre fibre; work on each side of this 1 sc., | sprig quite complete in itself; and that they 

2de., 5 te., 2 de.,1 sc. Observe to take up the ¢ may not be lost, tack them on a piece of colored 

succes from the back in working the 2nd side, \ paper, until you have done as many as you will 

which leaves an appearance of chain-work down { require. Cut out in bright-colored paper the 

the centre. Finish leaf witha slip-stitch; 6ch., full-sized shape of the article to be made; and 

for stem. Sif your foundation is to be of net, cut the same 

No. u1.—Reprar Flower 6 sc., on stem; Leaf } a little larger in the best Italian net, taking care 

12 sc., on stem; repeat Flower 12 sc., on stem; } that it has been already shrunk, Tack it on the 

repeat Leaf: work 10 sc., on stem; fasten off. 3 paper, turning the edge over on the right side; 

16 ch., close for loop in fifth, and work round $ arrange the sprigs on it in tasteful order, and 

in sc.; 10 ch. for Stem. S -anthem on with yery fine cotton. 

ee i de 
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If any of the point lace stitches are used as a ‘foundation, either in English or open English 
foundation, place the sprigs on the paper pattern, }lace. In this case, the paper should be pasted 
tack them down rather firmly, and work the‘ on calico. “So 

LATEST NOVELTIES FROM PARIS. 

"A THE VENITIAN BASQUE. 

MORNING CAP. DRESS CAP. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING FRENCH PINK. 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

FIG-14 

Cur eight of figure 1: gum a small piece of 
wire half way up each petal, tie them around 
the heart with brown floss silk: finish with a 
natural calyx. The heart is made of black stif- 

fened cotton or thread dipped in white seeding, 
which is made with ground rice. 

For some kinds of flowers it is necessary to 
have small wooden moulders of four or five sizes, 

graduated say from a small pea up: before put- 

ting the wire in the petals, place each one in the 

palm of the hand, and cup it with the smallest 
size moulder. 

Ld 

* MATERIALS FOR MAKING Paper FiowErs.— 
Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 
of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
81 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 
rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

FLOUNCE AND TRIMMINGS. 

Turse three patterns, a ‘‘Ilounce Border,” ; for Frock Body,” given in the front of the num- 

‘*Trimming for Child’s Dress,” and ‘Trimming ‘ ber, are to be done in Broderie Anglaise. 

Vou. XXIX.—31 
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DEEP LACE FOR SLEEVES. 

MarTERIALS.—Italian braid, white 

cotton French braid, (No. 7,) point- 

lace cottons. 
This pattern is here given of the 

full size; so that by merely repeat- 

ing the design, any quantity may be 

drawn. Where a piece not more 

than half a yard long is needed, as 

for a sleeve, jabot, or cuff, a paper 

BY MRS. 
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pattern the whole length required H oh 
shouid be drawn; but with care, a Re 

pattern will admit of being twice jf 

worked over. 4 

The scallop is made in Italian \B 
braid, which requires to be run on 

at both edges; the outlines of the | 

flowers and leaves are in French 

braid, and the divisions between 

the petals are Venitian bars. For 

the footing either French or Italian 

braid may be used. 

The ground is entirely in Eng- 

lish lace; and in the mode of work- 

ing this we have lately introduced 

a great improvement. Instead of 

making the bars, in one direction, 
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of single lines of thread, twist 1 
back on every one, so closely, that 

the two threads appear but as one. 
Then, in crossing them, slip the | 

needle under those already made at } ; 

first; twist back to the nearest | 

cross, and make the spot by always 

taking up the lowest thread (the | 
single one.) When the spot is 
large enough, twist round the sin- 

gle thread to the next cross, and 

repeat. As this lace should be 

done rather closely when forming a 

ground, a single twist will probably 

be sufficient between every two spots. 

who may be persuaded to try this plan will find 

it a very great improvement on the old method: 

the spots are more regular, and the lace is firmer. 

For such close work, the finest cotton manufac- 

tured should be used—namely, sewing cotton, 

No. 150. The petals are filled alternately 
with Mecklin wheels, and graduated spots of 

English lace. ‘The former are done with Meck- 
464 
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lenburgh 120, the latter with sewing cotton of , 

the same number. 

The Venitian bars which mark the petals are 
done before the filling in. 

The leaves have each a veining up the centre, 

and small yeinings branching from it. The 

best way of working them is to make the bar of 

three threads, and cover with button-hole stitch 

from the point of the leaf to where the first side 
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bar comes; make that, work it; make the oppo- es sewing cotton, No. 90. The edge of the scallop 

site one, and work it; then continue down the } may be finished with either Sorrento on Venitian 

centre bar to the next, and so on. The Brussels } edge, or an Italian braid with an edge to it may 

edge, within the leaf, is worked after the bars, * be purchased. 

SNe 
> 

HANDKERCHIEF BORDER IN IRISH GUIPURE. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 
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Tuis pattern is of simple a character that it 
can be enlarged without the least difficulty. All 

the bars, which are in plain button-hole stitch, Aji} 

must be worked before any other part. The — fHWNNMh stall cs: vi oe aye 

flowers, leaves, &c., must then be traced, and HEAT Aas aime Cae 

very neatly button-holed. After which, the edge 

should be worked in graduated overcast stitch. 
For the inner border, a line of herring-bone 

is used. Take a very coarse needle, say No. 4, 

and Evans’ boar’s-head cotton, No. 90; fasten it 

on; and having traced two parallel scallop lines, 

take your needle in a slanting direction over 
about five threads, from one to the other. Sew 

over these, two or three times; then take another 

stitch slanting in the opposite direction; work 

over it. eS 

Continue thus until you have worked all round , two outlines, taking the stitches in all the 

the handkerchief; when you will sew over the } holes, 

i SS te 

EMBROIDERED DESSERT DOYLEY. 

BY MLLE., DEFOUR. 

MArertALs.—Fine linen, and rose, green, and} terns we have given too simple. The pattern is 

white royal embroidery cotton, No. 30. in front of the number. 

This very beautiful doyley has been designed; The combination of colors in which it is done 

in accordance with the wish of several of = gives a charming effect to it. The flowers are 

: subscribers, who have thought some of the pat-{ all outlined with a fine line of button-hole stitch 

iii 
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in pink cotton, the veinings being done in the} 

same, 
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The leaves are done in the same way, with the 

green cotton. The branches, tendrils, and grapes, 

With regard to these veinings, it may be well / are done in white cotton, the fruit being pierced 

to observe that they should not be traced at the } ; and overcast. 

same time as the rest of the patterns; but they | + The scallop forming the border is done in 
should be run from the base of the flower, and white cotton, as are also the holes; but the 

sewed back, a plan which will obviate any diffi- ; flower in each scallop is in pink. 
culty in passing thredds backward and forward. } 

Where several veinings branch from one down 
A line of open-hem separates the border from 

the centre of the doyley. Any initial may be 
the centre of a leaf, run the thread down that; placed in the centre, but it must correspond, in 

one, and sew back as far as the first branch vein. 

Then run and sew back that: then on the main 

one, until you come to the next; and so on. 

style, with the rest of the work. Scarlet cotton 

may be used in lieu of rose, if preferred. Both 
work equally well. 

NARROW CRO CHET EDGING. . 

BY MRS. ANN 8. STEPHENS. 

Marenrrans.—No. 30 Cotton. 

12 onan, 1 plain into first stitch, turn, 8 ch, : 

1 pl. into space, turn, 8 ch, 1 pl. twice more, 

ch, 1 pl. 10 ch, 1 pl. into centre space of foun- } 

edie Cin eee 

Breer eee ease 

dation, 9 ch, 1 pl. into last space, turn 9 pl. into 

first space, x 4 pl. into next, 8 ch, take out the 

TREAD E22 

i needle and insert it into the centre stitch of the 

* 9 pl., draw the loop through 9 pl. into the 8 ch, 

‘i 7 pl. into the last space, 1 single on foundation 

‘ch, 8 ch, 1 pl. into first space of foundation; 

repeat this three times; 10 ch, 1 pl. into centre 

space of foundation, turn, 8 ch, take out the 

needle and insert it into the fifth stitch of 7 pl. 

of last scallop, draw the loop through, 9 pl. into 

the 8 ch, repeat from x. 

Having done the length required, work 4 pl. 
into every space along the bottom. 

“ 

PURSE. 

BY MLILE. DEFOUR. 

MatertAts.—Two skeins purse silk, one hank : ¢ 
gold beads, and one small gold tassel. 

tern see front of number. 

Make a chain of 5 stitches. 

Ist round.—D. ec. 

2d round.—1 d. c., 1 chain into every stitch. 

od round.—D. c. with a bead in every stitch. 

4th round.—D. c., increasing after every 
stitch. 

5th round.—Same as 4d. 

Gth round.—1 long stitch into every loop. 

7th round—D., ce. Work this round so as to 

have 40 stitches. 

8th round.—Same as 3d. 

Mth round.—1 long stitch, 1 chain into every 

loop. 

10th round.—1 long, 1 chain worked through 

the chain in last round. 

For pat- 

11th round.—3 d.c., 5 with beads; 3d. c., 2 

‘ beads; repeat. 
12th round.—1 d.c. over 2d in last round, 1 

bead, 2 d. c., 5 beads, 1 d. c., 1 bead, 1 d.c., 1 

bead; repeat. 

sth round.—1 d.c. over 1 in last round, 2 

’ beads, 2 d.c., 1 bead, 1d. c¢.; 3 beads, 2d. c., 
1 bead; repeat. 

14th ronnd.—9 d. c. Ist over last bead in 
last round, 4 beads; repeat. 

15th round,—1 long stitch into every stitch. 

16th round—1 long stitch worked through the 
loop in the last round. 

17th round.—D. ¢., with a bead in every 

stitch; repeat from 9th to 18th rounds, 

Work one long stitch into every stitch, work 

2 rows in this way. Fasten on the silk thread 

11 beads, miss one stitch, fasten to the next 

PP LLL SL POLL LSS 
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thread 11 beads; repeat; fasten the silk on the ; chain, miss 1; repeat. For the strings, make a 

6th bead, thread 11 beads, pass the silk through } chain the length required; fasten with a small 

the Gth bead; repeat. To form the runner, 8 ? tassel of beads. 
o 

BLOTTING-BOOK COVER. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR. 

For a Blotting-Book Cover of Gloye-Leather : with the points a little apart, so that the veins 

and Card-board, the materials required are as $ will look raised: touch the backs with gum and 

follows:—A piece of cither white or buff perfo- place them on the card as in design; when all 

rated card, not too fine, about the size of a sheet are gummed on, leave the card to press under a 

of note paper; also some bits of scarlet, dark $ book till next day, and then with a weak solution 

green, brown, light-green, and black kid leather. 3 of cum, varnish over the leaves, flowers, &c., 

Direorions.—Cut from the scarlet leather, $ &c., being careful that none of the gum smears 
five single petals for Scarlet Japonica, and cut’ the card. It is now finished, aud should be lined 

the stalks from the brown, the leaves from the ? with scarlet silk and bound with dead-gold paper, 

light-green, the ivy-leaves trom the dark-green, 3 or bordering; gold embossed corners give a very 

and the berries from the black leather; press $ finished appearance. Any lady can get sufficient 

them on the back with a half-cold smoothing > bits from half-soiled kid gloves for this work. 

iron, and mark the veins with the scissors, held ‘ The pattern is in front of the number. 
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EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. : gladly see, for they are better even than her stories 
‘ In a late letter she speaks of a much controverted 

Isms AnD OLoagres.—There has been but one flood 
Pals "ani . ‘TT ’ 

hy water, but it is certain that the world has been poem thus: Last evening I finished “Hiawatha. 

flooded by humbug ever since. It is astonishing, the 3 Only I have: by no. means done: with i¢ since its 

avidity swithewhich'sthe: hurinn sntud—tint: greah eee eee eee ee seen bees con 
exalted ‘principle, #8 sore would tench—grasps at ; tinually to and fro through my brain, like the grand, 

any and every now theory, iffit is as simple as a strange music to which I have hours been listening. 

straw, and much less useful. This is a day of wonders, Even my own thoughts are, in 9 way, fashioned after 

visions, and fools extraordinary, and we a people of tte measure. For aioe ae prs ee ae 

most profound credulity; a race playing at intel- 3 very gorgeous sunrise clouds up above te pine- 
lectual catchpenny or jack-straws, and throwing: woods, in full view of our sitting-room windows, 

down our souls as‘a trifling stake, And no matter s since I began this letter; and I thought, ‘The glories 
\ 

how monstrous the new idea. Let it be but hatched ; oF i Braue ar ie would oe te cnt or 

by some prolific brain, and no sooner is it full ; BY FUBDEOUY Ab BDOWEE UMS. i Pig hok hal ase 

feathered and winged than thousands take it to} ‘The glories of the sunrise, 

their hearts and pet it into an unhealthy maturity, Tho glories of the moonrise ; 
tes : : : The beauties of the morning, 

that in its strength will work only evil and violence. 

5 
5 

; Of the early day, the morning!’ 

We have: seen and heard in our generation mee “The ‘tribes’ are passing away, driven before the 
4 
\ 

certain idle men who call themselves geologists have persistent foot of -the white men; passing because 

Sea ear the ‘fact of a flood. ere = awe they must needs go, even as in autumn the leaves 

consideration over a fow SUPPIngs.° plone Ce "* must fall. But their life or fate are worth our study 
handful of dust, or the solidified prints of a defunct } 
bird’s cl h “ne th bly} and sympathy. It is good, therefore, that Long- 

EGS O/Pits Hem Uaene este Could nob Posy y)y 2ATe : fellow makes the heart ache for poor Minnehaha, 
been a real flood. That either God was mistaken in : makes it glow and forget its pain in the good Hia- 

his thrilling revelations to Moses, or, Moses was mis-} Jaina. Apropos, of the Mondamin, with what a 
taken in their import. One of the two must be wrong, beauty and glory does this poem invest it; I shall 

for they, the geologists are infallible, and could not? ~ ony it crowing in our yard another PES A I 
Sb . 

by any possibility be mistaken in their theorising. ; shall call it my Mondamin.” 

Therefore!! the word of God must be reconciled to 
thetr views of the matter. _ In another letter sho speaks of the American habit 

Well, there are plenty ready to swallow all this, § of over-working oneself, “I am sorry you have been 
with mouths as open as their ears. Only Tet somo $ 80 Worn and ill,” she says. “Isn’t it miserable that 

cleyer genius promulgate any new theory, dress it in $ We all work so much here in this world? There 

the rainbow colors of sublimated transcendency, get } Might about as well not be any good, free air; any 

a revelation from under a white stone with five $ free, early birds; or any early flowers peeping out; 

corners, or 2 black one with three, whose texture, ; We can none of us ‘stop’ to go where they are, long 
shape and material can be easily originated by any } for it as wo will; need the rest and refreshment, as 
cunning spiritual-rapper—make a few hieroglyphical } ¥¢ will. And, for all the unnatural stress and strain, 

marks by dipping a cat’s paws in red ink, and letting } W® 27° praised and called energetic; especially we 

her travel over the pages—get Napoleon Bonaparte’s New Englanders, whose tension is wickedest, most 
signature, and Xerxes, “my }4 mark,” with a preface incessant. ‘This is a village of uncommon thrift, in- 

by Julius Cmsar, and a poem on morality, by Cleo- telligence and comfort. There is not a house in the 
patra, or 2 sermon from Timothy Dexter, and a trea- village that is not well painted, snug and comfort- 

tise on vegetable diet from Socrates, and as soon as} Sble; there are not more than three that have not 
to-morrow, one could get up a flourishing society, blinds, shade-trees, carpeted rooms and tables covered 

and fill his pockets into the bargain. with books; but I hardly ever can look out without 

Seriously, what have these things to do with pro- seeing men carrying heavy burdens; hardly ever can 

meet a woman, that she hasn’t pale, thin cheeks, and gress or reform? 
— that she don’t tell me how tired she is all the time. 

A Peup at Private Lerrers.—We got delicious 3 So that I often wonder which is best, filling air, 

letters from correspondents sometimes. Letters, in ¢ c@tth and water with the manifold works of our 
their way, as good as any Madame de Sevigne, Lady $ hands and brains, or going to find dreamier latitudes 

Mary Wortley Montague, or Horace Walpole ever } where oranges and bananas Stor? where one might lie 
wrote; and that way, bye-the-bye, often a better, in the shades and know what it really is to repose.” 

because a more Christian, one. We have one well Really, there is not merely poetry, but sense in 

known contributor whose most hurried letters we ; this. There is such a thing as turning this beautiful 
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world into a mere work-shop; seeing nothing of its Tue Fasnions. A Prose BaLtuap.—One of the 

loveliness, and so forgetting Him who made it. There § editors of the Philadelphia Bulletin—we suspect it is 

is such a thing, too, as over-tasking brain and body,  A/ister Karl of the Knickerbocker—keeps up a con- 

till insanity or decrepitude sets in, Think of it! ‘ tinual fire of wit in that journal. As a specimen, we 

give a prose ballad, devoted to those of the sex, who 

A Worp to Hussanps.—We are ignorant who carry fashion to absurdity, by exaggerating it. 

wrote the following, but we wish every husband § I saw her as she sailed along in an elegant silk 

could read it. Many a time, through mere thought- ¢ balloon, borne on by many a puff of praise, all sung 

lessness, he, who has sworn to “love and cherish his ¢ toan ala mode tune. I saw her as she trailed along, 
‘like a racer sharp and thin, and many a voice in 

+ ” : . . . 

wife, ee her feelings inexpressibly, af 2OR9 nd ecstacy, proclaimed that she would “win.” I saw a 

more of the ways pointed out in this article. The § coal scuttle bonnet, with a front of a foot or two, and 

iece is headed “How To Treat A Wife.” ‘ rapturous praise, in a thousand ways proclaimed that 
P ‘ P ys} 

: - ‘ ,it would “do!” I saw a cup and saucer stuck on to 

ee Bip oe ener gas action : the back of her head, and the very same crowd, with 

sth Eha world? but a not therefore carry to your g praises loud, declared that fashion led. Hurrah for 

home a clouded or contracted brow. Your wife may pees aap sect eos Lie el gig ep cn 

have many trials, which though, of less magnitude, : ee a . at with senso and reason—I'm bound to go 

may have been as hard to bear. A kind conciliating 3 ) 
word, a tender look, will do wonders in chasing from 3} P 
her brow all clouds of gloom, You encounter your} A Sweer Breatu.—A lady recommends “The 

difficulties in the open air, fanned by heaven’s cool Balm of A Thousand Flowers” to sweeten the breath. 

breezes; but your wife is often shut in from thsee } jr any of our fair friends are ever troubled with an 
healthful influences, and her health fails and her } ‘ 2 
spirits lose their elasticity. But oh! bear with her; ; offensive breath, they will now know where to find a 

she has trials and sorrows to which you are astranger, remedy. We are aware that after a fit of sickness, 

but vice EL dd nae pa ithe of all per ; or from other causes, the breath is often foul. The 

anguish. Notice kindly her little attentions and} «poi js applied to the teeth, with a fine brush: a 
efforts to promote your comfort. Do not take them . : 
all as a matter of course, and pass them by, at the 2 Very little answers. A bottle costing but fifty cents, 

same time being very sure to observe any omission § will last a year. 

of what you may consider her duty to you. Do —- 

not treat her with indifference if you would not sear 7 ; - m 

and palsy her heart, which, watered by kindness, ENGRAVINGS tod ‘PETERSON. —The Webster (N. 

would to the latest day of your existence throb with § Y.) Republican says of this Magazine: “In point of 

sincere and constant affection. Sometimes yield your $ engravings, fashions, patterns &c., it excels any other 

wishes to hers. She has preferences as strong as Magazine published.” So also say most of the press. 
you, and it may be just as trying to hor to yield her We will try t t'edok . h 

choice to you. Do you find it is hard to yield some-} '° WY 10 Mon such encomiums more than ever. 
times? Think you it is not difficult for her to give } 
up always? If you never yield to her wishes, there 
is danger that she will think you are selfish, and { Tong may it last! As appropriate to the times, we 

care only for yourself, and with such feelings she } oa aa thin b : : ‘* , : 

cannot love as she might. Agnin, show yourself { S'V° 1 Male RimbOr, & new piece of music, on the 
manly, so that your wife can look up to you and feel | subject, just composed. 

_—- 

Return or PeAce.—Peace again blesses the world. 

that you will act nobly, and that she can confide in 
your judgment. 

—os 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

The Rise of the Dutch Republic. A History. By 
John Lathrop Motley. 3 vole, New York: Harper 

Now that is a word which may often be joined, & Brothers.—“*The Rise of the Dutch Republic,” 

For that that may be doubled is clear to the mind; 3 Says the author of these volumes, in his preface, 

And that that that is right, is as plain to the view, : ‘‘must ever be regarded as one of the leading events 

Pray on Tus Worn “TrAt.”—-The climax, to } 

which this play on the word “that” mounts is § 

capital. It is old, but good. 

As that that that that we use is rightly used too; ‘of modern times. Without the birth of this great 
aoe tas a ‘gall een a sea commonwealth, the various historical phenomena of 

& gaa "3 the sixteenth and following centuries must haye 
either not existed, or have presented themselves 

, under essential modifications. Itself an organized 

arrangements completed without a copy of Peterson's : protest against ecclesiastical tyranny and universal 

valuable Magazine. The instructions in that depart- ‘ empire, the Republic guarded with sagacity, at many 
eye : ° Kane, 

ment and the patterns given for embroidery, tapestry, 3 critical periods in tho world’s history, that balance 

mantua-making, x&e:, are worth many times over the ’ of power, which, among civilized states, ought always 

price of subscription.” ‘to be identical with the scales of divine justice.” It 

—- . was a happy thought in Mr. Motley to undertake the 

Love Axp Toorsacuze.—A witty writer says that history of such a nation. Nor could a more proper 

of two persons, one of whom is in loye, and the other ; person have been found than a citizen of the United 

has the toothache, the one with the toothache will go § States; for the revolutions of Holland, England and 

? America, are all links of one chain. In other 

Tae Worx-TAanLe.—Says the Connellsville (Ohio) 

Herald. “No lady should consider her work-table 

to sleep first. 
ee eee © 

ee Oe eee ——— 
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respects also the author is well fitted for his task. Mr.3 Florence Betrayed; or, The Last Days of the Re- 
Motley has an earnest desire to arrive at the truth, : public. Translated from the Italian of Massimo 
has no pre-conceived theories to prejudice him, and} D’Azeglio. 1 vol. Boston: William V. Spencer.— 
does not shrink from the labor necessary to thorough § This celebrated novel, now for the first time laid 
research. His style is easy and idiomatic, and often ? before the American public, is worth a score of the 
rises even to eloquence. Many parts of the narrative 3 trashy modern fictions with which the press teems. 
are quite picturesque. Whenever the occasion per- s It treats of that epoch, so well known to all readers 
mits it becomes as spirited as Macaulay. The story } of Italian history, when Florence defended itself 
begins in 1555, and terminates in 1584; but a his- § against the arms of Pope Clement the Seventh and 
torical introduction, extending back to the earliest $ Charles the Fifth. Yet though founded on historical 
times of Holland, prepares the reader for the more $ incidents, the romantic element prevails the most: 
formal opening of the drama: and the whole con-$ and even in the historical part, it is the passions 
cludes, as it fitly should, with the assassination of $ which agitated the people, rather than the mere 
William of Orange, the hero of the struggle. Mr. * events of tho time, which the author pourtrays. Tho 
Motley, though he goes over some of the same? chief interest of the story turns on the fortunes of 
ground, which Prescott traverses in “Philip the $ Nicolo’s daughters. One of these, Landomia, is as 
Second,” loses nothing by the comparison; while, s noble a character as we know of in fiction; she would 
instead of treating the theme as incidental only to § be almost too saint-like if she was less of a woman; 
another, he makes it his main object, and thoroughly Sand her secret, but unhappy love for Lamberto, 
exhausts it. Tho manner in which he has executed 3 who prefers her sister, Lisa, powerfully engages the 
his task lifts him at once, indeed, to a position among $ reader in her favor. In the original, this novel is 
the standard writers of our country. The publishers 3 the delight of all Italian readers of taste; and it will 
havo issued the three volumes in octavo size, on thick $ be not less a favorite, we are sure, with Americans 
paper, and with large and handsome type. A care- Sof the same description, It forms a large volume 
fully digested index accompanies the work. ¢ of five hundred and forty pages, is printed on super- 

The Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montague. ; fine paper, and is handsomely bound in cloth gilt, 
Edited by Mrs. Sarah J. Hale. 1 vol. New York;:} Yet the price is but a dollar and twenty-five cents, 
Mason Brothers—This volume forms the second of } oF that of the most ordinary novels of the time, 
“The Library of Standard Letters” of which the’ A Lady’s Second Journey Round the World, By 
first, “The Letters of Madame De Sevigne,” was} Ida Pfeiffer. 1 vol. New York: Harper & Bro- 
noticed in these pages a few months ago. It is, } thers.—Madame Pfeiffer is the German lady, who 
however, complete in itself, so that it can be had, $ has twice journeyed, alone, around the world, visiting 
either with or without the other. Lady Mary Wort- » the most sayago tribes, and penetrating even to the 
ley Montague is, perhaps, the most accomplished $ most exclusive countries. The present volume is the 
letter-writer in the English language; for no one of $ record of the latest of these tours, Setting out from 
her own sex has ever rivalled her, and women in- London, she visited the Cape of Good Hope, Borneo, 
variably excel men in the ease, point and idiomatic } Java, Sumatra, Celebes, the Moluccas, California, 
elegance of their epistles. Everybody ought to study Panama, Peru, and Neuador, returning to Europe by 
these letters for their style. Heretofore they have way of the United States. A more engrossing nar- 
been almost inaccessible; but this cheap, yet neat? rative of personal adventure, of perils by sea and 
edition will put them within the reach of everybody. } shore, does not exist in any language. Madame 
Mrs. Hale has preserved the unity of each division Pfeiffer says that she was received with more kind- 
of the letters, so as to elucidate the history of the? ness in the United States than in any country she 
writer, as well as to explain her sketches of events $ visited, except Dutch India, a handsome compli- 
in their true connection. It is curious to see in these » ment to our people. The book is neatly printed. It 
letters, what Constantinople was a century ago. It} forms a thick volume of five hundred pages. 
is equally curious to note the manners of the English Humorous Poems of Thomas Hood. Edited by 
people in 1756. A hundred years have worked vast : Epes Sargent. 1 vol. Boston: Phillips, Sampson 
changes both in Turkey and at London; and this * & Co,—About a year ago, a portion of Hood’s Poems 
volume, apart for its value as a model of style, is in-} wag issued, by this same house, under the editorship 
teresting as bringing these changes before the reader. } of My, Sargent. As one volume would not contain 

The Elements of Natural Philosophy. Dy A. W.} all of Hood’s Poems, however, this additional one 
Sprague, A.M. 1 vol. Boston: Phillips, Sampson } has been prepared, similar in style to its predecessor 
& Co.—A work designed for the use of schools. It and tothe other volumes of “The British Poots” now 
is copiously illustrated by familiar experiments, and ; being serially published by P. 8. & Co. Among the 
contains two hundred and eighty engravings. Ono \ principal poems in this volume are “Love and Lu- 
excellont feature is its description of instruments, } nacy,” “The Bailey Ballads,” “Tales and Legends,” 
with directions how to use them. It is one of the’ &e. &e. Hood was the first humorist of his age, 
best books of its kind, if not the very best. The ‘using that word in its widest and deepest signifi- 
publishers have printed it neatly, and substantially cance, so that no library is complete without his 
bound it. poems, 
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‘Married, Not Mated; or, How They Lived at} The Philosophy of the Weather: and a Guide to 

Woodside and Thockmorton Hall. By Alice Carey. S its Changes. By T, B. Butler. 1 vol. New York: 
‘1 vol. New York: Derby & Jackson. Philada: } D. Appleton & Co.—The author of this book con- 
Fitzpatrick & Co.—In some respects, Alice Carey is } tends that Maury, Espy, and all other meteorologists 
not excelled, as a writer of proso fiction, by any $ are wrong, nt least in the main, and that his is the 

American author, living or dead. Her observation $ only philosophical theory of the weather. Bold as 

is close and subtle; her perception of character keen; } this assertion is, he plausibly sustains it. He evi- 

her style pure and idiomatic; and her skill as an } dently thoroughly understands the signs of approach- 

artist, generally, worthy of all praise. But, some- {ing storms, and if he has erred in analyzing their 

times, sho paints her pictures too much in shadow. 3 causes, we, at least, are not able to detect the fallacy. 

To us, this seems a mistake, artistically, as well as \ It is a book that will attract attention. 

otherwise. With this exception, we have nothing § The Teacher. A new and Revised Edition. By 

but Shae si for her novels and tales; and of all her § yocob Abbott. With Engravings. 1 vol. New York: 

yA ONS of this description, “Married, Not Harper & Brothers.—A new edition of a well known 

Matod, is certainly the best. Tho Svante pbs and very popular work, intended to detail, as the 

deep interest; the Shes aiden of the BWOLY, is excollent:s preface sets forth, “in a familiar and practical man- 
i mn) characters are life-like, especially that of ner, a system of arrangements for the organization 

ach, which is inimitable. There is neither bom- } , 4 management of a school, based on the employ- 

bast in style, nor exaggeration in the actors: but, Sent, so far as is practicable, of Moral Influence.” 

on the contrary, beauties of diction and thought on The illustrations are drawn, engraved and printed in 

nearly every page. The publishers issue the novel, ; the first style. Without question, “The Teacher” is 

in the usual handsome manner, which characterizes superior to any book of its character, as yet written. 
all their books. ene eee ey ee ol 

; x ‘ nowledge Is Power. By Chas. Knight. Revise 

ines Eh Tog Pi ef he Ble Creo id ih iting by Da Wat 
5 Ot. oston? ou LnCOtn.— ew and im- 

TA col MCE Water Ce etgarsa im (REOTIN euton fm workghi when semana 
which he issues novels. The present one is printed ; x pondon, had, ptens suspen, lis des BD ASO ES 

with now type, upon the thickest white paper, and a pao P Belgas me si nae a fi of 

is tastefully bound. “Linda” is among the best of aaa eg 2a ais 73 Arg Merona lage: ee 

Mrs. Hentz’s fictions. It is full of the romance of $-.~ ee and. al. Tes poles A of iusteahans : 
youth and love, and therefore, fascinates all who pine LE Ae garely, MiB 50 MONS ewe ar gcaee gt at Oats 

after the ideal, a greater number, even among the 

old, than is generally supposed. Sir James Mackin- 

tosh, one of the profoundest men of the present cen- 
tury, was honest enough to confess that his highest B. Peterson.—This is a new and revised edition of a 

mental gratification was to “lie on a sofa, after novel which has already “won its spurs” in the field 
dinner, and read novels.” ‘Tradition says, too, that of literature. It belongs to the series of “Simms’ 

novels like “Linda,” which recalled the roseate 3 Border Romances of the South,” which Redfield has 

dreams of youth, were just the kind ho liked best. os ee Fa paren se ai Morn. 
e story is a domestic one, skilfully told, and qui 

Ninety-Hight and Porty-Hight. The Modern Re- ; saeelon be the nAaacoesns = ae eee 4 7 

volutionary History and Literature of Ireland. By 
John Savage. 1 vol. New York: Redfield.—This Colombo. By Prosper Merince. lvol. Boston: Phil- 

yolume contains a popular history of the Irish strug- $ “4, Sampson & Co. Philada: 1, B. Peterson—A 
gle for Independence in 1798, and a notice of the § translation from one of the most brilliant of modern 

agitation which was carried on, with a similar de- ‘French writers. The scene of the story is laid in 

sign, in 1848. It also gives brief biographies of Corsica, and the novel has a merit, above that of a 

Wolfe Tone, Grattan, Plunket, O’Connell, Mitchel, 3 mere tale, arising from the pictures it gives of life 

smd other prominent leaders in the two movements. and manners in that Island. The translation is well 

It is a deeply interesting work, especiully to those $done. There is nothing of the morals of Sue, we are 

connected, either by blood or by sympathy, with ; glad to see, in the book. 

Ireland. It makes a handsome duodecimo volume : Berenica. A Novel. 1 vol. Boston: Phillips, 

oa tour ane BeBete § Sampson & Co.—A novel, by an anonymous suthor, 

Eutaw. <A Sequel to the Forayers. By William * but one who has no need to be ashamed of hig or her 

Gilmore Simms. 1 vol. New York: Medfield. : production. “ Berenica” is quite above the ordinary 

Philada: 1. B. Peterson.—Another of Mr. Simms’ 3 run of stories of domestic life. It is earnestly written, 

tales of the Revolution, carefully revised, and form- } abounds with powerfully delineated scenes, and has 

ing part of Redfield’s illustrated series of these $a high moral purpose. It is autobiographic in form. 

popular novels. ‘Two spirited engravings, after de- % Phillips & Sampson haye published it in a very neat 

signs by Darley, embellish the volume. style, 

found compressed, so skilfully, into so small a space. 

Simms. l vol. New York: Redfield. Philada: T. 
Confession; or, The Blind Heart. By W. Gilmore 

ee 
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History of the Reign of Philip the Second. With } in acircle, around him, he holding a long stick. The 
Portraits, Maps, Plates, &e. 2 vols. Boston: Phil-} players then skip around him once, and stop. Buffy 
lips, Sampson & Co. Philada: 7. B. Peterson.—} then stretches forth his wand and directs it by 
Kvery person, who either would gain historical} chance; and the person whom it touches must grasp 
knowledge, or seeks to haye even an ordinary} the end presented, and call out three times in a 
library, should buy this work. The reign of Philip feigned voice. If Buffy recognize the voice they 
the Second of Spain embraced one of the most event- change places, but if not, he must continue blind ’till 
ful periods in modern history. Coincident with the} making aright guess. > 
rise of the Dutch Republic, and equally affecting, } 

and affected by, that mighty event, a thorough ; 

acquaintance with it is indispensible to whoever } PUZZLES. 

would study, on the one hand, the development of 
modern liberty, or, on the other, the triumph of } Sonution To TweLve-Hovre PuzzE.—Tho follow- 

absolutism in Spain and elsewhere, where the cause } M8 diagram shows how the card may be cut into four 

of freedom failed. The war in the Netherlands, % pieces of equal size and shape, as required. 
the memorable siege of Malta, the defeat of the 
Armada, the woes of the Inquisition, the rebellion 

of the Moriscoes and the cruelties with which it was } 

avenged, form a series of events so striking as to; 

throw around this epoch in history all the charms} 

of romance, while affording to the student an in-% 

structive lesson how great kingdoms may be won or True Wonder Puzzie.—Cut a piece of cardboard 

lost, how gallant peoples may become degraded under } (of the dimensions given in the diagram) in such a 
the rule of tyranny and superstition. Mr. Preseott’s } manner that you may pass through it, yet preserving 
merits as a historical writer need no praise at eae it in one piece. 
late day. He takes rank, by consent of all critics, § 

above Robertson and writers of that stamp; and is 

considered, by many, equal to Hume, if not to Gib- 

bon himself. For many years he has been engaged: 

in collecting materials for this work. Never before 

has the period been so thoroughly or impartially ex- 

plored: it may be said now to be exhausted; cer- 

tainly no narrative of those times is likely to be ever 

written, so lucid, so candid, so comprehensive, or so § 

exact, The story comes down to the year 1568. % th 

The volumes are beautifully printed, in large octavo $ ¢ 

size, and illustrated with steel engravings. 
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NEW RECEIPTS. 

To Preserve Pears.—The pears used in making 

is preservo should not be too ripe. ‘They are in a 

t state as soon as the pips'are black. Set the pears 
$ on the fire in a sufficient quantity of water to cover 

The Tragedies of Aischylus. Literally Translated. them. Take them off when quite soft, and throw 
By T. B. Buckley. 1 vol. New York: Harper d&} them into cold water. Then pare them lightly, out 
Brothers.—Another volume of “Harper’s Classical } off the stalks, prick them with a needle sufficiently 
Library.” Critical and illustrative notes accompany $ long to reach the core, and put them aguin into cold 
the text, and also an introduction, The new read-! water with a small quantity of alum. They now 
ings of Hermann’s Posthumous Edition are given in } must be boiled till perfectly tender, and then placed 
an appendix. ; ‘ for the third time in cold water. In the meantime 

boil some clarified sugar for awhile, throw a little 
} water into it, and when it boils up again, add the 

PARLOR GAMES. pears, Place the lid on the pan, and when the whole 

—PLLL PL AD A PLL LS 
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Stroon or Rerentance.—Haying placed a stool or } boils, skim it; turn it into an earthenware pan and 

chair in the centre of the room, one takes a seat upon 3 leave it to stand. The next day drain the syrup 

it, and another called the “judge” stands near her, } from the pears: then add to the syrup a little more 

having previously asked in a whisper of all the rest, } clarified sugar and give it a good boil; pour it over 

what particular offence they charge the repentant; the fruit, and leave the whole stand till next day. 

one with. Of course the replies must be given ina} The next, and two succeeding days, proceed in the 
low voice, or she would hear them. The judge then } same way, each time boiling the syrup and clarified 
tells her one of the crimes with which she is charged, } sugar longer than before. On the last occasion, let 
and she must guess who aceuses her of it, or forfeit. } the syrup and clarified sugar boil until little raised 
If she guesses rightly, the accuser must take her } balls are formed on the surface, add the pears to it, 
place, when the rest proceed to bring their accusa- ‘ cover the pan, and let the preserve come to a boil. 
tions against her. S ‘Then skim it, pour it off, and place it in a stove for 

Burr Wirk Tue Wanv.—Having blindfolded one two days; after which drain the fruit and put it by 
of the party, the rest take hold of each other’s hands ° for use. 
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To Make Black Currant Jelly.—Strip the currants Transparent Pudding.— Put eight eggs, well 

from the stalk, put them in a jar in a kettle of hot } beaten, into a stew-pan, with half a pound of sugar 

water. Let it boil an hour; then throw the currants : pounded fine, half a pound of butter, and some nut- 

and juice into a fine lawn sieve. Strain out all the } meg grated. Set it on the fire, and keep constantly 

juice, and, to every pint, put a pound of double-re- } stirring it until it thickens; then set it into a basin 

fined sugar. Put the whole into a preserving pan, 3 to cool. Puta rich puff paste round the edge of tho 

set it over a charcoal fire, and keep stirring it until } dish; pour in the pudding, and bake it to a mode- 

it is a jelly, which will be known by taking a little } rately-heated oven. Candied orange and lemon may 

out to cool. Be careful to take off the scum as it } be added at pleasure. 

rises, and when the jelly is formed, and very clear, : : 

pour it into pots. When it is cold, cut round pieces 3 

of paper, which will just cover the jelly, and lay FASHIONS FOR JUNE. 

went over it, first steeping them in brandy. Finally Fig. .—A Dinner or Evenine Dress or Warre 

tie white paper over the pots. “ GrENADINE.—Tho skirt is trimmed with four flounces, 

To Make Currant Jelly Flavored with Rasp berries, } oven in lilac satin stripes. Each flounce is edged 

take seven pounds of ripe, red currants stripped from } vith a narrow fringe. ‘The corsage is low, and made 

the stalks, and two pounds of raspberries, picked. with a long pointin front. The sleeves are formed 

Press the fruit and strain it through # fine hair ‘of three soft puffs, and trimmed with a fall of rich 

sieve. Pour the juice on nine pounds of the: best ; lace, looped up on the inside of the arm with a bow 

loaf sugar, broken into small pieces, and place tho : of lilac ribbon. A white tulle cape, edged with lace, 

whole on a brisk fire, taking care to remove the scum ; and haying long ends crossed in front, is fastened 

as soon as it appears. When it comes to a quick } yith a knot of lilac ribbon. Black velvet leaves in 
boil, place a small portion on a plate or saucer, and, $ tho hair. 

on its cooling, observe whether it forms a jelly. Fic. u.—A Mornixe Dress or Wire Cauprie.— 

so, it is sufliciently done. Remove it from the fire § 
= ae ’ The skirt is open in front, aud trimmed on each side 

and place it in jelly pots. te a cambric insertion and edging. ‘The corsage 

vey “vey 

To Make Red Currant Jelly.—The currants should is high and plain. A sash of broad blue ribbon 

be taken very ripe, and gathered in dry weather. } passes around the waist. A white cape is ornamented 

Strip them from the stalks, and press the juice from } ith needlework like that on the skirt. Sleeves 

them, Strain the juice, and to every pint put 4 > trimmed in the same way, and reaehing but little 

pound of tho best loaf sugar, broken into small | below the elbow. Cape of cambric muslin and valen- 

pieces. Boil it on a brisk fire, taking care to remove § gjonnes Jaco trimmed with blue ribbon. 

the scum as soon a3 it appears. When it begins to Fic. m.—A House Dress or Frencn Buve 

noil briskly place a spoonful on a plate to cool, and § gi55 The body high, trimmed with six rows of 

if it forms a jelly, it is done; if not, it will require a plaited ribbon in front, each end of which terminates 

little more boiling. in a bow. ‘The top row is twelve inches, the bottom 

Scrap-Book Paste.—Dissolve slowly two square 3 one ten inches from one bow to the other. Ribbon 

inches of glue and an equal weight of alum in nearly } waistband with a buckle in front. Sleeves almost 
a pint of water. Mix half a teaspoonful of flour with tight at top, cut in pointed vandykes bordered with 

a little water very smoothly, stir it in, and boil the {9 rache and trimmed with a flounce forming a flat 

whole together. Then remove it from the fire, and plait in each corner between the vandykes; this 

when nearly cool, mix with it two teaspoonfuls of oil § qounco is bordered with a plaited ribbon. 

of lavender. This paste, kept in a well-closed vessel, The hair is tied yery low down behind, Two bands 

wilk keep many months. of cherry velvet pass one across the forehead, the 

Plum Jelly may be made by the following direc- > other between this and the back hair, meeting at the 

tions:—Take four pounds of small red or muscle ; side, where they form bows from which two ends 

plums, and boil them in three quarts of water until } hang down. ‘This coiffure is the same on both sides. 

reduced to one quart; then strain the juice through Fig. r.—A Buack Lace Mantim.1ia.—We give 

a sieve, and to every pint put a pound and a half of } here, as worn with an evening dress, in order to 

sugar: boil the juice and the sugar together for about } give both, but all the rage for summer wear in the 

a quarter of an hour, or until they form a jelly. street. The dress is a robe-dress, with three flounces, 

Jo Broil Veal Cutlets.—First chop up some sweet ) one of those so fashionable now. 
‘ herbs, season them with pepper and salt, and mix 

them up with a little salad oil. Boil the cutlets in } with black velvet ribbon. This is a beautiful, yet 

the mixture so that every part be well covered. Thea ? simple pattern; so simple that any mother can make 

wrap them in paper, well buttered. Broil them slowly, ; such an apron for her child. The velvet at the waist 

and serve them with or without sauce. } is put on in a basket pattern ; and long ends, pointed 

To Clean and Polish Shelle.—Wash them well with { at the bottom, fall over the skirt. Bows and ends of 

soap and hot water; if very rough on the outside, - velvet form a shoulder knot. We have seen some 

gcour them with a bit of flannel dipped in wet sand. § silk dresses for young ladies trimmed in the same 

Wash it well off and sinear them. ° way. 
» 
¢’ 

Fia. v.—Cuitp’s Arron or Pink Six, trimmed 

a 
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GENERAL Rewarxs.—Flounces will be very gene- ¢ Others, formed of purple or green silk, are spotted 
rally worn, even on organdy and other thin dresses. ¢ with small ornaments, in enamel, of different colors, 
Low bodies are made with points before and behind, ; which glitter like precious stones. Some of the pret- 
and are profusely trimmed with lace, blonde, ribbon $ tiest are formed of coral. ‘These are fixed on each 
and fringe. $ side by large pins with a coral head. 

High dresses are always of the jacket form, with Greek Nevs are also worn over the plait at the 
a deep basque, and braces trimmed with fringe or } back of the head, either all gold or mixed with silk. 
velyet. The sleeves are usually composed of two or ‘Then come other head-dresses, entirely of blonde, 
three falls. : with a round head covered by small flowers like 
MAnTLES are of a very becoming shape this season. : those which form tufts at the sides. 

They are generally of black, though silks,of a quiet } Eanr-Rines of the drop form, which have been so 
sombre shade are sometimes chosen for the purpose. } long out of fashion, are now beginning to re-appear. 

Before describing tho mantles, however, we must re- } We mean the long drops, called by the French pend- 
mark that a tight-fitting jacket with very deep basque } ants d’oreille, and not those of the short, round form, 
is considered the most comme-il-faut costume. It is } which have lately enjoyed partial favor, and which 

usually of rich black silk, profusely trimmed with } are not inaptly called boutons d’oreille. An exquisite 
black lace, fringe and velvet. » pair of drop ear-rings has recently been made for a 

For those who prefer a different mode, we think ; lady in Paris. The tops are formed of circles of 

the most beautiful, as well as the newest, are those ‘ diamonds, having in the centre a large pearl. The 

of the shawl form. These are composed of lace, silk, ; drops consist of long ears of wheat, thickly studded 

fringe, ribbon, &c., disposed of in various ways. 3 with small brilliants. Another pair of drop ear-rings, 

Heav-Dresses.—The nets of various kinds worn ; equally elegant, though of a less showy description, 

on the head in evening costume are progressing in } consists of pink, coral, and pear pearls. ‘The tops of 

fashionable fayor. Ono of the new coiffures of this } most of these new ear-rings consist of ono large pre- 
kind consists of a not of gold, intermingled with ; cious stone—as an emerald, a ruby, or a sapphire— 
pearls, strings of pearls drooping toward the neck. ’ set round with five pearls or brilliants, 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

Postage on “ Petrerson.”—A subscriber writes ae New VoLumMe with THe Juty Noumper.—With 
follows:— There is considerable complaining about } the next number we begin a new volume. Now, 
the postage. Two years ago, we had to pay twenty- therefore, is the time to get up clubs, or send on 

five cents a piece, yearly; and now it is three shil- } single subscriptions. Those, however, who wish back 
lings. The Magazine says one and a half cents, per } numbers, from January, 1856, can be supplied, as we 

number, quarterly, in advance. The post-master says have stereotyped every number. The Magazine never 

that means in your own state,” ' $was so popular as now, nor ever so good; yet we in- 

We do not understand how either subscribers or } tend to make it better still. The steel plate in the 

post-masters can mistake the postage. The law says $ July number will be something superb. All the other 

that if a periodical weighs only three ounces, per : embellishments will be superior also; and so too will 

number, the postage shall be ono cent, per number; $ be the stories, &c.: and this improvement we shail 

and a cont more for each additional ounce. But, it keep up throughout the volume. If every subscriber 

adds, if the postage is paid quarterly in advance, a} will exert herself to get one more, how easily: our 
deduction of one half shall be made. Now “Peter- ¢ subscription list would be doubled. ‘Try! 
son” weighs between four and five ounces a number, 

ue Consernetes: path postage se.not paid quarters * How to Resir.—In remitting, write legibly, at 
tn advance, it is three cents a number, or thirty-six the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 
cents a year, state. Bills, current in the subscriber’s neighbor- 

But when subscribers, every three months, pay the « hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 
postage in advance, they cannot, legally, be charged : the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 
more than one cent and a half per number, or four ; delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 
cents and a half quarterly. ; 

An AGrENcy For Patterns, &0.—Having been} Back Nusmpers.—We are able to supply back 
solicited, from various quarters, our “Tashion Edi- } numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 
tor” has consented to act as agent for the purchase 3 stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number of 

and transmission of patterns, jewelry, &c. &c. In all the year. ! 
cases the money must accompany the order, which ; 

should describe, as fully as possible, the article de- Enctose A Sramp.—tLetters, requiring an answer, 

sired, Address the publisher at your risk. } must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 
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“CIGAR SMOKE.” 

BY E. W. DEWEES. 

Ir was the third anniversary of our wedding $I tell you what it was? Nay,” she added, quickly, 

day, and Mary and I, (my prettiest and gentlest ; ‘you need not look so grumpy—you’ve no cause 

of wives, ha’, as is fitting, the prettiest and gen- ? for jealousy now, you spoiled creature! It’s a 

tlest of names) Mary and I having enjoyed a } great mistake to suppose that all girls fall into 

commemorative iced-cake at tea, of wonderful 3 love at first sight. With some, and the most 

excellence, for Mary made it, and having been § sensible, I flatter myself, the proceeding is by no 

up stairs together to look at dear little Charley } means such a summary process. We consider, 

in his crib, were now seated at our cosy fireside, } and weigh the respective merits of our admirers 

I, with an unreproved cigar between my lips, } quite coolly and philosophically before we de- 

and Mary very near me, enjoying a harmonious { cide, I assure you. We make our comparisons— 

matrimonial chat. What we talked about, and iy our inferences—compare characters, all 

what pleasant reminiscences were indulged in— } from trifles I grant, but with wonderful shrewd- 

what whispers—what trifles—what nothings ; ness sometimes, as in the present case. 

were called to mind, may be so very easily im- ‘<It cost me, however,” she continued, archly, 

agined, at least by all happy married couples, } ‘‘some trouble to decide whether I preferred you 

that it is by no means worth my while to try to} or Morris, and indeed to determine whether 

write them down here. either of you were worth my going to the ex- 

The conversation was as charmingly monoto- 3 treme length of actually falling in love. As I 

nous as such conversations usually are, till 1 told you, a trifle decided me; but it was a sig- 

chanced, in my foolish confidence to say, with a } nificant trifle, one that showed which way the 

laugh, \ wind blew. Do you want to hear aboutit, John? 

“T can’t help laughing, Mary, to think what 3 Are you prepared for a full and free confession? 

a fool I was, once upon a time, to worry and fret ; Yes, 1 see by your smile that you are both 

myself about that young dandy, Morris, who was curious and good-natured; so I will tell you the 

dangling about you at the same time Iwas. I} truth, and the whole truth for once.” 

might have known better, mightn’t I?” So looking at me, with a glance of mingled 

«I don’t know about that,” said Mary, with } sauciness and affection, my little wife spoke out, 

a blush, and a coquettish toss of her head. $ «There never was & poor woman so distressed 

‘Perhaps you are not at the bottom of that jas I was, to decide between you and Morris. 

mystery yet—wise as you think yourself, sir!” <If you only knew all the sleepless nights you 

My countenance fell. This had been a sore caused me! but never mind, I'll take my revenge 

subject: with me in former years, but Mary’s } for that before I’ve done with you yet! I used 

unquestionable affection had just convinced me } to lay awake and think and think, till my head 

that my old doubts had never had any founda- ached. I knew you both wanted me, and that I 

tion, that she must have loved me first, and {might have either, but for my life I could not 

always. My wife continued, with mischievous ; tell which I wanted. 

candor, ‘‘Morris was certainly the handsomest—you 

“T can tell you, John, you had some cause } need not make such a grimace, it is true—but 

for jealousy in those times; for I came near— there was something honest and manly about 

very near taking Morris instead of you. Only ; your face, such as it was, that I liked—oh, you 

the merest trifle decided me in your favor. Shall } smile now, do you? Morris dressed best, was 

Vou. XXX.—1 
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the most elegant in his manners, had the most § (right, quite right. I saw, even by so slight a 
fashionable friends, was most admired by the thing, that you were actuated by high princi- 
other girls; but still, notwithstanding all these } ples, and then it was, John, that I began to like 
advantages, I had an unaccountable and ground- $ you so very much. EBaaition this, I applied my 
less leaning toward you, which prevented my {new ideas to Morris, and what did I find? a 

quite deciding in his fayor. A conversation ; young man, whose parents were actually pinch- 

which I had with you, sir, one day on the most § ‘ing themselves to give him a fine collegiate 

trivial of subjects determined my life’s choice; $ ‘ education, selfishly indulging in all sorts of ex- 

& conversation which I do not believe you re- $ trayagance, not merely in the trifling matter of 
member, or have ever thought of since.” ’ cigar-smoking, but of dress, fashionable amuse- 

‘*What was it about?” I asked, curiously. ;ments, &c. It showed the wrong spirit, John, 

*¢ About smoking!” cried Mary, with the mer- } and my choice was made from that hour—oh, 
riest laugh. ‘Do you remember, as we sat on 3 ; how little I repent it!” 

the piazza at our country house one summer day $ The tears were in her eyes as she spoke, and 

after dinner?” } she rose hastily, doubtless the reader has already 

‘**No, I recollect nothing about it.” } conjectured, to throw herself in her adoring 
‘Well, it was simply this. I desired you to § ‘husband’s arms, &c., to make a pretty conclud- 

make my presence no obstacle if you wished to $ Sing scene for my story. Not at all, though I 
enjoy a cigar. You replied that you did not { confess there are some such sentimental pas- 

smoke. ‘Why not?’ Iasked, with some curiosity. gape in our married life, (for Mary is very 
aaa you answered, quite simply, ‘I think ; romantic) still in the present instance she sim- 

t’s time enough for a young man to indulge in ‘ply took down another cigar from the mantle, 

“ath luxuries, when he is able to pay for them} secing my first had vanished in smoke, and 
with his own money.’ And then you added, 3 having lighted it, she handed it to me with her 
carelessly, ‘Smoking is an expensive habit, 1 j brightest, sweetest smile, saying, 
suppose you know.’ I did not know; I had } ‘‘And now you see, John, how it comes that I 

never thought about it before; but I did now. } am so passionately fond of cigar-smoke.” 
I admired and respected you for that answer, Of course I can’t expect my intelligent reader 

John. It let me see through your honorable’ to be quite of my wife’s way of thinking. Of 

and honest character.” ¢ COUrse he sees through all this smoke which she 

‘*Smoke and fudge!” I interrupted, with an 3 conjured up about me, as clearly, if not more so, 

attempt at a frown; but the little woman paid; than I do. We know, of course, that smoke is 

no heed to the sham, which she instantly saw }smoke. But let me tell him that smoke of this 
through—she was speaking very earnestly now, { kind is a smoke of ‘‘virtuous powers.” It pene- 

with a flush on her soft cheek and a sparkle in trates with a delicious aroma, not to the brain, 

her eyes. ‘but to the heart. It sweetens the temper—it 

**T thonght about that speech after you left tranquillizes the mind—it softens the heart. I 

me, John, and pondered it, and liked it more } would simpiy advise such poor, pitiful bachelors 

and more. You were at that time just estab-}as don’t know what I’m talking about, to throw 
lished in business with your father’s means; as § away their cigars, if need be, and try it. They 

yet you had nothing of your own, and you were } will find it surpass the finest Havanas. 
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V LO LETS. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICK LAWRENCE. 

VioLeEts! violets! While your perfume sweet 
From whence do ye come, Floats out on the air, 

With your blue leaves so tender, Bright violets! 
Ps A 
ee ee = ee nae Violets! violets! 

. welt Nh Pure gems of the field; 

Sweet violets? That bloom in the glade, 

In sunshine and shade, 

What pleasures ye yield, 

Fair violets! 

Violets! violets! 

So daintily fair 

We most cordially greet; 
. 
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“VENGEANCE IS MINE.” 

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘‘THE VALLEY FARM.’’ 

Ir was a terrible night. The rain rushed; George Barlow, for that was the loyer’s name, 

down in cataracts; the lightning blazed continu-$ would not hear of a postponement: ‘he loved 
ally; and the thunder broke in sharp, startling $ Mary,” he said, ‘‘and should always love her; 

peals, until earth and heaven rocked under the $ he was willing to wait till she was nineteen, as 

concussion. I have seen many tempests, but $ Mr. Ennis wished; but he should always fear to 

never one like that. lose her, unless she was plighted to him:” and 

‘The Nittany will be in a flood,” said the his inflexible, persistent selfishness carried the 

landlord, for I was boarding, for the summer, 3 day. 

at a2 mountain inn. ‘*We shall hear of damage In Mary’s eyes, she was, from that hour, virtu- 

by morning.” ally his wife. Her every thought she held sacred 

He had scarcely spoken, when the door opened, } to him; she consulted all his tastes; and she 

and the gust, driving in, almost flared out the $ even found a secret pleasure, as gentle souls 

candle. A neighbor entered, horror and alarm : like her’s do, in sacrificing her own will to his. 

on every feature, so that, even before he spoke, } He was exacting, imperious, wilful, and often 

we knew he came on some fearful errand. Both: harsh; but she did not see it; for her affection 

the landlord and I sprang instinctively to our} transformed everything. Love was a necessity 

feet. ’ to her, and now that she had fixed her affections, 

‘¢Mary Ennis ” he began. sand that custom warranted her in giving free 
‘‘What?” gasped the landlord, interrupting } course to them, she grew to fairly worship him. 

him. ‘She hasn’t made away with herself.” ) Her love became a part of her existence. It 
‘God knows!” was the answer ‘She disap- } was her very life. 

peared from the house, just as the storm came A year passed. George often went to the 

up: and was met, frantic-like, going down the} city, always on the pretence of business, but 

mountain. Her poor old father is ’most diss} really from love of change. During one of 

tracted. I am going, with Jem Wright and § these visits he became enamored of a celebrated 

some others, to look for her. We want more. } belle, the very opposite, in everything, of Mary. 

Will any of your folk turn out?” It was not strange, this sudden passion. Novelty 

I had been long enough in the village to be} was everything to this selfish man. His reputa- 

familiar with the story of Mary Ennis. She was ; tion for a good estate secured him a welcome 
the only child of her parent, a venerable old : with the fashionable rival; and her coquetry, 

man, whom all reverenced and loved for his sin- $ which ought to have opened his eyes, only fixed 
gle-minded piety. Two years before, she had § his admiration, by alarming his sense of security. 
been the pride, alike of him and of the neigh- $ He forgot his vows to Mary; lingered in the me- 

borhood. Of a rare and delicate style of beauty, $ tropolis till he had secured his new mistress; 
amiable and unassuming, she had won all hearts. } and then returned home to prepare for his bride 
Ifer own, however, was given to a young gentle- } and break off his engagement with Mary. 

man, the heir of an estate 2 mile below the vil-} Selfish as he was, however, he began to doubt, 

lage, who had just returned from college, and as he approached the village, whether he had 

who ‘fell in love,” as the phrase goes, ‘‘at first § not acted the rascal. Everything he saw re- 

sight.” He was one of those eager natures, ‘minded him of Mary. Here was the little pond 

whose selfish desire to have their own way at} \ where they had gathered water-lilies; there were 

once, and at every cost, is often mistaken for | the wood-walks they had threaded so often; and 

energy: and the ardent manner, therefore, in } : yonder the old tree, at whose roots they had found 

which he urged his suit, passed with Mary, as it } ; ‘ the first violets of the season. But he soon suc- 
passed with many others, for proof of his exces- } ceeded in persuading himself, as men bent on 

sive love. This characteristic he exhibited in} such crimes always do, that he was the injured 

reference to an engagement. Her father ob-} party, rather than the wrong-doer. ‘*She has 

jected, in vain, to it, saying that Mary was too } lost my affections,’ he said to himself, ‘‘ because 

young, that both might change their minds; but’ she is too tame for me; if IT marry her it will 
] 
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only make both of us unhappy; nay! it will held out hopes, however, that she would finally 

mike Emily unhappy too.” And this sophistry } regain all her old sanity; and the sure, though 

satisfied him! ‘ slow, improvement that was observable in her, 

It is not my purpose to narrate, at large, the {during the winter and spring, confirmed these 

cruel interview that followed. The announce- views. But, in an evil hour, on the very day on 

ment of her lover's treachery fell on Mary wholly ; which my story opens, she had fallen on an old 

unexpected. In her guileless faith, she had } newspaper, which contained the announcement 

never even suspected him; and the blow shat- } of her lover’s marriage. This marriage, which 

tered at once her hopes, her affections and her { had happened the preceding autumn, had been 

trust in truth. The world, and everything init, } carefully concealed from her; and no one knew 

seemed to her a chaos. She heard his labored : how she became possessed of the newspaper. 

argument, by which he sought to defend his } Her father, returning at dusk, just as the storm 

conduct, but it made no impression on her} came up, found the paper lying on the floor, by 

senses: a buzzing was in her ears; she looked at | her work-table, as if she had dropped it hurriedly, 

him vacantly; and then fell to the floor, crazed, ‘and alarmed at this, as well as at her absence, 

as if a bolt of lightning had crashed into her brain. ‘had rushed out to see if any one had met her. 
‘ : ° . : 

In country towns, ‘a tragedy like this, is in; This last intelligence was imparted to us, as the 

every one’s mouth; and the condemnation of ‘landlord and I were getting ready, the narrator 

Barlow was almost universal. He had the har- } saying, in conclusion, 

dihood, however, to brave it out. One day, in’ ‘I shouldn’t wonder if some person has sent 

the very inn where I was now boarding, he had 3 her the paper on purpose. At any rate, she was 

turned on his accusers, with a bravery, which, y seen going down the mountain; and the notion 

in a better cause, would have been grand. is that she’s bound to George Barlow’s. It will 

‘‘What business is it of yours?” he said, peaks all the men we can get, to search for her; 

frowning at the ringleader. ‘I don’t abuse } and there’s no time to be lost; for the Nittany 

Miss Ennis; I only say she isn’t suited to me; } must be in flood now, and she’d not have the 

and I take it I ought to know best whether she } sense, may be, to know that she can't ford it.” 

is or not. I always supposed till now,” he con- The sky seemed actually on fire with lightning 

tinued, with a sneer, ‘that it was impertinent } as we left the house. The rain poured. The 

to interfere in those private affairs, the whole } thunder bellowed. Hurrying through the vil- 

truth of which is known only to the two parties } lage, we soon overtook the party which had pre- 

most interested. I don’t ale ph oe whom {ceded us. At its head a the aac 

they shall marry, or whom not, and I won’t per- ; father, his long white locks, that escaped from 

mit any man, or men, to dictate to me on the beneath his hat, exposed to the wind and rain. 

same question.” ; We turned into the forest, in the direction of 

He remained, for instant, after he had finished, } the Nittany, huge, blazing pine-knots lighting 

looking defiantly around; but as no one cared to sour way, in the intermission of the lightning. 

make a personal altercation of it, he was not Before we reached the stream, we heard, over 

answered ; and finally, slapping his boot con- the rushing rain and driving gusts, its roaring 

temptuously with his riding-whip, he turned on 3 sound as it foamed onward between the rocky 

his heel and left. ‘banks. <A bridge, at this point, spanned the 
N b 

“He ought to have found out whether he liked } water, and here half of our party crossed, inclu- 

Mary Ennis well enough to marry her, before he }ding the father, in order that both sides of the 

was engaged,” said an honest old farmer, with : Nittany might be searched simultaneouly; for 

straight-forward logic. ‘‘I’m told, he was brute } as yet we could not tell whether the poor girl 

wre to sed yesterday, that she was too weak- {had thought of this light foot-bridge, or had 

minded; that her going crazy was proof of it. § attempted the ford below at the highway. 
4 

If it had been a darter of mine,” and he grasped Hallooing to each other through the storm, 

his heavy whip, ‘“I’d have beat him within } we followed the stream downward, the light of 

an inch of his life. But neighbor Ennis is old, } the torches reddening the dark waters and shim- 

and an elder of the church, and was always a} mering through the black aisles of the forest. 

mild man, any way.” ive had long left the village behind, and were 

For many weeks, Mary remained entirely in- } now approaching the Barlow estate. The anx- 

sane. But kind and judicious treatment at last iety of all increased with each step. The father, 

mitigated her disease, though it did not lead to ’ with wild haste, hurried in front, concern for 

perfect recovery. Her mind still wandered at {his child giving youthful vigor, for the time, to 

times, and on certain subjects. The physicians ‘ his aged limbs. Eagerly we all looked for some 
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token of her passing—a fragment of her dress ; together with a crunching sound and groans that 

sticking to a bush, or a shoe lost in her flight. were almost human. Now and then, a bit of a 

But no sign of her presence was found. At: ‘ bough would be tossed up, like a woman’s arm, 

every step, in this breathless search, the Nit- \ ‘and the cry would be on our lips, ‘*There she 

tanny, now swollen to a river, raged deeper and { is,” when the limb would sink again, and only 

wilder, uprooting the young saplings on its } the foaming, whirling waters, half choked up 

banks; its tawny waters flashing redder in the with trees, be seen rushing redly by. Again, 

torch-light, and roaring onward, as if angry ;like the gleam of a white garment, the spray 

that it found no better prey. s would dash up, and then vanish away. 

All this time the clouds poured incessantly. } A falling off in the high banks left an approach 

Not one of us but was wet through. The $to the stream here, of which the turnpike took 

torches were being extinguished continually, ? advantage; but the road was overflowed, for a 

now blown out by the wind, now smothered } considerable distance before reaching the brook. 

hissing by the rain. The thunder crashed over- | After crossing the ford, the highway led up a 

head, or rattled down the heavens. And still, ; gentle, green acclivity, and there turned, just in 

leading us all, the old man hurried on, crying, ‘ front of a large white mansion, the residence of 

**My child, my child.” the false Barlow. The lighted windows, seen 

Suddenly, a blinding flash shot directly across } through the falling rain, shone like a beacon 

our path; a gigantic pine was splintered, in an 3 over the foaming waters at the ford and the 
instant, to the root; the earth smoked where $ highway that led up to it: and as I saw the gay 

the bolt entered; and the tall hemlock, totter- ‘front of that mansion, which should have been 

ing a moment, rushed headlong downward, bear- } the bridal home of the poor, crazed fugitive, I 

ing half a score of smaller trees to the ground could not help thinking that it had, perhaps, 

before it, and shaking the solid mountain, } lured her to her death but a little while before. 
far and near, All at once, as 1 looked and thought thus, I 

Scarcely had the glare and roar subsided, when } heard a sharp cry, and turning to the father, 

one of our party, who was on the opposite side - - from whom it proceeded, beheld him rushing 

of the stream, shouted through the tempest; ‘into the stream. My first instinct was to help 

and though we could not distinguish his words, * to restrain him, my next to look for the cause 

we saw, by the wild torch-light, that he held up ; of his horror. There, caught by a sapling that 

a& woman’s shoe, found at the edge of the tor- leaned over into the water, and swaying with 

rent, as if it had just been washed ashore. ~ it, was a female corpse. The body lay on its 

Even at that distance the father recognized it. \ back, the arms hanging nerveless by its side, 

“‘Tt is her’s,” he cried, ‘‘she is drowned.”’ ‘and the long dishevelled hair streaming down 

And he staggered, and would have fallen, if he the current. All was then over! 

had not been supported. , ‘Let me go to her,” cried the poor old man, 

But instantly he rallied. Shaking us off, { frantically, as we restrained him. ‘TI will go,” 

he sprang almost instantly to his feet, and look- { and he struggled so hard that two could searcely 

ing around, with an appealing look that went to hold him. ‘Oh! do let me go,” he pleaded, 

every heart, cried, ‘‘Come, she may yet be safe. when he found we were too strong for him. 

She has only dropped it in her haste.” And} ‘She is my only child, and the waters will 

with the words, he hurried on again, fain to {carry her away.” 

persuade himself that there was yet hope. By this time, however, some of our party, 
We followed without a word. He fairly ran, s risking their own lives, had brought the body 

such was his eagerness now. I shall never for- to the shore, where they composed it decently 

eet that scene. The torches flashing, the Nit- {on the grass, at the side of the highway. Simul- 

tanny’s hoarse roar, the lightnings, the thunder, taneously, attracted by the noise and lights, the 

and the aged father in the van, his bare locks, for ; owner of the mansion had come forth, attended 

his hat had fallen off, streaming in the wind { by servants, and was approaching the scene of 

like those of another Lear. the tragedy. The father, casting himself beside 

We reached the highway again at last. It} his daughter, had begun to chafe her cold hands, 
had seemed an age, though it could have been, } calling her by every term of endearment he had 

at most, but a few minutes. Here the road used when she was a child, imploring her +o 

crossed the brook, by what was usually a shal- ) speak to him, and saying, ‘‘she is not dead, do 

low ford; but now the waters swirled by, ten } you think she is dead?” when her murderer 

feet deep between the high banks, and full of } thus approached. Awe-struck, and feeling the 

saplings and other drift-wood, which ground : hand of Providence in this coincidence, we drew 
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back, so that Barlow stood face to face with his ; The father turned and looked at the criminal; 

victim. then inquiringly around the group; and then at 

The silence that followed, for a second, was } his daughter. As his eyes dwelt on that calm, 

awful. The storm had lulled, for the time, so/ serene face, a change came over them. ‘The 

that only the light pattering of rain was heard; ; anger passed away, the temporary insanity de- 

and this, so in contrast with the preceding tur- 7 parted, and tears gathered thick and fast, and 
moil, made the stillness more terrible. Occa-/ran slowly over down his checks. He made a 

sionally, the thunder boomed, far off, like minute } gesture, to put away the offered weapon, shaking 

guns. I heard Barlow catch his breath. His } his grey hairs. 

face turned ashen-colored. He looked literally, ; ‘*No,” he said. ‘*The Lord hath said, ‘Ven- 

for a moment, as if he had been changed to{ geance is Mine.’ Let God judge between him 

stone. The father, roused from his absorption, { and my child.” 

ns if by the magnetism of that presence, re- Even the log-cutter burst into tears. The 

garded him, meantime, with dilating eyes, and § Christian had triumphed over the father. We 

a look like that of a tiger about to spring. I were conquered and melted. 

trembled for what would follow. Suddenly a He looked up and went on. 

voice spoke beside me. ‘*Neighbors,” he said, ‘will you help me to 

‘‘Ay,” it said, and a half-savage log-cutter j carry her home?” and added gently, ‘‘I thank 

from higher up the mountain, advanced into the | you all for your kindness.” 

foreground, with a drawn knife in his hand, which It seemed to me, that, as he spoke thus, a 

he offered to the frenzied parent, ‘‘ay! sacrifice ; peaceful smile was on the face of the corpse. 

him on the spot. Or say the word,” he added, 3 Or was it only the flashing torch-light? 

as the father turned questioning toward him, We bore her away, leaving the murderer still 

with some gleams of returning reason in his 3 paralyzed, standing there at the ford. We laid 

eyes, ‘‘and I'll do it myself: it would be doing 3 her, two days after, in the village church-yard: 

God Almighty service to rid the earth of such a 3 and there also, within a month, a grave was dug 

Villain.” for the old man. Peace to their ashes! 

If, in that awful moment, when all our feel- Barlow still lives. He is a prosperous man; 

ings were roused to the highest pitch of grief § and decorous and strict even to Pharisaism. Even 
and indignation, the father had accepted the those who know him best, say that, after the 
offer, 1 do not think one of us would have had é first shock, he ceased to regret what he had 

the physical power to interfere. A spell was{done. We would fain believe otherwise. But 

on us all. We were paralyzed. It seemed to / neither his prosperity, nor his want of remorse, 

us as if the death of Barlow would be only a4 nor the cruel fate of his victims, makes us, for 

just expiation, a ‘“‘sacrifice,” as the log-cutter § one moment, doubt the justice of God. Time is 

had called it. not Eternity. The scheme of Providence is not 

There was an instant of terrible suspense, } played out in this fleeting life. 

during which we held our breaths unconsciously. ‘* VENGEANCE IS Mine.” 
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LAMENT. 

BY SARAH E. JUDSON. 

I am lone to-night, I am lone to-night, 

Though those I love are near; 

There are faces fair, there is cheerful light, 

And the merry laugh T hear. 

It is ringing out, it is ringing out 

As blithe as it rung of yore, 

But alas! beloved, that merry shout 

Sounds sweet to me no more. 

They say thou art dead, they say thou art dead: 

Beloved, for thy mournful fate, 

Ah! many and bitter tears I have shed, 

And earth scems desolate. 

I can see thy face, that noble face, 

It rises before me now. 

But the lines of suffering I trace 

On the high and massive brow. 

And those earnest eyes, oh! those earnest eyes, 
Beloved, I know are thine; 

In their mournful depths a shadow lies, 

And the tears are filling mine. 

I am sad to-night, I am sad to-night, 
For I can but think of thee; 

Of the love so true, of the hopes so bright; 
That love is lost to me. PL LP A ALP OP AO LL OPE LPL NL LLL Eee 
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BY ELLEN ASHTON. 

“‘Wiar a divine creature!” said Harry How-3 Osborne had the sense to see and appreciate 
ard to his friend, Charles Townsend, as"they } this. 

stood together near the door of a ball-room. {her heart had never suffered. 

Did you ever see § occasion, she also had dreams: and they were ‘*How gracefully she dances! 

Heretofore, in all her many flirtations, 

But, on this 

such a figure, such eyes, or such a complexion?” } of orange blossoms and Harry Howard. 
‘Handsome is as handsome does,” drily re- 

plied his friend, quoting an old proverb, and 

slightly shrugging his shoulders. 

““Pshaw!’’ retorted Harry, somewhat testily. $ of nothing but Miss Osborne. 

*‘One might as well look for enthusiasm from a 
stone as from you.” 

‘*You mustn’t expect enthusiasm for a doll,” 

was the answer. ‘‘ Miss Osborne is no divinity, 
Harry; but if report speaks truly, an unmiti- 

gated dowdy.” 

PPL LL. 

The next day, Townsend, after a late break- 

' fast, was sauntering down Chesnut street, when 
he encountered Harry. The latter could talk 

He confessed, at 

last, that he found it impossible to settle himself 

down to reading, or indeed anything, and that 

: he was promenading to pass the time, till the 

conventional hour of making calls had come, 

when he intended paying a visit to Miss Osborne. 

‘‘T’ve never kept anything from you, Town- 
“*T won’t believe it,” said Harry, half angrily. 3 send,” he said, ‘‘and I’ll acknowledge that I’m 

‘*Tt’s the gossip of those who envy her. 

beautiful creature could not be untidy.” 

His friend replied only by another shrug. 

‘‘T shall ask Mrs. Wharton to introduce me,” 

said Harry, leaving his friend, ‘‘If Miss Osborne 
proves as conversible as she is handsome, you’ll 

not see me again to-night.” 

Nor did Townsend get an opportunity to speak 
to his friend again that evening. Harry seemed 

enchanted with his new acquaintance. Town- 

send saw him hanging on every word Miss 

Osborne spoke, watching her every look, and 
scrutinizing jealously every one she conversed 

Such a8 over head and ears in love. If she'll have such 
a worthless fellow as myself,” he added, ener- 

getically, “I'll marry her at once.” 
His friend was about to say that she would 

have Harry, to a certainty, since she was of the 

kind to take him for his fortune, even if she 

cared nothing for himself, when his attention 

was attracted by a lady, who, at that instant, 

left a store, just ahead, and began to hastily 

walk up the street. He thought there was 

something familiar in the figure; but, if it was 
that of any one he knew, it was now so slouched 

in a huge plaid shawl, as not to be recognized. 

with. Nor was Townsend altogether surprised. } Harry, at the same moment, noticed the lady. 

For Miss Osborne was as accomplished as she } 
was beautiful. She had, moreover, a happy flow 

of spirits. She possessed, too, great adaptability 
of character. She had discovered, directly, there- } run. 

fore, what subjects pleased Harry most; and 

being a bit of a coquette, had resolved on his 

conquest immediately. She danced often with ’ man more fastidious. 

him, allowed him to take her down to supper, $ 

and when he led her to her mother’s carriage, ; 

said how pleased she would be to have him call. 

By this time her victory was complete, and 

IIlarry went home to dream of Miss Osborne, 

‘How I do hate,” he said, ‘‘to see a woman 

walking in that way. Observe her now. It’s a 

sort of fast waddle, like that of a duck trying to 

Zounds! if I had a wife that walked so 
vulgarly and fast, I’'d go crazy.” 

‘I believe you would, Harry; for I know no 

But don’t talk so loud: 
the lady might overhear you.” 

“Lady!” said Harry, with a sneer. ‘She’s 

some servant girl, who has run out to buy a 

shilling’s worth of thread. Lady, indeed? Did 

you ever know a real lady to walk in that 

and to wonder if he really was, as he said to} fashion?” 

himself, ‘‘the lucky fellow to draw such a 

prize.” 

To do the lady justice, it was not coquetry 

alone, which made her voice, when she asked $ admonished by Townsend’s look. 

In person, } this nursery maid wears her clothes. Ifarry to call, tremble perceptibly. 

PP LL SF 

‘Yes! They can’t help their walk, you know.” 

‘‘Well, then, they can help dressing like a 

dowdy, can’t they?’ He spoke in a whisper, 

‘Look how 

They’re 
mind, and manners, he was superior; and Miss $ thrown on, not put on: her frock is nes on 

; 1 
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one side, than her skirt: and, as I live, there’s; A few steps brought them to the side of the 

a hole in her stocking.” lady. Neither Harry nor Townsend could resist 

Harry turned triumphantly to Townsend as the desire to glance at her face as they went by. 

he spoke. The latter could no more deny this, }She wore a coarse veil, which she had drawn 

than he could the general charge of slovenliness Sover her face for concealment; but a puff of 

which Harry had made. The person before : wind, just as they passed, blew it aside; and lo! 

them, it was plain, if not a servant girl, was an § Miss Somers herself, 

irreclaimable dowdy. But Townsend, disposed 3 Harry never said a word, from that time for- 

to be charitable, answered, ‘ward, about being in love with Miss Somers. 

‘What if there is a hole in her stocking? The $ Townsend wisely refrained from alluding to the 

neatest persons wi!l sometimes be caught with j subject; but he was glad that his friend had 

one. They put a stocking on, which is perfect; $ been cured; for he knew too much of the lady’s 

but before they come home, it wears to a hole.” ’ slovenliness, through his sisters, to suppose she 

‘J know too much for that,” retorted Harry. 3 could ever have made Harry happy. 

“If either of my sisters were to make such an ; There are other ball-room belles, besides Miss 

excuse to their mother, she’d tell them, that ’ Somers, who think it not unlady-like to go shop- 

persons who were tidy, always looked carefully 3 ping, early in the morning, in the most dowdyish 

at their garments, before putting them on carb, They should remember, that, while gen- 

‘‘ Hush! said Townsend, for Harry had raised $ tlemen hardly ever notice whether a lady wears 

his voice insensibly. ‘‘She knows we are talk-3a brocade or some cheaper material, they are 

ing of her. Let’s pass her, for to linger behind, 3 sure to see anything untidy about her dress, but 

now, would be rude.” $ especially a HOLE IN HER STOCKING. 
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ALONE. 

BY B. SIMEON BARRETT. 

Sadly my fancy wanders back 
To days so long gone by, 

Sweeping o’er memories viewless track 

Where the shadows dimly lie; 

Days when the sunshine was pure and bright, 

Gilding each scene with its dazzling light. 

Deeper and darker the night comes on, ~ 

Shadows and gloom are here— 
Loved ones and dear ones have long been gone, 

Nothing is left to cheer; 

Lonely I sit, so cold and numb— 

When will the morning ever come? 

Around me the storm grows wild again— 

Fancy awakes at the sound— 

Madly the wind howls over the main, 

Hoarsely the waves resound! 

Wearily waiting, I watch the dawn— 

Twill come! when the last dark hour is gone! 

Fiercer and wilder drives the storm, 

Sweeping along the shore; 

Winds are shrieking their wild alarm, 

As they never shrieked before; 

And oh, how fearfully sounds each tone 

While waiting, I watch here all alone! PRI OLPAL EF LLL PIL IIL LILI IS PPL LD DDL DL PDAS A 
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cTHAT FAMILIAR STRAIN.” 

BY JOHN HAINES, JR. 

Lady, where’er thy lot may be, 

Wherever thou may’st roam, 

The harp, though struck by stranger’s hans, 

Shall mind thee still of home; 

And scenes of happiness, and youth, 

Will rise to thee again; 

And tones of loved ones be recalled 

By that familiar strain. 

Upon my ear, methinks I hear 

That old familiar strain, ~ 

Its touching notes thrill thro’ my frame 

With sweetness once again; 

I hear it oft, in murmurs soft, 

Amid youth’s fleeting dream— 

And yet its sounds are floating on 

With me along life’s stream.. DEL LLLP A LA EEL Veer 
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A PHYSICIAN’S STORY. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN, 

““PLBASE, doctor, come with me—quick!” said “Who?” I asked, involuntarily, giving utter- 
the trembling voice of an old man at my door, {ance to the curiosity I had hitherto restrained. 
one wet, cold May night. “Who? Oh, didn’t I tell you? I thought I 

I turned from my window, whither I had been? did. It is little Alice, sir—our little Alice, who 
drawn, aroused from sleep by his loud, double {is dying—and has been calling for you to come 
rap at the street door—and hastily dressing, went $ all night—and all the week past,” said the old 
down stairs, crossed the hall, slipped back the man. 
bolt, and joined him. It was a wild, stormy “‘And why did you not send for me sooner?” 
night, and cold, too, for the season—and the rain [ asked. 
splashed down sullenly and unceasingly from the } “I did go—twice before to night—but they 
black starless sky upon the pavements; and as ; told me you had left town, and wouldn’t be back 
I emerged from the warmth of a comfortable § till to-day. But I’m glad you’re going now! 
home into the chilly, out-door atmosphere, 1} Somehow, she talks about you all the time; and 
ap tee closely my overcoat and drew my muff- } maybe the sight of you will do her good.” 

rs up about my throat. I recollected then. Ihad been to a far distant 
‘Lead the way, sir,” I said to the old man at county, to bury a beloved sister, within a week, 

my side. } returning home only that day. 
On we went rapidly, through the driving rain} «How long has the child been ill?” I asked. 

beating full in our faces, my companion seeming } ‘Oh, sir, it is only eight davs or thereabouts, 
to take no heed of the raging storm—though, as § since she came home one night from the factory, 
we suddenly turned a corner, coming directly} pale and weak, and when the bells rung again 
under the glare of a street lamp, I noticed that ? in the morning she tried to get up and go again 
his garments—the attire of an artizan of the $ to her work, but was too sick: only eight days 5 ’ ? > . 

humbler class—were miserably scanty and thin— } since she gave up—but I’ve seen the look in her 
that his tattered grey hair was dripping down } face all along—I knew it! But the little thing 
his bent shoulders—and saw what I had not wouldn’t give up sir!” 
observed before, that his right arm hung withered 3 “You say she worked in a factory—in Mr. 
and useless at his side. And over his white, thin ; Sidney’s?” I inquired. 
fuce—and in the glances of which, every few} ‘* Aye,” was the answer, ina hasty tone. ‘Aye, 
moments, he cast upon me, as if to make sure [3 sir, for two years little Alice has led a slave's 
was hastening or close beside him, I read the 3 life in his spinning room, and that’s what’s killed 
story of some great grief, and saw there traces } her—working there to earn the bread we ate— 
of want and hunger. her mother and I!” 

This was just such a haggard, hopeless face **She is your child, then?” I queried. 
as I had seen hundreds of times among the poon *“No! my grandchild. James died three years 

ago last winter—the consumption killed him— of England—among the artizans and laboring 

and left little Alice and her poor mother. It's a classes—telling the same sad story, of want, 
penury, and sorrow. terrible thing, sir, to be poor!” he added, after 
And so, sadly musing, each busy with his own ; moment’s pause, ‘*g terrible thing to be poor, 

thoughts, we walked on—the silence broken only $} and can’t work! I wonder what God sent this 
by the steady tramp of our feet, and the cease- upon me for’—looking down upon the useless, 
less patter of the rain upon the tiled roofs and ; Shrunken member by his side—‘‘and let that 
narrow brick pavements. child kill herself to support me?” 
We were turning an angle of a street, when, “‘Tfit hadn’t been for this, I could have worked 

in a sudden lull of the storm, the old man said $ for ’em both—mother and child—and saved the 
abruptly, “She can’t stand it long, sir!—but I$ poor dear lamb!” 
hope we shall get there before she drops off!” 3 «And how old is little Alice?” I asked. 
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The old man groaned. ‘Eight years—only an y slaves—and then, turning away, 1 had walked 

eight year old child—little better than a baby— } beside the haughty millionaire, Russel Sidney, 

taken from its mother’s bosom to toil from bell- } through his busy factories—and looking upon 

ringing to bell-ringing again in yonder cursed} the mute, wan faces bending over their tasks, 

factories! No wonder, sir, the children die!—no } watching the long, famine-stricken fingers plying 

wonder they are dropping off by scores—toiling } the ceaseless shuttle, or ‘‘turning the great iron 

like slaves, aye, worse than the black slaves over} wheels round and round”—looking upon those 

the water that the gentle folk pity so! Yet thew: operatives, too weary and hopeless to complain, 

have no eye, or heart, or pity, for their own} and daily getting thinner and weaker—amid 

slaves at home!” those scenes of oppression, I, too, groaned out 

‘God help you! It is, indeed, a terrible thing {in bitterness of spirit, even as had this weary 

to be poor!” I replied, involuntarily, respecting } old man at my side, ‘And this is free, morry 

the man’s grief too much to check his righteous : England!” 

bitterness of speech. ‘‘Yes, England has much } But my thoughts came back to the old man 

to-answer for—she has her slaves!” and his errand. 

‘And it?s all the rich men’s fault!” he broke, ‘And little Alice has been asking for me, you 

forth again. ‘They do it all! They send our say! Does she know me?” I inquired. 

children into their great smoking, stifling prison «She has seen you often when you visited the 

houses, making them work, work, until the din $ factory. You remember her—don’t you? She 

of tho great iron wheels crushes the life out of $ has soft, golden curls, and eyes blue as the skies 

their brains!—and all to keep their own with $ that hang over the country meadows in summer — 

soft, white hands, and doll-baby faces in their $ time,” said the old man. 

splendid homes! The rich do this—they nes But vainly I tried to call her to remembrance, 

a right because they have the power, and they } Among the many little children whom I had soen 

have the power because they have the money! in my rounds through the factory rooms, and 

and so they grind down the poor, and kill the } whom I had stopped to pat upon the head, there 

little babes! and this is ‘Merrie England!’ Aye, ; were too many with meek blue eyes and golden 

merry enough, I dare say, sir, to us poor folks, } curls, and, alas! pale, pinched faces, for me to 

who bury our dead, and have no time to stand 3 single out the memory of this little one. And 

and weep over them!” ‘go, fruitlessly endeavoring to call up her form 

He ceased suddenly, his grey head cropping and face before my mental vision, I hastened on 

on his breast; but still his feet kept on their beside the old man, as he led me through a laby- 

rapid way. rinthine maze of streets and narrow alleys into 

For a moment I was astonished at his vehe- § the very heart of the city. At length we stopped. 

mence; and yet, why shonld I have been? for’ ‘It is here, sir. Step carefully—the stairs 

the sudden revelation of this man’s heart was}; are steep and narrow,” said the old man, as he 

nothing new to me. In the course of an exten-§ pushed open the door of a dilapidated old wooden 

sive practice in one of England’s largest manu- house, and bade me enter. Up several flights 

facturing towns, and principally among the$of steep, rickety stairs, which creaked and 

artizans and operatives in the factories—for, } rattled under our footsteps, I followed him, 

as God is my judge, I never turned a deaf ear to until we gained an upper landing, from whence 

@ poor man’s call! in the course of such a prac- 3 he opened a door leading to a room beyond. 

tice, among an oppressed, hopeless people— It was a low, damp attic chamber, containing 

familiar with the appearance of want and penury but few articles of furniture of the poorest de- 

in a thousand forms—how could I expect to wit- scription—the rafters overhead blackened and 

ness any new phase of character among them? unplastered—the rain trickling in through the 

Many a time had I stood by miserable pallets * broken roof—and the voice of the storm shriek- 

in close, stifling rooms, amid the lowest forms of Sing at the little window-pane like the moan of a 

squallor and poverty—many a time had I stood $ dying fiend. 

by the cots of the lowly poor, who, amid all their Upon the hearth smouldered a few dead ashes, 

destitution, had preserved the virtue of cleanli- from whence the fire had died out long before— 

ness—many a time ministering unto them to the $ even as hope from the heart of that poor mother 

last, had I closed their eyelids, and in imagina-% who knelt by the bedside of her dying child. 

tion followed the released soul from its late} The light of a farthing candle, burning upon 

prison-house up to the shadow of the Great a little stand near the head of the bed at the 

White Throne, into the presence of Him in whose . farther corner of the apartment, but faintly 

eyes there are neither rich or ‘poor, nobles, or‘ illumined the gloom, only to reveal the utter 
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desolation; but I could not fail to perceive the , face in her hands with a quick, conyulsive, sob- 
figure of a woman who rose from her half-kneel- ’ bing cry, and dropped down on her knees. And 
ing, half-crouching posture by the bedside as the old man sat motionless in the distant corner 
we entered, nor the tiny, attenuated child-form$ among the shadows, whither he had retreated 
which started up from the pillows. upon his entrance; and little Alice lay very quiet 

And a little, faint voice, sweet as the cry of a3 as her mother had bidden her, looking up into 
tiny, weak bird, said, my face with a loving, tender smile. 

“Is it you, grandpa? and has he come?” > ‘Tf am so glad you came!” she murmured, at 
‘Yes, little darling, and here is the kind } length: ‘*‘T knew you would come, some time, 

doctor,” said the old man, in a softened voice. } ever since you gave me the pretty flowers. See! 
“Oh, I knew he would come! I knew it!”?} I have kept them,” and a soft light glorifies her 

again cried that sweet, faint voice; and little \ face, and a radiant smile played about the little 
Alice turned her full, blue eyes upon me. : mouth, as she reached forth her transparent 

The woman by the bed-side came feebly hand, pointing with one trembling finger to the 
forward—a thin, weary-looking, consumptive little stand at the head of her cot. 
woman—such an one as I had seen hundreds} ‘Give them to me—please!” she whispered. 
of times before among the poor: a pale, suffer- } I turned to the stand, and saw there, in a cup 
ing widow, toiling all day at the weary loom, ; of water, a little bunch of faded wild flowers; 
and then half the night over some coarse sewing, { and taking them thence, I placed them in her 
to eke out the money to provide food and aula outstretched fingers. 
to keep soul and body together, and then, when} And then gazing upon those few wild flowers, 
strength failed utterly, sending forth her deli-} looking down into her blue eyes, and mechani- 
cate little one to earn her mite in the noisy fac- $ cally threading my fingers through the curls 
tory room. § which swept the pillow like threads spun from 

This pale, sad woman came feebly forward; pure gold—then it all flashed over me in an in- 
and curtesying with native grace, said, aterane stant, and I remembered ‘little Alice.” 
gling meantime to crush down her tears and the I remembered how I had seen her often in the 
great choking sobs which rose in her throat, } stifled factory room, flitting to and fro among 

‘Oh, good sir, you are very kind to come} the great wheels of the spinners—to and fro, 
among us poor people—but my little one did} among the clatter and Babel-noise of the turning 
want to see you so! and God will send you His} machinery, like a child-angel as she was. I had 
reward!” and then, turning toward the bed, she} paused more than once to stroke those golden 
tenderly streked out, one by one, the long, golden curls; and now it came fresh to memory again— 
curls that lay over the pillow, saying, ‘‘and now how, one day, scarce two weeks agone—in walk- 
lie very still, Ally; the kind doctor has come.”” {ing past the spinning-frame where she stood at 

I went to tho bed-side and looked down into $ work, holding a bunch of wild flowers in my 
the child’s eyes. And I knew then what thoughts $ hand—a few large English violets, sprigs of 
were tugging at the mother’s heartstrings — sweet thyme, and blades of blue-eyed grass, 
what inquiries hovered on her lips, even before $ which I had plucked that morning during a ride 

id 

the words broke forth, S into the country—I marked the eager, childish 
**Oh, tell me, doctor, will she live? Can you ; delight sparkling in her eyes as she saw the 

save her for me?” flowers, and gave them to her with a kind word, 

Heart sick, I turned away—heart sick and} and then passed onward. And I had straight- 
mute; for my practised eye saw all at one glance. : way forgotten the incident, until those withered, 
There was no hope! Even then the film of death ‘faded blossoms, treasured up to gaze upon in 

had begun to gather over the pupils of those} her death hour, recalled it. That little cluster 

large, blue eyes upturned to mine; even then life } of wayside flowers had made her so happy! 1 
was ebbing surely from that tiny heart; and the * was much affected. 
little, slender fingers which had crept lovingly} ‘Iam sorry to find you go sick! I remember 
into my hand were growing cold. Life might’ you now, little Alice,” I said, at length. 
linger for a few hours, or go out at any moment. She looked up and smiled faintly, still caress- 
She might lie thus till the grey dawn broke over } ing my hand. 

the smoky city, or she might gently, dreamily ‘‘And you have kept my flowers ever since?” 

lnpse into the death sleep. But there was no}I asked. ‘And have you been sick ever since, 
hope! too?” 

And the mother must have read it ailinmy} ‘‘Almost,” she whispered. ‘My head kept 

ccuntenance, for she turned away, buried her} aching so, and the great wheels went round and 
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yound and made me dizzy—and one night when ; heaven, it won’t—for mamma said how nobody 

I came home, my cheeks were so red and hot } was ever sick there.” 

that mamma cried and put me to bed; andthen} Then relapsing into quiet, for a little time 

when morning came, and the great bell rung, ‘ silence rested on that room, broken only by the 

and I wanted to get up and go to the factory § beating of the wind and rain against the window 

she wouldn’t let me, but said I must lay very ; pane. Little Alice lay looking at the flowers 

still. And then I did lay still—so very still that * she held—then all at once asked, eagerly, 

a little mouse got up on the stand right beside } ‘Will there be flowers in heaven, mamma?” 

the pretty flowers you gave me, and I wasn’t} ‘Yes, dear,’? sobbed the mother, 

frightened a bit, but laid and looked at se «Qh, that will be beautiful!” she cried, joy- 

but, somehow, my head wouldn’t stop aching, fully. ‘And it will be good to die and go there. 

and then I woke up grandpa and wanted him to I dreamed all about it last night—though I didn't 

go for you to come and get me well—for I knew ? tell anybody till now, how there were pretty 

you was the doctor.” flowers, and little singing birds—such beautiful 

‘Don’t you think you can get me well?” she } birds, too, as never come to this great smoky 

asked, after a little pause, gazing up into my ; town—and I saw lots of children—and little 

face. ‘Can’t I be got strong enough to go away } Katy Deane, who died last year, was there—and 

from this noisy place into the pleasant country, they all came and got me, and led me up to papa, 

where it is so cool and still, and the flowers } for he was there too, dear mamma—and then he 

grow? Maybe you'll take me there in your nice } kissed me, and told me to go and play, and then 

carriage some day, when it don’t rain so hard, ‘ the little children took hold of my hands, and we 

won’t you? I don’t mind asking you, for you all ran down into the green meadows together. 

were so good, and gave me the dear, pretty Oh, it was so cool there, and soft and still! The 

flowers!” And again those trusting, childish 3 great bells didn’t ring once to scare away the 

eyes were upturned to mine. birds. I don’t believe they have factories there, 

I could not answer for the rushing tears. I}upinheaven. God won't let them have them, to 

had been less than man had I not cried then. I} shut up the little children in, will He, mamma?” 

tell you, the physician, whether he goes among The mother could not speak; but the old man 

high or low, sees many pitiful, sad, heart-break- came forth from the corner where he had sat, 

ing scenes in his life. I had seen many such— moaning, and rocking his body to and fro, and 

but never, never any like this!) The mother sob- : groped toward the bed. 

bed aloud; and the grandfather, poor, stricken “No, darling, no! thank God for that! No 

old man! moaned sadly. ‘work there—no rich to grind down the poor— 

1 stood there silent; and little Alice must have put cool, green meadows and gardens for the 

read my thoughts, for she said in a few moments } children to play in—and when they’re tired, 

almost cheerfully, ’ Jesus takes them up in his arms like little 

‘«sWell, you don’t speak, and I see how it is. Saarbg and carries them!’ And he fondly 

I can’t ever get well—and you're sorry to tell ‘ stroked out her curls, and let his trembling old 

me so. But it won’t make me feel bad—only 3 hand go wandering all over her sunken features. 

mamma and grandpapa, they'll miss meso! If} “Then it will be good to die, grandpapa,” she 

God makes me die and go to heaven, I want to. } said, smiling sweetly. ‘¢The bells won’t wake 

Mamma says all the little children go there; § me up in the morning when I am tired—oh, so 

don’t they?” S tired! It will be good to die and go to heaven, 

“Yes, yes,” I murmured—‘‘little children all$even if I have to go all the way alone; but 

go there—‘of such are the kingdom of heaven,’ papa 1 be there, and by-and-bye mamma and 

it is written.” 2 you, and the good doctor here, will all come 

«That's just what sho read out of grandpapa’s too—won’t you, grandpapa?” 

big Bible the other night, when my head ached g “T hope so, darling! Everybody knows God 

and I cried so—and it made me feel good, and 3 takes little children and makes angels of ’em— 

stopped the naughty pain.” but I’m old and wicked, and p’rhaps after all I 

‘Does your head ache now?” I asked, to shan’t get there!’ And the old man sank down 

direct the conversation into another channel, for $ upon his knees, and sobbed aloud. 

it was getting intensely painful to the poor over- ) «‘Oh, hush, grandpapa! It makes me feel bad 
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wrought mother. to hear you talk so! God loves everybody, if 

«Qh, no, it’s all gone now,” she replied, § they only love Him! Don’t you know, mamma 

brightening. ‘And I don’t think it'll come } read that, too, in your big Bible the other night?” 

back any more, either—not if I die and go to * whispered little Alice. 
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By-and-by the sobs died away, and the old They had wanted little Alice in heaven, and man rose and stood silent at the bedside; and} she had gone! 

the little one lay still upon the pillows. Buta She was no more in that miserable attic cham- 
great change had suddenly passed over her ber, only a clay cold, waxen body, exquisite in 
waxen face; and I think he must have seen it, } its white, statuesque, perfect childish beauty as 
too, for again he broke forth into moaning sobs, } the sculptured marble—only the body, ss the and sank upon his feeble knees beside the mother, spirit was in' the Father’s bosom. 
who was silently praying, and quelling her sobs, The mother sprang up. 
that she might not impede her darling’s flight to ““Thank God it is over! No more work—no 
heaven. more hunger—no more suffering, for she is with The dying child lay very still for a few minutes, | Jesus!” Then the great tide-waves of maternal 
her eyelids fluttering open, then wearily closing; love, stronger than life or death, swelled up from 
while I bent over her, holding my watch in one } her heart to her eyes; and with a bitter wail and 
hand, and with the fingers of the other on her} a gush of tears, she sunk down upon the bed wrist counting the faint strokes of her feeble } beside her dead child. 
pulse; and all the time the death-angel, Azrael, ‘Aye, daughter, I suppose it is well to thank 
was hovering over that low pallet, unfurling his } God that she has passed beyond suffering and 
wings, and brightening and glorifying every want. I thanked Him for that when James died; 
feature of her transparent face with his touch. but it does seem bitter hard that the little ones 

The flowers were still grasped tightly in her} must go first—and an old, withered, useless 
little right hand, beneath the nails of whose being like me he left to cumber the ground! 
slender fingers the blood was ‘settling in livid Yes, it is hard! Little Alice has died before 
streaks darker and bluer than the hue of the} her time!” And with a groan of anguish, the 
violets. old man shrunk away into his dark corner again. 

Presently she unclosed her eyes, and holding $ And when the next day—a fair May day as 
up the blossoms, murmured brokenly; and, 3 ever smiled upon the earth—lI looked down into 
knowing that, even then, life was fluttering on} the little grave they had dug for her in the wet 
her white lips, I stooped low to catch the words. kirk-yard sod—when I looked abroad over the 

Looking intently upon the flowers, she whis- great smoky city, where the tall chimnies loomed 
pered gaspingly and slow, ‘Violets! violets!” a. and pierced the sky—I could but say, 
then, while a sudden light broke over her face, ‘And in yonder factories, amid the stifling air 
and in the glimpse of heayen which the angels } and the ceaseless din of turning iron wheels, are 
surely brought her then, she murmured, still toiling, toiling, scores of pale, wan, hunger- 

“‘There! don’t you see them—the pretty } stricken little children, too many of whom wil, 
flowers? All the little children are picking } alas! like little Alice, die before their time!” 
them—and Katy, too, she wants me, let me go!” { And yet for her it was well! Quietly and 
and she suddenly withdrew her hand from mine— } sweetly she sleepeth now; we would not have it 
“let me go! don’t hold me! They want me in} otherwise—for 
heaven!” 

One sudden spring from the pillow; one little 
struggle; one feeble flutter of the tiny heart; 
one opening and shutting of the tiny divers 
letting the violets fall all over the pallet; and it 
was over! 

“Tf you listen by that grave in sun or shower, 
W ith your ear down, little Alice never cries! 

Could we see her face, be sure we should not know 
her, 

For the emile has time for growing in her eyes!” 
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And as with snowy mantle strange 
All, chill enyeloped seems, 

Was it not here that calm and cold, 

The moon looked down in state? 

Did not these marble gods then hold 
So we ourselves grow calm and cold Their watch beside the gate? £ calm old, 

Break off and liye apart; 
Yes, we—who loved so well of old 
And kissed with heart to heart. 

Alas! I know how sadly change 

These all-too-lovely dreams; PPPOE A Ae 
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BOARDING-SCHOOL ROMANCH. 

BY A. L. OTIS. 

{TweENTY-Five young girls with their aut seryed just as Cornelia Golding was saying, LE 

pinioned back to make their chests expand, { never eat butter, you know, but I pity you poor 

marched in single file around the boarding-§ girls who do.” 

school table, and each stood behind her chair.} ‘‘Yes,” bright, pert, little Charlotte Kay an- 

A grace of great length and precision was said$ swered. ‘Well you may, for that jimber-jawed 

by Miss Hicks, our teacher, and then our arms } thing looks as if she would grudge us even air- 

were freed, and we sat down to our pudding. > sauce to our pudding.” 

The puddings were always served to us before’ ‘‘That she does,” answered Cornelia. 

our meat. Miss Hicks had seen in some hygic- “Of whom are you speaking, young ladies?” 

nic work that it was better to eat dessert before } asked Miss Fitch, acting her primmest. 

dinner, and she liked that opinion, because after } «‘Of you, and I’ll tell you plenty more if you 

a yery little, sweet, fat, suet pudding, or cloying } like,” spoke up Charlotte. ‘“Stingy thing!” 

Indian ditto, the girls had not much appetite for ‘ Miss Fitch said not a word, but left the room. 

expensive meat. | § The afternoon lessons were said, and the tea-bell 

One of the young ladies, called the ‘table } rang. Miss Hicks had not been in the school- ” 

mistress,” helped us to the molasses sauce. It} room since morning. She hada headache, and 

was the duty of this functionary also to preside instead of taking tea with us, as usual, she had 

over the butter-plate at breakfast and tea. We; a stand drawn up to a little fire in the refectory, 

could be helped to butter but twice, and so were } and sat by it wrapped in a shawl. 

much at the mercy of the monitress. At the } «Somebody is going to get a blessing,” whis- 

time I write about we had one quite to our; pered Charlotte to me. ‘‘See the angry spots 

minds, for Cornelia Golding gave us such liberal { on Miss Hicks’ cheeks.” I guess Miss Charlotte 

cuts that we lived in clover. shook in her shoes, and fully believed she was 

When we had despatched our first course, and ‘ the one to be scolded. Miss Hicks’ spoke. 

were waiting for the second, Miss Hicks arose } “Before you sit down, young ladies, turn 

and signified that she wished to address us. We around and all face me. Miss Golding come 

wondered who was going to get it, and all were} here. Stand where the young ladies can see 

quiet. } you. This shameless girl has made a most cruel 

‘‘T have observed,” she began, ‘‘that Miss ‘attack on my nicce, has incited the little girls 

Cornelia Golding suits you very well as table- } to insult her,” &e. Ke. 

monitress, young ladies, but she does not do For more than a quarter of an hour she rated 

what is right. If she were conscientious in the} the unfortunate object of her wrath, and then 

discharge of her duty, she would think more of commanded her to remain where she was until 

your health and less of your appetites, instead} we had finished our supper. While we were 

of trying to pamper you and make you sick doing so, we were edified by hearing Cornelia 

Were not Sally Smith and little Annie Brown ‘ continually taunted and vituperated, and while 

quite ill last week? It was the butter made ; I leave her standing there in patient endurance, 

them so, I dare say. Now I shall be obliged to * I will tell you who and what she was. 

appoint another monitress, because I see that Cornelia Golding was older than any of us, 

Miss Golding has so little judgment she cannot; about seventeen, and by far the most beautiful 

be trusted. Miss Fitch, I desire you to take her} girl in school. Hers was a perfect Greek face, 

place in future.” ‘except that the forehead was a little more 

Glances of indignation and contempt flew from } swelling. Her hair was brown auburn, golden- 

one to another among the scholars. We knew} threaded and wavy, like the hair in statues. 

well enough why Miss Fitch, niece to Miss Hicks, Her eyes were large, brown, and of a most ex- 

was appointed, After dinner we held an indig- $ quisite beauty of form. They, with their long 

nation meeting, and Miss Hicks and her niece lashes and pretty brows, were generally thought 

were called all manner of names. * the great beauty of her face, although perhaps 

The latter came into the school-room unob-* such a delicate, straight nose is a rarer feature, 
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and to me her calm, sweet mouth, with one} going to speak. There was pin-drop silence. 
dimple just above each corner of it, was the : ‘*Yonng ladies and gentlemen,” she began, ‘I 
most charming. She was not the leading favorite ; am sorry to be obliged to leave any one at home. 
of the school; mischievous Migs Hardy was that: 3 I promised myself the delight of haying all my 
but to Cornelia the girls came with their letters? children around me to-day. But this young 
from home, news of friends, or their own com-$ lady, Miss Cornelia Golding, has been guilty of 
plaints and confessions. ; unbecoming and improper conduct. I will say 

I loved her above all others, and she was my sno more, except that the reason why she stays 
school ‘‘mother.” Each of the elder girls took } behind is because she richly deserves to.” 
& young one under her wing, and they were} I looked sorrowfully at Cornelia. She was 
styled ‘‘mother” and “child,” as in boy’- schools ’ very pale indeed, and her lids were cast down. 
they have ‘“‘master’” and “fag.” ‘ She was a Greek statue. I observed that once 

Poor Cornelia Golding was almost friendless. $ she lifted her eyes and looked among the youths 
She was an orphan, and had been adopted by an 3 present, and at that minute a blush stole up, and 
uncle. But he lost his wife and married again. $ her look of utter misery was exchanged for a 
Then she was sent to school, and never went § single gleam of comfort. I turned to the boys. 
home at yacations. Nobody seemed to care for They were all looking on, some carelessly, some 
her, and so Miss Hicks always abused her when $ impatiently, some curiously, and but one with 
she had no real culprit to vent her ill-temper any real interest. He was Constant Harwood, 
upon, 3 the parlor boarder, a young man of twenty, who 

In the same building, with separate Sines eas reading the classics with Mr. Hicks. He 
grounds, there was a boy’s boarding-school kept $ looked splendid at that moment. He had his 
by Mr. Hicks, Miss Hicks’ brother. Most of ’ hat in his hand. His light, curly hair was dashed 
the girls had brothers there. They were both } back, his head thrown up, his color furiously red, 
‘select schools,” and there were not more than : his blue eyes flashing, and I was sure he was 
twenty boys. Very often little excursions were $ just going to say something perfectly awful. 
planned by Mr. Hicks, who was a good, kind} But in an instant almost his expression changed 
man, and we girls were invited to join the par-} to one so gentle and loving that I looked at Cor- 
ties. We were all now looking forward to such : ney again. She had one finger on her lip, and 
a pleasure, which was to come off the very next } was just being led away by Miss Hicks. 
day. We were asked to go with the boys to! I petitioned for leave to stay with Cornelia, 
Hard Beach to find shells, haye a dinner of } but was reprimanded and ordered to go with the 
chowder and clams, and a row in a long-boat.} rest. So I thought proper to sulk, and would 
We had talked of it for wecks, and dreamed of } not walk with the others or speak to any one, 
it at night, and counted the hours, and were $ Indeed it was as much grief as sulkiness. We 
restless with excitement about it. arrived at the Beach, and while the other girls 

Ah, me! my joy was dashed; for that spiteful ; sought shells I sat moodily apart. 
Miss Hicks said Cornelia should not go unless} Presently Mr. Harwood came up and sat down 
she would beg Miss Fitch’s pardon, and we all} beside me. I determined to tell him all about 
saw hy Corney’s face that she would do no such } Miss Hicks’ hateful conduct, and began upon it 
thing. She was kept down stairs and lectured $ at once. He looked out at the sails on the sea, 
all the evening. She had a little room to her- § and tried to be very cool while I talked, but I 
self. That night she was locked up in it, and ; heard him now and then grinding his teeth. I 
none of us were allowed to speak to her. The} ended by pitying poor Cornelia locked up in her 
next day all was hurry and bustle, girls dress-} room this day of all days. 
ing, hunting up baskets, talking, laughing, skip-} ‘Which is Miss Golding’s room?” he asked 
ping about. We saw nothing of poor Cornelia. } me. 

At last all were ready. Mr. Hicks came up} I was ready enough to tell him, and described 
to the school-room where we were assembled} her little window darkened by the apple tree 
and bid us down to the yard, where the boys} boughs very minutely. 
were waiting for us. Miss Hicks was not ae “You are a shrewd child,” he said, with a 
us, and we had to wait for her. Presently we { smile, and soon afterward he was nowhere to be 
heard her voice at the door, and all, boys and} seen. 
girls, looked up to where she stood on the high} In the meantime poor Cornelia was sitting, 
steps in the doorway, to see if she were not § after.a good, long cry, looking ont of the window 
ready to set out. She was all ready, with eek of her close little room with nothing eise to do, 
bonnet on, but was holding Cornelia’s hand and ‘ for Miss Hicks had taken every book and her 
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work away from her, that she might «devote ¢and we had to take our turns at walking. I 

her thoughts to penitence,” the old thing said. ; always liked to walk, for though it was full two 

Corney told me afterward that she watched the § miles to the church, the road to it was very 

bees in the climbing roses, the robin feeding its § pleasant. On this day Cornelia was my com- 

little ones in the nest in the apple tree, and gra- panion, and no one else. Coming home in the 

dually the warm day and drowsy hum made her 3 afternoon, as we were very warm we stopped 

sleepy. She laid her head on her little round ¢ under the shade of some harvest apple trees to 

table and dreamed something very happy—but § rest ourselves on a wooden bench. Cornelia sat 

I will not betray her dreaming. She was quite still thinking, while I kept looking up into the 

unaware of any intruder. All she knew was, $ laden boughs, saying, 

that when she awoke she found a handful of 

pretty shells on her table, and her handkerchief, 

which was damp with her tears, gone. I guess 

she was sorry enough she fell asleep! ’ Perhaps her wishes, if expressed, would have 

When I came home I ran to her door and appeared as vain as mine. But as an apple 

whispered her name. She heard me and asked % might perchance haye dropped into my lap, so 

what I wanted. > her dreams were just barely possible—and, and 

‘‘How do you do? Are you not glad? Didn't the golden apple did fall to her! 

he come?” I heard a vehicle on the lonely country road, 

‘‘ Whatdo you know aboutit? Tell me quickly, and was all curiosity to see it. It was ascending 

‘Shake, shake apple tree 
Golden apples down to me.” 

do, do, Ada.” the hill we had just surmounted. 

«1 only know that somebody asked which your «Do look, Corney!”? Ieried. ‘A little, dandy 

window was.” carriage and a man with a moustache! Did you 

‘Who asked that? Tell me, that’s a darling. 3 ever!” 

It wasn’t that little mischief, Harry Scrapple,$ It was a wonder certainly in those out-of-the- 

was it? He is always climbing about.” : way parts, and Cornelia came from under the 

‘¢You know as well as I do, Miss!” 3 boughs to see it. She exclaimed and rushed 

‘«<Indeed I slept all the morning.” back again. I stood staring until the driver 

I was cruelly disappointed. ‘Oh, for shame, ; Was just passing us, when he looked down at mo 

Corney! You don’t deserve to know!” and suddenly checked his horse. 

She made me no answer, and I was afraid she’ ‘‘Why, Ada!” he cried, ‘‘is that you, my 

was crying. “It was C. H., handsome, good, § little friend?” 

splendid fellow that he is. Couldn’t you guess?” | I didn’t know him. He could not see Cor- 

She began a low, happy laugh. At that in-3 nelia for the hanging boughs. 

stant Miss Hicks came up and caught me, andI3 “Why, you little goose! I am Constant Har- 

got it! ‘wood, and I have not forgotten the good turn 

As soon as Cornelia was liberated we talked { you did me. Do me another now, and tell me 

over that morning, and often, often afterward it; whether—whether the young lady—my young 

was the subject of our confidental conversations. } lady, you know—is at home or at church? I 

All that summer poor Cornelia Golding was did not think of her being at church till now.” 

persecuted. I staid at home the next winter, § “No,” Lanswered. ‘She is not at home,” 

and we were not allowed to correspond; but the} ‘*Ah,” he said, disappointed. 

next spring I went back to Miss Hicks. Cor-} ‘‘Nor at church.” 

nelia received me as if I had been her own little | ‘sWhere then? Not gone away, surely?” 

sister, and told me all she had had to bear. I ‘No. She’s here,” and I pointed to her, and 

asked about C. H. laughed in my sleeve. 

‘‘He left here last vacation, and I have heard ‘Hold the reins a minute,”’ he said, springing 

nothing of him since. I have nobody to take ; out. ‘He won’t hurt you—he’s a perfect old 

my part now. I have been so continually in dis- } cov—but keep a sharp look-out that he don’t 

grace that the girls shun me.” | run off,” 

I told her it was a great shame, and that Teed gave a nod of comprehension, and stood with 

would stand by her always; and when the girls the reins in my hands, taking care not to look 

saw she had one friend they soon began to come around. I did not try to hear—but—— 

round again. > Dear Cornelia Golding’s troubles were over, 

The summer wore away. It was a hot Sunday } for Constant Harwood came with letters of pre- 

in August, and it was my turn to walk to church. mission from her uncle, and it was nol many 

There were not conveyances for all of the girls, * months before he carried her away, a beautiful 
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bride. I was little bridesmaid on the occasion, se charming! I can never forget it—and I am 

and many a packet of goodies and story books always looking out for some such little romantic 

arrived for me afterward from both of them. ; surprise on my own account—but I have been 

That unexpected meeting with Constant was disappointed—as yet. 
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THE WHITE ROSE OF NORMANDIE. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

Tue midnight was dark, and the forest was still, } Nor how my heart aches at the tale I must tell. 

When a terrible light shone o’er valley and hill; ‘I had rather, dear Blanche, share a cottage with thee, 

There were sounds dread to hear, and sights fearful } Than wed with the proudest of fair Normandie. 

to see t 

That night, in a castle of fair Normandie. 

ee 

’ No penniless soldier, no orphan am J; 

* My fortunes are rich, and my lineage is high; 

Oh! sad was the scene when the darkness had fled— } But my father is aged, and stern in his pride— 
Across the hall portal the Baron lay dead; Ilis curse would be mine were a peasant my bride. 

His young wife, beside him, though bloody and cold, ! 
Her Habra tom mentereontinned tc hol Fy ; Forgive me, sweet Blanche! that so long I delayed 

To make the confession I knew must be made; 

The true-hearted vassals, with speed and with caro, ; I still came, resolving the story to tell, 

Searched forest and glen—but no baby was there. And still was unable to bid thee farewell. 

They sought her by land, and they sought her by sea, 

Dut lost was the Heiress of fair Normandie. 

* a ca a # * = % 

In a lone woodland cottage a matron doth dwell— 

She has but one daughter, she loves her full well; 

She is gentle and good, she is comely to see, 

And thoy call her the White Hose of fair Normandie. ¢ He turned to depart—as the movemont was made, 
The dame’s withered hand on his shoulder was laid; 

Before that old cottage the maiden doth stand, “New blessings,” she cried, “on the dutiful son! 
A soldier is holding her lily white hand; 

But he turns from the damsel, with eyes brimming 

o’er, 

And speaks to the matron, who spins at the door. 

“ art pure as thou’rt fair—and my comfort ’twill 

To ash thou hast never been injured by me; 

Tis madness to linger—thou canst not be mine— 

Forgive me—forget me—be happiness thine!” 

So may Happiness finish what Virtue begun. 

The proud oak was scathed—but the innocent branch 

Was in secrecy reared—thou behold’st it in Blanche, 

Thou art worthy of her—she is equal to thee— 

“T have loved her thou know’st—but thou know’st } For Blanche is the Heiress of fair Normandie.” 
not how well— 
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THR STAR OF HOPE. 

BY ANNIE ELIZABETH. 

There, a chain of light enwreathing, 
Shines Hope’s dimly-twinkling star. 

Lo, a star is brightly shining 
Through the clouds that veil the skv- 

And the light of day declining, 

Seems to brine its glories nigh. 

Aree 
- 

When the night of sorrow o’er us, 

Flings its shade of mantling gloom; 

And each cherished one before us 

Fades away within the tomb. 
When the storms of passion raging, 

Rudely shatter life’s frail bark, 

And the elements engaging 

War among the waters dark. 
Then earth seems so dark and lonely, 

That we long to be away, 

Were it not that one beam only 

Greets us with a fadeless ray. 
When the tempest fiercely rending, 

Tears away the shivering sail, 

And tho voyager lowly bending, Oh, Hope ever brightly lingers, 
Seems to sink beneath the gale. Shining o’er the mortal strand, 

Pointing on with radiant fingers 

To the glorious Heavenly land. 
Oft amid tho clouds upheaving, 

*Yond the veil of mist afar, 
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JENNY STOUGHTON. 

BY THE AUTHOR OF “SUSY L——'‘S DIARY.” 

CHAPTER I, i about, this fine morning. Capt. Chase, it seems, 
JENNY TO DICK AND ANNA. S loves the past—his past; loves, good old Mor- 

Concord, April 14th, 1854. : tality-like, to put back the dimness time has 
Yes, ‘‘until death do you part.” So my new $ been spreading, and to make a sort of shrine of 

sister, strange but dear to me, be at peace with : every spot that bears an old inscription. You 
him, your husband—eyen as now in your honey-} S¢¢ he was an officer in the war of 1812. And 
moon—through all the years it shall please God } after it was over—I don’t know how long after 
to give you together; so, my dear brother Dick, } it was over—he resigned his commission to the 
be at peace with her, your wife, through the } $°verner and council, in this room. He remem- 
same years; for, when death does you part, you, bers where the governor sat, and what a genial 
Nannie, if you are left, or you, Dick, if you are face and voice he had, as if it were yesterday 
left, will love to look back on a life all softness $ that he saw him; remembers that copies of the 
and light, made such by mutual love, mutual } “Constitution,” the ‘‘Declaration,” of Washing- 
understanding and delicate treatment. I, who} ton’s portrait and the like, hung on the wall 
say this to you, have faults enough, of temper} where we have now so much heathen stuff—as, 
and discretion, as Dick knows, although you do} Ino and Bacchus, the Fates at their spinning, 
not, darling Nannie. I do not, therefore, say it; the Hours and Apollo at their play. By-the- 
in a monitorial way, out of great wisdom, but} WY, darling, jog Dick’s elbow. Ask him if he 
in a solicitous, out of great love. remembers a wild, headlong girl of sixteen, who, 

Morning. all day long, and all the year long, (if it was 
Dick, do you remember a Capt. Chase who—} quite a year) went from class to class daubing 

or, first let me ask you, Nannie, if Dick has ever $ herself and her classmates—herself out of her 
told you that Gov. Brooks used to live in this heedlessness, her mates out of her propensities 
house? I presume he has; for I never knew him to fun—with water-colors, crayons and oils; and 
to have a half-century-old fact, or cannon-ball} who begged and tugged at her mamma’s fingers 
or Indian’s arrow-head, that he did not hoard it} with her own fingers, until her mamma gave her 
somewhere in his brain, or in his chamber, every § leave to take away all the fine old Scriptural illus- 
little while dragging his friends to see it. So} trations from the walls, and put fruit and flower- 
you know that this was old Gov. Brooks’ house; 3 pieces, heads and foolish landscapes of her own, 
that the olé governor, his queue, his knee and ‘in narrow gilt frames, in their places. He re- 
shoe-buckles, used to go out and in the doors , members, it must be; for he stood with his hands 
and gates where in these days, we go out and} full of the old Indian pottery he had been col- 
in. It was forty years ago or more, before there 3 lecting, looking on, wondering (with his mouth 
was any State House, or Council Chamber here! a little open and his hair a little tangled, as I 
at C ; when the House and Senate met up in live, darling, although you wouldn’t think it 
the old Court House on the hill, and Executive 3 now, perhaps,) how said girl or anybody could 
and Council here in the north parlor where I} ever be so stirred up. Ask him if he remembers 
write. ‘ how, two years later, this sdme girl—who from 

Now, to be sure, these facts, standing alone, & little child had had the rather dubious repu- 
are no very great things to any of us. Not to? tation of being ‘‘one of those who never do 
me certainly; for the present is more to me than § things by the halves’—was mastering Virgil 
all the long, dead past. Only, I suppose, the} and Telemachus like lightning, for the sake of 
past isn’t exactly dead, any more than the acorns } their mythology; how then she took impatient 
and the leaves are that have fallen, any more steps, had impatient tears in her eyes and some- 
than the old forests are, silently turning to coal : times on her cheeks, when she was begging that 
for our use. But because the governor used to} ‘the miserable old trash”—meaning the fruit 
live here, busy Mrs. Dennis called here last} and flower-pieces, the heads and landscapes on 
evening with her brother, (the Savannah mer- the walls—might be sent off into the chambers 
chant, ney and this is what I would tell you‘ to make room for Ino! ho, for Ino and for 
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Bacchus! for all the brotherhood and sisterhood 3 few to do,it, many to repose; or, rather, to aim 

of the gods and goddesses! for all the founts and ‘in one laborious way and another at repose. 

streams and leafy haunts of Olympus and Heli-3 But all this time, Capt. Chase waits with his 

con! He does remember, it must be; for there $ eyes whete the Constitution and Declaration 

he stood, the same as two years before; only tated to be. He shall come forward now and 

tidier, more manly, and with his hands a little : you see that ‘‘he is every inch a gentleman;” 

——-. OO 

fuller of the so steadily venerated relics. with a fine head, a fine form, a rather thought- 

Here they are on the walls still, the divinities ful, and very pleasant, kind face; and altogether 

and the divine places. They are really splendid ga friendly manner and way of talking, as if he 

engravings; but I would have had them give 3 were at home. He is sixty; but looks very 

place long ago to something more sensible, if I$ young at that. He is a widower; and I think 

had not heard mamma saying one day, with her 3 busy Mrs. Dennis ‘thas made up her mind’— 

rood eyes resting—literally resting, I mean—on 3 to take up her own phrase and empbasis—that 

them, “I like them now; we have had them so ¢ he is to marry mamma or me, I think it is 

long!” mamma, inasmuch as she herself strove to mono- 

Good-bye. This is the last you'll have of me } polize me; only watching mamma and the cap- 

this morning. I’m going to ride for the sake of $ tain with quick glances; and appearing the more 

the cool air on my forehead. I long for the } animated, the steadier, the pleasanter the flow 

flying movement, as if I were putting afar off $of their communication. 

from me oppression, and all the other ills that; Mamma lived in Keene, as Dick knows, in her 

throng poor human life, and make it so unworthy § maiden days; but papa used to bring her over 

of the beautiful trees, fields and sunshine, and often to one gala and another. Sometimes she 

of the divinity breathed into us to make us was here at his father’s a whole month at a time. 

‘living souls.” Capt. Chase lived in Hillsborough. He too used 

Evening. $to be often here. He had relatives here—Mrs. 

Dick will tell you, little thing—for Dick writes } Dennis for one—and, besides, he was several 

that there isn’t much more than Mrs. Gibson’s $ seasons in the legislature. So that, as they 

thimble full of you—lI dare say he has told you talked, they found that they had ever so many 

before this time, that his sister Jenny is a sen- memories in common. They were both at a 

sible soul enough; but then mortal homely and Set ball given at this house by Mrs. Brooks, 

mortally given to riding down one hobby after 3 on her husband’s birth-day. Both remembered 

another. I thought of this when I was out this how the stars shone that cold December night, 

morning. He’ll tell you that first it was geology, } how the horses tramped in the frozen snow, and 

when I was hamniering all the rocks and poking the bells jingled up street and down and at the 

into all the strata within ten miles; that then it gates; how splendidly dressed people—the men 

was drawing, when I set up the business of Sin queues, ruffles and small-clothes, the women 

copying faces in sermon-time, or any where, yin turbans, hoops and trains—thronged all these 

where I could lay hold of a pencil and fly-leaf; 3 rooms, and the hall and staircase. When mamma 

that then and lastly, before his leaving home, it } told the captain her maiden name, he remem- 

was mythology, when Dwight and Burritt, and $ bered the name; remembered it perfectly! he 

he knows not who else, were bought up; and { remembered dancing with her in cotillions. Did 

plaster gods, goddesses and nymphs, until there ‘not she remember? No—mamma did notat first 

was no stirring for them, and they bumped their { remember—so many were strangers toher. Why, 

noses together and broke them at every corner. } didn’t mamma remember, the captain asked, with 

He'll laugh over it. He will tell you that now it } merry eyes, a—a prodigiously fat little woman? 

is to be reform; that he has seen it for some time } Mrs. Blood, that was her name—a spirited 

in my letters, and in the books, men and mea- } Woman, a smooth, pretty dancer she was; and 

sures I praise. He'll grow a little thoughtful, ‘in a figure called ‘*The Basket,” as he believed, 

at the end; will keep his pleasant eyes on the ¢BhS came into the centre to balance, or whirl, 

carpet, and say that he really wishes I had a jor take whatever steps she would, to fill the time 

little more lymph in my structure; because then ’ while the rest of the set, he and mamma inclu- 

I would have a quality that comes in so charm- sive, were balancing with interlocked hands and 

ingly with strength like mine—repose. Yes; I’ve } arms close about her. Mamma’s eyes kindled 

thought about this. I have thought that to see {as he went on. Yes, she did remember! She 

a world so beautiful, so upright, that one might ; did! She remembered that the fat little woman 

feel at rest, would be good. As it is, there is did some merry thing or other that set them all 

much to be done, at the same time that there are ‘laughing and threw the figure into confusion. 

, 
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What was it, pray? Did Capt. Chase remember? Thanks for the nraiden’s bloom; 
Yes; she faltered a little at first and dropped her For the sad prison’s gloom; 

And for the sadder tomb; eyes; for she was so plump! and her face was E’en as for Heaven! 
not a little isolated and conspicuous. “But in an Sol Hae mh will is done, 
: ee . aa ee . en the soul’s rivers run snstant she rallied ; and with her black eyes snap Down the worn cheeks; 
ping In merriment, she caught the impromptu Done when the righteous bleed ; 
part of a girl in a ring who skips this way and phen shenrpoged Here plead; 

. * one in © unended dee skips that, trying to get out. Ha! mamma re- Whin the heart breaks” 
membered; and a good time we all had laughing 
over it. Mamma did remember her partner in I wonder if that is true, to the very extent of 
that dance; she remembered that he was an: the spirit and letter. If it is I'd like to believe 
officer, but she had forgotten the name. Capt. } it. 1t would be better than ever so much lymph 
Chase was pleased, I saw, that mamma remem- $ in my organism. 
bered. Mrs. Dennis thought it altogether charm-} Good-bye. I know it isn’t so very interesting, 
ing, this that I have written you about Capt. Chase. 

From events and people, mamma and the { Only if he should be our pa some day, I think it 
captain went oftend to opinion and sentiment. rather a pretty beginning. 
Does not mamma think thus and so, feel so and} Mamma looks very fresh and bright to-day. 
thus? So does Capt. Chase. He feels it more ‘ She sends kisses and love. So does your sister, 
and more as he goes along in years. He loves Jenny Srouauton. 
his boyhood and his early manhood more and 
more. He feels it more and more that that was, 

oe 

as it were, the silver-pathed time of his life. CHAPTER II. 
Now is a time enriched by all he has seen and Concord, May 4th, 1854. 
felt; a golden time. He feels its advantages. I nove after tea last evening with Anna Met- 
It is as good as his youth; but, for all this, he} calf and her brother Sam; rode away over to the 
loves his youth more and more, and the places} Big Elm on the Dunbarton road, so that it was 
and friends of his youth. He had been looking } dark before we got back to town. My horse took 
round that morning, had rode back into the fright at some violin music at an open chamber 
farming neighborhoods, looking after familiar} window. Now Donna often leaps and runs beyond 
places. He had found changes; but for this ea as you know, Dick; but she is seldom 
man must make up his mind and be cheerful} afraid. She sets up her head and ears, opens her 
about it. Mamma, bless her! thought the same. } eyes and nostrils wide and investigates things; 
And nobody has a better right to sayeso; for} but is not daunted. She takes her loftiest, most 
nobody is more cheerful and patient. I did not 3 deliberate steps in the neighborhood of flying 
think the same—or, without limitations, I said. cars, of carpets and blankets snapping and sway- 
I said that, as I thought, there are changes so ing in the wind. But last night we could not 
foolish, and other changes so sad that one ought } get her by. At last, as I urged her strenuously 
to wrestle with them, as they go on, like a storm; : with rowel and whip, she went straight up into 
and to declaim against them to the last, if, in} the air, settling at length upon her haunches, 
spite of the wrestling, they pass to a consum-} so that my skirts lay on the ground and were 
mation. (We had been speaking of Mr. Hol-} trampled under Sam’s horse’s fect. And, some- 
lingsworth’s wasting his substance at the wine how, when she came to her feet, my ankle was 
and brandy bottles, and, at last, taking his {hurt between her and Sam’s horse To-day it 
family from their beautiful houso on State street, } is so lame I can’t stir. We—that is, the Den- 
to the miserable, pinched-up place on Union } nises, Capt. Chase, mamma and her daughter— 
street.) Mamma and Mrs. Dennis both looked } were engaged to dine and spend the day at Hop- 
to Capt. Chase to see what he would say. We} kinton with the Durrells, who are valued old 
must do what we can, accepting the uses of that} friends of both mamma and the captain, I 
we call Evil, as of that we call Good, he said, } couldn’t go, I am so lame; but I sent them off. 
smiling, and with a look that, as I felt, had been $ I wouldn’t let them bring Anna, Jose Clement, 
every moment growing kinder. As we do this, : or anybody to sit with me. I thought I would 
and after we have done, we must trust ina higher, like it best keeping my chamber and writing to 

‘ 

OOO 

wiser power. He liked the Corn Law Rhyme. you. 
“Bor Sori fa e Boa I suppose mamma will marry Capt. Chase. 0 pring, and howers 0 pring y sie + Blossoms and what they bring, y He has asked her, wheth she would like him 

Be our thanks given; for a husband; and me, whether I would like 

. : | | iy 
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him for a father. Heaven knows how well I § lodk of parting. But you did not, either of you; 

would like him for a father; how much I need Sand she bowed her head to the turf and wept. 

him. For dearly as I love our sweet, excellent | Soon, though, she heard your voices and knew 

mother, beautiful as my home is, and serene as that you were approaching. Then she sprang 

is my outward lot, so that I must be ungrateful } to her feet, drew her sun-bonnet over her face, 

indeed to repine and ask for more, I do wav ecaa again went through the same piece of hoy- 

long for something, or somebody in which, or in $ denism—upon which you began, as you often did, 

whom, I can rest. And I have noticed that ‘tis ¢to contrast her with Jose Clement. ‘‘Jasephine 

soothing, strengthening and beneficial to me, 3 Clement,” you said, ‘was delicate and pretty. 

whenever I come into sympathy with a quiet, ‘ She never did such things as I was accustomed 

strong, good man like Capt. Chase, like our new to do every day I lived; never ran like a fly- 

minister, like Dr. Cutting and many others I {away through the tall, thick grass and amongst 

have met. Such men may lead me. On such the knotty shrubs, to keep in the shadow of a 

will I lean (in a figurative way, darling Dickey, { cloud that was flying overhead, tearing her frock 

darling Nan,) as I go onward to better things. {like that! spoiling her pretty new slippers like 

I will look reverently up to such men, and be that; see there! oh, what a girl!” 

thankful too; for, for a long time, and especially Bitter animadversions these, for poor, appro- 

since you have been so far off, Dick, I have bation-lovying Jenny to hear! She almost hated 

longed so much for one (or for a half-dozen, the you both, and Jose Clement too, sometimes. 

more the better,) who is so much greater and Other times, as you have seen, she sorrowed; 

calmer than J, that I can sit at his feet, learning { others, and most of all, she defied you, half in 

of him as if I were a child. He may be father, sinirth, half in pique. One day when she re- 

brother, husband or friend; I do not care which. $ freshed her plants out of her little watering-pot, 

Only, I think I like it best, just as it is to be— | she refreshed you also; you and Andrew Bell. 

if mamma accepts him, that is; as I believe she } Because, when she camo near you, you didn’t 

is inclined to, although she takes time, and sits speak to her, didn’t even see her, or make way 

often dreamily thinking of the husband of long $ for her, any more than if she had been a garden 

ago. 
toad hopping by. And so she didn’t see you; 

Capt. Chase has a son on the way. He started ; but watered you when she was in the midst of 

with his father; but stopped on the way. Now 3 watering her hollyhocks. How sorry she was 

his father expects him every day. ‘though! Was there ever anybody so sorry? Do 

Don’t you remember, Dick? One time—it was } you suppose there ever was, Nanny? 

when I was fifteen—a boy about your age, whose The day that Andrew Bell was to start for his 

name was Andrew Bell Chase, whom you and all} home, he came, Dick, to bid you ‘good-bye.” 

the rest of the boys called Andrew Bell, spent You and mamma were gone; and s0, while he 

several weeks here in town at Mrs. Dennis’? 1} held his cap between his hand and his breast, 

remember distinctly. I remember how he and $ while Jenny stood rather proudly in the hall, 

you, with not a speck of dust on your clothes, 3 with one hand on the balustrade, he bade her 

with your handsome boots shining, walked the 3 “good-bye” in somewhat this fashion. 

streets arm-in-arm with the air as if you were Andrew Bell.—* I wanted to bid you ‘good-bye’ 

two ‘princes of the blood.” You looked down re 
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on the romping girl, Jenny, both of you, which $ Jenny.—‘‘ Yes.” 

caused her some quick showers of tears. Tears} Andrew Bell.—‘* You mustn't forget me.” 

that you never saw, however, either of you, or} Jenny.—‘*No; I don’t think I shall be likely 

suspected. You, pardon me, were too egotis- 3 to.” . 

tical to be observing; she was too shy and proud Andrew Bell.—‘‘You don’t seem friendly to 

to be demonstrative. You remonstrated with her ; me to-day.” 

one day when you were in the garden together, Jenny.—‘* Nor you to me any day.” 

and said, ‘Jenny! I wouldn’t do that.” She: Andrew Bell.—‘‘I don’t think you have cared 

would do it; and when it was d ne, Andrew Bell } about my being friendly. Haye you?” . 

looked from her to you and said, “J should} Jenny.—‘* Well,” (looking down on her fingers, 

think that was orettyhtypel any way, shouldn’t Se eyes filling. ) 

you, Richard?” “Hm bia vMyon said. And Andrew Bell.—*If you have, Jenny, I am 

then ¥ou two walked away. She, poor girl, } sorry I didn’t know it.” 

whom even now , looked after you until § Jenny.—* Well, I have! I think you and 

you were out of sig ping “ibs at the least, | Rickard both, have been real cross to me ever 

you would turn r te give her a gracious ‘singe you've been here.” 
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Andrew Bell.—Tt’s too bad if you think so. , her way, and she can’t help it,” mamma says, 

But you certainly have been very cross to us, and begs me to be gentle and patient toward 
You've tried to plague us,” her. Our papa elect was here when we talked 
Jenny.—‘*Yes, when you provoked me, by } about it, one day. He said, «‘I would haye pa- 

finding fault with me and praising everything } tience with her, as I would with all evil. For 
Jose Clement did, just as if she was a wax doll 
and couldn't do a thing that wasn’t right and 
everything.’’ 
Andrew Bell.—Oh, I think you disliked us at} I wonder how much there is in this far-reach- 

other times. You called us ‘two grandma’ams,’ } ing philosophy that seems to haye taken such 
one day, you know.” peaceful hold of his life. 

Jenny.—** Weill, you were!” (emphasizing with; I’m sorry, on the whole, that I did not see 
both voice and gesture.) «You wouldn’t, either } Mrs. Baderly and Eunice. For if they are dull 
of you, call my parrot ‘Popinjay,’ because you} and ill-natured, the way to use the evil wisely, 
liked ‘Cora,’ the name Josephine Clement calls } I suppose, is to grow patient and friendly toward 
hers by, so much better. You said so! I think them, trying to lead them up to something better. 
you were real squeamish, both of you! I think} I suppose it is the greatest of all pities, that I 

‘God no useless plant has planted; 
Evil (wisely used) is wanted.’ ” 

you are very often!”’ should he made captious and intolerant, that I 
Andrew Bell.—* Good-bye, Jenny,” (turning to { should let sweet Charity go away off from my 

go.) ) side, because others let her go from theirs, Be- 
Jenny.— Good-bye, sir,” (standing haughtily } cause, you see, if the sun shine on ever so much 

to see him go.) folly and wrong, it shines steadily on, doing its 
That was our parting. I wonder what kind} own perfectly. 

of a mecting we'll have. A stranger is coming to the gate; a fine man, 
But you see I’m tired. I’m going to rest{ handsome man; and I am afraid it is Andrew 

myself. Bell Chuse. Mamma gone, his father gone! If 
Livening. } Thad Bridget’s ear, I'd say, ‘‘ Tie up the knocker! 

Capt. Chase has sold out at the South. He} say I’m sick, I’m dead!” 
will invest his funds in real estate here, to let, She has let him in; and now she comes clamp- if mamma accepts him. ing. 
Andrew Bell shall be Register of Probate an-! Thursday, 11th. other year, Mrs. Dennis says. Her husband is See, blessed Dick, blessed Nan, 2 whole week Judge, you know, Dick: although I am sure no since I have written a word! You can’t think 

one can understand what his just claims are to } how busy I’ve been, brain, fect and hands. that place. I suppose he came to it by ot Guess what Andrew Bell calls me. He says gaining with the demagogues of his party. I} I’m a “prism,” wherens I should be “a creature Know they all come to him with whatever mea- of light;” says that whatever light or splendor 
sure they want to carry, and he helps them on, falls on me, I reflect none of it as light, but all in 
He has money, coolness, and has not conscience. 3 divided rays. Mamma and Capt. Chase thought 
Therefore he helps others on and gets on himself, } it just and well said, I imagine; for they smiled, The truth, Dick! You belong to the same party. looking down upen their plates. (Par parenthese, 
You ‘‘stick to your party,” as the phrase goes, } Andrew Bell went fishing up to Long Pond yes- 
“right or wrong.” But you must see that I terday. He brought his fish here; so he and his 
speak the truth, father came here to dine.) I was grieved, just 

This is the coldest spring that ever was. The} as I used to be when he found fault with me. 
robins came, poor things, at their usual time; ; But as I sat thinking about it, abstractedly 
but they have since died by scores of chills and picking the bones out of the little fellow on my 
hunger in the long cold storms. ate, while the rest, done now with their politics 

Mrs. Baderly and Eunice have just called, but } and morals and laws, talked of early shad and 
I didn’t go down. I sent them word that Iwas ‘ of the salmon fhat in old times, when there were 
too lame to stir. And so I was; although I} fewer dams across the Merrimack, use to go 
should have had them come up if I had liked up-river in such Isrge companies, I knew well 
them better, But Mrs. Baderly is ag malicious, enough that he was right. I know that, with 
stupid and disagreeable as a porcupine. On} me, war, for instance, is simply war. ‘There it 
account of her malice, others propitiate her with stands in its own dark c er, 2 mighty, unmi- 
their sacrifices of sincerity and truth. I will} tigated horror, But, af all, I do not know 
not, however. Mamma pleads for her, ‘Itis that its place is not really forward in the light, 
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where are the rest of God’s ministers of good— richest lace, in spencer, under-sleeves and hand- 

«meant unto evil,” often, of men, turned, of God, } kerchief! They all wanted me to have something 

unto good. So, too, of many other things, the }new. At first, I thought that I would, and began 

heritage of barbaric times, of an imperfect con- to hunt through the shops. ButIhatedit. It 

dition of society. If the Corn-Law Rhymer, { wore me almost to death; especially on account 

Andrew Bell and his father are right about it, {of this one thought that kept stealing in, ‘I 

it should be with patient, merciful hands, with ‘ would like to know—I wonder how this would 

a will subdued and turned into love, by the 3 please him; how he would like it, made so and 

great love, the tender mercies of God, and by a$so, trimmed thus and thus.” 

thorough comprehension of all his laws, that we Hu! I would not stand this. So I gave money 

should look upon these evils. to the Danas, who are trying to build a roof over 

Mamma was a good deal affected by your } their heads, and to the Stentons, who hardly 

letter. Before it came, she often sat anxiously { have wherewithal to keep bread in their chil- 

thinking; and when she came out of the mood, $dren’s mouths. And I shall wear some of the 

it was to sigh, saying something of this sort, “1 gowns, some of the muslins I have already. Jose 

wonder we don’t hear something from Richard. don’t tell me what she will wear; but she has a 

It is hardly ever so long between his letters; ‘ mysterious, well-pleased air, and sends notes by 

and I can’t help thinking that he thinks un- 3 express to her aunt in Boston. § 

favorably of—of what is coming. And, as true I shall send for large quantities of rare flowers. 

as I live, Jenny,” she added, one day, with the } In the hall and in all the rooms will I have the 

tears coming, ‘‘I would sooner die than take a } beauties. 

step of this kind that would be a trouble to my The marriage is to be Wednesday evening, as 

children.” $I told you. I find I am a little sick at heart, as 

She thinks now that nobody has such a deli- the time draws near. I have now and then the 

cate, high-minded, good boy as she has. And feeling that I am going to lose mamma and be 

Capt. Chase, I see, feels not a little proud of the $ ten times more alone than ever; which is very 

son that is for him ‘off West.” selfish, very foolish, as I know. -I would cer- 

The wedding, I see, is to be rather a dignified } tainly be very glad, if you, Dick, and you, gentle 

affair. The Durrells are coming over; the Gor- } Nan, were out this way, somewhere. 

dons, Harrisons and Endicotts are invited; and Evening, 

good old Colonel and Mrs. Fleming, and their} Our papa elect has bought the Cheesefield pro- 

pretty grand-daughter, Louise. T have inyited $ perty, (joining ours, on the north, Nannie, dear.) 

Jose Clement. Her father is in California. Her? He is going to move the house up to the North 

brothers are away—lTlenry at college and Ben- s End and fit it up to rent; and all the place where 

nett at West Point—her mother is sick, and we } it stands, all the yard and large garden he is 

should not have asked Jose, but I would! It is { going to join to ours, for one large yard and 

the penance I have put upon myself for this one } garden. There are some grand elms and larches 

foolish thought so often recurring, (although I snow, you know, Dick. Others, they think, if 

detest it, and am grieved and shocked whenever planted at an advanced stage of growth, will be 

I detect it) that Jose Clement is an angel of casting broad shadows by the time that they 

beauty and grace compared with me, and that | (our papa and mamma, | mean,) begin to feel 

Andrew Bell will think so now that he is a man, } that they must turn aside from the thorough- 

just as he used to when he was a boy. He } fares where the busy feet keep tramping, where 

hasn’t seen her yet; for Mrs. Clement has been } life goes on with the rushing pulse. Apropos, 

go very ill that Jose could not leave her bedside. isn’t it sad that they must ever grow old? that 

They are down stairs now, though; and so Jose we, any of us, must? Are there not many sad 

will soon be out, And this is what I will cer- } conditions with which poor mortality has to com- 

tainly do—I will take care that he shall see her } ply as it goes onward? You don't see that there 

under the very best advantages. Ilike him. I Sare, precious Dick. If your morning paper is 

want him to like me. But God forbid that, out best your chocolate when you come down to 

of this liking and this want, come envyings to- breakfast, if cotton don’t rise and your party 

ward another and discontent. God grant that I} don’t split, that is enough. But then you area 

be distinctly worthy, whether Andrew Bell or : good brother. Nobody but I shall ever find one 

any others appreciate my worthiness. 1 ‘ub of fanit with you. 

Mamma will be magnificent. Her gown, whose Andrew Bell goes fishing almost every day, 

light is like silver, whose shade is like the heart : bringing his captives all here, so that our mamma 

of the blush rose, would stand alone. And the ‘has a good time, what with trout, asparagus and 
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new-laid eggs. Andrew Bell comes to breakfast, Bell, wouldn’t you, darling Nan? I shall take 
or dinner, or both, just as happens. He is sure} the last Tribune along; and, after telling him 
of a welcome from mamma. He has the air of }what a great speech Wendal Phillips made at 
feeling quite as confident of my good graces— } tho late Woman’s Rights Convention, (of which, 
or, of being indifferent whether he has them; } between ourselves, I do not know one word) I 
one can hardly tell which. One thing is certain ‘shall tell him that I’ve both seen Wendal Phil- 
though. I never say, “I am glad to see you,” : lips and heard him; haye heard his ‘Lost Arts ;”’ 
or ‘‘come again.” and that, in my opinion, he is type of a perfect 

He remembers the old quarrel about «€ Popin- § man, in physique, in life and opinions. We'll 
Jay.’ He laughed when he spoke of it; laughed } have a tough quarrel on this head.’ But, first, 
again and with new heartiness, to see me blush $ conservative Dick, lest thou lose thy flesh and 
when he mentioned it. But now it is the truth $ hold up both thy hands, and both thy eyes in 
that I don’t like being laughed at and joked ‘ horror, I will confess to thee that I do not like in this manner. Do you know, Dick, you were ; all his opinions and propositions; that, for in- 
always joking me? I always laughed at the 3 stance, I have no great desire to be at the March time. But I cried in the night, more than once, elections, or to find myself in office. Let this 
and said to myself, ‘‘He don’t use me well! He ease thee, 
don’t respect me and feel tenderly toward me, Papa and mamma are both writing to you. as he would if I were delicate and beautiful like } More than ever yours, JENNY Srovauron. 
Jose Clement.” By-the-by, Dick, what can be 
the reason that you didn’t marry Jose, since she 
was such a paragon? If—— CHAPTER ITI. | 

**¢York!’” Andrew Bell calls, at the foot of Concord, July 18th, 1854. the stairs. He wants me. There is hardly a} Att through session-time.I have been at aunt 
name in all Christendom or heathendom, that 3 Esther’s; came home yesterday, bringing her 
he don’t at one concurrent time or another call * with me; for her neuralgia is still outrageous. 
me by it. Andrew Bell rode over twice; papa and mamma 

“¢York|???, once, Andrew Bell wrote to me every day or 
‘*What say, merry Andrew ?” ; two; long notes of four pages, or short ones of 
“¢You’re wanted.’ ” four lines, just as happened; to tell me what 
IIe wants me to play chess or backgammon i yant on here and to scold me for staying. They 

With him. He is an idle fellow. One can’t think $ sent me the dailies; but I was rather sorry not how he knows so much; for one never sees him $ to be here, such stirring things went on in the 
reading—or thinking. If he were industrious $ House! You read it off there, in the papers, 
he would be a wonderful man. He calls again, }how on certain days the balloting for United 
threatening to ‘nip the kitten’s ears” and “do 3 States Senator was up; how Clark and Tappan 
mischief in a general way,” if I don’t come { said certain things; Hubbard and Grant certain 
down. The old light impericusness. And I, gather, very different things. But you hayen’t, 
with ten times more will and impulse than he, } from that, the least idea of the interest there is 
feel everything within me yield to his bidding. } in being on the spot, and knowing all the motives 
So good night, good night. and means by which each party operates. 1 

Thursday, 18th. wanted to be here. It was the next thing to it, 
Now is our mamma no more Mrs. Richard ; however, having Andrew Bell’s notes; and, when 

Stoughton, but Mrs. Augustus M. Chase; she $he came, talking with him over our strawberry 
Mrs. Chase, I Miss Stoughton. 3 and currant picking. 

There was never a nobler bridal, I am sure. Evening. 
Mamma and he love each other. They have; After dinner, when we came into the library, 
come together after half -a score of lonely years $ Andrew, in looking over some cards of inyita- 
for them both, with tastes, sentiments and habits $ tion I had been filling, came upon Caroline 
of life in beautiful conformity, so that it is good § White’s address,‘and said, ‘*You won’t ask her, 
that the word of the law has made them—one. ¢ Jenny?” 
Still, I wept last evening as the ceremony went «Indeed I will, Andrew Bell!” 
on, wept in the night and felt alone; I weep and ; “You will?” 
feel alone this morning. But then you see 13 ‘Yes, I certainly will!” 
shan’t, after this; for it is absurd in me whos “Then I will certainly throw Canada plums haven’t in reality one trial. I shall wipe my 3 at you, the first time we are out in the yard pen, go down, and ‘pick a quarrel” with Andrew } together.” 
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“J will throw Canada plums at you, then;; ‘A funny idea,” resumed he, after he had 
ripe, soft ones.” ‘remained some time silent. 

«Ah, Jenny Stoughton! what do you suppose ‘¢*You mustn’t let Jose know that I have told 

will become of you, any way?” you,” said I, shaking my head. ‘She wouldn’t 

‘‘T don’t know. I suppose I shall go through ? want you to know it, You won’t tell her, will 

my whole life battling and being battled; so ; you? You look vicious, as if you meanto. You 

that, at last, it will be good to rest.” I had } won’t?” 
grave eyes now, I know, and tears were in them. ‘‘No, I won’t. What else do you and Josephine 

‘For I will do what I think innocent and good | do v2 

for me, if the whole world opposes. I shall only } ‘“We take long walks where the pines have 
be the more determined to do it, perhaps, the {laid their mattings. Up hill and down, we go; 

more I am opposed.” Sand we slip down, sometimes. We should slip 

‘7 don’t think you are so obstinate,” whit- down oftener; only you see we catch at each 

tling his pencil. He had been whittling it, } other and at the saplings.” 

ew 

blowing the lead dust from his fingers and look- “T ought to be there, hadn’t I? I suppose 

ing in my face to listen, by turns, all along, as } you sit down sometimes by the brook, where the 

we talked. mosses are rich, and plan what kind of husbands 
‘‘Jose Clement,” said IJ, after a pause, and 3 you will have some day.” 

without having noticed his interruption, “Jose: ‘Yes, sir; Jose wants one who is elegant and 
liked just those things that I like and perform. trims not in the least like yourself, you see; 

But she takes herself away from them all and $ one who is very rich; who will one day go to 
goes up on a pedestal. She stays there; but she Congress. (Into the Senate; she has poor ideas 

won’t get much change of scene or gather many $ of the House.) One who will put ermines on 
flowers. That I can tell her. And she knows her, and yelvet, and pearls. She says so.” 

she won't. Still she stays there; only when she $ «Does Josephine Clement say this?” 

and I are alone together; and then she comes $ I laughed at the consternation in his voice 

down, glad as a bird just out of its cage, poor ‘and eyes; and answered, ‘‘She does. She aspires 

thing! Guess what we do when we go to the ‘to hear his great speeches on the great ques- 
woods together!” s tions; to see it from the galleries and every- 

‘You sit on the mossiest roeks you can find, } where, that the great and good man who lets her 

close by the beautifullest brook, and talk out of § lead him with a word and a smile, who sits at 
the pastorals, altogether.” \ her feet, who leans on her far more than she 

‘¢*Em! we climb the trees, sir.” leans on him—that he leads all the rest. That 

“I guess you do! You and Josephine Cle-} is, all who come near him; and who are worthy 
ment?” 8 to be led, capable of being led.” 

‘Yes, sir!” ’ I paused a little, with my eyes on his face. 

‘¢ And she has more propriety than any Joseph- He did not speak or look up. He went on scrib- 

ine the French, or anybody ever had.” ‘bling with his pencil, his fine lip curling more 

‘She climbs the trees, at any rate. We both ?and more. I mercilessly continued, ‘*She wants 

climb them; the young, pliant trees, that, if we ¢his head to be erect, (not in foolish pride and 
manage them just right, hold themselves erect } assumption; but in a clear conciousness of in- 

until we are pretty well up along, ready for them ‘ward worth and power—or, not indeed so much 

to come down. Then they come; slowly, beau- {in the consciousness; but in the very fact and 
tifully, like a large-winged bird that sails down $ circumstance of possession.) She wants him to 

the air.” ¢ be tall, with a roomy chest. She wants his step 

‘And you with them?” said Andrew, snap- : to be firm and equal, out of his strong, unwaver- 

ping his knife-blade, laughing with one outbreak { ing’soul; and his eye, and his whole being to be 

after another, and teking some merry steps. : fired with genius and—/love, she says. I contend 

‘¢Yos, sir; and we with them, holding to the . that it should be will. Love, attraction, or what- 

tops by our hands, until our toes touch the } ever we call it, would do in a world less warped, 
ground.” Sand twisted, and out of all genuine order. <As 

“That is a fanny idea!” again laughing, again ; it is, as our world is put together and stuffed 
skipping. ‘You, gracious! I don’t wonder at with one and another foolish notion and un- 

your climbing the trees. It’s like you. But, \ righteous encroachment, and exaction, I wonder 
Josephine * He finished by shaking his $ how on earth one is going to work to follow after 

head and cutting his pencil with the old dili- :and do just that which one loves, to which one 
gent abstraction. ' Sig spontaneously, out of one’s inmost being, 

Vou. AXX.—3B 
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attracted? Can you tell me how? Could you if , high and mighty; while he makes low obeisances 

you were to think and study ten years?” Sand washes the feet of the poor, the oppressed, 

“T dare say I couldn’t,” shrugging his shoul-$ so-called, and all the uncomfortable, whether 
ders a little. their poverty and discomfort are of their own 

‘‘No, I dare say you couldn’t. We, most of 3 self-incurring, my child,” bowing, as he spoke, 

us, at most times, do just what society, usage, $ “or of others infliction.” 

fashion require of us. So we are bowing, smil- : ‘*Yes, sir,” said I, seeing that he looked for a 

ing, mincing, systematic automata. Or, if one ; reply. 

undertakes to be one’s own ruler, as I doing: ‘‘He shall have his own way; shall assert it 

isn’t allowed to go on with Benes on one’s left : when it isn’t of the least consequence, for the 

and Love on one’s right. One thinks of that $ sake of the assertion; that is all. He shall wear 

pretty fashion and tries to go in it. But so$both moustache and imperial, which shall be 

much opposes, that one is obliged to take Wills : magnificent; very. He shall be of rare health; 

into Love’s place and go on battling and resist-{ of rare, ripe complexion. And if you can know 
ing.” that he has a drop, or even a globule of blood 

‘What becomes of poor Peace, then?” ‘ that comes of any of the oppressed races, Italian, 

‘‘Ah, she goes her ways with Leve. ‘Too bad$ Hungarian, or Polish, darling, you'll like him 

to live in such a world, isn’t it? Only you don’t in a masterly way for this, as, in some manner 

feel it. You are very different, as you must see, having something to do for freedom, for equality, 

from Jose’s ideal. I don’t think you have a$ fraternity and so on. You will believe that the 
great share of genius, or will. I imagine you glow upon his features is upon his nature too; 

like it as well as anything, sitting to sharpen S that his nature is deepened, mellowed, intensi- 

your pencil to make cabalistic, or, infinitely * fied, clorified by the rich old blood of the South, 

poorer still, purely unmeaning characters, on} You'll approve and bless him all the more. Ten 

every margin of every newspaper, review and— ‘ thousand times more; since whatever patronage 

yes, see!” drawing a pamphlet from beneath his} and pleasantness you extend to him, will in a 

pencil. ‘*You’ve spoilt the last ‘Age.’ And ¢ way be a sunbeam all over the oppressed peoples ; 

papa is going to have them bound, too. Here’s | all over all the oppressed races whatever and 

: 

is 

this grand paper on Mr. Necker and his Times. § wherever. Don’t you see?” He ended with a 

‘On a cru qwil avoit de Vorgenie’—you've made $ gay laugh. 
a sweet border for this line, one must confess, ‘Yes, merry Andrew.” 

with your big dots and little dots, your lines of § ‘He shall be such a nice man,” pursued he, 

dots, and clusters of dots. The husband that again betaking himself to his scribblings, ‘‘that 

Jose Clement dreams about, when he puts his : the ladies shall all surround him and hang upon 

pencil to paper, writes, probably. Writes some-$ his fine points. And secing this homage, seeing 

thing that he means; makes heavy, albeit beau- him disregard it and put his foot on it, shall 

tiful, beautiful marks that will stay there legibly, { make him the more precious to you. Unless it 

and be worthy to stay while the page lasts. She}is the homage, I mean, offered by some poor 

is earnest, Andrew. You are merry; a ‘merry } creature, some off-cast. In that case, he shall 

Of 

Andrew.’”’ accept it as he would a feather for his cap. For 

“You half provoke me. I rather think you; he shall be a philanthropist, and only that. Of 

mean to,’ scanning my features. course he shall, my dear.” 
“No, indeed! how can you think so? ‘‘Oh, nonsense!” interrupted I, vigorously 

(singing) picking out some stitches I had set in the wrong 
piace. ‘‘He shall be himself. He shall have a 
’ concentrated force and individuality to set him 

Do you—wonuld you like to know what kind of } up; to set him apart from the imitators, the 

a husband I want?” :mere danglers, mere pretty and graceful men. 

“T know that already.” \ He must be benevolent and genereus, in the 

“J never told you. You can’t get it by im-} main, But he may be real knotty and naughty 

plication or inference, out of anything you have sometimes, if he will be imsels: always; if he 

‘It’s gude to be merry—and wise.’ 

ever heard me say. 93 } will have some: individuality.” ? 

“TI know though, what sort of husband you! ‘Well, I guess'he may. He had better, on 

want,’ looking a little cross. the whole, be a knotty, crooked stick. Because 

‘Tell me. Let me see what you think.” 'most sticks are straight, you see. This is what 

‘¢He shall be right dark and stalwart, and | other people fancy in sticks.” 

shall set his feet on people. Or, on the would-be} ‘It is whit nature does not fancy, eek. 
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Her pretty curves must always be bent and ; going to say that when one that you can approve 

pressed into straight lines by the artificer, be-§ offers and you accept, you will still ride your 

fore they are fit for his use. Society, conven- } fiery Donna, as if on the wings of the wind; and 

tionalism, or by whatever name we call the’: faith! you do have the appearance, when out 

miserably contracted affair, does the same thing § together, of being ex rapport, of belonging, legi- 

for us. We are truly graceful and natural, only $ timately, oaths to the other. You are a magni- 

when we are children; the true expression of § ficent pair.’ 

our Maker’s design, only there. This makes § ‘‘Yes, I understand.” 

our life so poor! so little worth all the trouble 3 : ‘Well, you'll go on riding Donna. And when 

we have in getting through with it! But alikt? you ride Donna, your dark-blooded lover will 
else, Andrew Bell? You'd better finish and then $ ride his own black Don; his Don so black, that 

go to work.” 3 in Erebus you couldn’t see him if he were uider 

‘‘T remember your saying, one day, that you} your nose. When your Donna is doing her 

despised a horse that don’t aim at setting his mightiest to get the trees under her feet, Don 

hoofs on the tops of the trees, at least. I re-$ shall be eyeing the sun; opening his quivering 

member you said that Josephine Clement would 3 nostrils and lifting his nervous hoofs; all in the 

too, if she allowed herself in the contempt. But direction of the sun, my dear. THe, your lover, 

that, as it is, she goes plodding on lazy, well-be- § I mean, shall have a hot, impulsive manner that 

haved John, because Concord people think this : shall say, as your own does, (without the need 

staidest most proper.” S of words, words are poor beside this manner of 
‘*Yes, sir.” yours) ‘Hands off, sirs! hands off, madams! I 

‘‘Well, you, on the contrary, ask a broad} do what I please!” 

licence for Donna, as well as for yourself. And, ‘Well, if he will do something in his day!” 
by-the-way, Jenny Stoughton! I vow, 1 believe} said I, a thought of yearning saddening and 

that it may be, after all, this very rampant will softening my heart. ‘‘So few of us all do any 

and instinct of liberty of yours, that makes all} thing! I think it is miserable to go through this 

manner of repression and force so perfectly in-$ great toiling, suffering world—as I do, for in- 

tolerant and abhorrent to you. Perhaps you > stance; or as everybody wants me to, just being 

haven’t any more benevolence than 1 have, after 3 conventional; dressing finely, walking soberly, | y; g ys 

all—only,”’ touching the tip of his finger to my $ never laughing out-doors, or speaking above a 
forehead—* your head does go up there finely. } certain key, the key that all ‘well-bred ladies,” 

You fave an uncommon development of benevo-$ so called, use; never snow-balling anybody or 

lence, and no mistake. If you would only let § throwing water on them, if I want to ever so 
it plead and extenuate a little for us prosperous much, if they deserve it ever so much—isn’t it 

sinners and lazy ones! If it would only make a3 too bad?” I was laughing now; but with flushed 
little just and sensible allowance for all the evil cheeks and with tears in my eyes. ‘Above all, 

and tendency to evil in our sad blood and bile— ‘keeping myself at good Pharasaic distance from 

as individual men and women—and in the relies 3 Caroline White, and from all proscribed persons 

and obstructions of the old barbarisms—as com-3$ whatever. If the a is ever so narrow 

munities and nations! Then, you see, you'd be ; and unjust.” 
no more the prism that you are now, but the; ‘But it isn’t “angie in Mrs. White’s case, 

creature of light and gentle assimilations that I} sister Jenny. You yourself acknowledge that 

am longing to see.”? He averted his head and } she often carries herself after very imprudent 

was silent a few minutes. Then rallying him- methods.” 
self, he added, ‘*but! I was talking about you ‘s Why, she is a spirited, grand-natured woman; 

and Donna; abusing you both a little, I believe, | with more naturalness, and ripe, impromptu 

wasn’t I?” smiling. 3 grace about her, than in all the rest of Concord 
‘‘Not a little, Andrew Bell.” put together. She has a grand form; she ig 

‘‘But, after all, I use you and Donna better } rich and showy; and people fear her, envy her; 

than you do me and Kate. In your character 3 and, of course, talk about her. She has gen- 

of a brilliant, prismatic, ‘strong-minded woman,’ } tlemen there playing whist, they say, until two 

I think you rather despise beth of us sometimes.” } o’clock in the morning. The gentleman are good 
He paused as if listening for my answer. But; fellows. You know, Andrew Bell, that nothing 

I couldn’t make out his mood; whether he was $ can be found against Barton, Kellogg or Croley, 

friendly or sarcastic, or a little of each; so I { People know they are good fellows, fellows they 

didn’t speak. Soon, therefore, he went on in} would be glad to have in their own houses. But 

the old strain, now assuredly sarcastic, ‘I was} to be playing whist until twelve, one, two o’clock 

a. 
° 
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here in New England, where, not many years} took the cards away when we first began to talk 
ago, hardly anybody played whist, and orery | about it.”? 
Puritan candle was blown out at nine! aus ‘‘Good-bye then, I must go to my work,” 
is quite too much! And Caroline goes out alone $ pocketing his pencil and sighing. 
in her little boat, in the edge of the evening.} ‘‘Shake hands first,” begged 1, stretching my 
Zhis is bad. She don’t speak to a mortal, meet $ hand across the table. ‘‘You’re not vexed?” 
t mortal, from the time she leaves the landing— ‘* A little.” 

in her own garden it is, you know—until she ‘<)’m sorry.” 

touches it again. But alone, a woman, wiwings ‘I’m a little jealous too of the spirited, dark- 

her own boat, and in the edge of the evening! 1 blooded lover I have been giving you. I’m afraid 

Ah! make them believe there isn’t es you'll be thinking of a prototype in real fresh 
wrong, there, somewhere, if you can! Caroline} and blood, and have your head full of him.” 

takes prodigious walks and rambles along the “T could never endure such aman! I, who 
highways and along the by-ways. She talks} have in my own veins blood so dark, spirits so 

loud sometimes and laughs loud, on the side-$impetuous! No, the man that I love must 
walks, or on the crossings, or wherever she ¢ be —" 

happens to be when she meets a favorite. She} I didn’t go on; for I saw how every nerve in 
rides on noreennels up Siate street and down ; him was still, waiting for the next words I would 
Main speak. And, to tell the truth, I was moreover 
‘Yes! here broke in Andrew Bell, “as if conscious of having in my mind a fair face, mar- 

she were on a race-course. Your horse ‘cuts velously like his, with light and pleasantness in 

up,’ sometimes, prances and leaps; but in an{it, even beyond that of the day; of a gentle 
imperial way. Mrs. White's stretches along the } manner, (but not of an effeminate,) of gentle 
road like a racer. Ugh! howI hate such things pee anpOuilne aud quieting to the soul; and 
in a woman!” ; the tones also were like his. I knew this as I 

“Caroline don’t do one really bad thing} sat there; and it made me blush for myself as I 
» though, Iam convinced.” ‘ deserved—I who hayen’t the remotest right to 
4 _ “Many a thing that she does has the appear- } such fancies. I don’t know how long we were 

ance of evil, at any rate; and this is what she } \ there, he standing and I sitting, without speak- 
pnd every woman should avoid with all the pur- ing, or stirring even a finger. I don’t suppose 
joses of her being.” » that itis of any consequence howlong. He inter- 

«Yes, that which to herself lias the appear- } rupted the silence, by saying, as he stretched his 

_ ance of evil. But, I tell you, she’d have an} ‘arms, “Heigh-hum! Pm going now, Jenny.” 

- infinite study, she’d have to prostrate herself ; ‘‘Good-bye,” said I, looking after him. 
forty Juggernauts and false gods every day} ‘You always say ‘good-bye’ to me with an 

of her life, if she took up a habitual reference } air of most provoking satisfaction, Do you 
to the opinions and prejudices of others, in ‘know it? You are always drawing some great 

ordering her ways.”? book or newspaper to you before Iam out of the 

‘That is true, earnest Jenny. But you see room, as if you were thinking, ‘Now, at last, he 

TI don’t like Mrs. White. She is reckless. If a}isgone! Now will I read!’—I see you like books 
woman is simply impulsive and natural, I like } better than you do men—and women.” 

her all the better for it. I like you all the better} He had stepped to a window-seat where some 
for your being hearty, earnest and wilful like a plants were; and now he had his nostrils at one 
child.” } rose and another. 

“‘Oh, I guess you don’t. You are always ! ‘You're mistaken,” I replied, ‘I like to talk 

finding fault with the impulsiveness, the incor- with sensible people better than to read, almost 
rigibility.” } any time.” 

My voice wavered, I know; for something new; ‘‘That is good! Good-bye. This tea-rose 
and very kind in his tones and look, had touched } needs watering.” Then a smile and a bow, and 
my heart now and then, all along, making me > he was gone. S 

feel how grateful it would be to be always ap- } I feel a little bad about Caroline White. Did 
proved and liked by him. : I tell you to what I have invited her? I believe 

‘‘This is because you are not perfect,’’ re- ; Ididn’t. The Charitable Society will meet here 
plied he. ‘I think you might be, easily, and? next Wednesday evening. We have invited a 

this makes me lecture you. You won’t inyite large number out of the society; and she is 

Mrs. White?” Sone of them. For I like her! You remember 

“J have invited her. Don’t you know; John | her Dick? She went West to teach, you know; 

* 
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married an old widower, a rich Illinois lawyer; ; knows more, feels more than forty common 

lost him, lost her baby in less than a year; and $women. She has a mind and passions like a 
then came back to her father’s, young still, § man.” 

spirited still; 2 more than ever accomplished,’ They say it earnestly, meaning it. They smile 

elegant woman. She was as rosy, fresh and} little, Jaugh a little, as they say it, some of 

vigorous as the new-born day. She had orignality them; but those who laugh mean it not less than 

and force in all her words and looks; in all the $ the others. 

action of her graceful head and feet; and such I don’t know how she will come out in the 

a yoice!—in speaking I mean, for I don’t suppose $ end. I think, however, that it will depend vastly 

that she undertakes to sing; she undertakes $ upon the usage she meets from—from me, for 
nothing that she cannot do better than any s instance, and from a few others whom she re- 

other. Well, in less than three months, she 3 spects as she does me, and would have love her. 

turned the very common home of her parents ; Love of another—of another woman, that is— 

into a perfect gem of architecture, upholstery § may lead her, fashion her emotions and pro- 

and choice gardening. Her father’s garden $ ceedings; the will of another, never. For, if it 

-comes to the river; and she bought a splendid comes to a contest of wills, hers is stronger than 

little boat, had a boat-house built and a tiny $ mine, or any woman’s. 

wharf. It is a year nearly since she came. But I declare! I will not go on writing all the 
And in that time, half of the women who know $ rest of the days of my life. It is breakfast time, 

her, have become her enemies; half of the men} almost. I hear a hoe working lightly in the 

her sworn friends and advocates, flower-plots under my windows. It is Andrew 

“I can’t bear her ways!” say the former. $ Bell’s,I suppose. I shall go out and charge him 

‘‘She never has a word to say to us women; but s with hoeing up all the border phlox—although 

if a man comes along, then see how she lights entre nous, this would be a day’s work, there 

up!” s are so many of them. 

‘*Oh, bless you, little chickens!” say the latter, 3 (TO BE CONTINUED.) 
‘‘this is because we are her peers. Mrs. White’ 
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BY JENNY A. STONE, 

THERE aro flowers upon my brow to-night, ; And thou shalt feel the woe, 
Bright flowers upon my brow, $ When earth has nothing more to give, 

They have decked me out with a borrowed light, And eighteen years are long to live. 

For my soul is weary now; 
PAL LL 

And the ball-room’s glare, and the musie’s tone— ; Thou’rt here, thou’rt here, I see thee now, 

Oh, this is to be ’mid a crowd alone, , Thou proud and scornful one, 

3 They eircle round thy noble form 
There are roses on my breast to-night, ; Like planets round the sun, 

But the thorns are in my heart, Tis a fair young creature, that love of thine, 

The perfume is sweet, and the roses are bright, | ~ God shield her from such grief as mine. 

But I only feel the smart; ; 

For love is false, and hearts are cold, “Sister of mine, if my cheek is flushed, 

And the spirit’s gift is bought and sold. N *Tis the ball-room’s heated air— 
3 Sister of mine, if my eyes are bright, 

I have come to gaze on him to-night, ’Tis the lamps with their brilliant glare.” 
On his lip, and eye, and brow, ‘ And he passes now with a careless look 

To watch on his features the changing light, ‘ The heart which to him was an open book. 

While I think of his broken vow: . 
To see his new love and to die— 
Twill be peace at last in the tomb to lie. 

Take off the flowers, they burn my brow, 

And my heart is faint and cold: 

And take these roses from off my breast, 

Why does he not come, the hours drag on, For they cling with a death-like hold; 

Was he wont to linger so? Oh, this is no place for trembling fears, 

New love, my chain was stronger than thine, ‘ And my heart has grown old with its eighteen years, 
LPP PLD LL LDL LPI PPL a 
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TWO HUNDRED YEARS AGO. 

BY CHARLES J. PETERSON. 

How did people live two hundred years ago? ; choked up the current, making an artificial 
We all know that they had neither railroads, } rapid there, so that ‘shooting the bridge,” 

telegraphs, nor ocean-steamers, neither gas, nor} as it was called, that is passing under it, was 

heaters, nor, indeed, a score of other things, ¢ frequently attended with peril. To avoid this, 

which civilized men in our days could not do; it was the custom to land, just above the 

Without. But there are fifty other matters, rela- } bridge, and take to boat*again below. ‘To the 

ting to the life of our ancestors, of which most : indifferent drainage of the city, the close, narrow 

persons are ignorant. How did they eat, dress, $ streets, and the insufficient supply of water, aro 

and amuse themselves? Was it the fashion, two to be principally attributed the virulence with 

hundred years ago, to wear hoops, or dance the which the plague raged in old London. 

polka, or do crochet work? How did our fore- The furniture of houses, two hundred years 

fathers marry? How were they buried? Portu- ¢ ago, was very diiferent from what it is now. 

nately for posterity, there lived in London, two} Car pets were comparatively scarce. They were 

centuries back, a certain Samuel Pepys, who kept still bought chiefly for covering tables: matting, 

a record, for ten successive years, of his daily life, $ rushes and oil-cloth being employed for fioors. 

telling how much he paid for his wife’s dresses, } Pewter sconces were used instead of chandeliers, 

What they had for dinner, how much gilt and $ candelabra and gas fixtures. Pianos were as 

varnish was on his coach, when he saw the king yet unknown, but the virginals, a sort of ancient 
walking abroad, and what the fiddlers asked for $ spinet, were quite common, for the English 

music ata party. He began life a poor depend- : people, at that period, loved music more heartily 

ant on an influential kinsman, rose to be clerk? than they do now. Hangings to beds were con- 

and then Secretary to the Admiralty, amassed as sidered indispensible by all persons of condition, 

pretty estate, became the confidential adviser of} Pepys was a proud man, if we may believe his 

the Duke of York on navy affairs, and was often ; Diary, the day he hung his best bed-room with 

familiarly at Court; and in consequence, in his tapestry; the walls of his second best he covered 

diary, we have a complete picture of life in Eng-} with pictures, as less expensive. Equipages were 
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Jand, two hundred years ago, through all the} clumsy, but gorgeous. Six-horse coaches were 

various ranks of life from the lower strata of owned by all the nobility, and were, indeed 

the middle classes, up to the nobility, and even { necessary, for travelling, so bad were the roads. 

to the king himself, : Ordinary persons, in town, contented themselves 

Two hundred years ago, London was built} with two horses. The coaches were painted, gilt 

almost entirely of wood, so that when the great} and varnished. There were no good native 

fire of 1666 broke out, nearly the whole city 3} horses. The most desirable coach horses were 
was laid in ashes. Pepys notices, with admira- ¢ Flanders mares. When Pepys set up a coach, he 

tion, as if a novelty, how a brick house ‘burnt records, with a proud heart, the display he made. 

all inward, and fell down within itself; so me **And so anon we went through the town with 

fear of doing more hurt.” ‘The streets were : our new liveries of serge, and the horses’ manes 

narrow, for when after the fire, it ‘was talked and tails tied with red ribbons, and the stand- 

about, that new ones should be forty feet wide,” ; ards gilt with varnish, and all clean, and green 

he congratulates himself on the improvement to 3 reins, that people did mightily look upon us.” 

the city. There was no paving, no water-pipes, Dress was an important item with all classes. 

no properly laid gutters, Mud in winter and The different ranks were distinguishable by 

dust in summer were the annoyance of the } their attire, and it was thought presumptuous 

citizens. The common highway was the river$ for one to affect the other. Poor Pepys, even 

Thames, where numerous wherries plied, for’ when he had got rich, and when he was almost 

it was vastly more pleasant than any street. § daily at court, found people talking of the gold 

Yet to even the Thames there was one serious % lace on the sleeves of his new coat, and so went 

drawback. London Bridge was Built with such § humbly to his tailor to have it removed. When 

ignorance of mechanics, that the piers partially ‘ periwigs came into fashion, it was a long time 
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before he could make up his mind, that it was : dines with Admiral Penn, on the anniversary of 

proper for him to wear one. He mentions his § the latter’s wedding, and says, ‘* We had, besides 

wife haying one subsequently of light hair. $a good chine of beef and other good cheer, 

Every few weeks, while he wore his, he had to eighteen mince pies in a dish, the number of 

have his head shaved. The ladies wore vizards, § years he hath been married.”’? Another similar 

and some of them men’s waistcoats. The mate- 8 festival concludes with a strange freak: ‘*To end 

rials of their dresses were often cloth, laced with 3 all, Mrs. Shippman, did fill a pie full of white 

silver or gold, if they were people of means. Pepys 3 wine, it holding at least a pint and a half, and 

notes his having paid, on one occasion, five pounds § did drink it off to the health of Sir William and 

for a petticoat for his wife, and as the pound was 3 my Lady—it being the greatest draught that 

then worth about twice as much as at present, § ever I did see a woman drink in my life.” This 

he expended what would he equivalent to fifty festival day concluded with a supper, at which 

dollars now; but the petticoat was displayed, as ¢ (it was February) lobsters were served. ‘‘Excel- 

embroidered ones are even to this day. He paid, $ lent,’ Pepys says, ‘‘which I never ate at this | 

at the same time, six pounds for lace, so the $time of the year before.” Turkies and mince 

ladies loved fine laces then quite as much as 3 pies were even then the orthodox bill of fare for 

now. When the maids of honor rode on horse- $a Christmas dinner. Our gossip records, as 

back they wore a costume like that of men, hat, S new thing: ‘thence home; and there find one 

coat, waistcoat complete, and were only distin- 3 laying of my napkins against to-morrow’s dinner 

guishable by the petticoat. Painting the cheeks jin figures of all sorts, which is mighty pretty ; 

was fashionable. Black patches were also worn and it seems it is his trade, and he gets much 

on the face. Pepys, one day, met the king and § money by it; and he do now and then furnish 

queen riding, and says that, in her ‘‘white- 3 tables with rich plate and linen for a feast, at 

laced waistcoat, and crimson short petticoat, and {so much, which is mighty pretty, and a trade I 

hair dressed a la negligence, she looked mighty } could not have thoughtof.” As elegant English 

pretty.” Yellow bird’s-eye hoods were all the | crockery was of a century later date, and porce- 

rage; for the modern bonnet had not come into { Jain was only to be had from China and Japan at 

fashion. Sacques were just then coming into ‘an immense price, the ordinary table-service, 

vogue. The women of the middle classes wore with-even the richer of the middle class, was pew- 

high crowned hats, laced stomachers, and yellow- ; ter; while the poor ate from wooden trenchers, 

starched neckerchiefs. Ladies of quality wore { or coarse earthenware. With people of condi- 

trains. The courtiers and gentry ruffled in silks $ tion, consequently, silver plate was more com- 

and velvets of gay colors, plumed or cocked hats, }mon than at present. Pepys boasts, when 

cravats of lace and jewelry, having their hair { better off, of haying two dozen ordinary sized 

long, and curling their love-locks, till periwigs ’ silver plates, besides numerous cups and flagons. 

came into fashion. Every gentleman carried a - The manners of all, court and people, were 

sword; and of course duels were frequent. S very unlike what they are now. The king, in- 

The table was profusely, rather than delicately ‘stead of secluding himself in solitary state, as 

served. ‘Tea had just been introduced, and was } monarchs do’ in our time, kept open court at 

still very dear, so that the ordinary breakfast | Whitchall, and walked daily in the Park, nod- 

beverage was ale. Meat was considered under- . ding to everybody he knew and talking familiarly 

done if at all rare. Venison was comparatively $ with the company. Pepys, calling on the Duke 

plenty, at least with people of means. Fresh of York, found him, with the duchess and her 

beef, was common in London during the spring, ‘ ladies, sitting on the floor, playing a game some- 

summer and autumn; but for winter salted : thing like what is now called forfeits. Personal 

meat was the general food. Pepys, while yet a } cleanliness was generally neglected, and taking 

man of limited income, entertained some friends } a bath a thing to be noted down. Affrays in the 

at dinner, and notes the fact as follows: ‘I had > street were frequent, and men often killed in 

a pretty dinner for them, viz: a brace of stewed ; consequence. Music and dancing were usual at 

carps, six roasted chickens, and a jowle of sal- evening parties, and it seems a common thing to 

mon, hot, for the first course; a tanzy, and ten : haye staid up, at such entertainments, till one 

neat’s tongues, and cheese, for the second.” A {or two o’clock in the morting. Three or four 

‘tanzy was a sweet dish made of eggs, cream and persons of both sexes would frequently hire a 

other ingredients, and flavored with the juice of coach, go out for an afternoon’s ride, sup at 

tanzy. On another occasion he dines at a tavern, } some tavern, visit the theatre, and then adjourn 

in the French fashion, on a dish of soup and a } to the residence of one of them, where, sending 

chicken, and calls it an excellent dinner. He ‘for fiddlers, they would dance till midnight. 
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Sometimes, the sports would end by ladies and thought Romeo and Juliet quite indifferent, and 
gentlemen flinging cushions at each other. Men this seems to have been the cotemporary opinion. 
and women, if intimate, kissed when they met. It is well known that Paradise Lost, which came 
The Puritans and Quakers of course lived dif-} out about this time, was considered, even by the 
ferently. In May, ladies of every rank were 3 critics of the day, as a prosy, if not silly affair. 
accustomed to rise at daybreak, and go out into 3 At the Royal Society, of which Pepys was a 
the fields to gather May dew, the belief being $ member, there was a lecture on respiration, but 
general that it beautified the complexion. Mas- } without throwing any light on it: ‘it is not 
querades were a popular species of amusement. § known, or concluded on,” says puzzled Pepys, 
Gold fishes were a novelty, just introduced as ; ‘thow the action is managed by nature, or for 
parlor ornaments. In general, the age was a3 what use itis.” The fixed stars were a mystery 

more brutal one than this. Bear-gardens, where ; also to the scientific men of thatage. ‘Spong 

bears were baited by dogs, were a popular re- and I,” says Pepys, writing of an astronomer, 

sort. Pepys records beating his servant girl as ‘had several fine discourses upon the globes, 
ifit was 2 common mode of punishment. Traitors particularly why the fixed stars do not rise and 

were executed with cruel and horrible rites. } set at the same hour all the year long, which he 

Marriage was even more a matter of bargain could not demonstrate, nor I neither.” Medi- 
and sale than at present. Parties openly chaf- {cine was almost empirical. Pepys wore about 
fered, as in France to this day, for a wife fora} him a hare’s foot to prevent colic: and though 
son, or a husband for a daughter. When a rich } the first experiment failed, he did not lose faith 

citizen cied, his widow, almost before his burial, {in it, but attributed its want of success to his 

was besieged with suitors, lords and courtiers } having cut off the joint. The plague, which 
being as ready, then as now, to trade off rank ; raged so frightfully in 1665, found the physi- 

for money. Weddings were celebrated with {cians almost wholly ignorant what to do. Itis 

hearty, but coarse festivities, such as throwing recorded by Pepys, and the same fact is true of 

the stocking and other obsolete customs. The 3 more modern epidemics, that the year preceding 
evening usually concluded by the guests visiting { the great plague was distinguished for its com- 

the nuptial chamber and kissing the bride in } paratively few deaths, 

bed. The morning after, it was the practice to} The cost of living, two hundred years ago, is 
serenade the happy couple, a custom which con- } difficult to ascertain. A day laborer, or mechanic, 
tinued, with most of the others, till within a {earned about a shilling a day. At present, the 

comparatively recent period. Funerals were former earns twice as much, eyén in England, 
more ceremonious even than now. Pepys de- and the latter four, five and eight times as much. 

scribes his brother’s. The guests were a hun- } All dress fabrics, all luxuries, all descriptions 

dred and fifty, though, he says, he had bid but 3 of furniture, were costlier then than now: but 
a hundred and twenty. ‘Their service,” he} meat and ale were cheaper; while bread was 

records, ‘“‘was six biscuits apiece, and what } nearly the same price as at present. Lord Sand- 
they pleased of burnt claret. My cousin Joyce } wich, Pepys’ patron, hired a spacious mansion, 
Norton kept the wine and cakes above; and did } surrounded by gardens, in the suburbs of Lon- 

give out to them that served, who had white } don, for what would be now equivalent to twenty- 
gloves given them.” The men sat by themselves } five hundred dollars a year. Pepys seems to 

in some rooms, and the women by themselves in $ have generally spent what would be equal to 

others. At another funeral, where the corpse } three thousand per annum; but he lived expen- 

was carried out of town for interment, he notes } sively, and better than the majority of the middle 
the fact that there were several coaches and six, { class: and when he set up a coach, he spent 
a great number of coaches of four, and a dozen } more. 

or two coaches with a pair; and this was not} The immorality of the age is proverbial. It 
the funeral of a nobleman either. Rings were } affected public as well as private life. The ser- 

given, at funerals, to the relatives, and friends, vants of the crown, high and low, not only took 

and servants: at Pepys’ own funeral a hundred } bribes, but would do nothing withont them. 

and thirty rings were distributed; varying in } Pepys acquired his estate principally by bribes 
value from five to ten dollars each. and by jobbing. His salary was but three hun- 

Taste and knowledge were very inferior, gene- } dred and fifty pounds yearly, yet in some years 

rally, to what they are now. Pepys’ wife had } he made three thousand pounds: but he never 

been educated at a convent in France, yet did not {seems to think he did anything criminal; and 

know arithmetic; and of Pepys’ numerous cor- ‘he appears also really to have had a conscience, 

respondents, hardly one spelt correctly. Pepys ‘ which few other public employees had. 
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But enough. Two hundred years hence, when } perhaps even morals, will seem as curious to 

some private diary of 1856 comes to light, as} our descendants as those of our ancestors now 

doubtless there will, our customs, manners, and $ appear to us. 

PPP PPP PIPL 

THE DEAREST BOON. 

BY WINNY WOODBINE,. 

No loving voices welcomed me, 

Nor bade me rest awhile; 

I saw no kind, familiar face, 

Nor dear one’s beaming smile. 

Tis earth and all its worldliness, 

Had vanished far away, 

And I had sought the fairy-land, 

Of beauty bright and gay; 

But in that land of matehless worth 

Those halls of gift and song, 

' Tvainly sought the only boon 
For which my soul doth long. 

Then to the boundless sea I hied, 

And clove the yielding wayes, 

Until alone, unharmed I stood, 

In proud old ocean’s caves. 

Around were scattered lifeless forms 

O’er every rocky bed, 

And jewels bright and gems most raro 

Were mingled with the dead. 

Methought my pathway lay, 

Tow'rd yon fair orb whence often came 

A dazzling, brilliant ray: 

«Ah, this must be,” I cried, “the home 

Of love and happiness, 

And here my weary heart can find 

Fore’er a dwelling-place.” 

But jewels from the richest mine, 

Or gems beneath the sea, 

Or gifts and gold from fairy-land, 

Aro worthless all to me— 

For I have met thee, and thy love 

Ts ever all mine own— 

_ The boon that I so long had sought, 

At last is freely won. 

Then through the rosy realms of space, | 

g 

But when I mingled in the throng 

Of beings bright and fair, 

Who dwell upon that golden orb, : 

Afar in upper air— , 
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THOU ART ABSENT FROM MY SIDE. 

BY FINLEY JOHNSON. 

The silvery stars are shining down, 

Tn silent beauty now; 

And seem fit gems of brilliancy 

To grace a maiden’s brow; 

But, oh, for me those witehing spells 

Have swiftly pass’d away ; 

Like early dew, or ocean’s foam, 

That would not, could not stay; 

And scenes of old which once I loved, 

Are now but scarcely dear; 

For streams, and birds, and budding flowers 

All say—thou art not here. 

And in sweet memory I behold 

Thy dark and flashing eye; 

While thy fair form, arrayed in light, 

Comes softly floating by; 

And as I ponder on the joys 

We felt in early years, 

I give to thee beside thy grave 

The offering of my tears. 

Tuovcn Spring again may cause to bloom 

The lovely, gentle flowers; 

And sweet perfume be shed around 

From Nature’s fairy bowers; 

Though songs of gay and happy birds 

Rise up to meet the sky; 

And beauties rich on every hand 

Attract the gazer’s eye; 

Yet neither Spring, with all its joys 

Or flowers, rich and rare, 

Can chase away the clouds of gricf 

Which wrap me in despair; 

And songs of birds no power possess 

To raise my spirit’s pride; 

For thou my first, my only love, 

Art absent from my side. 

The sweet moonlight, so bright and pure, 

Upon me sheds its beams; 

And lofty trees their shadows throw 

Across the babbling streams; . 
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UNCLE ZEKEL’S ARAMINTY. 

BY SUSAN MULLEN, 

Miss ARAMINTA Matvina Firzroy, having , until the setting sun warned him to think of the 
graduated with distinguished honors at the {chores at home, and the long road between him 
Smooth and Polishem Seminary, returned to}and the cows at Mullentown. Neither did he 
astonish the natives of Mullentown with her yskip the hard words at his supper of cold ham 
profound knowledge of the ometries and ologies, } and cabbage, which his good wife set before him. 
embraced in the course of that far-famed and ‘*Now, Zekel,” the old lady said, ‘‘p’raps the 
fashionable institution, She was hooped and $child did not know you She's nigh-sighted, 
puffed and frilled, flounced, feathered and furred. ; you know, and I’m ashamed as death, on Minty’s 
Zekel, her honest old father, said she only needed } account, to think you should have gone and done 
a crown to make her a queen: that is a crown to he before all the school. I’m sure you’ye dis- 
her bonnet, which, he declared, ‘“‘was the tar- graced Minty, and who knows but she’ll got 
nalest little thing he ever see. If that was the $ expelled, all for this 

city fashion,” he added, ‘‘he wished he never had$ ‘‘Expelled, is it? I’d expelled her myself, 
sent her away to learn the-piany and French.” {and gin her a ride home on the ox cart through 

On far other grounds uncle Zekel had bitter 3 Troy, if the good-for-nothing baggage hadn’t 
complaint to make. Patched at the elbows, $ staid away,.for very fear of seeing me. Didn’t 
darned at the knees, with rusty boots, and his {know me. Oh! to be sure; but I knew her; and 
mill-clothes on, he had been once to town, on a3 when a gall gits so top-heavy with larnin’ and 

load of grain; and there had met his child, face } things, she’s ashamed of her own father, its high 
to face with the gay Miss Dashy, her chum and $ time she was brought to see what kept the music 
city companion. Pleased at the opportunity / and ’complishments goin’, You may do as you 

afforded him of meeting her, without = Polly; but as long as my name’s Zekel, I 

over town to find the seminary, uncle Zekel 3 ain’t agoin’ to be sneezed at by my children, 

awkwardly guided the old fat oxen up to the $ mill-clothes or not.” 

kerb-stone, crowding their sleck sides together, The intercession of Mrs. Fitzroy prevailed 
to the great danger of a fish woman’s stand. finally, and the young lady completed her term, 

“Gee there, Brown, haw, Brindle, whoa,” $ uncomfortably to be sure; for her silly pride in 

cried he, as the young ladies passed him, sweep- } refusing to know her father before Miss Dashy, 
ing the flour from his dusty frock with their $ had incontinently and to their great merriment, 

long, silk trains. introduced him to the whole school. But par- 
**Is that you, Minty? how dye do?” he began. $ tially restored to her father’s favor, she came 

‘**Your ma wanted you to send your yallercalicer 3 home. His particular eye-sore, she was now 

hum to Debby Ann, and said she’d git your} the chief idol of the maternal heart. For the 

sheep’s grey stockins toed off agin I come down s first time, Mrs. Fitzroy discovered that Araminta 

next week.”’ was more delicate than the other children. So 

But deigning not a look behind her, Araminta } Debby Ann lifted and drudged in the cheese- 
disappeared quickly around a corner, to the great room; while the fine young lady thrummed the 

wonderment and mystification of the poor old } cracked strings of an old guitar, and read trashy, 

farmer. Neither did she stop till entering at }love-sick novels. She had the bronchitis and the 
the house of a friend, she narrated her fright in } dyspepsia, and one or two other fashionable dis- 

having met a crazy old fellow from their neigh- } eases, and a young physician in a bran new gig 

borhood, who always annoyed her by calling her } and harness to come out from the city to see 
his daughter. Indignant, however, at her treat- ?her. This uncle Zekel considered scandalous to 
ment, Zekel lost no time in finding out a place } Dr. Catnip, the old Mullentown stand-by, who 
‘*where they taught,” as he said, ‘an edication ¢ had brought them all into the world and taken 
So cross-grain to natur,” and vented his wrath {them through teething, and the measels, to say 
upon the amazed principal, with a great parade ; nothing of severer sicknesses. But Catnip’ 8 
of whip-stalk and fist gesticulation. Boiling with | ‘theory, embraced the antiquarian doctrine of 

Eee, he waited the return of Araminta, ' pills and bleeding; and Araminta being nothing 

~ 
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but a bunch of nerves, could not, of course, be; and well like Debby, and by-and-bye when her 

benefitted by his treatment. So in languishing } health is better, I don’t fear but what she’ll take 

lassitude she lingered on, lying in bed till ten hold and do her part.” 

o’clock, rising in her double gown and hairin; ‘*Mabby she will then. Leastwise I hope so. 

disorder, to have served to her another ee Turnipseed wants to spark Debby Ann, 

fast from that which the family had enjoyed. and I think it’s a pretty good chance for a gall 

Uncle Zekel had yielded to the high pressure} like her. But I told him I meant she should 

of words and put up an addition, a library, a} have a little trip this fall for her good behavior 

music-room, and a nursery, but now he declared } through hayin’, and when you got back from 

they had not left him a place to hang his boot-; Sarrytogy, he could have a chance to set up 

jack. And worse than all, he could make neither $ with her and speak his mind. So here’s fifty 

head nor tail of the gibberish which Araminta 3 dollars, and I want you to rig yourselves out 

talked over her toast and tea, and endeavored to ¢ and be ready to go by next week.” 

interlope in the family conversation. / “But, Zekel, Debby Ann ain’t used to society, 

‘J tell you what, Minty,” said he, ‘if you'll ; and I never was to such a fashionable place. 

talk one week so that I and Debby can SS Debby Ann better go to Ike's, and let 

: 

stand you, you shall have the money for a bonnet } Minty go along to the Springs. Dr. Frizzlewig 

with a crown and a fore-top. For Jerusalem} said her stomach was out of order, and she 

knows, you skeered the men away from their; ought to be drinking Congress water every 

cider *tother day with some of your larned 3 morning.” 

notions and highfalutin’ airs.” ‘No, hang me, Debby Ann is going now, and 

“Dear papa,” now interposed the aroused; if Frizzlewig wants Minty to go along, he may 

young lady, ‘why won’t you say Araminta, in-} pay her fare. I say it’s a cryin’ sin to set one 

stead of using that ugly abbreviation which I : 

abhor?” 

Debby Ann’s red, fat face was another draw- 3 needn’t be afeard if you only hold your tongue, 

back upon Minty’s happiness, and the clumping : and don’t try to swell out like the toads that 

great shoes she wore about her work fairly put * live all the time in the puddle.” 

her into hysterics. Josiah too had such coarse There were times when uncle Zekel set his 

companions. And take it all and all, the city $ foot down, and neither tears nor entreaties 

graduate seemed to think that she was the cen- moved him from his purpose. This was one of 

tral illuminating point of the entire family circle. 3 them. Turnipseed, an old and thrifty farmer, 

«TI yow to gracious it is too bad, old woman,” 3 had asked him how Debby Ann would look on a 

enid her father, one day. ‘‘There’s Debby Ann marriage with his son, a likely youth, as we 

slavin’? to death over the cheese-tub, and Ara-} Yankees use the term, who was to take the place 

minty doing nothing airthly, but cryin’ over ; off the old people’s hands and send them to town 

them yaller novels and lookin’ out of her cham- to live. 

ber window for that Dr. Frizzlewig, from Troy. “J was took all aback,” soliloquized uncle 

I wonder who his barber is, and if that’s his} Zekel, sucking his pipe-stem. ‘Jo is sure for 

aunt Jerewsha’s shawl he wears out here, air-3 the legislature this fall and has been to college 

in’?” likewise; and always hearing Debby Ann spoken 

‘Don’t, Zekel, run on so, You hurt Minty’s 3 of at home as such an awkward, homely thing, I 

feclings dreadfully using such coarse language. couldn’t raly believe my senses when the squire 

You know we brought her up delicater than we 3 said he knowed it wasn’t Minty, but Debby Ann 

did Debby Ann, and it don’t stand to reason she } that Jo wanted. 

should take to farm work like her. Beside she’s ‘‘ Towsever I told him she was a blessed, warm- 

going to be a doctor’s wife, and don’t need so ; hearted, dutiful gall, that hadn’t been used jest 

much experience as Debby will on a farm.” > right, and hadn’t any eddication to boast of, And 

‘It’s my mind,” he said, ‘‘if she marries that} Jo said he had seen enough of these eddicated 

young Frizzlewig, somebody will have to work} women, that settled right down into nobodies as 

to keep them in jimcracks and knick-knacks, for} soon as they got husbands. He didn’t want a 

he don’t strike me as being over smart, and I’ve 3 wife to work, but he did want one that would 

pretty good evidence that your fashionable eddi- } be improvin’ on and larnin’, and one that would 

cation has quite spilt Araminty, as for any help } give constitution and mind to his children. La 

she’ll ever be to him.” me, Frizzlewig be darned, he don’t know as 

‘You do be patient now, Zekel; the girl will; much as a last year’s bird’s-nest, compared with 

learn all these things in time. She ain’t robustful * Turnipseed.” 

child up so over another. 

‘‘As for society,” he resumed directly, ‘‘you 

eee 
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Araminta was greatly disconcerted, that Debby } preparations were made for dinner, while all the 

Ann was to make her debut at such a gay place }men in the wheat-field expected it at twelve. 
as Saratoga, with no one to keep her informed $ Now she would never exert her lungs to blow 
of the customs of society and the ways of the} the horn, or she might have brought uncle Zekel 
hotels. ‘She was sure she would be imposed {up to help her; and if she could haye done it, 
upon and ridiculed for her country manners. } she had pride enough to see to what ridicule it 
She must not, on any account, ask a person at } would expose her, after all the airs she had given 
the table to help her to anything, but always ’ herself over her book knowledge, as superior to 
speak to the servants. She must keep ringing $ the knack and practice of Debby Ann. She 
the bell in her room all the time, and bring the } knew just how many gasses there were in bread, 
lazy niggers up stairs, if she wanted people to ;and how long it must sit before it was healthy 
think she was anybody. She must not seem to ¢to be eaten. But Debby laughed, and could not 
be associated with the whole race of Potsherds, } even tell whether a potato was a bulbous root 
who of course would be at Congress Hall; they 3 or not, or to what class and order of vegetables 
had money, to be sure, but Phebe Jane’s teeth it belonged. And as it is notorious that those 
were defective and her grammar very bad: be- } who know nothing by experience of cooking, 
sides the old Jady’s hands were so red, and the ’ write all the cook-books, so it was true that no 
girls never could get her to keep them covered 3 one at uncle Zekel’s found so much fault with 
up. Mother must say Deboraw, and Debby must } the food, as the one most ignorant in compound. 
not speak to anybody without being properly ting it. Thank fortune, Araminta now had a 
introduced, even if the house was falling in at } grand chance to bring into display, all her tech- 
the roof To be sure, she thought Debby’s § nical knowledge of gluten, albumen, and fibrine, 
clothes were a deal too fine for such a squaddy 3 assimilation, absorption and combination. It so 
little body as she was. Father couldn’t make | happened, that the end of a ham was hanging up, 
her a French twist, not if he sold the wool off } which Minty concluded to boil. So straightway 
all the sheep’s backs. There wasn’t anything {she set about making a fire, which she accom- 
genteel about her, and it was a pity to dress $ plished after sundry contacts with the soot on 
her up so absurdly, to show off her figure to ‘the stove, and immolating a whole paper of 
disadvantage.” matches experimenting upon the science of igni- 

Finally, Mrs. Fitzroy and Debby Ann were}tion. To lose no time, Minty now set the water 
ready, and with uncle Zekel, who was going out to boiling vigorously, and put in the meat, 
to spend the Sabbath, they set foot into the cars $ determined that the vulgar devotion of a whole 
and were speedily on their way to the thronged 3 morning to getting a single dinner should not 
watering-place, characterize her first experience in the kitchen. 

Araminta was to keep house, overseeing the } Nor indeed did it. Vegetables were prepared at 
work, which the cheese-room girl, Betsey, was } intervals, and the table set with great attempt at 
to accomplish. But Betsey was quite a toppin’ elegance. The old-fashioned custom of putting 
young lady, and gave herself almost as many $all the sauce on one plate was abhorrent to 
airs as Araminta herself. Her place was in the Minty, justly enough too. The meat was care- 
cheese-room, she said. And she was not to mop } fully spread upon the platter, the potatoes by 
and wash, and bake and iron, while Minty sat } themselves, the turnips and carrots apart. But 
in the parlor with Frizzlewig. To be sure she alas, the botanical knowledge of the young lady 
did little else, and the work fell heavily upon $ had not decided rightly between the dahlia toes 
Betsey, in spite of all uncle Zekel could do to ‘and the long spiral rooted carrots; the ham was 
help her. So the week before Mrs. Fitzroy was $ unskinned, and tough from boiling in hot water 
expected home, Betsey declared she wouldn’t rapidly, and salt as when taken from the brine. 
stand it any longer. She had had enough of 3 The potatoes were delicately peeled, but hard, 
Miss Fitzroy’s sass, and if she was not good § and to uncle Zekel’s eye the whole dinner was a 
enough to sit in the dining-room, jest off the genteel failure, Pity for Araminta, however, 
parler, without being hinted into the kitchen, 3 would culminate in his heart this time, because 
she would like to know. What particular know- $ he felt that she had tried to make the best of cir- 
ledge she wished to attain to, she never explained; $cumstances. Farmer Blunt, too, kindly ordered 
but shortly after breakfast one morning, the in- 3 up his daughter to relieve the now mortified girl; 
quiring young lady was found missing from her $and with her skilful assistance everything was 
accustomed haunts. Araminta rejoiced at her’ once more in its place. A few more failures, 
departure at first, but dismay took the place of } such as boiling down white rose leaves for hops 
her congratulation, when she found that no? and setting them with yeast, mixing sour and 
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sweet milk in cakes and batter, baking beans, tion to the little graces and etiquettes, which 

without par-boiling and pork without crisping the } make a household as well as society delightful. 

rind, letting the bread sour before putting it in Turnipseed came on bravely with his wooing, 

the oven, and using magnesia for cream of tartar, {and eventually carried his bride to an elegant 

sadly convinced Araminta, that something more $ country-seat, surrounded by luxury and refine- 

was wanted in a housekeeper than a few graceful ‘ment. He also went to the Legislature. Debby 

accomplishments. So that when Debby Ann § Ann has been to Washington and Newport, Sara- 

came home, self-elated at the respect that had} toga and Cape May, receiving all due attention 

been paid her, and with the really valuable ac- } for graces of mind and manner. Dr. Frizzlewig 

quaintances she had formed, Minty was silently { took Araminta’s portion and bought a splendid 

convicted of having underrated her sister’s quali- } house in Troy, very much against uncle Zekel’s 

tics as much as she had overrated her Swi il They cut an immense flourish for three or 

Every sphere has its duties, and the world, take four years and then collapsed terribly. Some- 

it on an average, is generously willing to forgive how, people would not appreciate the doctor, for 

errors in those who for a time are led into differ- 3 all of his magnificent whiskers and fast driving. 

ent and trying positions, opposite to those in} He voted the world ungrateful, and grew sour 

which they have been educated. So that Debby Sand disheartened. But Minty, encouraged and 

Ann, in her ignorance of etiquette, was neither aided by her family, kept everything in her 

repulsed nor ridiculed, and Minty, in her self- ‘ province, with as much economy and order, as 

conceit and folly, found assistance and charity. ue consistent with her early habits and train- 

The lesson to each proved equally advantageous. ¢ ing. Finally the old man and Turnipseed took 

The sisters commenced an interchange of kindly } the house off the doctor’s hands, settled the poor 

feeling, that they had never enjoyed before; and fcllow’s business, and with some prospects of 

this added ten-fold to the happiness of the family. § reform sent him to a distant country town, where 

Minty did up her mother’s caps, and cheerfully ‘he abandoned frippery and folly, and with them 

instructed Debby in embroidery, without once § swelling pretensions to superior medical theories, 

hinting at her stubby fingers and thick nails; and became not only’a useful but thriving mem- 

while Debby began to improve in personal atten-* ber of his profession 
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BY BELLA KAUFFELT 

Oh, sister, that they're balls of fire 

I never did think so! 

They twinkle like your soft blue eyes 
When in the sun you go; ’ 

I thought the little angels there, 

When they fold up their wings, 

Hung up each night, their tiny lamps 

Upon the breeze to swing.” 

One morning at a stranger’s hearth, 

And at a mother’s knees, 

Were bowed her three fair daughters dear, 

Like youthful devotees. 

They all had eyes as soft and bright, 

As if some wandering star 

Mistook them for its native Teaven, 

And lit its fire there. 

“T thought beyond the fair blue sky 

There was a world so bright, 

And stars were but the apertures 

Thro’ which we saw the light; 

But now that I have seen them fall 

I know it can’t be thus, 

Oh, mamma, will you not explain 

The mystery to us?” 

Thoy’d lived so long among the flowers, 

Their cheeks as they were fair, 

Their voices were like Summer winds 

That whispered through their hair. 

Each offered from her dimpled lips 

Some gift of memory, 

But the fairest thing of all they brought 

Was this sweet poesy. 

“My children dear, I cannot tell, 

Your God hath made their light, 

And says, if we are good and pure, 

We shall ag they be bright, 

There is indeed, an aperture 

To that bright world-afar, 

Whose light you can but dimly see 

In yonder beaming star.” 

“When I was but a child, mamma, 

T often wondered why 

They’d placed those pretty fiery balls 

So far up in the sky; 

Not thus I view them now, mamma, 

But as tho brilliant throng 

That to the great Creator praise, 
Once joined in sweetest song.” PPL LILA LL LILI ILI LILI S PLL LEAL ELLA LL LLL LOE DL DD DLL DLE LA OPP I OPO ODS OO 
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BY ALICE CARY. 

LuctxpA Minter was about fifteen years old, , Miller, ‘why, what in the world are you saying, 

when she was e¢alled on by her father, an old- ; never mind, mother, she will get along some 

fashioned farmer, to go into the meadow one Saray.” “‘T think it will be some way,” retorted 

‘summer afternoon, andrake hay. She shrugged 3} La, who was in her sauciest humor, ‘*haking to 

her brown shoulders and pouted her red lips a $do, and churning, and scrubbing, besides milk- 

little, but there was no alternative, for Mr. Mil- ing a dozen cows, and cooking supper for a dozen 

ler, poor Lu’s father, was a stern man accus- men, I wish father had it to do himself, and I 

tomed to no contradiction or equivocation from } guess he would find whether he could spare me 

his children, and it was not the first time she }as wollas not.” ‘Lucinda Miller! not another 

had been obliged to leave all the household toil} word now out of your head,” sternly remon- 

to the tried hands of her mother, and off into § strated the all-enduring wife, who never for a 

‘the field, to perform harder tasks than raking moment forgot that she and her husband were 

hay. Butsince Joshua Hubbard had been work-3 one. ‘Go right along with you now, and do as 

ing for her father, which was now since the } your father bids, you are ashamed to have Josh 

March past, she had not been required to work } see you rake hay, ain’t you? ’peers to me you 

in the field, and this was why she shrugged her are troubled with the simples.” 

brown shoulders, and this was why she pouted ‘Yes, I am ashamed to have Joshua, or any 

her lips. Josh, as he was called, and as of right } other man see me raking hay, and I am not 

he ought have been called, because he was so sashamed to own it,” answered Lucinda, all her 

‘poor that all his worldly effects might have been } high spirit aroused to angry indignation. 
tied up in his pocket handkerchief, was a youth **You don’t pretend to call Joshua a man, do 
of twenty, with a heart large enough to hold} you?” said the mother, sarcastically. 

love for all humanity, and a pleasing person, for} ‘More of a man than some folks that are 
though not regularly handsome, he had abund- } twice his years,” replied Lucinda, with quict 
ant and beautiful hair, merry blue eyes, and a 3} bitterness. 
mouth that was always overflowing with good- “‘Take that, for your sauciness,” exclaimed 
humored smiles. His voice was melodious, and Mrs. Miller, slapping the child on the ear 
gay as the lark’s, and a cheerful and obliging through the pink bonnet, “if you were as big 
activity made Bin a favorite with all the hands } as the side of the house, I would whip you if 
on the farm. But Mr. Miller was in no wise j you forgot to reverence your father.” 
pleased with the smiling propensities of the boy’ As may be imagined, Lucinda went forth to 
Josh, for the farmer persisted in calling Joshua Sher hot task in the sunshine, in no very amiable 
a boy, notwithstanding his beard was enough to >mood. On the hill- side, full in sight of all the 
shame his own, and Lucinda’s often repeated pro- } hands, standing with folded arms, she met her 
test, that if a man was ever a man, he ought to $ ; futher, who had been some time awaiting her, 
be at twenty. Sand was nursing his wrath. 

‘You can spare her well enough, can’t you} ‘*What have you got your face muffled up 
mother?” continued Mr. Miller, by way of ex- 3 that way for,” he said, pushing the sun-bonnet 
cuse to his conscience, for he knew, in spite of : roughly away from her face, ‘‘are you afraid of 
himself, that his wife had more need of an assist- } the sunshine, or of the work-hands?” 
ant than himself. “Tm not afraid of either,” replied Lucinda, 

“Oh yes, I suppose so,” replied Mrs. Miller, { “but I don’t want to be tanned by one, nor 

with that sort of helpless patience that almost stared at by the others.” 
borders upon fretfulness. So rubbing the mad} ‘The sun was made to shine, and as for the 
tears from her eyes with her little brown fists, } hands,” said the father, ‘they have enough to 
Lu tied on her freshly ironed pink sun-bonnet, } do without minding you,” and as he spoke, he 
saying, as she did so, ‘*I don’t see how you are to } took her by one ear, and led her till within a 
get along, mother, and if father had one bit of feel- } few yards of the mowers. 
ing ia ‘Hush, hush! ehild,” interrupted Mrs. { We have said enough, we think, to illustrate 
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the coarse, hard natures of the parents of Lu- 
cinda, and it will not be supposed that very sen- 3 would you have me do?” 

sitive or refined offspring would come of such ‘Nothing, except to mind your business and 

stock, nevertheless, Lucinda had capacities for} go about your mowing. I don’t want you nor 

better things than she was born to, or likely to ‘nobody else to do anything for me, the dear 

be possessed of. She knew, moreover, when < knows.” 

her strength was less than the burden she was ‘‘Oh, there flies a crow!” cried Joshua, swing- 

required to bear, which was a good deal dle ing his hat about his head, in a vain effort to 

than her mother had ever come to realize. She : please his petulent mistress. ‘Shu! crow! let’s 

took all hardship and deprivation as matters of ; see if we can’t scare him.” 

course, and regarded her incompetency, to HO ‘‘T should think you could without any try- 

and suffer all things, not as a misfortune, but as} ing,” replied Lucinda, tossing her head signifi- 

a fault that she must get over as she best could, } cantly. ry 

for gotten over it must be. ‘‘Why, Lu, you are as cruel as the grave,” 

Tho mirth among the hay-makers, which had} said Joshua, in good-natured irony, ‘‘but you 

been noisy, subsided when Lucinda was seen to} know in your heart Iam as handsome a young 

be feebly dragging the heavy hay under her} man as you will find in the meeting-house of a 

rake—the drops of sweat on her forchead, and } Sunday morning.” 

the sunshine beating on her uncovered head, for ‘What a coxcomb! If you were the best look- 

she had refused to pick up the bonnet her father } ing I’d be sorry!” ; 

had so harshly pushed aside. ‘Maybe you think Cal Godfrey, the great 

Often Joshua paused in the mowing to steal a} straddle-bug, looks better,” and affecting great 

shy glance at Lucinda, but never one did she $ offence to conceal the little he really felt, Joshua 

return—all the bitterness of nature was aroused, ? walked demurely away. 

and ready to flow upon any one who came in the: ‘‘Calvin Godfrey is no more of a straddle-bug 

way. * than you yourself are a straddle-bug; and be- 

By-and-bye Mr. Miller and the foremost hands sides looking well, he could buy and sell most 

went to the barn with a load of hay, and lagging } of the young men I know, any day, if ho had a 

behind till the mowers had gained fifty yards ‘ mind to.” 

upon him, Joshua concealed himself ina bunch} ‘I'd rather have nothing, for my part, than 

of sassafras sprouts, and parting the twigs as take all Cal Godfrey has, if I had to be his old, 

Lucinda came near, raking with impatient jerks, : ugly, miserly self into the bargain; and besides 

he exclaimed, in a merry tone, ‘‘Peep-boo!” it’s no credit to him to be rich, he did not earn 

‘‘Peep-boo, fool!” she replied, raking on in ‘an acre of the poor, old briery farm that you 

the same poking fashion, and without looking think is so fine,” he continued, rather as if talk- 

up. ‘ing to himself, “I know very well I am not 

Nothing daunted, Joshua replied, still peeping ‘ handsome, and I don’t pretend to be rich, but I 

through the bushes, «Why, Lu, you look real do pretend to have good sense, and that ought 

pretty when you pout, but I was just in fun.” to have taught me that Miss Lucinda Miller 

‘«T ain’t in fun, then,” she said; ‘and gs for § would never care anything about me.” 

looking pretty, I look a good deal as I was made, He turned his face from Lucinda, and fell to 

and my name isn’t Lu, neither—it’s Lucinda, if § mowing again. 

you please.” She dropt her rake presently, and cried with 

«Well, I please to say what pleases you,” an- that art that seems indeed the nature of merry 

swered Joshua, coming forth from the bushes, } young women, ‘Oh, Joshua, I have got such o 

and approaching her, ‘‘so, Lucinda, be good | great thorn in my hand!” Now the thorn was 

natured with me, won’t you? See, I have lost a; a very little brier, and it had been in her finger 

whole round of the mowing, just waiting to get $ for the last half hour; but Joshua threw down 

one smile from that scornful mouth. Come, Lu, S his scythe and ran to her just as she knew he 

I’d make a great big cloud in the sky, if I could, $ would, and made tender plaints for her and with 

to keep the sunshine off from you, and let the ’ her as he performed the necessary surgery upon 

hay go to thunder.” \ the wounded hand. When the thorn was re- 

«<Qh, yes,”? she said, ‘‘you would do great} moved, he must needs kiss the pain away, and 

things if you could make clouds, or the like of } Lucinda, seeming quite unaware, suffered her- 

it, but I’ll dare say you are like all the rest, and 3 self to be led to the shady side of the sassafras 

the things you could do you would never so much } bushes, and to be seated on a cushion of new- 

as hint at.” mown hay, and to rest there while her rustic 
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lover crossed the meadow to fetch berries for } never, never while she lived would her eyes be 
her. blessed with the sight of her dear lover. 
She was heartily sorry for what she had the! But at last she saw the cows go home, and 
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now, and would have contended against the} at last beheld the birds dropping into the trees, 
world that Joshua was a handsome man, and} and the clouds growing red along the west, and 
that he was richer without a cent than Calvin 3 heard the water trickling with a sleepier tune, 
Godfrey would be with a million of acres. He}and the sheep-bells sounding more distinctly; 
half resolved she would say this to him on his} and the men hung their scythes in the apple 
return, and that she would say too that she } trees, and gathered their conts and yests from 
would not marry Calvin Godfrey if he were the } brier-bush and hay-stack; and the horn sounded 
last man on earth, but before her courage was} from the homestead porch. Then it seemed to 
quite at the speaking point, Joshua returned } Lucinda that supper would never be concluded, 
with a cup made of maple-leaves, and heaped and the chores done so that she could steal away 
full of shining blackberries. unmissed. She had not gone over one quarter 

As he threw himself on the grass beside Lu- 3 of the distance when she met Joshua, who, im- 
cinda and gave the cup to her hand, he took off $ patient of her delay, and incautious, as all lovers 
his broad-brimmed straw hat and placed it on} are, was coming full in view of her father’s house 
her head, calling her pretty gipsey, and other $ to meet her. 
such epithets as young women delight to hear} A long time they walked together, Joshua’s 
their lovers pronounce. arm close about the waist of Lucinda, and many 

He was whispering something with his lips times they vowed to love each other fondly for- 
nearer Lucinda’s cheek than modest maidens $ ever and forever. They could not say the last 
are supposed to permit, when she said, perhaps } words, nor make up their minds to part when it 
feeling it right to make some defensive demon- $ was time to do so: and backward and forward 
stration, ‘Get away, you will upset the ber- 3 the whole length of the lane, went and returned 
ries!” over and again. At last the parting moment 

“Get away! or I will upset you!” ejaculated } could be delayed no longer, and at the garden 
& voice that flushed her cheek crimson, and} gate they paused, and Joshua, filled with manly 
caused the leaf cup to shake in her hand. courage and enthusiasm, protested anew all his 

*<We only stopt to rest for a moment, father,’’ {deep devotion and all his certainty of success. 
pleaded Lucinda, ‘‘and it is all my fault, for 13 He could strive with impossibilities and over- 
sent Joshua to pick berries for me.” come them, he was quite sure, and that when 

‘And I will send him to pick berries for him-} the coveted success was over, and he should be 
self now,” interposed the angry man; ‘get out § master of a few acres of ground and a cabin, he 
of my sight, boy!” he continued, pushing Joshua } would return and make Lucinda his wife in spite 
from him with the handle of his pitch-fork, ‘‘you of the fates and her father. Over and over he 
haven’t touched your scythe since I went out of } asked her if she would forget him, and if Calvin 
the field, and I am not the man to pay my money $ Godfrey would not expel him from her heart 
to eye-servants—my money is as good as any : when there was no one to take his part: and oyer 
man’s money;” and producing a long, leathern $ and over Lucinda promised with tearful tender- 
bag, he counted ont the wages due Joshua, and $ ness never to forget him—never to cease to love 
himself took up his idle scythe. him, and above all, that she would never marry 

“T don’t care, except for your sake, Lu,” $ Calvin Godfrey, even though he were made of 
whispered the young man, the moisture rising $ gold. Once every month Joshua would write a 
to his eyes in spite of his beard, ‘‘I can make 3 letter to Lucinda, and onco every month she 
my way in the world—never fear, and I will’ would write to him, and they would be such 
make you my wife, too, God willing—that is if $ dear sweethearts as never had lived in the world, 
you don’t forget me.” s loving all the more for their cruel separation, 

‘Forget you!” repeated Lucinda, in accents’ A sound was heard as of some one stirring 
low and reproachful, ‘that I could not do if I$ among the bean-yines beyond the garden-gate— 
would,” to a® moment the lovers held their breath, and 

‘Meet me, then, to-night, in the lane by the s then Lucinda hid her face in the bosom of her 
maple tree.” dear Joshua, and he kissed her hands and then 

‘Yes,’ she faltered. he cheek, and whispered his last promise of 
Raking in the meadow that afternoon was the 3 faithfulness and farewell. 

hardest work Lucinda had ever done. Itseemed$ When she was alone, Lucinda ‘passed inside 
that the sun would never go down, and that * the garden-gate and sank down on the ‘grassy 
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border of the bean-yines sobbing as if her heart, Mrs. Miller examined the key and thought it 

would break. The old clock in the kitchen struck } Joshua’s, indeed she was ready to swear it was, 
twelve, and she arose to return to the house, and 3 ; if her husband thought so. 

as she did so saw something lying at her feet, ; ‘«Think so! why I know it,” he blustered— 

which she hastily took up. It was a handker- § ‘“hayven’t I seen it a dangling afore my eyes 
‘chief. Joshua had dropt it doubtless, and clasp- § ‘these six months! A pretty story now if Iam 

ing the precious memento to her bosom, she ‘ afeared to say I know it.” 

hurried to her own chamber, and slept with it’ : ‘‘Without doubt it is Josh’s—don’t you know 
beneath her pillow. Before it was light she was it, Lucinda?” and Mrs. Miller held it before the 

awake and drew it forth, and lo! it was not {eyes of the poor crushed, trembling, broken- 

Joshua’s handkerchief, but her father’s! How $ spirited girl. 

came it by the gate? and had he been a listener Lucinda said, “She thought not, it was too 
to her conference with her lover? She trembled 3 large for Joshua’s key, but even if it were his, 

and hesitated, afraid to meet her parents: but at sit did not prove that he was the thief.” 
the accustomed summons there was no alterna- ‘‘There is none so blind,” said Mr. Miller, 

tive, and she must meet them. ‘fas them that won’t see, and Lu is one of them 

To her surprise she saw no signs of displea- kind. I suppose she would not have believed 

sure: on the contrary, there were unusual dis-$her own eyes if she had seen the boy dead 
plays of kindness toward her on the part of both drunk, lying in the high-way, as they say he 
father and mother. Assured that her secret was was seen!” . 

quite safe, she gave the handkerchief into her} And he looked for approval toward his wife, 
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father’s hand. ‘ holding his fork full of meat untasted till her 

‘‘Thank you, my dear,” he said, ‘‘I lost it as ; sanctioning glance was returned. Lucinda was 

I came in from feeding the cows!” snot quite satisfied with the indefinite authority 

Now Mr. Miller had never, in all his life, said ° given; but she could not for her life ask who 

my dear to his child, and the words sounded $ said so, and where he had been seen. In secret 
strange to her ears, and it was strange too that: she built up her hopes and shed bitter tears, 
he should have known when he lost the hand- but faith may be undermined as well as any 
kerchief, and yet have made no search for it, for $ thing else, and by slow degrees she found her 

he was not the man to lose a sixpence without “Deautifl fabric settling down—and alas for the 

the house ringing with the matter. But Lucinda ‘ instability of human resolution, by degrees she 

was ingenuous, and her mind was too much pre- $ began to admit the possibility of the brown mare 

occupied to admit of suspicion taking any root ; having been stolen by Joshua. Outraged with 

in it just then. Within a week Mrs. Miller went his evil fortune, and maddened with jealousy of 

to town’ and bought for her daughter a new frock $ Calvin, whom he had always considered his rival, 

of green calico, a shawl of red, and a bonnet of Seven before her own admission at the garden- 

straw, with pink ribbons; and she was asked by : gate that she could marry him if she ehose— 

her father whether she would not like to go to} who could tell what he might have been tempted 

the fair. * to do—poor, half-crazed Lucinda could not. 

Meantime there were hints thrown out in avis Small joy had she in the new straw hat and 

hearing and as though she were quite uncon- ¢ pink ribbons—small joy in the gay shawl and 

cerned, greatly to the disparagement of Joshua. ‘ creen dress—nevertheless she must feign a joy; 

‘‘Well, mother,” said Mr. Miller, at length, Sand go with her father and mother to the fair, 

one day as they sat down to supper, ‘I would 3 She the more readily consented to do this, 

not have “believed our boy, Josh, would have § ’ though her sore heart was averse enough to the 

turned out as they say he has.” Shere ‘iment, from the fact that it was now time 

‘Why, what in the world now? Anything § ‘ to receive the first letter from Joshua. The fair 
worse?” $ was in the suburb of the market town, and she 

‘‘Oh, no, not much worse than we have heard 3 could make inquiry at the post-office herself. 

allalong. Here is a watch-key that Calvin God-: At the fair she met Calvin Godfrey. She had 
frey tells me*he found in his barn the morning ¢ never seen him looking so smart, she thought, 

after his brown mare was stolen!” And he took nor appearing so well. At first he would have 

a key from his pocket which he exhibited, say- § ‘her to eat dinner at the long table under the 
ing, ‘‘You know that, mother, don’t you? You | green boughs; and when she declined this, for 

and Lu could both swear to it in a court of jus- {she could not but feel some bitterness toward 

tice; and likely-enough you will have to, yet— } him in her heart, he heaped her lap with oranges 

dreadful thing—hope they will catch the rascal!’ ,and cakes, and brought her a great tumbler 

Vor. XXX.—4 
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foaming over with beer! Many of the young ‘What jail-bird?” inquired Mr. Godfrey, 

women looked enviously upon her: and though } kindly turning his face away from Lucinda. 

in truth she cared nothing for Calvin, her a ‘*Why the boy, Josh, to be sure.” 

tion was gratified. ‘*But we are not certrin he was the thief. Cir- 

Mr. and Mrs. Miller could not conceal their} cumstantial evidence is circumstantial evidence: 

cratification, and as Mr. Godfrey led them away } an innocent man may have a watch-key like a 
to dinner, held up their heads and nodded to} thief; Mr. Hubbard always treated me like a 

their neighbors with proud formality. A gos-$ gentleman, and I have not one word to say 

sipping old maiden soon joined Lucinda, where} against him. I wouldn’t wonder, for my part, 

she sat beneath a shed and on a high seat that} if he was to come back here wearing his broad- 

overlooked the grounds of the fair, and at once} cloth and carrying his gold watch—fortunes is 
began probing her heart by asking questions} made in this country from smaller beginnings 

concerning Joshua, which at the same time were } than Mr. Hubbard’s. No, sir, I have not one 

accusations. word to say against him.” 
‘‘For my part,” said the old maiden, ‘though; The gossip would have been highly offended 

others feel differently, I don’t think one bit the $ if she could have felt that the ‘*No, sir,” ap- 

less of you on account of the way Josh has} plied to her: but as Mr. Godfrey had looked at 

turned out—you ought to be thankful that you; the world in general when he spoke, she took 

discovered his sheep’s clothing before it was too ; no offence on that score, though she did to the 

Jate—just to think of being the wife of such a3 denial of Joshua’s guilt—that indeed she felt 

gallows-bird! Oh, it’s a wonderful escape you } disposed to receive as a personal insult; and re- 

have had. They say you have took on hard} cognizing sympathizing looks in the faces of the 

about him—la me, you must not—you are better } elder Millers, she turned her back to Mr. God- 

off a thousand times without him, and I may} frey and began to relate in an undertone what 

say the same of all other men—gracious me! } her own conyictions were, and what the convic- 

the dust a body walks on is too good for to make } tions of a great many others were, and the words 
them bread, and take them by and large, the} gallows, and jail-bird glided off her tongue as if 

world would get on better without them!” a delectable and oily sweetness mingled with 

As may be imagined, this consolation did not them. 

console much. Lucinda was permitted to see by | ‘‘ Suppose we walk about the town a little and 
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it that she had been the subject of much scan-} take the post-office in our way?’ said Mr. God- 

dalous comment, and that her secret was being $ frey, turning to Lucinda and offering his hand, 

bruited about, and her cheek crimsoned as she? She had been so gratified and pleased with 

thought of the coarse jests and laughter that} what he had said of Joshua, and was so glad to 

must have been perpetrated in reference to her. } escape from the gossip and the jealous eyes of 

It was indeed a relief to see Calvin returning } her parents, that she gladly acceded to the pro- 

with her parents, who were carrying boiled eggs posal; moreover, the opportunity of visiting the 

and biscuits in their hands for luncheon. ’ post-office thus seemingly by accident was not 

‘“Well, Mr. Godfrey,” began the gossip, as ‘ to be lost. 

soon as the approaching party were near enough; We need not say—we cannot say how her “heart 

to hear her, ‘“‘no news of that young horse thief, } sank down on finding that no letter awaited her. 

I suppose?” > No eyes had she, poor girl, for any of the gay 

“No,” replied Mr. Godfrey, and he went on, } shows that surrounded her after that. She went _ 

greatly to the relief of Lucinda, to ask the gossip ; listlessly from one to another as her conductor 

if she had been about the grounds, and to offer } chose, but her thoughts were otherwise, so much 

his services as escort. \ othérwise, that she was quite unconscious of the 

‘No, sir,” said the ungracious lady, ‘‘I want } many little attentions bestowed on her by Cal- 

no man to escort me—I can escort myself, and vin: but he, more alive to their acceptance than 

no thanks to none of them!” ; the manner of it, drew unwarrantable encourage- 

Mr. Godfrey naturally felt a little cut down, $ ment. 
and glancing toward Lucinda for sympathy, she} On returning, at length, to where her parents 

gave it to him by smiling—very faintly, still she had been left in colloquy with the gossip, she 

positively smiled, and Calvin Godfrey knew and found to her surprise and terror that they were 

felt to the innermost recesses of his nature that gone—instinctively she recognized part of the 

Lucinda had smiled. . * truth—they had returned home, but she did not 
«What think you has become of the young suspect that it was in fulfilment of a plan anda 

jail-bird?” broke in the gossip. purpose. Calvin innocently affected surprise 
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and disappointment, but assured Lucinda that round, that Lucinda was half crazy for love of 

it would be his pleasure to take her home. The ; the runaway wretch, Josh Hubbard, and by- 

finest carriage the town afforded was procured, } and-bye, it came to her ears, and roused the 

and at sunset they were on the way: Mr. God- ‘stagnant blood that was in her heart to show 

frey, in a state of extreme felicity, and the dis- } itself in crimson indignation in her cheek. 

appointed young girl suffering little less than } And Calvin came and went, courting Lucinda 

martyrdom. ‘ after the fashion we have seen, and smiled upon 

We will not dwell on this melancholy portion { by her parents as of right he deserved to be, 

of our story, but pass the seasons of renewed * because that he had great possessions. 

disappointment, for months went by and there} By-and-bye, the story ran through the neigh- 

came to Lucinda no single line from Joshua to ‘ borhood, whence it originated or how, Lucinda 

say that he lived and loved her. When it was eee inquired, that Joshua was married to a 

autumn and the apples were ripe, Calvin God- ; rich widow, and settled in a distant part of the 

frey was often seen smoking his pipe on the j country. 

porch of Mr. Miller’s house, and in pauses A month after this news, Lucinda might have 

drinking cider and bragging of some specula- been seen riding efergetically backward and 

tion that had lately made his purse heavier. forward from the market-town, with great bun- 

Ile was older than Lucinda by fifteen years, $ dles on her saddle-horn, and a smile on her face 

and lean and leaden-eyed. His horse, it may that partook more of haughtiness than happi- 

be observed, was lean too, and had a habit of § ness. Calvin’s old house which he had inherited 

reaching forward his gaunt neck as if for food, 3 from his father, was refurnished, and one fine 

which he had never had in sufficiency. Mr. $day riding in his flashing red market wagon, 

Godfrey had a singular perversity of taste in and with his arm about her waist, and her face 

buying all his clothing greatly too large for his Mites by a white veil, she was scen riding 

person; his hat, which was always of an extra thither, and she was never seen to ride much 

coarse quality, dipt down to his eyes; his trou- afterward, rich man’s wife as she was. 

sers hung like meal-bags upon broomsticks; his } It was supposed by the neighbors that she 

coat bore no resemblance in shape to his person, ; would hold her head very high now, and it was 

and the superfluous quantity might always have resolved among some of them, that they would 

been reduced with advantage to a finer quality $ never notice the new mahogany sofa and clock, 

with the same amount of expenditure. One of 3 and never once call her Mrs. Godfrey as long as 

his shoes contained sufficient material for making } they lived. 

two shoes, and would have held both feet at once $ Mistaken souls! the poorest of them might 

as readily as one. 3 have pitied her. 

A pocket-handkerchief was an article of lux- % ‘he houso she lived in was the biggest in all the 

it was easy to gather from his apparel, the another portion furnished with old wheels, looms, 

notion of a man with inordinate love of exten- 3 and dilapidated furniture of various sorts, that 

sive possessions, and no ideas Whatever of com- might have served well for kindling a fire, but 

fort, to say nothing of elegance. Lucinda never 3 that was of no conceivable use for other pur- 

drew this inference, she thought little about him; 3 poses: while the portion of the house supposed 

indeed, thought little consciously of anything, Sto be furnished, contained only a few clumsy 

for with the conviction of Joshua’s unfaithful- 3 and old-fashioned articles that had served faith- 

ness that had gathered over her like mildew, fully for two or three generations—indeed the 

there had come apathy and indifference toy new furniture, so much talked about, consisted 

everything. She was not like her old self any 3 entirely of the mahogany sofa and clock. These 

more, and convinced that her parents had been 3 were placed in the best room in the establish- 

right about Joshua, she naturally concluded $ ment, and were designed by Calvin for no earthly 

that they were right in their estimate of Calvin 3 use, except in cases of funerals, and perhaps to 

Godfrey, and that herself had been all wrong. $be looked at by visitors once in seven years, or 

So sometimes, when her work was mechani- 8 $0. 

cally done, she came mechanically, and sat down The kitchen was the only really habitable room 

on the porch, and seemed to listen to the talk of the house, but its appointments were scanty 

between Mr. Godfrey and her father, for in 3 and inconvenient in the extreme—a broken skil- 

their discourse upon cows and horses, and cribs let, a tea-kettle that leaked, and an iron pot 

and barns, they seldom addressed her. So the : with neither handle nor cover, comprised most 

year went round, and with it the story went Sof the cooking furniture, and other things were 

ury that he never indulged in, and altogether, {another round, but half the rooms were empty, . 
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in keeping—a broom that was worn to a wisp—a } sucking themselves, which they naturally pre- 
tub with cracks stuffed with rags—a churn by ferred to starvation. His black bull was the 
half too small for the dairy—two flat-irons, one $ terror of the neighborhood, reputed yicious be- 
having a bent and the other a broken handle—a’ yond all precedent, and consequently it was 
wooden fire-shovel of Calyin’s own workmanship, $ esteemed a mark of wisdom in his owner, that a 
and a heavy pair of tongs that slipt and caught § strong rope tied one of his horns to one of his 
themselves; but never anything else, will present ; feet, and obliged him so to carry his head as to 
Some idea of the meagreness of comfortable} conyeniently study astronomy if it had been in 
necessities for the housewife. * his line. ( 

There were broken panes in the windows with- ‘Good for you, old brute!” cried the boys, as 
out number, some of them stuffed with old hats, $ they threw stones at him, and made him paw 
and some of them open to a heavy admission of $ the bare ground, which was to be found beneath 
air, against which Mrs. Godfrey’s teeth made his feet almost anywhere on his master’s pre- 
terrible protestation; for Mrs. Godfrey lived in mises, 
the days when toothache was the fashion, and $ They did not consider that the bull was unac- 
wretched women solaced themselves with mus- 3 quainted with the laws of equity, and that he 
tard plasters and other inventions of the enemy 3 violated no inward feeling when he jumped out 
for weeks together, with an occasional longitudi- 3 of a briar patch into a clover field. Calvin’s 
nal episode on the hard stones of the hearth or 3 oxen were never unyoked, and were usually to 
the bone white floor, always apart from and with- » be seen, when not at work, the one lying down 
out knowledge of the husband, be it understood. } and the other standing, for Calvin was careless 
She had no knowledge of neuralgia that now-a-} of everything but the getting of money. 
days is entitled to genteel suffrage. Like his geese, his pigs pastured at the public 

In this kitchen where toothaches and other $ expense, and were identified by sundry slits and 
aches were suffered in secret, Lucinda, was to be 3 perforations in their ears. 
found for the most part, working hard and scold-} No tired traveller ever asked a night’s lodging 
ing hard, and scolding hard and working hard, } at Mr. Godfrey’s house—no pleasant light shone 
from year’s end to year’s end. from the curtainless and broken windows: and 

When she had been married ten years, the } the dry, warpt bucket, swinging in the wind at 
hopeful, loving heart of sixteen was gone, and a$ the well had an uninyiting aspect. There were 
cold iron one was in its place. Every one won-3no shrubs about the door-yard, and no single 
dered why Lucinda Godfrey never went to} tree to shelter the old, desolate, weather-beaten 
frolicks like other folks, and why she weyers Heres 19 merry yoices of children were heard 
had her old bonnet done up, and why the pattern $ there, and no sign of life was ever seen, unless 
for a yellow crape dress had laid unmade in the $ we except the great watch dog, whose shaggy 
bureau-drawer almost ever since she was mar- hide seemed to be lapt about a skeleton. This 
ried, and they wondered too, why she rode to $ faithful guardian was usually chained to a stone, 
town a dozen times every year, when she never} sufficiently light to admit of his dragging it 

bought so much as a yard of ribbon. ; about with the exertion of all his strength—a 

Everybody thought she was a selfish woman, $ stretch of his powers that he was in the frequent 
unworthy of so good a man as Calvin Godfrey, ; habit of making. 

and all agreed too, that she was a very ambitious ; One morning Mrs. Godfrey said she must have 

woman, and would never be satisfied until her} three new kitchen chairs. She had done without 

husband owned all the land in sight of him. as long as she would, or could, she was afraid 

And Calvin was just what might have been of her life to sit on the broken one any mere, 
predicted ten years before, from his lean horse, ; and there was but one left even of the dangerous 

and his clothes, so big and so coarse. > sort, 

His five hundred acres of land were covered ; ‘What, chairs again!” exclaimed Calvin, look- 

with briars and thistles—all the fences were in} ing as much astounded as if his wife had said 
bad condition, and all the sheds and the barn ; he must buy her a new world. ‘What, chairs 

were leaning and leaking. His ten horses were } again! it’s just the other day I bought all new 

ten yokes knocking their knees and dangling } things for the house—a sofa that cost fifty dol- 

between them—his fifty geese squalled hungrily lars, and a clock that cost fifty more, and I don’t 
} know what all.” 

were put on to keep them owt of his own fields,} ‘Well, I know what all, then, there was no 

and in the high road many of his cows wore old } more what all of it, and that was ten years ago, 

chair frames on their necks to prevent them from‘ and you have not even so much as got a handle 
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put in the coffee mill since, let alone buying } the field, the secret of which was the fact that 

chairs! If I was any other woman in the } Calvin Godfrey was no longer their master. The 

world, I would have brought the old sofa into} broken chair suddenly gave way one day as he 
the kitchen, and I would have used it, before I} was sitting on it, and when he was taken up it 

would have tried my luck sitting ona broken $ was found necessar y (from the circumstance of 

legged stool, as LT have. What's the use of faves his head having struck a stone that had stood 
ing money, I would like to know? Just for the } edgewise in the hearth for the last six months) 
sake of dying with it in your pocket? I would} to carry him to that narrow house where chairs 

rather be the wife of a wood-chopper, if he} are no part of the furnishing. Not long after 

shared his earnings freely with me!” this event, Lucinda was seen at church, and 
‘Ves, or of a horse thief!” growled Calvin. ‘when the neighbors went to call on her they 

‘The less said ofth at, the better, sir. I don’t } remarked that she was quite like Lucinda again. 

want to twit you of your meanness, and 1} Besure they were not a little scandalized when 
wouldn’t now, if you didn’t provoke me to it, but} it was reported that she had sold farm, stock, 

mind you, it pote been unbeknowens to me all $ house, furniture and all, and was going to the 

these ten years.” city to make a fine lady of herself, with the 

Calvin replied humbly that he would go to town } money poor Calvin had denied himself every- 

and buy the chairs as soon as he could see any } thing to save. 

way to get the money together. Among those who had held to the resolution 

‘Put your hand in your pocket a little deeper { of never saying Mrs. Godfrey, and never once 

than you are in the habit of doing,” answered speaking of the mahogany clock and sofa, -was 
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Lucinda, and taking up a broken stool in one} Mrs. Knowel, a good-hearted, but sometimes 

hand and a chair in the other, she dashed out of § wrong-headed woman. 

the house and began beating them to pieces} When she heard Lucinda had ‘sold out,” she 

against the wall. was enraged beyond conception, and suffered her 

The accomplishment of this task relieved her } bread which was baking in the skillet at the fire 

mind sufficiently to admit of the lighter labor of} to burn black on the top crust, in consequence 
of which she sent her two children supperless to 

and of casting them into the high road. Many a bed, with the consolatory admonition that if she 

neighbor remarked the concentrated energy with § heard one whimper out of their heads she would 

which she wrought, mindless of passers-by, § : give them something to cry for. The burnt bread, 

mindless of everything, and suggested to their too, seemed as a text from which she preached 

wives in the evening that Lucinda Godfrey had {an angry sermon on all the mishaps and hard- 

crown to be a wonderfully strange and grasping { ships of life, greatly to the discomfort of her 

woman. They did not suspect that it was be-; husband, who was her sole audience. 

cause she had nothing else to grasp but stones The end of all was a determination on her part 

that she clutched them up with such energy. to go and see ‘‘ Zucind,” and find out for herself 

Not many months after this she was seen to} what on earth she was about. 

open the front door of her house—actually the} Early one morning, and while most of her 

front door, which had not been opened for years neighbors were at their dishwashing, she might 

and years, and to descend with a sober but tran-} have been seen whipping the old mare she rode 

quil step very unlike the old one, and unloose} into a canter, and heading toward Lucinda’s 
from the dog’s neck the chain he had dragged } house. Long enough after dark it was that she 

about with a stone at the end of it for seven’ returned home, with a lofty benign look in her 

years—this done, she sat down at the doorside, } face and a nice little bundle tied to the horn of 
and with the grateful creature at her feet, sang} her saddle. The switch she had carried in the 

songs to herself that were half sad and half joy- } morning and used too, dropt from her hand, and 

ous, ’till the sunset fires burnt out and the gay} the old mare walked up all the hills, and now 

ashes of twilight covered them. and then turned aside and nibbled a fresh bunch 

It might have been observed at the same time, } of grass without hinderance. 
that the black bull had declined the study of ‘‘Oh, mother, what is it?” cried the children, 

astronomy, and taken to chewing the cud quietly, when she arrived at home, and the strange 

and at the same time looking askance about the $ bundle was taken from the saddle horn. 

barn-yard to see that all was right, after the ‘«Strange how full of curiosity children are,” 
civilized habit of his species. Furthermore, a \ said Mrs. Knowel, and kissing them-she untied 

general let up would have been discoverable upon ; the bundle, saying, ‘See here, father, what Mrs. 

all the fowls of the roost and all the beasts of ‘ Godfrey gave me to-day.” 

picking stones and brickbats from the door-yard, 
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It was the yellow crape that Lucinda had; When Lucinda gaye the pocket-book into the 

kept unmade so many years. ee of her treacherous husband, she simply 

PLO ee 

‘Is this the one, mother,” said the oldest} told him she opened the wrong box, and it was, 

daughter, ‘‘that you said Lucinda ought to have $ as she felt, to buy back her confidence that he 

colored black, to mourn in?” ; had brought home with him, on his return, the 

‘Hush, my child, you must say Mrs. Godfrey, } yellow crape dress. And this was why it was 

and not Lucinda!” replied the mother, regard-3 never made, and this was why Lucinda had be- 
less of the inquiry; and as she put the folded} come the hard woman she was, for it was not 

crape in the drawer she stooped over it low $ her nature to die of a broken-heart. 

enough to wipe her eyes, unseen. The first time Mr. Knowel went to market, 

When the children were in bed, Mr. and Mrs. } after the memorable visit of his wife, she gave 
Knowel set by the fire till the embers were dead, } the children a holiday that she might be secure 
talking of Lucinda and her plans and prospects. } from observation, having first directed them to 
It was true, she had sold the farm, and Mrs. 3 catch the old gander for picking. 
Knowel said it was the best thing she could have} A quill feather from one wing was all she 
done; for her own part, she was sure she would} picked, however, and haying chopt it into a pen 

not have wanted the old briar-patch—Lucinda } with the help of an old razor, she proceeded to 

was not going to town, and did not want to be a} secretly execute a secretly meditated plan, which 

fine lady as she could see. She had bought a ; Was nothing more nor less than writing a letter 

small farm and a dear little cottage seven miles} to Joshua Hubbard, telling him all about Lucinda, 

from town, ‘‘and not much farther from us,” } and that she had been cruelly wronged, and that 

she added, with enthusiasm, ‘than she is now!” } if he would come back all might yefbe well. 

She was going to sell the old things for Meaioy She addressed this in a hand that covered all 
she could get, and for her part she would burn the back of the letter to the town Joshua had 
them sooner than keep them, with the exception } mentioned as the home of his kindred. 

of the clock and the sofa, ‘‘and those,” she said, ‘Tt will do no harm,” said Mrs. Knowel, ‘if 

putting her arm around her husband’s neck as it does no good,” and forthwith she despatched 

she spoke, ‘‘she will let us have for almost § it. For, she knew now that Lucinda had ridden 

nothing !” Sto town in the hope of hearing from Joshua, 

Need we say that Mr. Knowel went the follow- } when everybody used to wonder what her errands 
ing day, and brought them home in his great} were. 

murket wagon. The new house Lucinda bought was the pret- 

When Mrs. Knowel seated her visitors on the tiest in all the country round, and furnished as 
sofa and exhibited the yellow crape, she told ; neatly and as comfortably as it could be, and 

them it was the first present Lucinda’s husband } she had lived in it six months, buxom and blush- 

had ever given her, and that she could not bear} ing like the rich widow she was, when she saw 

to wear it now. And this was true, but there } one night with some tender sadness in her heart, 

was atruth beneath it which she did not tell, the faded leaves dropping against the windows 

even to her husband; which was, Lucinda had} ) with the rain. 

made her the confidant of a long kept secret, and The tea-table was spread by her one tidy ser- 

this was at the bottom of the new friendship. vant, and the candle lighted, but still she mused 

Within a few days after Lucinda’s marriage, } by the fire, and as she rocked backward and for- 
as her husband was mounting his horse to ride? ward in her luxurious chair on the inch thick 

to town, he discovered that he had forgotten his} carpet, she repeated that everlasting wish of 

pocket-book. He designated a box where it was} woman, ‘Oh, that there were somebody in the 

to be found in the bureau-drawer. Lucinda world that cared for me!” 

went to fetch it, and accidentally opened a box; There was a ring at the door-bell, and pre- 
containing, not the money, but twenty letters} sently the tidy servant appeared with the an- 

addressed to herself in the handwriting of } nouncement that a fine-looking gentleman was 

Joshua! All were full of love and devotion, and} ‘‘afther inquiring for an account of one Lucinda 
one contained the very watch key he used to} Miller.” 

wear, sent back to disprove the accusation} ‘*Show him in,” said Mrs. Godfrey, aiidattin 
against him which he had heard of. her cap with some precision. 

The last of the letters was very despairing, *‘Can you tell me, madam,” he began, 
and mentioned in the close his determination to } ‘* whether one Lucinda Miller lives hereabouts?” 
return to the home of his boyhood, and live and } He removed his hat as he spoke, and revealed a 
die amongst his kindred. smooth brow, and luxuriant locks threaded with 
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no streak of grey. Perhaps Lucinda looked be- 3 she would rather, as she told her confidant, Mrs. 

wildered as the truth broke into her heart, and } Knowel, go out to day’s washings and give all 

to rid her remembrance of the person he sought, } her earnings to J oshua, than to be the queen of 

the stranger continued, ‘‘She is very beautiful, } England, and wear a crown as big as a bushel 

and must be twenty years old now.” } basket on her head. 

Lucinda sighed as she thought how old and} With such sentiments in her heart, its mani- 

care-worn she was grown—how fresh and hand- festation can be imagined, and that marriage 

some her lover was still, and how he thought of ; was the ultimatum. Mrs. Knowel gave the wed- 

her as the young girl he had left in the hay-field, ‘ding party, upon which occasion she appeared, 

for we need not say it was Joshua who stood ‘in a white dress, to the disappointment of all 

before her. She sighed and blushed and smiled, her friends, who expected to see her in the yel- 

and turning her rosy face coquettishly to the } low one. 

light, said, ‘Suppose you should find her look- ‘‘She had her own reasons,” she said, and she 

ing as I do, what then?” glided from the subject to her own secret and 

‘«‘Why, this then!” cried Joshua, clasping her effective agency in bringing about the happy 

in his arms, and kissing her over and over. consummation they all rejoiced in. And she 

All the leaves in the woods were welcome to } more than made”amends for never having said, 

drop against the windows after that, for aught } «Mrs. Godfrey,” in the thousand times she re- 

Lucinda cared: and in fact, she was rather glad } peated, ‘‘My dear Mrs. Hubbard.” 

it rained, not for any reason except that she was And Joshua was pleased to hear the new name, 

ame { but for his part he could say Lucinda more easily, 

back much as he went away, with his good, and I may add here, that to him, she was always 

loving heart in his generous hand, and with § Lucinda—the same beautiful Lucinda he left in 

little else in it. But what cared Lucinda Miller? } the meadow—never a day older, nor a shade less 

She had enough for both, and if she had not, trustfully loving. 

Sa 

glad everything was just as it was. Joshua c 
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BY ELIZABETH BOUTON. 

Wuen the golden-haired morn from the bosom of night } When twilight’s soft coming lulls earth’s sounds to 

Arises all glowing with beauty and light, rest, 

And scatters the shadows that veiled her from sight, } And Nature folds wearily over her breast, 

I think of thee then, love! I think of thee then. Ter sun-tinted pinions and draws in the West, 
; me ' : 

When the bright orb of day, from his dwelling of The curtains of night, love! I think of thee then. 

When night’s gentle queen, from her throne in the 
beams, 

Bends lovingly over and kisses the streams, sky, 

That sparkling and glancing give back the noon } Leads forth her bright courtiers to glitter on high, 

gleams, And angel wings rustle on night breezes by, 

I think of thee then, love! I think of thee then, 
I think of thee then, love! I think of thee then. 
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‘PEACE, BE STILL.” 

BY LOTTIE LINWOOD. 

Seas have no tempests half so wild 

As that within our restless souls, 

Where proud, ambitious, sin-defiled, 

Our passion madly, fiercely rolls. 

Jesus, my Lord, thou who did’st speak | 

Subdue us, Lord, and give us peace, 

; 

Those prectpus words on Galilee, 

In mercy bid the wild waves break, 

That flood my soul so fearfully! 

Oh, fold me to thy faithful breast, 

' And whisper softly, “peace, be still.” 

To calm this sea of wild unrest, 

And sway me by Thy perfect will. 

Who hushed the waves of Galilee— 

And take us when our breath shall cease, 

To lands “where there is no more sea.” 
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[Entered, according to the Act of Congress, in the year 1856, by Edward Stephens, in the Clerk’s office of 
the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York. ] 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 456, VoL. XXIX. 

CHAPTER XIII. thunder with shrieks of defiance. She danced 
As she approached the shore, Elsie came with her shadowy white feet through the wet 

toward her, drifting, as it were, like a cloud } meadow grass, and laughed, like a riotous child, 
before the storm. when the rain swept in gusts through her hair. 

*‘T have followed him, I caught him; see; When they neared the cottage a change came 
here,” she cried, with great exultation, ‘see upon her. She grew still and hushed, looking 
here, I have torn off her crown; I have rent? forward with a breathless awe, and moving on- 
away her robe; but they are both gone; gone} ward with the noiseless motion of a ghost. 
into the depths of the sea; that is the way he$ ‘Hush, hush,” she said, ‘‘we may disturb 
treats me; always with her; always with her; ‘him, and then he will follow her into the deep 
and oh, oh! how like a fiend she has grown; but waters. Do you think she will stay there though? 
I have disrobed and uncrowned her, see, see!” Who will keep her there? The monsters of the 

As she spoke, Elsie held up the crown of an 3 deep will hurl her back to land: she is too wicked 
old Navarino bonnet, and a fragment of faded $ for them. The serpents that coil and knot them- 
calico. Mow she had obtained them, Catharine $ selves among the rust, and gold, and scattered 
could only conjecture; and she was now too pearis that lie forever among the coral branches, 
much excited for thought on the subject. down, down where the waters are calm like a 

“Oh! Elsie, how you have frightened me, let $ baby’s dream—the serpents, I tell you, will un- 
us go home!” she pleaded, locking her arms with : coil and sink away into the black depths of the 
those of the lunatic. ‘Iam wet and cold. Do} sea rather than live with her, though she is their 
go home with me, Elsie!” stair Oh, if they would keep her. Do you 

‘*Poor child, poor little dear! Coldisit! Elsie’ think they can? I sent her down to them with 
is always cold and wet too—wet with her own { my mark upon her throat—a hot mark, red as 
tears. You see the ocean yonder it wasa dry { blood. They will understand it. The mermaids, 
plain till I wept it full of sorrow; now, see how 3 listen my bird of Paradise, the mermaids are my 
it heaves and foams, and laughs at the lightning; $ friends, I have lived with them years and years. 
all the moans lie at the bottom, for it does They have strung pearls on my hair, and that’s 
groan heavily at times; when she went into it, 3 what makes it so white. I wish you could see 
I could hear it sigh and heave and struggle as my } them floating, floating, floating, with pale green 
heart did, when the snake crept around it, } hair and emerald eyes. They sing too. Oh, my 
tightening and tightening its coils till I was $ bird, won’t they sing when she plunges down- 
stifled with groans; but the ocean has got her $ ward headforemost in her rags, with my mark 
now; Iam glad that I gave the brave old ocean $ flaming on her throat? Hosanna! hallelujah! 
so many tears. They have drowned her at last; $ Roll, roll ye mighty thunders—roll, roll!” 
I heard them gurgle in her throat. Oh, it was$ Elsic had uttered the first portion of this wild 
music to hear the strangle. I wish you had speech in a hoarse whisper as she glided by the 
heard it—I wish you had heard it!” cottage, but her voice rose as she proceeded, 

Catharine was seized with sudden horror. Had}and at Inst broke forth into a wild, reckless 
the poor, demented one really committed some ; chaunt, like that with which Rachel electrifies 
violence? Or was this talk merely the ravings of } an audience, when she rayes and moans through 
her diseased mind? the liberty chaunt of France. 

There was no more information to be obtained . Catharine was impressed by the wild poetry 
from Elsie. The storm, or perhaps some encoun- 3 that broke more from the eyes and action of the 
ter in which she had been engaged, rendered her $ maniac than from her words, but still she had 
wild with excitement. She dared the lightning an undercurrent of thought that led her to look 
With ne pale, clenched hand, and answered the ; wistfully at the cottage as she passed. The 

) 
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Window where she had seen a light was now 3 rough, wild-looking set, whose half savage aspect 

darkened and closed, everything was still, and} gave the impression of a gang of returned con- 

she felt almost as if some fearful delusion was  victs, rather than of refined and interprising in- 

being practised upon her every way she turned. $ dividuals, as most of them undoubtedly were. 

The rain had somewhat abated when the two.3 To have seen the hotel and hackney coaches, as 

females reached the house; but even at its }they gave up their burdens at the various hotels 

height the two old people had evidently come 3 one would have fancied that the inhabitants of 

forth in ‘search of their child. Back and forth, $ Van Dieman’s land had escaped in battallions, 

among the shrubberies and beneath the old? and were about to overrun the country. 

trees they wandered, their hands nervously in-$; One of these carriages drew up at the Astor 
terlocked, and their feeble voices rising in anx- $ House, and a young man sprang out, carrying 

ious cries for their child. a& portmanteau, which seemed of considerable 

Elsie heard them and sprang forward triumph- 3 weight, in his hand. His appearance was rather 
antly. picturesque than disagreeable, for he was one of 

**Come,” she said, “come, you may breathe ; those persons whom no disarray of costume could 
now, the air is pure, the earth may laugh with i render less than gentlemanly. In fact, a black 

blossoms without fear of death-tramps from her Wide-awake, set carelessly a little on one side 

cloven feet. Come, now, let us sing together, S his head, was the most becoming thing in the 

we and the stars!” world, and a Mexican blanket, bought from a 

She waved her hand toward the sky where a } fellow passenger and flung over his arm, gave a 
few stars were struggling through an embank- } brilliant contrast to his grey and travel-soiled 

ment of clouds, shining very pale and languid $ clothes. A flowing beard, which no neglect 

efter the vivid flashes of lightning they had just could prevent from rippling downward in rich 

witnessed, waves, veiled the lower portion of his face, re- 

‘‘Come,” she cried again, ‘‘let us laugh, let } vealing a finely curved mouth and a set of snowy 
us sing! Come, come, come!” teeth when he spoke or smiled. A noble and 

Elsie led the way into the house, and went frank face it was, which looked so eagerly from 

directly toward the library, leaving wet tracks } beneath the hat we have mentioned. 
upon the carpet, and weaving her dripping gar-3 The young man went directly to the office, 

ments close about her. s Pegistered his name, and inquired in an anxious 

The old people and Catharine followed in a if Louis De Mark had left an address 

silence, shuddering with the dampness and 3 there. 

chilled with cold, but carried on by the force | ‘‘Louis De Mark,” was the reply, ‘is an 
of that insane will. inmate of the house. He has been in town some 

: 
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Elsie flung open the library door. A gust of } months; and is probably in his room, No. —.” 

wind swept through, meeting them as they} The young man’s face lighted up. He flung 

entered from the bay window, which was open §down the pen with which he had just written 
to the right. ‘‘George De Mark,” and taking up his portman- 

“Give me light, light! I would look on him, $ teau, followed the waiter, who stood ready to 
I will tell him myself.” guide him through the intricacies of that noble 

Catharine struck a light, which flared and } establishment. 
quivered as she held it upward. ‘Never mind, this is the room, you need not 

Ilsie seized it fiercely and held it above her announce me,” exclaimed De Mark, as the waiter 
head, looking upward for the picture. It was ’ paused before a chamber door. 

gone, a stained place upon the paper marked} The waiter disappeared; the door was opened 

the spot it had occupied, and that was all. eagerly, and the quick exclamations, ‘‘ Louis,” 

The candle dropped from Elsie’s hand, which ; ‘‘George,” ‘‘brother,” were followed by a warm 

was still uplifted as if paralyzed. embrace and an eager clasping of hands. 

‘*Gone. Oh, my soul, he has gone with her!’’?$ Never perhaps has it happened, that two men, 
These words were uttered in a feeble, heart- 

broken voice, and Elsie glided away through the 

darkness into her chamber. For days and weeks 
other, as the persons who stood in that chamber, 

with their hands interlocked and their eyes 
\ 

she did not speak again. ‘ sparkling with affectionate welcome, There was 
scarcely the fraction of an inch by which you 

CHAPTER XIV. could distinguish them in height or size. The 
A stramer had just arrived, bringing passen- } same open, frank expression of face was there: 

gers from the gold regions of California. A‘the form and color of the eyes were alike; in 

not twins, bore so close a resemblance to each © 
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short, save for the more neatly-trimmed beard, ‘Shewas, Louis? You say was, as if your wife 
and more perfect toilet of the one, you could not } were dead.” 

have known the brothers apart. Even in man- **Dead, oh! brother, if this question could be 
ner they were the same, for the careless, but not answered! But it cannot. She is dead to me, I 
ungraceful air which one brother had brought $ fear, and yet alive, she and her child.” 
from his wild life in the gold regions, met its} ‘*Be calm, my brother, and explain all this. 
counterpart at once. The very smile and laugh } Whom did you marry? where is your wife?” 
of one had the sunshine and heart-warm rich- ‘‘T can hardly answer either question. She was 
ness of the other. Together, you had no wish } an orphan, and had an only brother older than 
to distinguish them; apart, to do so seemed an herself. The name was Oakley; but that amounts 
impossibility. to nothing. You remember a lady who lived in 

“And so you have come at last. Oh! brother, the next street to us: our gardens adjoined; I 
brother, how I have wanted you!” said Louis, § mean the year before our father died, when we 
drawing his guest to a sofa, and shaking hands oe like civilized beings. You cannot have for- 
with him over and over again. ‘You have no 3 gotten this lady, so stately and so self-centered; 
idea how very, very much I have wanted you!” ‘ so often spoken of between us as she walked in 
A shade of trouble came over his face as he 3 the garden,” 

spoke, and instantly that of his brother darkened $ ‘Yes, I remember this person.” 
with the same shadow, as if the pain which one ‘And two young girls, her daughter and 

: 

i 
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felt must have a mutual vibration. ward?” 
‘And I,” said George, with a sudden over- “I never saw the girls. Just after this lady 

shadowing of all cheerfulness, ‘‘I have a great 3 became our tenant I was sent away.” 
many things to say to you. Since we parted, “Well! You remember Catharine Lacy?” 
Louis, I have suffered as you will hardly think { George started almost from his seat; and, as 
me capable of suffering.” he sat down again, lifted one hand suddenly to 

_ And I,” answered Louis, sorrowfully, ‘and {his forehead. ‘*Yes,” he answered, in a husky 
I too!” voice, ‘‘I remember her. She is dead.” 

George sat down by his brother, and threw ‘“‘Yes,” answered Louis, thoughtfully. ‘Poor 
one arm over his shoulder with a slight caress. ; girl, she died in a strange way: it was a wonder- 

‘¢ What is it, my brother? I was in hopes that ; ful thing altogether. This proud woman was 
save our one great cause of annoyance, you had ia aunt, who bound her out. Some one has 
escaped any serious trouble.” the murder of that poor girl upon his soul.” 

Louis shook his head, and a mist crept over his ; “It was not me! it was not me!” cried the 
eyes. $ young man, starting up distractedly. ‘*She was 

“Itis a hard thing, George, for a fellow so} my wife, Louis; my lawfully wedded wife; and 
young as I am, and disposed to be happy, as you } they let her die in a charity hospital! It was 
and I both are. It is hard, I say, to carry about } our mother’s work, this foul murder. Louis De 
a secret, that one feels forever heavy upon the } Mark, it was her work!” 
heart, but dares not talk about.’’ $ «And this other woman is answerable for a 

*‘What is this secret, my brother?” {like crime !”’ answered Louis, hoarsely, ‘‘ George, 
Louis turned suddenly, and seized his brother’s } Louisa went to the same hospital; they were 

hand; tears sprung to his fine eyes; and he }found side by side in that fearful sick ward, 
choked down a sob that struggled hard with his} your wife and mine. Poor young creatures, 
manliness. scarcely more than children themselves. I saw 

\ . ‘George, before you went away I was mar-}the record of Catharine’s death, but of my 
ried.” : poor girl there is no record, save of a discharge. 

The elder brother started, and turned pale to}I have been unable to gain one trace of her 
the lips; but he only said, “Go on, Louis, 1} since she left the hospital walls. It is now more 
listen |” \ than three years, George; and I have borne this 

“‘T had been married some months then. Do } secret alone till my heart aches with the weight 
not be angry that I did not tell you!” g of it.” 

‘‘Angry, why should 1? How dare Ibe angry} “I know, I know what it is,’’ answered the 
with you for a concealment which—but I inter- 3 elder brother, passionately. ‘‘Thank God we 
rupt you! go on!” , have met once more where at least the rash acts 

“I think you would have liked Louisa. She {of our youth can find a yoice. I little thought, 
was the dearest and most loveable girl in the } Louis, how like your life had been to my 
world!” } own!” 
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“Poor girls, poor young creatures, we led ‘‘T cannot tell. She must have guessed it. 

them into great misery, George.” But all this time, while I was lavishing the first 

George shrunk back, as if some thought, which , thoughts of my youth upon her, she was engaged. 

had stung him for years, became a sudden pang. }She loved another. I was nothing to her; 

‘Youth is sometimes very cruel,” he said, Louisa «told me this. Her own brother was 
with the bitterness of self-reproach. ‘But $ betrothed to Miss Mead, on his return they were 

Heaven is my judge, I never intended wrong to; to be married. I do not think Louisa saw my 

my poor young wife. Her condition was miser- 3 anguish, or my despair, when she told me this, 

able enough with Madame De Mark, after our 3 for deep feelings are seldom the most demonstra- 
father’s death; and our secret marriage could} tive. I felt myself growing cold and pale, my 

hardly render it worse.” Syery lipS were chilled through and felt like 
‘But Louisa! Her condition was happy enough, : marble as I closed them. She did not observe 

till came to embitter it with my love. She had it. The very warmth was quenched in my veins, 

at least shelter and protection, but she had been $ and she only said, as we shook hands in parting, 

a spoiled pet in her father’s house, and the stately }‘How cold your hands are, but the night 7s a 

constraints of her new home, the loneliness 3 little chilly.’ As if influenced by some strange 

that fell upon her after her brother’s departure } sympathy unexplained to her own heart, she 

for the West, was so like sorrow to one who had 3 bent down and kissed my hand; but I shrunk 

never been crossed by a shadow in her life, that | from the touch of her lips; they sent a pang 

one could not help pitying her. I did, from the $ through and through me. At such times even 

bottom of my heart, and I loved, oh! George, I the most delicate sympathy is painful. How 

thought I loved her!” ‘could this be otherwise than bitter? Oakley 

‘But you talk at random, Louis. Even yet I} came home, and they were married. I saw the 

cannot comprehend who this young person was, 3 house lighted, and heard the carriages come and 

or how you became so fatally interested in her,” { go, setting down the wedding guests. You were 

said George, ‘it all seems like a romance.” away, I had no human being to comfort me in 

‘Tt was asad romance to her, and to me,” ¢ the great agony of that bereavement, for there 

was the rejoinder. ‘‘I have told you she was an } are bereavements worse than death, oh! a thou- 

orphan and the ward of her only brother. Her } sand times worse than death.” 

father had been the intimate friend of Mrs. Mead, ; The young man paused and wiped the drops 

Catharine Lacy’s aunt, and when the brother } of perspiration, that even a remembrance of 

was obliged to leave town for an indefinite time, } former anguish had brought to his forehead. 

he placed Louisa under this woman’s care.” ‘¢ Louisa was one of the bridesmaids, and she 

‘‘And it was there you became acquainted ‘came down the garden, hoping, as she said, to 

with her?” inquired George, deeply interested. {find me there, and that I would admire her 

“Yes! our gardens, you know, adjoined. {dress. I was in the arbor. A wild fascination 

The fences were open and low, and an arbor ran } had brought me there. Twice I had seen the bride 

from one to the other. I was often in our side } walking past the windows of her chamber; twice 

of this arbor, and the young ladies came down $I had seen her look forth upon the night, with 

to the portion upon their grounds, with their ’ her beautiful head crowned with orange blosoms, 

books and music. You have never seen Mrs. an the gossamer veil sweeping downward like 

Mead’s daughter. She was one of the loveliest} the furled wings of a seraph. All excitement 

creatures you ever saw, serene and gentle as an shad left me. I was sad and heart-broken. The 

angel, asort of moonlight beauty which one loves 3 sight of her sweet face filled my soul with tender 

to dream over.” s regrets, as if an angel, lost to me forever, had 

‘«‘You are speaking of Miss Mead now, not of } looked serenely down upon me, unconscious of 

the girl you loved?” questioned George, sur- {my anguish and lifted forever above it. 

prised at his eloquence. “Louisa was very gentle and full of affec- 

«] will be truthful with you, George, even to} tionate playfulness. ‘If you were only one of the 

my own shame. It was Miss Mead whom I first groomsmen,’ she said, ‘the wedding would be a 

loved—Louisa was a secondary object with mo 3 delightful affair, and I would stand up without 

then. In fact I considered her as a spoiled child. trembling; it was so unfortunate that Mrs. Mead 

It was a mad passion, something less than {had taken a prejudice against your mother, and 

idolatry, my love for that young girl; a madness ; that you were not invited to the wedding.’ She in- 

that—yes, let me confess it—that holds upon me ‘ sisted upon stepping out into the moonlight, that 

yet.” I could admire her dress of snowy satin, and the 

‘And did she know of this passion?” caronal of white roses which arched her pretty 

» 
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head. These things may seem trivial, George, s ley, with his bride, on their way to the South- 
but the details of a painful event fix themselves} west. It seemed as if the horses that bore her 
terribly on the memory. There was not a word ; away were tramping my heart under their hoofs; 
spoken that night, or a shadow upon the win-}but when the sound died in the distance my 
dows of that house, which was not imprinted on} breath came more freely. It was over, and I 
my soul forever. ‘knew the worst. When that knowledge comes 

‘‘T called Louisa from her conspicuous position ? to any brave soul, fate has lost half its power to 
in the moonlight—for her white garments seemed $ torture!” 
like grave clothes to me—and with a quietness “ft know it,” answered the brother, who, 
that awoke no suspicion, inquired if the bride ; shrouding his face with one hand, while his 
seemed happy. It was a desperate question, but ; elbow rested on the table, had listened atten- 
my heart struggled yet for some hope, that, even ; tively. ‘*But fate sometimes leaves a long, dull 
at the bridal hour, she would think of me with $ waste of lurid hopes to mourn over, after tho 
regret. worst is known.” 

‘‘Louisa answered innocently enough that she ‘‘Our father grew worse,” resumed Louis, 
had never seen a happy bride in her life; that { ‘and it required all of my care to guard his 
they were always nervous and frightened ; it was } sick bed from the cupidity of madame; for you 
only the bridesmaids that really enjoyed them- { know how difficult it was, even for his iron will, 
selves; as for her brother, he was happy as a $to keep down her parsimony in our household; 
king; but the bride said so little and moved$and now that he was helpless, I found great 
about so quietly that there was no judging. difficulty in obtaining necessary comforts at 

‘““Then I asked, ‘Had the bride ever spoken s times.” 
ofme?’ My voice was steady, but I drew no **My poor father! Did he suffer much?” in- 
breath till the answer came, ‘Yes,’ Louisa said, se George, shading his eyes to conceal the 
‘now that I think of it, there had been some tears that sprang into them. 
conversation about me that very evening.’ When} ‘Yes! both in body and mind,” was the an- 
the dress was laid out, the bride had whispered, 3 swer, ‘‘I am sure that something preyed on him 
with tears in her eyes, ‘Dear Louis will not see at the last. But madame never left him at this 
me in my wedding dress! he, the best friend we $ period, and though he seemed anxious to con- 
ever had, but for that I should be so happy.’ verse with me, her presence always prevented 

**But for that she would be so happy! how sit; yet one night I heard him pleading with her; 
that young girl loved to torture me. What did {some person was to be sent for whom he wished 
she tell me these things for? Was she deter-$to speak with before he died. She promised to 
mined to crush out the past from my heart? pee for this person, and seemed anxious to 
Dissatisfied with my silence and moodiness, 3 pacify him, but no message left the house, and 
Louisa went into the house weeping I think } soon after he was seized with paralysis. I am 
now, but at the time I did not regard it. She}sure his wish had not been gratified, from the 
had given me a fresh pang, and I had no pity } eager, beseeching way in which his eyes fol- 
for her. My whole being was absorbed in self- {lowed me around the room. Once, when she 
compassion, there was not a creature in the} was out for a moment, he made a desperate 
world to whom I could have spoken except you, {effort to speak, but his voice came forth in a 
George, and you were away. > broken moan; and I saw two great tears roll 

‘“‘Our father was ill then, for this wedding } from the pleading eyes, eloquent of some want 
happened not long before his death. I had de-$ which he had no power to express.” 
termined to watch with him that night. So, “Could he not write?” inquired George, in a 
when Louisa left me, I went up to his chamber, $ troubled voice. 
it was a back room overlooking the gardens, I$ ‘No, he made an effort, and, with his poor, 
sat by the window all night, for my father slept, $shaking hand, strove to scrawl a name; but I 
and the solitude was complete. I heard the car- could not read it; and madame, when she came 
riages disappear, while the hum of voices grew in, took it from my hand and tore it up, while 
faint upon the night air. I saw the blaze of {his eyes were turned upon her with an expres- 
lights go out, and at last the beating of my own } sion that would have melted a heart of iron. I 
heart was the loudest sound I heard. iave heard of wounded stags, weeping while 

**The daylight flushed around me where I had ; under the torment of a pack of hounds, George, 
sat motionless so many hours, and I was aroused } and the great tears which came again to that 
as if from a wild dream, by the noise of a carriage old man’s eyes, when his wife—I will not call 
driving down the opposite street. It was Oak-!her mother—tore up the name he had tried to 
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write, seemed as if shed under like torture. And} to me, and that my marriage might yet accom- 
I have sometimes thought,”’ continued Louis, plish one demand of my father’s will. Thus she 
“‘that he repented of the injustice done you in} sent me to the East Indies, where letters might 
his will, and that it was his lawyer’s name that} not reach me for months; gave up her home; 
he wrote; for madame looked like a fiend when : moved into the miserable hole she now occu- 
she read it. Iam sure she did read it, illegible } pies; and made that delicate girl a drudge of all 
as it was—and muttered something that made} works.” 
the sick man struggle in his bed. Nothing but ‘I knew nothing of this,” said Louis. ‘In- 
the fear of losing her grasp on the property deed my whole attention was too painfully occu- 
could have disturbed her so!” pied elsewhere, and I was absent when madame 

“Tt was a strange will, and unjust as strange,” § made her degrading change of residence.” 
said George, still buried in thought: and he “<I know it; we were both sent out of the way, 
added, ‘‘why should he have feared to trust my } while she made arrangements for a life of miser- 
intellect more than yours, Louis? If at thirty I ‘able parsimony. From her own confession my 
have never given proofs of insanity, and am the $ poor Catharine almost perished of absolute want 

_ father of a lawful son, then and not till then can in her miserable den.” 
I demand an equal share of the property with “But her aunt. Why not apply to her?” 
yourself. This is a strange clause against an *‘T cannot tell. Probably the poor angel kept 
elder son, who has never offended him, or de-? her word too well. She had promised not to 
served anything but kindness at his hands.” » make our marriage known. Remember, Louis, 

“It is indeed, and as I said, the anxieties of } I was very young, and did not think of the cruel 
his death-bed must have arisen from this cause. } necessity that might arise to protect herself by 
But it was needless, for though I had a hard? this very ‘confession. When it came, madame 
struggle to get my portion from madame at the} turned her into the street, and somehow—I had 
time of my majority, it is safe from her control no heart to inquire the harrowing particulars— 
now, and the income is enough for us both.” —$ she reached the hospital, and died there!” 

George reached forth his hand, grasping that § The brothers were silent, for some minutes, 
of his brother with grateful warmth. ; and when they looked up, it was through a mist 

. 
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‘You forget,” he said, smiling, and pointing $ of tears which no manly pride could suppress. 
to his portmanteau, “that I am just from the ‘‘They were together, your wife and mine,” 
gold region, and though not able to compete } said Louis, at last, drawing a hand across his 
with my rich brother in wealth, there will be} eyes. ‘Poor Catharine!—poor Louisa!” 
found yonder enough of gold and bills of ex- George did not answer, but his chest heaved, 
change for my moderate wants, till the time} and his face fell forward upon the arms which 
appointed by my father’s will arrives. I think} he had folded on the table before him. At last 
it will go hard for any one to give proofs of in-} he lifted his face, pale and tear-stained, turning 
sanity against me so far; and if my brain has} it to his brother. 
withstood all that I have endured till now, it ‘«This remembrance is killing me, Louis. We 
will probably hold firm to the end.” will never talk these matters over again!” 

“‘Yes, that will be easily settled. But the ‘As you think best, George,” replied the 
babe? Poor Catharine Lacy left no living child, brother, ‘‘but I must speak with you. My situa- 
so it is stated in the hospital record.” ; tion is more painful than yours, for suspense is 

**So it is recorded, and I shall never marry 3 added to the rest!” 
again.” “True, true, I interrupted your story, Louis. 

‘*She was a lovely creature,” said Louis, ‘*a ? You see how selfish grief is.” 

sweet, gentle girl. How was she driven to such ‘*T think, George, that concentration of feel- 

straits, George?’ Sing belongs to our race. I felt when Oakley 

“It is answered in a sentence,” was the stern $ carried off the only being I could ever love, that 

reply. ‘*Madame De Mark, who had doubtless 3 life would forever after be desolation to me. 

suspicions of our private marriage, induced me$ The only person, whom I was in the habit of 

to go abroad, by promises of giving up a portion meeting, was Louisa Oakley. She was still in 

of my inheritance (a power given to her by the school, and had been left to the sole guar- 

will) if I remained away two years. She pro-$dianship of Catharine Lacy’s aunt, a haughty, 
mised to take the best care of Catharine; and 3 Pharisaical woman, whose very presence was an 

if she knew of our marriage, her dissimulation $ oppression to one of Louisa’s nature. 

was perfect. I now understand it all. She$ “‘Experience had rendered me keen-sighted, 

hafl a suspicion that’ the poor child was devoted * and Louisa was too frank and unsophisticated for 

— 
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dissimulation of any kind. It was not long be-;my young wife where she was till my return. 

fore the conviction forced itself upon me, that, Soon after that I should be of age, and so far as 

heart and soul, this young creature loved me. Se REOUELIY, was concerned, independant to claim 

It was a wretched discovery, and, at first, filled and protect my wife. - 

my whole being with repulsion; but that which} ‘Our voyage was a protracted one, as you 

I had myself suffered came back, in a thousand } know. Accidents happened to my letters. It 

gentle and compassionating feelings. The pain } was months before I heard from my young wife. 

still fresh in my own heart was too recent, I : Her first letter was full of affection, the second 

could not inflict it upon another, and that other ; struck me as saddened in its tone. They had 

a creature so loveable and so good, my playmate } been written months when I received them. Then 
and only friend. ‘followed complete silence. I only received two 

“There was no confession of attachment in } letters during the whole time of my absence. 

words, but from the day of this discovery our 3 ‘You had returned and was away again, 

interviews in the arbor became more subdued, } brother, when I reached home. Madame had 

and the compassion, which I felt for her, must i taken up life in her present miserable abode. 

have taken a shade of tenderness. It was not} Catharine Lacy, solong a sunbeam in our house, 

love, but what young girl of sixteen could have }had disappeared. And Louisa! my wife! you 

detected the difference between the gentle grati-¢ know what my compassion drove her to—a 

tude with which a bereaved heart receives affec- pauper bed at Bellevue. 
tion, and the bright outgushing of an impulsive } “She had fled from her guardian’s house to 

attachment? ‘ escape a disgraceful expulsion, with no marriage 

‘‘My father died. I was not yet of legal age, 3 certificate, for thoughtless wretch that I was, it 

and was left under the control of his widow. } still remained in my pocket, and unable to find 

She decided that I should spend at least a year proofs for herself that she was a wife, the poor 

abroad—you remember there was an excuse of } girl wandered off, hoping to get shelter some- 

financial business to be settled—and I had no: where till I returned. She was willing to face 

power and scarcely a wish to oppose her. But $ poverty, but not the woman from whom no pity 

the effect of this arrangement on Louisa aston- $ was ever received. 

ished me. She was in absolute despair; the § ‘‘Months after my return, one of her letters 

feelings, that, up to this time, had been implied $ came into my hands. It was written at this time 

rather than expressed, now broke all bounds; 3 and dated from Bellevue. After following me 

no argument of: mine would reconcile her to a from place to place, it reached me here covered 

separation. She conjectured a thousand evils $ with post-marks. Read it, George. I cannot. 

that would follow my absence. Her brother, $ Every word is written in fire upon my soul.” 

would take her away—she would be forced to % Louis turned away his pale face and shrouded 

give me up—to marry some other person utterly $ his eyes as his brother read. 

repugnant. : ‘My Huspanp:—Once again I write to you 

“T was very young—you know, George—and 3 from the depths of a weary heart, I must once 

to any man an attachment so earnest and pas- {more speak to you before I die! for it seoms to 

sionate would have been gratifying. When argu- } me impossible to live in this place and with these 
ment and entreaties failed to convince her, that § people. I wrote to you again and again, Louis. 

an eternal separation was not threatened, I—$I told you of the terrible strait to which I was 
rashly, madly—proposed a private marriage hace driven in the depths of my humiliation. I 

fore my departure. She assented too readily, 3 besought you to give back my secret and send 

poor girl! Her guardian was away at the $ the proofs of our marriage before it was too late 

Springs, for it was in the summer time. There }—before disgrace fell upon me, and the shelter 

was no one but a house-keeper to control cate a respectable roof was taken from over my 
movements. We stole away one evening andshead. You did not answer. Day after day I 

were married. The clergyman found witnesses, waited, day after day, I stole like a thief to the 

and I took charge of the certificate. It remained $ post-office, and read over, name-by name, the 

in my pocket-book. Neither of us thought how 3 list of advertised letters, hoping against convio- 

important it might become, and it was forgotten $ tions that yours had been overlooked in the de- 

when we parted. livery. None came. Oh! if you could think how 

“T dared not own my marriage at home, de- $ desolate I grew, all alone, so young, so full of 

pendant, as I was, for every dollar I used upon ‘dark forehoding—oh! how I feared the proud 

my mother; and feeling that she would cast me } woman to whose guardianship my brother had 

out penniless, I could see no way but to leave ‘left me. Her black eves seemed to follow me 
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everywhere. I trembled at the sound of her ; ruthlessly away. No, I do her wrong, she took 

footsteps. In my dreams her presence over- ‘me to this, my last shelter, Bellevue, hospital 

shadowed me till my brain reeled under the 3 for paupers. Perhaps it was all that she could 

oppression. do. The poor are sometimes forced to be cruel, 

‘One night she came to me in my chamber. sand she was very poor. 

I was in bed weeping, but she did not seem to ; ‘Oh! my husband, God forbid that you should 

hear it. The light was dim, and my face turned > ever see the rooms and tlfe people with whom I 

to the wall. Possibly she heeded not how spend this last miserable week—the last of my 

wretched I was. life, I am certain it will be last of my life. They 

“¢You seem sad and dispirited,’ she said, ‘have given me a little straw bed and a wooden 

‘Your brother’s absence oppresses you. I have ‘chair, on which I sit all the day long with my 

written to my daughter and Mrs. Oakley. Ina face to the wall, dreaming such leaden, gloomy 

fortnight your brother will be here. We must } dreams. Now and then an oath or a coarse laugh 

be prepared for you to accompany him on his {makes me shudder to think where Tam. Some- 

way to the South.’ times when a strange step comes along the floor 

‘«‘T answered mechanically that I was ready. ’ my poor heart gives a struggle, and I think it is 

Not a word more, I could not have found breath | you come to look after your poor little wife. 

for another syllable. For a long time after she} Then I think perhaps my brother will come to 

went down I lay still as death; but, tortured $ the hospital in search of me: and then I feel a 

with thought. A thousand wild prospects of con- dreary satisfaction that with this dress, this thin 

cealment till you came, presented themselves, $ face, and great, wild eyes, he would go away and 

but they were all vague and impracticable. } never dream it was me. Besides, I have never 

About midnight I arose softly, and finding a used either his name or yours; when you come 

lamp, searched through my drawers for money to look for the register of my death, ‘Mary Bar- 

and trinkets. A few dollars, and a more costly ton’ is the name. Next to it you will find written 

supply of jewelry than most girls of my age are , the brand of infamy which I do not deserve: but 

allowed to fancy, was all that I could depend ‘my promise was given. I have told no one of 

upon. ‘These, with a few clothes I tied up and} our marriage; but the angels will know it, and 

locked in my wardrobe. you will know it. And now I wish to write of 

«Tho next day my visit to the post-office was something else, but cannot. My eyes fill with 

resumed, and the printed list of names upon the } tears, my cheek burns, and my pen wanders to 

wall was again reperused. Then my last hope and fro on the paper. I charge you, Louis De 

went out, and I wandered off everywhere in } Mark—I charge you with my dying breath, 

search of a hiding-place, where death might find ‘sweep the disgrace I am willing to bear myself 

me undisgraced. In a narrow, uncleanly street, a the name of your child! * * * * * 

I saw a tin sign on which ‘Boarding’ was written «Oh, Louis, my heart is broken at last; the 

in great yellow letters. I knocked timidly at ¢ last gleam of hope has departed. Ishall not have 

the door, shuddering at the sound my own hands } the power to die, for the anguish will put death 

had made. I will not describe the interior of fond Now I understand the dreary void which 

this house. It would make you wretched, for you 3 has been forever haunting my life with its gloom. 

have not intended to be cruel. ; It was an unconscious want which kept me rest- 

‘The woman who received me was kind} less from the first. Now I comprehend it all. 

-enough, but so uncouth and slatternly. She > You never loved me. I have forced myself to 

asked no questions, and I was too tired and § write the words—it scems like tearing a young 

wretched for any dispute of her prices: a room ‘ tree up by the roots, All the strings and pulses 

to myself, decent food and no intrusion, was all } of my heart bleed and quiver. 

I desired. She gaye me a small chamber in the } ‘How did I learn this?—listen. In the next 

garret. So much the better, it was the moré $ bed to mine is a young person, whose face struck 

removed from notice. Sine as familiar from the first, a fair, beautiful 

‘That night, with my packages of clothes, I » girl, with the most sorrowful eyes I ever saw. 

stole away to this desolate shelter, and there, { One day T heard the nurse call her by name, and 

Louis, I remained, utterly alone, never going out then I remembered her. She had been an inmate 

even for a breath of air. of your father’s house. I had seen her in the 

‘* At last everything was gone, money, trinkets, garden and at the windows. She was very beau- 

clothing, piece by piece. I had given them to : tiful then, and I remember questioning you once 

the woman who supplied me with shelter, and y about hor. Why answer me so carelessly? Why 

when my destitution was complete she sent me ’ not have have said to me then, ‘I love this girl? 
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Why—but no, it was a happy delusion, I cannot? ‘tell me about him, I must know?’ She wrung 

grudge myself the only sweet dream of a weary $ her hands, but did not answer. ‘Tell me,’ I 

life. The truth would not have made me less} said, ‘let me know all. Do you love this man?’ 

desolate now. ‘Better than my life, better than my own soul!’ 

‘““T spoke to this girl and strove to comfort her. $ she answered, lifting her clasped hands to heaven. 

She answered me kindly, but we were both too} ‘And he—did he love you?’ I asked the question 

sorrowful for consolation. The gloom of coming $ sternly, my lips were cold, my heart in an agony 

anguish, and probable death, hung oyer us both. } of suspense. She turned her eyes upon me— 

We had no heart for words. But this great want, } those beautiful blue eyes—full of tears that glit- 

this gnawing hunger of my soul, which I could § tered painfully before my sight. ‘Love me? 

not understand, kept me awake at nights when} yes, I am sure he does—sure as I am of my life.’ 

Catharine Lacy slept. She was restless in her} ‘I tightened the grip of my hand upon her 

slumber, and sometimes her moans broke into} arm, for agony made me strong, and I was un- 

words. That night she unlocked the mystery of } conscious of the cruelty, till she shrunk away 

my life. For she spoke of you, of the love which 3 quivering from my touch. ‘Then God help you 

you had given her, of the misery she was endur- and forgive him!’ I said, firm with the pang her 

ing for your sake. ; words had given, ‘for he is my wedded husband!’ 

«‘These words were a fiery revelation. Quick She did not speak but cowered down in her bed, 

as light my thoughts flew back to the past—a : with a low moan, as if my words had wounded 
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thousand proofs, trivial but convincing, crowded $ her to death. I have arisen from my bed, and 

upon me, The vague uncertainty that had kept’ seated on the floor, I scrawl this, by the dim 

me always so restless, was a miserable convic-} night lamp upon the wall. She may be dead, I 

tion now. No, not yet, I would not believe the dare not speak to her again, I have nothing 

mutterings of a dream—there should be no un- ¢ more to learn, nothing to hope for. 

certainty. I leaned forth from my cot and} ‘It is morning, I have folded my letter, and 

grasped the white arm of Catharine Lacy, which 3 send it after you, black with death shadows. If 

had fallen downward over the side of her bed. : my fate is death look for the record—if life 

She awoke with a start, and I saw her blue eyes farewell forever! Lovisa.” 

fixed wildly on my face. ‘Tell me,’ I said, Hoe When George De Mark finished reading this 

my life depends on your answer. Was it the } letter, he arose and walked forth from the room. 

son of George De Mark of whom you spoke but Louis dropped the hand from over his forehead, 

now?’ She lifted her white hands and clasped § and parted his lips as if to speak, but the pallid 

them wildly. ‘Did I speak of him? when? how? } agony of his brother’s face checked him; and 

Who tells me that I spoke of De Mark?’ she said. } they, who had met so eagerly, parted in funereal 

‘In your sleep, a moment since,’ I answered, $ silence. (TO BE CONTINUED. ) 
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MODELUING IN LHEATHER.—NO. I. 

BY MRS. GILBERT. 
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CONSOLE TABLE AND GLASS IN LEATHER-WORK, 
é 

a half pounds, close in tne grain, free from 

nounced to be emancipated from the insignifi- 3 grease, well strained, and hard, is generally 

cance of mere fragmentary grouping, and to $ used: the thickest part of the skin, in the centre, 

lave taken an honorable stand amongst the} can be appropriated to flowers requiring the 

highest class of artistic ornamentation. greatest substance, whilst the sides are cut into 

In the operations connected with this art, it; the more delicate work. There is a faced Bazil 

is necessary that the material should be of a } very attractive to the eye, but unserviceable for 

suitable character, otherwise it will be impos- many operations where firmness is required: it 

sible to produce firm and durable work. At the ; answers well for rolling into stems when the 

present time it is difficult to procure a supply } work is intended to be colored. Lamb-skins 

of well-strained, clear, and close Bazil; Fo that {and inferior deer-skins may also be used in 

those who are practising the art of modelling in some parts of this work. But in all cases avoid 

leather must not object to pay a good price for a soft, woolly, flabby kind of leather. 

a good article. For most descriptions of work, The principal pattern in the decoration of the 

a moderate sized Bazil, weighing about one and ‘Console Table, is that of the Vine-stem, which 

Vou. XXX.—5 | 67 

Tus cheap and graceful art may now be pro- 
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certainly forms one of the most tasteful and ele- } weight will disarrange the moulding before it is 

gant ornaments yet produced in leather. The { set in the course of time allowed for drying. 

superiority of the work when the foliage and} 

stems are cut out in one piece is fully admitted, MGGHY 
and consequently all the sprays, viz: Convol-} NAW 

: SSM, Some 
yulus, Ivy, Oak, Holly, Briane, &c., should be } SWWAGe 

treated in this way; for, on the application of the 

work, the appearance is more free and natural . 

than when composed of detached pieces. 

The pattern of the Vine-stera used in the Con- 

sole Table is of the full size, and forms a branch 

about the thickness of the thumb, the leaves 

being of the natural size. The following are the 

dimensions of the patterns when cut from the 

leather and previously to the operation of model- 

ling: stem, sixteen inches by two and a half § 

inches, leaf five inches square. The stem may 

be carried out the whole length of a skin of 
leather if preferred, but I usually make them 

of the above dimensions. After carefully outst 

ting out the pattern, sligh(ly damp the leather, 

either with a piece of sponge, or dipping the} 

hand in the water and patting it on both sides; 

it is wrong to saturate the leather, as it renders 

it so heavy that, when placed to dry, its own A PORTION OF VINE-STEM READY TO APPLY. 

ie i ed 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING LILAC 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

FIG2 

Mareniats.—White or lilac thick paper, white ; cotton, cover with crape, whichever color the 

and lilac crape for buds, wire, gum, and green * flower is to be: twist a fine piece of wire around 

tissue paper. ce lower part of the bulb of cotton to form the 

Make the buds by forming a small bulb of raw { stem: thread a needle with green floss silk for 
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white bud, and make a stitch through cither , the smallest at the top, and the others around it, 

way, drawing the silk rather tight, so the bud Seach a little lower down. Finish: with green 

will appear as if divided in four parts, Finish 3 lilac leaves, 
off the stem with the floss silk, which will be} * Marerrats ron MAkina Paper FLowers.— 
much neater than paper. ‘ ‘Tissue paper 6f various colors, carmine paper 

Cut an equal number of figure 1 and 2: figure for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
: japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
1 f m m m 5 . 

1 being the calyx, must be gummed up to for \ stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
a tube; each flower is composed of one single & for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
petal, which should be hollowed in the hand 3 sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 

with a small moulder or ball: gum the tube on 3 of Mrs, A, M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
to the flower with thick gum. In branching ; 31 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 

» mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 
make small bunches of two or three buds and § yijals fora large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 

three or four flowers, which form in a cluster, So receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

- - 

SUMMER BASQUINE. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 
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No. 1. Front. 

No. 2. Side-piece of back. 
Wer give a new Parisian summer basquine, 

with a diagram on the ensuing page, as the 

July contribution to our practical department, ; No. 8. Back. 
‘How To Make One’s Own Dresses.” } No. 4. Sleeve (half.) 

This convenient and stylish garment may be To enlarge the diagram, follow the directions 
made of white muslin or silk-tissue, according } given in former numbers. By this diagram, 

to the taste of the wearer; and is to be trimmed } when enlarged, the basquine can be cut without 

‘with galloon, ribbon, or lace. the aid of a mantua-maker. . 
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For the sea-shore, or the Springs, or generally economical, yet nothing more fashionable, can 

for summer wear, nothing more appropriate and * be found than this Basquine. 

MAT WITH BORDER OF MOSS, CHERRIES, AND LEAVES. 

BY MES. PULLAN. 

Marerrats.—Half an ounce of bright cherry- , of your arm; thread it with a rug needle, pass 

colored Berlin wool; two shades of green ditto, } the needle in the hole of the card, holding the 
or of chenille a broder, two skeins of the best 

green fleecy of different shades, or shaded Shet- 

land will do as well. 
For tue Moss.—If fleecy wool be used, it 

must be split, and a thread of each shade taken; 

by using Pyrenees wool this trouble is obviated. 

Take a pair of very fine knitting-needles; cast 

on sixteen to twenty stitches: knit a piece as 

tightly as possible, four times the length re- 

quired: wet, and bake or dry it before the fire. 

When it is quite dry, cut off one edge through- 

out the whole length, and unravel all the stitches ; 

but two at the other edge. (Take care to begin? g 
to unravel at the end you left off knitting, or the: & 

wool will get entangled.) Fold it in four, nil 

sew the edges together. This will make a very 

full moss fringe. : 
For tur Cuerrres.—Cut a number of a 

in card, each the diameter of a good-sized cherry. } end of the wool with the left hand; pass the 

Cut a small hole in the middle of each; take a ; wool; lay it on the edge of the card, as if you 

needleful of Berlin wool, three times the length { were going to wind it; pass the needle through 
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the hole again; repeat this until the whole; hold it in, while working round this open hem, 

needleful of wool is used. Then make a little} leaving a short piece for a stem. Work aW 

tuft of wool on the end of a rather fine wire; round in tc., except the 2 first and 2 last stitches 

twist the wire tight, and pass the ends into the } which are to be 1 sc., 1 de., and 1 de., 1 s¢c., 

hole of the card; take a pair of sharp-pointed } twist the two ends of wire together, cover them 

scissors, cut the wool all round the card; with a3 with wool. When sufficient leaves are done, 

bit of waxed thread, tie as tightly as possible; form them into a wreath with the cherries, 

the little bunch of wool in the hole of the card, } joining them by means of the ends of wire: in- 

tear the card off, and pare the wool as smooth } sert them in the moss, and sew the border thus 

as velvet; cover the ends of wire with green wool } made round a mat of yelvet, or work, lined with 

or silk, and each cherry is completed. card-board, and with silk at the other side. 
Leaves.—Make a chain of 18 loops in green This border may be used for any crochet or 

wool, and on them, miss 4, de. in 5th, x 2 ch, } knitted mat; the moss may be made more or 

miss 2, de. in 3rd, x twice, 1 ch., miss 4, slip on } less thick according to taste. A very full border 

first of 18. Take a piece of very fine wire and would require siz lengths. 

KNITTED COUNTERPANE. 

BY MRS. PULLAN 

MATERIALS.—Knitting cotton, No. 4, knitting- Ist.—X knit 4, purl 4, x repeat. 

needles, No. 12. Pattern in front of number. 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.—The same. 

For the Centre.—Cast on 1 stitch, knitit, make: 5th.—X purl 4 over, 4 knitted, knit 4, x re- 

1, knit 8, and make 1. Continue to knit back- : peat. ; 

ward and forward, making 1 stitch at the end 6th, 7th, and 8th.—The same. 

of every row, until there are 19 stitches on the} Repeat these 8 rows until a sufficient length is 

needle. Then purl 3 alternate rows, knitting the } done for the sides, allowing, at each end, 64 rows 

intermediate ones, still increasing 1 at the end $ over (or as many as you have cast on stitches.) 

of every needle. » The pieces for the top and bottom must be an 

For the next 9 rows, x knit 2, purl 2, x re- % equal number of rows deep, and the full width: 

peat, taking care to knit in 1 row the stitches $ they must be sewed so that the checks match 

that were purled in the last, to produce a rib- exactly. 
bing. Still increase 1 at every row, knit 6 rows Narrow Border to surround the centre entirely, 

alternately, plain and purled, so that the plain} and also the last border. Three needles will be 

side may be the same as in the previous plain, } required. Cast on 12 stitches. 

making 1 at the end of the row, knit 5 rows, | Ist row.—Purl 8, knit 6, purl 3. 

still increasing as before. 2nd.—Knit 8, purl 6, knit 3. 
Centre Row.—Knit 1, x, make 1, knit 2 to- 8rd and 5th.—Like Ist. 

gether, x to the end. Then repeat the previous: 4th and 6th.—Like 2nd. 

directions backward, knitting 2 together at the 7th.—Purl 8, then take on the third needle 

end of every row until you finish, as you began, } 3 of the knitted, knit the other 3, and then the 

with a single stitch. first 8, purl 3. 
These squares form the centre of the counter-: 8th and 10th.—Like 2nd. 

pane, and a sufficient quantity of themistobe} 9th.—Like Ist. 

done to cover the bed entirely. They are tobe? This forms the entire pattern; being so narrow 

sewed together in front, the lines of open hem go } it will admit of being put on full round the cor- 
joining as to make a diamond in every square of } ners. 

four. Of course whatever number of squares} Hdging.—Cast on 18 stitches. 

may be considered necessary must be divisible : Ist row.—K. 2, m. 1, k. 2 t., k. 38, x m. 2, k. 
by four. Z t., x twice, m. 2, k. 2. 

Deep Border.—Cast on any number of stitches; 2nd.—K. 3, p.1, k. 2, p. 1, k. 2, p. 1, k. to 
divisible by 8. For the sides, 64 will be a good } the end. 
number; for the top and bottom, a sufficient} 8rd.—kK. 2,m.1, k. 2 t., k. to the end. 
nutaber for the width. 

ar PALS PLL SAAS. 
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72 DRESSING SLIPPER.—GENTLEMAN’ S#SMOKING CAP. 
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4th.—K. 2, m. 2, k. 3 t., m. 4, k. 8 t., k. 2, 9th.—K. 2, m. 1, k. 2, t., k. to the end. 

m. 2, k. 2 t., k. 5. 10th.—Cast off 10 very tightly; knit to the 

5th.—K. 2, m. 1, k. 2t., k. 3, p. 1, k. 4, p. 1, 3 end. 

Iccdvtneels Ke yips 1b ke 2: } ‘This border would be very pretty, if knitted 
6th.—All knitted. with pink or blue crochet cotton. The quilt 

7th.—K. 2, m. 1, k. 2t., k. 8, m. 2, k. 4t., x {should then be laid over a wadded one of a 

m. 2, k. 2 t., x 4 times, k. 1. similar color. 

Sth.—K. 8, p. 1, x k. 2, p. 1, x 4 times; knit 

to the end. : 

DRESSING SLIPPER. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR. 

Marerrars.—Canvass, with wools of the fol- , being the lightest. At the two sides of the green 

lowing colors:—Green, four shades; amber, i will be seen a different set of colors, which we 

three; blue, three; crimson, three. Crimson ’ should work in crimson; the pair of leaves above 

for grounding, two shades darker than the } the green may be in amber, and the curves across 

darkest in the scroll. Floss silk of the lightest } the instep in blue. In the whole slipper the 

shade of each color. same mark indicates the same shade and color. 

The different kinds of marks on the engraving ; Cross all the lightest shades in floss. There is 

indicate the colors with sufficient accuracy. The no heel to this slipper, and it should be trimmed 

leaves forming the toe are in green, the edges ° with a ruche of satin ribbon. 

GENTLEMAN’S SMOKING CAP. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR,. 

\ 

selle, deep orange and yellow filoselle. Begin S liey a Vapey Lays, Os 

with purple; bone hook; 7 ch., close, and work llth.—1 p. on o., 6 p.on 5 p., 1 p. on o., 2 0., 

Marerrats.—Rich purple Berlin wool or filo-¢ 10th.—1 p. on o., 3 p. on 2 p.,1 p.ono., 20., 

intheml4sc. | Si Livy Dipsy drys 2.0. 
2nd round.—} 1 purple on purple, 1 purple} 12th.—1 p. on o., purple on all the purple, 

and 1 orange on next; + 7 times. with 2 stitches in the centre one: 1 p. ono., 20., 

3rd.—} 2 purple on purple, 3 orange on one ;1y., 3p., ly., 20. 

ditto 7 times. 13th.—i p. on o., purple on all the purple, 
4th.—} 2 purple on ditto, 2 orange on 1, a {increasing by one stitch; 1 p. ono., 20., 1 y., 

yellow on orange, 2 orange on 1, 7 7 times. slp. 1ly., 2 0. 

N. B.—The colors will now be indicated by? 14th.—1 p. on o., purple on all the purple, 

their initial letters; and it will be understood {still increasing one stitch; 1 p. on o., 2 o., 

that each round contains 7 times the written}1 y., 2 o. 

receipt for it. 

5th.—2 p. on2 p., lo. ono., 1 o., ly. ono., 

lp ony., ly., 10. ono., 1 0. ono. 

G6th.—2 p. on p., 1 o. on o., 1 o., ly. ono., 8 

p-, ly., 1 0. ono., 1 o. ono., 2 p. on p. 

7th.—2 p. on p., 1 o. on o., lo., Ly. ono., 5 
p., ly., 10. ono., 10. on o., 2 p. on p. 18th round to 27th inclusive.—é @c., 3 ch., 

8th.—2 p. on p., 1 o. on o., 1 o., ly. ono., 7} miss 3; repeat. The de. of every round being 

p-, ly., 1 0. ono., 1 o. on o., 2 p. on p. ‘ worked on the 3 ch. of the last. 

9th.—2 p. on p., 1 0. ono., lo., Ly. ono., } 28th and 29th.—Se. in purple all round. 
9p., ly., 1 0. ono., 1 0. ono., 2 p. on p. 30th.—Sc. in orange filoselle. 

15th.—1 p. on o., purple on all the purple, 

still increasing 1 stitch; 1 p. ono., 3. 
16th.—1 p. on o., purple as before; 1 p. on 

O.shlr0. 

17th.—All purple, increasing so many stitches 
in the round, that there will 176 in all. 

PP LBL A ALA LO Rh hPL LE 
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VARIETIES FOR WORK-TABLE. 73 

8lst.—Sce. in purple. 8 Aes 055.4. Foy A Pay eyey OO Pah On 1 ys, 

2nd.—j 11 p., 4 y., 7 p., ¢ 8 times. 7 8 times. 

dsrd.—j 9 p., 2 y., 40., Ll y., 6 p., ¢ 8 times. 38th.—7 3p., ly., lo, dy.,1o, 1ly.,1lo., 

84th.—+} 50., 3p., ly., 30.,2y., 20, 1ly.,s:l y.,1 p,1ly.,lo., 5p., lo., Ly., ¢ 8 times. 
8 p., 20., ¢ 8 times, 89th.—7 4 p., ly., 80., ly., 1 p., ly., 2 p., 

35th.— 7 Oy., 1lo., 8p.,ly., 10, dy.,10,3ly., 70. ly., ¢ 8 times, 
ly.,10.,1ly., 2p.,10., lL y., +8 times. 40th.—} 5 p., dy., dp., Vy., F 8 times. 

86th:-—7; 3 p., Ly., 1 o., 1 y.,,1 p., 2 y., 20. 41st.—Purple. 

Ll y.,1 p, i y-, 1 0., 2 y., 3 p., lo.,1y., + 42nd.—Orange. 
times. 43rd and 44th.—Purple. 

37th.—j 3 p., Ly., lo, ly., 1 p., ly., 10.,; Fasten off, line with purple silk, and finish 

with a very rich gold-colored tassel. 

“ 

ee ee en 
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VARIETIES FOR WORK-TABLE. 

NNSNVS INNYVVVV NS SSS REA SSSR 
RNANSSS — SQLANGSG ANANNAS  SRANANSS RAASSAA 
NNNSEES SSHEEBNNS NNCEBES INN BNE NNSNSSABS 
SW BASS LBS VG NYY RAE RTE SESE NSSABSSS 
NAN NSS NAS SANS ANSAEESS io LISSA SSNEBESS 

AWN SN SS Ws EER SIGS RANG SHSSSBES 
NY | CASNAS SERRE GS \S nae SALA RSS S 
ANGUS SNNSWSNV VNHNNNS SNNNVVNG NLSLVSVVV 
SNSNSS¥s SSNSSASSS WNASOSN INANS SON WSSNNSSY 

KSSNNRSN NSS NNINEY CMUT LTTE eMac nenentare 
SNNNBSSS NSSSHR ALOE OA SANA 
SSNBNONSN Scena ISN EBS CONE NY NACE 

Sa Aa SSB NAB Tet KN Se 8 ‘ ebb R 
SOBSNHAS WH NSAVY HIN CRY NYS | Sa NEES ee ON 

SH SN EB NN NARS RAS BUSS BEEN NSIS ENS NBN BNE 
SOBER SS NNN VW SB Ey NSS A NNN BIT NS 
SNNNONNY SSS oo RSA NS NSA CGS 
. PAAR Ae AG GS Y y ‘ > 
SLNN VW NEN LUGS ANAS coclatinahesh ESA INS 

NUMERALS IN CROCHET. 

EDGE FOR THE BOTTOM OF A SKIRT. 
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EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. 

LONGFELLOW’s “EV ANGeLtner.”—Our leading illus- 

tration, this month, is the first really successful at- 

tempt to represent the “Evangeline” of Longfellow.3 §84-Barnine at AriAntic Ciry.—As the season 
We copy it from an English print. The artist has for sea-bathing approaches, we are reminded of a 
happily embodied the characteristics of this, the best} promiso wo made to ourselves, while boarding at 
of Longfellow’s heroines: her undying love, her reso- } Atlantic City last summer, to “say a good word” for 
lute perseverance, her large and noble soul. The that place when another year should come around, 

painter has chosen the moment when she pauses to} We can do it the more frankly, because we “always 
yest by some nameless grave, thinking that, perhaps, } Pay our way” at such places, abhorring the whole 
he whom she seeks lies within its bosom, and longing $ SY stem of “dead heads,” whether for railroads, 
to sleep peacefully beside him. What aface! How, ? steamboats, hotels, operas, exhibitions, or concerts. 
in it, we read her whole story! Her happy love ; Qur censure, or our praise is thus always clear from 

hefore the decree of exile went forth against the un-} suspicion, We can say of Atlantic City, that, after 
offending Acadians; the despair which seized her, $ having been at Cape May, Nahant, Long Beach, 

when she found herself separated from her lover; her } Newport, and all the other principal bathing resorts, 
long and painfal journey in search of him; and the ; we prefer it personally to any of them. The beach 

nelancholy, which those things Have stamped on ais hard, gently sloping, and free from gravel or 
race, originally all sunshine and joy! Yet what a shells; the surf is not equalled anywhere except at 
sweet, serene sorrow it is! We feel, in looking upon } Cape May; and for sailing, either in the bay, or out 

it, that the possessor of such a face is a woman of ; at sea, its only rival is Newport. Added to this, it 

the loftiest mould; that it is not mere earthly beauty is but two hours and a half from Philadelphia, by 
which attracts us; but that we behold, in the “Mvan-}$ railroad, so that the morning papers are always 

geline” of the artist, as in the “Evangeline” of the} there for a late breakfast. Being still a new place, 

poem, a martyr and a saint. We are better for look-} it has not, as yet, the conveniences that are to 

ing on such a face. It is a picture, too, that we can} be found at Saratoga or Cape May. But we can 

look at, and look at again, yct never weary. recollect when Newport had fewer. We know also, 
It was the remark of a great critic, that a poet} from an experience at all, that none have hotels 

shows his genius as much in the selection of his { superior, even if equal to, the United States at 
theme as in the manner in which he carries it out. ? Atlantic City. This magnificent hotel is about 

Wo have always thought that Longfellow was pecu- } threo hundred feet long, is built in the most ap- 

liarly felicitous in choosing the exile of the Acadians $ proved modern style, has high ceilings, spacious 

for the ground-work of 2 poem. Never was there a3 sleeping rooms, and a thorpugh ventilation. It is 
more flagrant act of cruelty than that banishment, } kept in the very best manher. Unlike most other 
never one with deeper and truer elements of pathos. } beaches, that of Absecom, where Atlantic City 

An innocent, harmless, agricultural population, were } is located, is thickly wooded. The atmosphere, too, 

doomed, simply because they were of French origin, } is unusually dry: in this respect it reminds us of 

to be torn from their homes, and scattered abroad } Newport. It was the opinion of a large and intelli- 

over widely distant regions, by their brutal English gent circle of guests, who spent last summer at the 

conquerors. The deed so ruthlessly planned, was} United States, that in a few years, if not this very 
executed as perfidiously. The chief inhabitants; season, Atlantic City would become the most fash- 

were seized in church, and shipped off without an ionable, as it assuredly is the most healthful, sea- 
hour’s warning; their barns, houses, and fields were side resort in the country. 

laid waste; and their children, and other near and 3 

dear ones, in many cases separated from them for} Tue June Nusper.—Tho Mt. Joy (Pa.) Herald, 

months, or years, or even forever. The tale is told } on receiving the June number, said, “Peterson for 

by Bancroft, with no effort at rhetoric; yet the blood ¢ June has arrived, and again we are forced to confess 

kindles to indignation at the recital. In the Eran that it is positively the cheapest Ladies’ Magazine 

India paper, are held at fifteen dollars. Their ad- 

dress is 353 Broadway. 
CALI LAS 

& personal interest is added, by the story of “Evan- with which we are favored. Apart from the illustra- 

gelino,” till the eyes fill with tears and the voice } tions and amount of reading matter, we cannot help 

chokes as it reads. but rereark with what taste and judgment the editors 

Messrs. Williams, Stevens, Williams & Co., of New $ select their monthly literature from among the many 

York, are the agents for the sale of the print, from $ contributions with which they are favored. There is 

which we have copied this unequalled illustration. g something for every one, no matter what their pecu- 

Their print is of large size for framing, and is sold for} liar taste. Peterson opens with a new volume in 

five er a copy. A few proof impressions, on? July, so that now is the time to subscribe.” 

a-Pa, SORE cs 
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Epitors’ Wives AGarx.—There is one thing of 3 relying on a large sale to remunerate himself ; a reli- 
which we are especially proud, it is that all the ; ance in which he will not be disappointed, for such 
editors’ wives like “Peterson.” We receive proofs } splendid books, so comparatively cheap, must find 
of this, in one way or another, almost daily. Lately, purchasers by thousands. No family of taste or cul- 
the Magazine missed one of our exchanges, two} ture, indeed, can be without an edition of Dickens. 
months in succession; and the editor was about sub-} No library will be complete if Dickens is omitted. 
scribing, thinking we had struck him off; when lo! We fully endorse what the publisher says in his 
“Peterson” appeared. A happy man he was, he$ advertisement—that these books are “the hand- 
says, when he got home. But we leave him to tell } somest, cheapest, and best illustrated set of works 
his story. “All at once,” hoe writes, ‘a smutty phiz } of the kind ever gotten up in this country.” 
was poked into the office-door, and a voice cried, | 
‘Paterson for April.’ My first impulse was to hasten | Tz AxcEts 1x Tur Hovse.—Every parent especi- 

to the sido OP my better half and nee this heartily ally every mother, will appreciate these lines. We 
welcomed visitor upon her table! With what avidity find them floating, anonymously, in the newspapers. 
she grasped, with both hands, her favorite, and forth- § 

with proceeded to devour its contents, beggars de- 

see ice Inasmuch as the Bebrukiry aa March ae mae te Bork emnhia6o} 
Three little cheeks, like velvet peaches soft, 

numbers ‘came up missing,’ I had concluded that Were placed against my face. 

Peterson, contrary to his former polite custom, had 

‘cut our acquaintance ;’ but as my wife would rather 

go without her dinner every day in the week than do 

without her pet, I had concluded to subscribe for it, 

and thus insure to her its regular monthly visits.” 

Glad are we that “Peterson” appeared, in time to 

prevent that remittance. In passing, we may say, 

we never strike any paper off our list, so long as we 

have reason to believe it is still being published. g And said He not “of such is Heaven” and blessed 
Every married editor at least, we consider has a} them, e 

right to “Peterson.” About the unmarried ones we } isi And held them to His breast! 
; ; s it not sweet to know this when they leave us, 

are not sure; for they would do half their courting "Tis where they go to rest? 

by giving “Peterson” to their sweetheart; and that 

would be to succeed less on their merits than on ours. ; 424 yet, ye tiny angels of my house, 
The bachelor editors, the sly rogues, make a practice $ pares heer enenseo tn mane! ou? : How ’twould be shattered, if the Lord should say 
of winning smiles, we hear, by visiting with “ Poter- “Those angels are not thine!” 

son” in their hand. They have found out, that not 

only editors’ wives like the Magazine, but all the cy 
pretty girls who ought to be. A lady, beside us, adds } TrAckeRray Our-WirtED.—As the following:aneo- 

that she suspects one reason why some editors don’t dota -has been printed.in the Madison (Ga.,) Hamuly 
marry, is because they have becomo such favorites, : Visitor, there is no breach of confidence in our pub- 
by! lénding “Paterdon,” >that -they can't choose } ishing it here. We heard of it shortly after it 

among the many who ‘kre ready to take them in ; occurred. Thackeray, on his first visit to this coun- 
4 

order to secure “Peterson” always. She ought to % '» W&s introduced, in wha OgtoD, Saa eee Sow + Cc , ono of the leaders of society there. Says 

. Thackeray, thinking to be witty, “I am happy to 

Dvopecno Eprrionx or DickeNs.—Mr. T. B. Peter- PACA YOU, cae p i repeat = Wea . 
son, the publisher of the octayo edition of Dickens, } ¥ PE ISRO: & ABE WOM as dare ee AAO RST EY POO 
ig about to print a duodecimo edition also, in’ ten; replied, with one of her most fascinating smiles, 

. ; ‘ ; * “we must not believe all we hear. Jf had heard, sir, 
different styles, at various prices, so as to suit all? as ; ‘ 

Ses i, ‘3 > that you were a gentleman.” The great English wit 
tastes and pockets. “The Pickwick Papers, the 3 ‘ : 

; admitted, afterward, that he had the worst of it, 
first of the series, are now ready, and make two} 

‘ 

beautiful volumes, printed on thick white paper, and 3 

containing forty-seven steel illustrations: indeed, we Our Stortes.—The Jeffersonian (N. Y.) Democrat 

know no edition of any popular writer more elegant, { says, speaking of this Magazine. “In its literary 

the best London books being rivalled in this choice ‘ contents, there is a freshness and originality which, 

publication. The rest of the series will follow in | while it interests and pleases, inculcates the strictest 

quick succession, each novel occupying two volumes, $ morality, and is calculated to elevate and refine the 
profusely illustrated. The price of these volumes, } mind of those who peruse its pages.” This is a com- 

bound in cloth, will be $1,25. T. B. Peterson’s g mendation we are proud to receive, for we have tried 

octavo and duodecimo editions of Dickens are now } hard to deserve it. Every line that goes into “ Peter- 

the only ones published in this country. Both have ; son” is read carefully, by the publisher and editor, 

been got up at an immense expense, the publisher ‘ before he gives it out to the printer. 

ee ee ww 

Three pair of dimpled arms, as white as snow, 

Three tiny pairs of eyes, so clear, so deep, 
Looked up in mine this even, 

Three pair of lips kissed me a sweet “good night”— 
Three little forms from Heaven. 

ONO 
Ah, it is well that “little ones” should love us; 

It lights our faith when dim, 
To know that once our blessed Saviour bade them 

Bring “little ones” to Him! 

“ 

—— il 
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ORNAMENTAL TrEES.—The taste for ornamental ; mined, in England, by the political opinions of his 

trees is increasing so rapidly in this country, that ; critics. The “Quarterly” and Blackwood” are never 

the following remarks from a cotemporary, in refer- , weary of his praise; while with the “Edinburgh” and 

ence to planting them, will be of service. “Our de- } “Westminster” he is a standing jest. A fairer esti- 

ciduous trees,” says the Home Journal, “do not hold } mate, we think, may be had on this side of the 

their foliage half the year, and on this account, ever- } Atlantic, where the prejudices of English partizan- 

greens should enter largely into the ornamental § ship, at least, do not exist. Alison, it must be ad- 

planting of grounds around the dwelling; they , mitted, is pains-taking and sincere, and though a 

should be planted densely on the sides toward the ‘high Tory, does not intentionally misrepresent the 

prevailing cold winds, and placed toward the bound- ‘liberal side; but then, as with all men who feel as 
aries, in irregular and natural belts and masses. } well as think, his partialities frequently pervert his 

The most rapidly growing, and one of the most beau- { judgment unconsciously to himself. With this know- 

tiful, is the Norway fir. The white pine, on favor-; ledge of him, any reflecting reader may easily tell 

uble soils, will grow about as fast. As the latter} where to believe Alison implicitly, and where to hold 

grows to a large tree, it should be placed on the 3 his opinion suspended. Alison’s style is often bom- 

most distant points, and allowed as much room as 3 bastic; but it is also fervid; and he certainly has the 

may be practicable. The hemlock, balsam, fir, } faculty of awakening and maintaining the interest 

American arbor-vitea, white and black spruce, and 3 of his reader, In an age like this, moreover, when 

American pine, may be introduced and variously in- $ there is so much scarcely concealed skepticism, it is 

termingled. Among the smaller evergreens, to be : a merit to be, like Alison, on the side of Christianity. 

placed toward the inner side of the plantings, are } Such being the characteristics of this writer, we need 

the juniper, the red cedar, the tree box, savin, &c.” * not say that we consider these two volumes, on the 

whole, a valuable contribution to our historical litera- 

Proacress or Ant. Gas Frxrures.—In nothing} ture. The period is one of which less is known to 

is the progress of art, in the United States, more per- } the rising generation than of any other period since 

ceptible than in the improved styles that are being the downfall of Constantinople; and this for the very 

introduced in gas-fixtures. First-rate pictures are { reason that it has been heretofore considored too re- 

costly affairs, and quite above ordinary purses. But cent to engage the pen of the annalist. It will be 

everybody, at least in cities and even villages, must } long also before there is a better history of the epoch, 

have gas-fixtures. These used to be wholly without } To a republican reader, the opinions of Alison on the 

elegance. But lately the most beautiful forms have } European revolutions will savor of alove of despo- 

been introduced for chandeliers, side-lights, and ; tism; but on the other hand they are quite too liberal, 

other fixtures: and among the manufacturers, who 3 we have no question, for the Metternichs and King 

have taken a lead in this reform, are Archer & War-} Bomba, who have tyrannized, or still tyrannize, 

nor of Philadelphia. These gentlemen are really 3 abroad: so that even when one cannot join in the 

doing a vast deal for art, by making the most $ historian’s conclusions, one is benefitted by the neces- 

artistic fixtures as cheap as the ugliest used to be, $ sity that arises of re-examining one’s own opinions, 

and are thus familiarizing the public with classic {and while rejecting what is erroneous, holding fast 

models, and so elevating the popular taste. They thereafter, all the more firmly, to what is true. The 

print, we believe, a book of patterns, which they g two volumes before us bring the story down to the 

mail gratis when written for, so that persons, in any ; year 1832; but they are to be followed by others, 

part of the United States, can order from this enter- $ which will conduct it to the coup d@’etat. Each volume 

prising firm, Archer & Warner are at No. 119; contains nearly five hundred octayo pages, printed 

Chesnut Street, Philadelphia. ; in double column, to match the preceding work by 

‘the same author, “The History of Europe During 

Farr Pray.—The newspapers still continue to} the French Revolution.” It would be an improve- 

copy three stories from “ Peterson” where they copy } ment, we think, if standard works, like this and Mot- 

one story from any other Magazine. But, in some $ ley’s “Dutch Republic,” were substantially bound in 

cases, they forget to give us credit. Fair play, gen-} half calf, instead of in flimsy muslin, which is fit 

tlemen! As all our own stories are original, and as 3 only for novels and other ephemeral books. 

you admit, by copying them, that they are better than The Youth of the Old Dominion. By Samuel 

those found elsewhere, it is but simple justice to S Hopkins. 1 vol. Boston: J. P. Jewett & Co.—This 

credit them to “ Peterson.” 3 is not a novel, nor even a history as history is gene- 

rally written; but a compound of both; for while the 

3 manner is that of a fiction, the matter is strictly true. 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. § The work is principally devoted to the extraordinary 

History of Europe from the Fall of Napoleon tn career of Capt. John Smith, the most eminent and 

1815 to the accession of Louis Napoleon in 1852. By 3 chivalric of the founders of Virginia, whose rescue 

Sir Archibald Alison. Vole. land II. New York: $ from death, by Pocahontas, is one of the best known 

Harper & Brothers. Philada: T. B. Peterson.— and most romantic events in history. The volume 

Alison’s merits as a historian are generally deter- 3 is handsomely printed. 
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Wayside Songs. By Edward C, Goodwin. lvol.$ Salad for the Social. By the author of “Salad 

New York: Mason Brothere.—These poems are of : \ for the Solitary.” 1 vol. New York: Dewitt & 
various merit. Some are quite common-place; but} Davenport. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—A capital 

this cannot be said of all. We quote one of the best. ? book, which originated in a practice, on the part of the 

THE FISHERMAN’S ORPHAN. author, of treasuring up choice passages of favorite 
The harbor bar monned loud that day, writers. These passages have been reduced to order, 

The curlew shrieked about the bay, 
And to our little sheltered cove manner, resembles somewhat Burton’s * Anatomy of 

Thick clouds of mist the sea-weed drove, | Melancholy.” Washington Irving, G. P. R. James, 

and other eminent literary men, speak very highly 

j of the “Salad.” It is numerously illustrated, and 

issued, altogether, in quite an elegant style. With 

t persons of taste and reading especially it will be a 

That barren grave-yard on the height, ‘ great favorite, 

Ts fall ete Tia ee Vagabond Life in Mexico. By Gabriel Ferry. 1 
I linger, when the evening air vol. New York: Harper & Brothers.—The author 

of this book resided in Mexico for seven years, and 

O’erlooking far those slumb'ring wayes, is, we believe, an equally capable and reliable writer. 
That murmur ever of the sea “The Mexican Vagabond,” “The Franciscan Monk,” 

That lonely made the world to me. $“The Thieves Lawyer of Mexico,” and “The Pilot 
The volume is printed on handsome, hot-pressed 3 Ventura,” are among the characters sketched by 

paper, and reflects much credit on the publishers. % Mr. Ferry. The book is written in a brief, gossip- 

Short Sermons On Important Subjects. By Jona- I LE A HOMER CL Allg OLE 
than Edmondson, A. M. With an Introduction by “ lower cr = piheay ai ae ady ree 

Rev. J. P. Durbin, D. D, 1 vol. Philada: Leary ; ee pl ash ae SLI SRI LE EAS 
res 

I met but once my mother’s sight, 
For I was born the very night 
My father’s boat was washed on shore, 
Dismantled of its sail and oar. 

Falls softly on two narrow graves, 
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uw (etz.—The author of this fine octavo volume } 

is a Wesleyan minister in the British connexion.$ Yankee Travels Through the Island of Cuba. ~ By 
The sermons were first published, we believe, by 3 Demoticus Philalethes. 1 vol. New York: D. Apple- 

the Methodist Book Room in London. They come } ten & Co.—The writer of this book is an American, 

highly recommended, in an introduction from the who spent some time in Cuba, where he carefully 
pen of Dr. Durbin, well known as one of the most ‘ studied the men, government, laws and customs of 

cultivated and eloquent divines in the United States. tthe Island. The result is a work of considerablo 
The sermons are short and plain, devoted to uncon- value; quite thorough, if not exhaustive; and one 
troyerted moral and religious subjects, and written 3 * which we can recommend to the public. At present, 

in a pure and agreeable style. The volume contains when there is so much curiosity respecting Cuba, the 

over five hundred pages, and is printed with large ; book ought to have a large sale. 
und clear type, with more than ordinary neatness.} Gleanings. Some Wheat—Some Chaff. By Siss 

A handsome portrait of the author faces the title- 3 A. A. Goddard, 1 vol. New York: D, Appleton & 
page. Co.—A collection of short tales and sketches, of much 

The Spanish Conquest in America. By Arthur 3 more than average merit. The stories generally have 

Helps. 2 vols. New York: Harper & Brothers. that unity, which so many writers overlook; they are 

Philada: 7. B. Peterson.—The purposo of this work ¢ characterized by incident rather than by sentiment; 

is to detail, not merely the Spanish Conquest of {and they nearly all “point a moral.” Miss Goddard 
America, but also the results of that Conquest. The iS @ writer of whom we hope to hear more, The 

author aims to show how the extirpation of the native volume is very neatly printed. 

races came about, how other races were introduced, 3 A Treatise on Arithmetic, Theoretical and Prac- 

what colonial government prevailed, how slavery { tical. By Elias Loomis, L.L. D. 1 vol. New York: 
grew, and how the encomiendas, on which all Indian : \ Harper & LProthers.—This work aims at something 

society depended, were settled. His book aims, | more than being merely practical. Every principle 

therefore, at more than a mere narrative of events: } is sought to be developed in its natural order; every 

it is an effort at a philosophical history. There is § ; rule to be demonstrated rigorously, though briefiy: 
every indication of pains-taking on the part of Mr. § , in short, the pupil is taught to think, and not only 

Helps. The work is a duodecimo. ‘to learn by rote. We think the book an advance on 

1 vol, § most former arithmetics. 

PPP LLL LL 
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Jack Adams. PBy Captain Chamier. 
Philada: T. B. Peterson—The mutiny on board} Select Orations of M. T. Cicero, Translated by C. 
“The Bounty,” and the foundation, by the ring-¢D. Zouge. 1 vol. New York: Harper and Brothers. 

leader, of a colony in the South Seas, are events S Philada: T, B. Peteraon.—Another volume of that 

well known to the reading public. Capt. Chamier $ excellent sories, “Harper’s Classical Library.” For 

has made these transactions the subject of the pre- § what students call “a pony,” the translation is capi- 

sent novel, which is written with much power. ° tal. 

in the “Salad for the Social,” so that the work, inv 
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Doctor Antonio. By the author of “Lorenzo Be- 5 Rena; or, The Snow Bird. By Caroline Lee Henta 

noni.’ 1 vol. New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons.$1 vol, Philada: T. B. Peterson.—This has always 

Philada: JT. B. Peterson.—This is one of the most \ been one of the most popular of Mrs, Hentz’s novels, 

delightful novels in the language: in its way, indeed, ‘It is now re-published, in “ Peterson’s Series of Mrs, 

almost equal to the “Vicar of Wakefield.” What : Hentz’s Revised Novels,” in a style of great beauty. 

adds to its merit, at least in a literary point of view, The paper is thick, the type new, and the binding 

is the fact, that, although the author is an Italian } very elegant. Tn fact, no series of novels, issued in 

gontleman, it is written in the purest idiomatic Eng- ¢ the United States, equals this in typographical ap- 

lisk, so that no one would suspect that it came from } pearance. “Rena” is not only an appropriate book 

the pen of a foreigner. ‘The characters are sketched } for summer reading, but one that most persons would 

with great foree, and with a truth of detail that is { like to preserve in a library; and therefore this supe- 

wonderful. The progress of tho love, that grows up } riority should recommend the present volume to pur- 

between Lucy and her youthful doctor, is traced with chasers. ‘The price of “Rena,” as of all the other 

all the delicacy of a woman. The story is laid in } novels of the series, is $1,25, an astonishingly low 

Italy, and the descriptions of scenery are among the price, when we consider everything. 

most felicitous we have ever read: we realize, the } Trifleton Papers. By Trifle and the Editor. 1 

cloudless skies of Lombardy, the blue Mediterranean, } yol, Boston: Whittemore, Niles & Hall.—A series 
the delicious atmosphere, the mountains, the olives, } of meritorious articles on litegature, life, manners, 

the palm trees, Amid the trash, with which the press } and other topics, written with taste, intelligence and 

teems, it is a relief to discover such a book as this. § oeeasional humor. The volume is neatly printed. 

Yet we recommend it only to persons of culture and } phe «Trifleton Papers” had acquired quite a repu- 

refinement. Those who like the melo-dramatic, who } tation, before being collected, and while appearing 

must have highly seasoned dishes, will find little § in a New England journal. 

to admire in “Doctor Antonio.” For such, its flavor } 

is too exquisite, its bouquet too delicate. But those 
who have a sufficiently elevated taste, will see a 

thousand beauties in this charming tale, and will 

prefer it to any, or all of the spasmodic novels, 

which happen, just now, to be so popular. 

PAS. 

A Defence of the American Policy, as Opposed-to 
the Encroachments of Foreign Influence. And espe- 

cially to the Interference of the Papacy in the Poli- 

tical Interests and Affairs of the United States. By’ 

Thomas R. Whitney. 1 vol. New York: Dewitt & 

Davenport.—Neatly published, in duodecimo form, 
Homeric Ballads, and Comedies of Lucian. Trans- 3 with gilt muslin binding. 

lated by the late William Maginn, L.L. D. Anno- 

tated by Dr. Shelton Mackenzie. lvol. New York: 
Redjicld.—These translations have always been con- 

sidered, by competent critics, to reproduce, pre-emi- 

nently, the spirit of the originals. Maginn was a 

eapital Greek scholar, as well as a master of idiomatic 

English, which few such scholars are, so that he 

united the two qualifications most necessary for suc- 

cess in his undertaking, yet most rarely found to- 

gether. The annotations of Dr. Mackenzie add 

greatly to the value of the work. Whoever would 

know how and what Homer wrote, must read Maginn, 

and not Pope, or even Cowper or Sotheby. 

™ 

SICK-ROOM, NURSERY, &c. 

To Dress VEGETABLES FoR CnILpREN.—Their 
rice ought to be cooked in no more water than is 

necessary to swell it; their apples roasted, or stewed 

with no more water than is necessary to steam them; 

their vegetables so well cooked as to make them re- 

quire little butter, and less digestion; their eggs 

boiled slow and soft. The boiling of -their milk 
ought to be directed by the state of their bowels; if 

flatulent or bilious, a very little curry-powder may 

be given in their vegetables with good effect—such 

Paul Ferroll. A Tale. By the author of “IX as turmeric and the warm seeds (not hot peppers) 

Poems. Dy V.” 1 vol. New York: Redfield.—A 3 are particularly useful in such cases, 
story of very considerable merit, as is proved by the To Prepare Fruit ror Cattpren.—A for more 

fact, that it has already passed through four editions ; wholesome way than in pies or puddings, is to put 

in England. The London Globe says: “It is a book $ apples sliced, or plums, currants, gooseberries, &e., 

that will be very much read, talked about and mar- $ into a stone jar, and sprinkle among them as much 

velled at:” and in this opinion we coincide. The : sugar as necessary. Set the jar in an oven or ona 
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incidents are well managed, it has much originality, } hearth, with a tea-cupful of water to prevent the 

and it is put together, as a whole, in a highly artistic } fruit from burning; or put the jar into a sauce.pan 

manner. Many parts display very great power. Red- of water until its contents be perfectly done. Slices 

ficld has published “Paul Ferroll” in a neat duode- ? of bread or some rice may be put into the jar, to eat 

cimo, bound in cloth, for the comparatively low price : with the fruit. 

of $1,00. It can be sent by mail. $ Wuhirr Cavupte.—Make the gruel as above, strain 
The Museum, No. 18 of Harper's Story Books. , through a sieve, and stir it till cold. When to be 

New York: Harper & Brothere—This number is { used, sweeten it to taste, grate in some nutmeg, and 

devoted to explaining various curiosities, in a style ‘add a little white wine; a little lemon-peel or juice 

suitable to the juvenile intellect. Each number of is sometimes added. The yolk of an egg, well beaten, 

this serial is complete in itself, t may likewise be stirred in when the gruel is boiling. 
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Anotuer Recipe ror Arrow-Root.—Mix a des- 5 the cuttings, which when you have completed accord- 

sert-spoonful of arrow-root with a little cold water, } ing to directions, open the card, and a person may 

have ready boiling water in a kettle, pour it upon the } pass through. 

arrow-root until it becomes quite clear, keeping it 

stirred all the time; add a little sugar. Where milk 

may be taken, it is very delicious made in the same 

way with milk instead of water, a dessert-spoonful 

of arrow-root, and half a pint of milk; add a small 

bit of lemon-peel. 
Arrow-Roort ror InvAuips.—It is very necessary Two Anp A Busne..—This yery simple and amus- 

to be careful not to get the counterfeit sort; if genuine, $ ing game—we do not remember to have seen de- 

it is very nourishing, especially for persons with weak } scribed in any book of games—is played like 

bowels. Put into a saucepan half a pint of water, S draughts, by two persons with counters. Each 

grated nutmeg, and fine sugar; boil up once, then g player must have three, which should differ, of 

mix it by degrees into a dessert-spoonful of arrow- 3 couree, in form or color, so as to be distinguish- 

root, previously rubbed smooth with two spoonfuls { able—three half-pence against three pence or farth- 

of cold water. ings will do. Four lines, drawn transversely thus: 

Jewuies AND Meat Brorns, together with the 
various kinds of farinaceous food are the lightest on 

the stomach, as well as generally the most nutritious 

for an invalid. Milk preparations are good when 

the lungs are weak. Food that the stomach can 

digest without distressing the patient is the kind 

that gives actual strength. ; 
AnotueR GruEeL.—Boil a quarter of a pint of 

groats in a quart of water for about two hours, and 

strain through a sieve. Stir into the gruel a small 

piece of butter, and some sugar, nutmeg, or ginger, 
grated; or, if it be not sweetened, add a small pinch 

of galt. 
_ Baruey Groe..—Wash four ounces of pearl-bar- 
ley; boil it in two quarts of water with a stick of 

upon a slate or table, serve for the board, and the 

game is won when one of the players succeeds in 

placing his three men in a row; the opponent endea- 

voring to prevent it. Of course the centre hole is 

the best position, and he who plays first should take 

cinnamon, till reduced to a quart; strain and return it. ‘ 

it into the sauce-pan with sugar and three-fourths of PARADA ARPA III 

a pint of milk. Heat up, and use as wanted. 

Frour Caupie.—Mix, smoothly, a table-spoonful > HOUSEHOLD RECEIPTS. 

of flour with a gill of water; set on the fire in &; To Clean Floor-Cloth.—After sweeping and clean- 

sauce-pan a gill of new milk; sweeten it, and, when ; ing the floor-cloth with a broom ‘and damp flannel 

it boils, add the flour and water; simmer and es in the usual manner, wet them over with milk, and 

them together for a quarter of an hour. * rub them till beautifully bright with a dry cloth; 

Rice CaupLE.—This may be made with water or’ they will thus look as if they were rubbed first with 

milk; when it boils, add some ground rice, previously ? a waxed flannel, and afterward with a dry one, with- 

mixed smoothly with a little cold water; boil till? out being so slippery, or so soon clogging with dust 

thick enough, when sweeten it, and grate in nutmeg, } or dirt. 

or add a little powdered cinnamon. Camphor Soap.—Beat two ounces of bitter almonds, 

To Make Grori.—Mix a dessert-spoonful of fine } blanched, with half an ounce of camphor, in a mor- 

oatmeal or patent groats in two of cold water, add a! tar, until they are thoroughly incorporated. Then 

pint of boiling water, and boil it ten minutes, keep- add one pound of hard white soap, grated fine, and 

ing it stirred. mix the whole up with two ounces of benzoin. Form 

Imrration or Assrs’ Mitx.—Boil together equal ? jt into small cakes. 

quantities of new milk and water; sweeten with white 3 To Remove Iron-Mould—A celebrated chemist 

sugar-candy, and strain. recommends that the part stained should be remoist- 

? ened with ink, and this removed by the use of muri- 

¢ atic acid diluted with four or five times its weight of 

PUZZLES. water, when it will be found that the old and new 

Answer To Wonprer Puzzie.—Double the card-? stain will be removed simultaneously. 

board lengthways down the middle; then, the narrow Cleansing and Purifying Mixture for Carpets and 

way, cut first to the right, (nearly to the end) and} Floors.—Two gallons of soft water, four ounces of 

then to the left, and so on to the end of the card; } ammonia, half a pound of soft soap, boiled together 

open it then, and cut down the middle, leaving the ; and applied with flannel, and then rubbed with a dry 

two ends. The annexed diagram will guide you in { eloth. The above is a good purifier of floors. 

ee ee ee 
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RECEIPTS FOR THE TABLE. To Boil Vegetables.—Vegetables form a most im- 
To Pot Herrings.—Take from one to two dozen $ portant feature in the art of cooking. Much depends 

herrings according to the number you purpose pot- {upon boiling greens, arid the manner in which it is 
ting; choose them as large, fine, and fresh as you done. The water should be soft, a handful of salt 

can. Take two ounces of salt, one of saltpetre, two {Should bo thrown into the water, which should be 
of allspice, reduce them to an impalpable powder, ; made to boil before the greens are put in; it-should 

and rub them well into the herrings; let them remain $ then be made what cooks term “gallop,” the sauce- 

with the spice upon them eight hours to drain, wipe } : pan should be kept uncovered; when the greens sink, 

off the spice clean, and lay them in a pan on which they are done, and should be taken out, and quickly 

butter has been rubbed; season with nutmeg, mace, { 400. 

white pepper, salt, and one clove in powder, due: Lo Cure Soft Corne.—Bathe the foot in warm 

ounce each, save the last; lay in two or three bay 3 Water and soda every night for a month, 
leaves, cover with butter and bake gently three hours. 

When cold, drain off the liquor, pack the fish in the 

pots intended for their use, cover to the depth of half FASHIONS FOR JULY. 

an inch with clarified butter, sufficiently melted just Fiqa. 1.—An Evenrne Dress or A Dinner Dress, 

to run, but do not permit to be hot; they will be § suitable for a watering-place, of very fine green 
ready for eating in two days. plaid organdie. The skirt is trimmed with three 

Potted Lobsters.—Take out the meat as whole as {broad flounces. The corsage is low, made with a 

you can, split the tail, and remove the gut, if the deep point in front, a shorter one behind. ‘The 
inside is not watery udd it, and season with mace, i is of one full puff, confined above the elbow 
nutmeg, white pepper, salt, and one or two cloves in § with a band and a bow of ribbon, and terminated 
the finest powder; put a little butter at the bottom of with a scalloped ruffle. The under-sleeve is short, 
the pan, and the lobsters smooth over it, with bay $ and terminated by a ruffle of lace. Tho fichu is 

leaves between, and bake it gently. When ‘anes tate of Brussels net, thread lace, insertion and 
pour the whole on the bottom of a sieve, and with a} black velvet ribbon. Large bows ornament the front 
fork lay the pieces into potting jars, some of each } and shoulders. 

sort, with the seasoning about it; when cold, pour Fia. 1.—A Dress or Pink GRENADINE, StRIPED.— 

clarified butter over it, but if not, it will be good the: The skirt is trimmed with seren rather narrow 

day after it is done, and if seasoned high and thickly 3 flounces. These flounces are not woven expressly 
covered with butter, will keep some time. Potted g for the dress, but are made from the same piece as 
lobsters may be used cold, or as friceasee with cream ; the rest of the skirt. The corsage is high and close, 
sauce, S aiid ornamented with braces of ribbon which cross 

Tomato Sauce.—Weo subjoin two excellent recipes 3 on the front, and float down each sido in long ends. 
for making tomato sauce. The first is the Spanish : Black lace mantilla; point d’Alencon collar and 
method, and the other the French. 1. Cut six toma- ? sleeves, 

toes in half; press out their juice, and mix with it Fie. 11.—Tur Magnoria.—A basquine of black 
some gravy, tho fourth of a head of garlic, a little 8 silk, which may be worn without any other wrap on 
parsley, and a few drops of vinegar. ‘These must be $ the street, or if made smaller, as a house basque. 

boiled together for a short time and passed through ; The skirt is very deep, and made sufficiently full to 
& sieve. : fit with ease over the hips. It is trimmed with two 

Second. Cut ten or a dozen tomatoes into quar- } rows of deep lace headed with narrow black velvet 

ters, and put them into a saucepan, with four onions } ribbon. Four rows of narrow yelvet ribbon, cross 

sliced, a little parsley, thyme, one clove, and a quar- S over the shoulders like braces. ‘The sleeves ara 

ter of a pound of butter. Place the saucepan on the } made with three deep caps, edged with lace, and 

fire for three-quarters of an hour, occasionally stir- ornamented with strips of black velvet. 

ring the contents; then strain the sauce througha’$ Fi¢.1y.—Tue Danuta Basquine.—This remark- 

fine sieve. ; ably elegant dress is composed drouget, worked with 
To Prepare Chocolate.—According as you intend } small bunches of flowers. The body is high, very 

to make this, either with milk or water, put a cup of : ; close-fitting, trimmed with a bertha like the dress, 

one or the other of these liquids into a chocolate-pot : forming a point in front and a less decided one on 
with one ounce of cake chocolate. Some persons { the shoulder. The sleeve has two stories, and forms 

dissolve the chocolate before they put it into tho ¢ @ point on one side rather behind. The front of the 

milk. As soon as the milk or water begins to boil, | body, the edge of the bertha, each row of the sleeve, 

mill it; when the chocolate is dissolyed and begins | and the bottom of the basque are trimmed with 

to bubble, take it off the fire, letting it stand near it } small velvet hanging buttons. 
for a quarter of an hour, then mill it again to make; Fie. vy.—Tne Drocene.—A beautiful mantle, com- 
it frothy; afterward serve it out in cups. The choco- posed of black net foundation, (which comes expressly 

late should not be milled unless it is prepared with | for such purposes,) crossed by bands of black vel- 
cream; chocolate in cakes should always be made use ! vet in a diamond shape, with the ends of the velvet 

of in ices and dragees. | ‘forming loops at the bottom. A rufile of black silk 
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trimmed with three rows of black velvet, and 2 nar-} employed in great quantities for trimmings. The 

row fringe is box-plaited on beneath these loops. ; most fashionable sleeves are those composed of puff- 

Below this ruffle is a second net foundation, crossed } ings, terminated by frills. A pretty style of sleeve 

by black velvet ribbon edged with fringe, and beneath } for silk dresses consists of one puff and a frill, with 

this again is another rufile of black silk, much wider > an under-sleeve of muslin, formed of a large puff 

than the first, trimmed with four rows of velvet and : striped with ribbon. This under-sleeve is set ona 

fringe. } band at the wrist, and with it is worn a bracelet of 

Fie. vi.—Breten.Le-pertae with SLerves.— ribbon, fastened by a bow of the same. 

This sort of berthe, which is now exceedinly fash- } SiErEves for mornings have only a plain wristband. 

ionable, is intended to be worn in evening costume, ; Those made of jaconet embroidered in satin-stitch 

with a dress of colored silk. The foundation is} are also very appropriate for dishabille; tho collar 

black tulle, and it is trimmed with rows of narrow ; should be of the same. 

black velvet and black lace. The sleeves may be} Bonnurs of black lace are in high favor. They 

either of white muslin, tulle, or net, and trimmed ; are usually trimmed with rich scarlet or pink flow- 

with rows of velvet and lace, At the inner part of $ ers, or clusters of fruit. These bonnets are becom- 

the arm the sleeve is slightly gathered up by a bow ; ing to almost any face, and will be very beautiful 

of colored ribbon. A bow of the game confines the } for fall wear. 
bretelles in front of the waist. 

Fig. vil.-—BRETELLE-BERTHE WITHOUT SLEEVES.— 

This, like the berthe (Fig. VI,) has a foundation of 
black tulle, with rows of black velvet and black in- 

sertion running tranversely. Under the rows of in- 

sertion are runnings of colored ribbon. The berthe 3 silk, trimmed with rows of netted fringe. The body 

is edged with a full trimming of black lace. On the } and sleeyes are of white embroidered muslin. 
shoulders are small epaulettes formed of colored rib- ; Fic. u.—Frock ror A CHILD FROM ONE TO THREE 

bon, cut in points, and from each point is suspended } Years or Agr.—The skirt has three flounces, com- 
a black silk tassel. This berthe is suitable to be} posed of wide embroidered ruffling. The body and 
worn with an evening dress of colored silk, barege, : braces are trimmed with rufiling in the same style, 

or muslin. By a young lady, it may be worn with a but narrower. 

white muslin dress, and the effect will be found to be Fig. 11.—Dress For A LittLe Boy oF FRoM FOUR 
very pretty if the berthe be trimmed with pink or} ro six Years or Acr.—The frock is of dark blue 

blue ribbon. poplin, plain. The corsage is high, not fitting very 

Fig. vut.—Wuite Sirk Bonnet, ornamented with 3 tightly, and finished with a lappet or basque. The 

narrow colored yvelvets and white blonde; inside } sleeves are demi-long and terminated with a turned 

trimming blonde and foliage. up cuff. The trimming for the skirt, lappets and 

Fig. rx.—Wuite Sirk Bonnet, embroidered with % sleeves is of black velvet and buttons. White cam- 

straw, and trimmed with bands of black velvet, black 3 bric under-sleeves and collar. Straw cap with a blue 
blonde, and fruit. Inside with blonde with a single ¢ velvet band. 

bouquet of cherries. GENERAL RemMArnks.—For summer silks, bareges, 

GeNERAL RewaAnks.—Many of the new dresses } chalis, &c., flounces are very popular for little girl’s 

have the skirts set on in flat plaits, and though they ; wear. Even Chambray’s and plain chintzes are fre- 

hoop out at the lower part, yet at the top they sit} quently ruffled, the ruffles being scalloped and but- 

more closely to the figure than hitherto. Some of ; ton-holed with white working cotton. White dresses 

the Parisian modistes are making dresses with the ‘also are flounced with expensive worked rufiling, 

skirts rather short in front, and drooping a little } Chintzes and lawns are usually tucked with three or 

behind, so as to form a demi-train. A grass-cloth, } four wide tucks, or several small ones; and this is 

crinoline, or moreen petticoat, should always be? the most common style for white dresses as well as 

flounced, if the dress is desired to “stand out.” § for bareges. Basques of black silk, white pique, or 

Nothing can be more ungraceful than a hoop, : brilliantine are very popular. When made of a thin 

whereas, a flounce on the petticoat always makes} material, there is usually a slight fulness at the 

the skirt fall elegantly. Some have two flounces on } waist, which is gathered into a belt and terminated 

the petticoat, the lower and wider one passing all } by a deep ruffle, which forms a kind of skirt. For 

around, but the upper one not meeting for the space } common or school wear, these are sometimes made 
of nearly half a yard in front. of plain blue, green, pink, or buff lawn, Chambray 

Corsacres have of late undergone no material or chintze. A straight sleeve, confined by a band 
modification; the basque is generally long. For $ around the wrist, is always worn with these. 

very thin or “wash dresses,” the corsage is fre-; For Boy’s Wear, the dress in the style of the 

quently made low in the neck, and of course with- one in the children’s fashion plate, is very popular 

out a basque. A pretty fitting cape, trimmed with } for a boy up to the age of five or six years. Many 

braces, can be worn over this kind of dreas. Passe- , parents, however, are ambitious of seeing their sons 

menterie and ribbons matching the dress are still} in “pants” at a much earlier age than this, and for 

CHILDREN’S FASHIONS. 
Fig. 1.—DRESS FOR A LITTLE GIRL FROM FOUR TO 

E1gnT YEARS oF AGE.—The skirt and braces are of 
ee 

\ 

Yer a. 
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such the pantaloons are made of single-milled cassi- ; 
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to the top of the boot. Sacques of chalais, de lain, 

mere, reaching about half way below the knee. The; cashmere, or velvet. are worn with these pants, 

outside seam, and the bottom of the legs, are gene- 

rally embroidered. A dimity or worked ruffle falls 

though some prefer a more tightly fitting jacket, 

which buttons on to the waistband of the pants. 
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PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

Wat tae Press Sars.—We owe it to the public 

and to ourselves to state how generally the press 
pronounces “ Peterson” the best and cheapest of the 

Magazines. Says the veteran Newport (R. I.) Mer- 
cury:—“That it is the cheapest Lady’s Book, all 

things considered, no one can deny.” Says the Salem 

(N. Y¥.) Press:—“ Although the subscription is but 
two dollars per year, yet it is not a whit behind the 

three-dollar Magazines, in point of real merit and 
artistic skill.” Says the Mercer (Pa.) Democrat:— 

“Tt is decidedly the cheapest and best Magazine ex- 

tant.” Says the Mining (Pa.) Register:—“ We must 
say that we greatly prefer this Magazine to any of 

the Ladies’ Books now published.” The superiority 

of “Peterson” in its fashion department and in the 

merit and originality of its stories, is continually 

mentioned. Says the Liberty (Md.) Bannor:—“ Pe- 

terson’s Magazine should receive the greatest encour- 

agement from the ladies, for whom the Magazine is 

particularly intended, for giving the latest fashions 

first”’ Says the Union (Va.) American:—* The list § 

of contributors is amongst tho ablest that the coun- 
try can furnish. Its pages are filled with entirely 

original matter.” Tho Harrisonburg (Va.) Democrat 
says:— Peterson is going ahead of all his cotem- 

poraries in making his Magazine attractive to the 
ladies.” The New Lisbon (Wis.) Republican says:— 
‘We have seen many of the numerous Magazines of 

our country, but never one that is in any way equal 

to Peterson’s either in style of print, fashions, pat- 
terns or miscellany.” And the Sherburne (N. Y.) 
Democrat says truly:—‘In this work there are im- 

provements going on every month.” 

Postage on “Perterson.”—No number of this 
Magazine ever weighs more than five ounces. By 

law, the postage is one cent for periodicals that weigh 

“errr 

New Vouiune with THis Numper.—With this 

number begins the thirtieth yolume of “Peterson.” 

For fifteen years the proprietor has published this 

Magazine, every year with an increased and increas- 

ing list. It is more flourishing, to-day, than over 

before. Of the scores of Magazines, published in the 

United States, but two exceed it in circulation. Jt 

ia the only American periodical that has never retro- 

gaded, Subscribers for the new volume are already 

pouring in, so that, a month hence, we shall have a 

larger list than ever. As the editor and publisher 

leaves no effort untried to render “ Peterson,” each 

month, more popular than the last, he feels certain, 

that, in this rapidly growing country, the circulation 

of the Magazine must increase continually. All he 

asks is that each subscriber would procure some 

friend to subscribe. Try! 
ee 

A Prerrumep Breatu.—A cotemporary says:— 

‘Who would have a disagreeable breath, when by 

using the ‘Balm of a Thousand Flowers’ as a denti- 
Ane, the breath would not only be rendered sweet, but 

the teeth left white as alabaster? Many persons do 

not know their breath is bad, and the subject is so 

delicate that their friends will never mention it. 

Pour a single drop of the ‘Balm’ on a tooth-brush 

and wash the teeth night and morning.” A fifty cent 

bottle will last a year. “The Balm” can be had at 

any of the leading drug-stores, anywhere in the 

United States. 
-_- - = 

Two DotzaArs A Yrar.—Can two dollars be spent 
in any other way so economically as in a subscrip- 

tion for “Peterson?” Why, the engravings alone 
are worth two dollars! The fashions are worth two 

dollars! The embroidery and other patterns ara 

worth two dollars! The tales are worth two dollars! 

» The receipts, toilet-table, &c. &e., are worth two 

three ounces, and an additional cent for each addi- 3 dollars. When two dollars is spent in other ways, 
tional ounce. “Peterson” pays for five ounces, or} the pleasure is gone immediately; but two dollars - 

three cents a number. But this is the price only 

when each number’s postage is paid on its being 

paid in advance, on the receipt of the first number, 

and so on quarterly through the year, the postage 

expended for “ Peterson” gives pleasure cyery month, 

* and for years after. 

taken out of the office. If three months postage is } 
How to Remit.—In remitting, write legibly, at 

the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 
is, by law, reduced one half. To all subscribers, { state. Bills, current in the subscriber’s neighbor- 

therefore, who pay the postage on “ Peterson” quar- 

terly, in advance, it ta but one cent and a half a num- 

ber, or eighteen cents a year. ‘This will be clear to 

any one who will read the last law regulating postage. 

Enciose A Sraup.—Letters, requiring an answer, 

must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 

hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred.. If 

the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 
delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 

Back Numpers.—We are able to supply back 
numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 

stereotyped. We shall nero LPS every number of 

the year. 
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MY FIRST DAY AT CAPE MAY, 

BY A. L. OTIS. 

Iv was my first day at the Cape. After the § I wade out a few yards, and see advancing, 

ceremony of breakfast, I was told that a walk on } rising before my terrified eyes, a giant breaker! 

the beach was a matter of course. Found the? Horror! It is the whole ocean coming to over- 

beach to consist of a long, yellow, soft sand, } whelm me! There has not been such a moun- 

endless, tame-looking breakers, any number of gan of a billow ever seen at Cape May before. 

decaying jelly-fish and horse-shoes strewn in ; I must escape it. I turn to run back. Itstrikes 

the way, a sultry air, a broiling sun, a few ‘me on the shoulder as if with ‘¢a thousand of 

pretty girls, hundreds of weary-looking boys, @ S brick,” and I lie flat, with my nose deep in the 

thousand and three crying babies, and ogling sand. I struggle up. Another blow comes full 

nurses. on the back of my head. I fall before it, and 

I want rest after it, and try for it on the gasping struggle up again. Another, and an- 

upper piazza, with the glare of the white houses, other overthrow! I am breathless, exhausted. 

red roofs, yellow sands, and glittering sun-line I think I am done for, but Miss , like a 

on the sea, by way of repose for the eyes. highly amused guardian angel in a bathing- 

Between eleven and twelye comes the bath— ; dress, extends her hand to me. I grasp it like a 

the felicity and object of the sea-shore visit. I ‘drowning man. She turns me to face the waves, 

am so impatient to feel the briny element, that } bids me do as she does, bows her head, holds 

after the hurry of undressing, I issue from the } out her hands like a diver, and the breaker 

close dressing-box feeling up to fever heat, and ; passes over us. I am lifted a little, but set 

I think my brave, new flannel suit of red and } gently down again. It was ecstasy! 

blue, most uncommonly rough and thick. The; Again and again I try it. Deliriums of joy: 

tide is coming in. I bound barefoot to meet it— :1 forget even Miss ——, and dive headforemost 

and see on the sands, timidly toying with the ; into the billows. I rush to meet them. I jump 

kissing waves, the pretty Miss of Chesnut ;on their backs. I ride on their combs, or I let 

street. them roll over me. I patronize a timid man at 

I feel elated instantly and rushin. The wave ‘my elbow. ‘Come on,” I say, “Tl tell you 

seems frightened at my boldness, and runs out 3 how to take them!’ I am in the thickest of the 

before me. I scarcely splash my knees, when bathers, and amid the roar of waves, am driven 

suddenly it turns at bay—it rears in air—it : wild with excitement by the shouts of laughter, 

menaces—it strikes me in the face! Ehue! I} bursts of noisy merriment, and little jolly female 

have turned a summerset and am flat on my back ? shrieks of fun. All are wild with excitement, 

at Miss ’s feet. She presses the laughter } ducking, diving, splashing, floating, rollicking. 

back into her mouth with both hands. She} ‘‘See now, I am farther out than anybody. 

will remember this when she sees me in proper } Hurrah!” I press on, and look back with 

fashionable trim, promenading Walnut street ’ encouragement to others. ‘Come on, come on,” 

some Sunday afternoon. I shall always look iI cry, ‘‘better swimming here, don’t be afraid.” 

like a porpoise to her! I think of this, and: ‘Look out for holes and undertow,’’ a hoarse 

gasp, and blush, and rise. I tremble, and look ‘old bather shouted to me, but I did not know 

to see how others do. One man sees a breaker { what he meant until I was suddenly off my feet, 

coming, he bows his head. It passes over him. and in taking to swimming found it almost 

He is safe. I will do just so, impossible to make head-way. 

Vou. XXX.—6 
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I shouted a warning to those nearest me. 
PLP OL LL OLA LEELA pape 

} eggs in a wash-basin. ‘Should that even be 
They thought I begged for help. ‘*Man drown- ; the case in this instance,” I reply, “I could not 
ing, man drowning!” was the cry. It flew from ‘help finding this omelette delicious.” ce Ah,?* 
one group to another. I saw the thousands of } 
bathers, rushing, struggling, flying out of the 

he says, ‘‘your ocean appetite has come then.” 
But when I try to rise from the table what ails 

water, and never stopping until they all stood ;me? I am lame—I am bruised, I can’t move 
dripping and staring on shore, as if each had 
thought himself, or herself, the unfortunate 
wretch in extremity. I began to laugh—they 
looked so like shoals of herring driven ashore, 
and reared up on their dorsal extremities to 

gape at the pursuing whale—myself. 
i swam grandly in, with the whole ocean to 

myself until among the breakers. Then came 

the rough and tumble again. The frightened 
bathers gradually ventured back. I received 
numberless congratulations, and some black 
looks. They all said my unconsciousness of 
danger had saved me. 

Up in a little ten-foot square oven—after a 
sandwich and sangaree, I slept until dinner like 
a log; but hunger awaked me in time to be ready 
when the gong sounded. I rushed with the rest 
and ate a good dinner, with band playing, knives 
clashing, waiters tramping, and wiping the sweat 
from their brows with the napkins under their 
arms, when they could get a private opportunity, 

that is, when the head waiter left the room. 

“Waiter?” calls a tardy individual, bring 
me some hot corn,” 

‘*Yes, sa, "mediately, sa.” 

I see waiter behind tardy individual gathering 
the ears left in the dishes. He rushes to the 
kitchen and emerges with ‘hot corn,” or corn 
that ought to be hot, for it has, perhaps, been 
boiled ten times, 

Tardy individual declares it tastes like bean- 
skins and dish-water. His nauseated look con- 
firms his veracity. I finish my dinner with an 
omelette soufie—although my friend whispers 
that he once saw them, at some hotel, beating up 

ovrevy 

| without pain—I am black and blue. Those buf- 
fetting billows, those boisterous waves have done 
it! 

“But let them thus bang— 
Id bear it all for bathing.” 

Ihave engaged my room for amonth. Nothing, 
not scanty fare, not mosquitoes, nor nightly suf- 
focation, shall prevent my knowing wild delight 
at least once in the day—at a game of romps 
with old Nep. 

After dinner, I hire, with a party of gentle- 
men, one of those huge, yellow wagons, driven 
by an old Jersey man, and we go to the lily 
pond and blackberry field. I come home loaded 
with flowers and fruit like a market donkey. 
That evening a little crown of lilies and wild 
roses decked Miss ’s glossy black hair at 
the ‘‘hop,” and they made her forget my mis- 
haps of the morning. She deigned to dance 
several Schottishes with me, and then we had a 
long tete-a-tete moonlight walk on the sands. To 
be sure thousands walked and rode about us, but 
we were alone, for we forgot that there were 
other individuals in the world. It was the first 
such tete-a-tete for either of us. We are both still 
in what our parents call early youth, though I 
can’t quite agree with them as regards myself. 

Though we were oblivious of all the world, it 
was not quite so forgetful of us, and Miss s 
aunt and brother came to join us, and so recalled 
us from our solitary island of bliss to the swarm- 
ing shore of Cape May, where may we walk every 
remaining night of this happy season! 

P. S.—Bah! the little tell-tale. Everybody 
calls me ‘*Porpoise Brown,” 

TO MAY, AT SIXTEEN. 

BY ELLEN LOUISE CHANDLER, 

Farrer and purer I could not wish thee, 

Dearer and sweeter thou mayest not be— 
With what good wish shall my heart enrich theo, 

Breathing its prayer o'er the Summer lea? 

I'll ask for thee, love, the key-note of Heaven, 
Waking thy heart from its innocent sleep— 

Quenching thy blush when thy troth-plight is given, 

OP AP LA PPL 
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Pll ask for thee, love, which shall cherish thee solely, 
Taking thy name for the watch-word of life— 

Alone like thy nature—pure, rev’rent and holy, 
To worship as angel, and bless thee as wife. 

And when from thy heart’s book my poor name has 
faded 

Like rose-buds once gaily bound up with thy hair, 
With the tears of a bliss that for rapture must } Perchance these few lines with my fond wishes laded, 

weep. May mind thee of her whose best gift is a prayer. 



ALICE READE. 

BY VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND. 

‘‘MisERABLY unfortunate and poor. His wife;a lesson that was not in the text-book that 

and child in actual need of life’s comforts! Oh! summer. 

Lucius! Lucius! I am revenged now,” and a: Alice,” said the young man, brushing away 

smile, sad even in its triumph, curled over the the rich curls that leaned over the girl’s bowed 

beautiful mouth of the speaker. forehead as they stood by the old farm-gate on 

She was young, so young that you would have } the last night of his stay in Meadow Brook. ‘I 

hesitated whether to write her girl or woman, } give you my heart. Take and keep it. I must 

and her only beauty were her mouth and eyes. } go out into the world and win me a name and a 

The one was large, but soft, sweet, flexible, the } place there, and then I will come back to you.” 

responsive instrument on which her soul always} ‘‘I will take and keep it till I give back both 

struck its infinitudes of emotion and feeling. }to God,” answered the girl, solemnly, and so 

The eyes were large and deep, a translation of 3 they parted. 

her soul rather than her heart, as perhaps eyes} She had been true to him—through the dark 

oftenest are. ‘triumph of her face comes a softer light with 

Up and down her chamber with that sad, bitter ‘the thought. True, when temptations thickened 

smile on her lips, Alice Reade walked many } about her—when her father died, and she came 

times. The velvet carpet, its dark groundwork } to her. fashionable cousins in New York, and 

piled with Sorrento roses, cushioned her feet. 3 entered upon that new life of wealth and luxury. 

Soft landscapes of the Rhine, intermingled with { Piquant and impulsive, graceful, and some- 

wild pictures of Alpine scenery, leaned down to \ times beautiful, it was not strange she created 

her from their oval frames, but heedless of all an unusual sensation. But the dreaming, fair- 

the beauty about her, its mistress walked amid } haired youth, whose rapt eyes leaned over his 

it, her soul wrapped in a joy which the angels } easel in the fourth story of an old building, in 

must have written sin, an obscure street of the metropolis, owned the 

And yet you should pity her, for great had 3 heart that no princely fortune could have bought. 

been her wrong. She had the elements of a 3 Alice’s relative was an intriguing, worldly woman. 

very noble nature too, but her mother had died 3 She had no children of her own, and whatever 

before Alice met her tenth summer, and there ; of affection could exist in such a nature was be- 

was none that understood her deep, emotional * stowed on the orphan. Mr. Reade was a widower 

nature, her impulsive, poetic temperament. Sand a millionaire; and if his life was leaning 

Her father was a plain, practical farmer, {down to the shadows of sixty, he thought that 

whose being was absorbed in the few acres ’ was no reason why he should not have a young 

which lay around his yellow brown homestead, and beautiful wife to preside over the elegant 

and he regarded Alice as a remarkably sensible § home, whose foundations were already laid on 

child, because she always preferred books to } Fifth Avenue. 

dolls and bonnets. She attended the village } ‘‘She’ll throw herself away on that handsome 

school until she was eighteen, for her father was } young painter, and starve to death in a garret,”’ 

indulgent to a fault, and though he fumed and ; mused Mrs. Henley, between her lunch and her 

fretted over the semi-annual school bills, he } lap-dog, after a long interview with Mr. Reade. 

never had the heart to withdraw Alice from the <“T’d forbid him the house, but Alice is such 

studies she loved. There she met Lucius Brante. } a high-spirited girl. A little diplomacy will 

How the thoughts of the proud woman reach off } succeed best with her. It would only be doing 

to that hour, and drag it up to the present! ‘ the child a life-long favor too.” 

He was poor, an artist, and a school-teacher, «We'll see!” significantly perorated the portly 

with an earnest, msthetic nature, and much of } lady, os she divided a slice of cake with her 

that social magnetism that attracts the sympathy } canine favorite. 

of others. ‘¢ Alice?” 

Alice was his pupil. I do not know how it ‘Aunt? and the girl’s bright face leaned 

happened, but both teacher and scholar learned ' over the balustrade. 
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D4 ALICE READE. 

*‘Here’s a letter for you I found among my ‘Well, Alice, what ean I do for you this 
cards after dinner. I forgot to hand it to you. } ) morning 2” 
Excuse moi! What, not dressed yet for the Mr. Reade leisurely drew on his glasses as he 
party?’ As Alice came eagerly down the stairs, } asked the question, glancing admiringly at the 
her eyes brightening at the well known chiro- } \ graceful position of his wife, as she sat in her 

graphy. ;  easy-chair, her head cushioned on its crimson 

‘‘No; but I shall be in half an hour,” and she : back, 
went back to her room. He was a portly, pompous-looking man, with 

No one saw her again that night. That letter } a shrewd, self-satisfied kind of physiognomy—a 

struck out all the light, and joy, and faith of } fine, well, unreserved elderly gentleman on the 

OL 

Alice Reade’s life! whole. 

Two months later there was a wedding, and ‘‘T thank you. I don’t want anything, Mr. 

a very gorgeous one, at the residence of Mrs. } Reade, unless ” 
Henley. Alice was the wife of the millionaire. **Well, speak out, my dear, for I ought to 

Well, he was a good, indulgent sort of hus- 3 haye been on Wall street an hour ago.” 
band, and loved his young wife better even than} ‘Didn’t you promise me a new diamond pin, 
he did his house and his horses, which is saying } last week?” She looked up from the figures on 
a great deal, for these were his passions. ‘the rug with a smile dimpling her mouth, which 

And Alice. I have given you the key-note to few husband’s would have resisted. 

her life. You can feel the sadness of the heart} ‘So I did, dear child, and I see you want it 
hymns amid all the earth-glare and luxur y:  to- night for the party. Well, you shall have it 
through which it rises. \ for two kisses.” 

‘Yes, it is my triumph hour now, Lucius } ; ‘‘No, I shan’t either, for I’ve pins enough 

Brante,” murmurs the lady, as she twined the } already, but,” crossing her hands coaxingly on 
watch-chain round her white fingers, still pacing ; Shis arm, “I want the money very much for 
up and down the chamber floor. Oh! what a ; something else. It’s a great secret, so don’t, 
heart was that you slighted, what a love was please, ask me anything about it, only say I 
that you spurned! } may have it.” 

“You would never have come to what you are ‘‘A thousand dollars to throw away on a 

now if I had heen your wife. My genius would} secret. Extravagant, Alice!” Mr. Reade drew 

have stimulated, my affection would have in-}in his breath, but there was a smile lurking in 

spired you! But you knew I was poor, and you 3 his eyes, and his wife knew all was right. 

thought if you married a rich woman—your$ ‘Send up the note before eleven—please, Mr. 

designs were frustrated finely though, weren’t ! Reade!” were the words that followed the mil- 

they? In less than a year her father died in- lionaire down stairs. 

solvent, and you had a pretty, helpless little girl; Let us change the scene. 

on your hands, who, if she had strength to love, It was a high chamber, in a dilapidated brick 

hadn’t sense to appreciate you. row, and miserably destitute. A few ashes were 

‘Well, you deserve it all, and I’m glad of it. }smouldering on the hearth, and by this sat a 
I wouldn’t give one cent of the thousands I pos- : shivering, starving mother and her child, 

sess to Bae you, or your wife, or child from; ‘‘Mother, mother, won’t papa come home 

starvation,’ and the lady brought down her: } pretty soon, and bring Newell a nice cake?” said 

clenched hand on the table. S the boy. 

No, not on the table, but on a book that lay } **I hope so, dear little boy. Oh, if he only 
there. No wonder the flush and the scorn went {can sell one of the pictures!” It was pitiful, 
out from the lady’s face, for that book was her {the sob in the woman’s voice, the tone half 
mother's Bible, and the old days when she read 3 hopeful, half despairing, in which she spoke 
it at her knee, came like far travellers away from this. She was young and very pretty still, even 
her life’s morning, and stood still and reproach- with her pale, pinched face, and the sorrow that 
fully about her. She bowed down her fair face $ looked out of her large, blue eyes. 
on the old brown cover and wept, and the angel There was no great force of character in the 
in her heart lifted his head and whispered, ‘ or- \ face, itis true. You felt it was not one to meet 
give even as ye would be forgiven.” There was a calmly, defiantly, the great trial hours of life, 
long, fierce struggle betwixt the good and the } but it was sweet, womanly, and oh, so very. sor- 

: 

: 
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evil in the soul of Alice Reade that night. But} rowful! 

there was a new beauty on her face, the beauty of } The boy, of some five summers, was not like 

peace when at last it was lifted from the old Bible. his mother. The tone of his face, from the 

* 
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broad forehead, to the small, full mouth, was) prayer of the artist seemed a heart hallelujah, 

stronger and deeper. . Even his large, hazel eyés that must have reached up through the song 

and brown hair were his father’s. » of seraph and archangel to the Death White 

And then to think of the husband and the} Throne! 
father, with his sensitive, cesthetic nature, and § Again we change the scene. 

his proud, high spirit reduced to this! Oh, ‘Well, Watkins, my good man, did you get 

Lucius Brante, it might have been weakness ’ the pictures?” 

aud sin, but it was hardly strange that you had Alice Reade asked the question with breathless 

gone out from the old chamber that day, with eagerness, as she met her servant at the door. 

these words in your heart, ‘‘ Success or suicide!’”?} ‘Yes, ma’am; here they are safe and sound, 

The boy drew up closer to his mother, and} four of ’em,” said the man, bustling mysteri- 

she put her arms tenderly about him, but she} ously into the apartment, and depositing the 

did not speak for fear the tears would come. } large package on the table, for Watkins was an 

With all his rare gifts, the artist father had especial favorite with both his master and mis- 

never painted so touching a picture. ; tress. 

Another hour went by, and there was the} ‘And did you see the artist?” 
quick ring of feet on the old staircase, and} ‘*Yes, ma’am, and paid the thousand dollars 

something in the sound which gave a new spring into his own hands. He seemed struck dumb 

of hope to the hearts that beat low by the dying } with astonishment. Tle’s had some hard tussels 

ashes. ’ with life, Ireckon. Somehow it did me good to 

The door burst open, and Lucius ene plank down the money,” added the shrewd, but 

rushed wildly in, and threw a heavy purse into $ kind-hearted man seryant. 

his wife’s lap. Was the man mad? For he} ‘And you remembered my charge? And he 

clasped her and the frightened child one mo- } thought they were purchased for yourself?” 

ment in his arms and threw them up, triumph- { ‘‘In course he did. I could have got them for 

antly laughing and shouting, while the tears} twentieth part of the money, but you said he 

ran down his proud face, as they would down} was to have it all: and so I set my own price. 

the face of a little child. : Will you have ’em hung in the parlor?” 

‘What does it mean, Lucius—speak tome?”} ‘No. I will take care of them, Not even Mr. 

gasped the young wife, shaking from head to Reade must know I have purchased them. You 

foot. > understand, Watkins?” 

‘‘T haye saved you, Helen, Newell! Thank There was a significant answer in the man’s 

God—thank God! ‘There is a thousand dollars 3 face as he bowed himself out of the room, 

in that purse. Oh, it seems as if I must be?  Alice’s aunt was dying. 

dreaming, as if this great, sudden good could » Alice, Alice, come nearer to me,” said the 

dying woman, and she drew down her cousin’s 

‘And who was it bought them, Lucius?’ } head almost to her lips. 

asked the wife, through end tears. Alice Reade’s face grew white as the death- 

«The man’s name (blessings on it!) was Wat-! stricken one beneath it, while the struggling, 

kins. He bought four of my pictures, selecting } disjointed sentences came over Mrs. Henley’s 

them from all the others in the collection, and ; lips. 

paid me two hundred and fifty dollars a-piece! $ «That letter—you remember? Lucius Brante 

Ife was a plain, ordinary-looking sort of man: did not write it. He knew nothing of it. He 

too, apparently not much of a connoisseur in ‘ was not false to you. I wrote it, that you might 

paintings either. But I could have fallen down \ marry > « sudden convulsion left her speech- 

at his feet and worshipped him!” ; less, but her dying eyes prayed ‘ Forgive me!” 

‘Papa, papa, did you bring your little boy; This last year had made Alice Reade a better 

the cake?” and the soft cheek of the child was ; woman, and < white as sy abe the va 

ressed up to his father’s. ‘tion of those dim eyes with solemn earnestness, 

: ‘*No, ie gathering him to his heart, ehut } ‘May God forgive you, aunt Jane, freely as I 

papa will get you a dozen now: and Newell and do!’ and taking that forgiveness with it, the 

mamma shall never be hungry again. We will nome wae Hgaley ret out from that gorgeous 

have a fire, and such a supper as we haven’t } death chamber to 1ts God, 

had for rear God has re his angel when: Five years had passed. The Florence sunset 

the darkness was deepest. Let us thank Him,” looked serenely into the studio of the artist, and 

and they knelt down there, on the old hearth- ; the light Florence winds moved up from the val- 

bricks, in the gathering night darkness, and the lies, where they had lain bound all day among 
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96 THE LILACS WERE IN BLOOM. 

the tall grass and the rich crimson blooms. ‘It A mother and her child sat together over a 

is very beautiful,’ said the lady, breaking the } heap of smouldering ashes. 

long silence which had followed a longer con-{ Both were very beautiful, but there was a 

versation, as she turned her deep eyes from the mingling of despondency and tenderness in the 

purple clouds to her companion’s face. ‘inother’s face—a look of patient waiting in the 

“Yes, Alice, very beautiful. Do you remem-$ boy’s dark eyes, which over-reaches all descrip- 

ber how we used to watch them at the kitchen } tion. 
window of the old yellow brown homestead, ten} ‘God must have sent His angel to that man’s 

years ago?” ‘heart, or he would never have bought my pic- 

The beautiful eyes filled with tears. There ¢ tures. I always believed it, Alice.” 

was another long pause. ’ And the artist’s soul glowed in his proud face 

“It is very strange I met you among the } as he turned it to his companion. 
mountains last week, neither knowing that the * Their eyes met a moment. Lucius Brante had 

other was widowed; neither dreaming that the } read them many times before. It was hardly 
heart of each was true to its first love!” * strange that he now translated the thought, which 

‘‘You will forgive aunt Jane, Lucius? She } the lips beneath them would not for worlds have 

toned me, and it was her ambition instigated } uttered. 
the falsehood.” The lady’s tones were very ‘* Alice, you had something to do with those 

earnest. pictures!” 
‘‘Certainly, Alice. God has reached out to Her tears answered him. An hour later he’ 

me so many rich blessings, that there is only } had drawn all from her—an hour later he knew 

room for gratitude in my soul. Look there. \ she was the earthly Saviour of himself, his wife 

It was just as I saw them when I broke into } and his child! 

the chamber (hat night, when the turning point} It was one of life’s consecrated hours. I can- 

in my career came, and I have walked on to § not look into it! 

wealth and fame ever since.” 3 But the next week, Newell Brante, the brown- 

Lucius Brante drew aside the covering, and } haired child of the artist, bought many flowers 

the sunset poured all over the painting like a of the country children who brought wild roses 

sudden baptism from heaven. from the fields about Florence, saying, with his 

It would have brought the tears into your eyes 3 father’s smile, ‘I shall have a new mother to- 

with the first glance. night!” 
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THE LILACS WERE IN BLOOM. 

BY EDWARD A. DARBY. 

And the clump of lilac bushes 

With their purple cloud of flowers, 

Whence the richest floods of sweetness 

Fell in ever grateful showers. 

Tue lilacs were in blossom, 

And their fragrance rich and rare, 

Like a pleasing incense floated 

Out upon the evening air, 
All the tender flowers of Spring-time 

Then were beautiful in bloom, 

And the sportive wind was laden 

With the wealth of their perfume. 

I remember how my bosom 

Swelled with Love’s arising tide, 

As I looked upon the maiden 

Plucking lilacs at my side; 

And the hopes and fond emotions, 

Hardly daring yet to rise, 

That were kindled by the beaming 

Of her soft and loving eyes. 

I remember how the maples 

Nodded in the gentle breeze, 

And how musical the robins 

Were among the apple trees. 

I remember how the valley 

Smiled with such an holy air, 

Looking beautiful and peaceful 

As a soul that hath no care. , 

Ever since that happy evening, 

Smiling with its pleasant hours, 

I have had a tender loving 

Yor the purple lilac flowers; 

For the lilacs, when they blossom, 

Whisper sweetly of a maiden’ 

Who has led me from a desert 

To a loye-illumined Aidenne, 

[ remember that old garden 

With its weeds and ruined walls, 

And the grey and broken hearth-stone 

Where the creeping ivy crawls; PLLA PPE PDE DDE IPP PL LLL LLL LOL LOL LLL OLLI P D 
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BY MRS. DEBORAH PBRDSLEY. 

‘A Lerrer, if you please, sir,” said a livery 3 again will those closed eyes gladden him with 

servant to his master, Mr. Loveself, who was } their beams of love. But a few days since, and 

sitting with his family at the breakfast-table. together they knelt by the graves of their little 

The morning was unusually cold, but the fire } > ones, and now she too is gone; a few hours more 

burnt so cheerfully, and the urn sang so merrily, ° 8 and his treasured ones will lie side by side in 

that whilst discussing the luxuries before them, } the lone graye-yard—no stone to mark the spot 
they forgot there were such things as hunger 5 Ho requiem but the wild wind’s moan. Friends! 

and cold in the world. ‘and Charles groaned as he thought of his bro- 

“Only from Charles, my dear,” replied Mr. } ther, surrounded by all the appliances of wealth 
Loveself, to a look of interrogation from his }and station. Oh, could he not of his abundance 

wife; ‘‘the old story; he wants help—his wife § have spared something?—he asked not much. 

and children are sick, and he has not the means } Yes, half the cost of one splendid entertainment 
to procure medical assistance. It is all very } would have saved his darlings from disease and 
well for him to say so, but how do I know it is 3 death. Oh, wealth! wealth! how truly has it 

true; besides I have my own family to care for, § been said that ‘it is easier for a camel to go 

without looking after brothers or sisters. A } through the eye of a needle than for a rich man 
man must take care of number one, and main- 3 to enter the kingdom of heaven.” 

tain his position,” continued Mr. Loveself; at} The sun had sunk to rest, and still Charles sat 

the same time affixing his signature to a sub- ‘by that coffin. Night drew on, and as the pale 

scription list for the winter balls in the town} stars shone in at that little casement, and cast 
of ’ their feeble rays on the uncovered face of the 

Poor Charles! what matters it that you were } dead, the watcher was still there gazing on that 

cradled on the same knee—that you slept in the } lifeless form. Morning broke, and the bright 
same bosom; your brother must ‘maintain his} glare of the sun illumined that desolate cham- 

position.” What matters it that your Lilla, the} ber. Charles started—steps were heard on the 
object of your early love, is fading away before 3 stairs, the door opened, and overcome with ex- 

your eyes, and you powerless to help her? 18 ’ haustion and misery he sank on the floor. Well 

what matters it that your little ones must be would it ke, poor mourner, if that unconscious- 

shroudless and coffinless, were it not for the 3 ness could last; but thy heavenly Father wills it 

charity of strangers? Your brother must ‘‘main- not—the ordeal is not yet over—perhaps thou 

tain his position; his children must be arrayed had’st set up idols in thy heart, worshipping 

in silks and velvets; his wife’s aristocratic rela- § thy household treasures more than thy God— 

tives must be regaled with sumptuous feasts. ‘loving the gifts more than the Giver. 

No, he certainly has no money to spare. » The coffin is lifted out, and the humble pro- 

But ah! poor, selfish man, as each Sabbath } cession moves through the streets. No sabled 

you take your accustomed seat in the sanctuary, Line of with nodding plumes is there—no long 

and as the words, ‘‘He that giveth to the poor 3 line of mourners swells that funeral train. One, 
lendeth to the Lord,’’ fall upon your ear, does } only one follows the dead to its long home—to 

no faint voice whisper the name of Charles?— that bourne from which no traveller returns. 
does no tinge of self-reproach crimson your The last sad rites are over, and Charles returns 

cheek? Or as you turn to your own luxurious $ to his desolate home alone—alone! ah, how his 

home, where pampered menials wait your bid- 3 ‘ heart sickens and his brain reels at the thought. 

ding, does no thought go forth to those suffering { ‘But happier far the dead than the living, for 

ones who would gladly ‘seat of the crumbs that 3 ‘ never again will they hunger or thirst—never 

fall from the rich man’s table?” ‘again will pain or sickness be their lot, for at 

A week passes. Lilla is dead. Charles sits by : ‘¢God’s right hand are pleasures forever more.” 

her humble coffin with bowed head and stricken $ Night had thrown her sable curtain over the 

heart. She, whose only dower was her wealth § face of nature, and snugly ensconced in an easy- 

of love for him, lies cold and motionless. Never * chair—wrapped in an elegant oe aa 
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his feet incased in velvet slippers and luxuriat-: the deceased persons were very nearly related 
ing in the warmth of a blazing fire, sat Mr. us a family of high standing in a neighboring 

Loveself. s town, who were too heartless to render them 

On a table before him lay the daily papers, ‘ any assistance. If this statement be correct, 
one of which was now engaging his attention— 3 doubtless the vengeance of an offended God will 

but why that start and half-suppressed exclama- $ sooner or later overtake them.” 

tion of horror? Ile reads. . The paper fell from the reader’s hand. A 
‘*Distressing event! Yesterday an inquest $ voice seemed crying to him, out of heaven, ‘thou 

was held on the body of a man who was found 3 art thy brother’s murderer.” And still, though 
dead in an obscure lodging in this city. The 3 years have passed, the rich man is often woke 

deceased had, it appears, followed to the grave {from his sleep, by a voice that seems to ery out 
his wife and children within the last week; their $ of heaven, ‘‘thy brother’s murderer.” Such is 

deaths, as well as his own, were no doubt caused 3 the price Mr. Loyeself has paid for Maryrainina 

by their utter destitution. It is rumored that } His Posirion. 
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TIME’S CHANGES. 

BY EBLIZABETH BOUTON. 

How changed the time’s since Hella’s tide And gone those knights renowned in story, 

Leander swam to greet his bride, Who only lived for love and glory, 

And Neptune’s rage could not divide Whose deeds still live in records hoary, 

That gallant heart, Or poets’ rhymes. 

That rather buffet wind and wave, 

An ocean tempest’s fury brave, 

And even meet a wat’ry grave 

Than dwell apart. 

The herald’s trump is heard no more, 

Hushed is the song of troubadour, 

And Chivalry’s proud deeds are o’er; 

Wisdom has told 

That glory’s but a frenzied dream, 

And love a weakness we should deem 

Fit only for some poet’s theme, 

Or story old. 

How changed too since bright Helen’s eyes 

Could make all Grecce in armor rise. 

And through the hollow vaulted skies 

War’s trumpet sound. 

Till nine long years had rolled away, 

And Gray’s proud walls, time-worn and grey, 

A pile of massive ruins lay, 

Razed to the ground. 

Gone those rude times when heart and soul 

Subservient to their blind control 

Held policy—so sage and cold 

That boundless sway — 

Holds over wiser, modern man 

Of all his thoughts, still leads the yan 

Of every action, lays the plan, 

And points the way. 

Changed since at Cleopatra’s word 

Victorious Rome’s all-conquering lord 

Laid, all unheeding fame, his sword 

Tamely aside, 

And owned in Beauty’s presence bright 

A power of more subduing might, 

Then when kings marshalled for the fight 

Their strength and pride. 

For fact, not fancy rules the day, 

And lighter motives all obey 

The ruling passion that holds sway, 

And governs all; 
Changed since with dark baronial frown And gold, not glory is the theme 

The feudal towers looked proudly down, ‘That shapes ambition’s feverish dream, 

And saw the tourney’s victor crown, And dazzles with its magic gleam 

By her he loved; Both great and small, 

And each true knight wore ’neath the vest 

Of mail that glittered on his breast, 

Or ’mid the plumes above his crest 

His lady’s glove. 
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Ifail! glorious age of common sense; 

Hail! triumph vast, of pounds and pence 

O’er wild romance, honor’s pretence, 

And all their train; 

Gone are those times of courtly dames, Breathes there beneath the frozen pole 

Whose beauties set the world in flames, The man who spurns the power of gold, 
And gave the memory of their names And who'd not stake his very soul 

To these far times; For golden gain? 
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BY THE AUTHOR OF “SuSY L—'S DIARY.” 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37. 

CHAPTER [V. \ than for the lips and tongues of others.) “TI 

Concord, August 16th, 1854. didn’t start with her!’’ whispered Jose, still 

Tus stockholders and many friends of the } working at her mits and under-sleeves. And 

Montreal road have gone to Plymouth to-day; } she went on tip-toe to the ear of one, drew the 

for to-day the road opens at that place. Our {ear of another down to her to say, “‘T wouldn't 

folks have all gone: Jose Clement, and scores } have started with her. We had company; this 

besides. I was to go, but I had a furious ner- {made me late. And who should I meet but her 

yous headache coming on, I was in various ways $ right here at the gate! I was provoked to have 

out of tune; and so remained at home. ie come in with her! Mamma don’t allow me 

This afternoon I am well enough; but not}to have anything to do with her; ever. She is 

strong. So I shan’t dress unless some one comes. } so talked about you, you know! and besides, she 

I shall sit here in my wrapper telling you all {has given me a decided cut, more than once, 

about that Wednesday evening. § when she had better company. She was a little 

It was almost nine o’clock. I was standing $ ashamed, I think, when she saw that I was close 

in the parlor near the door, with papa and Judge ¢ by; a little frightened, when, on looking to see 

Durrell, near Andrew Bell and Barton. Papa and 3 who else she had for her neighbors, she met Bar- 

the judge were overhauling Edward Beecher’s § ton’s look of sovereign contempt bent on her.” 

new work. I was listening now to them, anon $ TI looked at papa to see what he felt. He just 

to Andrew Bell and Barton’s wit; now and anon : passed quiet, grave glances from Jose to me, from 

lending an eye and an ear to the general effect { me to others whose demonstrations, although far 

of flowers, splendid dresses, blooming, bright 3less palable than Jose’s, were still obviously 

faces and gas-light; of laughter near and re-$ against the guest we had invited. I could not 

mote, of the cheerful buzz of conversation near } know what he felt; but some quality in his bear- 

and remote; now and anon thinking, as I con- tne made me feel assured and strong; made me 

fess, with a relieved heart, ‘‘She won't come } feel very grateful, very loving toward him. 

this night! Almost nine o’clock; Caroline won’t s «Ah! thought I, suddenly. ‘I wonder how 

come this night!’ when, all at once, a sudden } Andrew Bell feels about it.” 

stillness fell on all, as if suddenly a torpedo had Yes, I saw; saw, on the whole, rather an 

come and touched them. ambiguous, quizzical expression. But I knew 

Well, I turned at the hush in season to get he liked it very well and congratulated himself, 

glimpses of two persons, one very tall, the other that I would see now he was wiser in opposing 

very short, gliding up stairs. Caroline’s invitation, than I in inviting her. 

‘Why! Mrs. White and Jose Clement!” whis- 3 “I Anew how it would be,” said he, coming 
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pered a dozen voices. nearer, as his eye met mine, and speaking away 

‘What is it? what’s happened?” asked those } down in his throat. ‘‘People will swallow a 

who had neither seen nor heard. ‘good deal sometimes, when it is put upon them 

‘«‘Qaroline White and Jose Clement have come; S with hardihood like yours. But I knew you 

together. What,do you suppose this means?” couldn’t make this go down. See! Barton is as 

But soon we all knew what it meant. For \ angry and defiant as a tiger. He'd let his blood 

little Jose came down out of breath, her fingers } run, any time, poor fool! for her, and count it a 

fluttering as she drew her mits on, by-the-way, glory.” 

and put her hair back into place; (two consecu- 5 ‘Well, it is good if there is one, in this day, 

tive breaches of etiquette, you see, in Jose Cle- } who will make a little valiant sacrifice, whether 

ment! I don’t suppose the like has ever been of blood, or of easy, self-complacent quietude,” 

known before; for all her mother’s lessons were } (I looked him over from head to foot, and spoke, 

and are, to this day, on ‘‘ appearing well in com- ;L know, with curling lip.) ‘Who will do this,” 

pany.” Not on feeling kindness, consideration } I added, ‘*for anybody, or for any idea whatever. 

for others, respect for her own conscience rather { I’m going up now to come down with Caroline.” 

Vou, XXX.—7 99 
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He half-smiled, looking on the floor; turned } contemplation of yellow-hued melancholy. This 

on his heel and passed with a few leisurely steps} comes from her ill-health, charitable mamma 

into immaculate Jose’s Clement’s neighborhood. ; says, so that one should have pity and patience. 

When I needed him so much, gentle Nan! Yow} So it does, I suppose, from bad health and a bad 
were always lazy enough, good Dick; but there} organization. And, by-the-bye, I wonder how 

was never a time of trial like that for me, that } much bad feeling or bad reaction there is in this 

you didn’t help me through it by saying, ‘‘Never } whole world, how much moroseness like Mrs. 

mind, Jenny! You be easy. Stay right here by } Baderly’s, or malice like Eunice’s, or impulsive, 

me; we'll manage it easily enough together.” } arrogant recklessness like Caroline White’s, that 

And we always did. We could have done it, § don’t come in one way or another, out of unto- 

Wednesday evening, if you had been here. Be-$ ward circumstances of health, organization, or 

cause, sustained by you (your presence, when } social position. Not much I fancy. And let 

you were bent on serving me, was, always, as} Mrs. Baderly first turn the evil of her own life 

Andrew Bell’s might be, soothing and strengthen- : and lot into good, even as she so rigidly requires 
ing,) I should have felt no anger, no defiance : others to do, before she, or her friends for her, 

rising. I should haye kept a calm mastery of $ demand the philosophical leniency and forbear- 

myself and of the circumstances, strong as ree ance she never bestows, 

tide was, and everything would have come out? Mrs. Baderly, asI was going to sny, was close 
right. I-would have been kind to Caroline, as} by where I halted with Caroline, just inside the 
became the hostess toward her guest; kind to-% parlor door. She pretended that she didn’t see 

ward all the rest. And others, seeing our strong 3 Caroline. With lifted eye-brows, with drawling 

unconcern, seeing us stand by Caroline and } and depressed tones, she kept on talking with, 
attend to her, without scath, would have come or rather to, Mrs. Hall, of ‘bad weather,” 

also to stand by her and show her eee “drought,” of ‘‘that sad affair at Fisherville,” 

kindness. This would have done her innermost and the evil tendency of the world in general. 

soul good; would have called up the genial, the } Her daughters were near when we went in, and 

excellent, and laid the reckless, the defiant at rest. | I don’t know who else. That part of the room 

But you were a long way off. Andrew Bell ; was full. But soon it began to thin out per- 
was laughing gaily in Jose Clement’s neighbor- | ceptibly. The Baderly girls talked a little be- 
hood; papa had gone out into some of the other $ hind their fans, glowering in a side way, at 
rooms where mamma was; no one looked ready } Caroline, now and then; and soon slipped away. 
to help me except Barton, who was biting his} Others slipped away. Soon supper was ready. 
lip through, with his hands put tightly together } I saw Andrew Bell lead Jose out. Papa came 
behind him: and his championship would only $ back and looked in to see how it was with me. 
have made Caroline’s cause the more desperate, Seeing me coming closely behind the crowd, with 
whatever it might do for any other. This I ad-$ Caroline, he smiled and bowed, as if to signify, 
mitted to myself; and, sighing, I passed through % ‘All right! so you don’t need me,” then turned 
the crowd without speaking, without looking in ’ back in haste, to mamma, of course. Barton 
any one’s face; and went up stairs to bring $ led his sister; keeping near us, and occasionally 
Caroline down. speaking. 

Oh, well, I had a hard time of it. Ifshe had} So you see I was with Caroline’ at supper. I 
been a little bit of a woman, of ordinary bearing, } was with her all through the evening, Others 
dress and beauty, she might have come in and joined us now and then, of course; we joined 
got through the evening nicely, with all her im- others. But Caroline, with her quick percep- 
puted sins and offences. People would haye made} tion, her quick feeling, could not fail to see 
way for her, bowed to her if chance brought her what impressed me so disgracefully, that, of 
near, the flow of laughter and talk going on un-} nearly all who eame, the mannef, the looks and 
ruffled all the while. For Caroline things stood $ tones said, to me, ‘We like you. You're a nice 
still. That is, the things that were near. Those? girl. You do just as we would like to have you; 
that were remote, as, in the other parlor, in the$ so everybody likes you; so nohody talks about 
hall, and even across the room where we were, } § you; so you’re thoroughly respectable, you see,” 
went on gaily as ever, perhaps, after the first $ said to her, ‘You, we'll speak to you, because 
shock and trepidation were over. you’re here with Jenny Stoughton; but we don’t 

You know, brother Dick, how censorioug Mrs. : like you, You’re not subseryient. You carry 
Baderly is, how her mouth-corners droop, and : your head too high. And so, see! we carry our 
her eyes have the look of being done with look-$ heads high, although we attend to you a little, 
ing for comfort, of having settled finally upon a ‘ because you are here.” 
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Warn’t it disagreeable enough? times a poor desert, as it were, where thirst and 

But I must write no more this night. They } arid winds are, to oppress and torture the soul, 

cune home, that is: papa, mamma and Andrew } Pity that the harsh looks and voices of fellow- 

Bell, together with a friend of Andrew Bell, 3 pilgrims should be added unto these, Pity that 

whom he accidentally met up there, came home} man’s inhumanity to man, woman's inhumanity 

hours ago. Papa and mamma have beenin here} to woman, should ‘‘make countless thousands 

to see me. I have been in their room sitting at} mourn,”? and you amongst them as they most 

their feet, to hear about the day; to talk about $ assuredly do. 

whatever came uppermost in our thoughts; for She thanked me for a happy time, as we parted 

everything has interest when one talks with 3 at our gate, and gave me her hand. She asked 

noble papa. But I didn’t go down to see Andrew $ me to come in and take tea with her and some 

Bell. He sent up an ice by mamma, together agreeable friends she expects to-day from Wor- 
with messages of love from Jose Clement and > cester, and I promised. 

his own ‘* good night.” § Our folk were at breakfast. But they heard 
Good night, darling Dick, darling Nan. us at the gate, and Andrew Bell came hurrying 

Thursday Morning. out to help me. She made a courtly, distant 

See if I don’t have bad luck. I was up before} bow to Caroline, opening the gate; she made a 

sunrise this morning; for I waked early; and, $ still more courtly, still more distant bow to him, 
through my open window, heard what anthems $ turning her horse’s head to go. 

and choruses the birds were singing in the trees. Rather courtly and distant he was toward me 

I was tired of being still, I felt tension and a$ too, until, in coming down from Donna’s back, I 

longing for action. So I put on my ridin’ took hold of his long nose instead of laying my 

clothes, crept softly down stairs, got John in; hand on his shoulder. How he laughed! And 

from the garden to saddle Donna; and in a few $ he came through the yard helping to hold up my 

minutes we were upon the gallop northward; S Aliee and soundly abusing me. This was refresh- 

upon the gallop now, in the slow walk then; now$ ing, because ever since the evening of the 

and then stopping to listen to the birds, to see society here, he had been stiff and dry toward 
them on the tree-tops ‘“‘pouring their throats,” 3 me. 

to see the eastern glory of sunrise through the; ‘Who was with you?” asked mamma, after I 
openings. Donna didn’t care for the birds, I} had been introduced to Andrew Bell’s friend and 

suppose, nor for the sunrise. But she liked to; taken my place at table. 

have me pat her neck and head, talk to her, and ‘Caroline White, mamma. Not so many 

turn her out to the stone walls, where she could} strawberries, Andrew Bell. You don’t know 

get mouthfuls of the tender grass. what you are doing, I see.’”?” I was in hopes by 

Coming back, I met Caroline White on her; talking to divert mamma’s mind from Caroline 
horse, Captain Cork. ‘‘Captain,” she calls him. } immediately; for I have seen, especially of late, 
I hoped she would go on, after we had exchanged } that she don’t like to have me with her. But 

a few pleasant words upon the morning, and so} mamma added, with a thoughtful, rather a sorry 

forth; for I dreaded Andrew Bell’s still disap- $ mouth, and with her eyes on her plate, ‘* Was it 
probation. (I have learned, since he came, that$ an appointment? Did she call for you, or 7 

he abuses me most when he best likes me, and ‘‘Our meeting was purely accidental, mamma. 

approves what I do and say; and is gentlest, } I met her just this side of the West Parish, on 

politest toward me, when he is most displeased.) 3 my way back—Cold water, if you please, papa,”’ 
But she turned and came back with me, She} extending my glass. 

was a dear creature to me, in spite of my appre- ‘‘Yes, daughter,” filling one for himself also, 
hension, in that hour, with her face, her voice, 3 to drink with me. 

her manner so sincere and sweet; so like those: It was rather a stiff time. We tried to talk; 

of the perfectly artless child! We talked unre- : but I saw plainly that neither mamma nor An- 

strainedly—a thing I seldom do with another, or, } drew Bell could think of anything but my unfor- 

at least, with another woman—and her beautiful $ tunate encounter with Caroline White. 

thoughts and fancies came often in such lan- After breakfast, when mamma and I were 

guage as the true poets use. She was not at all$ alone together, after having sat 1 few minutes in 

in gay spirits. She often wore a sad look when$ silence, mamma recurred to the subject, saying 

she was still; and, thought I—‘*Poor Caroline! § that she was rather sorry I happened to meet 

your heart is heavy and sorrowful often enough, Caroline; that I was obliged to ride back into 

I dare say. You, like all the rest of us who are the town with her, especially at breakfast-time, 

on the earth, know what it is to find life, at’ when so many are out; that she knew Caroline 
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has a great many friends—Governor Butler's ; giver of worthy gifts to the poor. Mrs. Baderly 

folks, for instance, and General Chickering’s : (I have less and less patience with the woman 

family, and others of the same high standing. 3 every day that I live!) deals out miserable pit- 

But it was because sho is talented and spirited, } tances of old clothes and stale provisions, mixed 

because she lived in such fine style. If she were $ up with plentiful supplies of serious admonition 

2 common woman, living in a common way, 3 (whether they need and deserve it, or not, you 

neither they nor any respectable persons would $ see,) of advice and warning. How anybody can 

so easily overlook her recklessness of deportment ; endure such a woman, is more than I can under- 

She and Mrs. Dennis were talking about it, yes- § stand.” 

terday. They both thought that the less one} ‘It is her way, child!” urged mamma. 

has to do with her—if one is perfectly polite and ‘‘So is Caroline White’s her way, mamma. 

respectful toward her, when one accidentally ‘‘Well,” said mamma, with a business air, ‘if 

meets her in company, or elsewhere—the better ; Caroline White were less intimate with the gen- 

it is for one; the safer they are from taint and ‘ tlemen, I wouldn’t say a word. I wouldn’t care 

from scandal. They both concluded that Bar- } how much you were with her.” 

ton’s intimacy there is the worst thing in the} ‘Why, what can the poor woman do?” urged 

world for him, since it is, in several ways, sepa- ,]. «Half of the women envy her, half fear her, 

rating him, step by step, from all the rest of his 3 half ie 

friends. Mrs. Dennis had been credibly informed “To, ho! Good!” laughed Andrew Bell; and 

—by Mrs. Baderly, as it turned out—that Mr, 3 then it occurred to me how many halves I was 

Ogden calls there oftener and oftener; so that} using to prop my argument. 

his wife (the silliest, vainest little spendthrift} ‘I have engaged to take tea with Caroline 

there is in town, by-the-way, to whom he was ’ this evening,” I said, quite willing to annoy them 

married when she was sixteen, and he scarcely with the intelligence. 

twenty-one) begins to feel bad and talk about it. $ Mamma sighed; the laugh went quickly from 

She had talked with Mrs. Baderly about it. NL Bell’s features; but they neither of them 

And if Mrs. Baderly were to tell all she heard} said anything. Mamma took up her paper. 

from Mrs. Ogden! But she shouldn’t, she said, ; Andrew Bell told me that I would find some- 

unless the time comes when she thinks it her thing that I would like in the Democrat,” and 

duty. ° then went; saying to mamma that he and hi 

‘eDaty Nonsense!” interrupted I, at this sitna were athe fishing, to be gone all ane, 

part of mamma’s story. ‘Mrs. Baderly with : probably. 

‘duty! duty!’ forever on her tongue, is the ‘Good-bye, Jenny,” said he, without looking 

farthest from doing her duty of anybody that I ‘back; and my heart is heavy within me, when 

know. She is just a stupid old fudge! that’s I think of it. If he and mamma had stoutly 

all she is.” < opposed my going to Caroline, as I had no doubt 

‘Why, Jenny!” said mamma, half amused, } they would, I think I would go; for, as I have a 

half shocked, and looking in my face. S long time seen, my will is only the more deter- 

«The truth, mamma! There is more genuine } mined by the opposition that is without reason. 

goodness, more real sense and delicacy in Caro- } Love, joined with reason, may lead me or hold 

line White’s little finger than there is in Mrs. }me anywhere; while the mere will of another 

Baderly’s whole body and soul.” arouses my will, and straightway it gives battle. 

«‘Where! I guess there is!” said Andrew Bell, : can thus understand how it is, that husband 

appearing in the dining-room door. He over-3and wife having strong individuality, strong 

heard what I was saying on his way through the $ wills, and not having love, so much more fre- 

hall, ‘I guess so!” He came and gave me the } quently than tamer characters, find their united 

‘¢Democrat.”’ lives intolerable to them, and so go asunder. 

‘Well, it is the truth, Andrew Bell; and it is Now, our good, gracious mamma loves me forty 

too bad that people don’t see it. Caroline White : times better than I deserve. She does not, how- 

is above all manner of bitterness and meanness. 3 ever, oppose my intimacy with Caroline out of 

She don’t talk and whine about ‘duty, duty,’ as} this love, but out of her subserviency to public 

Mrs. Baderly does; for, with a nature like hers, 3 opinion, that great and (to me) most hateful 

goodness, generosity in the life, are but the } taskmaster of us all. 

unstudied, spontaneous expression of the noble But I am going to see if there are any clouds 

spirit within; while with Mrs. Baderly they are 3 anywhere with rain in them. I confess I shall 

mere forms, laboriously taken up, carried labori- § not be very sorry if there are. I shall not be 

ously. Caroline, bless her for it; is a cheerful* sorry ta be kept at home by the unconscious 
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rain; for it troubles me, after ail, to do anything, ‘I have ript the button off my wristband. I 

counter to the wishes of mamma and Andrew} am always doing something to get myself out of 

Bell. But I will never stay to please Mrs.} order. There is nobody,” he continued, as I 

Baderly & Co. I should despise myself con-} myself took the needle and began sewing on the 

tinually, should soon be spoilt, in my inward } button, ** who needs just such a sister, Jenny, as 

life, whatever might be the staid aspect of my } you are, so much as I do. No one could be so 
outward, if I were to take habitually upon thankful for such a sister as I am.” 

myself this kind of action. God help me to} His voice was unsteady and filled full of ten- 
resist it, there, if it does sometimes grieve us; derness; he took my hand up to his lips and 

all (mamma, Andrew Bell and me, I mean,) to} kissed it. I—I only knew that I was happier 

think and feel differently. And God give me ‘than ever before in my life. I suppose I sewed 

gentleness and patience more and more, so that} the button on, and fastened it properly; but I 

I need not, in following what is so right and } haven’t the faintest remembrance aboutit. His 

necessary for me, grow hard, ill-natured and ‘ friend came down soon. Papa camein. Mamma 

defiant. came from aunt Esther’s room, and we all sat 

Livening. down to Irish Ellinor’s good supper. Andrew 
It rained like a shower nearly all the after-? Bell gave me strawberries and cream; papa gave 

noon; so that Andrew Bell and his friend, who} me biscuit; mamma tea. i cared for nothing 

went in an open carriage without umbrellas, but the strawberries and cream—only a little, 

came home thoroughly drenched. Andrew Bell : of course, for the brother who served them; and 

had a headache and was all out of tune; was ‘who, now that his friend Cochran is here, sits 

provoked with a farmer who lived near the pond, } near me at table. 

who had oats enough for their horse and dinner} Aunt Esther has been visiting cousin Abby 

enough for them; but who was a knotty, twisted } and her little troop of children. She returned 

‘‘crab-apple tree,’ as he said, and would let} to us to-day; is tired, not very well, but serene 

them have neither oats nor dinner. as a lake in summer-time. I wonder if I can 

“If you would help me a little, sister Jenny,” } ever be like her, if I live on into’ life’s wane. 

said he, in the midst of his scolding, ‘‘I think I} Perhaps I may. She says I may. She says her 

shouldn’t feel quite so cross,” affecting to be} own feet used to be very restless hunting after 

angry with some water-drops that fell from his better paths than those she and such uncon- 

hat on the back of his hand. ’ cerned multitudes were walking; and she sees 

So I helped him; took off his hat and hung it ’ now that this was better than content. By-and- 

on a chair by the kitchen stove to dry; when he bye, when she found the way, then the content 

took his coat off, I hung that on another chair. } that is with reason, came. ' 

He don’t take very good care of his things. His Friday Morning. 

slippers were in the bathing-room, his robe de} Have I told you a word about Andrew Bell’s 

chambre was in the library, a part hanging on} friend? His name is Cochran. His parents 

his chair, a part lying on the carpet. I carried 3 lived in Concord, Massachusetts; now he hasn’t 

these and dry socks and linens to his chamber; ; any. He is outrageously ugly, but talented, 

and, when I came down, sent him off to put} quiet and agreeable. His patrimony has been 

them on. : all swallowed up by his education, Andrew Bell 

‘¢ You're a good girl,” said he, after he came ‘says. But he loves his profession (the law) as 

down again to the parlor. His back was toward } the true artist loves his art, whatever it be, and 

me. He was hunting mamma’s work-box over. ; the means and methods of his art; so that, 

“The fact is, you see,” he added, trying to put § Andrew Bell says, he is sure of success. I said 

a very coarse thread into the eye of a very fine; he is ugly. But when he talks or listens (and 

needle. «I wouldn’t give much for—for a sister, } when he is in repose too) there is an intelli- 

ever so strong-minded, ever so fine a lady, if she gence, an easy dignity in his bearing that car- 

couldn’t know what to do for me when I’m ill-¢ ries himself and those who look on, away above 

used any way; if she couldn’t find as much plea- § all contemplation of the mere question of feature 

sure in secing to me, as I in being seen to. I ; and form. He is of iron-like conservation, I see, 

rather think you could. But I wonder what the § in his political and social theories; but of iron- 

reason is that I can’t thread this needle.” like justice also. 

‘What do you want to do?” asked I, crossing He must know Caroline White. He would 

over to him; glad to cross over; glad to come find himself suited in her, I think; and she in 

near him; for his words, and, above all, his$ him. He would-be like a rock to her, both in 

tones. made him just then a dear brother to me. } the way of support and defence; for, while his 
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complacent conservation would keep him agols What we all, more or less desire and need, 
and judicious, would keep him from rebellions } aunt Easter said, is recognition of the ability, the 
against public opinion, out of his justice and in- { talent, the good intention there is within our 
trinsic honesty, he would do whatever he thinks ; hearts. Many a one here amongst us, she said, 
right and manly, and in the straightforward is ready to ery out, stretching forth their 
way, to make people respect all his actions— ; hands to their brothers, their sisters, longing 
and him, and her. for recognition, that they may stand quietly and 

: with full assurance of appreciation, in speaking 
CHAPTER V. S their own spontaneous words, performing their 
Concord, September 12th, 1854. own spontaneous acts. Caroline was one of 

HAvr you not often seen how when that for } these. 
which we have been wishing and striving, comes, Well, I invited Caroline, and she came. Coch- 
it is often more unlucky than that we dread and } ran was here all day, leading her, being led by 
Struggle against? Ihave. For instance, Caro- } her, watching all the words she uttered, catching 
line and Cochran met here, and sympathized at} them, hoarding them as if they were diamonds 
once, as I wished. They met elsewhere. We and gold, watching her glance, living on it—in 
called on her (he proposed it) and went out on ; short, that day fastened his noble heart to her 
the river with her, in her little boat. Aunt } forever, I expected this; for I had observed 
Esther, Andrew Bell, Cochran and I were out ‘them both, and knew what it meant, his color 
one morning in the carriage together, when we } swiftly changing and the fingers trembling when- 
overtook Caroline just above the Institute. She } ever we mentioned her before him, and the new 
was out in a hack-about bonnet and shawl and ; softness in Caroline’s manner, when he was with 
thick veil, for a long walk. It was like a new ; us, the new depth and tremulousness of his tones. 
brightness on our way, looking into her beaming I had mentioned these tokens to Andrew Bell, 
face, hearing her full, rich voice. Even Andrew when he said with heartiness, ‘‘I’m glad!” and 
Bell was softened toward her this morning. He : Skipped a little in his gladness. ‘* For,” added 
chatted with her, let the best light of his coun- \ he, ‘if Caroline White gets such a husband as 
tenance shine on her, was the first to say, ‘Come } he will make; a man of such genius, such ster- 
into the carriage, Mrs. White, and ride with us. } ling, manly qualities, I’ll venture her.” 
You will make our ride doubly pleasant:” was{ He evinced the most open cordiality toward 
the most strenuous in saying, and in showing} Caroline, after this, calling often, running in 
her that there was abundant room for her on the any time, sometimes alone, sometimes with 
front seat between himself and Cochran. ‘Cochran. Cochran confessed to him that every 

Ilow we talked and talked, after she came in! { thought and desire of his life centred more 
We minded neither singing-bird, nor shade of {and more in her. Ile hoped, he said, and 
trees, nor blue sky, although I suppose they all 3 still he feared to trust all to one whose life had 
blessed us in their still way; for we were more } been like hers, or “as hers is represented to be, 
to ourselves and to each other, than they all. } by people generally,” he added, with a husky 
Aunt Esther had not previously met Caroline. } yoice. 
It was good to see how kind her eyes were when But let me make my long story a short one. 
she looked at her, and her tones, when she spoke } Let me take paragraphs from my journal—kept 
to her; good to feel that she appreciated, with- partly for this purpose. 
out narrow prejudice, the beauties of her con- ; Met Mrs. Baderly to-day, and she glowered 
versation and her whole bearing. son me like a black thunder-cloud. She said, 

We all talked about our ride and about Caro-? «Tell your mother that I want to see her, 
line, that day at dinner; and aunt Esther was } Jenny. Tell her I shall call; probably to-morrow 
sure, she said, that Caroline has a good heart. morning.”? She ‘feels that she has a duty to 
Bless her! I wanted to kiss her hand. perform,” no doubt; and something tells me that 

So mamma was softened toward Caroline. it has reference to my intimacy with Caroline 
She suggested that I had perhaps better send a } White. 
little note in to her before aunt Esther left, in- Mamma, aunt Esther and I called on Mrs. 
viting her to spend the day with us all, if Andrew ; Endicott. Jose Clement and Eunice Baderly 
Bell, Mr. Cochran, aunt Esther, papa and all, {were there; but they left as we wentin. Jose, 
would help us carry it through; if they would } for some reason, did not look me in the face at 
help us thoroughly to establish Caroline in the yall. She used always to have so sweet a smile 
good graces of all Concord. So they all promised; for me! To-day she had confusion in her face; 
all but papa, he was not present. and she seemed in a hurry to be away from me. 

— 
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I don’t think she has been in here for a fort- Caroline is sick to-day, they say; is attended 

night; she used to come two, or three, or half- } by her husband’s cousin, Dr. White of Boston, 

a-dozen times a week. Well, heaven give me 3 who happens to be visiting her at this time. I 

patience with all the folly and nonsense there is } shall go in the morning and see to her. 

in this world we live in. Mrs. Baderly’s voice at the bell, inquiring of 

Cochran has opened his office to-day, and § ‘Ellinor whether Mrs. Chase is in, and alone. 

taken up boarding quarters at the ‘‘Eagle.”’ He ; And it is pitchy dark. 

was in this evening; seems to feel little spirit in Later. 
his new undertaking; whereas, two weeks ago, They called me down; it was so bad a story 

he was filled with sanguine interest. He is dis- } to hear!.mamma was in such consternation about 

couraged about affairs in the Orient, this even- sit! 

ing. ‘‘Caroline White—Caroline White is a ruined 

Peace is not peace. He thinks despotism is } woman,” Mrs. Baderly said, turning up her 

likely to have the best of it. And this made my } eyes; and ‘*Ruined!” Miss Croly, who accom- 
heart sick and full of pain, until dear papa said $ panied her, echoed, working at her glove-fasten- 

with a serious, but calm face—‘‘If despotism $ ing. 

has a cruel work to do let it be done. Its true: ‘‘How?” I asked. 

character and purposes will the sooner be made} ‘‘Can’t you guess! Haven’t you heard that 
plain; it will the sooner become so intolerable as Dr. White is there from Boston!” 

to excite an indignation, an uprising, a afore ‘Yes, but what of that, pray?” 
which it must give way. I dread the suffering. ‘What of that! You know she’s sick, don’t 
Few men can dread it more. But one can see, } you?” 

that, in the life of nations, as in individual life, ‘‘T’ye heard that she is,’ I answered. ‘I 

the spirit is disciplined in this way: prepared, $ want to see her to know Aow sick she is.” 

led. Led on step by step up its Calvary; bear-2 “Oh!” with three or four inflections on the 
ing a heavy cross, but coming with the more ’ syllable, exclaimed Miss Croly. ‘Don’t go there. 

effective steps to where this can be laid down 3 4 sIt’s a pity you've been at all. A great pity; 

and a crown taken. I can bear all the suffering, ¢ isn’t it, Mrs. Baderly?” 

therefore, for the sake of the good that certainly ‘*Great,” shaking her head solemnly. 

will come out of it, at last.” : ‘Why? I don’t understand a word about 

Well, he is a darling papa! The dearest papa! ; ity 
I would bless God that he is my papa, for the 3 Strange you don’t think,” laughed Miss 
light that comes from him to my troubled soul, } Croly, turning to Mrs. Baderly. ‘‘Isn’t it, Mrs. 

if there were no other reason. I believe bis idea : Baderly?” 

is the true one, and am glad and thankful like a “Very.” 

little child to believe it. ‘‘T think it strange that you can’t tell me, at 
Yet will I work and pray against evil, more 3 once,” said I, out of all patience. 

diligently than ever. But it shall be with an ‘‘Oh, we don’t intend to ¢ell anything,” re- 
clearer vision, that shall see Providence design- { plied Miss Croly. ‘It isn’t a thing to talk about, 

ing, working everywhere; and with a patient, } you know; because, as yet, nothing is certain. 

loving heart. Or, that is, nobody has seen anything. But I’ve 

Cochran came in this evening in search }no more doubt what has been going on there 

of Andrew Bell. As Andrew Bell was not to be 3 since Dr. Whitecameup! He has been up often, 

found, in library, garden, or chamber, he did {you know. People have talked about it all 
not sit down; but complained a little standing } along.” 

in the doorway, of the clouds, that, day after} ‘Is he married, or single?” asked mamma. 
day, neither give us needful rain, nor clear} ‘‘Married. But, then, that makes no differ- 

uwily. ence with her. You know Ogden has been there, 
Complained too of so many trees, of so much } just as if he hadn’t any wife, So have some 

shade'therefrom in the yards, of the sickly grass { others I could mention if I tried hard.” 
and the mould. He saw some green mould on} ‘‘I guess you could,” interposed Mrs, Baderly, 

our walk as he came in, he said. He had seen j her voice like that I used, asa child, to associate 

some walks in town coyered with it. People { with Watts— 
ought to know how unwholesome this is, and} 

keep their trees to the sidewalks. Two weeks 

ago, T remember, he could not be done praising; When it first occurred to me, all the horrible 
these same trees, this same shade. t rapors of their inuendoes, I was so angrily 
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Hark from the tombs a doleful sound!” 
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excited as to be faint. I did not speak, however. } \ day , be filled up with the poor thoughts of this 

I sat trembling and weak, with all my faculties } : poor affair, I wonder? On the contrary, let me 

stretching, straining themselves, trying the im-} put it afar off from me. Let me look into my 

plication, looking its probable consequences over ? own soul and see to keeping that unspotted from 

and over, and determining what my own rela- | malevolence, or weakness, or fear. For God, 

tive action shall be. who is so far above all men, all events, sees how 

‘Josephine and Eunice think that is some-% it is with me now, and always; sees whether the 

thing that Mr. Andrew Chase will be likely to § life I live is all outward and troubled unto the 

feel as much as any one,” interposed Miss} world, or inward and peaceful unto Him. 

Croly, looking inquiringly in my face. : This morning (this morning of the twelfth, 
«We shall all feel it,” said I, tears coming. 3 that is; for I am done with my journal) I shall 

**Tt is so sad a thing that ” S 0 to see Caroline White; I have looked the 

‘Yes, J think so!” interrupted Miss Croly, 3 matter all over—motive, deed and probable con- 
rallying her eyes. ‘*We can see by this that its sequences—to see if so vaunted principle would, 
is hard knowing in a large place like this, or in } upon being referred to in a regular way as people 

any place, who’s who and what is what.” advise, take side with so-decried impulse. She 
I answered eagerly. : did. 
‘‘T didn’t mean to admit that I believe the} And she always does, whenever I leave impulse 

story. I don’t: I think it a wicked thing start- ; waiting, and go to consult her, Usage, conven- 

ing it; stirring it, now that it is started. I have$ tionalism oppose impulse often enough; prin- 

no words to tell how wicked it seems to me!’ ciple never does to my knowledge. 

And I wept just like a child. I said to mamma at breakfast, 

They sat still awhile. Then Mrs. Baderly said$ ‘I must go and see Caroline White to-day, 

something to mamma about its being so cloudy ’ mamma.” 
all the time lately, and soon they took their: She answered, dropping her fork, ‘‘Oh, now, 
leave, * don’t!” 

Of mamma. For I did not mind their going. Andrew Bell did not speak, or look up; but 
I sobbed and sobbed, as I have not done before } there was not a muscle or joint, in his face or 

since our dear father died. I wonder what this } hands, that did not give indication of his listen- 

means; this that Jose and Eunice have to say } ing intently. 

about Andrew Bell’s feeling it. I suppose rumor} I answered calmly, 

may have been saying that ‘“‘ Andrew Bellis think-} ‘I must, mamma; for I think it necessary and 
ing of Mrs. White;” and ‘wondering whether he } right. So please don’t oppose my going. Have 

will propose;” because he has called there occa- ; the goodness, Andrew Bell, to bring up some- 
sionally, of late; has treated her in a cordial, } thing good to read when you come to dinner.” 

friendly manner, as all men should treat all, Ho asked. | 

women. ‘*What shall it be? book or newspaper?” 

Jose has endeavored in many ways to maken} ‘I want Judson’s Memoirs. Caroline has read 
snug monopoly of Andrew Bell. This I have all} them; and has told me many things I never 

nlong seen. He has humored her endeavor to a } knew before of their hard life, of the stern dis- 

considerable extent; has all along made a little ; cipline by which he turned his foibles into graces, 
pet of her. I suppose she has had no great ; and made his character the sublime one it was.” 

satisfaction in his late attentions to Caroline. I} «I will get it for you,” helping me to aspa- 

suppose her cousin Croly may have been thrown } ragus. 

somewhat into effervescence by the same demon- ‘‘But you will be reading me lessons of life, 

strations. ; of activity, of usefulness, and so on, off of every 
It must be so. According to Jose’s accounts to ; page. Every page will point a finger at me, re- 

me, he has a long time béen half distracted with } | proving me § 

his passion for Caroline, and with the jealousies } . He interrupted me, saying, 

she has occasioned him by her blandness toward ' > ‘And another upward, stimulating you, en- 

other gentlemen. * couraging you.” 

So they two have had their heads together} He half-smiled with tears in his eyes. I looked 
over the matter, probably, and this has spoiled } toward mamma; but saw that she was not attend- 

their generosity toward Caroline and Andrew , ing to one word we were saying. She was still 

Bell; and, moreover, toward me, the sister of } thinking of my proposed visit to Caroline. I 

one offender, the friend of the other. ; thought that she was going to speak of it again, 

But shall my life of to-day, to-morrow, of next ' after a little more abstraction at playing with 
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her pork; and so, bidding Andrew Bell ‘a good ¢a long time, earnestly, after Tcame up. It had 

day,” I came directly to my room, where I shall ‘ something ominous in it, touching myself, I have 

stay, as I think, until it is time to go to Caro- § no doubt; touching my visit to Caroline. Sue 

line. I heard mamma and Andrew Bell talking $ (10 BE CONCLUDED.) 

MY CHILDHOOD’S HOME. 

BY MRS. SARAH L. RUSSELL. 

My childhood’s home, my childhood’s home, The wild-wood flowers as early bloom, 

How beautiful to me! The birds as sweetly sing; 

Thy green old woods, and murmuring rills, As if they trod the pleasant earth 

And prairie, wild and free; In these calm days of Spring. 

A sea of living green, which spreads 

Far as the eye can gaze; 

Sprinkled with flowers of every hue, 

In beauty’s gorgeous maze. 

Within the green earth’s quiet breast, 

They calmly slumber on; 

I see their peaceful place of rest 

Upon yon hill-side lone; 

A mother’s form is resting there 

Beside her infant boy, 

They feel no more the pain and caro 

Which dims each earthly joy. 

What though no stately palace rears 

Its turrets to the sky; 
And wealth, with all its gilded train, 

Greets not the pazser-by: 

Here dwelt the loving and beloved, 

In years long past away; 
Fair forms through these lone chambers moved, 

Alas! where now are they? 

Strangers are dwelling in the home 

Which once we called our own; 

For they who made its light and joy 

To happier climes have flown. 

And I, 2 weary wanderer here, 

Long for the hour to come, 

When angel ones shall welcome me 

To our Eternal Home. 

The morning sun as brightly shines 

As when it rose on them; 

And evening’s stars as brightly deck 

Night’s brilliant diadem; 
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“DARLING.” 

BY CLARENCE MAY. 

On, how often lips have lingered : In his study sits a father, 

O’er this warm and loving word, g With the care-marks on his brow; 

And by it what sweet emotions $ But a voice of gushing music 

Have within the heart been stirred. Lures him from his labor now; 

In this world of care and shadow, And a bright face steals upon him, 

Oh, how very often hath 
Its sweet accents, like a blessing, 

Cast the sunshine o’er our path! 

With rose-lip and sunny curl; 

And he murmurs, with fond kisses, 

‘Heaven bless thee, darling girl!” 

Sad and pale, a mother muses, 
In her chamber, all alone, 

- O’er the dreams of happy girlhood, 

And a well-remembered tone; 

But a light step breaks the stillness, 
Lighting up her face with joy, 

As she turns and murmurs fondly, 

‘Heaven bless thee, darling hoy!” 

Where the pale moon, with soft blushes, 

Bathes the hill-side and the grove, 

Two are walking ’neath the radiance, 

Dreaming of that captor—Love. 

And the low winds catch the music 

Of those fond words, “T am thine;” 

And they listen as he whispers, 

« Angels bless thee, darling mine!” 
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MRS. FIDGE. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

Mus. Fincs is handsome and accomplished, § one of them runs to her one day with a gangy 

Mrs. Fidge is aristocratic and refined, no one? insect of delicate green—horror! it is a cholera 

can converse with more elegance, or dress with 3 fly. ‘Betty, Billy, Sally, Mr. Fidge,,” she says, 

more taste than Mrs. Fidge; but she has nerves, ‘call and every, pack, write, find lodgings, order 

and that spoils all. , expresses, we are away to-morrow morning, or 

Mrs. Fidge is wealthy; her house is the finest 3 we shall be taken a longer journey by the awful 

in town; her carriages make people stop to stare; } destroyer, Death!’’ Mr. Fidge demurs, complains, 

of servants she has a colony; of friends an un- expostulates, says he has notes to pay, money to 

counted number; but Mrs. Fidge has nerves, and } collect, friends to meet, important projects to 

the number of her possessions adds but to the $ consummate; very well! Mrs. Fidge is resigned, 

number of her apprehensions and cares. though tears come in her eyes. If he wants to 
There is a Mr. Fidge, a good man, a fond hus- follow their precious children to the grave, if 

band, a gentleman: liberal, courteous, intelligent; § he wishes to hurry her beside them—very well! 

he is unwearied in ministering to Mrs. Fidge’s { Men seem to think it rather amusing now-a-days 

wants, both real and fancied; but to no purpose to replace the wife that has given her young 
whatever; the lady neither obtains any peace for $ heart with all its fresh affections A 

herself, nor allows it to him, nor to any one else, Mr. Fidge interrupts her, he will go to Kams- 

for she has nerves. ‘chatka, if she wishes: never mind about his 

The truth is, Mrs. Fidge does not live in the : business, he can afford to lose a few thousands: 

actual world with the rest of us, whether from > never mind about his time, he has but one life 

misfortune or disdain no one ever found out. 3 to lead, and that shall be spent in Mrs. Fidge’s 
She is like some birds that only have their nests $ service. 

on the ground, but live far above in the blue air; Mr. Fidge demurs less and less as they grow 
or rather, Mrs. Fidge is like other birds that § older, for he finds it easier to indulge than to 

have their nests amidst the freshness and beauty ; combat Mrs. Fidge’s innumerable whims. He 

of summer boughs, and might live with the sweet tries to take them like a philosopher, to con- 

hush of fanning leaves and the odor of dainty on as the artist, Albert Durer, is said to have 
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blossoms about them, but instead, descend upon $ done, that a troublesome wife was given him be- 

the ground to hunt for carrion and worms; Mrs. } cause Providence knew that he could endure the 

Fidge dwells not on earth, but in the world of 3 trial. He comforts himself with the knowledge 

her dreams, and fancies, and fears, and horrors. $ that nervous people and invalids always live 

There are little Fidges, but the poor things $ longest, and that Mrs. Fidge has had so many 

might as well have been born in a grated prison $swoons and convulsions her constitution takes 

as in their princely home, such victims are they $ them kindly now. Indeed he does not know but 

to their mother’s apprehensions; they must not they are necessary to her preservation, and as 

play with other children, they may hear bad § thunder-storms come to clear the atmosphere, 

words; they must not go to school, it will injure 3 so they come to restore tranquillity. 

their spines; they must not walk in winter, it is Mr, Fidge was not always so meek and philo- 

too cold, nor in summer, it is too warm, certainly $ sophical, he was enraged once, shortly after his 

not in spring, it is too wet, and every one knows ; marriage, and rebuked his poor bride so cruelly, 

that in autumn the air is poisonous with miasma. $ that the sear of the wound he inflicted is in her 

The little Fidges wear flannel and eiderdown in heart to this very day. 

in August, our climate is so changeable; they This was the way it happened. From being a 

wear respirators and rubber boots, and take $ gay young man, the life and idol of society, 

penny-royal tea every time they sneeze, for Mrs. $ sought and flattered by belles innumerable, he 

Fidge has a horror of consumption. g became the husband of Arabella Mason, who 

Is there contagious disease in the neighbor- § was fresh and fair as the best of them, and what 

hood, Mrs. Fidge has her windows barred, and Le could not boast, had wealth of purse as well 

the little Fidges come near dying of suffocation; ¢ as of intellect. 
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It was all charming at first. Mr. Fidge thought } wished that she had been a beggar, a dwarf, a 

he should never be tired of looking into Ara-$ nun, anything but rich and queenly, and—for- 

bella’s eyes, and blamed the summer evenings $ saken! 

that were not long enough while he and Arabella} Should she revenge herself, by returning to 

cooed like two turtle-doves, under the vines of 3 society and accepting the homage that awaited 

their moonlighted cottage piazza. her? Ah, she should only watch him smiling 

But alas, when winter came, they seemed to3 upon other women, laughing over his wine, 

have cooed out; all the complimentary adjectives $ eager in dance, in song, in sport, as he had 

in the language had been applied to Arabella, } always been, and only cold and civil and calm 

and some until they were stale and threadbare; ; to her. 

and Arabella had rehearsed her fears and piahie$ No! Arabella’s gentle heart could not bear 

and symptoms, until Mr. Fidge thought it a pity } such anguish, her proud heart could not have tho 

he had not been educated a physician, there was 3} world watch and comment upon its woes. She 

such a compendium of disease in his home for a consulted her watch again, she had been holding 

continual subject: she would be to him like an 3 it and had kept her eyes fixed, though vacantly, 

artist’s lay-figure, useful as Correggio’s wife! $ upon its face, ever since Mr. Fidge first left the 
Fond as the ears were into which she whis-} house: ten came, eleyen, twelye, one — past 

pered her trials; and silvery as was the voice} midnight! ‘Time for ghosts to walk, for thieves 

that gave them utterance, Mr. Fidge could net’ to be abroad! were her worst fears to be realized 

help being a little wearied: he wondered the:so soon? Her imagination pictured vividly as 

neighbors did not call—he had selected a thinly : if he stood before her, the recreant husband 

settled neighborhood, for the sake of more lonely } staggering into the room, with bloodshot eyes, 

hours with Arabella; but now, alas, once Mr. with stammered senseless apologies; but she 

Yidge remembered his duties to society, again} would forgive him, only, only—would she not 

he would entertain his friends, and Arabella} remember this one night as a useful warning! 

should dazzle the world. < Mrs. Fidge arose to remove a slender table which 

Arabella did not wish to dazzle, she was con- ? stood near the door, and was covered with frail 

tented with home, she was satisfied with the} but valuable vases; Mr. Fidge might overturn 

admiration of one she loved: men were different, 3 it, in the helpless and heedless state of body and 

she supposed, she had always heard a man’s mind, in which he was sure to return. 

affection had no stability; other women lost; Meantime Mr. Fidge was quietly playing 

their husband’s love, why should not she?$ whist with an old friend: it was a game of 

Doubtless her time had come. ’ which both were very fond, they had been mem- 

Now Arabella had said all these things before, 3 bers of one club in their merry bachelorhood, 

and Mr. Fidge, unwilling that a tear should dim } and had past many such quiet evenings together. 

her heavenly eyes, had settled back in his easy- $ The friend had been married at the same time 

chair, concealing ennui as best he could; but’ with Mr. Fidge, but his wife was not an Ara- 
now he thought it time to assert his rights, and 3 bella, and observing her husband’s enjoyment 

also prove that he respected Mrs, Fidge too} of the game, had slyly set back the hands of the 
much to indulge her like a spoiled child; she} parlor clock; so that they had but reached half 

pouted: well, it would not hurt her to pout; she past nine when Mr. Fidge arose to depart, 

would stay at home: well, then Mr. Fidge must thanking his host and hostess with a beaming 

walk alone. \ face, for pleasure which they all hoped often to 

So Mrs. Fidge sat in her elegant parlor, with } renew. 

dismal forebodings coming through her mind; } Just then the bells without rang a sudden 

what might not become of Mr. Fidge? He might } frightened peal, as if for a fire alarm; and the 

form convivial habits, he might gamble, might} gentlemen seizing their hats, rushed from the 

come home some night to tell of a ruined fortune, house together, followed a crowd who knew no 

ruined habits, ruined reputation, all resulting} better than themselves whither they were going, 

from this one step of forsaking his Arabella. : and searched the town from end to end, in hopes 

Was she growing ugly? Mrs. Fidge consulted } of discovering why they were there, and what 

her glass: no! many another man might fall at} they could all be seeking. 

her feet even yet; but she was Mr. Fidge’s wife, Tired of asking questions which none could 

the excitement of pursuit was over, the romance 3 answer, and confessing ignoranee to questions 

of love was ended, the cup of domestic happiness 3 which all asked, Mr. Fidge gained possession of 

drained, and now, now, what a future! Mrs. one of the belfry ropes, and rang away indefati- 

Fidge wished she had never loved, never hoped, * gably, while his friend promised to return with 
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whatever intelligence he should be able to; Whilst the crowd laughed, and the great belfry 
gather. bell vibrated again, and the village editor hurried 

Suddenly Mr. Fidge heard the tramp of pane to write a ludicrous account of the panic, 

returning footsteps; and a merry multitude it ; the manuscript of which Mr. Fidge bought of 

seemed, that swarmed into the little vestibule, ; him for a suit of clothes, the day following. Mr. 

and about the steps of the church. Fidge himself disappeared; and at the door of 

Mr. Fidge ceased his labor, a pause ensued, $ his own house met Arabella with dishevelled hair 

and his friend came forth to tell him that there } and assurances that she would ask no questions, 

was no fire, but only some one lost. Mr. Fidge’s } if only he were alive and whole. Somehow Ara- 
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_ heart fell at once—fell worse when all the watch- } bella forgot to remember this evening as a lesson 

ing faces that crowded around him burst into a¢ to her husband, and somehow Mr. Fidge was 

laugh, which brought down vibrations from the } called out of town that next day, and did not 
bell above: the alarmist was Arabella, Mr. Fidge return till people were tired of laughing over 

awoke to find himself looking after himself, as the respective anxieties and mistakes of Mr. 

indeed all sensible people will. and Mrs, Fidge. 

SUMMER. 

Dark the woods with waving shadows, 

Sweet the clover-scented meadows 

Now so beautfully green; 

Smiling ope the budded roses 
Where sly Cupid oft reposes 

With his fatal darts unseen 

Sweet at evening’s hour to listen, 
While the stars above us glisten, 

To the plaintive whip-poor-will; 

And to hear the gentle murmur— 

Insect music—of the Summer 
As their strains the night air fill. 

Gently on the brooks are gliding, 

Shining fish within them hiding 

’Neath the water-lilies fair; 

Gracefully the trees are waving 

0’er their banks, and deeply laving ~ 
In the stream their roots all bare. 

Days of Summer, ye are flying— 

Soon will all your charms be dying, 

Soon, too soon ye'll pass away! 

So fades life—and thus decaying 
Like the leaflet briefly staying 

Do we linger but a day. 

Let it then be our endeavor 

When we die to live forever 

In the mansions of the blest; 

Let our prayers ascend to Heaven, 

First at morn and last at even, 

That our souls may be at rest. 

Drowsily the bees aro humming, 
Laden from tho flow’rets coming 

To their hives beneath the shade; 

Butterflies are flitting over 
Glancing beds of waving clover, 

All their flow’ry visits made, PLL PF LD DID LL LD LILIA SISA LA LADLE ALE LA ALA DDL LOA OLA LO LAY 
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CHILDHOOD. 

BY WINNY WOODBINE. 

Wuen thou art roaming far away, 
Beside some smiling stream, 

Where bluer skies and brighter stars 
Upon thy pathway beam; 

Where blossoms gem each green hill-side, 

And woo the “soft South-west,” 

While sweeter strains and softer tones 

Will soothe thy soul to rest. 

Then often will thy heart turn back 

To those sweet childish hours, 

When youth and hope roamed side by side 
Amid the budding flowers. 

And childhood with its purity 

Will seem oh, doubly bright, 

When shadows gather darkly round 
As steals the gloom of night; 

But never more will youth come back 

To bless thy weary heart, 

Ihe waves of time will roll between 
And keep thee far apart. 

Or when within the halls of mirth, 

The gayest of the gay, 

The moments with their wild delight 

Are vanishing away; LLP LP PPP PPP POP DL PP LDP LP CO PAL LN 
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AND THE TALE THAT HANGS THEREBY, 

BY ELLA RODMAN. 

I map had a weary day of shopping in the'city; $ $the bonnets at the milliner’s with the greatest 

for when one sets forth with twenty-five dollars care, aud TL eno that I can do it—it will save 

to buy:a hundred dollars’ worth of things, one quite a sum.’ 

becomes perfectly overwhelmed by the uncon-{ I unrolled a richly colored blue ribbon, and 

scionable demands of shopkeepers, and meee Madge, after admiring it, exclaimed, ‘I 

riences a sense of relief when the fatiguing task {am so glad that you didn’t get green! I dislike 

is ended. So it was with me; I had accomplished ¢ green with blue eyes—they don’t match; and I 

my purchases, and the old stage deposited me at $ dare say that you can trim it as well as any mil- 
the door of our country home, with my head full } liner—you were always handy, you know, at 

of the experiment I was about to make. } making doll’s bonnets.” 

How inviting the house looked, humble though She laid the ribbon against my cheek, and 

it was, forming, with its cool shade-trees, such ; wondered, as she commented upon its becoming- 

a pleasant contrast to the dusty city I had left; § mess, when Edward Lyster would come? She 

and as I caught sight of aunt Madge walking $had a great idea, this dear aunt Madge, of 

through the little flower-garden in front to meet my making a splendid, wealthy marriage, and 
me, I breathed a silent prayer of gratitude that 3 riding in triumph over the heads of ‘those up- 

I had a home, and some one to love me. For starts,” as she called them; but although I had 

aunt Madge and I were all in all to each other. $ not seen Edward Lyster since we were children, 

I was an orphan, and she my mother’s only } I turned aside that aunt Madge might not notice 

sister; she had no other tie, and she, and I, and} the blush I felt rising to my cheek; and pre- 

Bridget lived there together in a cosy quietude ‘ tending an alarming appetite, I hurried in to the 

that was infinitely delightful. tea-table. 

We had few visitors, for although we prided} The next morning, after thoroughly dusting 

ourselves upon being one of the oldest families the little parlor, and making it cool and shady, 

in the place, it was well known through the vil-}I placed the round-table, containing my new 

lage that my father, lawyer Morpeth, left but } bonnet and all its belongings by the open win- 

little money; and people who would have thought } dow; and spreading a clean napkin on my lap, 

it an honor to be upon visiting terms with my ; I sat down to my task. ‘*Secure your cape and 

father’s father, now looked down upon my father’s ; strings /irst,”” had been the milliner’s advice, 
daughter because they had become rich and built § ‘and then see what you have left for bows,” 
gingerbread structures on the site of the old and bearing this in mind, I proceeded accord- 

blacksmith’s shop, or village tavern, while the § ingly. 

Morpeth estate had been sold, piece by piece, } Aunt Madge had resolutely declined my ser- 

until there remained only the cottage in which 3 vices in the kitchen, that morning, being impa- 

we lived, that had formerly been the residence } tient, she said, to see the bonnet trimmed; but 

of my father’s farmer. But every one said that { she made frequent visits to my domain, sometimes 

aunt Madge carried herself with the air of a with a saucer of eggs in her hand that she was 

princess; and as for me, if the tr a must be $ beating up, ‘to find out how I was getting on;” 

told, they pronounced me ‘‘stuck up.” , but although this was kindly meant, I must say 

We went into the house, and aunt Madge was } that it materially retarded my progress. For 

soon exploring the band-box I brought with me. } instance, aunt Madge was decidedly horrified at 

She loved to see me prettily dressed, and always ; my clipping the ribbon into little bits; and she 

lauded the good taste of my purchases; but when { seemed to be under the impression that it should 

she brought to view a very fine but untrimmed ’ be sewed with twine—wondering, with a sort of 

and unlined straw-bonnet, she uttered an excla- } aggravating innocence, whether the bows would 

mation of surprise and dismay. ‘ stay on! 
‘«‘T am going to trim it, myself, aunt Madge,” § Now, my ambition had been to present aunt 

said I, in a tone of conscious power, ‘I studied ; Madge but two phases of the Eonae ; oe un- 

LV. 
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adorned foundation of straw, and the blue rib-; ‘‘Myself,” LI replied, with a sort of conscious 

boned wonder that was to astonish her eyes with $ pride. 

its milliner-like air; so, I banished her to the » ** You?” exclaimed my companion, fixing upon 

kitchen with the threat that if her visits were { me a broad stare of incredulous surprise; and I 

not discontinued, I would come and drop my 3 supposed that her next words would be a request 

thimble into the cake she was making—but I? to lend it for a pattern, but with her eyes fixed 

had, notwithstanding, an uncomfortable suspi- ; upon the bonnet, she talked of other things until 

cion that aunt Madge’s eyes were peering at $I joined aunt Madge. 

me from cracks and crevices during the whole § The next day, I went to see ‘‘aunt Eunice,” 

operation. ,one of our old church members, who lived with 

As if to confirm this idea, she walked in at $her grand-daughter on the outskirts of the vil- 

the precise moment that I had finished my task ; lage, and who, not being strong for work, had 
and elevated it in triumph on my head, declaring { the pittance that sufficed for their support eked 

that there would not be a prettier bonnet in the $ out by charity. Sally was in my Sunday-school 

place. Aunt Madge complimented me, as well ¢ class, but I had seen neither of them, now, for 

as the bonnet; and I thought, myself, that I$ two or three weeks. 

looked passable in it. Into each of those bows} Aunt Eunice told me confidentially that ‘they 

had been twisted some thoughts of Edward shad nothing fit to wear—Miss Myers had given 

Lyster; and I now felt pretty well satisfied with } Sally an old bunnit and some laylock ribbun, 

my work ’ but Sally didn’t know how to put it on, and her 
‘The Cranston girls are making toward you,” fingers were too clumsy.” 

whispered aunt Madge, as we were coming out of { TI laid aside my things, and set about the task 
church, the next Sunday, ‘I knew they would.” 3 of thatching Sally Pue. Neither ‘the bunnit’ 

‘‘The Cranston girls” were aunt Madge’s pet 3 nor the ‘‘laylock ribbun” were any great things; 

aversion, and no great favorites of mine, Re- but I managed matters so that, at last, they pre- 

becca, the oldest, was a showily-pretty, loud- sented quite a respectable appearance. Sally 

talking, good-natured sort of girl—while Ann } was delighted, she had never looked so fine in 

was red-haired, more vulgar than her sister, and } her life; and then, taking in hand a great, black 

decidedly malicious. They were a very queer } shed, to which Eunice applied the misnomer of 

family: they were said to be wealthy, and the § ‘*bunnit,” I remodelled it to her complete satis- 

father lived in idleness; but the mother was a faction. 
hard-working woman, whose origin had been} ‘I never knowed, afore, that you was a milli- 

extremely low, and whose disposition was very ‘ ner,” said she, in astonishment at the result of 

much like Ann’s. Mrs. Cranston was seldom } my skill. 

decently dressed; but they lived handsomely, for} ‘«No,” I replied, laughingly, ‘‘but Iam going — 

the country, and the girls had a great variety ‘ to take up the trade, now.” 

of finery. We had been to school together, but; Little did Limagine the effect of those thought- 

were never very intimate, except when I had less words, as I tripped home with the pleasant 

some new article of dress that they wanted to ; consciousness that I had been of some use to my 
borrow for a pattern, and then Rebecca loaded fellow creatures. 

me with caresses. Only the winter before, ei In the parlor I found Rebecca Cranston wait- 

the great indignation of aunt Madge, they had . ing for me. ‘‘She has come for the bonnet,” 

borrowed my new bonnet fresh from the city; } thought I, and I met her with cold reserve; but 

and sending it to Miss Snip, the village milliner, Rebecca greeted me laughingly, and sat chatting 

had two made exactly like it! ‘away with perfect unconstraint. She appeared so 

Aunt Madge drew herself up haughtily, as amiable that I felt quite ashamed of myself, and 

they approached, but Rebecca made a direct} ‘ thawed rapidly under the influence of her smiles. 

onslaught upon me. “‘T’ve come to ask a favor,’ said my visitor, 

‘What a love of a bonnet!” she screamed, as $ ‘‘mother was just saying how dreadfully un- 

she drew me off, ‘got it all ready trimmed in sociable you’d been, and we all want you to 

the city?” come and spend the day, to-morrow. Come 

‘*No,” I replied, very quietly, ‘‘it was trim- $ early, so that we can have a good, long talk.” 

med here.” ’ Trefused this invitation, at first; but Rebecca 

**Get out!” said Rebecca, a favorite request became so urgent that I went to aunt Madge for 

with her when anything appeared difficult of be- } advice. 

lief. But seeing that I remained unmoved, she ‘She didn’t ask you to wear your new 

asked, in a more subdued tone, ‘‘who did it?” * bonnet?” inquired my far-seeing relative. 
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No, she had not mentioned the bonnet at § of mine, only more expensive, with a handsome 

all. pink ribbon for one, and a green one for the 

“Then,” said aunt Madge, reflectively, ‘13 other, were deposited upon my lap; and Mrs. 
don’t know but that you had better go. Iam Cranston, with a wink to Rebecca, told her to 
afraid, Etta, that we are too particular—it is3 ‘‘get her needle and things ready, and maybe 
not a wise thing for a young girl to remain ¢ I'd show her how to take the first stitch.” 
entirely shut up from all society; and although$ Upon this, Rebecca and Ann both armed them- 
the Cranstons are not at all to my taste, yet aS selves with the proper implements, and planted 
Lysters, and others, visit them, and you might 3 : themselves one on each side of me. Rebecca 
meet desirable acquaintances there. I think, ,# made a feint of cutting off a dwarfish string, 
upon the whole, it will be best for you to accepts and Ann attempted to crumple up about two 
Rebecen’s invitation.” yards of ribbon into a bow, seeing which, I took 

This was coming down a great deal for aunt $ the materials from their hands; and no sooner 
Madge; but I went back to Rebecca, and told ’ had my fingers touched the ribbon than Mrs. 
her that I would come. She appeared delighted, $ Cranston exclaimed, 
and overwhelmed me with rough caresses. ‘*Etta takes hold, now, as if she understood 

*‘Now, mind and come early,” were her last the business! Don’t let them spoil the things— 
words, as she departed abruptly at the oppor-3$ they’re so stupid!” 
tune moment when one of: the law-students wane By dinner-time, the two bonnets were trim- 
crossing the street; and I saw, from the window, deed and feeling quite weary, I was glad of a 
that the young man had turned his steps in the § respite. Mr. Cranston, who was already eating 
direction of Mr. Cranston’s, while Rebecca wrig- $ ’ when we entered the room, inquired ‘*Who we 
gled along beside him, ad here?” And, on being told my name, and 

The Cranstons lived in a plain, but roomy that I had been trimming bonnets, persisted in 

house; and the girls, who made frequent visits the idea that I went out by the day. t 
to the city, had introduced many improvements. After a short walk in the garden, Mrs. Crans- 
There were chairs and ottomans covered with ton beckoned me mysteriously in; and display- 

worsted work, fashionable knick-knacks on the 7" ing a queer-shaped bonnet, rahineiead that as I 
mantel-piece, and in winter, a pleasant grate- ae eemed to be so handy, maybe I could do some- 

fire, which seemed to compare so cheerily with 1g tag with that. The straw, she said, cost an 

our little dull stove—lI hate stoves. ; awful sight of money, but she guessed it wanted 

So, I set forth in the full expectation of a a little fixing. J guessed it wanted a great deal; 

pleasant day, although I resolutely tied on my } but seating myself at my task, I unripped the 

white sun-bonnet. Rebecca received me.at the thick wire and cut it—(a most disagreeable job) 
door with both hands, and much laughter and § took off several rows of straw—and trimming it 
giggling; and even Ann seemed disposed to be with the dirt-colored ribbon which Mrs, Cranston 
gracious. S laid beside me, I made it look very decent. 

‘‘Come right straight up stairs!” shouted both} But when she asked me if I knew anything 

at once, ‘we shan’t make a stranger of you!” 3 about fixing caps, I suddenly remembered that 

I was led, or rather, dragged into the spare 3 aunt Madge was alone, and I looked around for 

bed-room—my sun-bonnet twitched from my my sun-bonnet. But the girls had hid it, and 

head—and my ears almost deafened by the loud ¢ there was much noisy struggling before I could 

voices of my companions. Mrs. Cranston, a} get possession of it. Mrs. Cranston told me that 

small, sallow woman, with little, twinkling black I must come over often; and Rebecca and Ann 
eyes, and a very sharp look, was at work, in the professed themselves ‘‘ quite jealous of mother,” 

rocking-chair, upon an old sheet; and haying ; who, they said, had managed to keep me pretty 

told me that ‘I was a great stranger,” she re- : much to herself all day. 

uested me to ‘‘se¢ right down amongst ’em.” I afterward heard that Mrs. Cranston re- 

; Some inquiries neta aunt Madge were § marked, ‘‘For her part, she b’lieved in gittin’ 

made, and answered; and then Mrs. Cranston 3 things done in the house for cheapness—par- 

exclaimed, as she stitched vigorously on, ‘‘I’m : ticularly by an ecrnesienees because that was 
going to turn over a new leaf with my galls; only a meal or so.’ : 

they tell me that you’re so smart, you trim yan I walked home quite reflectively, and laughed 

own bunnits—and though we ain’t poor folks, 3 as I gave an account a a ie to aunt oe 

it’s best to save when you ken. Becky, bring} She was, however, perfectly indignant, and de- 

them bunnits for Etta to see.” nounced the whole race of Cranstons from that 

time forth. 
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Two very pretty straw bonnets, in the style 
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“But, aunt Madge,” said I, still laughing, 3 across me and began a noisy conversation, in 

‘‘they didn’t borrow my bonnet, after all.” which Ann joined as often as possible. 
‘‘No,” she replied, ‘they borrowed your fin- I was somewhat astonished when, at the first 

gers, this time. How I despise such mean-} pause, Ann turned to me and observed, in a : 
ness 1” \ particularly loud tone, as she pulled at her bon- 

Now, I was rather amused by it, and sat in} net-string, 

smiling admiration of the Cranston tactics. ‘You didn’t sew this on very strong, Etta— 

Another Sunday came round. I had been told, ; see! it’s off already.” 

the day before, that Horace Lyster had arrived.{ ‘Oh, Ett!”” exclaimed Rebecca, from the other 

On casting a furtive glance toward a certain } side, “I want to know if you won't just alter my 

pew, I saw a waving mass of dark-brown hair, } trimming a little? Pll run over with it to-mor- 

a pair of dark-brown eyes, and a half-demure, } row. You didn’t know that she had turned mil- 

half-mischievous expression of countenance, that} liner, did you, Mr. Lyster?” 

were all indelibly stamped upon my memory. I} He looked at me in surprise, and I thought 

wondered if he remembered the little silver $ inguiringly, but I remained obstinately silent. I 

pencil he had given me for a philopsena four ’ saw through Rebecca and Ann, at once, and I 

years ago. : could smile at them; but I did not yet thoroughly 

At this moment, our eyes met, and I felt the § understand Edward Lyster. I wished to see 

color suffusing my face. He looked half in sur-} whether he was superior to his position. 

prise, half in recognition ; and I no longer dared’ I smilingly told Rebecca that milliners were 

to glance in that direction. He was spending } ‘expected to be obliging, and promised to make 

the college vacation with his aunt, with whom } ‘ the required alteration, They were evidently 

his school days had been passed; and I noticed surprised; but we had now reached our gate, 

that his cousin regarded him with a sort of ap- and I parted from them in the coolest possible 

propriating air, as though she considered him $ manner, thinking, as I went in, that Rebecca 

her own especial property. But Corinth Lyster {and Ann would doubtless improve the opportu- 

was plain, pale, and lackadaisical-looking ; she } nity to give various little memoirs of me not 

dressed always in the extreme of the fashion, ; ‘¢founded on fact.” 

and was called a brilliant musician; but I didn’t Edward Lyster came the next morning; and 

believe that she would captivate Edward. ; 3 he, and I, and aunt Madge had a long talk 

As I passed out, Rebecca Cranston was in the § together. I could not help thinking him supe- 

midst of an altercation with her sister Ann; and rior to all the collegians I had eyer seen; but I 

joining me as soon as I appeared, she exclaimed } was both surprised and pleased to hear that he 

in a high key, = studying for the ministry. Aunt Madge 

‘Do you believe that Rdward Lyster cares $ evidently considered him a lover; but I remem- 

anything for his cousin? Don’t you think he} bered Mrs. Lyster and Corinth, and foresaw 

likes me a great deal better?” trouble. 

Rebecca’s claim to Edward Lyster was some-3 Rebecca came, with her bonnet, in the after- 

thing so entirely unexpected that I was silent $ \ noon, and I made the alteration—noticing, with 

with surprise. * considerable amusement, that just as the Lyster 

‘Well!’ shouted Ann, ‘‘this is fun to have ; carriage passed, she adroitly drew herself out 

you all quarreling about Edward Lyster! It is N : of sight, leaving me sitting in full view, with 

plain to see that Etta means to take possession } ‘the bonnet in hand. Mrs. Lyster stared, but I 

of him, herself.’ sewed on in perfect unconcern. 

Rebecca gave me a look quite different from | I even began to think upon the expediency of 

her usual glances; and at this interesting mo-; hanging out a sign; for as to the bonnets that 

ment, Edward Lyster, himself, appeared upon now passed through my hands, their name was 

the scene. He must have heard it all. Hisaunt} legion. All my poor protegees were made to 

and cousin swept grandly by to their carriage—} look more decent than they had ever looked 

returning a haughty bow to the flattering recog- 3 before; all my friends availed themselves of my 

nition of the Cranstons’, but ‘they had not the ; services as their natural right; and thanks to 

honor of my acquaintance.” Edward announced ; aunt Eunice and the Cranstons, the story of my 

his intention of walking home; and as soon as : having turned milliner was fully believed! 

ww 

Or 

possible, joined our party. Aunt Madge and I were sitting together, one 

“T scarcely knew you,” said he to me. afternoon, when the carriage of a retired black- 

My heart beat with foolish haste at this simple} smith stopped at our door, and his wife and 

remark; but before I could reply, Rebecca leaned} daughters entered the apartment with some 
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‘forders” for me. Aunt Madge took them in “Pride,” was my reply, as I smiled wickedly ; 

hand, and so overwhelmed them with her looks, > but a stolen glance doubtless betrayed me, for 

while informing them that ‘‘they had made a} Edward burst into a rhapsody, the sum and sub- 

mistake,” that they were glad to beat a hasty } stance of which was that I was a brave, noble 

retreat. ; girl—that he had always loved me, and now 

I sat laughing at the frightened countenance } loved me more than ever, although he was dis- 

of poor Mrs. Spiggles, while aunt Madge gave } posed to quarrel with me for doubting him—and 

vent to her indignation; but this increased ten-$ much more to the same purpose. 

fold when I suddenly informed her that, as I had } ’ ‘But your relations?” I asked, ‘what will 

now my hands full of work which I did for} they say?” 

nothing, I meant to be gracious to the next cus-} ‘*My aunt and cousin, thank fortune!” he 

tomer, and allow her to pay me for the job as } replied, ‘‘have no control over me, and my father 
Ot 

she would any cther milliner. 2 i is expected Bees to-morrow. I have often spoken 

‘*You are not zn earnest, Etta?” in a tone that } to him of you.” 
seemed to express doubts of my sanity. I walked home in a bewildering dream of hap- 

But I reiterated my intention, and prophesied piness, in which dear aunt Madge soon shared; 

to aunt Madge that it would all come out right. § and after Edward's departure, we sat and talked 

She shook her head incredulously, and was at of the surprise and anger of Mrs. Lyster and 

dently thinking of Edward Lyster. I thought} Corinth. 
of him, too; and the more I thought, the more } Edward told me all about it, afterward. The 
determined I became. S elder lady tapped the carpet with her foot, in 

A few days after, I was honored by a call from 3 suppressed rage, as she uttered only the words, 

Mrs. Lyster and Miss Corinth; they glanced ‘‘Your father will be here to-morrow!” while 

curiously around, as they informed me that they } Corinth laughed, and said scornfully that she 

had been directed hither to get some bonnets admired cousin Edward’s taste. 

trimmed, and they would like to know my price, The arrival of Mr. Lyster was anxiously 

and how soon I could get them done. watched for, and Edward endeavored to obtain 

Their manner was supercilious in the extreme, } 2 private hearing; but his aunt anticipated him 

and aunt Madge, with ‘‘all the blood of all the by pouring forth to her brother an indignant 

Howards” coursing angrily through her veins, account of his son’s entanglement with a milli- 

was upon the point of showing them the door; ; ner. In vain Edward protested that I only 

but J enjoyed it extremely; it was just what 1} } worked for charity—that I was not obliged to 

wanted; and in a thoroughly business-like man- do it; his aunt exclaimed sneeringly that ‘‘the 

ner I received the order, satisfied them about} house looked like that;” and finally Mr. Lyster, 

the terms, and saw them depart. Aunt Madge} to still the tempest raging around him, an- 

said that she believed I was crazy, but I told} nounced his intention of paying me a visit, 

her that I knew exactly what I was about. ; himself, and examining into matters. Mrs. 

Those first earnings of mine, how sweet they } Lyster was triumphant—he had only to see, she 

were! I had appropriated the money before it} thought, to be convinced; and so thought Ed- 

came; and walking down to the hut where my } ward, but in a different way, for he would have 

poor invalid lived, I found Edward Lyster there} dragged his father out that very evening, but 

before me. He was reading to her, and as 1} Mr. Lyster laughingly prayed for a respite. 

entered, the full, rich tones of his voice seemed} Edward slipped around to tell me of his 

to thrill my very soul. I tried to slip my offer- ‘father’s intended visit—telling me at the same 

ing into her hand unobserved; but as he joined ‘ time that he had only to see me to be charmed 

me, on my homeward route, he exclaimed, : > with me; but I very much doubted this, and 

“T cannot help thinking, Etta, that if you} ‘looked forward to the interview with consider- 

were not so lavish in your charities, you would } able trepidation. Aunt Madge promised to stan] 

not be obliged to work at the bonnet business!” by me; and having attired herself with much 

«And perhaps,” said I, gaily, “if I did not} care, in a rich silk that was only worn on great 

‘work at the bonnet business,’ I would not be $ occasions, she looked so handsome and so lady- 

able to attend to the ‘charities.’ But who told ; like that I could not forbear expressing my 

you that I worked at the bonnet business?” admiration. 

«<They told me so at home,” he replied, with} Aunt Madge actually blushed as she replied 

a consciousness which led me to think that bers that 7 could afford to flatter; but the garden- 

remarks had been added. ‘‘What induced you } gate had closed, and Edward Lyster and his 

to do this?” he continued. } formidable father were just at the door 

Vor. XXX.—8 
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I had caught a glimpse of Mr. Lyster, and;I thought this very kind and attentive on his 
much of my fear was removed. When he had part; but after awhile, I began to look signifi- 

entered, and was presented by Edward first to} cantly at aunt Madge when I saw Mr. Lyster 
aunt Madge, and then to me, he looked from one? approaching the house. 

to the other in a pleased surprise, and entered} It turned out just as I expected; aunt Madge 
at once into easy conversation. He was a hand-} was ‘‘engaged” at the age of thirty-eight, and 
some, gentlemanly man, with a striking resem- : we two, who had been together so many years, 
blance to Edward, and not by any means old.$ would not be parted now. The embarrassment 

Aunt Madge and I soon felt at ease, and acquit- ; of the elder lovers was somewhat relieved by 
ted ourselves in a satisfactory manner. ; our joyful congratulations; and then we laughed 

The visit, which was in reality a long one, } merrily at the ill-success of Mrs. Lyster’s ma- 
appeared short; and from Edward’s temerity in neeuvring in sending her brother to put a stop 
whispering, ‘darling!’ accompanied by a con- § to our proceedings. I believe she thought, poor 
centrated squeeze of the hand, I understood that} lady! that there was a sort of spell in the house, 
he argued the most favorable results. Nor was itself; and as Bridget was not ‘‘spoken for,” she 
he disappointed; Mr. Lyster ‘approved of me’ 3 would doubtless have questioned the expediency 
in the most unconditional manner, and expressed $ of sending another marplot, lest he should be 
so much surprise to his sister and niece at their $ snapped up by the Hibernian damsel. 
descriptions of me, that they took refuge in $ Itis scarcely necessary to say that we are not 
angry silence. ’ on very intimate terms with our connections, the 
Edward told me that his father had expressed Lysters. 

his intention of coming to see me very often, and : 

THE QUESTION ANSWERED. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

“Where do you live?” 

Nor where the fire is blazing, 

And the daily meals are spread; 

Not where the midnight curtains 

Are drooping round my bed; 
Not in the festive circle 

Where mirth flows fast and free; 

Of genial gales, and smiling skies, 
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But in the quiet parlor ; 

Far in the sunny South; 

But what are these to the loving words 

Warm from a friendly mouth ? 

Thou makest me rich with thy mental wealth, 

And joyous with thy life’s joy; 

For thy diamond thoughts are without a flaw, 

Thy truth’s gold without alloy. 

The Bread of the Spirit, the Wine of the Heart— 
On these I banquet free, 

In the quiet little parlor, where 

[ talk, dear friend, with thee. 

Where I sit and talk with thee. 

They tell of the mountain breozes, 

Of the strength-restoring brine, 

Of health-imparting odors, breathed 

Where waves the forest pine. 

PYEM ORS AVINE TY. 

BY LOTTIE LINWOOD, 

HEAVENWARD tending, till our spirits 

Take their everlasting flight, 

And, unbound from earthly fetters, 

Bathe in that Eternal Light. 

Heavenward tending, child immortal! 

Faith, Hope, Love, and Charity; 

They shall guide thee thro’ Death’s portal, 

They shall strengthen, comfort thee, 

Father of our deathless spirits, 

In whose image we are made, 

Thou wilt bid the waves of sorrow, 

*Round our weary hearts be staid; 

“Through the gate into the City,” 

Where the “blessed” live for aye, 

May we find abundant entrance, 

Heirs of Immortality! BIDAR AAA One en eee" 

A 



THREE LETTERS FROM MY BROTHER FRED; 

IN WHICH THE READER DISCOVERS HOW HE WON ALLIE FAY. 

BY F. H. STAUFFER. 

LETTER I ¢ I pass my time here in reading, or lying under 
Oak Dale, September 9th, 185—. the great willows, or sometimes working in the 

Dear Sister Kare—Your affectionate letter } field, at which, as you conjecture, I am some- 
came to hand, and I confess myself under obli- ; What ofa novice. Most of the evenings I spend 
gations to you for both its length and its sola in listening to the quaint allusions of uncle 
rest. ‘To one so sensitive as myself on matters} Nathan. His ‘*Verandah Lectures,” as I call 
of education—to one who has read much and} them, are a rare treat, Kate, and would immor- 
thought more—to one who has seen the world} talize a Phoenix or a Philander Doesticks. His 
in all its eccentricities and phases, it is truly re-} ridicule is extravagant, his wit farcical, his rail- 
freshing to receive a model letter from a model : lery absolutely cruel. Finely woven sentences 
sister. Your letter is a living poem-side in} are broken off with the most unpardonable ab- 
imagery, brilliant in conceits, calling up the} ruptness; hideous vices wrestle with satire for 
heart to elevated sentiments, and to that which their drapery; and wholesome truths intrude 
is better—high examples; a letter none the less ¢ upon the seclusion of your sophistry with Paul 
beautiful when it turns aside from wit and bril- } Pry impertinence and Paul Pry apologies. And 
liancy into the by-paths of yearning affection : then, sometimes, in a lecture the acme of pro- 
and fond advice. To apply the principles of } priety and morality, a vein of wit and humor, 
good sense to composition; to examine what | too rapid to follow up and catch, fearless cheowen 
is beautiful, and why it is so; to distinguish > all—as strangely out of place as would be a buf- 
between the specious and the solid, between | foon from a comedy by Moliere, ‘bobbin’ round” 
affected and natural ornament, is as ee in the most pathetic scenes in Rowe’s ‘‘Jane 
to social letter-writing as beauty and elegance. Shore” or “The Fair Penitent.”’ 
To it belongs all that can soothe the mind, But without telling you about what you your- 
gratify the fancy or awaken the affections. It} self see, hear, and undergo in your semi-annual 
exercises the mind without fatiguing it; it may ; visits to Oak Dale, I will proceed to tell you 
lead to inquiries acute, yet not painful; it may} something about my rustic cousin, Allie Fay. 
be profound, but should never be dry nor ab- } A star-like, fascinating girl is she. Wild and 

struse, Letter-writing is like talking; if you ; Shy as a gazelle, and yet as gentle; a girl uniting 

are not appreciated, the less you say the better. } all the joyous carelessness of a romp, with a 
Willis says in one of his Rural Letters:—‘«J $ native dignity for which city belles may sigh in 
am chary of my talk. I hate to éa/k. I have} vain. Not a faultless, regular beauty is hers; but 
often been indignant at the adage, ‘words cost$ an unique beauty, winsome for its very variety. 
nothing.’ Those who have travelled in Italy, } She embodies all that undefinable grace which 
know well, that in procuring anything in that Hogarth could impart to canvass but not to the 
country, from a post-carriage to a paper of pins, § minds of others. The loveliness of her face is 
you pay so much money and so much talk—the } not in the shades of her complexion, though her 
less talk the more money. I commenced all my; eyes are magnificent. It is in the expression, 
bargains with a compromise. ‘You charge me} which is neither remarkably sublime, nor yehe- 
ten scudi, and you expect me talk you down to : mently passionate, nor uncommonly sparkling; 
five. Now I will give you seven and a half if ‘ but sweet, gentle, placid, trusting; like a beau- 
you let me off the talk.’’? You know, dear Kate, § tiful object in nature which neither lifts the 
that I can appreciate your letters—and hence § mind very high, nor agitates it very much, but 
you are not chary when you write; your whole } produces an agreeable and pleasing serenity. 
soul seems to go out to me! ‘To prevent you Then her character! It is an umblemished 
from accusing me of fulsome flattery, I will? evangel of charity, the ministration of a rood 
simply add that I take to myself the credit of § ’ which everywhere blesses. A character that ean 
your being able to write such teaching, spirited $ be strong amid temptation, calm amid passion, 
letters. Hem! patient amid trial, resigned amid sorrow, and at 
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all times self-possessed! She is fond of poetry } observation—and it is provoking now to be 

and is a capital reciter; she is a great reader, } forced to admit that I have found a woman in 
too, and is especially blessed with a retentive {the seclusion of the country who bafiles me 

memory. She is peculiarly adapted for high, ; completely. Conquests more difficult in their 

holy, spiritual love; love in its highest aspect— } surroundings I have accomplished without even 

glowing with ardor and filling the soul with a desire; so you may imagine that my vanity is 

unutterable charms. A blessing, a crown of }somewhat piqued. She is an enigma—a para- 

joy to the life of him who wins her will she be. ’dox—hard to solve 1s a problem in Euclid. I 

Thrown for the past few weeks much into her ride with her, I romp with her; I sing to her, I 

society; lingering within the light of her own} read to her; we walk together, we talk together. 

spirit’s joyousness; and gazing upon her in her} As I read to her, I can hear her heart beat and 

isolated beauty, divested of the glare and tin- } see her cheeks flush, as her sympathies are 

selry of fashion and the conyentionalities and} wrought upon by the author. Rut when I look 

dissimulation of the world—it is no wonder that into her eyes, there is no richness, no fulness, 

I should admire—in fact love her. Neither 3 no eloquence there—for me! And when I seize 

should it appear singular to you if my remain- ‘her hand or betray the least of the impetuosity 

ing letters from Oak Dale are devoted to the $ of the lover, a smile plays around her lips that 

goddess of its beauty. Write soon, and believe almost makes my heart chafe within me. She 

me your affectionate Broruer Frep. 3 positively don’t love me; and I positively won’t 

P. S.—Kate, send me down by the next stage, } be fool enough any longer to let her know that I 

the third volume of my ‘‘Noctes Ambrosianwe”’ Sadore her. I won't do it, Kate, and in one re- 

and my new boots! Rather a singular coupling : spect I am like a woman, as Suckling says:— 

that, and one that none but a comical fellow like “Tf she won’t, she won't, 
Mackenzie himself would excuse. You may depend on’t, 

And there’s an end on’t!” 

LETTER If. ‘ Confound it, Kate! if she would only quarrel! 

Oak Dale, September 20th, 185—. ‘But I can’t get her to that; you might as well 

Dear Katr—Well, I suppose you are anxious try to enrage a yain woman with flattery—discon- 

to know how I am getting along with my wooing. $ cert a ballet-dancer with applause—or attempt 

In reply to this I would come nearest to the truth to upset Bunker Hill Monument with a yard 

by saying that I don’t know myself! Allie is a%stick! She can’t be made angry. She won't get 

mystery. I can devise nothing by which to gain : angry. Kate, positively your handsome, accom- 

her affections in the least; and pot in the least 3 plished, irresistible brother will make a fool of 

have I any hopes that I shall. She seems to be: himself yet! Good-bye. Frep. 

proof against every attack. Beauty, manliness, 

talent, wealth, station, sociability—all are lost LETTER It. 

upon her. Eloquence, pathos, sentiment, equally § Oak Dale, October 8rd, 185—. 

fail. I have made no direct avowal of love; and ; Kate—Congratulate me! Whirl round the 

under the present circumstances it is not at alls room—get up a pas de deux—upset the toilet- 

probable that I shall. There is no sentimentality stand—throw Moore and Rogers out of the win- 

about her. You might as well try to punch a} dow—imagine yourself a ‘‘theatrical deity going 

wreath of smoke with a foil, indict a shadow, or Sin a theatrical car to a theatrical paradise’— 

try to be good-humored with the thermometer at { anything preposterous and absurd! Allie loves 

one hundred and ten, as attempt to engage her $me—and I will tell you how I won her, You 

in a love pantomime. ¢ must excuse my short sentences. I am in 

I have mingled with the rich, the talented and 3 ecstacy, and folks in ecstacy never make long 

the great; I have listened to the gentle tones of g Bentences: Folks in ecstacy very often make 

love in sunny Spain; beaming eyes have drank § fools of themselves, don’t they, Kate? But we 

in with mine the glory of an Italian sunset; in $ are all fools, Kate. Natural and educated fools; 

the Bal Musard, from behind a mask hiding just 3 habitual and momentary fools; voluntary and 

enough of the face to give piquancy to the rest, 3 involuntary fools; conscious and unconscious 

I have caught loving glances and words that § fools. I am a conscious fool—with wit enough 

burned upon the lips; woman in her frailty and § to be a fool that I may be wise. Well, this is 

waywardness; woman in her grandeur, stateli- $not telling you how I won Allie. Courtship 

ness and pride; woman in her quiet unobtru- $ generally, is governed by impulse instead of 

siveness and sweet trustfulness; female society § prudence—excitement instead of deliberation— 

in all its shades and shapes has come under my 3 passion instead of reason. I courted because I 
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couldn’t help it, and no doubt won Allie because “© Must?” 

she couldn’t help it! **Yes, you must. Allie, I say again, you love 

After I had written to you last week I became } me!” 

sullen and moody. Iwas in despair at my want; At this she looked around at me with a glance 

of success. I took to books and solitary ram- that almost annihilated me. She drew her hand 

bles. I tried to crush the rising emotions of § from mine with violence. 

love. I rarely looked into those calm eyes; 1; ‘‘Ned Merton,” said she, ‘‘you are insulting. 
more rarely listened to that sweet voice. During 5 ie conduct is outrageous. Once I did love 
the interval, a young friend of Allie’s from B you; and once I supposed that you loved me. 

came to visit her. She is a handsome, showy } But I was mistaken; your treatment of me de- 
girl; full of fun and sentiment. Well, I fell} serves the bitterest resentment. How can you 

desperately in love with her—you understand, 

eh? I transferred all my attentions to her, and $ 

soon a change was observable in cousin Allie. : 

She, in her turn, became moody and dejected. 

: say I love you? How dare you say it? I hate 

you! Idespise you! You are fickle!” 

** Allie, dear Allie, listen to me!” I interposed. 

‘*T won't listen to you; besides I ain’t done 

Woods and meadows and laughing streams; yet. I did love you—dearly, devotedly; I am 

seemed to have been shorn of their witchery. ¢ not ashamed to own it, though I did try to teaze 
Her eyes, too, lost part of their brilliancy, and } you, and—veil my eyes! I adored you—I wor- 

her cheeks their mantling hue. Ah! Allie loved ‘shipped your very presence. But now I hate 

me dearly—and was only now beginning to find} you; I loathe you. The honesty that charac- 

it out! She was jealous of her friend. For $ terizes my avowal of past love characterizes my 

almost a week I hardly paid to my once idolized ‘ present avowal of hatred. I wish you would go 

cousin the common civilities of intercourse. One; home! I don’t want you to speak to me any 

evening Allie was sitting alone on the verandah. ; more! Nor do I won't to speak to Kate!” 

She was in a pensive mood; her eyes were } I was afraid I had gone too far. Had I lost 

directed toward the sky, and as the light of the } her forever by my fool-heartedness? 

moon fell upon her pale features, she seemed} ‘Allie!’ I said. 

more beautiful to me than ever. I sat down{ It was a short exclamation—merely her name. 

beside her on the bench and took her hand; I‘ I had repeated it a minute before. But there 

felt it tremble—and I almost shrank back at her { was something in its tone—some magical essence 

gaze; it was a glance of doubt and apprehension, ) —some soul-stirring cadence. She looked up. 

beseeching, loving, yet visible in all a sense of ‘The moon shone full into my face. She looked 

deeply wounded feeling. ‘into my eyes. Her bosom heaved, her lips trem- 

‘« Allie,” said I, ‘*you love me.” 

**T don’t!” said she. 

bled, her cheéks flushed, and in a moment more 

her arms were around my neck—and she was 

‘Yes, you do,” said I. 

**] hate you,” said she. 

‘Dear Allie!” : 
** Dear—pshaw!” 

‘Allow me to apologize.” : 

**7 don’t want any of your apologies.” ; 
“‘Tt is due to me,” said I. 

‘*You are tenacious.” 

‘‘And the way you turn up your saucy nose, 

Allie, I would call you pugnacious. You will ' 

listen to me, Allie?” 

‘*T won't.” ; 

‘*You must.” 

SN Ne 

weeping like a very child. 

‘« Allie, you love me!” I said. 

‘‘Yes—I do, Fred. J own I do,” she replied, 
> with a most bewitching blush. 

‘‘ Just as I said; but do I love you?” 

She started at this. She raised up her head 
and dashed her dark, luxuriant curls back from 

her face. Her eyes met mine again. 

‘©Yes—you do love me, Fred. You only pre- 
tended to love Miss C You did it to show 

me that I loved you—and—and—Fred—I am 

very glad of it!” 

And that’s the way, Kate, I won Allie Fay. 

THE ACCEPTANCE. 

BY WILLIAM RODE RICK LAWRENCE. 

Sue raised her bright eyes from the book, 

I asked her if she’d have it so? 

She gazed on me with troubled look, 

And sweetly answered, no! oh, no! 

I asked her if she would be mine? 

The thoughts within I could not guess; 

She turned her from the Poet’s line, 

And blushing, answered, yes! oh, yes! 



A SECRET CHAMBER. 

BY MISS ALICE GRAY. 

Most people have hearts, after all—when you; was known as haying more than her share of 
cru get at them—though often they are buried 3 fashionable insensibility—last winter’s balls for 

very deeply. Some day, God has laid his finger $ the poor and calico-parties show that the tide 

upon the spot He knows will feel, and ever after 3 now sets the other way. 

that, if you can touch it, there will be a throb. { And yet, knowing all this, I went to her. It 

Many years ago, on first coming to New York chanced to be her reception day. I suppose the 

from Philadelphia, I was robbed of a twenty ; footman would have let me go into the drawing- 

dollar bill, in an omnibus: all possessed. With} room, among the Russian sables and moir- 

a dizzy heart I turned, the next morning, to the 3 antique, for I was dressed well, but I was only 

only resource [ could think of, and inquired my? a governess, and I said I would wait in a side 

way up Fifth Avenue, to the magnificent resi-§ room. 

dence of Mrs. Carey, a lady, who, when younger, I had a view of an exquisite little boudoir, 

had known our family. where the ladies went in for coffee. Otway, 

The world said that Mrs. Carey’s prominent; wasn’t it? who used to stand outside the London 

characteristics were pride and intense worldli- 3 coffee-houses to appease himself with the smell. 

ness; some added, selfishness. The working, ‘I had more—the sight of the brown bliss gliding 

‘inxious spirit of this country pervades and in- 3 through vermillion doorways. It was two when 

tensifies even its gayeties, and Mrs. Carey was me [I came. I beguiled the time in this agreeable 

good illustration of this. Her aim was high: to 3 manner till the clock struck half-past four. Then 

make her drawing-rooms like those of the de-$I said to myself, ‘‘calling hours must certainly 
lightful French women of the last century, when $ be over now.” 

diamonds, and eyes that outshone them, noble I heard a voice in reply to the footman, ** Who? 

names and their graceful bearers, were only $ Oh! the person you said wished to see me. I 

accessaries in the brilliant scene for which the } suppose she can come in now.” 

universe was laid under contribution. I went in and told my story. Looking up 

But Mrs. Carey knew that New York was not} when I had finished, I saw Mrs. Carey idly 

yet prepared for an exclusive society of thi | twisting her bracelet. Evidently she had not 

kind, and so she provided a punch-bowl in the} heard above half of what I had said. 

dressing-room for young America, and then} ‘This may be all very true,” said she, ‘but 

laughed at its effects; arranged demi-lights and} why do you come to me in particular with it?” 

German cotillion for flirtation-inclined Welles: I was too proud to tell her how intimate our 

The dancing youths and the travelled critics} fathers had been. So I said, 
united in pronouncing her entertainments ‘the “Only, madam, from my having lived so long 
thing.” Indeed, all their belongings, all things; in your brother’s family in Philadelphia, I fan- 
which embellished her own position, were cared} cied you might feel some interest in me.” 
for with an earnestness and minuteness that; She opened her large black eyes, looked in my 
proved a mind concentrated in the present. $ face and smiled. 

True, there were no side-enjoyments of contrast’ I did not think that with my experience of 
for Mrs. Potiphar’s chronicler. Mrs, Carey’s 3 life, anything could have choked me as this did. 
husband, unlike the husbands of some of her ‘‘Well,” said she, after a pause of a few 
acquaintance, never amused his evening com-} minutes. 
pany by telling them how much he had ‘*made” ; ‘When I tell you, Mrs. Carey, that I have 
in Wall strect in the morning. Her own self- } not the most distant acquaintance with any one 
culture was fitting the possessor of exquisite § S else in New York, you will perhaps understand 
statuary and paintings—the dweller amid luxury § ’ my perplexity better.” 
refined to an art. ; **Education and energy in a city like this com- 

And so, on danced and glittered Mrs. Carey’s > mand a maintenance under any circumstances; 
days. The existence of suffering, or distress of $ and even if they did not, you cannot expect me 
any kind, Mrs. Carey contrived to ignore. She S to busy myself with every one in distress, You 
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have no right to complain; you know there are down, so she threw open a portfolio before two 

many others much more so.” ‘or three wall flowers, ‘‘Miss Ford, do come and 

‘‘T am not asking charity, madam, It was lionize these sketches. You used to live among 

your advice and assistance to find an peed the Catskills, did you not?” 
nity for exertion that I requested.” I noticed Mrs. Carey’s haughty head turn sud- 

‘Really, for a perfect stranger to ask me, $ denly toward me, and then saw her fan laid on 

with my hundred engagements, to spare them $ : Miss Raglan’s arm, but I was obliged to bend 

eyen a few moments, is—you must excuse me, my attention to two unredeemably plain girls, 

indeed you must.” : and one rather pretty but over-dressed, none 

I was quite ready to gonow. Even the cold, 3 of whom peomed to relish being left to ‘the 

misty twilight felt warm by comparison as I went § governess.’ 

down the steps. s A footman came up, and said Mrs. Carey 

The next time I became conscious of Mrs. : wished to speak to me in the conservatory. 

Carey’s presence, I was seated at the usual § She was standing behind a huge Spetersforum, 

governess’ resource, a stand of engravings, at a$ and as I approached lifted a face stained with 

reception on Murray Hill. Chance, as we call : weeping. She took my hand in both of hers. 

the disposing hand of God, had placed me in § “The daughter of my father’s friend! The 

this family, governanting Miss Charlotte Raglan; $ daughter of my father’s friend!” she said, and 

a young lady whose natural rn glets aided an { then burst into tears. After a moment, she 

elder sister in keeping “in.” Mrs. Raglan’s$ stooped and kissed my brow. ‘‘My father’s 

weekly receptions were partly musical, and I$ friend!—the friend of his youth!” she mur- 

accompanied the singers. I remember that { mured, in broken tones. 
my second impression of the splendid Mrs.$  1lwas dumb with astonishment. I did not yet 

Carey was as disagreeable as the first. Johan- know that I had found the secret chamber of her 

nisberger, or something else, had had a potent § heart, her affection for her father, perhaps the 

effect upon a Mr. Cavendish,fand he had drawn $ only person she had ever truly loved. 

the lounging-chair he occupied so as to cor ner 3 ‘‘Did you know it?” she asked. ‘‘Have you 

me, while he laid his hand on the back of mine, ever heard of me?” 

and annoyed me with his familiar attentions.; ‘‘Yes, I knew it all,” I answered, 

Any other woman in the room could have gotrid$ ‘‘And why did you never come to me, or send 

of him without trouble, but I was a governess. } »me word? Ah! I understand. You thought the 
Mrs. Carey had paused near, amused with } memories of those days had long ago faded—but 

watching the game. I felt indignant that she } —my father ” She could not go on. 

did not step forward to my aid. But I was used After making me promise to come to her the 

to asserting my own dignity. I rose decidedly, 3 ; next day, she shook the raven braids lower over 

and not without some violence, and something } her face, and made her way to the dressing- 

of a stir; and released myself, pulling from Mr. ‘ room. In a few minutes I saw her hurry past 

Cavendish’s hand my scarf, which he had been ; the door to her carriage. 

twirling and ruining. It would have been | Evidently she had utterly forgotten ever having 

nothing to the Mechlin-draped girls around me, ‘ seen me before. 

but it was the only one I had. As I ventured The next afternoon she unlocked for me a 

out into the crowded sea of jupes, I received } ; drawer, rarely opened to another’s eye. There 

two messages from the face of my ‘‘patroness.” was a lock of grey hair—a pair of spectacles— 

One, an eye-glance of indignant reproof that 1{ a gold pencil-case—a pen-knife—a watch and 

should have dared to appropriate Mr. Cayen- } chain—a half-worn pocket-book—a memoran- 

dish! But the lips said, ‘‘I fear you are losing dum-book, and oyer all these mementoes of her 

sight of your pupil, Miss Ford. Does she not} father she poured her passionate tears. 
\ 

need your watchful eye?” I succeeded in. persuading her that I and all 

Now Miss Charlotte Raglan was a girl who § my family were too independent to accept ‘*ma- 

looked like a tall grenadier, with more worldly | terial aid.” But I told her of a late grievous 

wisdom in her sixteen-year-old little finger than } : disappointment of my father’s. His publisher 

I in my whole body—however, I crossed over, had taken shameful advantage of him in regard 

and asked her if she would not take cold by { to a volume of sermons. The only redeeming 
standing in a window—thereby interrupting a } feature in the arrangement was a large per cent- 
flirtation, and receiving a softly-worded but firm } age on all he could himself sell. Mrs. Carey in- 

repulse. A moment after, Miss Raglan came} stantly drew a sheet of paper toward her, and 

along and wanted the couch on which I had sat ‘ headed it, ‘Sermons. By .? Pi not put 
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the name; a mystery is taking. I will get sub-; the fashion. Not to be on her list was almost 

seribers for your father. But tell me, isn’t there {as bad as not to be on ‘* Brown’s.” 

anything else I can do for him or you? Ah! you $ Iwas waiting for an omnibus one afternoon in 

are proud, [ see. Well, I shall find some way— ; Broadway. It was four o’clock. The din and 
T will find some way.” ‘turmoil were at their height. Now and then 

At the breakfast-table, the next morning, there was an opening in the jam of vehicles, and 

George Raglan suddenly exclaimed, ‘Do you {a string of excited pedestrians essayed to run 

want to hear the latest novelty? Mrs. Carey’s {the gauntlet. I was watching the effect of the 

demonstration at the Norton’s last night?’ and ‘ mud upon the female portion. I felt an interest 

he went on with a wondering account, from {in dry-goods. Mrs. Raglan had that morning 

which I formed a very distinct picture of Mrs. } told me she expected me to dress better. “Tam 

Carey running up to a group of gentlemen, with 3 sure your salary is liberal,” she said. ‘There 

a subscription paper, crying, ‘Is this the Vestry {is no reason you should be wanting.’ Ah, well! 

of Trinity Church, or the Board of Brokers? $ even had it been paid, it would have gone to my 

either will answer my purpose.” home. Do you know how hard it is to be a 

“Mrs. Carey! you are not coming to beg! It3sharer in a luxurious establishment, while far 
is the middle-aged spinsters in shabby crape who $ away there is a bare, pinched house, which you 

do that.” ‘call home? I hope not. 

‘““Yes,”’ said another, ‘I know the rustle of 3} I was meditating on these things, when I saw 

their gowns a mile off, and you might as well ; Mrs. Carey’s high-stepping greys slowly working 

attempt to get rid of a flea as of one of them.” § their way beside the curb-stone. As their owner 

«Well, there’s only one way of getting rid of } recognized me, the cold, impassive lines of her 

me,” and the lady pointed to the paper, headed face suddenly relaxed, and she opened the car- 

by her own subscription for one hundred copies. 3 riage-door. ‘Let me take you home, my dear 

‘Can you suppose we'd sign then?” Miss Ford.” 

‘A truce to compliments—the only road to I got in. 

my good graces, then’”—and she actually forced You are trying,” she continued, ‘‘to chase 

each of the gentlemen to put down their names; $ some harrassing memory from your heart and 

none for less than a dozen copies. face. Now, never mind that till we get above 

With our dinner, Miss Raglan gave us the in- § Union Square, and let me be a sharer mean- 

formation that Mrs. Carey’s subscription list was $ while.” 

on her table that morning—her reception-day, This time my own tears washed away my 

and had become considerably lengthened. pride, and I told her of my sick brother, in a 

At Mrs. Raglan’s next Tuesday evening, I? comfortless room of a fourth-rate hotel, grieving 
heard a voice behind me, ‘Pray, dear Mrs. 3 over his blighted art-prospects. 

Carey,” it said, *tis your husband going to be In another moment, the coachman was told to 

the Democratic candidate for mayor?’ >turn his horses, and much to his displeasure, 

‘*Really, I can’t tell. Why?” drag the new and splendid carriage through a 

 “Wasn’t it you I met on the Bloomingdale } narrow, muddy, ill-paved street. We drew up 

road yesterday, with a specimen of the great: before the hotel-steps, filled with loungers and 
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unwashed in your carriage?” tobacco-juice. Mrs. Carey gathered up her bro- 

‘‘No, soap and crash had done their part on { cade, and made her way to the garret. My bro- 

my specimen.” ‘ther was up, standing, ghastly and tottering, 

‘‘Well, some charity-belonging, any way. You ‘before a lump of clay, with his modelling-stick. 

seemed popularity-seeking. Tlookeé back toas-; [t was a novel thing for Mrs. Carey to be kind 

sure myself that the liveries were really yours.” and benevolent. She tried hard to banish all ap- 

Mrs. Carey deigned only a shrug. I had the } pearance of condescension, but unlimited means 

key to this. Amongst other things, I had men- $ of luxury and cultivation shone so plainly, that 

tioned to her an old nurse of ours, whose child $ pride leaped burning into Willie’s cheek. But 

was in the New York Orphan Asylum. T had!q peculiar trembling of the eyes as she told him 

often regretted not being able to show the little 3 of our father’s early friendship and kindness to 
creature any kindness. Mrs. Carey drove out a {her father, and begged to be permitted to do 

day or two after, and set her nearly wild with yeomething for the children of ‘‘her father’s 
delight by taking her to drive. This touched aan carried the point with his quick and 

me very much. delicate perceptions. Before night he was in- 
People wondered right and left. But Mrs. } stalled in a room in her own house, with every 

Carey’s sermons, as they were called, became? want anticipated. He was sick a long time, but 

4 
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at last got well enough to play the interesting ; ears for Mrs. Carey’s acquaintance, but he had 

down in her boudoir. Then Fifth Avenue was returned from abroad simply the rich and vulgar 

again on the gui vive, contrasting this ‘new; man he went, and she had never condescended 

freak of Mrs. Carey’s, with the recent report of } to notice him, Ata party a night or two after- 

her unfeeling conduct toward a poor servant girl § ward, he was standing stiffly against the wall, 

detected in some petty theft.” trying to look unconscious of her vicinity, when 

‘You teach in the ragged school, do you not, } he was surprised out of his senses by her ad- 

Mrs. Carey?” said my old friend, Mr. Cavendish, } dressing him, ‘¢T was just wishing that I knew 

one evening. you, Mr. Pares, that I might ask you to send a 

‘«What is it, bad grammar, nasal tones, or un- } waiter for my victorine.” 

eraceful attitudes that are marks of such con- He brought it, scarcely knowing whether he 

tact?” was stepping on his head or his toes, and then 
ya 

‘No, no, but that is one of the first steps in a } she took his arm and walked slowly up and 

benevolent way of life—a very important one, } down the hall with him, while he swallowed and 

according to Dr. Taylor.” snapped his eyes. How she introduced it I do 

Aunt,” said Maria Prentiss, «must I com- { not know, but she made her request. Mr. Pares, 

plete your romance by falling in love with your bewildered as he was, hastily satisfied his own 

young sculptor? A mystery is delightful. But; mind that it would be no detriment to himself,, 
4 

do tell me how you found him!” and then promised her his services to keep the 

Mrs. Carey preserved a haughty silence through } matter afloat a few days longer. 

all. Home went Mr. Watson Pares, hugging him- 

She had amused herself with fitting up a small ; self in the thought that fortune had lifted him 

room in the Spanish style, and had ordered a3 at once into a coveted niche. His lips took an 

sort of Spanish costume for Will, the hero of the additional smirk the next week, as he heard of 

place. She was going to send him to Spain for ; Mrs. Carey’s coming and brilliant ball. He went 

his health, and then to Italy to study his art. ; to his rooms to get the expected card. But it 

She gave a supper in this little dijou, and in- ’ had never entered Mrs. Carey’s head to send him 

sisted upon his being present. Will told me Het one. The three days had answered their pur- 

didn’t like being patronized. pose, and for his anger and mortification she 

But if Mrs. Carey made use of him for once, cared not a rush. 

to impart variety and piquancy, both these § And now let me tell you of one more kindness. 

articles were on his side, when she accompanied It was again a business concern. The New York 

him down to the Havre packet, and he saw $ connection between the world of fashion and of 

himself starting. ‘‘Remember the enchanting } business is very close. I was looking at a showy 

statuary you are to execute for me in Italy,” { party of Mrs. Raglan’s, when Mr. Carey ap- 

were her last words. > proached me and asked, ‘*Could he see me a 

She furnished society the wanted something- : few minutes in the library?” 

to-talk-about—that she should interest herself; When I got there he closed the door, and said 

in anything that did not concern her worldly ‘ politely, ‘*My wife has charged me with a com- 

position. mission for you, Miss Ford. I trust you will not 

One day she had begged a holiday for me to $ think it impertinent if ask if Mr. Raglan owes 

be passed with her. ‘*My dear Emma,” she | you anything?” 

said, ‘* you look out of spirits.” ‘My salary is due from the time I first came, 

I felt that she had earned a right to my con-§ sir,” I replied. 

fidence, and I handed her a letter I had just re- ‘‘T am sorry for that,” he returned. ‘‘It is 

ceived. It informed me, that, by the expected} yet a secret, but Mr. Raglan’s paper will be 

failure of some Company, my father’s little pit-} protested this week. I advise you to get your 

tance would be all swept away. <A few days 3 salary. The amount would be a drop in the 

would have enabled him to save it—but bucket to his creditors. His entire property 

‘‘T really can’t help you, Henrietta,” said Mr. } will not pay his debts.” 

Carey, when she showed him the letter that ‘But, Mr. Carey, if this is the case, it is not 

evening, ‘‘and its rather a Quixotic attempt. ; likely that I can get my salary.” 

There is one man who could do what you want, “Say to him, if you please, that I offered to 

if anybody could, and that’s Watson Pares. Pity { attend to it for you, and I think you will have 

you don’t know him!” no difficulty. I am one of the principal credi- 

‘©Watson Pares. I know who you mean.” tors. All this is in confidence, you under- 

This same Mr. Pares would have given his ‘ stand?” 
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I thanked him sincerely, and we both rose 

and returned to the gay scene. 

I asked an interview with Mrs. Raglan the next 
morning. Her sentences were always indefinite 

continuations. She hesitated and corrected her- 

self, and made repetitions and hemmed, and a— 

a—a—and eyen when she took breath, main- 

tained a continuous sound that ‘‘kept the floor” 

decidedly. She would put aside, with a quiet 

bow, all your attempts to throw in a remark, or 

if she stopped for politeness, held the last word 

suspended on her tongue, and resumed as if you 

had not spoken. All this stood her in very good 

stead this morning; but the substance of the 
whole was, that it was ‘‘not convenient to let 

me have the money.” I walked straight down 

stairs to Mr. Raglan’s private room. He too 

would have waived the point. But I was not to 

be put off. Then he drew himself up. 

——e 

‘‘There is a premptoriness about this, Miss 
Ford, that does not accord with the retiring 

modesty, simplicity, and beautiful ignorance 

that befit the female. A woman, Miss Ford, 

should eyer shrink from action—she should’look 

to others for advice and guidance. And you 

may safely leave all this to me.” 

I quietly mentioned Mr. Carey’s name, as he 

had advised. Mr. Raglan fidgetted in his chair— 

looked as if he wished Mr. Carey at the bottom of 

the Red Sea—muttered, ‘*Women always make 

fools of themselves when they meddle in busi- 

ness’’—but drew the check for me. 

And now you must leave me taking five-mile 

walks with the children of an English gentle- 

man, out in the free, the blessed country. 

All this, dear friend, is what I found in the 

secret chamber of the heart of the cold, impe- 

rious Mrs. Carey. 
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ORASIS. 

BY JENNIE H. DENNIS. 

I wap laid down the Holy Book, 

Whose words of love ’tis sweet to ponder, 

To think of Him whom Heaven forsook, 

That He might lead home those who wander. 

Oh, what compassion and what love 

Taught the example of our Saviour, 

And those, who faith in Him would prove, 

Must imitate His pure behavior. 

While musing thus, I fell asleep— 

Shall I relate my pleasant vision? 
Ah, none would ever “wake to weep” 

To whom were given such dreams Elysian. 

I thought, that, led by angel hands, 

I stood before Heaven’s pearly portal, 

And music from the white robed bands 

Welcomed me to the Land Immortal. 

I saw its streets of “shining gold,” 

Where seraphs walked and cherubs chanted, 

OP Pl 

And oh!—what pleasure to behold!— 

I saw the face of God’s Anointed. 

With voice of love He spake to me, 

To me, a child of sin and sorrow, 

“This is the home prepared for thee: 

After Death’s night will dawn Heayen’s morrow. 

“But, ere that night of Death will come, 

Thou’lt have thy days of care and labor, 

Ne’er from the path, I followed, roam, 

Have faith in God and bless thy neighbor. 

“Tf life should seem a wearyaoad, 

And threatening clouds should darkly gather, 

Remember ’twas the path I trod, 

And, child-like, trust thy Heavenly Father.” 

And then the vision passed away, 

But in my inmost heart I treasure 

All that I heard my Saviour say, 

In that blest dream of sacred pleasure. 
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EVER ONWARD, 

BY A. FORRESTER. 

LIFE was never made for dreaming, 
Stopping here, or asking when— 

Mere resolves or wordy seeming— 

Duty calls for honest men. 

Doubting always makes us weaker— 
Fear makes cowards of us all; 

But the true and earnest secke 

Knows no terror or no fall. ; 

: Then gird up with bold endeavor— 
» . 

; Ever onward while you may; 

Keep your trust and hope forever— 

God himself shall guard the way! 
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BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

[Entered, according to the Act of Congress, in the year 1856, by Edward Stephens, in the Clerk’s office of 
the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York.] 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64, 

CHAPTER XV. piteously, and yet with a tremor of rage in her 
‘‘Pra—Peg, don’t you hear me, Peg! I am | yoice, 

tired and so hungry, Peg. Will no one give oe ‘*Come in, whoever you are. Welcome in the 

drink or a mouthful to eat?” 3 bame of the blessed Virgin!” 

This oft-repeated complaint was answered eh The door opened, and a woman entered the 

a hoarse crook from the small hen-coop that} room firmly, and with the demeanor of one who 

stood on the fioor near her bed, and three$ had aright there. Her dress was very humble, 
lank chickens thrust forth their open bills and and made after a fashion that had prevailed 
withered, thin necks, through the upright bars} years before. A large bonnet of pink silk, now 

of their prison, casting side glances*toward the } faded and crushed, was on her head; a fall of 

old woman, whose face and hands drooped over $ discolored blonde lace, once very costly, half 

the side of the bed. * shaded her features; and a mantilla of antique 

The sound of this response, which came from : voluminousness fell over a dress of soiled calico. 

the half famished creatures, like the croak of so ‘“Who are you? and what do you come foy?” 

many hungry ravens, brought tears to the sick} inquired Madame De Mark, striving to support 

woman’s eyes, for these dumb sufferers had been ’ herself on one elbow in the bed, while she shaded 

her companions so long, that all the sympathies her eyes with the other hand. ‘Has anybody 

of which she was capable went out from her own; heard that I was sick? Why didn’t they send 

forlorn state to theirs. But these humanizing } me a Sister of Mercy.” 

feelings were all driven away when Peg, the un-} ‘1 am all the sister of mercy you'll be likely 

grateful cat, stole out from under her bed with Sto get to take caré of you in this world or the 

a fragment of food in her jaws, which she car- ‘ next,” replied her visitor, looking around the 

ried to the fireless and unswept hearth, and de-3 room with a smile of grim satisfaction: and 

vyoured under the fierce, hungry gaze of her added, ‘So you are sick and want help—hungry 

mistress, with the sly look and crouching air of >and want food. I like that. It goes a good way 

an ungrateful thief as she was. toward convincing me that there is a just God, 

The old woman was feeble from long illness, and I don’t like to give up that idea altogether, 

but nothing could quite overcome the bitter ; though he did make such creatures as you are.” 

malice of her nature, and the sight of her prime} The old woman uttered a sort of hiss, and 

favorite caring for her own wants with cool sel- $ checked the hand she had lost all strength to 

fishness, as if she had been human, quenched her 3 threaten with. 

tears in anger. “I know you. Yes, yes, I know you well 

She gathered herself up in the squalid bed, ‘ enough now, Jane Kelly. Your time in State’s 

and shook her clenched hand fiercely at the} Prison is up, and you’ve come here to insult me 

canine reprobate, who, as if comprehending all on my sick bed. ‘That’s brave of you now, isn’t 

the impotency of this rage, answered it with a }it?—mighty brave!” 

greenish glare of the eyes, and a low, mufiled ’ «JT came here because I had no other home to 

growl over the food she was devouring. $ go to, and because you owe me money that I 

As the old woman fell back upon her pillow, } will have: and I owe you punishment for all the 

shedding tears of imbecile rage, 2 knock came ’ wickedness you have heaped on me, which you 

to the door, for the first time in many days. are sure to get. It’s settling day between us.” 

The cat listened a moment with her paws fas- ‘‘What do you want? What do you mean? I 

tened greedily on the fragment of food, and her3 don’t owe you anything. I never did anything 

ears thrown back. The chickens drew in their $ against you, Jane Kelly, never in my whole life. 

lank necks and huddled together in the back of $ On the contrary, I always liked you, and when 

their little coop; and the old woman cried out ? that impertinent policeman would Ba. you up, 
as 
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and the judge insisted on sentencing you, I did ¢ very evident that the miserable old creature was 
my best to buy you off. It was all because you $ absolutely suffering from starvation, Jane seemed 
wouldn’t do all that we bargained for that you$in no hurry to appease the discomforts of her 
fell into trouble. Rut you are a good-hearted ; position, but seated herself in one of the dilapi- 
creature, Jane, and won’t bear malice against a} dated chairs, and took a well satisfied survey of 
poor, harmless old woman for what she couldn’t § the room, till her fierce gaze at last encountered 
help. Come, take off your bonnet, a and : the keen, black eyes of her enemy glancing upon 
find a chair. I’m so glad you came.’ her from the bed. 

Jane took off her bonnet, and revealed a crop’ , ‘*So you have suffered a good deal?” she said, 
of short, black hair, which she shook at the old $ abruptly. 
woman with a malignant laugh. “A great deal. You would be sorry for me, 

“This is your doings!” she said, threading $ Jane, if you knew how much.” 
the thick locks fiercely with her fingers. “Tt 3 ‘‘1’m not sure about that. Hungry sometimes, 
was a yard and a quarter long when you swore 3 eh?” 
it off my head. Well, never mind, every dog; ‘I’m hungry now!” answered the sick woman, 
has its day, and mine is coming round with a while tears dropped like single hail- ‘stones from 
sharp turn, Before this gets to its length agains her eyes. ‘I’m very hungry, Jane Kelly!” 
yow'll be six feet under ground, or where I just} ‘And thirsty?” 
came from.’ ‘*My mouth is parched for want of a drop of 

‘Hush, now do hush,” pleaded the old woman, water!” 

with a feeble attempt at her old cajoling tone.$ ‘And weak?” 
‘‘Don’t talk about being six feet under ground. ‘*So weak that it troubles me to move a finger, 
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I’m only a little weak, you know, and grieved at} except when I’am angry. Peg gave me a mo- 
the ingratitude of the world. Just look there, $ ment’s strength, and your coming kept it up— 
Jane Kelly, my dear old friend; look at Peg, 13 but now I am helpless as a withered leaf.” 
would have staked anything on the faithfulness ‘**Yet you are rich?” 
of that cat; but ever since I’ve been sick she’s “Oh, yes, very rich; rolling in gold—rolling 
never been near my bed, but goes off sere gold!” cried the old woman, with a fresh 
and stealing for herself, just as if I wasn’t here elem of the eyes. 
and couldn’t be hungry; I, who taught her the: ‘‘And where is this gold, I want my share of 
difference between cooked birds right from the it?” 
restaurant and live mice. Would you believeit,$ ‘Your shar e, oh, ha! you’re joking now, my 
ever since I’ve been unable to help myself, she’s 3 beautiful friend. Of course one never keeps 
done nothing but catch mice. To-day, when she { money in a place like this! Safe in the bank, 
came with a bird dripping with gravy in her } mortgages, rail-road stock, bonds.” 
jaws, I tried to coax her up to the bed, but no, **And jewels perhaps—old-fashioned diamond 
there she stood leering at me with her round, } $ ear-rings mated this time,” said Jane Kelly, 
glaring eyes, and munched the bird up bones} glancing under the bed, at which Madame De 
and all peters my face. I tried to get at her, ’ Mark grew more livid than sickness had left 
but the room turned black as midnight, and her, and began to writhe upon her pillow-as if 
though I could hear her crunching and growling ; seized with a sudden paroxyism of pain. 
under the bed, it was of no use pleading. Look ‘‘No, no,” the invalid almost shrieked, ‘the 
at her there, Jane Kelly, the viper that I warmed § judge kept them both. I never could get those 
in my bosom, and if you wish to fight anything } ear-rings back from his clutches. They were to 
try her, she deserves it. But I, just come to the } be kept for you, he insisted, when you came out 
bed, my friend, take my hand, there’s nothing } of prison. I only wish we had them here, and 
but kindness in me. I’m full of friendship for } they should sparkle in those pretty ears before 
you. Sickness and trouble has changed me, you could find time to ask for them.” 
Jane, and if I did you any wrong, it has been} Jane gave her head a contemptuous toss, but 
repented of long and long ago.” : the eyes of the old woman were fixed upon her 

Jane scarcely. seemed to heed all this, save ; with that keen, mesmeric power, which in ser- 
that she went up to the hearth and gave Peg, }pents is called fascination; and spite of her 
the cat, a vigorous kick with one of her heavy } coarse shrewdness the material of the one woman 
prison shoes that still encased her feet. This | was yielding itself to the diabolical subtlety of 
injunction to punish the cat seemed to be the the other. 
only portion of the old woman’s speech that im- ; **You must not complain of the prison, Jane 
pressed her enongh for action. Though it was} * Kelly, for it has made a lady of you. Why your 
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. forehead and neck are white as lilies, and your , Without eating, and that’s what makes life so 

cheeks are like wild roses, only when you look } expensive. If you had a little money now——” 

cross one loses sight of the dimples. It’s worth $ <Haven’t got a red cent in the world, that’s 

while staying between four stone walls a year Ss I came here!” answered Jane, indignantly. 

or two if it brings one’s beauty out like that!” : ‘‘Came a purpose for the gold you are rolling 

‘‘Like this!” said Jane, with another wilful in, and mean to have it too!” 

shake of the head, which sent the hair in dis- “Oh!” sighed Madame De Mark, ‘if I only 

order over her brow and temples. ‘‘Thisis one;had it here, you shouldn’t go away empty 

of the beauties I have gained!” | 
‘¢But it will be thicker and softer, and-——” - “T don’t intend to go away empty handed, nor 

The old woman broke off suddenly and turned } hungry either, so long as there is a box full of 

upon her pillow moaning. Jane Kelly arose with } gold and diamonds under your bed, my fine old 

an impulse of compassion. ‘lady,’ cried Jane, preparing to creep under the 

‘*What shall I do for you?” she said. miserable cot on which Madame De Mark lay. 

‘Something to eat, and a mouthful of water,” A low, cracked laugh broke from the old 

moaned the patient, wearily, ‘I am almost { woman, as she felt the rather stout person of 

dead!” © Jane Kelly striving to force itself between the 

«Where shall I get food? Water I can find!” 3 crossed supporters of her couch in search of the 

inquired Jane. ‘ box; but she said nothing; and when the sound 

‘Give me water—a little water—it costs of an oath bespoke the disappointment of her 

nothing; give me that first!” said the old} visitor in not finding the object of her search, 

woman, in a feeble moan, true to her great 3 the old woman began to shiver with affright, for 

vice, even while hunger was gnawing at her ? there was something fiendish in the sound. 
vitals. “Now,” said Jane Kelly, lifting herself fiercely 

Jane took a broken pitcher from the table § from the floor, ‘you'll have the goodness, just 

and went out in search of water. When she re-} for the novelty of the thing, to tcll me where 

turned with the cool moisture dripping through { that box, with the iron bars in which you keep 

the fracture over her hands, the old woman {my ear-rings and somebody else’s gold, is hid 

aroused herself and sat up in the bed with out- ; away. I want that box, and I mean to have 

stretched hands and eager, glancing eyes. As that box. Do you understand, my precious old 

she drank, the chickens in the coop began to} Jezabel?” 
flutter wildly against each other, and dart their ’ «It’s in the bank. It’s been in the bank ever 

long necks through the bars with a hungry } since that night.” 

eackle, that made the sick crone laugh hysteri- ‘‘That’s a lie!’ answered Jane, sternly. 

eally as she held the pitcher to her month. ‘‘On my soul, on my life!” 

‘‘Give them some, poor dears, they want it ‘Bah! your soul! your life! Why all the life 

badly. It costs nothing, so give them enough. tin your miserable body is mine, if I choose to go 

It’s a dreadful thing to be thirsty,” said the old } away as other people would, and let you starve 

woman, relinquishing the pitcher and drawing a f it out. A little masterly inactivity, and where 

deep, broken breath. is your life or soul either? If I let one go, itll 

Jane set the pitcher down before the hen-coop, Stake something more than a cgold crucifix to 

and the poor creatures made a rush at it, dart- } save the other, let me tell you.” 

ing their eager heads one over the other through “Don’t be wicked, don’t be sacreligious,” 

the bars, and casting upturned glances as they} pleaded the old woman, thrusting her hand 

threw back their bills to swallow the water for $ under the pillow, and holding fast to the crucifix 

which they had been thirsting. The old woman} she had concealed there. ‘Don’t talk about 

turned herself over to the side of the bed and {letting me starve more than I have! If you 

watched them with a look of keen enjoyment, only knew how horrible it is to call and call and 

working her withered and moist lips in sym- : call, with nothing but your own voice to come 

pathy with their tumultuous satisfaction, saith pack from the empty rooms; all night long, 

talking {o them in broken exclamations, as if { without a living soul within hearing, and all 

they had been human beings. ; ; day long with people moying about under your 

‘*Now,’’ said Jane Kelly, ‘tell me where I can ‘ room, filling the building with life, and yet toc 

get something to eat. Youare all starved almost } far off for my screams to reach them—oh! Miss 

to death, and IT am about as well off—haven’'t } Kelly, dear, dear Miss Kelly, don’t talk of leay- 

tasted a mouthful since yesterday.” ing me to suffer all that over again!” 

“Something to eat? Oh! yes, one can’t live’ ‘Then tell me where the box of gold is!’ 
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‘*T have told you. It is in the bank.” natural to her character. Without a word of 

‘*Give me an order to take it out then!” : reply, she drew close to the bed, seized the old 
‘““fcan’t. My hand is so feeble I can’t write. $ woman’s wrist, and drew forth the skeleton hand 

Give me something to eat. Nurse me up a little, still clutched upon the crucifix! 
and I'll do it for youina minute. You know I : ‘Miserable old liar, what is this?” she cried, 
would, Miss Jane!” ‘shaking the poor hand till the crucifix fell from 

Jane looked at the old creature, with bitter Sits clutch. 
scrutiny, and at last broke out, “J don’t know,” answered the old woman, 

‘**T don’t believe you!” $ cowering down in the bed. ‘It’s my religion. 
‘Oh! how cruel you are. If I take my oath It's my allin all. Don’t touch it.” 

of it will you believe me then?” ‘‘Bother!” exclaimed Jane, brutally seizing 
‘« Will you take it on the Bible?” Supon the crucifix and holding it up. ‘Now 
“Yes, yes, on the Bible—your Protestant {swear on this, that you have put the gold and 

Bible if that will satisfy you!” ‘ jewels in the bank, and I’ll believe it. Come, 
“It won't,” answered Jane. ‘‘What do you {sit up and swear. I’ll hold it to your lips.” 

care for a Protestant Bible? I must have your ‘No, no. It’s not allowed to swear about 
oath on the crucifix, before I believe it.’’ ‘worldly matters on that. Give me anything 

‘The crucifix! But I haven’t got a crucifix!” else, and I'll do it,” cried madame, snatching at 
‘Where is the gold one you used to plot mis- { the crucifix. 

chief over on your knées?” questioned Jane, : ‘This, or nothing,” was the stern reply. 
sneeringly. $ “Give me my crucifix. Oh! lay it down. 

“<The gold one? The gold crucifix? Oh! yes, ’ Give me my crucifix!” almost shrieked the old 
that is in that box, with all the other jewels. It! woman, with wild terror in her eyes, as she saw 
wasn’t safe here, you know!” answered the { Jane walking backward toward the door, carry- 
old woman, clutching her fingers more tightly {ing off her treasure. 
around her treasure, ‘‘so you see I can’t swear ‘No, no, ’m going to try what it can do; 
on the crucifix; but I’ll do it on anything else } you have prayed to it for bread that didn’t 
you like!” scome. Tl set it to work. See if I don’t get 
Jane had watched the sly movement of the ‘something to eat out of it.” 

old woman’s hand, with all the sharp suspicion ° (TO BE CONTINUED.) 

_ 
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AcOH AP THR ON MAT REMONY. 

BY W. 8. GAFFNEY. 

Take the bright shell 

From its home on the lea, 

And wherever it goes 

It will sing of the sea; 

So take the fond heart 

From its home and its hearth, 

’Twill sing of the lov’d 

Jo the end of the earth.—Anonymous. 

Ir you would marry for happiness, marry for; manage your domestic concerns to advantage— 

love. And there is a great secret, would you} one who is prudent, sensible, economical—and 

know it?—ézplore the character. in order to do this you must explore the cha- 

Love at first sight—romantic love—is not love } racter. ° 

at all; but a silly attachment, forced upon the: ‘¢ Choose wisely the wife of thy bosom,” was the 

imagination, and nearly always the result of ; Eastern sage’s advice to his son; ‘‘and see that 

ignorance. her reigning gem is virtue! Open not thy bosom 

Wed not under the violent influence of a he to the trifler; repose not thy head on the breast 

fit, unless you would indeed wed yourself to a} which nurseth envy and folly and yanity. Hope 

life of misery. Your anticipated fountain of ‘not for obedience where the passions are un- 

Nectar would soon lose its sweetness, and yield tamed; and expect not honor from her who 

forth instead the bitterness of Marah! Dreams honoreth not the God that made her! 

may be pleasant, yet do we wake to a sad} ‘Reflect, then, my son, ere thou choose, (ex- 

reality. > plore the character,) and look well to her ways 

Deep reflection, an exploration of character { whom thou would’st love; for though thou be 

will tend to bring about a happy union. Nor} wise in other things, little will it avail thee 

marry solely for money—for riches can never if thou choose not wisely and well the wife 

purchase the happiness requisite for the mar-{ of thy bosom.” 

ried pair. Money is no objection, however—it} Most wise and sage-like advice! 

may, indeed, be an object—it may buy many ‘‘See that her reigning gem is virtue.” Yes; 

fine things—but happiness never! and without } and homes which are now the scenes of discord, 

that man is a poor creature. would be blessed with tranquillity —hearts, 

‘‘ Marry the lass that has the cow,” was the : which are now sad, would be beating with con- 

advice of an ‘old fogy” bachelor to a youth } tent—eyes, that have long been wet with grief, 

who consulted him on a choice between a girl would be smiling with joy—and voices, long 

with a cow, and one with a pretty face—‘ For, } dormant, would be tuned to sweetness, did 

so far as beauty is concerned, there is not the ; virtue and happiness but reign triumphant over 

difference of a cow between any two girls in} the love of lucre! 

Christendom.” (?) What a conclusion! Well, ‘Her gem be virtue.” Yes, the creations of 

we could never agree to that, for there is an the painter and sculptor may moulder into dust; 

attractive power in beauty. Youth will idolize } the eglantine of the bard may wither, and the 

the fair brow, the smiling lip, and the voice, laurel of the orator decay; the throne of the 

‘‘etlver sweet”? Let the wise and the grave talk ; conqueror may be demolished, and the fame of 

as they may, beauty will ever govern this world warrior may no longer be hymned by the record- 

of ours. ing minstrel; the hope of youth may be disap- 

} pointed, and the grey hairs of age go down 

reas ade k sorrowing to the grave; but that which hallows 

Yet Laat is rataed asi AI bite: the cottage and sheds a glory around the palace 

For this, how many lose, not earth, but Heaven.” —virtue—shall never decay! It is celebrated 

iby the angels of God—it is written on the 

But beauty or not, marry the lass who will pillars of heayen, and reflected down to earth. 
129 
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Choose wisely then the wife of thy bosom, 

and explore the character if thou would’st be 
be happy. 

Centre, oh! youth, thy love upon virtue, for a 

soul possessed of virtue is the temple of the 
living God, SOL LL SS LO 
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BAND FOR SLEEVE. 



THE QUARRELSOME NBIGHBOR. 

BY JANE WEAVER. 

‘PLEASE, ma’am,” said the maid servant tos her front-door steps. To crown her troubles, 
Mrs. Mowbray, ‘‘the new neighbor’s been quar- Biddy, the evening before, had executed her 
reling. She says I throw my slops in front of ‘threat and left, worn-out by the numberless 
her house.”’ ‘ vexations arising from their quarrelsome neigh- 

‘And are you sure you don’t do it, Biddy?” 3 bor. 
“Yes, ma’am. It’s her own girl does it. I$ The indignation of Mrs. Mowbray still con- 

saw her yesterday.” \ tinued, when, about a week afterward, another 
“Did you tell her so?” ‘neighbor called in. Almost the first word the 
**Yes, ma’am. But she only called me an } latter said, was, 

impudent thing, ma’am. And I won't standit,} ‘*¢Have you heard how the children are noxt 
ma’am, If you can’t stop it, ma’am, I must $ door?” 
give warning.” ‘The children? Why? Is anything the mat- 

Mrs. Mowbray had, often before, experienced $ ter?” 
her neighbor’s quarrelsome disposition. She} ‘‘Haven’t you heard? They have the scarlet 
had, however, managed both to control her own $ fever.” 
indignation, and, what was more difficult, to; ‘*Dear me, the poor things!” ejaculated Mrs. 
keep down that of her servant. But here wasa{ Mowbray. ‘No! I hadn’t heard.” For the 
crisis. Biddy’s threat of leaving required that ‘truth was that she had ceased all intercourse 
an effort should be made to control Mrs. Power, : with her quarrelsome neighbor. 
for Biddy was not only too good a servant to} ‘The worst is,” resumed her visitor, ‘that 
part with unnecessarily, but had right on her | Mrs. Power has nobody to help her. Her ser- 

a PPPDLD SDL IPD AD LDA LL LP PP 

side. vant got frightened and went off last night; and 
So Mrs. Mowbray, during the morning, called § none of the neighbors will go in: and serves her 

next door and sent up her name to the mistress : right.” 
of the house. At first, Mrs. Power, thinking In a little while, the visitor left, and Mrs. 
the visit one of an ordinary character, was all Mowbray returned to her household duties. But 
smiles. But when Mrs. Mowbray approached ‘her mind was not on them, She could not ‘help 
the real purpose of the interview, her hostess} thinking of the little ones, next door, who were 
flared out into anger. A termagant to her hus- suffering for their mother’s fault. 
band, a tyrant to her children, and a quarrel-?  ‘* Three children sick, and no one to help her. 
some acquaintance under all circumstances, Mrs. $ Poor dears! I really can’t stand it,’’ at last said 
Power was not to be brought to reason, even by : Mrs. Mowbray. ‘I must go in and assist her. 
the mild and lady-like Mrs. Mowbray. The $ quarrelsome as she is.” 
latter, after a space, had to retire before the It was even a more melancholy house than she 
enraged looks and opprobious words of her Shad expected. The youngest of the children was 
neighbor, giving up the field in despair. $ so ill as to require the exclusive attention of one 

Things went on worse after this interview. } person; while the other two needed a nurse be- 
it seemed to afford Mrs. Power peculiar delight 3 tween them; and then there was all the house- 
to invent annoyances for her neighbor. In a} hold work to be done besides!’ Mrs Mowbray’s 
score of ways, the patience of Mrs. Mowbray $ heart ached.» But she was a woman of energy, 
and her servant was tried. Kitchen refuse was $ and instead of wasting time in regrets, she put 
often found, at morning, in Mrs. Mowbray’s gar- on her bonnet again, and going out, did not re- 
den, evidently thrown there during the night; ee till she had brought a couple of the neigh- 

and no one could be suspected except Mrs. s bors with her. It was not an easy task, but 
Power. A canary, which had eseaped from its ; Mrs. Mowbray was universally respected, and 
cage, and trespassed on the premises of the $she made it a point that the neighbors should 
Jatter, was killed. At last, even the forbear- come to oblige her, and not Mrs. Power. 
ance of Mrs. Mowbray. gave out, when anes During the whole of one week, while the lives 
found, one day, that oil had been poured on? of the children hung successively. in. the balance, 

Von. XXX.—9 11. 
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132 PATTERNS FOR EMBROIDERY. 

Mrs, Mowbray was assiduous, with de assist- «think you have done all this, after the way I 
ants, in this neighborly duty. During all that } behaved!” 
time, the mother, wild with anxiety, could think ° As she spoke, her tears almost suffocated 
of nothing but her little ones. But when the} her; it seemed, indeed, as if her heart would 
peril was past, the poor creature threw herself, } break. 
in an sgony of remorse, shame and repentance, } From that hour, Mrs. Power became a changed 
at Mrs, Mowbray’s feet, crying, ; woman. Kindness had subdued her. ‘*Go thou 

‘Oh! I can never thank you enough. To } and do likewise.” 

PATTERNS FOR EMBROIDERY. 
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BAND FOR CHEMISE, 
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SILK EMBROIDERY FOR FLANNEL SKIRT. 
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EMBROIDERY FOR THE BOTTOM OF A SKIRT. 



HABIT-SHIiRT. 

BY MRS, ANN S. STEPHENS. 

Marerrats.—Half-a-yard of French muslin, a piece of 

toile cire, and Nos. 40 and 50 embroidery cotton. 
The perfect pattern of this simple and elegant habit- 

shirt is given, and may be drawn on any scale that the 

taste of the wearer may dictate. Twice the size will be 

sufficient for a lady of ordinary stature, who does not 

wear the dress very open; but nothing is more simple 

than to increase the pattern to any given dimensions, by 

following implicitly the directions we have 

already so frequently given for enlarging 

patterns. 

The half given in the engraving, is that 

which has the button-holes, which are seen 

between every two scallops. In drawing 

the other side of the habit-shirt, it will be 

necessary to leave a strip of muslin, be- 

yond the edge, for a hem, on which the 

buttons are to be set, or a second row of 

button-holes, if it is to be fastened with 

studs. This will allow of the habit-shirt 

closing without exhibiting any imperfec- 

tion in the design. 

We may suggest to those who prefer chemi- 

settes that open behind, that by drawing both 

sides of the habit-shirt on one piece of muslin, 

omitting the scallops, and either making the 

flowers nearly touching, or having a suitable in- 

sertion up the front between them, the pattern 

may, without trouble, be rendered available for 

a F ee it their favorite style of dress. A chemisette should 

| Peo PON ae as Fi e be trimmed with Valenciennes lace round the 

top; a Aabit-shirt must have a collar of a cor- 

responding pattern. With a very little trouble 

the collar might be drawn, when the full-sized 

habit-shirt is prepared. First mark the outlines 

of the.collar, that is the slope of the neck, and 

a line at any distance from it that may be wished 

for the depth. Then draw the scallops all round 

the edge, from a single one, beginning with one in 

the centre of the collar. In this draw a flower 

bending so as to occupy this scallop, without 

leaning to either side. Then take a spray, 

branching off alternately on one side and the 

other, from the middle, with a cluster of holes 

and a flower alternating in the scallop. The 

section of ¢he habit-shirt from the fourth scallop 

downward to the sixth, is very suitable for this 

purposen 

We always recommend that the first drawing 

should be made on tracing paper; indeed, it 
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134 DESIGN FOR A BAG. 

always ensures accuracy to do a perfect half on; The petals are to be left in muslin, the out- 

paper of that sort, and trace from both sides of it. } lines and fibres being formed of a double row 

here is very little open work in the design } of sewing, with very small eyelet-holes between. 

before us. The edges of the leaves are done in; The distance between the lines should vary 

raised overcast ‘stitch, the fibres are sewed over } according to the thickness of the edge in the 

closely, and the small holes are pierced with a { engraving, and the eyelet-holes should occupy 

stiletto and sewed closely. The outlines of the { the space between them. 
leaves are done with embroidery cotton, No. 50; The clusters of spots worked with the stiletto 

for all the other parts, and for the whole of the {in broderie may be muslin spots sewed round, 

tracing, No. 40 may be used. and without any eyelet-hole, in the Swiss lace. 

This pattern is also exceedingly well adapted Every part must be traced with embroidery 

for Swiss work; which is the term applied to the ; thread, No. 50; then sewed over with the sewing 

combination of muslin and net. Of course, the } cotton, No. 60, of the same firm, a thread being 

design should be in the finest and softest book- } held in and sewed over. 

muslin on a Brussels net ground. 
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BY MRS. PULLAN. 
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MATERIALS. — Morocco, grey, with a pink, pattern, full size, of half of one side. By re- 
shade; black yelvet; small grey silk twisted} versing that pattern, a complete one can be 

cord; the same in black; yery small satin black? drawn. Transfer the pattern on the leather by 

cord; steel beads, and a few black cut beads. ‘ means of tracing-paper. When the pattern is 

Above is a pattern of the whole bag, on a} very simple, as in the present case, tracing- 

reduced scale; and in front of the number is a! paper is excellent to transfer it on the material 
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to be worked. First copy the pattern, which, lines, and the satin cord is sewed along the 

will be easy to do if thin paper is used; place ? grey twisted cord. In each loop formed by this 

on the material the tracing, and over that the ; twisted cord there is a black cut bead. All the 

pattern; pin the three together, and follow the : other beads are steel ones. The continuous row 

outlines with a hard pencil in passing and re- ; of them is edged on each side by the small satin 
passing over them. Scord. The bag is lined with blue or cherry- 

Cut out of the paper the part of the pattern S colored silk; the band between the two sides is 
that is to be in velvet; pin it on a piece of black four inches wide at the bottom of the bag, and 

velvet, the wrong side of which must have been § two at the opening; the seams are covered with 

previously brushed with gum water to preyent : the twisted cord; the bag is fastened with a steel 

it from unravelling. Cut out the velvet round ; clasp. Instead of grey morocco, blue cassimere 

the pattern; brush again with gum water the {might be used. In that case, a very narrow gold 

part of the velvet that is to be the ornament of > braid must be substituted in the place of the 

the bag, and lay it immediately on the corres- black twisted cord round the velvet; a black 

ponding parts of the pattern you have drawn on > twisted cord:in the place of the grey one, and a 

the leather, which you will before line with : gold gimp in the place of the small satin cord. 

course muslin or calico. Mount it in a frame, } All the beads should be black cut ones. The 

then sew the black twist cord on the edges of clasp should be entirely covered with black 

the velvet. The grey twisted cord is sewed } velvet, and a thick black twisted cord used in- 

on those parts of the pattern formed by single * stead of the steel chain. 
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MODELLING PN LEATHER.—NO. II. 

BY MRS. GILBERT. 

Some persons have actually boiled the leather, croll the stem of the leaf and also the tendmls, 

while others let it soak for hours; and when $and turn the latter over the brad-awl, to give 

they consider it fit for use, it very much resem- } them the required form; vein the leaves ufter 

bles thin tripe. In some cases, baking has {nature and mould them accordingly. Now roll 

been resorted to, and applications have been $ up a piece of leather the length of the stem, and 

addressed to me respecting the propriety of each 

plan. All these modes only tend to one result, } 
that of rendering the material unfit for use. The } 
less the leather is damped the better, providing 

it yields readily to the requisite amount of mani- 

pulation in order to bring it into form. 

MOULDED LEAF FINISHED. 
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; glue the edge; upon this place the stems after 

} gluing, and with the pestle of the convolvulus 

> mould, indent it so as to form the knots opposite 

‘the leaves, working it with the fingers until a 

‘representation of the finished form is produced, 

‘ as given in the drawing. When the whole is 

Having damped the leather, as advised, take dry, it will bend into any form desired; and the 

the veining tool, and mark the surface of the ; leaves may be placed in positions best calculated 

stem in irregular indentations lengthways; neatly ’ to produce a natural effect. 

ew 

FLAT LEAF VEINED. 
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136 ART IN SPORT. 

To form the bunches of grapes, procure some: tightly over them, and tie the gatherings up 

well turned models the size of nature, cover} with strong thread when the leather is dry; cut 

off the superfiuous part close to the wood, and 

glue on a neat patch of leather of the required 

size, to finish the operation. The stem of the 

grape is made by covering a piece of wire with 

thin leather, previously winding a little thread 

about half an inch from one end, so as to form 

the little knob which is represented in the draw- 

ing, close up to the grape; bore a hole with a 

fine brad-awl, and insert the wire in the grape 

with a little glue. In making the bunches of 

grapes, be careful to let the fair side of the 
them very carefully with the thinnest skiver } ¢rape be seen. 
leather that can be procured, strain the leather 
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ART IN SPORT. 

BY H. J. VERNON. 

An almost endless source of amusement, com-{ camel’s-hair pencil: care should be taken not to 

bining at the same time a considerable amount } let the tracing-powder get beyond the edge of. 

of instruction, may be obtained in the following } the pricked card, as in that case a soiled, dirty 

manner. ‘Take a card or piece of paste-board, } appearance is given to the tracing. The pierced 

or even stiff paper, such as cartridge paper, and} card will serve, if carefully done, for hundreds 

draw upon it the form of an egg—an oval in out- } of tracings, and it is obviously the best plan to 

line. The dimensions of the oval are immate- take a little extra pains with that in the first 

rial, and the experimenter may suit his or her § instance. 
fancy in this respect. With a stout needle, or With this traced oval for a basis, any one with 

tracing point, mark quite through the outline, } 4 very little skill will be able to form an infinite 

for the purposes of tracing. Some of our readers } number of objects. The best drawing tool wil! 

may be unacquainted with the mode of tracing be found to be an ordinary black lead pencil. 

an outline, and it may be adyisible to particu- 3 
larize one method among many. Having pricked $ i. 2. 

cut the oval upon the card, get a little red or } 

Oe OPO LOL LA 

black lead, powdered, and, placing the card upon ; 

a piece of drawing paper—any white paper will, g ; ee 

however, do—rub it over the pricked out oval, 3 

which will be found to be transformed to the } 

white paper beneath, thus: - 

a . 
Ete es | a . 
: 
‘i “if Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are very easy results, sug- 

5 wi 8 s gestive also of others. The rules of procedure 

} sare the same in all. Leaving the traced-out 

~The powder may be applied either with a oval at first in its dotted form, with the pencil 
“~~ piece of wool or wadding, or by means of 2 dry ’ you draw a horizontal line, as the basis of your 
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figure, Let this and the other lines, which 3 9. 

serve merely as the scaffolding of your figure, 3 i 

be done faintly or in dots. Next, draw a line 3 

through the centre of the oval and perpendicular ; 

to the first. These will ensure your making the 3 

object square and properly balanced. After ; 

this you may draw lines parallel to the others: 

but these are not so material, although they 

serve as guides. 
Now the imagination and fancy may step in 

to produce forms having the oval for a founda- 

tion; and not only is a very rational source of 

amusement opened out, but the opportunity is 

given to a cultivation of the noble art of design, 

whether as applied to utility or ornament. Other 

forms may of course be drawn. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING SCARLET GERANIUM 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

MarertAts.—Carmine paper, geranium sta- touch the stamin with gum before stringing the 

mins, green calyx, carmine and white cake paint | petals: finish with a small green calyx on the 

leaves. S back. The buds may be formed of wax and 

Cut as many as desired of fig. 2: vein each ‘covered with tissue paper, or they may be ob- 

petal with carmine, touch the heart with white. ‘ tained ready made. Bunch in clusters like 

After they are painted curl the petals slightly,  fieure 3. 
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* MATERIALS FoR Maxine Paper FLowEers,— 
Tissue paper of various. colors, carmine paper 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
japonicas, pinks, &¢., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 

Sig 2, sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 
of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
32 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 
rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

MANTELET SHAWL. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 
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WE give, this month, a diagram, by which 2; No. 2. Front. 

Mantelet-Shawl may be cut. These Mantelets The letter A indicates the part of the watered 
are altogether the most graceful wraps that have | silk forming the top of the mantelet, the letter 

been worn for years; and we are glad to see B the tulle insertion, and the letter C the second 
them becoming fashionable. | part of the silk. 

No. 1. Half the back. 

PATOHWORK., 

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

We give the pattern in the front of the num- the stars being all of one description, and the 
ber. It is suitable either for a bed-quilt or} intermediate pieces of another. The former, 
table-cover. also, should be all dark, and the iatter light, or 

MATERIALS.—Any pieces of silk or velvet that { vice versa. | 

may be at hand. The colors of the silks make If a cover, when worked, it should be lined, 
be arranged according to taste; those forming ‘ and trimmed with bullion fringe, 
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EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. $ only equalled by a fretful wife; and both are alas! 

Be Consistent.—The majority of mankind have } to common. In the case of 2 fretful wife, however, 
two faces, one the world face, the other the home} ill-health is often the chief cause of the evil; but 
face. One for smooth smiles, pleasant words, and } frequently also a neglect of the laws of life is outside politeness, the other for frowns, mutterin gs } the cause of this ill-health. Want of exercise, 
aud selfish churlishness. So they have separate cha- ; sitting in close rooms, the cares of a large family, 
racters—the one for assiduity abroad, the other for and the total absence of recreation of any kind, neglect at home. These they keep in active compe-$ ate fertile in producing fretfulness in wives. With 
tition, so that neither gets much ahead of the other, 3 these few words, by way of extenuation, we give 
but both go on an ever steady pace, at the same time } What Mrs. Denison says; for all {vives have not the 
blessing and cursing; only those that receive the + excuse of ill-health for their fretfulness. 
latter commodity get rather the worst of the bargain. Why can’t you be good-natured? Were you never The heart would sicken could it look through the § so? Memory points to the days of your girlhood— walls that shelter families, and behold that other} seldom the lines of anger disfigured your brow then. phase in which some men robe themselyes when the} 424 the man who won your love, thought what a ‘ ’ happy home she will make for me! How sweet it eagle glances of the world spy not upon their actions. § will be to sit down by her side after the cures of the It would see many who give thousands to popular § day are over! How beautiful to read for her charities, turn destitution from her wretched dwelling, } pleasure—to be repaid by smiles and kisses. And because she could not pay, perchance, the balance of the home was ready and the bride established—but : she proved unworthy of the trust reposed in her. a few paltry pennies for rent. ; Instead of meeting care with a hearty langh, and a It would behold the affable, whole-souled “life” § “get behind me, Satan,” you worried and fretted, 
of society, repelling wife and children from kindly es a pe Ney ee ee a ete. 

pp uscopukee around the fire-side by his frown and ; both of head and mind. Tmpereshible its influence peevishness. It would look upon a woman, so useful 5 crept into his spirit, chilling it with a worse chill without doors whereyer benevolence called, and who than that of death, till it made a shroud of iron for was never known to be absent from her post of honor the disappointed heart, and the charm of love and 
in public assemblies, very lax in her duties as wife amily and home was gone, “Was once!”’—how often those words drop from and mother, very careless about the comfort and $ your lips. “I was handsome once—I was this that 
pleasantness of home, her children in the condition gand the other, once’—and why not now? You 
of the ragged urchin, to whom a celebrated man said, } yourself have willed your own destiny—you have “ s chosen the scold’s office; you must receive the ay ene ce Eane Cher that the heathen ah oes scold’s deserts. <A little philosophy, a few words her door,” Tt would see the jaunty buck of fashion breathed to heaven for patience, a resolute hope for Swearing at his grey-headed father, while his sisters ¢ to-morrow if to-day be stormy—a little self-denial 
blush for shame at his profanity—or the dainty bello 3 in telling of petty Spa aiee great deal bese eee 
of the ball-room, all smiles of beauty, all motions of § 2®S—~® desire to make home a sanctuary for yourse ; ‘ ; ; and little ones as well as your husband—and to-day grace, abroad, bandying taunting words with a poor, ¥ you had been happier, handsomer and more beloved. outraged sewing girl, for some trifling fault. Fretting sister in light afiliction, let us ask you a 
A steady, unswerving example—not protestations ; few plain questions. Does a tae of fault-finding 

and long faces, and soft, smooth tongues—will do lighten your cares? If your bread is burned to a ve cinder, does it bring you a good, light, sweet loaf, to more for the moral progress of communities than all sit down and worry about it? If the baby is cross, 
the good words you ean pile ’twixt heaven and earth. $ does it make him smile like an angel to shake him You may batter against heaven’s very gates with } almost out of existence? If it rains on washing-day your enginery of prayer, you may add your dona- will your anathemas hurry out the sun till he stops é ; f Z right over your clothes-line? But if your quick tions till the list shall swell from here to India; you ’ hands turn to the flour barrel, to mould another 
may shed tears over man’s vain ingratitude till the ; loaf—if you soothe the weeping babe with the sweet 
ocean could not hold them; you may talk so elo-} Words one mother’s pitying love, a you eau 
quently that an angel might listen, wrapt in admira- 3 YOUT WS ing-day to some apportioned work, how ; smoothly care will iron down his features, and tion; yet all your prayers, your tears, your eloquence 3 hecome your humble slave instead of the tyrannical shall not be potent enough to impel one soul a step master he would be! : 
toward heaven, if the daily and hourly consistency $ a 18 moe ee tate ra pute eae suspend : +4, § With a smile—it will be worth a dollar to see his of your example be not a guarantee of FOOT BCS: ; glance of astonishment; hold the salted water of 

thoughtfulness in your mouth, that you may say A Worp to Frerrun Wives.—Under this eap-} nothing unpleasant; and the angel thut has been tion, Mrs. Denison, one of our own contributors, has $ lying prostrate in his heart with folded wings, will ; ; Z % begin to flutter, and lift itself heayenward and look written an excellent little essay, of which we quote out of his eyes with the love of the olden time, and the sa portion. A cross, selfish husband is? your home will yet be the paradise you once coveted. 1 
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“See Here.’—Under this title, a Virginia sub- 3 They have a freshness which is wanting in many of 

scriber sends us the following verses, which we pro- his later fictions. Samivel Veller still remains his 

nounce of “rare merit,” whatever others may think. inost original character; no page of pathos from his 

pen excels the death-bed of the Chancery prisoner; 

Sin humor, the trial scene, Bardell versus Pickwick, 

has never been surpassed; and in the Pickwickians, 

from the “Deputy Saw-bones” up, we have a crowd 

of oddities such as can be found nowhere else, either 

in his own novels or in those of any other English 

author. For many years an elegant edition of “ Pick- 

wick” could not be had. ‘The first, which was an 

octavo, was never particularly desirable, and has long 

been out of print. But after this edition nothing is 

left to desire. Not even in England has one so hand- 

some been printed. The publisher has put it, more- 

over, at an astonishingly low price, when its typo- 

graphical and other merits are regarded—viz: in 

cloth, $1,25 per volume, in paper covers, $1,00 per 

volume. 

The critical axiom says;—‘a poet’s genius is shown 

by his choice of a subject.” ' 

If you want engravings rich and fine, 

Or Mezzotints of rare design, 

Or Pattern cuts exact and nice, 

Or Fashion plates of new device, 

Or Music sweet! (as good a kind, 

As anywhere perhaps you'll find.) 
Or lengthy tales with morals fraught, 

Or seraps.of bright poetic thought, 

Or short prose gems, prepared with art, 

‘lo stir your soul and touch your heart, 

Or viands that are choice and prime, 

To occupy your leisure time; 

Or antidote to cure the spleen, 

Send, send for “ Peterson’s Magazine.” 
Poems. By Richard Chenevix French, 1 vol. New 

Our Jury Exeravixe.—A favorite contributor} York: Redjield—Mr. French has long been known 
to the American public as an eloquent divine and a 

consummate philologist. The volume now before us 

; introduces him in the character of a poet. Though 

; without the genius of Tennyson, though not a poet 

‘of the true creative school, he is always scholarly, 

S artistic, refined, condensed and finished. Some of 

c sonnets, particularly, are very good. A noble 

‘ sentiment pervades all the poems. We cannot resist 

quoting the following, to show how full of thought 

: 
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says: “As for the ‘Eyangeline’ you give, I have 

never as yet seen a picture that went to my heart 

like it. I think of it with pitying, yearning tender- 

ness, and go to it again and again, as if it were the 

picture of some lovely, or beloved friend. I say, 

looking through tears at the expressive mouth, 

‘Poor thing! darling!’ This is partly because, in 

reading the story, ‘Evangeline’ was real to me 

beyond any character I have ever yet found in any 

book; partly because the picture is so marvelously 

true and touching as an expression. I am sure 

many hearts must thank you for giving so fine a 

thing.” 

French is everywhere. The last line particularly is 

pregnant with it. 

“Q Life, O Death, O World, O Time, 
0 Grave, where all things flow, 

Tis yours to make our lot sublime, 
With your great weight of woe. 

-_- 

A Goop Investwent.—A husband, remitting to 5 ; } 
: earn: Though sharpest anguish hearts may wring, 

us a subscription on behalf of his wife, says: 0 Though bosoms torn may be, 

know that ‘Peterson’ will pay me five hundred per ; Yet suffering is a holy thing; 

cent, in smiles from my iady, on the capital in- Without it what were we?” 

vested.” A lady at our side, who ought to know, 

says he was right. 

The yolume is neatly printed. Price, in cloth, 

seventy-five cents. 

, 

3 The Life and Travels of Herodotus. By J. Tal- 

boys Wheeler. 2 vols. New York: Harper & Bro- 

‘ thera.—An attempt, and a highly successful one, to 

popularize Herodotus. The book is not, however, 2 

8 
: 

, 

s 

3 
, 
‘ 

, 

__- 

Directions ror Crocnet.—A correspondent asks 

us for the meaning of the technical letters used in 

our directions for crochet. We have published the 

explanation several times already, the last time in 
tho April number for 1854. translation of the garrulous old Greek, but an im- 

aginary biography, of which he is the hero; and its 

purpose is to illustrate the manners, religion, annals, 

literature, art and social life of the Greeks, Egyp- 

tians and other ancient nations. The author has 

The Pickwick Papers. By Charles Dickens. 2 not confined himself to the information given in the 

vols. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—Beyond all com- works of Herodotus, but has availed himself of the 

parison the most elegant edition of “The Pickwick researches and discoveries of all writers who have 

Papers” ever published. It is printed in duodecimo } discussed his theme. For a pleasant and concise, 

yet reliable, account of the elder nations of the 

globe, we know no equal to this work. It is pub- 

Oe 
~— 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

form, each volume containing about five hundred 

pages; the type is large and clear; the paper is 

heavy; and forty-eight illustrations, all on steel, after } lished in a style of unusual elegance. Even the 

designs by Cruikshank, rival the letter-press in pro-} binding partakes of this refinement, and is a triumph 

yoking harmless mirth. We have always considered } of appropriateness and taste. Price, in cloth, $1,00 

«The Pickwick Papers” the best of Dickens’ works. ’ per volume. 

ee ae ee 
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Gerard the Lion Killer. Translated by C. E. ‘ 
Whitehead. 1 vol. New York: Derby & Jackson. \ vol. Philada: 1. B. Peterson.—* Tan-go-ru-a” ig a 
Philada: T, B. Peterson—The author of this book } drama of Pennsylvania history, the time being laid 
is a French army-oflicer, who, having been stationed Sin the last century. The author has deeply studied 
in Algiers, and being fond of sporting, took to hunt- : the Indian character, which he makes to play a 
ing the lion: and he has produced, as a consequence, ‘ prominent part in his drama. In originality, moro- 
one of the most intensely interesting works we ever § over, and poetic force, the play takes high rank in 
read, The volume is not only, however, a narrative : American literature. It appears anonymously, but 
of Gerard’s adventures, in killing the king of beasts, : is evidently the production of a scholar and thinker, 
but a collection of anecdotes, derived from Arab ; and bears traces of that careful labor which is always 
sources, relative to the lion of North Africa, the most } the best guarantce of excellence. In every respect, 
savage ofall lions. As a contribution to natural his- , we consider “‘Tun-go-ru-a” a remarkable production. 
tory, the work is also valuable, for it gives a large * It is published in a style of great neatness. Price, 
amount of original information regarding the habits } in cloth, $1,00. 

of the lion, It is, ina word, a book of extraordinary The Hallig: or, The Sheepfold in the Waters. 
interest and value; and one that will take a perma- < Zranslated from the German by Mrs. Geo. P. Marsh. 
nent place in literature. Price, in cloth, $1,25. $1 vol. Boston: Gould & Lincola.—'This is an 

The Tangletown Letters, Edited by the author of \ admirably told tale, The author was a German “ Records of the Bubbleton Parish.” 1 vol. Buffalo: § clergyman, who, in this beautiful narrative, has 
Wanzer, McKim & Co. Philada: T. B. Peterson,— 3 successfully labored, not only to describe humble 
The “Records of the Bubbleton Parish” we still } life on the coast of Schleswig, but to narrate, through 
remember as a capital book; and this is not inferior § the aid of fiction, important historical events. A 
toitin any respect. It hits all around, at every body , tone of hopeful piety pervades the work. In Ger- 
and everything. ‘The satire is first-rate, and most of Pilot the book is very popular. Tt reminds us fre- 
it deserved. Even those who suffer, if they have a ¢ quently of Miss Bremer. Price, in cloth, $1,00. 
bit of human charity in their hearts, will forgive } Mechanics’ Tables. By Charles H. Haswell. 1 
their being made objects of ridicule, out of regard S vol. New York: Harper & Brothers.—The areas 
for the skill with which it has been done. Others and circumferences of circles, and sides of equal 
will see as in a mirror, absurdities of which they ; squares; circumferences of angled hoops, outside and 
have been guilty, without being aware how ridicu- 3 inside; cutting of boiler plates; dimensions of mate- 
lous they were. Letter than all, there is no venom } rials, alloys, paints, lackers, and other information 
in “The Tangletown Letters.” The volume is hand- } useful for mechanics, are contained in this neatly 
somely printed and illustrated with graphic engrav- } printed little volume. Price, in cloth, fifty cents. 
ings. Price, in cloth, $1,25. , 

Tan-go-ru-a. An Iistorical Drama. In Prose. 1 
‘ 
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: Calderon, His Life and Genius. By R. C. French. The Daisy Chain: or, Aspirations. A Family} 1 vol. New York: Redfield.—A well-written life of 
Chronicle. Dy the author of “Hearts Ease.” 2 vols. Calderon, the Spanish dramatist, accompanied with 
New York: D. Appleton & Co. Philada: T. B. ; a disquisition on his genius. His “Life’s A Drama,” 
Peterson.—In this charmingly written fiction, we {and “The Great Theatre of the World,” are added, 
have the story of a family, during that period when : gracefully translated into English. Price, in cloth, 
the characters of its younger members were being } Seventy-five cents. 

. 
formed. For minute fidelity, the author almost} Introduction to Social Science. By George H. Cal- 
rivals Richardson, and this without falling into his ‘vert. Lvol. New York: Redfield.—A work of much 
tedious prolixity. “Hearts Ease” and “'The Heir ‘ logical power, but too involuted in style. It is divided 
of Redcliffe,” two of her former novels, are among ‘into three parts: “Knowledge, The Actual and The 
the best of their kind in the language. ‘This, 
though somewhat inferior to those, is still a very 
superior story. Price, in cloth, seventy-five cents 
‘per volume. 

Wit and Wisdom of the Rev. Sydney Smith. With 
a Biographical Memoir and Notes. By Evert A. 
Duyckink, 1 vol. New York: Redfield.—This en- 
tertaining work consists, besides a biography of Syd- 
ney Smith, of selections from his writings, designed 
to show the wit and sense which so pre-eminently 
distinguished this remarkable man. Mr. Duyckink 
has executed a difficult task with the nicest discri- 
mination. A portrait of Sydney Smith adorns the 
volume, It is a work that ought to be in the pos- 
session of every person of taste. Price, in cloth, 
$1,25. 

; Possible.” Price, in cloth, sixty-two cents. 

$ The Old Vicarage. By Mre. Hubback. 1 vol. New 
‘ork: W. P. Fetridge.—A new novel, by the author 

: of “May and December,” “The Wife's Sister,” &c. 
g &c., and one of singular merit. It is published quite 
‘neatly. Price, in cloth, $1,25. 

The Camel. His Organization, Habits, and Uses. 
Considered with reference to his introduction into the 
United States. By George P. Marsh. vol. Boston: 

; Gould & Lincoln.— Reliable, thorough and well- 
‘written. Price, in cloth, seventy-five cents. 
§ The Wife's Trials. A Novel. By the author of 
‘The Jealous Wife.” 1 vol. New York: W. 2. 
: Hetridge & Co.—A new novel, by a popular writer. 
‘It is published in cheap style, double column, octayo, 
“paper cover. Price fifty cents. 
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The Huguenot Exiles ; or, The Times of Louis XIV. from lightest brown to deepest black, are owing to 

L vol. New York: Harper d& Brothers.—We are glad the different proportions of iron and sulphur con- 

to see the taste for historical novels returning. ‘The } tained in it. In grey hair there is a complete absence 

present story is capably, even powerfully, told. The of iron, and to this entire deficiency is attributable 

time chosen is one when bold and stirring events ¢ its total want of color. All the human family, with 

were abroad everywhere, and the particular theme g the exception of two or three races, are subject to 

sclected affords peculiar facility for dramatic inci- this discoloration. The hair has been known to 

dents. Few will take up the book without regretting § change from grey to its former natural shade, when 

when they reach the close. We commend it as one 3 the loss of color has not been owing to age, but to 

of the most deeply interesting books of the year. 8 external causes or temporary physical derangement; 

Price, in cloth, seventy-five cents. Sand this recovery time will often effect with the un- 

Vassall Morton. By Francis Parkman. 1 vol. aided efforts of nature alone. We may cite the case 
Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—This has more } Of # girl mentioned by Le Journal des Setences Medi- 

‘ cales, whose pale brown hair became white after every than ordinary merit. Its author is already a Obs 2 : 
ably known to the reading publie, by a work pub- attack of a fever peculiar to herself, and which re- 

lished some years ago, “The History of Pontiac.” § covered its color when the attack passed. A lady 

The present effort is a novel, which abounds in fine } between thirty or forty years of age, who had rich 
thoughts; is effective without clap-trap; exhibits { brown hair, had it become partially grey in the 

unusual refinement of tone; and is artistically put ‘space of a few months, on removing from New 
together. It is published in a neat style. Price, in } Zealand into Sydney; and on returning to the 
cloth, $1,25. } former place several years after, her hair resumed 

S. 

: i 2 its natural color. 
Gabriel Vane; His Fortune and Friends. New 3 

: When, about the age of sixty, the hair takes a 
York: D 7 :son.—A fiction i ; ts “ Re = ‘ 
i UY Gaus AGRAR Ii Ben OM Om IO HY FasDeots $ silver tint, it should be regarded as the acquisition 

above the average merit. There is some originality } : 
: : ~ Re ohecre of a new and attractive charm; a grave and sober 
in the characters and considerable ingenuity in the : ng ; 

Side one, perhaps, but worth preserving in its native 
management of incidents. It would make a pleasant ; : bei. 

purity, nor should we desire to disguise or conceal 
companion on one of these sultry midsummer days. ; (oh te with premntareee eynees thats chalet 

The publishers have issued it in quite a creditable § a arty Re Re ae ee 

manner. Price, in cloth, $1,25. re ee meee , Wee oe ae 
: _ $two means of recoloration suggest themselves; one is 

Henry to Read. . By Jacob Abbott. Lnol. dV °° < the application of dyes, all of which are more or less 

Karks Harp on Gab rothera—A eR ital book for chil- : injurious to the hair and skin—the other is by a cer- 

dram beginning torread. The illustrations ee REY: ‘ tain regime, which we will endeavor to explain. 

beautiful: Nine-tenths: of the publications of ‘this : Since it is a clearly admitted fact, that a deficiency 

seeks me Osan OES bubthisns nos, on abe onary ‘ of iron is the cause of the faded hue, it is equally 
it is a book of singular merit. Price, in cloth, fifty ; clear that were there a means of replenishing the 

ben i. ‘requisite supply the color of the hair would be 
Life and Adventures of Robert Romaine. 1 vol. restored. The Chinese are said to follow out this 

Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—Though somewhat } principle, and with the best success. And it has 

eccentric, nevertheless well written. But why so 3} heen frequently remarked by medical men that the 

melancholy a conclusion? People read novels to be ; hair of patients who have been subjected to a long 

pleased; and like, therefore, a happy denouement. § course of preparation of iron grows with extraordi- 
Price, in cloth, $1,25. } nary vigor and rapidity, and keeps its color much 

The Earnest Man. By Mrs. H. C. Conant. 1 vol. thayona the usual time of fading. We are intimate 
Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—A deeply interest- § with a lady who has attained the age of seventy-two, 

ing work, deyoted to the life and labors of Adoniram $ without having a single grey hair. This lady has 

Judson, the well known missionary to Burmah. The ; made several sea voyages and been exposed to a 

proceeds are for the benefit of his children. Price, 3 variety of climates, but has been in the habit of 

in cloth, $1,25. taking a daily pill, composed of equal parts of sul- 

Life Sketches from Common Paths. By Mrs. Julia : phate of iron and subcarbonate of potass. 

L. Dumont. 1 vol. New York: D. Appleton & Co.— 3 When the first silver threads, therefore are ob- 

A series of American stories, pleasantly written, and } served, let their appearance be considered as a 

full of quiet, domestic pictures. We know no book, ; Symptom that a deficiency of iron is beginning to 

lately published, more agreeable of its kind. Price, } be felt in the constitution, and let immediate mea- 

in cloth, $1,00. ; sures be taken to furnish the necessary supply. Iron 

‘may be intoduced into the system in a variety of 
. ’ forms; it may be advisable to consult a medical 

THE TOILET. attendant as to the best mode of administering it. 

DiscoLoration oF tHE Harr.—The color of the § The dose should be small at first, and gradually 

hair depends upon the chemical condition of its { augmented; the essential object being, that sufficient 
coloring oil; and the various shades which exist, ‘iron enter the circulation to be absorbed by the bulb- 

~_. 
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144 - PUZZLES.—RECEIPTS. 

ous roots of the hair, it is necessary for the purpose ; Fermentation of Home-made Wines.—The four re- 

in view, while taking iron internally, to drink daily § quisites for fermentation are sugar, vegetable oxtract, 

the infusion of some plant rich in tanning properties, ‘malic acids, and water; and upon the proper regu- 

such as wild chicory, camomile, &e. After pursuing § lation of these constituents the success depends, The 

this plan for about a fortnight, the hair should be ‘ fermentation requires great attention, and should be 

freed from grease, and the skin of the head well ‘ neither suffered to continue too long, nor be checked 

washed and dried, and a lotion, consisting of water } too early. Its commencement, which will be about 

strongly impregnated with iron, should be applied ‘a day after the articles have been mixed, will attract 

with friction. The iron thus absorbed internally ’ attention by the noise it makes. For a sweet wine, 

and externally fortifies the hair; the nutritive juices ; the cask should not be closed until the sound of fer- 

which feed it become more abundant and higher } mentation has almost ceased. If a dry wine, have 

colored; they are communicated to the hair tubes by ready a barrel which has been subjected to the fumes 

the roots, and impart to them fresh vigor and vitality. § of sulphur, and draw off your wine into it. Rack 

off the wine, clearing it with isinglass, and bottle in 

oe about ten weeks after it. 

PUZZLES. g Spinach.—Pick and clean the spinach; put it into 

To Make A Suriimnc Turn on its EDGE ON THE Sa saucepan without water, keep it pressed down till 

Point or A NEEDLE.—Get a bottle with a cork in it, tender; squeeze out the moisture, return it to the 

and fix in it perpendicularly a moderate sized needle; 3 saucepan, from which all the liquor should be re- 

then place a shilling in a second cork by making a | moved; pour on it, as it heats, four large spoonsful 

slit in it, and stick into the second cork two ordinary § of rich gravy, let all the gravy be absorbed, keep it 

table-forks opposite each other, with the handles in- : well stirred; flavor with pepper and salt; when it is 

elining outward and downward. If the rim of the ; dry, press it into a mould; turn it out, and serve as 

coin be now fixed on the point of the needle, it may 8 hot as possible. 

be made to spin round without falling. Scotch Short-Bread.—Mix two pounds of flour, 

dried and well sifted, with a pound of powdered 

sugar, three ounces of candied citron and orange 

peel cut into dice, and half a pound of caraway com- 

: fits; mix these with half a pound of melted butter in 

a saucepan; then make the paste, roll it out the 
thickness of half an inch, cut it into cakes, place 

: them on white paper, prick, and bake them of a pale 

s color. 

Excellent Fruit Cake.—One cup of butter, one of 

brown sugar, one of molasses, one of sweet milk, 

RECEIPTS FOR THE TABLA. three of flour, and four eggs. One and a half tea- 

Apple Marmalade.—To make apple marmalade, 3 spoonful of oan of tartar, and one of soda. Two 

boil some apples with the peel on them until they are \ pounds of raisins, chopped fine; one nutmeg, and a 

perfectly soft, which may be known by pressing them ‘little brandy, if you choose. This will make two 

between the thumb and fingers. Then remove them good sized loaves, which will keep moist without 

from the fire, and throw them into cold water; pare liquor from four to six weeks, when it is properly 

them, place them on a sieve and press the pulp from covered. 

the cores. The pulp which has passed through the 

sieve place in a stew-pan, and set the pan on the fire 

long enough to remove the moisture, so that the pulp MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS, 

may become rather thick. Take an equal quantity, } To Clean Blonde Lace.—Cut some old soft linen 

in weight, of lump sugar as of pulp. Clarify the ; into strips a little wider than the lace. Make them 

sugar and boil it to a good syrup; add the pulp to it, 2 into one length, and tack the lace very carefully and 

and stir them well together with a spatula, or wooden ; evenly at the extreme edges. Then make a lather 

spoon. Place them on the fire, and as soon as they : of soap-suds with the chill just off the water; put 

begin to boil, remove them, and the process is com- ¢in the lace, let it remain about half an hour, then 

pleted. When the marmalade has become a little { pass it gently through the hands (without rubbing 

cool, put it into pots; but do not cover the pots until § it) till quite clean, and rinse it in cold water. if 

it is quite cold. the lace be very yellow add a very little blue. 

Boiled Potatoe Pudding.—Thoroughly cook two $ Squeeze it in a towel, but do not wring it. Pull out 

pounds of potatoes; peel and mash them well. Then } the strip of linen as wide as you can and place it in 

nix them with half a pound of melted butter, the } a large or long book, passing the strip from leaf to 

same quantity of powdered lump sugar, and six eggs, } leaf. If the book be printed place white paper next 

well beaten. When well mingled, stirin a handful or { the blonde. Press the book very heavily for two 

two of flour and a glass of white wire. Tie the whole : days; then remove it, taking the lace from the linen 

up in a buttered cloth, and boil it for half an hour, ‘ very carefully. 
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To Gather the Perfume of Flowers.—The perfume } med with black lace and narrow lace ruches, having 

of flowers may be gathered in a very simple manner, ; a velvet in the middle. 

and without apparatus. Gather the flowers with as} Fie. vy.—Carucnuon Cap or Exsromerep Mus- 

little stalk as possible, and place them in a jar, three xin, lined with colored florence. 

parts full of olive or almend oil. After being in the Fig. v1.—Con.ar MADE or Empromered Must, 

oil twenty-four hours, put them into a coarse cloth, } trimmed with Valenciennes and surmounted by a 

and squeeze the oil from them. This process, with tress of black velvet with a bow. 

fresh flowers, is to be repeated, according to the ; Fig. vi.—Steeve To watch Couxar, (Fig. VI.) 

strength of the perfume desired. The oil, being ; two large puffs separated by a band of embroidered 

thus thoroughly perfumed with the volatile principle } muslin, trimmed with Valenciennes and a velvet 

of the flowers, is to be mixed with an equal quantity } wristband. 

of pure rectified spirits, and shaken every day for a> Fic. yut—Empress Cota, composed of Valen- 

fortnight, when it may be poured off, ready for use. } ciennes insertions and embroidered insertions. 

As the season for sweet-scented blossoms is now Fig. 1x.—SLEEVE TO MATCH Empress COLLAR, 

here, this method may be practically tested. § (Fig. VIII.) 

To Mend Broken China.—Take a very thick solu- ' Barning Dresses.—As appropriate to the season, 

tion of gum-arabie in water, and stir into it plaster 3 we give some directions for making bathing-dresses. 

of Paris until the mixture becomes a viscuous paste. } The material should always be of woollen. <A grey, 

Apply it with a brush to the fractured edges, and dark blue, or brown flannel is most suitable. Worsted 

stick them together. In three days the article can- plaids, although yery pretty, are cold, and retain the 

not again be broken in the same place. The white- 3 water too much, though they have the adyantage of 

ness of the cement renders it doubly valuable. 3 not clinging to the figure, after leaving the surf, as 

Mixture for Polishing Brass.—Sp. of turpentine, ’ much as flannel. By many the plaids are much pre- 

half a pint; rotten-stone, quarter pound; charcoal } ferred. The dress consists of a pair of drawers and 

in powder, quarter pound. Mix well, and add ; a skirt, the latter reaching to about three inches 

quarter of a pint of sweet oil; finish with dry Shae above the ankle. The drawers (always to be of the 

coal dust. eens material as the rest of the dress) should be 

Neuralgic Headache.—The application of towels, ; made tolerably full, and confined at the ankle by a 

wrung out in hot water, to the forehead and temples, band, finished with a ruffle. They should he made 

is represented to be an efficacious and speedy remedy moderately full, but to fasten in such a way that 

for headaches arising from neuralgie affections. even if the skirt washes up the person cannot pos- 

To Preserve Bright Steel.—Smear it over with hot : sibly be exposed. The drawers must alieays be fast- 

melted fresh mutton suet; before it cools and hardens ; ened to a body, like those of a child, and as muslin 

have some powdered unslacked lime in a muslin bag, or linen is exceedingly cold, when wet, and clinging 

and dust it over the hot suet which covers the steel. { to a person after a bath, a woollen body is advisable. 

To Remove Fly-spots.—Dip a camel’s-hair brush} The skirt, as we have before said, is rather short, 

into spirits of wine, and apply it, to remove fy-3 and need not be very wide. The ordinary way of 

spots. making is with a deep yoke, into which the skirt is 

plaited or gathered like an old-fashioned night dress, 

The dress is plaited down to the waist and confined 

FASHIONS FOR AUGUST with a belt. Many wear a small talma or cape of 

Fia. r—AN Eventne Dress oF Wuirr MUSLIN, $ the same material as the dress, as this, in some de- 

trimmed with three deep embroidered flounces, the ; gree, hides the figure. The sleeves should be loose 

upper one of which is set in at the waist, and does $ shirt sleeves, confined about the wrist by a band, and 

not meet in front. The corsage is low, with a pele- ; having 2 deep ruffle falling over the hand. This pro- 

rine cape of lace and embroidery like that on the : tects the wrists from the sun. In the place of the 

flounces. The sleeves are composed of two full puffs, 3 talma some wear loose sacques, fastened with a belt. 

beneath each of which is an embroidered ruffle. Bows § Be very careful to avoid all strings in a bathing- 

of blue ribbon ornament the front of the corsage and } dress, as it is almost impossible to untie them when 

sleeves. Head-dress of blue feathers and ribbon. 3 wet, Nothing but buttons will be found convenient. 

Fia. u.—A Dinner Dress or SLATE COLORED } Bathing-dresses, although generally very unbe- 

GRENADINE, worn over silk of the same color. The ; coming, can be made to look very prettily with a 

skirt is long and full. Corsage high, buttoned up ; little taste. If the dress is of a plain color, such as 

the front, and with a moderately deep basque. The ; grey, blue or brown, a trimming around the talma, 

sleeves are puffed, and terminated with a deep frill. } sacque, collar, yoke, ruffles, &c., of crimson, green 

Fig. 11.—Tue Newport Visite.—This elegant § or scarlet, is a great addition. A pair of large Lisle 

article is composed of black silk, and trimmed with ; thread gloves to protect the hands, an oil cloth cap, 

black velvet and fringe. Its striking elegance con- 3 and a straw hat, are necessary to complete a bathing 

sists in the pelerine eape, formed also by rows of toilet. Some whose feet are tender always wear gum 

velvet and fringe. , over-shoes into the surf, but we think them cumber- 

Fig. rv.—Ristorr Ficuv or Brack Tce, trim- } some. 
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146 PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

GENERAL Remanks.—White embroidered wrap- One of the prettiest corsages which we have seen 

pers are very fashionable for morning wear. They {is called the Watteau Corsage. It is composed of 

nre usually made open in front, exposing a richly {clear worked muslin, and trimmed with rows of 

embroidered or flounced petticoat. These petticoats : vandyke needle-work and pufiings of tarletane: 

are divided into several categories, as follows: First, } within the latter are runnings of pink ribbon. The 

rich petticoats, embroidered full almost up to the } sleeyes are demi-long, and formed of puffiings and 

knees, or with insertions. Next those trimmed with $ frills of worked muslin. Two quillings of pink rib- 

three deep flounces hemmed and fluted a la Pompa- * bon are finished by bows of ribbon in front of the 

dour, Then, those ornamented with small plaits for arm. This corsage, which is in the jacket form, is 

about half a yard from the bottom; and, lastly, those } edged at the waist by a quilling of pink ribbon and 

having a deep hem and edged with lace. There is $ a frill of worked muslin. In front it is fastened by 

abundant variety for choice. * a rosette and ends of pink ribbon. 

PSL IO 

' PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

Our Jury Nuswer was received everywhere with ‘Evangeline,’ is sadly beautiful, and the fashion plate 

delight. Its effect on the public at large was such, } and patterns for embroidering are elegant. The num- 

that subscriptions have been pouring in ever since, $ ber before us commences a new volume. The pre- 

at a rate unexampled at this season of the year. The $ sent is, therefore, a propitious time to subscribe.” 

press was unanimous in its praise. Says the Dela- 3 a 
ware Sentinel:—“In the way of fashions, fancy: Baus or A THousanp Fiowers.—We are in the 

needle-work, etc., it is decidedly the favorite with receipt of almost daily letters, asking us to forward 
our lady friends. The colored fashion plates are this popular cosmetic by mail. As it is a liquid, this 

superb, and the numerous patterns published are cannot be done. But any respectable and energotic 

alone worth the subscription price. This Ladies’? druggist cither has it already on sale, or will procure 

Magazine has become a houschold necessity, and Sit if requested; and the right course is to apply to 

those ladies who are desirous of keeping up with the the nearest one of this description. It is really 

times, cannot possibly get along without it.” Says almost a household necessity. For it is good, not 

the Springfield (Mo.) Lancet:—“Our better half } only for sweetening the breath and improving the 

would rather have Peterson than any other Maga- complexion, but for shaying, &e. &c. A fifty cent 
zine, and eyery other lady who gets it is equally bottle will last a long time. We have tried it in our 

well pleased with it’ Says the St. Joseph’s (Mich.) 3 °W" family, and know its excellence, otherwise we 

County Forum :—*“ Lively, gay, smart, witty, piquant, should not recommend it. 

‘Peterson has got into general favor with women and = 
men too. It is certainly the cheapest monthly in $ : ee ‘ A 
the world.” Says the Hamilton (Ga.) Organ:—‘Its 3 you notice a book,” writes a subscriber, “what the 

4 .* . . * 

stories are entirely original. Myery month we see $ prico is? | We,:who live:in the country, would often 
some ‘hew improvement: in thig capital Magasing.? : order a work, if the price suited.” As this is not the 

Booxs py Main.—* Why don’t you state, when 

The Waterloo (Ill.) Patriot says:—‘‘It is undeniably ares zEqn ese oeeue SA JAE Wy pave sorek ved. ie 
Lp, 6 . begin, this month, to give the price of each book we 

the cheapest Magazine in the world. It is always 7 t ; 
Sreview. We will add, that, on the price, thus stated, 

filled with thrilling original stories, fine mezzotint >. , ; 7 
i ; ‘ being remitted to us, (at the risk of the person send- 

and steel engravings, colored fashion plates, patterns ¢ . ; ' 
‘ ing) we will mail the book to any address, postage 

for embroidery, crochet work, &c. In a word, we do ; 

not seo how any lady can keep house without it.” EK 

Says the Western Reserve (0.) Chronicle i tn 
How to Resitr.—In remitting, write legibly, at 

the top of your letter, the post-oflice, county and 

state. Bills, current in the subseriber’s neighbor- 
hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 

the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 

ladies say that almost every number is worth the 

price for a year.” ‘The Olney (Til.) Republican says: 

“The only objection to it is, that after having read 

one number, you regret that a whole month must 

elapse before you see another.” Th orse- 

on Y) Bhiiosoeher says =e 2 ea se  Gelphiay 1£ possible, Bee tS Sloe 

last that Peterson’s Magazine for July was received, Back Nusupers.—We are able to supply back 

and agreed to express our opinion of its contents this numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 

week. That opinion can be inferred by the first page 3 stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number of 

of our paper, where we have published two stories ; the year. 
from it. It is positively the cheapest and best Ladies’ 
Magazine published in this country, with which we? Enctose A StaAmp.—Letters, requiring an answer, 

are acquainted. The engraving in the July number, { must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 
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A HOMILY UPON FLOWERS. 

- 

BY W. 8. GAFFNEY. 

Waar! another homily upon flowers? Well, ; houses of the rich; but those also who dwell in 
we cannot help it. We never tire of what we} the unknown nooks of poverty. They are above 
love, and we confess a life-long penchant for} all price, those tender flowers. ‘Suffer little 
flowers. children to come unto me, and forbid them not— 

For are they not emblems to us of all that is for of such is the kingdom of heaven.” So spake 

good and lovely? They illustrate the various ; : the Saviour of the world: He knew their pre- 
duties of life, as well as the innumerable ob-} cious worth and their beauty. Hx whilst tra- 

stacles pertaining thereto. They are symbols} versing this dreary vale of tears and mortal 

of life and of death; and they are pregnant with} probation, took them in His arms and blessed 

many fruitful lessons, They are teachers—elo-} them. Little children—blessed of the Saviour! 

quent teachers ofa silentlanguage. Theyspeak} Oh, mother! cherish thy charge—shield thy 

to the affections, and their utterance falls upon$ blossom. ’Tis sweeter and richer than all of 

the sensitive heart. They are the glory of the; earth and nature—it is the recipient of the 

morning and the beauty of the evening. They } benediction of the Most High! Lead it in the 

are emblems of other flowers too. path of rectitude—fold its little hands in prayer, 

Behold the rose, the immortal queen among and shield it from the polluted breath of -the 
flowers. Who does not love the glowing petals} enemy. 

of the rich scented rose? Is it not emblamatic The holy task is yours; is it not a biary 

of the child of wealth and of affluence? It is} one?—training blossoms for heaven! Mother! 

admired and cherished by all, It assumes the} sweetest of earthly names—you are a favored 

most prominent place in the garden, during the} creature. In loving tenderness you kiss the 

season of flowers; and, when the chilling blasts dew of heaven from the lips of your gentle babe, 

of winter hover near, it is carefully removed to } and inhale its elysian sweetness! The first 

the hot-house, there to be nurtured and tended} cherub smile which plays upon its rosy lips, 

and cherished, and the first faint articulation proceeding from 

Then we have cowslips and daisies—are they not? the same are thine, thine alone. And should 

omblems of the children of want and obscurity? 3 the will of 1 Divine Master bear it from thee, 

They breathe their little lives in unseen nooks} even in the bitterness of thy fate art thou biest, 

and fields during the summer festival; but alas! } for the united voice of earth and of heaven pro- 

for the reign of Janus—soon they disappear to’ claim thee mother of an angel! 

rise again no more! Not so with the flowers of Oh, world! deal gently with Eden’s blossoms, 

life. Death may blast their tender reign, and and especially with those tender little beings 
lay his icy hand upon their glowing petals, but} who have no mother! Man of the world—open 

they will bloom again—+they are immortal! } thy coffers freely to the relief of the isolated 

Little children! are they not the flowers—the 3 orphan. 

blossoms, and the dew-drops of life? Yea; Oh! ye mothers of angels! sisters of Eve! be 

treasure them well. They are lambs, too, of 23 the guardians of their footsteps on earth, and 

heavenly flock, of which the great I am is shep-3 guide them to heaven. Woman—blessed name! 

herd! Suffer not the chilling hand of vice tobe thine the holy task to shield them from tho 
blast their spotless purity. The Saviour loves} snares of the world, and to instill into their 

them—not those only that dwell in the hot- } lonely and troubled bosoms the teachings of 

Vor. XXX.—10 155 
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yirtue; for whence shall they flee on earth if thy 

THE CARELESS WORD.-—I THINK OF HER NOW. 
OA AAAI LOL ALA 

Give us more homilies upon the flowers of 

sympathizing, comforting, and relieving smiles } earth and of heaven—we love them; and what 

greet them not? we love we never tire of. 

THE CARELESS WORD. 

BY ANNA SHIPTON. 

On, never say a careless Word , 

Hath not the power to pain; 
The shaft may ope some hidden wound, | 

That closes not again. 

Weigh well those light-winged messengers; 

God marked your heedless Word, 

And with it, too, the falling tear, 

The heart-pang that it stirred. 

Words! What are Words? A simple Word 
Hath spells to call the tears, 

That long have lain a sealed fount, 
Unclosed thro’ mournful years. 

Back from the unseen sepulchre, 

A Word hath summoned forth 

A form—that hath its place no more 

Among the things of earth. 

Words—heed them well; some whispered one 
Hath yet a power to fling 

A shadow on the brow; the soul 

In agony to wring; 

A name—forbidden, or forgot, 

That sometimes, unawares, 

Murmurs upon our wak’ning lips; 

And mingles in our prayers. 

Oh, Words—sweet Words! 

Softly from kindly lips; 

Tender, endearing tones, that break 

The spirit’s drear eclipse. 

Oh! are there not some cherished tones 

In the deep heart enshrined, 

Uttered but once—they pass’d—and left 

A track of light behind? 

Words! What are words? Ah! know’st thou not 

The household names of love? 

The thousand tender memories, 

That float their graves above? 

Long buried by the world’s cold tread, 
Yet ’mid the crowd they rise, 

And smile, as angel-guests would smile, 

With gentle, carnest eyes. 

A blessing comes 

I-THINE OF BER NOW. 

BY H. T. SPERRY. 

I ratnx of her now, with her sunny brow, 

And her eyo full of childish glee, 

When the world seemed bright, in the golden light, 

Of the scenes which were yet to be. 

I think of her now, with her laughing brow, 
And her girlish heart ever true, 

To her cheek of the lilies hue. 

I think of her now, with her thoughtful brow, 

And her eye undimmed by a tear, 

As she sang her song to the May-day throng, 

On the morn of her eighteenth year. 

I think of her now, with her peaceful brow, 
A she moved with a queenly grace, 

Through the dim church aisle, with a prayerful smilo 
On her calm and radiant face, 

I think of her now, when her bridal vow 

Floated out through the Summer air, 

When a well known eye brought the crimson dye 

While her brow gleamed bright with the holy light 
From the smiles of the angels fair. 

I think of her now, with her stricken brow, 

As sho wept by the little bed 

Of her angel child, when ho sweetly smiled 
On the visions that bless the dead. 

I think of her now, with her weary brow, 

And her meek eye grown dim by tears, 

That told of the grief, and the pleasures brief 

She had known in her later years. 

I think of her now, with her marble brow, 

As she lay in the arms of death, 

Where the wind went by, in a mournful sigh, 

With the tomb’s damp air on its breath. 

I think of her now, with her shining brow, 

On the Sabbath shore of the blest, 

By the great white throne where the angels roam, 

With her cherub boy on her breast. 
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BY MRS. PEDSLEY. 

“Ser, Mary, what a love of a bonnet,” said have not a cent left, and I hate to ask papa, he 
Laura Moreton to her sister, as they were taking $ is so particular.” 

& peep at the spring fashions, temptingly dis- < «T shall be very happy to accommodate you,” 

played in the window of a milliner’s establish-$ replied Mary. ‘But, dear Laura, I wish you 

ment. ‘I really must inquire the price of $ would be more careful in your expenditure It 

jt.” is a bad plan to anticipate your allowance, even 

‘“‘Stay, dear,” said Mary, ‘‘you know we have {if papa would permit it; but you know how de- 

decided to get new straws, and I don’t think it } cided he is on that point; he told us at first that 

prudent to put ourselves in the way of tempta- it would be quite useless to make such a request, 

tion.” Sand really I think he is very generous; and as 

‘¢But it surely can do no harm just to step in } we are always paid in advance we neyer need be 

for a few minutes and take a look at all the in debt, which papa sMMotly prohibits.” 

pretty things. I need not buy any; but if you ‘‘T do wonder why you are so miserly, Mary, 

do not care about them you can go on to Mr. } when you always have money by you. Why 

Ford’s store, and I will call there for you.” would you not afford yourself a new silk bonnet 

The sisters parted, and Laura was soon gaily $ and dress like the rest of the girls? I should 

laughing and chatting with a bevy of lively } like to know what you intend doing with your 

girls, who were engaged in discussing the merits { savings.” 

of some splendid articles which were spread out ‘‘Do you remember,” replied Mary, ‘‘poor old 

before them. In the midst of silks, satins and ! Mrs. Roberts, whom we both pitied so much last 

gauzes the idea of the ‘‘plain straw’’ began to } winter, when she came to church those cold days 

be rather distasteful to Laura, and after having, }so poorly clad? Well, I determined to buy her 

at the solicitations of her young friends, tried 3a warm shawl and dress before another winter, 

on that love of a bonnet, it elicited such warm 3 and as papa has so many demands on his purse 
admiration that she decided on becoming its} for other charitable purposes, I resolved to re- 

purchaser, The purchase was made, when she trench my own expenses a little; and would you 

remembered that her best dress was getting $ believe it, the difference of cost in our dresses 

rather shabby, and though it could be very well $ only will enable me to supply her with those 

worn with a plain bonnet, yet she could not pos- } articles, as well as to aid her in many other 

sibly wear it with a pink satin hat ornamented } ways. The luxury of doing good is to me the 

with plumes. So to the milliner’s great satis- } greatest of luxuries.” 

faction she selected a handsome silk, which she ‘‘T am afraid I shall never be half as thought- 

requested might be made in the newest style. ful as you are,” rejoined Laura; ‘*hut could you 

In the meantime Mary had bought a very ; not supply your protegee from your own ward- 

pretty straw bonnet, trimmed with a simple} robe, and then you need not deprive yourself of 
wreath of white jessamine, which gave it quite ; anything?” 

an appearance of elegance, and having chosena} ‘No, said Mary, ‘Mrs. Roberts has seen 

delicate lawn dress, she quietly awaited her} better days, and I would not insult her by 

sister’s arrival, very well satisfied with her in- 3 offering her cast-off garments; besides, you 

expensive purchases. forget our poor nurse’s little orphans, dear 

The bonnets were sent home during the day, } mamma used to be very kind to them, and now 

and even Laura could not help confessing that } that she is gone I wish to supply her place as 

Mary’s unpretending bonnet was tasteful and x much as possible; besides, I feel as if they had 

becoming; but then she added, as she gave ; a claim on me for their poor mother’s sake, who 

an admiring glance to her own, ‘‘it is only {nursed us so kindly during our infancy. So 

straw.” you see,” she added, smiling, ‘‘my old ward- 

“TI believe,” said Laura, a few days after, }robe is disposed of, and I shall be very glad to 

‘‘that I shall have to borrow a few dollars of } receive any contributions from yours.” 

you until I get my next quarter’s allowance. I ‘T can hardly understand your ideas of 
157 
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charity,” observed Laura, ‘it was but the} things generally do, when a number of good- 

other day that you refused to contribute to} natured people assemble together with the view 

the African Missions.” Sof enjoying themselves; and to do the young 

**Because,” said Mary, ‘‘my means of being} ladies of Hastings justice, they were neither 
useful are very limited, and I prefer selecting § ill-natured nor difficult to be pleased. No gay 

objects nearer home, and which appear to have : bonnets having been spoiled, everything went 

~~, PPP PPA LPL LL OL PP PLL LL LO 

& greater demand on my assistance. Not but 3 off very harmoniously, and the ladies were in 
that I warmly approve of Foreign Missions—but $ raptures with ‘‘those delightful officers,” whose 

I should be glad to see more Home Missionary } impartial and polite attentions to all left no room 

Societies established—the poor and ignorant of } for heart-burnings or jealousies. 
our own immediate neighborhood cry aloud for 3 The young people, gathered round the break- 

help and instruetion—and should they not re-} fast-table at Mr. Seaford’s, the next day, were 
ceive it at our hands?” $a joyous group. The proceedings of the last 

‘Well, Mary, you are a good girl and will} evening were being canvassed, when Annie Sea- 
make an excellent minister’s wife some day; but ford, ® merry girl of fifteen, exclaimed, 

as far me, as the song says, ‘‘Now 1 want you all to tell me who was the 
» belle yesterday. Each gentleman will of course 

be guided by his own taste,’”’ and turning to her 
‘ cousin, she added, ‘*I shall begin with you.” 

So saying, Laura tripped lightly from the} «Rather a serious matter to decide on,”’ re- 

room, leaving her more sober sister to continue } plied the lieutenant, trying to assume a demure 
her employment of preparing some articles of § countenance, ‘‘and one which requires great 

elothing for a poor woman, who was in great deliberation; but as I am the junior of the party 

distress through the intemperate hubits of ner you must permit me to yield the precedence to 

husband. ’ my seniors.” 

A few mornings after this conversation, the The other gentlemen laughingly bowed their 

fashionable world of the little, bustling town of ¢ acknowledgments, when Mr. Seaford, looking up 

Hastings was thrown into a state of great ex-} from his newspaper, exclaimed, 

citement, by the announcement of a grand pic- **T protest against such inquisitorial proceed- 

nic, to be followed by a dance in the evening on ings, Annie! Hastings has always been cele- 

the lawn at Mr. Seaford’s, at whose house his} brated for the beauty of the fair portion of its 
nephew, Lieutenant Hawthorne, with two or} inhabitants, and really I hardly know where you 

three of his friends, young naval officers, wero} will meet with a handsomer set of girls than 

staying. those who graced the lawn last night, and good- 

“Only think, Mary,” said Laura, ‘‘three or} natured girls too.” 

four officers—how delightful! I think our Hast- ‘*T dare say they are, sir,’”’ replied his nephew, 

ings beaux will fall a little in the estimation of ‘but with all your prepossessions in their favor, 

the young ladies after this. I shall wear my} you must acknowledge that they displayed very 

new bonnet and dress, they are so exceedingly ; little refinement of taste; only to think of silks, 

becoming,” and Laura gave a glance at her} satins, tissues and plumes at a country pic-nic! 

really pretty face in the glass. ‘What a pity ; They must have ransacked all the stores in town 

you did not get a new silk too.” ; for their finery. There was but one well dressed 

“Oh,” replied Mary, ‘‘my lawn will do very irl amongst them—I forget her name—but she 

well. Besides, don’t you think it bad taste to} had bine eyes and golden hair; it was quite re- 

be over-dressed on such occasions? Rural fetes ¢ freshing to look at her.” 

are not like city balls.” $ Oh! you mean dear, sweet, Mary Moreton,” 

“That may be,” said her sister, ‘*but the ; cried Annie, ‘*‘how I do love her! I wish she 

Harwoods, Fosters, and Trevors are all going } was my sister—or my cousin,’’ she added, look- 

to be splendidly dressed, and it would appear $ ing archly at the lieutenant, who blushed in spite 

odd not to do as others. I do hope it won’t rain, of himself, as the eyes of all present were turned 

as I should hate to spoil my hat; remember it is} toward him. Annie mentally resolved that it 

the day after to-morrow; the carriage will call should not be her fault, if her two favorites did 

for us at ten in the morning; we are to take our} not become better acquainted; whether or not 

dinner in the woods at Berkly, and then return she succeeded in the plans which she began to 

to Mr. Seaford’s; dancing is to commence about } form, time will unveil. 

tive.” ‘‘And so Mary Moreton is really going to be 

The pic-nie and dance passed over, a3 such married, and to an officer too—who would have 

LLP 

‘T love music and dancing, 
And chatting with the beaux.’” he 
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TO AN ABSENT ONE.—THE COTTAGE HEARTH. 159 
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thought cet ental Ellen Trevor to her sister } “Tf Lieutenant Hawthorne had chosen Laura,” 

Julia; “I always fancied her settled down in a3 said Julia, ‘I should not have been surprised: 

gnug little parsonage as a minister’s wife.” ’ she is by far the handsomer of the two.” 

‘“Why you don’t fancy,” said Julia, looking; ‘‘Oh! yes,” said Ellen, ‘everybody knows that 

up from her sewing, ‘‘that Mr. Bevan admired ) Laura is good-looking—but sensible men want 

her?” Mr. Bevan was a young clergyman who $ sensible wives—women that can think of some- 

had recently taken charge of the parish. “I$thing more than silks and satins. Annie told 

know she has been very useful among the poor, } me that her cousin fell in love with Mary at the 
but I presume her place can be supplied.” $ pic-nic. So you see we wore our fine dresses to 

(Miss Julia had lately taken to visiting the § little purpose; and now I suppose all the girls 

sick, and was establishing a Dorcas Society.) 3 will be wearing close cottage bonnets and Quaker 

‘‘No,” said Ellen, “I hardly think so. Mary color gowns. Heigh-ho! I wonder, as aunt 

had such ao quiet, unostentatious way of doing Rachel would say, if this will teach the belles of 

good;” and, as she gave a glance at a heap of : Hastings, that elegance, and simplicity of dress 

flannel and calico which lay before her sister, {and manner, are far more captivating than an 

she added, ‘‘she never paraded her charity.” ostentatious display of finery.” 

TOL IN |. AnD Sete. LO INSis 

BY MRS. E. CC. LOOMIS, 

THroven the green valley the rivulet flows, Have lost the sweet charm ¢o delightful to me, 

Half hid by the willows which shadow it there, The charms which they yielded in Summers of yore, 

And the thicket is bright with the blossoming rose, { For I wander alone o’er the blossoming lea, 

Which yields its perfume to the wings of the air; I can wander with thee in the vallies no more! 
The violets are blue as the azure of Heaven, 

As they bend with the lily-bells bathed in the dew, { In visions of slumber I view thee again, 

When the beautiful stars in the silence of even And listen entranced to the tones of thy voice; 

Look down upon me, as they look upon you. I fancy thy presence will ever remain 

To cheer my lone spirit and hid it rejoice. 
But the murmur of streamlets as it fas on my ear, { But the morning dispels all my visions of bliss, 

Like a trill of low music exceedingly sweet— My beautiful dreamings too quickly are flown, 

The buds which unfold in the Summer-time here, And I wake but to weep with a deeper distress, 

And spread a rich carpet of bloom at my feet— For still thou art absent and I am alone! 

THE COTTAGE HEARTH. 

BY MARIE 8S. LADD. 

Tre ruddy blaze shines clear 

And makes loved faces bright, 

And happy smiles appear 

Angelic in the light; 

Soft-hued a halo gleameth there 
On brows untouched by shadowy care. 

Thy loved have gentle ways, 

Their hearts are pure and warm, 

And from their eyes fall rays 

That win one like a charm, 

To bless the love-light in the cot, 

And prouder days are half forgot. 

The father’s voice strikes deep, Oh! happy cottage hearth! 

And charms the listening ear; *Tis bliss to share thy light, 

The mother’s accents keep To mingle with the mirth 

A soothing cadence near; That clusters there at night; 

The sisters laugh, the brothers jest, The smiles that greet me to thy shrine 

Speak with contentment they are blest, Seem half of earth, and half divine. 
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GREAT AND SMALL. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

Evren Lex a wit, Mary Howe a beauty, and; caution their friend against typhus-fever and 

another whom we will not name, but who, while $ small-pox. 
the world’s procession passes on, is addicted to $ The coach drove on; and Hetty unwilling to 

stepping aside sometimes, and making such § heighten the woman’s mortification by seeming 

rough notes and sketches as she can; these} to notice it, looked out of the window for 

three met in an omnibus one day, the two firstS awhile; but Juno had about her a magnetism 

splendid in silk and the latest fashions, the last, § which compelled attention. 

{ have forgotten how the last Sees Mortify her! there she sat serene as a goddess 

mind! of marble, with her look of uncontrolled and 

The coach paused for a moment, and Ellen’s ; uncontrollable power, both to will and to do; a 

quick eyes caught a glimpse of the passenger 3} look as if she was a human locomotive engine, 

for whom they waited. ready to rush with fierce, fearful impetuosity 

‘*Waich now, Hetty! here is a romance, or} toward her ends—none knew how soon, nor who 

at least a character for you; was ever such an ; should stand in her track. 

air under such a bonnet and shawl?” ; Ah, these stray impressions which strangers 

It was indeed striking and singular; anathletic } stamp upon each others minds are not mere 

woman marched into our midst as if to the sound ; vagaries of fancy! They show the soul’s origi- 

of martial music; her head erect, ber nostrils ;nal texture and capacity, the thought which it 

dilated with pride, her eyes upraised as if they} was in the native mind, before life strained 

scorned the ground; her whole face full and} and crippled and sullied its powers—for every 

handsome in its development, but coarse— : beggar’s soul has been, and now possesses, 

coarse like her garments which were of the | a thought in the mind of the Most High God, 

humblest fabric, yet whole, and in their hue} “Will you tell me when we come to Pleasant 

and arrangement betraying the same pretension street? I’m not much accustomed to this part 

which had amused us in her manner. of the city,’’ outspoke Juno; looking down from 

After this female Hercules, this kitchen Juno, } the serene heights of her dignity, upon Hetty, 

crept a bent, sickly woman, pale, dejected, ; as a giant might look down upon a bird. 

unclean and every way miserable. Juno had ‘It is almost a mile from here; yes, I will 

chosen a seat beside Ellen, or rather Ellen’s 3 tell you with pleasure.” 
elegance, which was doubtless the attraction;; The giant was so attracted by this song, that 

aud almost lifting her feeble companion into the} she deigned to talk with the bird; and Hetty 

place beside her, proceeded to re-arrange the learned her history, her present mission, and 

folds of her thin shawl with a pair of ungloved  fathomed the depths of her pride. 

hands which I verily believe, would have clasped That irresistible will and might to do, were 

and concealed the six hands in the other party. } spent upon the gentle offices of charity; the 

‘Be so good as to sit further off,” said Ellen, } woman was of the poorest class, and toiled hard 
while Mary drew her silk together in disgust. 3 to support her family, but she had a stout and 

The woman did not hear her; evidently her generous heart, and a store of common-sense; 
thoughts were far above the omnibus roof upon $ and thus had become queen and manager-gene- 

which she gazed; she might have been listening § ‘yal for a community of kindred and acquaint- 

to the chorus of the morning stars. t ance. ‘You see,” she observed, “these poor 

‘You are crushing the lady’s dress,” Hetty { and careless and spendthrift set, and many are 

ventured. pack and over-worked, and many drink—the 

‘No, mine just rests pen it, where’s the ; women or their husbands; now this one I have 

harm? it’s a clean gown.” } with me, why, she’s been sick a fortnight from 

‘‘Insolence!”’ exclaimed Ellen, ‘‘ they ahoule ’ the bruises her husband gave her; I have put 

not allow such creatures to ride in the coaches,” {him out of the house to-day, and taken the 

and pulling the strap in a pet, she left the omni- children to myself, I am seeking a place for her; 

bus, Mary following; both turned, audibly to ‘though the peer thing’s hardly fit for it.” 
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«Then you have no children of your own?” ; admirers one by one disperse, discouraged with 

‘I! do you hear that, Margaret? I have not} Mary’s absent, cold replies; and people about 

one less than ten, this day;; and when one has ‘ them whispering that Ellen Lee was the belle of 

so many, it’s not much trouble to take a few} the evening after all, and had surely made one 

more.” conquest. Ps 

‘But how can you feed them?” Ellen paused to rest a moment, she said, 

‘With my own labor, ma’am! I can do two} and receive Hetty’s congratulations upon the 

day’s work in one, and watch with a sas triumphant progress of her drama. 

besides.” . ‘But, Ellen,” said the watcher, innocently, ‘I 

“That's the truth,” said Margaret, secing } have discovered what neither of us knew before, 

perhaps an incredulous expression in Hetty’s ’ that Mary is interested in Mr. Laing. Pray let 

face, ‘she’s done it many a time for me, and} the joke rest now; you have proved your power; 

brought me her blankets into bargain, if the it may produce serious mischief.” 

night was cold.” | ‘‘What but mischief have I undertaken? I 

‘And what is it but duty to help your neigh- haye as good a right to the man as Mary.” 

bor, and to use the strength that’s given you?} ‘Would you marry him? 

If all people did as they ought, there’d be less ‘‘Bllen Lee marry a man whose father was a 

sorrow in the world. Come, Margaret, the lady cobbler? Of course not, I think he could hardly 

says we're at Pleasant street.” dare to propose; but there’s no such sport as 

So Hetty found the root of Juno’s pride; she $ flirting! Mary does not see the best of it, nor 

was not lifted up by a coat-of-arms, a circle of 3 you, for you are too far to watch him look into 

acquaintance, nor by bank-stocks, and a palatial } my eyes; and in the dance he presses my hand 

home; she had used her strength right, she had so timidly it is all the more amusing.” 

performed her duty, and why was her pride any ‘How can you trifle with a human heart?” 

more ridiculous than ours? “J have nothing to do with hearts, I ignore 

That evening the three friends met again at a} their existence, so does society; what used to be 

brilliant party, where Mary was lovelier than {love is expediency now, and Mary can find a 

ever, and Ellen gayer and wittier, and Hetty, } richer and more elegant husband than this cob- 

turning aside according to her wont, was taking 3 bler’s son.” 

silent notes. ‘‘T cannot see what the young man has to do 

‘Hore is mademoiselle the authoress, compos-} with his father; surely the old man’s awl did 

ing metaphysical essays in a ball!” exclaimed 3 not make his son’s heart.” 

Ellen, suddenly appearing at Hetty’sside. ‘Do “Oh! nonsense, Hetty, there are no such things 

not lose your senses in dreams, my dear, when } as hearts—though you novelists cannot afford to 

such pretty romances are getting woven to the; dispense with them. Because you are behind 

sound of these dancing tunes; if it were not for} the times, you cannot judge the times; flirtation 

the trouble, I could write stories equal to any of 3 is one of the modern accomplishments, as inno- 

yours.”’ cent ns music or crocheting; and itis, you know, 

«Better ones, you haye such quick discern-$ the wish of my parents that I should excel in 

ment; but point out a romance for me now.” all accomplishments. I flirt as an act of duty! 

‘Here is one, with Spirits vs. Beauty for: See, he is coming; he bowed quite gracefully 

title; you see our cousin Mary, the prettiest girl; then, I almost like the man.” 

in the room; and you see Charles Laing, the} In another monent they were wandering 

most enamored lover; and you see Ellen Lee, } through the dance, the young man seeing only 

who owes the same lover a grudge, because he} Ellen in that moving crowd, and Ellen seeing 

called her heartless and sarcastic; now watch} every one, and caring more for every one than 

us all, for a few hours.” ’ for the victim whom she led about. 

No wonder people worship intellect! Hetty $ So it went on, from party to morning call, and 

saw Charles Laing’s prejudices melt NE ee afternoon drive, and evening promenade; and 

before Ellen’s gracious words—which were; ended at length in a stare of offended pride when 

mocking words nevertheless, as wicked glances : Charles Laing had the temerity to ask Ellen to 

told Hetty in her far off seat. She saw Mary’s} marry him, just because, she said with an in- 

flattered look, as the proud Ellen consented to} jured air, ‘Because she had condescended to 

dance with her low-born lover, and then her? participate in an innocent flirtation.” : 

watchful, enger, and at length her anxious look, ‘ No! it did not end there; for Charles Laing 

as, fluttering about Ellen, he neglected her; and} was excluded from a house in Tremont street, 

then she saw the beauty’s spirits flag, and her ‘where Mary Howe lay wild with delirium, and 

es on 
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calling upon Ellen for the mercy which she was confessing herself wearied with combatting the 
too proud to ask in her right mind. And it did { opinions of people less innocent than herself; 
not end there; for Mr. Howe’s influence in his sand Hetty left alone once more, asked herself, 
favor withdrawn, Charles Laing lost standing in} ‘*Which of these women is great, and which 
the business world, failed, ruined his honest {is small? When these fleshly garments and all 
futher, and went penniless to California, to}our other surroundings, coarse and fine, shall 
escape importunate debtors, and commence the} have returned to clay, which will enter the 
world anew. heavenly mansion with the earnest gentle heart, 

The day on which he sailed, Hetty’s washer- ! which shall win ready admittance, and stamp 
woman chanced to call—it was the Juno of the } us with highest nobility Turrs.” 
omnibus, Ellen had been there an hour before, 
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SONG OF SUMMER. 

BY CARRIE BARRETT. 

I come with a load of wealth, I come 

From my sunny Southern sky, 

And the perfumed flowers I gleaned from home, 

Are strewn in my paths to lie; 

I leave them awhile, 

They bloom in my smile, 

But fade when the North winds sigh. 

I come, Winter’s ermine robe, enwrapts 

Its own desolation and dearth, 

And fades, while my vital spirit saps 

From its frozen heart new birth:— 

And the veins I fill, 

Course on, each a rill 

To replenish and moisten the earth. 

I sigh, the lilies dance on the wind; 
I weep, and they mourn in the dew; 

I smile, the souls of the flowers entwine, 

Of a captive sunbeam’s hue, 

Ne Se ee ee Ne ae ee 

A bow for the sky, 

On my brow to lie, 

Till it sinks in its azure blue. 

My robe of evening star-gommed floats, 

And the dew of its diamond rays, 

Comes forth in song thro’ the moistened throats 

Of the morning stars of praise. 

And the joy of the rills 

As they meet in the hills, 

Gushes out in a thousand lays, 

I go—the wealth of my beauties throng; 

My warmth, my sunshine and showers:— 

The nest of the bird shall speak of song, 

The thistle-down speak of flowers, 

I go to my home, 

They have whispered come 

To thy sunny Southern bowers, 

LIFE. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN,. 

Nay! months and years to sigh and weep! 
For sin a bounteons harvest yields: 

And many there be who needs must reap 

Seeds they’ve sown in Life’s broad fields. 

Time to smile, in our earlier days, 

Kre the soul has wandered far from God, 

Or strayed thro’ Life’s bewildering mazo 

Out of the path it once hath trod. 

But only a moment brief to loye— 

A ripple on Time’s swift surging wave— 

A lightning flash from the sky above— 

A smile, a kiss, a tear, the graye! 

Sitting here, the moment’s slide— 

Broken pearls on the thread of Time; 

And into my soul a swelling tide 

Floats from the past, with echo-chime. 

And where the shadows are folded back, 

Out from the mists of buried years 

One form looms up in the traveller’s track, 

Dimly seen ’mid my blinding tears 

Yes! the past is dead and gone! 
Why should it ever return to me? 

Why, with pale and ghostly form, 

Come back, and talk with memory? 

Ah, because so brief was that hour of love 

I fain would live it over again— 

Remembering one moment, when life was not 
Another name for care and pain. 

Aye! plenty of time to weep and sigh— 
But only a moment brief to love! 

A single flash in the midnight sky, 
While the Heavens bend grey and chill uboye! 



HOW -REG@HA RD DAYTON WON HES BBL EH. 

BY EMERET H. SEDGE. 

¢ or temper, they were not likely to be manifest to 

CHAPTER I. those who had pre-judged in her behalf, and 

Tux active little city of Mendelburg was? were only desirous to gain her favor by obse- 
thrown into a state of unusual excitement, by ; quious flattery and attention. 

the arrival within its limits of a beauty, a belle,$ Figuring somewhat conspicuously among the 

an heiress, all identical with the lovely Miss | gay groups at Mrs. Woodworth’s party was a 

Harriet Sheldon. There was a general sensa-} young lawyer, who, without seeming to say or 

tion among those classes likely to come in con- } do much, controlled the sentiment of those about 

tact with the fair stranger. Ladies who were him. His person was small and plain, but there 
decidedly passee looked regretfully into their} were such indications of character in his clear, 

broad mirrors, exhausted the innocent and mys- 3 steady eye and compressed lips, and there was 

terious devices of the toilet, and plunged with such an air of superiority in his perfect self- 

an uncertain, anxious desperation into the chaos § possession, such singular elegance and propriety 

of cunning millinery. But ladies alone were notin his language, that it was impossible to pass 
the victims. There was a trimming of whiskers {him by as an ordinary person. His dress was 

and a twisting of moustaches. ‘The tailors re- 3 strictly unostentatious as became him, but ex- 

joiced. Every gentleman was on the alert. There } quisitely neat. He was perhaps the only one in 

Was a prize abroad, and who could tell into whose | the company who did not in some way pay court 
hands it might fall. Perhaps some old beau, $ to the beauteous stranger. <A simple bow on his 

who had hitherto knelt in vain at the shrine of $ part had followed their mutual introduction, and 

beauty, might be the fortunate one, and maybe $he relinquished his place to other more eager 

Mr. Verdant Green, who flushed when a lovely } aspirants for her favor. She was for 2 moment 

lady only looked past him into vacuity, would 3 annoyed, when she saw the Richard Dayton, of 

yet glow with a justifiable pride when his modest } whom she had heard such frequent mention, 

excellencies should be appreciated. And there } move away indifferently. 

were others, with small fortunes and habits of The evening was nearly over when Dayton re- 

large expenditure, who thought they would risk } turned to the immediate neighborhood of the 

nothing in idling about an eligible lady for half } beauty. Miss Sheldon had just received, as a 

a year, and if they failed to win her, would be parting gift from a friend, a silver card-basket, 

no less wise and prosperous than if they had $ which happened to be the subject of conversation 

killed the same time in some other way. as Richard approached. There was a slightly 

Miss Sheldon was domesticated in the wealthy ‘sarcastic smile on his lip as he looked at the 

and elegant establishment of Major Woodworth, $ gift, and then turned away. 
whose wife was a star in social circles, and ‘‘Mr. Dayton, you did not say how you liked 

better fitted than any other lady in Mendelburg 3 the basket,” exclaimed a B2Ys pretty girl. ‘We 
to give a stranger a successful introduction into s shall not let you go thus.” 

society. The fair guest made her debut at a “‘Tt does not require additional praise from 
grand party, and had the good fortune to please : me to establish its reputation, since the opinion 

all. She was neither too short nor too tall; too $ of these ladies has been given,” he replied. 

light nor too dark; too gay nor too demure. She ‘‘Ah! do favor us with something more defi- 
possessed the usual quota of accomplishments. ;nite, Mr. Dayton,” said a slender young man, 

She could show her beautiful arms and hands $ who valued himself on his artistical education. 

upon the harp, her fine figure at the piano, anes ‘‘This design is so unique that I cannot quite 

produce more than passable music from both. 3 Compr ehend my own idea of it. I have ventured 

She could speak French with a boarding-school to approve it, because in the first place it was 

young lady, and German with a genuine Bava- ; thought a suitable present for Miss Sheldon; and 

rian, and could talk art and science, and politics secondly, because she condescends to accept it, 

even, in a very proper, womanly and impressive 3 and again, and most important of all, she has 

manner. If she had imperfections in intellect ¢ seen fit to commend it. But for the sake of art, 
Vou, XXX.—11 168 
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I should be happy to hear my approval based on ; an evident particle of acerbity in her disposition. 

more purely csthetical grounds.” i She had her heart-history; but only a few cotem- 

‘I do not very well see how you could,” re- porary friends remembered it. Whatever of bit- 

plied Dayton, demurely. : terness, suffering, and gloom she might have 

‘‘No? I don’t quite understand you. How- experienced, had retreated far away into the 
ever, allow us to hear your criticism.” vague past, leaving the present occupied with 

Miss Sheldon, not doubting that Richard would $ the pleasures of a refined, intelligent, virtuous, 

confirm her declared opinion as the others had $ and healthful age. Mrs. Woodworth, no longer 

unanimously done, and with a pardonable vanity young herself, was the confidant and frequent 

desirous to reckon the gifted lawyer in her train, } companion of the lovely lady. The house of 

gracefully supported the request of the slender Miss Ware was comfortable and almost luxu- 

young man, rious, and was a favorite resort of a dozen of the 

‘‘You embarrass me exceedingly,” replied 3 ‘‘first’’ young people in the town, who were wel- 

Richard, ‘‘when you thrust upon me the invi-}comed and petted as if they belonged to the 

dious task of being insincere, or disagreeing with establishment. Miss Ware was very exclusive, 
such pleasant authority.” however, and it was not an easy matter to obtain 

Miss Sheldon was piqued. She bowed slightly, } familiar access to her home and society. She 
without deigning a reply. But the young man, valued herself upon her penetration, and unless 

who had already spoken, said, she discovered in young persons a firm sub- 

‘¢‘T was sure, Dayton, that you would correctly 3 stratum of moral excellence, energy, talent, and 

estimate the propriety of the designer. Iwas but § decided merit, she closed her doors against them. 

partially satisfied with the casket. Though the } She was a sort of mother-confessor to all; and 
graceful curves and gorgeous coloring pleased } such varied secrets of love-and ambition were 

my fancy, yet the tout ensemble failed to meet the : poured out before her as would have electrified 
demands of my esthetic conscience. Vivify any } the town had they been disclosed; but the old 

idea and make me understand why I don’t like $ lady was safe, and her counsel valuable; and 

it.” she planned and thought for all. What wonder 

Richard bit his lip, but he could not repress 3 if she was somewhat of 2 match-maker. 
the merry twinkling of the eye, as he answered, First and foremost among her proteges was 

‘‘T am not competent to pronounce a disserta- 3 Richard Dayton. He was the son of an early 

‘tion on art. It only seemed to me, as I saw the $ friend, had been the object of her continual 

trinket, that I should not desire to deposit the ‘kindness, and, according to rumor, might be 

cards of my friends upon a coil of convoluted 3 her heir. She loved him, and was proud of 

‘snakes and noxious foliage, however suctinatully; giilay scolded, praised, and advised him, and 

imitative skill may have been displayed in work- ; considered her trouble and affection abundantly 

ing up the costly materials.” rewarded by his visits and dutiful attentions. 
‘*Serpents are so fashionable for a decoration ‘Richard behaved and prospered in a way which 

‘at present, and it is so easy to dispose their {met her highest expectations: and if she had 

supple forms into any shape without an appear- } not felt a necessity laid upon her to ensure his 

ance of stiffness,” remarked a young lady, about ; matrimonial success, she might have considered 
whose alabaster arm curled a vivacious golden } her life’s work completed. She sought in vain 

dragon, while writhing monsters in metal de- 3 among her extensive acquaintance for one who 

pended spirally from her ears, and an attractive {deserved him. Each fair lady had some blemish 
little snarl of vermin rested on her bosom. $in person, some fault in manner, some defect in 

“‘T am aware that reptiles are distinguished capacity or incompleteness in education. Rich- 

for their flexibility, but that quality does not ard laughed at her distresses, and begged for 

always suggest the most agreeable associations, $ time to earn a home, before looking for a wife 

however convenient it may be for purposes of 3 to grace it. 
ornamentation,” blandly replied Richard. fel When Miss Sheldon appeared, Miss Ware’s 

with these words, he glided from the group. Shope revived. She could take no exception to 
* the young beauty, either in person or in circum- 

3stances. That Richard should admire her was as 
CHAPTER It ‘ certain as that loveliness commands the homage 

Miss Warr, a relative of Mrs. Woodworth, Sof the heart, But it was not as certain that he, 

had already passed middle age; she might, per- 2 with his sarcastic scorn of fashionable frivolity, 

haps, be considered an old woman: and for long $ and his cool independence, which had made him 

years she had lived a spinster without contracting } neglect the insinuating arts of gallantry, would 
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succeed with a lady, who from her childhood ‘<Tt is an instance of gross mismanagement 

had inhaled the atmosphere of flattery. on your part.” Miss Ware replied almost 

Miss Ware endeavored to forestall the effect } sharply. ‘*You ought to have paid court to the 

of a first unfavorable impression, however, by ’ young lady, and given her more attention.” 

making such a revelation of his qualities, at ‘‘In respect of attention,” said Richard, “I 

tainments, and powers as would tell upon a 3 never watched a lady so closely as I did Miss 

sufficiently romantic young girl. Lightly touch- ’ Sheldon last night, and none ever pleased me so 

ing upon his personal inferiority, she eloquently sells and as for the manner of my addressing 

dwelt on his intrinsic excellencies. Miss Harriet } her, that you must leave entirely to my judg- 

was convinced, accordingly, that she should be- ‘ment of circumstances and places.” 

hold a hero. But it never entered her head that } «Your wisdom has led you into a very unfor- 

he would not at once be the most complaisant } tunate commencement. You have only excited 

and deyoted of her prospective admirers. Their { her decided aversion, which she has expressed 

first meeting, therefore, which we have just de- } in undisguised terms,” 

scribed, mortified and vexed her. ‘So much the better,” returned Richard gaily. 

Miss Ware dropped in at Major Woodworth’s : ‘*‘T never expected a woman to love me at sight, 

on the morning after the party, to talk over the § I am not a person to acquire popularity among 

events of the preceding evening with Harriet, ; the ladies; and if I have succeeded in affecting 

and to correct her opinions of people. Dayton ’ one with a positive sentiment, whether it bein my 

was reserved for the last precious morceau. favor or otherwise, it is an important progress. 

‘¢And now what do you think of my friend Hatred is more easily controlled than indiffer- 

Richard,” inquired the old Indy nervously. } ence; and as I greatly admire Miss Sheldon, 

‘‘Have I over-rated his merits?” I am delighted to learn that she dislikes me.” 

‘‘T beg your pardon, my dear Mrs. Ware, but ‘‘Perhaps you might even now please her if 

you wish me to speak frankly about him as of } you were to treat her as others do,” said Miss 

others, and I must say that I do not like him at Ware, with a gleam of hope. 

all. He was really ungentlemanly, last night, ‘‘That is impossible, if you mean that I must 

I was about to say, detestable.” Harriet took } practice the flattery, nonsense, and deception 

the customary refuge of wounded vanity in} which I witnessed last evening, some of which 

strong expressions. was too gross for conyentionalism to excuse. 

‘You shock me,” returned Miss Ware, ‘we 3 Since I certainly intend to marry Miss Sheldon, 

have considered him a perfect gentleman. How {I shall not make a fool either of her or of myself. 

have you found him remiss?” ‘I shall not spoil my wife in wooing her.” 

Harriet did not think it worth while to ex-} ‘‘Miss Sheldon will probably marry you,” 

plain herself, but saying only, that he was jxetnrned Miss Ware, ironically. 

very disagreeable, and that she hoped not to} ‘‘To be sure she will, and in less than a year 

encounter him again, commenced an energetic } too. I make calculation upon no other event.” 

thumping on the keys of the piano. ‘TI wish she could hear that bravado; it 

Grieved and disappointed, Miss Ware walked } would only give new effect to the present state 

slowly homeward. ‘Ah,” thought she, ‘it is of affairs upon which you congratulate yourself, 

all up with poor Richard now. And they seemed and bring your courtship to a sudden explosive 

to me so well suited to each other. I cannot tell } climax.” 

where he will find a wife, who will be his equal, }, ‘I am quite willing she should know my in- 

sinee Miss Harriet scorns him. What can he tention, indeed I am rather desirous that she 

have done to offend her? Ah! I have it now. }should be informed of it, for it is not advisable 

He is so much higher and better than other men to conduct so weighty a matter in an underhand 

that she cannot appreciate him. I hope she’ll{ way; only I should not like to have it made 

live to regret the mood which she now indulges, ‘public ns it might offend her delicacy, and 

and as she takes airs against the best match ‘excite embarrassing attention.” 

which I can provide for her, or the town affords, ‘I do believe you are insane,” exclaimed 

she must secure such a husband as she can. I} Miss Ware, as Richard rose to depart. 

have done with her.” “‘No. Inever was so clear-headed in my life.” 

Before the excitement of Miss Ware had «Then you are rashly conceited, if you will 

abated, Richard called. She immediately in- { heap up every obstacle in your power and think 

formed him of what she had heard, and took 3 to surmount them all.” 

him to task for his ungracious behavior. He} ‘That is barely possible,” said Richard, going 

laid before her the history of the evening. * away in unusually high spirits. 
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‘The boy does carry his jesting entirely too; ‘Miss Sheldon’s waltz, if you please,” re- 
far,” remarked Miss Ware in soliloquy. ‘‘He im- ; turned the delighted gentleman, hardly believing 
poses on my good nature, and now I think of it, } his ears when Dayton actually consulted his 
Miss Harriet did not treat me very politely in preference so obligingly. ‘It is to be executed 
Speaking so harshly of one of my professed} lightly and gently, and at the same time in a 
favorites, and now I will conclude my part in spirited manner, is it not, Miss Sheldon?” 
this match-making by detailing to her, busy-} ‘It would be impossible to give complete 
body fashion, this eonversation, and then wash ‘directions for its performance on such short 
my hands of the whole affair. It will not do any } notice,” returned Miss Harriet. 
hurt because they never will marry each other.” “And Mr. Dayton does not require any,” 

Miss Ware’s extraordinary resolve soon cooled § added Mrs. Woodworth. 
down, and she said nothing more to Miss Sheldon The waltz was brilliantly played, and the 
about Dayton; but she received Mrs. Woodworth } sullen beauty could not conceal her admiration. 
into her entire confidence; and that lady, much $ “One would suppose you were a professor of 
amused, took the first opportunity to caution $ music,” said she. 
her guest against hating a gentleman too much, : ‘I am so highly honored, so delighted; I 
whom she was destined to marry, if he proved a hear you for an indefinite period.” 
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as good as his word, in less than a twelve-$ ‘Ten minutes terminated Mr. Jones? bliss, 
month, Harriet curled her lip in beauteous } during which he had dictated an extraordinary 
disdain and scorned to reply. selection of music, and as soon as the place at 

the instrument was vacated, he urgently pressed 
Miss Sheldon to take it. She involuntarily 

CHAPTER ITI, turned toward Dayton for the renewal of his 
Wuen Dayton paid his wesite de digestion at Sinvitation. His triumphant exhibition of talent 

Major Woodworth’s, he took with him a Mr. Shad softened her wonderfully, and she loved 
Jones, a member of the legal fraternity, whose } above all things to exercise her own powers 
noted fitppancy made it unnecessary that any ; before persons of appreciative, cultivated taste. 
one else should be burdened with the care of } But Richard was already taking leave of Mrs, 
sustaining unbroken conversation. This un-} Woodworth, and the next moment he was gone 
usual mark of esteem from Dayton, and the} with the reluctant Jones. ‘What an insolent 
presence of a beauty and belle, operated as a 3 fellow!” thought Miss Sheldon. 
powerful stimulus to the faculties of Mr. Jones, ‘“What a complete gentleman,” remarked Mrs. 
and he carried his poyers of entertainment to} Woodworth. «How incomparably superior to 
their most felicitous extent. Dayton, whom? that prating parrot, Jones. I was really glad 
Miss Sheldon had barely recognized by the } that you indignantly refused to play for Jones, he 
coolest civility, maintained a serene composure is so stupid and silly, and it was very good-na- 
and a dull colloquy with Mrs. Woodworth, when 3 tured in Dayton to take such a tiresome task off 
both did not prefer to become listeners. your hands.” Mrs. Woodworth concealed her 

Miss Sheldon was gay, and Mr. Jones senti- smiles by retreating from the apartment, and 
mental and almost tender; and for an effective } her guest was still more annoyed. 
stroke he invited her to favor him with the? Not long after this there was a riding party 
music of a certain waltz, to which he had lis- formed in honor of Miss Sheldon, who was an 
tened with such exquisite delight when he had S accomplished equestrian. Jones being pushed 
seen her on a former occasion. Miss Sheldon {into the front ranks of society by family and 
responded by rising, and Mr. Jones advanced fortune, was so happy as to be the special escort 
with flourishes to conduct her to the instru- : of the belle. Richard, kept at home by business 
ment. All bad proceeded smoothly enough if } engagements, was only able to ride out and meet 
Richard had not ventured upon a polite expres- the party on its return. He had by this timo 
sion of pleasure in prospect of hearing Miss { met Miss Sheldon repeatedly, and had succeeded 
Harriet’s performance. The young lady sud- in exciting her unbounded, but most reluctant 
denly and pettishly resolved she would not play :and irritated admiration. She was obliged to 
then, and sat down the picture of offended ‘confess the power of his ability and the charm 
reserve. Mrs. Woodworth looked surprised, } of his conversation, and yet she persisted in the 
hurt and amused, and yery cordially pressed 3 use of that unamiable refrain to every interview. 
Richard to take his place at the piano. ’ The disagreeable fellow !”’ 

‘‘Certainly, if you wish it,” said he. “What } Quite weary of the stale platitudes of her 
shall I play—-your waltz, Mr. Jones?” 3 cavalier, she was glad at heart on seeing Richard 
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riding toward them. He took his place at her “They are doomed to grace bachelor lodg- 

side quite as a matter of course, and assisted 3 ings,” said another, in affected resentment. 

by Jones, they conducted an animated conver- “There is no doubt in my mind, respecting 

sation. Unluckily for the maintenance of pro- their destination; there can be doubt. They 

tracted quiet, Miss Sheldon advanced an opinion, } must be for the peerless queen of beauty,” en- 

from which Richard totally dissented. With the thusiastically declaimed Mr. Jones. 

utmost candor and gentleness, he advocated the ‘Oh! Mr. Jones, you'll kill me some day,” 

correctness of his own views against the Parthian } shouted the black-eyed, merry girl. 

warfare of her womanly dialectics. Miss Sheldon } Miss Sheldon would then have received the 

was so determined to gain the victory, that she} bouquet had it been offered. It would have been 

did not think to withdraw her forces from the} a triumph to which her condescension could 

stoop, and she involuntarily considered in her 

mind a graceful form of acceptance. But Day- 

ton held his flowers with most imperturbable 

this frankness, and as much dissatisfied with her- ; sedateness, and favored his friends with only 

self as with Richard, she raised Jones to the third ; ambiguous replies and grave smiles. As they 

_ heaven by giving him her undivided attention. entered the city, he cantly remarked that he had 

The cayalcade descended into a low, marshy an engagement, and taking out his watch, made 

valley, covered with bushes and intersecting 9 courteous salutation to the company and gal- 

rivulets. The observant eye of Harriet detected } lopped down a narrow street, bearing away the 

by the road-side, a single magnificent clump of § coveted flowers. 

the cardinal flower in its proud glory of scarlet. “Tf that’s not too, too bad!” exclaimed the 

She clapped her hands. little black-eyed girl, tragically clasping her 

‘How perfectly, gorgeously beautiful!” hands. 

‘¢You shall have them directly,” replied Rich- ‘«T thought Miss Sheldon was certain of them,” 

ard, checking his horse. said an envious lady, in a sarcastic voice. 

‘It isn’t worth while to be at the trouble,” } «Had I been their fortunate owner, they would 

returned she, with an affronting indifference, } ere this have been laid at her feet,” remarked 

which had all the meaning of a direct refusal. } Mr. Jones, with exceeding devotion. 

The next moment she invited Jones to gather for} ‘‘A terribly uncer tain and unsuitable place for 

her the delicate, airy blossom of the Virgin’s 3 them, Mr. Jones! It is better by far that they 

Bower, which could be plucked without dis- eae in somebody’s hands,” exclaimed black 

mounting, and thereby set an example which ¢ eyes 

resulted in the spoliation of the beautifully When Miss Sheldon reached home, the mystery 

adorned hedge. Meanwhile, Richard had col- was explained. The bouguet lay upon her table. 

lected the cardinal flower, apparently for his 3 > For once she was satisfied with Dayton, if not 

own independent gratification, and Icisurely em- > with herself, and did not wish to say, ‘the in- 

ployed himself in an effective arrangement of 2 solent fellow!” She carried the flowers down 

the brilliant stalks. Before this had been satis- } stairs, and displayed them conspicuously in the 

factorily accomplished they arrived in front of } drawing-room, In less than twenty-four hours, 

an humble cottage, with a garden plot before it, accordingly, everybody in town knew of her gift. 

the chief ornament of which was a bunch of It was difficult for Miss Sheldon to thank Day- 

fragrant white waxen lilies. The owner was on} ton, when he next called at the house; but she 

her door-stone, and Dayton, once more alighting, } accomplished the dreaded duty gracefully. The 

purchased the flowers for his bouguet. He ob-} expres sion of her gratitude seemed to serve as a 

tained a bit of ribbon also, and rejoining the} kind of confession; and left her happier, as after 

party, continued his former occupation. The a reconciliation. 

ladies clustered about him in eager, excited; Matters went on so quietly and propitiously 

admiration; and there was no end of the insinu- f after this, that even Miss Ware begun to hope. 

ating guesses respecting the ultimate destination 3 > Davton and Harriet were on the best, nay! on 

of his bouquet: no cessation to the sportive, }fumiliar, terms. ‘Two or three months passed, 

emulative clamor for so desirable a possession. { and in consequence of some’unusual demonstra- 

“Tf we might only know whose the flowers § tion of evident mutual regard, Mrs. Woodworth 

will be. That would be some comfort, even if ; considered herself authorized to rally her guest 

one could not have them oneself. Oh! do tell somewhat unmercifully, and wound up with, 

us, Mr. Dayton,’’ besought a coaxing, hlnck-oyed: “Take care, my dear Harriet. Richard said, 

little girl. to begin with, that he should marry you in less 

fleld until they were suddenly destroyed, and she 

had once more to acknowledge herself beaten. 

She was too wilful to remain undisturbed by 
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than a year, and I verily believe he will carry ; ‘I am sorry for him, and sorry for you, since he 

the day.” neyer will humiliate himself.” 

The repetition of that almost forgotten boast} Whatever Miss Ware meant by this it did not 

challenged Harriet’s pride, and excited all her $ sound very consoling: and she left Harriet filled 
old waywardness which had slumbered so long. $ with regret and distress. 

She made an animated reply, assuring Mrs.$ On the third day after this, Miss Sheldon ven- 
Woodworth that she knew perfectly well what {tured to visit Miss Ware, hoping to hear some- 

she was about, and that a little flirting would be $ thing of Richard—it mattered little what. She 

a beneficial medicine for an unromantic, matter- was spared the embarrassment of making any in- 
of-fact personage.  aateiea: by the immediate remark of Miss Ware. 

While Harriet was in the height of an access ‘*] wonder what can have become of Richard. 

of spleen, Richard appeared in exulting spirits, $I have not seen him since the other morning, 
and not doubting that the way was fully pre-{and he never remains away from me so long 

pared for so important a step, made his momen- } without sending an apology or message. Iam 

tous declaration. really concerned. If you will please lay aside 

Miss Sheldon listened with a disdainful sneer, } your bonnet and read to me the morning paper, 

and begged permission to inform Mr. Dayton, $ while I am putting the lace on this cap, I will 

that her hand could not be at the disposal of one { then go down to his rooms and have the mystery 
who had prematurely preferred an unadvised } of his absence solved.” 
and arbitrary claim to it. Harriet, with a guilty consciousness that if 

Niichard, for once, was discomposed; but he any misfortune had occurred, the blame must 

made no attempt to plead his cause, and without ‘rest on her, read one after another the frag- 

further ceremony left the house. Pentary items which compose the melange of a 

Harriet, when she saw his distress and his? daily newspaper. At last she paused abruptly, 

proud departure, when she was convinced that {was silent a moment, and then, uttering a faint 

he was really gone, threw herself miserably $ Sery, fell back senseless. Miss Ware, with a bottle 

down on the nearest couch and sobbed conyul- $ : ‘of hartshorn and a jug of water, soon restored 

sively. ‘‘Fool that Iam,” she bitterly thought, $ \ her. 

**to reject a man of whom I was not worthy, one ‘“‘The paper, the paper!” gasped Harriet, as 

who could see my faults and love me in spite of gene opened her eyes. 

them, one who could make me stronger ands Miss Ware caught up the sheet, and presently 

better, who could rescue my life from vanity } ‘found the following editorial paragraph, which 
and utter failure, one who would have been} ‘ nearly overcame her in her turn. 

my joy and pride, the only one I ever loved, ‘*We regret to learn that our highly respected 

or, haying seen him, can love.” In the midst gand talented townsman, Richard Dayton, Esq., 

of her uncontrollable weeping Miss Ware en- S who, though still young, is already more than 
tered. screditably known in the literary and business 

“‘What has occurred?” she inquired. ‘I have i circles of our vicinity and state, has been re- 

just met Richard, pallid and disordered. He 3 cently attacked by severe and dangerous illness. 

would scarcely stop to bid me a ‘good morning,’ $ Grave doubts of his recovery are entertained by 

and I find you overcome with grief.” $ our most experienced and reliable physicians.” 

Harriet, in the depth of her hopelessness told As soon as Miss Ware could trust herself on 

all. She did not attempt to justify her foolish $ her feet, she was walking fast toward Richard’s 

pique, and only scarcely said, ‘*Oh, that he had pee a One? She found him alive, with o 

not uttered that needless boast. We might have : feverish cold, and really getting better, notwith- 

been happy now.” standing the croaking editorial. 

‘And you have scornfully cast away a de-{ ‘*Why do they print such horrible things?” 
serving young man, whose single fault has been inquired Miss Ware. 

a thoughtless jest, when he had but once seen ‘‘Only to correct their statement in a few days 

you. You have allowed a defiant dSagatelle to ¢ with a flourish of trumpets,” returned Richard. 

out-balance months of earnest friendliness and’ Miss Ware remained with Dayton a long time. 

every evidence of sincere attachment. I am} They had a friendly and confidential interview. 
astonished,” and Miss Ware unconsciously put 3 It appeared that when Dayton was surprised by 

on her spectacles to observe the girl. ‘his rejection, he was too much disturbed to go 

“Oh! in merey do not reproach me,” said$at once to his office, but took instead a short 
Harriet, pitifully. route into the open country, and while heated 

‘*No, I will not,” returned Miss Ware, solemnly. t by a rapid walk, reclined several hours upona 
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grassy slope, till he was thoroughly chilled by a ysympathy to him? What have I done to cause 

_ damp wind. him to desire it?” 

«What imprudence!” exclaimed Miss Ware. In a week Dayton delivered another lecture, 

“Tt is wonderful that you are alive.” Then she ie all respects more successful than the first. 

continued to relate various incidents that seemed Again he joined the Woodworths at its conclu- 

to exert a decidedly inspiriting influence upon S sion. Animation made him really handsome, as 

Dayton, and were more beneficial than medi- jhe received congratulations and lavished bon 

cine.” 3 mots on every side. But he did not stay to walk 

In a few days there was another editorial, con- ; home with Harriet. How could she have ex- 

gratulating Mendelburg on the restoration to aca it, was her sad thought. 

health of its ornament and principal dependence, The next day brought such dismal, chilly, 

and recommending Dayton as a proper candidate § rainy weather as only winter and the east wind 

for a certain high office. can produce. The clouds, heavy with unceasing 

Richard’s illness and the editorials proved to rain, drooped to the very earth; the furious 

be good fortune. Winter was approaching, and § gusts shook the casements and drenched them 

haying reaped such honors as the political field $ with the icy showers. 

afforded at that time, he was solicited to deliver Harrict, weary of the day, more weary of life, 

lectures before lyceums and literary societies, wandered listlessly about the house, and at last 

and had so many incongruous engagements thrust 3 took refuge in the library. Drawing from her 

upon him by his new popularity, that he was pocket the morning paper, she read again the 

almost lost to his private acquaintance. Never- 3 report of the last lecture of Dayton. It filled a 

theless, he found occasional opportunities for call- column with an appendage of laudatory remarks, 

ing upon Miss Ware and at Major Woodworth’s. {and though the address was spoiled by conden- 

Though Harriet received from him all the civility sation into cramped and awkward sentences, her 

and kindness which a guest of Mrs. Woodworth’s } own lively memory supplied all which the re- 

could claim. Still there was an end of the music, } porter had failed to produce. 

of entire mornings or evenings spent in reading, When she had concluded a second perusal of 

or better still, in delicious conversations. Rich- ’ the review, she dropped the paper upon her lap, 

ard did not seem to regret the past, but Harriet and pressing her burning hands against her 

grew thin, withdrew as much as possible from { face, wept long and painfully. The tempest 

society, and had difficulty in maintaining her $ was furious without; another raged in her own 

equanimity of spirits. breast, so that she did not hear the door gently 

She anticipated his first lecture with painful 3 open and close, did not note a footfall on the 

delight. It had been deferred till mid-winter. } soft carpet which paused by her chair, and did 

She thought the evening would never come, when S not perceive a clear, penetrating eye looking 

it would be no fault to look at him a whole joy- } from her to the contents of the open paper, and 

ous hour. It came at length, and surpassed all ‘from the paper to her again. 

which she had anticipated. When the Seo ‘Harriet, dear Harriet, do not weep so,” said 

was concluded, Richard joined the Woodworths } a gentle yoice, which seemed to her to exist in 

and their party. He was greatly excited by his $her imagination rather than in reality. She, 

recent effort, and by the storm of approbation 3 however, looked up and beheld Richard by her 

with which the conclusion of his ‘address had side. One thought of the paper, one tumultuous 

been received. ystort to fold and conceal it, and she hid her 

Harriet tried to join in the congratulations of § crimsoned face in her hands again. 

others, but unable to control her voice, she was “Say, dear Harriet, has not my foolish boast 

forced to be silent. When they left the hall, 3 been sufficiently revenged, and can we not be 

Dayton surprised her by the offer of his arm. \ friends once more?” 

Then she determined to say what she had wished} She held out her hand. Richard took it be- 

as soon as they had gained the open air. But 3 tween his own. He presently drew a chair close 

Richard did not speak, she was continually less ; to hers, and sitting down talked of indifferent 

and less able to decide on a commencement, and matters till she was calm. 

thus it happened that not a word was uttered by $ At last he paused, and commenced again in a 

either until they bid each other a good night. softer tone, “I came hither to-day, because I 

Harriet flew to her room and indulged her must once more learn my destiny from your lips, 

tears and self-chidings. ‘Oh! he will think ’ because I would know if life, henceforth, like the 

me so stupid, so unkind, so ill-natured still; last few months, must be without happiness.” 

and yet of what value can be my approval or’ ‘Are you not happy, you who do right, whom 

if 
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all men praise and honor, who can accomplish » winds careered among the clouds and drove them 
what you will?” ‘;rushing downward in impetuous torrents; but 
‘My heart has no earthly home. It came to $ there was sunshine in the library, irradiating 

you once for sympathy and repose, and you cast $ the gloom of the fast coming twilight, the sun- 
it from you; and now it comes again, not because 3 light of happy hearts shining through gla, joy- 
it has any claim upon you, not because it has ful eyes, and glancing in dimpled smiles, 
wealth enough to reward you, though it yields} The very next morning Richard went to Miss 
up its whole treasure. Must it again be rejected | Ware, and told her something which made her and spurned as a worthless thing? almost giddy with delight. 

“Oh! do not remind me of my cruel fault,? ‘You must make haste,” said she, ‘if you 
more merciless to me than to you. Teach me} would keep your word and be married before 
how to become good, how to deserve such com- } the year is ended.” 
panionship.” ‘That I shall do,” replied Richard 

The tempest raged furiously without, the mad 
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GENTLE MAIDEN. 

BY ELIZABETH BOUTON. 

GENTLE Maiden! dreamest thou Gentle Maiden! eyen now 
With the moonbeams on thy brow, While the moonbeams gild thy brow, 
And a happy, hopeful light He whose image is enwrought 
In thy liquid blue eye bright, With thine every guileless thought, 
Resting its mild gaze afar In a pearly ocean caye, 
On some brightly beaming star, Lies beneath the sounding wave, 
Of a future bright and fair , And the sea-birds’ wailing note, 
As starry skies of evening are? And the storm dirge o’er him float, 

Gontle Maiden! dreamest thou Gentle Maiden! dreaming now 
With the moonbeams on thy brow, With the moonbeams on thy brow, 
Of a sweet, secluded spot, Ere another year is old 
Worldly cares may enter not, Pulses stilled, and warm hearts cold, 
Shared with one thou loy’st, how well Where the Autumn breezes sigh 

Watts the lone sea’s requiem by, 

Hopes and fears, and doubtings o’er, 

Thou wilt sleep and dream no more. 

Words of thine can never tell; 

One whose fond protecting arm 

Shall be thy shield from every harm? 

THE SCHOOLMISTRESS. 

BY MARIE S. LADD. 

A child leans forward to touch her dress, 

While another looks out the door, 

Sme bends her head at her weary task, 
With patient trust she smiles, 

And her toil seems light as a ray of hopo 
Her saddened heart beguiles, And longs to be with the birds and flowers, 

And beautiful things and bright, 

But a smile from the gentle face hard by 
Changes his musings quite. 

She lifts her hair from her broad, fair brow, 
When the Summer sun shines warm, 

Then gently chides her restless group, 
Her task is done, and she stands alone 

And her words fall like a charm. 
In the shade of the school-house door; 

The little, restless, pattering feet 

Have pressed its threshold o’er. 

And her heart is out with the beautiful things, 
Her soul looks through to God, 

And she gives no thought to to-morrow’s task, 
Nor sighs at the chastening rod. 

And they mistily pore their eyes on books, 
And look their lessons through; 

But they silently dream of the flowers they saw 
That morn in the sparkling dew. 

She moyes from her seat and the scholars smilo, 
As she noiseless treads the floor POLI IPI OP IL LESLIE DSS PPDPDPD DLA LOLA bP A 
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KATHE BARRY. 

BY ANNA TAYLOR. 

(‘WHERE are you going now, girls?’ : haunted; but she did not tell him that some 

The scent of a cigar floated in from the piazza. half dozen young lady friends accompanied her. 

Glancing in that direction, I caught a glimpse of } The old housekeeper often strove to detain us 

a handsome face, surrounded by light, curling by talking of the miasma afloat on the evening 

wreaths of smoke, that reminded me of the ‘air, and the danger of fevers, but she dared not 

dreamy faces I have seen in some old picture, } expostulate with us, for Kate was proud, and 

looking out from amid the fleecy clouds. But it} brooked no interference with her projects from 

was only cousin Philip smoking amid the roses. ‘ inferiors. 

‘¢We are going out for a walk,” replied cousin } The sun was sinking gloriously in the west 

Kate, as she arranged her black curls before the} amid a sea of clouds, purple and golden and 

mirror, and knotted the blue ribbons of a gipsy ; rose-hued. As we walked lightly down the 

hat beneath her dimpled chin. : gravel path, I could not help casting a regretful 

“Well,” said Phil, laughingly, ‘*I presume glance back at Philip, who still sat reading in 

you would like to haye a certain handsome} the piazza, enveloped in clouds of smoke, with 

young gentleman accompany you, but are pro- the tips of the slippers I had embroidered for 

bably too diffident to make your wishes known. } him resting on the window-sill. 

However, I am at your service, ladies.” Kate and I gathered meadow lilies and wild 

‘No! no! Phil,” replied Kate, quickly, ‘it } roses; we filled our little willow baskets with the 

would be cruel to take you from your book and 3 luscious blackberries that weighed the bushes 

cigar. Besides we shall go strolling about where- { down into the rank grass beneath; we stood on 

ever the fancy of the moment takes us, and you the hill-tops and looked with delighted eyes at 

gentlemen don’t like this style of rambling, but ¢ the winding river, the pretty village, and the 

always propose returning after walking a short} windows of the farm-houses far away on the 

distance. So I think we'll not trouble you to-3 hills that sparkled in the red light of the sun- 

night.” But notwitstanding this ungracious an-} set; we listened to the musical tinkling of the 

swer, I knew Philip would like to have accom-} sheep-bells, and passed a moment beside the 

panied us. Black Pond, where the frogs were holding such 

Kate Barry was a wilful girl of sixteen, with a grand concert; but the sun had not yet dis- 

hor beautiful head filled with all sorts,of romantic } appeared behind the hills when we entered the 

notions, and unfortunately, she had no mother } shady yard that surrounded the widow Deane’s 

to counsel and sustain her; yet I must own, her § cottage. ‘The sitting-room door was open, and 

will was law to me. We had many a strange } the dear old lady was sleeping in her arm-chair, 

adventure. Sometimes she would take me out} with the sunlight streaming over her rosy face, 

into the night, when the rest of the household j and her head resting heavily on one shoulder. 

were asleep, to watch the stars, and the outlines $ We could not help wondering how she had ever 

of the hills and yallies as they lay shadowy and contrived to crowd her short, corpulent figure 

indistinct in the spectral moonlight, and would 3 into the narrow limits of that chair; but a mos- 

enthusiastically repeat to me the lines of some § quito had long been buzzing about her face, and 

poet, while I stood shivering in the night dew Sat last the unmerciful little insect aroused her, 

and trembling with fear; but Kate was proud of so that she gave him a hearty slap with her 

the courage she possessed, and her freedom from , plump fingers, and opening her eyes caught a 

superstitious notions. We had walked in a de-} glimpse of our laughing faces. 

serted grave-yard when the neglected graves,} ‘¢Ah! girls, you’re amusing yourselves at my 

overgrown with rank weeds and tangled briars, , expense,” she said, tying her cap-strings and 

looked still gloomier with the night shadows adjusting her spectacles. 

resting upon them; and Kate had often bonsted$ Kate apologized for our unceremonious en- 

to Phil of having visited a locality in the neigh- ‘ trance. 

borhood, where a man had once been murdered, ‘Miss Anna,” said the good lady, with par- 

and which still had the reputation of being * donable vanity, for she - once been a rustic 
171 
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beauty, ‘‘my figure was once ag slight and} animation, and bustled out of the room to pro- 
elegant as Kate’s, and I think she well be as cure lights as it was becoming quite dark. While 

stout as auy old lady in the village by the time $ I sat watching the fire-flies flashing about in the 

she is sixty years old.” ape etaneee, the vine-leaves were put cautiously 
‘‘ How can you be so cruel, Mrs. Deane?” said aside, and the shadow of a face, for a moment, 

Kate, ‘*I am sure I hope I shall never survive darkened the window. Nor was I dreaming, for 
it. It is too shocking to think of for a moment.” turning toward Kate, I saw her glance riveted in 

‘IT entertained the same opinions when I was { the same direction. The face disappeared, and 

a girl, and you see the result,” said Mrs, Deane. almost immediately Mrs. Deane entered, bearing 

‘‘T believed then, as doubtless you do now, in’ two flaming tallow candles in brightly polished 
broken hearts, undying attachments, falling in $ brass candlesticks, Simultaneously there was a 
love at first sight, and all such sentimental non-$ rap at the door, and opening it Mrs. Deane ad- 

sense. My first lover was a handsome, good- 3 mitted a stranger. 

hearted fellow, but his principles were somewhat A large cloak shrouded his person. The face 

loose, and there was so little energy in his cha-$ was so shaded by an odd-looking hat slouched 

racter that my parents would not consent to our 3 over it, that little was visible except the wild- 

marriage. Dick proposed an elopement, pro- looking black eyes and a fierce moustache; but 

tested he should die if I persisted in my cruel} the cheeks were white and livid as those of a 

determination, and said I would relent when he’ corpse. <A stiff bow was his only salutation, and 

should be lying in his cold graye; and I, silly seating himself, he expressed a wish to see Mr. 

little goose that I was, believed every word hey Deane. 

said. The day after this interview, I was stand-3 I felt the blood run chill to my heart, for good 
ing at the window in melancholy mood, with 3 uncle Jerry had long slept in the narrow house 

Helen Morny at my side, when who should I seo 3 assigned to all the living. 

passing the house but Dick. He cast one wild, ‘‘My husband is dead, sir,” replied Mrs. 

desperate glance at me, and then I saw him $ Deane, composedly. 

rushing toward the river, his long hair floating; An ominous silence succeeded, and as the old 

on the wind, and his coat-skirts streaming be-} clock tolled the hour of eight, I saw the stranger 

hind him. ‘Qh! he will be killed, he is going} press his hand to his side as though seized by 

to throw himself into the water.’ I shrieked some sudden spasm. It was a very white hand, 

~ and fell back fainting.” but there was a large, red stain upon it, and I 

Here the old lady paused, evidently agitated $ saw a jewel flash brilliantly in the light. 
by some deep emotion, though of what matare’ Then the stillness was again broken by his 

we could not determine in the uncertain twilight. } deep, sepulchral voice. ‘Can you tell me, 
««Well,” asked Kate, after a moment’s silence, } madam, how far it is hence to the blasted pine 

‘was he drowned?” near the four corners, on the road to Welby?” 

“Oh! no,” replied Mrs. Deane, and we now: LIven Mrs. Deane started, as she answered this 

saw she was laughing heartily. ‘He was only } question, for it was the very spot where Ned 

in pursuit of his hat, which a high wind had ; Miller had been murdered, five years ago that 

just lifted from his head and carried in that} very night. - 

direction. ‘The very next week he was married} I expected the old house dog would commence 

to my rival, Jenny White; and my faith in the ; howling, and I must confess too that I glanced 

constancy of lovers was decidedly dampened.” $at the candles, to see whether the light they 

We sat long in the pleasant twilight, listening { emitted was in the slightest degree tinged with 
to the stories Mrs. Deane related. We led her} blue. But Kate thought only of our lonely walk 

at last to speak of her only son, a wild boy, who homeward, and rising she bade our friend a 

had left her many years before, and gone off to } cheerful good night, saying she thought we must 

sea. She once cherished hopes that he would \ go as it was getting late. 
return, but she told us now with a faltering voice } ‘*Wait a moment, girls,’ said Mrs. Deane, 

and eyes misty with tears, that the vessel in} ‘‘Michael will be in from the meadow and he 

which he sailed had been wrecked on the coast, } shall go home with you.” But Kate was too 

and that all the crew had perished except two } proud to accept this offer, though her face was 

sailors who escaped to tell the fearful tale. We quite pallid with fear. So we stepped trem- 

were sad and silent now, for Willie Deane had } blingly out into the moonlight. 

been a playmate of ours. But Mrs. Deane was} ‘*Walk swiftly, Nan,” said Kate, seizing my 

a lively, cheerful woman, and soon wiping away } hand, ‘did you notice how white his face was, 

the traces of her emotion, she recovered her usual ’ and that red spot on his hand?” 
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‘‘Indeed I did,” was my scarce audible reply, 

‘¢who or what could he be?” 

“T thought at first,” whispered Kate, ‘‘that it 

might be Willie Deane come safely home from 

sea. Did you not observe that Lion, though he 

yose and snuffed around him, did not bark or 

growl as he usually does at strangers? What 

odd questions he asked.” 

We were walking rapidly; but thinking we 

heard steps, with a nervous feeling of apprehen- 

sion we both turned our heads at the same mo- 

ment and looked back toward the cottage. 

Great heavens! the stranger had just left it 

and was coming in the same direction. We in- 

creased our speed; but the black shadow behind 

us advanced over the ground ata prodigious rate. 

Once I thought I heard a faint halloo; but Kate 

hurried me on. 

‘‘Let us cross the meadow,” she said, ‘‘we 

shall reach the bridge sooner, and he may not 

take the same route.” : 

‘¢So we turned aside from the main road, and 

ran swiftly through the sweet-scented clover, 

glittering with the evening dew. Again I 

glanced back over my shoulder. The stranger 

had taken the same route. Almost exhausted, 

we crossed the low stile; I could hear his deep 

breathing and the heavy tramp! tramp! of his 

footsteps close behind us; nearer he came, and 

just as we reached the old bridge, an arm was 

thrown around each of us, a heavy moustache 

brushed my cheek, and I saw instantly that the 

mysterious stranger was cousin Philip. But 

Kate had broken away from him, and seizing 

the arm of a gentleman, who was crossing the 

bridge from the opposite direction, exclaimed, 

‘sOh! save me, sir!” 

“With the greatest pleasure, madam, if you 

will inform me in what direction my efforts are 

needed,’ was the ready response. 

‘Bravo, Kate! what a heroine you are,” 

shouted Phil, ‘running away from your brother 

“I fear, young ladies,’’ said Phil, ‘‘that I 

shall have bronchitis after this night’s exer- 

tions. I shouted your names, till I was fairly 

hoarse, to dispel your fears and make myself 

known; but you paused never a moment, and as 

I saw your white dresses flitting in the moon- 

light over the tall grass, hedges and ditches, I 

almost feared you were a couple of elves or 

fairies striving to lead me into some enchanted 

ground, 
“Over hill, over dale, 
Through brush, through briar, 
Over park, over pale, 
Through flood, through fire.” 

As cousin Phil finished this quotation, he 

turned and formally introduced to us his old 

college friend and chum, Mr. Andrew Norton. 

Mr. Norton said, as Miss Barry had appealed 
to him for protection, it would be the duty of a 

chivalrous knight to escort her safely home. So 

Kate took his offered arm, cousin Phil drew my 

hand within his own, and in mirthful mood we 

resumed our walk homeward. 

‘‘T did not think, Nan,’’ said Phil, as we ap- 

proached the house, ‘that my masquerade would 

prove so successful.” 

“Indeed,” I replied, “I am almost afraid of 

your ghost-ship even now.” 

‘Well, then,” he said, roguishly, ‘I shall 

have to stop a moment at the fountain to wash 

away the traces of this white paint, pearl pow- 

der, or whatever you ladies call it, that I pur- 

loined from Kate’s toilet. I think it must be 

lying in some very fanciful streaks on my coun- 

tenance. I must remove the stain of this red 

stuff from my hand too, rouge, isn’t that what 

they call it, Nan?” 

‘The remainder of the evening we passed plea- 

santly in our own pretty parlor, with music and 

cheerful conversation, and when Mr. Norton de- 

parted, I saw in his hand the half-blown monthly 

rose, Kate had broken from Mrs. Deane’s bush, 

and thrown carelessly on the centre-table when 

as though the shade of Dr. Faustus, or the ghost ; we came home. 

of Ned Miller himself, was in pursuit.” We both } 
* finish our life-walk together, and wild Kate Barry 

is now the dignified, lady-like Mrs. Norton. 
laughed now, thinking of our foolish fears and 

how easily we had been imposed upon. 

Since that night Philip and I have decided to 
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KATHE. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICE LAWRENCE. 

Tie blushes on her lovely face 

Like rose leaves dancing in the light, 

But added to the artless grace 

Of her, my darling, my delight! 

What witchery in each dreamy glance, 

In every smile what artless joy! 

Like wavelets where the sunbeams dance 

Was she, who loved me when a boy. 
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Concord, September 18th. dinner. I hope he may not come until I havo 
YesterpAy, Andrew Bell came flying through } had time to shape anew all my feeling toward 

the yard, through the hall; I heard him talking § him, 
hurriedly with mamma, and going hurriedly up$ I haven’t been to see Caroline. When I was 
stairs and along the passage to his room. On Sin the hall, yesterday, ready to go, company 
his way back he called out, at the head of the i came; and we were not alone a minute after that 
staircase, **(ood-bye, good Jenny, I’m gone!” : until bed-time. Mamma was well pleased. She 

‘‘Gone? Where?” was never really glad to see Miss Phipps before. 
“To New York; on business; by this train } To-day she was glad, because it kept me. 

that is close nt hand. Good-bye.” $ So I will finish my letter; for she will be here 
And, without waiting for my “good-bye,” } to-day early; and mamma has invited a half- 

that, however, followed him down stairs, he was dived people to meet her. Mamma has dreamy 
gone. ¢ ways about this time. I think she studies how 
Yes,” thought I, drawing a long breath after $ she may keep me at home. 

having sat awhile looking at one finger-nail$ Papa’s business has taken him to Portland, 
and another, ‘This is, after all, a hurrying, § Andrew Bell has gone with Croly, mamma says, 
flurrying sort of world, where one can never be {to sce to some affairs that concern papa and 
exactly at rest for one day; can never know what Major Croly in common. 
is coming, or in what shape things will come, or Good-bye. Mamma would have messages, if 
anything.” I had got so far when mamma came {she were here. I send love and heartiest wishes 
up bringing a letter, a drop-letter. Andrew Bell ‘ that I were with you. I don’t think there is much 
brought it in, she said, with papers and letters } comfort to be had here. Thine, JENNY. 
for papa, from the post-office. She just stopped 
to look over my littered table, to smile and say 

a“ 

that she really believed I was turning author, CHAPTER VI. 
and then went on to her own chamber. Concord, October 10th, 1854. 

Hero is my letter. See, Dick, see, little Nan,} fT save been sick almost unto death. I wag 
if it isn’t pleasant to have such a letter. _ $taken with something that seemed akin to 

“To Miss Srovanron—If a serpent, wily, ao oy Pat finishing aH pr eee 
beautiful, but full of venom, looked out to you } ea Fok Hi hea i A af ah i Ble 
from among the grass and the flowers at your ae ef See ; 3 J Srae Nee ox ] 
feet, would you lend yourself to the attractions aie h as Ry ah pee rien ae . * * * 

S§ of its gaze, meeting its approach with FOULS seats BE tHe See ie eee eset ey : ithe tears running astream on my pillow. If I own? Would you lay your hand upon its grace- billing to live. T tie ana ne 
fully coiling shape, needlessly risking the con- g aa des Pa tae et Nes ene he ] 
sequences? I don’t think you would, Miss } g ek e Bes weno WA Stes : ht .s penitent heart, I ask that I may lie within the Stoughton; yet heaven knows you do something 3+ - ti hase Bs Sigs : \ will, the love of God, as the babe lies in its like it whenever you approach. J know that ees : . : ’ mother’s arms, never questioning, never afraid. she is as false as corrupt and as corrupting as } D h : 
the devil. You'll know it some day, if you don’t ; oe pepe ae Bet ee eee atop just:wheresyouare Your Frienp,” }™2#mma wrote to him of my sickness, He was 

y ; — Sas kind, so tender toward me, that I shall love 
The hand was evidently constrained. But it and honor him all the days of my life, as well as 

is Andrew Bell’s hand. It is not his style of } one could one’s own father. 
writing; that one may know. But he is capable Wednesday, 11th. 
of assuming this, or any other style. I didn’t know when Andrew Bell came. It 

Well, I have only this one thing to say and } was some time when I was so very sick that I 
feel about it. I am glad he will not be here to $ did not notice what was said to me. When I 174 
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was better, mamma said, ‘*You don’t say a word s Oh, it wrung my heart so to hear these things! 

about Andrew, darling.” <I tried to plan something; tried to think how I 

‘No, mamma,” ould write a few words, ever so few, and get 

‘‘He thinks strange of it, I know. He has them to her. But my head whirled so that I 

asked me about it, several times. Lately he $was obliged to put it off. But many a quick 

only inquires how you are, looking in an anxious ‘shower of tears fell as I thought how the poor 

way in my face.” child needed me, and how helpless I was; as I 

‘‘Tell him I am better, and ‘a } murmured half-aloud, ‘*If Andrew Bell were like 

‘¢Tell him you are better, dear? Is that all?” S Dick!” For, you see, I knew that if I had one 

“Yes, mamma, Mamma please—there, that $ willing to help me, I could have it all cleared 

is right. Now I would like to sleep.” I kissed Sup, and made bright and happy again for Caro- 

the hand that made smooth and easy my pillow, } line and for her poor old mother. I hope God 

that spread the counterpane anew, and settled 3 will forgive me; for I could not help feeling hard 

to rest. toward mamma, when I saw her so unmoved to- 

Thursday, 12th. ward them. She rocked and smiled; wore beau- 

When I was strong enough to bear it, I asked § tiful morning caps in my room, beautiful morning 

mamma whether she had seen Caroline, or heard § gowns and slippers. She brought my drink in 

anything of her. She had not seen her; but she 3a silver cup, my bits of toast and the like on 

had heard that, why, for days and days, mamma } gilded dishes. But I hated it all at times, and 

said, nobody went near her. She invited Mrs. } inwardly called it a mockery. I looked at mamma 

Endicott and Louisa Fleming to see her, but they , and inwardly said, ‘Oh, mamma, mamma! is it 

sent excuses. When she came to go out, which § for this you live? Of all the wronged and op- 

she did as soon as Dr. White left, she met avoid- { pressed who go on with us toward the grave, is 

ance and incomprehensible glances. She spoke there not one, near or remote, whom you will 

to her dressmaker about it, and her dressmaker $ pity, whom you will strive to save?” 

let her understand what it meant. Tuesday, 17th. 

Poor Caroline! Awhile she was as pale and} By-and-bye, after several days, when I had 

as still as if she were dead; quite as pale; every } got pencil and paper beside me to write to Caro- 

way as still. Then she drew hard, sobbing, 3 line, this note came. 

shivering breaths with both hands lying hard ‘‘Jenny Dearn—They tell me you are very, 

on her breast, and her eyes ghastly as if she }very ill. But some time this will reach you, 

would die. ill come into the hands that I long to touch, 

She did not have her work finished, mamma 3 long to lay my cheek, my lips upon, and then 

said. Some one told mamma that she went to $ you will understand what I feel toward you. 

her room; that the dressmaker heard her walk- “Tf I knew, without a shadow of fear, that 

ing it, now with hurried steps and then with § you unwaveringly believe me innocent, that you 

slow; and then, awhile, there would be no sound.’ love me—better for what I suffer, I should not 

The dressmaker was obliged at length to go up go, I could think of you, could bear all the rest, 

for directions. Caroline did not turn toward } waiting for what time and the goodness there is 

her. She just told her that she might leave the {somewhere in everyeheart, would do; “staying 

work and go home. here with my father and my mother, in the home 

The dressmaker had been in since, mamma } that a little while ago was so fair and peaceful! 

said. She saw Caroline through an open door, Bee knowing, not daring to try you, I go to-mor- 

at a window, with her elbow on the sash and her 3 row, inwardly believing that you love me, taking 

chin on her hand, looking out. The work lay $ this belief with me as my only comforter. For 

folded on a table just as she left it, two days }I could not live if repulsed by you. Ishould go, 

before. Caroline’s mother came in with dull ‘ something tells me, and lay my distracted head 

eyes, and carrying herself as if the burden of } to rest beneath the water that ripples and tempts 

many a year, of many an ordinary sorrow had 3 me below the garden. 

been laid on her shoulders in the last two days. ‘God help me! He knows how sore is my 

She spoke with difficulty, when she said that {need of Him. 

Caroline was not ready yet to have her work} ‘If you can love me still and believe me inno- 

finished. That was all she said. It was allcent, (as innocent as you or any one can be, 

mamma knew; only the dressmaker said that} Jenny,) oh, do! Love me on and on, year after 

Caroline turned her ear sharply to listen, while} year. I shall be very far away. I shall neither 

her mother was speaking, as if she feared that {see your face nor hear your voice; but oh, love 

she would ask something, or disclaim something. ‘me! Let me love you. CAROLINE.” 
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Well, she was gone. Nobody had asked her ‘‘You will see him, won’t you?” persisted 

parents where; they had told no one; at least, } mamma, coaxingly. 

so far as Miss Croly knew, mamma said. But it ‘“‘No, mamma, I can’t.” 

was supposed that she had gone back to Mlinois. ‘‘What can I say to him then?” drawing her- 

She went with a thick veil over her face to the} self back from me. ‘To tell you the truth, he 
depot, mamma said, speaking of her now, for the } begged me to persuade you to see him, or to tell 

first time, with some concern on her features. }me why you won’t see him. What can I say to 

Her father carried her. She didn’t go into the ¢ him?” 
ladies saloon to wait until the train was ready; “Say that I am tired; that I am not strong 

but went down deep steps and across one track } yet.” 
to take her seat directly in a car. ‘The very thing I have been saying to him 

But my head is so dizzy with writing and} this fortnight! He will be angry this time, L 
thinking! know, if I say anything of the kind; and Ishan’t 

Wednesday 18th. blame him. You see his father and the doctor 

Said mamma to me this morning, when I was } any time.” 
sitting in my dressing-gown, ‘*You are aia! I did not speak, and she re-urged the matter 
better this morning, dear?” in anewshape. ‘He will be married to Joseph- 

‘‘Yes, mamma,” ; ine Clement, in less than a year, probably.” This 

‘You have a little freshness in your cheeks $made my heart fly a little, as I will confess. I 

for the first time. This dressing-gown does } stilled it, however, thinking to myself that I was 

something toward it, I suppose. It is very be- a fool to feel thus, after all the struggle and self- 

coming. You are thoughtless, this morning,” { discipline I had had in that sick chamber. 

finding that I did not speak. ‘He goes there very often, as I know,” pur- 
“I think of Caroline all the time, mamma!’ } sued mamma. ‘*And they say Miss Croly speaks 

said I, tears rising and choking me. ‘I don’t {of it as if it were a settled affair, His father 

know how to bear it!”? Iam so weak yet, that will feel bad, as I am sure [ shall; for we both 

I grow hysterical and feel as if I must die when had other hopes. So you don’t intend to see 

I think or speak long of her. I said no more, } him?” 
therefore. Loosening my wrapper at the throat ‘Please don’t urge me, mamma. I can’t now. 

and taking long breaths, I put the thoughts ; Wait until I feel better.” 
away, saying within myself, ‘‘I must wait. But Hearing that my voice was unsteady, she 

God has brought me back from the very gate of } kissed me, called me ‘‘a dear, good girl,” pro- 

death unto life; and now shall my strength, } mised to say no moro about it, but to let me 

when it comes, be consecrated unto Christ-like § take my own time; and then went down to say 

deeds of love and mercy. And, first of all, will} something to Andrew Bell; I am sure I don’t 

I find her and restore her.”’ ie what it could be, that would not offend 

“When will you see Andrew Bell, child?” {him. But this must take its chance. 
asked mamma, working upon my hair, And a Cochran comes in occasionally. Mamma says 

strange sound the words had to me; my thoughts {he seems in bad spirits and talks sometimes of 

were so different, so far away! leaving Concord. Andrew Bell, who has nothing 

‘‘T don’t know, mamma.” to boast of himself in the way of liveliness, as 

“‘T wish you would let him come up now. { mamma says, dissuades him from it, telling him 

He hasn’t seen you at all, you know; and itis ‘ that soon they two will go off New London way, 

too bad! He feels it; and even his father begins } where the brooks and ponds are glistening in 
to think it strange that you don’t let him come $ every direction, to see what pleasures they can 

up, or speak of him at all. Won't you let him } find hunting in the woods, taking trout and perch 

come? He’s down stairs; waiting, I know, think- } in the waters. 

ing that he will be called.” ¢ 
Rut you see I couldn’t see him. IfIcould go $ CHAPTER VII. 

back to the old feeling that I had for him before Concord, October 31st, 1854. 
that letter came, God knows how welcome his} You see, I’ve got her here, her good name and 

face would be; and his voice. I long now to Sher tranquillity restored unto her. Only she says 

hear his voice and to see his face. But every $ ’ sho has go little courage now to go forth in life! 

sentiment of open-hearted, open-handed candor $ This is in part because she has been really ill 
and justice in me, arrays itself against the soul and is not yet strong; in part because she can 

within him that conceived and wrought out deli- {never forget the hard visage the world has of 

berately so poor, so cowardly a measure. } late been showing her. 
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As soon as I could see Caroline’s mother, I 

learned that Caroline’s destination was Mlinois. 

But that she was, as yet, at Worcester, being 

too weak to go any farther. She was stopping 

for a week or two with her near relatives there, 

her grandparents on her mother’s side. 

I took dear little Louise Fleming into my con- 

fidence; and, after having despatched a note to 

Caroline telling her that I was coming, we started, 

first for Boston, where the Whites were; the 

doctor and his wife, I mean. Oh! but let me tell 

entire proceeding. If Caroline came back, An- 

‘ 
[ay of kindness broke forth, so that they said 

‘ 

you that mamma disapproved and opposed the } think I 
‘we were, standing or sitting, 
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But let me make haste with my story. 

To Mrs. Baderly and every one I met, after 

we came back, I said, out of a heart so glad so 

very thankful, that it felt love toward eyery- 

body, ‘‘Caroline has come back! aren’t you 

glad?” Lreally felt that they must be and were 

glad. And, as I talked with them, with my 

ne (full of cordiality, as I know, ) close before 

theirs, the clouds went off their features; the 

at length, heartily, “‘I am glad!” Don’t you 

could have knelt, anywhere, wherever 

to bless God, and 

drew Bell would be again attached to her, and 3 to weep grateful tears? I was never so thankful; 

would, ten to one, marry her. She was sure 

she was yery far from being desirous of any 

such family connexion. She would rather it 

would be Jose Clement than she. 

the doctor and papa to oppose me; but it ended 

by the doctor’s saying, ‘* Well, well! hever mind! 

Let her go. The women will have their own $ left town the next 

way;” and by papa’s looking me and then 3 came in while she was there, 

mamma kindly in the face, saying, ‘If you 

go, daughter, be careful. Iam afraid you are 

hardly strong enough. But of this you your- 3 

If she goes, mother,” } bost medicine, joking. 
self are the best judge. 

speaking to mamma, ‘‘it will all come out right. 

I would never mind.” 

Mamma ‘hoped it would, she was sure; 

but ? 
We found the Whites. 

if I have told you that Mrs. White was with the 

doctor in his late visit to Caroline. I don’t be- 

lieve I have; or that Mrs. White, the doctor’s 

wife that is, was sick while they were bere. She 

was. ‘They came up by the evening train. 

account of her sickness, the doctor returned 

home without her. 

On sing the Hapworths, 
» wife of our new 

She did not go out while } company. 

it seems to me that I never can be again. 

Not a word was said by any of us, in the way 

of directly clearing anything up. Incidentally 

She brought {we let it be known how Mrs. White was sick 

ae how good, faithful Caroline attended her 

day and night; and how old Dr. Campbell (who 

day and has but just returned) 

found her blue and 

home-sick—because her husband had gone, be- 

cause she was still so weak—but left her laugh- 

ing and in good spirits from a large dose of his 

Dr. Campbell’s wife has given a large party to 

‘the Whites, who are old friends of her husband, 

We had a dozen, or so, to dine at our house one 

day, upon some trout and birds sent to mamma 

} 

I wonder, by-the-way, i y Andrew Bell and Cochran from New London, 

; We had a sail, a large company of us, at night, 

upon the river in Caroline’s boat, in Governor 

Butler’s and two or three others. Mrs. Fitz, a 

distinguished vocalist of Boston, at present visit- 

together with Mrs. Mubbard, 

Adjutant General, were of the 

Mr. Dodd, with his wonderful fiute, 

she was here; and, as soon as she was able to his wonderfully sweet voice, was there; and the 

be taken to the cars, she went home; accom- three gaye us 

panied by Caroline’s father to the depot, where 

she was met by her husband’s brother, so it 

happened that no one knew, at first, of her 

having been here. So much we learned here 

before starting, by consultations with Caroline’s 

mother. 

The Whitcs laughed at the consummate stu- 

pidity and foolishness of the whole affair. They 

had such indignation, withal, as they had no 

words to express. They would come up with us, 

when we returned, with Caroline, it was settled. 

We reached Worcester. Caroline sat down at 

my feet to thank me, to tell me over and over 

again how she loved me; what comfort she had 

found by day and by night, in the thought of 

me; and to sob in the midst of her words 

little child. 

long passages from ‘*Norma” and 

‘“Lucrezia Borgia.” Heard there on the still, 

‘ broad, deeply-shaded river, in the holy calm of 

} twilight, with 2 company abundantly able to 

appreciate the music and the entire scene and 

oceasion, with Caroline close, close to my side— 

where she almost always is, of late—looking, 

‘ listening ; marking what a chastened but happy 

‘light was in Caroline’s eye and upon her whole 

‘being, I gave thanks. Again and again I said, 

$inwardly, ‘Thou good Father! thou who didst 

‘ create all this beauty of river, wooded bank and 

blue sky, who dost put kindness, love, worthy 

and beautiful thoughts into the minds of Thy 

: children, help us to be always kind and worthy 

S of Thee, and of this beautiful earth. For with- 

like a $ out Thee and Thy help, we have nothing, we are 

* nothing.” 
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November 1st. 
While we were sailing, a row-boat struck 

gracefully out from the shore, with two gentle- 

men aboard, and two rowers. My heart beat 
quick at the first sight of them. Mamma did 

not expect Andrew Bell and Cochran s6 soon; 

but something told me that it was they. 
The boat came like an arrow; and soon it was 

60 near that they were recognized by all the 

company. ‘*Chase and Cochran!” ‘Good! 

there are Chase and Cochran!” and “now if 

they aren’t good fellows, I wonder who are!” 

eand the like expressions of surprise and plea- 
sure, were heard from every quarter. 

I tried not to mind it any more than if two 
of Norcross & Co’s logs were coming. I said to 

myself, ‘Now, Jenny Stoughton, this is nothing 

to you; so don’t go to trembling and making a 

fool of yourself. Think what a cruel, dastardly 

letter one of them favored you with, and keep a 
proper mastery over yourself.” 

ANIA PARRA DRA NAIID. 

November, 2nd. 
*“Now for that note, Jenny!” said Andrew 

Bell, as we drew off our gloves in the hall. 
He was so yexed that he threw it on the floor, 

and with his foot put it further from him. 

“Poh! I am vexed with you, for believing 
that I would do such a creeping, cowardly 
thing. You don’t half know me, Jenny,’ he 
added, thoughtfully, after a pause, “if you 
think I would do so mean an act.’ 

I begged his pardon, holding out my hand. 
He said he forgave me; but I don’t think he 

g did, quite, He was stiller and graver than his 
won't, to the time when we parted for the night. 

It came out in our conversation at table this 
morning, that he all along approved my defence 
of Caroline. Mamma had known that he did, 
all along; but she forebore making his senti- 
ments known to me, lest I should be led by them 
into sacrifices and attempts for Caroline, still 
more extravagant than any I as yet contem- 

I didn’t, however. I was still trembling, when plated. 
they came alongside, hats off, exchanging salu- “The daughter, it seems, was wiser, more 
tations right and left, right and left bowing } humane than the mother,” said mamma, in con- 
recognitions and thanks for the welcome they $ clusion, with her eyes bent on her plate. 
met, 

Without speaking, but with a searching glance 
in every face, Andrew Bell put out his hand to 
me as soon as they brought the boat near enough. 
His look, at first half-deprecative, half-friendly, 
rapidly, by degrees, came to be nearly altogether 
friendly. But he said in low tones, shaking his 
head slowly, “‘Oh! Jenny Stoughton! what made 
you so cruel to your brother?” 

“‘What made.my brother send me so miserable 
a note then? Why didn’t he speak openly with 
me as a brother ought?” 

He didn’t know what I meant. His features 
expressed this clearly enough, even before he 

“The good mother has lived longer and had 
more of the world’s hard lessons in distrust; 
that is all,” said papa, his kind eyes on mamma. 
Mamma lifted her eyes to him with tears in 

them, as if she thanked him. But she shook 
her head a little, saying, Oh, well, I have 
always been different from Jenny about such 
things. Always, from a little child, she has 
been most inclined to attend to those poor crea- 
tures who had nobody else to attend to them. 
As a child, I had none of this. I couldn’t bear 
to have a dirty, sobbing child come near me. I 
remember the feeling; and I remember too, my 
mother’s saying, as if she felt it praise, ‘She’s a 

said, after a moment of puzzled thinking, “I ‘haughty little thing!’ Now, in spite of all I 
don’t know, I am sure, what you mean.” can do, of all I can think about how it used to 

Then somebody else sent it, I told him. But be with the Saviour, when He was here, I am 
it was like his hand, was without a signature. 
‘*Would I let him see it?” 
‘sYes.” 

‘«The moment we reached the houst?” 
Yes.” 

Well, he thanked me; far more with his eyes, 
(so changed in so short a space) with the tones 
of his voice, than with his words. 

what I so despise, an aristocrat.” fry 
“Oh! you aren’t, mamma!” said I, enddling 

closer to her and kissing her hand. ‘*You’re 
sthe dearest, best mamma there is anywhere! 
Isn’t she, papa? Isn’t she, Andrew Bell?” 

They both said she is, laughing, but with 
smoist eyes. Mamma laughed too, and kissed 

my fingers again and again. But if she had 
I had not observed, in the meanwhile, how {been alone she would haye had some penitential 

it was between Cochran and Caroline. But 
Caroline told me afterward that they only 
bowed, saying, ‘Good eyening, Mrs. White,” 
**Good evening, Mr. Cochran;’ but each felt it 
that the other was a friend. There was no need 
of more words. 

tears to shed, some penitential resolutions to 

take up haying reference—not to the world’s © 

opinions and prejudices, but to her and all the 
world’s Sovereign and to her own soul. 

November, 13th. 

Poor Jose Clement hangs her head in these 
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days. ‘To her, as to the rest, I felt, when I came ‘Ina minute. As soon as I have finished off 

back with Caroline, the utmost friendliness, and } this letter.” 

said, ‘‘Aren’t you glad, Jose?” She said, ‘Yes,$ ‘Never mind your letter. I’m all alone; I 
I am,” but without spirit. She comes near me 3 want you here.” ‘ 

and Caroline often, when we are in the Sami6)3 Later. 

company, and seems not unfriendly. I think} ‘You are always writing letters,” said he, 

her conscience deals rigorously with her for her stopking in my face, when I joined him. ‘Always 

late unwonted offence against charity. Jose has ; writing to the brother who is away. The bro- 
never been in the least brilliant or strong; but ther who is here can never keep you near him 

& dear little girl she has been from her good- } ‘five minutes at a time.” He drew his chair 

nature. I shall see her and talk with her about} close to mine. ‘It is clear that you care a 

it. I shall tell her that she is by no means to} great deal for the brother who is away; very 

‘‘hang her head like a bulrush,” all the rest of Tittle for the brother who is here. Don’t you 
the days of her life, for this one offence. Ishall 3 see?” 

show her some lives (claiming to be Christian too) 3 I kept very still and did not answer his ques- 
are crowded nearly full of such offences. For tion, until he pressed it close, with my hand in 

instance, Mrs. Baderly and Miss Croly, who, as I his, with his eyes on my face, and assurances of 

have no doubt, led her. But neither shall she Shis own that made it easy and natural for me to 

condemn them. She shall reflect as I do, that } say, ‘No. Dick is a dear brother; but you 

if we had poor Mrs. Baderly’s bad-health, we } are——” 

would, perhaps, be bitter and sour by turns, as § ‘‘Dearer?” he asked, waiting to tako me to 

she is; that, if we were away along in years as 3 him. : 
Miss Croly is, with no good husband, no little “Yes,” And then he held me fast, calling 

children to sweeten our life, with no near rela-}me ‘this blessed girl.” 

tive saye one very selfish brother, we would ‘What would you read to me?” asked I, after 

perhaps, in spite of hard struggles against it, a long time. Seeing his newspaper lie on the 
grow cold, harsh and censorious like Miss Croly. S floor made me think of it. , 

The 17th. ‘‘Nothing now,” drawing my hand closer, as 

I put my bonnet and shawl on and went in to } if all he would know and feel at present, was 
see Jose; went up to her chamber just as I used } that I was near him and that I was his. I read 
to. Bless her! she owneditall. She would, she ; the feeling, my own helping me, before his lips 

said, that she might be at ease. She says she expressed it, 
never indulged such feelings toward anybody ‘*But,” said he, after having sat a few 

before; never before talked about one with } minutes silent, ‘I have the impression that you 
bitterness, wishing to put one down. She shall} would rather have me making great speeches 

tell Caroline all, she says, and ask her pardon. } myself in Congress, than reading those of others 

Ever so humbly! she don’t care how low she;to you. I remember what you said once of 

comes in trying to make up for what she has have Clement’s ideal of a pattern husband. 
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said and felt. She sobbed as if her heart would 3 I have always thought that you helped her con- 

break, when she said that she does not believe ceive it; that it was, in fact, far more yours 

she can ever be back just where she was before } than hers. Now confess.” 

the wicked indulgence; that she fears her heart “No.” 
will always have an unclean place in it after this, ‘©Wasn’t it?” 

to the day of her death. This seems so sad! g ‘‘No, I don’t care to have you go to Congress. 

There are, however, far sadder things which 3 If one is great and good in his own soul and in 

affect us less perhaps. Jose’s offence is, as it | all his every day action, honest and self-possessed 
were, the first spot upon a vestal garment; and } : before God and before me—do you think I would 

she and we would, oh! so gladly, wipe it out. Age him sent off to Jericho, or even to Washing- 

Still it is so much sadder when the robe is $ton, to say all his beautiful things and live all 
utterly bespattered and be draggled, and the ‘his beautiful life there?” ' 

wearer grown reckless of all that has befallenit,’ He was touched to hear me say this. He felt 
of all that will befall it. There are many such } that he is not yet worthy of me, he said. (But } 

robes, many such wearers in society, so-called.  § Dick and Nanny, dear, there was never a greater 

Andrew Bell calls me at the foot of the stairs. { mistake. On the contrary, Iam not calm enough 

‘‘Come down,” he says, ‘I want to read }to make me worthy of him.) But it will be good, 
something to you. Something excellent, that} he said, to go on improving by my side. God 
you will like.’ knows how happy it will make me! 

Vou. XXX.—12 | 
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He will be in in a few minutes; and then we § sound of his yoice how heartily he approved and 

are going to ride. $ loved me for my plan. 

Pappa and mamma have gone to Boston to- ‘If I could ever find you: that is, if I could 

day; will be gone two days. They will not be3 always find you when I come home at night!” 

surprised by what has taken place. I think’ said he, after a pause. ‘I always come feeling 
they have some time felt secure of it. ite a hurry to be where you are, to look into 

more secure than she, who, under all the shift-$ your face and hear your voice in speaking. I 

ing circumstances of life and of death, is your § always have something that I want to say to you 

faithful sister. at once. But when I get here, you are so often 

P. §8.—Croly wrote ‘that anonymous note;$in your chamber, or somewhere where I can’t 
have I told you? come near you! You will be here, Jenny, when 

I come? or I may call you?” 

‘Yes |” 
‘For, you see, there never was one so dear to 

nother as you are to me. I can’t understand it 

ow, how I ever had any comfort without you. 

December 10th. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

December 9th, 1854. 

No, bless you. On the contrary, hear what a 

quarrel we have had, this very evening. 

‘‘T shall pinch your ear if you say no.” He So you see, good Dick, darling Nan, I am not 

pretended to be using his might, but his touch § blindly subservient even unto him. I would die 

was of velvet. ‘Now you will do asI wish?” {for him though, if it were necessary. Thero 
“No.” | never was a martyr who went to the stake with 
*‘No? I wonder what can be done with such $ such willingness in him, who died with so little 

-a. girl! Iam the stronger, though. Ican hold} pain and shrinking, as I could, if I were dying 

‘you like this,” imprisoning both my hands, and} for him. This I feel every moment, when we 
‘holding them fast, first to his lips, then to his{ are together and when we are apart. Oh, and 

heart. my life grows so calm, so dear to me! 
Hereupor I bowed my head; and my heart; Mamma blesses me, blesses Andrew Bell; and 

bowed too in acquiescence, until reason said, } sighs, in her old patient way, only when she 

‘No; don’t listen to it. You know what is; ‘‘wishes that Richard and his little Nanny were 

right. Do it; else are you the weak follower of ; here.” 
an idol, not the worthy mate of a man of sense.” $ Papa relaxes his business operations as the 

Letting him keep my hands, therefore, I lifted } year declines and attends to us; reading to us 
my head, looked in his face and said, ‘‘Not until} and talking with us as we sit with our sewing. 

Iam well prepared. See my cabinet then;” we } He sits close by me now, reading, his face beam- 
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were in the library. ‘The best private cabinet } ing as if he were an angel. 
in the state, except Dr. Prescott’s, you ow | ' Later, 
people say.” ‘‘Papa!” I said, interrupting myself. 

“Yes,” still playing with my fingers and} ‘What, my daughter?” 
kissing their tips now and then. “T am telling Dick and Nan that you look like 

‘« Well, I studied and experimented in arrange- $a good angel. And you do. I never saw any 

ment a whole year to make it the excellent collec- } body so happy as you are, always.” He smiled 
tion itis. You think my piano is a wonderfully $ quietly, still holding his paper and covering my 
good one now. And so perhaps it is; but I can} hand that lay on the arm of his chair, with his 

assure you that it was a wonderfully bad one, } own. 
once. And what if then I had undertaken intri- «‘Tt makes me happy,” I added, ‘‘that I have 

cate solos for the edification of my friends?” 3} such a papa.” 
He didn’t sayanything. He was done playing ‘And me that I have so great, so good a 

with my fingers; but he looked ie in my } daughter.” 
face and listened. ; I bowed my head to kiss his hand. My whole 

‘*T would do as foolish a thing now, unquali- soul bowed and did him reverence; glad to do 

fied as I am, if I were to undertake housekeep-{ him reverence; counting it unspeakably better 

ing.” than the old erect, but, after all, rather lonely, 

‘*What will you do then?” ’ rather heavy self-reliance. 

“JT will study with my might, and practice} Caroline White rides, takes long walks, rows 

until I have learned how to make our home} her own boat, has her favorites, is as spirited 

orderly and beautiful.” and radiant as ever. But the old qualities of 

“Darling!”? he murmured; and I knew by the ‘ harshness, of defiance, are gone out of her. Her 
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head is no longer ‘‘a hie head; her laugh is no; time over once more! Now would I guard my 

longer harsh and obtrusive, as it used sometimes * heart, my tongue, so that I might go through 

to be. She has on the contrary, delicacy, self-$ this whole life-time, not once cherishing mali- 

respect; respect toward others, women as well$ cious thoughts, not once speaking malicious 

as men, in the midst of whatever she says and} words. You, dear, Caroline and others say, 

does. She blames her own part in the past; 3 ‘Never mind, it is all over now.’ But it is not, 
and says, that, in her old impromptu course, Jenny! No wrong is, [ am convinced, that we 

she acted out of a headlong, determined will, as ever do. There it is, there is its stain upon the 

often, to say the least, as out of the natural, § ¢ soul, and not all the waters of repentance can 

spontaneous impulses of her heart. My love ever wash it away, making it just the same with 

and delicate treatment cured her, she says; did us as if it had never been there. I long to say 

181 

what love and delicate treatment could have 3 this to every woman in our land.” I shall write 

done any time along; what repulsion and blame § to her and try to show her that even sin becomes 

could not do in a thousand years. She anda sublime agent of good, when it makes us look 

Cochran drew more toward each other. They} up to heaven, striving after a higher worth and 

will be happy together, each strengthening each. $ blessedness than any we have known; when it 

Jose Clement has gone a long journey; to Phila- 3 makes us look round with sympathy among men 

delphia and Pittsburg, where she will spend the: and women, longing, striving to bring them to a 

winter with two old New Hampton schoolmates. 3 true appreciation of what is really great and 

We went to the cars with her, Andrew Bell and 3 excellent in life. 

I. She wept and was a good deal shaken in$ Andrew Bell, (‘‘Old Precious” I call him 
parting; murmuring, in the midst of her kisses $ oftener than anything else) will come in five 
and tears, that “She did not deserve it of us;% minutes. I am going down. He shall see that 

that she did not deserve anything of us, or of : he does not interrupt my proceedings; that, on 

anybody.” She has sent me a letter blotted $ the contrary, I sit rocking, using my needle and 

with her tears, in which she says, “Oh, to go’ expecting him. So good-bye, darlings, 
back where I was six months ago and live this JENNY STOUGHTON. 
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TIME. 

BY CARRIE BARRETT. 

Amid the wreck of Winter storms he passed, 

And o’er the frost-bound grave 

Of Nature, trod with lightsome step, and cast 

Tre’s mystic fingers played amid the curls, 

That youth’s fair temples graced, 
Decked that inceptive mind with Wisdom’s pearls, 

And bonds of yirtue placed 
Upon that heart, to shield those gems encased 
Which make a joy of truth; 

Time touched but lightly then as on he paced 

Amid the dews of youth. 

The changing breath of youthful fancies passed; 

Realities’ calm air 

In clearness stared, Time then a furrow cast 

And silvered o’er his hair— 
He sighed that thus his youth, so rich and fair, 

Had been an erring stage, 
In gilding vanities whereon would glare 

Infirmities of age. 

Another came, and Time was faithful yet; 

And others followed; all 
Were like obedient as they rose and set 

To His unfailing call. 
He hailed alike their advent and their fall,’ 

Their youth, their prime, their age; 

The christening and the bridal robe, the pall, 

Were single to each stage. 

From out his soul a wave 

Of vitalizing verdure, and it gave 

To earth a genial breath; 
But from this life and beauty none could save 

The vital spark of death. 

He bid the strength of nations wane and fade, 

Their marbled urns turn grey 
As memory’s record paled; ev’n life he made 

A subject of decay. 
He held to all but one unchanging ray, 

One changeless, fadeless bloom: 

Te knew no power, no space to dim the day 

That circled o’er the tomb. 

Tho’ cities proudly moulder into dust, 

And hills and rocks with age 

Grow thin; tho’ mausoleal towers from rust 
Bear each an unmarked page, 

And stand death's trophies while the monarch sage 

In calm oblivion lie— 

Those virtues born for an immortal stage, 

Shall, living, see Time die, 
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crucifix?’ shouted madame, wild with terror 
CHAPTER XVI. and grief. 

‘*Somerurna to eat?” cried Madame De Mark, ‘*A nice old Jew, who turned up his nose at 

‘‘what! my crucifix! Where are you going?” } your image, as if it had been a leg of pork; 

“To my uncle’s!”’ wouldn’t believe it was genuine gold at first, 

‘You have no uncle. It will be lost, bring} and made a reduction of twenty-five per cent 

it back. I have a shilling in the pocket of my} extra on the value, because of the insult I had 

dress—you shall have that, only give back the offered in bringing the image to him. I told 

holy crucifix,’’ pleaded madame. him you would redeem it with a thousand dol- 

‘‘A shilling indeed. My uncle will give ee lars, rather than lose it. A thousand dollars 

ten times the money if I spout it handsomely—? you have, old lady!” 

but don’t fret, I'll bring you the ticket, on honor, ; ‘¢A thousand dollars,’? muttered Madame De 

and you can buy back your religion with some $ Mark, turning to the wall with a stifled moan, 
of the gold when its comes from the bank. Keep} ‘ta thousand dollars. This wicked wretch has 

cool, old lady, it’s my turn now.” ruined me!” 
‘But you will not carry off my crucifix!” ‘‘Why, you old hypocrite, I couldn’t take less. 

screamed the old woman. Did you expect me to make a Judas Iscariot of 
‘*Won’t 1?” replied Jane, with a taunting ¢ myself, and ask only thirty pieces of silver. I 

laugh, “‘won’t 1? It may save you, but you} ain’t so irreverant a creature as that, anyhow.” 

can’t save it: here goes, my fine old lady.” *¢ A thousand dollars!” moaned the old woman. 

Jane Kelly turned back to utter the last tor- ‘Don’t fret about that, mother. The Jews 

menting words, and left the old woman in a ain’t going to give more now than they did in old 

pitiable state of distress. times; the ticket says ten dollars; the heathen 

‘‘My crucifix, my crucifix, oh! she has car-% wouldn’t raise another sixpence.” 

ried off my soul. My strength is gone. The} ‘Ten dollars—ten dollars—and all in her 

blessed mother of God has seen them carry off } hands,” muttered the old woman, ‘‘why ten 

her son. I am nothing, I am crushed here in dollars will last me two months, and she’ll use 

my own bed. She has given me over to pur-$ it up in 2 meal almost. Oh! if I were but strong 
gatory, while there is breath in my body. 13 and well!” 

cannot liye, and without the blessed crucifix I ‘But you ain’t strong nor well either, so just 

cannot die! Woe, woe, they have left me at last, ; make the best of it and stop whining. I’m tired 

a poor, miserable, weak old woman.” of it, let me tell you!’ said Jane, peremptorily. 

Here the cracked voice broke into moans and 3 ‘Hush up now and not another whisper!” 

unequal sobs, between which came forth the The old woman turned her face upon the 

plaint of ‘‘my crucifix—my crucifix!” pillow, and wept out her grief in silence; she 

In about half an hour, Jane Kelly returned $ dared not disobey her hard task mistress. 

with a basket of food upon her arm, and restores} With a good deal of clatter and noise, Jane 
of malicious cheerfulness. went about the room, kindling a fire from some 

«“Thore, old woman, do you see this? plenty} charcoal she had brought in her basket, and 

to eat and a sharp appetite. When would that} setting out the broken dishes on the bottom of 

miserable old image have brought so much in} an old chair that had lost its back, An expres- 
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your hands, I should like to know?” sion of almost fiendish satisfaction was on her 

‘‘But where is my crucifix? You have not} face, adding to the repulsion which hardship and 

sold it?” wickedness had already left there. She was evi- 

‘*No—no—spouted it, that’s all?” ; dently planning some new torture for the woman, 

ab a do you mean? Who has got my$ who had so justly earned her vengeance. 
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Directly the charcoal began to crackle in a steak to a hungry dog—or a hungry cat either. 
broken furnace, that stood within the fire-place, } Here, Peg, Peg, come here, Pee!” 

and the fumes of a fine beef-steak filled thet As she spoke, Jane cast off 2 fragment of the 

chamber with an odor that had probably never} steak, and held it up at a tantalizing height 
visited it before. s above the eager cat, who mewed, and leaped, 

The famished old woman grew restless under } and quivered all over with impatience, to seize 
this rich perfume. Her eyes gleamed, her fingers 3 upon it. 

worked eagerly among the bed clothes. Atlast} Madame De Mark watched the contest with 

she forgot the loss of her crucifix and every other} gleaming eyes. When she saw the fragment 

pain, in the animal want thus keenly aroused. 3 fall, to be pounced upon by the voracious cat, a 

Oh!” she said, snuffing up the fragrant} sharp yell broke from her and she eried out, 
smoke, as it floated over her, ‘‘how delicious it} with the pang of a mother over her ungrateful 

is! How I long for a mouthful. Jane Kelly, * child, ‘Oh! oh! how she devours it, while I am 
dear Jane Kelly, make haste. No matter if it} starving. Peg, oh! misery, Peg, how can you?” 

is underdone—I like beef-steak any way. Just} Again Jane Kelly burst into an unfeeling laugh. 

one mouthful, on a fork, Jane, while you cook ‘‘How much will you give now, old lady,” she 

the rest!” said, ‘for a piece of steak, like that which poor, 
Jane Kelly laughed, and turned over the steak, $ dear, grateful Peg is tearing with her claws?” 

pressing it beneath her knife till the juiceran} ‘‘How much willl give? Oh! if I had thon- 

out upon the coals, filling the room afresh with } sands here, you should have them, only for the 

its appetizing fumes. least mouthful. But you have taken my all!” 
‘*What are you laughing at?” cried the old} cried the old woman, piteously. 

woman, breaking into hystericalmuttering. ‘I ‘*Tell me where the box of gold and jewels is, 

ask for a mouthful of steak and you laugh!” yand Pll give you some,” replied Jane, flinging 

“T laugh, of course I do. Is there any law } another piece of steak to the cat, and preparing 

against laughing, let me ask ?—anything immoral } to seat herself before the broken platter, on 
in it? because I’m getting rather particular on 3 which she had placed the larger portion. 

that point, since I handled the crucifix. Why “The box? The box? oh! I have told yon. 

shouldn’t I laugh, Madame De Mark?” In the bank. I sent them there!” was the 

‘Qh! you should. Why not? I could laugh} affrighted answer. 

myself at the thoughts of our supper. Icould.} Jane divided the steak before her, and tearing 

I, I’m laughing. Come, come, be quick. I want} out the heart of a white loaf with her hand, 

something to eat. Iam dying for something to} began to eat. 

eat!”? Here the old woman struggled up in bed, ‘‘Oh! Jane Kelly, how can you? Have pity, 

and held out her arms, working her lean fingers } have pity. Iam so hungry, Jane Kelly!’ 

eagerly like the elaws of a hungry parrot. ‘‘Of course you are, so is Peg, so am I and 
‘‘Well, I hope you may get it!” said Jane, $ the poor chickens too!” answered Jane, rising 

cruelly, ‘*I hope you may get it!” ; With her mouth full, and playfully aiming frag- 

‘‘What, what do you mean?” faltered the poor ; ments of bread at the open bars of the hen-coop. 

woman, falling helplessly back on her pillow, $ ‘‘It’s human nature to be hungry!” 

with a look of pale horror. ‘What do you ‘Qh! it’s against nature. I shall perish with 

mean 2” hunger, with enough to eat all around me, every 

“‘T mean just what I say. That I hope you? living thing mocks my want. See them eat— 

may get something to eat, for if you have one} see them eat, the greedy, ungrateful wretches, 

mouthful from me, it'll be paid for, I tell you!” $ see them, and I starving, starving, starving!” 

answered Jane, with brutal satisfaction. » The poor woman made a desperate effort to 

The poor woman uttered a faint moan, and‘ spring up and scize the food before her; but her 
the gleam of her hungry eyes was quenched in$ head reeled, her limbs quivered, and darkness 

tears of cruel disappointment. ; filled her eyes instead of tears. She fell back 

“Oh! this is too wicked—you will not be so} upon the bed with an impatient cry of anguish, 

fiendish, Jane Kelly. If 2 mad dog, who had which was rendered hideous by the eager munch- 

bitten you were as hungry as I am, you would} ing of the cat and the satisfied chuckle of the 
give him something to eat!” hens, all too busy with their own wants for any 

**Yes, of course I should. One cannot hate a thought of her. | 
brute beast enough to starve it to death. Be-} ‘Come, come!” said. Jane, more feelingly, 

sides they do not lock each other up for false; ‘*tell me where the box is, and you shall have 
swearing. Oh! yes, I would give a piece of this ‘a beautiful meal!” 

~~ 
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‘I cannot, I cannot!’ moaned the old lady, y eyes on the hen-coop, ‘tell me where the box 

‘‘ask anything else, and I wills Do!” : sis, first!” 

‘‘That box, with the iron clamps. Nothing} ‘* Will you give me food if I do?” 

more, nothing less, tell me where it is!” ‘¢ Yes, as much as you can eat.”’ 

‘In the bank. I have told you?” ‘Now? At once?” 

‘Tt is here. I will have it within an hour, : ‘¢ Yes, this minute!’’ 

whether you tell me or not. ButifIamobliged; ‘But what do you want of my gold?” 
to search for it, the fiends may feed youif they § «No matter!” 

will—not a mouthful shall you have from me!” > «You will not take much, enough to redeem 

‘Oh! cruel, cruel. What can I say? how the crucifix—no more than that?” 

shall I move you?” $  **Speak, or I will find it without your help.” 

‘¢Tell where the box is!” It seemed as if the struggle, between habitual 

‘<I cannot—I do not know. Itis at the bank— } parsimony and the sharp demands of hunger, 
in the bank.” would never cease to rend that poor skeleton 

Jane sat down resolutely and went on with her 3 form. The old woman writhed upon her bed, in 
supper. The old woman watched each mouthful { absolute torture, and yet her mercenary soul 

that she swallowed, with working lips and eyes } ‘ clung to its gold against the very pangs of hun- 

that grew fiercer and larger each moment. ger. At last she shricked out, 

‘‘Oh, mother of heaven, I shall die!’’ she sob- “‘Give me food. Give me life, but do not take 

bed out at last, throwing her flail-like arms over } all!” 
her head. ‘Give me something to eat—giveme;{ ‘‘Where is the box?” persisted Jane, steady 

something to eat, or I will tear you, tear you in to her point. 

pieces |” ‘‘There, there!” cried her victim, ‘‘ remove 

Jane lifted her face and looked composedly ; the coop. Under it is a loose board. Beneath 
on this burst of agony. Then without a word § that you will find the box.” As she ceased, the 
she went on with her meal. When she saw this } old woman fell to weeping and moaning over her 

tears began to stream over the old woman’s 3 losses. 

face, when she heard Madame De Mark pleading Jane removed the coop, thrust aside a loose 

piteously for a single crumb of the bread, or one 3 board, and found the box between the floor and 

little mouthful of the steak—‘‘One crumb, one : ceiling. 

mouthful, she would be content with that-— 8 ‘Allright. Give up the key, old lady.” 

Jane still never spoke, but enjoyed her meal in ; Madame held out a key, which had been con- 

stubborn silence. ae cealed in her bosom, weeping bitterly all the 

‘Do you hear?—oh! Jane, do you hear me?” § tim 
‘Yes, I hear!” Tand opened the box, pushed aside the gold with 

' “One mouthful, only one mouthful, dear, good § her hand, and took out the tarnished jewel-case. 

Jane!” «J will not rob you, these are mine,” she 

“The box, only the box, dear, good madame!” $ said, thrusting the case into her bosom, ‘‘and 

was the mocking answer. this,” she continued, taking out a slip of paper, 

“Oh! will nothing but the box answer? Am 3} ‘‘this belongs to one we have both wronged, 
I to starve ?” take your money, I have got all that is mine.” 

“If IT am obliged to find it for myself, you: ‘‘Give me the gold—here, here, on the bed. 

certainly will!’ said Jane, resolutely pushing Give it up, my gold—my gold!” 

back the chair from which she had been eating. The old creature forgot even the pangs of 
**Now for a grand search !” { hunger, in the sudden relief produced by the 

Hler eyes accidentally fell on the hen-coop, as bhaes of her enemy. She grasped out handsful 

she spoke, and Madame De Mark, struck with {of the gold, and hugging it between her thin 

terror, called out, palms, kissed it eagerly before she would trust 

‘<No, no, do not disturb the poor things, they 3 it back to the box again. A moment before she 
have done nothing!” had thought it all lost, now she was laughing 
A suspicion instantly seized upon Jane. She 3 hysterically, and shedding feeble tears over what 

advanced toward the coop, and stooping down 3 had been saved. 
was about to remove it from its place. : ‘Here is your supper!” said Jane, drawing 

‘‘No, no, stop, I will tell you, Jane. Give} the broken chair forward, and holding up the 

me something to eat first, and I will tell you 3 plate of food, ‘here is your supper!” 

about it.” The gold dropped from her shriveled hands. 
‘Tell me first!” persisted Jane, with her ‘ For one moment hunger grew strong over avarice, 
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she seized the offered food with one hand, ands; While she was thus employed Jane Kelly left 
direfully began groping after the geld with the} the room. 

other. (T0 BE CONTINUED. ) 

CARRIE. 

BY ENNA EAGLESWOOD 

We number just seven, their mother and I, And we knew not tho Death angel hovered near by, 
And five little blossoms, a gift from on high; Till his wings were o’ershading our evening sky, 

We have many sweet children to come at our call, And her voice, like a wind-harp’s faint echo, was 

But our little Carrie is fairest of all. heard, 
And our hearts never more by its music tirred. 

Oh, like a young rose blossam gleaming with dew yi ic were stirre 

Was she, when first opened her eyes of dark blue, 

And over her face, ’mid the dimples, were playing 

Bright smiles, that like her from her Heaven were 
straying. 

How sweet was the promise that evening she gave, 

With her tranquil “Farewell” from the Death river 
wave, 

“T go to the home of the angels afar, 

; oF i To smile out of Heaven your own little star.” 
And as she unfolded a white lily sweet, 

We chose for her flower, and oh, it was meet 

A thing so exquisite her emblem should be, 
So pure, and so fair, and so fragile was she. 

LL OL LPL LLL OPO AN As the dew exhales from a newly-born flower, 

As a star paleth out at the daylight hour, 
As a snow-fiake melts on a river’s breast, 

. : \ So passed she away to her early rest. 
A few light-winged Summers she gathered earth’s } 

flowers, We Bathed her pale hands with the tears that we 

Then faded like them from this cold ‘ond of ours: shed, 

She twined round our heart-strings, though severed And we kissed the sealed eyes of our soft sleeping 

the chain, ; dead, 
And we folded her arms o’er her white marble breast, What bliss to remember He'll bind it again. | 
She had gone with the star that look’d out of the 

She loved the soft strains that her young mother West. ; 

sung, 

When twilight around us its pale mantle flung, | Yet we deem that her spirit lingers near ours, 

She would toss back the waves of her clustering hair, { A link to that home that is fairer than ours, 

And glide to her arms as though Heaven were there. Sho is here, our sweet angel, to cheer us in gloom, 

To strew o’er life’s pathway perennial bloom. 
She lay on her bosom one still Autumn day, 

When the rich golden daylight was floating away, { She comes when we gather our darlings around, 

’Mid the pomp of the brilliant clouds purpling afar, { Ere slumber our eyes for the night hath bound, 

Glanced out in its beauty the evening star. With her smile like the gleam on a moonlighted wave, 
Our star ’mid the gems on the brow of eve. 

And our voices murmur’d the sunset hymn : 

As the star Waxed brighter, and earth grew more And when on the wings of the soft chanted prayer, 

dim, ~ Our souls float to meet her amid the blue air; 

‘ We would follow her flight to that evergreen shcre, 
And part with our Carrie in Heaven no more. 

And our child, like a snow-wreath pale and fair, 
With her dark eyes uplifted soft murmur’d a prayer. 

PIL OLE LODO 
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TO MEET MY BONNIE LASSIE. 

BY EDWARD A. DARBY. 

For then my bonnie lassie, 

The one I love so well, 

Will bound away to meet me 

A-coming up the dell. 

I’u waiting for the evening 

To ope its dusky eye, 

I’m waiting for the planets 
To gem the smiling sky, PLL LD PPS PL LO 
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HEAVEN. 

How wild my heart is beating, 

How swift its pulses play 

When zephyrus is sighing 

A soft farewell to day; 

. For then I hie to meet her 

Along the happy dell, 

The bonnie, bonnie lassie, 

The lass I love so well. 

“ PPL LIF LOO LL OLA 

Oh, happiness the dearest 
To me is richly given, 

Until I almost fancy 
That earth has changed to Heaven, 

Whene’er I meet my lassie 

In yonder silent dell, 

The bonnie, bonnie lassie, 

The lass I love so well. 

Though care would rob existence 

Of half its smiling charms, 
*Tis all forgot whenever 

‘I clasp her in my arms— 
* . Forgotten when I meet her 

In yonder smiling dell, 

The bonnie, bonnie lassie, 

The lass I love so well. 

To meet my bonnie lassie 

When labor’s hours are o’er, 

And evening songs are blending 

In unison once more, 

Is aye the only pleasure 

My rustic heart requires 

To keep alive its feelings, 

And feed its hidden fires. 

The king may love the scepter, 

His jewelled fingers hold, 

The bard may love the muses, 

The miser love his gold, 
. But all their love is nothing, 

Though love they ne’er so well, 

~To mine for my sweet lassie , 
Who meets me in the dell. 

Then haste, ye wingless moments, 
I’m weary waiting here, 

My bosom burns to meet her, 

The lass I love so dear; 

Ay, burns with love to meet her 

In yonder smiling dell, 

The bonnie, bonnie lassie, 

The lass I love so well. 

I envy not the noble, 

They’re not so richly blest 

As I when she is lying 

Upon my happy breast. 

Away with wealth and fortune! 

Their honors heavy prove— 
I only ask the riches 

Of my dear lassie’s love. 

Bedecked with starry beauty 

Let evening eome again, 

Smiling as she advances 

Across the dusky plain, 

For then a world of rapturo 
Awaits me in the dell, 

With her, the bonnie lassie, 

The lass I love so well. LLP LPL OLLI LLL LOE PL LL ELL OPAMP LODO OE AA OPPO EL EP PLE EP AAA 
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HEAVEN. 

BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFFIELD. 

Tis safe to walk the woods in Heaven, No storms arise, no thunders loud 
For there no evil beasts are found, The eternal hills of Zion shake. 

No poisonous wind hath leaye to blow, When shall we reach those holy hills? 

No serpents crawl on holy ground. When stand within His holy place? 
‘ Nor lightnings blast the tree of life, When shall we put the immortal on? 

That blooms beside that sacred river, When view our Father face to face? 
Whose waters have the power to quench F . rom glory into glory changed 

The thirst of those that drink forever. An isch Nese a fs, a als 
° , 

No robber walks the golden streets Sealed with His seal, the heirs declared 
ff In the blessed city of the Lord; Of Him the only God and true. 

Only their feet shall tread that place / 
Who worship Him with one accord. 

Oh! then our ransomed spirit’s free 

From sin’s foul thraldom evermore: 
No sun upon that city shines, From death, from change, from every ill 

And no pale moon her lustre giveth, We feared upon this earthly shore. 
For He alone shall be its light, 

Shall praise the All-creating Sire— Who is, Who was, Who ever liveth. ee teats oh rene Ps 
Shall praise the All-redeeming Son, 

Nor war’s dread trumpet there doth sound Forever as we lowly bend 
The holy quietude to break; In worship at the Sapphire Throne. “ 

\ 



MARRYING A “BLUE.” 

BY MISS CAROLINE E. FAIRFIELD. 

CHAPTER I. “First then there is the kitchen round of 
“Manny a literary woman! No, not were it? duties: baking, boiling, stewing, washing, iron- 

Madame de Stael herself. I detest the whole {ing and scrubbing.” 
tribe of them.” “These of suas in polite society devolve 

“Pray, did you ever see an authoress? a real } upon the servants.’ 

live ‘blue?’” ‘‘In many instances yes; but there is more 
‘‘No, madam; and may it be long till I do.” } than polite society in the world. Many a man 

‘Some repugnance to that unfortunate class } marries a wife solely that she may cook his food, 

seems to be deadly seated. May I venture to } darn his hose, and keep his house. These duties 
inquire the precise nature of your objections to } then constitute her sphere.” 

them?” : ‘Certainly a woman of domestic habits is an 
‘A literary woman, madam is a monstrosity: $ invaluable treasure.” 

® perversion of nature; a pullet aspiring to be ‘¢There are women who by their position are 

party to a cock-fight: a hen turkey attempting $ exempted, in a great degree, from these servile 

to gobble.” duties. These give their time to music, embroi- 
*“Major, such comparisons are hardly worthy } dery, novel-reading and the like. They too never 

of your gallantry. Certainly you might draw 3 transgress the bounds of a woman’s sphere, I 

your similes from a more honorable source than $ suppose.” 

the poultry yard.” , Major Boynton had an instinctive and invin- 

‘*‘Madam, I trust I am not wanting in duo’ cible repugnance to pianos, worsted work and 

appreciation of the sex. Bachelor as I am, Iam } sentimentality, with which fact possibly Miss 

not quite a barbarian. Women are decidedly ¢ Fanny Buresford was acquainted. I admit this 
useful in the world, I may say indispensible, § possibility in order to account for the very calm 

when they remain in their own sphere; I repent § manner in which she received the rather sarcas- 
it, madam, when they remain in their own sphere,” tic reply. 

and the inflection of the major’s voice was one 3 ‘No; these are all truly feminine employ- 

of unmistakable emphasis. ments; I presume none of the masculine species 
A wonderful man was the major; portly in $ will ever invade the rights of the sex in that 

person, pompous in manner, positive in speech, § direction.” 

and powerful not to say overpowering in argu- ‘‘Kitchen drudgery and parlor accomplish- 

ment. “What, for instance, was the delicate. } ments considered, the peculiar perogatives of 
brown-haired, soft-eyed little individual before $the sex remain to be enumerated. Scolding 
him to offer in controversion of bis last posi- domestics, scandalizing neighbors, and slander- 

tion? Obviously nothing, and she wisely did not 3 ing professed friends.” 
attempt it. ‘‘Surely, Miss Fanny, you would not ask a 

“The term ‘woman’s sphere’ is variously § place for these vices among the privileges of 

used,” was the meek reply. ‘*Would you be $ women?” 
kind enough to signify more definitely the mean- ‘‘T beg your pardon, sir. Some definition of 
ing which you attach to it?” woman’s sphere was, if I recollect, ‘the ordinary 

‘Certainly; your request is manifestly a pro- 3 employment of women;’ and I confess what I 
per one. A man should never use terms which 3 presume you will not deny, that these things 

he cannot satisfactorily explain. By woman’s 3 occupy a far greater share of most women’s time 

sphere I mean—ah—I intended to be understood . thoughts than do literary pursuits.” 

as—of course I Ne to—to the usual em- ‘* Still, madam, I cannot but consider them 

ployments of woman.’ $ foreign to the true sphere of woman.” 

‘Very satisfactory, sir; by the usual employ-$ ‘As foreign as scrubbing?” asked Fanny, in- 

ments of women, you doubtless mean those in s cheaiily, 

which most women are occupied.” ; ‘¢Ah—ahem! Well, yes, properly speaking, 

‘Certainly, medam: I think that is obvious.” * I think they are.” 

LAL SL 
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‘I think then we shall be obliged to alter athe skirt of her dress, displaying thereupon a 

word in our definition, and instead of the usual ; dainty, well fitting slipper, and a peep of some- 
employments, say——”’ thing else which was certainly not un bas blue, 

“The useful employments,” suggested the ¢ but sunny white instead, and upon this the 
major. 

very good word.” 
“Useful is a good word, Miss Fanny, a; major’s eyes were now resting with an air of 

comfortable reassurance, while Miss Fanny re- 
‘Undoubtedly, ‘the useful employments;’ that } plied laughingly, 

reads excellently well. And now haying ex- 
punged from our list of womanly duties and pri- 

**Thank you for your compliments, major, all 

the more welcome because so evidently sincere. 

vileges these objectionable intruders, it will be $I am not sure, however, that I ought not rather 
well to find a substitute for them. You would 

not object to reading ?—standard works I mean, 

not romances,” 

«Certainly not; woman is undoubtedly an in- 
tellectual being; she should improve her talents 

and capacities within certain limits.” 
‘‘We will not stop to inquire how far such 

culture should be carried. Some might think it 

unnecessary to prescribe any bounds; but from 

receiving the ideas of others to imparting our 

own, the transition is easy and natural. 

to scold you for entertaining any such terrible 
suspicions of me.” 

‘Forgive me, Miss Fanny, my apprehensions 

were only momentary. Although, as I said, I 
have never seen any of these female ogres. Iam 

certain I should recognize one at first glance. 
And you, I am yery happy to say, haven’t a 

mark of the tribe upon you;” and he surveyed 

very approvingly the sweet, pale face, with its 
clusters of brown curls, and the neat, white 

And if {wrapper fastened at the throat by the simple 

a woman should become the originator of ideas, } band of jet and pearls. 
which if diffused might benefit others, you surely 

would not deprive the world of her tribute to the 

common good, simply because it emanated from 

& woman ?” =f 

The major began to see to what all this was 

leading; and with a ‘‘hem” and a ‘thaw,’ and 

an uneasy and yet portentious look, he answered, 

«Your remarks sound yery well. The theory is 

She looked up into his face with a pleasant, 

but half quizzical smile, and answered, ‘*I know 
one or two of these terrible creatures, these 

Jemmes savants, and maybe I shall wish to intro- 

duce them to you some time; you must promise 

to treat them kindly, and try to overlook their 
peculiarities, won’t you, major?” 

**Your friends, Miss Fanny, will always be 
all plausible enough, but we all know that theory } sure of respect from me; as for anything more, I 

and practice don’t always go hand-in-hand. Just can make no promises in regard to ‘blue stock- 

reduce all this nonsense about woman’s rights to } ings.’ And I warn you, my dear young lady, that 

practice, and you see at once that it don’t an- the less you have to do with them the better,” 
bwer. There’s nothing like the hard rubs of pad bowing and courteously wishing Miss Fanny 

every day life to try these fine abstractions, Miss } : : good morning, he left her. 
Fanny.” 

‘Oh! Iwas not advancing any theory of my 
own, sir, I was only desirous of learning your 
ideas. Doubtless you are correct; you are so 

much more experienced than I. I confess that 
to my simplicity, the idea of a woman turning 

authoress has never seemed so very shocking.” 

‘‘My dear Miss Fanny—I beg your pardon, 

but my friendship for your family must be my 

warrant for a little freedom of manner—I do 

hope you are not becoming tainted with ultra 

notions in regard to Woman’s Rights.” He bent 

a& keen and searching look upon her. ‘If you 

were not so perfectly lady-like in your manners, 

if I could detect an ink stain upon your dress, 
or in short, if you were not so scrupulously neat 

in your attire and amiable in your temper, I 
should certainly suspect you of—being a blue.” 

At the beginning of this catalogue of her 
graces and yirtues, Fanny had, unconsciously 

perhaps, protruded a little foot from beneath PPI ALAA 

When he was gone, the young lady seated her- 

self in a great arm-chair by the window, and 
looking out through the leafy screen of roses 
and honeysuckles, watched the gallant major as 

he passed down the broad street toward his 
handsome mansion; and when he was out of 

sight, she rested her head upon her white hand, 

and with a smile and a little half sigh sat quietly 
musing 

CHAPTER IL. 
Mns. Buresrorp, the mother of Miss Fanny, 

was a widow; her husband, Dr. Buresford, haying 

died some ten years before the opening of our 
story, of disease of the heart. Afflicting as was 

this sudden removal of a beloved husband and 
parent, the blow was farther enhanced by the 
discovery that his affairs, instead of being, as 
was supposed, in a prosperous condition, was 
seriously involved: and a few months sufficed to 

show that from the wreck of his fortune, only a 
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very small sum could be secured for the main- { ment.’ He had the grace to add that women 

tainance’of his wife and daughter. Mrs. Bures- } had so little comprehension of money matters, 

ford’s health was too delicate to admit of any} that he didn’t doubt but our accounts needed 

active exertion upon her own part for the in- looking over by some careful eye.” 

crease of their little income; and Fanny, unable ««The meddlesome, interfering man,’’ laughed 

to leave her mother, to enter upon that sole} Fanny. ‘Why didn’t you tell him at once that 

resource of the educated woman, teaching, } we hadn’t the slightest need of his assistance. 

labored as best she might to eke out their As if you and I, mamma, weren’t competent to 

scanty resources. Becoming at last desirous 3 look after our little income. You really should 

to leave the city, they had written to Major} have checked him there, mamma.” 

Boynton, who had been an old and valued friend ‘‘He seemed so certain that there was an in- 

of Dr. Buresford, and who had frequently, since } extricable tangle somewhere, which no hand but 

their bereavement, placed his services at their ’his own was competent to unravel, and was so 

disposal, desiring him to procure for them, if ; evidently bent on doing us a service, that I really 

possible, some quiet, secluded cottage in his could not well refuse to accede to his request.” 

vicinity, where they might live in the retire. ‘‘Well, thank fortune, he will be disappointed 

ment best suited to their means. The major, for once; and mind, mamma, you are not to hint 

who, despite his progmatical and sometimes anything about my affairs; he is only to give me 

domineering ways, possessed a heart full of credit for spending just what is charged against 

kind feeling, generously offered them a pretty ; me on the books.” 

little house of his own, one of the pleasantest } ‘‘As you please, my dear, but I really would 

situations in Meadow Brook, rent free; and} like to let him know that you at least are not the 

when his friend expressed some scruples in the } imbecile which he set all women down tobe. I 

matter, he urged his proposal with an air of really think a lesson would do him good.” 

determination and authority, which seemed to ‘¢ At your peril, mamma, All in good time it 

the gentle widow utterly irresistible. They had} shall be done, but not now. There, you are look- 

been scarcely a month domiciled at Brookside, 3 ing very sweetly, and you must go down now, or 

when the conversation above related occurred. the dear, important, punctillious old gallant will 

Mrs. Buresford and her daughter were com-} think we don’t treat him with proper deference. 

fortably settled at Brookside, and had had some He is not the man to be kept waiting, with im- 

opportunity of growing familiar with the odd } punity.” And with an approving glance at her 

ways of their benefactor, when one day in June } mother’s smooth, silvery curls and black dress, 

he knocked at their cottage door and desired to Fanny opened the door, whispering as she did 

see Mrs. Buresford. so, ‘Remember, mamma, you are not to betray 

‘‘He wants to see you alone, mamma,” said me.”’ 

Fanny, who had answered his summons, he} ‘If I can help it.” 

expressly said alone; what can be his object?} ‘‘Oh! it is the easiest thing in the world to 

I think he must be going to propose to you, } evade him. It is a pity but I was his wife, I 

mamma, for he looked more than usually im- * can manage him so capitally.” 4 

posing.’’ ‘¢ Well, madam,” said the major, deliberately, a: a 

‘‘For my daughter, maybe,” said Mrs. Bures- 3 as he closed the little account book which con- = 

ford, with a smile. ‘‘But really I almost dread Stained the inventory of all Mrs. Buresford’s 

to meet him, his very presence is so overpower- ’ worldly possessions, and the annual appropria- 

ing, and then his civilities actually crush one tions of her income; ‘well, madam, I see here 

with a sense of one’s own unworthiness. He } little to correct. The precision with which you 

never so much as says, ‘How d’ye do,’ but I at ’ manage matters is truly creditable. Still I must 

once feel that I ought to be devoutly grateful } say that the way you manage to live so comfort- 

that he troubled himself to ask. And yet he is } ably upon your present income is still a mystery 

really very generous.” Sto me. I was confident that you were overrun- 

‘¢So he is, mamma, and I shall not allow even : ning it daily, but things seem quite straight. I 

you the luxury of abusing him. ButI do won- ; notice, however, that Miss Fanny’s allowance, I 

der what his errand is to-day.” beg your pardon, I speak as a friend, is some- 

««Oh! I suspect it is a business call. . He told what less ‘than I had imagined. She must add 

me the other day that ‘if I would honor him with prudence and economy to her other virtues.” 

my confidence, and give him an insight into oe “She does indeed, sir. Fanny regulates all 

pecuniary affairs, he did not doubt but he might } our expenditures, and herself keeps the account 

be able to aid me materially in their manage-‘ of them. You must excuse a mother’s fondness, 

‘ 
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sir, but Fanny is, I think, a remarkable girl.» should desire—should desire that she should 
She has been a treasure to nit.” fayor my—my proposal.” : 

**She would be a treasure to any man; thatis, : “If I understand you, sir, you consider my 
I meant to say, that whoever was so fortunate as $ daughter a prudent, practical sort of person, 
to be—to get—to claim her as his wife, might} who would superintend your household affairs 
consider himself—fortunate.”’ } with discretion, and intending perhaps to take 

That the major should blush and stammer so } to yourself a wife incompetent to these things, 
over & very common-place speech was ominous, you desire to engage my daughter as a house- 
Mrs. Buresford thought so, and with a blushing ‘keeper. Allow me to say, Major Boynton, that 
cheek and a tongue which cloye to the roof of you have mistaken my daughter’s position,” and 
her mouth, she sat in silence. ’ Mrs: Buresford rose with some dignity to leave 

“I trust, my dear madam, that you have no} the room. 
doubts of the sincerity of my friendship,” re-} ‘I beg your pardon, madam,” gasped the 
sumed the major, valiantly, his courage evidently major, with a very red face, ‘I implore your 
returning, ‘‘and if—if an arrangement what I } forgiveness.” 
have to propose should not meet your appro- “It is granted,” said Mrs. Buresford, rathet 
bation—or—or your, or’ Miss Fanny’s, I trust, } coldly. 
madam, that you would—would place no miscon- **But you misunderstand me, madam, I am 
struction upon my motives.” confident you do,” and he extended his hand 
‘We have too many reasons to consider you; pleadingly toward her. ‘I desire to engage 

our friend, sir, to doubt you without good cause.” } your daughter, not as a housekeeper, but as— 
**So Ishould think—should hope, madam. You ¢ as—a wife!” 

are aware, madam, that I am—a—a bachelor.” It was Mrs. Buresford’s turn to blush. She 
The fact was notorious, and Mrs. Buresford only $ was vexed with herself and with the major, yet 
bowed and said, ‘‘Certainly.”  } still secretly pleased, for Mrs. Major Boynton 

‘**A single life has many inconveniences; and} was a title to be coveted. ‘Why couldn’t he 
I propose abandoning it.” have said it an hour ago?’’ she suid to herself. 

“Indeed,” thought Mrs. Buresford, “he’s going } And then more benignantly she replied to the 
to marry a widow, perhaps, with a little girl, for ; nearly distracted suitor, 
whom he wants Fanny as a governess. She shall$ ‘I beg your pardon, sir, I fear I greatly mis- 
not go.” Perhaps the thought threw a faint cloud } understood you. If you intend to honor my 
over her countenance, which didn’t reassure the ‘ daughter with the offer of your hand.” 
major. ‘ ‘I do,” parenthesized the major. 

With a visible increase of embarrassment ho ‘You must allow me to entreat your forgive- 
continued, ‘*As I was saying, madam, I intend $ ness for my stupidity, and to refer you to her- 
to marry. It is my desire to consummate the} self for your answer. Excuse me one moment, 
affair as soon as may be—and—I have a proposal } sir, and I will send her to you,” and Mrs. Bures- 
to make to Miss Fanny. Iconsider her a person } ford, glad of any pretext of escaping from the 
of—of superior abilities as a housekeeper—and room, hastily sought her daughter’s apartment, 
—and I desire you to ask—to present my com-} to give vent to her mingled mirth and yexation, 
pliments to her, and say si and announce the major’s proposed ‘‘arrange- 

‘What does the man mean?” thought Mrs. } ment.” 
Buresford, ‘he is going to marry some youngin-} Meantime that individual had wiped his fore- 
experienced girl, I suppose, and he wants Fanny ; head about twenty times to allay the perspiration, 
for a housekeeper. I wonder how he dare think {had newly settled his dickey, which was begin- 
of the thing.” ning to give disagreeable evidence of the warmth 

**Major Boynton!” she exclaimed, with some} of his sensations, and by the time Miss Fanny 
dignity, ‘‘my daughter, despite her poverty, is a : made her appearance, he was really in quite a 
lady.” jpeseatitle condition; and inspired perhaps by 
‘Tam aware of the fact,”’ said the major, per-} her pleasant smile and the ease and cordiality 

spiration breaking out in great drops upon his} of her manner, he succeeded in acquainting her 
forehead. ‘I am perfectly aware, madam, that} with the state of his affections in a cereditably 
Miss Fanny is, as I said, as I always thought, a} brief and succinct manner. The lady listened 
very superior person, a lady of distinguished } with evident satisfaction, and with a blush which 
abilities—in short, a prudent, economical, and $ the major thought exceedingly captivating, she 
every way admirable woman—and that, madam, . replied, 
that is the very reason why I wish her—why 1} ‘It would be very strange, sir, if your generous 
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conduct toward my mother and myself, and the siaent me from town yesterday. It promises to 
high sense of honor and right principles which } be rather interesting. Shall I read some of it 

are well known to regulate your life, had not; to you?” 
impressed me with a due sense of the worth of The major was not altogether pleased with the 
your character. Under these circumstances it } proposition, but he answered amiably, ‘‘If you 

is impossible that I should not rightly appreciate : please, Miss Fanny.” The truth was she sat so 

the honor which you have conferred upon me. $ near him, without seeming in the least afraid of 
And I may add that mingled gratitude and him, and looked up into his face with such a 

esteem, to say nothing of love,” and the smile, } pleasant, winning smile, that he could not have 

and the blush, and the happy glance which she § refused her his eyes, if she had asked them. 

raised to his face spoke volumes, ‘‘wouldinduce} Fanny commenced the story, and her clear, 

me to consider your proposition very favorably, | sot voice was music tothe major. Gradually he 

did their not exist an inseparable obstacle to our $ became interested in the book, and stealing his 
union.” arm around Fanny’s waist, that he might the 

The major, who, when he had meet the look } more conveniently look over her shoulder upon 

of that upturned face, had drawn a long sigh of { the fascinating page, and holding her little white 
relief, and actually ventured to clasp the little } hand in his, in order occasionally to’ express 4 

white fingers which lay in such tempting proxi- silent but emphatic recognition of the force and 

mity to his—now looked aghast. ° beauty of the more striking passages, he became 

‘May I inquire what that obstacle may be, } at last so absorbed in the narrative, (it was a 

Miss Fanny?” novel, reader!) as to forget entirely that insepa- 

«T regret to say that I cannot inform you of } rable barrier to his happiness, which had risen 

its nature at present. I can only assure you ‘so like a mountain before him during the last 

that it does not exist in my own mind or heart, Gay and a half. Two hours they read thus 

but in your judgment. Had you known, sir, all} before Fanny laid down the book. 

that I shall now feel called upon at no distant: ‘My dear Miss Fanny, you are getting tired, 

day to disclose to you, you could probably never I see; how inconsiderate of me not to think of 

have honored me by this proposal.” it before. But that is a wonderful work, a most 

The major begged and plead and protested ‘all } extraordinary work, madam; undoubtedly the 
in vain. Fanny wouldn’t listen to his declara-{ production of a genius. Do you know who 

tions that there could be nothing in her to which } wrote it, Fanny, I see there is no name on the 

he should object. She herself regretted it ex- ; title-page?” 
ceedingly, but she was confident it wasso. If} ‘Yes, sir, I am acquainted with the author.” 

he would call on the day after to-morrow, she? ‘* Who can he be?” 
should be able to satisfy him. ‘¢Tt is a woman, sir.” 

The state of the major’s mind in the interim} ‘‘A woman! marvellous. Who is she, Miss 
the reader must imagine. As Mrs. Buresford } Fanny.” 

saw him walking past the house at ten o’clock; ‘‘I, sir. I wrote that book.” 
that night, an unheard of thing for the major,’ ‘‘ You! Fanny Buresford, my Fanny.” 

for he was always in bed at nine, she exclaimed, § «Fanny Buresford, sir.” 

‘‘Indeed, Fanny, you are too cruel, to torture | ‘¢ Well, I’m not at all surprised, (of course he 

the poor man so, I think he actually suffers.” wasn’t!) I always knew you were a most remark- 

‘*T hope he does,” said unsympathizing Fanny. 3 able creature; a very extraordinary creature, 

After a pause, she added, ‘to tell the truth, (indeed. But that book, why it is the greatest 

mother, I do think the dear, good creature has ; book I ever read. I’m proud of you, Miss 

only one fault, all the rest are mere foibles. But ‘Fanny; I am proud to be your friend,” the 

he certainly does undervalue women, and it is { major reddened suddenly with the recollection 

my duty to rectify that while I have it in my } of the delicate position in which he stood, and 

power; I must teach him a lesson.” ‘ added with a bow, ‘‘your lover, madam.” 

Early on the morning of the appointed day,} ‘Then you do not think it was so very im- 
the major, with a palpitating heart, repaired to } proper for me to write a book?” 

the cottage. Fanny met him promptly in the! ‘Improper!’ the one word was a sufficient 

parlor, and seated herself in a friendly way ; reply. ; 

upon the sofa by his side. She held abookin}; ‘‘It was to eke out our scanty income that I 

her hand, and before he had time to make any “commenced writing, you know, not from any 

allusions to the subject next his heart, she said, ; thirst for fame,” she said, apologetically. 
‘ 

‘“«T was just looking over a new book which was* ‘* Most admirable woman, but I always knew 
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you were an angel. Fanny, I am aware that, It was about a minute before the astonished 
I am presumptous; but you must forgive me; man could recover his senses, after this unex- 
if I renew our conversation of the other day, } pected question, and when he did, his first 
and beg to know what is that insuperable ob-} demonstration was of such a crushing nature, 
stacle to our—to my happiness.” ; that Fanny afterward declared, when Mrs. 

Fanny placed her hands within those of the } Major Boynton, that just at that moment she 
major, and looking up with a tender, but a} had no expectation of ever breathing again. 
merry glance, she said, ‘* What, Major Boynton, } ‘Why, a Polar bear was nothing to him,” she 
would you marry a literary woman ?” averred. 
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THE YEREARNING. 

BY N. F. CARTER. 

Oxce a sunny-hearted maiden’ 

With an eye undimmed by care, 

And a noble spirit laden 

With the beautiful and rare, 

Of full many a radiant vision 

Thronging e’er her inmost soul, 
Yet regarding with derision 

All her yearnings for the goal, 
She would reach in all the gladness 

Of her young and bounding heart, 

There to banish secret sadness, 

And the gloom its hours impart. 

Such a maiden, though possessing 

Gifts to bless life’s pilgrim throng, 
Longed to win the poet’s blessing, 

Tuning his immortal song. 

Yet a melancholy feeling 

Was the only good she won, 
For she had no world-revealing 

Of the glories one by one, 

Which if painted for the wooing 

Of some other heart or eye, 

Might inspire some noble doing, 

As a gift brought from the sky! 
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Yet she had his spirit hidden 

In her inmost heart-recess, 

Though it never spoke when bidden, 

Never in its blessedness! 

Language pictures not the shining 

Imagery of angel-dreams, 

Blesses not with silver-lining 

Clouds that dim its shadow-gleams! 

Therefore with all kindly yearning 

Thus to bless with Heavenly art, 

Saw she but its watch-fires burning 

On the altars of the heart! 

Yet in spirit-dreams an ever 

Radiant day I seemed to see, 

Blessing every heart-endeayor 
To unlock life’s treasury, 

Gladly pouring forth unbidden 

All its wealth of love and song, 

All the glowing pictures hidden 

In the yearning soul so long; 

Till I thought she caught the burning 
Song by guardian-angels sung, 

Was the real of her yearning 

Where the soul is ever young! 
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THE SHIPWRECK. 

BY MRS. D. PIDSLEY. 

Driven before the furious gale, 

A bark was seen with riven sail; 
On, on she sped, “a thing of life’ 

Amid the surging ocean’s strife. 

And booming o’er the stormy main 
The signal-gun is heard again; 

But none could breast the foaming wave, 
That tempest-stricken crew to save. 

The storm is hushed—the wild winds roar, 
The ocean’s surge are heard no more; 
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No longer peals the thunders crash, 

Or glares the lightnings lurid flash. 

And out upon the dark blue sea 
The sun is shining cheerily; 

No bark is there, no sail in sight, 

The rippling waves are calm and bright. 

But down beneath the treach’rous wave, 

That gallant bark has found a graye; 

Yet watching for the homeward bound 
Still many a weary heart is found. 



BESSIE KING’S ADVENTURE. 

BY A. L. OTIS 

Miss Exrzanutu Krna, better known as Bessie 3 and excursions were the order of the day. The 

King, a young Philadelphia damsel of sixteen, sascent of Mount Washington was made under 

went to New Hampshire to spend the month of } the most favorable circumstances, and as they 

July with her Aunt Priscilla S——. Having sat at the tea-table afterward, aunt Priscilla 

never, in all her life, seen anything higher than } smiled with satisfaction, 

Fairmount, or Laurel Hill, or the light-house at} ‘‘Now that is done for the season, and I’m 

Cape May, she was blank with amazement when glad it is well over,” she said. 

she found herself, one morning, after a journey ‘Yes, it was delightful,” Bessie replied, but 

in a misty rain, under an impending continent, } with a tone of reservation in her voice. 

nay! whole hemisphere—Mount Washington! ‘¢What more would you have had it, Bessie?” 

But her girlish sensations of wonder are, as ; asked her uncle, much surprised at her first dis- 

Toots says, of ‘*no consequence,’ and we pro- ; content. 

ceed to describe her ‘‘location.” ‘<We didn’t meet with any adventure,” she 

Her uncle’s house was in real New Hampshire } replied, with a sigh. ‘Ah! I hoped so much 

style, and looked like a huge square wooden box, } from that ascent of Mount Washington.” 

without porch or portico, or foundations, or any- ‘‘T am glad we didn’t,” said aunt Priscilla. 

thing to connect it with earth, set down on a field ‘‘T dislike adventures, either you have to suffer, 

full of rocks and stones. In the dark you would 3 or come out loser or a coward, which is not dig- 

have imagined it to be a barn in the midst of a  nified, or else you have to be a heroine, which I 

very populous barn-yard, the boulders represent- } don’t think any very modest woman would wish 

ing cattle, sheep, pigs, andinnumerable chickens. } to be,” 

A Pennsylvania mind cannot imagine it. Bessie gave a hearty laugh; and she still, spite 

A few fir trees grew in this enclosure—tall, } of the immodesty, could not help hoping to dis- 

ragged-looking specimens, with their upper } tinguish herself as a heroine in the eyes of her 

leaves and twigs whipped off, by the severe ; uncle and aunt. 

winds, and the bare ends of their boughs stick- Aunt Priscilla was a botanical zealot—or 

ing out But under their dense lower branches} rather, a zealous botanist. She possessed, 
the greenest grass grew, happy in having a } stowed away in herbariums, almost every flower 

little shelter from the cutting mountain blasts. } under the sun, but the Linnea Borealis. This, 

Standing close around the house like a body- {she had heard, grew in these mountains, and 

guard from the invading storms, stood an she was eager to findit. But Mr. S—— hated 

orchard of veteran apple-trees, twisted, gnarled } botanizing, and when he was of the party, would 

and broken, in a uniform of grey moss, and} by no means permit it. So once, when he was 

boasting only enongh leaves to give a twinkling { called to Boston on business, Aunt Priscilla and 

half shade on a sunny day. Enclosing this } Bessie equipped themselves for a search after 

twenty-acre ficld, in which the house stood, ’ the wished for plant. It was a sultry day, 

there was a deep, dry gully, filled with stones, } Bessie wore stout boots, a skirt of brown linen, 

worn round like paving stones with rolling down {a basque of white lawn, and a large straw hat, 

the mountain side in spring freshets. They thus Sone of those sea-side flats, excellent things for 

lived on an island with ine dry bed of a stream } sheltering the shoulders, and keeping the wholo 

around it. person cool; aunt Priscilla took a tin box for 

Mr. S——, a gentleman of wealth and taste, } specimens, 
choose this residence for the summer, because; They had some miles to walk before they 
looking up a ravine, it commanded a fine view } could hope to find the little mountain flower, 

of the summit in all its varied aspects. Sand they set off early in the morning, taking 

He had been domiciled but one week when} crackers for dinner. Up hill and down they 
Bessie arrived, with such a store of wonder at cheerily, enjoying the fresh wood per- 

and admiration and enthusiasm to bestow, that ; fumes and admiring the wonderfully clear little 
her uncle was delighted to show her everything, ‘ gladsome brooks. Mid-day saw alr sitting 
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on a breezy knoll, looking down at the swelling ; the mountain gone? I think we are in enchanted 
hills below, crunching crackers, and debating } land, aunt, for the mountain behind us has dis- 

the chances of finding what they sought. They } appeared in the sky!” 

both refused to think of giving up the search} Her aunt looked back with a face worthy of 
before it was time to return home, which time } Lot’s wife, horror and dismay so covered it. 

they calculated to a nicety, allowing themselves, ‘‘That—that golden pinnacle is a thunder- 

as was natural, much less time to descend the { cloud, and another hides the mountain! They 
mountain, than they had taken in the ascent. will meet soon, and we shall be in the midst of 

‘What are those, aunt?” said Bessie, ever Oh, Bessie, what shall we do? The very 
making the best use of her bright young eyes, } sound of the thunder in 2g rocks will frighten 

and pointing to 4 meadow below them. me to death. Let us run.’ 

‘©Where, my dear.” Bessie was as pleased as could be. She saw 
‘Down there, white things like toad-stools in } that the cloud flew faster than they could run, 

& row.” ie they were sure to be caught. This looked 

““Those, my dear, are—they are—why do let} like an adventure! Perhaps they would have to 

me see—they can’t be mammoth fungi, can } spend the night in the rocks and caves! Thing 

they?” Aunt Priscilla peered and conjectured to be talked of forever after. Perhaps they would 

for a long time. ‘‘I have read of such, but $ come to some old witches hut, and find her boil- 

only in tropical countries, grey-white, round, {ing her cauldron. Perhaps they might meet 

lifted above the grass a little, in a low situa- % some fearful Kuhleborn, or some gallant knight. 
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tion, a meadow or swamp. I will write to Pro- } Here were a thousand chances for her to bewil- 

fessor Bigelow about it. I am delighted, has herself with. Meanwhile her poor aunt, pale 

dear, this pays me for not finding the Linnea. Sand in the greatest anxiety, stumbled over the 
Let me note the place well, that I may go and ; rolling stones, caught at the shrubs on the steep 

secure a specimen. I hope we shall see them in} descent, and hurried desperately on. Every 

perfection. These things spring up in a night, {mutter of the distant thunder made her start 
and are gone in a day.” and exclaim. At last the squall came—first a 

“One of them is springing up now!” cried } whirlwind, which sent the leaves flying like hail, 
Bessie, standing up, and looking eagerly at}and twisted twigs from the trees, snapped the 

them. Aunt Priscilla stretched hér neck to see. sribbons by which the flats were held in front, 

‘Why, aunt, it is moving about! there—it is and almost strangicd the wearers with their own 

shutting up. It shuts just like an umbrella, and } hat-strings. They could not advance a step; 

what is that under it? Aunt, that’s a man/ yes, 3 they held on by the trees, crouching down with 

he opens his umbrella again, and sits down under | their backs to the wind like poor, frightened 

the shade of that tree. That is very queer! I$sheep. The gust passed, and they stood up and 

begin to suspect gnomes or something.” s looked into the blackness before and beneath 

She looked at Mrs. § , who seemed ashamed $them. Then came a blaze, and clap, simulta- 

and disappointed, but burstintoalaugh. ‘They neously, like a cannon at their elbow, and aunt 

are artists,” she said. ‘I might have known it} Priscilla fell backward against the hill. I will 

before, I see them so often pass our house with not say that Bessie’s cheeks kept their color, or 
their grey umbrellas and paint-boxes. Ah, well! } regained it when the roaring reverberations 
those fungi were, I thought, too gigantic for this § ceased, for another, and another clap made Mrs. 
climate. Come, let us look for Linnea again.” : 8 fear instant annihilation. She ejaculated 

‘‘But why do they hoist their umbrellas in ; prayer—expressed joy that she left no children 
the shade, and have them of that queer color?” {to mourn for her, and burst into tears, saying, 

Bessie asked. 2 ** What will poor Henry do without me?” 

“‘Oh, to keep the green reflections from their 3 Bessie thought rather of the present, and beg- 

paper. Come, come, Bessie, since they are not$ged her aunt to come from under the trees. 

fungi, I don’t care to look at them any longer. } They fought against’ the wind until they re- 

They must be sketching the mountain, that’s all.” gained a bare rock they had passed. There 

The search was prolonged until the last mo-$ perched like doves on an eagie’s cliff, closely 

ment, and then they turned reluctantly to £0 8 holding together, they endured the storm, raging 

home, often stopping by the way to explore S wind, unceasing thunder, and rain in a perfect 
some promising place. It began to grow late. $douche-bath. They almost thought they had by 

**Oh, aunt, do you see those glorious banks of eeatstake got under some waterfall. But Bessie 
clouds, and the golden pinnacle shooting up still, at the end of an hour, had a brave heart, 
there? How fast it rises! and why—where’s ‘ and when the tempest lulled, declared she would 
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not have missed seeing the grandeur of it for , pranks, shouting, jesting, in full enjoyment of 

twenty drenchings. everything. I suppose Mrs. S—— wondered 

They began to descend again, but what toil it} how such mirth was possible. In the very same 

was! The mossy stones were so slippery they } circumstances, she was ‘‘sae weary fu’ o’care.” 

could hardly stand, brawling rivulets crossed; She kept quiet until they had passed to somo 

their path at every step, boughs of trees lay in} distance, and then she emerged. Bessie heard 

their way, and an eagle kept screaming over} one of the artists exclaim, ‘Hurrah, boys, push 

their heads.» Aunt Priscilla imagined it waiting $ on for that house, for there is the return storm 

to devour them as soon as they should fall. } looming over the mountain, and we'll catch it 

Bessio suggested that perhaps its young had } again!” 
been blown out of the nest by the storm. They looked back, those two forlorn women. 

Now the clouds had entirely passed over, and’ Yes, the mountain stood out of blackness, and 

the sun beamed on our dripping heroines. Their { heavy clouds were rolling around one side of it, 

drapery was just in a state to suit a sculptor, ; and rushing back to overwhelm them. 

and clung in embarrassing tightness to their «Let us run, let us overtake those gentlemen. 

limbs—all the starch being washed out of course.} I cannot stand another storm alone,” panted 

Bessie’s face looked bright and rosy, her inet Mrs. S——, and they began the chase. But 

hair began to curl up into little frizzled ringlets, the artists were running also, and they did not 

and the delicate contour of her arms and neck ¢ reach the field near the gully until just as the 

looked charming through the wet, clinging lawn. last man; with the help of a long pole and run- 

Aunt Priscilla’s appearance was that of a half ‘ ning leap, sprang across it. 
resuscitated drowned person. ‘Oh, save us, save us, gentlemen!” Mrs. 

Bessie pinned their flapping hats up in ne Ss cried, but not a sound of her voice reached 
like a palmer’s, and they hurried on in quiet-} them above the roaring of the water. They all 

ness, only hearing the splashing, gurgling, and { moved on, but one luckily turning around, saw 

dripping of the innumerable rills caused by the} the ladies frantically gesticulating for aid, In 

shower. $a minute more they were all standing in the 

They gained the last hill. They surmounted ‘ dusk on one side of the torrent, gaping in blank 

it. Why did they glance with such cehbwadhe Alsusily at the helpless creatures on the other. 

terror below them? ‘They saw that the deep, >It was a grave matter. No man could possibly 

dry bed of the gully had become the channel of } stand in that deep, rushing water on the rolling 

a roaring, foaming torrent, and they could hear § stones—the women could not spring across. It 

the rolling of the round stones at the bottom} was growing pitch dark with the storm and the 

like muttering thunder! late hour. They drew up into a knot, and de- 

They were cut off from home, and very, very } bated among themselves. Bessie and her aunt 

disconsolately ruminated on their situation as stood patient and secure, never fearing in the 

they walked. Even Bessie felt no pleasure in ‘ least that they would be aided immediately. At 

this circumstance, because she. was not hard-} last the whole body of artists moved away, just 

hearted, and her aunt’s despair was enough to as the first lightning came and the rain began to 

spoil her sport. fall. To be left alone again was more than Mrs, 

When about half way down the hill, they }S—— could bear, and she sank down almost 

heard behind them a strange noise—rattling of fainting. ‘This adventure,” thought Bessie, 

stones, plunging through bushes, rushing, shout-} ‘tis a great deal too long, and too terrible, Aunt, 

ing and laughing. Bessie, her young mind more } dear aunt, don’t give up. Something will hap- 

familiar with romance than reality, thought it’ pen to help us.” She was stooping to comfort 

Kuhleborn and his crew of water spirits, view- 3 Mrs. 8 , who sat on the ground weeping very 

less but not inaudible, pursuing their eports dolefully, when she heard a shout. There were 

amid this riot of waters. Mrs. S was ina’ the artists again, standing on the high bank 

fearful perplexity of terror, and did not know$ opposite. They threw her a rope, but she could 

which way to turn. As it drew near, she plunged } not catch it. The incessant lightning was the 

into the brake and pulled Bessie down with her, 3 only light now, and it always seemed to fail at 

so that they lay hid. They soon found out the} the right moment. Ah, now she had it. No. It 

cause of the noise—the dozen artists they had} slipped through her fingers. Now she had it 

seen sketching in the meadow, far distant on the? firmly, and with help from those opposite push- 

other side of the hill. They had waited apa tS she pulled across the high banks a long 

the trees for the cessation of the rain, and now $ ladder. As soon as it was firm she said to her 

swept past in high glee, laughing, playing } aunt, I will try it first, auntie,” and stepped 
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upon it. It was dark for a moment, and then a 
lightning glare showed her to the horror-struck 
men, and her terrified aunt, balancing herself 
over the torrent, her pretty arms raised in air, 
and her lithe figure bending on the swaying 
bridge. The flash was gone, and then ensued 
at least sixty seconds of darkness and intense 
suspense. Then a blessed gleam revealed her 
close at hand, and safe! That same gleam 
showed to her, standing on the bank, and held 
back by others, hiding his eyes with his hand, a 
person she knew well, and loved—how dearly! 
A moment more, and she felt herself clasped in 
strong arms, and heard a deep, frevent, ‘Thank 
God.” 

Her lover, Falkland, continued to clasp her to 
him, through the hurried question and answer 
of how each came there. He could not let her 
go, and the darkness concealed his foolishness 
as well as her blushes. 

‘“‘T was searching for your uncle’s house when 
I met those artists sketching in a meadow. Ah, 
I little thought for whom I was bringing that 
ladder! The instant of recognition, when you 
stood balancing yourself on it, was frightful. I 
can’t bear to think of it.” 

In the meantime, aunt Priscilla was wringing 
her hands on the other side of the water, and 
the artists were shouting encouragement, and 
going on all-fours to intimate the way she should 
doit. She ventured; and when she arrived was 
picked up by a tall German and set upon her 
feet, which she could hardly keep so much did 
she tremble. All proceeded to the house, and 
around a huge fire the artists dried their wet 
clothes, drank hot coffee and had a hearty sup- 
per. They could not leave the house that night, 
but the next morning, with thanks and good 
wishes to the ladies, the jolly crew went on their 
way. Falkland remained, of course, and he 
enjoyed an after-breakfast walk with Bessie, 
who listened blushingly and willingly to his 
‘soft nonsense.” 

Her uncle arrived the same day, and when 
Bessie’s adventure was related to him he laughed 
heartily. 

“Is that enough?” he asked, ‘‘or do you want 
more?” 

“Oh. It was a delightful adventure,” she 
replied, ‘‘a delightful day altogether.” 

“But you didn’t find the Linnea, only some 
ugly toad-stools.”’ 

“‘T will never go out with Bessie again,” said 
her aunt. ‘I do believe she is an Undine, and 

yesterday’s work some of her kinsmans’ pranks. 

No one but a water-spirit would have dared to 

cross that ladder as the rash girl did. It would 

have been the death of meif I had triedit. I 
dislike adventures more than ever.” 

‘“‘No wonder, Priscy,” said her husband, 

‘‘when you crawl out of them in that undigni- 
fied way.” 

“‘T never thought of how I was going, I only 

thought of getting there,” said Bessie. 

‘Yes, you fairy, you were anxious to take 
shelter under a toad-stool, I fancy.” 

“I thought those were strange fungi for this 
climate,”’ said Mrs. S——, “‘but I didn’t know 

what might grow in these mountains.” 

“Never mind the disappointment, Priscy,” 
Mr. S—— said, ‘‘the next time you go botaniz- 

ing, your husband will go with you to take care 

of you, and while we are searching for Linnea, 

Bessie, no doubt, will keep a sharp look-out for 

toad-stools, or amuse herself with one of the 

mushroom aristocracy.” 

‘‘What does he mean by harping on toad- 
stools?” asked Falkland. 

“Come, Priscy,’”’ continued the pertinacious 
man, ‘*‘let us leave Falkland and Bessie to a 

botanical disquisition. I must tell you that I 

think her botanizing is better than yours, for 
what have you in your herbariums and hortus- 

sicenses worth comparing with her specimen of 
Fungus Falkland?” 
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STRAWBERRY CARD-BASKET, 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR,. 
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Materrats.—Four shades of scarlet wool; 8th,—White, next green, next scarlet.) + 1 

four shades of green, white, and black; pale { white, 1 green on green, 2 scarlet on 1, 1} green, 

yellow crochet silk; crochet cord; wire; long} 14 scarlet, 1 green on green, 1 white on white, 

white satin bugles; plain green ditto; and clear } 7} green, 34 white, 7 6 times. 

white O. P. beads. : 9th.—(Same green and white.) 2 white, 3 

Cover the end of the crochet cord with black } green and white, which must be worked by 

wool, and form it into as small a round as pos- covering the cord with the green, and doing 

sible. Do one round on it in black, covering the ; the upper or finishing part of each stitch with 

cord very closely. Join on the darkest scarlet, { white; 1 green, 1 green and white as before, 1 
and do a round haying in it 40 stitches. ‘ white, 1 green, 1 white, 3 green, 1 green and 

1st Pattern Round.—Join on white and next } white, 44 green, 4 white, ; 6 times. 
scarlet, + 4 scarlet, 2 white on 1, + 8 times in} 10¢h.—(Lightest green and white.) + 5} white, 
the round. te green, 84 white, 1} green, 24 white, (over 1) 

2nd.—(Lightest scarlet and white.) + 5 scar- } 5} green, 7 6 times. 
let on 4; 3 white on 2, 7 8 times. The next round is white only, after which the 

3rd.—(Lightest scarlet and white.) +1 white ; greens are used in succession, from the lightest 

on 1 searlet, 8 scarlet on centre 3 of 5, 4 more | to the darkest. 

white, + 8 times. ¢ 11th.—(Green and white.) 2 white, 2 green, 
4th.—(Same colors.) + 2 white, 1 scarlet on g alternately all round, increasing eight stitches. 

centre of 8, 6 more white, 7 8 times. : 12¢h.—With this round begin to form the 

5th.—All white, increasing 8 stitches in the} points. It is all in the next green, and one 

round. < point is to be formed over every strawberry pat- 
6th.—(White, lightest scarlet, darkest green ‘tern, therefore there will be six in the round. 

but one.) + 2 white, 3} scarlet, 24 white, 53 Do six de stitches, holding the cord rather 

green, (over 4) 38} white, + 6 times. loosely; then se until you come to the same 

7th.—(White, same green, next scarlet.) +1 part over another strawberry, and so repeat all 

white, 1 green, 4 scarlet on 4, 1 green, 1 white, } round. 

9 green, one white, + 6 times. With the following shades of on nee 

oS. 
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the scallops gradually, holding the cord loosely, ; them in the centre, at the bottom of the basket, 
and working in de, two stitches in one, until} carry them along to each point, sewing them 
perfect scallops are formed. Then one round} down. Then fasten on the stand. 
of black and yellow crochet silk, two stitches of $ Wind some of the silk round three wires, 
each alternately. which plait into the form of the handle, and sew 

The upper part of the basket being formed, 3 them on. Form twelve tassels of the O. P. 
the stand is now done with the scarlet work. $ beads, with the green bugles for drops, and put 
Begin with the lightest shade, work over the$ two at each point. Add three chains of white 
cord, and form it into a round 24 inches in dia- : bugles between every two points. 
meter. Do another round on it, lightly increas-} In this design half stitches are mentioned. 
ing it. The three successive rounds are done} They are worked thus: our readers are aware 
with the following shades of wool, increasing } that in using two colors in crochet, it is neces- 
each slightly; finish with a round of black and sary to finish a stitch with the new color, to 
yellow, to correspond with the top. present the appearance of perfect stitches. By 

PPPP LI LS PPP LL LL, 

Take a long stitch of black wool across each } : finishing the stitch with the same color, the ap- 
of the leaves, to form the veining. pearance of a half stitch is produced, the upper 

Take three pieces of round wire, and, crossing: half being in one color, and the lower in another. 
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MODELLING IN LEATHER.—NO. III. 

BY MRS. GILBERT. 
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CABINET IN LEATHER-WORK. ' 

Tne Convolvus moulds are of three sizes, to Sit, and place it on the orifice of the mould; take 
suit the character of the work. The mode of } the pestle and well work it in with the right 
using the moulds is simple; cut a piece of leather $ hand, keeping the thumb and forefinger of the 
of ordinary thickness and due proportion, damp left hand mressed against the edges of the orifice, 
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and occasionally strain the leather soas to have} The Scissors should be of the shape of the 

as few folds as possible; cut off the superabund- } nail-scissors, but larger, and kept particularly 

ant leather close to the outer edge of the mould, sharp, or they will not cut the leather smoothly. 

The small Bradawl will be found requisite in 

many instances, the use of which will be appa- 

3 rent. The Nippers are adapted for cutting the 

pins used in the application of the work; these 

pins are manufactured for the purpose, as others 

will not bear the blow of the hammer. Having 

glued the backs of the leaves and applied them 

to the frame-work, drive in the pins to keep them 

Sin position; when the glue is set, the pins may 

be withdrawn, excepting at the extreme points 

‘ of the work, where they may be cut off as an 
and remove the cast; a slight manipulation to additional security. Lea? 

form it into the natural shape will complete the; ‘The stems of the smaller description of flowers 
process; when dry, it may be attached to the’ and sprays are only tightly rolled leather; but 

spray by gluing it to a stem left for that pur-} the larger stems, as the Thorn, Vine, &c., have 

pose. wire of a suitable thickness inserted. The flowers 

GRAPE Movtps.—Moulding the half grapes is } composing the groups in the Cabinet (see engray- 

an operation similar to the last; the mould con- ing) are Roses and buds, a Dahlia, Chrysanthe- 
sists of a piece of wood containing three holes } mum, Poppy and Wheat, Conyolvulus and spray, 

of different sizes, and pestles to fit. Cut circles} Tulip, Brugmansia, and Jonquille. Roses of 

of leather of the required dimensions, damp } yarious kinds are, perhaps, used more frequently 

them, and place them on the holes of the mould; {in the work than any other flower; indeed, a 
then, with the pestle, work them in it for a short: frame of Roses and Thorns is one of the prettiest 
time; when taken out, place the cup thus formed } designs. All flowers of circular form should have 

2 the petals cut as the pattern united in the centre; 
the petals to be many or few in each circle, as 

| the flower may require. The petals are moulded 

: in the palm of the hand with the Jarge size grape- 

mould, and the whole flower is composed of seve- 

ral circles of leather decreasing in size as the cup 

is formed; the leaves and stem of the rose to be 

Sout out of one piece of leather, and the flower 
* attached in the same manner as the Convolvulus. 

on the pestle, and model it more © egularly with : The best mode to obtain proficiency is to procure 
the mai a ee ae ee take : off an ‘a2 good model of the flower, which, if necessary, 

proceed with others, and leave themtodry. fhe may be taken in pieces, and by this means it 
next te i is to cre the edges evenly, and just } would be almost impossible to err, and the object 
ie hhen inside ee ae are sets ae would be gained much more readily than by any 
use wnen required. iS 18 the simple method s other means. The Dahlia and Chrysanthemum 

employed for the purposes mentioned, and will} are formed, as in the case of the Rose, with a 
serve for examples in moulding generally. succession of circles, but requiring more care 

and practice in the formation, as they are more 

aS | meer difficult to procure. I shall reserve the expla- 

nation of the mode of modelling them to the next 
The Knife represented in the drawing 1s a$ number, as it will require very minute directions, 

very simple tool for trimming the edges of leaves § and will occupy more space than this notice will 

and the petals of flowers. I use acutting-board $ admit of; particularly as I should wish to give 

made of sycamore or pear-tree wood, about 123 illustrations of the forms of the petals in the 
in. by 8 in., and one inch thick. After the leaves 3 course of manipulation. I shall also endeavor to 
and petals are cut out, place them on the board, | give careful directions respecting the mode of 

and shave the edges on the wrong side of the} coloring, which process I intended to have left 

leather as finely as possible; by this means the to a later stage; but I am induced to alter my 

natural curl can be given, which adds so much ; views, in consequence of seeing so much work 

to the beauty of the work. \ spoilt in this operation. 



DITTEES BS ONS SACO U BH 4GiOvaers. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

WE give, this month, a diagram for cutting 

& little Boy’s Sacque Coat, suitable for fall 

wear. It is exceedingly simple, so that any 
mother can make it, with the aid of our 

pattern; yet it is neat, and even pretty, as 

may be seen from the cut. 

This little garment is made of white quilt- 

ing and trimmed with several rows of fringes 

and buttons, 

No. 1. Half the cloak; it being formed of 

two parts just alike, joined together by a 

seam down the back. The bent line shows 
the fold of the shoulder and of the sleeve. 

No. 2. Collar of the cloak. 

This mantelet is to be made of either 

embroidered muslin or silk. It is trimmed 

with a deep flounce of the same material as 

the mantle itself. The flounce should be 

about three yards and a quarter long to go 

round the mantle, ten inches deep from the 

point to the shoulder seam, and diminishing 

in front to six inches. 
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ART IN SPORT.—NO. II. 

BY H. J. VERNON. 

WE gave, in our last, directions, with accom- { everything that rests solidly upon the earth must 

panying diagrams, for drawing within the oval. take the form, more or less, of this broad-based 

We now give similar guides for drawing within } tapering figure. Roofs of houses, churches, and 

a triangle, another of the standard forms in } towers, are all tringular in their form, as are all 

which Nature moulds all objects. | great trees, differing from each other only in the 

Observe in the annexed cut how naturally, ; width of their angles. 

although unconsciously, the girl seats herself} First, construct a triangle. This is done easily 

within the triangle. enough, but the following directions may not be 

; needless for some. Draw a straight line for 2 

’ base of any length. If you wish to form a rec- 
} tangular triangle, ¢. e. one of which the three 

sides are equal, divide this base line by two, and 

| at the point of division set up an upright line; 

} then from each end of the base line slant against 

Also here, how the hen, with her brood, comes 
within the same figure. 

the central upright line one the length of the 
base. These, of course, will meet at the top, 

and the triangle is formed. Any other triangle 
may be formed in a similar manner, the length 
of the sides being entirely at the choice of the 

artist. 
Having made your triangle, trace it according 

to former directions, and from the examples, 

look around you for others, and make various 

exercises upon this foundation. 
A moment’s reflection will show, that from the 

little nymph in the cut to the great pyramid, OOPOL PPP PLP POL PPL PPP PAPAL LLL LP PL 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING RANANCULUS-* 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

MArTErrAts.—Yellow tissue paper, wire, wax, ; three should be pressed closely to the wax to 

sprays, &o. Cut ten of fig. 1, crimp each leaf of } prevent it from showing. For the Shaded 

the petals with plyera: cut a piece of wire of } Ranunculus cut out the petals a number of 

sufficient length for the stem, bend down one} them together, dip the edges first in spirits of 

end and fasten a small piece of wax to it: then} wine, and then in liquid carmine of the desired 

string each petal on to this, the first two or: shade. ; 
201 
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* MATERIALS FoR Maxine Parrer Firowrers.—_ sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 

Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper } of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for ? 32 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, } mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- 
stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups } rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of } on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 
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BRAIDED SLIPPER. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR. 

Martrntats.—Black, dark blue, or green yel- ¢ color, or with gold braid. On black velvet, blue, 

vet; gold, black, green, blue, or red braid. It} green, or red braid might also be used. Pattern 

is worked on the velvet with braid of the same} in front of number. 

LETTERS IN CROCHET. 
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EDITORS’ TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. liards, suppers and sporting excursions consume their 
proportion, at least, of the family income. In justice 

Waar Anour Hoors?—Some of the newspapers to woman, too, it must be admitted, that, while her 
are making themselves very merry on the subject of 3 prodigality arises from the desire to look lovelier, 
hoops. They say that a gentleman can no longer ; which is but the instinct of her sex, to render herself 
give a “ladye-fair’ his arm, or walk the streets $7 pleasing to man, the extravagance of man, on 

: Mg ee as ; : : the other hand, springs generally from a selfish desire 
without having his limbs skinned by running against ¢ +, oratify his appetite or pander to a morbid love of 
ladies’ hoops. Doggrel verses and would-be satirical $ excitement. At most, vanity is more pardonable 
paragraphs crowd the pross, the subject being always 3 than gluttony or drunkenness. Women squander 
the eternal hoop. In fact, the hoop monopolizes, ¢ Money on show; man wastes it on wine or horses. 

‘ ‘ , : We rarely hear the stronger sex denouncing the 
with the Presidental election, the attention of every 3 yoaker as spendthrifts without saying to ourselves, 
body. “take first the beam from thine own eye.” 

On the abstract question of voluminous skirts we To what do these words tend? Not to increase 
have nothing to say, except that it seems to us alto- recriminations between man and wife, but to foster 

h mutual forbearance and self-denial. We wish to im- 
gether a matter of taste, whether women shall wear 3 press on our readers that there is no station, how- 
the scanty, gored skirt, which our grandmothers did 3 ever, exalted, no condition, however poor, in which 
at the beginning of the century, or the bell-like one } one sex does not often gratify its vanity or appetite 
which was in fashion a century ago and has now at the expense of the other. Sometimes it is the 

ume wife who is selfish and spends more than her share; 
come again into vogue. But there can be no doubt, $ hut quite as often it is the husband. Custom, how- 
that, so long as wide and expanded skirts are to $ ever, has warranted the latter in complaining of ex- 
be worn, it is altogether healthier to puff them out $ travagance, while the same custom has closed the 
with light hoop than with half-a-dozen starched mouth of the former, till half the world thinks woman 

; : : - has no cause to complain at all. We justify neither. 
cambrie petticoats, as has been the habit until lately. } We say both, as a general rule, squander too much, 

Physicians are now agreed that a fertile source of 3 But we maintain that if husbands, instead of swear- 

bad health with females is the enormous weight of {ing at their wives’ bills, would show the example of 
; ; -_ 27 } economy by réducing their own selfish expenses, the 

the skirts formerly worn. The hoop avoids this evil female sex would not be long in being shamed into 
entirely. It also, if properly adjusted, gives a lighter } retrenchment. ‘Tho last vices a man sees are his 
and more graceful appearance to the skirt. own. If some of us would look at home, instead of 

Probably the most sensible fashion would be a abroad, we would prate less about extravagance. 
skirt, moderately expanded, to be worn with a hoop. 3 

When ladies wear a skirt of such amplitude, that A New Sryrze or a “Bas Buive.”—A weekly 

they can neither get into a carriage, nor enter a $ cotemporary tells a good story of some fashionable 

pew-door, there is, it must be conceded, some ground } ladies, in Berlin, who lately attended a lecture on 

for the witticisms of the press. Ladies of the best | chemistry. When the lecture was over, a gentleman, 

re 

taste neither exaggerate, nor avoid, the fashion. They } going out with his wife, exclaimed, “Mary, do look 

follow it, because not to do so would make them look } at yourself, you are——” He broke off laughing. 

odd; but they never go beyond it, because that “What, sir?” the wife asked, impatiently. ‘Quite 

creates too much notoriety, a thing every well-bred $ blue,” said he, leading her to a mirror, which stood 

woman wishes to avoid. fin the entrance hall. The rouge upon her cheeks 

had been turned to blue, by the chemical decompo- 
Femate Extravacance.—The Baltimore Weekly $ sition which had taken place under the influence of 

Sun, one of the very best papers published south of } the gases, generated during the lecture. With a 
Mason and Dixon’s line, defends the ladies, in a late Sock ba ccesctice she removed all trace of the 

editorial, against the accusation of being more sel- ; accident, and then took up her place at the door to 

fish and extravagant than the men. It does not $ observe the appearance of the rest of the visitors. 

deny that many women are needlessly extravagant; s Such a sight! Many of the ladies came out all sorts 

but it contends that fewer are so than is generally } of colors—yellow, blue, violet and black; and one or 

supposed:—and then it proceeds in the following } two of them, whose vanity induced them to carry at 

strain, which expresses precisely what we have often $ once ivory on the skin, red on the cheeks, coral on 

thought on the same subject. the lips, and black on the eyebrows, were transformed 

Yet the fault is not all on one side. If ladies love in such an extraordinary manner that a parrot might 
choice laces, gentlemen like fine cigars. From tho $ have been jealous of them. Next morning the Klad- 
day laborer, who will have his beer and tobacco, up : derdatch, a satirical journal of the city, published an 
to the rich citizen, who drinks costly wines or drives 3 article with the curious title of Zhe Berlin ladies 
fast trotters, self-gratification is the rule with men : ée ” rather than the exception. Many a husband, who painted by themselves. ‘We are assured,” adds our 

swears when he receives his wife’s bill for gloves, } cotemporary, “that chemistry has been known to pro- 
spends twice as much on oysters for himself. Bil- * duce such results as these in other places than Berlin.” 

204 
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“T Was Youna Once, Cutt’Len.”—The following 
moved us inexpressibly, when we first read it. Many 
of our fair readers, perhaps, will be equally touched 
by its simple pathos. 

A beggar’s tottering form, 
With locks as grey as dust, 

Moved down the city street, 
Munching a mouldy crust. 

Some children followed her, 
Mocking her lagging tread; 

“T was young once, chil’len, # 
Was all she said. 

They laughed her hood to scorn, 
They plucked the tattered skirt, 

And in her broken basket 
Threw stones and dirt; 

Tears dimmed her faded eyes, 
She bowed her aged head; 

“T was young once, chil’len,” 
’Twas all she said, 

She sinks upon the curb, 
And down her skinny hand 

The tears fall blindingly, 
The curious children stand; 

Had these grey locks been brown? 
Those seamed cheeks white and red? 

“T was young once, chil’len,” 
She sobbed and said. 

“T was young once, chil’len,” 
How time moans through ‘that tide! 

A cradle and a coffin, 
Bringing side by side; 

A mother’s white bosom, 
And the edges of a tomb— 

The sunlight of morning, 
The midnight of gloom. 

The crone raised her basket, 
And tottered as before— 

The children, hushed to silence, 
Troubled her no more; 

But they whispered in the household, 
“Tow sadly she said, 
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Baum Or A Tuousanp Frowers.—Few appliances 

for the toilet have become so popular, in so short a 

» time, as the “Balm Of A Thousand Flowers.” Part 

: of this is due to the merits of the cosmetic itself, but 

§ part also to the energy of Col. W. P. Fetridge, the 

t proprietor This gentleman, we understand from a 

$ cotemporary, has expended nearly sixty thousand 

dollars, during the current year, for advertising. 

| That’s the way: find out a good thing, and then let 

3 people know about its virtues and where it may bo 

had: and a fortune is certain. Col. Fetridge, already, 

as the “first fruits” of this advertising, is selling ten 

thousand bottles daily. Yet, considering that there 

are seven or eight millions of women, in the United 

States, this is but a tithe of what he will sell in time; 

for no sale, however enormous, can exceed the merits 

of “The Balm.” 

To tre Pornt.—There is no waste of words in 
what the Chatauque (N. Y.) Democrat says of our 

July number. “Peterson for July,” it writes, “rich 

and sparkling is before us. This is the cheapest 

Magazine in America. It gives more thrilling tales, 

excellent poetry, good music, and splendid engray- 

ings than any other monthly, with which we ex- 
: change.” 

: Whar 1s A Coquetre?—A young lady of moro 
beauty than sense; more accomplishments than 

§ learning; more charms of person than grace of 

mind; more admirers than friends; more fools than 
; wise men for attendants. 

a, 
REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

Narrative of the Expedition of an American Squad- 
ron to the China Seas and Japan, in the years 1852, 

$ 1853, and 1854. Under the command of Commodore 

M,C. Perry, U.S. Navy. By order of the Government 
of the United States, Compiled from the original notes 

and journals of Commodore Perry and his officers, at 

his request and under his supervision. By Francis 
We notice an article in it about editors receiving : . 5 

Peterson’s Magazine, in which it is said that those L. Hawks, D. D., LL. D. With numerous illustra- 
individuals acquire much of their popularity among 3 tions. Lvol., royal 8 vo. New York: D. Appleton & 
the gentler portion of creation, from the fact that? Co. Philada: 1. B. Peterson.—This is the long ex- 
they loan their Magazine. Now, we respectfully beg 3 pected history of the Japan expedition, which Con- 
to demur. We have suddenly become unpopular 
among the ladies, and that because wo could not} 8tess ordered to be prepared shortly after Com, 
loan our “Peterson” to them all at the same time. Perry’s return, It has been compiled by the Rev. 
To such as have been disappointed this time, we say, ? Dr, Hawks, assisted by Robert Tomes, Esq., M. D., 
subscribe for this excellent Magazine, or make your principally from the journal of the commodore 
beaux do so. Tt only costs $2 per annum in adyance, : : 
and is the best Lady’s Book extant. though use has also been made of the journals 

A happy man is that editor! Crowds of ladies pudeer ore On, bay ary Caveiiy eis Onee) een en 
a : ; »,; Abbott, and others connected with the’ expedition. 

beseiging his office, and pouting because he can’t } : 
It makes a handsome volume of more than six 

lend “Peterson” to all. If he is unmarried, he has $ Hiniatha ted a 

the pick of the town. We wish——but it won’t do } ieicred PeRGe 48 pete 02. BUpStOr Pe ner ae 
in rien } contains several fine steel plates, besides a vast 

oT number of graphic wood engravings. Thus, its 

“CHILDREN IN A Srorm.”—Our line and steel ; literary, typographical and pictorial merits are first- 

engraving, in the August number, was universally } rate. Moreover, as nobody was allowed to accom- 

popular. The one in this number, “Children in a} pany the expedition, who did not agree to withhold 

Storm,” a mezzotint, will be even better liked. ‘ the publication of any journal he might keep, until 

. ‘I was young once, chil’len,’” 
And crept to bed. 

——_— = 

Epritor’s Sweetuearts.—The editor of the New- 

berry (Ind.) Tribune has the following :— 
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after the government work should be issued, this is? Memorials of his Time. By Henry Cockburn, 1 
consequently the first full and authentic account of ; vol., 12 mo. New York: D. Appleton & Co.—The 

the visit to Japan, the transactions there, and the } author of these interesting reminiscences is Henry, 

manners of the people, which has yet appeared. } Lord Cockburn, favorably known, in literary circles, 

Nor is it probable that any book equally elaborate, ; as the biographer of Lord Jefiry. The reminiscences 

narrating these events, will ever appear. The etek extend back for nearly seventy years. As n picture 

work is, therefore, indispensable to all persons, who } of manners in the Scotch capital, as a repository of 
pretend to have libraries, or even wish to obtain in- capital anecdotes, and as a store-house of facts con- 

formation from original sources. The volume also cerning the author’s many eminent cotemporuries, 

contains a large amount of information respecting } they are of great value. The book has had a 

the Lew Chew islands, which, until Commodore} remarkable success in England. In fact, it com- 

Perry visited them, were comparatively unknown. } bines useful information with agreeable reading, in 

Every line of the work was read, by the Commodore, } a way to make it permanently popular. Price, in 

after it had been compiled, and subsequently in the } cloth, $1,25. 

proof-sheets ; and he has authenticated it, in a Pe John Halifax: Gentleman. By the author of 
liminary note, in which he makes himself responsible » ,, Olive,” de. 1 vol. New York: Harper & Bro- 

for every statement of fact it contains, Price, in 

cloth, $5,00. 

PLL ODD DA ALLL PP ALL 

thers.—A novel of unusual ability. The hero is a 

poor orphan, who rises, by the force of his own 

Nicholas Nickleby. By Charles Dickens. 2 vols., 3 ability, from positive indigence to wealth and posi- 

12 mo. Philada: 7. B. Peterson.—This is another $ tion. Ursula, his wife, though a gentlewoman, mar- 

of Peterson’s “Illustrated duodecimo edition of $ ries him, in spite of the prejudices of caste, which 

Dickens.” It is printed with new type, on fine} are so strong in England: and is a noble delineation, 

white paper, on a page of the same size as the} Of all living female novelists, the author of this 
“Pickwick,” which was noticed in our last; and * fiction is, perhaps, the best, and “John Halifax,” of 

contains more than forty illustrations on steel, after } all her novels is ono of the most intensely absorbing. 
designs by the inimitable Cruikshank. “Nicholas $ The volume is an octayo, double column, paper cover. 

Nickleby” has always been ranked, by the best § Price fifty cents. 

critics, as one of the ablest novels by “Boz.”$  jWestern Africa: Its History, Condition, and Pros- 
The characters of Ralph Nickleby, Smike, the} pects, By Rev. J. Leighton Wilson. 1 vol., 12 mo. 
Crummelses, Mrs. Nickleby, and Quilp, though all} New York: Harper & Brothers.—The author of this 

different, and though running over nearly the whole } work ‘labored, for eighteen years, as a missionary in 

gamut of human nature, are all drawn with the Western Africa. He is, therefore, peculiarly compe- 

nicest discrimination and truth, Even those, who } tent to describe that country. We find the book to 
do not desire the whole series, will find this the } be one of extraordinary interest. The philanthropist, 

really cheapest edition of “Nickleby;” for the old ‘ the Christian, the ethnologist, the geographer, and 
adago is right after all, that says it is always cheap-} the man seeking general information, will each and 
est to buy the best article. But we advise everybody, $ aj] discover more or less of value in the work, 

who is an admirer of Dickens, to purchase the whole } Numerous illustrations embellish the volume. Price, 
of this duodecimo series, especially as the separate } jn cloth, $1,00. 
fictions come out, at intervals of a month or two The White Ohief A Legen d Of ‘North Mexico 

apart, so as to distribute the expense over a greater 3 By Capt. Mayne Raid. 1 vol, 12a Neo ores 

period of time. Price, in cloth, $1,25 per volume. Dewitt & Davenport.—This is one of those stirring 

Clara; or, Slave Life in Europe. Irom the German 3 tales of frontier life, which no man living writes so 

of Haklander. 1 vol.,12 mo. New York: Harper} well as Capt. Reid. From the first chapter to the 
& Brothers.—This novel comes to us highly recom-} last, the most breathless interest is kept up, so that 

mended by Sir Archibald Alison, the well-known } the reader is hurried along resistlessly as if borne on 

British essayist and historian. It is a work of con- : some rapid river. The characters come boldly out, 

siderable merit, though over-rated, we think, by} Carlos especially, as well as Catalina, being drawn 

Alison. Perhaps, the reason for this is that there} with a free, vigorous hand. Several graphic illus- 

are few good novelists in Germany, and that Alison } trations adorn the yolume. Price, in cloth, $1,265. 

has compared Haklander with his countrymenrather} he Martins of Cro’ Martin. Dy Charles Lever. 
than with novelists generally. Apart from its literary {1 yo7,, 8 vo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—A 

merit, “Clara” is interesting for the picture it gives, } new novel, by that felicitous delineator of Irish life, 
which we are assured is reliable, of the social degra-3 the author of “ O'Malley.” The time chosen is im- 

dation of the masses in many parts of Europe. } mediately after the passage of the Catholic Emanci- 
Price, in cloth, $1,00. pation Bill in 1828. The work is equal to the best 

The Orphan Sisters. Edited by Mrs. Marsh. 1 vol. ? of his former fictions, if we except “O'Malley” and 

Philada: T. B. Peterson—An agreeable novel for the “Dodd Family Abroad.” The Harpers publish 

summer reading, printed in double column octavo, } it in cheap style, in a double column octavo. Price, 

cheap style, paper cover. Price thirty-eight cents. % in paper, sixty-two-and-a-half cents, 

—L POLLAN 
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The Humorous Poetry of the English Language, 

from Chaucer to Saxe, With Notes Explanatory 
and Biographical. By J. Parton. 1 vol., 12 mo, 
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trying to climb ladders, and on the other side, each 

have a book in their hands as a trowel, spreading 

mortar, &c. Or if a carpenter is chosen; some can 

New York: Mason & Brothers,—The design of this } be driving nails, others with one knee on a chair, 

compilation, as stated in the preface, is to give the} are moving their arms as if sawing and some plan- 

best of the shorter humorous poems of England 

and America, except such as are too local # charac- 
ter, or too free in expression, or too familiarly known. 

The task has been executed with industry and taste. 

No work is extant, in the language, which gives so 

comprehensive a view of its humorous poetry. The 

volume contains nearly seven hundred pages. Price, 

ing the tables. If all sit cross-legged and are busy 

sewing they are meant for tailors; or if mixing bread 

and one with a shovel is putting the loaves in an 
imaginary oven, they may be known as bakers. 

There are many other trades which could be acted 

out, such as cabinet-makers, cobblers, painters, gro- 

cers, dressmakers, &c. - 

in cloth, $1,50. When the one who has withdrawn returns, it will 
Robert Graham, A Sequel to “Linda.” By Mrs. be his, or her, duty to name the trade represented in 

Caroline Lee Hentz. lvol..12mo. Philada: 7. B. this dumb manner by her companions. No word must ‘ 3 : $ DBR 
ih 3 . r : 

Peterson.—All who have read “Linda” will be natu- 3 be spoken during the representation of the trade, and 

rally eager to get this book, which is not less inter- when it is guessed another person leaves the room. 
esting and gracefully written than its predecessor. 

The edition is a very handsome one, the handsomeet . 

that has ever been issued, and does great credit to the RECEIPTS FOR THE TABLE. 
publisher. On our cover, this month, will be found French Way of Making Coffee.—Let your coffee be 

an advertisement, by Mr. T. B. Peterson, of the dry, not in the least mouldy or damaged; divide the 

whole series of the late Mrs. Hentz’s novels, to} quantity that is to be roasted into two parts; roast 

which we call attention. The price of “Robert } the first part in a coffee-roaster, the handle must be 
Graham,” bound in cloth, is $1,265. constantly turning until the coffee becomes of a dried 

A New Chapter in the Early Life of Washington. {almond color or bread raspings, and has lost one- 

In connection with the Narrative History of the } eighth of its weight; roast the second part until it 
Potomac Company. By James Pickall. 1 vol., 8 vo. } becomes the brown color of chesnuts, and has lost 

New York: D. Appleton & Co.—The services of } one-fifth of its weight; mix the two parts together, 

Washington, as one of the pioneers of inland nayi- } aud grind them in a coffee-mill; do not roast or mako 
gation, are not recognized as they ought to be. It} your coffee until the day it is wanted. To two ounces 

is the purpose of the present volume to set public ; of ground coffee put four cups of cold water, and then 
opinion right on this subject. The author has ‘ drain off this infusion and put it aside; put to tho 

executed his task with skill and industry. Price, } coffee which remains in the biggin three cups of 
in cloth, $1,25. boiling water, then drain it off and add it to that 

} which has been put on one side; by this method you 
Li ; $ ’ ‘on. 1 : 

Pla Tnsecvt, LA Tales iy. Care Capron ’ obtain three cups more; when your coffee is wanted, 
vol., 12 mo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—A : ; ; J 3 

: : ! ._ > heat it quickly in a silver coffee-pot, taking care not 
gracefully written story, by 2 new aspirant for public : ; 
favor, who, if she continues at authorship, will} Yoydavi sv Doll) ties, sien pel turer mney Toba wee Dy ’ , . b ‘ 

; ; .._ } undergoing any evaporation. 
become quit : i th, seventy-five EES ; : : 
pig Care e eee rmge ace? at choitty BevenY) Gravies.—The skirts of beef and the kidney will 

: make quite as good a gravy as any other meat, if 

\ preprred in the same manner. The kidney of an ox, 

PARLOR AMUSEMENTS. ; or the milt, makes excellent gravy, cut all to pieces 

Duss Motions.—One person leaves the room, } and prepared as other meat, and so with the shank 

while the others fix on some trade, which they in-} end of mutton that has been dressed, if much gravy 

tend to represent by their actions when the absentee? is not required. The shank-bones of mutton add 

returns. Perhaps the dry-goods business is the one ‘ greatly to the richness of grayies, but they should 

chosen; one measures off yards of ribbon, another is ; be first well soaked and scoured clean. The taste of 

@ customer, purchasing gloves, a third displays a} gravies is improved by tarragon, but it should be 

variety of shawls, and seems to be recommending } sparingly used, immediately before serving. 

them to customers; and others can pretend to Lift § Banhburg Cakes.—Press in a little dough, (with a 

pieces of goods from a shelf behind them and throw , pound of flower) two tablespoonfuls of thick yeast, 

them un the table, which serves as a counter. and a gill of warm milk; let it work a little, then 

Or suppose farmers are to be represented; some} add half a pound of currants washed and picked, 

can turn down the chairs and push them before them } half a pound of candied orange and lemon peel ent 

as if they were ploughing, others might swing their } small, and a quarter of an ounce each of nutmeg, 

arms as if swinging scythes, and others with a stick ¢ ginger, und allspice; mix the whole together with 

or cane pretend to be tossing hay. : half a pound of honey, and put into puff paste, cut 

Or masons; some can be mixing mortar in the cen-; in an oval shape; cover, and sift sugar over. Bako 

tre of the room; while on one side there are some | them fifteen minutes in a moderate oyen. 
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Tomato Figs are made in the following manner: Gooseberry Wine.—Bruise the gooseberries with 
“Pour boiling water over the tomatoes to remove 3 the hands, in a tub; to every six pounds of fruit add 
the skins; then weigh them and put into stone jars, } a quart of cold spring water, stirring it thoroughly; 
with as much sugar as tomatoes; let them stand two $ let it stand twenty hours, then strain them; dissolve 
days; then pour off the syrup and boil and skim till 3 two pounds of sugar to every quart of water em- 
no scum rises; then pour it over the tomatoes, and’ ployed, let them remain another day, remove the 
let them stand two days, as before; then boil and} scum very clearly, and pour it into the utensil or 
skim again. After a third boiling and skimming, } cask in which it is to remain previous to being bot- 
let them stand in their syrup until drying weather; $ tled. The scum removed must be kept in flannel, 
then place them on earthen plates or dishes, and put $ and the drainings caught in a vessel; they must be 
them in the sun to dry—that takes about a week; { added to tho other liquor. Let it work about sixty 
then pack them in small wooden boxés, with fine } hours, not more, and then cover down close. In four 
white sugar between every layer. They will keep ; months it will be ready for bottling. 
for years.” These figs, made by this recipe, were}; To Clarify Butter.--Scrape off the outsides of tho 
exhibited at the Massachusetts Agricultural Show, ; butter you may require, and then put it into a stew- 
and pronounced superior to two-thirds of the figs} pan by the side of a slow fire, where it must remain 
imported. It is a matter worth the attention of all: till the scum rises to the top and the milk settles at 
farmers. the bottom; with a spoon carefully take off the scum ; 

Lo Boil Potatoes.—In Treland potatoes are boiled } when clear, it is fit for use. 
to perfection; the humblest peasant places his pota-3 ried Potatoes.—Remove tho peel from an un- 
toes on his table better cooked than could half the : cooked potato. After it has been thoroughly washed, 
cooks in London, trying their best. Potatoes should } cut the potato into thin slices, and lay them in a pan 
always be boiled in their “jackets;” pecling a potato with some fresh butter; fry gently a clear brown, 
before boiling is offering a premium for water to run } then lay them one upon the other in a small dish, 
through it, and making them waxy and unpalatable; and send to table. 
they should be thoroughly washed and put into cold$ Lard should be carefully melted in a jar putin a 
water. In Ireland they always nick a piece of the } kettle of water and boiled, and run into bladders 
skin off before they place them in the pot; the water ’ that have been strictly cleaned; the bladders should 
is gradually heated, but never allowed to boil; cold not be too large, as the lard will become rank if the 
water snould be added as soon as the water com-} air gets to it. While melting it, put in a sprig of 
mences boiling, and it should thus be checked until 3 rosemary. 
the potatoes are done, the skins will not then be Roasted Potatoes.—Clean thoroughly; nick a small 
broken or cracked until the potato is thoroughly : piece out of the skin, and roast in the oven of tho 
done; pour the water off completely, and let the 3 range; a little butter is sometimes rubbed over the 
skins be thoroughly dry before peeling. skin to make them crisp. 

To Boil New Potatoes.—The sooner the new pota- To Dress Veal Kidneys.—Take a veal kidney, chop 
toes are cooked after being dug, the better they will ; it up with some of the fat, a little onion, pepper and 
eat; clear off all the loose skins with a coarse towel salt. Roll it up with an egg into balls and fry them. 
and cold water; when they are thoroughly clean, put Sago should soak for an hour in water previous to 
them into scalding water; a quarter of an hour or} using, to take off the earthy taste, 
twenty minutes will be found sufficient to cook them; $ 

strain off the water dry, sprinkle a little salt over the 
potatoes, and send them to table. If very young, MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS. 
melted butter should accompany them. To Prepare Sea-weed for Baskets, d:c.—Float the 

To Preserve Cheese Sound.—Wash it in warm whey % sea-weed in a basin of water; then slip a peice of 
once a month, wipe it, and keep it on a rack; if you ? white paper under it and take it out in as good order 
wish it to ripen, keep it in a damp cellar, which will 3 as possible. Arrange the branches neatly with a pin 
bring it forward; when a whole cheese is cut, the} or knitting-needle. To remove the moisture, place 
largest piece should be spread inside with butter, 3a sheet of blotting-paper over the sea-weed, and 
and the outside should be wiped to preserve it; to} anvther under the white paper, and a weight above 
keep that which is in daily use moist, let a clean $ all. Change the blotting-paper in about an hour, 
cloth be wetted and wrapped round the cheese, when ; placing several dry folds of blotting-paper over the 
carried from table. : sea-weed; then put a heavier weight on it, and in 

Cauliflower requires to be very well done, there is ; about twelve hours it will be ready to bo removed 
little occasion to fear doing it too much; tie in bun- ;and to be applied to the card-board, or basket. 
dies after washing and trimming, boil it in equal} Small baskets, we are informed, are made for the 
parts of milk and water; serve it with melted butter. } purpose; and to these the card-board is glued, the 
It may be laid on toast or not according to taste. } sea-weed being fixed by gum to the inside, round 
After being well boiled, it must be thoroughly drained the handle and edges. A few small shells intermin- 
before laying upon the toast; five and twenty minutes } gled with the weed, (which may be made to adhere 
will be found sufficient to boil it. } with very strong gum) has a very pretty effect. 
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Sea-weed should be put into wide-mouthed bottles, } feathers, Tho face trimming consists of caps of illu- 
half filled with sea-water, as soon as it is gathered, ; sion, made very full, and ornamented with bows of 
and the different kinds should be kept separate, as pink ribbon. 
frequently one fine specimen is spoiled by another} Fria. m1.—A New Sty.e or Dress, and very 
quickly decomposing. Baskets with bottles fitting ? beautiful. The corsage is closed up the front with 

' into them are now, we believe, made expressly for 3 agate buttons, and made nearly round at the waist, 
collecting sea-weed. Sea-weed should be pressed as : where it is confined by a belt with a gold buckle. A 
quickly possible after it has been collected. @ } frill of rich black lace forms the braces. The sleeves 

Oil of Jessamine.—To make oil of jessamine, bruise $ are quite short:—the upper part is made of puffings, 
the flowers in a marble mortar with a wooden pestle. g confined by bands running lengthwise. The lower 
Put them with a sufficient quantity of salad oil into § part of the sleeve is a short but wide pagoda, and 
a vessel. Let the vessel be closely stopped and nels trimmed with black lace. 
to stand in the sun for twelve or fifteen days, At} ia. rv.—Dress ror a Littur Boy Frvz Yrans 
the expiration of that time, squeeze the oil from the or AGE, made of dark blue poplin. Tho skirt is 
flowers. Let the oil stand in the sun to settle, then ; rather plain in front, but fuller behind. The front 
pour it clear off the dregs, and separate its humid? of the body of the dress is made very much like a 
particles, This oil is very fragrant and well impreg- $ gentleman’s double-breasted cont, but it buttons over 
nated with the essential oil of the flowers. Infuse a$ on one sido. A fine cambric bosom and collar, with 
fresh parcel of flowers in the same oil and proceed $ a scarlet neck-tie complete this simple but boyish 
as before. Repeat this operation twelve or fourteen } dress. 
times, or even oftoner if necessary, till the oil is Fig. v.—Dress or Green CAsuuere, ror A Girt 
fully impregnated with the odor of the flowers. $ Eraur Years or AGE.—Tho skirt is trimmed with 
Sometimes oil of ben is used instead of salad oil, ; a broad band of tartan silk cut bias. The basque is 
being less apt to grow rancid. $ ornamented in the same way, but set on in full plaits, 

Cream of Roses.—Take one pound of oil of sweet % from the hips forward. The sleeves are full puffs, 
almonds, one ounce each of spermaceti and white reaching nearly to the elbow, and trimmed with a 
wax, and one pint of essence of neroli. Put the oil, 3 frill. White silk bonnet. 
wax, and spermaceti, into a well-glazed pipkin; Fig. vi.—Bopy or Expromrrrp Musturx, with 
place the pipkin over a clear fire, and when the con-$ rounded bertha, trimmed with a flounce of embroi- 
tents are completely melted, remove it and pour in } dered muslin liko the body, and narrow Valenciennes 
some rose-water by degrees, beating the compound at the edge. Two bows of silk ribbon No. 16, aro 
until it becomes like pomatum. ‘Then add the ; put on the front of the body; one on each sleeve 
essence of neroli, and the process is completed. Put} also. The skirt is plain; the front is ornamented 
the cream into pots, and cover them with leather. with two muslin puflings put on in the apron style. 

To Destroy Flies.—Half a pint of boiling water } These pufliings should be three inches wide toward 
poured upon a quarter of an ounce of quassia chips, | the top of the skirt and eight inches at bottom. A 
and, when cold, strained and sweetened with sugar} muslin flounce set off with Valenciennes accompanies 
or treacle, will destroy flies as effectually as ee each of these puffings. 
poisonous “fly water,” and is harmless if drunkin{ Fria. vir.—Rice-Srraw Bonnet.—A deep blonde 
mistake. borders all the parts in straw. A branch of lemon- 

flowers is put on the front and another, smaller, 
PADI nnn nny inside, 

Fig. vii.—Crapz Bonnet, drawn in every part, 
FASHIONS FOR SEPTEMBER. and trimmed with white blonde. A large bow of 

Fig. 1.—An Evenine Dress, suitable for the opera, } rape is placed on each side of the front: on. one 
of ash colored silk. The skirt is trimmed with three } Side only there is a second bow of white blonde, 
deep flounces, the figures brochaed in the material. } accompanying the crape Ones The inside is deco- 
The upper one is set in at’ the waist. The corsage ; rated with a branch of fuchia. 
(not seen in the plate) islow. Avery elegant Span-$ ie. x.—Bonnet or Rice-Srray, trimmed with 
ish mantilla of black lace, lined with green silk is } crinoline-lace and chenelle. 
worn on the shoulders, and made with a hood which} Fig. x.—Bonxer or Dark Green Straw, inter- 
can be thrown over the head. A deep frill of black } mingled with chenelle and narrow velvet. This 
lace finishes this mantilla. A band of scarlet velyet } bonnet should be trimmed either with tufts of green 
is worn on the front of the head in diadem form. and black feathers, or with sprays of crimson pome- 

Fria. m.—A Warxixe Dress or Purpte Six, } granates or poppies. If only a ribbon is employed, 
made with a double skirt. The corsage is en basque, ; it should be of the richest materials and gay colors. 
with a double sleeve to correspond with the skirt. 3 GenErRAL RemArks.—Among the favorite mate- 
The corsage, sleeves and skirt, are ornamented with } rials for walking-dresses may be named a variety of 
lozenges of black velvet, each lozenge being sur- silks, in dark hues, covered with narrow black stripes, 
rounded with a row of narrow black lace. Bonnet A dress of this description of silk, which has just 
of white crape, trimmed with tufts of marabout { been made up, has three broad tucks on the skirt, 
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each tuck being nearly a quarter of a yard deep. 3 basque is trimmed with a frill of Valenciennes headed 

The interval left between the tucks is about an inch by a row of small rosettes of black velvet, having 

and a half. The corsage, high, and without a basque, 3 long ends falling over the frill of lace. The sleeves 

is trimmed in front with revers of the same silk as $ are plain at the upper part, and at the lower end are 

that composing the dress. These revers are bordered } finished by a large puff and a frill of lace. The front 

by six rows of very narrow black velvet; and quite is fastened by rosettes with flowing ends of black 

at the edge are two rows of narrow silk fringe of a velvet, and in the centre of each rosette is fixed a 

color corresponding with the dress. The front of § pgarl. The dress to be worn with this jacket con- 

the corsage is closed by buttons. Dresses of plain * sists of pearl grey silk with three flounces, each orna- 

black or steel-color are very generally adopted in } mented with a wreath embroidered in grey silk, in a 

neglige costume. Many of these dresses are made ; design consisting of tulips, daisies and roses. 

with one broad flounce, covering about two-thirds Braces formed of three rows of black velvet inter- 

of the skirt, the flounce being finished at the edge { lacing before, and worn over a white muslin jacket, 

simply by a very broad hem. In lieu of a basque, a have a pretty effect; and there is a jacket composed 

fall or frill of the silk, edged with a plain hem, is set § entirely of narrow black velvet interlacing and form- 

in at the waist, and the sleeves are trimmed with ; ing a sort of trellis, each square of the net being 

three frills. The corsage is fastened by a row of ’ fastened with a jet bead. This jacket looks extremely 

buttons, formed of pink coral, malachite, or black g pretty when worn over a tight-fitting body of any 

enamel, encircled by a narrow rim of gold. The ’ bright-colored silk. 

collars and under-sleeves most suitable for dresses} MANTELETS have sometimes a rounded point be- 

of the style just mentioned are those of worked mus- ; hind and very long ends in front. These are trimmed 

lin with Valenciennes insertion, or they may consist § with velvet ruches and lace. Others are entirely of 

entirely of Valenciennes lace. For a richer style of the shawl form; that is, pointed behind as well as in 

costume, chenes and Pompadour taffeta hold distin- front. There has been one made, for a carriage wrap 

guished places. The patterns are large, and are fre-: of white China ecrape, ornamented with bands of 

quently wide stripes, cameo lozenges, bouquets, or} broad black velvet. This is very elegant, but very 

running sprays. ‘The more elegant sort of flounced ; fantastic. It is called the Joconde. 7 

dresses are edged with fringes, wrought in the mate-} For Bonnets, nothing is more distingue than one 

rial. ’  } of white crape, trimmed with frosted feather attached 

JACKETS, canezous, berthes of laco and muslin, are § to the middle of the front, and the curtain trimmed 

highly fashionable. They are very elegantly trim- with a wide blonde, disposed in such a manner as to 

med with colored ribbon. One of the new lace jackets, give to the bonnet a round form. 

which is intended for very slight mourning, iscom-} Leqnorn Bonners are much worn. They are made 

posed entirely of rows of Valenciennes insertion. The ¢ yery round, and trimmed with corn and blue flowers. 
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Remit To tHE Riaut Person.—Quite serious an- How to Remr.—In remitting, write legibly, at 

noyances often occur, by persons remitting money, the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

or sending complaints, to I. B. Peterson, as pro- } state. Bills, current in the subscriber’s neighbor- 

prietor and editor of “Peterson’s Magazine,” instead } hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 

of to ourself, Charles J. Peterson. Though we occupy } the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 

the same building with Mr. T. B. Peterson, we have ; delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 

no business connexion with him, nor he with Us. § — 

Editors, too, often confound us, when noticing the} Nysyners Losr mx toe Marm.—In reply to R. W., 

Magazine. It would prevent a good deal of confu- : we would say, that, whenever a subscriber fuils to 

sion, and frequently avert serious mistakes, if the } receive his or her number, either through the negli- 

public would bear this difference in mind. ‘ gence of the mail, or otherwise, we will be happy to 

g supply 2 duplicate, gratis, on being informed of the 

Boors ny Mat.—Why don’t you state, when § fact, 

you notice a book,” writes a subscriber, “ what the , 

price is? We, who live in the country, would often ; Back Nuunens.—We are able to supply back 

order a work, if the price suited.” As this is not the numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 

first request of the kind, which we have received, } stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number! of 

we shall, hereafter, state the price of each book we } the year. ; 

review. We will add, that, on the price, thus stated, } — 

being remitted to us, (at the risk of the person send-} Eyotosz a Sraxe.—Letters, requiring an answer, 

ing) we will mail the book to any address, postage } must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 

free, 
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BY CHARLES J. PETERSON. 

“How does she head now?” cried the captain, ; father’s countenance in the grey twilight, and 
in a deep, stentorian bass. ’ he now asked, 

He was a-tall, powerful man, who stood braced S «Are we going to be lost, father?” 
on the quarter-deck, while everybody else was; For a moment that bronzed face, which had 
lashed fast. Four men were at the wheel, and hitherto gazed unmoved at the near prospect of 
even they could hardly steer the ship. A hur- death, quivered; but the stout seaman rallied 
ricane, blowing dead on shore, had surprised } immediately. 
them, just before day-break; and in the midst ‘**] don’t know, my son,” he said. *‘*But you 
of it a look-out had cried, in those words that ; must be a brave boy and be ready for the worst. 
are never heard at such times without a thrill; It would be better for you, you know, to die 
of horror, ‘‘ Breakers ahead!” now than grow up a bad man.”’ 

Instantly the helm was ordered hard down, As he spoke, a wave, rushing oyer the deck, 
and it was then that the captain spoke. swept the child from his footing and away inty 

‘‘ Tow does she head now?” he said. the boiling sea to leeward. For a moment, the 
The answer was undistinguishable except to} parent thought that his boy was gone forever. 

the practised ears of the speaker, and it was far { But the lashings, instead of haying parted, had 
from satisfying him, for he thundered in reply, 3 only become partially unwound, and, after let- 

‘¢Harder—harder !” ting out for some twenty feet, brought the child 
The gallant ship, staggering under a close{up. The returning surge bore him inward. It 

reefed mainsail and double-reefed fore-top-sail, was all the work of a moment. 
with just enough of her jib set to give her steer-} The father seized the lad, and casting loose 
age way, plunged heavily into a tremendous $ the lashings, calmly stepped to the cabin gang- 
wave, throwing the water, crackling and hissing, ; way. 
far above the yard-arm: while the giant billow, $ Steward,” he cried, ‘‘put dry clothes on the 
rvulling landward, broke into foam close under $ child, and bring him on deck again.” 

PP AAA AL AL LDL LP PL 

the lee. ; In a few minutes the boy re-appeared. The 
The captain waited an instant, and then de- ; father re-lashed him, more securely than before: 

manded again, but had he been a woman, he could not have 
‘‘ How does she head?” ¢ done it with more tenderness: and it was in this 

The answer was still unsatisfactory. only that his great love for the child was shown. 

‘* Warder!” The little fellow caught manliness fromi the calm 

‘CAy! ay! sir.” ‘ looks of his parent, and never again, through the 

‘‘Harder yet.” $ trials that followed, felt, or at least exhibited 

Aral. 

**She is chock up, sir!” alarm. ? 

‘‘ She'll never stand it,” said the mate, looking ; All this while, and ae after, the gale 

up at the press of sail. ‘ raged, Gofftinually the master thought his ship 

‘‘She must stand it,” replied the captain, ‘or [rene go ashore in spite of all. The peril of 

we go ashore.” wreck became the more imminent, because, after 

Close to the master’s side, securely lashed, } delaying it until the mast strained frightfully, 
was his only son, a child about eight years old. {he had to order the mainsail in and close-reef 

The little fellow had been eagerly watching his } the fore-top-sail: and under this rag of canvass 
Von, XXX.—14 219 
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it seemed almost impossible to claw off the sshook off her foes. Now another wave would 

treacherous coast. ; approach, towering and towering as if about to 

What emotions agitated the captain’s heart, § submerge the doomed ship, when suddenly the 

as he gave the reluctant order, who shall tell? § buoyant craft, meeting it with the helm, would 

Doubtless, he thought of his wife, with her babe } shoot up its glistening side, and the spent surge 

at the breast, praying in the cabin, and of his $ would roll, in a sheet of foam, landward, disap- 

little son, whose silent heroism affected him } pearing, the next moment, in the breakers. 

more than noisy terrors would; but of himself ‘The morning dawned, but brought no relief. 

we may be certain he did not think at all. He On the contrary, the bleak shore, the wild surf, 

stood, all this time, bracing himself, his feet {and the wrecks strewed along the treacherous 

wide apart, while everybody was lashed, now } sands, increased the sad forebodings of all. The 

scanning the mast that bent almost like a whip- $ men, with ghastly faces, surveyed the prospect, 

stalk, now asking, with hand to mouth, ‘‘ How $ and those, who had never prayed before, prayed 

does she head?” and now sternly gazing at the } now. Yet still the captain stood, calm and stern, 

white breakers, that leaped, and snarled, and } giving his orders; and still, close beside him, his 

howled impatiently under the lee. ‘ little son took courage from hia countenance. 

Overhead, the grey scud drifted swiftly west-: Suddenly the captain gave a deep breath of 

ward: the hurricane shrieked and roared; and ; relief; his eye lit up; he struck his broad palms 

the fore-top-mast jerked and struggled in the }on his breast, with a gesture of instinctive ex- 

wilder gusts of the gale, as if it would snap ; ultation. At the same time the mate spoke, his 

asunder. Now a gigantic wave, striking the $ voice agitated with joy, 

ship on the weather bow, would make her, for} ‘The gale breaks, sir.” 

an instant pause, while every timber in her} “Ay!” answered the master, at last finding 

would quiver, and the bulk-heads would groan words. ‘Thank God!” And that was all he 

as if she was a living creature in agony: then said. But he looked at his boy, and a big tear 

she nae be swept hes to red ae and a mt ms pee: ee tear away again 

next the fragments of the billow would pour in } with the euff of his monkey jacket. 

oyer her deck, rage its whole length like a pack That evening the Vernon anchored safely in 

of hungry wolves, and finally leap sullenly over ’ New York harbor, almost the only one, out of a 

the bulwarks or rush headlong through the scup- § fleet that dropped in, on that day and the next, 

pers, as the gallant craft, rising to windward, } which was not dismasted. 
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THE SUMMER-LAND.. 

BY CLARENCE MAY. 

I preaAmu—oh, I dream of that glorious land, , Our home shall be made by some calm Summer sea, 

Where the orange-blooms scent the soft gale; ¢ And our cottage embosomed in vines; 

And the long, bright Summer ne’er wanes or de-} Where the zephyrs grow faint with the breath of the 

clines, flowers, 

But gems with sweet flowers each vale. And the Spirit of Beauty reclines. 

Where music—soft music—floats over the waves At night we will sit ‘neath the pure, dancing stars, 

Of each smiling and gold-rippling stream, That gem the blue dome far above, 

And the eve-stars dance in the calm, azure sky, 

And over all brilliantly gleam. 

And list to the notes of the lute or guitar, 

That is waking some sad lay of love. —_—o~w 

And I long to depart from this sad, cold clime, The pale queen of night, from her throne in the 

To that land of sweet Summer and flowers; East, 
Where the snows nage fall on the green, laughing Will silver o’er forest and stream; 

plains, & And the hours will pass, with soft musie and song, 

Or shadow the swift-winged hours. Like a fleeting and beautiful dream. 

But e’en in that land where the Bulbul sings, But ’mid all the charms in that Aidenn afar, 
And all is so bright and go free, My own one the fairest shall be— 

My heart would be lonely and sad, my sweet love, Then fly, love—oh! fly from this sad, cold clime, 

Unless I could share it with thee. To that land of the Summer with me! 



THE BROKEN HEART. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE. 

Rosewood, May 20th. 3 you would long for the minutest detail of intel- 

So it is at length arranged that we are v4.3 gente about him whom yeu loved and were 

correspond, my Bella, ah, you do not know the § cruelly exiled from. I must desist—tears blot 

consolation which this arrangement will bring the page. Only tell just how he looks, and how 

to my torn heart! It is strange that we should } many times he walks past the house, and if he 

be required to begin life with so many anxieties : ever glances up at my window as if thinking of 

and troubles; they say we need all that come to me, and if he wears the white hat now and car- 

us, but for my part I should be willing to run § ries that dear little cane, and is just as splendid 

the risk of becoming happy and prosperous, and as ever in them both. How can I live until I 

doubt whether after all one of these resigned 3 meet you both again? Do not think this the 

philosophers would neglect the same opportunity ’ mere raving of a school girl: you know, love, 

were it offered. ‘ how much experience I haye had, and how the 

Oh, dear, with what a long sentence my letter { continual troubles of my life must have matured 

commences, and Miss Peekin says it is such a$ the heart which ached under them. I am no 

sad fault in composition! But, dearest Bella, ; child: we live as the poet says, 
you who haye been tried in this rough world, , fa : ‘ te 

will feel how hard it is to wait and think of § In feelings, not in figures‘on a dial; 

rules or precedents, when the heart once begins 5 

to pour forth all its flood of grief into the ear of 

a sympathizing friend. | 
I thought of you so much to-day, during our ; 

grammar recitation; we had for analysis a pas- 

sage of Savage Landor’s about friendship; how out heavenly chimes of friendship amidst the 

in joy or sorrow, mirth or tears, the lips long to < : selfish, sordid din of earth, send me such chimes 

utter that one sweetest word, ‘‘my friend;” let $ ere long; give me your love and remembrance, 

the air of evening breathe it to you now, be-} as you would give water to a thirsty soul, as you 
loved! let the voice of the whip-poor-will, whose; would bind up the wounds of a bleeding, dying 

music comes mournfully across the lake, by some} gazelle; for, Bella, though I seem so bright, and 

magic influence reach your heart as well as mine, } walk so bravely through my wearisome path, the 

and tell of one removed from happiness and hope, § sword is in my soul which shall release me, who 

and from the only friend who could understand, } can tell how soon! You at least will weep over 

appreciate, pity and soothe her grief—yourself. ; the grave of your lost, but loving LEILA. 

But there goes the horrible study-bell, and I must | P. S.—Excuse the brevity of this letter; re- 

flee to the crowd in which Lam most alone. How } member the tyrannous rules to which I am sub- 
vividly come back to me the evenings of last ject. The school is a pleasant place enough; 

summer when we walked by the brook—poor has it not a pretty name?—Rosewood. Miss 

Fred was with us then—how manly his voice} peekin intends to have a hedge of wild roses 

would sound as he repeated those glorious lines; around the front yard, but as yet it is quite 

of our dear Byron, ’ bare of vegetation, save a few burdocks. 

“But ’midst the crowd, the hum, the shock of men, ¢ Does Henry walk BE men, Bercy eo” vith that 
To hear, to see, to fecl, and to possess, ‘disagreeable Sarah Rice? Pray mention my 

And roam along the Ww orld’s tired denizen <name before him sometimes, and notice the 
With none who bless us, none whom we can bless,” ; effect; and tell me all, all, if he blushed, stam- 

and so forth; poor Fred! I could not help giving § mered, looked quilty—he is so sensitive! Adieu 

him up—though it half broke his heart—when § : again, L. 

Henry came. Rosewood, May 80th. 

To think I should have mentioned this name’ Such a home-feeling comes over me, sweetest 

when I have but a second to spare! Oh, place } ‘ Bella, when I take up my pen to arrest a few 

yourself in my stead, dearest Bella, consider how ‘ of the thoughts which are always aang to 
iol 

and after the tears and struggles of sixteen 

weary years, it is a pity if I deserve not the 

title of woman, and my spirit grown so old under 

the wretchedness of a woman’s destiny. 

There is the bell again! Jy Bella, that rings 
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youward. I seem to see you standing at your; I left home, it would be so pleasant to be able to 

cottage door, with the spray of syringa in your correspond; and these ‘‘mutual understanding” 

hair, and the calm, friendly face beneath. I} are, to my thinking, less satisfactory than mutual 

awake, the illusion vanishes, I am alone, an ; contracts. Pray suggest these thoughts to him 

unhappy exile. } as your own, of course, and do not for the world 

You were a dear girl to write me that long, } betray the secret of my bosom: should he desert 

long letter; I have read it enongh to fade the } me I can die in silence, but I cannot bear his 

ink, if that were possible. How cruel though to pity and scorn. Upon my life, here is a note 

start the walking-club and I not there; ah’s me! } from Whiskers! written upon the most delicate 

you will have enchanting conversations vite rose-colored paper you ever saw: he never has 

well! no matter: only keep him away from Sarah} sent a syllable to the others. By-the-way, I 

Rice, and you may enjoy him to your heart’s must explain that there being five times as many 

content: it is so beautiful to have a friend whom } girls as students, we are obliged to divide the 

we can trust! ‘latter in the only possible way, by sharing the 

Rosewood is not so bad a place after all, 3 interest of each among several of ourselves: an- 
albeit Miss Peekin is as genuine an ogre as if 3 other advantage of ideal over actual love. 

she had stepped out of a fairy-book. She watches ? 
us as a cat would so many mice, and has as hard ; 

a time to keep us in order. Do not tell Henry, 
he may think me frivolous, but I solace myself} Sweet Bella, do not withdraw the ministrations 

‘ 

sometimes (the woe still aching at my inmost} of your love because I seem consoled. 
heart) by joining in the mad pranks of the other “The bird may breathe his sweetest note, 
girls; for after all we are not women yet, and When bondage binds his wing.” 

may as well cling to our youth. What do you ‘Vee : 

think one of the children said about us the other These jubilant songs of my soul pa like the 

day, a Miss who could boast nine years? (and as ; es ones, only swan-songs of o breaking heart. 

many beaux) that those old girls (meaning such } May destiny preserve thee from such @ lot as 

as 1) must stand aside soon, for in a few months that ae thy LEILA. 

longer it would be their turn to take the carpet; P. S.—Remember me ‘to Henry, (as if I peas 

think of this, set by as antiquated at seventeen! coulde yerger him!) “Ve “ons your guard Sgainse 
Well, to'return. Very near our school is our Sarah, how ingeniously you have foiled her thus 

ar! 
University for young gentlemen collegians, rare } {8T* eae DE sere SURG DECOY AGW, wus 1OUEs 

spirits, many are said to be, but little I care for long after I a dust, and even you have forgotten 

that, my own thoughts being fairly anchored at me, I shall still remain your own devoted L. 

home! ‘The same river that borders Rosewood Rosewood, June 10th. 
runs through the seminary ground, so we fit up Isanrrna—I write not to reproach, only to 

little crafts with silken sails ike Cleopatra’s § tell that I forgive you; only to tell that the 

barge, and freight them with notes and send } soul, stecled by sorrow, is proof against your 
them sailing down the stream. It is very’ treachery. I shall not die now, the heart is 

amusing to say sweet things to we know not { long in breaking I have found. No, I will live 
whom, to one who may never know us—only $ to pardon and forget as I renounce you both! 

hive our fancies in his heart, and draw pleasant } May you be very happy with the love of which 
things about the invisible one. Some of us have } you have defrauded one who 50 implicitly and 

become acquainted through these notes, and $ (2h, too late she has found it!) foolishly trusted 

often we receive small gifts in return of flowers, } You. May your confidence in Henry be surer 

apples, and the like. We really have more plea- } that he has deserted me! 
sure in the young men than if Miss Peekin were } I return your letters; and beg to be spared 

less tyrannical, there is something so Platonic $ the reception of any more; I wish for no apology, 

and romantic about cherishing an unknown loye! } 20 promise, no pity, and am 
We know all the students apart by fanciful names ; No longer yours, Eniza Srupps. 

of our own historing; mine is not so sublimea; P. S.—Of course you will betray all my 

title, but describes a glorious fellow. ‘Whis-{ past confidences to Henry, even my innocent 
kers,” we call him, he does have such a lovely * manceuvres to attract him. Very well! let him 

pair! despise me if that can make you happier. 

-. 

‘And love in this differs from gold or clay, 
That to divide is not to take away.” 

But do not imagine that anything serious can : Rosewood, June 12th. 
result from this folly. No, Iam Henry’s alone} Miss Lestre—I acknowledge the receipt of 

and forever: it is a pity he did not propose before } my letters, and return your note unread, trusting 

% 
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you will be persuaded to let me depart in peace. ; the companion of his life. I find my own affec- 
Be woman enough not to lacerate farther the tion were less deeply imaged than it seemed at 
heart which it is now past human power to heal. 3 first. I am not certain but poor ‘ Whiskers,” 

Your former friend, Exviza Srurns. whom I must leave’ so soon, is more to me now 

Rosewood, July 12th. than Henry ever was; however, I cannot marry 
Dear BetiA—May I call you dear again? To Whisk,” for he is studying theology; and the 

confess the truth, I am weary of this quarrel: } position of minister’s wife never seemed to me 4 
since we parted I have found no such friend as ¢ desirable one—how they always look with their 

yourself, and now shall we forgive each other $ dove-colored shawls and white silk gloves! 
mutually, gathering up again the lost links in : Adieu, dearest Bella! Thine own Lema. 
the golden chain of sympathy which has so long 3 Frysville, Ohio, Sept. 1st. 
united us? I must again preface my letter with pleas for 

I hear your sweet voice saying, ‘Yes.” eee encores dear friend: we are but now estab- 
know you will forgive my impetuosity and take $ S lished in our new home, and I have had such 
me back to your heart again; and once more'L$ trouble with mamma. - 
am happy. : Money has a sad influence upon persons who 

Ah, Bella, think how much I have been called} are not naturally refined, especially if it came 
upon to endure since we parted, and not one$ into their possession suddenly, unexpectedly. 
loving word from you to help me bear the bur-$ Nothing will do but mamma must talk to every 
den of calamity! My poor father dead, our Sone about investments and position, and the 
home broken up, our furniture sold, my little $ cares incident to wealth; of course all must see 
garden in another’s hands, and I an exile still. } through and ridicule her transparent and futile 
Of course we feel papa’s 1s although during designs. Alas, Bella, I can repress the Stubbs 
his life-time it was so hard to bear his downright } name, but the vulgarity is no less conspicuous, 
and uncultivated manners; I am chiefly grateful call it Stubbs or Desmond. 
that he has given his daughter opportunities; Then this good mother of mine is so con- 
which educate her to a-position far higher than stantly quoting our old neighbors, that I doubt 
his own—but enough of this. Mourning is ex-} not we shall be traced back, and our new name 
tremely becoming to me, more so than to mamma, 3 lead to ridicule instead of honor. Two persons 
whose face is hearty and florid: crape is so styl-} cannot dispute, in her presence, but she must 
ish! but how hard to keep it free from dust in } try to quiet them with, ‘* Honey will catch more 
summer! flies than vinegar, as Mr. Brick used to say over 

I had half forgotten to tell you a pleasant sur- $ in ,»’ then at a look from me, ‘well, over in 
prise we had after losing poor papa: we awoke } New England. if 
from our grief to find ourselves rich—I do not Only this morning at table, Mr. Corey, a 
speak philosophically now, but refer to mere} charming young lawyer, who quite attaches 
material wealth, houses, stocks, and all that.} himself to us, was conversing with me, when 
Pity it is that the money has come too late, now} mamma broke in with her string of Old Town 
the exuberance of youth is gone, and all life’s 3 authorities and proverbs. After a playful quar- 
pleasures are proved unsatjsfying, wealth can} rel, which she took in earnest, came the asser- 
only satiate where nothing shal! satisfy; mamma tion, ‘‘Squire Jones used to say that two wrongs 
is but a poor physician for a broken heart. ; never made a right; and when Mr. Corey apo- 

Dear Bella, we are going West to live. I shall} logized, ‘‘That’s it, as Mr. St ,’ I touched 
enjoy the excitement of new scenes; and farther, $ her under the table. “Well, tives, as your poor 
let me tell you a secret, dear—first asking you 3 father used to say, ‘it is best to keep near a 
not to hetray me, and Iam sure you never will} kicking cow.’” Oh, I could have sunk into the 
this horrid name of papa’s, this Stubbs, it seems } cellar! Mr. Corey, ignoring all this folly of 
unnecessary to retain now he has gone, and& mamma’s, asked why I blushed, which called 
therefore (mamma has consented) we shall enter $ her forth again. ‘*You know there’s a saying 
our new home as Mrs. and Miss Desmond—think § $ that when a woman ceases to blush, she—well, 
what an improvement from Eliza Stubbs to Leila I forget—but the substance is: it’s a great pity.” 
Desmond! Such a sweet, romantic name, it She cannot see through a joke, and is always 
sounds, as Willis said about some other, “like a ; amusing others and torturing me by striving to 
gushing tear.” 3 conciliate where no offence has been given. I 

Give my love to Henry; and assure him that? cannot teach her to listen to anything she knew 
so far from cherishing any pique, I approve the % ’ before without, ‘* Well, yes, yes, I was saying the 
wisdom of his choice in selecting my Bella for $ S same thing an hour ago; yes, I understand.” 

PSS 
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Mr. Corey pretends to admire her keen, coun- , only Mr. Corey, to ask a question very timidly, 

try discernment, and what he calls her ‘*manner which has trembled on his lips for weeks. I 

of cutting across lots to the truth;’”’ he says some } ’ answered very gently, ‘*No:’? I do not think 

of her simple proverbs contain as much wisdom { Corey a pretty name, and then he has light 

as long and elaborate theories; but of course this } » eyes—dark eyes for me! To return. You cannot 

is only politeness. imagine anything more plenty than the widowers 

Do not, dear Bella, think me hard upon poor Sj in one neighborhood; but many of these have 

mamma, who is the best intentioned and most } children, or else have lost their teeth, and you 

indulgent of mortals. I implore you to burn this } know I am fastidious. I listen to a serenade 
letter, but let me pour my heart forth on its { every night, sometimes to several, Upon meet- 

pages first, for your sympathy is my only conso- $ ing rival parties, the late comers courteously 

lation. Imagine us in a new home, with new and ae for awhile, and return to make night 

elegant surroundings, at a large hotel, encom- : musical only when the others have departed. 

passed by the elite of the western world. Enter There is no balm like music! I often think how 

mamma, looking only the rosier and more portly § little my suitors know that instead of winning, 

for her widow’s weeds, in shockingly exuberant $ they are only building up a heart too sadly shat- 

spirits. Enter my poor self shrinkingly, sad, 3 tered to be won. Ah’sme! I do not know how 
alone: mamma dances into her seat, calls the ¢I live through so much; thanks, I suppose, to 

waiter ‘Sir,’ and thanks him for his services, $ my religion and philosophy! 

hopes she sees everybody well to whom she is In some things mamma improves, though she 

introduced, unfolds liberally the opinions of all $is still hard to manage; if long endurance had 
the Squires and Deacons she left in Old Town, ynat steeled me, I should have died with mortifi- 

and oh, in what English! Be, am, was, isn’t, } cation the other day, when she must needs stop 

constantly twisted into the wrong sentences; io the most fashionable promenade and try to 
she out-Partingtons Mrs. Partington sometimes, $ arouse an intoxicated man, who lay sleeping 

this very day spoke of some garden walks eae the carriage-road! Not only that, she 

radicating instead of radiating; and described § would not turn away until she had rang—think 

Niagara as making an awful spatter, and Tren- § what a liberty!—at the door of our very first 

ton Falls as guggling over the rocks! citizen, Judge Buel, and obtained from him a 

Sorrow seemed hard enough to bear, but I 3 promise to have the creature removed to a safer 

begin to realize that mortification is worse. $ place. Apropos, the Buels called that next day, 

Console and counsel me, dear Bella, and believe though they have absolutely cut us hitherto; I 

that in my grief—alas! I have no joy! suppose it was their high-bred manner of proving 

I am still yours, LEILA. that they took no offence from poor mamma’s in- 

P. §.—Direct your answer not precisely like trusion. 
the date to my letter: the real name of this 3 Upon one thing I am quite resolved, to gain 

place is Frytown. I substitute ville as more 3 and preserve the position to which my own edu- 

euphonius, and less painfully suggestive of the cation entitles me, I hope also to do somewhat 

inhabitants occupation; it may not be recognized toward introducing the amenities of our more 

in the post-office, so perhaps you had best write } civilized Eastern life among the dwellers in the 
what is noted on the maps. Mamma would come : New World, kept down as they are by material 

here, because, forsooth, a portion of our property $ interests. I haye thought of private theatricals; 

is invested in the town. — s van you suggest anything better to your faithful, 

Frysville, Ohio, October 12th. (and need I add sorrowing) Lrina? 

Thanks, dear Bella, for your vivid description ¢ P. S.—Pray tell me what sort of a husband 

of the wedding. I can see you with the white ’ Henry makes, and whether you do not weary of 

flowers in your hair, and the sweet, timid eyes 3 the quiet of domestic life, and if you would 

so full of love and happiness; and I can imagine advise me? No! you might tell Henry, and I 

Henry so proud of you and fond of you, so hand- $ shall not expose myself this time. 

some himself, so courteous and fascinating. Well, § Frysville, December 6th. 

my dear, the romance of life is over for you now, How I have wanted you, Bella dear, amid the 

you must, and will, I know, in your sweet way, $ endless perplexities of: my projected scheme for 

take up with its bare prose. civilizing this wretched country of swine-dealers. 
I find in Frysville a perfect harvest of beaux, $ Ah, little they who envy the refined and gifted, 

and notwithstanding mamma, am quite a belle : know of the shocks and wounds which these deli- 

myself; the only difficulty is to choose among so 3 cate natures must continually receive, and bear 

many—— I was interrupted here by a call, ‘in silence, from a rude, rough world. 

LLL SS. 
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I began my theatrical entertainments with the ; Frank and Fred, and Henry and Whiskers, and 

simple play of Romeo and Juliet; and had no you, dear Bella, after enduring the inconve- 

little difficulty in making my actors understand ; niences of a new home, I must still be known, 

its scope and spirit. To impress the mere words } still sign myself as sadly, but your own, 

upon their memories was another which seemed, 8 Exiza Strusss. 

for a time, insurmountable; then to refine away ; P. 8.—Do not mention the failure of my play 

rough moods, to silence trivial jokes, to create ’ to Henry; these gentlemen have not such sensi- 

the serious, romantic, poetical atmosphere which § tive natures as ours, and*he might smile at what 

was so necessary; oh, my spirit groans in looking } overwhelms me with confusion and despair, and 

back upon the Herculean labor which it has per- § will call forth, L know, dear friend, your gentle 

formed! sympathy. 

After innumerable rehearsals, we at length Frytown, January 1st. 

assembled our audience, and all was going$ I have been ill, dear Bella; the long antici- 
on tolerably well, and might have concluded { pated shadow of death is drawing down, but I 

triumphantly but for Judge Buel’s abominable am not dismayed. I was born too soon, the 
dogs. ‘ world, I fear, was not prepared for such a spirit 

People in high position are full of whims, you 3 as mine; therefore I do not blame the world, but 
know, and among those of the judge is an affec- } embrace my destiny; and reach my hand forth 

tion for an ugly terrier that follows him every } eagerly to grasp the hand of the messenger who 

where; to sit through a whole evening without } shall conduct me beneath blander skies. 

the society of his pet, seemed to the judge an Do not think me petulant, but I am almost 

impossibility, and he made an especial request disgusted with you, love, for being so contented 

for’ her admission; how could I refuse? Hein that dull country town, leading a Darby and 
made no mention of more than one; but it} Joan life with your sober spouse. I cannot ad- 

seems the creature’s puppies followed her, and } mire the way in which you combat my argu- 

the judge quietly hushed them all asleep behind ; ments; there is no use in my expending reason 

his chair. ‘ or logic, so long as you persist against the testi- 

Toward the end, it was necessary that I should mony of both in being so obstinately cheerful, 

devote myself to preparations for the after-piece; ; and finding this miserable pathway to the grave, 

and therefore I prevailed upon mamma to take } this valley of torture and tears, a something 

my part of Juliet, aware that in the dim light of } worthy of acceptance for itself; this world, a 

the tomb the difference of size would not be ob- home, and ¢his life, occupation! 

served by our audience, What trouble wehadin{ I begin to realize, dear, that my mission for 

fitting up that tomb, in shrouding with drapery $ you is ended; and since my health grows frailer 

my mother’s portly dimensions, making shadows every day, perhaps it were as well to conclude 

of black cambric, &c., until we had obtained { our correspondence. Remember I love you as 

the sylph-like slenderness and drooping grace of § \ entirely as ever, and should sorrow come, insist 

Juliet! “upon sharing it with you; but my capacity for 
The curtain rose, she lay there sleeping in} joy is gone, let my poor heart break. 

the tomb, and the hush among the spect tators § With a kind remembrance to Henry, I am 

announced our success, when an unlooked-for } : wearily yours, ELiza. 

catastrophe occurred; Judge Buel’s terrier, sage? P. S.—Probably this will be my last New 

pies and all, made a bound over chairs and their ; Year; when the end comes, I shall direct 

occupants, and ran toward the tomb, sniffing and ;mamma to inform you by means of a news- 

rooting about the motionless Juliet! ’ paper; you know she does not like to write. 

You may remember mamma’s aversion to dogs: : Frysville, May 20th. 

she started at their first approach—i! ie! i! Yes, Bella, your letter reached me, and I am 
luddy! save me! Keep ’em off! and perceiving : still alive; and farther, have a surprising tale te 

my fruitless attempts exclaimed—before the elite } tell—so read. 
of Frysville, think of it!—‘Catch me taking! What unlooked-for changes take place in our 

part in your nonsense again, Lizzy Stubbs.” ‘ lives! It is exactly a year since our correspond- 

And ever since, in spite of my endeavors, she ‘ence first commenced, and through what alter- 

will sign her name and introduce herself as Mrs. ‘ nations of despair and hope, what weariness and 

Joseph Stubbs: she tells people the name was } suffering I have passed since then; and how 

given with her property, which I must do her } strange that this dreary way should have led me 

the justice to say is a clever evasion. ‘to an earthly honor, one full of peace and happi- 

So after leaving home and friends, leaving ‘ness; for, Bella, 1 am married! 
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Possibly I have mentioned to you the name of 3 our little abode neither room nor occupation for 
Mr. Graves, a young farmer, who was an in-3 those trials of civilized life. It is a pleasure for 

valuable support to me during my theatrical} me to perform the few household duties which 

trials. He was not handsome nor elegant, and } our daily wants make essential; I am repaid by 

shocked me often; I can never forget how once, my husband’s happy face, his evident enjoyment 

as we walked in a romantic place alone, and Is of home, 

was quoting Byron’s noble apostrophe to the} Pray come and visit us, Bella, you and Henry 

stars, (you remember, ‘*Our destinies overleap ‘both. You will find me, possibly, washing dishes 

this mortal state and claim a kindred with you,” } upon my piano, and drying towels on the harp; 

and so forth) I detected Master John Graves} for both stand in my kitchen, it being the only 

gaping by my side! and in answer to my re-? apartment sufficiently large to accommodate 

proachful glance, he asked if I were fond of : them here; but you will find me cheerful and 

apples, and giving me one began to eat himself! } contented, all my lack-a-daisy—for it was no- 

But John is a worthy man, full of good sense; thing better—gone; and will receive the warmest 

and intelligent if not poetical, so I have married : welcome from your true and grateful Eniza. 
him. Looking over my shoulder now, he tells} P. S.—Whom do you think mamma is pre- 
me to urge you, dear Bella, to come and witness ; paring to marry? No other than Judge Buel, 

with your own eyes whether we do not live} whose wife died several months since; they only 
quietly and happily. Pray, pray, come and let | wait at my suggestion to complete the year of 

. 

me thank you, face to face, for the gentle wisdom } mourning. I shall be proud, after all, of poor 
which converted me even while I rejected it; for § mamma; and why should I say “poor,” when 
the kindness and patience too with which you ; she has such a rich, large heart, such study 
have so long borne my folly. ‘ sense, such a consistent and worthy character? 

We do not live splendidly: John has a farmer’s { The judge esteems her a perfect jewel—foolish 
tastes, and has brought me to a farmer’s home. } girl that I was, with all my fancied wisdom and 
The portion of my property which was not lost} philosophy, to need that another should point 
in stocks, he has invested in land. We keep no | out virtues which have so long flourished in my 

servants for the simple reason that we have in * own home! E. G. 

FOLLOW ME. 

BY MRS. DEBORAH PIDSLEY. 

Gazing on the rippling stream, 

Where the laughing sunbeams gleam; 

Resting in the shady dell, 

Where the fairies love to dwell. 

Fot.ow, follow, follow me, 

With a footstep light and free; 

Bounding up the mountain side 

Where the murm’ring streamlets glide. 

Roaming through the woody glen, Caring not for wealth or power, 

Far from “busy haunts of men;” Love will gild the passing hour; 

Culling flowers, sweet and fair, Ne’er again our footsteps roam 

Twining wreaths to deck thy hair. From our happy mountain home, 
ee 

MORE AG TTY. 

BY LOTTIE LINWOOD, 

GRAVEWARD tending, till our shadows Still we journey on forever, 

Will be lost amid the gloom Never tarrying on our way, 

Of the night that surely gathers, And the flow of Time’s swift river, 

Round the stern, rapacious tomb, Will not let us pause nor stay. 

Even though our footsteps falter, Far beyond the grave’s low darkness, 

As we near the future goal, Or the gloom of life’s short even, 

And a shrinking fear oppresses, Beams of fadeless light are shining, 

With its weight—the untried soul; Earth is merging into Heay'n, et eee 



A MINISTER’S WIFE. 

BY MISS ALICE GRAY. 

Few people understand the perplexities of the, the lady of the house requested me to ‘open 
young wife of a minister; the grave cares are} the meeting,” and then immediately rose and 

easier seen. Let me contribute a mite of remi-{ kneeled, imitated by all present. I remained 

niscence to ‘stir up your pure minds” to for- seated, looking around with terror. As soon as I 
bearance and sympathy. could command my yoice, ‘*Mrs. Longbotham!”’ 

I was a lively, impulsive girl of nineteen, { I called. There was a general start. I suppose 
when I was placed at the head of a large con-} that was not exactly the way they expected me 

gregation, where my speaking and my not} tocommence. ‘Iam sorry,” I stammered, ‘¢I— 
speaking, my down-sitting and my uprising, § you must excuse me—I—really——” and only 

every tone, every look was subject to criticism. } by a strong mental grasping of my dignity, es 

I had a constant sensation as if walking on egg-{ ‘‘a married woman,” I restrained my tears, and 

shells, and I have never been able to overcome} managed to get out that I preferred leaving 
the guarded manner I then acquired. I recol-;} that duty for some older lady. All serambled 

lect the Sunday I first stumbled over the bench up again. I heard a giggle smothered in a 

into the large, square ‘‘minister’s pew,’”’ caught ¢ pocket-handkerchief. Several ladies were sud- 
the fringe of my bridal-shawl, seated myself } denly afflicted with coughs, and I met looks of 
most uncomfortably on a pile of hymn-books, Y ianaisne reproof, and pious grief that the 

and found all eyes fastened on me. People at solemnity of the occasion should he so disturbed. 

forty-two don’t color so easily as in their teens, } I knew that the tone I had taken must be kept 

but I doubt whether the like would not make up, so I drew down the corners of my mouth, 

my face as unbecomingly red now as it did then. } and looked as meek as possible. 

I read in my Bible, ‘‘Take no thought where- $ «Ahem! said Mrs. Longbotham. “It has 

withal ye shall be clothed,” yet I had to take: always been our custom to look to our minister’s 

thought. Oh! what a puzzle my dress was! 13 wife,” and she stopped. ‘*We should hardly 
remember a bonnet my mother sent me from’ know who to turn to, if she declines,” she con- 
Now York. ‘It is very quiet-looking,” she tinued. 

wrote, ‘‘for I know that clergymen’s wives have ‘*Won’t you take the office yourself?” I said. 

to dress plainly.” Mercy on me! how the con-} I hoped some one would ‘second the motion,” 

gregation would have been scandalized at the} but no one did, and Mrs. Longbotham’s bow was 

sight of that bonnet! I took off a sweet little; one of refusal and displeasure. | 

green spray. replaced the blush-roses inside by ‘“‘Now that you know our habit, Mrs. Middle- 

two Methodist-looking tabs, and so managed to 3 brook,” said Mrs. Howell, ‘‘perhaps you will 

wear it. But the air of the thing was ruined, ! feel that diffidence is hardly proper.” 

it had no character whatever. I looked at the woman in astonishment. If 

Thad to have at my tonguo’s-end the histories } I had been accustomed to ‘lead in prayer” all 

and wants of all the poor of the parish, to visit} my life, I should hardly have been able after 

everybody, to be always ready to see company, such a scene. Another long pause. The ladies 

and yet to ‘look well to the ways of my house-} looked at each other, and finally the meeting 

hold;” for ‘‘extravagance in a minister’s wife, was ‘‘opened” by a young lady of thirty-five, 

of all persons!” said our opposite neighbor, with long ringlets, who had often declared 

Miss Betsey Ann Clapp. Clergymen’s wives; she'd ‘‘just as lieve pray as not.” 

are not usually extravagant. ‘*Why wouldn’t} The next day I was visited by an intimate 
Jack eat his supper?” Iwas expected to attend | friend, who told me that considering my hus- 

every evening lecture, however tired I might be, } band’s position as a newly-settled pastor, and 

to cut out all the work for all the sewing-circles, } the many busy tongues of her towns-women, 

to open all the female prayer-meetings. This she did hope that I would not again refuse a 
last duty was the most appalling. I had never} like request. My husband told me I could have 

been in a prayer-meeting of any kind till my no guide but my own feelings. So the night 

marriage. At the first private one I attended, ? before the next weekly meeting, I went up-stairs, 

Von. XXX.—15 227 

EE — ee ee 
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sat down in the starlight, and spent two hours! My husband had two other preaching-places, 

trying to ‘take a view of my duty.” Hours } and often when I was alone, the stage would set 

they were of pain and weeping, which I need down some curious old codger at the door of the 
not describe, for no one who has not been ; ‘‘minister’s house.” They say the horses stop- 

through a like trial would comprehend me—} ped there of themselves on Saturday night. 

hours also of sincere prayer. One ‘“‘dewy eve” there alighted a man with a 

At last I resolved to write a prayer. Here bundle tied up in a yellow pockcet-handkerchief. 

again was a difficulty. I could not banish from ; I did not like his looks. It was plain that both 

my mind portions of the sublime and compre- his clothes and himself needed clean water, and 

hensive collects of the beloved church of my $ his personal habits as shown during the evening, 

childhood and youth; but I knew that such ex- ’ were not agreeable. I had taken much pride in 

pressions, if recognized, would offend. I.went $the arrangement of my ‘‘spare chamber,” and 

to my husband, and he composed it for me. I} every housekeeper will understand how I felt 

found some yery soft paper, and copied it. I | about making that man welcome to my snowy 

would have learned it by heart, but I could not § pillows and counterpane, pure white toilet-table, 
trust my voice or memory. The next day, after and new carpets. There was a very good room 

all had taken their places, I unfolded the paper ‘over the kitchen, though a very plain one, and 

as softly as a mouse. I had not pronounced }to that I at last showed him. He found out in 
many words before I became conscious that a $ some way that he had not been treated to the 
lady near me was looking over her shoulder. <A : best, and came down stairs the next morning 

glance on the other side told me that two or{in a furious rage. After storming awhile, he 

three more were doing the same, very likely } flung across the way to Mrs. Deacon Clapp with 

others were, also. How devotional they must$a terrible story of his night’s accommodation. 

have appeared! meekly on their knees before ¢ After breakfast, over came Miss Betsey Ann. I 

their chairs, with their heads turned over their ‘stated the truth of the matter, but it was of no 

shoulders, staring at me. I don’t know that it $ effect. ‘*To treat in that way a poor, afflicted 

was right to draw strength from such a reflec- ne other,”’ she said. ‘“Sucha goodman! He was 

tion, but I thought then that whether the motive :poor, to be sure, but then our Master was a 

which prompted my conduct was proper or im-{ poor man;” and something she said about 

proper, there was little doubt about theirs. ‘entertaining angels unawares,’ and went on 

The stray visitors, and the ‘‘exchanges” trou- ‘in that strain. 

bled me. Sometimes the reverend brethren en-{ ‘Angels wouldn’t go about so dirty as that 
tered upon theological topics with poor little me. } man, Miss Betsey Ann,” said I. 

One asked my opinion of the respective merits of ; It was an unfortunate speech, it seemed. It 

Emmons and Hopkins. I had heard their names, } was repeated, but I have not time to tell you of 

and seen the backs of their books—but as for any- $ tha consequences. 

thing more! One catechized me about the ortho- One Saturday evening Mr. Middlebrook mado 

doxy of the neighboring clergymen. One asked } up his little bag of shirts, razors, and sermons, 

me how often my husband preached old sermons, ‘and left me in preparations to receive a cele- 
and how much his perquisites amounted to in a } brated clergyman from Boston, who was to pass 

year. I could not keep Sunday, or the Sabbath, } the night with a family two or three miles from 

as they called it, strictly enough for some. If I} the village, and drive in with them to church. I 

laughed, they ‘‘made big eyes” at me. Some- ; felt flustered, for I knew that Dr. belonged 

times they condescended so much that they ¢t0 a very aristocratic family, and had a hand- 

frightened me. I thought what an awful height some establishment in the city, and I feared that 
must be theirs if they had to stoop so far! One the arrangements of a humble country-parsonage 

day one of them, after unfolding his napkin at the { might strike him strangely. I was obliged to 

dinner-table, looked all over it slowly, winking {leave some things until Sunday morning, and 

hard with both eyes like an owl, and then said, ¢was annoyed by a little, crooked, poor-looking 

‘‘Where’s the apple-sass?” I had not quite old man coming about nine o’clock and inquiring 

teamed all the country-customs, and I had none. } \ for Mr. Middlebrook. On being told he was not 

‘No apple-sass!”” he exclaimed, gazing at me, § Sat home, he asked what hour the morning-ser- 

‘“‘What! got no apple-sass?” ‘No,’ I replied, i vice commenced, and if he might stay then, ‘TI 

with a quivering voice, for his manner made } supposed he might,” I told him, ‘He could sit 

one feel really guilty. ‘Well!’ said he, sitting * down in the stoop, if he liked.” 
back in his chair, ‘‘I never, I declare I Negae: So he seated himself, and good-naturedly 

heard of such a thing in all of my whole life.”” ‘watched the piles of plates and dishes walking 
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down stairs, for I kept my best china in a closet fying herself with a bright blue dress and pink 

in the spare room. ‘ ribbons. 

“T don’t want Dr. —— to think I have made} The church-bell ceased tolling. The minister 

any extraordinary preparations,” I said to my} rose to prayer, It was the crooked, shabby old 

‘chired girl,” Thankful Ann, ‘‘for after I have? man, who had passed the morning in my stoop. 

done all I can, it will seem very plain to him. I felt the perspiration start from every pore of 
I shall ask him to a simple family dinner, and I} my body. It was then the custom in Massachu- 

am sure it is one. And I must hurry and get setts for the congregation to stand during prayer, 

dressed, for he might call, aug I wouldn’t for but my limbs refused to sustain me—I fell back 

the world have him see me so.’ son my seat. But this was nothing to what I 

It was a very warm morning, and I had as-} felt when, almost sinking with confusion, I 

_ sumed the short-gown-and-petticoat fashion of ‘ waited in the aisle to ask him to the plain 

my Dutch grandmothers, the Polkas of the family dinner, and he patted me on the shoul- 

present day had not danced along yet, and my; der with the soothing manner one uses to a 

calico sun-bonnet crowned all. child, saying, ‘‘Neyer mind! my dear, never 

Presently there was a lacking of three eggs. mind! you'll know better next time. Never 

The barn was a long and sunny way off. ‘‘My : mind! Ah! don’t feel so badly about it. Why, 

good man,” said I, ‘*couldn’t you go for a few ‘St. Paul himself might have been in my place. 

eges?”? and I directed him to the corner where ; His ‘bodily presence was weak, and his speech 

he would probably find some. contemptible.’ No one will ever know it.” 

‘« Miss Middlebrook,” called Thankful Annin$ This was my sole consolation, but I found 

a minute, ‘‘he can’t open the little gate.” ‘Mrs. Longbotham waiting for me in the porch, 

‘‘Never mind, let him climb over then,” an- 3 to whisper that she’d ‘‘die of the French” if I 

swered I; and I stood in the door of the Gatoont didn’t tell her what sent Dr. climbing over 

and laughed at his awkward way of doing so. 3 my little red gate into the lane that morning. 

The eggs were brought, and Thankful Ann $ Close by, stood Thankful Ann, purple in the face 

“tossed up” the pudding with the speed and with laughter. She got the secret out of her, 

skill of a New England ‘‘help.” for I couldn’t fell it. I went home, and sat 

«Be sure you lock the door safely, Thankful § down to dinner with the little old man, and 

Ann,” I said, as I came down to go to church. } heard him ask me as he uncovered a dish of 

‘Ts that old man gone?” ; spinach, if I ‘‘was fond of the egg.” 

‘Well! I guess as to how he is,” she replied; I could go on ad libitum, as could any ‘‘clergy- 

“‘T don’t see the critter nowheres.” § man’s wife; but I spare you, my good readers. 

Thankful Ann had also been up stairs beauti- 

MY BROTHER 

BY MARY H. LUCY. 

Oh, blessed thought! That tho’ the way 

Be dark—tho sunshine be gone; 

To the All-Father we may turn, 

And lean upon his arm! 

Feeling he chasteneth whom he loves, 

Praying—in spirit one, 

For grace to say in every hour, 

“Father, thy will be done!” 

My brother! In that other home, 

Where comes not sorrow’s tear, 

Look down upon our earthly way, 

Meet us in spirit here! . 

And tho’ we tread life’s future path, 
Mournfully and alone, 

God grant we all at last may meet 

Around the Great White Throne, 

THe Autumn winds are hurrying by, 

And the mournful Autumn rain, 

Like the wailing ery of a tired child, 

Taps low at the window-pane. 

My thoughts go back to the joyous past, 

To the beautiful long ago, 

To the dearest of our fireside band, 

Who sleeps in the church-yard low! 

I murmur again the old time words, 

The words of hope and love; 

And I half forget that he went away, 

To dwell in the courts above. 

I look with wistful eyes, adown 

Life’s mazes dim to see, 

And hear a voice in accents mild, 

“Thy God will be with thee!” POPOL LLL LLL LLL LANL ALLA OL ll 



THE VACANT STORE IN BROAD STREET. 

BY JOHN QUINCY TRUAX. 

I rook a quiet stroll last Sunday afternoon, 3 having rolled, perhaps, for thirty years. Indeed, 

through the business part of the city. Selecting $ though the high, solid, red brick building stood 
the shady sides of the hot streets, I walked $ with cross-barred window-blinds shut and un- 

slowly down Broadway, entered Wall, and turned § winking, glaring and still in the open, hot sun- 

down the western side of the wide and magni-$ light, I fancied that in spite of all it looked cold 

ficently sweeping curve of Broad street. Stop-$and damp; that even (for I knew that it had 
ping here and there to read up in the diversified been little occupied for a considerable time) the 

sign-literature upon the silent, iron-bound ware- privation of human oceupancy and living, active 

houses, I espied, opposite me, a store with an$ influences had imparted some deadening weight 

unusual display of small tin signs upon the iron’ to the black air, so long shut closely up in the 
leayes of its heavily bolted door. They were of $ stores and offices within; and that this atmos- 

that small and unsubstantial variety which is? phere, damp and unhealthy in itself, had gra- 

very commonly used by several sorts of men; by : dually impressed a darker shade upon the very 

physicians and lawyers, apparently from some $ bricks of the wall, than belonged to the materials 

consideration of etiquette or custom or profes- 3 of the adjoining tenements. This is not impro- 

sional pride; by artizans, tailors and bootmakers | bably an actual fact; of which, however, any 

especially, whose slender capital delegates them } person may readily judge for himself by looking 

to obscure streets, and to small exterior blazonry } with unbiased eyes upon the store where it 

of their name and fame; and lastly, by men of 3 stands; I may possibly have been influenced 

business who depart to better or worse accom-3 by fancies accompanying the information in my 

modations, leaving behind them one of these} possession respecting the premises. Of all these 

small notifications, as the utmost that is needful : various unprosperous phenomena, however, that 

to announce so unimportant a circumstance as} which was to me most noticeable was this mul- 

the mere negation of their presence. tiplicity of small tin signs—this unusual aceumu- 
** Altrovero & Son,” I read, ‘removed to lation of exuvis, as it were, of departed firms. 

William street; ‘““V. B. Amlen,” said another} It was altogether the most noticeable, I repeat, 

memorial of departed worth, ‘‘removed to to me, for I believed that I knew a good reason 

Broadway.” for it. : 

A third legend was to the ill-omened effect The entry of a death, which I yesterday ob- 

that ‘“‘the bocks of Messrs. Williams, Pride & $ served with sorrow in the register of one of the 

Fall, may be seen at the store of Solidman &3 cities dailies, apprises me that I am now at 

Co., Maiden Lane.” And there were anee Wheres to state certain facts connected with an 

or two other inscriptions of similar purport. * occurrence which happened quite a number of 

One of these, perhaps the oldest, was quite de-} years ago, which caused some excitement and 
faced, and hung only by a corner and one nail; ; curious inquiry, legal and otherwise, at the 

rusty and scrolled up by the malicious or care- 3 time, and concentrated a temporary interest of 

less mischief of some junior clerk, it was worth } considerable intensity about this building, then 

nobody’s while to replace it, for the fact which ; occupied by the gentleman just mentioned and 
it announced was long ago known to all the cus- ; his partner, under the name and firm of Argen- 

tomers and correspondents of the house. ‘sen & Brother. Many of our older residents 

A very few blades of grass shot out from be-} will doubtless remember the facts. The gentle- 

tween the heavy stones of the basement—a rare * man just deceased—I substitute for his real 

fringe to the iron armor of a business street. A name that of Argensen—was long a wholesale 

huge, dusty, ragged rock, formerly placed upon} merchant of reputation, influence and wealth in 

the side of the front steps as a specimen of ore : this city, and of very high character, not only 

or building stone, from some quarry whose agent $ as a solid, careful, reliable and successful busi- 

once kept open counting-house within, still lay {ness man, but as a man of the purest probity, 

there; gathering no moss, howeyer, in that hot, 3 and loftiest moral and religious qualities. In 

dry, Bea business atmosphere, for all its not | my situation as junior member of the law firm 
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which transacted his professional business, as} Nor could I ever find any traces of my family in 

long as he was actively occupied about mercan- 3 that first city, although I have frequently made 
tile matters, was so fortunate as to conciliate § inquiries. The designation of Argensen & Bro- 

his esteem, and to be honored for a long time ‘ ther was, therefore, not strictly true. It was a 

with a large share of his confidence; of which } fancy of my own. Yet it was not without a very 

one consequence was the communication of the } true significance; for it was chosen as an allow- 

following facts, which were narrated to me at able embodiment of the peculiarly intimate and 

his own residence. As he had no relatives, and } delightful character of the friendship which ex- 

no acquaintances, so far as my observation has } Sisted between myself and Adam Neal, my part- 

extended, (except mere business friends) nearly ner. We were both orphans, had been penniless 

so intimate even as myself, I do not hazard any} errand boys, and subsequently junior clerks, 

injury to the feelings of any person in publish- together, and had always, both then and after- 

ing this account; which I think not without in-} ward, maintained a close and confidential rela- 

terest in itself, as well as on some philosophical | tion and intercourse, such as seems, indeed, a 

grounds. * necessar y resource to persons of affectionate 

The store in question had been included in} character and strong social instincts, in default 

that portion of Mr. Argensen’s large property, } of any family circle of God-given loved ones. 

which was usually leased and managed by our} We read, studied and sang together; walked, 

firm as his agents. And so far back even as the } talked, argued, investigated, discussed, believed, 

time of Mr. Argensen’s narrative to me, above} : planned and speculated in partnership; and were 

mentioned, the three or four tin signs already } always called David and Jonathan by our clerkly 

fixed upon the outer door of the tenement, and ‘friends. This evident sympathy of mind and 

the fact that no concern or tenant ever remained } soul, corroborated by so many years of intimate 

long in it had attracted my attention. 3 intercourse, rendered it the most natural thing 

The immediate occasion, indeed, of his com-}in the world that when we had cach, at about 

munication of the circumstances to me, was ai the same time, gained a position where, with 

casual remark of mine upon the unstable returns } our own little savings, and the assistance which 

from a piece of real estate evidently so valuable; § certain friends among our elders felt justified in 

and an accompanying suggestion that some ex- g rendering us, we could venture into business in 

penditures for improvements, or even rebuilding, 3 ‘ our own names, we should do so jointly as part- 

would not improbably be remunerated by the in- § ners. 

creased revenue and certainty of tenancy. His$ This we accordingly did, and being emboldened 

age, he said, even then, and disinclination for the by a business connection uncommonly large from 

responsibility and effort necessary in any new un- 3 the start—which I believe was mainly gained by 

dertaking, were reasons sufficient to prevent him § the winning and many address of Adam Neal— 

from an exertion, even of so little comparative } we ventured to purchase these premises, which 

extent; and he, moreover, dropped some slight you seem inclined to, have rebuilt instead of 

hint of associations existing in his own mind and § leasing a tenement; inasmuch as they were just 

disinclining him to the proposed change, such as } then in the market on easy terms, 

caused me, connecting it with certain dim and} Here we did a successful business for two 

floating rumors which I had heard before, to ask years, rapidly reducing our indebtedness to the 

him very bluntly for an account of them, friends who had aided us, and with every pros- 

This he very readily and kindly gaye, on con-} pect of a most prosperous mercantile life. In 

dition that I should not repeat it during his life-} the summer, however, of 18—, as you probably 

time, for obvious reasons. I shall now transcribe : know, happened those painful circumstances 

the statement as written down by me immediately which not only broke up the firm, and ruined 

after having heard it from him, and of course} me, for the time being, both in health and in 

substantially in his words, and in the first person. : purse, but of which the centre in fatal and sor- 

My firm (said Mr. Argensen to me) was Argen- { rowful interest to me was the sudden disappear- 

sen & Brother. But I never actually had either $ ance and undoubted death—by whatever means 

brother or sister, to my recollection, and I think | —of Adam Neal. 

my parents died before I came away from Eu-$ The whole thing came upon me in one day— 

rope. It was when I was so young, however, the loss of my life-long and beloved friend, and 

that my only childish or home remembrance is} the conviction that I was again without a cent. 

a dim one of two beloved forms, and the im-$I do not mean that I was afraid to be poor. It 

pression—how made or retained I know not— was the sudden revulsion which the circum- 

that I was sent from Copenhagen to New York. * stances made peculiarly overpowering, from an 
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independence toward which I had been mounting 3 for the door was so adjusted as to prevent en- 
with such long and sinewy struggles, and such } trance from without; an arrangement considered 

goading and longing aspirations for so many ; safest and convenient enough under the circum- 

years—which I expected that three or four}stances. Of this clerk, who was a person of a 
months would definitely assure—the sudden and somewhat rowdyish, blustering countenance, and 
surprising fall from this hopeful and bright ele- $ of a like demeanor among his companions, but 
vation, down again into the place of the under- } who had always been civil enough to us, his prin- 
ling, the dependant, the debtor. That—that cipals, and respectably attentive to his duties, I 
effect of sudden poverty should afflict a rach Heol and hurriedly inquired after Neal; 
minded man is no wonder. } hardly noticing, in my eagerness, that the great 

We had collected up as snugly as possibly, and } ill-favored bull-dog had sneaked through tho 
had even borrowed on short time an amount con- door as soon as it was opened, his tail close be- 
siderably larger than we usually allowed our- } tween his legs and his head down, and crouched 
selves so to obtain, for the sake of being in funds $ trembling close at my feet. ‘‘Mr. Neal?” re- 
for the cash purchases necessary to an invest- plied the clerk, evidently startled, as indeed 
ment which our calculations demonstrated must ; would naturally be the case to one so early and 
be highly remunerative, and of which a friend { suddenly aroused and asked so hastily; startled, 
had furnished early private advice. These ad-}I say, and also by the same confusing mist of 
vantages, however, must be used at once; fora sleep, disenabled either from prompt recollec- 
very short delay would make others aware of } tion of things past, or prompt comprehension of 
facts now in our exclusive possession, and expose } things present—* Mr. Neal?) Why, warn’t he at 
us ¢o & competition fatal to our plans, Neal, ‘ home last night?” 
therefore, with funds in hand, was to proceed} ‘No,” I answered. ‘He slept here, I sup- 
directly South next morning for the completion } pose. He was to meet me here this morning.” 
of the business. Almost all of the twenty-five ‘He left the store about an hour after you 
or thirty thousand dollars which we had deter- $ did,” replied the clerk. ‘*He said there was 
mined to risk in the enterprise he had in his : business which he must attend to up town, and 
pocket-book; for various delays had rendered it } that he would not come down again.” 
impossible to get the several amounts into our Here was some singular misapprehension. 
hands until late that very afternoon. We re- ; Thinking hastily over our business, I could re- 
mained together at the counting-room until Leeds no possible necessity for Neal’s seeing 
almost dark, transacting business and arranging { anybody up town. No business matter, to the 
affairs in order to the least possible derange- { best of my knowledge and belief, remained un- 
ment from his absence; and at last, not without} adjusted, nor had it ever happened to us to 
repeated kindly urging from him, I departed to } leave any such matter at any time at such loose 
dinner, He said he would sleep at the store, as {ends in the afternoon, that we should need to 
there yet remained some correspondence in his } pursue men into the repose of the evening for 
department to be closed up, and that I could its adjustment. Any lady? I thought. But that 
come down and see him off early in the morning. } was quite beyond supposition. If there were 

Early, accordingly, next morning I was at the} any such affair on hand (which I knew there 
store, and finding the door and windows still was not) I should have known, step by step, of 
fast closed, knocked vigorously for a long time its progress, from Neal. Some unfortunate mis- 
without effect, except that to my surprise, the } understanding I concluded; but already I was 
great half blood-hound, half bull-dog which we } within the penumbra of the gloomy sorrow which 
kept in the store, instead of the resounding, : spreads darkening backward as well as forward, 
hoarse and savage baying with which, from his } from the precise period when great misfortunes 
lair in the penetralia of the building, he had {become fully known, and already the bodings 
been accustomed to hail the first comer, was which came from within me, exaggerated to a 
whining pitifully, and evidently from close be- : degree that I resolutely refused to admit in my 
hind the entrance door, This unusual circum-} reason, the significance of this slight circum- 
stance caused me to apprehend that something { stance of the breaking of so unimportant an 
was wrong; and I therefore redoubled my attack, } appointment. In a very few moments, however, 
making indeed so emphatic a clamor as speedily }I concluded that Adam Neal must, as the clerk 
to waken the clerk who slept up stairs, and to } had said, have left the store last night, and slept 
bring him, all haggard and disordered, half- either in some part of the city to me unknown, 
dressed and yawning in the undispelled drowse } or on board of the packet which was to depart 
of a heavy morning slumber, to my assistance; }with the first of the ebb, within half an hour 
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from that present moment. NHastily, therefore, Sending the trunk home, I hastened back 

telling Mr. Simson, the clerk, to call in the dog § ‘the store, thence to our boarding-house, ee 

and go to bed again, if he liked, I departed ‘to the shipping office of the line of packets, in 

toward the wharf from which the brig was to ; one of which Neal had taken passage, and thence 

unmoor. But the dog paid no attention either ‘ to the houses of several gentlemen who had been 
to Simson’s whistling, to his explicit friendly {our most tried and efficient friends. No man 

appeals by name, to his angry orders, or finally $ ‘had seen Neal since yesterday afternoon at the 

to his sportsman-like cries of, ‘‘Here, Bose! § : \ close of business hours, though up to that time 

Here, rat! rat!” He came sneakingly along as § ‘several had seen him, and had loaned him on 

if thoroughly frightened, sticking close at my {notes at short dates, as I have already stated, 

heels, insomuch that I hit his nose more than various sums of money—facts which rendered 

once in lifting my feet; an indignity ordinarily $ their memories quite accurate and reliable. 

quite sufficient to arouse the savage ferocity,; By this time 1 make no doubt that the un- 

which indeed had always required fierce disci- { accountable horror of mind, which, seemingly 
pline and great care for its restraint within safe ; in so unnecessary a manner, yet so irresistibly, 

bounds, and which had rendered him the terror $ was accumulating upon me, began to diffuse a 

of divers lounging clerks who had undertaken ‘visible shadow of terrified anguish upon my 

to beard him in his den. This bruitish wrath } countenance. The men whom I sought out were 

of his seemed, however, now to have burnt so : perceptibly started at meeting me; and were 

completely out, like a candle dying in the socket; § infected with a sympathetic and apprehensivo 

or to be so utterly quenched by some stronger ; tremor like my own, forthwith upon the putting 

fear, as to drive him to seek protection near some of the one question, which I repeated over and 

friend of a higher order of existence. Hurrying { over again with that fearful sinking sensation at 

on, however, in the perplexity of my thoughts ; the heart which attends sudden and surprising 

and of the unaccountable apprehensions which ? sorrows. Although they exch agreed with me, 

beset me, I thought neither of dog nor of devil; ; in words, that it was doubtless a mere delay and 
but only of the new and unprecedented omission } misunderstanding, and that at business hours 

on Neal’s part, and of the material disappoint- my partner must unquestionably appear at his 

ment and vexation which would ensue if he } desk, this was the hollow consent which always 
should lose his passage, and our speculation } veils a catastrophe from sight until relentless 

should thereby be blocked. ’ demonstration tears it away, and forces us to 

The captain of the brig stood on the house, $ look fairly into the face of the black fate which 
aft, as I came down to the wharf, swearing, : we already well knew was there grimly crouched 

according to the tenure of his office, at the { behind it. The words were naught. Consciously 

slowness of sundry seamen who were hauling a { or not, J knew that Neal was dead; and my 

schooner away from outside of him, to allow ; knowledge, shadowed forth from my haggard 

his brig a free passage into the stream. She | visage, must have passed over into the souls of 
hung only by two slight fasts, which were { my interlocutors, and belied their own consoling 

ready to be cast off, and I had to scramble {assurances to themselves. So little faith had I 

over the bulwarks as best I might to reach }in the appearance of my friend at the time pre- 

the potent commander. ‘Is Mr. Neal aboard, } dicted, that upon the failure to discover any 

sir?” I asked, eagerly. ‘No, sir,’”’ was the i traces of him at the points already indicated, I 

brief response. ‘‘Hasn’t been seen yet, sir. { proceeded directly to the office of the chief of 

Can’t wait for him, nor nobody else. Cut off that} the city police, requested a private audience 

fast, for’ard!”? And he fired off a great string } with him, and stating my suspicions that my 

of execrations at the ‘‘lubberly mousing sogers,”’ { partner had met with foul play, and all the cir- 

who were singing out at the hawser of the heavy } cumstances of the case, requested him to cause 

schooner. ‘There’s something wrong, Captain Sas thorough and immediate an investigation of 

Martin,” I said. ‘He must be ill, But he can’t {the matter as was possible. He readily agreed 

zo now. Won't you let me take his trunk ashore, >to this, but surprised me by saying that he had 

however?” ‘Steward, set Mr. Neal’s trunk ; expected my visit, and still more by expressing 

ashore for this gentleman,” hailed the gruff cap- $ his conviction that Simson, (whom I had not 

tain; and I regained the wharf in disappointment ¢ ‘ mentioned to him) the clerk, had made away with 

and vexation most extreme and overpowering, ns ° > my partner for the sake of the money in his pos- 

the clumsy old brig began her long voyage with } session. These items of information were speedily 

an imperceptible gliding progress, inch by inch, 

along the side of the pier. ' offer to cause the night policeman upon whose 

accounted for, however, upon my accepting his: 

Se ee — 
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beat my store stood, to repeat to me the report s concealed within the store, and proposing a 
which he had already made to his chief. Upon’ thorough search after him, Simson had ridi- 
being summoned into our presence, the officer, $ culed the idea, and had obstinately opposed it, 
apparently a man of shrewdness, sobriety and} even until the officer, his suspicions growing 
steadiness, proceeded to state substantially as § stronger, had intimated that he should other- 
follows: * wise take him into custody and make the search 

That shortly after midnight of the night just $ alone, when he very unwillingly and sullenly 
passed, he had been going his usual rounds; $ assented, attributing his reluctance altogether 
that even before coming abreast of my store, his % to his pretended deprivation of sleep by this 
attention was called to it by the loud and terri-$ (alleged) unnecessary disturbance; that there- 
fied howling, mingled with occasional savage and ; upon entering and locking the outer door behind 
vociferous baying, and also with whining of the < him, he (the officer) had caused Simson to pro- 
large dog from within, which beast he knew well $ cure a lighted candle, which he unwillingly did, 
by sight and reputation as exceedingly savage, ; and unwillingly and with officious and unneces- 
strong, faithful and wakeful; that having waited < sary repetitions of ridicule and denial of the 
some minutes upon the supposition that some $ imagined concealment of any person on the pre- 
slight casual noise had excited the animal, and mises, followed the officer in his search; that he 
then having concluded that some person must $ (Simson) carefully kept out of the candle-light 
be concealed in the building with evil intent, he $ and behind him as much as possible; that, how- 
resolved to arouse the clerk, (of whose name ever, he contrived to watch him sufficiently to 
and usual nightly presence in the store he | note that his whole demeanor was that of a man 
was aware) and with his assistance to make a3 startled in the midst of crime, and conscious 
thorough search through the interior. That $and fearful about it: and altogether different 
although he knocked and pounded very violently 3 from that of one merely awakened suddenly out 
upon the iron doors and shutters, which rattled $ of sound sleep, his discomposure lasting too 
and resounded with a great din, and although the ; long, and being too definite and evidently pro- 
terrible baying of the dog had already awakened ¢ foundly felt; that in the course of this search 
one or two clerks sleeping in neighboring stores, } they came first to the door which opened from 
who were aroused and in the street, but who the small entry at the foot of the stairs, (in 
were deterred by fear of the vicious brute from which entry was the hoist-way of the building) 
attempting an entrance, yet this united clamor } and behind the said stairs, into the main store 
failed, apparently, for many minutes, to arouse on the ficor nearly even with the street; that 
Simson; that this circumstance caused a suspi- : upon opening said door, the large dog, who had 
cion to enter his (the officer’s) mind that Simson been fearfully and anxiously whining during the 
must know something of the cause of the uproar, ; delay of entering and striking a light, jumped 
and be feigning sleep to avoid suspicion or pre- Seagerly out into the entry, where he coiled 
vent investigation; that his demeanor upon un-} himself up in great apparent fear, trembling, 
barring the outer door was not calculated to whining, and refusing utterly to accompany the 
allay such suspicion; for that, upon being asked} search; that this circumstance confirming his 
by the officer, whether he had not heard the suspicions, he had, followed by Simson, entered 
barking of the dog? and also why he did not § the store, closing and locking this inner door, 
more quickly open the door? he had pretended Sand was passing through a long, narrow passage 
(incredibly in the officer’s opinion) first, that the $ between high piles of bales and boxes, when 
dog always barked at night; (here I corroborated ;semething like a blast of chilly wind or fog, 
the officer’s supposition, on the ground that the } with a peculiar sighing murmur of smothered 
beast possessed in an uncommon degree the taci- } character, interrupted once (all this the officer 
turnity both of the blood-hound and of the bull- ; distinctly, repeatedly and carefully specified) by 
dog, of whose races his blood was mingled, and ‘something which reminded him of the sob of a 
which rendered them almost invariably silent} choking man, had swept over and past them, ex- 
except upon urgent cause) and second, that he tinguishing their light, and apparently frighten- 
(Simson) had not heard either barking or knock- + ing Simson almost out of his senses; insomuch 
ing, having been asleep; although the former that he nearly fell, stumbling and only being 
alone had sounded,loudly even out into the} saved by coming upon the officer, and with diffi- 
street and into the adjoining tenements, to the } culty managed to articulate a swearing refusal 
awakening of the inmates of the latter; that} to accompany him further; that thereupon being 
further, upon the officer's stating his strong determined not to lose sight of him, he had col- 
suspicions that some ill-intentioned person was ' Jared him and groved with him to the counting- 
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room, forced him to find matches and to re-light { actually the sole possessor of it, and that in fact 

the candle, in the renewed light from which he} the blood of my partner was upon his soul. 

then appeared to be fairly shaking and white } I will here state what remains to be said of 

with some emotion, undoubtedly fear; that they } this man, since he has very little more to do 

then proceeded, taking matches with them, to; with the remainder of my narrative. He was 

search the remainder of the building, from cellar ' of course arrested, and tried for the murder of 

to attic, the clerk being dragged along, through- } Adam Neal. The popular conviction of his guilt 
out, by main force, apparently too frightened for was universal and undoubting; losing nothing 

resistance; that at three or four several other of its force from the unfortunate aspect of the 

times, viz: once in the second and lower cellar ; prisoner, who, as I partly described him, was a 

of the store, again in the room even with ther young man below middle height, black-browed, 

street, and again in the attic, the same peculiar { of sullen and repellant demeanor, or at best, 

sighing blast (which the officer always described } when in a sportive mood, loud, uproarious, and 

as like wind or fog, and as being interrupted by } harsh even almost to brutality in word and 

the singular one sob) had extinguished their: action. It also appeared on the trial that he 

light, producing each time a repeated increase S was by no means a person of immaculate pre- 

of Simson’s agitation; that they found no person $ vious character, as indeed I had more than once 

concealed, nor any signs of any such conceal- ; seen reason to suspect. Nor was this popular 

ment, or of any disturbance or disorder in any } opinion at all shaken, but rather stimulated and 

part of the building, or of the goods stored {corroborated by a supernaturalizing interpre- 

within it; nor in the corner of the second story * tation very generally put upon the singular ex- 

where Simson slept; there being only his own { tinguishment of the light, and the fright of so 

bunk or bed place, with the clothes thrown back } savage a beast as the large and notoriously 

as he had left it upon proceeding to open the } fearless dog. It was currently said that Simson 

door, and another similar bed place undisturbed; bad watched my unfortunate partner while he 
that he (the officer) was well aware, and readily $ disposed of the large sum of money in his pos- 

admitted, that it was not impossible for some ‘ session, and having cunningly waited until he 

one to have remained concealed on the premises 3 was quite soundly asleep, had smothered him, 

during this investigation, but that it was not, ingand then concealed both the corpse and the 

his opinion, probable, as he had had experience ‘booty by some means so diabolically ingenious 

in such examinations; that he had discontinued ‘as to evade not only the search made that same 
when he did, partly because he found nothing } night, but all subsequent investigations; and 

wrong, partly from some slight discouragement ; that the ghost or spirit of the victim, as it were 

at the threats and reproaches which his failure § scarcely departing out of its material vehicle, 

seemed to encourage Simson, to bestow plenti- {and hovering near it, had made its fearful pre- 

fully upon him for his intrusion and perepupls dene known to the dumb intelligence of the 

violence, and also (at which the chief expressed § dog, cowing aim utterly, (according to the well 

surprise to me, from his experience of the man’s known and anciently descended traditions that 

cool and steady courage) in part from a very in- | the nobler beasts, as dogs and horses, possess a 

SSI. 

explicable sensation of fear and obscure name- } quicker and clearer power of discerning spiritual 

less horror, which he confessed that this repeated $ presences than men) and striving by the faint 

extinguishment of the candle, and the attendant ? bodiless manifestations which were the only 
phenomena seemed to bring with it, and which } means left to it, to communicate likewise with 
became, as he declared, nearly insupportable; {the only’ human beings near it, but only suc- 

that accordingly, haying spent fully an hour and ; ceeding so far as to appear merely as a dim 

a half in the search, he had departed, leaving } breath and intangible horror—diffusing cloud 

the dog, who made violent efforts to flee into 3 or blast, which in some sense, by the murmur 

the street, yet in the entry, since he resisted, {interrupted by the sob, imitated and repeated 

growling and grinning with some signs of his$the sounds of the recent death. And this 

usual ferocity, all their efforts to shut him up 3 same popular report, moreover, accounted easily 

again in the main store, his usual post of watch- § enough for the terror-stricken demeanor of Sim- 

fulness. S son, by saying that he staid within the dark, 

To this long, but clear and connected state- 3 ‘close precincts of the blood-stained store, from 

ment, I listened with profound interest. I could ; the promptings of the same diabolic cunning 

not resist being convinced, as were the two § that had aided him to hide his guilt, on the 

police-officers, that Simson must somehow be $ § supposition that thus he might brazenly assume 

cognizant of the key to this mystery, if not? position of injured innocence, and defy all 
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circumstantial evidence, in the absence of any Within a year he was back at New York, and 

the remotest trace of the corpse or the money; } figured for some time, becoming quite notorious 

and a fearful and most horrible additional fea-} as a pot-house politician. Then I long lost sight 

ture of this conception, was the ideal delineation } of him, and at last, to my painful surprise, re- 

which it embodied of the solitary murderer, sit- cognized him—though I did not tell him of it, 

ting or lying in the midst of the thick, tangible } » nor did he ever reveal himself to me—in a miser- 

darkness that belongs within buildings thickly } ‘ able, broken wretch, who begged along the pave- 

walled and closely shut—darkness that might bo} ments in Wall street near Broad, and to whom I 
felt—and ever and anon receiving even in his} gave many analms. Then at last, while absent 
very face and upon his murderous brow and? from the city, I saw in a newspaper an account 

eyes, the breath and spiritual sigh of the dis-; of one Simson, who had died at the New York 

embodied wraith whose warm body, scarcely still } Hospital, after some confession made; but at my 

from throbbing, lay near—hearing the faint, airy ‘return, I found that this confession, whatever it 
imitation of the very sob and shivering, strug- $ was, was made only to some nurse or ignorant 
gling effort, which as the last agonizing, but } underling, who had subsequently been dismissed, 

feeble and helpless resistance of the victim, $ and was gone. So I never knew what he con- 

must already be marked distinctly enough in his } fessed, or what he did. But—l hope I shall be 
memory. ‘These ghastly pictures were strongly forgiven if I am unjust—lI just as implicitly be- 

drawn in the argument of the prosecuting attor-; lieve that Adam Neal died within that store by 
ney, whose powerful efforts would undoubtedly } the murdering hand of Thomas Simson, and that 

have sealed the fate of the prisoner, had it not: by the same hand, doubly guilty of murder and 

been for the equal or greater strength with ; of robbery, the victim was despoiled of the large 

which the danger of circumstantial condemna-$ ‘ sum of money then in his possession, as if I had 

tions was urged on the other side, and the very seen the deeds done with my own eyes. 

skilful enforcement of the important significance } I never knew or heard anything further of 

of the utter failure to show any signs either of § Adam Neal, nor of those funds: when a single 
murder or robbery. This view was also strongly { occurrence, which I shall shortly mention, be 

taken by the court. The court, as well as the excepted. The loss broke up my business. I 

counsel for defence, and the papers of the day, } went into liquidation, paid about half the liabi- 
also commented with especial particularity upon 3 lities of my house, began again at the beginning, 
the absurdity of these alleged supernatural phe- } and have since paid all the remainder with ample 
nomena. A draft of air, a stray bat, were enough, } interest, and been, moreover, abundantly more 

it was said, to scare a foolish clerk or a foolish } prosperous than I can have deserved, in all re- 

policeman in the dark, thus, therefore, the candle } spects of business and influence. 

was put out and the men frightened; and the; But I have never again bad any such associate 

stuff about a sob and a murmur was sickish} as he was. My feeling was not merely that of. 

folly. The jury, after long consultation, and} one who loves a friend, It was a sensation so 

repeated directions from the court on the force } tangible, so agonizing, so cruel, so intimate to 

of circumstantial evidence, and the cogency of | my being, that I have long felt that it was the 

the existence or non-existence of various links } riving of some bond of physical, or half physical 

thereof, acquitted Simson. He then volunteered } and half spiritual affinity, altogether more close 
to remain in the store until the settlement of and vital than any mere friendship. I could no 

my affairs, which this catastrophe necessitated, } more hope to repair the loss than I could hope 

should be completed, and did actually for a time } to regain, if I had lost a limb, any equivalent in 

so remain. But his position was abundantly 3 an artificial substitute. I have, therefore, lived 

unpleasant, for nobody could resist a reluctance } in fact alone, though I trust not so as toseem 

to have any intercourse with him. For he was : hateful or sayage to my kind. 

regarded not as innocent, but only as not proven} It remains for me to state the occurrence to 

guilty. Within a week, indeed, after his acquit- $ which I have just alluded, as possibly related to 

tal he was sick, either from the horror of con-} Adam Neal’s death. I was overborne by the 

seious guilt, operating upon the very scene where } complex: sorrow of which I spoke in the former 

it was incurred, and the violent and exhausted portion of this narrative, at the disruption of 

efforts mnde to hide it, or from the mortification } this attachment which had become so intimate a 

consequent upon such universal injustice. At} constituent of my being, and by the utter de- 

all events he threw up his situation and left 3 struction of all the results of my efforts in busi- 

the city. I afterward heard of him as being} ness up to that time; and was even so much 

at Baltimore, suspiciously supplied with funds. ‘affected ag to be thrown into a lingering and 
: sot, 
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wasting fever, from which I only very slowly re-{ Thus, then, he had come back to me! Oh, 

covered. During the progress of this recovery, ‘the horrible forgetfulness, the cowardly weak- 

and while I was yet in a condition very far from } ness that could so delude me into a fear of such 

my usual degree of health and strength, I was > beloved features—that could deprive me of in- 

sitting one afternoon by myself and meditating, } tercourse so profoundly deciderated, so unex- 

as I remember, upon some singular passages $ pectedly proffered! I seemed even to feel this 

from one of the older German writers upon! loss, which I could not but attribute to the 

mental philosophy. I was, however, to the best despicable terror (as I was unable to avoid con- 

of my belief entirely in my natural right mind, { sidering it) into which my unreflecting timidity 

and in the complete and full control of my facul- 3 had betrayed me, as to be bewailed by me not 

ties. Thus situated, and gazing, as it happened, 3 only with. sorrow, but with a painful species of 

across the apartment, I beheld some undefined } remorseful regret, and as almost more severe 

dimness gathering all at once near the further } than that original one, which was caused by the 

wall, and directly against a heavy, dark curtain } crime of another. 

which veiled a recess. At first I thought it This last circumstance of the phantom I men- 

merely a result of some fatigue of the eyes. ; tion more to make my own narrative consciously 

Then I fancied that it must be a smoke from complete, than as expecting it to be believed. J 

some fire; and finally I was beyond conception $ believe it most religiously to have happened in 

shocked and terrified, even with a pang which | very deed as I have stated it. And it had, for 

seemed to destroy all my life within me to see. { some reason or other, a final and absolute result 

I solemnly assert that I did consciously, intelli- { —if any were needed—in completing that entire 

gently, and beyond the possibility of error, see } and unchangeable belief in the guilt of Simson, 

the likeness of human features gathering them-$ which indeed never varied more than a yery 

selves, and taking form and substantiality and $ little, after the report of the policeman who 

expression, and arising into the form of a man— 3 searched the store. But I cannot expect any one 

the form of Adam Neal—out of the phantasm, $ else to feel much weight from such testimony. 

whatever it was. Thus muchI clearly saw; but} I have no wish as to the disposal of the 

the sight was so utterly and tremendously un-~ property after my death. But you can now 

expected, so awfally sudden, impressive au een in some measure, the force of the 

agitating, that, as I said, it quite overpowered ; considerations —the mingled recollections of 

me. i pleasure and of pain—that prevail to dissuade 

I cried out and fell down, fainting dead } me from the destruction of the old store. 

away. Those who came hastily in found me 

upon the floor. But when I recovered from the: Such was Mr. Argensen’s story. In relation 

insensibility of the faintness, how can I express Sto the alleged supernatural appearances within 

the anguish and shame? The phantom—was it { the store, it is not necessary for me to give an 

not that long-forgotten, but often promised re-{ opinion. I am not a superstitious man; yet is 

appearance? ‘there any satisfactory reason, aside from this 

But I must now say what the course of my {idea of a haunting, terrifying appearance, to 

narration had caused me before to omit; that {account for the actual, consistent, and uniform 

among the many wild conceptions which had; remarkably short duration of the tenancies 

arisen during those long and frequent discus- 3 therein? 

sions, which Adam Neal and I had so often main- I candidly confess that to the best of my know- 

tained upon all conceivable subjects, there had eat and belief there is not; and I am strongly 

once, no matter how, been started, discussed, inclined to repeat to the present owners of the 

and at last ultimately and firmly promised and } estate the counsel which I gave Mr. Argensen, 

mutually agreed upon, the strange proposal $ S viz: to pull it down and rebuild it from the very 

that whenever either of us should die, that one foundation; a measure undoubtedly expensive, 

should, if possible, return at the earliest period : but economical in regard to the ensuring a per- 

thereafter, and visibly and tangibly reveal him- g manent and reliable future income from it. 

self by sight, word or touch, or all if it might} Touching the phantasmal re-appearance or 

be, to the survivor. This compact having been 3 : Adam Neal, I may say (without here any more 

made, we very frequently referred to it. It was $ ‘than before intending to express a decided con- 

discussed, indeed, between ourselves (although $ viction) that since hearing this statement so 

we never alluded to it in the presence of others) $ solemnly vouched for, and so fully believed by 

as freely as any material project in which we { Mr. Argensen, I have come into possession of 

were both interested. testimony certainly adequate to the establish- 

LL LS A. 
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ment of a fact in a court of justice, showing the; New England, of old Puritan descent, and of the 
occurrence of a similar re-appearance, under} very highest respectability for social standing, 
similar circumstances, in at least one family in } and intellectual power and cultivation. 

TO, ONE) DE PA RT RD: 

BY SYLVIA A. LAWSON. 

Coup is the clay above thy breast, 
And damp rain falling now 

Upon thy lowly place of rest, 
Beneath the bending bough, 

And the wild wind rushes by, 

And frights away the zephyr’s sigh. 

Dewy tears the flowers will weep, 

And winds the long grass wave, 

And sunny light will softly sweep 

The shadows from thy grave; 

Yet in the heart will fondly dwell 

The memory of our last farewell. 

Green grows the long and waving grass 

Above thy buried head, 

And shadows darkly come and pass 

O’er wild flowers on thy bed, 

And their sweetest breath the gentle dew 

Steals from the flowers of rainbow hue. 

Not blinded by the grave-yard’s dust 

I deem those eyes of blue, 

Still must the light of Friendship’s trust 
Be blent with the Heavenly hue; 

Nor damply on thy snowy brow 

Can I deem the clods are lying now. 

} 
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A spirit voice in the starless night : Dost thou ever look with spirit eyes 

Moans for the early dead, 3 Upon the loved old scenes, 
And hopes that bore a silvery light, g And wander from thy cloudless skies, 

With thee have darkly fled, g In the wood and by the stream? 
And songs that breathed a joyous tone ; Or where the flowers in brightest bloom 
Seem filled with sorrow’s wildest moan. ; Shed fragrance round the loved one’s tomb 

¢ 
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Soft, sunny skies have brightly bent 

Above the green old earth; 

And songs of birds and winds been blent 

With the music round the hearth; 

Still in the hours when low winds creep, 

I think of thee in thy last long sleep. 

We have wandered there, and may I deem 
Thy spirit still with me, 

When I sit by the singing stream, 

Beneath my favorite tree; 

And when within my chamber lone 

Still may I hear thy spirit’s tone. 

And deem that in the soft, low sigh, 

As it creeps through the dark green leaves, 

And wanders in its sweetness by, 

There’s a song thy spirit weaves, 

Thou art whispering in the holy even 

Of the fadeless stars in thy clear bright Heaven. 

Still may I hope the link unbroken 
That bound our souls together, 

Nor yearn in vain for some bright token 

To know they part not never; 

Still may I hope to meet in gladness, 

The spirit that I lost in sadness. 

AS HAPPY NOW AS THEN. 

BY B. SIMEON BARRETT. 

Dear mate, dost thou remember Though time has left its impress 
The time when first we met Long since, upon our brows, 

Long years ago, one evening, We never have forgotten 

Just as the sun had set? Our youthful plighted vows; 

*Twas near our uncle’s cottage Each passing year awakens 

Where you had come to stay, The mem’ries of the past, 

And there I came to woo thee That bind our hearts more closely 

Hach pleasant Summer’s day. As long as life shall last. 

How oft we gathered flowers, Our children seem, already, 

Or wandered through the glen, Fair maids and brawny men, 

So happy—yet we're surely And, in our cheerful circle, 

As happy now as then. We're happy, now, as then. 

were 
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THE MYSTIC BELL. 

FROM THE DANISH OF ANDERSEN, 

Towarp evening, in the narrow streets of a3 son, to be confirmed in, and who was obliged to 

large town, just as the sun was sinking, and ; return them by a certain time. 

the clouds used to glitter like gold between the : But two of the youngest soon grew tired, and 

chimnies, a singular sound, like that of a church- § returned to town. ‘Two little girls sat down 

bell, was often heard—sometimes by one, some- $ to make garlands, and they went no further. 

times by another; but it only Jasted a minute, * Finally others observed, *‘ Now we are a far way 

for there was such a rumbling of carts, and such 3 into the forest; but the bell does not really exist, 

a din of voices, that slighter noises were drowned. it is only a fancy that people have taken into 

«The evening bell is ringing,” people used to§ their heads.” 

say, ‘‘and now the sun is about to sink.” Just then the bell sounded so beautifully, and 

Those who rambled beyond the town, where § so solemnly, from the depths of the forest, that 

the houses were more thinly scattered, and had four or five amongst them determined to pene- 

gardens and little fields between them, saw the 3 trate further. The trees were thickly set, and 

evening sky in fuller beauty, and heard the sound $ very leafy. It was really difficult to advance; 

of the bell much more distinctly. It seemed to 3 for daffodils and anemones grew almost too high, 

proceed from a church lying in the depths of while blooming creepers and blackberry bushes 

the fragrant forest; and people looked in that} hung in long garlands from tree to tree, on whose 

direction, and their devotional feelings were} boughs the nightingales were singing, and the 

awakened. sunbeams disporting. It was most lovely! But 

After some time had passed by, one would say } the way was really not fit for girls, who would 

to another, ‘‘I wonder whether there is a church shave torn their dresses at every step. There 

out there in the woods? The bell ‘has such a were huge blocks of stone overgrown with varie- 

peculiarly fine tone. Shall we not go and listen § gated moss, and the fresh spring water babbled 

to ita little nearer?” And the rich drove thither, $ forth, and seemed to say the words, ‘‘Gurgle, 

and the poor went on foot, but the way seemed § gurgle.” 

endlessly long. ‘<T wonder whether this is the bell, after all?” 

Three persons declared that they had pene-3 said one of the newly-confirmed youths, as he 

trated to the end of the forest, and that they had 3 laid down and listened. ‘‘It is worth studying 

always heard the same peculiar sound of a bell, 3 closely.” So he remained behind, and let the 

only it seemed there as if it proceeded from the ; others go on. 

town. One wrote a song on thesubject,andsaid$ They came to a cottage built of bark and 

that the bell sounded like the voice of a mother branches. A wild apple-tree of goodly growth 

speaking to a good and beloved child, and that } stretched its boughs over it, as if it would shower 

no melody was superior to the sound of that bell. } down blessings over its roof, which was over- 

The ceremony of confirmation now took place. § grown with blooming roses. The long boughs 

The preacher had held forth with heartfelt elo-$ drooped over the gable-end, to which was fast- 

quence, and those who had been confirmed were $ ened a little bell. Might not this be the bell 

deeply impressed, for it was a solemn day ne they heard? They all agreed it must be, except 

them. They were lifted from childhood to the 3 one youth, who objected that the bell was too 

state of grown persons, and their childish spirits * small and too delicate to be heard at such a dis- 

must now assume the attributes of rational ; tance, and that it was a very different sound in- 

beings. It was a fine sunny day; and as the deed that touched the human heart so deeply. 

young folks who had been confirmed went to He who spoke was a king’s son; and then the 

take n walk out of town, the large, ena | wane said that those sort of people always 

S. 

bell sounded from the forest, in a tone of unusual $ wanted to be wiser than anybody else. 

solemnity. They immediately longed to go and Therefore they left him to go his ways; and 

seek for it; and all were of the same opinion, $ the further he went the more deeply was he im- 

except one, who was a poor boy, who had bor- pressed by the solitude of the forest. But he 

rowed a coat and a pair of boots of his landlord’s § still heard the little bell that the there pee been 
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so delighted with. But the tones of the bell be- 4 peeped out of the crevices. And there were 

came louder and louder, and it soon seemed asif $ large tracts of land intersected by quiet lakes, 

an organ had joined them; the sound proceeded $ on whose surface white swans were swimming 

from the left—namely, from the side of the heart. } and flapping their wings. 

There was now a rustling amongst the bushes, The king’s son frequently stood still and list- 

and a little boy stood before the king’s son, { ened. He often fancied the bell sounded in his 
wearing wooden shoes, and so short a jacket ? ears from out of one of these lakes; but he knew 

that one could mark the exact length of his {that it could not proceed thence, and that the 
wrists. They knew one another; the boy being bell was sounding yet deeper in the forest. 

one of those who had been confirmed, and who The sun had now set. The air was as glowing 

could not join the excursion, because he had to § red as fire, and the forest was as silent as silent 

go home and deliver up the coat and boots to his § could be, when he sank on his knees, and sang 

landlord’s son. This he had done, and had then { an evening-hymn, and then said, 

sallied forth in his wooden shoes and his shabby? ‘Never shall I find what I seek! The sun is 

clothes, for the bell sounded so loud and so/ now sinking, and night, dark night is coming on. 

solemnly, that go he must. Yet I may perhaps see the round, red sun once 

**We can walk together,” said the king’s son. $ more before it disappears from the horizon: I 

But the poor, newly-confirmed youth in the} will climb to the summit of yonder rocks, for 

wooden shoes was ashamed. He pulled down } their height is equal to that of the tallest tree.” 

the short. sleeves of his jacket, and said he} And by the help of roots and creepers he 
feared he could not walk fast enough; besides, } managed to scale the wet rocks, where water- 

he thought the bell must be sought on the right $ snakes were wriggling about, and toads seemed 

side, because it was in that direction that lay $ to be baying at him; yet he reached the summit 

the finest part of the forest. before the sun had quite sunk to rest. 

; 

*‘Then we shall not be likely to meet each Oh, how grand a sight was there! The sea, 

other,” said the king’s son, nodding to the poor | the boundless, magnificent sea, rolling its broad 

boy, who went into the deepest depths of the} waves to’ the shore, lay spread out before him, 

forest, where the brambles tore his shabby } while the sun stood like a fiery altar just at the 

clothes asunder, and scratched his face, hands, point where the sea and sky met, and all around 

and feet, till they bled. The king’s son likewise {had melted into one glorious tint. The forest 

met with some right good scratches, but the sun } was singing, and the sea was singing, and his 

shone on his path, and it’s he whom we shall } heart joined their hymns of praise. 

fellow, for he was a nimble lad. All nature was one vast, holy church, whose 

‘“‘J must find the bell,” said he, “though I $ pillars were formed by trees and floating clouds, 

were to go to the world’s end to seek it!” whose velyet coverings were represented by grass 

Some ugly apes sat on the tree tops, and grin- } and flowers, and whose dome was imaged forth 

ned till they showed all their teeth. ‘Shall we } by the sky itself; but the glowing tints now faded 

cudgel him?” said they. ‘Shall we thrash him? ¢ away, and millions of stars, like so many diamond 

He is a king’s son.” + lamps, lighted up that glorious cupola. And 

But he went undaunted, deeper and still deeper { the king’s son stretched forth his arms toward 

into the forest, where grew the strangest flowers. y heaven, toward the sea, and toward the forest. 

There stood star-like lilies, with deep red sta-} Just at that moment, the poor boy, with short 
mina; azure tulips, that sparkled in the breeze; } sleeves and the wooden shoes, emerged from the 

and apple trees, whose fruit looked like large } right-hand road; he, too, had come just in time, 

brilliant soap-bubbles. Only think how the trees } having reached the same point by another way. 
glittered in the sunshine! Around the loveliest And they ran to meet each other, and stood 
meadows, where the hart and the hind were {hand-in-hand in the vast church of nature and 
playing on the grass, grew stately oaks and! poetry. And above them sounded the invisible, 
beech-trees; and wherever the bark had cracked solemn bell, while holy spirits floated around 

in any of these trees, grass and long tendrils } them, singing a joyous hallelujah! 

LINES. 

Tue lovely eyes of the young Spring night, : All on yon linden sits and sings, 

So softly down are gazing— ; The nightingale soft trilling; 
Oh, the Love which bore thee down with might, ; And as her musi¢ in me rings, 

t Ere long will thy soul be raising. My soul with love is thrilling. D, 
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BY ALICK CARY. 

CHAPTER I, ‘felt sure he knew more than the schoolmaster 
Tue firelight was beginning to shine brightly ? himself. 

through the one small window that looked toward The firelight was beginning to shine so bright 

the street—the one small window of a barely : that you might haye seen through the naked 

comfortable house that once stood-in the suburb ’ window all that was in the room—a bare floor, 

of a busy little town—busy in a little way. The} a bed, some chairs and a table were there—a pot 

one blacksmith was exceedingly busy: the clink- } and a kettle steaming over the fire—a little girl 

ing of his hammer was heard far into the night : sitting in a little chair, before it, and a woman 

often, and on the beaten and baked ground before ; leaning on the foot of the bed. The table-cloth 

his door horses were waiting for new shoes from } was laid and some knives and forks at intervals, 
year’s end to year’s end. The storekeeper was but nothing to eat was on the table. 

busy too, for he was showman and salesman, and} Presently the schoolmaster was seen going that 

clerk and all; the schoolmaster was busy with} way, walking leisurely, and with a book beneath 

his many children in the day, and his debating 3 his arm—he boards with Mrs, Anderson, and is 

schools and spelling schools at night; the tailor} going home. He entered the house, and in less 

was busy of coursc—and one man among them, } than a minute was seen to come out without the 
who might be seen talking with the blacksmith } book, looking hurried and flurried, and to walk 
or the storekeeper, or lounging on’ the bench in } toward the more crowded part of the town very 

front of the tavern some time during every day, 3 fast, stopping once at the door of a small house 

was busiest of all; this man lived in the house much resembling Mrs. Anderson’s own. 

where the light was shining at the window, and He finds the redoubtable George telling a story 

his name was George Anderson. He was always } in the bar-room to a group of admiring listeners, 

better dressed, and could talk more smartly than } and touching his arm whispers something, but the 

most of his neighbors—it was his boast that he $ story-telling goes on all the same. The school- 

could do anything as well as anybody else, and} master repeats the touch, and whispers more 

a little better, and he sometimes exemplified to{,emphatically. ‘Yes, directly,” says George. 

his audience that his boast was not without truth § ‘‘Now, this moment!” speaks the schoolmaster, 

—he could take the blacksmith’s hammer and aloud, and he tries to pull the talker away, but 

nail on a horse-shoe as readily as the smith him- } not till the story is finished does he start toward 
self, and, moreover, he could make the nails and; home, and then leisurely and smoking a segar 

beat out the shoe, if he chose, but it was not}as he goes. The schoolmaster does not return 

often he chose so hard a task—he could wrestle } home, but solemnly makes his way to a common 

with the bar-keeper and get the better of him, $ not far from it, and crossing his hands behind 

drink whiskey with him, and in that too get the , him, appears lost in contemplating a flock of 

better, for George Anderson was never seen to} geese swimming in a shallow pond and sqnualing 

walk crooked or to catch at posts, as he wenbs when he comes near. Meantime the mistress of 
along. Now he would step behind the counter, the little house, at the door of which he stopt for 

and relieve the storekeeper for an hour, and} a moment, has thrown a shawl about her shoul- 

whatever trades he effected were sure to be to} ders and runs without bonnet to Mrs. Anderson's 
the satisfaction of everybody—he was good-na- house. Another woman, spectacles in hand, and 

tured and welcome everywhere, for he always s cap border flying, follows directly, and then an- 

brought good news to everybody. It was quite} other, summoned by some secret and mysterious 

an event at the school-house to have him come } agent, it would seem, for no messenger has been 

and give out the spelling lesson, or hear the big < visible. 

girls parse some intricate sentence from Para-$ The window that looks into the street is tem- 

dise Lost. $ porarily curtained now with one of the women’s 
The scholars were not afraid of him, and knew $ shawls—sparks are seen to fly out of the chimney 

they could catch flies and talk as much as they $ rapidly, and there is much going out and in and 

pleased if he were their teacher, and then they ‘ whispering of neighbors about their doors and 
~~ 
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over their garden fences—and it is not long till isno tea. A pale hand puts by the curtain, and 

one of the women comes away from Mrs. Ander-} a low voice says something about having told 

son’s, leading the little girl who sat by the fire George, three hours past, to go to the tailor who 

an hour ago. Her black eyes are wide open as 3 owes her for sewing, get the money and bring 

if she were afraid, or in doubt what would be-3 home tea and sugar, and some other things, and 

come of her, and she looks back toward her home $ she wonders he does not come. The strange 

wistfully and often, though the woman seems to$ woman says she wonders too, but she whispers 
talk cheerfully as they go, and lifts her with a to the schoolmaster that it is enough like some- 

playful jump over the rough places. Suddenly $ body to stay away at such a time, and she lifts 

they turn aside from the path they are in—they $ the tea-kettle from the coals and lights the 

notice the schoolmaster pacing up and down be- § candle. 

side the pond, and join him, and after some em-§  Lidy is told to sit down in her little chair, and 

barrassed blushes and foolish laughter on his make a good, nice lap, which she does as well as 

part, they go away together. He leads the little } she knows how—and the dear little brother, about 
girl by the hand, and her thin, white face looks $ whom she is still half incredulous, is brought, 

up to him more confidently than to the strange § sand in long flannel wrappings laid across her 

woman. They turn into a little yard, cross a% ‘knees. “Now ain’t he a pretty baby though!” 

dark porch and open a side door—a glimpse is } exclaims the strange woman, ‘with his itty bitty 

revealed of a room full of light and children, and } boo eyes, and his hair des as nice as any of ’en 

all is dark again. Sand ebrysing.” The latter part of the speech 
A very good supper the strange woman pre-3 was made to the wonderful baby, whom Lidy 

pared, of which the little girl and the school- was told she must kiss, and whom she did kiss 

master partook, and afterward he lifts her on asin duty bound. The wonderful baby scowled 
his knee, and with the other children gathered ; his forehead, clenched his fists and began to cry. 
about him, tells stories of bears and pirates and ; ‘Jolt your chair a little, sissy,” says the strange 

Indians till she at last falls asleep, and then the $ woman, and then to the wonderful brother, ‘Do 

strange woman opens a little bed and softly $ they booze itty boy! Well, ’en sant do no such 

covers her, and the schoolmaster is shown to a3 a sing! no,’en sant!” Then to the schoolmaster, 

bed in another part of the house. The morning § who is bending over his Latin grammar, she ex- 

comes, and she goes to school with the master hibits one of the feet of the remarkable boy, and 

without having gone home, and the day goes by ‘ says she believes in: her heart, he couid hardly 

as other days have gone at school—lessons are ’ wear the moccasin of her little Mary who is nine 

badly recited, and spelling badly spelled; and months old—then she falls to kissing one of the 

the schoolmaster takes her hand and helps her hands of the wonderful baby, and calls him in her 

down stairs, and walks on the rough mound, loving fondness, ‘‘a great big, good-for-nossen 

leaving the smooth path for her, and they pass 3 sugar-plum.” Then she exhibits one of the won- 

the pond where the geese are swimming, and } ‘ derful hands that clenches and claws most un- 

the strange woman’s house, and go in at home, } ’ amiably as she does so, and informs the school- 
the child still holding the master’s hand. master that she believes in her heart, the hands 

‘¢Well, Lidy,” says the woman, who is there? of the wonderful boy are as large, that very 

preparing the supper, ‘what do you think hap-3 minute, as her Tommy’s, and he will be two 

pened when you were asleep last night?” Lidy? years old the seventeenth day of next month— 
can’t guess, and the master says he can’t guess, } ‘then she addresses herself to the baby again, 

though older eyes ‘than Lidy’s would have seen calls his feet ‘‘ittle footens,”’ and makes a feint 

that he suspected shrewdly. “Why,” says the } of eating both at once. 

strange woman, ‘‘the prettiest little brother you} And all this while the remarkable boy has 

ever saw in your life was brought here, for; been fretting and frowning on the lap of his 

you!” Lidy’s black eyes open wide with won-} little sister, who is told she is very much blest 

der, and she holds fast the master’s hand, and} in having a little brother, and who supposes she 

looks at him inquiringly as if she wished he : is blest, and trots him, and kisses him, and holds 

would tell her whether to be glad or sorry. He}him up and lays him down again, but in spite 

puts his arm around her and draws her close to ‘of all her little efforts he frowns and fidgets as 

his side, and says something about how happy {if she did not, and could not do half enough for 

she will be, but he says it in a misgiving tone, } him. 

and smoothes her hair as if it were n piteous} By-and-bye a slow footstep is heard and a 
case. The strange woman leaves her bustling! whistle, and directly afterward Mr. Anderson 

for a moment, and whispers at the bedside there ' comes in and gives the strange woman a little 
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parcel—briskly she measures the tea, and briskly s the strange woman washes the dishes and makes 

she fills up the tea-pot and rattles the cups into 3 the house tidy, little Lidy carries him up and 

the saucers; the baby is smothered in his long } down the room, and across and across the room 

flannels and tucked under the coverlid. till her arms ache, and she sits down. 

‘«Gome, Casper,” says Mr. Anderson, ‘if you ‘‘Bless me! you are not tired of your dear 

had been at work as hard as I have, you would ‘little brother already?” exclaims tho strange 

not want to be called twice.” woman, and Lidy says she is not tired—she is 

The schoolmaster lays down his grammar and {very glad to carry him—only her arms won’t 

asks Mr. Anderson what he has been doing—the 3 hold him any longer. 

pale hand puts by the curtain again, anda pale} When the house was set in order, the strange 

face turns eagerly to hear. woman took the remarkable boy, and with some 

‘Why, I could not begin to tell,” he says, } talk to his ‘‘ittle boo, seepy eyes,”? managed to 

helping himself freely to everything that is on 3 quiet him, and tucking him away as before, she 

the table, and he proceeds to mention some of } went home to attend her own house and little 

the work. He has broken a colt, he says, which : ones, 

nobody else could manage, and made him kindly, $ At ten o’clock Lidy had crossed the floor with 

both under the saddle and in harness—he ned thee blessed brother in her arms hundreds of 

drawn a tooth which the dentist could not draw, $ times, and in a temporary lull was fallen asleep 

he has turned off two flour barrels for the cooper, 3 in her chair. A rough pull at her hair caused 

and driven the stage-coach seven miles and back, $ her to open her eyes suddenly—the baby was 

beside a dozen other things, none of which was crying again, and her father was come and scold- 

the least profit to his family, The light goes out § ing her angrily. ‘‘She had not a bit of feeling,” 

of the pale face that turned so eagerly toward { he said, ‘‘and did not deserve to have such a 

him, and a low yoice says, ‘Did you see the} beautiful brother—somebody would come and 

‘tailor, George?” : take him away if she did not take better care of 

‘Why, to be sure,” he answers, ‘I sewed a | him.” Directly Lidy was pacing the floor again, 

seam for him as long as from here to the gate ? and the baby crying with all his might. 

and back again.” He has not answered her ‘¢Seems to me you don’t try to keep your poor 

question as she expected, the hand that holds 3 little brother still,” says the father, for a moment 

the curtain shakes nervously, and the low voice taking the segar from his mouth, and then pufiing 

says, Saway again. He never thought of relieving the 

‘‘Did he—did—did you get the tea, George?” s little girl, or even of speaking any words of pity 

«Why, to be sure, and most excellent tea it and comfort to her—she was not born to pity or 

is,’ and as the strange woman drains the last comfort from her father—she had committed the 

drop into his sixth cup, he adds, ‘‘won’t you § offence of inheriting the light of life some years 

have a cup, mother?” * prior to her brother, and from the moment of his 

He turns partly toward her as he confers upon } birth she had no consideration except with re- 

her the honor of this inquiry, and the low voice} ference to him. Even her mother, though she 

trembles as it says, ‘*No,” and the pale hand lets | loved her, gave the baby the preference—Lidy’s 

the curtain drop. Poor woman! perhaps she saw ; petticoats were appropriated for his use, and 

the bright new waistcoat that George wore, with i Lidy could not go to school because her shawl 

its double rows of shining buttons, perhaps she must be turned into a baby blanket. Everybody 

saw this and knew the way her hard earnings ; came to see the baby, and everybody said how 

had gone. The schoolmaster thinks he hears a} much prettier than his sister he was, but that 

stifled groan behind the curtain, sets his cup of } she seemed to be a good little girl, and of course 

tea aside, and will not eat any more, and directly § she was very much delighted with her new bro- 

returns to his grammar. Mr. Anderson sits in } ther—he would be big enough one of these days 

the corner and smokes for half an hour, and then ; to play with her, and then she would have fine 

recollecting that some business requires his atten- { times. 

tion up town, pulls on his gloves, and goes out. ’ Mr. Anderson was congratulated, and proud 

The schoolmaster follows shortly; and in a few ‘ to be congratulated—he could afford to do almost 

‘minutes returns, and gives the strange woman anything since a fine son was born to him, and 

two small parcels, one containing crackers and } in higher good-humor than usual he made barrels 

the other raisins—poor Mrs. Anderson thinks it} for the cooper and nails for the blacksmith— 

was George brought them, reproaches herself for { treated all the town to brandy instead of whiskey, 

having wronged him, smiles and is blest again. ~ and to the storekeeper traded a very good new 

The remarkable baby cries and cries, and while ‘hat for a very bad old one! 

Vou, XXX.—16 
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And patiently Lidy gave up her petticoats, { pleces with it. He called Lidy to his bedside, 
and patiently she staid away from school ak one day, and told her that her brother would 
worked all the day—and while her mother sat} soon have a fine education—she must be content 
up in bed to sew for the tailor again, she climbed to suffer some privations till that was accom- 
into her little chair and washed the dishes—it} plished, and then he would repay her handsomely 
was all for her pretty little brother, her mother } —he was a noble-hearted lad, and wonderfully 
said, and by-and-bye he would be big enough to $ gifted. Lidy must look to him for advice now, 
work for them, and then he would buy a new cap} and in all things subserve his wishes, 
for mother, and new slippers for Lidy, and oh, “Dear, dear father,” cried Lidy, ‘you must 
ever so many things. not die—I cannot live without you,” and with all 

Lidy quite forgot the sweeping and the dish the power that was in her she strove to make 
washing, in the pictures of the new things her} pleasant the sick room. She placed her gera- 
little brother was going to buy for her some time. } nium pots and myrtles where he could see them, 

Now and then of evenings, when the baby was} and let the sunshine in at the windows that he 
asleep, the schoolmaster would take Lidy on his} might feel how bright the world was without— 
knee and teach her to read, and she scarcely fell} but his eyes could not see brightness anywhere, 
behind the children that were in school every} and at length one night Casper was called to 
day, he said. Once when he was parsing her, } write his will—he had nothing to bequeath, and 
her father said her little brother George would $ his will was a record of his wishes only. Little 
soon get before her when he was big enough to} more was written than he had spoken to Lidy, 
go to school. ‘George will never have her eyes and all was to the effect that George was her 
though, whatever he does,” said the schoolmas- { natural and proper guardian, that he was supe- 
ter, proudly looking into their black, lustrous} rior to her in wisdom, and should be so in 
depths. ‘ authority, and that if ever his daughter forgot 

Mr. Anderson said the girl’s eyes were well; it, he wished her to read this testimonial of her 
enough, he supposed, for a girl’s eyes, but George father’s will. 
would never suffer in comparison with her, and ; So they were left alone in the world, the two 
from that time the schoolmaster, whose name orphans, with no friend but the schoolmaster. 
was Casper Rodwick, was designated as ‘*Old} Eliza Anderson had all her mother’s energy and 
Casper,’ by the father of the remarkable boy. aptitude. She could not only sew for the tailor, 

; but she could make caps and collars for the 
ladies of the town, and dresses too, and as she 

CHAPTER It. was not ashamed to work she got along with 
Years went away, and one frosty moonlight } her poverty very well. George inherited all his 

night, and the same neighbor who led little Lidy 3 father’s smartness, and more than all his irreso- 
away and kept her all night before, was seen lution, but as he grew older he grew better tem- 
hurrying across the common, again, and the} pered, and whatever he was to others, was seldom 
schoolmaster to come forth and to £0 searching ; unamiable to Lidy. How could he be, indeed, 
about the town—the storekeeper laid down his unless he had been a demon. 
measure, saying, ‘‘Is there any bad news, Mr. Often when she sat with her sewing at night, 
Rodwick?” for he knew by the manner of his} she would tell the schoolmaster what great hopes 
inquiry for George, that poor Mrs. Anderson was} she had of George, and how ingeniously he could 
dead. : turn his hand to anything. Sometimes he would 

The husband wore a new hat deeply shrouded} smile and sometimes he would sigh, but what- 
with crape at her funeral, and new gloves, and} ever he said it was evident he shared none of 
George, who was grown to be a big, saucy boy,? her enthusidsm. This rather offended Lidy, 
wore gloves too, while Eliza wore an ill-fitting $ for she received any slight to George as a per- 
bonnet that was not her own, and no gloves at} sonal insult, and she would sit all the evening 
all. : after some hopeful allusion to him, sileit, often 

From that time Mr. Anderson did not look, nor 3 sullen, saying to all the master’s little efforts to 
seem like himself, people said, and it was be-{ please her, that she had not a friend in the 
lieved he was grieving himself to death. They world, and it was no use ever to hope for sym- 
did not know, and he did not know, that he had ; pathy. It was true that from the first the master 
drawn all his life from his wife—she had bought had not loved George much—first he had taken 
his food and his clothes, she had held him up and 3 the petticoats from his little favorite, then her 
kept him up, and when the crape he wore at her : playthings, and then she began to be big enough 
funeral grew dusty and fell to pieces, he fell to! to work for him, and from that time it was nothing 
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else but work for him, and for the master’s part 3 the next day—and having called George, set to 

he could see no prospect of anything else. ‘ digging in the garden beds with good-will. She 

One night she appeared unusually happy, and ; was determined the schoolmaster should find the 

to find her own heart company enough. Once § work begun when he came to breakfast. Two 

or twice she seemed on the point of telling some- 3 or three times she left her work to call George 

thing to the master, but she checked herself, and $ again, and at last, yawning and complaining, he 

if she said anything it was evidently not what$came, ‘He thought he should feel more like 

she at first thought. ‘Well, Lidy,” he said, at; working after breakfast,” he said, ‘‘rising so 

length, “‘what is it?’ and at last it came out— early made his head dizay,” and sitting down on 

about George, of course. Ie was going te stay $a bank of grass, he buried his forehead in his 

away from school and work in the garden the * handkerchief, and with one hand pulled the rake 

half of every day! and Eliza thought it not un- across the loose earth which his sister had been 

likely that he would learn more in half the day, 3 digging. Poor boy, she thought, a cup of coffee 

after such healthful exercise, than he had done will do him good, and away she flew to make it. 

in the whole day. She had spent more money{ ‘Really, George,” said the schoolmaster, when 

for the hoe, and the spade, and garden seeds, to ‘he sat down to breakfast, ‘‘you have made a fine 

be sure, than she could well afford, but then it beginning—if you keep on in this way we shall 

was all going to be such an improvement to }be proud of you.” 

George, to say nothing of the great advantage it ; Lidy noticed that be said we shall be proud of 

would be to her! you, and in her confusion she twice put sugar 

«Don’t you think it will be a good thing for in his coffee, and forgot to give sugar to George 

us both?” and she went on to say it was a won-$at all. He sulked and set back from the table, 

derful idea, and all his own—she had never sug- { affecting to believe that his sister had deprived 

gested anything like it to George. Did it not him of sugar in his coffee for the sake of giving 

look like beginning to do in earnest? and she { the master a double portion. And he concluded 

concluded, ‘‘maybe, after all, you will find you 3 with saying, ‘‘It’s pretty treatment after my get- 

were mistaken about him!” ‘ ting up at daybreak to work for you.” 

‘‘And maybe not,” said the schoolmaster, ‘You ought to be ashamed of yourself,” said 

coolly—‘‘ where is the boy?” the master, provoked by his insolent words and 

sulky manner beyond silent endurance, ‘‘as if Eliza did not know where he was, and to be 

nyenged upon him for the humiliating confession } you ought not to work for your sister, and more- 

over it is for yourself you are working.” And he he obliged her to make, she said she did not 

know as it was any of his business. : added between his teeth, ‘if I had the manage- 

«Of course it is not my business, but I can’t } ment of you, I’d teach you what pretty treatment 

bear to see you so imposed upon,” and he very } was!” 

gently took up her hand as he spoke. She with-3 ‘But you haven’t the management of him, 

drew it blushing; covered her face, and burst Mr. Rodwick,” said Eliza, moving her chair 

into tears. She was nota child, and he was her = from him and nearer to George. 
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friend and schoolmaster no more. She was be- ‘J am aware of it, Miss Anderson,” he re- 

come a woman, and he her interested lover. plied, ‘‘and if you will uphold him in his ugli- 

He had been gone an hour to the little cham- ; ness after this fashion, I must say I should be 

ber adjoining his school-room, where he had ‘ sorry to be connected with him in any way!” 

slept since her mother’s death, when George A look that was half defiance and half sneer, 

came. ; passed over the face of Lidy, but she said nothing. 

Lidy kept her face in the dark that he might } At this moment the blacksmith stopt at the door, 

not see how red her eyes were, for she could not } to offer some seeds of an excellent kind of cucum- 

explain why she had been crying. She hardly 3 bers to his neighbor, whom in common with all 

knew herself—and in a tone of affected cheer- the village he greatly esteemed. 

fulness told- him of the garden tools she had} ‘You look pale, ma’am,” he said, as he laid 

bought, and produced her package of seeds. the seeds on the table beside her, ‘‘I’m afeared 

“Call me early,” he said, “I am going to ’ you haye been working beyond your strength ;” 

work in earnest. I am twelve years old now, j and turning to the master, he explained how he 

and can do as much as a man!” had seen her digging in the garden since day- 

Lidy promised to call him, and never once ine Her face grew crimson, for she had not 

thought necessity ought to awake him, as it did 3 only suffered the master to attribute the work to 
§ 

her. : George, but had herself helped to deceive him. 

She was astir an hour earlier than common! (r0 BE CONCLUDED.) 
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tho stranger’s heart, than gave offence. 

THE FATAL TEST. 

BY Aw Ls OTIS, 

An aged man, my fellow traveller in a stage-3 riding on as fast as possible, that he might not 
coach, related to me the following story, as we} be obliged to travel the next day with those who 
sat in the warm chimney corner of a comfortable $ had heard his rash words, and that while they 
country tavern, after a day’s travel in a magni- supposed him asleep, he might be on his way far 
ficent velvet-lined coach. He assured me that} from them and possible danger. Arthur was 
the test was tried during his father’s time, with 3 still cold, and his horse fatigued, but the land- 
such results as are here narrated. lord supplied him with another, and eped him 

The snow was falling thick around a small} onward. 
house, at some distance from the little village of The deep snow of the road was entirely un- 

, in Massachusetts, on a cold evening in the ’ trodden, therefore he had ridden slowly and be- 
early part of a winter seventy or eighty years} come chilled. Thinking it better to risk the 
ago. The widow within did not give it a thought, ; danger of delay, and of being overtaken in the 
for she expected the arrival of no husband, and’ morning, than to become sleepy and fall from 
her children were snug and warm by the fire. his horse to certain death by the way-side, he 

There came a knock, however, and she an-} had concluded to stop and warm himself by their 
swered it speedily with an exclamation of sur- fireside, before he entered the forest, through 
prise at such an occurrence on such a night. : which the road now led. The little family had 

A youth stood without who asked permission } listened breathlessly, and for some time the 
to warm himself, as he felt the death-sleep creep- $ silence was unbroken, until Mary said with a 
ing over him. Instantly the widow’s eldest son shudder, 
drew him into the house, and taking the reins *‘Ugh. It’s a horrible road. People say ve 
of his horse from his stiffened hands, zealously ** Hush, dear,” said her mother, ‘*don’t repeat 
attended to the comforts of the beast. The et | those idle tales. No sensible person, such as 
daughter proposed some hot coffee, and the this young man, would believe them, to be sure, 
mother herself took off the stranger’s hat and$ but when he is riding through the woods alone 
coat, Everything that kindness could suggest § they may seem fearful to him.” 
was eagerly done for him, and when he had Arthur asked for pen and paper, to write a few 
become in some measure comfortable, questions words to his mother, and Charles promised to 
as to his inducements to travel, &c., were put ‘ take the letter to the village post-office. 
with an earnest simplicity, which rather Mi a “YT will not lose what is perhaps my last 

chance of letting her hear from me,” he said. 
He had been several times much moved by the When he had finished the note, he insisted 

tenderness shown him, and he did not hesitate upon continuing his journey, and they did not 
to tell them frankly all about his affairs. He ¢ urge him very much to remain, trusting much 
was a very handsome stripling, his name Arthur $ to the wisdom of the landlord. Charles Morrison 
Vv , the only son of a rich widow. He was} brought his horse, and after a farewell, almost 
now on his way to New Hampshire, taking a2 as affectionate and sad as if he belonged to the 
large sum of money from his mother in Boston ’ family, he departed, Charles accompanying him 
to his aunt, who was left in debt by the sudden 3 to point out the entrance to the wood, and Mary 
death of her husband. The stage routes were calling after him to ‘‘ride fast.” 
impassable from the deep snow, and he intended,} He said just before leaving their door, ‘*Oh, 
as the need was urgent, to perform the journey ; how unwilling I am to leave you! But go I Ss 
on horseback, then the most common mode of ; must.” 
travel. ’ When Charles returned, they talked until bed 

He had stopped at the village tavern at — $time of their admiration of the stranger, and 
having determined to spend the night there, but > their pity for him. Mary’s heart bled for the 
as he imprudently mentioned the money he car- poor youth, hastening onward through the win- 
ried, before several travellers in the bar-room, $ ter’s night, haunted by a dreadful fear. 
the lord privately advised, even urged his $ Early the next morning Charles Morrison 

Ce 
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stopped on his way to school to inquire of the Neither could they discover anything about the 

landlord concerning the stranger who had so {suspected stranger, except that he had gone 

deeply interested them. He learned joyfully quietly through several villages on the road to 

that the horse which Arthur had promised to } Maine. 

leave at the next tavern, had been found there$ ‘The landlord really grieved over the poor 

and brought home, thus making it almost cer- 3 youth. He feared that he had lost his way and 

tain that he had escaped danger, at least for that $ perished with cold. The widow’s family would 

night. ae believe that he could meet a fate so hard, 

No one at the tavern, however, had seen the 3 and thought him ill in some out-of-the-way place. 

youth, but it was probable that he had feared to} The winter passed away, and the matter was 

enter, and after putting the horse in the stable, still a mystery. 

had sought shelter at some hospitable farmer's. The deep snows of an old time New England 

He would be likely to continue to do so, and for | winter lingered till late in the spring in the 

a day or so avoid the inns. $wood near widow Morrison’s house. It was 

The landlord, who feared losing custom if he totally unfrequented, as it was believed in those 

displayed such a suspicious temper, swore that ’ superstitious times to be haunted bya murdered 

young V. was 2 fool who could not keep his ! woman, whose cry of dying agony still resounded 

tongue between his teeth, but must needs betray through its depths. 

the friend who ont of prudence for him had Charles, however, was free from fear, and he 

risked getting into trouble himself. [He pro- 3 often roamed through it in search of game. He 

tested he suspected none of his guests of any ; was out with his gun one day in spring, when 

design upon the young man’s money, but thought }-attracted by the screaming, hovering crows, he 

it best to send him on, as he himself had led to $ approached a wild, rocky spot, and saw, gleam- 

his imprudently mentioning his business before {ing among the loose stones, long, golden hair. 

strangers, ; He believed he recognized it. Another glance, 

But when Charles took a private opportunity {and he turned sickened and sorrow-stricken to 

of questioning him, he confessed that he had felt $ hasten to the village, and direct the proper per- 

a little uneasy when he saw an ill-looking man @ sons to the spot. 

glaring at young V several times. Afterhe$ A rifled pocket-book with the name of Arthur 

had sent the youth away, he took occasion to: V upon it left no doubt of the identity of 

say, at the supper-table, that the poor fellow ‘the body. A fractured skull and a hatchet lying 

had fallen asleep on his bed without undressing, ‘ beside him, made it almost certain that he had 

‘just for a blind.’ He noticed that the sus- been murdered. Yes, murdered almost within 

pected man’s attention was attracted. Soon sound of a pistol shot from the widow’s cottage, 

after he had missed him, and learned that he } so that death had been waiting for him just out- 

had been to the stables, and had been told by {sido its hospitable door. Charles and Mary re- 

the hostler of Arthur’s departure. When the { membered how his last words had been of his 

fellow returned to the bar-room, he said he had $ unwillingness to leave them, as if his instincts 

been so refreshed by the supper and something § told him for what he was exchanging their warm 

warm, that he believed he would ride on. shelter. 

‘«‘T shook in my shoes, Charley,” the landlord Many years passed, Charles Morrison became 

concluded, ‘but I should have been ’most too 3 the schoolmaster in , Mary was married to 

emart if I’d meddled, for it’s all turned out right. $ the young orthodox minister, and the landlord 

That man stopped quietly all night at the next ’ still welcomed travellers. It was November. 

tavern, and V. left my horse there all safe.” Again the snow fell in driving waves, and patted 

Charles ran home lighted-hearted with the} like hail against the windows of the little cot- 

news, and Mary sang for joy. , Stage, where the enlarged family of Morrisons’ 

“Tf he only don’t dog him and catch up with dwelt in love together. 

him yet,” muttered her brother. ; There came a knock at the door, and the 

A few weeks afterward came too men with § widow saying it reminded her of poor Arthur’s 

eager inquiries about a young stranger called : knock, sent one of her sons to open the door. 

Arthur V , who had left home on a journey § The hostler from the tavern said the landlord 

into the interior of New Hampshire, and of whom © wished to see Charles immediately, THis coat 

the last news came from this village. They could and hat were on in a moment, and he followed 

trace him no further, and were obliged, after a 3 the messenger as repidly as possible. 

vain search, to return to his sorrowing mother$ The landlord was awaiting him in a private 

without any clue to the mystery of her son’s fate. } room, and told him that the man whom he could 

7 
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not help suspecting to be Arthur’s murderer, “‘About what?” said the stranger, fiercely. 
had arrived and taken a room for the night. He ‘Well, I had to come through the wood that 
confided to Charles his plan for his detection by » night, and I was determined to close my ears to 
an old superstitious test. He felt so sure that } every sound, but I was not more than half way 
the murderer was now in his house, that he had } across when it came, and I trembled like a leaf. 
sent for Charles and several other men of the It was the most dreadful ery: fe 
village to be witnesses to the conviction, and} ‘Who cried? Did you say any one cried or 
secure the guilty. groaned?” broke in the greatly perturbed stran- 

Supper was not yet ready, and though the 3 ger. 
stranger was very hungry and impatient, the} ‘I don’t say who, but it was a long moan or 
landlord hoped to detain it long enough for the ; wail, that sounded as if it gurgled through blood. 
others to arrive. ’ Ugh. It makes me shudder now.” 

As each came he was informed of the suspi-3 Charles narrowly watched the stranger. For 
cions the landlord had formed—and then they & moment he seemed almost paralyzed with 
dropped into the bar-room as if accidentally. :dread. But he rallied, shook himself slightly, 
All entertained full belief in the efficacy of the as if to loosen the fetters of fear, and asked 
means proposed, though Charles in a different ? sneeringly if that did not happen long ago in 
manner from the others. When he entered the 3 old times, when such things were common. 
room, he stamped the snow from his boots and ‘*No,” said the Justice, “I heard it myself, 
drew near the blazing wood fire, beside which stranger, and not three months ago.” 
sat a stout, grizzled man, of dark and “s Gloom again sank upon his brow, and he re- 

AALS 

aspect, gloomily playing with the tongs. mained silent. The conversation was resumed 
**A cold, stormy night,” said Charles. and the topic still discussed, the stranger seem- 
**Aye,” answered the traveller. ing to listen with secret uneasiness and terror. 
“‘And one to make a man fear evil things— ‘Heaven is just,” said Charles, ‘‘and that is 

have strange fancies, and look on the gloomy { why murders will out. The very stones would 
side.” cry out, or perhaps the bones of the murdered 

‘More cause for shutting up about it,” was testify, as they really do according to the belief 
the surly reply. of the people here, when the murderer touches 
When all were assombled and drawn around 3 them.” 

the fire, Charles led the conversation to a natural “How so?” asked an accidental traveller, who 
topic on such a night, when the driving storm $ was present. 
without seemed like infernal revels to the note “It is an old usage,” replied Charles, disre- 
of olden time. There were those present who garding the winks and coughs of the landlord, 
still believed in them, and this led by apparently $ **to make a knife and fork handle of a bone of 
naturally transition to ghosts and to haunted $ the murdered man, and to place them at every 
places, among which Morrisons’ woods were men- | stranger guest’s plate at the publicinn. If the 
tioned. The sullen stranger seemed displeased s murderer should take them up, they will adhere 
with this turn in the conversation, and for the to his hands and so conyict him. Now our land- 
first time opened his lips to protest with an oath $ lord here has such a knife and fork. Ihave been 
his disbelief in ghosts. \ looking at them to-night—they have a skull and 

“Stranger,” said Charles, “you will not find $ cross bones faintly traced on them. They have 
many people about here to agree with you in neyer convicted any one yet.” 
your disbelief. Many a person who has been? “But they may,” said the Justice, ‘*for I have 

S 

along the wood-road after dark, has heard what ; heard that the test has been tried hereabouts 
they dare not talk about in a lonely place—$ and found true.” 
neither can they disbelieve. But I have not ‘*Well, I’ve no need to be afraid to touch 
heard it, and those who haye, are here to tell * them, thank God,” said the traveller, who had 
for themselves.” ’ asked about them. 

‘No, let’s be done talking about it,” said the : The gloomy stranger’s face was hidden by his 
stranger, to the old Justice who was giving a $ handkerchief, which he pretended to be using. 
preparatory ‘‘ahem.” ‘Supper is ready,” screamed a shrill yoice 

He would not be silenced, and began in a3 from the kitchen. All received a hearty invita- 
weak, trembling voice, “I have heard it, and $ tion from the landlord to partake of it, and all 
since neighbor Wright goes home my way and arose, but the stranger fell back to his seat 
I'll have company, I don’t mind telling you about S again, for his knees refused to support him. 
it, though I think it no shame to be prudent.” % He stooped to pick up his handkerchief, and the 

ws. 
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others passed to the table before him. It would legitimate thing. They wished to see the knife 

have been regarded by them all as proof positive } and fork adhere, and these soon busied them- 

that he dared not undergo the trial, being guilty } selves in endeavoring to revive the senseless 

had he refused to come to the table—but he did man. ‘They partially succeeded; a strong shud- 

not—he soon followed them and took the vacant ; der passed through the huge, stout frame, and 

seat. ‘he opened his eyes. After vacantly staring for 

His hard, old features were pale and ghastly. | some minutes, he suddenly started up, looked 

His eyes rested with horrid fear on his knife and ‘with bold defiance into every eye, and though 

fork. They were common-looking enough—he } his face and limbs twitched convulsively, he 

saw no death’s head. THis color came back, and } seemed to be recalling the force of his will. 

he looked up boldly, but as his glance travelled Pressing his hand for a moment over his un- 

around it met every eye keenly bent upon him, ’ governable features, he burst into a mocking 

and there was a dead, awful silence. He paled ; laugh and seized the fatal tests. Instantly his 

slowly before the fixed and suspicious gaze, but } hands closed upon them, and he was thrown into 

turning his eyes slowly away from its fascina- frightful convulsions—too horrible to be beheld 

tion, he again looked at the knife and fork nar- 3 without terror at any time, and by that super- 

rowly. He saw the faint tracery—the fatal sign, } stitious assembly looked on with blanched cheeks 

and he fell back insensible. and quaking limbs. 
“It is the judgment of God,” said the land- $ Tt was not over for an hour. Even after death 

lord, solemnly, and the Justice said, ‘‘Amen.” {the rigid hands could not be made to unclose, 

‘It is the power of conscience,” said Charles, {and he was buried with those fearful tokens of 

triumphantly, and meanwhile all were awe- his guilt still grasped tightly. 

struck, no one thought of relieving the stran- } The verdict of the coroner’s jury was ‘ Visi- 

ger. tation of God.” In our day it would probably 

It began, however, to some to seem not the’ have been ‘‘ Epilepsy.” 
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BY MRS. C. H. CRISWELKE 

“Would you not like a better home? 

To wear a better dress? 

I met a little sun-browned maid 

With basket on her arm; 
And “whither do you go?” I said— Would you not like with me to come?” 

She pointed to the “farm:” She answered, “Yes, oh, yes!” 

“My father labors there, and I “T haye a dwelling proud and fair, 

His dinner take to him— Delightful to the view— 

‘Tis little though.” I heard a sigh, You would be very happy there’— 

And saw those eyes grow dim. She said, “I think so too.” 
’ 

“Then take him more, my little maid, 

You're strong enough, I’m sure— 

You're indolent, I am afraid’— 

She answered, “ We are poor.” 

“You have a mother?” “Yes, oh, yes!” 
“And brothers? tell me true— 

And little sisters’ love to bless?” 

She answered, “‘T have two.” 

PPL LLL LLL OLY 

“Thon you will leave your lowly cot 

And spend your life with me, 

Afar from this sweet rural spot, 

No more your friends to see?” 

She raised her violet eyes to mine, 

“And are not they to go? 

I thought you meant it all the time’— 

I smiled and said, “Oh, no.” 

Tho little maid her basket took, 

Her cheeks were all aglow; 

And with a sad, reproachful look, 

She said, “TI cannot go.” 

“But think again—how rich you'll be— 

You'll dwell ’mid proud array!” 

The violet eyes were turned from me, 

She answered, “TI will stay.” 

“Two brothers and two sisters dear, 

I am the eldest one.” 

Then you are happy—be sincere— 

“Oh, yes!”’—her blue eyes shone— 

‘Our house is small and humble too, 
Yet we are blest, ’'m sure; = 

For God smiles on us from the ‘blue’— 7 

Because he knows we’re poor.” RL IPF PF PP PLL DLP DOP LL I DD DA ODA PAD PPP POPP PP LPP AO LL PLO, PL LLP 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 185. 

CHAPTER XVII. ‘liked that woman, she was too hard and worldly. 
THe two brothers sat together in Louis De$I could at times hardly believe that she was the 

Mark’s room. Both seemed anxious and thought- 3 mother of a being so full of gentle loveliness as 
ful. George had a look of habitual sadness upon ¢ Mrs. Townsend Oakley. Still, as I have said, 

his face; but Louis was like one who struggles ; she was my friend. 

against fate without the resolution to brave it. ‘‘During the winter, this intimacy continued. © 

“Go to her, George, go, I entreat you,” said { In the spring the young widow, in pursuance of 
the latter, ‘for I dare not, I cannot. ‘Tell her $a plain laid out by her husband before his death, 

the simple truth, say that in doubt of my posi- completed a pretty cottage on Staten Island, near 

tion, sometimes almost forgetting it in the mag- } the sea-shore, and retired there with her little 

nitude of my great love for her, I looked and boy.” 

acted as no honorable man should have done, ; ‘She had a child then?” interrupted George, 
bound as Iwas. True, I never spoke of love, s with interest. 

aud in this sometimes strove to satisfy my con-§$ ‘One of the loveliest children that you ever 

science; but words are the weakest confessions {set eyes on, so bright, so incapable of being 

that a man can make; and nothing but a coward 3 spoiled, my heart leaped toward the child the 

shelters his honor under the miserable pretence, $ moment I saw him!” 

that a passion uttered in every action and look ; George remained thoughtful, while Louis 

is unspoken, if not syllabled in so many words. $ walked up and down the room, excited and 

I loved this woman in her girlhood—hopelessly, $ restless. 

for she married another. But even in look, or} ‘‘It is strange,” said George, at last, “that 

gesture, it was unexpressed. Then my poor no traces of your lost wife can be found. Have 

Louisa came as a more solemn barrier against $ you searched?” 

this passion, came and vanished like a troubled “Everywhere, and in vain. This is the misery 

shadow, leaving me desolate and a‘wanderer on § of my position!’ answered Lonis, passionately. 

the face of the earth. I came home, I found 3 ‘If she could be found, a sense of duty would 

Townsend Oakley dead, and the wompn I had so : give me strength; I could struggle against this 

worshipped a widow free as air, more beautiful § fascination; but with this dull blank of uncer- 

than ever and ignorant of my boyish worship, g tainty before me, I have no power to wrestle 

ready to renew her acquaintance with me as the with myself.” 

g 

2 

dearest of her early friends. “We are both in a’ terrible position,” said 
“Jt was wrong, I know it, George, but how $ George, ‘‘but we must act as honest men and 

could I resist the happiness of seeing her? How trust God for the rest. You are right, Louis. 

force myself to repel the dawning favor that I$ Leave this country at once, Let me continue 

found in her eyes? I did not speak—thus ap- {the search for Louisa. If I find her, we will 

peasing conscience with mental craft. But she 3 join you in any country you may wish. If all 

must have krown how madly I loved her, and, } search proves vain, she is doubtless dead, and a 
conceal it as I may, it was the very madness of } few years may give you entire freedom.” 

joy that I felt whenever an unconscious proof “Yes, I will go. Oh! George, but for you I 

escaped her, that her own warm heart answered should never have found strength to leave her, 

back the passion burning so fatally in mine. and encounter the desert of existence before me. 
**T returned from my travels a rich man, and { Yes, I will go!” 

as such, found Mrs. Mead a warm friend. She} The resolution was uttered with a gesture of 

evidently looks upon my union with her daugh- dull despair; and he added, ‘*I must go, or more 

ter as certain, and exults in the prospect of a § evil will come of this!” 

marriage so full of wealthy promise. I never‘ ‘It is best,” answered George, pressing a 
250 
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hand to his forehead, as if to still some pain; I could obtain from her was complaints of your 
there. ‘But that I can serve you better here, pundoetniness and prodigality.” 

we would go together. All places are alike to ‘*Don’t talk of her, George. She is my mother, 

me now!’ and I can only say with Hamlet, ‘would it were 

Louis sat down by his brother. Tears stood { not so!’ but you will see her, and explain my 
in his fine eyes, and shadows of dusky sorrow } sudden departure in the best way possible.” 

settled beneath them. ‘‘Yes, I will see her. Not only for that, but 

‘You will see her, George, see her in all her § because I believe she is in someway involved in 

serene loveliness; you will set by her side, talk this mystery regarding the young creatures so 
with her—talk of me—of my weakness. She is} fatally connected with us.”’ 

gentle, and will not think my love for her * ‘She denies it positively!” 

crime. You will tell her that I have been mar-$ ‘‘This may be true in all else. But I know 

ried—married to her husband’s sister, who may * that her persecution droye Catharine to the hos- 

be alive, or who may be in her grave—I know; pital.” 

that you will deal with my name in brotherly; ‘I do not doubt it, But she never knew 

kindness. But do not let her despise me, tell Louisa. Besides, I do not think she would de- 

her how much it costs me to abandon everything § liberately wound me—her own son!” 

for a hard duty. Deal kindly with me, brother, *“We will not urge the question farther!” an- 

for my heart is almost breaking!” swered George, suppressing the indignation that 

George threw his arms around his brother, } arose in his heart against his enemy. ‘She is 
and drew him close to the honest heart so full} a woman and your mother!” 

of compassion for his troubles. ‘‘True, true, so let us talk more directly of 

«Take courage, Louis. All will end well. I$ ourselves, for we have but another hour!” 

will not rest till this mystery is solved, In a} As he spoke, there was a light knock upon 

few months I will find your wife, or bring aaa the door, which softly opened, and a woman ap- 
aS. proofs of her death.” ‘peared bearing a long basket full of clean linen — 
a. 

«And must I go at once?” said Louis, looking $ on her arm. 
wistfully into his brother’s face. ‘Why mustI} ‘I hope I’m not too late for yer honor,” she 
leave my native land? The very air she breathes 5 said, placing her basket on a chair, and wiping 

is precious to me.” $the perspiration from her face. ‘It’s a long 

George smiled compassionately at his eager- walk from yon, and, do what I would, the time 

ness. * went by quicker an I ever seed it afore this.” 

‘It is far better, Louis, that you should be ‘“But you were to have brought the clothes 

away. How could you be content without seeing ¢ home yesterday,” said George, annoyed by this 

her?” intrusion upon the precious moments which re- 

«True, true. I will go! Everything is packed. { mained before his brother's departure. ‘‘Usually 

A few hours, and the steamer sails. In that time you are more punctual, Mrs. Dillon!” 

we shall be separated, perhaps for years, bro-$ ‘‘True for ye there,” answered our old friend 

PLLA LLL ther.”’ Mary Margaret, while a crimson blush reddened 
‘No, no, I will join you!” ‘ her good-natured face. ‘But do ye see, gintle- 

‘¢You have a weary search first. I have tried bnens I’ve been away from home a bit, looking 

it.” i after a darlint of a little boy as is precious to 

‘Not as I shall, with coolness and decision. {me as my own flesh and blood, though he is a 

You were too much interested. Trust me!” . gintleman now entirely—for all he was born side 

*‘T do, in all things!” by side wid Terry in the hospital—more blame 

‘¢And you will go to-night!” to them as sent his poor mother there!” 

¢¢Yes, to-night,” was the mournful answer. There was something in the matter of this 

‘‘Have you taken leaye of madame?” $speech, that made the brothers start. Their 

‘‘No, when I called at her room, a few days $ own minds had been so occupied by recollections 

since, she was gone. Somewhere in the country $ of the hospital, that the subject brought upon 

the people below stairs told me, and might not? them so suddenly, and from this unexpected 

be back for months.” ’ source, seemed like a revelation. 

“It is strange,” said George, ‘her life, I find, ‘Of what child do you speak, Mrs. Dillon?” 

has become utterly degraded. The den which t inquired George, while Louis stood with his wild 

she inhabits is the most poverty-stricken place I $ eyes fixed upon her. 

ever saw. She seemed greatly annoyed at seeing ; ‘‘Why, of me own little nursling, to be sure, 

me, and refused all conversation. The most that } as was born the week after little Terry, and took 

LL LS. 
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the bit and sup wid him, side by side, arter his ; linen from her basket while she was speaking, 

poor dead mother was took out of the ward in ‘ now turned, and her eyes fell on the young men. 

her in pine coffin.” :She saw how pale they were, and stopped in 

‘And how old is little Terry?” asked Louis, } some bewilderment. 
abruptly. “T will go,’”’ she said, taking up her basket. 

‘‘ How old is little Terry? Faix, an I can tell ; ‘*The old man is right; my tongue is always too 
ye to a day, yer honors,” said the washerwoman, ‘fast for my teeth; what had I to do, talking of 

counting the plump fingers of one hand, which ¢ sich to young gintlemen as knows nothing about 

she held up with the thumb protruding. ‘‘D’ye ?em 2”? 

see these? Just add two months an ten days to , ‘Stay, Mrs. Dillon!” said George, ‘‘we are 

that same, and ye have little Terry, the spal- 3 ‘both interested, deeply interested; tell us more 

peen, all to nothing, yer honors!” about these young persons; we were taken by 

The young men turned their eyes from the $ : surprise and did not hear distinctly. Did one or 
plump hand and gazed with a sort of awe upon both of these poor ladies recover?” 

each other. A rapid calculation ran through the 3 Mary Margaret sat down with the basket upon 

mind of each. Mary Margaret had pointed out ; her knees. 

the day upon which Louisa’s letter was dated. ; ‘‘Was it one, or both yeasked? Arrah, but I 

‘And what became of the mother, that her $ wish it was both, that I could tell ye of; but I 

little boy should have been given to you?” in- {saw one poor crathur carried out in a wooden 

quired George, almost holding his breath with : coffin, wid two breadths of factory cotton on her 
anxiety. ‘for a shroud, and for all that she looked like a 

‘She died, poor crather. I see her draw the } marble image, wid the raven black hair parted 

last gasp myself, and helped to straiten out Son her white fored, and the lids folded so could- 

her poor limbs. A lovelier corpse I never saw. $ like over her eyes, that had been black as stars 

She was beautifuler than any wax image in a ; and as bright as dimints.” 
‘ museum,” . ‘Black eyes? Did you say that the poor girl 

“And what was her name?” asked Louis, $ who died had black eyes and hair?” exclaimed 

turning pale as the question left his lips. Louis. 
*T don’t well know, yer honor. They goes “Black as midnight, yer honor, both on ’em— 

by numbers, not by names in the hospital; and ; more by the token I closed them two eyes mysel, 

sometimes she muttered over one name, some- {and the color sunk into my heart!” 

times another, till it was hard to get the rights$ The young men looked at each other almost 

of it. Besides, she never said nothin’ about her- : wildly. 

self, only when she was out oy her head, as ye ‘“‘This is very strange!” said George. 

may say, wid the pain and trouble.” The lips of the younger brother were white as 

“But you heard her mention some name, pants and when he tried to answer they gave 

surely ?’’ said Louis. forth no sound. 

‘*Yes, and more en once, yer honor. First it : ‘And the one who lived?” said George, with 

was Mrs. Mier; then Barton; then Oakley; and : increasing agitation. ‘*Was she dark like the 

then it was Louis De Mark—that was the last } other?” 

word as ever left her poor lips.” : “Dark, did ye say? Why, her hair was like 
The brothers looked at each other again, and ¢ burning gould, and her eyes—the bluest bit of 

both grew pale as death. N ‘ sky ye ever saw was nothing to’em. Thin her 

‘‘T thought it strange more an once, for there face, it was white as a lily wid a caste of red 

was two on ’em, and ye may well say they was a in Me mouth and ee She Mie 5 
both beauties a laying side by side—and when $a born beauty in spite of the narrow bed an 

the fever was on ’em, this De Mark was on the $ checked covering, the day I was driv out of the 
tongue of one as well as’tother. You’da thought 3 hospital; and followed me with her great lovin’ 

they both knowed something about the man as eyes all the way down the ward, as if she knew 

bore that name.” ‘1 was all the friend to stand by her.” 

Louis De Mark drew close to George, and § $ «But you left her alive?’ said George, grow- 

leaned on his shoulder. George felt that he was , ing more and more excited. 
trembling from head to foot, and drew him to- § ‘In course I did!” 

4 
ward the sofa. ; ‘‘And had no proofs of her death after?” 

*‘Let me question her,” he said, in a low 3 “Proofs, yer honor? What proofs could I have 

voice, ‘‘the thing involves us both!’ Sof her death, when she came her own self to my 

Mary Margaret, who had been sorting the “home, after that, and slept in the same bed wid 
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the childer for a whole month, to say nothing of » ‘*I disremember, yer honor. We called her 
the strange baby, as the other poor crathur left 3 the darlint at home: but it seems to me that she 
ahint her.” : once told the old man that her name was Catha- 

“Stop!” said George, starting up with a} rine, or the like of that!” 
flush upon his forehead, while his whole frame} ‘*Catharine!” broke from the lips of both the 
quivered with excitement. ‘Be careful what } young men, and actuated by one impulse, each 
you say. A mistake in this matter would be grasped the hand of the other and wrung it 
madness to us both. Are you sure, my good almost painfully. 
Woman, quite sure, that the fair girl came forth} Mary Margaret arose to go. That moment a 
alive from that hospital, and that the other died } servant knocked at the door. All was ready for 
there ?”? the journey, which Louis had forgotten. 

‘Quite sure? Faix and I am, if one’s own} ‘The brothers looked at each other in surprise, 
blessed eyes are to be trusted. Didn’ tIstraighten } as if the idea of separation had just arisen. 
one for her coffin, and nurse the other into life **No, I will not leave my native land till this 

when she lay at death’s door—to say nothin’ of } mystery is explained,” said Louis, in answer to 

the bit of a baby!” his brother’s anxious look. 

‘One word more, Mrs. Dillon. Have youany$ ‘The servant went out, and Mary Margaret 
remembrance of a name? Did either of these$ gathered up her basket and disappeared with 
young creatures ever mention their names in’ him, leaving the brothers alone. 

your hearing?” *<She lives, I am certain that Catharine lives,” 
‘‘Faix and they mentioned a good many } exclaimed George, sinking down upon the sofa, 

names, ’m thinking; especially the fair one; , and gazing at the pale face of his brother, through 

but they seemed to be fever names and to mane 2a mist of joyful tears. 
nothing.” Louis could not answer, for in his heart there 

‘But among those names was that of George } was a wild struggle. Self-reproach, regret, and 
or Louis ever mentioned ?” a thousand tender memories of his wife, strug- 

‘ ‘‘Agin and agin, yer honors!” gled hard with another image that rose, spite of 

Louis De Mark buried his face in his hands, himself, amid these sad memories, leaving him 
and George walked hurriedly back and forth in in a state of strange excitement. 
the room. The latter made one or two efforts} At last George became more composed. 
to speak, but broke off as if the questions at his} “Now,” he said, ‘‘we have the world before 
heart were too momentous. At last he drew } us. Let there be no rest till all this strange 
close to Mary Margaret, and said in a voice} story is put into proof.” 
sharp with anxiety, Louis arose. 

‘‘ Where did she go from your house? Where} ‘I am ready, brother.” Then, with a burst 
is she now?” 

His eyes were fixed almost wildly upon her, incompatible with the feelings we have just de- 

he trembled from head to foot. scribed, his eyes filled with tears, and he ex- 

‘*[ don’t know, yer honor. An old lady, wid} claimed with a world of regret in his voice, 
the queerest bonnet ye ever seed, took her away} ‘*My poor, poor wife.” 

somewhere into the country, or foreign parts 

maybe; and the baby was carried off by a gin- 3 CHAPTER XVIII. 
tleman as wanted a son, and so took the darlings ‘*Motuer,” said Mrs. Townsend Oakley, lift- 
to make an heir of him, and maybe a king one § ing her eyes gently from the needlework with 
of these days—the Lord be praised, for he was} which she was employed, ‘*why was it that you 

a beauty all over.” took so strong a dislike to the De Marks, whose 
George walked unsteadily to his seat, and sat} gardens adjoined ours when we lived in 

down with a low groan. Her words had wean street?” 

his heart with the most bitter disappointment. Mrs. Mead lifted her eyes to the face of her 
**And this is all you know?” he said, faintly. 3 } daughter, and kept them searchingly upon it so 

Margaret looked at him with her kind eyes, } ‘ long that a burning crimson spread over the fair 
and answered that she could remember nothing } cheeks and forehead. 
more. ‘*Why did I dislike the family, daughter? Be- 

“‘And did this young person, the fair one, I? cause the woman who called herself the head 
mean, did she never mention her name to you?” 3 was in every respect unworthy.” 
inquired Louis, dropping his hands as with a} ‘*But the son, mother, surely he was every 
sudden thought. thing that goes to make up a gentleman.” 
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‘‘He was a villain?” answered Mrs. Mead, ‘‘She was dead and in her coffin.” 

with a degree of sternness that made her daugh- we But you saw her and took her away then?” 

ter start, and brought a deluge of fiery blood to ; «T saw and recognized her, that was enough. 

her face. To have brought her away for burial would have 

“How? Why, mother, I never heard a word } been a useless publication of disgraceful facts. 

against him in my life before!” ‘She had left no register of her real name, and I 

‘Probably not, but had you searched deep ’ would not disgrace you, my child, by anything 

enough, acts rather than opinions would have ‘ that could betray the connection with your hus- 

settled the truth of what I say. Your husband’s * band.” 

sister died in a charity hospital. He it was who “Poor, poor girl, how Townsend did love 

sent her there!” her!” sobbed the widow. ‘It would have 

‘¢Mother, mother!” broken his heart!” 

The poor young woman gasped for breath. She N “So I thought!” said the mother, smoothing 

could no longer syllable the words that rose to 3 the folds of her dress with feelings of deep self- 

her lips, but with a faint struggle fell back in- satisfaction, ‘it was far better to keep him in 

sensible in her chair. Signorance. But for your mention of that young 

Mrs. Mead arose, with a heavy frown, and Lc Oy I should not have distressed you or 

bent over her child. All of human feeling that } myself by speaking of it.” ' 

she possessed was centred in her, and this sud- Mrs. Oakley shrunk back with a shudder as 

den indisposition terrified her more from its } De Mark was thus alluded to, but gathering up 

cause than in itself. With some trepidation she } courage proceeded with the subject. 

wheeled the easy-chair close to an open window “But what proofs have you that he was to 

and sprinkled the pale face with water. The } blame, mother?” 

effect was rapid. After a moment the whiteeye-§ ‘She left a half written letter behind ad- 

lids began to tremble, and the young widow fell i dressed to this man. It was conclusive. He it 

into a fit of bitter weeping. was that deluded her away from my protection.” 

‘My child—my child, what is this?” ex- “Rut,” said the widow, looking suddenly up, 

claimed Mrs. Mead, in a voice that betrayed the { while a gleam of light kindled the tears that 

struggle of affright, tenderness and severity filled her eyes, ‘‘he may have been married to 

going on in her bosom! § her!” 

‘Nothing, mother. You were so abrupt in’ ‘Yes!’ answered the mother, sharply, ‘and 

telling me of poor Louisa: even now I do not $ he may have been to Catharine Lacy at the same 

understand it. 1 knew that Catharine Lacy, my $time. There is a copy of your sister-in-law’s 

own cousin, was in a hospital, and perhaps died 2 letter: read it; and never let me hear this dis- 

there; but this of Louisa, indeed I can hardly $ grace alluded to again.” 

PLL ALS. 

believe it.” Mrs. Mead drew a small embroidered port- 

“Tt was the truth though!” folio from her pocket, and springing the gold 

«But, mother, Townsend always thought she } clasp, took from among other documents, a copy 

died at your house!” of the letter with which our readers are familiar. 

‘¢ How was I to tell him otherwise? He would Mrs. Oakley reached forth her hand with an 

always have censured me for leaving her with ; effort, and nerving herself to the task read the 

the servants—he would never have believed that {letter through. -Her face grew paler and paler 

a creature so young could have outwitted us all, as she proceeded; the tears crowded to her eyes, 

and concealed herself, even in the greatest ex- Sand, spite of all her efforts, the letter shook like 

tremities, up to the very day of her death. She {a dry leaf in her grasp. At last she looked sadly 

was dead, and I informed him of the fact. The up at her mother. 

particulars would have aggravated his grief!” ‘‘And did they both die with Ais name upon 

‘And how did you learn these particulars, ; their lips?” 

mother?” asked the widow, with a degree of $ ‘‘It is the usual infatuation!” answered Mrs. 

constraint that kept her facc white as snow. ’ Mead, bitterly, but evading the direct question. 

“The very night of her death she sent me a ; «But the child, poor Louisa’s child, what be- 

few broken lines from the hospital, begging me $ come of that?” 

to come and see her.” Spite of her self-command, Mrs. Mead shrunk 

‘And you went?” : from the question. She had never inquired re- 

‘‘Yes, the next day.” ‘garding this child, and a sensation of shame 

And you saw her? She told you this with } orept over her as she admitted the fact. 

her own lips?’ “Then you do not know if it is dead or 

Fl 
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living?” inquired Mrs. Oakley, in a low, grave, of a De Mark that I speak: appearances may be 

voice, which fell upon the proud woman’s ear} against him, but I will not believe him so wicked 

like a rebuke, which she was instantly ready to $ till the proofs are beyond contradiction. Louisa 

resent. may be dead, Catharine Lacy may be dead: but 

‘Did you expect me to drag proofs of our own though their last acts and their last words accuse 

disgrace before the world, Mrs. Townsend Oak- ; him, I will not believe them!” 

ley?” : Mrs. Mead stood motionless, towering upright 

The widow arose, her cheeks flushed, and her $ like a pillow of marble. Her voice was concen- 

lips quivering. ‘ trated and hoarse; she made no gestures, but 

‘<I will search for this child. If itis alive God 3} her eyes absolutely burned with indignation. 

will permit me to make atonement,” she Raids ‘¢And you know this De Mark?” 

gently. “‘Yes, mother, I know him!” 

That instant little George entered the room. ‘Have seen him since your husband’s death, 

The curls were blown back from his broad fore- } perhaps?” 

head and his eyes sparkled; he had caught a3 ‘‘Yes, mother, often 

great painted butterfly, and held it up in’ ‘‘Here in this house, no doubt, where the 

triumph. ‘The attitude, the curve of his bright $ widow came to bury her griefs!” 

lips, the whole face, struck both these women’ Here the proud woman’s wrath blazed forth. 

with one thought, and their eyes met. A sud-$ Her hand was clenched; her foot was half lifted 

den and dark frown swept over the face of Mrs. oe the floor, as if to spurn the widow and 

Mead, while the daughter grew still and white: child from her presence. 

as if all the blood in her veins had turned to ‘‘Here, I say, here-you may have received 

snow. him in a house consecrated to tears, under the 

‘You need not search far,’”? said Mrs. Mead, g roue which shelters your mother!” she con- 

pointing her finger at the child, ‘he came from 3 tinued, lifting her hoarse voice. 

the institution.” The young widow stood pale and firm before 

Mrs. Oakley slowly approached the boy. Her } all this wrath; and the pretty child clung to her 

hands trembled violently as she put back his 3 eagerly, following each motion of the haughty 

hair, and a spasm of pain shot through her as ; woman with his brave, bright eyes. 

the boy sprang up, and locking his arms over ‘¢It is true,” she said, ‘*I haye seen him here.” 

her neck, attempted to surprise her with his ‘¢And you encourage him?” 
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eager kisses. ‘¢Mother, I love him!” 

‘Who made you cry, mamma?—who made The words were spoken unfalteringly, but with 

you cry?” that gentle dignity that always accompanies 

‘No one, darling,” said the widow, struggling 3 truthful courage. The mother looked at her in 

against the recoil of her own heart, but enforced, 3 fierce, white wrath. Her hand was slowly up- 

as it were, to unclasp his little hands. lifted; her lips moved without uttering a sound, 

The boy drew back, and his bright lips began 3 and with this mute malediction she left the room, 

to quiver. and, in a few moments, the house. 

‘‘¥ have lost the butterfly,” he sobbed, re- Once alone with the child, Mrs. Oakley gave 

gretfully, following the gossamer wings as they 3 way to the painful thoughts that crowded upon 

floated away with his eyes; ‘‘and now my own; her. What right had she to feel these pangs of 

mamma don’t care about my kisses!” ’ bitter jealousy regarding a man who had never 

‘¢She does—she does!” cried the widow, sink- spoken to her of love? Who had never in word, 

ing to her knees and winding her arms around } at least, expressed more than a friendly interest 

the child. ‘*The better, all the better if these in her or hers? Was it her place to arraign the 

dear eyes are his. Ah, I knew, I knew that} man as false to others who had given her no 

there was some sweet mystery in a love, that no} power to question his slightest action? And— 

mother ever felt more purely for her own child. § oh, shame on her womarhood—had she not con- 

Oh, it is everything to know that his life fills my } fessed to loving him unsought, shamelessly con- 

arms, that I have fed and cherished it so long!” 3 fessed it, and, above all, to that austere mother 

‘Woman, what is this?” cried Mrs. Mead, } who scarcely knew what a sensation was, and 

stalking across the floor and seizing her daugh- ‘ who held the faintest approach to enthusiasm as 

ter by the shoulder; ‘‘are you raving mad? Is} a species of madness? 

it a De Mark you speak of?” § The blood burned upon that young cheek as 

‘¢Yes, mother,” said the widow, rising to her she remembered the words that scarcely seemed 

feet, but with the child’s hand in hers. ‘It isi her own—words that had driven that proud 

et cert cee 
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mother from her roof, and now burned in fiery; <If I did but know—if I could but have a 

shame upon her cheek. But this sudden intel- } certainty!” answered the widow, almost wildly. 

ligence had driven her almost mad. Doubt, ‘But why do you ask just now? Has every one 
jealousy, and a thousand wild pangs rent her? conspired to torture me with doubts and accu- 

heart with a pain neyer dreamed of before. ‘sations? Who told you that he was not my 
“Oh, if the dead could arise—if the truth } child 1? 

could be dragged up from the depths of their} ‘No one,’ answered Catharine. ‘‘Up to this 
graves! I cannot believe it, I will not believe it. } hour I supposed that he was your child; but 
My own cousin—my own dear sister, oh, if it ; this mark, forgive me, but I have seen it before.” 

should be true—if he had indeed wronged them} ‘‘When? how? Where did you ever sce this 
in this fearful way.” red cross upon his temple?” 

She had sunk to the floor, and burying her **T saw it, or one exactly like it, some years 

face in her folded arms, muttered these things } ago, upon an infant not three weeks old,” said 

aloud. The poor woman was so unused to pas- Catharine, answering the impassioned interro- 

sionate conflicts, that this gust of sorrow swept } gation with thoughtful sadness. | 

over her like madness. $ ‘And where?—not that the children could 
‘‘Mother,” said George, laying one plump ? possibly have been the same, you know—but 

hand on her shoulder, and bending his grieved ; where was this child with a cross like this?” 
face lovingly to hers, ‘‘mother, dear, look up! Catharine hesitated a moment, and then an- 

The lady, the lady!” , swered with grave composure, 

Mrs. Oakley lifted her face, affrighted that her$ ‘‘The child was a nursling in the house of a 

passion should have had other witnesses than § poor Irish woman, who was kind to me when I 

the child. But when she recognized the intruder, } wanted friends.” 

the look of annoyance gave way, and she arose} ‘But where did this Irish woman find this 
with a sad smile, apologizing for her singular} child? Of course it had parents?” questioned 
position. the widow, breathlessly. 

*‘T have brought a lame bird for little George **T think it was an orphan.” 

to nurse,’ said Catharine Lacy, entering the ‘*Well, but where did she find it?” 

drawing-room, with her right hand folded over § Catharine grew yery pale, but she answered 

a robin nestled in the palm of her left. ‘Some $ quietly, 
cat has wounded it, 1 fancy. See, George, what $ «From Bellevue Tiospital, I believe.” 

I have brought for you.” The widow drew a deep breath. She looked 

Catharine spoke hurriedly, and turned her {anxiously from little George to her visitor, 
eyes away from Mrs. Oakley, for a single glance ; attempted to speak, and desisted again as if 

at her agitated face was enough to arouse all the afraid of saying too much. 

instinetive delicacy of her nature. ‘‘And his mother? Oh, for mercy’s sake, if 
‘*T don’t want a lame robin,” said George, } you know anything of his mother, tell me about 

turning away with tears in his eyes. ‘They $ her?” 

have hurt my pretty mamma, and I’d ee **T know nothing!” answered Catharine, with 
take care of her. She’s worse wounded than {sudden reserve. ‘How should I?” 

the bird.” **Not even the mother’s name? Only tell mo 

Mrs. Oakley’s face flushed with fond triumph ; that, and I will pray for you—bless you for- 
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as the boy came toward her, and turning her ; ever!” 

eyes upon Catharine, she said, There was so much anxiety, something so 

‘‘Isn’t he truthful? Is there a drop of faith- § touchingly eager in her voice and manner, that 

less blood in his veins?” : Catharine was deeply touched. 

‘‘He is an angel!’”’ answered Catharine, gazing ‘*T only know her Christian name, certainly,” 
fondly on the child, and stooping down she passed ; she answered. 

her hand through the curls that fell over his “Yes, yes, and that was——” Mrs. Oakley 

white forehead. In doing this she exposed the } broke off, checking herself suddenly in her in- 
tiny red cross which we have before seen among } terruption. 
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those clustering curls. > ‘*That was Louisa, I am sure it was Louisa; 

Catharine caught her breath at the sight, and { as for the rest I have no certainty.” 

drew away her fingers as if the cross had been ‘*But you heard other names?” 

of living fire. ‘Yes, several.” 

‘‘What is this?—whose child is this?” she{ ‘Tell me, pray do—what other names did you 

questioned, in a hurried manner. ‘ hear?” 
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*‘One name was Barton; the other 

Catharine stopped abruptly, and her face grew 
pallid. 

‘Well, that other. I do not recognize this.” { 

Se 

> *‘The other,” said Catharine, slowly, and 
looking sadly into the anxious face turned upon ‘ « 

HELEN GORDON.—GRANDMOTHER’S BALLAD. 257 
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‘her, ‘the other was your own name—Oakley.” 
(20 BE CONTINUED.) 

HELEN GORDON. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

Sue put her tiny hand in mine, 
She climbed upon my knee; 

And on my breast her little head 

She rested trustingly. 

Sweet Helen Gordon! round my heart 

A spell of love she flung, 

And its chilled fountains flowed again, 

As when that heart was young. 

Through the world’s howling wilderness, 

With bleeding feet I’ve stept, 

When Hate’s fierce tigers at me sprang, 

And Treachery’s serpents crept. 

And through its glittering marts I’ve trod, 
Where hearts are bought and sold; 

And worthless found the waves, for which 
I paid Affection’s gold. 

Ce ree 

So oft deceived, I’ve learned distrust— 

I hear a kindly phrase, 

And shuddering Memory feels again 

The pangs of former days. 

But Childhood wears no guileful mask, 
Its words of love are true; 

And soothingly those lisping words, 

Sweet Helen! came from you. 

God bless you, Helen !—precious lamb, 
May you be one of those 

Who list to the Good Shepherd's voice, 
And follow where He goes. 

I soon shall lose you—you will soon 

Not know that e’er we met, 

But Helen Gordon is a name 
I never shall forget. 

GRANDMOTHER’S BALLAD. 

BY MARY W. ALEXANDER. 

Youne Jamie Day, a sailor bold, 
Just going out to sea, 

Packed chest and hammock, left behind 3 

His heart with Lizzie Lee; ; 

A charming lass with whaling stock, ; 
And gold and bank notes fast, 

But trifling only with the lad 3 
Who shipped before the mast, : 

For Jamie he had not been gone 

Six months outside the bay, ; 

When Lizzie married Captain Horn, N 

And followed him away; : 

Though Love for her kept stormy watch 

And furled the crazy sail, ; 

And fearlessly through bloody wayes $ 

Pursued the flying whale. : 

And dived where coral reefs uprose, 

And roofs of madrepore, 

And robbed of pearls and rubies red 
Old Ocean’s jeweled floor, 

And stranded on the sandy beach 

In search of dainty shells; 

And washed the sea-weed, long and bright, 
From out its mossy cells, 

For in his heart young Jamie wore 
A talisman of truth, 

That faith in love supreme which makes 
A hero of the youth. 

But homeward bound the ship at last 

The tide came dropping down, 

And suddenly a clarion ery 

Awoke the drowsy town, 

“A ship in sight, she’s heaying to, 

Bring out the telescope:” 

Then mother’s ran with prayerful lips, 

And maids in eager hope, 

There in the stream, all taught and trim, 
The gallant vessel lies, 

While o’er her tall mast gracefully 
The gay old pennant flies. 

And as they wait the pilot boat 
To bring her safely in, 

The sailors whistle thought away, 
Or drown it in the din, 

——— 
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They doff their tarry overalls But from that hour the hapless lad 

And roll in trousers blue, Was limping in his wit. 

And jerkins loosely buttoned o’er A muttering, jibing idiot now, 

The bosom’s broad tattoo. 2 Poor Jamie you may see, 

Up in the loft young Jamie sits, 
While from the boat below, 

To questions crowding thick and fast 

The quick responses go. 

“What news ashore?” “The Reefer Will 

Ts fitting out for sea, 
The Spear has sailed, and Dickie Horn 

Has married Lizzie Lee.” 

Forever wandering up and down 
In search of Lizzie Lee. 

All night he roams along the beach, 

All day the crowded street, , 

Where Lizzie walks her face concealed 

Lest Jamie she should meet. 

Now, flirting lasses, to my tale 
I pray give kindly heed, 

For grandma’s moral is so plain, 

That she who runs may read; 

Coquetting is a proper art 

When properly ’tis used, 

Unworthy woman only when 

By vanity abused. 

Divine when skilfully arrayed 
Against a treacherous part, 

But cruel when you stoop to break ° 

An honest fellow’s heart. 

What thunderbolt or lightning stroke 
Just then poor Jamie hit, 

That stark and stiff, but still as death, 

He tumbled in a fit. 

Go blundering gossip take him up 

And bear him to the shore, 

For Jamie Day will never make 

Another voyage more. 

They mended well his broken limbs, 

His muscles firmly knit, PLDI LL LLDPE LLL DAA ADA A OLA AOE PLL OOD LADO DOO LOD LAO OL ALL A 

TO MY SISTER. 

BY JULIA A. BARBER. 

Sister dear, we miss theo ever And though Heaven’s rich blessings seatter’d 

In owt quict cottage home. O’er those fruitful plains may be, 

Miss thee in our morning ramble, Still, I know thy native mountains 

And when evening shadows come, Ever will be dear to thee. 

As we gather ‘round the fireside, 

At the hour of evening prayer, ’Mid the flowers of Affection 

Then we listen for thy coming, That are blooming ’round thy way, 

Gazing on thy vacant chair. Wilt thou take this wild flower chaplet 

I have twined for thee to-day? 

Where the wild flowers of the prairie Wilt thou prize it for the giver? 

Give the air their rich perfume, To thy heart will memories come 

Where the sun doth set in glory, From this humble wild flower off’ring, 

There is now thy chosen home, Whisp’ring of thy childhood home? 

TO «PETERSON’S MAGAZINE.” 

BY J. N. PAGE. 

As month by month still bears us on, We bend to quaff its nectar sage, 

Adown life’s billowy, surging tide, And smile, or weep, or pensive weigh 

We'll greet with joy the little book, The thoughts which others there convey. 

And set dull care awhile aside, Come, welcome then, thou casket rare 

As o’er its pure, unsullied page Of varied jewels, rich and rare. 
OPP ALLIS 



DRESS FOB LITTLE GIRL. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

We give, this month, the pattern of a girl’s 

dress, with a low body closed behind. The pat- 
tern is suitable for a girl six or seven years old. 

No. 1. Half front of body. 

No. 2. Back. 
No. 8. Half lappet. 

No. 4. Revers. 
The dotted line on No. 2 and No. 8 shows the 

place of the revers on each of those parts. 

No. 5. Sleeves with two flounces. 

No. 6. Flounce of sleeve. 
The two dotted lines on this sleeve show the 

place of each of the trimmings. 
We give these patterns for children’s dresses 

more frequently than those for ladies, because 

the applications we receive for such are more 
numerous, and because more families are in the 

habit of making up their children’s dresses than 

those of the ladies, members of it. 

We repeat here, what we have said in former 

numbers, that we are always willing to oblige 

our patrons by engraving such patterns as they 

may desire, whether of cloaks, mantillas, basques, 

or otherwise. For the method of enlarging pat- 

terns we refor to former numbers. 
It should be remembered that this is the only 

Magazine to give these patterns and diagrams 

systematically, and the first to introduce them. 

Vou. XXX.—17 259 



MODELLING IN LEATHER.—NO. LV. 

BY MRS. GILBERT. 

Amonoe the tools necessary in our beautiful ;in the same manner as you would a leaf, until 

art, not hitherto mentioned, is the Veiner, re- } you produca the form given in the accompanying 

presented in the following cut. sketch. 
After having completed the circles in this way, 

== put them together to form the flower; and when 

Copy nature as nearly as possible, but mark- } perfectly dry, the petals should be firmly glued, 

ing only the principal veins, as, in the operation { commencing with the small ones, finishing the 

of moulding, the more minute indentations would } back with two extra circles, as represented in 
be lost; the leather should be moderately damped ; 

and the veining should be done on some soft sub- 

stance; a piece of calico folded several times is 

& good material to work upon. 

I now proceed to explain the mode of making 4 
the Dahlia and Chrysanthemum as alluded to in 7 

our last article, in connexion with the decoration 

the drawing; bore a hole through the work, and 
insert the stem and leaves which have been pre- 

viously moulded, 

Nearly the same operation is pursued as re- 

gards the Dahlia, the circles being rather larger 

and of somewhat different pattern thus: 

of the Cabinet:—These flowers require great care 
and practice in their formation. The circle in 

the drawing represents a working pattern; a suc- 

cession of these, ten in number, complete the 

operation, viz: two 3 in. diameter, two 24 in. dia- 

meter, and gradually decreasing in size, finishing 

the centre neatly with a very small circle, which 
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| 
is glued round the stem that is brought through 

the circles, afier being properly moulded, as} But the petals are modelled in every respect 
hereafter described, pinch them with the fingers { like the Chrysanthemum; the centre of the flower 

260 
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is composed of a half grape—the mode of making HarDENING THB Worxk.—Haying previously 

which having been already described—the stem } ‘warmed the mixture by placing the bottle in a 

vessel of hot water, pour a portion of it into a 

s saucer which has been warmed by the fire, or 

3 over the gas; take a hog’s-hair brush of a size 

S according to the extent of the work, and give 

‘the whole of it a free coating, both at the back 
; and face; this will dry sufficiently in an hour to 

repeat the operation; when finished, dip the 

$ brush in a little hot water, and rub it quite dry 
in a piece of coarse towelling, it will then be fit 

for use when required; clean the saucer with a 

: piece of rag, and it will be ready for the recep- 
tion of the tint. 

Tintina.—Shake the bottle of the tint well; 

is inserted in the manner pointed out in finishing use a similar brush, as in the last case, and also 
the Chrysanthemum. A drawing of the Dahlia } a yery small one to get into the interstices, as it 

thus completed is here represented. ee apt to turn the hairs of the larger brush in 

: forcing it into those places. Do not dip the 

, brush into the centre of the color, but take it 

’ from one side of the saucer, and keep the place 

moist by rubbing the brush against the side, to 

‘ prevent its becoming clogged, and thus rendered 
; difficult and unpleasant to work with; it is well 

to have a little spirits of turpentine in another 

‘ saucer, so as occasionally to wash out the brush 

and proeeed again. Having carefully painted 

the work, and examined it to see if every part 

sis covered, that there may be no irregularity, 

Sleave it to dry; it will be ready next morning 

‘ for a second coat; and if a rich, full color is re- 

t quired I put on three coats, but thet entirely 

depends on the nature of the color used. Wash 

? the brush in turpentine, and rub it dry as before. 

: I have every reason to believe that most of the 

bad work we see is attributable to the tinting; 
: there is a mixture sold composed of asphaltum, 

Directions FoR Hanpenina, TINTING, AND ; and I defy any one to apply it with success: it 

Varnisning.—I believe that the greatest im- ; dries rapidly, the brushes become clogged, and 

pediment to the production of good, solid, and 3if you miss any places you make a blotch in 

well-finished work, is in the process of barden- Sattempting to repair them; no wonder, then, 

ing and tinting it; and I have frequently been {that the whole matter is frequently given up in 

told by ladies that, after haying mounted their ¢ despair, the result owing entirely to the use of 

frames, &c., with carefully made flowers, the bad materials. These difficulties I had to con- 

whole has been spoilt in the act of coloring; S tend with in the first stages; but they are now 

hence the preference in many for leaving the entirely overcome, and I can produce tints of 

work light, using only a solution of size. If } any shade, and an even tone of color threughout, 

proper compositions are procurred, and the } which any lady may see by an inspection of my 

directions (which I will endeavor to render as } works. 
plain as possible) are strictly observed, there | The application of the ordinary varnishes, 

no reason why any one should be diappointed, { whether spirit or oil, renders the work too 

or their work spoilt in the finishing process; the 3 glossy in appearance; but any varnish maker 

effect produced, I am certain, will be perfectly Swill obviate this, by your representing that 

satisfactory. Presuming, then, that such com- ; you require to produce a polish similar to that 

positions only are used which have been tested $ which is generally seen on oak carving. In 

by practical experience, viz: the hardening, } concluding my observations relative to the Cabi- 

tinting, and lustre, the process is very simple. ‘net, I would state that the color is a light oak, 
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the edges of the shelves and the oval frames, ; them, and also the back underneath the shelf, 

together with the feet and pillars, aro picked} and the whole forms a most elegant piece of 

out with gold; the frames have plate glass in $ furniture. 

GAUNEEET GCUEEF IN. TATTENG. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR, 

‘we 

MATERIALS.—The Tatting cotton, No. 8; with} double, picet, 2 double, picot, 2 double. Draw 
Sewing cotton, No. 70 and patent glace thread, it up as before. 
No. 40. 8rd loop.—2 double, join, 2 double, join, 8 

The tatting, which forms the edgo and medal- double, picot, 2 double, picot, 2 double. 
lions of this cuff, is done separately, andin the$ 4th.—Like 8rd. 

following manner: Repeat these 8—namely, the 2nd, 8rd, and 
Mepa.uion.—Ilst loop (at the point) 4 double } 4th—alternately, until enough is done for the 

stitches, 1 picot, 12 double, 1 picot, 4 double. 3 cuff. The best way is to cut out the shape of 
Draw the loop up quite tight. ‘the cuff in toile cire, and make your edging to 

2nd loop.—4 double, join to the last picot, 103 fit it. The number of loops seen in the engray- 

double, 1 picot, 3 double. Draw it up, but noting ought to be enough; but, of course, this 

quite tight. must depend on the size of the hand. The long 
8rd loop.—8 double, join, 10 double, picot, 83 loops at the corners should be drawn quite tight, 

double. Draw it up, but not so tight as the last. ‘and those on each side tighter than usual, to 
4th loop.—Like 8rd. : form the points. 

5th loop.—3 double, join, 10 double, picot, 4 § : When finished, tack both these and the medal- 

double. Draw it up nearly tight. lions on the toile cire; fill each medallion with 
Gih loop.—(at the other point) 4 double, join, ; English lace, done with the boar’s-head cotton; 

12 double, picot, 4 double. Draw it up quite: then run a line of braid along the inner edge of 
tight. | the cuff, to form a foundation, and with the 

Tth.—Like 2nd. glace thread work a ground of English lace, 

8th § 9th.—Like 3rd. } done precisely in the same manner as the fine, 

10¢h.—Like 5th, only instead of making a but with the bars of thread nearly half an inch 

Picot, join to the first loop. Knot the two ends $ apart. 
together, and cut the thread. } Finish the cuff by coyering the threads at the 

Four of these medallions will be required for base of the loops of tatting with close button- 

each cuff. + hole stitch, for which also the glace thread may 

Borprr.—I1st loop.—7 double, picot, 2 double? } bo used. 
picot, 2 double. Draw it up, but not tight. : Collars may easily be made in the same way 

2nd loop.—2 double, join, 2 double, join, 7 ; to match the cuffs, the shape of the collar being 
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cut in toile cire and the work adapted toit. This; Our readers will remember that a double 

will be a close imitation of the worked colors} stitch in tatting means one stitch up and one 

with open grounds, now so fashionable, but they ¢ down. 

will be both handsomer and far more durable. 

POINT LACH RUFFLE. 

BY MBS. ANN 8S. STEPHENS. 

i Ox Wins Mii ceo 

Marerrats.—Point lace cottons, and extremely Alling up the same only in every alternate sec- 

narrow French white cotton braid, No. 7. tion. 

This pattern is suitable for a collar, as well as The stitches may be done in the following 

for the purpose for which it is more immediately } cottons:— 
designed. Mechlin lace; cotton, No. 100. 

To make the rufile of s proper form, draw a Valenciennes point; cotton, No. 90. 

complete circle on colored paper—the circle being } Brussels edge-and lace; cotton, No. 70. 
twenty-four inches in circumference, or eight in English lace; cotton, No. 90. 

diameter. This round is for the inner line of Venice lace; cotton, No. 90. 

braid. ; Rosette. Mecklenburgh cotton, No. 100. 

; 

The pattern, which you will perceive to be a Venitian bars; Sorrento bars and edging; 

very simple one, must then be traced, marked } Mecklenburgh cotton, No. 120. 

with Indian ink, and braided, and the mode of Directions for Point Lace, with diagrams, have 

been published in former numbers, 

HANDKERCHIEF BORDERS. 
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round, and second above the first chain; repeat 
all round; repeat this row 6 times, finishing 

With the colored wool make a chain of 9} with a row of double crochet. Work a fringe 

stitches, and work one row in double crochet; } as follows, with the blue wool, reund the top of 

Marertats.—White and blue Berlin ie 

\ 

g 

: 
after this row incrense by making one loop at} the boot, and above the row of open crochet, 

; 
\ 

; 

quarter ounce of each; needle, No. 16. 

the beginning and end of each row. worked across the instep and around the shoe. 

2nd row.—2 blue, 2 white; repeat. Hold the wool loosely, pass the needle through 

8rd row.—l white, (a) 2 blue above the blue } the first stitch, and draw the wool through and 
in last row, 2 white; repeat from (a.) make a chain stitch; work thus in every loop. 

4th row.—2 blue above the white in last row, ; For the sole make a chain of 8 stitches with the 

2 white above the blue; repeat. white wool, and work backward and forward in 

4 

) 

5th row.—1 white, (a) 2 blue, 2 white; repeat ; double stitch crochet, that is taking both loops; 

from (a,) work those four last rows 4 times; } work 8 rows, increasing at each edge; work 7 
which finishes the front. For the sides work 10 § rows without increasing, then 5, decreasing at 
stitches of the front, repeating the pattern 10 } each edge, then 6 rows without decreasing, then 

times, then join this to the front, and work a}3 rows increasing, then 5 without increasing; 
row of open crochet all round. For the leg, } now decrease in the next row, which finishes 

work with white wool 2 chain, 2 long; repeat § the whole, sew it to the boot, and pass a narrow 
all round. 2nd row.—2 chain, 2 long, making {ribbon through the open round above the in- 

the first long above the second long of previous * step. 

OROCH HIT MAT: 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Marertats —Eight shades of scarlet wool,} window cord. For pattern see front of num- 
two skeins each, and six skeins of maize-colored | ber. 

filoselle ig and eleven yards of rather fines Ist Round.—Deepest scarlet; form the end of 
26 
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the cord into a round, on which work 12 se. 13th.—7 6 maize into 5, 12 scarlet, 6 maize 

stitches. into 5, 2 scarlet +; repeat. 
2nd.—(Same shade.) Work two stitches in{ 14th.—} 4 maize, 1 scarlet, 2 maize, 11 scar 

every loop. } let into 10, 2 maize, 1 scarlet, 4 maize, 2 scarlet 
srd.—(Second shade and maize silk.) 7 2 silk } 7; repeat. 

in 1, 3 scarlet in 2 +; repeat. § 15th.—f 5 maize, 15 scarlet, 5 maize, 2 scar- 
4th.—(Third shade.) 7 5 stitches into 4, in } let +; repeat. 

silk, beginning on the stitch before the 2 silk of 16th.—7 3 maize, beginning on the last of the 

the last round, 2 scarlet in 1 stitch +; repeat. $2 scarlet in last round, 1 scarlet, 2 maize, 15 

5th.—(Fourth shade.) + 3 silk, beginning on $ scarlet, 2 maize, 1 scarlet, 8 maize, 1 scarlet into 

the second of the 6 of last row, 4 scarlet in 8 7; { the same loop +; repeat. 

repeat. ’ 17th.—(Having now come to the darkest 
Gth.—(Fifth shade.) + 4 stitches of maize in} shade.) + 1 scarlet in the centre of 3 maize, 2 

the 2 centre of the 4 searlet, 5 scarlet; repeat. { maize, 22 scarlet into 19, 2 maize, 1 scarlet, 3 
7th.—(Sixth shade.) + 8 stitches of maize, } maize +; repeat. 

beginning on the fourth scarlet in last round, } 18th.—381 of the darkest scarlet into 28 loops, 

3 scarlet in 1 +; repeat. ; 8 maize over the 3 in the last round, 

8th.—(Seventh shade.) + 2 maize, beginning } 19th.—Work all round quite plain in the 

on third scarlet of last round, 2 scarlet in 1, 4% darkest scarlet, pulling the cord rather tightly, 
maize, 2 scarlet in 1, 2 maize, 1 scarlet 7; re- i i after which cut it off. 
peat. 20th,—All ‘silk.) 7 1 te., 2 ch., miss 2 f all 

9th.—(Eighth shade.) + 3 maize in 2 maize of Pea 
Jast round, 4 scarlet in 8, 2 mitize, 4 scarletin} 21st.—(Sixth shade.) Work over a wire, se. 
8, 8 maize in 2, 1 scarlet +; repeat. all round, with 8 stitches over every 2 ch. of the 

10th.—(Same shade.) } 4 maize, 11 scarlet in ; last. 
8, 4 maize, 1] scarlet +; repeat. 22nd.—(Fourth shade.) 1 de., 6 ch., miss 5; 

Jth.—Seventh Shade.) + 6 maize, 7 scarlet, } repeat. 
6 maize, 2 scarlet in 1 +; repeat. 23rd.—(Silk.) + tc. under loop, 8 ch., 2 te. 

12th.—(Sixth shade.) + 4 maize into 8, 1 Vin same loop +; repeat in every loop. 
scarlet, 2 maize, 8 scarlet into 7, 2 maize, 1 24th.—As twenty-second, with third shade 

scarlet, 4 maize into 8, 2 scarlet +; repeat.} 25th.—As twenty-third, with second shade. 
Change the shade every rcund until you obit | 26th.—As twenty-second, with silk. 

to the seventeenth, when the darkest is used 

LOPE AAAAAMNAALS 

TRAVELLING ‘BAG, 

IN MOSAIC TAPESTRY AND BRAIDING. 

MATERIALS.—Coarse French canvass of any; complicated. Then divide the engraving into 
size that the bag may be desired. 2 or 3 oz. of } the same number of squares, and it will be ex- 
rich brown Berlin wool, and either straw beading } tremely easy to copy the drawing on the writing 
or orange silk braid. For pattern see front of ; paper, enlarging every part just so much that 
number. it will fill the same in the large squares that it 

As the design must be enlarged for working $ occupies in the smaller ones. Use a pencil for 
this and all the other articles in tapestry, a few making the drawing, and ink it afterward. A 
simple directions for this part of the work can-$ very little practice will enable the worker to 
vot fail to be acceptable to our readers. draw these patterns well. 

Determine the size you wish the pattern to be, The drawing being inked should be laid under 
and mark the outlines of it on a sheet of stout} the canyass, which must then be marked aa 
writing paper. Then divide the entire surface, } clearly as possible. A camel’s-hair brush, dip- 
Within the outlines, into squares or checks, by ped in ink, is better for this purpose than a pen, 

ruling lines, both diagonally and horizontally } which is very apt to sputter. 
throughout the whole space, at equal distances, $ The border need not be marked as it can be 
making large squares if the design is simple, } worked by the thread. 
and smaller ones in proportion as it is more? The whole may be done in cross stitch. The 

PALI SLIISS. LALLA SL. 
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top and bottom of the border is to be done as 

follows. 

~ Ist row.—Do about 4 cross stitches for the 

end, then +, miss 3 cross stitches, work two 7; 

repeat, end by missing three and working four. 

* 2nd row.—Work 4 +, miss 1, work 1, miss 5 

7; Tepeat, end with, miss 1, work 4. 

' 8rd row.—Like the first. 

The sides must be made to correspond. 
I have advised straw or silk braid to be used, 

in preference to gold, for this bag, as being much 

more durable. Neither material requires to be 

nen ee 

cut in lengths, and it is not necessary to run on 

the straw. It is merely to be held in its place, 

and worked over, At the end of the row, turn 

the straw round, and work the next row in the 

opposite direction. All the veinings of the leaves 

are to be done in wool, as are also the centres of 

the flowers. 

The sides of the bag should be piped with 

stout piping-cord, covered with silk; and hand- 

some tassels and cords should be ned for the 

garniture, 

SO 

NARROW EDGING. 

BY MRS. PULLAN,. 

Marerrats.—Boar’s-head cotton, No. 80, of » ch, 1 tr. into centre space, 6 ch, 1 tr. into same, 

Messrs. W. Evans & Co., of Derby. 

12 ch, 1 pl. into first stitch, turn, 9 ch, 1 pl. 

into 12 ch, turn, 9 ch, 1 pl, turn 4 times, * 6 

>6 ch, 1 pl. into last, turn, 7 pl. into 6 ch, 1 ch, 
twice, 7 pl. into last, 6 ch, 1 pl. into founda- 

tion, ch, turn, 7 chi 1 pl. into 1 ch, twice, 7 ch, 

1 pl. into foundation space, turn, 3 pl, 4 ch, 3 

: pl, 4 ch, 3 pl. into each, 7 ch, 1 pl. into founda- 

tion space, 9 ch, 1 pl, turn 6 times, repeat from 

*, and to join the scallops, after 3 pl, make 2 

ch, insert the needle into 4 ch. of last scallop, 

draw the loop through, 2 ch, then 8 pl, &c. 

Having done the length required, work 5, pl. 

into every space along the bottom. 

SLIPPERS IN PATENT APPiTO US: 

/ 
BY MLUE. DEFOUR. 

Matrrrats.—Cloth applique slippers, and a ¢ been, though always admired, not very generally 

piece of gold-colored, or maize Russia silk braid. used. It was difficult, moreover, to cover the 

For the pattern, see front of number. 

We have great pleasure in presenting to our 

readers a specimen of one of the most interest- } 

S Sained edges with any braid or cord; and thus 
applique has never been general. 

But the work we now introduce to the readers 
ing inventions for the work-table that can be} of “Peterson,” is at once as cheap as the old 

imagined. We all know how popular a work } braiding, and as effective as the more elaborate 
braiding is, from its great simplicity and mode- | : application. The figure or design is produced 
rate price. We have also, from time to time, § on a ground of a differcnt color, and thus re- 
given patterns in applique, a sort of work which, quires only to be braided at the edge, to give an 
from its expense, as requiring the design to be $ admirable effect. 

cut out in two or three different materials, has? 

BOUQUET OF FLOWERS. 

Surrasx for the bottom of a work-basket, or ys worked in colored silk. The pattern is in front 

for embroidery on a lady’s neckerchief. ‘To be of the number. 
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EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. } Canada. Arriving in Chicago the daughter losi sight 
Tue VENTILATION or Rooms.—Ventilation is not; Of her mother. The latter immediately retraced her 

so difficult a matter as it is generally imagined; but § steps, but no daughter could be found. Every in- 
for want of due consideration, many serious blunders iz quiry and search was instituted, but all was utterly 
are committed. 1, Where gas or oil is consumed for } in vain, Who can picture the anguish, the grief 
lighting a room, a large amount of carbonic acid and } #4 poignant feelings of the mother at thus losing 
water are generated, and this takes place in every } ber daughter? She immediately wrote to her hus- 
apartment where there is even candles. Now, the band, Mr. Teeple, notifying him of her loss, and 
result is this—tho hydrogen of the gas, from ‘the 3 continued her journey to Canada. Mr. Teople re- 
tallow, unites with the oxygen of the air making} Paired to Chicago, made a thorough search, and 
eight measures of oxygen to one of itself, to form | : advertised the child as lost: but still no daughter 
nine measures of water, which is deposited on the > could be found. 
windows and walls, if provision is not made for its § One day, lately, Mr. Teeple and family were sur- 
escape; then the carbon unites with a portion of the 3 prised by a little bright-eyed boy appearing at the 
oxygen to form carbonic acid gas, by weight, of the door and calling him “father.” It was the long lost 
carbon combining with sixteen parts, by weight, of } daughter, who had assumed this disguise for the pur- oxygen. In the ventilation of large rooms, churches, } Pose of effecting her eseape from a family with whom 
town-halls, &c., it is desirable to have shafts to admit } Se was bound by the trustees of the House of Refuge, 
fresh air, and one for the escape of foul air. A plan $ 2nd who had severely misused her. 
has been introduced of late years, which consists in} It appears from the daughter's story, that as soon 
admitting a current of fresh air at the upper part on as she missed her mother, she hurried through the 
one side, according to the direction of the wind; that streets expecting to overtake her. But the hope was 
on the right of the room entering by the skirting- in vain. Finally evening came on, and the little 
board, which is pierced with small holes, or narrow 3 Sitl was taken by a policeman to the asylum for 
slits one-sixteenth of an inch in width, atid nearly 3 Orphans, where, after remaining nearly three years, 
the depth of tho skirting; and that on the left, pass- 3 She was bound out. There she remained until a few 
ing through the floor. ‘The outlet for the vitiated } noble-hearted ladies at Chicago, becoming interested 
air is placed in the centro of the ceiling over the} im her behalf, and indignant at the treatment re- 
chandeliers, and this is provided with a valve, which } ceived from the family with whom she was bound, 
opens upward; above this is a gaslight, which rari- $ determined on her reseue. When interrogated, she 
fies the air, and so draws up the foul air from the } could remember Bellevue, and that her father and 
room, like a cupping-glass does the blood from our? uncle lived within a day’s drive of it. On her sym- 
bodies. he chief points requiring attention in yen- 3 Pathisers learning these facts, they dressed her in male 
tilating rooms or houses consists:—1. Of having an 3 attire, furnished her the necessary means, and sent 
inlet for fresh air, and an outlet for vitiated air; 2, her at once to Bellevue. Arriving in Bellevue, she 
The air admitted should be as pure as possible, free ; inquired of Judge Spurr, who at once provided her 
from local vitiations, such as drains, smoke of manu- $ With a conveyance, and returned her to the arms of 
factories, &c.; 3. When air is admitted into an apart- } her long lost parents. Who will pretend to say that 
ment, it should be at the lowest part, and the aggre-} “truth is not stranger than fiction?” 
gate area of admission should be twice as great as 
that of the outlet; 4. When there are galleries in a Forr Ruxzs ror Borrowers.—1. The Jron Rule— 
hall, church, &e., they should be supplied with fresh } Never borrow anything whatever, if you can possibly 
air from the outside of the building, and not from ? do without it, nor then unless with the consent of the 
the body of the room; 5. Air may be warmed when $ owner. 
admitted into a large room, by making it pass over 2. The Silver Rule.—Use the article borrowed more 
pipes filled with hot water; 6. All ventilating shafts, } carefully than if it was your own; and don’t retain it 
chimnies, &c., should be as smooth inside as possible, | beyond the time agreed on. 
as every projection impedes the currents of air. Ven- 3. The Golden Rule-—As soon as you hare done 
tilation is required in all apartments, even our stables, using the thing borrowed return it, with thanks. 
but especially in our sleeping apartments, 4, The Diamond Rule.—Never borrow “ Peterson’s 

Magazine,” but subseribe for it. 
“Troutn Srranaer THAN Fiction.”—One of our 

exchanges tells the following true story. Six years’ “Tune Onconventence or Sivete Lirr.’—In this 
ago, a Mrs. Teeple, in company with her little daugh-$ capital illustration, our artist has excelled himself. 
ter, some eight or nine years old, left Jackson county, $ \ Every lady ought to send a copy of this plate to each 
Towa, me ae purpose of yisiting her relatives in} forlorn bachelor of her acquaintance, 
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Tue Brrpitixe.—A contributor, who signs herself 

“Jennetic,” sends us the following: 
“Mamma, when will the little birds come again? 

Mamma, when will God melt the snow, that the little 

birds may come again?” 

Precious darling! in all the wide world beside 

there is not to be found a lovelier, sweeter bird than 

OP LL LOL LL LA OL OO Ll 

Murua FPorsearance.—That house will be kept 

in a turmoil where there is no toleration of each 

other's errors, no lenity shown to failings, no meek 

submission to injuries, no soft answer to turn away 

wrath. If you lay a stick of wood in the grate, and 

apply fire to it, it will go out; put on another, and 

they will burn; half-a-dozen, and you will have a 

thou art—and the fond mother clasped the little $ blaze. There are other fires subject to the same con- 

prattler to her loving bosom; smoothed with a gentle 

hand the sunny curls from that baby brow, and gazed 

with a mother’s love into those baby eyes. 

Earnestly, with her little head pillowed against its 

soft resting-place, did this bird-like child listen to 

the soft murmurings of her mother’s voice, telling 

ditions. If one member of a family gets into a pas- 

sion, and is let alone, he will cool down, and possibly 

be ashamed and repent. But oppose temper to tem- 

per, pile on the fuel, draw in others of the group, and 

let one harsh answer be followed by another, and 

there will soon be a blaze, which will wrap all in its 

her of the bright land far beyond the blue sky and 3 burning heat, 

the twinkling stars; of the land where no winter 

oomes; where summer always is, and little birds 

forever sing. Of the bright-robed throng there, of 

the loving Saviour, who has taken just such little 

ones as herself, and said, “Of such is my Father's 

kingdom;” of the Great White Throne, and the 

New Music.—J. H. Hidley, No. 544 Broadway, 

Albany, N. Y., has sent us “The Highland Schot- 

tish,” composed by J. H. McNaughton; also, “Oh! 

Say Not Thy Heart Is Cold,” the words and music 

by the same composer; also, “When On The Stormy 

Father who sitteth thereon; who ever watcheth over } Sea Of Life,” the words and music by the same; and 

his little ones with tenderness and love. 

The winter months had not flown, nor earth been 

disrobed of her snowy mantle, ere this birdling, 

“List, Lady, Listen,” the words by W. H. C. Hos- 

mer, the music by J. H. McNaughton. Firth, Pond 

& Co., New York, and Lee & Walker, Philadelphia, 

wearying of earth, its snows and tempests, winged } have these new and meritorious pieces for sale. 

her way to that bright land, of which her mother had 
so often told her; and joined with rapturous melody Butter AND BAnres.—“ Sarah, dear,” said a hus- 

the warbling company that surround the throne of ‘ band to his wife, “if I were in your place I wouldn’t 
the loving Father. 

The long delay of spring no longer causes her little 

bosom to heave with sighs, for the brightness of 

heayen is eternal sunshine. Neither sighs she for 

keep that babe so full of butter as you do.” Butter, 

my dear! I never give it any butter.” “No, but you 

poured about a quart of milk down it this afternoon, 

and then trotted it on the knee for nearly two hours. 

the singing of birds; for none, in all that warbling } If it don’t contain a quantity of butter, it isn’t for 
throng, trills forth a sweeter note. 

Fond mother, why sorrowest thou that thy bird 

hast flown? As thou followest her with uplifted and 

streaming eyes, didst not thou see her enter the 

glowing portals of heaven guided by a seraphic host? 

Didst not the melody of that gushing song fall upon 

thine ear as she was welcomed to the bosom of the 

Father? Didst thou not know that gentler arms 

than thine embrace her, and a softer bosom pillows 

her little head? 

She is ever thy guardian angel, mother! Through 

the want of churning.” 

Tue Dirrernence.—It appears that, in New Zea- 

land, when the marriage ceremony takes place, it is 

a very old custom to knock the heads of the bride 

and bridegroom together, previous to their union— 

“In Christian lands it isn’t so; the bridegroom and 
the bride 

To loggerheads but seldom go until the knot is tied.” 

A Hvsspanp’s Fauits.—With a wife a husband’s 

tho toil and care of each day thou art attended by > faults should be sacred. A woman forgets what is 
her; and when thou repairest to thy couch she hovers } que to herself when she condeseends to that refuge 

around and calms thee to repose. of weakness, a female confidant. A wife’s bosom 

When thou art glad she too is glad; and when thou } should be the tomb of her husband’s feelings, and 
art sad and sorrowful, she draws near to thee and { his character far more valuable, in her estimation, 

sools with the breath of her tiny wing the fever of } than his life. 

thy troubled soul. 
Thy mission on earth performed; life’s battle ’ Orr Fasnton Prate.—The bride, in our fashion 

fought; then will her pure spirit guide thee on high, } plate, is as beautiful as her dress is elegant and 
and with rapturous hosannas welcome thee to an} choice, Every lonely, stocking-darning bachelor 

eternal pesting-place on the bosom of the Father. ought to leok out for just such a companion as soon 
\ as possible. 

Wnrat Is Goon Manyers.—Good manners is the | 
art of making those happy with whom we converse. Tue Svreriative Virtve.—Accomplishments 
Whoever makes the fewest persons uneasy is the best are better than beauty, and amiability better than 

bred individual in the company, either, 
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REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. } David Copperfield, By Charles Dickens, 2 vols., 
; 312 mo. Philada: T. B. Peterson—We have hero 

Confidential C 1 the E Napo- } 
onjidentsal Correspondence of the Emperor Napo \ the third of T. B. Peterson’s duodecimo series of 

leon and the Empress Josephine. With numerous) — . 
P P : Dickens’ novels. These two volumes riyal, in every 

Illustrative Notes and Anecdotes. By John S. C.} et ah kl hat ih 

Abbott. 1 vol., 12 mo. New York: Mason & Bro- } Par =e Bry Ss wee Gait Sl efore. The type, 

thers.—The lately published correspondence between * Paper, ustrssions and: binding.areallequally,teste- 

Napoleon and his brother Joseph is admitted, by all fale ae believe that D ickens considers “Copper- 

critics, to throw new light on the mind and heart of pace sheihesbof shisi Actions: ,Coremenlyalegns 
. ..  . one of the worst, as every one will adinit who recalls 

the great French emperor. The present publication } ? 
g pe P P : Peggotty, Dora, Micawber, &. &c. We are glad to 

is not less valuable; while to ladies it will be infi- 
: r ‘ hear that this edition of Dickens is haying an exten- ‘ 

nitely more interesting. It contains Napoleon’s let- } 
es qs Watuite fee Pe aera if ies eth sive sale.: It 18 creditable to the country that ele- 

of the latter; is full of private touches of character; ; gant editions, like this, of favorite authors are in 

shows the emperor to have had a most affectionate , ‘page demand. Price, in cloth, for both volumes, 

heart; and increases the regret that a mistaken notion $2,50. 
of stato policy should have led him to have wronged 3 The Life and Adventures of James P. Beckworth, 

his wife and destroyed his own happiness. There is \ Mountaineer, Scout and Pioneer, and Chief of the 
something of retribution in the fact that it is not > Crow Nation of Indians. With Illustrations, Writ- 

Napoleon’s child, but Josephine’s grandson, that now § fen from his own dictation, by T. D. Bowen, 1 vol., 
sits on the imperial throne of France; and that the 12 mo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—It is a 

divorce, that great blot on Napoleon’s fame, was as 3 long while since we have been so much engrossed 

fruitless as it was criminal. The volume is neatly } With any book as this. It combines the interest of 
printed. Price, in cloth, $1,50. ’ Robinson Crusoe with a narrative of real life, and 

Se ln in ; pete ‘ \ though some of the incidents border on the marvel- 

isa frets Ae Cook Books. ofr 2 asiteat fe lous, they are all, we are assured, perfectly truo, 
ceipte for the Housewife. 1 vol, 12mo Philada: The narrative is simply told, yet with considerable 
T. B, Peterson.—The author of this book, Mrs. Han- ’ dramatic power, being given as much as possible 

nah Widdifield, was celebrated, for nearly fifty years, § :in the very words of Beckworth. Price, in cloth, 
as a cake-baker and pastry cook in Philadelphia. 3 $125 

‘ b brand 
None of the receipts have ever been published. ES , 
They have been tried for years, by hundreds of Mrs. Cousin Nicholas. By the Rev. liane ane 
Widdifield’s pupils, many of whom we know per- ; author of “The Ingoldsby Legends.” 1 vol., 12 mo. 

’ Buffalo: A. Burke.—The name of this author is a 
sonully; and we can, therefore, conscientiously re- } ae ; +t of “Cousin Nicl 
commend them. They have, moreover, the advantage atin oan fa Abe ok : h on 7 aC 

; ghed over those delightful, 
5 of not being too extravagant, as most.receipts in : Se oa ; ‘s a 

modern cook-books are; and they also comprise } ™*°% Se ne genial ee? Seiler y ae 

everything relating to the table, preserving, &c. &. 3 pends? Mr. Burke Ras issued ule athe id 

We have no hesitation in pronouncing it the best ; quite an elegant Bry. le, with aisaiae Ee and Se ter 
work on the subject there is. The great majority 3 and several graphic illustrations. “Cousin Nicho- 

las’ has made us pass many agreeable hours, and 
of cook-books, it is well known by the initiated, are 3 : : ; 

: out of gratitude we commend it to all lovers of quaint 
made by incompetent persons, who have never tried 3 egret 

. .. humor. Price, in cloth, $1,00. 
the receipts they profess to recommend. Price, in } : Aer 

cloth, $1,00. 2 Household Mysteries. A Romance of Southern 

Retribution. By Mrs. E. D, E. N. Southworth. 1 Life, By Lnzzie Petit. 1 vol. 12 mo. ; New Yorks 
vol.,12 mo. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—This is one $ D, Appleton & Co.—A pleasantly written fiction, 

< by a lady already favorably known, the author of 
“Tight And Darkness.” It is a good, old-fashioned 

of the most intensely absorbing stories we ever read. $ 

There is so much namby-pamby fiction about, that § f ‘ : 
when one meets with a novel that rises, like this, to love tale, ending happily, and teaching an excellen’ 
the heights of tragic passion, one can excuse many } M0rel. Price, in cloth, 31,00. 
faults of style and eyen some improbabilities in in- § The Planter’s Northern Bride. By Mrs. Caroline 

cident. We never put down one of Mrs. Southworth’s § Lee Hentz. 1 vol., 12 mo. Philada: 7. DP. Peter- 
tales, without saying to ourselves that she is among § son.—By many persons this is considered the best 
the first, if she is not the very first of our female of Mrs. Hentz’s fictions. It is published uniform 

novelists. Unquestionably no one equals her in 3 with T. B. Peterson’s revised edition ef the complete 

variety of incident, or surpasses her in the interest 3 novels of the lamented authoress. Price, in cloth, 

she imparts to her narrative. Price, in cloth, $1,25, § 31,25. 
The Tongue of Fire; or, The True Power of The Last of the Foresters. By J. Esten Cooke. 1 

Christianity. By William Arthur. 1 vol., 18 mo. 3 vol.,12 mo. New York: Derby & Jackson.—A racily 

New Yorl:: Harper & Brothera—We can recom- told story, as most of this author’s are, but inferior 

mend this little book as an excellent series of pious $ nevertheless, we think, to “Leather Stocking and 
meditations. Price, in cloth, seventy-five cents. $ Silk.” Price, in cloth, $1,25, 
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THE TOILET. ¢ Steatite, reduced to a powder, and mixed with soft 

Usn oF Cosmnrios.—The word Cosrtetic {s derived } Water, that has been thrown boiling over pearl bar- 
from the Greek word Kosmein, to beautify. Many $ ley, and strained, is a very simple but good cosmetic, 
of the cosmetics vended by general perfumers, and particularly for the hands and arms. Milk of roses 
rendered attractive by high-sounding titles, are com- 3 is an article of common use; that sold by French 
posed of acids and spirits, and into some of them aro perfumers often contains lead, and is, therefore, a 

introduced substances which are injurious and dan- deloterious preparation. We give a recipo for a very 

gerous, such as sugar of lead, nitrate of silver, arsenic, superior milk of roses:—Make an emulsion by mixing 
and lime, with others ofan equally deleterious nature. § together one ounce of bitter almonds and the samo 
Acids and spirits have certainly cleansing properties, { W2ntity of sweet almonds, dried and pounded, with 

but they invariably dry and contract the skin. Alum 3 ® pint of rose-water made by simple infusion; then 
is a chief ingredient in astringent lotions used for} Tissolve a grain of camphor, add it to the emul 
restoring tension and brilliancy to the skin, but tho sion, and shake it, that the ingredients may be well 
temporary elasticity it produces is speedily replaced $ blended; then strain and bottle it for use. A few 

by a still more complete relaxation and want of tone. drops of attar of roses will render it more agreeable. 
We admit that there may be some preparations $ Strict attention to cleanliness, exercise, temper- 

derived from herbs and plants possessing aromatic, § ance, and well-regulated occupations, will, however, 
astringent, or emollient properties, which might be be found more efficacious in promoting beauty than 

employed with advantage were they not combined any of the lauded “aids” which we see daily adver- 

with large proportions of aleohol, which destroys tised. The bright, glowing complexion which is 

their good effect, and frequently makes the result derived from these irks api is the result of health, 
precisely the reverse of the one anticipated. which eyer goes hand-in-hand with beauty. 

Pure soft water is the best cosmetic for those who 

are fortunate enough to possess a naturally fine skin; 

2 few drops of some refreshing essence may be added, FIRESIDE AMUSEMENTS. 

such as infusion of roses, orange flower, rosemary, or 

cucnmberenvener caeakie nape tobe of erough, of wood of cight or nine inches in length and half an 
dry texture, the subjoined recipes may be employed 3 . : a, 3 

; : : ; inch in thickness, thrust into the upper end the 
with success. The Circassian women cut a lemon in ’ blados of two penknives on each side. Place the 

half, take out the pulp, and turn the lemon in such ‘ 
th d the tip of the fore-fi it wi 

a way that the peel is inside, it is then put into a} a sae B fore Angel aut ouat 

cool place for a few hours, then into cach half is > Incur A OANDLE Wire WaAter.—Get. the 

poured the white of an egg well whisked; the essen- \ smallest piece of phosphorus, and with a little tallow 

tial oil of the lemon peel combining with the egg | place it on the rim of a tumbler: next get a lighted 
forms an excellent cosmetic for softening the skin. candle, blow it out, then hold it to the glass, and it 

The following is a fine pomado for removing a ‘ will at once ignite, 

rough, scaly appearance to which some skins are 

subject:—Melt half an ounce of white wax with a3 

LO ea a ea 

Tre Banance Stick.—Having obtained a piece 
N 
; 

fluid ounce of cacao, and the samo quantity of oil of s 

almonds; when melted, stir it till cool, with barley PARLOR AMUSEMENTS. 
flour sufficient to bring it to the consistency of a thin$ Quvestrons.—Prepare a set of cards with numbers 

paste; this should be thickly spread upon the skin at . written on each in plain, largo characters, and then 

night, and washed off the next morning with tepid : have a duplicate set, which are to be placed in the 

water. A refreshing lotion, possessing cleansing and $ centre of the table, and the other set must be shufiled 

clearing qualities, may be made thus:—Take a pint 3 and dealt to all the players. 

of orange flower water and a pint of rain-water, with When ready one will commence by drawing a card 

a sprig of rosemary, add to this four ounces of Castile from the table and asking any personal question. 

soap, scraped finely, boil all together, and bottle for § The one who holds the duplicate in his hand, must 

use; this is called pearl water, it is casily prepared, ; put it with the other saying, “It is I’ or “I do,” or 

and is at the same time innocent and efficacious. } some such answer. 

Tale water is a lotion of the same kind, it is con- The more ridiculous or saucy the question is, the 

sidered to be a great beautifier of the complexion, } greater merriment it creates; no time should be lost 

and is an old cosmetic of high repute. It is requi- in finding the duplicate, but look quick and reply 

sito to procure the tale reduced to an impalpable } promptly; here is an example :— 

powder, which can be obtained only at the best} Who is the laziest person here?” says one, draw- 

chemists. Place about half a pound of the powder ; ing from the pack a card marked 10. 

in a glass bottle or jar, with an ounce of muriate of “Tt is I,’ says the one who has 10 in her hand, 

ammonie, and set it in a cool place, the powder will } throwing it on the table. 

specdily dissolve, then pour the liquor off and bottle } «Who has the darkest eyes?” says the last one, 

it for use. It heightens the brillianey of the skin drawing out a 5, 

very perceptibly. 2 = “T have,” says the one who can match the 6, 
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“Who has yellow hair?” says anothor, producing { two or three waters, and rub them with salt; have 

a 7. | in readiness a large saucepan of boiling water, and 

“JT myself,” is the answer, from one who holds #7. } plunge them into it one by one, drawing them up 

“Who is the loveliest person present?” drawing and down by the legs, so that the water may pass 

a 12. through them. Let them stay for five or six minutes, 

Tam,” says the holder of 12. then hang them up in acold place; when they are 

“Who is very impertinent?” says another. : completely drained, well salt und pepper tho insides, 

“Oh, I am,” exclaims the one matching tho card and thoroughly wash them before roasting. 

drawn. Stewed Cucumbers.—Take two or three straight 
In like manner the game proceeds until tho cards } gucumbers, cut off one end, then take out the seeds, 

are all exhausted. { lay them in vinegar and water, and pepper and salt: 
have some good filling, and fill each cucumber with 

3 it; dry your cucumbers well out of the vinegar first, 

RECEIPTS FOR THE TABLE. ; then dry them in a clean cloth, then fry them, if for 

To Preserve Raw Peaches.—Qor peaches you must } brown; if for white not; take them out of the butter, 
have glass bottles or jars with a large mouth, and $204 put them to stew in some good stock, with one 

about the size that will hold enough for one meal, ag } Mion, a faggot of herbs, a slice of lean ham, until 
they do not keep after being opened. Put one layer tender; thicken the liquor, and pass through a sieve; 
of pounded loaf sugar in the bottom of the bottle, } #¢@8on with a little drop of vinegar, lemon juice, 
then a layer of sound, ripe peaches pared and quar- } S¥gar, salt, and white pepper, glaze the cucumbers 
tered, then sugar, and so on till the bottle is full; let 3 Several times to be a light brown. 

them settle and more ean be put in. Then cut a} Mock Turtle Soup.—Take four calf’s feet, break 

round piece of white paper the size of the mouth, dip : the bones and stew them in as much water as will 

—r—r 

it in brandy and fit it in on the top of the preserves. {cover them. ‘Take them out, when all the meat and 

Cork it tight, and dip the top of the bottle in melted ¢ gristle will part from the bones, and put the meat 

sealing wax, covering the cork and rim well. Set ; (but not the bones) back again into the liquor. Add 

them in a very cold place, or in damp, yellow sand. } half a pint of beef gravy, half a pint of whito or port 

In the spring they will have almost the same flavor } wine, and the following ingredients, tied up ina 

as fresh peaches. muslin bag; an onion stuck with cloves, a bunch of 

Rabbit Pie—Cut into quarters a couple of young } sweet herbs, salt, a little mace, allspice, and cayenno 

rabbits; bruise in a mortar a quarter of a pound of } pepper. When sufliciently done, add the yolks of 

bacon, with the livers of the rabbits, pepper and salt, } eight eggs boiled hard, and forcemeat balls. The 

a little parsley cut small, mace, and two or three } juice of lemons or oranges improves the flayor of the 
leaves of sweet basil; beat them up fine, line your soup. 
dlish with a nice crust, put a layer of seasoning at § Pickled Peachea,—To one quart of good cider 
the bottom, and then put in the rabbit; pound some } vinegar take three pounds of coffee sugar, and when 
more bacon in the mortar, mix it with some fresh } thoroughly melted set it on the fire till it boils, then 
butter, lay it over the rabbits, and cover with thin } put in a number of round, ripe peaches, having been 
slices of bacon; now put on the paste to form the carefully wiped. Let them boil till they are soft, 
top, and then place it in the oven. It will take two } when they may be taken out, and more put in until 
hours to bake. When done, take off the top of the they are all done. Put the peaches in stone or glass 
pie, remove tho bacon, skim off the fat, and, if re- } jars and pour the syrup over them, if stone, the syrup 
quired, add some rich veal or mutton gravy. . is poured on while hot. Seal the tops well. ‘Two 

To Braise a Ham.—Put the ham into water the § quarts of vinegar is sufficient for a great number of 
night previous to cooking, and next day wash it in } peaches, 

warm water, and’ trim it by cutting away all the 

yellow fat and rusty parts; take off the knuckle, and 

pare down all the under part; put it in a stew-pan, 

and just cover it with water; lay in a slice of beef 

cut into pieces, a few onions, a faggot of sweet herbs, 

three small carrots, and a little allspice; simmer from 
three to six hours, it must depend entirely upon the an earthen, copper or wooden vessel, half full of 
size and weight. Take out the ham ard skin it; } sifted sand, then fill it up to the brim with clear 
glaze, and serve it upon a puree of vegetables. The spring water, stir the sand well with a stick, so as to 
braise may be made into a rich brown soup, thick- } detach the earthly particles. When the sand has 
ened and flavored with wine; it may serve also for thoroughly settled itself, pour off the turbid water, 
the flavoring of soups. ‘and continue to wash the sand till all the water that 

Game may often be made fit for eating when it rung on its surface remains perfectly clear and tran- 
seems spoiled, by cleaning it and washing with vine- ; sparent. The sand being thus perfectly cleansed, 
gar and water. Birds that are not likely to keep, } expose it to the heat of the sun a sufficient length of 
should be drawn, cropped, and picked, then wash in ! time to exhale entirely its humidity. For every dif- 

MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS. 

Dried Flowers.—The following will be found to be 

very effectual method of preserving flowers :—Fill 
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ferent kind of flower you wish to preserve, prepare Fig. 1.—Eventne Dress or AprLn-Green GAUZE 
an earthen or tin vessel of a proper size. Make} WiTH A pouBL¥ Sxirt.—Lach skirt is trimmed with 

choice of the finest, most perfect, and driest flowers } eight rows of rather narrow satin ribbon. Low Greek 

of their respective kinds, and be careful to leave the ; corsage, ornamented with narrow white lace and a 
stalks sf a good length, Place them, with one hand, } bow of pink ribbon. Short puffed sleeves, with a 
as lightly as possible in the vessel upright, about two } bow of ribbon placed on the inside of the arm. Head- 

or threo inches below the rim of the vessel, taking } dress of moss-roses and olematis. 
care that they do not touch the sides of the vessel, Fig. m1.—Ripine Hani or pARK Green Crotn.— 

nor each other. Then, with the other hand, slowly } The corsage is made with a deep basque, and is open 

pour on them the purified sand, till the stalk is quite part way down in front, like a gentleman’s coat, with 

covered. This being done, slightly cover the flower $ a rolling collar, exposing a finely plaited linen cam- 

itself, separating the leaves a little one from another. } bric chemisette. Lappels extend from the shoulders 
The tulip requires a furthor operation. The trian- } to the waist in front, and they, as well as the basque, 

gular top which rises from the centre of the cup must } are ornamented with buttons. Louis Quatorz sleeves, 
be cut off, by which means the leaves of the flower } with white cambric under-sleeves, Black velvet cap 
will adhere better to the stalk. When the vessel is } with a heavy tassel, 
filled with flowers, leave it for a month or two, ex-: Fra. 1v.—Brack Six Basque MADE WITH A 
posed to the rays of the sun, and the flowers, when ’ Bertuz.—It is ornamented with narrow fringe, 
taken out, though dry, will be very little inferior in gimp and buttons. A body made of white Mar- 
beauty to new-blown flowers, but will have lost their § seilles or “quilting” in the same style, and with 
scent. } wash fringe, braid and buttong, is very elegant. 

To Wash Sill Stockings.—Silk stockings should Fic. vy.—Bonnet or Pryx Sink, trimmed with 
be washed first in luke-warm water, in which some , deep black lace, narrow black velvet aud white 

white soap has been melted, they should then be} blonde. Inside is a wreath of heather. 

rinsed in clear water. Next, put them into a ater Fig. v1.—Bonnet or Beieran Straw, with an 

formed of warm water, melted with white soap, and } open-work edge; on one side is a branch of haxel, 
a little stone blue. Wring them, and, when nearly ; and on the other a barb of blagk laco; inside a 
dry, polish them with a box-iron, almost cold. The ; branch of huzel. 

above recipe only applies to white silk stockings. QGpyeran ReMarxs.—Dross goods were neyer 

Black stockings should bo washed with a little gall} richer in color than this autumn. Tho richer stylo 
and soft-soap. A little vinegar ought to be put into’ of silks are generally flounced, with the pattern 
the water into which they aro rinsed to preserve the woven in the flounces, but many very elegant silks 
color, When dry polish them with a box-iron mode-$ have appeared in broched stripes, plaids, &c. The 
rately heated. de lains and cashmeres are striped in lozenge pat- 

Good Paste-—Take common flour paste, rather torns of the most vivid colors, or are covered with 
thick, (by mixing somo flour with a little cold water } palm-leaves and arabesques. Flounces maintain their 
until it is of uniform consistency, and then stirring yogue, but their number on the skirts of dresses 

it well while boiling water is being added to it) add : varies according to the caprice of the wearer, from 
a little brown sugar and corrosive sublimate, which three to six or seven. ‘Two fiounces are yery un- 

will prevent fermentation, and a few drops of oil of 3 graceful, and not much worn. When a plain silk ig 

lavender, which will prevent mouldiness. When this flounced, the flounces are sometimes finished with 
paste dries it resembles horn, and it may be used 3 only a plain hem, half an inch in depth, or with a 
again by adding water. It will keep well for two or} ribbon or fringe of some good contrasting color, or 
three years in a covered pot, being always fit for use. ; with several rows of narrow velvet, or several rows 

Poison Balls for Black Beetles—Put a drachm of } of narrow Tom Thumb fringe. Plain or striped silks 
phosphorus in a flask, with two fluid ounces of water, } are often ornamented with fancy trimmings put on 
plunge it in hot water, and as soon as the phosphorus 3 the front of the skirt, or down the sidus in the apron 
is fluid, pour it into a mortar with 3 oz. of lard; tri- 3 style. This fashion, although very elegant, is not 
turate briskly, adding water, and about 4 1b, of flour} yet universal. When the skirt is not flounced, it 
with two ounces of brown sugar; work the whole into ; must be very full and long, so that crinoline con- 
& paste and divide into balls the size of marbles; for } tinues indispensible. Jackets or basques still con- 
rats, cheese is better than sugar. An excellent recipe. tinue in high favor, and there seems, as yet, no 

: disposition to relinquish them. They are still made 

8 

. very deep, and profusely trimmed with fringe, gimp, 

FASHIONS FOR OCTOBER. ribbon, buttons and tassels. Some few wrappers are 

Fig. 1.—A Brat Dress or Waite Sirk, trim- ; made with a large pelerine or cape. It may add to 

med with three deep lace flounces. The corsage is 3 the comfort, but as a general rule pelerines are not 

high, closed up the front, and has a heart-shaped g favorable to the figure. Many frocks for young 

bertho of lace. Sleeves and basque ornamented to } ladies have ribbon braces, which generally terminate 
correspond. The head-dress is composed of awreath {in long ends behind. ‘This fancy is graceful and 
of myrtle and superb lace veil. appropriate for young persons; it would be ridicu- 
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lous on an elderly woman. When berthes are worn,» of dresses and on bodies. The princess button is a 

tho ends or lappets of them usually cross midway on } miniature olive accompanied by two balls and sur- 

the corsage, and fall far below the waist. Sleeves} mounting a pretty button. This is also frequently 

are made rather short. Those with two puffs and a $ put on the front of bodies. On flounces we often see 

flounce have the privilege of being often adopted. } five or six rows of Jom Thwmb fringe, either plain or 

Some few sit close at top, forming large hollow plaits } of the colors of the dress; fancy is the only arbiter 
and spread out fan-shape at bottom. here. 

EMBROIDERIES, &C.—High dresses always demand} Snawnzs are becoming very fashionablo, and man- 

elegant lingerie, and this department of dress is par-} tillas are assuming the shawl shape. A very be- 

ticularly beautiful just now. Muslin collars are em-} coming one is made rather pointed behind, with a 
broidered in the richest manner, and generally edged } deop frill cut in a funnel-shape, also pointed behind, 

with Valenciennes lace. They are of a pretty and} and put on without plaits. This frill is edged with 

becoming shape, not preposterously large; and they } fringe, and another fringe surrounds the mantle itself, 

are often more square than rounded. Muslin and} and hangs over the upper part of the frill. The upper 

laco sleeves are usually composed of alternate frills § part of tho mantle is trimmed with a fringe, half the 
and puffs, with runnings of colored ribbon between. ; depth of the other, which reaches the waist. 

When intended for the street, the sleeves often me Bonyets.—On bonnet fronts they still continue to 

the gauntlet cuff. : put very full blonde and flower trimmings. We have 

I’ringes.—We will describe some of the new im- : seen a bonnet made of white crape mixed with mal- 

ported fringes, among the most beautiful of which $ low-color silk, (a new shade of purple.) On the front 

is the lily-of-the-valley fringe, which is made of all$ there was a round garland of violets, and inside, in 
depths, is composed of plain threads with a kind of the middle, a half-garland, similar, over the fore- 

little balls on them. For dresses, it is put on the head. A deep white blonde turned back under tho 

body, either in the form of braces, or as a bertha, $ garland, and was continued to cover the curtain also, 

this last style being much in favor. Tho colibrt} Cherry velvet, mixed with black lace, is in high 

fringe, at the foot of which there are small, round $ vogue asan ornament for bonnets. Flame-color 

balls, is used over lace and on the front of bodies, } flowers are also mixed with it. 

which are often trimmed a la hussarde, that is to say SA very charming Head-Dress is composed of two 

with ornaments across, covering the whole breast. 3 barbes of lace of white, the other black, forming a 

The same model is made of cotton with the addition } bow, with the four ends falling over the neck. In 

of tassels, for quilting or jaconet dresses. There is the bows are placed branches of oak falling across 

a charming spot fringe, for sewing flat on the flounces * the barbes. 

PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 

What tHe Press Sars.—Tho testimony of ae CoxtixvED Srormes.—We cannot accept any 

press grows more flattering than ever in favor of $ stories, no matter how good, that will make more 

“Peterson.” Says the Janesville (Wis.) Democrat:— $ than eight printed pages, or thereabouts, of “Peter- 

“Since this Magazine has been published there hag ¢ son;” and we would rather have them shorter. We 
never been a mediocre number tesued. It contains } have already more long stories, on hand, than we 

forty-one articles, all of a light, pleasing character, } can publish for the next two years. 

and all well written—we can hardly say which of needs : : 

them pleases us best. There is so much variety, and 3 How 70 Remir.—In-remitting, write legibly, at 
all are so different in style, that it would appear in- } the top of your letter, the BORE Open OuE SS and 
vidious to praise one to the detriment of the others. state. Bills, current in the subsoriber syneighbor 

Altogether this Magazine surpasses any in the coun- hood, taken at par;) but-Bastern pails preferrent: : if 
try.” The Ulster (N. Y.) Republican says:—“The the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 

fashion plates and the embroidery and other patterns $ delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange, 
are worth more than the price of the Magazine,” } Our Mustc.—The Newport (Ky.) News says:— 
The Danville (Va.) Register says:—‘ As a work for * “We recommend Peterson for August to our readers 

the ladies, it is now decidedly the very best.” The } partienlarly on account of the music. It is worth 
Biddeford (Me.) Union says:—“TIt gives the clearest 3 4}, price of the whole number.” 
explanation of the fashions of any Magazine.” Fin- —- 

ally, for we have not room for a tithe of the notices} Back Numsens.—We are ahle to supply back 
before us, the Paas Christian (Miss.) Times says :— nunibers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 
“Tf you can’t take but one Magazine, take Peter-$ stereotyped. We shall stereotype every number of 

son’s; it contains the most thrilling stories, finest } the year. 2/ Gn. 

engravings, and best fashion-plates—and last, though \ Encrosz A Sramp.—Letters, requiring an answor, 

not least, it is only two dollars a-year.” } must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 
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PALETOT DE VILLE. 
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MUSIC-STOOL COVER IN NETTING. 
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PATTERN FOR SLEEVE. 
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FRANK DOUGLAS’ HONEYMOON. 

BY ROSALIE GRAY. 

‘Now, see here, Nel, I think this running off ; something to be admired at a respectful distance, 

to coo all by ourselves, just because we are {and although possessed of a warm heart and 
married, is all nonsense. I don’t see the use of ¢ deep feelings; yet he was not given to those 

it at all!” exclaimed Frank Douglas, to his lady- } various little exhibitions of loye which he ex- 

love, a few days previous to the happy time 3 pressively termed ‘‘cooing.” His bride-elect, 

which was to unite them ‘for better or for’ however, was far from fancying the idea of 

worse.” 
‘‘Why, Frank,” replied Nellie, ‘everybody 

goes off at such a time.” 

‘‘Oh! I’m very willing to go too,” said Frank, 
‘‘only I want to have a little fun; I mean to 
take my gun with me and shoot.” 

‘“Why, what will people think of you to see 

you occupied with your gun while we are on 

our wedding trip ?” 

‘¢‘Oh! I don’t care what people think,” replied 

Frank, ‘I like to be different from others, and 

spending the first two weeks of her married life 

in the society of a lady, while their husbands 

were enjoying themselves together, quite un- 
mindful of the fact that they were newly-made 

bridegrooms. While Nellie was scheming to 

defeat this project, her friend Kate Manley was 

announced. 

“T do wish,” exclaimed Kate, laughingly, 

‘that your gentleman was in Kamschatka! Here 

he has been putting the most absurd notions 

into Harry’s head, and they have actually con- 

I should think you would be glad to get rid of : cluded to spend their time, while on the wedding 

me; it will be so pleasant for you and Kate to § trip, in shooting, and we are expected to enter- 

be together all day, while Harry and I are off.” Stain each other. Something must be done to 

‘‘*What! does Harry have the same wild no- 

tions as yourself?” inquired Nellie. 

stop their proceedings, that’s certain, for people 

will be sure to imagine that Frank and Harry 

‘Yes, to be sure he has; but really, Nellie, {have married each other, while we make the 

if you would only stop and think a moment it 
would not scem at all strange to you; you know 

second couple.” 

‘‘T'll tell you what we can do, we will go 

it is very difficult for us to leave our business, ’ fishing.” 

and now since we can get away, we may as well § 

enjoy ourselves a little.” 
‘So then, you would not consider it enjoy- 3 

“Oh! I wouldn’t for anything,” replied Kate, 

‘¢J think it is horrid business.” 

‘Oh! well, no matter for that, we will have 

ment to stay with your lady-loves? Well! I our fishing lines to make a show with, by way 

must say you are not worthy to have wives, 

since you don’t know how to prize them.” 

of looking industrious, and then we can spend 

our time reading under the trees, until we break 

‘Now, Nellie, love, you know you don’t mean § our gentlemen of their nonsensical ways.” 

that!” exclaimed Frank, imprinting a kiss on 

her lips as he left her. 

The two friends had now fairly entered into 

} the spirit of mischief, and they spent the rest of 

Frank Douglas, although but twenty-five, had ‘ the day in arranging their plans. g ging P 
always been considered by those who knew him 

a confirmed old bachelor, and it was, therefore, 

very much to the surprise of his friends that he 

became engaged. Until he made the acquaint- 

ance of Nellie, he had always regarded ladies as 

Von. XXX.—18 

We will pass over their weddidg and their 

journey, and merely say that, toward the close 

of a bright day, they found themselves in one of 
the loveliest spots on earth—hills and woods, 
and small, sparkling lakes composed the scenery 

283 
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Our travellers paused with delight to view the } still rests upon their features, as if, even in their 

country: there was the setting sun blending from sleep, they were planning mischief. We will now 

a deep red into a rich purple on the one hand, } turn to our other friends, who are in a warm, 

while on the other was the full moon in its si} sunny region, three miles distant from their 
very majesty, marking a bright path on the better halves—their coats have been thrown 

water. ‘ aside as too hot, and the perspiration is pouring 
‘Oh! Harry, we shall have splendid times | down their faces. 

here with our guns, they say there is excellent$ ‘Well, really, Frank, I don’t think this pays,” 

shooting,” and a smile of satisfaction played on 3 exclaimed Harry, ‘‘my head is aching so that I 
the faces of the two gentlemen. ’ can scarcely hold it up—we have used up all our 

Our lady friends also exchanged glances, as 3 ammunition and bagged not a single bird—-what 

visions of the friendly shade of those old trees $ do you say to going home and spending the rest 
rose before them. of the day with our wives?” 

‘*Well, Frank, we must be up by sunrise to- ‘‘l’m agreed,” replied Frank, and he sighed 

morrow,” said Harry, as they were about to part$as he thought of the sunny three miles to be 
for the night, “our wives can amuse themselves walked ere he could find rest. 

with wandering around among the trees here, ‘What if Kate and Nellie have not returned 

just as well as if we were with them.” from their fishing excursion yet?” suggested one. 

‘“‘Oh, yes! and a great deal better,” replied 3 ‘Oh, pooh! don’t you believe that,” was the 

Kate, mischievously, ‘‘for we have concluded to } reply, ‘‘I’ll venture to say they were tired of 

try fishing by way of variety.” that before the end of an hour.” 

“Try what!” exclaimed Frank, in astonish- Upon reaching the rooms, however, they were 

ment. found to be yacant, and the anxious husbands 

‘‘Fishing,” replied the ladies, very quietly. ea quite ignorant as to what direction had 
‘What nonsense! the idea of ladies fishing!” $ been taken by the two fishers. The gentlemen 

‘‘Why yes, to be sure, did you never hear of 3 then threw themselves on a couch and tried in 

PAA PL PLL LAL LLL < 

such a thing before?” vain to press their aching heads into submis- 

‘Are you going alone?” sion. Visions of soft, white hands laid gently on 

s¢.¥on.7? their burning brows, charming away the pain 

‘But you will fall into the water.” with their light touch, floated across their minds 
‘‘Oh! no matter for that,’’ replied the ladies, § but to tantalize them. Oh! how drearily passed 

with astonishing coolness, ‘‘there will probably that long afternoon, it seemed as though the 
be plenty of gentlemen around to take us out if } looked-for would never return. At length came 

we do.” the startling thought, ‘‘what if they should be 

The happy grooms looked anything but satis- } drowned.” It was overpowering, and without the 

fied with this reply, but supposing that fishing $ slightest knowledge of their whereabouts, the 

would soon proye tiresome, they ere re- 3 two gentlemen started on their weary journey in 

marked, ‘‘ You will not catch anything.” search of them; but the sun sank beneath the 

The next morning by sunrise the hunters and : hills, and the moon came forth in all its beauty, 

fishers were ready to set forth. but still they found no wives. Then it was sug- 

‘‘My dear,” said Harry, as he affectionately g gested that they should go home, and if those 

kissed his wife, ‘I shall not be able to return to $ they sought were not there, that the whole neigh- 
Drea raet but I will try to meet you at dinner; borhood should be enlisted in the search. As 
time.’ ; they neared the house they heard merry voices, 

‘Oh! J think it doubtful if we return to din- and bounding joyfully forward, they caught their 
ner,” replied Kate, demurely, glancing at a ; respective wives in their arms. 

basket she held in her hand, ‘‘we have made } ‘¢We have had such a delightful time that we 

arrangements to spend the day.” could scarcely make up our minds to come home 

‘Oli! you will soon get tired of that fun.” again!’? exclaimed Kate, mischievously, as she 

Our two heroines walked merrily on their way, {looked up into Harry’s woe-be-gone face, “TI 
until they came to a beautiful pond, surrounded hope you have enjoyed yourself shooting.” 

by trees and hills, and here they took out their ‘Never had poorer luck in our lives!” replied 
books and concluded to spend the day. $ Harry. ‘Did you catch anything?” 

Let us visit our travellers at mid-day. Kate} ‘Look!’ exclaimed the ladies, holding up 4 
and Nellie are indulging in a comfortable nap, well filled basket of fish, (but they forgot to add 

extended on the grass in a shady corner of the} that they had bought instead of caught them.) 

woods near their dwelling house; a playfulsmile’ ‘The young gentlemen, fearful of ridicule, 
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concluded to keep quiet upon the subject of their; ceived the tidings that their wives had fallen 

day’s adventure, so they bore their aching heads; into the water, and that one was dead, and 

in silence. At length one of them ventured to} the other was dying! Their fatigues were now 

inquire in a subdued voice, forgotten as they hurried quickly to the spot. 

‘You are not going fishing to-morrow, are; There, extended on the grass and surrounded by 
you?” several people, was Nellie—her clothes dripping 

‘‘Not unless you go shooting,” was the reply. } with water, and her long, dark hair hanging in 

Will you stay at home?” confusion around her, a strange contrast to her 

The desired promise had almost been given, } pale face. Kate sat by her side—an unnatural 

when a friend of theirs, who had been on a simi- wildness in her eyes—wringing her hands and 

lar expedition, but with rather better success, } showing signs of madness. 

entered and exclaimed, ‘‘Oh! my wife, my own darling, speak to me!”’ 

‘*Well, what success?” 8 exclaimed Frank, snatching Nellie in his arms. 

*‘Not any,’ was the reply. $ and pressing her to his heart. 

‘‘Not any! Why you didn’t go to the right’ An almost imperceptible smile played around 
place; come with me to-morrow, and I will show her lips, but she felt that her part was not yet 

you game enough to last you this one while.” finished, and she lay motionless in his arms, 

The temptation was too strong to be Sect He gazed upon her closed eyes, and thought of 

the day’s trials and alarms, and the wife’s re- 3 their pleading look when he announced his in- 

quest were alike unheeded, and they retired that} tention of leaving her and her friend to spend 

night promising to rise early the next morning, } the day together, and thought, ‘‘What if they 

and set forth on a second expedition. were opened upon him then for the last time,” 

‘Well, then, Kate, we shall have to fish} and he reproached himself for leaving her, as 

again,’ exclaimed Nellie, as she bid her friend ; having been the cause of her death. All was 

good night; then leaning closer, she whispered, } breathless silence around, even Kate’s unnatural 

‘we will contrive to do the business up to-mor- shrieks were hushed, and she rested quietly in 

row at all events.” Harry’s arms. 

The morning came, and before Frank and ‘‘Oh, Nellie! my own sweet one,” again broke 

Harry were sufficiently recovered from the} forth Frank, ‘“‘speak to me, tell me you forgive 
fatigues of the preceding day to rise, their } me, and I will never leave you again!” 

wives had commenced their short journey. The white lids were slowly raised, and two 
**Oh, dear!” exclaimed Frank, as he at last } bright eyes looked lovingly into his own. 

proceeded to array himself, “how miserably ‘‘Thank heaven for that!” exclaimed Frank, 

these new shirts are made, I have knocked the } as he warmly pressed her to his heart. 
buttons off of every one of them, and now what; The ladies now began rapidly to recover—the 

shall I do?” strange wildness vanished from Kate’s eyes, and 

‘*Use pins.” when Nellie’s hair had been pushed back from 

The pins were put in so clumsily, that fre- $ her face, her cheeks seemed to have regained 
quently during the day Frank found his fingers } their natur al color; and by the time they reached Oe 

bleeding from the wounds they inflicted. the house the gentlemen felt far more like faint- 

«‘Thero’s the sleeve of my coat almost entirely $ ing than the ladies, 
out!” cried Harry. ‘‘Now tell us all about howit happened,” said 

‘*Pin it in,” suggested Frank. Frank, when they were comfortably seated within 

“Oh, dear!” sighed Harry, ‘if Kate only ¢ doors. 
hadn't gone out. These pins will kill me before} ‘*Why,” replied Kate, ‘‘we were leaning over 
the day is over.” But conscience whispered, ies the side of the boat with our fishing lines, when 

is your own fault that she has gone.” suddenly it upset, and we were both precipitated 

The huntsmen now set forth, well provided into the water, but a gentleman who was stand- 
with breakfast and dinner; but while they were} ing near drew us out.” (The said gentleman 

aiming their first shot, some strange dogs kindly : was held in considerably higher esteem by our 
disposed of their provisions; again everything } heroes, than he would have been had they known 

went wrong, and after spending a number of ; that his services had been previously engaged 

hours in fruitless attempts to shoot something, for this enterprize. ) 
they resolved to give up the business entirely} We have now only to add that Frank and 

and return home. Harry were heartily tired of hunting, and they 

As they approached the house, completely} and the ladies entered into a compact together 

worn out and faint for want of food, they re-' to amuse each other. 
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286 EULALIE.—THE LAST SONG. 

They kept their word. The remainder of the ; to cherish and protect; and they were obliged to 
two weeks the gentlemen spent in seeking enter- { acknowledge themselves more than repaid for 
tainment in the soceity of those they had vowed : their efforts. 

PLL LL OL 

ON 

EULALITIE. 

BY WILLIE E. PABOR 

On! let me sleep! the rose-hued and bespangled dawn } That was a gushing and a Summer soft outbloom 
That comes for others, cometh not for me; Of our affection—angel Eulalie! 
And only when I sleep, sweet thoughts of thee I could have wished that our eternity 

Come like the tripping light-beams of the early morn. Had then begun—forgetful of the looming tomb! 

They come in crowds, as Summer blossoms ever come; * But all is over now! the past—is past; the years 
And, as the blossoms fleck with bloom the dale, $ Have borne thee from me, and I watch and wait, 
So mantle they my spirit, faint and pale, Keeping my lonely vigil at the gate 

With thoughts of other years and of another home. | Where sorrow sitteth; full of hope, yet weary fears, 

Into the past, with lightning wing, I speed my way! } Then let me sleep! Oh! let the wand of Somnus waye 
Tere a fair vista—there a foamy wave; Above me, and I ask for nothing more; 
Here a fair meadow—there a gloomy grave; For there is peopled the deserted shore, 

Tartarean midnight here and there, a perfect day. § And living beauty springeth from the loathsome 

I sit with thee again where Ilion’s silver flow at ba 
Goes, seeking evermore, the ocean’s breast, : Breathing intelligences—shapes all beautiful 
And a faint shadow of my soul’s unrest Attend my spirit’s chamber, and diffuse 

Ripples the current of memorial woe. Aroma that for worlds I would not lose, 
Thy fair head on my quick pulsating bosom rests— Winding about me like gold thread about a spool, 
Thy golden ringlets waver in the air— Would I a whole Eternity of sleep possessed— 
Thy words of promise spoken sweetly thero So that I might forever dream of thee, 

Flow inward and flow outward with their high Bride of my soul! angelic Eulalie! 
behests, § For blessing me awhile, thou art forever blest. 

THE LAST SONG. 
~ 

BY CLARENCE MELVIN. 

‘Tis the last song my weary hand may trace The chords are mute whose liquid strains enchained 
By the deep stream where Hope’s bright flowers My pliant spirit in their magic thrall; 

repose, The tones of prophet years no more regained, 
Yet from my soul no time can e’er efface Perished in silence with Hope’s gradual fall. 

The golden strains that came with daylight’s close 3 ¢ Frail as the joys that lighted childhood’s hour, 
No more! the words are spoke that break the chain, When Fancy spread her sails to dallying winds, 

The parted melody floats slowly by; Nought lingers but the memory of her power, 
The scattered tones may not be caught again, Which gazing backward through the labyrinth finds 

But in the slumbering future calmly die, In shadow only what its spirit binds, 
While I, forget, wake not a parting sigh! No more beside the stream, whose placid flow 

Cheered the sweet hours that marked the sunny 
Not so in childhood’s morn, ere sorrow came - 

To shade the sunshine where sweet Memory lies; past, 
No waters dimmed the ever-burning flame, Shall the frail harp awake its murmurs low, 

Or washed the sands where Fancy’s fabrics rise, Or call one hope on Life’s dark current cast? 
Unmindful of the day that passed too soon, Its strains are ended where its youth begun, 

To meet the shadows on Life’s sullen stream, In joy and sorrow of the passing years; 
Hope wove gay visions with the Summer noon, The sands that marked their early course are run, 
And lent enchantment to the glowing scene, And Fancy’s frost-work, wet so oft with tears, 
Fading, alas! like semblance of a dream! Fades in the real that the present rears! 



MY WIFE’S ECONOMY. 

BY SMITH JONES, JR. 

Mrs. Jones is a jewel of a woman. The dear 

creature came home, lately, from # shopping ? opened it first, and I saw her face fall. 

excursion, in the most extravagant spirits. 

“‘T have made such bargains to-day,” she } to me. 
said. ‘Only to think, I bought a lawn-dress, 

a beautiful thing, for but six dollars. 

the style, however, of the highest-priced silks, so 

I said to myself, even if I get Madame Flourish 

to make it up, it will be economical.” 

Now Madame Flourish was a French modiste } 

who had lately come over from Paris, and really 

had taste, but was most extravagant in her 

charges; and I never heard her name without a 

shudder. A few months before, she had made 

up a brocade for Mrs. Jones, which everybody 

said fit beautifully; ‘‘it looks as if you were 

born in it,” enthusiastically declared a friend, 
**and had grown with you:”’ but my pleasure in 

contemplating this master-piece, I must confess, 

It has }a dress that cost only six! 

Two days after, the bill came in. My wife 

But 
she rallied immediately, and handed the missive 

I glanced over it. 

““Whew!” I said ‘Fifteen dollars for making 

Surely, Mary Ann, 

there must be some mistake here?” 

“Oh! no, my dear,” she said, briskly. My 
brocade, you know, cost twenty-five to make and 

trim; and this is ten dollars cheaper.” 

‘But this dress pattern cost only six dollars.” 

«The cost of the dress pattern, my dear,” she 

replied, smiling beneyolently at my ignorance, 

‘*has very little to do with the cost of making 
and trimming it 2 

‘*The dickens it hasn’t,” I began. 

‘‘Hish!”’ she answered, playfully putting her 

hand over my mouth. ‘Smithy, dear, you 

mustn’t swear.” And taking the bill, she com- 

was somewhat diminished when the bill came in, } menced going over it, item by item. 
to the tune of twenty-five dollars, for making 
and trimming it. 

ishing after all,” as my wife reasoned, ‘‘that $ gether, four dollars. 

a dress pattern, which was worth seventy-five } tinued, appealingly, ‘that’s reasonable. 

dollars, should cost twenty-five to make it up,” {dollars is her price always. 

3? ‘‘Here,” she said, ‘is the charge for making 

However ‘‘it wasn’t so aston- 3 the dress, that is for fitting and sewing it to- 

Now, I’m sure,” she con- 

Four 

It takes just as 

and with this reflection I consoled myself. So, long, you know, to fit and sew together a cheap 

when I heard the proposal to take this other {dress as a costly one: it’s the time that has to 
dress to madame, I argued, that, if she charged $ be paid for. 

in the same proportion, her bill would be only } 

two dollars, which struck me as not excessive: 

and accordingly I made no objection to the sug- 

Don’t you see?” 

I was forced to nod assent to the fair logician, 
though it was with an internal groan. 

“Then here’s the linings, buttons, and other 

gestion, but lighting a cigar, sat thinking of } small items, two dollars, which is low, very low. 

Mary Ann’s many virtues, and especially her 
knack for economy. 

Consider how these matters count up. Besides, 

it takes time to go about among the stores, 
In about a fortnight the dress came home. } matching the buttons to the dress.” 

It was a pretty, blue affair, with palms set in} 
stripes, and Mrs. Jones really looked like a sum- 

mer cloud in it, as she floated about the room, 

I could not gainsay this either, but I said to 
myself that there were nine dollars still unac- 

counted for, and that it would ‘‘puzzle a Phila- 
displaying it in every aspect, and expatiating {delphia lawyer” to reconcile this sum to any 

upon its merits. The sleeves, which were short, 

were neatly trimmed with a sort of narrow lace; 

and the cape, for it was cut low on the shoulders 

—and dear Mary Ann always wears capes over 

such dresses—was embellished with a wider lace 

of similar pattern. I thought to myself it was the 

cheapest dress, at eight dollars, making and all, I 

had ever seen; and as I smoked my cigar, said 

rational being’s notion of economy. 

‘‘There’s nine dollars left,’ resumed Mrs. 

Jones, ‘*which is for the Valenciennes 2 

‘*The what?” 

‘“‘The Valenciennes, with which the cape and 
sleeves are trimmed 4 

‘Oh! that common-looking lace——” 
‘*Common-looking!” cried Mary Ann, her 

mentally, ‘Ah! Jones, what a happy dog you are } eyes sparkling. Then she laughed comically. 

to have a wife with such a knack for evonomy.” { «That shows what you men know about laces. 
287 
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- Why, Smithy, dear, it’s real Valenciennes, and , trimmed her dress in particular; and warming 

very cheap; and what’s more, I can use it, on with her subject, made it finally to appear that 

something else, after the dress is worn out.” we were under infinite obligations to Madame 

‘‘But why put real Valenciennes, as you call} Flourish for the opportunity of paying this bill 

it, on so cheap a dress?” I asked, in a tone of {and buying a collar to match her Valenciennes. 

vexation. Mrs. Jones was so earnest and sincere, that I 

‘It’s that very Valenciennes that gives the } thought it would be a pity to break her charm- 

dress such a stylish look. Everybody know it’s 3ing delusion. I resolved, therefore, to smoke 

a cheap material; it’s the trimming that redeems $ second-rate cigars for the next six months, and 

it: I only want a Valenciennes collar, to match ; indulge the dear creature in her wishes; and she 

it, and I shall be complete.” looks so lovely, and seems so happy, in her new 

I could not speak for amazement. I was{dress and collar, that, to confess the truth, I 

dumb, not merely at this strange notion of an {don’t regret what I have done. 

economical dress, but at the utter unconscious-$ Nevertheless, as an abstract proposition, I still 

ness my wife had that there was anything ex- {hold to the secret opinion, that paying fifteen 

travagant about it. She availed herself of my dollars for making and trimming a dress that 

silence to expatiate on the beauty of Valen- cost only six. doesn’t exactly show a knack for 

ciennes laces in general, and on that which © economy. 

oo 

LESTELLE. 

BY LOTTIE LINWOOD. 

Resruess, oh, restless are my heart’s deep fountains, } And I, as now, found life so lone and fearful, 

That with a tide of feeling overflow; Longed for a heart to nestle close to mine, 

And like the shadows resting round the mountains, $ And, hiding my pale face with sorrow tearful, 

Thoughts ’round my being darkly come and go. I wept with joy that I was pressed to thine. 

I feel alone, alone! Life’s rough edge presses 

So coldly, heavily upon my heart; 

Alas! I pine for thine old-time caresses, 

Some fate decrees that wo must dwell apart. 

And thou beloved, the dearest one I cherish— 

; Must tread a path that leads away from mine; 

And yet my heart’s fond worship ne’er will perish, 

| Nor dim the altar that has once been thine. 

I mind me of an evening in the Summer, No earthly troth-plight from our lips is spoken, 
When the wind’s harp-tones floated ’mid the leaves, | All silently our destinies are read; 

And whirling wings of insects made a murmur Our life commences when earth’s ties are broken, 

Among the vines that cluster round the eaves, And careless lips shall utter, “they are dead!” 

NIGHT THOUGHTS. 

FROM THE GERMAN. 

BY REV. GEORGE W. ROGERS, 

UnperNeATH night’s sober mantle Who can tell the spaces’ limits, 
Lies the beauty of the heart, Where no orb its face is showing, 

And, above me, silence reigneth, Where no world, no starlight is, 

As when Nature had its birth. And no breath of life is blowing? 

Iam waking; all around me : x Dread Creator, All-wise, Holy 
Resting are from care and strife, : Thou Thy ways alone can scan; 

While before my open vision Teach us how, on high, thou rulest, 

Pass the things beyond this life, For no mortal ever can 

Who can tell how many millions All our knowledge, all our wisdom 

Are rejoicing in their being? Cannot help us; we must go 

How the worlds in yonder sky Thro’ the grave to that bright kingdom, 

Z Round their suns are ever turning? Ere Thy wonder-works we know. 



THE WHITE SPARROW. 

BY JANE WEAVER. 

No more common complaint is to be heard ; birds, and observed how much they had multi- 
now-a-days, from the lips of housewives, than} plied of late, and how very cunning and yora- 
that of the laziness and unthrifty habits of cious they had become. 
domestic servants. Mothers and grandmothers | Backwards shook his head gravely in answer 
are often wont to tell the young housekeeper } to this observation, and said, ‘‘They were indeed 
that matters were otherwise in ‘heir days. Yet } most destructive creatures—for his part, he had 
it has sometimes occurred to us, whether the } not the least doubt that it was entirely owing to 
fault may not lie as much in the degenerate $ them his harvest had been of late years so very 
habits of the masters and mistresses of the pre- } unproductive.” 

sent generation, as from any fault peculiar ne To this conjecture, the good friend made no 
their dependants, Were the lady of the house § rejoinder; but after a moment’s pause he con- 
more frequently to rise at five or six in the {tinued the conversation by inquiring, ‘‘Neigh- 
morning, as in the ‘good old days of lang} bor, have you ever seen a white sparrow ?” 
syne,’ perchance she would not so often ie **No,” replied he; ‘‘the sparrows which alight 
to complain that rooms were carelessly swept, 3 in my fields are all quite grey.” 

that work was left undone, or fires lighted too} ‘That is very probable,” rejoined his friend, 

late. ‘the habits of the white sparrow are peculiar 

In most country parts of Germany there passes ‘ to itself. Only one comes into the world every 

current amongst the people this proverb— year, and being so different from its fellows, the 
other sparrows take a dislike to it, and peck at 

it when it appears amongst them. For this 
¢ rengon it seeks its food early in the morning, 

And the following is the history of its origin. § before the rest of the feathered tribe are astir, 
There was a certain farmer, with whom every and then goes back to its nest for the rest of the 

thing seemed to grow worse from year to year. day.” 
His cattle died one by one—the produce of ae “That is very strange!’ exclaimed Back- 

‘ 

“He who would thrive 
Must the white sparrow see.” 

land was not half of that which it ought to be—{ wards. “I must really try and get a sight of 
in fact, all his property was, to use a familiar} that sparrow, and if possible I will catch it too.” 
expression, ‘‘going to the dogs.” Scarcely a} On the morning which followed this conversa- 
week passed by that either the tax-gatherer or tion, the farmer rose with the sun, and sallied 
the pawnbroker did not come to his window, ‘forth into his fields; he walked round his farm 
and, addressing him with a courteous bow, said, } —searched his farm-yard in every corner, ex- 
**T am really very sorry, Mr. Backwards, to be} amined the roofs of his garners, and the trees 
obliged to put you to inconvenience, but I am : of his orchard, to see whether he could discover 
compelled to do my duty.”’ His old friends also ? any traces of the wonderful white sparrow. But 
tried their best to do their duty by him—they 3 the white sparrow, to the great disappointment 
advised, they entreated, and they helped him, } of the farmer, would not show itself, or stir from 
but all in yain; and one after another gave him$ its imaginary nest. What vexed the farmer, 
up in despair, declaring with a sigh that ‘‘as} however, still more was, that although the sun 
for poor Backwards, there was no use in trying ; stood high in the heavens by the time he had com- 
to help him—he was past being helped.” pleted his rounds, not one of the farm-laborers 

He had one friend, however, whose heart was $ were astir—they, too, seemed resolved not to 
in the right place, and who was not only a good leave their nests. Meanwhile, the cattle in their 
man, but a very prudent and clear-sighted man. stalls were bellowing with hunger, and not a 
This friend thought he would not give Mr. Back- } * soul was near to give them their fodder. 
wards up altogether, without making one more} Ie was reflecting on the disadvantages of this 
attempt to save him; so one day, he led the con- state of things, when suddenly he perceived a 
versation, as though accidentally, to the subject { lad coming out of the house carrying a sack of 
of sparrows, related many anecdotes of these wheat on his shoulders. The boy eae to be 

~ 
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in great haste to get out of the precincts of the, intend to do their duty properly. Besides, who 

farm; and Backwards soon perceived that his} knows but some fine morning or other I may 

steps were not bent toward the mill, but toward § succeed in catching the white sparrow?” 

a public house, where Caspar had unhappilya$ Days and weeks passed on. ‘The farmer ad- 

long score to pay. He hastened after the aston- } hered to his resolution; but he soon forgot the 

ished youth, who believed his master to be still } white sparrow, and only looked after his cattle 

in the enjoyment of his morning nap, and quickly {and his corn-fields. Soon everything around 

relieved him of his burden. him wore a flourishing aspect, and men began 

The farmer next bent his steps to the cow- to observe that Backwards now well deserved to 

house, and peeping in to see whether the white $ be called Forwards, In due course of time, his 

sparrow had perchance taken refuge there, hes old friend again came to spend the day with 

discovered to his dismay that the milkmaid was ; him, and inquired in a humorous tone, “Weil, 

handing a liberal portion of milk through the} my good fellow, how are you getting on now? 

window to her neighbor to mix with her morning } have you yet succceded in catching a glimpse of 

cup of coffee. g the white sparrow?” 

3 “A pretty sort of housekeeping this is!’ The farmer only replied to this question by a 

thought the farmer to himself, as he hastened smile; and then, holding out his hand to his old 

to his wife’s apartment and roused her from} friend, he said, “God bless you, Herder! you 

her slumbers. ‘‘As sure as my name is Back- have sayed me and my family from ruin.” 

wards!” he exclaimed, in a somewhat angry Often, in after years, when Backwards was a 

tone, ‘there must be an end of these lazy 3 prosperous man, respected by his neighbors, and 

habits: everything is going wrong for the want beloved by his well-ordered household, he was 

of some one to look after them! So far as I 3 wont to relate this history of his early life; and 

am concerned, at all events,” thought the good 3 thus by degrees the saying passed into a pro- 

farmer to himself, «I will rise every day at the } verb, 

sume hour I rose this morning, and then I shall} ‘*He who would thrive must see the white 

soon get my farm cleared of those who do not sparrow.” 

OUR HOME NEST. 

BY SYLVIA A. LAWSON. 

O’er all its wealth of green, Their fitful lives away, 

And the fairy bells of the flowers feel And weep in sadness o’er the leaves, 

The touch of the rosy queen. Through all the darkened day, 

And the dew-drops hang like gems of light We sit beside the fire-side hearth, 

On every quivering stem, And talk of other years, 

Where the fairies in the soft moonlight, Our hearts have known no withering dearth, 

Wore night's fair diadem. Our eyes no burning tears, 

And when the snow-wreaths pile the meadow, 

Deep with their fleecy flowers, 

Upon our hearts there steals no shadow, 

No gloom upon the hours. 
But high we pile the hearth with taggots, 

And the blazing, cheerful light 

Warms our hearts toward every wanderer, 

Who hath not a home as bright. 

The roses climb o’er the snowy walls, 

And the bird in the nest near by, 

Sings sweetly in the calm nightfall, 

When winds breathe not a sigh, 

And the woodbine strings her purple bells, 

To tinkle with whispering leaves, 

When the zephyr comes from the wooded dell, 

And sadly but sweetly grieves. 

Love hath made our home an Eden, 

And our hearts forever young, 
The moss on its lowly roof is green, 

And the rain when it pattering comes, 

Sings of the quiet and peace within O’er us Care with footsteps leaden, 

Our fairy white cottage home. Never hath his shadows flung. 

And a little bright stream sings a merry song, Sweetly glide our lives in gladness, 

When the Summer days are here, And our feet but seldom roam, 

And flows with a saddened tone along, From the calm and quiet lightness, 

When the green leaves all are sear. That doth guard our cottage home. 

Sweety the morning’s breath doth steal, And when winds of Autumn sob and grieve 

: 
; 

or 



THE COQUETTE’S PUNISHMENT. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN 

g biting his lip, ‘then the belle politely dispensed 
CHAPTER I. : with the attentions of the poor lawyer in order 

**So Mattie Archer’s wedding comes off to- : to receive those of the millionaire—in plain Eng- 
morrow night?” S lish, dismissed me. That's it, I believe!” 

~~ 

The speaker, a fashionably attired young man, “Yes, just so,” said Nelson. ‘ You’ye sum- 
had thrown himself carelessly into a comfortable { med up ‘the case’ with the ease and skill of an 
office chair, and sat lightly humming an opera old practitioner. The world gave the same ver- 
air, tapping an accompaniment on his polished ‘ dict.” 
Wellington” with the tiniest of all dandy canes; { Denning’s eye kindled, and his cheek flushed, 
while the one addressed, a young man of slight partly with shame, partly with anger. 
and graceful figure, with a high, pale forehead ‘*T wish I could say the world lies!” he re- 
and clear grey eyes, sat leaning over a table 3 plied, with spirit. 
strewn with papers tied with red tape, and huge} ‘Then you don’t deny the ‘soft impeach- 
quartos fille® with the lore of Coke and Black- } ment 2?” queried Nelson, jokingly. 
stone. ‘I deny nothing,” retorted Paul, angrily. “I 

The latter made no reply, but gave a quick, } made myself a fool, as scores have done before 
nervous start, slightly contracted his arched eye- } me, for a coquette’s smiles. But, thank heaven, 
brows, then bent over his books again—and his} I’m free now! The snare is broken—her fasci- 
companion continued, ‘nations are over—and now I almost wonder 

‘‘Well, this Hunter’s a lucky dog! It'll be where the lure was?” 

a splendid affair—the wedding—they say. Of ‘Perhaps you're not alone in that, Paul. We 
course you'll be there, Paul?” ’ discarded lovers are apt to feel blue at first, but 

**No,” replied Paul Denning, moodily, without ‘after a little the divinity who jilted us gets 
raising his eyes. ; hurled from the lofty pedestal she occupies in 

«+ No2? Not at Mattie Archer's wedding? } our hearts, and becomes, to us, wonderfully like 

Why I'm astonished!” other mortals. Paul, ieyire all alike—these 

**So it would seem,” returned Denning, drily. } women! Just give ’em the chance, and they’ll 

“But, Paul, I don’t understand it. Why, }cut the best fellow in the world, be he poor, for 

what’s come over you, man? Haven’t been?a richer one. For an elegant establishment, 

slighted in the invites, have you?” handsome turnout, a box at the opera, jewels, 
**No, I received an invitation card full three {and ‘loves of bonnets,’ they’ll sell themselves 

days ago.” bodily. Talk about our free born American 

**And do not accept it?” women! they’re no better than Circassian slaves, 
“No.” > half of ’em—there’s this difference, the one is 

‘And why? if I’m not too inquisitive. If i sold, the other sells herself!’? and Fred Nelson, 
you're not present, people will be apt to say, ‘ himself the veriest dandy that walked Broadway, 

‘Denning hasn’t forgotten old scores yet.’ Better after delivering this famous tirade against the 

go.” : ‘gentler sex, leaned his chair back against the 

**¢Old scores!’ pray what do you mean by 3 wall with a wonderfully comical expression of 
that, Nelson?” asked Denning, sharply, but care- : gravity and wisdom on his face. 

lessly twirling his pencil-case about his finger as 7 ‘*Pshaw!” exclaimed the young lawyer, smil- 

if to appear indifferent. ing, ‘‘you overshoot the mark, Nelson. Because 

‘‘Why,’ returned Nelson, with a smile, ‘that this fashionable city belle, Miss Archer, loves 

one Paul Denning, Esq., a rising young lawyer, 3 ‘ wealth the luxuries it will bring her too well 

was the belle’s favored suitor, until, one day, | to share the lot of a poor professional man who 

this Hunter, just returned from California with } has yet his name and fortune to win, it does not 

his pile, appeared on the stage of action—and $ follow that all her sex are swayed by such mer- 

ees 
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then cenary motives. I have more faith in woman 
**And then,” broke in Paul Denning, nervously { than to believe hat!” and his eye grew tender, 

Vou. XXX.—19 : 291 
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and his voice took a sudden thrill, for in thats when Paul Denning, slightly pale, but calm, 

‘hour his heart cried out for one who had been} sought his lodgings that night, he had rooted 

very dear to him in olden days, ** Mary! Mary!” Sout from his heart every vestige of the brief, 

‘Well, well, we won’t quarrel—they aren’t wild love he had cherished for the brilliant and 

worth it. Oh, frailty, thy name is woman!” ; beautiful Mattie Archer. 
eaid Nelson, with good-humored pomposity; and} It was a large and elegant party which, on the 

went on, ‘* The question’s of Mattie Archer’s wed- morrow’s eve, met in the mansion of the mer- 

ding. Now here am I, who at one time, even as 3 chant prince, Mr. Archer, to witness the nup- 

yourself, was dancing attendance upon the lady; tials of his daughter with the wealthy Robert 

and yet, because she didn’t choose to have her } Hunter; but the young lawyer, Paul Denning, 

name engraved on my wedding card, I shall not; was not of the number. In the home of his 

refuse to go and see her render some other man— boyhood, in a pleasant New England village—at 

miserable! Better lay aside all pique, Paul, and the old hearth-stone, beside his mother’s chair, 

accompany me—kiss the bride, and then come } with brothers and sisters around him—he was 

away thankful you’re not noosed,” urged Nelson, } solacing his heart for the wound which it had go 

“No, thank you,” replied Denning, coldly. {lately experienced. 

“Tt is not pique I feel—but I don’t care to go. And it was not known among the guests of 

Besides, I leave the city to-morrow morning, to that brilliant bridal party what a weary heart 
pay a visit to my New England home; thus I beat under the peerless bride’s satin and orange 

have the best of reasons for declining.” } flowers; and how could they foresee the visions 

‘Aha! that’s it, then? You’re off? But have ; which would come to mock her in her luxurious: 
you heard,” said Nelson, as he rose, ‘that old § ‘ home—vyisions of lost happiness following her. 

Archer can hardly keep above board—has met § ; everywhere like haunting spectres? 

with heavy losses of late—and people think the 

fair Mattie had this in view in securing her 

wealthy busband?” 
Yes, I did hear something of the kind. 

Heaven send her happiness! her chances for it 
are small enough though, if she sold herself for} He had wildly loved the beautiful and fasci- 
gold.” nating Mattie Archer; and the city belle, who 

Denning’s words and tones were strangely at } co ounted her admirers by the name of ‘‘legion,” 

variance—the one full of deep feeling, the other ‘had turned, for a time, from them all—and, 
of scorn; while his lip curled with contempt, }awaking to the knowledge that she possessed a 
then quivered as with repressed emotion. ; heart formed for better things than the idle 

Nelson’s hand was on the door. ‘‘Then you're } butterfly life she was leading, had, in her en- 
off in the morning, Paul—and if anybody asks } couragement of the young lawyer, been true to 

me of you I shall say business or pleasure called } her better nature. 
you away?” ; But it was for a brief season only. The life 

“‘Yos, anything, either. I have already sent she had led had made Miss Archer too much of 

‘regrets’ to the bride elect. Good morning!” a coquette to receive exclusively for a length of 

Hardly had Nelson quitted the office, before ; time any man’s attentions; other lovers must 

Denning sprang up, locked the door; and then, ; share her smiles; her better impulses were 
free from all intrusion, a rapid change came over } banished; and though she loved Denning better 

him. than any other on earth, yet her coquetries at 

He nervously paced the floor—the color came $ times almost drove him mad with jealousy. 

and went upon his cheek—and he bit his lips till; Matters stood thus when a new suitor—the 

the blood came. ealthy Mr. Hunter just returned from the El 

‘¢Fool, weak fool that I am, despite my boasts Dorado of modern adventures—appeared in 

of freedom, to think of her thus! Fickle. false $ society, and strove to win the fair belle. And 

coquette, that she is!—but yet,” he continued, {the show and glitter of his almost fabulous 

after a brief pause, “and yet why shonid I, who} wealth, his gay equipage, the dazzle of the 

am myself so unworthy, call Aer false?” and jewels he could bestow upon her, and, still 

drawing from his vest a little locket which } more, the command of her father, who stood on 

encased a sweet pictured face and a tress of the verge of ruin, that she should bring him a 

nut brown hair, he tenderly kissed it, and mur- { son-in-law whose wealth would most effectually 

mured, “Poor Mary!” Savert the impending crisis in his mercantile 

Iiours passed—the struggle was over; gai seer these blinded her to the fact that 

LLL AL 

CHAPTER, II. 

Paut Dennine carried with him to his boy- 
hood home a heart sick and weary. 
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she did not bestow one particle of love where; ‘‘the Butlers give a party to-morrow night, and 

she promised her hand. your worshipful presence is most respectfully 

Not until, in his desperation, Paul Denning } solicited. I shall claim you for my exclusive 

sought her presence and demanded her love, did ' escort.” 

she awake. Then the struggle was wild ands ‘And so, in lieu of 2 more agreeable beau, my 

bitter; and yet, were she free again, she would $ little Lizzy will accept the company of an old 

not betome his, for he was poor! Mer proud, ; bach like me?” and he fondly stroked his pet 

worldly heart conquered; but her lips were } sister’s sunny curls. 

white, which said, ‘Yes, indeed—but I forgot to mention that 
‘*Paul Denning, I am Mr. Hunter’s promised } you will meet there a certain lady who may 

wife. We have been friends—let us remain so $ slightly shake your bachelor sentiments. She 
still, I would not have our friendship broken.” § ‘is an old acquaintance—and one whom I shall 

With a bitter and proud retort that she was not object in the least to receiving as a sister-in- 

‘free as air,” he flung off the white hand, which, ; law,” said Lizzie, archly. 

sparkling with costly gems, was laid appealingly $ ‘An old acquaintance !—pray, who can she 

upon his arm, said, huskily, ‘‘ May the gold for | e?” queried Paul. 

which you sold yourself give you happiness!” ‘Oh, never mind—I prefer to keep you in 

and so they parted—he to his studies again, and { suspense! Meantime, coax your hair into curl, 

she to superintend her bridal trousseau. and trim your incipient moustache, for I want 

No one dreamed how in her bridal hour she} you to look your best on the occasion,” she re- 

took her marriage vows upon her with white § ‘ plied, teazingly, 
: 

lips; while her accusing angel stood by her side} ‘‘ Nay —but, Lizzy, I shall keep you prisoner 
and whispered, , here till you satisfy my curiosity,” and Paul 

‘You have sold yourself to misery!” and her } shut the door and stood with his back against it. 

heart sanctioned it. , Well, then,” and Lizzy pouted—‘ open the 
No one knew how much of suffering Paul door and I'll tell you. You have probably heard 

Denning bore with him to the quietude of his: : of little Mary Derwent?” and she bounded away. 

country home, whither he had fied that he might : A red flush tinged Denning’s cheek and even 

not make one of the group who gathered with } dyed his forehead, and he walked the floor in 

congratulations about the new made bride. ; agitation, 
‘“‘Ttis enough! The spell is broken, and you : ‘Mary here?” he murmured: but why had 

are free!” he had scornfully exclaimed, in — that name power to move him thus, but that its 

moment when she had discarded him; and those ; owner had been, or was still very dear to him? 

words were true. : ‘Oh, don’t look so horrow-stricken, sir law- 

Wad Mattie Archer, ere she took her marriage ; yer,” said Lizzie, putting her curly head through 

yows upon her, repented and pleaded for his love? the half open door, ‘just as if we didn’t know 

again, he would have told her, and truly too, all about your flirtations with this Miss Poole. 

that he felt that love no longer. A feeling akin} You recollect Kate Butler used to visit at Hano- 
to scorn and pity for her who had proved her-! ver, and of course she heard all about your 

self so mercenary swayed him; but though his § ‘college divinity,’ and brought home the news. 
dream of love was over, his heart was aching’ Of course you've corresponded with her ever 

yet, with that suffering which every one expe- since, and intend soon to make her Mrs. Paul 

riences when they become conscious that they ; Denning, Esquire!” and with a light laugh the 

have loved an unworthy object. mischievous little witch was gone. 

And then, heart sick and weary, his thoughts ‘¢And who is Mary Derwent?” I hear asked. 

wandered back into the days of the past, where } Well, good reader mine, she was a gentle, 

the bright sunlight of an earlier and purer affec- ’ hlue- -eyed, brown-haired girl—not beautiful by 

tion flooded his whole being with a rosy light; s any means, but very pretty, graceful, and love- 

the haunting gaze of tender eyes followed him $ able withal—whom he had met in his old days 

reproachfully ; and he knew that even as he had ; of college life at Hanover—and where he had 

acted a falsehood, and wronged the trust of a3 learned other lessons than those his Alma Mater 

gentle heart, he had been met and foiled with 2 taught, and conned a sweeter book—woman’s 

his own weapons, and the punishment which $ heart. 
Mattie Archer’s desertion had caused him was In those days there had been many a May-day 

but just. § ramble through the forests, to gather bouquets 

** Paul,” said his favorite younger sister Lizzy, of the pale pink and white arbutns, purple fox- 

on the morning of the third day of his visit, ‘ glove, and pale anemone—many a long walk, 
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after a long day’s study, beneath the delicious 3 near him—and they should, they must meet! And 

summer moonlight—many a stroll in the autumn } how? Would she, neglected as she had been, 
woods, when receive him with the gentle regard of olden days? 

Hieredaithe Wortherk gale Ors calling her wrongs to memory, would she 
The Summer tresses of the trees are gone, _$ Scorn him as he felt he deserved? His conscience 

I'he woods of Autumn, all around our yale, ’ whispered that he had acted ungenerously, un- 
Have put their glory on’— fairly, madly. 

and, under winter skies, cold, clear as steel, and 3 : The morrow evening came; and in a mowed 

sparkling with burning constellations, there had} apartment they stood side by side. Mary Der- 

been the gay sleigh-ride, and merry singing-? went was slightly pale, but there was no agita- 

school—and in all these had little Mary Derwent tion in her manner; her hand trembled not as it 

been Paul Denning’s companion. i met his; her voice wavered not as she greeted 

There had been many a tender pressure of the j him; her blue-yeined eyelid drooped not, and no 

hand, perchance a stolen kiss, at the gate of her} blush dyed her cheek. 

father’s house; and a new light sparkled in the} She neither avoided or sought his presence, 

gentle Mary’s blue eyes, and a richer bloom and her whole demeanor was calm and com- 
tinted her delicate cheek those days, for she was} posed; she betrayed no sign that they had ever 

taking her first degree in that heart-love which met before, nor once referred to the past. He 

every woman, at some future period of her life, could not fathom it; he knew not that she had 

acquires, \ called her woman’s pride to her aid, and her 

Time passed, and Paul Denning graduated. Seat was forcing back the memories which, 
There was a long walk that starlit August even- spite of herself, would rise before her. 

ing; and though no love-vows were uttered, they The evening passed gayly—-the party was over 

were implied in the long, lingering, tender fare- ; —Lizzie Denning, despite her brother-escort, had 

well; and Mary went to her blissful dreams, and departed homeward with another favored cava- 
he to the eager world strife. lier—and Paul, lingering, found the opportunity 

Three years went by, and they had met but } he so desired, a minute’s conversation with Mary 
twice during that time—once at her home, and Derwent alone in the hall. 

once at the house of a mutual friend where Mary} All his love had revived tenfold; looking upon 

visited, in the city where he was pursuing his | her delicate, gentle face, he wondered how he 

profession, but a correspondence had kept alive § had ever permitted himself to bend at another 

the old regard. > shrine; and by a bold stroke he resolved to win 
When they parted in the city—Mary to return 3 her. 

to her country home—Paul had seized an oppor- § ‘‘Mary, darling! you have nol forgotten the 

tunity to whisper tenderly, ‘‘In spring, Mary, 13 old times?” he said, in a rapid and tender whis- 

shall have completed my profession and estab- § y per as he stood beside her—and he passed his 

lished myself—in spring I shall see you again— : arm caressingly around her, and would have 

then ——” but, though the sentence was un-} touched her white forehead with his lips. 
s 

finished, the loving and trusting girl’s heart} In an instant, like a frightened fawn, but with 

understood what remained unsaid. And happy; tender emotions rippling all over her averted 

dreams came to her as she laid her head upon face, she sprang from his embrace. 

her pillow that night. And how were those’ ‘Mary, one kiss—I beseech!” he exclaimed, 
dreams fulfilled? ; passionately. 

Alas, for Paul Denning’s vows! The meek-$ ‘I cannot!” she replied. 

eyed spring came and passed—hot, panting sum- : ‘*By the memory of our old friendship!” 
mer died in the embrace of stalwart nakanni ‘For that very reason I ought not!” she said, 
winter was born, grew old and hoary, and wove } tremblingly. 

a shroud of snows to lie down and die in—and 3 ee our old Jove!” he pleaded. 

still he came not. Poor Mary Derwent! **No! that could not have been love which 
And all the while the forgetful lover was} was so easily transferred to another,” she replied, 

basking in the smiles of the city belle, with proudly. 

neyer a thought for her who had so counted} Denning’s cheek flushed. 
upon his words and promises—until in that hour ‘‘Listen, Mary. I have played the fool—the 
when the new love, mocking, fled—and then his $ villain—but you alone are dear to me now. Hear 
heart stretched forth its tendrils for the old. > me, I beseech of you.” 

And there, where his gay sister left him, Paul} ‘Your vows have been spoken to another too 

Denning stood long silent. Mary Derwent wens lately for me to hear them now. Paul, Paul, I 

ak 
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Will not reproach you, but I cannot listen!” and ; often in society—they talked, sang, and danced 

in another instant he was alone. } together—the fair widow even sought his pre- 

sence, and hesitated not to manifest great plea- 
>sure whenever he was by her side; yet vainly 

‘did she strive again to weave about bis heart 

‘the meshes wherewith she had first entangled 
him. He was coldly polite—nothing more. 

MAAS 

CHAPTER III. 

Five years had fled into the sea of eternity, ¢ 

and brought many changes on their wings. Paul 

Denning had attained eminence in his profes-} One day it was told him that Mary Derwent 

sion; in all the city there was no lawyer who {was in the city, near him. Everybody was 

made a better plea, whose counsel was more ‘ lavishing praises on her—in society she was 

sought after among hundreds of legal practi- ‘ sought and caressed—her name was breathed 

tioners. by the literary world, and his own lips repeated 

And as yet he was unmarried; his profession } it tenderly but sadly. But they were separated, 
was his only mistress. No woman’s eye beamed } how widely now! 

for him—no lip lured or song charmed him—the Once again they met. It was in the crowded 

blandishments of beauty had failed to captivate— } drawing-room of Mrs. Hunter’s elegant mansion, 

and those last five years had been one unceasing for she never failed to gather at her brilliant 

struggle to forget! , soirees the choicest wits and deepest ‘blues’ of 

Mattie Hunter was a widow. Ter husband § the literati—the fairest ladies and most gallant 

had met a sudden death in the third year of 3 gentlemen of the beau monde. 

their marriage; and it cannot be supposed that’ They met, and were introduced as strangers; 

he was very deeply mourned by her who had sand the old-time lover was but one among the 

wedded him for his wealth. Still young and throng who listened, spell-bound, to the conver- 

beautiful, and fascinating as in the early days § {sation of the gifted young authoress. No longer 

of her belle-hood, after her period of mourning $ was she a shrinking, diffident girl, but a self- 

had expired, the gay widow took her old station § possessed, refined, gultevatad: though unassum- 
as the acknowledged leader of fashion—and her 3 ing woman. 

luxurious home was the scene of many a bril-$ Though, since her first love-dream, no other ‘ 

liant gathering, where youth, beauty, and their ‘had lighted her heart, her life had not been all 

train of attendant admirers met. ‘eee because that heart had been desolated 

But to no one had those fiye vanished years ; she had not sat idly down with folded hands and 

brought greater changes than to Mary Derwent. s said, ‘©All is dark and drear in my future. I 

The timid, shrinking, unknown girl, had be- have no aims—no incentives for exertion.” To 

come metamorphosed into a flattered, caressed, ;her life had been real and earnest—she had 

and lauded authoress. wrought, wrought long and well in the mines 

And she had grown very beautiful, withal; for § of thought and imagination, and brought forth 

her blue eye had caught a deeper light, her ¢ polished, shining gems, else never, thus in her 

cheek become tinted with the pink of the rare S early years, had the eager world caught them 

sea-shell, her broad brow singularly intellectual; ; up, exclaiming, ‘‘Behold! they are real and of 

and all this had been wrought by the power of a § great value’’—never thus had the power of her 

rapidly developed genius—it was but the out- ig genius been acknowledged. There had been no 
ward manifestation of that inward gift which : idle days for little Mary Derwent. 

was dowering her whole being with a new glory. And then, so well had she schooled her 

Beautiful thoughts irradiated her face; and all woman’s heart in concealing its emotions, and 

the sweet and hallowed influences which the soul $so calmly did she meet again her okl lover, that 

of the gifted can create, dwelt with her and beau- } ho was deceived. 

tified her life. ‘She loves me no longer. Some one will win 

Paul Denning had read her soul-fraught pro- {and wear, before my very eyes, the pearl I threw 

ductions; had reyelled in the glowing imagery ‘ carelessly away,” and with a sharp pang of re- 

her rainbow-draped fancy had woven into sketch ; gret Paul Denning, weary, sad, and dispirited, 

and form; had, after many a long day devoted 3 left the crowded apartment and wandered into 

to the duties of his profession, again gathered ; the conservatory. 

up the memory of that old love, and bound its; It was silent there. The white moonlight 
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broken pearls around his aching heart. flooded the portico upon which the low windows 

And yet, since that hour when she had re- Sof the conser vatory opened, and gleamed softly 

pulsed him, they had not met. sin upon the flowers, almost subduing by its 

Mattie Hunter was free now. He met her ‘lustre the light of the many colored lamps 
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which burned there. Aromatic plants and In- 

dian exotics filled the air with delicious per- 
fumes; all was balmy and luxurious as the spice 

groves of Southern islands; but with no heed for 

the beauty or fragrance of that flower-wreathed 

bower, Paul Denning leaned his head against a 
pillar and gave himself up to moody thoughts. 

He would have bartered all—his name, the 

honors and wealth his profession were fast 

pouring in upon him—all, could he but haye 

been transported back into the vanished years, 

and once more wander with little Mary Derwent 3 

beneath that August moonlight and under starlit ; 

skies, ; 

The shadow of the past lay heavily on his 

soul; but oh, how vain was regret. 3 

; 

: 

5 

4 
> 

Time passed; he might have been there one 

or two hours—he took no heed of time, until he 

heard the rustle of silken robes and a low sigh 

beside him, and a hand was laid upon his arm. 

He looked down; the hand was small and white, 

and sparkling with diamonds—he turned to the 

owner of that lily hand, her face was magnifi- 

cently beautiful, but it was not the face which 

haunted his thoughts. His hostess stood beside : 

him. 

“Paul!” she murmured, softly. 

‘‘Mrs. Hunter!” he ejaculated, in great sur- 

prise at her appearance there. 

‘Hush! always that cold name. Call me 

Maitie, as in other days—I have called yous 

Paul,” exclaimed the beautiful temptress, her } 
cheek crimsoning with a rich glow, her dark 
eye seeking his. 

‘*Mattie—Mattie!” he murmured, almost ten- 

derly for a moment, while her siren words fell 

on his bewildered senses—then dropping the } 

hand which had slid into his, he continued 

coldly, ‘*No, that name is for me to utter no 

more. Mrs. Hunter, let me conduct you back 

to your guests!” and he politely proffered his 

arm. 
Mattie Hunter drew back scornfully, turned } 

very pale, and then, going up close to him, with } 

rapid waves of passion and tenderness chasing 

each other in quick succession over her face, : 

said, 

‘Paul Denning, you skall hear me! Your 

coldness kills me. I have waited long—long, 

but you would not say what your haughtiness 

compels me now to utter. You may call me 

bold, unwomanly, anything, I care not—I can- 

not help it! I must revoke those words which 

once, in my madness, I uttered to you. Paul, 

Paul, were you to ask me again the question 

you then asked, my answer would be far dif- 

ferent. You understand me, Paul?” and the? 
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passionate woman grasped his Lands tightly and 

gazed into his eyes. 

Denning listened with mingled sensations of 

surprise, scorn, and pity; surprise that the 

worldly woman could feel so deeply, and so far 

subdue her pride as to plead for that affection 

she had once cast from her—scorn for the mer- 

cenary spirit which had swayed her in his re- 

jection—and pity, for he had no love. 

‘*Mrs. Hunter,” and he spoke calmly, ‘this 

is strange language—words I never expected to 

hear from you. Once they would have moved 

me strangely, filled my heart with wild joy; but 

not now. I will not deceive you—lI do not love 

you.” 

With a groan of anguish the humiliated woman 

buried her face in her hands. 

“Scorned, despised, and I have betrayed 
myself! The theme for laughs and jeers—that 

I should so far forget my pride as to plead for a 

love which is denied me!” 

‘‘Nay, not so!” said Denning, gently, kindly, 

for his heart was touched. ‘Your secret shall 

xemain locked in my keeping as safely as if it 

had never been spoken. I too have nothing to 

boast over, to glory in, The memory of this 

interview let us bury in the past; let us be 

friends. Mrs. Hunter, I give you my hand on 
it.” 

She seized the proffered hand, covered it with 

tearful kissess, then turned away. Again she 

came back, and looking earnestly into his face, 

said in a low voice, quivering with intense emo- 

tion, 

‘*Paul Denning, you are the soul of honor! I 

do not deserve your love, nor even your kind- 

ness, since it was my own pride which ruined 

my happiness. I go again to the world—to that 

hollow world of fashion and gaiety for which I 

periled my peace—yet, ere I go thither, tell me, 
do you love another?” 

Trembling, and awaiting his reply, as though 

her very existence hung upon it, she clung to 

his arm. 

There was a long, long pause. Should he tell 

her all—of that earliest, best love which was 

neglected when her fascinations held his heart 

in thrall, but, when the spell was over, had 

claimed him to his old allegiance?—and how, 

even then, his heart kept a sad, despairing vigtl 

at the altar whose shrine was broken, and whose 

fire his own hand had quenched? Could he re- 

veal all? 

After a little the struggle was over; he re- 

peated the story of his olden love; and when he 

said, by way of conclusion, ‘‘I know not if my 

memory is cherished now with the slightest 
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regard—but this much I do know, I shall never : ‘such a cry as a heart can give which has loved 

love any other on earth than her whom in yonder ; and suffered, and is suddenly made strong again 

room I met to-night as a stranger.” When he —when they heard that cry, and turned to where 

had ended, the miserable woman beside him only } she sat pallid with excess of happiness, then 

bowed her head and murmured, _} Paul Denning and Mrs. Hunter knew that old 

‘‘May heaven pity us both, Paul Denning!” ‘ love had not been in vain! 

They saw not then—they had not seen all} Kor Mary Derwent stood close beside him! 

the while—the figure of a weary woman, who,’ And then the once proud, but now humbled 

weakened by the glare and pressure of the { Mattie Iiunter, with a generous impulse, took 

crowded rooms, and the combat between awak-{ the hand of the pale trembler, and joining it 

ened love and pride going on in her own heart, } with Paul Denning’s, and speaking no word, left 

had stolen away to the quiet of the flower-room ; them thus. 

before her hostess had entered there, and who That mute union did for the estranged lovers 

now sat trembling on a couch in a little con-; what years of pride and coldness could not have 

cealed alcove; nor could they mark the alternate } done. 

shades of despair, hope, joy, which went over} There were two hearts that night which min- 

her white face like ripples over still water, when } gled in one silent stream of love and happiness; 

Paul Denning’s words fell on her ears. and one, a sorrow-freighted barque, which sailed 

But when the transition from doubt to perfect } forth in cold and hollow pomp upon the sea of 

faith was once more gained, and she uttered a worldly pride and fashion—and through all time 

quick, convulsive, glad ery of joy—such a cry } still glided on, oh! how utterly desolate and 

as the bird gives when he bursts his prison} alone. The coquette had received her punish- 

cage—such a ery as the glad waters send up } } ment. 

when they gush through the foaming outlet—: 
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th NEBDETH, A GUIDING STAR” 

BY MARION LEE BROWNE. 

Hr needeth a guiding star; Ile needeth a guiding star; 

For the life-path seems weary and cold, One bright one hath risen and set, 

B’en in youth’s morning hours, But the meteor gleam, 

To him who gathers no flowers Of its ’wilderS¢ beam, 

Of pleasant thought from some dear home-fold. But taught the wild wish to forget. 

Ile needeth a guiding star; 

But the Father’s All-seeing eye 
Will read not as we, 

Who so blindly see, 

And know not the record on High. 

He nevdeth a guiding star; 
We may not judge tho’ his footsteps stray, 

While silent shadows creep 

O'er the graves where dear hope’s sleep, 

For he treadeth alone a weary way. PLL LP LL OPP LPP COD PLP AL IAD 

MY MENTE, O. 

BY MRS. ANNA BACHE. 

To pass the Kelpie’s Linn at night, 

They tell me is uncanny, 0; 

But what care I for ghaist or sprite, 

I gang to meet my Menie, 0. 

Though bogles flit through ilka dell, 

When a’ was smooth an’ sunny, 0; Lhough witch an’ warlock ban me, O, 

The world may change, but I’ll be trac— For me there shines a guardian spell, 

“Wha could be fause to Menie, 0? In thy blue een, my Menie, 0. 

I've daunered lang aboot the brae, 
I’ve watched frae noon till gloaming, 0; 

Till Menie comes, I canna gae, 

Though midnight find me waming, O. 

T looed ye weel, my bonnie doo, 
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ELIZA ANDERSON. 

BY ALICE CARY. 

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 245, 

Oxr glance he gave her, which to her appeared the breakfast was removed without his having 
made up of pity and contempt, and without one } tasted it. Pulling his hat over his eyes, he was 
word went away from the house. If her little about leaving the house, when Eliza drew him 
deception had not been discovered, she could have} back and demanded authoritatively where he 
borne herself very proudly toward the master, } was going. ‘At the tavern to buy my break- 
but now she was humiliated, not only in his esti- fast,’”’ he said. 
mation, but her own. She was angry with him, “No, you shall not,” she said, and forcing 
with the blacksmith, with George, and with vee him to sit down, she sat by him and repeated to 
self. Yet for a good while she would not give} him the sacrifices she had all her life made for 
up even to herself, but sat sipping coffee and} him, “and what, after all, is the result?” she 
eating dry bread, as if nothing disturbed her in ; Said, ‘why the more I do the more I may, and 
the least, but all the while the bitter tears kept? the less you care for me!” and secing that he 
rising and filling her eyes, for she would not! was grinning in his hat, she told him that she 
wipe them away. One moment she thought she} knew somebody who could make him mind, thus 
did not care for what had happened, and that § owning to his face, like a weak, foolish, loving 
she had a right to work in the garden, and was ; woman, that she had no power over him. 
not obliged to tell the master of it either, as she ¢ * Well, Madam Rodwick,” he said, coolly, 
knew of, and that if he had ever given George ’ when she had exhausted all epithets of threat 
credit for anything, she would not have tried to sand entreaty, and tenderness and reproach, ‘if 
deceive him, and at any rate, what she did was ‘ you have concluded your sermon I’ll go and get 
nothing to him; he had no authority over either } my breakfast.” 
of them, she was glad of that. But under all “You will go to work in the garden!” said the 
this bolstering, which she heaped up under her sister, ‘that is what you will do!” and straight 
failing heart, she felt sorry and ashamed and} way she fell down to entreaty, and with tears knew that the master was in the right, that he $ recounted the money she had paid for spade and 
was a strict disciplinarian, and that in some sort hoe and seeds, and how illy she could afford it, 
he was entitled to some authority over George, and how she had hoped, and how she still hoped at least. He had lived in the house with them ; that he was going to be a good boy, a help and 
always, had been their teacher, and since her: comfort to her. 
father’s death their friend and guardian. George } “‘Well, I shan’t mind old Casper, anyhow,” 
was a bad, idle boy, she knew, and ran away said the boy, at length: and it was finally set- from school when he chose, and she knew too tled that he would go to work in the garden, and that he required a severe master, and if Mr.’ that she would prepare him a nice, warm break- Rodwick had softened matters a little she would $ fast. A few shovel’s of earth he moved from one not have cared—but he was not the man to dis- : place to another, but there was really no work guise plain truth—as far as he saw he saw done, and Eliza saw there was none done when clearly, and made others see clearly too. she called him to the second breakfast. She But when it was all turned over and over, ; was completely discouraged and broken down Eliza was angry with him more than with George, ‘now, and told George so, and seeing that he angry, because he knew the truth, and angry be- ; heeded nothing, she buried her face in her hands cause the truth was the truth—in some way his$ and fell to crying. She did not know as she knowledge of facts made the facts, she thought. would ever do anything again, she said, and in- And all the while she was turning things about, § deed she felt little courage to go to work. George and yet not reconciled to herself, nor to the mas-$ would not help her, and she was tired of working ter, nor to George, he sent sullenly away from : alone. 
the table biting his finger-nails, and awaiting to “Tt was too hot now, to work in the garden,” be coaxed to eat. ‘he replied, “and too late to go to school,”’ and For once there was no coaxing for him, and ; so he sauntered away, his sister saying, as he 298 
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went, ‘‘She did not know as she cared where he} the rough ground. He would not be persuaded 

went, nor what became of him.” to have his face washed, and his clothes brushed, 

It was noon before she knew it, and the mas- nor would he sit down or go to bed, nor do any 

ter came home, and there was no dinner pre- ; thing else, but swear that in spite of old Casper 

pared; and the tailor called for some promised } or his old sister he would go back to the tavern, 

work, and Eliza had been crying all day, and it he had enough good friends there. 

was not ready. He was disappointed, vexed,} Casper had returned to his book, and not till 

and said if she could not heep her engagements } : S Bliza begged him to interfere, did he speak one 

he would find somebody that would. \ word, or seem to notice what was passing, but 

The master saw how it all was—that George } he no sooner laid his hand on the boy, and spoke 

was the beginning of trouble, and that Eliza}a few words in his quiet, determined manner, 

herself was not a little to blame, and if he had } than he ceased to offer resistance, and was led 

said anything, he would have said what he } s away to bed without more ado. 

thought, but she asked for neither advice nor When the supper was eaten Casper would have 

sympathy; and having told her she need prepare } : gone, but Eliza said, ‘*No, I want to talk about 

no dinner for him, he returned to the school- 3 ; \ George.” 

house and its duties, and as usual maintained } ‘Very well,” he said, seating himself, ‘*what 

a calm and quiet demeanor, however much he } have you to say?” 

might have been troubled at heart. Eliza knew not what to say—she knew that 
When the school was done with, he did not}she was troubled and tormented, that George 

return home at once as was his custom, but { was idle enough and unpromising enough, but 

opening his grammar, remained at the window } that she loved him after all, and could not bear 

as long as he could see, and till after that. that he should be compelled to right ways by 

All day George had not been seen nor heard any one but herself. This was the amount of 
of—and all day Eliza had done nothing but ery $ all she could say. 

and fret; but when night came, and a messenger’ A clear, practical, common sense view of 

with it to say he was lying on the ground, a little } things the schoolmaster took. He loved Eliza, 

way out of town, drunken as he could be, she }and he said so, he admired all that was good 

began to see how much less to blame the school-} and discreet and womanly in her, and he said 
master had been than she had tried to believe. a : he did not love George, and he disliked and 

From her heart she wished he would come, baa tated of her wavering and compromising 
but though suffering most intensely she would course with him. IIe had no great hopes of him 

not seek him, nor would she allow him to know at the best, nevertheless he could bring him 

her wretchedness when he should come, so she } under subjection in some way, if Eliza would 
resolved, But all her proud resolves would not $ give him the right to do so. 

do. He came at last in the same calm, confi-} He told her what his fortunes were, and what 

dent way he always came, and with some com- his prospects were, without exaggeration or de- 

mon words, meant to show that all was right, 3 : pr eciation; he numbered his years, every one of 

and that he felt as usual, opened his book to : them up before her, and her own, which were 

await the supper, which he saw no indication of. § not half so many, and then he said that all he 

‘Mr. Rodwick,” she said, directly, in a voice } was, and all he had, and all he could do, which 

OOOO LO LO, LLL LLL LOGI, PLL LLL Lh ht 

that trembled in spite of herself. , was not much, were hers to accept if she would, 

«Yes, what is it?” he answered, without look- § but with the understanding that George should 

ing from his book. * be subject to his authority. 
It was very hard and very humiliating to tell Eliza reminded him of her promise to her dead 

him what it was, but her love for George, and } father: how could she break that and be at peace 

the fear that he might be run over where he lay, $ with herself? and, moreover, he admitted that 

overcame the last remnant of her pride, and ‘he did not love George, and how could she hope 

hiding her face, she sobbed out her sad confes- § the boy would be made any better by him? The 

sion and appeal. ‘ > schoolmaster argued that if she were willing to 

He did not say, ‘*I knew it would be so,” nor 3 : trust herself with him, it was natural that she 

“You are all to pisme :”? he only said, ‘*Don’t & : ‘should be willing to trust the management of 

cry, Lidy—don't cry,” and putting down Bede brother: and as for the sacred promise she 

book, hurried away. In half an hour he came } laid so much stress on, it was a bad promise ex- 

back, and George with him, staggering and s acted by a bad father, and better broken than 

swearing, his clothes soiled and his face dirty— § « kept. And now, he concluded, with the calm- 

bleeding at one side where he had fallen against ‘ness of a third party summing up evidence, 
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“You have all the facts before you—look at { shavings before the cooper’s shop and slept away 

another hour; another was passed in shaving 

hoop-poles and piling staves, and then the school 

was dismissed, and joining the other boys the 

truant went home. 

With a good deal of coaxing, and hiring, and 

scolding, and some wholesome fear of the master, 

the garden was at last planted, but Eliza, though 

she tried to conceal it, had done most of the 

work, and all the while George had only gone 

then and decide as your conscience dictates,” 
The facts were unpleasant ones, some of them, 

and Eliza did not like to look them in the face 

—she did not like to say definitely what she 
would do nor when she would do it. When 

George was older and provided for, or capable 

of providing for himself, their lives should be 

joined and flow through all fortune in a senti- 

mental sunshine. All of which to the school- 

master was nothing bat moonshine. With it he 3 to school when he chose. 

was not contented—he wished to see the ground} One day he told his sister he knew a little boy 

he stood upon, whatever it was, aud finally, when § : who had made ten dollars the last year by selling 

they separated, it had been agreed that when- eggs, and if she would buy a hen and a dozen 

ever George should be provided for they should chickens, oh, he would be the best boy in the 

be married; and that during school hours he : world, and do everything she desired. He knew 

should be ariites the master’s control, and at$ ‘where ho could get them if he only had two 
other times Eliza’s will should be his law. « § dollars! 

Neither was satisfied with this arrangement, Of course Eliza gave the money. She would 

for both foresaw it would result badly in the {work a little later every night and soon earn it, 

beginning. Sand of course she told Casper about it, and in- 

3 sisted that he should see in it great speculative 

CHAPTER: III. S ability on the part of George, but he could only 

Tne breakfast to Eliza was a pleasant one. $see that she had thrown away her money, and 

George had been working in the garden for two said so, which displeased her, of course, and 

hours, he said, and should have half the seeds § there was an interval of estrangement. 

in the ground before dinner. The seeds were soon mostly picked out of the 

; 

| 
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Eliza was greatly elated, and saw the fulfil- ¢ garden beds, and the beds scratched level with 

ment of her best hopes speedily coming. Shes the paths, and then the mother hen came daily 

could not praise him enough, and she could not § home from travelling through the weeds, or from 

help thinking the schoolmaster a little ungener- ¢ some neighbor’s garden with a broken legged 

ous in accepting what seemed to her a wonderful § chicken, or with a diminished number, till finally 

performance, as a matter of course. she drowned herself in trying to rescne the last 

‘Don’t you think, Casper,” she said, at last, 3 one from a pail of milk, and so ended the garden 
determined to force some praise from him, ‘that § and the chicken speculation. 

George is a pretty good boy, after all?” ; George now professed himself inclined to re- 

She had better not have asked it. He had$turn to school. He believed he would be a 

simply done his duty, Casper said, but the mo- s teacher after aull—Eliza concluded his strongest 

tive seemed to him questionable. It was partly $ bent was toward learning, and he went to school. 

the result of shame, and partly an effort to buy? But his zeal soon abated—he liked work better 

off punishment. As soon as George betrayed in- $—the cooper would pay him four shillings per 

dications of any thorough reformation, he shouid ¢ day; and packing his books he went to work 
be glad to acknowledge it. {with the cooper. Eliza was telling the master 

Pretty industriously for half a day Soe well he was doing, when he came in with 
kept at work, and with the assistance of Eliza $one hand bandaged and bleeding—he had cut 

part of the seeds were got into the ground, and 3 off two fingers! 

when at noon he related his achievement to Cas- 3 In the course of a few months the wound was 

per, she made no mention of the hand she had healed, but he should never be able to work, and 

lent. $ one day, about the middle of the afternoon, found 

‘‘Now you are to go to school,” she said, when 3 : him in school. He soon told his sister he could 

the dinner was past; but George replied that he Snot learn—‘‘old Casper” could not teach him 

was too tired, and could rot learn if he did. ‘ anything Perhaps it would be the very making 

With much coaxing and many promises, he was 3 of him to send him to the academy three miles 

induced to set out at last: but one excuse for? away. George would walk the distance, the ex- 

loitering offered itself after another, and finally } ercise would be beneficial, and she must manage 

at the pond he stopt, and having petted the { some way, she hardly knew how, to pay for 

geese for an hour, he stretched himself in the ‘it. His old hat would not do to wear to the 

*/ 
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academy, he must have a new one—his old coat \ more. She was almost resolved to approach the 

would not do, the tailor would furnish one, and § matter herself. George should be kept at school 

Eliza would sew for it. At last arrangements 3 whether he would or not—she would tell Casper 

were concluded, and he went to the academy. so that night. She arose with the resolution and 

He soon discovered the walk was too long, it so 5 looked toward the school-house, and there came 

overcame him that he could not study. He knew } George, running crookedly home, his eyes blind 

of a horse he could hire to ride for a trifle, and $ with tears, and holding up the crippled hand as 

the horse was hired and George rode to school, } if it had been mutilated anew. 

and liza worked later into the night and earlier ‘The master had struck his poor hand with a 

in the morning. She had never been so hopeful— § rule,” he said, ‘‘and all for laughing because he 

he would be able to teach in the academy after § saw him kiss Sophie Swain, and not because he 

awhile, and all her troubles past. If he had the § s did anything wrong.” 

time for books, he said, that was consumed in 3 There was a quick revulsion of sympathies 
riding to and from school, and then if he could $ ‘ and resolves on the part of Eliza. Sophie Swain 

have a room and study as the other boys did, of ; was a pretty girl of sixteen, the daughter of the 

evenings, he should get on twice as well. So the 3 richest man in town. She saw plainly enough 

horse was given up. It took almost as much to § now why Casper said nothing about marriage, 

pay for riding as to hire board, Eliza said, and and she thought it was too bad that he should 

George was provided with board and lodging at: take to abusing her poor brother as well as her- 

the academy, and patiently she toiled on. > self on account of his charmer. As long as she 

The days were the happiest now she had ever } lived he should not be maltreated in that way, 

seen. Casper was all loving kindness when the that he shouldn’t. 
boy was out of his sight; they would be so} All this and more, Eliza resolyed she would 

happy, and her toils would all be over before 3 say, and all this and more she did say in tones 

long—she was telling him so, and he listening ° of no measured mildness. Of course she did not 
in half credulous delight, for what lover has not § care how often he kissed Sophie Swain, nor how 

some fuith in his mistress, when George, books ; soon he married her, if he wanted to. She was 

and bundles and all, strode into the house, and 3 sure she would not stand in his way if she could, 

a great chilly, black shadow came in with him. 3 and she knew very well that she could not: Cas- 

He did not like the boys at the academy, nor} per had ceased to feel even the commonest inte- 

the teachers, nor anything about. He could not} ‘yest in her. But one thing she would and could 

eat at his boarding-house—he was sick with all, } do—she would prevent him from beating poor 
and believed he was going to die; and Eliza be- 3 George to death. 

lieved he was sick, and feared he would die; but? When she had exhausted all epithets of re- 
the master neither believed the one nor feared? proach and denunciation, and was still from 

the other, and so the old estrangement came sheer prostration, the master replied in his per- 
again. * fectly quiet and self-possessed way, which to 

When the youth professed himself well he went § Eliza was especially provoking, that it was true 

to work with the tailor, but did not like it, and as George said. He had kissed Sophie Swain, 
so was home for awhile; then he went with the that he could not be blind to her beauty, and 

blacksmith, but that was too hard; then he was { she seemed not averse to his acknowledgment of 

home, for awhile, helping her, Eliza said; then; it. He had made no love to her, and did not 

he went into the store, grew tired and was home $ propose to if Eliza would grant him the happi- 

for awhile, helping Eliza again. ness of continuing his suit, or rather if she would 

All she could do she was a good deal dis-} be reasonable and terminate it in marriage, this 

couraged now, and a good deal in debt. She? he professed himself willing, nay, anxious to 

was growing old faster than years made her} conclude at once. Not only his heart but his 

grow old; the rose died in her cheek, and her} judgment, he said, sanctioned the proposal he 

eyes lost their lustre—even the master did not } had made her. 

praise them any more, and this made her sadder “Tt was true he had struck George,” he 
than all. said, ‘*but not injuriously, and Eliza should 

Suddenly George formed the resolution of } have sense enough to know it. And besides, the 

going to school again. He believed ‘‘old Cas- $ youth merited twice as much as he had received. 
per’ was a pretty good teacher, after all. It was the first time he ever used the liberty 

Eliza began to think she would not allow Cas- : herself bestowed on him, and he insisted that 

per the right to control him now, by becoming § then and there their relations should be defi- 

his wife, but he did not urge the marriage any ’ nitely settled.” 
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In all he said he neither elevated nor lowered CHAPTER IV, 
his voice in the least. If he saw Eliza’s tears,he} Yrans ago all this happened, and what cither 
did not seem to see them, nor did he once touch $ } party, or both have suffered, only themselves 
her hand, nor move one inch toward her, but know. The same house, shabbier than it used 
having concluded what he had go say awaited $ : to be, with the one uncurtained window toward 
her answer, snapping the blade of his pen- -knife } the street, is standing yet. Sometimes in the 
backward and forward, and not even lifting his evening twilight you will see there a plain, pale 
eyes toward her. 2 woman with grey hair, sewing by the last light. 

The conduct was certainly badly calculated to : She does not smile, nor look as if she had smiled 
make a passionate woman reasonable. for many years, or ever would again. Often 

Checking her tears in very anger, she told him 3 three bright, laughing children go in at the gate 
he was a strange lover. He replied that he had with parcels of sewing, and they climb over her 
a strange mistress, and besides she must remem- { chair and kiss her, and wonder why she is not 
ber he was not a passionate boy. Eliza begged $ gay and laughing like their mother; and when 
his pardon. She had, for the moment, forgotten } they go away, they are sure to leave more money ° 
that only his judgment sanctioned his proposal 3 than she has earned, behind them: they are Cas- 
to her, and that his heart was averse to it—in- } ; per’s children, and the woman is Eliza Anderson. 
terested, dowbtless, ina much younger and hand- Sometimes you will see there a ragged, 
somer person. ; wretched man, lame in the right leg, and with 

“Tf you will make gratuitous interpretations, one arm off at the elbow—his face has in it a 
you must make them,” said the master, his lip look of habitual suffering, of bafiied and pur- 
curling slightly, ‘*but L have no replies for them.” ; poseless suffering, as if ‘all the world was set 

Eliza insisted that she had interpreted his { against him, and he could not help it: and that 
words legitimately, and that for her part she {is George. 
saw no reason why he should drag his judgment { Sometimes in the night, when all is dark and 
in at all. To which he replied most provokingly, } still, a white-haired man leans over the broken 
that he feared his judgment had been dragged } ‘gate, forgetting the white wall of his own gar- 
forward less than it should have been! : : den, and all the roses that are in it, and the 

There were some more words, as angry and pretty children that are smiling in their dream- 
unreasonable as they could be on one side, and { ing: and even the wife, gone to sleep too, in the 
most severely reasonable and concise on the ‘calm, not to say indifferent confidence, that he 
other. When they parted, it was with the de-$ will take care of himself, and come home when 
claration, on the part of Eliza, that Mr. Rod- he gets ready. Te leans there a long while, 
wick was free to use his judgment as he liked, 3 » } thinking, not of what is, but of what might have 
for the future, it was nothing to her. And when been, and wondering whether eternity will make 
he had asked if he might not hope for leniency, ; whole the broken blessings of time. That is 
she had said, ‘*No!” Casper, to be sure—who else should it be? 

MEMORIES. 

BY MARY H. LUOY, 

Our life barques floated together, 

Awhile o’er a sun-lighted sea; 

sub we parted, and here in the glouoming 

Tam dreaming alone of thee! 

The white wings of Hope were folded, 

Long time o’er my desolate soul, 

And my steps ure ever faltering, 

Shall I some time reach the goal? 

We parted in silent sadness, 

We parted to meet no more, 

Save at last our fect find resting 

On the distant Heaven shore! 

Then again am IT lost in dreaming, 

Of the days of “Auld Lang Syne;” 

And T ask if this restless longing 

Comes e’er to that heart of thine? 

Around me the wild winds are moaning, 

Dull storm clouds banner the sky; 

And my heart keeps time in its beating 

To the sea-gull’s solemn ery! 

I am sitting alone by the sea-side, 

And the sobbing winds go by; 

And my heart is beating echoes 

To the sea-gull’s lonely cry! PDP PL PALL OL OL PLE POL POO IEA LAPD AOE POPOL EPL 



MILES SELWYN. 

BY HETTY HOLYOKE, 

Iv was spring, and the world was one glory | the very chains and arches where his father had 
of light and freshness and growth. The lawns woven them before the heir of Selwyn House was 

had unrolled their rich, soft emerald, the poorest ? born, and to watch the same masses of shade and 

bush or the scraggiest tree was tipped with rosy § gushes of sunshine which had been of old, and 
blossoms, or crimson or pale green leaves; robins ‘ which seemed now to keep about him the kindred 

and sparrows were giving place to yellow-birds ; who had designed and enjoyed, and passed away 

and orioles; the meadows were a mosaic of wild- ; from amidst them long ago. 

flowers, above which bees were murmuring their} What the exterior of the house promised, its 

symphony—the great world’s symphony in a3} interior abundantly fulfilled: solidity, splendor, 

lower key, with ‘‘work to live” for its refrain. {and luxury did not wholly banish simplicity and 

“But my ovp life moves to statelier yet | grace; there were stutues fit to be worshipped, 

sweeter music,” said George Selwyn, as he pictures over which artists had spent their lives, 

lounged dreaming over an unopened book on} conservatories that brought the tropics into 

the piazza of his home. : \ January and made summer perennial. Nor did 

And truly, Miles had suitable accessories, if $ ’ Selwy n House want the softening and finish of 

he wished to make music out of his life; for he } upholstery, and more important still, that air 

possessed an old and honorable name, a fortune, ; of freedom and repose which a palace needs no 

talents, and refinement; a mind large enough to 3 less than a cottage—possessing which, a cottage 

apprehend what is great and noble, and delicate {is worth a city of palaces without. 

enough to detect and appreciate what is finished ; Tho widowed mother of Miles Selwyn was a 
and beautiful in its most minute details. serene and gentle woman, only awaiting transla- 

The Selwyn estate stretched so fur and wide, § tion, her children thought: a saint visible stiil 

that its young heir literally owned the landscape, § on this side of the veil, but living far beyond. 
and had neither to dread nor thank any neighbor ; Then Miles had a sister such as any young man 

for destroying or enhancing its beauty. There } would delight in owning, accomplished, graceful, 

was, indeed, just out of sight of the mansion, a ! independent, proud and gay. He had nothing to 

populous but peaceful neighborhood, a massive improve, no one to reprove; hie had resources 

edifice which covered acres of ground, and was ; enough within, that he did not feel the need of 

thronged with Selwyns; yet as they did not books, and therefore enjoyed the light of the 

walk by night or day, Miles looked compla- {great lamp of learning without becoming its 

cently at the key which was turned upon them slave. Miles had nothing left except to fall 

all, and reflected that he had inherited their $3 in loye, an occupation which he pursued with 

honors and yirtues, as well as their estates. : diligence; he loved all fair women a little, each 

For Miles had not a single fault, and that was one intensely for awhile, and tired of each and 

his misfortune; he had not character enough to 3 all in the end, not from fastidiousness or misan- 

possess a fault, his attributes were like a heap § thropy, but because he had no character. 

of jewels which by some freak of late could} ‘I wonder if anything is as wearisome as 

never be set; pearls and diamonds if you will, 3 perfection?” thought Gertrude Selwyn, as she 

but unconnected and more uscless thun the : stood by her window and watched the rose- 

poorest pebbles, and even more liable to become § streaked petals fluttering downward from the 

sullied and lost in the dust of life. sf * apple- trees, and drifting on like flocks of merry 

Selwyn House could hardly be improved: it ; butterflies. ‘‘I wonder if these old trees, and 

was spacious and elegant, carefully finished as } ‘the lilacs with all their budding tips, and the 

well as massively proportioned; it was a monu- $ S violets with all their dewy blossoms, ever grow 

ment to the taste, liberality, and wealth of his $ sas tired of life as we mortals? Ah, for some 

ancestors, Miles loved it for their sakes, and \ slandering sinner, some faithless lover, some 

would not remove a stone from its pillared § ° fault or mistake or misfortune about which to 

piazzas, nor an ornament from its spiring tur- be indignant, or to grieve, what is so unromantic 

rets; he chose rather to weave his vines around § $as happiness? It is partly Miles’ a and he 
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shall suffer for it: I will awaken him from some 

rapturous dream about the last and best beloved, 

how vexed and yet how civil he will be, my per- 

fection of brothers!” 
There was no want of character in Gertrude, 

what she undertook was accomplished, were it 

the finding of a shred of silk, and whether the 

effort needed were to lift a book or set a town in 

commotion; so upon mischeivous thoughts in- 

tent, the maiden wandered from room to room, 

until she alighted upon the piazza where stood 

her brother, fauning himself with a branch of 
wavy blossoms, 

“Oh, Gertrude, look at my flowers, you have 
come just in season to admire them. I only 

escaped laying down my life in gathering this 

trophy, such a leap as it cost!” 

‘And what was more for you, it cost the effort 

of leaving your seat; I was witness to that, and 

indulged in due surprise on the oceasion. But 

the flowers are perfect as if they had grown to 

enchanted music, had drooped over some bower 
in Fairy Land.’ , 

‘‘You are wise, my sister, to preserve such 

simple tastes. Fasten the flowers in your hair, 

there are no such ornaments for a young girl, 

especially in spring, the most girlish season of 

the year, and in the presence of ‘fair May, the 

‘fairest maid on ground;’ you maidens should 

have tact enough to dress yourselves as her 

nymphs, and so partake in the triumph of 
your gentle queen.” 

‘*Very fine, Master Miles. And now to 

¢ pavement of their piazza conversing thus, May 
Greaves and her mother stood on the mossy 

path which led to a cottage-door, discussing 
their humble affairs. May prattled about a 

dance at which all the young village people 

were to meet that afternoon, she named the 

ones whose socicty most attracted her, and 
the prudent mother listened and advised. 

So Jolin Cook has come home again: smile 

your best smiles upon him, May, for he owns all 

the land between the hill-side yonder and the 

church; the woman he marries will be mistress 

of a comfortable house well filled, and think of 

the droves of cattle, the dairy, the forty cows.” 

**And John Cook’s honest heart.” 

**Yes, his heart is good enough; but don’t get 

sentimental, May, I have feared it since Mr, 

? Selwyn took a fancy to talking with you, Ido 

‘not like this falling into brown studies, and 

walking alone where there’s company to be had; 

sighs and dreams will not make a girl's cheeks 

i red, nor start her handsomely in life, so take 

care, May, to look your prettiest this afternoon; 

and never mind Mr. Selwyn, who will forget you 
‘like the flower he picked yesterday. I wonder 
‘if he is to be at the dance.” 
$ “Why should he go??? May said, and blushed 
3 and took her water-pails to fill them at the brook; 

: while her heart asked over again the question, 
. “Will Mr. Selwyn be there?” 

As if in reply to her heart, there came a mes- 
sage from Miles, whose gardener she found ang- 
ling in the brook. Mr. Selwyn had told him if 
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descend, I have 2 curiosity to know for whom $ he chanced to meet May Greaves, he might say 
you gathered this bough. Come! do not read 3 that his master was coming at sunset to try his 
when [ am talking: you would not if I were {own luck in the stream, and wonder if any one 
May Greaves,” and she playfully interposed her $ would be there to rejoice in his success, or con- 
flowers between the book and his eyes. 

‘*Your heart is a polished crystal, May’s a 

dew-drop; how should I treat you alike?” 

“‘And you risked your life—and left your 
seat for ia 

“The dew.” 

‘And changed your mind 

“Oh, because the crystal chanced to look un- 
usually bright.” 

‘How strange it must seem to have such 
an oscillating will. Had I, who am no lover, 

gathered 2 violet for May or any one else, it 

seems to me I would ford torrents and cross 

continents but she should have it.” 

“How uncomfortable it must be to have such 

a rigid will! I keep myself responsible but for 
the passing second, yesterday and to-morrow 
are nothing to me, nor to you if you are wise. 

Refuse to be gnided, even by yourself.” 

As Miles and his sister stood on the marble 

9? 

: 
: 

: 
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sole him in case of failure. Bat do not mind 
his baits,” ended the old man, gravely, ** Mr. 
Selwyn sends such messages to dozens in a day; 
with ladies of his own rank it is all the same, 
no one can please him long, the wind changes 
without consulting the almanac, and no more 
does Master Selwyn’s fancy consult his memo- 
randum-book; so never mind his baits, but take 
John Cook, that you used to like so well, and be 
a handsome, thrifty wife, as your mother was 
before you.” 

But that treacherous heart of May’s whis- 
pered, “Where many have failed, success many 

only be waiting: for the last; and what is John 

Cook to me? let him know that May Greaves is 

not so distressed for lovers that she need go in 
earch of them.” | 

John Cook had meant that afternoon, as they 
should walk home at twilight from the dance, to 
ask May if she would walk with him through 

th 
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life, and so for him make every day like a merry- as the violet. Sophia fell sad, then sick, and 

making with a peaceful twilight close; but May } when she gained her reason after a fever, vowed 

was not there. Many a stout young farmer was } she would sell her great possessions and become 

disappointed because the queen of all the village a nun. Mrs. Selwyn interceded, haughty Ger- 

maidens had suddenly become unsocial or per-$ trude wept; Miles told the whole affair to May, 

verse. May was not there. Sand how he had no peace at home, nor in his 

And the brook rippled along in the moonlight, } conscience if the truth were told, and asked what 

and every sparkle it caught through the boughs} he should do, And May, with as gentle pride as 

above seemed an uninterpreted message from } : any learnt at courts, unclasped the hand he held 

him; and the pleasant sounds of evening seemed $ ‘and said, ‘*Though she loved him, it was not so 

like cadences of his yoice, waiting to be impri-{ wildly that his loss would make her a maniae or 

soned in words, ah, when! There came no foot- : a nun, and Sophia deserved him most.” 

steps on the mossy path that led to the sntions So the village girl gave to the proud Miles his 

door, only the water gurgled, moonlight flickered, $ stainless name again; and to the heiress a right 

and boughs waved, as May sat waiting by the § which she valued beyond her wealth. There 

brook alone, Swas a wedding soon at Selwyn House, and none 
Miles had not intended to disappoint, he had’ of the gay guests knew of the humble, unseen 

only forgotten her. The Selwyns were in their hands which gave away the bridegroom, if not 

piazza again for the evening was warm, and an-} the bride. 

other was with them; one as graceful as Gertrude, Of course Miles grew more weary of the wife 

and even more beautiful, her friend, Sophia Lee. ; Who was tiresome before his wedding day. He 

Miles was enamored, as usual, and could not ad- 3 plunged into politics, leaving Sophia at home in 
mire enough the lady’s gentle pride, her gracious § the midst of her elegance and luxury, to be ad- 

dignity. Here at length was perfection: sim- mired, and enyied, and forlorn. 

plicity acquired not accidental, and, therefore, Politics wearied the heir of the Selwyn honesty 

not to be lost, beauty and sense and earnestness, } sooner than even his wife. He fell in love with 
wealth and rank and pride, what more could any music, then with a musican;: and this last in re- 

man wish? His soul was at Sophia’s feet, he § yenge at being forsaken, poisoned Sophia’s mind 

loved her better that she called forth all which until she laid down pride and love at once, aud 

was best and brightest in his mind—it was part } deserted a man whose only fault was that he had 
of her magic; his wit and wisdom astonished 3 no character. 

even Gertrude, he was transformed to a philo- Mrs. Selwyn died, Gertrude married, Miles 

sopher and poet all at once; and so young, and was blown back from music to politics again; 
noble, and so good, of course Sophia did not and pursued, as a seeker of excitement, what he 
frown. * had once pursued as a philanthropist, he risked 

And of course when the two maidens were} money and lost it, risked and lost again until 

alone together, Gertrude did not allow the bright} there was nothing left except honesty to lose; 

impression to grow dim, but said all the good} the tomb of the Selwyns could not be sold to 
about her brother which Sophia longed to hear. vevintaata him from a dilemma, so honesty VAS- 

Miles was very eager to please, very humble and cillated, he forged money, was detected and ex- 
devoted, and Sophia learned to love him better } posed. 
than all the world. ; John Cook’s farm encroached farther and 

But the wind changed, and so did Master } farther upon the Selwyn estate, until, if the 

Miles his fancy. He went one afternoon to angle ? ig ehosts of Miles’ ancestors could return, they 

in the brook, met May with thinner checks than} would only behold the lights and shadows they 

he remembered, and a sad look in her eyes, read } loved flitting over his wide fields of wheat. John 

her confession in 2 blush, was surprised by such had married a worthy woman and lived happily; 

devotedness, considered that Sophia was not so though he still thought sometimes, with a sigh, 

3 

a 

ingenuons; and then it was so plain that the lady 3 of the gentle beauty he had loved in youth. 

expected to marry him, and his sister wished And May was married, and was in all things 

and planned for it constantly; the young nian$a dutiful wife to the village blacksmith, a man 

saw through them, he did not choose to be com-{ as honest if not as handsome as John Cook. 

passed about with others wishes and expecta- | Miles often met her, on her way to church, with 

tions and plans. And then this gentle May, it: a troop of little Mays avd blacksmiths following 

was refreshing to come back to her; one wearies} her and her trusty spouse; she looked calmly 

of japonicas and passion-flowers, never of violets. into the face of her old admirer, for she was true 

Yet under neglect the japonica wilts as soon ! to the man she had promised to love; but Miles 
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turned aside with a pain at his heart, and wished § graced; yet of summer evenings, while her chil- 
May had been less generous, and he less just. dren played in the church-yard, May has been 

So years passed on, and Miles was forgotten, ¢ seen to kneel alone, as if at prayer, and weep 
gladly forgotten by those whom he had dis-? beside an unnamed grave. 

COME AND SEE MY GARDEN. 

BY ANNA NM. D. MCOOY. 

Comm with me and see my garden, 

Ere the dew has gemmed the flowers; 

How refreshing is their fragrance 
In these pleasant sunset hours! 

Now the bush is crowned with beauty; 
Emblem sweet of perfect love! 

But she, gathered by Death’s angel, 

Blooms more beautiful above. 

O’er the porch the honeysuckle 
Twines its branches, filled with bloom, 

And the sweet syringa blossoms 

To my chamber window come. 

He, who spoke those words inviting, 

“Tet the children come to me,” 

Called her to His home celestial, 

With Mis loved ones e’er to be. 

Multiflora climbs the lattice 

With the morning-glories bright— 

There’s my blush-rose, sweetly perfumed, 

By its sister, robed in white. 

Does she there, I often wonder, 

Wandering amid Heaven's bowers, 

Find, beside the gelden pavements, 

Sweeter that terrestrial flowers? 

But the flower I prize most highly 

Blooms beside the cherry tree, 

On a bush that little Mary, 

Once, my pupil, gave to me, 

By the river, clear as crystal, 

Does the modest violet grow? 

On the radiant, sparkling waters, 

Blooms the lily, white as snow? 

"Tis a rose of perfect fragrance, 

Deeper than the blush its hue; 

Could it be that sweeter floweret 

Ere in Eden’s garden grew? 

Could I sce my angel Mary, 

I, the pupil, then should be, 

She, the instructress, taught by Jesus, 

What blest truths could she teach me! 

It reealls long past June mornings, 

With my school I seem to be, 

As when Mary brought me roses 

Purer than her offering, she. 

The last sunbeams gild the hill-top, 

We must leave these beauteous flowers, 

Blessing God, that those Death gathers, 

Bloom in brighter worlds than ours. 
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BY SYLVIA A. LAWSON: 

And hear thy manly voice, love, 

And know that thou art mine. 

My heart is sad to-night, love, 

And wandering flies to thee, 

Around is mirth and light, love, 

Yet I fain would be with thee. 

With thee in the little bower, love, 

Where the light winds come and go, 

And kiss the opening flower, love, 

With whiter leaves than snow. 

But weary fiy the hours, love, 

Thy form I cannot see, 

And my spirit darkly lies, love, 

When will it brighter be? 

Not till the veil is rent, love, 

And the spirit upward borne, 

Then will vain sighing cease, love, 

And thou be all mine own. 

I fain would lean my head, love, 

In quiet on thy breast, 

Where voice nor lingering tread, love, Mi infall the joxmed 
Could break the hour of rest. Oe ay BE OT RRsON Os 

To fond kearts only given, 

Through all the sunny days, love 

Mine—only mine in Heaven. LOLOL a Te a a se et 

And softly clasp thy hand, love, 

And press my lips to thine, 



“ONLY BELLA; 

OR, THE MINIATURE : 

BY BESSIE BEECHWOOD. 

fashion; I doubt much if ever it was in fashion. 

CHAPTER If. Nor is that its proper sphere. The philosopher 

Ir was a bright summer afternoon, and the } alone sees equal beauties in the grey moth and 

long, French windows of Mrs. Reade’s beautiful golden butterfly. 

villa were thrown open to invite the freer en-{ We can scarcely wonder then to see this young 

trance of the pure air of the Hudson into the : girl in her simple white dress and plainly banded 

large, shaded drawing-room. Readily the zephyr } hair sitting apart, best pleased when by herself, 

accepted the hospitality—who could have refused } even though music and merry voices float to her 

it to such an aristocratic mansion?—and set the } through the open windows. 

snowy drapery coquetting gracefully with the The sun is setting behind the hills, and in his 

green vines without as it swept mischievously dying moments has no longer power to mar with 

; through. his warm kiss the snowy brows of those who 

On the steps of the piazza sata young girl, } have remained within, fearful of his power, and 

leaning her bright brown head against the fresh they are coming forth to look upon him now 

green leaves that twined the tall column, while 3 that he is no longer dangerous. <A young girl, 

a book engaged her attention. The soft breeze attired in all the rich and exquisitely tasteful 

fanned her cheek, and her calm, thoughtful face } appurtenances of a French toilet, whose spark- 

seemed to indicate that the quiet beauty of the ‘ling beauty bears the gay costume with a strik- 

landscape had stolen into her heart, and that she } ing grace, an older lady, whose dress bespeaks 

felt its gentle charm, though her eyes drank not the dowager, and two gentlemen, compose the 

in the rich coloring of the scene. } group. 

She was not beautiful; that is—smile not, As they approach the steps, the present oceu- 

gentle reader, at the qualification of a heroine’s { pant rises quickly and draws more into the 

homeliness—she was not one whose beauty would { shadow of the vines; the gentlemen pause, but 

attract a second glance. No exquisite regularity 3 the ladies proceed, and the younger one care- 

of feature or delicately-tinted complexion, sug- } lessly exclaims, 

gested her as the artist’s or the poet’s ideal. “Oh! never mind, it’s only Bella” 

Rut could ever painter catch the shifting tints; A faint flush rises to Bella’s cheeks, she re- 

of that rich hair, or paint the expression of that $ turns the gentlemen's ceremonious bow with 

calm, blue eye? He might not draw inspiration | quiet grace, and they pass on. 

from its glance, but he would feel the happier ‘‘And who is ‘Bella,’ may I ask?” inquired 

that its kindliness had, for a moment, rested on } ong of the gentlemen, evidently somewhat of a 

him! No, hers was not the style to attract the { stranger, as he and the younger lady strolled on 

eye of the connoisseur, or win the admiration sin advance of the others. 

of the crowd, but one—thank heaven there are{ ‘Why, Bella Reade, my sister!” replied she, 

many such among us, more than the world laughing at his surprise. 

dreams of—to take up its silent abode in a) ‘<Pardon me, Miss Reade, I thought you were 

heart and brighten one life forever after. the only jewel this charming casket enshrined. 

Unhappily in the gay circles, “that most do ; I had never heard of your sister.” 

congregate,’ amid the beauties of nature that: ‘It was a very natural mistake, Mr. Marston,” 

grace the ‘*Rhine of America” under summer’s $ replied the lady, good-humoredly. ‘Bella is 

flowery sway, or amid the beauties of art in 3 odd; she feels that she is not pretty, and cares 

mystical ‘Fifth Avenue,” when winter, as he little for society, so she rarely accompanies us 

glides in his ice-barge from his northern realm ? 1 should die of ennui were I to mope at home as 

along the bright Hudson, shakes the soft flakes { she does! What a pretty picture that little 

from his ermine cloak upon these heights now so } fishing boat makes as the sunbeam rests upon 

green and sombre—that style is sadly out of Sits sail!” 

Vou. XXX.—20 807 : 
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Her evident wish to dismiss the subject vexed CHAPTER IL. 

Marston for a moment, but she looked socharm-% As the dusk deepened, the party who had 

ing in the graceful attitude she had assumed to 3 strolled out upon the terrace returned to tea, 

designate the picture, that he could but admire, 3 and Marston was struck with the pleasing gen- 

and ei eae aces pone in the eer oe tai ag ae be ni oa ean 

sprightliness of her more beautiful sister. ‘ till with some embarrassment, but so covere 
Yes, Bella Reade, you were ‘‘odd,’”’ and no by her reserve as to give a haughty expression 

one knew it better than yoursef, for no one$to her calm face, Bella once or twice encoun- 

heard it oftener! Her tastes had ever been at 3 tered his dark eyes fixed upon her. 
variance with all those with whom her father’s} Percy Marston’s character might be read in 

wealth surrounded her, and she grieved for her? his countenance. He was an intelligent, honor- 

mother’s disappointment, when 20 became as- able, high-minded man, and frank ahd open as 

sured that her own juvenile triumphs would$the day. He could ill comprehend the heart 

never be reproduced her Rapier: that folded its true life a its secret care, 

I{er own beauty was on the wane, and Mrs. while that written on the features gave no indi- 

Reade knew that the strongest additional pass- cation of the current that flowed with ceaseless 

port to brilliant society beside her wealth, would $ tide beneath. 

be a handsome daughter, to give eclat to he He could see no evidence of *‘ oddity” in Bella, 

entertainments and Stee 2 =e and brilliant § and he felt as if there were some nce about 

company. ‘Therefore she was not measured in} her which awakened his interest. That she was 

her regrets, and Bella, whose early youth gave | plain he could not admit, for as he turned from 

no promise of even her more subdued charms, } the vivacious Jessie, now in full tide of spark- 

came to think more lightly of herself than the$ling Jadinage with Gerald Ashton, the other 

truth warranted, and it was with interest, seldom $ visitor, to the perfect repose of manner, and 

mingled with envy or regret, that she watched $ calm, good sense of Bella’s occasional remarks 

the ite Picanae mi the black-eyed gipsy, 3 he could but feel it a refreshing relief, for he 

her youngest sister, Jessie. How often she re-$ too believed himself out of place in the mere 
joiced that she would realize their mother’s 3 glitter of society. 

hopes, and be spared the mortification of ne- ‘‘Te’s comparing us,” thought Bella, catching 

glect, or that still more galling patronage in the § his glance as it wandered from her sister to her. 

gay world where her lot was cast. ‘‘Happy Jessie, she need not fear the result! 

Thas then she had reached the age of twenty, ; And why should I? Fie! Bella, enyicus again! 
with a heart overflowing with kindliness, which § What is it to you that he should admire her 

the diffidence arising from the humble opinion } most?” 

she entertained of herself held under continual} But Bella could not so easily banish the 

restraint, earning for her the name of being cold} anxiety, and a feeling of uneasiness almost 

and even proud, shrinking from attention which } amounting to unhappiness, for the first time 

her sensitiveness construed into mercenariness, {in years, took possession of her. Little did 

or worse, compassion. Misunderstood by alljshe dream the result could be favorable to 

around her, and met at every turn by that many-} her, so accustomed had she been to see phy- 
meaning monosyllable ‘‘odd,” is it strange she} sical beauty carry all before it. 

should ‘‘care little for society,’ and find her: After tea a moonlight ride was proposed, and 

reatest pleasure in being alone? ; Mrs. Reade’s pheton was ordered to the door. 

‘ With al this Bella passive unhappy, thecalm,; ‘Will not Miss Reade accompany us?” asked 
domestic duties that fell so naturally and so Marston, turning toward her. 

readily to her charge gave her healthful occu-: ‘‘Bella dees not care to ride,’ replied her 
pation, and these, with many a self-imposed task : mother, without giving her time to eas *«she 

of kindness or benevolence, and an earnest love } prefers remaining as company for her father. 

of books, afforded her ample amusement. With ‘Do you not, Bella?” 

a quiet self-possession arising from her very} ‘Yes, mamma,” replied Bella, quietly, though 

humility, she glided through the house, and { for once her heart rebelled against the falsehood. 

beauty and order breathed around her, till her } Many, many times it would have been true, for 

family scarcely suspected how much comfort: Bella loved her father best upon earth; but to- 

they owed her noiseless presence, for it was night the words were strongly rebellious, and 

‘only Bella,” and all she did was so kindly and { sounded false to her own ear as she uttered 
willingly done, that they had come to expect the \ them. 

effect, but completely lost sight of the cause. As she sat in the pure moonlight, when they 
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had driven away, she felt ashamed of her dis-} then they dispersed for the night to dream of 

content, and endeavored to quell the sad thoughts new pleasures on the morrow. 

that rose tumultuously within her breast, but } 

the struggle was harder than eyer before. After } : CHAPTER ITI. 

awhile Mr. Reade, who had been engaged in his Many a bright summer afternoon saw Percy 

study since tea, came out on the piazza, but the } Marston a welcome visitor to Hazelwood, for he 
change from the bright light prevented his seeing } was an unexceptionable parti, and such were 

who was there. ever sure of welcome from the gracious hostess, 

‘‘Ts any one here?” he asked. whose lend Mr. Reade ever good-naturedly 

‘‘Only Bella, papa,” replied she, in the no: # #esduaed To Jessie he was a pleasant com- 
cepted phraseology. panion, some one to flirt with, and that was all 

“Only Bella? It is always only Bella! and } sufficient for the present; for a permanent com 
what more could any reasonable person want} panion, she preferred a very different person. 

than such a Bella?” said Mr. Reade, affection- } Any one who swelled the list of her admirers, 

ately laying his hand on her head. It was sel- ; and so added to her eclat, was sure of a favor- 

dom the kind, but pre-occupied man of business able reception from the thoughtless beauty. 

exhibited so much warmth, and coming at such} But how was it with Bella? That was the 

a moment, Bella felt it almost as a reproof. question Marston would fain haye solved, but 
‘Don’t say so, papa,” she exclaimed, half } calm and impenetrable as ever, her face betrayed 

frightened, yet longing to throw herself into his ‘no more than quiet indifference, meeting his 

arms and confess her weakness; but diffidence nttentions with a reserve graceful and amiable, 

restrained her, and she added playfully, ‘‘don’t } but utterly insurmountable. He was in despair. 
spoil me by flattery then. Come, shall I sing? Her retiring manners gave him no opportunity 

for you?” and wishing to change the topic and of ‘drawing her out,” and he was often obliged 
divert his attention from herself, she drew him to play the agreeable to his other fair enter- 

into the drawing-room lighted only by the moon, } ; tainers, when a powerful effert alone enrbled 

and seated herself at the instrument. him to pay proper attention to their charming 

An accidental witness of this scene leaned } conversation, so engrossed was he with the study 
against the pillar, that had served her as a sup-} of the graceful enigma who had strangely inte- 

port at sunset, sorely puzzled to define this rested him. 

strange girl, and still more puzzled with the} Could he have read her heart as it is our 

new interest that was springing up within him. } magic privilege to do, he would haye known 

Marston had left the party, paying a visit in the § that when coldest her ‘outward seeming,” the 
neighborhood, and had walked back alone to the $ fire burned hottest within, that when the pri- 
house which now had a new charm for him, and  soner gave symptoms of increasing strength, the 

stood listening to the low, sweet voice that ‘fortress was reinforced and new guards set. 

floated out into the soft light as pure and melan- Could he have seen the wild throb that sent the 
choly as the moonbeam itself. blood tingling to her cheek, and the fire flashing 

Marston could have wished his lady hostess to her eye, as the firm step she had soon learned 

and her merry companions, at any distance from } to know, was heard crushing the gravel of the 

their home, as the carriage came crushing over } terrace, he might have learned her well watched 

the gravel, and the light laugh rose above the } } secret: but when the step reached the portico or 
clatter of the wheels, for at their approach Bella} the dr awing-room, all was cold and calm again. 

ceased and disappeared from the drawing-room, Sometimes he would grow angry with himself 

little dreaming she had had any more attentive for feeling an interest in one who cared not for 

listener than her father, who was now dozing in} him, and whose coldness no attentions would 

his arm-chair. ‘melt. Then for a week or so he would omit his 

“TI thought I heard singing!” said Ashton, } visits, but an undefined longing sent him back 
looking round as they entered. to find no change in Bella. 

‘Yes, it was only Bella,” replied Jessie, Fall came, and the West End shook off the 

taking her sister’s vacated seat. French chan} summer's dust, and opened its long closed eyes 
sonettes, polkas, waltzes, now sparkled from Jes-} to the bright sunshine and more distinguished 

sie’s skilful fingers, but unable to endure the} gas. Delighted to reverse the order of nature, 

contrast, Marston excused himself and retired; {the gay birds of fashion returned just as the 

but Ashton, to whom Bella was a nonentity $ other birds of passage were departing. Among 

when Jessie was present, spent another delight- them the Reades, once more prepared for the 

ful hour with her and her elegant mamma, and ' winter’s campaign. 
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Though preferring the country, Bella Reade ‘**Bellal” cried both the ladies at once, while 
was the same quiet, contented being in the | the blushing subject of their surprise, sat gazing 
brown-stone mansion, as on the hanks of the} at her father with a troubled face, endeayoring 
Hudson. Beyond the houses of a few valued to detect the joke. 
friends, where she felt herself appreciated, she ‘*Certainly,” replied he, warmly. ‘Do you 
rarely went into company, though her self-pos- 3 think because we cannot see Bella’s merits every 
session and perfect manners made her never out one else is blind too?” | 
of place. ’ When Bella realized that her father was not 

The more Marston saw her, the deeper became } jesting, her troubled look gave place to one of 
the fascination; he could not free himself from ; astonishment, and she cast down her eyes in 
the enthralment, though the result seemed to : painful embarrassment. 
promise nothing but disappointment. ; ‘Bella, my child,” said Mr. Reade, approach- 

Once as he caught her glance fixed full upon Sing, and taking her hand affectionately in his, 
him, the truant blood rushed to her cheek and 3 ‘Percy Marston has offered you, through me, 
brow, and her yoice faltered for a moment, $ his hand and fortune, his heart I believe you 
making his heart beat wildly with hope; but an $ haye already. He is all I could wish for you, 
instant, and all was calm again, the broken sen- will you accept him?” 
tence completed with easy grace, and disappoint- ; ‘*Yes, father,” replied the bewildered girl, in 
ment took up again her place in her old throne. $a low voice, “if you wish it, and he will take 

Driven to desperation, he determined to learn te 
his fate at once, but he could not endure that 3 “Take you!’ exclaimed Mr. Reade, kissing 
mild, blue eye to look upon the tumult he felt S her proudly, ‘‘trust him for that! There, my 
throbbing within him should the answer be ad- ! dears,”’ continued he, turning to the others, not 
verse, as he half believed it would. So to Mr. } yet recovered from their astonishment, I have 
Reade alone could he apply to aid him. ) transacted that little piece of business greatly to 

-. 

One morning Mr. Reade returned to his dwell- § to my satisfaction, now I will return to the count- 
ing before the usual hour, and entering his ing-house, where ere this, an anxious heart is 
wife’s boudoir, found the three ladies variously waiting to know its doom.” 
employed, Mrs. Reade and Bella were working, ‘But what are we to do without her?” said 
and Jessie negligently reclining upon an otto- { Mrs. Reade, fretfully, as if she felt it down- 
man, reading the last new novel. ¢right ungrateful in Bella to consent to such an 

They all looked up in some surprise at Mr. ‘ arrangement. 
Reade’s unexpected entrance, and the peculiar } “Well, my dear, it’s fonly Bella,’ that is a 
expression of his face prepared them for some | comfort; think if it had been Jessie!” replied 
news. ; he, pressing the hand of his eldest daughter, 

‘‘Why, Charles, what has recalled you at this } and with a mischievous Jaugh, that made his 
hour?” asked the mother. lady toss her head and the beauty pont a little, 

‘“‘Why, my dears, I have a little piece of infor-} Mr. Reade returned to make Percy Marston 
mation to impart, that I found it impossible to ) happy. 
retain until this evening,” replied he. } With an outward calm as unbroken as ever, 

Jessie’s curiosity thoroughly aroused, she laid } though every fibre of her living being was trem- 
down her book, and coming forward took a seat ; bling with her great happiness, Bella resumed 
by his side. :her work, while the comments and wonder- 

‘Well, papa, what is it?” asked she, impatient ! ment of her mother and sister rang in her 
of his pause. Sears without sense or meaning to her bewil- 

‘‘Well, little curiosity, a gentleman has asked dered senses, 
the hand of one of my daughters.” ; That evening, the hand that Percy Marston 

‘‘La! Charles, is that all!” exclaimed Mrs. ' took for the first time in his, was cold as ice, 
Reade, with well-bred nonchalunce. and he started at the contact, but the faint flush 

Jessie cast down her eyes with a charmingly : and ‘‘moonlight smile’ that met his anxious 
conscious expression, as she asked with affected : glance reassured him, and he pressed it to his 
innocence, a question both Bella and her mother } lips, half-awed by her strange composure, yet 
thought quite superfiuous. : not less happy Could he have known the 

‘*Which, papa?” ; ; thrill of ecstasy, the tumult of emotion that 
** Only Bella!” replied he, demurely, while the } was imprisoned ‘n her heart, he would have 

merry, mischievous twinkle in his eye betrayed : wondered still mute at the strange power of 
his amusement. i that timid girl, 
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CHAPTER IV. mechanically turned his steps to his wife’s room. 

TuovucGH it was ‘only Bella,” the gay mamma $ The door was ajar, and he pushed it open without 

could not be induced to forego the pleasure of ‘rousing her attention from a minature she was 

t& brilliant wedding, and ill-suited as it was * pressing to her lips. 

to Bella’s feelings, she yielded, all unused to; Bella in tears! for the first time in his life he 

choose for herself. Pure and lovely she looked } saw her thus moved. Though of late no tears 
in her rich bridal attire, and the lustre of true ’ were strangers to her lonely hours, she had ever 

feeling penetrated the quietude of her bearing, } summoned a smile for him. The sight affected 

as the perfumed light the alabaster rose, leaving § him strangely, and even strengthened his un- 

an expression of subdued happiness on her pale Snappy conviction, for it proved that she had 

features, relieving their usual coldness. \ deep teclings under the ice of her calmness, 

With a heart beating high with confident hope, $ though he had failed to waken them. Then the 

Marston enshrined her in her charming home, $ object of ler unwonted caresses! not for a mo- 
trusting that time would remove her reserve and ment did he dream it could be his giit; in fact 

disclose her own true character. But in vain, {he had forgotten that his likeness had been 

for diffidence had become part of her nature, : among her bridal ornaments. He could bear it 

and she could not throw it off at will. Ofeant? tio longer; frankness prompted him to tell her 

when her heart sprang to her lips, would she ’ of his discovery, and then relieve her forever of 

turn the prompted endearment to some indiffer- 3 his unwished-for presence. 

ent remark. 3 A moment sufficed for all these thoughts to 
Warm and impulsive as a child, Marston grew {rush through his brain, for almost immediately, 

anxious and sad at the strange disposition of 3 feeling his presence, Bella looked up, frightened, 

his wife. True, she was ever kind, gentle and { confused, and more agitated than any one had 

thoughtful for his comfort and welfare, but he } ever seen her before. 

missed the return for his expressions of affec- Hastily slipping the miniature in her bosom, 

tion, and felt repelled by her perfect unpossi- {and trembting like a culprit, she yet called 

bility when his heart yearned most toward her. {up a smile, and greeted her husband with her 

At length a terrible idea took possession of 3 usual kindly salutation. Marston’s grave face 

him; Bella had never loved him, she had wed- oppressed her with a nameless foreboding, as 

ded him to please her father, and he had de- § pale and determined he adyancea toward her. 
ceived himself by her ready acquiesence! Day } ‘Bella,’ the mournful tone almost stopped 

and night the thought haunted him, and he} the pulsations of her heart, *‘my wife, forgive 

became more and more sad and unhappy as he; me that I have been unwittingly and uncon- 

became more strongly convinced of it. sciously, till HON; the cause of so much unhap- 

Bella discovered that he was sad and preoccu- $ piness to you.’ 

pied, that he no longer caressed her as at first, Surprise and diffidence held her silent. 

and dark forebodings rose like thunder-clouds to 3 ‘When from your father I received your 

shut out the sun of her existence. She believed § ‘ hand, * he continued, ‘I believed it willing 

that he was ceasing to love her, and grief so ! given, pardon me, then, the vanity of dreaming 

preyed upon her that, day by day, her cheek $I could make you happy; for six months in 

grew paler, and her unhappy husband read in ‘vain I have striven to do so. Think not I re- 

it pinings for lost liberty, or still worse, some Sproach you, you have ever been kind and gentle 

dearer object from which he had separated her }to me, and my misfortune alone was it that I 

forever. ‘could not awaken in your heart a love respon- 

While the impulse of every hour was to throw ‘sive to the deep affection of mine? You have 

herself upon his bosom and implore him not to } been to me all I could ask, though TI rashly 

withdraw his affection, she received him with {hoped for more. I have deceived myself, and 

the same calm smile that would have lighted } must suffer for my presumption.” 

her face had her heart been breaking. ’ Why could not Bella speak the words that 

Business had detained Marston quite late one were burning on her lips, to tell the feeling that 

evening, and Bella sat in her boudoir awaiting § ‘ convalsed her very being? But no, she was 

him. Sad fancies clustered thickly about, as spell-bound, and Marston resumed, 

she sat alone listening for the step of him she | “The only comfort that cheers me in this hour 

prized above life itself, and between whom and } of trial is that I shall suffer alone, and though 

herself the gulf seemed slowly widening. vt cannot restore your liberty, and him whose 

With a heavier heart than ever, the unhappy } : cold image lies where I have vainly hoped to 

husband entered his comfortable dwelling and‘ rest, I can, at least, relieve you of my presence, 

“e. 
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which must ever remind you of your bondage, supon his face. Past, present, and future stood 

and bid you farewell forever. Forgive me if I } revealed in that lightning flash of mutual under- 
have pained you, it was meant in kindness and Eatantine. Happiness too exquisite for words 

for your happiness!” ; dawned in the throbbing hearts of those so 

He turned to leave the room, moved almost to } nearly lost to each other forever; and Marston 

tears by the agitation of the hard trial. The ; folded his new-found wife in a silent embrace, 

tumult in Bella’s heart was agonizing, and like } feeling he had never known till now how much 

one in a nightmare who dreams he is drowning, $ he loved her. 

she saw the last plank float slowly past her ; With Bella the ice was broke never to reunite, 

without the power to grasp it. Her husband’s} the pent-up tenderness of a life-time rushed in 

hand was on the door a moment more, and he}a boundless torrent over the barriers now too 

would be gone forever- She could not hear it.  % weak longer to control it, and that moment was 

**Percy,” she gasped. _} like the beginning of a new life to her, 

His Christian name, for the first time from her} Mutual explanations threw light on much that 

lips, arrested his steps, and he turned with a had kefore been dark to both, and the present 
beating heart to hear her words, A glance at} seemed a blaze of sunlight from the cloud that 
her face showed the anguish there, and when, } had rested on the past. 

still like one in a dream, she removed the ribbon ‘‘Were the whole world offered for my choice, 

from her neck and placed the locket in his hand, { what think you, dearest, I would take?” asked 

he felt constrained to take it, and involuntarily Marston, one evening, encircling his sweet wife 
zlanced at the picture. Jt was his own. with his protecting arm. 

Bewildered he looked at Bella, and as if a veil ‘Only Bella!” replied she, laying her head 

had been lifted, he saw her soul shining through upon his shoulder in all the confidence of per- 
the soft eyes fixed with anxious expectation ! fect love. 

PPL LOL OL 

TO 

BY CARRIE BARRETT. 

I Loox beyond whore distance says thou'lt be, s Tears less of virtuous love; and all depart, 

And gaze enraptured on its flowery plain; And leave my ideal form of thee, alone. 
I look at hearts where goodness speaks of thee, 

; j . : And yet thy form, forever yet unseen, 
But imagery excels, I look in vain, 

I seo; and feel thy heart-beats timing mine 

Hear tenderest words of hope, that never ’ve been, 

And think my humble presence clasped in thine. 

I rummage olden pictures, stored away 

In memory’s casket, for a face like thine— 

Where beauty dwells but a reflected ray 
ie a : *Tis but the charm our spirits’ union casts 

Of light and warmth from out the spirit’s shrine. 
Around me, as the tides of memory roll: 

Thy image dawning bright on fancy’s mists, 

And printing airy beauties on my soul. 

But smiles have less of smiles within their heart; 

And eyes have less of soul within their tone; PP PPP LOL PP LLG OA OL LL PPP” ew’ 
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BY LIBBIE D 

WuaAr though the world looks drearily, 

When thon art far away? 
This is my solace while alone— 

That you and I shall meet 

What though my steps go wearily Where all the “faithful to the end” 

Through all the long, long day ? In joy, each other greet. 
There is a home where tears are dry, Shall [ not know thee in that land? 

Where is no thought of care— Ah! yes, my hopes declare, 
How sweet the consolation is— Together we shall tread its courts— 

I'll meet my darling there! I'll meet my darling there. 



“cRIRE! FIRE?!’ 

BY H. J. VERNON, ‘ 

‘*Ou, dear Mrs. Thomson, have you heard of night. I know, too, that Mrs. Martin is strefal 
the dreadful fire last night at the bottom of Mill} of fire, and I do not think she would suffer a 

street?” servant to make up a dangerous one.” 

‘*No, not a word of it.” ‘‘Well, perhaps they might all be gone vyisit- 

“Well, that is strange! it is quite the town-; ing—I cannot say; and perhaps the girl took 

talk! it broke out about seven o’clock in the} the opportunity to go too, when her mistress 

evening; I did not hear of it until past mee was out of the way.” 

and then it was just out. I’d a good mind to ‘We should be careful not to surmise things 

come up and tell you about it last night, but my } without knowing. Old Sally has lived with Mrs. ° 

husband said you would be gone to bed.” Martin several years, and it would be hard if she 

‘* Whose house was it?” ‘ should hear anything unjustly charged to her; 

‘‘Mr. Martin’s, next door to the lumber-3$ perhaps after all she had nothing to do with the 

yard.” fire.” 

‘Dear me, Mr. Martin’s! Was the house} ‘‘Well, perhaps not.” 
burnt down? and were there any lives lost?” $ When these two slarmists had run on in this 

‘No, the house was not altogether burnt} manner, they took leave; and Mrs. Thomson, 

down, but it would have been if the neighbors : who was really concerned at the report, deter- 

had not broken in and put out the fire; and ’ mined to call on Mrs. Martin and offer her any 

as to lives, there was none to lose, and that’s} assistance she could in her distress. To her 

how it happened. You know they are very} great surprise she found the ftont of the house 

religious people, and they were all gone to ‘ uninjured, and the carpenters then at work in 
meeting, maid-servant and all, and the servant; the yard, just as if nothing had happened; to 

had made up a great rousing fire in the kitchen} her greater surprise, old Sally answered the 

to burn until they came back. Well, for my door and showed her into the parlor, the fur- 
part, I think it very wrong to leave a place in} niture of which was as clean and orderly as 

such a manner. Nobody knows how much lum-3} ever. Moreover, in passing by she espied the 

ber was burnt in the next yard, and, for any- { kitchen fire blazing merrily, and a joint of meat 

thing they mEEMS the whole street might have { roasting at it. ‘* Well,” thought she, ‘how amaz- 

been on fire.’ ingly soon they have got things to rights!” 

‘‘No, Mrs. M., begging your pardon, you are } Her soliloquizing was interrupted by the en- 

quite mistaken there: the maid-servant was not} trance of Mrs. Martin. With much solicitude 

gone to meeting, she had just gone up to put on ‘¢ Mrs. Thomson inquired how she found herself 

her things, and when she came down the kitchen after the fright. 

was all in a blaze, and she was quite suffocated. } ‘What fright?” asked Mrs. Martin, 

I heard she was dead, but I don’t know how true$ ‘Dear madam, I beg your pardon: is it pos- 

that is. Did you hear that?” mn: sible people have been so wicked as to make up 

3d 

4 
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‘<No, Mrs. B., and I am very sure nobody was 3a story about your house being nearly burned 

in the house, for my husband knocked at the } down while you were at meeting last night?” 

door, nobody answered, and he came home; I “Oh, I know now what you mean; I was not 

was yery much vexed with him for not staying {at meeting but at home; I may say I was the 

uilty person: having been answering several 

etters, I threw them behind the fire, and the 

himney being rather dirty, the soot fired.” 

‘And you were alone in the house? how 

\ 

to see the whole thing, then I should have 

known all for a certainty. But let it be how 

it will, I should think it would cure them of § 
8 

going to ELIN and leaving the house in that 
manner.” frightened you must have been!” 

‘“T am rather surprised at it,” said Mrs. ‘¢No, I was not alone in the house; Sally was 

Thomson; ‘*I don’t think they are in the habit ; in the kitchen, I believe.” 

of leaving the house on a week-day; besides, ‘Then did not the fire break out in the 

now I think of it, Thursday is not their meeting ‘ kitchen?” 

a 

gu 
le 

¢ 
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‘*No, in my room above; but in fact it did “Oh! no; some of them knocked at the door 

not break out at all, it was entirely confined to} when they saw the flame at the top of the 

the chimney.” ‘ chimney, and as I knew there was no danger, 

“Then, madam, did the flakes of fire fly into >I thanked them for their kindness, but declined 

the lumber-yard?” s admitting them into the house, as it was un- 

‘‘No, through mercy they did not; that was} necessary to give them trouble and make a 
the only thing about which I was alarmed, lest, } bustle for nothing. Poor Sally fared the worst, 

as themight was windy and the yard full of pine for she forgot to shut the door after her as I 

and shavings, any mischief might ensue, and {desired her, and the smoking smell set her 

we considered it right for a man to sit up and } coughing, and she said she felt as if she would 

watch.” ¢ be suffocated.” 

‘*Exeuse my asking so many questions, but I} *‘Well, madam, go it is then, this great fire 
really have been quite distressed at the report.” ;seems to all end in smoke; what might have 

‘Report! why has anybody thought it worth } been, people said Aas been; and when you were 
while to report it? I am astonished to think 

you should have heard a word about it.” 

‘**Dear madam, I can assure you I came down 

expecting to find you in great distress, and poor 

Sally nearly or quite suffocated. Will you tell 

me how the fire was put out?” 
“Why, I put it out myself, by just shutting the 

register of the grate, as then there was no draught 

of air, and the soot soon ceased burning.” 

‘Then the neighbors did not break into the 
house?” 

afraid lest any sparks should drop on the shay- 

ings, they said the lumber was burnt; and when 

Sally felt as if she would be suffocated, they 

said she was suffocated and dead. And so it 

proves that some poople have a wonderful knack 

of making much out of a little; but I am afraid, 

when they let their tongues run so far before 

the truth, they forget that ‘in the multitude of. 

words there wanteth not sin, but he that re- 

fraineth his lips is wise.’” 

AAAS 

LINES. 

BY CAROLIN E A. BELL. 

Turoven the golden portals, 

Through the open sky, 

Upward with the angels 

Vanish’d he for aye! 

By the stream that floweth, 

Floweth on for aye, 

By the tree that groweth 

Where the waters lie. 

Where the light is shining 

Brighter than noon-day; 

With the angels vieing, 

There he lives alway 

No more grief or sighing, 

No more toil or care, OPA LLDPPDLL DPD PLL PL LLL DALLA PPP LA LLL LL AEN ALL 

Nought of earthly sorrow 

i’er can enter there. 

No more nights of sadness, 

No more days of gloom, 

Hopes and joys once blasted, 

There shall ever bloom. 

Ife who bore our sorrows, 

Iie who marks each tear, 
Knows our sore temptations, 

Feels each nameless fear. 

He our loved, has taken 

Where no blight can come, 

Ever with the angels, 

Never more to roam. . 

TO ADELAIDE. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICK LAWRENCE. 

THANks for the fragrant rose you sent to me, : 
In all its freshness and its beauty rare; 

An emblem true of maiden modesty, 

And of the giver, gentle, young and fair— 

May thornless roses ever crown thy brow, 

And Life seem bright and joyous e’er as‘now, 

Me 



MURIE‘L. 

BY VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND. 

Ir was an old, yellow-brown, two story house, ; agreeable place. I declare, it is more than Tear 

and there was nothing striking or original in its} stand. I’d pack up and start off this very day, 

physiognomy or belongings, that I know of. A if my conscience was a little tougher than it is. 

high picket fence ran all around the front, and § But I promised that anxious mother of mine I'd 

before this grew an immense locust picturesque } stay six wecks, and so I will, if I don’t go in- 

in itself, and making a cool, shadowy quiet about sane before the time is up and hang myself. Id 

the building even in the warmest August noons. } get the promise rescinded pretty quick if she 

Mrs. Ward, the widow Ward, lived here, who} weren’t in Alabama, and it would take a week 

took boarders, whenever the tavern gave indica-} for the letter to go, and another to bring me an 

tions of plethora, spun yarn for mothers with} answer. It’s all sheer nonsense my coming up 

large families, kept a cow, sold milk; and, in$ here to Meadow Brook for the bracing air, for 

short, like a thorough Yankee woman, managed $ no reason in the world, saving that mother and 

to support herself independently and respect-} uncle Lawton must take it into their wise heads 

ably by her own head and hands, for which all; that I was growing thin, and might inherit con- 

due honor be herein awarded her. You can see } sumption because my father died of it. 

her now dusting the window-panes, for she has; ‘‘Here I am, twenty years old, and as well as 

just given the parlor its weekly sweeping. She} any fellow in my class. It’s too bad. Good- 

is small, straight, wiry, with sharp, quick mo- * ness—what’s that?” 

tions, and a positive sort of eye and mouth, which There was a sudden swaying and dashing of 

would be a physiognomist’s best key to her cha-{ boughs against the side window, a little, half 

racter, smothered shriek, and then a small, sun-browned 

But, after all, it is with Mrs. Ward’s lodger } face peeped out from the green branches on Nor- 

overhead, and not with herself that we have at} man Guilds. 

present todo. He came in, about half an hour ‘‘Why, child, alive, how did you get up here? 

ago, from the tavern where he takes his meals, } Don’t you know you'll fall and break your neck?” 

for the large rooms there are just now all occu- } involuntarily reaching out his arms to the child’s 

pied. rescue. 

He has thrown open the two windows in front, ‘TI wanted those two peaches on that big 

and the one on the right, for he has a remark-} bough, so I climbed up here to get ‘em. Oh! 

able liking for sunshine and fresh air. § dears, I’m going,” for the light bough swayed 

He is walking up and down the room now, } to and fro under the speaker. 

humming snatches of song, or relapsing into a ‘No youre not. Take tight hold of my hands. 

reverie, not altogether an agreeable one, it seems, { There, now, give one spring, I won’t let you go.” 

by the occasional knitting of his forehead, and; A moment later, and panting with fright and 

the restlessness of his manner. exertion, the little girl was safely landed in the 

He is very young, slender, and of rs chamber. 

height, not handsome, but fine-looking—a gen-; She was a strange-looking child, dark and 

tleman ‘*by the honor of man as well as by the : thin, with no soft outlines or delicate coloring, 

will of God.” with nothing pretty or attractive about her, un- 

The lines around the mouth are strong—he } less it might be her hair and eyes. The one lay 

has force and will; the eyes of a rich hazel grey, Sin tangled skeins about her face, but it was a 

smile out one moment with pleasant, happy rich goldenish brown, and betwixt it looked out 

thoughts, then darken down with sad or vexa-} the wild, large, bright eyes. 

tious ones; he has fine feelings and impuslses. < An old, faded calico dress, which must origi- 

From these premises you must draw your own nally have been intended for a much larger per- 

inferences of his character. s son, and a still older and equally ill-fitting pair 

Suddenly he speaks out with that nervous ab- ; of shoes, completed the child’s tout ensemble. 

ruptness which marks his whole manner. ’ Norman Guilds took in all this at a glance. 

“Two weeks more in this dull, droning, aise} He was by nature and education very ee 
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lap. He laid her head on his shoulder, tenderly If he had met the little girl under any other cir- 

cumstances, or if he had not just done her a} as her mother could have done in the days sho 

favor, which always warms one’s heart toward} could not remember, and she sobbed there for 

another, he would not have spoken to her. As} awhile as though her heart were breaking, but 

it was, he asked, ‘* What is your name?” it was only healing. 

‘‘Muriel Heith.” $ ‘What is it makes you cry so—tell me all?” 
‘‘Muriel Heith.”” He had a great fancy for he asked, at last, in a low, soothing voice, when 

musical and peculiar names. ‘That sounds ; the sobs had grown fewer. 

very sweetly. I never heard it before. Where} ‘Because you said you liked me. It seemed 

do you live?” so good. LIloye you. Ido, truly.” 

‘*Here with Miss Ward.” ‘*Do you?” checking the smile that was steal- 

**Well, what do you do here? Haven’t you } ing about his lips. ‘*Well, then, we will be 

any relations?” friends always, Muriel. Are you happy, living 

““T weed the garden, and pick the vegetables, } here with Mrs. Ward?” 
and wash the dishes, and milk the cow. I haven’t **No,”? most emphatically. 

had any PeISnCDe since grandma apa That was ‘Why not?” 

two years ago.” ‘** Because she don’t know me. She never could. 

A tremor crept through the child’s voice, and} All she cares for me is to have me work, work, 

a mist over the wild, bright eyes. It touched 3 work from morning till night. If I could only 

Norman. 3 be like other little girls, and go to school and be 

“But your father and your mother? Are they} dressed up! Sometimes I think I’ll kill myself 
dead too?” or run away.” 

‘**They died before I can remember. Papa’s} Every word she spoke revealed more and more 

vessel went down at sea, and it was that killed ¢ of her half stifled, ill-directed, undeveloped na- 

mamma, so I have heard grandma say.” ture. The young man felt there were great 

Hor loneliness appealed to his sympathies as} beauty and great strength under the little brown, 

no child’s had ever done before; and as she sud-} homely face. 

denly swept back the tangles of hair and looked} ‘‘What would make you happy, Muriel, my 

at him, not boldly, but earnestly, searchingly, child? Think well now before you answer me!” 

the young man noticed for the first time the} She looked up in his face and smiled signifi- 

strange, bright deepness of her eyes, and that} cantly. It was a rare smile—a smile that can 

there was a thought in them. only break up from a soul that has beauty, no 

‘*Well, what is it?” ¢ matter in what sort of a casket the gem is 
She comprehended at once. ‘I was wonder- § holden. 

ing what made you ask me all these questions. ‘I have thought about it too many times to 

It can’t be because you like me.” stop now. I should be very happy if I could go 

‘*What makes you so sure of that?” to school and study. There is something away 
“Because nobody does—nobody has since} down in my heart that keeps crying and craving 

grandma died.” : —I don’t know what it is—only it’s like a great 

5 

He must have had a kind heart, this Norman $ hunger there all the time. Do you understand 

Guilds, whatever his faults were, and I assure} me?” 

you they were numerous enough, for he passed} ‘‘Yes, poor child. It’s a shame to have you 

his white hand softly over the tangled hair, and3 here. I begin to think you’re a genius, Muriel.” 

said very tenderly, ‘‘Poor child! Iam sorry for} Of course she did not understand his meaning, 

you!” ‘but he went on, more to himself than to her, 

Children’s intuitions are usually correct ones, } ‘Somebody beside the widow Ward ought to 
Muriel Heith, the little, friendless orphan girl, i have the bringing up of you, that’s certain! 

felt this tone. She looked up with a world of : How I wish Parson Hunter and his sister could 
grateful surprise gathering into her eyes, whose} see you! They’d be sure to find out what a little 

beauty grew like all truly beautiful things upon * «diamond in the rough’ you were. If they only 

the perceptions of Norman Guilds. Then was a} would adopt you now. I’m a good mind to ride 

quick, gasping sob. Then with a wild, sudden} over to Stony Creek this very afternoon, and see 

impulse, she threw her arms around the young } about the matter.” 

man’s neck, and cried there as only a little child ‘““Who is Parson Hunter? Where does he 

could, who had found what its heart had so long $ live?” eagerly asked Muriel. 

vainly cried out for—a friend. > ‘**He’s an old friend of my uncle’s. They were 

Norman sat down and drew the child into his’ classmates in college. I visited them week before 
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last, and Miss Metta said she wished she could 

prevail upon her brother to adopt a child.” 
He was cogitating the matter in his own mind, 

and though Muriel Heith sat on his knee, and 

his hand kept up its soft caressing movement 

through her hair, I hardly think he knew she 

was listening. 

**Oh, how I wish I could go there!” 

‘*Muriel, Muriel, I say, where are you?’”’ The 

loud, sharp tones wound up the stairs, and broke 

suddenly on the young man and the little girl 

who sat on his lap. 

‘If Miss Ward should ketch me in here.” 

Muriel’s pantomime was a more expressive con- 

clusion to this sentence than any words could 

OO oe. 

and sister, Miss Hunter’s face was a fair type 

of her character. It was gentle, beaming, placid, 

and must once have been very pretty. Then her 

smile was so warm and bright you could not see 

it without loving her. Well, they sat on either 

side of the table, the pastor was finishing his 

sermon, and his sister a collar for the next Sab- 

bath, when there was a loud, startling peal from 

the brass knocker at the front door. 

‘*Goodness, Metta, who can be out such a 

night as this?” exclaimed the parson, as he and 

his sister simultaneously laid down quill and 

needle. 

Before the lady could answer the door opened, 

and a child walked into the room, a dripping, 

have been. ‘But no matter, I’ll run out this ; draggled, miserably dressed, and miserably worn 

side door, and down the back stairs,” and she } child, with tangled hair straying about her thin, 

was gone before Norman could interfere. 

In less than two minutes she came back again 

with a letter for the young man, which Mrs. 

Ward said had been sent over from the tavern. 

Norman seized it hastily and broke the seal. 

§ dark face. 

Parson Hunter and his sister rose up dumb 

with astonishment. 

The little girl went straight up to them, 

sand her eyes turned eagerly, wistfully, and yet 

Hlis face was very white when he lifted it from § timidly from one to the other. She might have 
the few brief lines which the letter contained. 

‘*My mother is very ill. It is doubtful whether 

I shall ever see her alive,” he said, and then the 3 

young Southerner flung himself into a chair and 

burst into tears. 

And Muriel Heith went up to him and drew 

been ten, she could not have been more than 

, twelve years old. 

‘«They told me Parson Hunter lived here, and 
I have come a long way to find you. Please 

don’t send me away!” She said these last words 

with such beseeching earnestness, there was so 

her arms around his neck, and pushed up her} much trembling pathos in her voice, that Miss 
little brown cheek to his, and said in those ten- 

der, trembling tones, through which one heart 

can speak to another, ‘I am very sorry for you, 

Mr. Guilds.” And he bowed his proud head on 

her shoulder, and the child comforted him. 

Hunter’s womanly sympathies were roused at 

once. She whose tender heart would not have 

refused a dog shelter from the storm!’ 

‘‘No, my child, we won’t send you away. But 

where did you come from this dreadful night? 
Half an hour later they parted, for it was} and what is it you want?” 

necessary he should leave immediately in order § ‘‘T want you to let me live with you. Ill be 

to take the noon train for the city. It was very 3} very good and work ever so hard, if you’ll only 

hard for Muriel, for he was her only friend. But} let me study, sometimes. I’ve walked all the 

he took her hands in his and looked into her shin- 

ing tears, and told her he would not forget her. 

**Parson Hunter, of Stony Creek? Is that 

’ miles!’’ rejoined in one breath the parson and 
> his sister. 

right?” was the little girl’s last question. 

‘Yes. Now good-bye.” 

She would not say it, but she answered his } 

kiss, and they went on the different ways God $ 

way from Meadow Brook since yesterday morn- 

ing to find you.” 

‘‘From Meadow Brook? Why that’s twenty 

“‘T know it. Last night I slept under the 

trees in the wood, and to-day I walked all the 

had appointed them. But Muriel, the child, laid § rest of the way.” 

up these words in her heart, ‘Parson Hunter, 

Stony Creek.” 

It was «4 wild, rainy, shrieking night, Parson 

Hunter and his sister sat together in the cozy 

‘But haven’t you any friends? What made 

you run away so, my child?” queried the inte- 
rested minister. 

‘‘Let her sit down first, brother. Poor thing! 
little sitting-room of the quaint, old-fashioned { she must be so tired,” and Miss Hunter pushed 
parsonage. He was a tall, fine-looking man, } a chair toward her. 

with a mild, genial, expressive countenance, just § So Muriel Heith, for you know it was her, 

towering his sixtieth year, and his sister, Mehe-} reader, sat down and told her story simply, 

tabel, was ten years his junior. There was fi eee and yet with a natural pathos, which 

strong family resemblance between the brother ‘ went right to the hearts of her hearers. 
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She told them of her orphaned childhood and ‘rapidly; for a new life was being developed in 

her dead grandmother—of her dull, wretched, } this new social and moral atmosphere. She had 

toilsome life at the widow Ward’s, and of her } many faults, and of course there was much to 

climbing up the cherry tree, and how Norman } eradicate, much that required judicious guidance 

Guilds had drawn her into the window. Her! and discipline in her nature. But she had warm, 

hearers exchanged significant glaces at the men- $ rich affections, and a deep, conscientious love of 

tion of this name. ‘ truth, and where these two exist there is a foun- 

She related briefly her interview with him, } dation whereon to build. 

and how he had wished they could see her. ‘He | Norman Guilds’ letter was brief, for he was on 
would have come himself and told you about me, ‘the eve of starting for Europe with his mother, 

Tam certain, if the letter had not come. But 1 {whose delicate health demanded an immediate 
thought about it every day until, at last, one } ; change of climate. 

night when I lay all alone in my bed, a voice} And after apologizing for his sudden dep: iriure 

seemed to call out to me, ‘Why don’t you go from the North, without seeing the pastor and 

yourself and find ’em, Muriel?’ And I lay awake his sister, he spoke of Muriel. ‘You will see 

till almost morning thinking aboutit. Twodays {her for my sake,” he said. ‘‘and do what you 

after I started. Please don’t send me back, will$can for her. I am convinced there are the ele- 

you? If you do, I shall die.” ;ments of a great and beautiful character in this 

‘Don’t think about that now, my child, we S wild, neglected child. Pardon me for suggesting 

will talk it over to-morrow.” And the tenfler- that taken to your own home, surrounded by its 

hearted old maid stroked away the tangled hair, { refining and elevating influences, she would de- 

and looked on the little, dark face through her } velope a rare and most interesting character.” 
tears. As for the parson he stood still, thinking, Miss Ifunter read this passage to Muriel rather 

thinking with an unusual moisture in his eyes. ‘ injudiciously, perhaps, but out of the goodness 

And then Miss Mehetabel bustled off with the $ ‘ of her heart. Oh, if you had seen the large eyes 

little girl into the kitchen and roused up Bridget, § blacken and brighten with every word, and the 

who was dozing by one corner of the immense } little, thin face, over which the warm-hued hair 

fire-place, ‘now fell in thick curls, glow out as she listened 
_ A brisk flame was soon kindled, and enveloped { to the words, you would have felt that on Muriel, 

in an old wrapper and shawl of Miss Hunter’s, the child Muriel’s soul, God’s finger had written 

Muriel took her first supper at the parsonage, : * that burning word Genius. 

pausing sometimes to ask herself whether all $ * Ten years have passed. It is the late after- 

this were not a dream, from which she would } § noon of an October day. Mountains of rich gold 

awaken to find herself in the little attic chamber } and crimson clouds are heaped in the west, and 

at Mrs. Ward’s. ; the young lady that sits by the front chamber 

Mehetabel returned to her brother. He was $ window of the old parsonage, where she has been 

walking thoughtfully up and down the room. sassiduously writing for the last three hours, 

“Well, Ezra, what shall we do with the child?” } throws down her pen and gazes out on the sky. 

She asked it in a plain, straightforward manner, Look at her now: her face isastudy. Itis 

for Miss Hunter was a practical woman, and { not handsome, it never will be; but it is delicate 

never had any sentimentalisms with her benevo- {and refined, with an infinite variety of expres- 

lence. ‘ sion. 

Then two rose up from the dead and plead; ‘The low, intellectual forehead is swept by 

with the pastor for the little orphan. One was} bands of rich, wavy hair—the eyes—oh, were 

a gentle, fair-haired woman, the wife cof his! there ever eyes like unto them! so dark, yet so 

youth, for whom he had been a life mourner, ; clear, so mysterious, yet so easily read, in short, 

and the other, the blue-eyed babe she took with ! \ 80 wonderful and so beautiful? The face is 

her when she went from him. Oh, they were } ‘ dark, thin, irregular, and the mouth rather cold 

truly eloquent pleaders for the little worn, weary {and proud, perhaps sad in repose, but tender, 
child that was sleeping soundly overhead. : * Sweet, child-like when it nestles into a smile. 

‘‘Mehetabel, it may be God has sent us the} The young girl looking off so absorbed in that 

girl to be a light and comfort to our old age. } sunset is an authoress, and her name—but you 

We will keep her,” said the pastor, tenderly and know that already. At last with a low sigh she 

solemnly. And so it was settled. ‘turns away, opens an elegantly bound journal 

Muriel Heith had been at the parsonage about $ that lies on the table, and taking her pen once 
two months, when a letter was received from $ more writes rapidly. 

Norman Guilds. The child had improved very* ‘To-day is my twenty-fourth birth-day. It 
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js two years ago this week since uncle Ezra was { those words, a gentleman was pacing up and 

lain down by the wife of his youth, and on} down the parlor of the Stony Creek hotel. 

thinking of this, the other has slipped from aunt} He was young, not very, but still he could not 

Metta’s memory, dear soul! have crossed far beyond thirty, tall and fine- 

“‘T have been walking down the past, and} looking, with a thin, spirited, Saxon face, and 

hunting up old acquaintances, viz: the days that} large, piercing eyes. Twelve years ago you 

are departed! ‘listened to a soliloquy of his in Mrs. Ward’s 

“Thirteen years ago I came to them. How} front chamber, The student boy has not for- 

well I remember that night! Homeless, friend-} gotten his old habit in his riper manhood. 

less, dirty, ragged, ignorant, wretched, I stood ‘It’s lucky I got rid of that pic-nic this after- 

before them, and they took mein. ‘Inasmuch § noon: what a namby-pamby affair it would have 

as ye did it to the last of these, ye did it unto ’ been! How many hours of a man’s natural life 

me!’ Oh, with what radiant gems shall the } he has to be bored for courtesy’s sake! It really 

angels set these words in their crowns! ‘is too much for the very small stock of patience 

“What a bright life reaches up from that with which nature endowed me. 

night. What patience they had with me! How} ‘It’s the last journey I'll ever take with my 

gently they treated my faults, and encouraged ’ cousin, John Lawton, that’s certain. Poor uncle 

and strengthened my virtues! And then to think } Tom, it would have almost broken his heart had 

of the pains and money they expended on my } he known how his son and heir would squander 

education! Father and mother in spirit and in} his time and his money! 

truth have they been to me! ’ To-morrow I think I’ll meet: mother in New 

‘And to think that now that little houseless : York—oh, there’s that call on that authoress. 

orphan girl is famous—that great men call her} I’m sorry I promised John to go, for I hate the 

gifted, that her name is a familiar sound in the ’ whole fraternity, but then I must keep my word. 

cottage homes of the North, and among the fair ’ A woman authoress! an abominal creation! a 

vallies of the South! being with brains and no heart! No doubt we 

Sometimes I lie awake in the night time, just 3 shall be entertained with a lecture on the intel- 

a3 I did in the old child days, and it all seems ? lectual superiority of women to men, and her 

like a dream. manifest political destiny. 

‘ What visions of fame I used to have five ‘‘Literary women always have so many hob- 

years ago; and now they are all gone. I wish ’bies to ride! I wonder if this one takes snuff 

I could feel for a single hour just as I did when} and drinks strong tea. I didn’t ask her name 

my first poem was published in the ‘Stony Creek} even. No great wonder that John called me a 

Excelsior!’ hater of the sex. And yet how much profounder 

“T begin to find now how little fame can}is my admiration, my reverence, my hope for 

satisfy a life, a heart—how small and meagre $ woman than is his, and it is because individually 

it is, aftar all. » she falls so far below my ideal that I am thus 

‘“T have been asking myself to-day if I am cynical and bitter. 

happy; and my heart did not answer ‘yes,’ only} ‘I ought to get married and settle down to 

my conscience and intellect said, ‘you ought to} my profession, after rambling for ten years all 

be.’ 3 over the face of the earth. Nobody knows this 

«There is some longing within me that is not ; better than I do. But where on earth shall I 

satisfied, some capacity of intense happiness in} find the woman to elect my wife? need her to 

my nature that has never been called out. ee walk with me, but she must be a woman with a 

is it? Dumb silences of my heart answer ye me, 3 true, deep, loving heart and cultivated mind and 

what is it? tastes, else she could not be my companion, I 

«And now, Muriel Heith, what-have you been} want a woman who can sympathize with me in 

writing? Something you would not for worlds ‘ my longings, to bless and to elevate humanity, 

that mortal eyes should see, and yet it cannot be } who reverences the good and the true—a woman 

wrong, for you would not blush to Jay it before ; whose love shall inspire and bless me, harmoniz- 

the angels which are in heaven. N ing and filling out my life—a woman whom I can 

«Certainty I was never in loye—there goes } love with all this great capacity for loving, which 

the supper bell!” ‘ proves its object must be somewhere—a woman 

No, Muriel Heith, you were never in love, but} to whom my heart could bow down revyerently 

your woman’s heart has outspoken on that last } and say, ‘My queen, my conqueror!’ ”’ 

page of the journal you so carefully lock away. 3 Oh, Norman Guilds, while you spoke the angel 

And while the young authoress was writing : passed by that way! 
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“This is the place,” said John Lawton, as he , with something of the old child-like manner he 
opened the front gate of the parsonage. Hanewored, she placed her hands in his and 

**Yes, and if you would have stayed to hear’ answered, “I am glad to see you, Mr. Guilds.” 
it, I should have told you that this lady, whom} The call, which was intended to occupy but a 
it is doing ourselves an honor to call on spite of § few moments, extended into very late evening. 
your reluctance, was a protegee of the parson’s.” } John was profuse in his praises of the young 

‘*What is her name?” authoress as they returned to the hotel, but his 
“Why, man alive, don’t you krow that? Mu-} cousin was unusually taciturn. 

riel Heith!’ and John lifted the handle of te However, Norman Guilds did not leave Stony 
brass knocker. Creek the next day, nor the next week for that 

A light suddenly flashed through the mind of matter: and I know that every day he visited the 
Norman Guilds. He knew who she was. ‘John, 3 old parsonage. 
I am very glad you brought me here to-night,” 3 Somebody says, ‘‘that God made about one of 
he said, and then the door opened. 3 every thousand marriages that are committed on 

Muriel Heith, the authoress, entered the room} earth.” I have been inclined to this opinion 
With that half reserved, half embarrassed air, ; sometimes, myself. Be it as it may, however, I 
which always characterized her manner to stran- $ believe the angels in heaven smiled when Norman 
gers. She was not used to being lionized. I Guilds and Muriel Heith clasped hands, and pro- 
doubt whether she was of material ever to be. $ mised to walk thus till God called them. 

John looked at her curiously. Norman long, Late in November the young girl wrote in he 
eagerly, earnestly, as they presented themselves. { journal. 

Muriel did not hear Norman’s name, and asked} «‘Norman left to-day, but he is coming back 
him to repeat it after a few moment’s desultory } to me with the birds of April, and then we are 
conversation. They had unfortunately left their 3 to be together, together till death do part us! I 
cards at the hotel. am very happy even in his absence. The dumb 

‘“‘Norman Guilds. It is barely possible you} silences of my heart are filled now with the 
remember it.” ; eternal music. The old home restless longings 

One glance, eager, piercing, swept his face. | are all gone. God be praised that I have found 
Her own brightened, her lips quivered. Then } thee at last, Norman Guilds, my x1ne!” 

THE.SOWING. 

BY N. F. CARTER. 

We are sowing, ever sowing, 

In the world’s stern day of toil, 

Seed for future spirit-growing 

In its rich and mellow soil. 

When the ruddy tints of morning 

Fling their love-light far and wide, 

Brighter far than pearl-adorning, 

Moking earth a blushing bride. 

And the seed we sow, in springing 

For the sunshine and the rain, 

Will around our path be flinging 

Thorns or flowers for spirit gain. 

If the bad seed, then in sorrow 

Shall we reap some future day; 
But the good shall bring a morrow, 

Brightening all our pilgrim way! 

Even though the shadows linger 
In the twilight of the sky, 

Yet some angel's unseen finger 

Shall dispel them by-and-bye! 

When the noon in weary story 

Gives an hour for welcome rest, 

Like an angel’s smile of glory, 

Strengthening for the storms we breast; 
When the evening shadows falling 

Bring us quietness and sleep, 

Like a shepherd-angel calling 

To the fold the weary sheep. 

Then how should we be in earnest 
Sowing nothing but the good, 

That the foe when seeming sternest 

May in triumph be withstood! 

Lo! the harvest hour is speeding 
When the fruit we gather in— 

May it bless us in our pleading 

With the crown we fain would win. 
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Then and ever are we sowing, 

Though perchance, unconsciously, 

Good or ill from heart-streams flowing, 
Wheresoever we may be! oreo 



LEAVES FROM MY SCRAP-BOOK. 

BY W. 8. GAFFNEY. 

. 
A MOTHER’S LOVE. $ Thon comest, ere the sable gloom of night 

THINK you because that beautiful, matronly oe her fair queen a silver beacons one 

brow is silvered with the dews of Time, that the } ’e drowsy Nature—e en to smooth life's cares, 
* To shadow earth-horn ills, and whisper joy. 

heart has also grown old? Nay, apatby can $ ithe floors closed thie aatal 1 
’ : petais, warbiers coy, 

ane usurp mother's love! Though her grey And earth to Heaven yields her feryent prayers. 
hairs fall over a brow all wrinkled, and a cheek $ Oh, hallowed hour! Grateful guest divine! 

all furrowed, there is a heart still beating with} he world redeeming Psyche sought thy shade, 

a pure and holy affection, a mother’s love! who} And God, the Father, in his goodness made 
can sound its unfathomable depths? Time has Thy solemn loveliness to reign through Time. 

failed to do so, and eternity will bear witness of Oh, sweet, delighful hour! Thrice welcome to this 

its sanctity. § goal— 

Young man—love your aged mother. Her Bright emblem of the evening twilight of the soul! 

face is care-worn, but her heart is ever warm. 

Years of trials and sickness perhaps, have stolen 

the freshness of her life; but like the matured 

rose, the perfume of her love is richer than 

when in its embryo bloom. Washington loved 
his mother! 

Young lady—love the tree of your existence! 

Sweetness is yours—lavish it upon the withering 

form of your devoted mother. Affection is a “It is not day, it is not night, 

lasting debt—one that can never be overpaid. But sweeter fartome —_ e 
Pour nectar into her fainting heart; strew her Than’ sort moonlight, or noondey, bright, ’ Comes evening soothingly. 
path with your most grateful smiles; and smooth 
the downy pillow upon which rests her palsied} Yes, the season which belongs to heaven rather 

frame. Her dying lips will breathe your happi-$ than to earth, is exercising its holy influence 

ness; the world will admire and cherish your {upon the soul of man. The curtain that drops 
devotedness; and heaven will bless you! Flowers} @own upon the physical, also rests upon the 
of joy will blossom in your path, friendship will $ moral, world. The heart surveys the past, and 
ripen your harvest; and love will crown your ‘ contrasts it with the present. The mind reviews 
existence! the scenes of by-gone time, and the estranged, the 

“In whose principles,” said the dying daugh- dead, the absent, rise before the mental vision. 

ter of Ethan Allen, to her skeptical father—‘‘in Again do we hold communion with the ‘loved 

whose principles shall I die—yours, or those of 34nd gone before,” and again do we twine the 
my Christian mother?” The stern old hero of $ honeysuckle wreath of friendship, whilst heaven 

Ticonderoga brushed a tear from his eye as he $ and holy spirits alone bear witness of our pre- 
turned away, and with the same rough voice $ ence. 

which summoned the British to surrender, ae | Go forth ye slaves of avarice, at evening’s 
tremulous with deep emotion, said, «Ix om Gott and review the beauties of Nature’s 

N How beautiful is the hour of twilight! Nature 

seems lost in a calm and solemn, though sublime 
i reverie. A sweet and balmy freshness fills the 
sair, The day is past—the voico of labor is no 

$ longer heard—silence hangs like a canopy upon 

§ the scene; and the hour of intelligence, of im- 

agination, and of spirituality is dawning. 

MOTHER'S, CHILD—IN your MoTHER’s!” God! Go forth, vain man, and learn a lesson 
Love your mother! Yes; and the very ashes $f humility. Seek not in books for that which 

of the sainted will pray for your welfare. A Nature paints the vision. The sleeping sea, the 
mother’s love—a mother’s wealth of loye—is so $ Verdant hills, the towering mount, are visible to 

great that the power of death and the victorious $ the eye of man, and proclaim the existence of a 
graye cannot put out its quenchless flame! Mighty Architect. — 

Oh, worm of the earth! why boast of thy 

power! Hast thou beauty? He gaveit! Talent? 
He bequeathed it! Health and vigor? Heis thy 
preserver! All of good is thine, oh, God! and 

821 

THE TWILIGHT HOUR 

Exqvisire hour! thy vestal light divine, 
Spreads over earth and all a splendor bright, | 
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in thy goodness bequeathed to the creature man, that leads to eternal happiness. And may the 

as a source of eternal salyation. Oh, may each § mild and serene precursor of night prove a type 

recurring twilight find us less devoted to earth of the calm and tranquil manner in which may 

and its vanities, and firmly traversing the path: close our day of life! 
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: ANNIE 

BY MRS. SARAH §. SOCWELL. 

I am thinking sadly, Annie, 
Of our last low breathed farewell, 

Ere upon my heart’s young gladness 

This dark brooding shadow fell. 

I am here again, my Annie, 

On this glorious night of June, 
Listening sadly to the brooklet, 

Singing still its pleasant tune. 

I can all too well remember 

How beside the brook we stood, 

Where the moonlight poured around us 
In a soft and pearly flood. 

And the moonlight’s veil of splendor 

Rests upon the landscape now, 

And the shadows still fall darkly— 

They are here—but where art thou? 

I remember how the shadows 

Lay around us dark and still; 

How, with sweetly murmuring music, 

Flowed the sparkling little rill. 

Ah! a shadow deep and heavy 

Lies upon my bursting heart; 

’Tis not like the moonlight shadows -- 

It can nevermore depart. 

Best of all do I remember 

How thy hand lay clasped in mine; 

How my spirit thrill’d with rapture 

At thy whispered, “I am thine.” 

For to-night thou’rt sleeping, Annie, 

Where the pale white roses bloom, 

And the pearly dews are weeping 

O’er the low and quiet tomb. 

Thou wast pure and spotless, Annie, 

As the clear and starry light, 

Which on that fair eve of beauty 

Veiled thy form in radiance bright. 

_And my heart is sad and lonely, 

For I loved thee all too well: 

But I'll meet thee, love, in Heaven, 

Where is never breathed farewell! POLLS SA LLP LP APL AAPL ALLEL LAL LAA AL LL LPL LAE LLL LL AL LL 

THE WIND. 

BY SARAH E. JUDSON. 

Tue wind, the wind. Oh! hearken. 

It whispers through the pines, 

It is knocking at the casement, 
That is wreathed with leafless vines, 

To each lonely heart it speaketh, 

That is mourning for the dead, 

To the hearts that long have sorrowed, 

And may not be comforted: 

In a low, mysterious whisper, 

It tells us of the band 

Of friends forever vanished 

To the unknown, silent land. 

Are they sleoping, where we left them, 

In the cold and silent clay? 

We shall share their peaceful rest, 

Weary of life’s toil and pain— 

In the mansions of the blest 

Shall we meet them yet again? 

Mournfully the wind arises, 

Whisp’ring hoarsely through the pines— 

To and fro before the casement 

Sways the shadows of the vines— 

And the ever falling rain-drops 

Pat a low and sad refrain, 

With a sound so dull and mournful, 

Dripping down the window-pane. 

To the wind I listen vainly 

As it rushes wildly by— 

Voices of the troubled darknosg 
Give no answer to my cry. 

Bring’st thou tidings, viewless spirit, 

From that bright and distant shore? 
Those sweet friends long parted from us, 

Shall we meet them neyermore? 

In the shadows of the church-yard, 

*Mid the tomb-stones old and grey 
~ 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 257. 

CHAPTER XIX. yeie= a lip always smiling, that boy’s father 

TirErn was a new servant in Mrs. Townsend § is—oh! my God that I should live to say it—is 

Oakley’s household; a hard-featured, energetic a traitor—a—a i 

person, whom the housekeeper had engaged in} The poor lady broke off, closing the last words 

town as a chamber-maid. This woman was busy in bitter sobs. Her clasped hands unlocked, and 

in the west room, when Catharine entered Mrs. } she buried her face in them, trembling from head 

Oakley’s parlor, and though occupied, she kept a3 to foot, and weeping bitterly. 

vigilant watch on all that was passing between the «You may wrong him,” said Catharine, faintly. 

two young women. She saw Catharine draw the ‘‘No, it is all too clear,” answered Mrs. Oakley. 

boy toward her, and the look of agitation which shaking her head mournfully, “his mother was 

could not be misunderstood, on discovering the? poor Oakley’s sister. You saw her, she called 

cross upon his temple. ‘The distance prevented > herself by his name; it was Oakley, not De Mark 

her hearing any words, but as she fixed her scru- } that she called herself: are you sure of that? 

tiny upon the various faces of that little group, a Oh! it would be something to believe that he 

a gleam of sharp intelligence shot from her eyes, > married her.” 

she softly laid down her duster, and keeping out: Catharine stood by a sofa. She sunk slowly 

of sight in the movement, crept stealthily behind } down among the cushions, breathless and aghast. 

the half open door. Now she could hear their «‘You are certain that she did not call herself 

voices, low and troubled, but still distinct to her ‘by hisname Oh! try and remember.” 

keen ear. . ‘No, no, I never heard his name on her 

‘She is right, my mother is right,” said Mrs. lips!’ fell in cold, measured words from Catha- 

Oakley, wringing her delicate hands in an aban-} rine Lacy, as she sat there stunned and immoy- 

don of grief. ‘How dare he? How could he3 able, as if suddenly frozen into stillness. 

enter my house? How could I—oh! weak, weak «Still he might have been married to her, It 

wretch that I am!” is possible,” said the widow, with all a woman’s 

«Qf whom do you speak?” said Catharine, § conscious faith in the man she loves, rising up 

pale as death, and shivering till her teeth chat- 3 afresh in her heart. 

tered together. ‘‘No!”? answered Catharine, with the same 

‘<Of De Mark, of that boy’s father!” cold measurement of words. ‘It is impossible. 

‘And what of him?” The voice in which } He could not have been her husband.” 

this question was asked had grown so husky, “Why, how do you know? How came you 

the listener could not hear it. swith a knowledge of him or his?” cried the 

‘‘Listen to me,” was the answer. ‘I have s widow, with a pang of jealous suspicion in her 

no human being, except yourself, of whom it } voice. 

is possible for me to seck advice: and my ‘‘Remember, lady, I am but a nurse, and have 

position is a terrible one. You are not like a$ spent many, many months in hospitals,” an- 

stranger to me, I can trust you.” swered Catharine, with fresh dignity. 

‘Yes, you may trust me,” said Catharine, in ‘“{ know. I did not think. Forgive me, Iam 

a low, firm yoice, ‘I will deal honestly by you.” ; almost mad. Besides, you do not seem like that, 

‘«‘Look at this boy. Is he not beautiful? His so kind, so sweet and Jady-like; and to be only 

eyes, his mouth, his every movement, can any-} a hospital-nurse!” 

A PPL PLS 

thing be more frank?” “J was that. You have made me your friend 

‘He is lovely. No angel could be more inno- 3 since. This is a fearful discovery. But tell me, 

cent.” how I can help you?” 

‘And yet that boy’s father, his own father, § «Tell me all you know of this poor child’s 

remember! with a brow as open, an eye as; mother. It may wound me to death; but I shall 

VoL. XXX.—21 
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feel so restless, till the worst is confirmed, then , Oakley’s neck. She drew back with a repulsive 
perhaps God will give me strength. Tell me all!” motion of her hand. His arms dropped, the 

*‘T have, lady. She came to the hospital only ; rosy lips began to quiver, and Sitting down 
a week or two before her death!” upon the floor, he began to sob as if his heart 

**And you saw her then?” were breaking, 
‘Yes, I can never, never forget her poor,; Both the women stood looking at him in pale 

mournful face, never, never.” Catharine bowed 3 silence. Suddenly their eyes filled, a simulta- 
her head, and a shiver ran through her frame, } neous sob broke from their bosoms, and they 
while two or three tears forced themselves} sunk to the floor together, wreathing their arms through the hands, which she had pressed $ around him and covering his face and brow with over her eyes, kisses. 

‘*Tell me more of her.” : ‘He isn’t to blame, you know,” pleaded the ‘There is nothing to tell. She seldom spoke, } widow. But Catharine had dropped her face seldom lifted her great, mournful eyes from the § upon her knees, and only answered with a floor. I heard her once tell over the names I} keen shiver, as if she were in pain. Thus she have mentioned; but I think she was very ill} remained some minutes, evidently struck with a then, and did not know what she was saying.” pang of great suffering. 
“Was it when she was dying?” } ‘Are you ill?” inquired Mrs. Oakley, laying *‘T don’t know. I remember seeing her dead, | a hand on her shoulder, 

and carried out in her coffin; but that is all. “Yes, I believe I am ill!” answered Catharine, Indeed, indeed, I can tell you no more,” Standing up. ‘I will go home now.” Catharine’s voice grew sharp with the struggle} «Not now. It is cruel, I know; but one of her anguish. These questions tortured her. ; Word more. That letter mentioned another Mrs. Oakley was terrified by the pale con-} person, Catharine Lacy—did you know any- tractions of that face. Never had she witnessed ‘thing of her?” 
anguish so terrific and so still. “‘Catharine Lacy, who should know anything **And De Mark, could leave her to die without :of her? Is she not dead?” 
a word—could do this, and with the guilt on his} ‘Yes, I know there is a record of her death soul, come here with protest—no, no, not with’ at the hospital; but I should be so grateful for protestations—erafty and careful, he looked love, ea farther knowledge of her. You will not but never talked of it. I cannot point out 2} wonder at this, when I tell you that she was my single word of affection, and yet there was love } own cousin.” 
in every look, every tone of his yoice. Oh! ; **Your cousin, lady; and yet permitted to die cannot think of it.” : there.” 

‘‘And you know this man loves you!” asked { “It was not my fault, oh! believe it. Iwas Catharine, a little hoarser than before. ; in the South, and never even heard of her desti- “Loves me? I never had a doubt of it till > tution.” 
now—nay! I do not yet doubt it. He may bef “But your mother?” 
reckless, wicked, utterly unprincipled; but I} “Hush! It is not for me to arraign my know he loves me; and oh! shame, shame, } mother!” 
shame, I fear, I fear that I love him.” “True, true.” 

**You love him, knowing all this,” said Catha- ‘Tell me, I beseech you, something about rine, standing up. this poor girl. It was another mournful death ‘It is my shame, and will be my misery for- for which that man must one day answer.” ever and ever,” answered the widow, covering} <I can tell you nothing of Catharine Lacy. her face with both hands, while the hot crimson 3 Her history is written out, they tell me, in the Swept over her neck and forehead, like a fiery hospital books.” 
brand. ) $ “Iam sorry that you know s0 little regarding ‘‘And would you marry him?” The voice, in her,” said the widow, disappointed. «*We Poved which this was uttered, fell so cold and cutting } each other as children; but I was always away upon her ear, that the widow dropped her hands, at school, or somewhere, after that; and we looking suddenly up. S never saw each other. Poor, poor, Catharine, ‘Marry him? no! To act is within my own }.she was angel-child.” 
control—to feel is, alas! what I cannot help.” 3} ‘You loved her then?” 

That moment, the little boy came across the j “‘Loved her? She was dearer than a sister room, his bright eyes full of tears. Holding up$ to me, I would give anything, suffer anything both hands, he strove to throw them around Mrs. $ to know that she was alive, or had died happy.” 
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The widow’s eyes were full of tears, and a thou- woCHAPDTER XX. 

sand regretful feelings trembled in her voice. ‘ Oxy Madame De Mark lay alone in her den, 

“Oh! if you know anything about her, do tell : more emaciated, and weaker by far than she 

me.” *was when Jane Kelly abandoned her. Tor a 

Catharine took the hand, held out to her, with little time, she had found strength to crawl 

a pathetic gesture, and kissed it, saying, ‘ about and procure food for herself, but some 

‘God bless you!” * new injury to her bruised limb had following the 

The next moment she was gone. The widow } exertion, she was cast back into her miserable 

and child saw her glide through the French hed more desolate than before. Day by day the 

window, into the veranda, and disappear like a : inflammation burned and burrowed into her 

shadow, as she had entered the room. S wounded limb, and all night long the poor 

Left to her solitude, Mrs. Oakley gave way to } woman lay muttering and raving for something 

all the tumult of her feelings again. The cer- } to moisten her hot lips, ‘‘ Water, water, water.” 

tainty of her lover’s treason had been cruelly ‘This was her plaint night and day; and with 

confirmed, and the thoughts of his enormous tur- gold and jewels concealed in the crevices and 

pitude pressed back upon her with double force. } hiding-places all around, here she lay, like the 

The presence of that pretty, tearful child was for jrich man in torment, calling for a drop of water, 

a time irksome; and in the storm of her grief } which even the beggar obtains without stint; 

she escaped from his touching attempts to com- and calling always in vain. 

fort her, and fled to her own room. At last the fever ceased, the anguish went out 

After she was gone, the new servant came § from her limb, and the miserable old woman lay 

out from her concealment and went up to little 3 quiet for the first time in days. ‘The fever had 

George, who sat crying upon the floor. She {kept up her strength till now, and she had not 

stooped over him, lifted the hair from his tem- felt the need of food; nor did she even yet. A 

ple, and examined the cruciform mark with keen} dumb feeling of content stole over her, she 

scrutiny. Then she returned slowly to her work, : wanted nothing. The silence of her chickens 

muttering uneasily between the flourishes of her $ troubled her a little, but she had no strength to 

duster, rise up and see to them. She thought of the 

‘‘Catharine, Catharine—the name is Catharine $ cat, and wondered where she was, and why she 

that’s certain, as for the surname being different did not come up to the bed and share the supreme 

that amounts to nothing—don’t I know how easy ; content of that sudden freedom from pain. She 

it is to change names? Why, haven’t I half-a thought of her son, with a gush of human ten- 

dozen to pick and choose from myself? There 3 derness, and resolved on the next day, when she 

is something in the face and a bend of the {should be quite well, to gather up all her gold 

head that I could tell among a thousand. Now and go with it into some more seemly place, 

I just as much believe she’s the woman, and $ where she would summon him to her presence. 

that’s the child, as I sit here; as for him, why But all these thoughts and resolves were vague 

the thing’s certain, but the other isn’t so easily {and dreamy. She felt like one dropping into a 

settled.” sweet sleep, the very twilight of which was deli- 

Muttering these words, she sat down folding }cious. She lay thus, in the dim, mean room, 

her hands over the duster, and continued her 3 for, as we have said, it was lighted only by a 

ruminations. ‘Then, there was the story of sash in the door; and the sunset that came 

that queer old woman coming to the Island, and $ through the red curtains had the effect of a 

the crazy woman up yonder following her into $ dull, lurid flame, which could not penetrate to 

the very water, this has something to do with $the bed, and filled the rest of the apartment 

the matter, I dare say. De Mark? oh! ha! that $with a fearful light. All at once she heard 

+3 the man who comes courting the widow. Ler ‘ean without, and turning her eyes, with a 
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con! Now I have it. She was the old woman ¢ gleam of their original ferocity, toward the 

in rags and with the comical bonnet, that was 3 door, it opened, and she saw her son enter the 

driven into the sea—of course, of course, wasn’t 3 room. She laughed a low, feeble laugh, and 

she lame, hadn’t she been hurt someway when I strove to hold out her hand; but it fell nimble 

found her in bed half starved to death. But Sand heayily on the squalid bed, while the laugh 

what has she to do with that crazy woman, with : died ih a faint chuckle within her working 

the fiery black eyes—lI’ll ravel it out, you may $ throat. 

believe me; I’ll ravel it out, child, oid woman, ‘‘Madame, madame!” cried the young man, 

and all, they’re mixed up in the same heap. ; gazing around the room, at first bewildered by 
‘ 

Never fear I’ll be at the bottom of it yet.” $the imperfect light, and filled with repulsion by 
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the squalid objects around him. ‘*Madame De ‘Yes, mother, I solemnly believe that this in- 
Mark!” \ terview will be our last. Your hand is cold, 
A murmur rose from the bed, which struck to } your eyes are—oh! don’t look at me in that 

his heart, sweeping all the disgust away. The way,” he continued, shuddering at the glance 
affection of a warm nature, ardent and forgiving, } she fixed, upon him. ‘Next to the welfare of 
gushed forth even in that spot. your soul oi 

‘Mother, Oh! my poor mother.” She interrupted him, groping about with her 
She looked up, and strove to speak; but a! hand, 

pitiful whimper alone passed through the white} « My crucifix—my crucifix!’ 
lips, Ife searched under her pillow and around the 

‘*Mother. Oh! my poor mother! What have } dim room, while she followed him with her wild, 
I'done? How could I leave you to this?” despairing eyes. At last, as if with some sud- 

Her eyes kindled; she made a great effort; } den resolution, she shrieked out, 
and at last, as if forced through the ice gather- ‘It is gone—she stole it, she has pawned my 
ing about her heart, the words, ‘*My son, my soul.” 
son!” shot through her lips. The young man came back to the bed in great 

‘Oh! mother, is this all? Can you only speak § distress again. He knelt by her side, and strove 
with this fearful effort? Where is your nurse? } to soothe the despair that had evidently fallen 
Who takes care of you?” : upon her. 

Again she made that fearful struggle, and } “Oh! mother, strive to compose yourself; lift 
jerking her arm on one side, pointed downward up your heart to God. It needs noemblem. He 
to the floor. is close by, even here.” 

**My gold. Ihave gold—gold!” The old woman started, and her wild eyes 
The young man groaned heavily. wandered fearfully around the room. 
“Do not think of that—your gold is nothin ; **Pray to him, mother.” your ¢ g y ; 8 

at this hour!’’ | ‘*No, it is lost, I have sold his Son—no, no.” 
Again she lifted her finger, and pointed it § ‘Mother, is there nothing that you wish to 

fiercely at his face. say? My brother George—have you no word 
‘‘Gold—it is everything.” for him?” 
*‘Hush, mother, hush. At this awful moment ‘Mush! hush, he will take your portion. He 

think of something else. I fear, I fear you are } married. He wished to rob you. Don’t speak 
dying.” to me of Klsie Ford’s son, or of his son either. 

“Dying!” This time the word was forced | Let them alone, and you shall be rolling in gold, 
upward with a shriek, so wild and fearful, that rolling, rolling, like your mother!” 
the young man sunk to his knees, and buried The young man bent down and listened engerly 
his face in the soiled bed drapery, shuddering in } to her words. 
every limb. ‘Did my brother marry Catharine Lacy, then, 

‘Oh! mother, mother!” } with your knowledge?” 
‘‘Dying! me—me dying!’ broke forth from **No, they tried to cheat me—ta bring a son 

those conyulsed lips once more. to claim your father’s property. She ought to 
Louis De Mark looked up. With his quivering } have died, that Catharine Lacy.” 

hand he grasped that of the dying woman. ‘But she did not. Where is she now? Ts 
**Yes, mother, believe me, there is but a little } she alive? Oh! tell me, mother. I shall never 

time for us to settle all that has gone ill between $ be happy again unless you do!” 
us. I came to ask you some questions, thinking “Yes, she’s alive. I saw her myself, changed 
to meet you in good health. The shock of find-} but alive. The other girl died. I didn’t want 
ing you thus is terrible. I pray God, it is not’; that, for she would have been rich, and you 
too late for either of us.” might have done well with her.” 

“Dying! Take it back, take it back! Iam ‘Then you knew about my wife?” 
well; no pain, no hunger, no thirst. Dying!” § “Knew? yes! Did you think I was cheated?” 
and with a miserable effort the woman strove to} «But why did you leave her to die there?” 
laugh, but the attempt went off in a gurgle ot “How could I help it? She would hide her- 
the throat. self till the last minute, and it was cheaper there. 

The young man made a great struggle for Sickness costs money, money, I tell you.” 
self-command; but he was very pale, and his : And you are certain Louisa died in the hos- 
lips quivered with the emotions he strove so ‘pital? But there is no register of her death!” 
firmly to suppress, * «We had that changed, the numbers and the 
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names. Louisa would die, Catharine would live. ; oars, and she let go; but left my ankle and foot 

We couldn’t help it.” wrenshed and bruised till I have never had a 
‘‘But where is Catharine?” : minute’s rest till now—not a minute. Give him 

A look of sharp cunning came into those $the picture, with my love. It’s cost me dear; 

sunken features. ° ‘but she hasn’t got it to pine and pray over. 

‘‘] won't tell. The time isn’t up. He isn’t ‘ Give him the picture, I say; it’s all he will ever 

crazy yet. LIwon’t help him to bring sons to $ get frem me.” 

eat up one half of your inheritance.” ; Louis De Mark listened to this wild speech, 

‘* Mother, remember that you are dying.” ‘shocked and bewildered. To him it had no 

“Not yet, not for years. I’m getting stronger meaning, but it grieved him to find so much of 

every minute. Don’t you see how I can talk $ bitterness and malice, in what he thought to be 

now. When you came, there wasn’t a word in 3 the last ravings of an unrepentant soul, and that 

my voice. I shall live to see you and Oakley’s § soul the one from which his own drew life. 

widow rolling in gold.” “Oh! mother, calm yourself, try and talk 

*¢*Oakley’s widow—what do you know of her?” § more rationally; you are ill, very ill; once more 

“What do I know? Hadn’t Leyes? Didn’t3;I say to you this is the last conversation we 

I watch you when she was married, watch and } shall ever hold together.” 

listen and pick up things? Didn’t I know what ; **Son, do you believe this? On your soul is 

was going on in the mind of my own son?” ,it the truth?” 

‘Oh! mother, how much misery you might | She spoke in a hoarse murmur. The artificial 
have saved me,” cried the ‘young man, in a pas- } strength was leaving her in the very grasp of 

sion of grief. S death. 

‘‘Haven’t I just told you she was dead, that 3 ‘« Mother, yes!” 

young wife? Didn’t I go down to that cottage, 3 The woman uttered a low, long wail, inex- 
on the Island, to see this widow and learn all} pressibly mournful. 

about her? Isn’t this kind when you have been ‘‘It is on me now; itis on me now; my feet 
pining and pining about her? I didn’t want to; are numb; the ice is creeping up to my heart. 

explain that she was dead, and Catharine Lacy } Holy Jesus this is death!” 

alive—it may do mischief yet. It may bring ? ; The horror that settled down, with the deathly 

them together, and despoil you of one half the grey, on her pinched features was terrible to 
property. He won’t go crazy. When he thought look upon; but more terrible still was the film 

the girl dead, it only made him melancholy; he that crept over the wild glare of her eyes, press- 

would not go mad, Let him find her, and all ;ing them slowly in the sockets. He sat and 

that I have done will go for nothing.” ? watched, silent and appalled. So long as those 

‘¢Mother, you should be more just to George. : eyes had the power to express the terror that 

He is your husband’s oldest son!” ; froze them, they were turned upon his face. 
‘*He is her son, and I hate them both.” ’ There was no agonizing struggle. Slowly and 

‘*But his mother is dead, years ago.” ‘ terribly, that cld woman froze out of life; and 

Again that cunning gleam broke into her eyes; $ death left her in that squalid bed, a meagre 
but the woman did not speak. ’ shadow of the humanity her whole life had de- 

‘‘Have you no kind remembrance for my bro- graded. 
ther?” said the young man, on whom that gleam § 
of the eye made no impression, ‘*he has never CHAPTER XXI. 

wronged you.” $ «MADAM, gentleman wishes to see you in 

“Oh! yes, take that,’’ she said, pointing to a the parlor.” 

picture that stood near the door, with its face to Mrs. Oakley started up, from the depths of a 

the wall. ‘It has been his friend from first to 3 great easy-chair, in which she had been striving 

last—tell him it nearly cost me my life. The to bury her grief; and with a breathless ner- 

crazy wretch worshipped that picture—I knew § yousness, very usual to her of late, walked the 

that, and would have it. She came at me like } room two or three times, smoothing the bandeaux 

a panther; we were on the shore; I ran for the : of her hair rapidly with each hand as she walked. 

boat and she after me into the water, knee deep. $ When this quick motion had composed her a 

The man pulled with all his might; but she held 3 little, she went down. 

me by the throat, tore at me like a wolf. aie The parlor was dim from the flowing vines, 

foot got fast in the cross-beams of the boat, or § that clustered around its windows. But though 

she would have drowned me before their faces. } she saw her visitor but indistinctly, her heart 

The boatmen had to beat her off with their ‘ gave a great bound, and she felt the blood surge 
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back and forth from her bosom to her temples, , over hers, ‘‘can you forgive the rashness of my 

leaving both paler than before. youth? Can you trust, can you love me?” 

‘‘Lady, dear lady!” She did not answer; but the tears that stood 
It was his voice. It was De Mark that came 3 upon her cheek scemed like dew-drops upon a 

toward her, with. both hands extended, looking } damask rose. She bent her head toward him, 

so bright, so strangely happy. half in shame, half in love, like a flower heavy 

Mrs, Oakley put out her hands to repulse him, } with rain. He gathered her softly to his bosom, 

‘*No, no, do not advance; do not come near me. $ his hand was pressed caressingly to one flushed 

I have been already sufficiently degraded!” cheek, the other lay close to his heart. 

De Mark stood still, dumb with astonishment, s ‘Oh! I was sure of it. Love like mine—so 

while she shrunk trembling backward, step by $ deep, so faithful, could not be wholly without a 
step, with her frightened eyes upon him, as if: return. Tell me, dear one, is this no delusion?” 
she dreaded lest the fascination in his glance 3 “Tlove you. Indeed, indeed, I love you?” 

would enthral her again. ’ Jt is impossible to say how many times, and 

‘*Mrs. Oakley,” he said, at last, ‘‘may I ask in how many forms, this one sentence was re- 
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the meaning of this reception?” s peated, before the two parted; but one thing is 

His yoice was a little tremulous, but full of } certain, he had not been gone half an hour 

self-respect. before both of them were restless to recapitu- 

**You have come here to insult me, sir!” late every word of it again. 
‘*T have come here, lady, to say how truly} After he was gone, the happy lady wandered 

and how long I have loved you.” ‘forth into the grounds, for the rooms of her 

The widow locked her white hands together } dwelling seemed altogether too small for the 

and held them firm; resentment was giving her } breadth and glory of her happiness. She longed 
strength. } for the open air, the free winds, anything that 

‘*Had you never said the same words to Louisa } spoke to her of the heaven which lived in her 

Oakley, my husband’s sister, she need not have } own heart. As she passed through the flower 

died of shame in a charity hospital!’ she an-! garden, a sob reached her from behind a honey- 

swered, almost harshly. . } suckle arbor near the path. Any sound of grief 

De Mark staggered back. The name of his ; was a discord to her then, so she turned aside, 

lost wife from those lips, and spoken in bitter- | resolved to make everything happy on that bliss- 
ness, brought a terrible pang with it. At last} ful day. 
he spoke; but it was in a low, broken voice, that$ She entered the arbor, and there, crouching 

went to her heart. ‘down upon the tesselated floor, was poor little 

‘“‘There was poverty and great suffering in} George, complaining to himself and sobbing as 

Louisa’s death; but no shame, Mrs. Oakley. if that dear little heart were quite broken. 

She was my wife. I was absent, a minor and ‘How her heart smote her then! How quick 

helpless; but had I known that she was driven } and fast the tears come rushing to her eyes. 
from her home, suspected and persecuted, I} ‘Georgie, Georgie, darling!” 

would have saved her at the risk of my life.’  $ ‘The child lifted his flushed face. <A smile 

“Then it was not neglect—it was not from danced up from his heart and broke in sun- 

wanton cruelty that you left her?” questioned {shine through all over his face. ‘Mamma, 
the widow, drawing gently toward him. ‘mammal’? he cried, leaping forward, with white 

‘Sit down with me, lady; it is asad story. I$arms extended, and the tears sparkling joyfully 
have been to blame; but not criminal. Will you {in his eyes, ‘‘you are not angry, you love me, 
listen to me?” darling mamma!” 

They sat down together in the dim parlor, and$ ‘*Love you?” cried the widow, raining kisses 
he told her all, even the first love which had upon his face. ‘Love you, darling. I love 
grown strong in his boyhood; and all its painful 8 everything under the heayens, this day, and 
results were fully revealed. At first she listened ; and you, little one, best of all.” 

to him with a degree of proud reserve; but = Don’t believe that, little Georgie. The warm 

ee. 

LA LS. 

he went on to lay his heart before her, the love- 3 blushes on her face, as she buries it in your 
light came back to her eyes, then tears of gentle s curls, contradict every word of it. She loves 
grief stole up through that light and trembled $ you a great deal more than she did before cer- 
softly there. Her hand crept to his, timidly ¢ tainly; but her heart has grown large and rich 
asking pardon for the harsh thoughts that had fe yesterday; and with all her caresses you 
melted away with the honest tones of his voice. $ are not the first there. Content yourself about 

‘And now,” he said, closing his hand firmly $ that, little Georgie. 
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In her walk that day, Mrs. Oakley met? ‘And the knowledge that she was dead, made 

Catharine, who was rambling sadly through ; him happy, you say.” 

the grounds, which we have said adjoined each ‘*Perfectly happy. Remember it was a long 

other, with Elsie Ford. The two women were} time ago, and he—but poor, poor girl, if he 

very melancholy, and a look of continued pain { could not love her, he would always have been 

lay upon them both. No wonder their lives were } affectionate and kind.” 

so sombre, so completely cast on the shadowy ‘‘Did De Mark tell you that he did not love 
side of life. Elsie was very quiet, and her large ? the girl, whom he married and left? It was an 

black eyes wandered toward the little boy with } unfeeling confession!” said Catharine, in a trem- 

sorrowful intensity; but she scemed afraid to % bling voice. 

touch him, muttering that he too would fly away 4 ‘No, it was necessary in order to explain 

and become nothing if she did. y everything. He gave me his whole heart. This 
The boy looked at her wistfully, and once is what makes me so happy—nothing is kept 

attempted to approach her, for those great, { back. Remember I was engaged to Mr. Oakley, 

troubled eyes fascinated him; but she waved ? when he first saw me.” 

him back, and gathering an over-ripe ait, ‘‘And he married this other person, without 

that grew in her path, the ghost of a flower; love, merely from compassion, you say!” 

that had been, she cast a sigh into its ahadiney) **T do not know; it seems hard to speak of 

heart, and lo! the whole disappeared: a few the dead in a way that would wound them, if 

silvery gleams floated off toward sunset, and she $ living; but I am quite sure that De Mark has 

held nothing but a dead, thorny stalk in her} loved me from the first. He says so, and I 

hand. believe him, in spite of this rash marriage.” 

«See, see; don’t come this way; everything I “I 'think go too!” answered Catharine, in a 

touch meits away like that, into nothing, nothing, ? grave, cold voice. ‘Still he might remember 

nothing.” how that poor, lone girl worshipped him.” 

The boy looked on and listened. Her voice “Tt is very sad, I am sure it must be very 
Wwas.so sadly musical, it charmed him. He was ¢ sad to love any one, whose heart is not all given 
very fearless too, and moved toward her. back in return. The anguish which I have felt 

She stepped backward, repelling him with her } during these few days has been so terrible, that 

outstretched palms. I can well pity any one who suffers with like 

‘*Don’t, don’t, you are so pretty. I won’t } doubts.” 

hurt you. Go away, or it will come to this!” ‘Can you? I think you are generous and 

She held up the dry, thorny stem of the} good. Love like yours should be given to a 

thistle, and shook it warningly at the child. } worthy object.” 

Repelled by this, he went away, following Mrs. “Tt is. It is. I would stake my life upon 
Oakley and Catharine, who had walked forward } his goodness.” 

keeping the demented woman in sight. * ‘And if it were yet to prove otherwise?’ said 

“Will you not rejoice with me, that this ter- { Catharine, turning her large eyes searchingly on 

rible load is taken from my heart,” said the / the happy face of her companion.” 

widow, chilled by the gravity of her companion. $ ‘I think, I know,” answered the widow, with 

The only trouble with me now is that I could } a shudder—‘‘that it would kill me—I could not 

have doubted him!” live after all this happiness, to be cast back even 

‘And is he equally happy,” inquired Catha- 3 into doubt again.” 

rine, in a low voice. ‘You are sure that he too Catharine looked at her friend, very mourn- 
is happy.” fully, for a moment. 

‘‘T. wish you could have seen him. It would ‘‘We suffer a great deal without dying,” she 
be impossible to think otherwise. You know} said, and moving slowly away, joined Elsie and 
there was some doubt at first that his wife was } the child. 
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dead; but it’s all cleared up now. His mother, (TO BE CONCLUDED.) 

with her dying breath, set it all rght.” é ; 

N 1G. HAD, 

Now goeth forth his pale-faced bride, 
Her dim, mysterious course to run, 

Close in her cloudy mantle wrapped 

With her star-braided moccason. 

Tris morn upon his azure trail, 

Armed for the fight, the great sun went. 

Red with the blood of dying day, 

At eve reclines he in his tent. Pee PLO L LL AD 



THE LAST OF RARLY UO VE. 

A SOUND FROM THE FOREST. 

BY J. H. MCNAUGHUTON. 

Nessum maggior dolore, 
Che ricordarsi del tempo felice 
Nella miseria, 
Ma se a conoscer Ia prima radice 
Del nostro amor tu hai cotanto affetto, 
Faro come colui che prange a dice.—Dante. Inrerno, CAnro Y. 

Ix balmy nook The page I scann’d. She lov’d this sylvan nook! 
Of yon old forest, where the ivy clings And on! how oft, as thro’ the boughs above 

To elm and maple like the loves of youth; She gazed upon a hovering cloud, have I 

Leaning upon the upturn’d root of elm, Bethought myself of Heaven. Her soul-lit eye 
A stranger lingers oft. Not to this nook Was then my cynosure! No darkling frown 

A stranger, but suspicion’s prying gaze. Of gloom or storm came o’er th’ Elysian scene. 
Upon his brow the tyrant Time hath traced Tlov’d and I was happy. Happy love!” 
But dubious signs; tho’ Grief, thro’ gloomy years, He smiled, and gazed aloft with brimful eye 

Hath dimmed the lustre of a bearnfuleye. As Memory unroll’d the joyous scene 

The hunter’s footsteps crackling thro’ the bush That erst he reveled in. With lightsome heart 

Hath oft resounded in the grot hard by, And childish glee he told of mem’ries dear 

And startled from a dreamy, mystic spell, That swept the loye-toned lyre, so long unstrung, 

The swain secluded. Buta hunter’s eye But leaves its mournful tone-chords on each breeze 

Hath never dared to meet th’ assuasive gaze,” Within the forest grot. But darkling came 

Th’ unutterable ken that seem’d to say: The gloomy mood. 

“ Thou, too, dost break th’ enchanting spell! Be- But ah! unhappy me! 

ware! The withering breath of lurking Envy came, 
No sacreligious breath pollutes tho air To blast the treasured bud. The storm-cloud low’rs. 
Within this grot!” Nor more the hunter needs, The crimson of a morn like this, alas! 
With quivering step and fear-lit eye he turns, Was changed to blackest darkness. Then there came 
And silent leaves the awe-inspiring nook. A voice from out the deep recesses rent 

One morn, when cloudless the cerulean sky Of tortured bosom, telling of the wreck 

Was tinged with crimson in the East; and bland That storm-clouds left behInd. That phantom ship, 

The night-wind kissed the dew from trembling leaf, } That erewhile skimm’d the waveless, azure sea, 
In th’ old abode I chanced upon the youth. Bearing the hopes, the fears, the destinies 
He beckon’d, and I wonder’d. Something strange, 3 Of two immortal souls, now swept the main, 
I’ve ever thought, is in a waving hand! The billowy, trackless, foaming main, the sport 

There’s something in a waving hand that speaks Of mocking demons and a wreck of woe! 
But to the heart when sighs the tongue confound. The bosom that till then with gentle throbs 

“Stranger!” With voice sepulchral as the sound } Responsive heaving to my own, now surged 
Of moaning, midnight winds in forest dun: With troublous billows like a pent-up sea. 

“Stranger and friend! I know thy mission here, $ Wild fancies and strange whims usurped the throne 
Thy sunken eye bespeaks the midnight lamp; Of Reason. Oft this grot resounded loud 

That volumes th’ index to thy mind. I, too, And wild with imprecations—doleful sounds, 

Erewhile did woo the soul-expanding muse— As crept the sinews round these worthless bones. 
Like thee, did wander thro’ the studious grove, That sound e’en yet returns, but never she! 
Till—ah !—how happy and unhappy—canst Ah, me!” 

Thou bear with me the thrice-told, faded tale He shook. <A trem’lous lip, and teeth 
Of happy and unhappy love? It fills That chatter’d as he gazed with hollow stare, 

With mournful mem’ries of the past, my soul— Bespoke how Mem’ry now was dragging forth 
The mem’ries of the unreturning past! From out her deepest, wildest caves amid 

Beneath this elm-tree, ere the rude storm-blast The waste and solitude of years, the dread 

Had envied its domain, and bow’d it low, And undisguised reality. The spell 

I sat; and oft has Echo from each rock Had come. He waved his hand! Ah! now I know 
And fairy glen sent mocking back There’s something in a waving hand that speaks 

Th’ enchanting tale of some old poet’s love! But to the heart when sighs the tongue confound. 
My Mo le never trembled then as o’er Tle, too, a maniac! 



ROUND JACKET FOR AD AS Dik : 

BY ESTHER COPLEY. 

Marerrats.—For this beautiful, knitted jacket, 

pins No. 6 are required, and Berlin wool worked 
double. Seven ounces of wool for the jacket; 

from four to five ounces for the border; either 

shades for chinchilla or sable, or white, black 

and yellow ermine. 

ABBREVIATIONS.—The meaning of the abbre- ; 

viations in this, and subsequent articles on knit- 

ting are as follows:— 

K. Knit. K with a figure, knit so many 

stitches; as, K3, knit three stitches. 

P. Purl. P with a figure, purl so many 

stitches; as, P38, purl three stitches, 

S. Slip a stitch. 

OQ. Make an open stitch by bringing the wool 
forward. 

T. Take in, or reduce. 

T. B. Take in from the back. 

Tp. Purl two stitches as one, 

Vou, XXX.—22 
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R. A row. 

||: :|] Repeat. On reaching the second of these 
marks all that was done between them is to be 
repeated, 

|: :||2 (or any other figure.) Repeat twice, 
(or as many times as the figure indicates. ) 

|: :|]—Repeat to the end of the row, or round, 

D. Decrease, without bringing the wool in 
front, plain knit fonr stitches, that is, the loops 

hat would have formed two brioche stitches, 

aking as one the stitch and the loop that crosses 

t. On returning to that part, bring the wool 

n front as usual, slip two of the four stitches, 

instead of one) knit the other two as one. In 

the next row the two slipped stitches are to be 

knitted as one with the loop that crosses them. 

To Make tue Ermixe.—Thread a darning- 

eedle with black Berlin wool, bring the ends 

ogether, fasten it on double, and in a sort of 
ao 
vv 

{ 
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embroidery work on the white for knitting. Six, D, work sixteen, D, work one, D, work one, D, 

stitches will be sufficient. They should be rather 3 work twelve. Work fifty-one rows, making in 
more than an inch long, but not exactly the same § all fifty-eight in the waist. 

length toward the tip. Having fastened the wool} 59th (waist) row, work thirteen brioche stitches. 

securely on the wrong side of the work, draw it 3 Cast off six.* Eighteen (brioche.) Cast off six. 
through to the right side. Set in the needle } Work thirteen (brioche. ) 
rather more than an inch forward, turning the} On these thirteen brioche stitches work sixty 

point backward; so bring out the wool a little row for one front. 

nearer to the spot where it was first brought: On the eighteen brioche stitches in the centre, 
through. The second stitch set in close to where } work forty-eight rows for back. 

the first was begun from, and bring out the} On the remaining thirteen, work sixty rows 

needle almost as close as possible, but toward } for second front. . 
the tip of the tail. In this way work the whole: 61st, (body row) having worked along the 

six stitches, making them lie close and straight; ‘ front last done, carry on the row along the back, 

these in straw color. Fasten off securely. Then and then along the other front in the progress 

work five stitches in black wool, (double) making ‘ of this row, neatly and securely disposing of the 

them full in neatly with the straw color. The {ends of wool. Work three more rows the entire 

black stitches commence just within the tops of {length of the top; then decrease for shoulders 
the yellow ones, and extend about a quarter of } thus:— 

an inch beyond them, or rather the centre stitch § 65th row, work eleven, DD, work fourteen, 

does so. The two on each side go a little and a { DD, work eleven. Three regular rows. 
little shorter, so as to form a point. A little 69th, work ten, DD, work twelve, DD, work 

practice is required to get quite into the knack} ten. Three regular rows. 

of shaping them nicely, but this is soon acquired, $ 73rd, work nine, DD, work ten, DD, work 

and then they are easily and quickly done, and?nine. Three regular rows. 
are very durable. 77th, work eight, DD, work eight, DD, work 

To Kyiv trae Jacket.—Cast on seventy-six. } eight. Three regular rows. 

Ist row O S K throughout. 2nd and all subse- Sist, work six, D, work ten, D, work six. 

quent rows OS T, Three regular rows, 

At the end of 4th and 5th rows, cast on four 85th, D, work three, D, work ten, D, work 

additional loops, (two brioche stitches) which } three, D. Three regular rows. | 
bring into working brioche (as in 1st and 2nd} Knit three plain rows and cast off. 

rows.) In the same manner increase at the end} for border, work a piece long enough to go 

of 8th and 9th, 12th and 13th, 16th and 17th, {round the jacket, sewing it easy round the in- 

20th and 21st, 24th and 25th, 28th and 29th, $ creasing parts, so as to lie flat. Ten stitches 

82nd and 33rd. will be a sufficient width; that is, five brioche 

At the end of 86th and 37th rows, east on two { stitches. To carry on the hollowing in front, 

additional loops; (one brioche stitch) repeat this } begin and end the border thus :— 
increase at the end of 40th and 41st, 44th and} Cast on four; (two brioche stitches) at the end 
45th, 48th and 49th, 62nd and 58rd, 56th and 3 of the 2nd row cast on four more, and at the end 

57th. Then seven rows without increase. The} of the 6th row two more, At the end cast off 
number of brioche stitches now is seventy-eight. § two (one brioche stitch.) Finish the row and 

In the next seven rows decrease for the waist, } return. Cast off four. Finish the row and re- 

thus :— stan. Cast off the remainder. Be careful to 
Ist decreasing row work nineteen, D, work { reverse the slope of the end to that of the begin- 

three, D, work three, D, work sixteen D, work } ning; also be careful to make the shading cor- 
three, D, work three, D, work nineteen. 

2nd, work nineteen, D, work two, D, work two, 

D, work fourteen, D, work two, D, work two, D, 

work nineteen. ety the end of the 44th row cast on eight additional 
8rd and 4th rows without decreasing. ; Stitches, At the end of the 46th row cast on 

5th decreasing row, work eighteen, D, work : eight more; making in the whole thirty brioche 

one, D, work one, D, work fourteen, D, work one, } stitches. On these work eighty-six or ninety 

D, work one, D, work eighteen. rows, till the hand part is of a suitable size. 

6th, work nineteen, D, work one, D, work } Cast off eight (four brioche stitches.) Finish 

twelve, D, work one, D, work nineteen. * Six loops, three brioche stitches; taking as one 
wth, work twelve, D, work ene, D, work one, * the stitch and the loop that is after it. 
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For sleeve, cast on four. At the end of every 

ourth row cast on four additional stitches At 
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the row and return. Cast off eight more. After , cast on sixty-four. Plain knit one row. One 

this, cast off four at the commencement of every {row OS K; then OS T. 

second row, until all are cast off. In the 7th and 8th brieche rows, stop two 

Curr.—According to the number of shades (brioche) stitches short of the end, and return. 
employed, allow eleyen or thirteen skeins for 9th and 10th, leave one more brioche stitch 

each cuff. One of the darkest shade for centre, {and return. After this, in every row leave two 

and one each of the remaining five or six on each : more brioche stitches, until only ten are worked 

side of the former. With lightest shade cast on $in the middle. Then knit to one end, and back 

thirty-two. Knit one row plain; one row O S$ again to the other end. Next row work fourteen 

K; then OS T, till only enough wool remains to > DD, work fourteen. After this work regular 

cast off. For this purpose the wool had better $ brioche, till only wool enough remains to cast 

be used single. off (using the wool single.) 

Cotiar.—For the collar allow just double the Make up by sewing, and finish with a cord 

quantity of a cuff; thus, centre two skeins of tassels at the waist; and at the neck either 

darkest, and on each side of it two skeins of 3a small cord and tassels or ribbon strings. 
each shade in succession. With lightest wool ¢ 

ART IN SPORT.—NO. III. 

BY H. J. VERNON. 

Tue days are bright enough just now—and } now the basis for a face. Let the central line 

long; but don’t let us forget that the long even-{ (across) mark the position of the eyes, the line 
ings will soon be upon us, when home sports? above that the top of the forehead, the one below 

will have to be looked up. the bottom of the nose. Ry Fig. 35 you will see 

this worked out, and have what is considered a 

well-proportioned face. 

By the present paper we intend to let you into 

a great secret, the secret, namely, of Comic 

Drawing—a method, in fact, which is at the 

bottom of all humorous, or caricature sketching. Now oddity of feature or expression is simply 
Don’t let any one be alarmed, and suppose that} the result of a deviation from this regularity; 

it is intended to set you quizzing and caricatur- } and if, as you will perceive by the other Figs., 

ing your friends. Far from it. 36, 87 and 88, these lines are placed higher or 

36 87 
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Draw the oval, Fig. 84. Divide it by trans-{ lower, or out of their, strictly speaking, proper 

verse lines into about equal portions. You have ‘ places, you have, as a result, oddity, or comi- 

Se 



‘ stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
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eality, which is founded upon irregularity or : ovals, and try the effect of which the above are 

incongruity in things. {but indications. Your imaginations will furnish 

In the next two figures, this end is attained an endless variety of subjects. The omission 

by placing a pair of dark spectacles upon a re-; of one eye, or its being covered by a shade, or 

gularly-featured face, as Fig. 40, or adding a closed while the other stares; the nose slightly 

little flesh to tlie lower portion of that at Fig. 89. on one side, the mouth a little wider than usual 

But not to forget the ‘Art’ in the ‘*Sport,” }—these are all sources of the humorous, which, 

let me add, that by sketching the plain oval, and *‘ however, is far from being heightened by uglt 

remarking whereabout the lines of their fea-? mess. Indeed, it should be borne in mind, that 

tures would cut it, you may, without difficulty, § great distortion or hideousness, so far from con- 

attempt likenesses of your friends and com-tributing to humor, destroys it by raising pain- 

panions. oe images in the mind, True humor is closely 

Now fill your slates or sketch-books with * allied to kindness. 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING MOSS-BUDS-# 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

MarTertats.—Delicate shade of pink tissue 
paper, moss, cups, cotton, wire and green tissue § 

paper. | 
Cut three sizes of petals as directed for making 

a Rose: cut them rather more pointed than for a3 

Rose: make a bulb of cotton sufficiently large 

for the smallest sized petals to cover: gum the 

first set over the cotton, then fold down the ie 

maining petals: curl the last row and gum them ; 

before opening, which should be done carefully 

with the end of the plyers, or any fine pointed 

instrument: wet the moss with water, let it dry, 

then fasten it on to the calyx of the bud with 

gum, finish with a green cup: wrap the stem 

with green tissue paper, or green crape cut bias, 

which will look more natural. 

* MATERIALS FOR MAkInG Paper Fiowrers.— 
Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 

for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped § 
of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
32 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by : 
mail punctually attended to. A box, with mate- § 
rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

= 

LITTLE BOY’S OVER-COAT. 

Over-coat for a little boy of five or six, called ¢ work or vandykes; each of the two parts com- 
the Lord Seymour over-coat. posing this over-coat is represented with a dif- 

This little garment, to be made either of white { ferent ornament, in order to give an idea of the 
quilting or cloth, should be ornamented with } two styles above mentioned, but of course one 
several rows of braid representing either fret-! or other of them must be used on both parts 
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when the garment is made. On the collar, and} No. 2. Back. 
at the end of the sleeve, there is a similar orna- No. 3. Collar. 

ment but smaller. No. 4, Sleeve. 
No. 1. Front. 

DESIGN FOR A MUSIC-STOOL COVER IN NETTING. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Martertats.—Crochet cotton, No. 4, flat bone $ without increase or decrease; and again, the 

mesh, needle, wide. For pattern see front of same number decreasing, by doing two together 

number. at the end of every row, which terminates it. It 

As our readers are already aware, an octagon }is then to be washed, starched, and put in a 

is the nearest approach to a perfect round that} frame to be darned; after which, work three 
can be made in netting without cutting. An}rounds of plain netting all around it, and finish 

octagon can be made of any dimensions, accord- $ with a deep fringe, to be knotted in. 

ing to the following scale:—If you begin with 3 Done with finer cotton and mesh, this would 

25 stitches, do 50 rows, (that is, doubling in {make a pretty cake doyley, or top for a pin- 

rows the number of stitches) increasing at the j cushion. No. 16 or 20 Boar’s-head cotton and 

end of every row; then the same number of rows $ a steel mesh should be used. 

DESIGN FOR A COLLAR AND SLEEVE. 

BY MLUE. DEFOUR. 

We give this month a variety in this style of ; vent it from contracting. If this precaution be 

work, in a new pattern for acollar. It is exe- $ neglected, the disappointment of finding the work 

cuted in muslin laid over net. India muslin is } utterly spoiled is sure to follow, the net drawing 

the most desirable, and fine Brussels net best} in the muslin the first time the work is in the 

adapted for the purpose. If English net be }hands of the laundress. These two materials 

used, it must first be damped and dried to pre- must be the same way of the web, and carefully 
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best in working a collar, is to have a long square 

5 

all the plain parts left by the design. The work For pattern see front of number. 

being thus prepared, the outline must be traced 
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Brack buck-skin, with the braiding pattern } usual way. The former, though the most dura- 

cut out, and scarlet cloth placed under: or black } ble, is exceedingly difficult, especially with this’ 
; velvet, or cloth, with the braid run on in the pattern, 

tacked together. The plan which is by far the ,in tolerably coarse cotton, and sewn over with a 

‘rer size, after which the parts of the muslin 

of muslin the size required by the pattern, as {intersecting the pattern, which are superfluous, 

when the shape is cut out, it is sure to drag} must be carefully cut out, leaving the design 

at the neck. The muslin and net, being thus} upon the net. The portions marked by dots are 

stretched over the pattern, must be well tacked 3 to be worked in any fancy lace stitch, and a part 

down upon it; not only round the edges, but in } sewn round the edge to give a finish to the whole. 
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EDITORS” TABLE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT ¢ count on fifty thousand additional subscribers, in 
i ‘ consequence, for 1857, Shall we be disappointed? Mrs. Sournworta ENnGacep to Contrinutr.— 

Among the new attractions, prepared for next year, 
will be an original nouvelette, by Mrs. E. D. E. N. Cauzripce Liprary.” Copiey’s Porrrairs.— 
Southworth, the author of “The Lost Heiress,” “The } “Carry Stanley,” whose graceful stories have been 

‘ted Wife.” “India.” & ; ” &c, $ absent from our columns too long, has been rusti- Deserted Wife, India, Curse of gy &e. He ee ae 4 & e. eee 
Jn her and our condjutor, Mrs. Ann §. Stephens, Wwe 3 5 ace we suspect, Bone ie mountains o a 
have, beyond all dispute, the two best female writers snes and. She sends us a letter (the first for months) 
of America, What other periodical can show such } descriptive of Cambridge Library, which she visited 
contributors? It seems to be a notion, with some during a flying trip to Boston. We cannot resist 
publishers, that a lady’s Magazine needs nothing but : quoting bits of it. “The librarian,” she says, “showed 
trashy stories, by third-rate authors. We would not us some very old Latin manuscripts, done in black 
insult the sex by such an opinion. We try to enlist } letters and illuminated. One of our party said the 
the best talent in the country, regardless of price, so } man who did all that (it was an immensely thick 
as to have our literature as good, of its kind, as is; Volume) had a great deal of patience; but I imme- 
possible. We don’t pretend to publish abstruse trea- eee ured her a no a a ne ever 
tises, or ape the character of a Review. People go » cou aye done anything so laborious, at the same 
to sleep over such affairs, or say, as Wordsworth did time Bo exquisitely beautiful and truthful, whereat 
of Coleridge’s talking, “Now, to be frank, Smith, the librarian smiled a pleased assent and confessed 
could you make out what he meant?” The ladies that it wae done in a convent. Then he showed us 
wish something sparkling, like their own bright eyes; ; a Greek manuscript, said to be a thousand yoo old. 
something to give them relaxation after their houso- t I began we feel EIUELY, ts self, : Then = Latin MS. 
hold cares are over for the day; something graceful, | of the Bible, beautifully illuminated with pictures beautiful, fresh and blooming, as they are them- which looked as if they had stepped out of Froissart, 
selves, when, their evening toilet made, they sit} and must at least be cotemporary with him. But 
down to read “Peterson.” It would be just #3 easy } the greatest treat to me were the pictures, particu- 
for us to give them heavy didactic essays on morals, } larly the Copley’s. I am afraid modern portraits or owlish disquisitions on the “subjective” and “ob- $ Will look flat and wooden after them. One of Nicho- 
jective:” our own intellectual capacities, says a saucy las Boyleston (I suspect he was a Lovelace in his little beauty beside us, lying chiefly in that line: and } ay) in his richly flounced dressing-gown and cap, if they didn’t, it is easier, as we know from fifteen his ruffles, and his comfortable attitude, one almost years’ experience, to buy your pompous, solemn, pre- : expects to hear him speak. The same, but to a less 
tentious, long-winded articles than racy, or even $ degree, may be said of a portrait of his brother pithy ones, By paying liberally, and judging every { Thomas. As to Madam Boyleston, wife of this article on its own merits, we have got together a list Thomas, she is, if possible, more wonderful still. I 
of contributors which bas no rival. Alice Cary, with § know the feel of her hand, and of a kiss on her her pastoral stories; the author of Susy L *s sunken cheek; they are so like my own grandma’s Diary, so earnest and _ spiritually minded; the 3 Were. Not that features or expression are alike, but 
sprightly E. W. Dewees; A. L. Otis; Virginia F. tbo wonderful is their naturalness, And then one ‘Townsend ; Hetty Holyoke; Ellen Ashton; Caroline ‘listens for the rustle of the voluminous folds of the 
L. Fairfield; Bessie Beechwood ; and a score of ‘rich fawn-colored satin dress, as she rises from the 
others—what Magazine can exhibit such an array! | golgtoa damask chair, Such portraits!” Our coadjutor, Mrs. Ann §. Stephens, of whom it 
does not become us here to say more, stands con- RueEtoric or A BAatu-Tenper.—Newport, Rhode 
fessedly at the head of American female novelists, } Island, the fashionoble sea-side watering-place, is 
living or dead. ‘To this galaxy of talent, led off by ; celebrated for what its patrons call “dash.” Even such “a bright, particular star,” we now add Mrs. } the bath-tenders catch the infection, as witness the E. D. E. N. Southworth, the only writer to be named } following concluding words of a card, from one who 
with her, and whose novels have no equals for intense { advertises vapor-baths. “ My aim is to teach all how power, thrilling incident, or graphic descriptions of ; to engineer their own systems agreeably to the in- Virginia and Maryland life. She will begin, in our } stinctive laws of each, and never to allow the capa- January number for 1857, a nouvelette, which she } cities and wants of one to be the absolute measure considers the best she has yet written. Mrs. Ann } of another. These principles, maintained in all their S. Stephens and Mrs. Southworth! Never before bearings, will never fail to bring out all there is of did pt ae a offer such a combination. We healthy music in the harp of a thousand strings.” 
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Tue Encnantep IstAnp.—We give place, by re-; Tue Hygiene or Hoors.—The Boston Medical 
quest, to the following. ¢ and Surgical Journal pronounces hoops not so in- 

} jurious to health as the load of skirts they have 

: superseded. The less weight and heat about the 

S loins, it suys, the less likelihood of disease there. 

¢ It recommends, however, that the hoops should be 

» Smaller in winter, to ayoid catching cold, or that 

} very thick drawers should be worn with them. It 

} concludes as follows:—It is searcely our province 

}to remark upon the influence hoops have as aids to, 

or detractors from, beauty of form or carriage. In 

; certain instances, numerous enough, the balloon en- 

; closure must be exceedingly convenient; in others, 

A wonderful stream is the River Time, 

As it runs through the realm of years, 

With a faultless rhythm, and a musical chime, 

And a broader sweep, and a surge sublime, 

And blends with the ocean of tears. 

There is a musical isle of the River Time, 

Where the softest of airs are playing; 

There is a cloudless sky and a tropical clime, 

And a song as sweet as a vesper chime, 

And the tones with the roses are straying. 

And the name of this isle is the “Long Ago,” our preference would doubtless be for the uninflated 

And we bury our treasures there— S article. Stature, too, should be consulted, both as 

There are brows of beauty, and bosoms of snow, ‘ regards the use of the hoop, at all, and, if worn, as to 

They are heaps of dust—but we loved them so— _—‘} the proper dimensions. Need we say, that authentic 
There are trinkets and tresses of hair. § instances are on record, and that too, not long since, 

in which these much talked-of and variously esti- 

mated appendages have contributed to the saving of 

life? We advise all ladies about to travel, and 

: liable to find themselves on board of any uncontrol- 

‘ lable or ill-managed steamboats, to go hooped. But 
: let all take notice, that although we believe the 

There are hands that are waved when the fairy shore larger the hoops are, in case of an involuntary 

There are fragments of songs that nobody sings, 

And a part of an infant’s prayer; 

There is a lute unswept, and a harp without strings, 

There are broken vows and pieces of rings, 

And the garments she used to wear. 

By the mirage is lifted in air— } plange-bath, the better—we have already warned 
And we sometimes hear, through the turbulent roar, | their fair wearers against such a size on land. Don’t 
Sweet voices we heard in days gone before, take cold!” 

When the wind down the river is fair. anne 

Oh! remembered for aye—be the blessed isle Tue Bata or A Tuovsanp Fiowers.—A fair 
All the day of life—till night; correspondent writes:—‘I wished o good tooth- 

siete : ; R 
When the evening comes with its beautiful smile, |} wash, that would also keep the breath sweet, and 
And our eyes are closing to slumber awhile— ‘ happening to see you speak favorably of ‘The Balm 
May that Greenwood of Souls be in sight! | Of A Thousand Flowers,’ I said, ‘Peterson is always, 

honest,’ and bought a bottle. Permit me to say you 

: didn’t praise it half enough. It’s the best thing of 

\ the kind I ever knew. All my circle of acquaint- 

hearing the Rey. Joseph Snelling preach. Mr. 8. yances uso it now, solely.for that “good word spoken 
is eighty-three years old, more than sixty of which } Season.’ You tans pe bag ie sah = us 
he has been in the ministry, and is, therefore, one : by recommending it. ie eee a ada 
of the oldest clergymen in America. His unaffected York):are, the mannfacturers;) but allpopular drag. 

stores sell it. The retail price is fifty cents per bottle. 

An Aqrep CrLerayMAN.—During a hasty visit, 
lately, to New England, we had the pleasure of 

humility; his calm wisdom; his large Christian 

charity; and a certain occasional quaintness which | 

harmonizes with his advanced age, render him deeply A Denicatr Compiiment.—One of the neatest 

interesting as a speaker, He was one of the pioneers } things ever said was by Louis the Fourteenth, who, 

of Methodism in New England, and is full of anec- though a king, had the art of conversing in perfec- 

dote respecting Cooper, and others of the “giants” stion. After the battle of Senef, the great Conde 
of those days. He himself is one who will never put } had an audience; and the monarch advanced to the 

off the harness while life and strength remain, but , top of the staircase to meet him. The prince, who 

will be found doing battle for righteousness, as stout- } ascended slowly from the effects of his gout, apolo- 

hearted as ever, even should he live over a century. } gized to his majesty for making him wait. “My 

Who can doubt that for such there is “a crown of $ cousin,” was the reply, “do not hurry; no one could 

rejoicing” laid up, brighter than for others. move quickly who was loaded with laurels as you 
. — are.” 

“Onxty Beiia.”—Read the charming story, in 3 

this number, by Bessie Beechwood, another of the 

new contributors we are adding to our list. | 

ad 

Wao Do You Votre For?—For “Peterson,” of 

course. He is not in the field for President, but for 

something better: he runs for chief officer of the re- 

A Hint ror Tatxers.—“It is a great misfor-{ public of Magazinedom. More liberal, too, than poli- 

tuno,” says La Bruyere, “not to have mind enough : ticians of the old kind, he allows women to vote. 
to talk well, nor judgment enough to be silent.” ‘ Ladies, one and all, yote for “Peterson.” 

ne 

——_— lr 
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340 REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

Rozert M. Dewirr.—This gentleman has suc- REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 

ceeded the firm of Dewitt & Davenport, New York,$ Human Physiology, Statical and Dynamical; or, 

of which he was the senior partner; and now con-$ The Conditions and Course of the Life of Man. By 

ducts that large and thriving Book and Magazine} John William Draper, M. D., LL. D. Illustrated 

establishment himself. The catalogue of works, 3 with nearly Three Hundred Wood Lngravings. 1 

which he publishes, comprises some of the best books § vol., 8 vo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—The 

of the day; and his stock of other people’s publica-% author of this work is Professor of Chemistry and 

tions is always extensive and well selected. He} Physiology in the University of New York. ‘The 

attends also to orders for newspapers and magazines, % treatise has grown out of the lectures delivered to 

doing an immense business in this line. He fur-% his class; has been prepared for the press with great 

nishes likewise the foreign journals. Our acquaint- > care; and furnishes a reliable, condensed and com- 

ance with Mr. Dewitt extends over many years, $ prehensive outline of the science of Physiology. Dr. 

and we can recommend him, to any person wishing Draper divides his subject into two branches, Stati- 

papers, books, or magazines, as prompt, obliging and cal and Dynamical, a division which we hope other 

reliable. writers will follow, as it has many obvioas con- 

——s S guntended. The science, throughout the work, is 

Heautruy Lirerature.—The Iudson (Michigan) S discussed after the manner known in Natural Philo- 

Courier, says:— The October number of Peterson’s 3 sophy, which obviates one of the evils which has so 

Magazine—thus early before us—is excellent in all long attended its study: we mean the mysticism 

its departments. Its literature is of a full healthy, § which has pervaded it. The author rightly thinks 

and Christian tone, such as should be found in every ; that the vitally importart questions, respecting God, 

household throughout the land. Its engravings are the soul, immortality, a future life, and man’s rela- 

perfect gems. In the one before us there is a fine } tions to and position in this world, which speculative 

steel engraving, that every old bachelor should be in 3 Philosophy has failed to solve, will yet be determined 

possession of. It is entitled ‘The Onconvenience of } by Positive Science. In the mechanical execution 

Single Life.’ Take our word for it, Ladies, it is the Sof the volume, we cannot too highly praise the en- 

best two dollar Magazine in existence, and in fact $ gravings. These have been chiefly obtained by the 

excels some of the three dollar books.” aid of microscopic photography, a process which Dr, 

Draper has so greatly improved as to render it avail- 

PouiricAL Ciuss. Tur LApres.—Fremont, Bu- able for his purposes. It is apparent even to the un- 

chanan and Fillmore clubs are now all the rage for : scientific reader, that a drawing, though by the best 

gentlemen. We don’t advise the ladies to establish 8 artist, from a ihicroscopic view, must be less accurate 

clubs of that kind, but they should get up Peterson : than a photograph. On the whole, we consider the 

clubs. Every village and neighborhood in the land ¢ book the best of its kind, in every respect, which has 

ought to have a club of that kind. Ladies, if your $ yet appeared, either in Europe or in America. We 

husband or lover joins a political club, insist on your predict that it will not only greatly assist to popu- 

right to join a Peterson club. larize the study of Physiology, but conduce also to 

< making that science one of the exact ones. In point 

“Tue First Auws.”—We need not ask attention of paper and typography it would be difficult to sur- 

to the beautiful mezzotint in this number. The } pass the volume. Every household, which pretends 

press said, last month, that our steel engraving was to intelligence, should have a copy. Price, in cloth, 

the best in any of the Magazines. They will echo $4,00. 

the same sentiment this month. But the illustration The Key-Stone Collection of Church Music. A 

for the December number will be even finer. Complete Collection of Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Psalms, 

Hise, | Chants, Ge. By A. N. Johnson, Lvol. Lancaster: 
A Rie Van Winkie.—A cotempor that pro- 

; r nba ech pee E Murray, Young & Co. Philada: J. B. Lippincott & 
fesses to give the fashions, publishes, in its October Z : 

Co.—It gives us pleasure to herald the enterprise of 
number, 2 pattern for a fall bonnet, ae new, which 3 : 

. : Messrs. Murray, Young & Co., an energetic firm of 
appeared in our last February number. Ladies, who 3 i : 

Lancaster, Pa., who, in this compilation, have fur- 
follow such fashions, will find themselves looking ; ; 

nished a most excellent collection of church music, sitar 
Ma Aah & author, A. N. Johnson, is distinguished for his 

musical attainments, taste, and successful method of 
A Harry Tury.—“For what do you wink at me, 

nstruction. The Physiological System for training 
sir?” said a beautiful young lady, angrily to a stran- 

ger, at a party, an evening or two since. “T beg chorus and teaching singing-schools, which he sets 

your pardon, madam,” replied the wit, “I winked as < forth in the volume, strikes us as a great advance. 

men do looking at the sun—your splendor dazzled We trust that this work will meet with the encourage- 

my eyes.” ; ment it well deserves. All who would have music to 

assume that high position, which it ought to occupy 

Howe.—Most of what is good may be traced to}; in the church, the association, or the school, should 

woman and home. Without them, man would be a} interest themselves in extending the circulation of 

savage. 
“The Key-Stone Collection.” 

i 
, 
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The Hills of the Shatemuc. Py the author of “ The 5 Signs of the Times. Letters on the Dangers to 

Wide, Wide World.” 1 vol.,12 mo. New York: D. S Religious Liberty in the Present State of the World, 

Appleton & Co.—We are gratified to hear that this By C. 0. J. Bunsen. Translated from the German 

new fiction is having an extensive sale. It certainly 3 by Susanna Winkworth. 1 vol., 12 mo. New York: 

has far higher merit than many novels which are § Harper & Brothers.—Cheyalier Bunsen, the author 

more extolled by the critics; and it does not contain N of this work, combines the scholar, the statesman 

a line, (which is saying much) that its author dying $ and the Christian, in a degree rare in any age, but 

“would wish to blot.” It is, we think, an im- scence in this. The present volume originated 

provement on either “The Wide, Wide World,” or in a series of letters, which he wrote, on returning 

“Queechy.” The pictures of rural life are not less § to Germany from England, after an absence in the 

accurate, while those of the city are altogether more latter place, for many years, as ambassador from 

correct; and though there is romance enough to $ Prussia. It exposes, with great boldness, the abso- 

gratify one’s longing for the ideal, the romance never lutist tendencies of the age in Europe; calls on all 

becomes absurdity, ‘The characters are more natural ¢ friends of liberty to rally for the “good, old cause ;” 

than in the earlier works of Miss Warren, and gene- $ and points out the way in which reaction may be 

rally better discriminated. Elizabeth, the heroine, is checked and progress be again inaugurated. In 

really an original conception; so, also, is Winthrop, peu generations, these letters will be either a 

at least in a great degree; and Will, Mrs, Landholm, $ warning, or a prophecy, as Germans and Germany 
and even lose, are sharply and effectively drawn, § may decree. We believe so entirely in the advance 

We fancy we can trace the influence of “Jane Eyre” $ of mankind, we hold so earnestly to the final re- 

(or shall we say of a truer observation of real man- generation of all nations, that we cannot but think 

hood?) in the strong, self-reliant character of the N that this trumpet-eall will be responded to by Bun- 

hero, so different from the lack-a-daisical Lord Mor- ‘sen’s countrymen. As a mere dissection of cotem- 

timers of a former school. The unaffected piety, Se aes Germany, the book is of great value also. 

whiche is incarnated in the “good mother” of the Price, in cloth, $1,00. 

story, does honor to Miss Warren’s principles, not Religion in America, By Robert Baird. 1 vol., 

less than to her heart. On this account alone, if on | 8 vo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—The present 

wwe. 
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no other, we should heartily recommend the book. work, as the title-page lucidly sets forth, is an 

Price, in cloth, $1,25 account of the origin, relation to the state, and ex- 

’ isting condition of the evangelical churches in the 
. me ; 9 

English Traite. By R. W. Emerson. 1 vol., 12 ¢ United States; with notices of the unevangelical 
mo. Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co. Philada: ; churches. Tho author is popularly known, at least 

¥. B. Peterson.—This is a book to read more than g in our principal cities, for his lectures on the peoples 
once. It is the result of two different visits to Eng- and governments of Europ; for ho spent several years 

land, pene nO iads aeete and of the well-considered abroad, and had superior means for obtaining infor- 

conclusions, to which they led the author. Mr. mation, especially respecting religious matters. The 
Emerson discusses, in a terse, condensed style, the volume before us has grown out of a little work, 

land, race, manners, ability, wealth, aristocracy, uni- originally written for the European public and pub- 

versities, literature, religion, and newspapers of Eng- § isshied in Paris in 1837. A writer, who has seen and 
land. Occasionally the defects, inevitable to a scholar, 3 atadiea the religious dbceionmeat in the Old World 

when he comes to discuss practical men and things, balan the Rows ts peculiarly capable of executing a 

peep out; but they are more than made up by the task like the present: and no one who purchases this 

depth and significance of the thoughts crowded into work, relying on its title, will be disappointed. It 
every chapter. Now and then the style becomes ob- brings the subject down to 1856, and is thorough, 

sOure, from an excessive desire for brevity; but this g and, as far as we can see, impartial. Price, in cloth, 

is a fault, after all, more pardonable than diffuseness. $2,00 

No man can read the book without being set to 
thinking, which we consider the very best proof of Fini g hte sand Please Day es, HY ADT OL ai aeer? 
seh Tatifiectoe niente MVeM eal Houatl a6 work; viol $12 mo, New York: Redfield—Whatever this author 

: writes, is well and racily done. His present subject 
analyzes England and the English h bly; 3. : sees 

ver Aye DN Meta Eaters os spe ‘ is a peculiarly felicitous one, and the volume on that 
and it does it, moreover, in a candid, even generous $ : 

account, though not on that alone, exceeds in inte- 

wt pee aiee: Ue hog se SHBTECwaTRAC rest his former ones. Knighthood, from its birth to 
Basil Hall, Trolope, Dickens, et td omne genus, when 2. a ee hi : 
writing about'this country.) Price, in'cloth, $1,00 its decay, and in its humorous as well as chivalric 

: 7)" S aspects, was never better treated than in this agree- 

Memoirs of Celebrated Characters. By A. De {ablo book. Price, in cloth, 31,25, 

Lamartine. Vol. IIf.,12 mo. New York: Harper § The Banished Son. By Caroline Lee Hentz, 1 
& Brothers.—The first two volumes of this work ap-$vol., 12 mo. Philada: T. B. Peterson.—Another 
peared some time ago. Tell, Milton, Antar, Bossuet, ‘iche from this popular writer, similar, in type, 

and Madame de Sevigne, are the celebrities dis- ; paper and binding, to those which have preceded 
cussed, It is good, but French. Price, in cloth, } it, belonging to the revised edition of Mrs. Hentz’s 

$1,00. novels. Price, in cloth, $1,25. . 
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Modern Greece. A Narrative of a Residence and} and regular teeth, healthy gums, and a pure breath, 

Travels in that Country; with Observations on its 3 are indispensable attributes of its beauty. 

Antiquities, Literature, Language and Religion. By ; The beauty of the lips depend upon their form and 

Henry M, Baird, 1 vol.,12mo. New York: Har-} color, and on the delicacy and freshness of their tex- 

per & Brothers.—After perusing this volume, and } ture; lips that are too thin or too thick are equally 
looking at its sixty engravings, we have risen with unpleasing; but both can be partially remedied by 

a better knowledge of modern Greece, in all essential } skilful and judicious treatment. When the lips are 

points, than many a traveller, who, because he has too thin their volume may be augmented by frequent 
Stopped a fortnight at Athens, thinks he understands § suctions, by bathing them with warm, stimulating 
the country perfectly. Mr. Baird resided for about § lotions, and by gently and cautiously drawing them 
a year in Greece, visiting every celebrated locality, } outward. By these means they will gradually as- 

mixing freely with the people, and studying closely } sume roundness and fulness in the samo way that 

the antiquities, literature, language and religion. } muscles acquire size by exercise and local stimulants. 
An excellent map accompanies the volume. The It is more difficult to repress an unnatural excess of 

; 

ee 
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engravings, which embrace ruins, modern buildings, § gosh in the lips; still some improvement may be 

landscapes, domestic scenes, &e., add greatly to the} effected by the measures we shall suggest. First, 
value of the book: and they are executed with un-} the patient, if we may be allowed so to term the pos- 
usual delicacy. Altogether, the work is one, not} sessor of lips disproportionably thick and large, 
merely to read, but to preserve in the library. Price, } should endeavor to acquire the habit of contracting 
in cloth, $1,25, the lips; secondly, astringent lotions should be fre- 

The Old Regime and the Revolution. By A. De? quently employed to assist in contracting the skin, 
Tocqueville. Translated by John Bonner. 1 vol., 12 ; while from time to “Ae dome pimple pomade should 
mo. New York: Harper & Brothers.—A work of be applied to preserve its soft elasticity. 
high merit. Indeed, the author of “Democracy in} The color of the lips depends almost entirely upon 
America” could not write indifferently, no matter 3 the condition of the bodily health. Pale lips’are an 

what his subject; but in “The Old Regime” he $ unfailing symptom of general debility or latent dis- 

has a theme even better suited for his philosophic } ease. The thin texture of the skin which covers 

mind than were our republican institutions and cha-3 them renders them peculiarly susceptible to the 

racter. De Tocqueville shows that the centraliza-? effects of a cold temperature; cracks and excoria- 

tion, which compels France to be a despotism, is no’ tions often occur from this cause; but we believe 

new thing; and that the Reign of Terror, the failure § that inward heat of the sytem, independent of all 

of republicanism, and most of her politicals ills, ori- $ external influences, is the most frequent occasion of 

ginated in the old regime. The work is one of the this defect, and a course of refrigerent medicines, 

ablest productions, in its line, which has appeared $ combined with a light diet, is the only rational way 

for a long time. ‘To the historical student it is in-$ of remedying the evil. The following is a receipt 
valuable. Price, in cloth, $1,00. for an emollient salve, which will be extremely bene- 

ze ficial:—Melt together one ounce of white wax, with Evelyn Marston, By the author of “ Emilia Wynd- : : 
* 2 the same quantity of clarified veal suet, and a quar- ham.” 1 vol., 8 vo. New York; Harper & Bro-} BF in hintrkece ti: add to thin toueHita 

: permaceti; add to this four flui thers.—A new novel by Mrs. Marsh is always welcome. 3 ¢ olive oii had@atio thetoial tly till 

To much intellectual power, she unites morality and Peder Sark conee eae pag satel 
ie , , cold; then add a few drops of the attar of roses. religion, so that her fictions are not only deeply De Another: may. be: preoaredthus?— Molt awa: cnies 

teresting, but instructive in the highest sense. She} . = eee ae : : ; : Z of white wax with six of oil of almonds; while warm, 
is the very antipodes of those French novelists, who a 

; : : stir in a teacupful of rose water, There are other have been aptly called, by a late writer, high-priests . ; . i : ’ ’ salves of a less simple kind, but we do not like to of disorder. The volume is printed in cheap style, 3 dtl ‘thontaknowladosiet the st f 
double column, paper covers. Price, fifty cents. Ape dpe e at ae kak Nie Ao kat a Tela : ' ; ’ the lips to which they might be applied. A cayenne 

The Conquest of Kansas. By William Phillips. lozenge gradually dissolved in the mouth, deepens 
1 vol.,12 mo. Boston: Phillips, Sampson & Co.—} temporarily the crimson of the lips. 
A republication of the New York Tribune’s “Kansas A clever physiologist has said that an habitual 
Correspondenee.” Price, in cloth, $1,25. gentleness and benevolence of disposition conduce 

Money for the Million, 1 vol.,18 mo. Philada:} to the warm coloring and plump fulness of the lips; 
T. B. Peterson.—A little volume on money-getting, § and that, on the contrary, envy and malice wrinkle 
cheap at the shilling which is asked for it. and discolor them. Certain it is that anger makes 

them pale, and late hours and intemperance wither 
CN ETAL SCL and injure them. A mouth cannot be attractive if 

the teeth are unclean, covered with tartar, or carious; 
THE TOILET. the art of the dentist has risen to so high a degree 

Tue Moutu.—The mouth is, of all the features of $ of perfection, and professors of dental surgery are so 
the face, the one which exacts the most strict and $ numerous, that we shall limit our advice to a few 
minute attention; full and richiy colored lips, white * general observations regarding the daily attentions 
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THE TOILET.—PARLOR GAMES. 3438 
PMS PEI 

which the teeth require. Many possess good teeth, keeps unsullied from the reflection of vicious thoughts 

but few take sufficient care to preserve them. The} and sentiments, and retains no impressions that are 
teeth of children are deplorably neglected; it is not } not noble, lovely, and true, 

until adolescence is nearly at hand, that personal 

vanity comes to their aid, and toothbrushes and den- 

tifrices are anxiously used. But it is then too late ; PARLOR GAMES. 

in many instances, and we are consequently every} Typ Tey Brrps.—The company sit in a circle, and 
day seeing young people with their teeth in a state } the Jeader of the game says, “A good fat hen,” then 

of premature decay, while, if proper care had been each in their turn repeat the words. The leader says, 
taken from early childhood, they might have pre-} «Pwo ducks and a good fat hen,” which is also re- 
served them sound and perfect to an advanced age. § \ peated by ench member of the company separately; 

The teeth should be well brushed night and morning 3 then “Three squeaking wild geese, two ducks and a 
with a moderately hard brush, which should also act § good fat hen;” then “Four plump partridges, three 

upon the gums, as this will keep up a brisk circula- squeaking wild geese, two ducks and a good fat 

tion in them and render them firm and healthy; the hen;” then “Five pouting pigeons, four plump par- 

mouth should, after every meal, be carefully rinsed § ¢ridges, three squeaking wild geese, two ducks and a 
out. It is prudent to avoid drinking liquids either ‘ good fat hen;” then “Six long-legged crows, five 

too hot or too cold, nor should cold water be taken } pouting pigeons, four plump partridges, three squeak- 
immediately after hot soup; after taking acids the : ing wild geese, two ducks and a good fat hen;” then 

mouth should be well washed and brushed, for acids } * “Seven green parrots, six long-legged crows, five 

destroy the enamel; and for this reason it is advisable } pouting pigeons, four plump partridges, three squeak- 

to avoid all dentifrices, the composition of which is } ing wild geese, two ducks and a good fat hen;” then 
unknown, as acids, which whiten, while they ulti- “Bight screeching owls, seven green parrots, six 

mately injure the teeth, form the principal ingre- long-legged crows, five pouting pigeons, four plump 

dient. partridges, three squeaking wild geese, two ducks 
The tartar which accumulates round the teeth, is yand a good fat hen;” then “Nine ugly buzzards, 

considered to be a residuum of the salvia; it is a ; eight screeching owls, seven green parrots, six long- 

great enemy to the teeth and gums, and is deposited } legged crows, five pouting pigeons, four plump par- 

more quickly and largely in some constitutions than } tridges, three squeaking wild geese, two ducks and 

in others. When it resists the efforts of the brush, } a good fat hen; then “Ten bald eagles, nine ugly 

it should be removed by a skilful dentist. If the } buzzards, eight screeching owls, seven green parrots, 

encrustation be not very hard, it may be removed by 3 six long-legged crows, five pouting pigeons, four 

the following simple operation:—Have a small cedar } plump partridges, three squeaking wild geese, two 

stick pointed at one end, twist round the point a3 ducks and a good fat hen.” 

piece of fine rag, dip this into the concentrated solu- The player must repeat all this separately after the 

tion of chloride of soda, and rub the parts where the } leader, and if any omissions or mistakes are made, a 

tartar exists; frequently during the operation wash- ; forfeit must be paid. 

ing out the mouth with tepid water. 3 Huntina tue Rrye.—All the company are seated 

The mouth, if not the most expressive feature of $ Sin a circle, each one holding a ribbon, which passes 

the face, is certainly the one which is the most fre- : all round. A large brass or other ring is slipped 
quently called into active movement, and, therefore, ; along the ribbon; and while all hands are in motion, 

even where beauty of form exists, careful trajning is the hunter in the centre must tty and find out where 

needed to enable it to perform pleasingly its mani- it is. The person with whom it is caught becomes 
fold duties. An elegant manner of utterance ren- \ the hunter. 
ders words, insignificant in themselves, agreeable 

and persuasive. In the act of eating, skilful, neat 
management of the mouth is very important to per- RECEIPTS FOR THE TABLE. 

sonal appearance. The laugh is always a severe test Potato Souffle—Take any number of large pota- 

to this feature; when low and musical it is charming $ toes, the less eyes and the firmer the skin the better. 
to the ear, but the eye demands that it should not be } Clean them thoroughly, and then bake them; after 

too often repented and never long sustained. A dis-% which cut a round piece, not quite so large as a half- 

agreeable smile distorts the lines of beauty, and is § crown, out of each potato, and remove as much of 
more repulsive than a frown. There are many kinds ; the inside as can be obtained without damage to the 
of smiles, each having a distinctive character; some} skin. Mash the potatoes with cream, adding a little 

announce goodness, kindness, and sweetness; others ; butter—sprinkle over a little salt, and put to it half 

betray sarcasm, bitterness, and pride; some soften 7 pint of good milk; give it all a boil; take the white 

the countenance by their languishing tenderness; of three eggs, whip them until they froth, add 

others brighten it by their brilliant and spiritual } them to the potatoes while they boil, and then make 

vivacjty. Gazing and posing before a mirror cannot ‘ the potatoes into a paste; return them through the 

aid in the acquiring of beautful smiles half so well } orifice in the skin of the potato until each skin is 

as turning the gaze inward, to watch that the heart ! full; bake them, and serve. 

— 
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Mode of Cooking Veal Cutlets.—The cutlets should $ solution, which will be about nineteen fluid ounces, 
be cut as handsomely as possible, and about three- § with one ounce of mucilage or gum arabic, prepared 

quarters of an inch in thickness; before cooking, they by dissolving 1 oz. of gum in 2 oz. of water, and add 

should be well beaten with the blade of a chopper, if $ pulverized indigo and lamp-black ad libitum. Boil 

a proper beater be not at hand; then fry them alight } the whole again in a covered vessel, and stir the fluid 

brown, and send them up to table garnished with } well to effect the complete solution and admixture of 

parsley, and rolls of thin sliced, nicely fried bacon; ; the gum arabic; stir it occasionally while itis cooling; 

they are with advantage coated, previous to cooking, and after it has remained undisturbed for two or three 

with the yolk of an egg, and dredged with bread $ hours, that the excess of indigo and lamp-black may 

crumbs, subside, bottle it for use. The above ink, for docu- 

Another Way.—Procure your cutlets cut as in last } mentary purposes, is invaluable, being, under all ordi- 

receipt, coat them with the yolk of eggs well beaten, } nary circumstances, indestructible; it is also partieu- 

powdered bread crumbs, sweet herbs, grated lemon § larly well adapted for the laboratory. Five drops of 

peel, and nutmeg; put some fresh butter in the pan, § kreosote added to a pint of ordinary ink will affect- 

and when boiling, put in your cutlets; now make } ually prevent its becoming mouldy. 

some good gravy; when the cutlets are Aaneed! tako } : Cream of Loses.—Take one pound of oil of sweat 

them out, and keep them before the fire to keep hot, } almonds, one ounce of spermaceti, one ounce of white 

dredge into a pan a little flour, put in a piece of 3 wax, and one pint of essence of neroli. Put the oil, 

butter, a little white stock, juice of lemon to taste, 3 wax, and spermaceti into a well glazed pipkin, and 

season with pepper and salt, adding mushroom 3 place the pipkin over a clear fire. When the wax 

_ ketchup, boil quickly until a light brown, then pour ¢ and spermaceti are completely melted, pour in rose 

it over the cutlets, and serve, the cutlets being laid ; water by degrees, and keep stirring and beating the 
in a circle round the dish, and the gravy in the $ mixture until it becomes of the consistency of poma- 

centre. tum; then add the essence of neroli and the process 

Potato Rissoles.—Boil the potatoes floury; mash }is completed. Put it into pots and cover the pots 

them, seasoning with salt and alittle cayenne; mince } with leather. - 

parsley very fine, and work up with the potatoes, Ginger Beer.—Take one ounce and a half of bruised 

adding eschalot also chopped small; bind with yolk ginger, the peel of one lemon, and one vound of lump 

of egg, roll into balls, and fry with fresh butter over sugar. Put these ingredients into an earthen vessel, 
a clear fire. Meat shred finely, bacon, or ham, may ; and,pour upon them a gallon of boiling water. When 

be added, luke warm, add a good tablespoonful of yeast, stir 

Orange Biscuits —Take the grated rind of an § the whole well together, and let it stand from six- 
orange, six fresh eggs, a quarter of a pound of flour, 3 teen to eighteen hours, or until a circle of scum risog 

and three-quarters of a pound of powdered lump ; to the top. Then skim it, bottle it, and keep it for 

sugar; put these into a mortar, beat them to a paste; } three days, when it will be fit for use. Secure the 

put the paste into cases, and bake it in the same way $ corks with twine or wire. 

as biscuits. 3»  Orgeat.— Boil a quart of new milk with a stick of 
Broiled Potatoes.—Rather more than parboil the cinnamon, sweeten it according to taste, and let it 

potatoes; pare off the skin, flour them and lay them ; grow cold. Then blanch and beat to a paste three 

upon a gridiron over a clear fire; send them to table 3 ounces of sweet almonds and twenty bitter almonds, 

with cold, fresh butter. adding a little cold water occasionally, to prevent 

Potato Ragou/t.—Mash floury potatoes, make them their boiling. Stir the milk up by degrees with the 
into balls with yolks of egg, flour, and fry them; almonds. Boil all together, stir it till cold, and add 
drain off all grease, cover them with brown sauce: Y halt a glass of brandy. 

serve. Black Currant Ice Cream.—Take one large spoon- 

Potatoes Glazed.—Boil well; skin them; choose $ ful of black currant jelly: add to it the juice of a 

the most floury, roll them in yolk of egg, and place 3 lemon and a pint of cream. Pass the whole through 

them before the fire to brown. ¢ a sieve, and freeze it with ice. 

Mustard mixed smooth with new milk, and a littls$  Camphorated Vinegar.—Reduce haif an ounce of 
cream added, will keep; it is very soft, and by no ; camphor to a very fine powder, mix it with a little 

means bitter. rectified spirit, and dissolve it in six ounces of acetic 

$ acid, 

~ : $ To Remove Wine Stains from a Table-Cloth.— 

Hold the stained part in milk that is boiling on the 
USEFUL RECEIPTS. fire, The stains will soon disappear. 

Uneffaceable Ink.—Shell Lac, 2 0z.; Borax, 1 02.; 

distilled or rain water, 18 oz. Boil the whole in a 

closely-covered tin vessel, stirring it occasionally 

with a glass rod or a small stick, until the mixture $ FASHIONS FOR NOVEMBER 

has become homogeneous; filter, when cold, through ; Fig. r.—CarriAcE Dress of rich brocade silk in 

a single sheet of blotting-paper; mix the filtered 5 green and gold. ‘The skirt is long, full, and plain, 
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The corsage is made with a basque; a berthe droops} We may here mention that the admixture of black 

slightly on the back, and descends to the waist in ; and white still enjoys a considerable share of fashion- 

front, forming a lappel. The sleeves are of one deep, } able favor. In articles of lingerie, especially, the 

soft puff, with a deep frill. The edge of the basque, } combination of black and white lace is very general. 

berthe and sleeves are trimmed with a narrow fringe. } Several white dresses have been prepared for ball 

Bonnet of flame-colored velvet, trimmed with white} costume. One of white crape has three skirts looped 

lace and bunches of black grapes. Face trimming up by sprays of ivy leaves sprinkled with gold. A 

of white illusion, made very full, and black grapes. 3 wreath of ivy leaves ornaments the hair. Another 

Fig. 1.—WAxLkina Dress of brocaded satin, in} ball-dress, composed of white silk, is made with two 

dark-green colors, This skirt is also long and full. skirts nearly covered with ruches of tulle illusion. 
The corsage high and close, having braces of black } Up each side of the dress are small bouquets, formed 

guipure lace. The sleeves are of the pagoda shape, } of sprays of coral and green heath, intermingled with 

short, and edged with three frills of black guipure } the trimming of tulle illusion, The head-dress con- 

lace. Bonnet of brown velvet, trimmed with a bird } sists of a wreath of coral sprays. 

of Paradise feather. Very full illusion cap, and wide SHAWLS are coming every day more in favor. For 

satin strings. Muff of Russia sable. This is one of § 2 common wrap, the short cloaks made of grey cloth, 

the most exquisite toilets of the season. having hoods and trimmed with velvet, bands of 

Fic. 11.—Bonnet composed of bands of doye- plaid cassimere, or plush, are much used. Some of 

colored terry velvet, ribbon, and white lace. ; these are exceedingly elegant, and range from ten 

Fig. ry.—Cap of white lace, black velvet, and § up as high as thirty dollars. 

cherry-colored ribbon. Bonnets are somewhat less elaborately trimmed 
Fig. y.—Canezou to be worn with a low or half-3 than they have been. The beautiful bird of Para- 

high corsage. It is composed of worked muslin. § dise feather, which was once so much a favorite, is 

again coming in vogue. On bonnets of dark velvet, 
nothing can be more beautiful. 

The design consists of rows of work which descend 

from the shoulders to the point of the waist. The 

sleeves, or (as they may more properly be termed) 
the epaulets, are ornamented with a design in needle- ; are now adopted by many ladies in Paris, as safe- 

work, and edged with a row of vandyked lace. The? guards against cold on entering and quitting the 

canezou is edged all round with the same vandyked : theatre. These calechee are wadded and quilted, 

lace, and the ends in front are edged to correspond. 3} and are so light that on being thrown over the head, 

The collar, which is ornamented with needlework, : they do not in the least disarrange the head-dress. 
and edged with vandyked lace, is fastoned in front} Some are entirely covered with lace, which hangs 
of the throat by a bow of pink ribbon. Two bows | down in front and at the sides, in the manner of a 

of the same on each shoulder, At the back of the: veil. These are equally comfortable and beautiful 

waist the canezou forms a point, which is fixed by a S for a party hood. 
bow of pink ribbon, and in front there are two bows 

- 

PPO of the same, one at the point and the other higher up. vibes 
Fia. vi1.—PAeror pr Vite, of cloth, or Prussian 

velvet, closed in front by two rows of buttons. This CHILDREN’S FASHIONS. 

paletot promises to obtain great success for the win- Fig. 1.—Dress FOR A LITTLE Gini, or Marre 

ter. The sleeves are rather large. Louise BLUE SiLK.—A white under-skirt, with an 

Fie. vu.—Tue Iscura, a circle of black velvet, $ embroidered edge, falls just below the silk one. 

trimmed with a deep rich fringe. 3 Cloak of light grey cloth, ornamented with bands 

Fig. vii.—Basque of white quilting, trimmed $ of black velvet, and fastened with straps of the cloth, 
with a band of jaconet embroidered in satin-stitch 3 edged with the velvet. Bonnet of white silk, 

and open-work, Braid ornaments with small buttons. Fia, u.—Litti& Bor’s Dress, or Fawn cotorep 

GENERAL RemARKS.—Although flounces continue } CAsuMeRrF, braided around the bottom. Coat of 

decidedly the favorite style of dress, some very rich 3 light brown cloth, trimmed down the front and 

new silks have appeared, with narrow satin stripes around the neck with black velvet. Cambrie collar 

in gay colors or a black ground, which run around ; with Valenciennes edge. Cap of black velvet, orna- 

the dress. Cherry, green and violet are the prettiest } mented with a cock’s plume. 

colors. The cashmeres are of the gayest hues. The Fig. m1.—Ovur-or-poor Dress ror AN INFANT.— 

basque still remains fashionable. For an evening} Cloak of fine white cashmere, with a square cape, 

dress, when a lady does not wish to expose her neck, } edged with a silk fringe. Bonnet also of white cash- 

the bodies are made low and nearly straight across. } mere, with a deep cape; from the top of the bonnet 
Over them is worn those graceful Louis XIII, or} depend long ends. The whole is richly embroidered. 

Marie Antoinette fichus. Some are made of spotted 3 Some pretty varicties in juvenile costume have 

tulle and trimmed with lace, others of plain muslin. § appeared since we last adverted to children’s fashions. 

Round the latter runs a simple puffing with a double } The dresses for-little girls which have just been com- 

head and having a ribbon init. This is at once in- : pleted, include one composed of a skirt of pink and 

expensive and remarkable for freshness. i white chequered silk, and a jacket corsage, or cane- 

CALEcHES, OR Hoops, composed of satin or silk, | 
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zou, of white muslin. The skirt is trimmed with a , ornamented with narrow ribbon. The sleeves aro 

flounce, headed by a trimming of pink ribbon edged } trimmed with two frills. 

With fringe of the same color. The basque of the One of the new dresses prepared for little boys, 

muslin canezou is edged with needlework in front, } consists of a jacket and trousers of dark blue cash- 

and on the shoulders it is ornamented with rows of } mere. The jacket is ornamented with a trimming 

needlework insertion. Bretelles of the same silk as ‘$ of passementerie; the trousers, which nre very wide, 

that composing the skirt, and trimmed with narrow 3 and descend only a little below the knee, are trim- 

fringe, may be added. med up the sides by a band of passementerie. White 

Another girl’s dress consists of silk of a small } trousers, finished at the ends by a border of needle- 

chequered pattern in blue and white. The skirt is } work, are worn under the cashmere trousers, beneath 

trimmed with six narrow flounces, pinked at the? which they descend so far as fully to display the 

edges. The corsage is low, and has a front piece } ornamental border of needlework. 
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Our Prospectus ror 1857.—We call attention to Peterson’s publications, instead of the other pre- 
our Prospectus for 1857, to be seen on the cover of this } miums. In these cases, the names of the books 

number, The indications are that we shall double selected must be sent to us. We will supply a cata- 

our present large list, next year, the demand for { logue of T. B. Peterson’s books, post-paid, if soli- 

“Peterson” constantly increasing, and all persons } cited. Or we will select the books, if that is pre- 

testifying to its merit and cheapness. In several ; ferred. Any one of these premiums ought to tqgipt 

particulars, this Magazine has the credit of surpass- ? persons to get up clubs: and all tastes can be pleaged, 

ing any other. let. The literary matter is far ahead 7 such is the diversified character of the premium 4 

of that of any lady’s Magazine, and will be even? 

better in 1857. 2nd. The fashions are later, prettier, (Qyrarest any Best.—Says the Graysvillo (#il.) 

and more reliable. 3rd. More embellishments and i Journal :—* Peterson’s is the cheapest and best po- 
letter-press are given, during the year, in proportion 

to the price. 4th. The mezzotints and steel-plates 

are more elegant. 5th. The directions for Crochet 

Work, Embroidery, &c., with the patterns, are the 

choicest and most fashionable. We ask our friends 

to interest themselves for us. If they begin now to 

get up clubs, they will not be a bit too soon. Every 

body will subscribe for “Peterson,” if its claims are 

fairly presented, unless an engagement has been 

already made to club for some other Magazine: so 

you cannot commence too early. If every town, where 

there is now a single subscriber, would get up a club, 

we should print 200,000 copies monthly next year. 

We intend to do it soon, even if not in 1857. There 

has not been a year, since we started, that we did 

not increase our list, which cannot be said of any 

other Magazine in America, or perhaps in the world: 

and this is the best proof of “Peterson’s” merit. 

Make haste with your clubs! 

Our Premiums ror 1857.—Among our premiums 
for 1857, to persons getting up clubs, is “Mrs. Wid- 

riodical of the kind, published in the United States.” 
Says the Salem (0.) Republican:—“TIt is the 

Magazine published in the United States or 

where, for the price.” The Laconia (N, H.) Gat 
says:—‘ Altogether we think it the cheapest '*nd 

best Magazine of the kind extant.” The Thomatton 

(Me.) Journal says:—“There is always a freshness 

about the stories in Peterson’s that causes them to be 
sought after and read. It is undoubtedly one of the 

best and cheapest Ladies’ Magazine published.” Wo 

could quote scores of similar notices. Those of you, 

who are getting up clubs, show this to your friends. 

How to Remit.—In remitting, write legibly, at 

the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

state. Bills, current in the subscriber’s neighbor- 

hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred. If 

the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila- 
delphia, if possible, and deduct the exchange. 

Continued Storres.— We cannot accept any 
stories, no matter how good, that will make more 

difield’s Cook-Book,” bound substantially in cloth. ¢ than eight printed pages, or thereabouts, of “ Peter- 

This is, beyond controversy, the best cook-book ever 4 son;” and we would rather have them shorter, ,,W 
Ti 

published in the United States; and so the universal ¢ have already more long stories, on hand, than we 
voice of the press already declares. Many ladies, we 

know, would prefer a useful book like it to either the 

“Port-Folio,” or “Gift Book;” and it is for the 

benefit of such we have added it to our list. Its 

merits will be better understood by reading the 

advertisement of it on the cover of this number. 

We may add that such persons, getting up clubs, as 

prefer other books, can have a dollar’s worth of T. B. 

can publish for the next two years, ' 

Back Numspers.—We are able to supply back 

numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 

stereotyped. We stereotype all numbers, 

¢ 

Enciose A Staup.—Letters, requiring an answer, 

must enclose a stamp for the return postage. 
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CHEMISETTE AND SLEEVE TO MATCH. 

CLOTH BASQUINE. 
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GRAND DUCHESS. 
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DIAMOND PATTERN FOR EMBROIDERED SLEEVE. 
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THE LEGEND OF STARVED ROCK. 

BY MARY W. JANVRIN. 

In the far West, where broad rolling prairies ; shades of night. Her heart went out to meet 

stretch away for miles in billowy undulations— ; the brave Oronee’s; and when he told her that 

where bold, mountainous cliffs rise abruptly to § his wigwam was spread with the softest furs, 

the azure sky, crowned with dark firs and cedars 5 ‘ and “asked her to share it, saying he would, for 

—not far from the head waters of navigation on ; her, chase the deer and bring down the strong 

the Illinois river, and towering up from the bank eagle in his flight—then she turned from her 

of the stream rises ‘*Starved Rock.” ‘stern father’s lodge and went with the young 

Its walls are of dark grey stone, half veiled ¢ chieftain. 
with clambering wild vines and trailing mosses, Ne-pow-ra missed his daughter from his lodge. 

as some old dilapidated castle, relic of feudal’ When he came back at night from the toils of 

times, stands buried in the drapery which long ; the chase, she sprang not forth to meet him: 

ages have woven about it—and broken parapets ‘when he returned from the battle-field, or the 

of stunted cedars and firs frown threateningly deadly ambush, exulting in victory, she came 

upon the daring adventurer who attempts to }not forth to sing with his braves the war-songs 

scale its precipitous steeps. A narrow, almost | of her race. The daughter of a chieftain was 

perpendicular path, on the opposite side from Sin the wigwam of his deadliest foe. He could 
the river, is revealed, as you make a circuit of {not brook the insult; and gathering his bold, 

the base of the cliff; and here, he who would } fleet warriors about him around the council fire, 

attain the highest elevation of the ‘‘Rock,” can {told them the wrong he had suffered, and bade 

ascend. ‘them follow him for revenge. 

There is a fugitive tale, commemorating the Day after day, night after night, saw them on 
events which gave this wild cliff so strange a: the trail of the fleeing enemy, guided surely by 

name, coming down to us from those early times ‘the heavens above and the forest wilds beneath. 

when the red-man was sole lord of rock and } Westward the stars of night led their footsteps: 

river and rolling prairie—a little record of the and westward the sunbeams, revealing broken 

yengeance of the Indian race, which we would } shrubs, and trampled leaves and mosses in the 

now weave anew, and again relate ‘*The Legend ; tangled wildwood, gave token that they were on 

of Starved Rock.” ‘ the trail. 
Long years agone, the brave and noble Indian And westward, too, fled Oronee and his braves: 

chief, Oronee, leader of a powerful tribe inhabit- : fleeing for life, and what was dearer than life 

ing the region adjoining that upon the Illinois, itself to the young chief, the safety of his be- 

saw and loyed the gentle maiden, Ulah, daughter § loved: and on the fourth day, the eagle gaze of 

of his rival chieftain. ; the fugitives saw the waving plumes of their 

Oronee was young and braye; at his belt hung $ s pursuers in the distance. Before them, rose 

the scalps of a hundred of his foes, whom he had } bold and high, the huge rock on the brink of 

slain in the battle fray; his arm was strong, his : the Illinois—hehind them, came the enraged 

eye keen as the mountain eagle’s, and no warrior ; father, with the fierce warriors of his tribe. 

in the chase could bring down the fleet deer or ; Upon the wind floated their wild cries of ven- 
the fierce panther so surely as he. geance, and dancing, ever nearer and nearer, 

Ulah was young and fair, with eyes like the } came those eagle plumes. 

evening star, and dusky locks like the gathering The pursued chief, with his dusky maiden and 
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a small band of faithful followers, fled to the , waters, with flocks of fowl soaring above them, 

rocky fortress—to th. tower of strength which } they were starving! 
rose precipitously in their path, The red deer left browsing in its leafy covert, 

On, on, came the pu.suers, with wild shouts } and came down to drink the clear waters below— 
and unearthly ye |-—n, on, and nearer yet, ; but no morsel of venison could pass their lips— 
until they had resched the base of the cliff, no drop of that cool water lave their swollen, 

and then, singing « low war-song, they rushed } parched tongues. 

swiftly up the narrow, steep path. The deer lapped up the crystal liquid of the 

But the young chiefiuin’s arm was strong, : river—snuffed_ the cool breeze, and then, catch- 

and his arrows swiit aid sure, and his braves . ing a glimpse in the waters of the dusky figures 

resolved to fight to ihe death; so, one after } flitting to and fro on the rock above, tossed high 
another, as they had almost gained the summit : their antlers and darted away to the greenwood 

of the cliif, were thcir enemies pierced by the § again; the bright waters danced onward beneath 

unerring shafts of the archers above, and fell} with a wild, mocking freedom, as they bent 

back lifeless amid their companions below. And down their despairing eyes; and there, below, 

then, failing in this attempt, with half their band $ sat those dark, stern warriors, grim and im- 

lying bleeding and dying among them, the sur- § movable. Oh, it was horrible! 

vivors closed in dark, serried ranks around the; And then Ulah, the Indian maiden, came to 

base, and with sullen silence and invincible de- 3 ; S the brink of the precipice, and with her long, 

termination, awaited the lingering death of their $ raven hair streaming like the folds of a rent 

victims on the gloomy, sterile fortress above. . banner upon the wind, bent over and pleaded 

Day after day the red sun rosé in the orient, with agonizing gestures and frantic entreaties 

wheeled across the burning heavens slowly to $ to her sire, whom she saw far, far below. 

the western horizon, at mid-day flinging down * But never a tone of tenderness, a word of for- 

scorching beams, and at twilight throwing long, § giveness, or a token of reconciliation, went up 

lengthening shadows over water, wood, and roll- $ from that proud, insulted soul. He had chosen 

ing prairie; but to those on the high cliff no the /ndian’s revenge! 

relief came. Day by day that doomed band thinned away, 

Still the withering sunbeams fell upon them, ¢ till at length famine alone reigned conqueror 

drying up their very life-blood; still those ’ upon the suinmit of the cliff. Day by day they 

gigantic shadows were flung athwart the back- { wasted ; and at last all was still. No ghostly 

ground; yet deeper the appalling darkness of } forms wandered feebly about—no wailing voice 

the dusky shadows creeping closer and closer ¢ broke the silence. None of that fated band, 

about their hearts. They were starving! save one of the besieged warriors, escaped; and 

And there, at the very base of the rock, silent :! he, descending in the shades of night to a shelv- 

and immovable as the firs which shrouded ps ing projection still far above the river, flung 

from the fierce sun-rays, sat that implacable § himself down into the rushing water, where his 

chieftain, surrounded by his warriors. Neither § faithful squaw awaited him in her light birchen 

love, mercy, or pity entered his flinty heart. ing and received him as he rose. Then pad- 

rt. 

<. 

His bitterest foe had stolen his fairest flower— ¢ dling silently down the stream, and thence to 

his only child, the daughter of a race of kings $the shore, they darted fleetly into the dark, 

had left his wigwam for that of the enemy. S dense forest, and thus escaped to tell their tribe 
Vengeance upon them both—the bitter foe, the § the dreadful tale. 

faithless daughter! § When all was still, and forms were no more S 

White, wan, and emaciated, they wandered ; seen moving about on the summit of the cliff, 

about on the beetling brow of the cliff, like$ the avenged chieftain and his band ascended. 
ghosts from the far-off hunting-grounds of their The Indian’s wrath was appeased—his ven- 

race. Strong warriors who had not quailed in  veance had indeed been terrible. There they 

the direst, deadliest combat, now sunk down lay upon the grey rock, those wasted, skeleton- 

like reeds before the breath of famine. Braves 5 like warriors, all stark and stiff; and there, too, 

who would have laughed in derision at the arrow 3 the Indian maiden had starv ed to death in the 

or the scalping-knife, now felt a fiercer, keener § : arms of her lover; her white face, oh, so fearful 

pang, than poisoned shaft or merciless toma- § to look upon!—her long, streaming hair alike her 

hawk ever inflicted. bridal veil and shroud! 

With the forests all around them, where herds$ And now, it is said, full oft by the pale moon- 

of deer roamed free—with the river beneath, light are seen wan, ghostly figures gliding to 

where the silver trout glimmered through its Sand fro upon the cliff, with dark plumes floating 
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upon the night wind; and ever and anon, the, ere they go afar to dwell together in the Great 

spectral forms of the Indian maiden and her 

dusky werrior-lover stand upon the brink, and ! ‘ 

Spirits’ hunting-grounds, 

And thus runs “The Legend of Starved 
4 

in low, wailing voices chant their death-dirge } Rock!” 

THE MILL. 

BY CLARA AUGUSTA. 

’Twas a grey old mill on the river, 

And moss-wreaths twined o’er the eaves, 

And in Autumn the roof was covered 

With the yellow and crimson leaves, 

Which down from the shelt’ring maples 

Were flung by the coquetting breeze. 

And often of warm Summer mornings 

Ere the sun had begun to peep, 

I rode to the mill in the wagon— 

The road by the river so deep, 

And I said, “ Pray, father, drive careful, 

The hill is so rocky and steep.” 

The miller was old like his grist-mill, 
And his hair was white as his meal, 

But his heart was true as the magnet— 

His honor tenacious as steel, 

And on his wrinkled old forehead 

Sat virtue’s irradiant seal! 

And he’d lift me out of the wagon 

In his arms so brawny and strong— 

And I rested my head on his shoulder, 

And fain would have rested there long, 

For it seemed to a virtue so god-like 

Could never come sorrow or wrong. 
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Then I played (for the old mill was lazy) 
Abroad in the maples’ cool shade, 

And down where the rock in the river 

Wild, frolicking whirlpools made; 

And I caught at the snowy foam-chains 

Which around o'er the waters strayed. 

And sometimes I sat on the cross-beams, 

Which held up the mill’s broken floor, 

While the silver dust-clouds went floating 
All merrily out at the door— 

The whole was a rhyme set to music— 

The music—the mill’s hollow roar. 

How well I renember the hopper 

Where they poured in the yellow grain, 

And the spout—where ground to a powder— 

It burst on the vision again— 

And the trough where it fell, patter, patter, 

Like the dropping of Summer rain. 

But ’tis all like a beautiful phantom, 
Too lovely and happy to last, 

And ‘tis shrined in the dark, hollow arches 

Of a structure gloomy and vast— 

On its door is written—a memory— 

On its windows is graven—the past. 

ne DBA WekLH IN MY HEART A GEM 

es 
BY JULIA A. BARBER. 

I peAR within my heart a gem 

So beautiful, and bright, 

My soul is white and radiant in 

The glory of its light. 

And princely nobles, aye, and kings 

Might covet this rich gem, 

For the great happiness it brings 

Is worth a diadem. 

Fair as a lily on the wave 

She dawn’d upon my sight. 

My hoarded wealth of Love I gave 
As stars give to the night 

Their glory, gather’d from the day. 

My heart in silence gave 

A love that cannot pass away, 

Bat lives beyond the grave. 

‘ 
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Star-like she faded from our sight, 
With wild flowers on her breast, 

As a bird in dewy twilight 

Might fold its wings to rest. 

But I'll join her on the morrow, 

When I rest within the tomb, 

Then why these tears of sorrow 

That an angel has gone home? 

And thus I bear the gem of Love 

That ne’er can pass away, 

Though she has gone to realms above 

To smile in perfect day; 

Our souls are one, her bliss I share, 

My life hath no dark night— 

The radiance of her glory there 

Hath fill’d my soul with light 

| 
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THE TWO, CHRISTMAS DINNERS. 

BY A. L. OTIS. 

Oup Fancy, Mr. R——’s ‘“cullud” cook, was She smiled, nodded, and retired. John stood 

always imposing, but she dilated, upon the: with a glowing face, hesitating at the door. 
Christmas in question, into intolerable ages The humbled cook was at this moment busy 

ance over a triumph of her art. ‘Ef this dinner ¢ with a huge plum-pudding, which she sprinkled 

don’t beat all I’se eber cooked afore! Thar’s the } with brandy, lit, and sent to table in a blue 

turkle-soup—that haint come down on—tetched! { blaze. Then she turned to John West sharply. 
Theys dipt purty deep into that air. Then; ‘‘ Well, what’s wanted now?” 
there’s the biled! That fish and chovy sauce; ‘Give me a hammer—and quickly, Fancy.” 

has tickled ’em, I’se be bound! Ineverset my; ‘Oh, you go count your money!” she mut- 

eyes on a more splendider roast, nuther. Ef ; tered—but did as he desired. 

that turkey and ca’nb’y sauce, and them browned He cracked the nuts. ‘*Now,” he said, ‘‘tell 

’taters, don’t make ’em move dere grinders, Lord 3 Miss Lois that I will do anything for her, little 

knows dey’d better jine de Graymites! Now, } service or great service.” Then he went away. 

you Catharine, help me up with de pudden.” : Half an hour afterward he was seated in his 

At this moment a boy, about fourteen years 3 own farm-yard, eating Ais Christmas dinner in 

old, knocked at the door, saying, ‘‘Mr. R-—— § the sunshine to keep warm. For his mother and 
bespoke these shag-barks last week.” the children had gone to spend a merry day at 

‘‘Dere’s the nut-boy! An’ I hain’t no time to? his old aunts, and the house was fireless and 

crack ’em! Why didn’t you come afore, and not; empty. His feast was of bread and butter, cold 

dis’pint folks that-a-way? Folks wants dere din- 3 potatoes and salt. Immediately after partaking 

ners like Christians! How you ’spect our folks 3 of it, he resumed his work, splitting and piling 
dessert look b’out nuts? You do dat again, and § fire-wood. 

Pll pay you off fine!’ < A gay sleighing party passed—some half- 

The boy listened, with an amused countenance, $ dozen little cutters, with their fairy silver bells: 

to her tirade, and then said, one omnibus, with six fresh horses and deeper- 

‘‘Well, pay me now. Fifty cents a peck.” toned music, besides several family sleighs over- 

*‘Now you’s so late, you’d better stay and 2 flowing with rosy little children. They were all 

crack ’em, and mend de mischief you’s'made.” 3 going to the large farm-house beyond, where in 

‘‘T can’t, Fancy. Time is money to me. I {the ample hall they were to have music and 

was not told to have them here by dinner time, ? dancing. In the kitchen they were to be treated 

and it’s not my fault.” to hot coffee, mince pies, doughnuts, pop- -corn, 
“*Oh, go “long for a miser! Everybody knows : and sundry other country dainties in an amaging — 

you does nothing but scrape, scrape, work, work, 3 jumble, but from which city taste could choose | 
lay by, lay by, and I ’spose count up, count up! : what would have a fine relish. 

V'll tell Miss Lois what a dis’bligin chap you are. As a sleigh full of boys passed John, they 

S 
There, get out, I spects you’ll be lookin’ after ; began to hoot and groan, crying, 

our spoons.” ‘*Miser! miser!” ‘Working on Christmas!’ 

Lois at this instant entered the kitchen, a$ “Don’t you want a job? Scrape my pig and you 

pretty girl of twelve. may have the bristles. I'll engage you—fip a 

‘“*Fancy,” she said, ‘‘father says ‘for shame to } week. Three groans for Johnny Scrape!” They 

be scolding so on Christmas day.’ We can hear 3 stopped maliciously in the narrow road to taunt 

you up in the dining-room! And give the boy $ him, and at the same time a derisive laugh burst 

a dinner before he goes.” from a sleigh filled with young girls which was 

He stepped forward. ‘Tell your father it is } detained by them. John changed color. He 

John West who is here, and he knows well enough § : dropped his hatchet, threw himself proudly up, 
I never accept charity—nor steal spoons. Our} looked savagely at the boys, and defiantly at 

fathers were friends and partners, Miss—and 3 the girls—then flushed up handsomely and grew 

equals,” enthusiastically proud as he said, 

Oh, yes, I know. And father so often praises $ ‘Laugh away! The best of the laugh is on 

you, tans all like you very much.” my side, for not one of you is worth half what 
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Iam. Good-for-nothings! Which of you has{a cent. It is not much, at any rate. You may 

an arm like that, or the energy to make it do} have it for a Christmas present. Put it out at 

what mine does?” ‘interest. I remember now that Mr. R and 

‘We said you were a miser, and of course we} his little daughter told me something of you. 

are not worth what you are, after saving so!” ‘ Yes, yes, you shall have this quarter’s interest 

cried a girl’s shrill voice. But just as the sleigh ; for a nest egg. It is well to encourage the 

drove on, he caught one kind look, and heard an } worthy poor.” 

earnest expostulation. Lois R ’s pretty face «Thank you, sir. But I don’t wantit. It shall 

was all excitement as she said, ‘‘Oh, don’t, don’t. } be all paid by next month, every cent of it.’ 

It’s good John West!” ‘‘Come, don’t be proud, my boy. Be thankful 

His anger vanished. His pride also. His eyes ‘ for little—it’s the way to get more.” 

grew dim as he lifted his cap, and held it off { ‘It shall be paid, sir. I must go on piling 
‘ 

until the sleighs had jingled out of hearing. But : that wood, sir.” He touched his cap and went 

a 

this was not the end of his Christmas trials, § to his work. 

which seemed sent to him instead of presents. $ The gentleman stared after him, but when he 

A gentleman in a dashing sleigh drove up and $ passed him to go to his sleigh, gave him a plea- 

tied his horse. ‘Then entered the house. John sant nod, which John returned, and was again 

promptly followed him. He was grected by, left alone. 

‘Well, boy, as I am passing this out-of-the- Though all who approached the boy closely, 

way place, I thought I'd better stop for my in-$ soon learned to respect him, he was generally 

terest. Have you it ready?” disliked for his silence, reserve, and industry. 

‘Not quite, sir,” John answered, with a blush } He was detested by all the idle young men of 

of shame. ‘the village, and served as wit sharpener even to 

‘Why not, sir,” the gentleman sharply re- ’ some of his neighbors who were not ill-natured. 

torted. ‘‘It was due a month ago.” 3 It was persecution, and it proved his fine nature 

«« ve never been behind-hand before, sir. You } that he bore it all, without swerving from his 

have been punctually paid for two years on the 3 prescribed line of duty. 

very day. But our apples and potatoes both So a year passed. Then Mr. R—— removed 

failed this year, and I can’t have your money from the neighboring city to the village in which 

made up for a month yet. Sorry, sir!” % John West lived, and Lois R—— was his fre- 

“An old story. If not with you, with others, 3 quent visitor, the two farms being contiguous. 

and I can’t swallow such stuff as that. It has «Plod, plod, plod—tug, tug, tug—work, work, 

gone for beef and pies, and Christmas trees, I’ll3 work. What’s your life good for, John West, I 

be bound. I must take measures to get what I$ want to know?” said the merry, black-eyed, 

have a right to, if you don’t pay up atonce. Of rosy-lipped little girl, peeping one evening over 

course your mother has her private hoard. Out 3 the gate which he was mending. She had 

with that, and done with it.” ¢ been his neighbor for some months, and their 

‘‘ My mother has nothing, sir. I tell you truly } acquaintance now progressed rapidly. 

that I have done my best to earn the interest on ‘Good for a dollar a day, besides all kinds of 

the mortgage, and I can have it ready by next work at home,” he answered, looking up blush- 

month, but I can’t do more. I have indeed done } ing and smiling thoughtfully. 

my best night and day. I have worked all day ‘¢And what is a dollar-a-day to any but a 

long at the hill-farm—for Mr. Willard, then erat miser, I’d like to know?” she said, impatiently. 

about the place until long after dark—then per-3 “While you are young you should be gay.’ 

haps until twelve o’clock at night doing odd jobs} You can busy yourself with dollars when you 

for mother, who is very feeble. Besides, sir, ‘are old. What's the use of being such a strong, 

I’ve saved until the boys shout miser after me— ‘ tall fellow, if you don’t rejoice in your strength 

and the girls, even the towns-folks, sneer and} like other boys? Come, leave work for once on 

laugh at me. I’ve stood it all, and though a: this cool, nice evening, and go out to the foot- 

gentleman born, I’ve not hesitated to do any kind } ball ground. I will look on from our kitchen 

of work that would turn an honest penny, so as} window, and see if you’re not the best player 

to pay what I owe, and not have true cause for } there. Come.” 

shame. But, sir, I have to say, after all, that I “TI can't, Lois,” he said, and hammered in 

can’t pay.” another nail. 

‘‘My poor fellow,” cried the gentleman, asto- } ‘¢John—do,” with entreaty and remonstrance 

nished and warmed, ‘I didn’t know that was the in her tone. 

way of it. Never mind the money, I won't take ‘‘No, no,” he said, quickly. 

Von. XXX,—24 
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‘‘But just for me! It almost makes me ery, ; and get lots done—T'll open it to-night, and if I 

John, to see you working here. I want yon to ¢ don’t, 1 wont. So now I’m in for it!” 

have a good time for once. I can’t be happy Spurred on by this resolution he went to his 

when I know you are so tired, and yet keeping § daily employment, and at sunset returned gaily 

on working.” saying, as he hurried along, ‘‘In five minutes 

She bent forward to look into his face—her § more I shall open it, just where she sat, under 

own innocent countenance full of pleading, but $ the snow-berry. In two minutes!” 

he was bent over his carpentering, and only But when he turned the corner he saw his 

hung his head the more. He fitted the cross-§ mother leaning over the gate, and she received 

piece silently, but where the nails should have him complainingly as usual. 

gone, two heavy tears splashed. Lois ae ‘‘Johnny, make haste, and bring me some 

as if frightened, and in a laughing, crying voice § wood for to-morrow morning. I’ve been waiting 

said, : ever so long for you. You shouldn’t do so!” 

| 

; 

‘Now, John, new, John, don’t do that. I When John had not given his mother the least 

didn’t come here to make you do that.” excuse for ill-temper, she generally said, ‘He 

**Lois,” said the boy, turning suddenly to her, $ shouldn't do so!”” John seldom made any reply, 

*¢you don’t know what a comfort you are to me. 3 but his disappointment, and the shock of such a 

I should have given up long ago, I do believe, if § reception, just when his feelings were so excited, 

I hadn’t known that you didn’t laugh at me or $ changed their current into one of unheard of bit- 

hate me. But what shall I do when you are terness for him. 

gone. You are going to-morrow, and then who ‘‘Why, mother,” he said, ‘‘no one is to blame 

will——””_ Tears began to choke him. Lois} but yourself. You need not begin to look ont 

seated herself beneath a snow-berry bush and 3 for me another night till it’s time for me to come. 

said, Then you won’t lose your labor.” 

“John, sit down here a minute by me, I want$ The instant he had said it, his conscience over- 
to ask you something.”’ He did so. whelmed him with self-reproach. 

“‘T want you to confide to me why you work ‘**Dear, dear, old mother,” he said, throwing 

so hard, and why you—save so! You know I}his arms around her neck, ‘‘I’m ashamed of 
would like to think well of you. Please tell me.’ § myself.” 

‘““My mother—my father left——”’ but he ‘‘Well, Johnny, there’s no need to be, for a 

could not go on. His swelling heart would not $ better son never lived; and I only stood at the 

let words come without sobs. To subdue these? gate to say that to you, because I’ve been so 
he must be silent. fretted with the children to-day.” 

**Never mind,” said his young comforter. ‘‘I} John, however, punished himself severely. He 

believe you are all right, and I’ll never believe } would not open the package until the next Sun- 

anything else.” She hesitated, playing with a} day. Then, seated in jealous privacy in the 

little package—then springing up and giving it} church-yard behind the holly-trees, he unfolded 

to him hastily, she said, ‘Don’t you want some-; the paper and gazed with dilating eyes upon the 

thing to remember me by?” and ran away as long, dark curl, which he held by the neat blue 
fast as she could. ribbon, and let fall to its full length, What an 

The boy threw himself face downward on the entrancing sight to him—and how rapturously 

grass, and wet his coat sleeve through with his} dear little Lois was! 

long-repressed tears. He kissed again and again, And who is this boy? I can tell you, reader, 

with a passion of love and grief, the folded paper, what he is now, but not what he will be. THe 
and when it was not at his lips kept it pressed $ strides onward so fast, that he may not pause 
to his heart. He did not open it that night. He § before he reaches the Presidential chair, though 
felt what was in it, and knew he eould not bear ; now his feet do not seem turned in that direction. 

the sight without being again—‘‘a baby.” . Let me tell you what he has done already, and 

The next morning by daybreak he had it in} answer the question Lois asked him, ‘* Why he 
his trembling hand, and held himself for some : worked and saved so?” 

time suspended on the brink of the joy of open-} His father was an intemperate man, and left 

ing it. At last with a sigh he placed it under } his family—which had a claim upon him for at 

his suspender just over his heart, and pinned it least a respectable position in society—not only 
there securely. destitute, but under the disgrace of his name 

“IT feel as if all the strength had gone out of } and reputation, This was John’s only inherit- 
me,” he said. ‘I don't know how I can bring } ance—for the farm was mortgaged, nearly all 

myself to work to-day at all. But if I pluck up} the furniture sold, and even the farm implements 
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and stock, due to debtors little likely to be lenient 3 sisters are among the best educated of our com- 
in theur claims. ‘They were those who sold liquor } munity, and he himself is our boast and pride. 

to the besotted man. John’s mother was a shift- But he is not married. He cannot find the 

less, complaining woman, and he had four little} darling head to which the curl belonged. He 

sisters. But his industrious and cheerful spirit, } is a happy man—but there is one sigh in his 

despite contemptuous treatment, battled its way } heart, for since Mr. R—— and Lois left for Ku- 

through all difficulties. He had not only the rope on that day long ago, he has never heard 

quality of patient endurance, but the power of § one word of them. Perhaps she had fulfilled 

self-conquest by earnest discipline. His farm is} her mission, to be a guardian angel to one who 

the best managed, and his house the prettiest in needed a comfort and support the world did not 

the village. It is all redeemed, of course. Ilis } give him. 
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BY BLANCHE BENNAIRDE. 

In Summer we must cherish 

The flowers, lest they perish, 

And pluck the early fruits of Spring, 

And listen to the birds that sing 

Those songs that never perish. 

No use is there in sighing; 

For Time is ever flying— 
And if we sit with folded hands, 

Sighing, like Grief, with sable bands, 

Within will joy be dying. 

In Fall we must be reaping— 
Its golden harvests keeping, 

And laying up for Winter’s store, 

When we ean labor thus no more, 

We must be up and doing, 

Our duties here pursuing, 

And run about with willing feet, 

Thus making Life and Labor sweet, 

And joy within accruing. And frosts are o’er us creeping. 

In Spring we must be sowing, In Winter we must treasure 

The seeds that will be growing Wisdom, which gives us pleasuro, 

When Summer comes with wind and rain, And look beyond this scene of things 

Causing sweet flowers to bloom again, ; To Heaven, from whence all comfort springs, 

And earth’s bright beauties showing. ) And blessings without measure. 

THE DREAM. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF BURGER. 

BY REV. GEORGE W. ROGERS. 

I wap a dream at midnight Long sought I then, in sadness, 

My false one stood beside me, My pearls again to see, 

And then my vows I plighted, But chang’d was all the garden— 

And wish’d his bride to be; My myrtle rosemary. 

But from my hand that false one That vision was an omen 

The troth-ring faithless drew To shadow forth my woe 

And breaking it, a pearl-band And useless is the dream-book, 

Like chrystal, to me threw. Or arts that sybils show. 

rere 

*Tis past! the dream has vanish’d, 

And, false one, for thy sake, 

The pearls are wept you gave me; 

Now let this sad heart break! 

For in my plot of myrtles 

The rosemary has grown, 

Poor heart! to form thy garland, 

That death may have his own. 

T next went to my garden, 
To see the myrtles bright, 

That were to form a garland 

Upon my wedding night; 7 
And there I lost my pearl-band, 

Ah, me! it brake in twain 

Till every pearl was scattered, 

Not to be found again. PLLD LLL LLL SIL DP SSL DLL DDD DALLA LD LDS 
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BY MRS. FANNY CAMPLE. 

I saw that there was yet much for me to do, 

I was married. The final vows had been i per haps suffer, so I planted sweet-brier and 

spoken, and I was no longer Agnes Park, but § ‘ violets on Harry’s grave, and then went out to 

Agnes Fleming. I was the wife of a widower act and strive with the rest of the striving 

of thirty-eight, and the step-mother of three } world. 
children! Not the first chosen, first beloved} About a year after my brother’s death, I met 

bride of a young and ardent lover, such as my } Arthur Fleming. I had been so shut out from 
girlish dreams had pictured; only neecond wife. 3 the world by Harry’s sickness, that I had no 

The reflection was not sweet, nevertheless, it } : lovers, and very few friends, and I hardly be- 

was the thought with which I took my seat in § ‘lieved I could ever again feel an interest in any 
the carringe which was to convey me to my new } one, but Arthur Fleming’s kind, genial manner 

home. ‘The short wedding-tour was ended, and | and delicate attentions warmed my heart to a 

we were “homeward bound.” A long ride was ; new life. Unconsciously, my whole heart, all 

still before us, for the village, in which Captain } the more ardent for its long stillness, was given 

Fleming resided, was twenty miles from the last Sto this new friend. It was with bitter disap- 

railway-station; but he had caused his own car- pointment that I learned he had already been 

riage to meet us there, so I began fully to realize } once married, for I could bear the thought of no 
that we were nearing home. rival, living or dead; yet I loved him, and when 

The road over which we journeyed, was level § he asked me to become a mother to his mother- 

and smooth, and for a long time wound close by Sless children, I accepted his hand, feeling sure 

the bank of a broad, New England river. Fields that I would win from him in time, an affection 
lay on one side, stretching far away, until they } as deep and steadfast as my own. I knew he 

were skirted by low woods and hills; here and} did not marry me for love. His house was 

there a white farm-house stood, looking cheerful lonely, his children poorly protected, and he 

and almost gay in the afternoon sunshine. The }needed a wife. I had been recommended to 

whole prospect was rural and very beautiful. |} him as one who would keep his house in order, 

My gloom began to pass away, soothed by the | and be a suitable companion for his children; 

sweet influences of the summer landscape, and } after a brief acquaintance he had proposed in 
visions of future usefulness began already to } due form; and soon it was all settled. 

float through my brain, I had ample oppor- } ‘Almost home!” exclaimed Captain Fleming, 
tunity to indulge in these day-dreams, for Cap- } rousing himself to look out of the carriage-win- 

tain Fleming, tired with the long ride. was half {dow. The words sent a thrill through me, and I 

asleep by the side of his new wife. Iwas weary * looked eagerly out, through the twilight shadows, 

of taking the lead in conversation, and concluded ; to the house we were aproaching. It was large, 
to leave him to his meditations, as he had left me } and stood at a distance from the village street, 

to mine. After weaving for myself a very profit- and, it seemed to me, in rather a desolate situa- 

able future, I looked, for a little, upon the past. } tion. Great trees swung their branches over the 

Oh, that past! Mine had been no gay and 3 gateway, and as we rode between them, the wind 
pampered girlhood; but, looking back, I saw on } made a sighing sound among the leaves. But 

the contrary, years of loneliness, of weariness ? the lighted, lower windows shone cheerfully in 

and of sorrow. For four years I had watched a3 the darkness, seeming by their brightness to 

young, beautiful and gifted brother, as stricken welcome me home. 

with consumption, he had wasted gradually away. ; Jane Fleming, my husband’s sister, who had 
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We two were orphans, the last of our race, and } been his housekeeper since his wife’s death, 

all in all to each other. ;came to the door to meet us. The moment 
But at last I saw him Inid in the coffin, and } her cold fingers touched mine, I felt that there 

all my love and hope were long buried with him. } would be no sympathy between us; and when 

Not that I became sad and misanthropic. No; we had entered the lighted parlor, and I had 

life ae ae were not dead, and looking forward ‘ scrutinized her face, I was sure of it. Without 
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a word she stood beside me while I took off my { recess; and a locked piano was by the opposite 

bonnet and gloves, she carried them away, then wall. I asked little May, who had kept close by 

as silently walked into the room again, leading $ me all the morning, why this was so. 

the three children. I feel now the chill of her} ‘Aunt Jane does not like music,” she said, 

presence upon me. * ‘¢and she keeps the book-case locked, because 
The three ran into their father’s arms and em-$ she says we must not read books until we are 

braced him affectionately, and as he caressed § older.” 
them in return, I perceived that there was a ‘‘And why is the furniture all covered?” 
fountain of warmth in his heart, which, could I$ ‘The parlor is scarcely ever opened,” an- 

reach it, would be enough to shield me from$swered May. ‘Aunt Jane wants to keep it 

cold and darkness forever. This show of pas- nice.” 
sionate fondness made me glad, and going to his 3 ‘‘Well, May,” I said, ‘*go now and ask aunt 

side, I tried to win the notice of the children to $ Jane for the key to the book-case. I want to 

myself. see the books.” 

‘‘It is your new mother,” said he. ‘She has’ She ran quickly, and returned followed by 

came to take care of you when I am gone to sea Miss Jane, who delivered up the key to me with 
again. Ellen and May, go to your mother.” Sa dubious kind of grace. 

May, a pretty, blue-eyed child of ten, came : **T hope you will lock the book-case when you 

shyly toward me, and kissed my cheek; but} have examined the books, ma’am,” said she. “I 

Ellen, the eldest, merely gave me her hand. 3 don’t allow the children to spend their time in 
Ellen seemed to haye imbibed something of her } light reading. 
aunt’s icy manner, for she sat aloof and watched; ‘* What are they now reading?” I asked. 

me coldly. The little boy now lifted his heads ‘They learn their lessons,” she replied, 

from his father’s shoulder, and, seeing that May 3 shortly. 

stood by me unharmed, ventured to approach me. She disappeared, and I opened the book-case, 

‘Come to me, Harry!”’ said Miss Fleming, with § which I found to contain a most excellent selec- 
a frown. $ tion of books. The best poets, the best his- 

Was his name Harry? I caught him to my § torians, the best novelists and biographers were 

arms and held him closely, so that he could not $ there, making a library, small, but of rich 

escape to his jealous aunt, and 1 thought in my: value. It was the first really pleasant thing 

secret heart that I would make him like the}I had found in my new home, and I sat an 

Harry I had lost. In an instant, the feeling that hour or two, glancing over one volume after 

I was a stranger had vanished, my heart had § another, and re-arranging them on the shelves. 

warmed so toward the little one whose auburn’ Suddenly Miss Jane locked in, and in a mo- 

head nestled in my arms. My husband looked ; ment her face was pale with indignation, for 

pleased, and smiled, giving his sister a gratified } there sat little May on the carpet, buried in a 

look, and I observed the shadow of a smile on{ charming old English annual. Miss Jane took 
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her lips, but it faded again as she glanced at two steps forward, and snatching the book out - 

Ellen. When the clock struck nine, Miss Jane} of the child’s hand threw it on the table, then 

rose and led the children to their chambers. I led her by the shoulder out of the room. I was 

bade them good-night as they went out, but I} mute with amazement at this rough government 

noticed that Ellen made no answer. Sat first; then I sprung up and would have fol- 

The next morning, I made a business of > lowed her, had not the fear of an outbreak re- 

going over the house, and examining its conve- strained me. 

niences. The first step upon the broad, gloomy } ‘Selfish creature!” I exclaimed, ‘‘you are 
staircase chilled me; but when, after visiting} trying to make these children like yourself; 

every room, I sat down in the parlor again. I} ruining them for all good or happiness in life. 
was almost discouraged. Such a dreary, disor- {In Ellen’s sullenness and coldness I see the 

dered house I never saw. In every chamber the § fruit of your labor. Was Arthur Fleming blind 
curtains hung over the windows like shrouds, ‘ when he left his children in your keeping ?” 

and the air was cold and damp as a dungeon.} I saw no more of the children until dinner, 

There was dust on the walls, on the windows, } when by questioning I learned that they had 

and the furniture; there was gloom in every } been studying all the morning with Miss Flem- 

corner. The parlor, which might have been a} ing. I informed her that I should sit with them 

delightful room, seemed like a sepulchre. The in the afternoon, as I wished to see what pro- 
furniture, as well as the pictures, were covered cress they were making. The look with which 

with canvass; a locked book-case stood in a’ she received this announcement, plainly indi- 

—- 
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cated that I should be an unwelcome listener to } Seeing that Harry was crying, I went to him 
her lessons, and for a few moments my heart in his corner. 
so failed me, perplexed by her contemptuous} «Go away!’ he sobbed, when I laid my hand 
glances, that I half determined to have nothing} on his head. Go away, you are not my 
to do with the children, but leave them to her, mother.” 
since she was so jealous of them. But my better I made no reply to this, but asked him why 
spirit prevailed over me. ‘They are mine now,” ? he cried. 
I thought, “for I am their father’s wife, and all *‘Recause I am tired,” he answered, “and 
his are mine. Their interest must be mine, ’ you and aunt Jane won't let me sit down.” 
whatever difficulties I find in the way. I have ¢ “and aunt Jane, Harry?” 
come here of my free will, and nothing shall now } “Yes,” he sobbed out. ‘Aunt Jane says you 
deter me from doing my duty.” are come here to live always, and will make me 

After dinner, Miss Jane and the children re- mind you, and make my father hate me,” and 
paired immediately to the chamber which was } the poor child cried as if his heart would break. 
used as a school-room. In a few minutes I fol-} T looked around, but Jane was on the opposite 
lowed them and quietly took a seat at the desk. } side of the room, scolding May, and had not 
She was drilling them in arithmetic, sending § heard. ' 
one after another to the blackboard and talking} “Tt is not true, Harry,” I whispered. “J 
all the time in a loud, petulant tone. ‘ love you and want you tolove me. Won't you 

“Ellen! if you make such awkward figures } love me, darling ?” 
Pil put you back to the beginning of the book.3 But he only thrust out his little hand sullenly 
May, will you stand straight or be sent to bed? $ and turned his face away from me. Jane now 
Decide now!” ycame forward, and I turned from the child 

**f cannot understand this sum, aunt Jane,” { with a sigh of disappointment. ‘But I will be 
sighed May. patient,” I said to myself, ‘*they have long been 

‘“*Sit down then until you can.” taught to fear and dread me; I cannot at once 
‘Do you not explain what they cannot under- } make them love me.” 

stand?” I asked. The next morning Captain Fleming left for a 
“All that is necessary,” she replied. ‘May $ six months’ voyage in his new barque, the May 

could understand her sums if she attended to} Fleming. His parting with the children was 
me,” ‘most tender and affectionate, even tearful; with 

An hour passed, during which May silently {me it was kind. After he was gone, I stole up 
hung her head over her slate and played with }to my room and spent the morning in bitter 
her pencil, Miss Jane offering no explanation; } weeping and sadness. What would become of 
Harry alternately counted, with his fingers, the } me if I should fail in trying to make myself be- 
buttons on his jacket and marks of a knife upon } loved by his children, if their hearts were irre- 
his desk; Ellen, whose strong mind received vocably steeled against me! Would not his own 

- knowledge almost intuitively, studied her lesson } grow gradually colder and colder toward me? 
quietly and without difficulty. Presently she } Fearful prospect! an unloved wife, a hated step- 
gave her book to her aunt and recited her lesson } mother! 
perfectly. II. 

“Very well, Ellen!” said Miss Jane. ‘You I nEeanp a soft tap at my door, and little May 
may go into the garden and have your recess.” ; entered. She too had been crying, and when 

‘‘Do they not have a recess together?” I in-} she saw traces of tears on my face, she came 
quired, with astonishment, not pleased with the gently up to me and crept into my lap. 
idea of solitary, mirthless exercise, “Do you love father, too?” she asked, in her 

‘*Not unless they learn their lessons equally } frank, simple manner. 
well,” she answered. ‘‘Harry! if I live, the **Yes, darling, I love him,” I answered, ‘and 
boy is going to sleep! Stand in the corner, } I want to love you all and be loved by you. Now 
Henry, until you are awake.” he is gone, Iam very sad and lonely. Will you 

Harry colored scarlet and went to the corner, } not love me, May?” 
rubbing his eyes. I felt disgusted at the total The child kissed me gravely, but did not reply 
Jack of system, order and justice, which pre- } to the question. 
vailed in this mock school. I was growing} ‘Aunt Jane sent me to call you to dinner,” 
frightened at the work before me, fearful that } she said, slipping from my arms. 
Jane Fleming had sown more tares than my } When we had finished this lonely meal, and 
weak hands could ever root out. ‘the children and Jane had gone up stairs to the 

“ 
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lip as she turned and left the room. I began to 

which had attracted my observation the day be- 3 feel encouraged. That evening I had a fire made 

fore. One was the attic chamber, where I had $in the parlor, the piano was unlocked, and I took 

noticed a heap of old packages which I wished : my music from my trunks. In the ‘*gloaming,” 
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afternoon lessons, I visited one or two rooms 

to examine. In one corner stood a pile of old 3 before there was any light in the room, save that 

pictures, some soiled, some with broken frames, ; of the tremulous firelight, I sat down to play. 

but which on examination I found worthy to be They were all there; Jane knitting in a corner, 

rubbed up and newly framed. One especially } and the children seated silently about the fire. 

won my admiration. It was a portrait of a I found the piano an excellent instrument, and 

young and beautiful woman. The soft sete after playing a lively waltz, which drew a sigh 

hair and hazel eyes were very lovely, and the 3 from the depths of Miss Jane’s bosom, and a 

features, though not expressive of any great$ shout of delight from my little Harry, I began 

energy or depth of character, were faultlessly} to sing. It was an old, plaintive Scotch song 

regular. that I chose; something to touch and melt the 

I heard some one passing in the hall, and ; heart. 

opened the door to ask some questions about} May and Harry were standing one on each 

these pictures. It was Ellen. side of me when I ended, and their glowing faces 

‘Are you busy, Ellen?” Iasked. “If not, I} expressed their delight. 
wish you would come here a moment.” ‘‘T like that,” said Harry. ‘‘I wish aunt Jane 

Ellen looked surprised, but followed me with-$ wouldn’t keep the piano locked, so nobody can 

out any reply. S touch it.” 
“T want to know something about these pic- 3 A loud, warning cough from his amiable aunt 

tures. Some of them are very fine, and it seems *< made him shrink a little closer tome. ‘Do sing 

to me strange that they should hang here out of $ another, please!” whispered May, and I sung 
sight.” Goethe’s Miller and the Brook, that wild, merry 

‘They got injured,” said Ellen; ‘‘and aunt } old song, 

Jane did not have time to get them mended.” “What do T say of a murmur! 
“Here is a beautiful landscape,” I said. ‘*See mie’ the witer ae tite 18 anging 

the warm, sunny tint of the water, and the fields Their roundelays under me!” 

look almost as if the grass was growing there.” May was in eestasies. “Oh, will you learn 

I knew by the quick dilating of Ellen's hazel} me to play?” she asked. “It would make me 
eyes, as she looked at the picture, that she could Sas happy!” 

appreciate its excellence, and I regretted that’ May!’ said Jane, sternly, but the little girl 
she had been so long debarred the privilege of did not heed it; her faith in her aunt was fast 
cultivating her naturally artistic taste. I re- decreasing. 

solved to help her make up the lost time. «Twill, certainly, if you wish it,’’ I replied. 
‘*Now here is one in which I am still more in-$ «Both Ellen and you may take lessons as soon 

terested,” I said, taking up the portrait. ‘*Who as you please to begin. Ido not wish you to be 
is this, Ellen?” ’ confined wholly to arithmetic.” 

Ellen started, and then the color rushed toher} [ turned from the piano and sat by the fire, 
cheeks as she answered in a low voice, ‘It is my after having lighted the astrallamp. May and 
mother.’ Harry were dancing about in the middle of the 

I had suspected as much. The resemblance} room, and even Ellen smiled at their playful 
was striking between the pictured face and little rudeness. Jane, seeing that they took no heed 

Harry. ‘ of her dreary coughs and sighs, rose and left the 
“Is this the way that you preserve your} room. I took quick advantage of her absence. 

mother’s portrait?” I asked. Going to the book-case I selected an interest- 
‘‘Aunt Jane put it away before——~” ing volume, and sat down with it near the lamp. 
‘‘Berore J came, Ellen?” ‘You have heard of Joan of Arc, have you not, 

“Yes,” was the brief reply. Ellen?” I asked. 
‘Well, I shall take better care of it in future. ; ‘“‘T do not remember that I have,’’ she an- 

I am not come to stand between you and your: swered. ‘*Who was she?” . 

mother, Ellen. I wish you to love and honor} «Her story is a very wonderful one; I will 

her memory above all others. I shall try to$ read it if you would like to hear it,” I answered. 

make you wiser and happier than ever, instead ‘Ts it true?” cried Harry, leaving his play. 

of gloomy and sad.” ‘¢Yes, Harry, it happened many years ago in 

There was a slight quiver about Ellen’s firm’ France. Shall I read it?” 
s 
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Harry and May were already eager to hear it, ‘*Mrs. Fleming, you cannot expect me to stay 

and Ellen looked interested, though she said } here content, when I see you daily undoing with 

nothing. I took Harry in my lap and began to {all your might what I have been laboring so 

read the strange, thrilling story. All listened ; hard to accomplish. ‘These girls were growing 

with the deepest attention. up in my care, discreet, sober and reasonable. 

By-and-bye Ellen interrupted me, saying, 1 shut out the vanities and follies of the world 

‘If you are tired, let me read awhile, mother.” / from their knowledge, I reared them in prudence 

I was tired, and gave it up to her gladly—she and soberness. But Arthur Fleming must bring 

had called me mother! sa strange wife here, who in two short weeks, 

At nine, Jane came and called them to bed. $ could by her wily softness of manner, win their 

‘**No—no, aunty, we'll come as soon as we find } foolish young hearts away from their tried friend, 

out what became of poor Joan,” cried May— Sand fill their heads with vanity. I will not stay 

‘¢shall we stay, mother?” » where I and my teachings are objects of con- 
‘Let them stay a little longer,” I said to Miss ; tempt. I leave you to your painting and playing, 

Jane. The door closed and Ellen proceeded with } your singing and bouquet-making. I am not pen- 

the story. ‘ niless as you probably suppose. I have still a 

‘*Sing us one little song!’ said May, when the $ home to go to, now that I am driven thanklessly 

story was ended. I complied willingly, and sung } from this one.” 

‘‘Let us love one another.” When Thad finished, ; My eyes filled with tears at these scornful 
May sprung up and gave me a good night kiss, $ words. The children looked wonderingly at me 
Harry followed her example. and at her, 

‘‘T want one more,” I said, turning to Ellen, **Don’t go, aunty! Mother doesn’t want you 

and with a grave smile she kissed me and bade} to go,” whispered May, the sweet little peace- 

me good night. That night my pillow was? maker. 
haunted with happy dreams. : **T don’t know who drives you from here,” pig 

Much of the ensuing week was spent in re-3$ Ellen, sarcastically. 
arranging the rooms, in order to give them af ‘Jane, I wish you to stay with us,” I said. 
more cheerful appearance. I took down tho § “Tt is right that I, Captain Fleming’s wife, 
portrait of the first Mrs. Fleming from its garret} should be a mother to his children, and take 
corner, and hung it over the mantel in the par-} their care and education into my own hands. 
lor. I re-framed the beautiful landscape, and} I mean to make them happy in their home, in 
it adorned a little room opening from the back } their studies,-and to fit them for good and useful 
parlor, which had been used as a spare bed- | lives. You can help me in this work, and I will 
room, but which I converted into a miniature § be your friend. Will you stay, Jane?” 
library. Iwent with the children into the fields} ‘No, Mrs. Fleming. I will not stay where I 
to hunt for early May flowers, with which to fill} am a mere cipher. But, children, I do not desert 
the vases and make the rooms bright and fra-} you. If you are ever fatherless, or in trouble, I 
grant. ¢ will come to you, and you shall have your home 
May took her first music lesson, and was $ with me again.” 

already promising to sing “Let us love one The stage-coach, which Jane had secretly or- 
another,” on Christmas-day, at which time her dered to call for her, now rattled up to the door; 
father would be home. Ellen had so far dectend with her green band-box clasped closely in 
scended from her cold heights of reserve, as to} her arms, she took her seat in it. She gave a 
ask me to learn her crayon-drawing; and I Was § : nod of freezing dignity to me, a farewell of com- 
astonished at the artist-talent she already ex-} ; passionate aifection to the children, and then the 
hibited. coach drove away. 

One morning, when I had been about a fort- : I was alone with home, children and peace. 
night with them, Jane came to the breakfast } 
table in her travelling-dress. We were all sur-$ ITt, 
prised, I most of all, for I had hoped that the } Srx months passed rapidly, and how plea- 
happiness of the children would win her kind- } santly, my vivid recollection of them testifies. 
ness also; but Iwas mistaken. ‘Where are you As the village-schools were extremely poor, and 
going, Sontys 7?” asked May, her blue eyes ex-} I was fully competent to teach the children my- 
panding with astonishment. Miss Jane deigned | self, I spent three hours of every morning in 
no answer, but ate her breakfast in unbroken} study with them. Two afternoons in a week I 
silence, then turning to me, announced her de- | devoted to May’s music and Ellen’s drawing; on 
cision, the other afternoons they were free to practise 
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at home, or to visit their village friends, andy ‘*Well, meet her kindly and give her wel- 

receive visits in return. Our eyenings were Scome,” I said, and by that time the hall-door 

spent in reading; and in the three months of $had opened, and Jane Fleming stood in the 

that summer, they gained more intelligence then jail of us, receiving our greetings with a 

in years before. Their interest in knowledge ¢ kind of grim smile. ‘The girls divested her of 

was aroused, and whatever they read was made 3 all her many shawls and cloaks and furs, and 

a subject of free and cheerful conversation, thus 3 Harry drew a rocking-chair for her close to the 

fixing important facts in their memories and $ fire. 

training their minds to habits of active thought. As she warmed her feet at the grate, she 

Ellen adorned the walls of our sitting-room and looked around her with a singular expression 

little library with several very fine crayon pic- $ of pity, mixed with triumph. 

tures, and May added to our evening readings «J have kept my promise, children,” she said. 

the charm of her sweet singing. I told you if anything happened, I would come 

At Christmas time we expected Captain Flem- to you.” 

ing. With what o glad pride I looked upon my I started from my seat, and a shudder of ter- 

happy group, and thought of the gratitude he < rible forebodings passed through me, as | remem- 

would feel, when he saw their improvement and bered the promise to which she referred. ‘Jane! 

witnessed their affection for myself. I looked $ Jane Fleming, what do you mean?” I cried. 

for ward with a beating heart to the meeting. She wiped the corners of her eyes with her 

It was a fortnight before Christmas, and we handkerchief. Then she said, 

were already deeply engaged in preparation for’ ‘Ah! It is as I thought. You see that I; 

the merry season. Green boughs, with which to s living on the sea-shore as I do, get news some 

decorate the rooms, were being made into fes- 3 days in advance of you. I said to myself, when 

toons and garlands, and, in a sly corner, the $I heard it, that it would be printed in your 

Christmas-tree was waiting its hour of triumph. weekly paper and you would not get it before 

Ellen was hurrying to finish a picture of Santa- | to-morrow. So I thought I had better step into 

Claus, to hang over the Christmas-tree, and May 3 the stage and ride down to prepare your minds. 

was practising incessantly, ‘“‘Let us love one} Poor children! Poor children!” 

another,” at the piano-forte, while little Harry ‘‘ What is it?” said Ellen, grasping her aunt’s 

entered with even greater zeal, if possible, into wrist with a kind of nervous fierceness. This 

the preparations for the festivities. Seated in $ suspense was growing intolerable. Jane fixed 

his little chair, which, with show of secresy, her eyes steadily on Ellen’s countenance and an- 

was turned with its back to the room, he was swered slowly, 

working with his jack-knife on a present for: ‘Last week, in the great storm, the May 

‘mother,’ which from occasional glances, I} Fleming was wrecked” 

judged would be a little wooden vessel. A low ery escaped May’s lips. ‘Janel”’ I 

It was afternoon, and Ellen and I had been ‘ gasped, ‘*my husband—where is he?” 

discussing the propriety of inviting some friends $ She looked at me composedly. ‘‘The May 

to enjoy our Christmas Eve with us. We were $ Fleming was wrecked and sunk. Save the mate 

now in daily expectation of Captain Fleming, ‘and one sailor, who floated two days on a broken 

and every sound of sleigh-bells made us rush to $ plank, every soul was lost.” 

the window. : I could utter neither cry nor moan, so stun- 

‘Father is come!” cried Ellen, as the sound ’ning was this terrible news. I only looked into 

of bells, instead of passing, ceased at our door, {the faces of my children, who gathered about 

and we simultaneously sprang up and ran to the ; me, indulging their wild sorrow in pitiful cries. 

window. There indeed stood the expected coach, ; Ellen only, after a brief time, seemed to com- 

but who was that old lady, with a green band- , prehend my bewildering anguish. She put her 

box held tightly in her arms, now bundling out $ young, strong arms about me, and led me, un- 

of the coach-door, sending sharp glances up at [retin to my chamber—there, watched by her 

the windows, while the coachman took down her alone, I lay silent and motionless all day long. 

trunks? . But my brain was busy. ‘‘Is it to this, an 

“It is aunt Jane!” said Ellen, with a long untimely death,” I thought, ‘that all I love are 

sigh of disappointment, and she looked into my fated to come? My heart was wrapt in my 

face inquiringly. beautiful Henry, and he laid down to die in the 

‘Tt is too bad, too bad!” said May, half § glory of his youth. My love rose out of his 

crying, ‘‘for her to come and spoil all, just as { grave and gathered itself, strong as life, about 

we were to have such a merry Christmas.” ‘my husband; and now, in so little awhile, he is 
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fone also. Was it for this that I gave my mind, “Our mother has the best claim on us, aunt my heart, my soul to his children, only that they Jane, and until she sends us we will never leave should look up to me with their pitiful faces and} her. More than a mother she has been to us,- ory, ‘we are orphans!’ Where was he, when we, } and we have never been so happy as in this past his wife and his children, were making Christ-} half year. We-love her better than all other mas garlands? We were singing and weaving 3 friends, and now that our father is gone, we will the holly and cedar by the warm firelight, while} not leave her alone.” he, now struggling, now fainting and saking, My heart thrilled with gratitude that I could was smothered in the horrible waves!” not utter. I could only give my noble Ellen a Such thoughts as these filled my brain "ve Jook of thankfulness, and Bay, ceaseless horror; and: all day I lay as one be-3 “I will be as faithful to you as you have been numbed. But suddenly, as it grew dark, and $ to me, Ellen.” Ellen brought o lamp into my chamber, I was} “Hush!” said May, starting from her seat. struck by her settled expression of woe. I had ; ‘What was that sound?” She went to the win- forgotten that I was not the only sufferer. That} dow and looked out. ‘It was only the wind,” thought gave me Strength. LIrose, took her by } she added, and sat down by me again. the hand, and went down to the other children. Jang shot indignant glances at the children. I gathered thom about me, and we all wept to- $ “I little thought when I came here to work and gether. Thon, and not till then, did I feel that } wear myself for you, that you would so. soon: I could speak to them of comfort. desert me for a stranger.” The next morning our paper came, anditslong$ ‘Aunt Jane!” said Ellen, quickly, ‘‘remem- account of the wreok confirmed the sad tidings. § bor it is our mother of whom you speak; our Days passed—slowly, tearfully. I was beginning } second mother to whom we owe so much.” to realize that we, of late such a joyful group, Miss Fleming rocked hard; but was silent. were now ‘‘the widow and the fatherless,” “T do hear a footstep,” said May, and again It was evening, and we all sat in the little} she peeped from the window, but all was dark library. The door of the parlor behind us was 3 and silent. My heart ached with Weary dissen- ajar, but there was no light in there; only one sion, and I made ai last attempt at peace. lamp burned on the piana-forte, which had been “Sister Jane—you shake your head, but you moved into tho little room. + Were his sister, and must, therefore, be mine— - Harry lay in my arms asleep, his soft curls 3 for his sake I forgive you for the many attempts falling over his forehead and half veiling his} you have made to turn my children’s hearts: fresh, fair face. Ellen and May, one on each $ against me; but forever after let-there be silence. side of me, sat at work on mourning dresses; on this theme. Iam no stranger in this house, Jane, too, in the corner was sewing black thibet. } but hold a mother’s place to the children my How different our Jabor from that with which we $ beloyed husband left in my care. For them had expected to usher in the Christmas Eve! henceforth, and for them only, I shall live and - By-and-bye Ellen looked up with an anxious} labor. I-have thus far tried to do them good, expression. ‘Mother, are we poor?” she said. and they themselves bear witness to my success. - Iwas glad that I could answer in the nega- § Trust them to me, and let there be no more hard-: tive. ‘*But,” I added, ‘‘we know not how soon 2 ness between us—for his sake,” we may be. This great misfortune has taught 3 Jane Fleming rocked a moment harder than us that nothing is sure. We must not lean idly Sever, then burst into tears. Sle wept a féw on what we possess, but prepare ourselves for § moments and her heart was softened. — labor, if need be. To-morrow, I wish you all to ‘‘ Agnes, forgive me!” she said, to my asto- begin again your studies.” nishment and joy. ‘You think me heartless, Jane dropped her needle and thread. “I$ but indeed I am not, though I have been harsh. thought it was understood that the children $ It was ‘my love for my brother and his children should go home with me,” she said, ‘Perhaps ¢ that made me wickedly jealous of you. But I you think I am poor and helpless; but you are Sam now a moyrner with you and them. For his: mistaken. On the contrary, I am probably better sake, forgive me!” : able than you to take care of the children.” $ There was a moment of silent, pleased sur- This announcement startled me; but there was prise, and then I clasped her hand warmly and no need. May threw her arms around my neck $ called her sister, Ellen gravely stooped down and whispered, “J will not leave you, mother,” ana kissed her, and little May, rejoiced, sprung while Ellen, her fine eyes glowing with oxcite- to the piana-forte and sung with her whole heart, ment, answered quietly and firmly, 4g ‘“‘Let us love one another.” 
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As she ceased and turned her smiling face) been lost in the fearful storm, but the account 

toward us, there was a sound behind, a quick } of the loss of men had been exaggerated in the 

footstep toward the hall, the door was flung} excitement of the news. Many were lost, but 

open, and—— not all. There were other homes of mourning 

Had one risen from the dead? ‘made glad that night as well as mine. 

‘‘My wife, my children, my blessed Agnes!” And what a merry, joyful Christmas we had! 

said Captain Fleming, his voice hoarse with } How the Christmas tree sparkled under its many 

emotion, and before we could utter a word of } tapers, loaded not only with the gifts of the chil- 

welcome or surprise, we were all clasped in his $ dren to each other, but with more costly presents 

strong, living arms. ‘The rapture of that hour to me and to them from their delighted father! 

who would seek to pourtray! : How proudly did Ellen lead her father to the 

“Forgive me, Agnes, for playing the listener,” } pictures her industry had wrought, and say in 

he said. ‘It was not premeditated, but as 1} answer to his surprise, ‘‘ Mother taught me”’— 

came in I heard your voices, and could not but: how sweetly did little May sing her favorite 

pause a moment before surprising you. How} song, and throwing her arms about her smiling 

can I ever thank you, how repay you for your $ father’s neck, say also, ‘‘Mother taught me.” 

love to my children and to me!” Very sacred and full of peculiar trial is the 

These words and many more fell from his lips; position of the second wife, where the children 

as he clasped me again with warm affection. 1! of a buried mother claim her care and love, but 

was repaid for all my labor, all my sorrow. if with a true heart and zeal she enters into the 

Then followed questions, explanations, words} work before her, rich is her reward and its plea- 

of joy and welcome. His good vessel indeed had } sure endures forever, 

THE SHADOWLESS STREAM. 

BY PHILA EARLE. 

Between me and the sunny past And op’ning buds like shining pearls 

Is lying a fair stream, Wero scattered at my feet; 

And buds of hope in drooping sprays And girlhood’s glorious dreamings seemed 

Along its banks are seen: As if an angel’s eyes 

And though its waves are fair and smooth, Had looked upon them with a smile 

And with sweet music glide, From out the sunlit skies. 

I ne’er can cross or linger more 

Upon the other side; 

Or lie among the sweet-breathed flowers 

And hear them whisper low, 

Or linger by the smiling waves 

Which dimple over so. 

I’vo passed to early womanhood, 
From girlhood’s dreamy days; 

And now on active, useful life 

I’ve fixed my earnest gaze, 

A dearer, holier love is mine 
Than any of my dreams; 

An earnestness there is in life 

Which ne’er in fancy seems, 

And well I know a purer light 

Ts lingering ‘round me now 

And falls with holy radiance 

Upon my upturned brow. 

The flowers bloom, and zephyrs float 
The sweetest fragrance by, 

And richer blossoms on my path 
This side the streamlet lie; 

Yet to those other timid ones 

With half-closed, dewy eyes, 

I backward turn, and see them yet 

Blue as the Summer skies. 

I crossed an arching bridge of flowers 
Which had the rainbow’s gleam 

The bridge is gone—the gleam is left— 
And I’m this side the stream. 

I look not backward, with regret, 

The future lies before 

With all its wealth of hope and love, 

A misty dream no more. 

I pine not for those golden dreams 

Of sunny days agone, 

Or that my fect, from those bright paths, 

So gently are withdrawn. 

My pathway is a pleasant one, 

And Heav’n smiles bright above; 

For perfect trust and faith are mine, 

And never changing love. 

Beyond the stream my girl-life lies 

So beautiful and bright, 

With all its rosy-tinted hopes, 

And all its sunny light; 

Where fancy wove, with fingers fair, 

A garland fresh and sweet, 
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BY MISS CAROLINE E. FAIRFIELD. 

October 7th. 3 of itself in that time we'd give it up. So we all 
You know, Mag, when I first came up to this sat there, quiet as could be, till I began to trem- 

poky old place, I ventiiaed to advise you from $ ble, and the tears came in Kate’s eyes, when all 
time to time of my experiences. Well, I an {at once the table began to move, and it went 
going to be as good as my word. ‘faster and faster, and spun round and round; 

Wildfire Hall ’s s queer place; but on the! and we were all frightened most to death; and 

whole, I rather like it. It is an ancient, half- ran out of the room as hard as we could go, and 
tumble down old mansion, and they say has been } shut the door upon the table just as it was eom- 
in the family since before the Revolution; and $ ing through the doorway after us. 

there are a great many immense elms and but- Well, as you may think, we were all a good 
tonwoods around it, which I suppose have stood $ deal frightened; but Al laughed at us, and said 
just where they do now for these hundreds of it was electricity, and if he only had a battery, 

years. You see it is just the place for ghost- : he’d show us a great deal stranger things than 

seeing—but I must not anticipate. \ that; and as it was getting late, he thought we'd 
Uncle Deacon Wildfire is a tall, thin theolo- 3? better go home. 

gical-looking individual, who always dresses in ‘*Now, Lizzie,” said Kate, as we were walking 
a black suit, and wears a white neckcloth, with : along, **don’t you say a word about this in 
a face as long as the mor al law any time, but} father’s presence, for he’ll be very angry about 
on Sundays and “preparation” days as long as it; and as for aunt Hap, she would set us down 
the law and the testimony both. And yet he} as hopeless cases at once if she knew it.” 
is a good man, and fond of a joke too in his $ «© Yes,” said Al, “but I'll bet a hat, Lizzie, 
quiet way. that you can’t keep the secret if you try; you'll 
How in the world he came to have such a3 be sure to let the cat out at some unguarded mo- 

daughter as Kate, and such a son as Allan, Teiment.” 

can’t imagine. I don’t think aunt Wildfire could ; ‘*No, indeed,” said I, as earnestly as possible, 
have been just a fitting person for a deacon’s wife. $ and I felt it too. ‘It.is very saucy in you, Al, 

But I forgot that I hadn’t told you anything to insinuate such a thing. I’m quite as close 
about aunt Hapzibah yet. You see, she is uncle § mouthed as you are, any time.” 

Job’s half sister, and since aunt’s death she has Well, when we got home, we found aunt Hap 

taken charge of the household, because Kate : sitting up in the dining-room, taking red pepper 
won't be housekeeper any way. She is a real * tea for a cold. 

cross old maid, the straightest, thinnest, severest: } “Why, aunty,” said Al, ‘I hope you ain’t 
looking individual it was ever my lot to see. She sick.” 

drinks strong tea, and goes to sewing-societies, ‘Law, child,” she said, with her usual groan 

and talks solemnly through her nose; and yet$ when anything ails her; ‘‘ you know I ain’t never 

she is continually scolding and fretting, and gos- ‘well, and I’ye been dreadful low-spirited for a 

siping and prying into other people’s business, } week or two; it’s enough to make a body down 
in the most provoking way in the world, sick abed to see the way you young folks carry 

The funniest thing happened, the other day, on, @ settin’ up nights and a frolicin’; gals didn’t 

that ever you heard in all your life. You see , Suse to act so when I was young. It affects my 

Allan and Kate and I, had been down to Siuitite sperets amazingly to see my brother’s children, 

Peter’s, (everybody is a squire or a deacon or a} and he a deacon, settin’ such an example.” 

captain here) to spend the evening; and they § I went into the hall to lay away my things, 

fell to talking about the spirit-rappings, so we } and didn’t hear Al’s reply, but as I came back I 
got up a circle amongst ourselves. We sat and heard aunt Hap say, 

sat, and sat, for almost fifteen minutes, and by- 3 *<Sperets, Al, I am astonished at you; you 

and-by Frank gave the table a shove, just in} know I hain’t no faith in sperets; and besides, I 

sport; but Ellie Peter’s told him to be still and | ; think it’s a sin to make use of ’em. What would 

wait just five minutes more, and if it didn’t move ; your father say to such language, sir!” 
3870 
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AUNT HAPZIBAH AND THE SPIRITS. BTL 

Of course I thought Al had been telling about aunt Hap. ‘I’ve heard ’em say they give three 

the spirits, and considered that I had a right to ; raps for yes.” 

be angry. The rapping continued. 

‘There, 1 told you so,” said I, **I knew ‘Ts it my father?” she asked. 

you'd tell aunt Hap that we had been to see the ‘‘Rap, rap.” 

spirits. Never talk to me about keeping a secret «That is no,” said aunt Hap, to herself. 

again.” ‘Ts it my mother?” 

‘“« What!” said aunt Hap, ‘have you been to ‘Rap, rap.” 

sce the sperets? Marcy to us, I thought I smelt; ‘‘Is it any of my brothers or sisters?” 

brimstone when you came in. I’m amazed that § «Rap, rap.” 

young people brought up as you have been, the} There was a pause, during which aunt Hap 

children of a deacon, should countenance such 3 seemed gathering all her powers for some tre- 

things.” 3 mendous effort. At last she interrogated, 

By this time Al was laughing ready to kill} «Js tt my speretual partner?” 

himself. ‘Bravo, Lil,” said he, ‘you havedone ‘Rap, rap, rap.” 

it now. I was only telling aunt Hap she had >. “Oh! Lordy mercy,” ejaculated aunt Hap, 

better take a born of brandy for her cold. I3‘who’d ever have thought that my husband, 

hadn’t said a word about the spirits.” that is to be, was a dead man; why I’m e’en 

Of course I felt flat enough. Aunt Hap broke ¢ amost as good as a widder.”’ 

in again. ‘Pretty doin’s these, goin’ to see; ‘*Rap, rap, rap, rap,” continued the spirits. 

sperets, children that’s been brought up as you s Can you tell me your name?” asked aunt Hap. 

have; knew the whole catechism before you was 3 ‘Rap, rap.” 

four years old, both on ye.” A pause. 

‘‘Oh! but aunt Hap,” said Al, wickedly, ‘you “Rap, rap, rap, rap.” 

ought to have seen what we did to-night. The § ‘‘Well,”’ says aunt Hap, ‘‘I’m very glad to see 

spirits say a great many edifying things. Why you, no, to hear you. I’m very glad you've 

they do say that everybody has got a spiritual ‘come, but I think you’d better go away now, for 

partner, somewhere, either in this world or the $ you see I ain’t quite clear in my mind that it’s 

next, and that those that don’t marry here, will proper for you to come here into my room at this 

find their companion in ‘another sphere,’ as they 3 time o’ night. I ain’t used to havin’ men around 

say.” in my room, and it kinder flustrates me,” 

«Pretty stuff for sperets to bea telling’. That$ With that I thought Kate and I should have 

shows, to my mind, that they are from Satan, for Sdied. We stuffed our handkerchiefs into our 

don’t the Bible say that in heaven ‘they neither mouths, and held our breath till we almost burst 

marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the 3 a blood vessel, but if we had laughed I don’t be- 

angels.’ ”’ S lieve aunt Hap would have heard us, she was so 

Aunt Hap pretended to be very angry, but we intent upon listening for her “ speretual partner.” 

could all see she was pleased with the idea of a3 “Rap, rap, rap, rap,” went the noise all the 

‘¢spiritual partner,” for she is terribly cut up to 3 time, a succession of little fire explosions, like a 

think she has never married. She talks about $ pack of fairy fire-crackers going off. 

the girls now-a-days terribly, and is just as hate-$ ‘*I know what it is,’ whispered Kate. ‘*Do 

ful to the young men as she can be. § you see? She has left her window at the foot of 

That night, about twelve o’clock, I happened ‘ the bed open by mistake, and the stiff paper cur- 

to wake up, and I heard something in aunt Hap’s 3 tain keeps rattling, that’s all.” 

room like somebody talking; so I woke Kate, and ‘Surely enough,” said I. ‘Well, if this isn’t 

we both listened. We couldn’t either of us make $a joke. It isa pity Al can’t enjoy it with us.” 

out what it was; so we got up very quietly and ‘Never mind, we'll tell him in the morning,” 

opened her door a little crack and took a peep. ’ replied Kate, ‘‘and how he will laugh.” 

There sat aunt Hapzibah, straight up in bed, 3 «Don’t say a word that will lead her to mis- 

with her great ruffled night-cap on, and an old $ trust anything,” said Al, when we told him, ‘‘but 

shawl around her shoulders, staring with her $ be sure to have the window open and the curtain 

eyes as big as saucers at the foot of the bed. > down again to-night, and I’ll manage to see the 

Pretty soon we heard a noise like somebody rap- 3 sport myself.” 
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ping with a little stick upon the footboard. You may believe Kate and I didn’t sleep much 

‘‘Ts it the spirits?” asked aunt Hap. that night, but wrapped in good warm shawls, 

‘‘Rap, rap, rap,” came the answer. 3 we stood listening at aunt Hap’s door. By-and- 

‘‘That means ‘yes,’ I suppose,” soliloquized ‘ bye the old window curtain began to rattle, 

—— 
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‘¢Rap, rap, rap.” bear; and hitting the unfortunate ghost of 
‘Are you here?” said aunt Hap. “Jim” a knock which came near laying him 
‘Rap, rap, rap.” his length upon the floor, she jumped from the 
“I’m afraid it ain’t proper for you to come} bed and rushed past him into our room, 

nights so. I think you’d better come in the day Kate and I were, as you may imagine, in con- 
time.” § vulsions of laughter; and Al, who couldn’t stand 
No reply. Sit any longer, threw the ghostly robes off from 
**Did I ever know you in the flesh?” | his head and shoulders, and to aunt Hap’s horror 
‘Rap, rap, rap.” : and amazement, rushed into the room in a per- 
** Was your first name John?” 2 fect paroxysm of mirth. 
**Rap, rap.” While we were yet rolling and screaming, and 
‘Was it George?” y aunt Hap was venting her ire upon our unfortu- 
“Rap, rap.” , nate heads, the door opened, and uncle Wild- 
‘¢Was it James?” ; fire, who had been awakened by the tumult, 
‘Rap, rap, rap.” ‘ entered, 
“Ohi! deary me, I do believe it’s Jim Larned, $ «What is the matter?” he inquired, anxiously. 

I thought when he married Sarah Casswell he'd $ “(Is the house on fire ?” But one look around 
better a’ had me.” the room convinced him that the immediate dan- 

‘Rap, rap, rap.” ger to his household was rather from the fire of 
‘*Mrs. Larned always did set herself up above aunt Hap’s wrath, than from any material ele- 

me. I wonder what she’d say now if she knew $ ment. 
her husband, that’s dead, and that she’s a wearin’ | **T tell you what it is, Job Wildfire,” said the 
mournin’ for, was my speritual pardner, and ‘irate spinster, ‘these children are possessed of 
come to see me every night?” Satan, and I won’t stay in the house with them 

Just at this instant the door which opens} another night. Pretty goings on for a deacon’s 
into the hall softly unclosed, and a tall, white family.” 
figure, indistinctly seen in the dim starlight, | ‘Aunt Hap has been holding a ‘circle,’” said 
came stealthily into the room. Al, ‘‘with the window curtain for a ‘medium,’ 

“Oh! marcy to us,” said aunt Hapzibah, «if 3 and she has met with some astounding revela- 
he hain’t come his own self.” She screamed tions.” 
and drew herself neryously up into the fur cor-} As for Kate and me, we couldn’t say a word 
ner of the bed, and cried, ‘Go out o’ here, Jim} for laughing. It didn’t take uncle long to under- 
Larned, marcy to us. I always knew it was all} stand the whole thing, and then he gave Al a 
of Satan. Coming into a poor, lone woman’s? scolding and sent him to his room, and told us 
chamber this time o’ night; go away, I tell you; to go to bed and let him hear no more such dis- 
you ain’t my speritual pardner, and you needn’t } turbances: but he couldn’t keep his face straight 
pertend you be, go aw-a-y!” while he said it, As for aunt Hap, she hasn’t 
By this time the figure had reached the side } spoken pleasantly since that night; and the 

of her bed, and stretching out its long, bony } least allusion to ‘Jim Larned” or the ‘* spirits,” 
arm, laid it upon aunt Hap’s shoulder. This} makes her groan and take on “awful” about the 
was more than spinster flesh and blood could degenerate habits of young people now-a-days. 

“THE DAYS GONE BY 

BY D. HARDY, IR. 

How fair and beautiful they seem, We ever love to wander back 
The days, the days gone by, To childhood’s sunny hours, 

Their light is resting on us yet, When earth seemed all so beautiful, 
Like star-gleams from the sky; Our life-path filled with flowers; 

Their memories come thronging ‘round, Out from their lone sepulchral halls 
As fancies in a dream, A thousand fancies start, 

Or mist-shapes, that, at eventide, Then, like the hues of sunset skies, 
Sail down upon the stream, The fleeting dreams depart. 
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BY ELLEN ASHTON 

‘My dear,” said Mr. Percival, as he took his impertinence, would either have gone at once, 

hat, after breakfast, preparatory to going out, }in which case it would have been a good rid- 

‘¢T see the hall-paper is loose here: suppose you ‘ dance, because an insolent servant is not worth 

have a little paste made, to repair it, before it i having in the long run, or she would have seen 

gets worse. ‘A stitch in time saves nine,’ as ( that you were not to be trifled with, and would 

the proverb says.” have made up her mind to be both careful and 

‘Yes, my dear,” was the reply; and Mr. Per- respectful in future. 

cival, giving his wife a. kiss, departed for his It happened as Mr. Percival had predicted. 

store. The cook, discovering the weak point of her 

At dinner time, however, he noticed that the { mistress’ character, grew more self-willed and 

loose bit of wall-paper had not yet been pasted } saucy, so that at last it became, practically, a 

up; nor was it even at night; nor yet the next} question whether she or Mrs. Percival should 

day. A week passed, and meanwhile the paper} rule, One day, the husband, coming home to 

had got looser and looser, till quite a large strip } dinner, found his wife cooking it herself, Sally 

hung down from the wall. His business was having left, about an hour before, after having 

always exacting, and particularly so at this sea- been grossly impertinent. 

son of the year, so that he had to leave the house Many weeks had not passed, before Mrs. Per- 

the minute breakfast was over; and when he} cival, at the breakfast-table, said to the eldest 

returned at night he was too tired to do any; of the children, 

thing: hence his own inability to mend the wall. § ‘Now do hurry, James, and eat, or you'll be 

Mrs. Percival, on her part, had plenty of time, ‘ late at school. Come, that’s a dear boy.” 

but was procrastinating. Every day she re-: ‘There’s nothing here fit to eat,” angrily said 

solved to attend to the loose paper before night; ‘the child. ‘How can I go to school, when you 

but somehow the day passed without her doing ; starve me, this way?” 

it. The right moment, in fact, never came; she . The father looked significantly at his wife, but 

was always putting off the task, to use her pet } she gave him an imploring glance, so he went on 

phrase, ‘‘till by-and-bye.” At last, the patience with his breakfast in silence. By dint of coax- 

of her husband got exhausted; and he sent a; ing, and having a dish prepared expressly for 

paper-hanger to do what, if taken in time, a} him, the lad was finally got off to school. Mr, 

house servant could have done in five minutes. 3 Percival lingered, purposely, behind. 

It was not long after this that the beef-steak, “This will never do, my dear,” he said, seri- 

at breakfast, was shockingly burned. The cook } ously, when the door had closed behind James. 

was a new one, and Mrs. Percival having ex-$ ‘‘ You are letting that boy talk to you just as he 

postulated with her, was answered in quite an; chooses; and the end will be permanent disobe- 

insolent tone. dience, You ought to have punished him, the 

‘* You should not have permitted that,” quietly ‘ very first time he replied to you in such a way: 

said her husband, when they were alone again. § and you should begin now.” 

‘‘She’ll remember it, the next time you find fault ‘‘Ob! but I dislike punishing him, I'd rather 

with her; and be twice as insolent. I always try persuasion.” 

check the very first symptom of insubordination; ‘‘ Persuasion won’t do with every child. It 

I see in aclerk. ‘A stitch in time saves nine,’ $ answers with Lizzy; but fails, as you see, with 

my dear.” ’ James. I don’t say you should whip him; but 

‘‘But I do hate to be always finding fault.” some kind of punishment is certainly necessary. 

‘©Then speak decisively, at first.” He never answers me 80, although I have never 

“Tt looks so cross, to begin scolding a new} yet punished him; but he sees, with the quick 

girl.” insight of all children, that I’m not to be trifled 

«Then you must expect your servants to take < with, and that I will punish him, if he don’t obey.” 

advantage of you. ‘The girl knew she had been $ «But he won’t do it again.” 

careless, and, if you had promptly rebuked her? ‘He'll do it again, and again, and ie again; 
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and every time worse than before. The only 

way is to stop it at once. ‘A stitch in time 

saves nine,’ you know.” 

But that love of present ease, which was at 
the bottom of Mrs. Percival’s procrastination, 

and which made her over indulgent to children 

and servants, because she disliked controversy, 

was not to be overcome. The result was that 

James soon grew entirely beyond her control. 

When she was alone at home, he was master. 
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When his father came in, however, he was a dif- 

ferent being; for Mr. Percival made the lad, 

whenever he was by, be respectful and obedient 

Yet the boy’s character was seriously damaged, 

for hypocrisy was added to his other faults. 

Years have passed. Mrs. Percival is the same 

easy, selfish, procrastinating soul as ever; and 

her husband’s happiness and fortune suffer in 

consequence still. She will never learn that ‘a 

STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE.” 

OH, LET ME LIVE TO DO SOME GOOD. 

BY W. 8. GAFFNEY. 

Oh, let me live to do some good; 

To battle for the right; 

To walk the straight and narrow path, 
All worldly care despise: 

To touch that human harp, whose chords 
Are allied with the sky; 

To act in merey, truth, and love, 

Nor living, fear to die! 

Oh, let me sound the gentle strain 

Of pure, unsullied love; 

To move some sorrow-stricken soul 

To place his trust above; 

To breathe into some dying ear 

A hope that never dies; 

To fill some fearful, trembling heart, 
With Heavenly harmonies, 

Oh, let me course my pilgrimage 

With measured step, and slow; 

And follow Jesus through the flesh, 

And bear His load of woe! 

To act, that my example may 

Prove virtue not in yain; 

That some poor brother, sinking down, 

May e’en take heart again. 

Oh, let me live to do some good; 
To battle for the Truth; 

To pour Religion’s living strain 
Into the earth of youth: 

To bear with all that God may send, 
And drink the chalice dry! 

To act with saints of every age, 
7h Nor living, fear to dio! 
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THE HEART IS A GARDEN. 

BY WILLIAM RODERICK LAWRENCR. 

Tne heart is a garden where bright flowers 
are springing, 

The flowers of affection, of rapture, 
and joy, 

Rare fragrance around life’s rough pathway 
e’er flinging; 

Let all our best moments their 
culture employ. 

Root out all the tares and the rank 
weeds upspringing, 

Which scatter their seeds where the 
fairest flowers bloom, 

And cull the rich vine that hangs 
heavily clinging, 

To some frail miasma deep-shadowed 
in gloom, 
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With care and with caution this 
garden attending, 

Where showers of kindness and gentleness 
fall, © 

The desire of kind words and bright 
smiles ever blending 

Will nournish the buds, and the blossoms, 
and all. 

But never let anger, suspicion, 
unkindness 

Take root in this garden of beautiful 
flowers, 

If you do, you will surely repent of 
your blindness. 

And mourn o’er your folly in life’s 
darkest hours, 



THE LOVER’S MISTAKE. 

BY CLARA MORETON, 

“Painful indeed is it to be misunderstood and undervalued by those we love. But this, too, in our life, 
must we learn to bear without a murmur, for it is a tale often repeated.”—LonGFreLLow. 

Maset Woop was not beautiful; still, there . arrange for him better than he could devise. So 

were many who thought her very attractive. ; Mabel made no confidants, save her father and 
Her features were irregular; but she had lovely | ‘mother; and things went on as usual, only that 

brown eyes, and full red lips, which you could not ! : she was distant, even cold to her affianced lover, 

look at without longing to kiss. Then she had} in the presence of others; but when they were 

sweet, winning manners, and so graceful a car- ‘ alone—then Ernest receiy ed a recompense for all 

riage, that it was no wonder that she was often ‘ the penance he underwent on such occasions. As 

preferred to other girls, who though boasting far ; Mabel went more and more in society, the num- 

more beauty, were wanting in these essentials. : ber of her admirers increased proportionately; 

True, Mrs. Winslow, who was a neighbor, often } and even though Ernest Arnold well knew how 

shook her head and said that she could not im- $ very dearly she loved him, he could not banish 

agine what the young men saw in Mabel Wood } entirely from his heart, all anxieties concerning 

to admire; but nevertheless, they admired on, 3 her constancy. Amongst the few vile she 

while the pretty but insipid faces of Mrs. Wins- wt designated with the title of ‘*cousin,” was 

low’s daughters, failed to receive the admiration § one, whose figure, face and address were well 

which their mother considered would have been} caiculated to create fears in Ernest Arnold’s 

worthily bestowed upon them. breast. Henry Ross, tall, symmetrically shaped, 

Mabel was no flirt, but she did love attention; } noble-looking, was no mean rival; and to crown 

there was no disputing that. She conferred upon all, rumor began to associate their names to- 

three or four of her most devoted lovers the } * vether. It was not to be wondered at, for in the 

title of ‘“‘cousin,” and they used their cousinly } afternoon promenade, and at the evening amuse- 

privilege to the fullest extent. But one amongst ments, they were often seen in company. Night 

them was not satisfied with this relationship; { after night Ernest met him at Mabel’s residenee, 

he even refused the nearer title of ‘“brother;” } until he began to place credence in the reports 

and so assiduously did he lay claim for the pro- : that he heard. Sometimes, he was on the eve 

motion that he desired, that Mabel wag at length, $ of telling Mabel of his annoyances, but then, 

fain to exalt him to the place in her affections, ’ when nlone, her sweet smiles and the clear, 

which heretofore, had remained unoccupied. truest glances of her bonnie brown eyes, dis- 

Willingly, for him, would she now have re- armed all suspicious fears, and made him feel 

nounced society, dissolved all cousinly gelation: [Bate a very villain to have harbored one 

ships, and when the hour arrived for him to distrustful thought concerning her. So time 

say, “with all my worldly goods I thee endow,” $ passed on, and ‘‘cousin” Harry, as Mabel called 
she would have submissively, and without mur- him, growing more and more assiduous in his 

muring, left her luxurious home, and gone with ‘ attentions, Mr. Wood at length came to the con- 

him, fully satisfied with the ‘‘one calico gownd § clusion that it was time to interfere. 

a year,” which Mrs. Partington defines, is the} ‘‘ Mabel,” he said, following his daughter to 

literal meaning of that figurative passage of the 3} her chamber, one night upon retiring. ‘ Mabel, 

marriage ritual. But Ernest Arnold was unfor- I think you do wrong to encourage young Ross 

tunately so situated, that he could not make his { so, when you are engaged.” 

engagement public. An uncle, who had brought Mabel broke out into her musical laugh. 

him up, and with whom he still resided, highly $ ‘Encourage! why, papa, we think the world 

disproved of long engagements, or of youthful {and all of each other; but not a bit such kind 

marriages; and as he had promised Ernest} of loye as—as——” she hesitated and blushed, 

that he should be his heir, the young man felt } then continued with more sobriety, “you under- 

it would be more politic not to run the risk {stand, papa; if we were the only people in the 

of offending his relative, by a premature dis- : world we wouldn’t care to marry each other. 

closure, which fortune or accident might in time * It’s just cousinly love—Platonic love, you know.” 

Vou. XXX.—26 375 
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‘Platonic fiddlestick! you don’t know me He looked at‘her in amazement. One hand 

meaning of the word, my child; never nec tightly over her eyes, and the other 

about things that you don’t understand. gesturing him away from her. 

say young Ross is in love with you; and f feel ‘‘Mabel, for my sake, if you love me, tell me 

it to be my duty to tell him how things stand, g what is the matter with you. Do your parents 

unless you will save me the trouble.” oppose me?” Still she repulsed him. ‘Why 

“Oh, papa!” and now Mabel’s cheeks were $ will you not listen to me?” he continued, 

burning red. ‘Oh, papa! how you would mor- 3 She lifted her head, which she had bowed 
tify me! Why, Harry Ross has never breathed down in the humiliation which had come upon 

a word of love to me, in his life—he has nogher. She made a brave effort to subdue her 

sister, and he loves to come here, for we have emotion, and at length she answered with forced 
been friends a long, long time. Oh, papa, don’t § * calmness. 

do such a foolish thing.” “T will tell you why. Because it pains me 
Mr. Wood shook his head. more than you can dream of to hear you say 

Now, just think how it would sound,” con- ¢ that you love me in such a way. However much 

tinued Mabel, ‘you may be sure that we should § you may grow to despise me, oh, Harry, promise 

never hear the end of it, for it would be too § me that you will believe me when I tell you that 

good a joke not to be repeated. If you tell until this hour, I never dreamed that I was more 

Harry Ross that I am engaged you might just; to you than a sister.” 

as well say, ‘Mr. Ross, you come here so often, ; ‘‘T do not understand you, Mabel. What if 

that it is quite evident that you desire to marry 3 you never did? You know it now, but very 

my daughter, and, therefore, [ consider it to be $ faintly, for in a life-time I could not disclose all 

my duty to inform you that her hand is promised ¢I feel for you. But you shall listen to me, 

to another.’ Only think, how ridiculous!” Mabel,” he said, as'she made an effort to silence 

‘Well, well, have it your own way,” said Mr. $ the words that were flowing like a torrent that 

Wood, emphatically nodding his head, ‘but I has been long pent up. ‘You sald listen to me. 

warn you that you'll see I am right some day; 3 If I seemed cold to you, it was because the fires 

and I never want a daughter of mine to lower ; were so deep beneath the surface of my life. I 

herself or her sex, in the eyes of any man, by ‘had not a thought—not even a dream of which 

encouraging addresses which she would not ne you were not the sole burden, My whole life 

cept. Good night, my child, God bless you, { went out toward you from the moment that J 
good night.” ‘first beheld you, and if I put a curb upon my 

Mr. Wood kissed his daughter, and left her to ‘looks and tones, it was that I might wait until I 

her thoughts. She sat a long time that night, was sure that [ had won your heart—that there 

reviewing everything that bore upon the subject was no shadow of a doubt but that it was my 

uppermost in her mind. She was far from being} own. I have waited patiently, my own Mabel, 

convinced that her father was right; still, the sand I have my reward.” 

reflections which his words of warning had oc-$ As he spoke, he drew her unresisted to his 

casioned, kept her from feeling as much at ease } breast. A figure darkened the doorway for a 

as formerly, when next she was thrown with § moment, and vanished as noiselessly and sud- 

Harry Ross. He on the contrary, gained more 3 denly as it appeared. 

self-possession when he found her wanting in it, ; ‘*What! so weak, my darling. Have I fright- 

and the opportunity which he had long been $ ened my darling?” Tenderly he lifted the head 

watching for, he did not suffer to escape. He : that had fallen from his close embrace; but when 

drew his ohare nearer to her, and fixing his elo- ‘ he saw the closed eyes, the deathly p: ile face, he 

quent eyes upon hers, with a look which she had § cried out in terror, to a servant who was passing, 

never before seen in them; with strong, earnest ‘bring water! bring water! your mistress has 
words, he told her of all his love. She sprang fainted !” 

aside from the arm with which he sought to en- When the members of the household came 

circle her, and hiding her face from sight, wept hurrying in, Mabel was sitting up, still pale, but 

bitterly. i perfeetly collected. She had released herself 

‘*What does this mean, Mabel?” he cried. }from Harry Ross’ cousin/y hold, and was quite 

‘It cannot be that I have offended you—you unconscious of the embrace, which some one who 

whom I love better than life—whom 2 thad come and gone, had been cognizant of. The 
*“No! no! oh, no, Harry! don’t say such } servant, who had let in and out the visitor, and 

words!” she exclaimed, vehemently. <I eet whom Harry Ross had called for assistance, 
not—I cannot hear them!” either forgot, or had received instructions to 
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deliver neither name nor card; for certainly, he } pointment by his exceeding surprise. ‘Ernest 

never mentioned who it was that had come and Arnold! Of all others, the very last that I should 

gone so noiselessly. At length the bustle attend- : have guessed. Why, Mabel, I have thought time 

ant upon so unusual a circumstance as Mabel’s } and again that were I in Arnold’s place, I would 

fainting, died out, and again they were left to } never come into the house—you have treated him 

themselves, so coolly—even slightingly. I am sure it has 

Harry might have seen how little he had to : hot been vanity that has led me to imagine that 

hope in the sadness of her half averted eyes, } you showed more pleasure in my society than in 

and the grieved quiver of her beautiful lips; 3 his; but like all the rest of your sex, Mabel 

but too confident in his own powers, he persisted ; ‘*Hush, hush; you shall not think less of my 

in misunderstanding all her emotions, ’ sex, because of my thoughtlessness. You shall 

*“‘T cannot comprehend you, Mabel. Why ; read my heart, and see if my error has not been 

should it distress you to have me tell you that ; a natural one. Now go back with me to the hour 
I love you?—surely, you must have known it ; when you begged me to think of you as a cousin, 
for a long, long time.” He spoke very gently, $ and to call upon you as such, when I needed your 
and essayed to take her hand within his own. services. Well, I accepted the offer in all sin- 
Unc tani [did not know that you loved cerity; and from that hour to this, when haye 

me,” she gasped, ‘Oh, what will you think of $ ¢ you ever revealed to me the least desire to claim 
me, when I tell you I am engaged—that I have 3 ¢ any nearer relationship? Would it not under the 
been engaged ever since last summer. I would circumstances, have been vanity on my part even 
have told you before if I had dreamed that you : to have imagined such a possibility? Let me say, 
cared for me, Harry; but I thought you only 3 that if I kept the secret of my engagement well, 
had a friendship for me as I have for you; and ; you kept the secret of your love for me even 
for the present, I was obliged to keep my engage- better, if it were possible. I acknowledge that 
ment a secret.” you are right in reproaching me for showing 

His eyes were bent full upon hers, which were $a preference for your society; and you must 
no longer turned away, but raised beseechingly 3 forgive me if I pain you in the explanation 
to his. He seemed reading her very soul. which necessarily follows: but imagine yourself 

“Engaged!” he repeated, in a tone that}a young girl, who loves for the first time, and 

seemed to indicate that it was past belief. ;ask your own heart if you would not feel a 
His head whirled around, and it was no won- timidity in approaching the object of that love 
der that he sought to steady it by leaning his }in the presence of others, which would prevent 

elbow upon the table, and supporting his head } the cordiality of manner that you would yield 

with his hand. He closed his eyes, and tried }to one, to whom you were more indifferent.” 
resolutely to collect his thoughts which had so } Mabel paused, looking wistfully in his face, for 
suddenly been confused. When he had overcome $ a lenient answer. 

the first stunning effects of the blow he looked He could not be severe—she looked so earnest 

around him. Mabel had drawn nearer, and now 3} and so true. Besides, he censured himself even 

said, ‘*Won’t you forgive me, Harry? won’t you } more than he did her, now that he looked dis- 
forgive me, and say that you believe me, when I} passionately back upon the past. Yet, with his 
tell you that I have never had a thought of } keen sense of disappointment fresh in his breast, 
flirting with you?” he could not summon magnanimity enough to tell 

He answered coldly, almost haughtily. ‘It } her so. 
is a difficult thing for me to do: although, I} Mabel sighed heavily. «I would give the 
must exonerate you from showing any triumph } world if only I could convince you—if only I 

over my bitter humiliation. Perhaps, it is but } could hear you say, ‘we will be friends still.’ ”’ 

just punishment for my blind confidence; but *‘And you shall hear me say it; for we will be 
will you give me the satisfaction of knowing } friends. But, Mabel, one thing you must pro- 
who is my rival? I promise to keep the secret } mise me; you must suffer me to come here for 
you have kept so well.” He could not control the present as frequently as heretofore; you 
the sarcasm of his tone. must appear in public with me as often. Let 

Mabel was pained by it, but her generous} the breaking off of our intimacy be so gradual 

heart did not suffer her to notice it, and she } that it will give less cause for remark. Ah, I 
answered frankly ‘*You haye won the right to haye been a fool—you need not shake your head, 

know. It is Ernest Arnold,” ‘for you would say so too, if you knew how con- 

‘Ernest Arnold!” For a moment, Harry Ross } fidently I had spoken to my family of my hopes 

was won into forgetfulness of his great disap- ‘concerning you. My married brother warned 

— 
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me, but I was too self-sufficient to profit by it.3 ‘Mabel is losing her beaux as well as her 

Confound it; he has a wife, and of course knows 3 appetite,” exclaimed Celia, her younger sister. 

a woman’s ways better. Thereafter, ifa woman’ ‘Truly; I have not seen Ross here lately. I 

smiles upon me, I shall understand what it} predicted his fate—eh, Mabel, [ wasn’t so far 

means; and if she avoids me, I shall at once $ out of the way—was I?” 
conclude that she is in love with me.” ; Her face, all suffused with blushes, answered 

‘Tam glad that you even make a jest of it so} for her. 
soon,” said Mabel, half laughing, and yet a little’ ‘And now I think of it, Ernest has not been 

nettled nevertheless. Shere as often either. Nothing wrong there, I 
‘*It will be a bitter jest for me for many és hope. Let me see, your mother told me some- 

long day,” he answered, rising to leave. ‘But’ thing about your having fainted away one night 

it will be a good lesson. You remember Burns’ § when we were out. My own anxieties in busi- 

lines Miss Mabel, g ness matters prevented my laying much stress 

Thal aconses and loader upon it, or even giving it a second thought.” 

Be lessons right severe, ‘That was nothing,” answered Mabel, con- 

There’s wit there ye'll get there fee ‘“‘T had not been feeling well all day, 
LLL SLL 

Ye'll find no other where.’” and had scarcely eaten a mouthful, and I had 
** Miss Mabel!” she echoed, sorrowfully, ‘1$ taken a long walk; and besides, I don’t think 

see how it will be. I have heard it said that a that I quite fainted—I felt giddy and sick, and 

woman can never retain as a friend ” she} lost myself just for a moment; but it was all 

paused and blushed as she met her companion’s } over directly.” 

eyes. ‘‘Was Ernest with you?” asked Mr. Wood; at 
Harry Ross finished the sentence for her. the same time casting a scrutinizing glance at 

‘**Can never retain as a friend the man she} his daughter. 

has rejected as a lover.’ Is that what you would ‘*No, sir,’’ said Mabel, quietly. 

say? Well, I will show you how much truth 3 ‘‘But Harry Ross was,” interposed Celia, 

there is in that. Good night, Mabel, if you will$ “*and she did faint quite away, for he liad her 

still suffer me to call you so; 1 believe that what? tight in his arms, Judy says, when she got 

has this night passed between us has given you$ there, and her face was white as death; but 

much pain and no triumph. It has only served’ then it didn’t last, or they would have sent 

to increase my admiration for you; and I have right off for us and for the doctor.” 

the satisfaction of feeling that I have not wasted$ Mr. Wood said nothing more, but after break- 
my love upon an unworthy object.” fast he called Mabel into his library. 

“Thank you; oh, I thank you from my hearts ‘Mabel, my child, you must give me your 

for saying this. I was so afraid that by my confidence. Something has gone wrong. What 

thoughtlessness I had forfeited your esteem. 3 is it? JI have had business troubles of my own, 

Good night; I am no true prophet if you do not} or I should have noticed your looks sooner.” 

live to find some one far better suited to you than 3 Mabel, weak and flurried, pressed her hand- 

Iam; and whose love will cause you to forget the $ kerchief to her eyes and cried outright. 

hour that now seems so unfortunate to you.” “T hope that Iam wrong, Mabel; but I fear 
“Never, never. I shall never find another $ that you may have mistaken your own heart; 

Mabel.” $ and that, after all, you have discovered that you 

With one long pressure of her hand, and a Shave been too hasty in your engagement with 

look that Mabel never forgot, he left her. The § Ernest, and that se 
door closed upon him; and Mabel, with hers ‘Oh, father!’ There was a world of reproach 

generous, tender heart, touched to the quick ein the tone of her voice. ‘*Oh, father!” she re- 

with pity, flung herself across thé sofa where $ peated, ‘how can you think so meanly of me ?— 

she had been sitting, and wept as if his pain and $ how little you understand me!” 

his disappointment had been all her own. ‘Well, well; I am glad to be mistaken; but 

PLL LLL LLL LL AAD LD AL 

Some days passed away, during which Mabel 3 what is the matter?” 
saw nor heard nothing of Harry Ross or Ernest$ «I do not know; indeed I do not. You were 

Arnold. She grew restless and ill at ease: but?right about Harry Ross, and I was worried to 
principally on account of the absence of her 3 death that it should have been so; and asif that 

lover. What could it mean? She wearied her-$ was not enough trouble, Ernest has never been 

self with conjecture. near me since I found it out; never written me 

Oye morning at the breakfast-table, her father i. line, or sent me a word of explanation as to 

rallied her for her loss of appetite. the cause of his absence; and I have no idea 
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what is the matter. He was to have come that s for—no more discounts to be obtained—no more 

very evening, you know I staid at home on pur- } suspense as to his hazardous operations. The 

pose to see him, but he never came.” firm of Wood & Co. were bankrupt, Out of the 

“Well, that is strange. Perhaps—but no, } wreck he had saved nothing but his honor. His 

Ross could never be guilty of so mean a thing. 3 invalid wife became more helpless than ever 

I'll go and see Ernest, and find out what is to{ under the blow, Celia shed some futile tears 

pay. When did you see Harry Ross last?” S over the loss of the mansion and the elegant 

‘‘Not since that evening. He made me pro- ‘luxuries that it afforded; but Mabel, she rose 

mise that I would permit him to visit me as fre- § triumphant over all, sustaining and cheering her 

quently as before, and go out with him as often; $ father; ministering to the wants of her mother 

but he has never once made an attempt to see Sas much as lay in her power; and encouraging 

me since. I do not understand that, either.” Celia to hope for better days, and to find happi- 

‘‘But Ido. He miscalculated his own strength {ness in the execution of the duties that lay 

when he exacted the promise, and I respect him ‘ nearest to her. 

for not holding you to it. If in his sober mo-3 Some months rolled away. Mrs. Winslow had 
ments he had, I should have questioned his $ not suffered the failure of the Woods, and the 

motives. But then this has nothing to do with s desertion of Mabel’s two most attentive beaux, 

Ernest. I will see him this morning if he is in to remain only a nine days’ talk in her circle. 
the city. In any event you must not fret your- ‘‘T always used to wonder what the young 

self. I do not like to see my blithe Mabel look Smen saw in her so very attractive,” she re- 

so pale and jaded.” ’marked to a friend who was as fond of gossip 

It was a feeble attempt at a smile which Mabel Sas herself. ‘Now she flirted desperately with 

made in answer. She picked up the morning’s young Ross—you would have thought they were 

paper and listlessly glanced over its contents. {engaged to have seen them together; but the 

Suddenly her breath came and went quickly, all very moment that Mr. Wood’s losses got out it 

color fled from her face, and trembling from } was all over, One of the servants told me that 

head to foot, she read over and over the para- {he actually never set foot in the house after- 
graph that had attracted her attention. Con-} ward. Just so it was with Butler Arnold’s 

spicuous amongst the names of those who had } nephew—they were most as much together; and 

sailed the day before for Havre, was that of } though she wasn’t by all accounts so free with 

Ernest Arnold. Without speaking, she laid her him, I think she was the fondest of him by far. 

finger upon the line and showed it to her father. 5 She used to look so happy and quiet-like when 

«The rascal! I could shoot him! Mabel don’t} they were sitting together in church or any 

give the fellowa thought. He has jilted you. Igwhere. ‘Still water runs deep’ is my proverb. 

neyer half liked the secrecy that he enforced 3 There was many another though that she did 

concerning your engagement; he was too calcu- § flirt with—always somebody after her; but now 

lating: and now, at the first rumor of my losses, ; she finds a change.” 

he flies like the dastard that heis. Allin keep-$ ‘Yes, she has learned what her attractions 
ing!” are, I guess. She is teaching music in Mr. 

‘Father, you are doing Ernest injustice—in- 3 Bedell’s family—a kind of governess, I believe. 

deed you are. We both of us agreed that it was } Do your girls visit her?” 

better to keep our engagement secret; and the} ‘They have called once—just out of curiosity, 

losses that you speak of, he surely never could ’ you know; but Miss Mabel did not appreciate 

have known, when this is the first time I have the visit, and it will not be repeated, I promise 

heard them mentioned. No, no, depend upon it, you.” 

there is other cause.” And this was the way in which Mabel, the 

Mr. Wood shook his head, and went out to his 3 true-hearted, the noble-souled was spoken of; 

business, which so occupied him for a few suc- {but at peace with herself, she lived above the 

ceeding days, that he was scarcely able to see } world, and the calumniating remarks which 

his family, except for brief moments at meal sometimes floated to her, were powerless to 

times. Mabel read his great anxieties in on eae She waited patiently God’s own good 

countenance, and made brave efforts to be cheer- * time to lead her out of the darkness that envel- 

ful that she might not add one care to his mind. 3 oped her, and she waited not in vain. Some 

One day he came into dinner, looking more like }long months of discipline—such as her nature 

himself than he had done of late. The go: and most for its development in strength 

Ar. 

agony was over; the crisis had come and gone. 3 and perfection, and then the silver lining of the 

There was no longer any more loans to negotiate ¢ cloud revealed itself. 
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Ernest Arnold, travelling abroad, received tid-,; A faint glow overspread the old man’s pale 

ings of his uncle’s illness, and hastened back to } and wrinkled face. He hesitated a moment, but 
his side. He found him convalescing from 8 \ finally stammered out, 

malignant fever, that had well nigh proven fatal. : **She would not have me. I did propose to 

With the greatest difliculty a competent nurse 3 marry her, one day, when I thought my end was 

had been procured by his physician, to attend { near. I wanted to marry her that she might 

upon him through his illness, for the pestilence {claim a part of my possessions, but she would 

had swept throughout the length and the breadth te consent to that, nor let me see the law- 
of the city; and all who had strength or means 3 yer that I sent for. A very remarkable young 
to flee, fled from it as from death. All danger } S girl, Ernest.” 

of contagion gwas now over, for the frosty nights “It seems so; but after my experience I would 

and mornings of autumn had setin; but Ernest’s 3 ; not trust even an angel. No, uncle, I shall never 

uncle was still weak and feeble, foi at his age} : marry. We must let the subject rest.” 

it is no easy thing to rally when sickness has A few days after this, Ernest met Harry Ross 

brought you to the very portals of death. on the street. He would have avoided him; but 

After Ernest’s arrival, the nurse could not be Ross, seizing him by the hand, did not suite 

persuaded to remain, for there were others who ; him to escape. 

needed her care; and it was touching to see ‘What is this [hear? There is no such good 

how she had wound herself round the heart of } luck in store for me as to find that it is true,” 

the once worldly, selfish old man. He could 3 exclaimed Ross. 

talk but little in his feeble state, but all that he} ‘I do not know what you refer to,” answered 

said was of her. One day, when he had grown } Ernest, haughtily. 

stronger, and was able to sit up, with a touch ‘Why, that you have brviten off your engage- 

of his old eccentricity, he insisted upon his } ment with Miss Wood. Of course, there is no 
nephew’s promising him that he would marry 3 foundation for the report.” 

**the nurse, who had saved his old uncle’s life,’ § .‘*I was not aware that such a report had ever 

as he expressed it. prevailed,” answered Ernest, colder and haugh- 

A look of unutterable loathing at the bare $ tier than ever, 

idea flitted over Ernest’s face. Harry Ross felt his cheeks burn. ‘I beg 

‘‘Every cent of my property goes to her,” } your pardon. In any event, it was not my 

repeated the old man. place to interfere; but returning to the city this 

“That is all right,” answered Ernest, ‘*The {morning after an absence of some months, the 

money which you have yourself made, you are } first thing that I heard was, that both you and 

perfectly right to dispose of as you think best; } I had deserted Miss Wood immediately after her 

but even were I ever to marry, I should insist } father’s failure. There was reason enongh for 

upon the disposal of my own hand and heart. } the scandal, as far as I was concerned, for since 

Did my choice meet your approbation, I should 3 the night that she disclosed to me her engage- 

be all the happier for it—but such talk is idle } ment to you I have never seen her. Of course 

now. Uncle, a man who has been duped by one } she told you at the time what a conceited fellow 
woman, loses confidence in all. Let us say no $I proved myself; but did she tell you how gener- 

more.” : ously she treated me?” 
“T understand. That little affair that you A sarcastic smile curled Ernest's lip. 

confessed to me before you went abroad—in} ‘Too generously by far,” he answered. ‘‘When 

short, was the occasion of your going—that still }a woman shows such generosity to all her lovers 
troubles you. Bea man, Ernest, be a man, and $I think it losses its charm.” 

forget it. Because one woman proves unworthy **What! I do not understand you!” 

there is no wisdom shown in doubting the sex. ‘©T cannot return the compliment,” said Ernest, 

I have set my heart, my boy, in seeing her your ‘with much bitterness, ‘for I think I understand 
wife, and when you meet, if her eyes do not} you thoroughly. If Mabel’s father has failed, 

warm your frozen blood, why then there is not }as it seems by what you say—but no, I will not 

& pair of eyes in all creation that would. I tell 3 accuse you. I have not shaped my course by 

you she seemed to me more like an angel than § what I heard, or what I suspected, but by what 

anything else.” y saw with my own eyes. I have never seen 

*‘T think she must have been to cause you to ; Mabel Wood since the night that I saw her lying 
forget your horror of early marriages,” replied }in your arms, and if I had loved her ten times 
Ernest, looking quizzical fora moment. ‘Now ; more than I did, I never would, willingly, have 

if you would marry her yourself.” } looked upon her again. I had been often told 
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that she was a flirt, but I never credited it until , she had been the nurse, whom his uncle had so 

that moment; and if you, in turn, have jilted { urgently desired him to marry, until the very 

her, it is no more than she deserves.” {morning that he first took her to his house, for 
There was a struggle going on in Harry Ross’ the purpose of introducing her. 

breast, but it was brief. His manliness asserted } The old man’s’ happiness was unbounded. He 

itself, and he listened not to the suggestion of { enjoyed with great zest the repeatal of all the 

the tempter. Although Ernest’s mistake held } objections which his nephew had raised against 

out a hope to him, he explained all to his friend’s { his wishes; and often, in after days, reminded 

complete conviction. § Ernest that he had once offered Mabel to him for 
Filled with remorse at the injustice of his sus- } a wife. 

picions toward his betrothed, Ernest at once Mabel has reason to believe in the truth of the 

sought her in the humble home which was now lines that she once quoted to Harry Ross, viz: 
hers; and so eloquently plead his cause that she that no woman can retain as a friend the man 

could not withhold forgiveness. And now he} that she has rejected as a lover; for she has 

was no longer anxious that their engagement } never seen him, although she has had the satis- 

should remain secret, nor did he hesitate to} faction of hearing that he is happily married to 

brave the displeasure of his uncle; for the threat } a woman fur more beautiful than herself. 

which his uncle had made concerning his pro- In her great dread of even the appearance of 

perty loosened the claims which affection had evil, she is scarcely willing to accept the most 

imposed; tlius proving satisfactorily to Mr. Wood common-place attention from any one, save her 

that Ernest had been as much influenced by love $ husband; and, as it must be confessed, he is 

for his uncle, as by fear of displeasing him. rather exacting in his ideas of wifely propriety, 

Mabel, who well knew that there was nothing the lesson which Mabel learned has, therefore, 

to fear from the uncle’s opposition, kept her own proven a most profitable one. 
council so well that Ernest never mistrusted that 
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A SONG: FOR MUSIO: 

BY MES. A. F. LAW. 

“OnawaAr! Awake, beloved! Onaway! When thou art near me, 
Thou who art the forest wild flower!” Beautiful is earth, and smiling; 

Wake, thou lily of the prairie— Fades the storm-cloud—fades the heart-pain, 
Let me woo thee to my bower! "Neath thy spell, thy fond beguiling. 

Thou art sweeter than the fragrance Onaway! Awake, beloved! 

Of the blooming buds of morning! Rouse thee, for the hours are fleeting! 

Thou—beyond compare—the fairest, Come, and to my heart enfolded, 

In thy virginal adorning. Fondly I’ll bestow love’s greeting. 

BARCAROLLE SERENATA. 
FOR MUSIC. 

BY J. H. MONAUGHTON,. 

Sortty swells the evening strain, Softly murmur gentle wind, 
Floating on the fragrant air— Waft the fairy strain along— 

Hark! how Echo o’er the plain, List! my gentle one and kind 

Woos with song my “ladye faire: Designs to hear my evening song. 

Coro.—Lady, may sweet dreams be thine, Coro.—Lady, may sweet dreams be thine, 

Tranquil as a waveless sea; Tranquil as a waveless sea: 

Lady, may the bliss be mine Lady, may the bliss be mine 

Gentle dreams to waft to thee! _Gentle dreams to waft to thee! 



THE SHELL BRACELET. ' 

BY EMERET HH. SEDGE, 

On a cold evening of early spring, as Harry’ from Charleston week before last. It is so 

Clinton was conducting his beautiful young sister 3 pretty and unhackneyed, and costs just enough 

from the most brilliant and crowded opera of the 3 to prevent its becoming vulgar for several sea- 

season to their carriage, his foot hit, and had$sons. I saw one in a Broadway shop this very 

almost crushed some object on the pavement. It $ morning.” 

proved to be a shell bracelet of rich workman- ; ‘And didn’t buy it, when it was at your hand 

ship, and glittering with inlaid gold. The ac-$and your approval was so entire. What could 

quisition of a novel and elegant ornament was be your reason for leaving it?” inquired Harry. 

scarcely of importance sufficient to quicken a’ “The oddest in the world,” and Helen laughed 

pulsation, but Clinton’s heart beat faster and a§ merrily. ‘I besought papa to put me on an allow- 
smile indicating a most pleasurable conscious- ance this year, thinking it would be such a fine, 

ness, lingered on his handsome face and lit up 3 independent way of living, and though he gave 

his fine eyes as he recognized it. In truth, $ me a hundred more than I mentioned, I have to 

despite the pretensions of an unrivalled prima} be exceedingly economical to get along, and after 

donna, he had been watching the bracelet by doing my best, matters have come to such a pass 

furtive glances during the entire evening, as it} with me, that I should be obliged to sacrifice a 

rested on a model arm of snowy whiteness, such } spring cloak to the bracelet if I would have it, 

as an artist might dream of; or rather, at first} which wouldn’t do at all. You know perfectly 

attracted by the distinguished appearance of the } well how papa would teaze me if I should resort 
jewel, he had been led to admire a woman whose } to him in an emergency like this.” 

surpassing loveliness lent grace to every deo’ “You might have applied to your brother, 

tion about her person. She was tall and of } with whom it is enough that you express a 

faultless shape. Her perfectly regular features wish,” returned Harry. 

and large dark eyes, were relieved from every } ‘“Who ever heard of a Clinton begging orna- 

I. eakoks in Baltimore, as the family returned 

S 

suspicion of coldness by an expression of clear, } ments!”” exclaimed Helen, proudly. ‘It is too 

earnest and almost pensive thoughtfulness. Her } ridiculous.” 

dress and scarf were of richly embroidered black ‘‘Granted,” replied Henry, laughing. ‘Yet 

lace, from which flashed a magnificent diamond § you will not assert that it would derogate from 

brooch, while two fairy-like sprays of brilliants} the family dignity should one of its members 
seemed to confine in encircling bands the wavy, $ receive a fair compensation for an actual service 
polished masses of her raven hair. A pair of tor- $ rendered. If you will but find the owner of this, 

toise-shell bracelets, and a Spanish fan gleaming you may consider that you have earned one, 
with gold completed her attire, if we except an and shall have it accordingly.” 

appropriate cloak which partially concealed her **T accept the terms, and will do my best, but 
figure. I look dubiously to the result. However, I hope 

The lady and her companions were unknown} you approve my taste. It is impossible that 

to Clinton, and equally so to his sister Helen. 3 you should not like it,” and Helen held up 
When the opera ended, Harry determined to keep 3 the bracelet, twirling it around her gloved 
them in sight as long as possible, hoping to gain } finger. 

some clue at their identity, but while he stooped ‘‘T admire her exceedingly,” replied Henry, 

to pick up the bracelet, the strangers were lost in , already looking abstractedly through the win- 
the crowd, and there remained nothing for him to : dow. 

do but follow Miss Clinton into the carriage, and ‘A trifling, and an apparently needless mis- 

there examine the fugitive bracelet. take in your objective pronoun,” returned Helen, 

“Ah,” exclaimed Helen, holding it up to $ without endeavoring to control her mirth. 

catch the uncertain light. ‘That is precisely? A reply from Harry was superfluous, and the 
what I have so greatly coveted. It looks thea ooathe and sister, with occasional laughter, 

very oompenton of Lily Graham’s, which she } drove in silence homeward. 
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Il. . 2 without vindication. ‘The lady whose acquaint- 

Harry Crinton had but just returned to New} ance I had thus energetically made was Mrs. 

York, after three years of travel in foreign coun- } Davenport, a widow of wealth and reputation, a 

tries. Paris or Vienna seemed more fame French woman by birth, and until her marriage 

than his native city. His first evening eis with a merchant of this city a_resident of Paris. 

‘ 

: 

ew 

was that of which we have spoken. Immediately } When she fully understood the transaction in 

he was seized with an enthusiastic desire to fre-} which she had borne such a passive and unde- 

quent the fashionable streets, in order to renew} sirable a part, her emotion and gratitude were 

his acquaintance with once well known faces, quite affecting. Her residence was at hand, and 

and to meet such old friends as might be passing she made me enter, detaining me with the most 

—perhaps faintly hoping to encounter the lovely { delicate attentions until my excitement had sub- 

countenance which he could not forget. sided; and in conclusion sent me home in her 

At the end of a fortnight, the lively Helen } carriage. It is needless to add that she has 

rushed tumultuously into the parlor where her} since been my most ardent friend. Early last 

brother was sitting, and claimed her reward 3 autumn she received intelligence of the hopeless 

without delay, inasmuch as she had discovered § decline of a lady residing at Havana, to whom 

the owner of the lost bracelet. Harry, with she had been closely attached from her youth. 

great animation, demanded the particulars of Mrs. Davenport was much distressed and set off 

her success. for Cuba at once. She arrived too late, but was 

‘‘ Well, to go back a little,” said she. ‘A good § induced to spend the winter in Havana by the 

deal more than a year ago, while I was attending agreeable promise of company, on her return, 

Madame BL ’s school, I was coming down the$in the person of her friend’s only daughter, 

street not far from her establishment on my } Mademoiselle Lisette Charlier. 

way homeward. A disagreeable sleet had fallen : Directly after she arrived I hastened to pay her 

that morning, and the pavements were icy and | my respects, but did not see Miss Charlier who 

unsafe. Just before me a sprightly, little old} chanced to be out. I promised to repeat my 

lady was attempting to cross the street. She call very soon, but you know how I have been 

was queenly ruffled from head to foot in the engrossed with your society, and I consequently 

richest furs and velvets, and looked as she moved 3 neglected my engagement until this morning, 

along more like an active bundle of costly fabrics } when T received inquiries and a note from Mrs. 

than a human being. I observed her until she } Davenport, who fancied I was ill. I went at 

slipped and fell on the middle of the crossing. 3 once to relieve her kind anxiety, and have had 

At the same instant a pair of fiery horses were } such a visit. Miss Charlier is none other than 

driven furiously around the corner. It was too 3 the beauty of the opera, and she is really love- 

late to check or turn them aside, and her fate lier in the morning than at evening. Such 

seemed inevitable. This horrible thought in-3 sweetness and elegance I never before met. 

spired me with courage and strength. I sprang; Luckily she wore her remaining shell bracelet, 

forward like light and snatched her from before § which made it easy to speak of the one in our 

the very feet of the horses, and drew her to the} possession. This she tried to make me accept, 

sidewalk where we both tumbled down together. 3} but I told her I had one, and was thus able to 

But the little lady was terribly surprised and $ decline the gift. Of course Mrs. Davenport has 

outraged by my rough seizure. She had been ; heard of you, and I have promised to take you 

so entirely occupied with her own progress, be- } there this evening without ceremony, just as I 

sides being somewhat deaf, that she had re- 3 go myself, You will not object?” 

marked neither the approach nor retirement of “Not in the least,” returned Harry, whose 

the dangerous steeds. I had made a sad rent in § content had no drawback. 

her velvet wrapper, demolished her funny little} Helen, smiling archly, passed her hand signi- 

bonnet and nearly strangled her. She shook : ficantly over her round arm. 

herself and fluttered, and wondered what offi- § ‘‘You shall have the bracelet to-night,” said 

ciousness possessed me to assist a lady to rise > Clinton. “I am away to Tiffany’s this moment.” 

after such a rude and destructive fashion, en ‘Let it be small enough!’ exclaimed Helen, 

then leave her in the gutter at last. I was silly § as he went gayly off. 

enough to waste what little breath IT had in hys- 

terical laughter at the ridiculous plight in which Il. 

we were, and if Madame B had not seen the Mrs. Davenvort early appeared in public, and 

whole affair and hastened forward to our assist- 3 she considered it no small favor to be assisted by 

ance, my proceeding must have remained awhile? the young Clintons in entertaining her guest. 
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Lisette Charlier appeared perfectly satisfied with ; Mamma was gone out, and I had her all to 

her new friends, and received their attentions} myself. She now has another visitor—isn’t it 

with graceful cordiality. Helen, her head yet} fine?—a Mr. Gorton, an Englishman, but a resi- 
full of school girl romance, was untiring in her} dent of Havana, and a son of some one of her 
enamored devotiog to the beauteous stranger; $ former friends, I didn’t mind who it was. It 

and Clinton, complacent and hopeful, ever at the 3 seems he wished to come on with Mrs. Daven- 

side of Miss Charlier, was the envy of all those § port, but was obliged to remain behind to adjust 
young gentlemen who could appreciate the ad-$ his own affairs, as well as conclude some arrange- 
vantages of his position. There was no place} ments connected with Miss Charlier’s estates. 
for fear when Lisette lavished upon him her$ By-the-way, I wonder how I should feel if I 
sweetest smiles and was never weary of him. $ were the independent mistress of a great for- 
We will not stay to particularize upon their tune as Lisette is, and had to write letters to 
walks, rides, visits, and ‘sight-seeing, which , my agent, and so on. She, however, takes it 

amusements were of an every day character$ calmly enough. This Mr. Gorton is a very par- 
and very enjoyable. $ ticular friend of hers, really. I don’t know but 

On a radiant summer day, Clinton stood in{he is her lover, at any rate, he seems to have 

one of the public rooms of the St. Nicholas, } some superintendence of her interests.” 

vacantly observing the gay and crowded street,} ‘Well, it doesn’t matter what he is,” replied 

and meditating the feasibility of at once de-3 Harry. 

claring himself a lover, where he had hitherto *‘T am glad to hear you say that. I fancied 
only assumed the privileges of an scuintanie | you would think otherwise,” returned Helen. 
or a friend. His thoughts were evidently as  ‘*Mr. Gorton will remain and travel about with 
agreeable as they were absorbing, and his eye$ Lisette all summer, and Mrs. Davenport writes 
with a proud pleasure vainly sought among the 3 us to join them whenever we should find it agree- 

varied forms of beauty which glided by in an able. Shall we not make a fine party?” 
unbroken procession, for one that was com-$ ‘It will not be necessary to include me in 
parable to the woman of his choice. At a your arrangements,” said Harry. ‘It is time 

- 
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she appeared. Marry started involuntarily from } for me to relinquish this idle life and go into the 
head to foot. It could not be—and yet it was! counting-room. Mr. Gorton will serve to escort 
Miss Charlier—her matchless figure and queenly you ladies,” 
grace could not be mistaken; and she was lean- **We shall all think you are jealous if you re- 
ing familiarly on the arm of a gentleman but 2} tire from the ficld at this juncture,” exclaimed 
few years older than herself, whose handsome } Helen, ‘‘and more than that, I have been No. 8 
and intellectual countenance and distinguished ‘long enough, and it is so excessively awkward, 
style of dress, were items not to be overlooked } especially on a narrow path or when riding. 
when a lady was in the case. They were con- ; Poor No. 8 must go before or behind, or nowhere 
versing with great animation, and were evidently 3 in particular, and notwithstanding all the polite- 
unobservant of the stirring scenes about them. ness in the world, must often have the appear- 

Harry, in a most uncomfortable state of mind, } ance and consciousness of being de trop. Nowl 
watched them till they were out of sight, and} should for once like a bean-cavalier entirely to 
then by a singularly abrupt modification of sen- 3 myself, and if you go with us as you have done 
timent, declared mentally that Miss Charlier’s 3 the arrangement cannot be improved.” 
Associations were nothing to him, not in the} ‘I am most devotedly at your service,” re- 
least, and indefinitely postponing his long cher- : plied Harry. 
ished intention, presently commenced a vigorous ; IV. 
political discussion with a testy old gentleman, ; To Helen, Louis Gorton was indeed a godsend. 
which was more piquant than profitable. Dis- His laughing blue eyes, merry sallies, flashing 
gusted with this and with everything, he has- ‘ repartee and courtly politeness were her admira- 
tened home meeting on the way Miss Charlier—? tion. The two were soon fully acquainted, and 
and still conducted by the formidable stranger— } as they were rarely without a sportive contest to 
from whom he received the fraction of a smile $ decide, were often together. 
which had been mainly directed to her com-} The relation which Gorton sustained to Miss 
panion. : Charlier was a continued enigma to the Clintons. 

Helen met him as he entered the house, ex- That they were on terms of intimate friendship 
claiming, **You have lost a most entertaining } was certain, that he was her accepted lover must 
morning by going out. Mrs. Davenport has been} be true. No one could doubt it who saw his 
here, stopped to lunch, and was so sociable. t respectful and affectionate attentions, or on the 
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other hand witnessed her confidence in his judg- «And why should I not love her?” said he, 

ment, her deference to his opinions and wishes; { ‘‘who, as you yourself have often said, is the 

and still farther, their mutual association of in- ; loveliest, most excellent girl in the world. That 

terest and anticipation. Clinton was too proud were a cruel decree which would compel a man 

to withdraw himself at once from Miss Charlier’s } to resign a sister when he would take a wife.” 

presence, however painful it might be to remain. “A sister!” exclaimed Helen, in comical em- 

Helen was enraptured with her double friend- } barrassment. ‘‘Nobody ever told me you were 

ship, and the young people were thus united in} so nearly related. How can it be? Your names 

their various social engagements. and countenances so different!” 

A trip to the White Hills was proposed. Mrs. ‘T will tell you briefly,” he replied, ‘Our 

Davenport and the elder Clintons were to 0, mother, a French lady, first married my father, 

and the party was large and cheerful. They {a gentleman possessing a large property and 

made the tour of those magnificent mountains, : influence in the north of England. He died soon 

and at last stopped at Crawford’s. Lisette was after my birth, and a few years subsequently 

charmed with the delicious northern air and was > our mother met in London Eugene Charlier, a 

not willingly within doors. native of France, but who had established him- 

‘©Qne walk more through the notch before we 3 self at Havana, where he usually resided. She 

go home,” said she, on the afternoon preceding ‘ was again married, and Cuba was afterward her 

their final departure. She looked about for Louis, home save when she was with her children, who 

but he was gone, and Helen also, The older mem- $ were educated in England. 

bers of the company declined the fatigue of ae’ ‘‘My step-father died many years ago, and 

other ramble, and Harry gravely offered to attend our mother has within a few months left us very 

Miss Charlier. They had scarcely entered the lonely. As I have before told you, I love Cuba 

wild gorge when they perceived Louis and Helen | as I love no other country. All my earthly 

in advance of them, and apparently influenced by 3 interests are there in that sunny south land, 

the same intent. 
zi 

As Helen and Gorton were engaged in a ges- 

ticulatory conversation, it may be interesting to 

know what they were saying. Perfect nonsense 

all! Down and down the hill they went, more 

merry and flippant at every step, without a par- 

ticle of sobriety or poetry, romance and senti- 

ment, among those grand old rocks and stupend- 

ous acclivities. At length Louis suddenly lapsed ‘‘Look Helen.” 

into a complete silence which infected Helen. Helen did look, and her musical laugh rung 

When he spoke again it was in a gentle, earnest out so clear that the kiss was not repeated. 

tone, and his rapid words brought wave upon Mrs. Davenport was much excited that night, 

wave of crimson into Helen’s fair face, but her when she learned by a very circuitous process 

lip curled. and her eye flashed, and stepping as which Louis conducted, that there were two 

far from him as the close vicinity of the Saco } weddings in prospect. If her beloved Lisette 

would allow, she haughtily interrupted him by would thereby remain in the neighborhood, her 

saying, ‘‘It is quite unnecessary for you to carry dear Helen must go. It was a subject of dubi- 

your fun to such an extreme, and, as you must ous rejoicing. But at last she concluded every- 

suppose, it is somewhat disagreeable to me. We } thing was as well as it could be, if there were 

all know you love Miss Charlier, and it is there- any reason to expect that Louis and Helen would 

save ore, and if you will but go with me 

‘You must expend your persuasion on mamma, 

not me,” said Helen 

Of course the affair was soon amicably arranged 

between them, and they commenced the ascent of 

the hill. The other couple were in sight. The 

gentleman was raising the lady’s hand to his lips. 

«‘Lovye-making, as I live!’ exclaimed Louis. 

fore very absurd to talk as you do,” Sever become sedate enough to maintain proper 

Louis looked at her in astonishment. § dignity in their household. 

SUMMER’S DIRGE: A FRAGMENT. 

Brrna dead flowers for the maiden’s head, Bring dead flowers for the maiden’s breast, 

Bring dead flowers for her feet; In silence lay them down; 

They mind us of the hopes that led Then lay her pallid form to rest 

Us on, with gay and gladsome tread, Where earth has donned her crimson vest 

''o meadow lands, where ruin spread In the gay chamber of the West, 

Are not for passers fleet. While Autumn claims her crown. WwW. =. P. 
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CHAPTER XXII. g that wicked old woman here? I must know, or 
Carwartne was alone with old Mrs. Ford. $ become mad by the side of our poor Elsie!” 

Excitement, and a wild sense of mysteries which The old people exchanged glances. Both were 
she had failed to fathom, made her bold; and pale, but a look of painful commisseration set- 
she plunged abruptly into a subject, long upon ; tled upon their features, : 
her mind, but which she had never ventured ee “This is no idle question, Catharine,” said ! 
hint at before. Indeed the quick crowding of {the old man, gently, but with a quiver of the 
painful thoughts, during the last few weeks, had $ Voice, “‘you would not wound us so from mere 
almost rendered her desperate, curiosity.” 

‘*Mrs. Ford!” ‘*Not for my life. I must know all this hidden 
Catharine’s voice was so sharp and abrupt, history, to see the path that I ought to tread. 

that it made the old lady start and drop the}I am weak and blinded—alone with no one but 
sewing, she was engaged on, into her lap. God to help me. Tell me the history of your 

“What is it?” she said, breathlessly, for da tell me why the name of De Mark 
thoughts always turned to one object, ‘Elsie, ‘makes you tremble. Is it fatal to others as it 
is anything wrong with Elsie?” ‘has been to me!”? 

‘Mrs. Ford, there is a thing I wish to ask, a “You,” said the old man, in surprise, “you!” 
thing which I must ask or die. Who is Elsie? ‘‘Even so, Mr. Ford. I was married to a De 
Is her name Ford, was she ever married, has she : Mark, and he is still living.” 
a child?” The old lady arose, with an air of timid re- 

Catharine spoke rapidly, almost wildly. Her } pulsion, and would have left the room; but her 
eye were keenly anxious, her manner desperate. * husband gently waved her back. 

Mrs. Ford sat silently gazing upon the? «She suffers, she too is a victim, perhaps 
speaker. Ter face, always pale, grew white and § another Elsie,” he said, compassionately. ‘* Now, 
cold; her little withered hands crept together § my child, come hither; sit down by the mother 
and interlocked in her lap. and tell her all,” 

“What, what is it you ask? You,” the words Catharine sat down, still supported by nervous 
dropped, half-formed, from her lips; and she excitement, and laid her heart and her life open 
gave a scared look at the door, as if preparing $ before those pure-minded old people. It was 
to flee. Sastonishing how little time it took to relate 

“Don’t! oh, don’t refuse to speak,” pleaded events and agonies that had been laggard in 
Catharine, “I must know; my heart will break § the acting. She concealed nothing. From the 
if I am left in this terrible darkness. DLO Lng depths of her soul she drew forth the connection has your daughter with the De Mark ; secrets that had been hoarded there, corroding 
family ?” sand wounding all her faculties; and laid them 

**De Mark—De Mark—who ever mentioned honestly down before those kindly judges, 
the name in this house?” said old Mr. Ford, who | The old people listened, sometimes sadly, entered at the moment. } Sometimes with broken exclamations. Once or Catharine turned to him. “It is I. Tell me, 3 twice glances of surprise, almost of affright, I beseech you, what have the De Marks done, ; passed between them; but when she had finished that the name should drive the blood from your $the old lady bent down, with tears in her faces? Why did the portrait of a De Mark hang eyes, and kissed her, while the husband stood up in your library? How, and why has it dis- $ over them, and lifting his hands to heaven, appeared? Task these things, because it is im- ; thanked God that she had been cast beneath his possible to live in this darkness. My own life, $ roof. 
and A aaa hopes, are at stake. What iaght Catharine arose from her knees, for she had vu 
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unconsciously fallen at Mrs. Ford’s feet, with a Se we idolized this child; there was not a 

deeper breath and more glowing countenance $ curl of her black hair, or a glance of her eyes, 

than she had worn for years. No explanation } bright and brim full of feeling as they always 

had yet been offered, by the old people; but s were, which was not lovely beyond all things to 

she felt certain that some unseen link of union Sus, Remember, Catharine, she was our only 

existed between her fate and theirs, and without } child, a late blessing; for we had been years 

speaking, she gazed wistfully in their faces, saneried when God sent this angel to our fire- 

waiting for light. S side. You have seen her portrait in the library. 

“Yes,” said the old man, fervently, ‘it is ; It is like her, and yet the bright sparkle of her 

true. God does sometimes send angels to us un- ; nature, the vivid flush of life, that came and 

awares. Catharine, my child, it is your hus- went like sunshine upon the hills, this no man 

band’s mother, to whom you have given up the $ could paint. It is all over now. You can see 

bloom and strength of a young life. The father ¢ nothing of what I am telling you, in her wild 

of Gennge De Mark married Elsie Ford, our 3 eyes, or in the sharp features that are at times 
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daughter.” so rigid and again so stolid; but ze find it still. 

«And you—and you?” cried Catharine, $ Don’ t we, husband? Isn’t she beautiful to us, 
eagerly. < even yet?” 

‘Are his grandfather 3 ‘She is more than beautiful, our poor Elsie,” 
‘*And Madame de Mark?” i said the old man, locking through the window to 

‘Hush! do not mention her name; it is an where the demented one wandered to and fro on 

accursed sound under this roof,” answered the $ the grass, striving to catch the humming-birds 

old man, almost sternly. ‘that haunted a trumpet vine, by quick dashes 

Catharine sat down, silenced, but still keenly of her hand among the clustering bells. ‘*God 

anxious. The old gentleman seated himself also, } has rendered her sacred—always and forever a 

close by his wife, who regarded him with a look, S child, spite of her grey hairs. They cast her 

half frightened, half sorrowful. ’ back upon our hearth-stone, a poor, broken waif, 

‘Tell her,” said the old man, in a low voice, but still a blessing. 

‘‘women understand each other best.’’ “I think,” continued the old man, ‘that it 

‘‘T cannot. The tears would choke me. See was a little before her seventeenth birth-day, 
how I shake.” when Elsie first saw that man. He was a dash- 

The old man took the hand held toward him {ing young fellow, who had just come into posses- 
in both of his, smoothing and caressing it with $ sion of a large property, and had returned from 
gentle tenderness. his travels abroad, before entering upon the 

«You can witness,” he said, addressing Catha- % business of life. A neighbor, who lives across 

rine, ‘how great this sorrow has been. She’ the Island, had invited him for a long visit, and 

cannot bear to speak of it. For years we have } \ through this friend he was introduced into our 

been silent, even with each other.” , ‘family. We did not think it strange, that young 

‘‘T see,” answered Catharine, looking wist- § ‘De Mark ‘should admire our Elsie. Who could 

fully at the old lady, and following her own ; help it? But when she, who had always been 

thoughts. ‘His grandmother! That is why bright as a bird and as heart free, began to look 

she seemed so lovely from the first—Ais grand- {thoughtful in his absence, and shy in his pre- 

mother, and Ais mother, oh! how I have been ‘ sence, it pained us a good deal; for she seemed 

unconsciously blessed.” still a mere child, and we had hoped to keep her 
‘sElsie,” said the old man, looking anxiously } in the home-nest a few years longer. 

at his wife, as if afraid that her strength would$ ‘Jt was a wild, violent passion on both sides. 
give way, “Elsie was our only child. You see 3 ’ We had no power to resist, for he came with his 

her now, a poor, brain-crazed old woman; : impetuous pleading, and she, with a thousand 

grey-headed and broken-hearted; but then she {winning ways, sometimes lost in tears, some- 

was 2 times bathed in smiles, lured us from our better 

“Oh!” broke in the old lady, with her eyes$ judgment. She was far too young, too ardent. 

full of tears, that dimmed the glasses of her { Oh! we should not have consented. 

spectacles like a frost, ‘‘she was the dearest, “This De Mark was of French origin, as you 

the brightest, the most beautiful creature, that § will judge by his name, mercurial and impulsive, 

ever trod the green grass. You don’t know— }as most of the blood are. I do not think he was 

you can’t tell, how many sweet, wild ways she }a bad, or faithless man, at heart. I know that 

had, and all straight to the heart. He didn’t} he loved Elsie, not as she loved him; that was 

only love her, nor did I; it was worship in us ‘impossible; but he did love her !” 

‘ 
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“Yes!” murmured the old lady, ‘he did love } after that, De Mark was absent two or three 
her. Who could help it?” months on a pleasure excursion. 

‘They were married,” continued the old man. $ «Elsie, who had been studying the languages 
“Elsie was our only one, and all that we pos- } with him, being still imperfect in the French, 
sessed was hers, even then, had she desired it. ‘ consented to receive a person of that nation into 
We only stipulated with her husband, that, } our house, during her husband’s absence, as a 
during a portion of the year, they should make companion and teacher. Iam not sure that De 
their home with us, here in the old family man- } Mark ever knew this woman before; but it was 
sion, which Elsie would some day have entirely } through his means, that she came to the house. 
to herself. ’ She was quiet enough, this strange French 

‘De Mark would have consented to anything, } woman, and devoted herself to Elsie and the 
in those days; but this proposition pleased him ’ child, with great assiduity. We saw little of 
greatly, Alterations were made in the east wing. } her, for she took her meals in Elsie’s apartments, 
The library was added, and De Mark brought the ‘but it was impossible to doubt that she soon 
choicest of his books from town, that his young } gained a remarkable ascendency over her young 
wife should blend thoughts of himself even with } mind. But as our child was won from the lone- 
her studies. It was settled, that one half of the 3 liness, which fell upon her after De Mark’s ab- 
year should be spent with us, where Elsie should $ sence, by this companionship, we were grateful 
go on with her studies, and that they should $ to the woman. 
occupy her husband’s town house during the re- ‘*At last, De Mark returned, He was very 
mainder, $ glad to see his wife and child evidently, but the 

‘It was a sad day for us, when the darling reaction of an ill-regulated nature was upon him, 
gave her young life so completely to another. } and Elsie took this to heart as an estrangement. 
Yet, socially speaking, the match was a splendid | Her health had not returned entirely, after the 
one, Elsie was never entirely our own, after {birth of her boy, and she was the more suscep- 
that; the intense affection which she gave to her 3 tible to suspense on this account. For the first 
husband was too absorbing for the milder and time in her life, our child became irritable and 
calmer love, that had grown in her heart for us. paomictings unjust. De Mark resented this; and 

‘For a year they were very haypy. In my at last came struggles, reproaches, and those 
whole life, I have never witnessed bliss so ab-$ sullen hours that eat into the happiness like a 
sorbing and complete. The joy of a common$rust. Elsie was only struggling for her hus- 
life-time was concentrated into those twelve ’ band's love, and he could not comprehend that 
brief months. The mother and I forgot our $ the deepest love can be tortured into bitter 
partial isolation, in witnessing a happiness so words. 
complete for our child. You have seen the; ‘*‘In this crisis, common to ardent natures like 
library, and perhaps wondered at the disuse into $ theirs, that French woman became the confidant 
Which it had fallen when you first came to us. es both husband and wife. 
That room De Mark fitted up for his bride. Ins ‘In this state, De Mark took his wife from 
it they studied together, for Elsie was no Sons her old home, and installed her in a splendid 
mon girl, and all that her husband knew, she s establishment, which he had prepared for her 
was resolved to learn. It was in the latter part Sreception in the city. She left us—that poor 
of this first year, that the two portraits were $ child—drowned in tears—and in tears she came 
taken. That of Elsie in the flush of her joy and S to us agiin, 
beauty may give you some idea of what she was ‘“*We never knew what passed in Elsie’s home, 
then. I believe that of De Mark was equally ¢ after this. Once or twice we visited her, always 
faithful. You have seen them. You haye satin$to return with heavy hearts. Amid all the 
the room which was, for a time, their Eden. splendor with which De Mark surrounded her, 
Look at her now! De Mark was a young {she seemed pining to death. But Elsie had 
man, ardent, rash and imbued, by a premature $ grown proud and reserved even with her old 
acquaintance of the world, with a false idea of : parents, and when we asked the cause of her 
woman. Jie had no real faith in the sex. Of < evident anxiety, she would strive to check us 
French descent, he had naturally spent much of ; with smiles, and that was heart-breaking. 
his time in Paris, that hot bed, in which so much “The French woman had changed more than 
that is pure and great in our young men, is$Elsie. From a quiet, humble dependant, she 
almost certain to perish. had sprung up into an assuming, fine ludy; and 

“It was more than a year before Elsie left our } seemed far more decidedly mistress of the house 
house. Her child was born here, and directly ' than our daughter. Elsie did not seem conscious 
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of this, for her poor, wistful eyes were always} becoming broader and deeper all around us, 

fixed on ove point. She cared for no authority, {This dismal spectacle drove us back into the 

save that which sprang from her husband's love. } room, and still another hour we sat cowering 

I doubt if she was conscious how great the } together, over the hearth-stone that had never 

alteration was, which we detected in the deport- seemed cold till then. 

ment of this French woman. ‘‘We had drawn closer and closer together, till 

‘At last, a change stole over Elsie; a fever of } the fire went wholly out, sharing the misery of 

the heart came on; she dashed aside her tears, ‘ that hour in deathly silence. The mother’s hand 

and plunged madly into the fashionable world. § was growing cold in mine, but I had no strength 

She was young, fresh, and wonderfully beauti- sto urge her to bed or wish to rekindle the fire. 

ful. Her husband’s wealth gave power to these { Gloomy as eyerything was, the misery in our 

attractions. She became the reigning belle of } hearts was darker still. All at once, I felt the 

watering-places, the queen of every assembly } mother’s hand quiver in mine. Her eyes were 

room. We read her praises in the fashionable } turned to the window; and directly my gaze fol- 

journals. Through all society her loveliness } lowed her. 
scattered light like a star. ’ ‘A human face was pressed to the window, a 

‘And we two lonely old people heard all this } face, pale as the snow that lay in wreathing 

with aching hearts; for well we knew this eclat } flakes adown those tresses of black hair, and a 

was but another expression of our daughter’s ‘ pair of black eyes looked in upon us. 

misery. Then followed other paragraphs in the ‘‘We arose, holding the breath back from our 

journals that had been so busy with the praise 3 lips, and walked hand-in-hand toward the door, 

of our child. Dark hints, mysterious insinua- } treading softly as if moving in the presence ofa 

tions, and at last open scandal, that made the ghost. I opened the door and strove to call our 

mother’s cheek turn white, and the blood boil in } poor child by name; but the tongue clove to my 

my veins. We were quiet people; but it was } mouth, and all the sound I could make went off 

impossible to endure this. ‘To-morrow, I said, } through the falling snow like a sob of wind. 

to-morrow I will go after my child; they have} ‘The mother’s heart broke its ice first, and in 

driven her to desperation, she shall come home; }a tender wail she called out, ‘Elsie, Elsie, my 

and that man shall render us a strict account of 3 child, my child.’ 

his conduct regarding her. ‘¢‘Our child came toward us, pale and cold, as 

‘The mother only answered me with her tears } if drifted to her mother’s bosom by the storm. 

and gentle entreaties that I should bring Elsie Her poor, trembling arms were held out plead- 

home. ingly, her eyes seemed full of frozen tears. She 

‘Everything was ready. In the morning, I} shivered from head to foot, and her teeth chat- 

was to set forth; but that night, that very night, } tered, partly with cold, partly with anguish. She 

our child, our poor, poor Elsie came home, in } fell forward upon her mother’s bosom, moaning; 

the dark, and all alone. but no words came with the desolate sound. 

‘‘Her husband had turned her out of doors. ; “The mother grew strong now—that frail, 

‘‘We were sitting together, the mother and I, } little woman yonder—and would not let me help 

waiting for the morning; for sleep was impos- } her, as she staggered back to the room, carrying 

sible, and we felt less unhappy in each others 3 her child forward also. 

presence, though we scarcely exchanged a word ‘¢ ‘Clive me fire,’ she said, looking at the black 

in the profound sadness that had fallen upon us. ; hearth. ‘Is this the welcome we offer our 

Never, in my whole life, do I remember a night } child?’ 

of such dreary length. Everything was pain-} ‘I knelt down upon my hands and knees, 

fully still. It was winter, and the snow was ‘thanking God for the return of that poor girl; 

falling out of doors in great flakes, with that while I raked the embers together, and blew 

noiseless, perpetual whiteness which makes a } them into life with my lips. I heaped dry wood 

night storm so ghastly. The hickory logs had ‘upon the coals, and when the flame leaped up 

burned through, and fallen apart into a bed of } through, lighting the features of my child, I 

dying embers; and there lay smouldering away, ; turned to look upon her, where she lay upon 

giving out smoke, but no flame. The old ebony } the mother’s bosom. 

clock ticked loud and sharp, filling the silence; ‘‘Her eyes were wide open, and a dusky rim, 

with its irrelating count of time. Once in awhile, } that swept under, gave intensity to the black- 

we looked out through the frosted windows, } ness. When she saw me looking at her, those 

searching for a flush of daylight upon the snow; poor lips, all blue and cold, began to quiver, and 

but always to see that eternal sheet of whiteness ‘a gush of tears changed the stony grief in her 
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‘‘ Elsie started up. Fire sparkled through the 
tears in hereyes. But quickly as it had kindled, 

the angry light went out; and sinking to her 

mother’s bosom, she answered, amid her sobs, 

‘‘¢Mother, they have denounced me, they 

have turned your child out of doors.’ 

«<¢They—my child! Of whom are you speak- 

ing?’ 

whole fuce to a look of such mournful tenderness, 

that I too burst into tears. 
‘¢¢Father!’ she cried, reaching forth her two 

hands as she had done when a little child. 

‘Father!’ 

‘*T stretched out my arms, and strove to draw 

her downward to the bosom, that yearned to hold 

her; but the mother put me back, with a wave 

of the hand, and folding Elsie close to her heart, ‘“¢Of him—my husband—of De Mark and 
cried out pleadingly, the French woman, who has poisoned his heart 

‘¢*Not yet, oh! not yet. Let her be, or my 3 against me. Oh! mother, if she had never 

heart will break.’ entered this house—if she never had.’ 

‘She had the best right to her, so I buried “¢But your child, our grandson?’ I inquired, 

my face in Elsie’s mantle, and felt comforted by $ after she had grown calmer. 

something she had touched. I tell you, young } ‘‘Plsie shook her head wearily, ‘I asked for 

woman, no human heart dreams how much it$him, father. I begged on my knees that they 

can love, till sorrow falls on the object it clings } would give me my child. I prayed, I wept, I 

to. That child was sacred to us as an angel } went mad before them; but it was all of no use. 

then—dearer, a thousand times dearer, because } My boy—my boy!’ 

they had attempted to crush her with disgrace. } ‘She broke off moaning, and began to rock 
Her pale face, her tremulous lips, all the traces $ herself to and fro, calling out, in tones of 

of wrong and anguish upon her person, were piteous tenderness, ‘my boy—my boy.’ 
fraught with claims upon our tenderness. There: ‘Thus we got the history of her wrongs, in 

Was a sort of worship in our grief and in our { snatches, among tears and tender wailings over 

joy. The fire burned up clear and brightly, but § the happiness torn from her. I[t was true, De 

as the chill left her poor frame, a sharper con- : Mark had turned her from bis door; and the 

sciousness of her position seemed to sting her} French woman, her accuser, remained behind. 

into restlessness. She clung first to her mother, } When the sunrise sent its gleams of gold aslant 

then to me; twice she bent to kiss me, and then } the snow drifts around us, we had gathered all 

‘ 
\ 
‘ 
\ 

¢ 

; 

‘ 
4 

S 
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drew back with a look of shrinking terror. ’the facts that she could relate. That French 
*¢¢You know, father: must I tell you?’ she ’ fiend, by cunning and falsehvod, had separated 

said at last. ‘my daughter from her husband. Elsie had come 

“T tried to smile, and make light of the > back to us, branded and denounced, but innocent 

things we had heard, by looks rather than § as the angels. 

speech, and all the time she was perusing my { ‘‘T sought De Mark, in order to defend my 

soul with her wild eyes. child; but he would not receive me. I wrote to 

***You did not believe it,’ she cried, with a him, he sent my letters back unanswered. But 

hysterical laugh, ‘I know it—I was sure of it. { Elsie would not pelieve him in earnest. She, 

But father, mother, Ae has turned me out of ; poor child, still had her dreams and her delu- 

doors.’ ¢sions. They were wearing her to a shadow; 
‘ 

‘¢*My child,’ cried the mother, giving way to} but she could not give them up. ‘The child,’ 

floods of tenderness. ‘But you are home, you are she would plead, ‘surely he will give back my 

With us, your own mother, your dear old father.’ { child.’ Thus, day after day, she lived and 

‘¢«T know,’ said Elsie, ‘I thought of that, } hoped on. 
when they turned me out of doors. I will return, ‘‘But the end came at Jast. De Mark entered 

said I, to my father’s house, a prodigal, but: proceedings for a divorce. I employed counsel. 

without his sin. Father, believe that; you spent half my substance in defending the 
surely believe that, mother.’ honor of my child. Butitwas allinvain. The 

«My child, my own child,’ answered the } divorce was granted, and our daughter branded 

mother.  forever—forever separated from her husband 

‘¢*T know that you believe me,’ said the poor and child. Now listen. That French woman 

child, and a faint smile stole across her lip, ‘ was the principal witness against Elsie, and in 
which was instantly quenched in a sob. ; six months De Mark married her. It was this 

‘‘The mother caressed her, smoothing back news which drove our daughter wholly mad.” 

the black hair from her temples, as if she had The old man ceased. The perspiration stood 

been a child, ‘Tell us daughter, tell us all,’ she; in drops on his forehead. This renewal of 

whispered, tenderly. sorrow had exhausted him. 
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Catharine looked at him, with eyes eloquent of , With a heavy sigh, Catharine arose from that 

kindred emotion, ; unconscious bosom, and wandered away down to 

‘*Forgive me,” she said. ‘I have given you 3} the sea-shore, where she could think and resolve 

pain. But for this knowledge, I too must have } in solitude. 
gone mad! One word more. This French $ 

woman? lHave you seen her?” CHAPTER XXIII. 
‘Yes,’ answered the old man, ‘‘that was the Tue revelations, in the last chapter, were a 

woman, you remember her. See how sin levels source of new-born peace to Catharine. She felt 

down the soul. Tell me, is not the fate of my} at home, for the first time in her life. A few 

child preferable to that?” words had knitted her forever to those good old 

**T know this woman!” said Catharine, gently, } ’ people, who had been so long her friends. Grand- 

‘she is indeed punished through the degrada- { father—grandmother—his and consequently 
tion of her own nature. But the son? Did} hers. She repeated this in the depths of her 

Elsie never see her son?” ‘heart a thousand times; she would sit, for 

‘Poor Elsie! She would not have known} minutes together, regarding them with looks of 

him. For many years we were compelled to : unutterable tenderness, Her heart would leap 

keep her in the asylum, where first you met} at the sound of their voices, and when they 

her. I believe that De Mark thought her dead, } ; spoke to her more confidingly than heretofore, 

for until the day that miserable woman appeared $ for in the fulness of their confidence this was 

at the library window, we never saw either of natural, her eyes would fill with gentle thank- 

them.” } fulness. Still, she told them nothing, but asked 

‘And you have never seen her son?” for a little time, only a little; and then her 

‘‘HWe has never inquired after his mother— } heart should be laid open as theirs had been. 

nor attempted to open a communication with us. And the old people were content. For they 
He may eyen be dead.” saw that the revelation they had made opened 

‘*Js it not possible that he may have been new springs of affection in the young woman’s 

brought up in ignorence of these facts? 1} bosom; that her former care of Elsie became 

almost think so,” said Catharine. devotion now; thata strange outgushing of love 

**T do not know—and poor Elsie, what good 3 followed every look and word, which the poor 

would it be to her? She has forgotten every- } demented one uttered. Still, these pure souls 

thing.” did not entirely read hers; they could not 

As he spoke, the old man arose, and walked ; hear the words, ‘‘his mother,” which always 

into an inner-room, closing the door after him. } trembled, unspoken, on her lips, when she looked 

Catharine looked around, and saw that Mrs.$at Elsie. They could not understand the tender 

Ford had disappeared also; indeed the dear old 3 light, that forever brooded in her eyes, nor feel 

lady had stolen away in the early part of this the thrill that ran through her nerves, at the 

vonyersation, overcome by the mournful reminis-} touch of their caressing hands, or the glances 

cences it brought upon her. of Elsie’s midnight eyes. It was enough for her 

When she found herself’ quite alone, Catha-3 that his blood ran through their veins; that 

rine gave way to the storm of feeling that shook } Elsie, poor insane Elsie, was his own mother, 

her to the soul. She walked up and down the} ‘These thoughts and feelings were uppermost 

room, murmuring to herself, linking and unlink- for some days. Catharine would not reflect that 

ing her fingers, brushing back the hair from her ; the man, whose unknown relatives were so dear 

hot temples, and tossing her arms upward, as if > to her, had abandoned her to poverty and death; 

the room were too small for such emotions. She } \ that he had never inquired for her at the 

seemed, for the time, almost as wild as her ‘ hospital, or if so, had avoided seeking her out. 

charge. While in this state of excitement, she 3 She would not remember that this man was, even 

saw Elsie moving across the lawn, and struck } now, about to unite himself to another, whom he 

by a sudden glow of affection, she ran out to had vainly loved before, taking compassion on 
meet her. ’ her perhaps too evident affection. Above all, her 

‘‘ Mother! mother, his mother,” she cried, pure soul revolted at the thought that another 
throwing herself on Elsie’s bosom. ‘‘ His mother, of his victims had perished by her own couch of 

his mother, and mine. Oh! thank God, thank pain, and that his child was left to wander alone, 

God, that he sent me here!” : into any shelter that Providence might provide 
Elsie looked down upon that glowing face, : for the orphan. 

with a sweet, vacant smile; and began to sing a} But the heart cannot always silence a clear 

lullaby, such as had sent her lost infant to sleep. ‘ understanding. After a time, Catharine began 

Vou, XXX.—26 
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to feel that a poison still lay in the cup of 3 like one who had suddenly received sentence of 

peace, so unexpectedly presented to her. Again} death. 

her step grew slow, and her eyes sad. Thelove} To-night. A crowd of guests come with 

with which she regarded the household was full > them in a steamer hired expressly for the wed- 

of yearning pain. And she had no power to} ding party. Mrs. Townsend Oakley sent par- 

unite her thoughts of George De Mark with } ticular word that you were to be inyited to meet 

these good old people. It was all a De Mark, \ them. Of course you will come.” 

the son of that domestic traitor, the evil of his} Catharine parted her pale lips to speak, but 

nature was an inheritance. That man had} could not utter a word. 

nothing in common with the Fords; the blood ‘*She wishes you to stand bridesmaid, and be 

might be in his veins; but it was poisoned, } at the cottage when they arrive. As her best 

every drop, by that of the De Marks. ‘friend, she hopes you will receive them; and 

Catharine rejoiced that Mrs. Oakley had been } see that the servants make no blunders.” 

informed, regarding the falsehood of De Mark, ‘‘Me, me,” burst from Catharine’s lips, in a 

without her agency. It seemed to her impossible } ery of such agony, that the woman stepped back 

to speak of his faults toany one. His treason with a startled look, which soon passed away, 

to herself was so deeply buried in the depths of } however, and that gleam of singular intelligence 

her heart, that it would be death to drag the} again resumed its place. ‘‘Be her bridesmaid!” 

secret forth, even to prevent further wrong. ‘‘You will certainly come. The mistress de- 

She thanked God again and again, that this’ pends upon it,” she said, without appearing to 
terrible duty had been spared her. The very } heed the cry. 

thoughts of appearing, as his accuser, filled her “T cannot. Oh! my God, I cannot do it. 

with dismay. This is too much, too much. I shall drop dead 

But she avoided Mrs. Oakley. <A feeling of ¢ under the torture!” 

vague pain, half jealousy, half compassion, kept A look of rude compassion came to the 

her awayfrom the cottage. More than this, she} woman’s face. She drew close to Catharine, 

shrunk from looking at the child again. His } and touched her on the arm. 

child, and not his. Poor, poor Catharine! In ‘You must be there, or the thing will go on!” 

every way how wickedly she had been wronged, ‘What thing, woman?” 
how cruelly bereaved! No wonder she shrunk “The marriage of my mistress, Mrs. Town- 

from looking on the handsome widow, bis be-3 send Oakley, with another woman’s husband— 

loved, and the beautiful boy, his son. Her hus-$ that is the thing!” 

band, yes! he was her husband, though she might’ Catharine looked at the woman in affright. 

never have the power to prove it. “What, what do you know?” 

Thus Catharine avoided the cottage and the ‘*T know that much, at any rate.” 

sea-shore, and her walks all turned to an op- ‘“How—where—when? In the name of 

posite direction. She shrunk even from looking 3 heaven, what are you?” 

toward the house. Thus weeks went on, and ‘‘Mrs. Townsend Oakley’s servant: nothing 

the two families never met. The widow was too 3 else.” 

happy for any thought of her neighbors, and } ‘But you said something that seems wild. 

after seeking Catharine in her usual haunts } How do you know fe | 

awhile, always in vain, she went up to her } “That Mr. De Mark is a married man—is 

mother’s house in town; for her wedding-day } that what you ask?” 

was fixed, and there were papers to sign and **Yes! that is what I ask,’ answered Catha- 
bridal garments to order. | } rine, in a strained, husky voice. 

One day, a servant woman came abruptly up ‘* How do you know it?” said the woman. 

to where Catharine was standing, and told her eG. Me—me—how do I know it. God help me— 

this, in a blunt, rude way, that brought a} how doI knowit. I Sa 

sudden cry from the poor girl, thus taken by ‘‘You see that I do know it, and that I know 
surprise. you, Catharine Lacy.” 

The woman looked at her keenly, and a Catharine staggered back, warding the woman 

strange smile broke over her face, with the cry. } uff with her hands, as she drew close. 

**J thought so,” she muttered, turning away ‘That name, why do you call me by that 
abruptly, as she had advanced, ‘I knew it, now s;name? Ido not bearit. I will not hear it—I 
we'll see.” ’ tell you, woman, it is not my name.” 

Catharine followed her. ‘When, when aveai * Right,” answered the woman, smiling 
this thing take place?” she said, pale and wild, shrewdly, ‘‘it is not your name.” 

a. 
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‘* Well then, if it isnot my name, why torment; Catharine moaned faintly. 

me with it? What does Mrs. Oakley want of ‘Or a great crime will lie at your door.” 

me? Iam not her friend. No one is my friend. Again Catharine moaned. 

Iam alone, quite, quite alone!” ‘This man deserves it all.” 

‘Yes! [ am your friend.” A shudder ran through Catharine’s frame; 

‘You! and tell me news like this.” but she did not look up. 

‘¢You wish to prevent this wedding,” ‘You will be sure and come,” persisted the 

‘*No, no, I wish nothing, I hope nothing.” 
‘But you must prevent it.” ©) wee Yen, ” said Catharine, looking up, ‘‘it must 

‘I must. But how? Great heayen! direct} be. God knows, if it were not to prevent sin, I 
. 

me how.” would never remind him of all he wishes to 

««Tell them he has a wife already.” forget. I would live and die alone, rather than 

‘‘A wife. What wife? Louisa Oakley.” intrude my wrongs upon his happiness. But he 

‘©No! Catharine Lacy, the name which is not ‘ leaves me no choice.” 
yours.” ‘““You are resolute?” questioned the woman. 

‘What do you say, woman? Howisit you} ‘Yes, the thing may kill me, but I will come. 
would have me act?” * Still I warn you, woman, it will be to meet un- 

‘‘Go down to the cottage, meet them as they ’ belief and disgrace. I have no PFOvE to offer, 

desire, and when the clergyman calls upon those } and have outlived my own identity.” 
who know of a just cause, or impediment, 1} The woman made an irresolute movement; 

believe that’s the away it runs—step forward, } ‘ plunged a hand into her pocket, and took it out 

and stand face to face with Catharine Lacy’s again empty; then, casting another glance at 

husband, and tell him that she lives.” the trembling creature before her, she gave 

Catharine wrung her hands distractedly. ‘I another more deliberate plunge, and drew forth 

cannot, I should drop dead at their feet. How ; an old pocket-book, from which she extracted, 
can I do this without proof ?” ‘first a diamond ear-ring, which she clasped in 

‘Ts not your presence proof ?” ‘ the plam of one hand with two fingers, while she 

“No! ITamchanged. Evenif they have ever } searched among some soiled papers with the 
known me, [ could not claim an identity.” | other, and at last drew forth a scrap of paper, 

‘Still you are his wife.” ’ which she carefully unfolded and read, Catha- 

‘*T did not say it.” ? rine watched these movements with a look of 

‘¢ Besides this—to help you on—they can prove wistful curiosity. The strange woman had won 
that Catharine Lucy is dead by the hospital } sort of authority over her, and for the time 

books. I know that well enough, though you } she was almost helpless. 
a not,’ said the woman, with a confidential ‘You are determined to do the right thing, 

, **but what then?” and put a stop to this marriage,” she said, hold- 

an would be sufficient proof against any- ing the paper irresolutely. 

thing I would say, if that be true.” ‘‘T must,” said Catharine. ‘It will ruin me, 

‘But he would know you. True enough, your $and ruin him; but that is better than a great 
hair is darker, you look taller and larger, your } sin. They will not believe me; but I will speak.” 

whole person is changed; but you haye the old ‘They shall believe you!’ answered the 
smile. and the same eyes. I knew you, why } woman, pre-emptorily, ‘“‘ask him if he dares dis- 

should not he?” pute that?” 
“Oh! do not ask—he will not wish it.” $ (Catharine took the paper, which Jane Kelly 

¢* And you will see him marry another. This * held out, and glanced at it; but her head grew 

may be refinement, ma’am; but to my thinking, $ giddy, and the letters floated like traceries of 

it’s taking part in the wickedness.” mist before her eyes. She only knew that it was 

Catharine shrunk within herself, and her } a certificate of her own marriage with George De 

features grew pinched with sudden anguish. For { Mark. Her hands began to tremble violently; 

a long time she remained silent, gazing wildly on 3 she burst into a passion of tears. 

the woman. At last her pale lips parted. : “Your courage will not fail,” said Jane, ‘I 

“True, true. Oh! my God, my God, guide § may be sure of that. a 
me—guide me!” Shesunk upon a fragment of }  ‘*My duty cannot fail; I must do it,” answered 
rock, as these words broke forth, and buried her } Catharine, sadly. 

face in the drapery of her shawl. “Then, I will go home. Remember they will 

The woman stood over her, and said, ‘You {arrive at sunset. After that, you must not 

see it must be done.” count on any time as safe.” 
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‘J know, I know,’ murmured Catharine, }like veil of Brussels’ point, with which the 

gazing wistfully, through a rain of tears, upon } bridal wreath was entwined, ready for the fair 

the certificate in her hand, ‘there can be no | brow it was to crown. 

wavering, no doubt now: in this paper, God has} ‘What is this? two dresses, and two trim- 

unfolded my duty.” ‘mings for both,” said Jane, gruffly, laying the 

She looked around after a little, the woman { two dresses side by side, across the bed. ‘* Ac- 

had disappeared. Catharine was alone with her } cording to my judgment, one will be too many.” 

God. $ Jane muttered the last words in her throat, as 

That night, a small steamer put in at a land- ’ she stood eyeing the bridal robes askance. 
ing, not far from Mrs. Oakley’s cottage, and a ‘Yes, yes,” said the bride, hurriedly, ‘take 

crowd of cheerful, richly dressed persons came, } the dress nearest you, wreath and everything, 

in scattered groups, along the shore, chattering, ¢ directly up to old Mrs. Ford's; tell Miss Catha- 

laughing, and making the sweet air joyous with § rine to lose no time; we shall be waiting for her. 

merriment. There was one group quieter than 3 Of course, you gave my message and the invita- 

the rest, and over which a gentle serenity, almost 3 tions.” 

amounting to sadness, seemed to reign. This$ Jane Kelly answered, that she had delivered 

was the bridal group. George De Mark walked 3 both,.and as she spoke, the bride saw a smile, 

gravely by his brother, leading the adopted creeping, like a viper, across her lips. 

son by the hand; and the child now and then «They will come of course. Nothing has 

brought a smile to his lips, by his pretty sur- * gone wrong , 1 hope.” 

prise at the number of persons who seemed to «Oh! it is a sure thing, ma’am;_ they’ll 

be visitors at his home. s come.” 

At the right-hand of the widow-bride, moved ; Mrs. Oakley had no time to regard the manner 

the stately Mrs. Mead, all smiles and condescen- of this reply. She felt a little uneasy at the 

sion to the man, whom, a few days before, she $ absence of Catharine, more because it would 

was ready to crush into the earth with sovereign } delay an exculpation of her love, than from any 

disdain. Her dress of purple and gold brocade $ doubt of her willingness to accept the compli- 

swept the grass with its rich sweeping folds, and 3 ment, she had extended in the invitation. 

she wore her mantilla of old point, asa queen’ ‘Well, well, it is no matter,” she said, talking 

displays the ermine of royalty. pleasantly to herself, as Jane disappeared with 

There was no bridesmaid, for Mrs. Oakley, in § the garments she had been directed to convey to 

her heart, had resolved that Catharine should “ bridesmaid. ‘Of course, she will be con- 
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occupy that position; and she hoped to see 3 fident that all is right, or it would not have come 

her in time to enter into all those explana- {to this. I wonder what dear, proud mamma will 

tions, which would render the position unex- 3 say to my choice of a bridesmaid. At any rate, 

ceptionable to her friend. she must admit her a lady in everything but 

As they approached the cottage, the bride \ position ; ; and in that, too, for her gentle good- 

looked anxiously forward, expecting to see ness has made those old people regard her as a 

Catharine coming forth to greet her there; but pauenver of the house; so this may appease, 

in her place appeared the servant Jane Kelly, mamma.’ 
who undertook the reception, with a good ‘at As the bride was conversing thus cheerfully 

of self-possession. ~ with herself, the lady mother came in, her 

The visitors, many of them, remained out of ’ purple silk rustling as she walked, and the 

doors, for the evening was delightful, and a : golden acorns falling in bright masses from the 

pleasant breeze come up from the water. Those net-work of gold and pearls, that composed her 

who perferred it came indoors, and all around 3 elaborate head-dress. 

the dwelling, inside and out, groups of happy ‘‘Not ready yet,’ cried the stately dame, 

people wandered to and fro, ready at any moment { deliberately drawing on her own white glove, ‘I 

to be summond to the ceremony they were in- $ have brought my maid to help you, child. This 

vited to witness. new woman does not seem quite the person fora 

Mrs. Oakley went to her room, a little nervous, S recherche toilet. Come, come, begin, at once, 

and somewhat anxious about the non-appear- 3 {or you will be flushed and flurried, the most 

ance of her intended bridesmaid. Jane Kelly 3 S vulgar thing that can happen to a person in your 

was very busy, upon her knees, unpacking a : position. Be active,” she continued, speaking 

trunk, which contained the bridal paraphernalia. {to a woman, who had followed her into tha 

Of 

aa 

“There was a nalf sneer upon her face, as she S room, ‘sdo Mrs. Oakley’s hair, at once; I will 

unfulded the snowy robe, and laid out the mist-* stand by and direct you.” 
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Smiling, and blushing a little, the bride placed, but catching a glimpse of that white face, 

herself in a seat, and taking out her comb, paused, and drew slowly back, terrified by its 

allowed her raven tresses to fall in a torrent expression. 

over her shoulders. The toilet now commenced ‘‘What is this? Why have you come in a black 

in earnest. Braid after braid of those glittering } dress, and with that mournful face?” she ques- 

locks was wreathed around her shapely head, } tioned, while Mrs. Mead drew proudly up, first 

as she sat, with a rose-tinted dressing-gown $ in resentful astonishment, then with a slow 

gathered over the snow of her bridal garments; } dawning of memory, that left her pale and 

and while the woman adorned her person, Mrs. 3 aghast, but still haughtily upright. 

Oakley fell into a serene reverie, which, in her ‘‘T have come,” said Catharine, in a low, 
. . ‘ . . 

. 

case, was more natural than the trepidation § pained voice, ‘‘I have come, because it must be. 

which had accompanied her first bridal. Not to share your joy, but to quench it, not to 

At length the lady’s maid had completed her} witness your marriage, for the man who waits 

work. Around that coil of raven braids lay a} for you—I would soften these words, if I knew 

garland of white roses, and as the bride stood ; how, but it must be said—is my own husband.” 

up, allowing the dressing-gown to fall in rosy } For a moment there was a dead silence in the 

masses around her feet, there dropped from} room. Every face was white, and every person 
S 
S 

beneath that wreath a cloud of misty lace, numb with painful surprise. 

touched as it were with traceries of early frost,; ‘I wish,” said Catharine, ‘this duty had 

rippling in transparent waves down the folds} been spared me. I struggled and prayed to 

of her moire dress, and sweeping to the snow \ cast it off. The wreck of one heart was enough. 

of her satin slippers—and there she stood lovely } I would not have waited so long, or have spoken 

as a dream, beneath the proud smile of her } even now, but that silence became guilt.” 

mother. > «This is not true!” exclaimed the bride, 

‘« But the bridesmaid! who, and where is she?” ; pressing « hand to her heart, that trembled and 

questioned the elder lady, looking at a tiny clock § throbbed, till the cloud of lace that fell over it 

upon the mantle-piece. ‘‘It is nearly time.” {shook to the agony, ‘‘] tell you, the thing is im- 

‘She will be here in time, I dare say,” an- possible!” 

swered the bride, stepping before the dressing- } ‘‘T wish it were. The God of heaven is my 

glass, with a faint blush at her own exceeding } judge, that I do not wound you, or him, wil- 

beauty. ‘You will like her, lam sure, mamma, lingly. But it is a miserable duty, which I 

She is so sweet and lady-like.”’ cannot escape.” 

“But you have not told me who she is,’ ‘Send for him. Send for De Mark hither 

daughter?” ; at once,” almost shrieked the bride, as she stood 

«Oh! she is one of the dearest creatures } firmly up, but trembling from head to foot. To 

in the world; a sort of protegee, or adopted 3 his face, you must make this charge. Call De 

daughter of Mrs. Ford, up at the old stone} Mark, I say!” 

house, yonder. Don’t be impatient, she will be} Jane Kelly went out, smiling viciously, leaving 

in time.” the group petrified into silence, and waiting 

While the bride was speaking, there was 23 breathlessly, like so many ghosts. 

slight commotion at the chamber door, which § A few moments, and the bridegroom came. 

was partially opened. Jane Kelly looked in.  $He came with a light step, in full dress, and 

‘Here is the bridesmaid, marm,” she said, 3 with one glove in his hand; a flush of happiness 

flinging the door open. ‘Shall she come in?” was on his face, he could not speak without 

Before Mrs. Oakley could answer, Catharine ? smiling. 

entered the room, followed by Mrs. Ford, and in ‘Ts it time?” he said, pausing at the door, in 

the hall without, the old gentleman stood, lean-§ not ungraceful confusion, as he saw the room to 

ing upon his staff, lending his presence to the $ which he had been summoned. 

scene without partaking in it. Catharine was 3 But the silence, and the pale faces turned 

clothed in a strange, wild beauty, that even-§ upon him, drove the blush and smile instantly 

ing. A painful wildness glittered in her eyes; S away; and he stepped hastily forward, 

her lips were white; and her cheeks looked cold § ‘What is this? You are pale, you tremble. 

as snow. She had no bonnet on; but a crimson 3 Great heavens, what has happened? Is she ill?” 

shawl had. been hastily flung over her dress of He looked first at Mrs. Oakley, than at her 

black silk, a costume that contrasted vividly ; mother, repeating, ‘‘Is she ill—is she ill 4 

with the snow of that bridal apparel. < Mrs. Oakley, without removing the left hand 

Mrs. Oakley ran forward to meet her guest; $ from her heart, pointed toward Catharine, who 

LL LS. 

- 
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stood, pale and shivering, with her eyes fixed 
wildly on his face. 

“Look on that woman, sir, 

known to you.” 
De Mark turned, and looked in Catharine’s 

face. His glance was firm and searching, his } 
countenance agitated: but proud as noonday, 
‘*No,” he said, ‘*I haven’t the slightest recollec- $ 
tion of this lady; and yet—and yet there is 
something in her face——” 

‘Then you know her—it is true—mother, 
mother.” 

The bride staggered back, clinging to her 
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rine gently away, he rushed toward Mrs. Mead, 
pressed the pale hand of her daughter suddenly 

and say if she is} to his lips, and left the room. 
Again all was still. Mrs. Mead whispered a 

few soothing words to her daughter, and old Mrs. 
Ford knelt beside Catharine, who lay, weeping 
passionately, on her bosom. 

After some delay, De Mark returned, flushed, 
smiling, but with tears in his eyes. Directly 
behind him came another person, so like him- 

: self, that a stranger might have been startled by 
a resemblance so remarkable. 

“See! there she is, the darling girl. See to 
mother, who stood in her place, firm and cold 3 her yourself, George, while I beg pardon of this 
as a statue, 

wounded dove.” 
‘No, I did not say that—there was something; George De Mark fell upon his knees before the in the eyes; but it is gone—certainly I have } old lady, who still held Catharine in her arms. never seen this lady before!” 
Catharine uttered a low moan, and moving 

toward him, put the hair back from her temples 
With both hands, exposing her beautiful, but 
deathly features, to his entire scrutiny; but she 
reeled unsteadily, a mist swam before her eyes, 
and she could not discern a feature of the face 
to which her own was so pathetically uplifted. 
Not a word did those white lips utter. She 
stood before him, mute and trembling, 

**Give her to me. Let me look on her face. 
Catharine, Catharine, my wife,” he cried. 

Catharine looked up, her face all flooded with 
tears; and quivering with exquisite joy, she 
reached forth her arms, like a little child, drew 
a long, sweet sigh, as he gathereed her to his 
bosom, and panted there from very excess of 
happiness. 

Old Mrs. Ford arose, as the young man took 
till the his wife from her arms, and laid her two hands young man turned away, pained and almost! upon his head, with the softest and sweetest angry. Then, all the strength left that 

wife, and she fell forward upon her knees, 
‘Explain this scene, if you can, madam,” 

said the young man, 

away with his hand, 
Mead. 

Before Mrs. Mead could answer, Catharine 
held up one hand, with a paper, quivering, like a} 
dead leaf, between the fingers. 

‘Look at me! look at me! I am Catharine. 
Forgive me. They would not let me die—for- 
give me; but I am Catharine.” 

De Mark snatched the paper from her hand, 
read it at a glance, and with an exclamation 
of ‘thank God—oh! thank God,” uttered as it 
were in a flood of joy, lifted Catharine from his 
fect, and kissed her upon the forehead, again 
and again. The bride uttered a faint ery, sharp 
with pain; but De Mark took no heed of it; 
but bent tenderly over Catharine. 

** And is it indeed true? Catharine, Catharine 
Lacy? Oh! this is joy indeed.” 

‘Mother, mother, take me away; my heart 
is breaking; he wishes to kill me!” cried the 
bride, throwing her arms wildly around Mrs. 
Mead. 

De Mark heard her, and looked around, 
‘No, beloved, no, I am only 

One moment, one moment!” and putting Catha- 

poor s blessing that ever shed dew upon a weary life. 
Hle looked up, and met her eyes—those meek, 
brown eyes, full of serene happiness — bent 

motioning the poor girl} fondly upon him. Directly an old man come 
while he turned to Mrs. 3 meekly into the group, and laid his hand, all 

wrinkled and quivering, upon those of the 
gentle matron. 

‘*Son of my child,” he said, ‘‘God’s blessing 
be with you, even as mine is!” 
A soft and holy amen stole from the lips of 

} that dear old lady, and then the venerable 
couple went away, hand in hand, leaving the 
dew of their benediction on the young man’s 
heart, which had risen full and gratefully to the 
touch of those hands, warmed by the glow of 
kindred life in every red drop of his veins. 
And so the old couple went quietly home to- 

gether, thanking God all the way. 
The bridal ceremony was delayed a little; and 

that was all the guests knew of the scene: we 
have just described; for in an hour there came 
forth from that chamber a pair so radiant with 
happiness, so grandly beautiful, thut curiosity, 
if any had existed, was swallowed up in admira- 

¢ tion, But there was one thing that certainly 
‘ appeared remarkable, as the bridal party came 
‘in, and a murmur of surprise ran from lip to lip, 

mad with joy. ‘for the superb beauty of the bride, with her 
garments of floating snow, should have been 
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contrasted by a bridesmaid in simple black, with Catharine instantly recognized. She sprang up 

nothing but a wealth of golden hair to ornament with an exclamation of pleasant surprise and ran 

her head, whose peer-like loveliness was irra- to the window. 

diated with gleams of bliss, that were almost ‘¢Mary Margaret—Mrs. Dillon!” 

angelic. The guests also observed that Mrs. Mead, 3 Mary Margaret and her companion turned 

the stately mother of the bride, lost somewhat } back. 

of her queenly self-possession, that night. She ‘‘Oh! is it there ye are, me darlint?” said the 

kept aloof from the wedding party, and almost } good-hearted woman, ‘with yer husband to the 

rudely ignored the bridesmaid, while giving what fare, and no thanks to anybody. Faix, but I’me 

seemed forced congratulations to her daughter glad to get a sight of yer beautiful countenance 

and the newly married husband. But these { agin, and I’ve come all the way down here to 

things were only matters of passing comment, , give ye a taste of happiness, that ye haven’t 

and no one guessed how deepacurrent of human } dreamed of. What do you ye say, darlint, to a 

joy was swelling beneath the common places of ; child of yer own, just the beautifulest crathur?” 

this wedding. ‘‘Hush,” said Catharine, springing through 

Three weeks after the wedding, George De { the open casement, and laying her hand on Mary 

Mark, and his wife, were established in the 3 Margaret’s arm, ‘‘hush! This is a cruel subject 

home thatehad been his fathers. For the first 3 to jest on!” 

time in his life, he had learned the particulars} ‘She isn’t joking, not she,” said Jane Kelly, 

of a domestic drama, which had cast hisinfancy 3 ‘and I’ve brought her down here, just to 

under the influence of that miserable French 3 strengthen what I have to say, and what I never 

woman, whose prodigality and sins had at last { would have said on earth, if he there hadn't 

centered into the meanest and most grinding of ¢ proved to be another woman’s son, If that old 

all vices, avarice. A little week before, and he } French woman had been his mother, he might 

had deemed himself an isolated being, with no} have searched till doomsday, and never found 

one to love or cling to, except the brother, whose the little fellow after all. Catharine Lacy, I was 

happiness he had resolved to witness, and then} your nurse at the hospital, I took the living 

become a wonderer always. Now he was at} child from your bosom, and placed the dead 

home, settled for life under the roof of ancestors, ; baby of Louisa Oakley in its place. You were 

of whose very existence he had been kept in}raving, and did not know it. Don’t look so 

ignorance. His mother, whose insanity had , + white and so frightened. I had an object. The 

taken a gentle and more poetic turn since the $ ‘ old French fiend paid me for putting your child 

death of her enemey, as if even from the dis-} out of the way. I did not murder for her money; 

tance she had felt the atmosphere of her life } but I changed the infants, and reported yours 

relieved of its poison, hovered around him $ dead. More than this, I changed the numbers 

caressingly, and with pleasant smiles, as if she } over your cots, and that is why you are regis- 

fancied the husband of her youth had come back x tered as dead, and buried, instead of the other. 

again. She no longer shrunk from the picture, § ‘ She wanted me to kill you with the child.” 

which had been returned to its old place on the ‘But the child, my child,” cried Catharine, 

wall; but would talk to it for hours, evidently § grasping the woman’s arm, and interrupting her, 

substituting its inaminate features for those of } ‘‘Mary Margaret took it to nurse.” 

her son when he was away. ‘‘Mary Margaret!” 

But there was still a shadow upon the life of “Yes, yer ladyship,” said Mrs. Dillon, ‘I 

that young couple. The memory of a child, that § mothered the little crathur, all unbeknowst that 

had perished, and for which there was forever it was your baby, as I was doing for. Ye had 

an unsilenced yearning in the mother’s heart. the darlint in yer own blessed arms, more ’en 

The proof of its death was so vague, sometimes \ onest, and the most beautifulest sight it was to 

wild dreams of its present existence forced them- } see yez together, like the ‘blessed mother of 

selyes upon her; and these feelings she had im- } Christ pictured out over the holy altar, with the 

parted to her husband. : hivenly baby in her two arms—amin!”’ 

One day De Mark had just left Catharine alone ‘But the child, my child! Where is it? who 

in the library, with the sashes of the great bay thas got it now? My own, own child.” 

window open, when two women came by on their; ‘It’s a’most forenant ye, this blessed minit, 

way to the front of the house. One was Jane yer ladyship. Down in the purty house, behint 

Kelly, Mrs. Louis De Mark’s servant, who had } them trees, a playin’ in the garden, as innercent 

disappeared the night after the wedding, and the as a young rabbit. Didn’t I just see the mark, 

other a comely, little Irish woman, whose face‘ that I picked in with powther on the sole of hig 

BS 
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feet, and the holy cross, as red as a ruby, which 

the angels left on his temple 2 

Mary Margaret broke off suddenly, for Catha- 

rine sprang away across the lawn, and under the 

elms, while the good woman was speaking, and 

was out of sight long before the last sentence 
Was finished. 

**Let’s go after her,” said Jane Kelly, «I want 

to see their hearts torn in giving him up.” 

But they had hardly crossed the lawn, when 
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Catharine came back, walking rapidly, with little 
Georgie in her arms. She rushed by them, rain- 
ing kisses on the child, and hurrying on, went 
panting and breathless into the presence of her 
husband, his grandparents and Elsie. 

‘‘George, George, take him, take him, he is 

our child, yours and mine—our own, own child. 

Grandfather, grandmother, mother, thank God! 

thank God! for itis our son, that waz lost and 

is found.” Tue Env. 
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THE OLD SEXTON’S STORY. 

BY B. SIMEON BARRETT. 

To-pay, the last remains of George Haston astounded at the intelligence, but from that mo- 

were laid in their final resting-place. From his } ment determined that his daughter should never 

boyhood I have known him. Col, Easton was, ‘become the wife of a drunkard, no matter how 

until his death, my next door neighbor. He was Many how talented, how amiable, or how 

wealthy, talented and respected. On the other highly connected he might be; and if young 

side lived Mr. Philips, a merchant, whose strict § Easton was really the man his informant had 

attention to business had enabled him to amass } represented, he could never, with his consent, 

almost, if not quite, a fortune. Between the } become the husband of his Margaret. He was 

latter and Col. Easton a long, unbroken friend- ’ not disposed to credit every idle rumor he heard; 

ship had existed. : so, wisely keeping silent in regard to the matter, 

Margaret Philips inherited all the brilliancy } he patiently awaited the time when incontrovert- 

of mind and beauty of person that had graced 3 able evidence would either give the rumor the 

her mother, who had in her youth been con- semblance of truth, or brand it with eternal 

sidered, in personal appearance at least, to say } falsehood ; nor did he wait long; for, one even- 

nothing of the charm of intellect she possessed, Sing, returning home, he met the young man in 

the belle of the city. Between George Easton the street, with a few of his associates, reeling 

and Miss Philips an intimacy long existed, and } under the influence of drink. Not a word was 

a union was confidently talked of by their doting said, nor did it seem George recognized in the 

parents. George had commenced the study of 3 passer by the father of his Margaret. 

the law; and the event of his successful admis-{ Not long after this, as the time for his admis- 

sion to the bar, was fixed on for the consumma- sion approached, he solicited of Mr. Philips the 

tion of the happy nuptials. hand of his daughter, so that the nuptials might 

Time wore on; the merchant was every day be celebrated immediately after this event. He 

growing more wealthy, and the colonel more 3 Was thunderstruck at the reply he received. 

happy, fer his son, the light and pride of his ‘‘T can never,” said Mr. Philips, ‘give my 

house, was fast acquiring a knowledge of the {permission that Margaret shall marry a man 

study, to which his high talent seemed a certain who drinks to excess.” 

indication he would, one day, be an honor. Mar- ‘‘Who says I drink?” demanded the young 

garet was happy too; and all day long the smile 3 man, with a tone of haughty pride. 

never left her joyous lips, nor did she scarce ‘It is enough,” replied Mr. Philips, ‘I have 

cease her gay songs of happiness. The future ¢ heard it long ago, but discrediting every rumor, 

betokened nothing but a life of joy, with a sky waited until I could have better evidence.” 

that should never be darkened with a cloud of $ There was a confused blush of shame on the 

sorrow. But one night a gang of noisy revelers { young man’s cheek as he left the room. He did 

brought home the colonel’s son in a state of ‘ not discontinue his visits at Mr. Philips’, and for 

helpless intoxication! S awhile he seemed to have given up his vicious 

What a blow was that to his indulgent parents! habits and abandoned his reckless associates. 

They were almost broken-hearted at this evi- As was to be expected, upon this appearance of 

dence of their son’s dereliction. A long time, ‘reform, he repeated his offers of marriage, and 

unknown to any but his wayward companions, 3 was accepted on condition of his continued so- 

had he been partially addicted to the intoxicat- briety. Margaret was again happy, more happy 

ing bowl; but now, that they knew it, they set than before; for the cloud that had passed away 

about the work of reform. Cautiously they } seemed to make the sunshine brighter. 

guarded the secret of his vice, and diligently Alas! for the inconstancy of poor human 

they besought him never again to taste the mad- } nature! On the very night of his admission— 

dening drug. He promised; but again he fell; } after passing with honor and credit the ordeal 

and, in spite of every effort to preserve the ; to which he was subjected, he was led away by: 

matter a secret, the whole affair, in minute {a few inconsiderate associates, and the evening 

detail, reached the cars of Mr. Philips. He was ’ was passed in boisterous mirth and eee revel. 
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Many a bitter tear of sorrow beaded the pales Thus the unhappy girl thought, and time wore 
cheek of unhappy Margaret when she heard of 3 on. 

her lover’s error; and when they again met she$ There was a case of unusual interest on the 
implored him, with tears of anguish, to return $ docket, the case of an old man, charged with 

once more to the path of rectitude and virtue. § murder; and George Easton had volunteered to 
His pride would not yield, and he still seemed $ sustain the defence. There seemed to be no 

cold and haughty. He made no promise; but hope for the prisoner; a consecutive train of 

for a season again he abandoned the intoxicating evidence, circumstantial, indeed, yet artfully in- 

cup. Yet he appeared indifferent toward poor $ terwoven left hardly a doubt of his guilt. Yet 

Margaret, who loved him almost too well. He there was an indescribable something about the 

thought if she would not marry him for what he gman, which, in spite of circumstances, seemed 
was, as he was, she should never marry him at to bespeak his innocence. 

all. His pride would not let him reason, so he$ Here was an opportunity to save human life— 

never paused to consider what might be the § something more than reputation at stake. Young 

consequence if he should wed her before a com- $ Easton, though degraded by his associations and 

plete reformation on his part. % his nightly debauches, was not depraved at heart. 

With these thoughts he once more mingled 3 He felt a deep interest in the fate of the prisoner, 

with his companions, and joined them in their $ and was determined to use every honorable means 

drunken revels. He already began to acquire a ; to establish his innocence. One thing that in- 

thirst for drink which he could not resist. Te 3 duced him to undertake the defence, was a chance 

knew it, but would not arouse himself sufficiently $ word that had escaped the lips of one of his 

to rid himself of the demon that enslaved him. 3 drunken companions in an unguarded moment. 

With all his brilliant talents he was nothing’ It seemed the fellow knew more about the mur- 

more than 2 common inebriate, save that his $ der than he chose to tell. 

wealth and position rescued him from the lowest’ George prosecuted his difficult undertaking 

degradation. swith unabated diligence. The wine cup was 

Broken-hearted, his father died, and a little $ thrown aside, and his evenings spent in a deeper 

while after his mother was laid by her husband’s ; study of the law than any circumstance had 

side, to sleep the long, last sleep. For awhile} urged him to before. The fogs of debauch must 

he remained temperate, but the burning thirst} be cleared away now, for he must have the clear 

grew every day more unendurable, and again he 3 sunshine to think in. And he was a man once 

was led astray. He was now sole heir to all his ; more, with the dazzling genius, the soul-breath- 

father’s yast property, and occupied an ofhce | ie intellect which his God, in whose perfect 

alone. It is true he had few clients, and with § image he stood, had given him. There were no 

inaction his splendid genius seemed fast going } idle moments now, even the greater portion of 

to decay. >the night was spent in perfecting every part of 

Margaret still loved him; and although she ‘ the scheme which should establish the innocence 

saw him no more, she wept for him, and in the} of the prisoner in the strongest light. He was 
solitude of her lonely chamber she poured forth $ aided by members of the police, who assisted 
her agonizing soul in prayer for his redemption. ? him in fereting out the real perpétrators of the 
His aged father, his gentle mother were no more, | deed, and in ascertaining, to the full extent, the 
and the voices that once gave kind counsel were $ wily scheme that should throw guilt upon the 
now hushed forever. Oh, that some near and $ innocent. 

dear friend might reason with him, and point He was successful! It was almost like bring- 
out the error of his way, not to expostulate in$ing the dead to life. He had accomplished a 
angry words, nor rebuke with scornful look, but } noble deed, and his reputation was fixed. There 
to speak in the gentle tones of affection, to | was no barrier to a life of honorable fame. But 
arouse old memories, to give some new impulse ; —we forget—the wine cup! There was the stum- 
to energy that he might awake from his awful ; bling-block! There was the rock on which his 
dream. fondest hopes would be wrecked! And he, left 

Margaret might do this; but it would be} in the world alone, unguided, no gentle voice of 

acting against propriety. There was no pre-} warning to check his unguarded footsteps, left 
cedent for such a course. The world would to pursue the inclinations of 2 depraved appetite, 
smile that cold, derisive, bitter smile, and the} suffered himself to be led, dlind-folded, by a set 
scheme, noble in its conception, might fail; and} of reckless and unprincipled associates, merely 
then there would be regret, if not chagrin and » because he was such a willy companion! 
mortification. * But did not Margaret pray for him? Did ever 
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sleep close her weary eyelids before she had » efforts were crowned might urge him to renewed 

breathed a supplication in his behalf? Was} energy, might open a way to reform, and cause 

every tear and prayer in vain? And the soul ; him forever to abandon his cups and his asso- 

that wept in agony for the erring one it so} ciates. Long she mused on this theme, for was 

*. 
5 

‘ . . 

dearly loved, should it never be comforted? 3 there not lope? And while yet this dream- 

Alas, we may not always know the ways. of 

an omniscient Providence. Her grief-burdened 3 prompt her to seek his presence. 

* should she go—what might she say—how could 
prayers were not yet answered. 

like reverie was upon her, something seemed to 

But why 

The very night after his successful plea, his { she appear before him, when such an act would 

friends arranged a private supper in ‘‘honor of }seem to rebel against propriety? Such were 

the occasion,” as they expressed it. Toasts and her mind’s inquiries; yet to them could she con- 

complimentary speeches, in which the young > ceive of no difficult reply. Still unceasingly the 

the order of the night, and when Aurora tinted 
candidate for fame was eloquently lauded, were monitor within urged her on. 

And without knowing why she was there, or 

the east with her first pale rays they were there } how she could approach him, acting under the 

yet. Ina familiar conversation, one of the com- 

pany chanced to ask him in a derisive manner 

what had become of the Miss Philips with whom 

he was formerly on such close terms of intimacy. 

George evaded any direct reply, and evinced a 

direction of that unseen spirit that seemed to 

control her actions, she stood before the door of 

his office and knocked. ‘The sound, as it echoed 

along the narrow passage where she stood, par- 

tially recalled her to the actuality of her un- 

desire to waive the consideration of the subject, } pleasant situation. What had she to say? was 

put the young fellow pertinaciously prosecuted } the first thought that swept through her mind, 

his inquiries. 

«T heard you got the ‘sack’ from the old man, 

and that the minx turned the cold shoulder to 
you LP 

“Sir! interrupted George, nervously, and 

casting upon his companion a cutting glance of 

reproof, ‘I have to request of you to speak in 3 

and well nigh induced her to depart ere the door 

should be opened. But reason, sober and cold 

in its functions, could not prevail against the 

unyielding spirit that still held her to its pur- 

poses. 

It was this knock that aroused George from 

his musings. He was certainly astonished at 

terms of respect of any lady of my acquaintance her appearance there; it was a visitor he little 

under any circumstances, but more especially 

of my father’s friends!” 

S expected to meet. He welcomed her with the 

same smile that bad thrilled her heart with 

Inebriated as he was, the principle of honor } pleasant sensations in days gone by. Perhaps 

was keenly alive. No one should speak to him at no other time would her presence have been 

of Margaret disrespectfally without censure. His $ so welcome; he had just awakened, as it were, 

heart was generous, noble, and a t the mention’ from a dream of half-forgotten memories, of 

of her long cherished name, still beat with $ pleasant associations, of hallowed recollections. 

old emotions and half-forgotten memories. His} He had been thinking of Margaret, in the days 

generous nature was, at least, commendable. $ of his boyhood, when in purity of thought he 
‘ 

Morning was come, and the convivial band} worshipped with her at the shrine of virtue. 

had separated. The excitement of the last few 

hours, together with the enervating tone of the 

He had been thinking how happy he might be 

if those dearly remembered hours could but re- 

liquors he had drank forbid the idea of sleep, so return! How gladly would he have given all his 

George walked down to the office. The diligent 

news-boys were already flying about the streets, 

and when George arrived at his office, he was 

delighted to find an eulogistic account of his 

, wealth, and his fame, so freshly acquired, to 

‘live over those happy days in the confidence of 

his still remembered Margaret! 

‘What, you! Margaret!” he exclaimed, ‘‘you 

successful plea in the morning paper. He sat a3 are very welcome—I was just thinking of you.” 

long time reading or thinking of past events, of 

the trial, of the debauch, of reform, of Margaret; words fall upon her ear. 
With what joyful emotions did these gentle 

She felt the kind 

and it was near the hour of noon when he was } assurance that she was not forgotten—she had 

aroused by a gentle knock at the door. 

Who can tell with what feelings of joy and 

sorrow commingled with pride and regret, Mar- 

garet perused the report of the trial in which 

George was engaged, and in which he was suc- 

cessful? Perhaps the success with which his 

not come intrusively into his presence, for she 

was welcome, yes, very welcome! There was no 

more embarrassment; they might sit and talk 

unreservedly of the past; and if he thought a 

’ moment of the strange conduct on her part, in 

visiting him thus, after having been repulsed by 
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her father, he freely forgave her and thought of » mother’s soothing tones to warn, no friendly 
it no more, for he felt grateful that she had come } hand outstretched to save, he might have gone 
to talk with him, perhaps to reprove or remon- } down to a drunkard’s grave uncared for; but 
strate; he cared nothing—he felt in a mood to } the prayer of faithful woman is heard, and there 
receive her admonitions, not that his pride was } is no more sorrow. 
gone, but reason had been awaking new resolves} A year passed by, and George Easton was 
and new energies within, which needed only the } faithful to his promises. MHoncrs were crowding 
assuring approbation of some true friend, of one thick upon him; he had arisen to eminence in 
like Margaret, to be sustained and carried out. | his profession, even in that short time, and his 

He was the first to allude to his follies and his $name was another word for honesty, sobriety 
errors, and when she followed up his allusions, } and virtue. 
her words were so gentle, that the reproof they IIe was an orphan now; but Mr. Philips and 
carried excited no feeling of resentment in his } his kind-hearted wife regarded him as their son, 
proud bosom. and were doubtless as proud of his brilliant 

We may not know all that was said, but they } attainments as though he had been their own. 
talked long and in low, whispered, earnest tones, } There was no longer any detriment to his union 
and new promises were made, promises that ema- $ with their daughter, and the time of the ap- 
nated from the heart, promises that should be $ proaching nuptials was to be one of unusual joy 
ever kept inviolate; and when, on bended knees, $ and thanksgiving. 
the maiden thanked God for this hour of happi- It is true Margaret did‘not sing the gay songs 
ness, he wept. Aye, in penitence, in bitter re- } as in other days, but there was a more peaceful, 
gret he wept! Remembrance of his brilliant } silent happiness, a deeper joy that rested within 
achievements, of the midnight revel, of his ca-} her bosom; and she felt so very thankful that he 
rousing companions were forgotten. The night } had returned to her once more. 
had passed away, and the dawn of that morning If there were any tears, they were tears of 
saw him awake from the dreams of misspent } gratitude and joy; and their union was, indeed, 
months. There was new life opened to him; a happy one. George was no more the haughty, 
and as he gazed upon her kneeling form before unrelenting youth, but gentleness and a calm re- 
him, and heard her prayer, he felt his utter un- § serve bespoke the change that had been wrought 
worthiness, and wept to know that one disinte- } within. 
rested being supplicated at the throne of grace Ile lived a life of usefulness, and ever blessed 
in his behalf. No selfish motive prompts her— } the hour that Margaret, by her angelic influence, 
she forgets self, and craves only his protection, } redeemed him from the inevitable fate to which 
his salvation, he was so recklessly approaching. He rose to 

Noble girl! Your prayers are answered— | eminence, but the voice that once thrilled with 
your tears, your sacrifices have not been in } its eloquence, or guided the erring with its tones 
vain. The proud heart is at length moved, and } of wisdom, is stilled forever. Tle sleeps his last 
feels in earnest penitence the influence of patient } sleep, mourned by his people, lamented by his 
woman’s intercession. The erring is reclaimed, } friends and respected by his enemies. His life 
the fallen sayed! was a beautiful panegyrie upon woman's in- 
How many another, obedient only to a feeling } fluence, and his death was like one who 

of false delicacy or pride, would have aband- 
oned him to his fate. Surrounded by alluring 
temptations, with no kind yoice to admonish, no 

a wraps his cloak about him, 
And lies down to pleasant dreams.” 
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OH, NEVER LET AN UNKIND WORD 

BY FINLEY JOHNSON, 

On, never let an unkind word 

Fall from those lips of thine 
For harshness serves but to divide Then waste our time in useless tears 

Love’s golden chain divine; For what we might expect; 
And as the rose when once ’tis pluck’d, Oh, sweeter far to gaze upon 
We never can restore; The faces of the dead, 

So the fond heart thus sadly crushed Than upon those dark, sombre souls, 
Will cling to us no more. From whom all love has fled. 

We often kill earth’s fairest flowers 

By some unkind neglect; 
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THE GOVERNESS. 

BY AN OLD CONTRIBUTOR. 

Tir old story, I was a governess; a poor de- ; mysterious hints, that invariably frightened me 

pendant in a noble house. I had many times } into a head-ache, and led me to shun the good 

seen the father of my two little darlings; I knew $ baronet. 

he was handsome, though I seldom raised my One day when my brain was hot and heavy, I 

eyes to his; I thought him unwontedly gracious, § carried little Grace over to Lady Isabel, as she 

but that was all, They told me I was beautiful. * had requested me. My brow beat and burned 

Even the stately old housekeeper, stately to all $ intolerably, so that I could not lift it with ease. 

but me, used to part my long hair with her “You are getting subject to these head- 

slender fingers, and once she said, ina puis (aire said Lady Isabel, ‘‘you suffer, don’t 

sort of way, ‘‘its very fine and glossy, child, its 3 you?” 

very soft and silky. In all the wide world,$ ‘‘More than I can tell,” I answered, faintly. 

child, there is nothing like a beautiful ince 3 “I can relieve you, easily,” she quietly re- 

and the Lord made man in his image—oh! be3 marked. 

thankful, child, that you are lovely, but often,: ‘How, tell me? for itis very painful,” I cried. 

often think that through eyelids as white as Her looked flashed through my brain, She 

yours, through lps as ruby, on pure cheeks, over 3 sat close beside me; she gathered up my heavy 

lofty brows, through long and golden tresses, § curls. ‘Your hair, child,” she muttered, with 

between soft fingers, under gleamy teeth, thes almost closed lips, “it will induce brain-fever ; 

worms, the worms have revelled, child.” kill you, perhaps—let me cnt it off,’’ and she 

How I shuddered at this! and once, when she 3 reached her scizzors, fastened in their silver 

spoke in her cold way, the baronet came in, say- ’ sheath. 

ing, ‘Don’t frighten her, good Mrs. i ‘‘No—no!” Ieried, for I was proud of my hair, 

Even then, I did not think upon his kind glances and like a flash came the hideous thought, that 

and tender interest, as some girls might. ite this grand, beautiful woman, was jealous of me 

children, fair-haired darlings, how they loved ’ —of me a poor little governess. 

me! ‘They were both beautiful. So feyvaigl Her eyes flashed fire; she stood, her jewelled 

Grace was a fairy, sparkling-eyed child. Ger- } hand lifted, her eyes gleaming with furious 

trude had deep, dark, shining eyes. They were passion. 

well named. Gertrude was calm, and reflective, “Oh! youthink yourself a paragon of beauty 

given to strange sayings, and dreamy, mysteri- 3 — can see, You wish to retain your long 

ous thoughts; Grace was only happy when both’ ringlets, that you may mesh them about the 

dimpled hands were heaped with roses, and} baronet’s heart. Yes, you think your bright 

kisses were showered on her round cheeks; S eyes will enslave him. Yes, you poor beggar ; 

she lived in an atmosphere of love. Gertrude, and so they may; but mark me, minion, only to 

yes, even then, I think she had a being in$ your disgrace. He knows how well you love 

heaven. 
him—laughs at it; despises you for it—he—he 

I was only a governess, and I took no airs } told me so.” 

upon myself. I was very humble-minded, for I A blank came over my life—oh! the weary 

had seen great trouble and poverty; very grate- } time that passed! I would not look at nor speak 

ful, for my situation was a delightful one, and } to the baronet, till our little Gertrude died. I 

everybody was kind tome. There was a friend } saw her well at evening; I was roused at mid- 

‘of the family who always affected me strangely. night by the baronet himself. A deathly chill 

She was a noble lady, proudly handsome, rich } crept over me, as I cried, seeing his white face, 

and. titled. She pretended to be my friend, but 3 ‘leave me, sir—how dare 

her cold, suspicious glances, confused and made He had not heard me, I humbly hoped, for his 

me unhappy. She gave me much advice, was} words dispelled my terror, * My little Gertrude 

always telling me how poor and lowly I had} is dying, and calls for you.” 

been, and how humble I should be, eatiponine Till she died, that dear head rested on my 

me to beware of the baronet, and giving dark, } bosom; in the morning, I laid back her damp 
405 
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curls, and kissed her cold lips. She was gone. , as far as my delicacy would let me, I gave her 
“‘T must go,” I whispered, over her clay—‘I} cruel language, word for word. 
cannot stay here; it is agony.” “It is false—false, all false” he said, taking 

So not long after, I gathered my few clothes, } my hand, ‘for so far from boasting that I knew 
and stole softly from the house, that envy and? you loved me, Lillian, I did not dare believe 
jealousy had made terrible to me. I shall never; that one so young, so beautiful, so good and 
forget that night. The hills were white Mee gentle, might feel other than sentiments of 
moonlight, and I wanted to pluck one violet to friendship, for a man so much older and graver 
take with me. In that quiet hour, I knelt sob- than herself.” His voice grown soft and musical. 
bing over the little mound, breathed one prayer, ;—I was astonished—overwhelmed; my confi- 
gathered my flowers and turned to go—I knew 3 dence deserted me. 
not whither. A tall form stood beside me, I “Yes, Lillian, gladly would I make you my 
could not fear him now, nor dislike him; he3 own dear wife,” he added, drawing me to hig 
was so pale, so sorrowful, as he said, “Lillian, side. “True, you have neither gold, nor station, 
what does this mean? Where are you going, i but the wealth of a pure, glad young heart like 

POOL 

my child?” ‘ yours is all Task. Say, will you take the place 
His voice trembled. I turned away, and the $ of the sainted one, who lies here with little Ger- 

tears ran down my cheeks.  trude? Lillian, tell me; can you love me well 
‘Do we not treat you well, Lillian?” he asked, } enough to marry me?” . 

how mournfully! : Oh! heaven knows I had long, leng loved 
“Yes, oh! yes,” I murmured, “you have been ’ him, not daring to whisper it to myself in the 

only too kind.” 3 darkest night; and over Gertrude’s graye, I told 
**And my poor little motherless child; would $ him, “Yes.” 

you leave her, Lillian?” : Poor Lady Isabel! she had trusted to her 
At this I lost all my self-control. «If you beauty, her gold, her power, and they had failed 

had not jested at me,” I sobbed, ‘‘despised me, } her. When she first saw me with my noble hus- 
boasted that I—I “ 3 band, she grew white with anger, disappoint- 

“Stop, Lillian, what do these words mean?” } ment and terror, that her duplicity had been 
he asked, in stern tones. discovered. Poor Lady Isabel! she is unmarried 

‘Lady Isabel!” I gasped, and as I grew calm, * to this day, and she loved the baronet herself, 
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LATEST STYLE BASQUINK. 

BY EMILY H. MAY. 

We give, this month, as part of our series, 

‘‘Ifow To Make One’s Dress,” a pattern for a 
new and fashionable Basquine, with accompany- 
ing diagrams by which it may be cut. In a 

former number, we gaye directions how the dia- 

grams were to be enlarged, but may as well, 

probably, re-state them. Take a newspaper, to 

lay out the angles, and project the lines, making 

these last of the length stated in each diagram. 

For example, begin, with diagram No. I, at the ¢ 

extreme right hand lower corner, and make { ee nnnnn 

cloth, or the same material of the dress. It is 

to be open in front. The following is a descrip- 

tion of the diagrams. 

DIAGRAM NO. I. 

No. 1. Front. 
No. 2. Side-piece of back. 

No. 8. Wristband. 
DIAGRAM NO. 2. 

No. 4, Back. 

No. 5. Sleeve. 
The places for the medallions and the buttons 

the curved line upward, which is to be twenty : are marked on each of the patterns. The Bas- | 

inches long; then draw the bottom line, twenty- ; quine must be lined with silk of a light con- 

eight and three-quarter inches; and so around } trasting color, and trimmed all round the body, 

to the point of starting. In a similar manner, § skirt, and sleeves by a ruche of silk like the 

lining, which is sewed on the edge and reaches 

This Basquine is to be made of black moire, / a little beyond; the sleeves very me eee at 
draw all the others, 
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top in hollow plaits, four of which are fastened ¢ with tassels and buttons, then a waistband and 
down under a button tassel. The fronts are ‘na closes the body at the waist. 
held together by cords forming loops; or frogs } On the waist behind also are put two tassels 
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with buttons, and, lastly, on the front of the ming representing lozenge-shaped medalions, a 
body and round the skirt, an open-work trim-* beautiful ornamentation. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ARRANGING A BASKET OF FLOWERS.* 

BY MRS. A. M. HOLLINGSWORTH. 

A Giesy Basket is generally preferred for 7 fasten the branches to the wire. For the centre, 

flowers, though a Round Basket will have a } croup the flowers in small bunches or clusters, 

very beautiful effect, providing it stands high. ¢ as they cannot be fastened to the wire, gum the 

A dark-colored basket will show off the flowers $ stems and run them through the green tissue 

to better advantage than a light one. Take a } paper, be careful to preserve harmony of color 

sheet of green tissue paper, with which line the > In grouping. Leaves and grass add very much 

basket, leaving the ends open; fill up as high as ; to the beauty of flowers. 

you wish, say to ‘the rim of the basket, with 3 

clippings of paper or hay; fold down the cor- ; 

ners of tissue paper over the clippings, aad 

streteh wire across the basket each way to keep : 

beeen siecle ett AMOR ee 
* Marerians For Makinc Paper Flowers, — 

Tissue paper of various colors, carmine paper 
for pinks, dahlias, and red roses, variegated for 
japonicas, pinks, &c., wire, wax, gum arabic, 
stamens, pipes, green leaves, calyx, sprays, cups 
for roses and buds, all the small flowers being of 
sixty varieties, can be obtained ready stamped 
of Mrs. A. M. Hollingsworth’s Fancy Store, No. 
82 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia. Orders by 
mail punciually attended to, A box, with mate- 
rials for a large bouquet or basket, sent, by mail, 
on receipt of one dollar, post-paid. 

the paper in its place, and also to fasten the 

flowers to. For the outer edge of the pasket 

(which should be arranged first) choose those 

flowers which are arranged in branches, such as 

Sweet-briar Rose, Eglantine, Jessamine, Cypress, 

apple blossoms, roses, buds, Forget-me-not, &e.: 

PPL LLD
PE 

LAMP MAT. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 

Marertats.—A square of French canvass, 30; of six shades of the same green. A mesh about 

yards of gold braid or straw, 1 oz. of purple, and 3 of an inch wide. 

1 oz. of green Berlin wool; also 8 skeins of each ; Enlarge the pattern, as for the preceding, and 

Vou. XXX.—27 407 
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having a margin all? 3 green, 1 straw + to the end, which finish with 
round of at least twelve threads. The border is 
very simple; the top and bottom are worked in 5th row.—Like 3rd. 
the following manner: 6th row.—Like 2nd. 

1st row.—The braid to be entirely covered The sides must be made to correspond. 
with green wool. ? The dark parts of the engraving represent 

2nd row.—l square green, +, miss 5 squares, ; those places where purple is to be used instead 

1 straw, 8 green, 1 straw, 1 green. 

cover 2, miss 1, cover 2, +; repeat to the end } of green. 
of the row, which you will finish with, miss 5, 
cover 1, 

3rd row.—1 square green, + 1 straw, 3 green, 

* 1 straw, 1 green *, 3 times +; repeat end with 

1 straw, 8 green, 1 straw, 1 green. 

4th row.—l green, 7 1 straw, 3 green, 3 straw, 

~ 

The six shades of green are for a raised fringe, 
which is intended to finish the mat. A single 
round of each shade, beginning with the darkest, 
is to be worked over the mesh. The rows are 
then to be cut, and combed out with a fine 
comb. 

INITIALS IN EMBROIDERY. 

BY MLLE. DEFOUR, 

Marertats.—White and ingrain red embroi- 
dery cotton. 

These letters are to be done in a new style of 

embroidery, very recently introduced at Paris, 

For a white handkerchief, the letters are to be 

embroidered in white, and then spotted with red; 
but as the most fashionable handkerchief for 

morning toilet have colored borders, those hand- 

kerchiefs should have the initial marked with 

ingrain cotton of the same color, merely spotted 

with white. Very few handkerchiefs, now, have 
the borders hemmed. All the colored ones, and 
the majority of the white, have some simple 
scallop, worked in button-hole stitch by way of 

edging; the cotton used for this purpose in- 
variably corresponding with the color in which 
the handkerchief is printed. We may remark. 
that although embroidery cotton is made in every 
color, the red is invariably the most durable, as 
well as elegant. 
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WARM KNITTED CUFF. 
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WARM KNITTED CUFF. 

BY MRS. PULLAN 

Marerrars.—Pink and black Berlin wool. 

Bone pins, No, 5 and No. 15. With the black 

east on 52 stitches. Knit 8 rows. 

With the pink knit 12 rows in brioche stitch. 

With the black wool, and No. 5 needles. 

1st.—} m, 1, k 1, k 2 t, 7; repeat. 

2nd.—Purled. 

Do these 2 rows ten times over; then, with 

the finer needles, and pink wool, knit a band 

of 8 rows in brioche stitch, and make a row of 

eyelet-holes for the ribbon to run in, by throw- 

‘ing the wool twice over the needle, before knit- 

Sting 2 together; and in the second row knitting 

the wool thus thrown over as 1 stitch, by which 

Smeans 2 row of large holes is formed. Knit 2 

) plain rows, and cast off. 

For tHe Eparxe.—(If Pyrenees wool, instead 

of Berlin, be used for lace, it will be a great 

improvement.) Cast on 13 stitches, and, if 

two needles be used, knit a plain row. 

1st.—Slip 1, k 2,m1,k 2 t, m1, k2t,m 

1,k2t,m2,k2t,m2,k2t 

ond.—K 2, p1,k 2, p 1, k 9. 

8rd.—Plain knitting. 

4th.—Purled. 
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Nps Vad a urn 5th.—Slip 1, k 2, +m 1,k2t, 7, 5 times, * 

MPeMian rate hy . 
SNE Sbeipe ns cat m 2,k2t, * 3 times. 

Ly YY’ 6th.—} k, 2 p 1, ¢ 8 times, k 9. 

7th.—Plain knitting. 

® Sth.—Cast off 5, purl the remainder. 

ND PATTERN FOR EMBROIDERED SLEEVE. 

Tre design, which we give this month, in the ;an excellent effect. It is intended for morning 

front of the number, is for a simple sleeve, W 

possesses the advantages of 

the greatest ease, producin 

hich } toilet, being made up as 4 full sleeve and set 

‘nto a wristband. We may notice that the open 

sleeves are gradually disappearing in morning being executed with 

g at the same time 
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costume—the colder breezes of the advancing » withstanding, may find leisure for lighter labors season rendering them less suitable for wear in aS a sort of recreation, we, hoping to be useful the open air. The outline of the Squares being } in their service, offer this Diamond Pattern to first run, inust be worked in buttonhole-stitch; } their notice. It is exactly the work for odd the five holes in the solid Square sewn oyer; the : half-hours—is very easy, very quiclky done, and, alternate squares are to be crossed with a crochet } when finished, looks much better than many a thread; their centres worked with a point-lace } design of five times the labor. stitch, and the muslin cut out. As there are; We need scarcely add that the size of the many ladies whose domestic duties and vanignss sleeve is optional, the pattern given being only engagements prevent them from undertaking 3a part, and that the narrow strip is for the pieces of elaborate embroidery; and who, not-? wristband. 
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MATERIALS.—French muslin, and embroidery } of the leaf only need be worked in button- cotton, Nos. 40 and 50; also sewing cotton, No. ‘hole stitch, with fibres sewed over, as in the 50. ; : engraving. 
The section given is to’ be repeated for any; The round spots within the scallop are to be length required. It is a design which is also ‘ eyelet-holes, and the tendrils are to be sowed very suitable for a pocket-handkerchief, for} over with the utmost neatness, in the sewing which it may easily be adapted. It is in con- } cotton, which should also be used for the templation of this use being made of it, that English lace. The @oarser of two sizes of em- the leaves are filled up with English lace { broidery cotton is used for tracing, and the 

~~" a 

~~“ 

stitches. For ordinary muslin work, the edge ‘ other for sewing over the work. 

LOLI” PL Pg ee NE ~ 

DOYLEY IN SQUARE CROCHET. 
MATERIALS For A DINNER D'oyrey.—Cotton, { from the engraving, or the foundation may be No. 80, with crochet-hook, No. 21. To be worked ! done in Square Netting, and afterward the pat-. 
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tern darned in. In this case, use Mecklenburgh , D'oyleys should be trimmed with borders in 

thread, No. 7, for the netted foundation, and the { Point-lace. 

game material, No. 12 for the pattern. Netted } 

POINT LACE INSERTION. 

BY MRS. ANN S. STEPHENS. 

MarpriaAts.—Point lace cottons, and No. 1} the lining should be larger than the paper, to 

Mecklenburgh. No braid. Foundation, coarse allow the edges to turn over. The coarse thread 

linen thread. is laid on and attached to the paper by stitches 

This pattern is to be drawn on colored paper; } taken over it with a needle and fine thread. The 

but glazed calico, which I usually employ for ; foundation is thus secure, and all the yarions 

mounting patterns, is not sufficiently strong for } stitches are filled in. The Brussels lace and edge 

this work. Stout calico, or linen, is better; and are to be done with cotton, No. 70. English lace, 
““ 

3, 
a] 
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412 EMBROIDERY.—ELEGANT WHATNOT. 
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cotton, No. 90; Venitian and Raleigh (new) bars, } with button-hole stitch, which must be done in 

Mecklenburgh, No. 120. PeeccnlenDUrE, No. 100, after all the rest of the 
The outline thread is to be covered closely ‘ work is completed. 

PO Oe 

EMBROIDERY. 

BY MRS. PULLAN. 
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MatTErtats.—Embroidery cotton, No. 70. This ;ably raised; the grapes look prettiest when 
scroll is suitable for muslin insertion. I have } formed by making an eyelet-hole in the centre, 
given it without an open-hem, as being so much : and working round it in long button-hole stitches. 
more durable than when worked with one. The; They may, however, be done in raised satin 
thick parts of this pattern should be consider- $ stitch. 

ELEGANT WHATNOT. 

BY MRS. PULLEN, 

MaTERIALS—Five-cighths of a yard of French t some handsome design in crochet or Berlin 
canvass, seven inches wide; very short white } work, which affords scope for the exercise of 
bugles, long ditto; half-an-ounce each of four ‘ taste and ingenuity on the part of the maker. 
shades of crimson, blue, or green Berlin wool;} Berlin work is greatly preferable to crochet 
card-board, Gros-de-Naples, to match a medium for this purpose, as being of a stronger and 
shade of the wool, and satin ribbon of the same, } stiffer substance; it is therefore represented in 
respectively, one and-a-half and two and a-half ‘the engraving, from which the pattern may be 
inches wide. Instead of the ribbon, handsome } worked with perfect ease. 
cords and tassels may be used. For illustration, At the top and bottom of the basket, a roll or 
see front of number. ‘ quilling of ribbon may conceal the joining of 

This article is at once one of the most useful } the canvass and silk, or a thick silk cording will 
and most elegant ornaments of the drawing- answer the same purpose. Bows and ends of 
room; it appears, too, in the boudoirs of some broad satin ribbon are placed at each side, or 
of the most distinguished elegantes. It is a sort } cords and tassels may be used if preferred, and 
of basket, semicircular in form, the flat back of ; a fringe of bugles should hang all round the 
which stands against the wall, and is intended } front. 
to be a receptacle of those ‘ unconsidered It is an elegant improvement to quilt the satin 
trifles” which, scattered over a table almost in-? or silk, and little quilted pockets might even be 
evitably, when a lady is working, yet present } made in the interior to hold cottons, &c. In that 
rather an untidy appearance if left there when } case, they should go all round the front, and be 
no longer in use, } finished with very narrow quilled ribbon. 

The frame is made of card-board, lined with The pattern of the basket in the engraving is 
silk or satin, the back is also covered with the ‘ worked entirely in white bugles, so short that 
same material, whilst the front is worked in* each one only covers three threads of canvass in 
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NETTED ANTI-MACASSAR. 413 

each direction. They are put on in a diagonal ; beyond the black, still keeping it slanting; so 

direction, and all lean in the same way. Cotton, } on with the other shades to the highest, leaving 

No. 24, is a good size to use for this purpose. yout every square covered by a bugle. Then 

Fasten on and off very securely. When the; begin with black, and so continue to the end, 

pattern is worked, and a row of bugles sewed } keeping the shading in slanting lines. 

at each edge, the ground may be filled in with; If preferred, the grounding may be all of one 

wool done in cross stitch. Begin with the right-} color; in that case, it should not be very 

hand corner and black wool, and work a piece} delicate, or it will not contrast well with the 

four squares in each direction, slanting from } bugles. White beads two or three sizes larger 

right to left, there will be ten stitches of black; } than seed beads, may be used instead of bugles. 

next work the darkest shades four squares 3 

— 

; ; , 

NETTED ANTI-MACASSAR. 

Martenrats.— Knitting cottons, Nos. 8 and; cording to the engraving, reversing it, of course, 

10; bone mesh, half-inch wide; netting-needle, $ for the other quarters, so that all the corners 

No. 15, For illustration, see front of number. {shall correspond. It may be trimmed with a 

With No. 10 cotton make an oblong piece of $ netted edge; but one in crochet is generally 

netting, 60 stitches wide and 180 rows long; ‘considered preferable, as the heavier-worked 

when this is done with a coarse embroidery } border retains the shape of the centre better. 

needle, and No. 8 cotton, darn the pattern ac- 

VARIETIES IN EMBROIDERY AND CROCHET. 
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LETTERS IN CROCHET. 
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EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. § Ah! a shadow falls on the white path—a manly 

T pon’r cAne.—Oh! yes youdo. The pouting lips, $ form Stoops to the latch of the little gate. He is 
the nervous tapping of the little fect; the steady { coming; he has come. And there you sit looking 
twining of those witching ringlets, the uneasy ; 0 unconcerned and proper! as if it was the most glance beyond the window-pane, all tell how § natural thing in the world to expect him just then, 
anxiously you care. Whatif he don’t come? Why 3 
very much if he don’t come. For who else would’ Innocent Fruirrations.—What is called an “in- 
you wear that shining love's knot of blue ribbon— ? nocent flirtatious” is always censurable, eyen when 
the color he loves? And who gave you that pretty vuninuricd women engage in it. But it is the “abomi- 
coral that flutters on your neck? If you don’t care, § nation of abominations” when wives embark in it why sit you here idle? Mother is alone, shedding a } Eyen a desire for promiscuous admiration is wrong few.regretful tears over your neglect. Your guitar gin 2 married woman. The love of one and his ap- pines to give an answering chord. Your gem of a§ proval, should be all that she should desire. Let 
work-basket stands on the tiny table, laboriously 3 her be ever so beautiful, it is an appaling sight, to holding a shirt bosom toward you, with needle and $ sce her secking the attention of all the senseless fops 
thread, delicately suggestive of hem-stitch and around her, There is always, among the sedate and button-holes perforating the edge. ‘There is the 8 the wise, a sensation of disgust, when a married lady book with the leaf folded down, where yon left off 3 attempts to ensnare and entrap young men by a pro- at dark. Father sits in his accustomed place, very { fuse display of her charms, or an unlicensed outlay willing to hear your voice, and sighing sometimes, {of her smiles. Such charms and such smiles, are as, he thinks, how soon it may warble at another $ loathsome to the indifferent beholder—“ the trail of heart-stone, ihe serpent is over them all.” 

Kighteen long years you have cared for no other —- 
pleasure then to minister to the dear ones at home. A Hvunprep like Her.—A lady writes as fol- Their voiées have been sweetest, their opinions de- } lows:—“T first became nequainted with the merits 
forred to, but now a new love has gently let down $ of your periodical three years ago, while absent in before them as a veil, the face, the form, the heart, § an adjoining state, and although spring was fast of another—and he is late to-night. 8 gliding away, yet [ sent on alone for it. Then it “‘T don’t care.” was the only number in town, I believe, and it was But you do care. Taking quick marches between borrow, borrow, until at the close of the year I found the mirror and the window, singing snatches of love 3 it almost an impossible thing to gather up the scat- songs, sitting down impatiently to play pettish music $ tered fragments for the bindery. I thought that with your foot; springing up at every fancied foot- would never do, so in a happy hour I went to work step; does that look as if you didn’t care? Ques- § to get up a club, as much to save my own Magazine. tionable symptoms—rather. tas to enlighten others to the good things withheld “Should think he might come.” $from them, and a sort of thank-offering for your So should I. He ought to come; he would come if $ labors. Each year has increased your list in our he knew what a little fever of expectation you had } town, and I will still keep trying to enlarge it.” raised for his particular benefit—would perhaps fall — 
right on his knees—though if he does—reject him. ; FamILy GovERNMENT.—Good family government Could he but see you looking so wistfully toward is not to fly into a passion, or punish because you that little latticed gate, watching, unconsciously, how bats out of humor. It is to reprove with calmness the moon-beams drink the crimson from the roses and composure, in a few words, fitly chosen; to —never heeding the low, bewildering music of the 3 punish as often as you threaten; threaten only when willow-dulcimers, or the floating sprays that fan the you intend and can remember to perform ; to say wild flowers to sleep! The bewildered field lies $ what you mean, and infallibly do as you say. Then white with masges of moon-light. you'll have family government. 

“T don’t care.” 
Truly spoken that time. The water in yonder “MaGna Est Venriras.”—The Columbus (Ohio) winding river gleams beyond like a white mass of City Fact says:—“There is no Magazine, with go silver; now and then a transitory lustre flashes i large an amount of reading, in proportion to its price, athwart the heavens. A star shoots quick! the wish { as Peterson’s,” 

thrice repeated, as you watch it falling, that he may ae come soon. Strange that the glory of heaven, and} To tHe “Lorps or Creation.”—A wife full of the beauty of earth, should all be made subservient } truth, innocence and love, is the prettiest flower a to that ris heart's first love. man can wear next to his heart, 
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Hussanxps anp Wives,—The Northern Parmer } Mes. Sovuruwortn’s Nouve.erre.—This thrilling 

has a capital article on the duties of farmers to their } story, which will be commenced in the January nuin- 

families, but especially to their wives, which applies, § ber for 1857, will be entitled 

in part, to all husbands. We give an extract:— ; LOVE'S LADOR WON. 

, 

‘ 
\ 

“Never require the females of the family to do 

those things which properly belong to the other sex. ; f 

All such labors should be considered a part of the § It will be copy-righted, and cannot be had any 
* . 

\ . 
. 

daily business of the farm, and should be attended § where, except in “Peterson.” The tale is one of 

} ; , “s wo ? +t ‘ . _- , . . . . . . 

to i cae Sake chi ee man Ne loves Se and ’ domestic life. The scene is laid in Virginia, and 

wishes to make his home a happy one, will regard 4 : ake. ES: , . 
apPS d oS depicts that “life in the Old Dominion,” in which 

her feelings, and never subject her to mortification : ‘ 

or degradation. Nature has implanted in the heart { Mrs. Southworth excels all other American writers, 

of every woman a desire to appear well in the eyes 3 living or dead. We predict for this original novel 

of others; this desire should never be opposed unless } py immense popularity. 

it oversteps the bounds of propriety, but should be § 

indulged so far as your means will justify. It is as- rex 

A STORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE. 

sociated in her mind with the feeling of self-respect, $ Dmections For Crocuer, &c.—In our next 

which is one of the safeguards of virtuous character. § volume, we shall re-publish the elementary instruc- 

Never, by unremitting toil, render that fair and open $ tions in crochet, and other fancy work, giving the 

countenance and those delicate features coarse and coe Me abbreviations, eee eon 

harsh, and cause that beautiful, active, symmetrical whet tat So @ ADDKCVIMONS, | Os ioe. FO UeES We 

form to become bowed, crippled, and distorted by shall adhere, throughout the year, so that there 

incessant drudgery. Remember that woman is not will be no difficulty in understanding the directions, 

endowed by nature with the same masculine strength ; given with the monthly patterns, even though they 

and power of endurance, which was given to man. SP wih . 
should differ from those our friends have been accus- 

Her strength consists in her weakness, which appeals N ye or : ; 

to you for support and protection, and in her beauty 3 tomed to. The Work-'Table department, in this, and 

and gentleness, which appeals to your love and} other things, will greatly excel that of any other 

affection. And in all the arrangements of the house- periodical. 

hold, you should remember that the duties of woman 

are not to be accomplished by muscular power and 

brutal force, but rather by skill, by tact, by persever-3 PREMATURE Marriaces.—It would be a good 

ance; and in proportion to the extent of her labors} idea, says a late writer, if an anti-marrying-in-a- 

and cares, should be the facilities and aids supplied } pyrry Society were instituted. Now-a-days, people 

to her. Thus will her strength be spared, and her , ‘nto tl eo: lifeceisalewith a 

ime anyedifor the cultivation of. her mind, for the $°°°P to eRe Spee WALh NO More, COnsICeS 

instruction of her children, and for the serformaanse ? ration than they would partake of a dinner—little 

of those gentle charities that so beautify and adorn $ thinking that, when once in, they are there until 

the female character. And how much more cheerful, their end comes. Don't marry in haste, to repent at 

aye, and successful too, will be the labors of the field, 

when the sweet and happy smile of the contented § 

wife meets you at the threshold, and sheds sunshine 

throughout your dwelling.” 

leisure. 

How to Get A Goop Wirr.—Ask a lady which is 

the best of the Magazines. If she answers “ Peter- 

son’s,” you may rely on it, that she has taste, good 

sense and loves the truth. Subscribe immediately 

for a copy, give it to her, and you'll be the “happy 

man” before the year is out. 

CounTERrEITERS AND Imrrators.—We are sorry 

to see respectable drug houses keeping for sal 

epurious articles, they should frown down all imi- 

tations. Our readers only recourse, under the cir- 

cumstances, is never to purchase goods from houses } 

who keep spurious articles for sale, as they cantiot More Reapina.—This Magazine gives nine hun- 

depend on getting any genuine. We are compelled § dred pages yearly. The three dollar ones give twelve 

to make these remarks from seeing imitations of < hundred. But their price being fifty per cent more 

“The Balm of a Thousand Flowers.” None is} than ours, they ought to give thirteen hundred and 

genuine below the price, (fifty cents) and unless $ fifty. Therefore, we give, proportionally, the most 

signed by Fetridge & Co., the proprietors. Beware ; reading. 

of the counterfeits. 

io] 
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Tuer January Nuuner.—Among other choice 

Tax on BAcnELOoRS.—The Georgia legislature has ; things, in our January number, will be a novelty, 

taxed all bachelors over twenty-eight years old, the g in the way of embellishment, elegant, costly and 

tax to go to educate orphan girls. It is time bache- unique. This beautiful rarity will be worth, alone, 

lors, in other places, were taxed. A gay girl, by us, } the price of a number. 

says the reason the ladies wear enormous hoops is to ; 

keep such “hateful creatures” off. > Trutn Exactiy.—Says the Juniata (Pa.) Senti- 

nel:— We will dare to say that Peterson's Magazine 

see uP aoe MAS oe ee (Me.) is more generally perused than any other published.” 

crald says:—“One characteristic of Peterson's } 

Magazine is worthy of note—it never falls below } To J. A. H.—The sacque coat for a little boy, 

expectation, and often surpasses the hopes of its } given last month, is also a pattern for a house 

niost sanguine friends.” sacque, with the addition of a belt. 
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Mrs. Wippirterp’s Coox-Boox.—The Boston; Jt Js Never Too Late to Learn. By Charles Reade. 
(Mass.) Christian Freeman says, of this capital work { 2 vols., 12 mo. Boston: Ticknor d: Fields. Philada: 
on cookery:—“The best recommendation we can} 7. B. Petersonn—Mr. Reade is an English play- 
give this book is by quoting a remark made by our } wright, favorably known for “Peg Woffington” and 
‘better half,’ after she had spent an hour in examin- other novels. The merits of “ Peg Woflington” con- 
ing it. Said she, ‘Now here is something that is 3 sisted chiefly in its rapid action. Whatever its other 
really valuable, A green hand might take this book, } merits, the present fiction has not this; on the con- 
and by studying it carefully, soon become an adept in : trary, its greatest fault is its tedious prolixity, A 
all the mysteries of cookery, from the plainest to the ; considerable portion of the book is devoted to an 
richest descriptions. T shall prize it highly.” The } exposition of the cruelties often practised in English 
Olive Branch says:—-“Tt is the best and only complete } prisons, an exposition laudable in its place, but, like 
book on all kinds of cookery extant. Buy it, reader, ¢ all such matters, foreign to a purely literary produe- 
and you will know how to prepare all sorts of meats § tion. How an author, who has shown himself so 
and vegetables, preserves and pastry, at a price a much of the literary artist in his earlier fictions, 
little below nothing.” Recollect, it is one of our } should have committed this mistake, is a problem 
premiums for 1857, We give, on another page, as a} We cannot solve. In other respects, however, the 
sample of its quality, some seasonable receipts for } novel has merit. The characters are naturally drawn, 
cooking poultry, and there are, moreover, not only some capital pic- 

— tures of English rural life, but quite a graphic de- 
No Lorrery Connection.—This Magazine has no scription of Australia and its gold-mines. In printing 

connection with any of the lottery schemes, which, } the volumes, we notice that a most vicious punctua- 
disguised under showy names, are constantly adver- tion has been followed. Whose is the fault? Is it 
tised. Persons, who wish to subscribe to “Peterson,” ’ that of Mr. Reade, or of the American publishers? 
must send their money to the publisher, or he will Price, in cloth, eighty-seven and a half cents per 
not be responsible for the Magazine in return. volume. 
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Suiting Facrs.—Always wear a smiling face. Tt Sermona, Doctrinal and Practical. By ERE Wil- 
is like sunshine to those around you, diffusing hap- liam Archer Butler, M.A. 1 vol., 12 mo. Philada; 

. Shed ig Parry & McMillan.—The author of these sermons piness, cheerfulness and heart-light. A habit of 3 J : ; ; looking cross or sullen is easily acquired; soon be- } ¥®S ove of the most eloquent clergymen of the Irish 
comes fixed; und renders you unpopular, testy and Mstablishment, A late article, in the North British 
ugly. Review, pronounces him “ destined to take the highest 

place among writers of our English tongue:” and it 
adds, “few men ever brought to the seryice of the 
Christian ministry such a conjunction of needful 
qualities, and few sermons in our language exhibit 
the same rare combination of excellencies: imagery 

, almost as rich as Taylor’s; oratory as vigorous often 
REVIEW OF NEW BOOK S. : as South’s; judgment as sound as Barrow’s; a style 

The-Humors of Falconbridge. By the late Jona- as attractive, but more copious, original, and forcible 
than F. Kelley. 1 vol., 12 mo. Philada: 7 B,$ than Atterbury’s; piety as elevated as Howe’s ;anda 
Peterson.—The late Mr, Kelley was better known, fervor as intense at times as Baxter's.” We can add to the literary world, at least, under the signatures ; nothing to this warm eulogium. Price, in cloth, $1,25. 
of “Falconbridge,” “Jack Humphries,” and “Stam- § Lorimer Littlegood, Esq. A Young Gentleman who pede.” He was one of the most humorous of Ame-: Wished to See Life and Saw it Accordingly, By 
rican writers, a field in which our national genius § Frank E. Smedley, author of “ Lewis Arundel? 
excels. Mr. Kelley died young, leaving a wife and $ “ Frank Farleigh.” 1 vol.,12 mo. New York: E. family, for whose benefit this collection of his best’ D, Long.—Everything, which this author writes, is 

Surpper PAtrerns 1N Cotors.—These, in addi- 
tion to other novelties, will be given in our next 
volume. 

PPL PPL LPL LLL LL 
SEP IIA Nr rr 

S 
things has been issued.. Whoever wishes to enjoy a} more than readable. His “Frank Farleigh” had a hearty laugh, to while away a dull hour, or to see ; run second only to “O’Malley;” and the present the follies of human nature racily depicted, yet $ novel will be hardly less popular. In having a large not uncharitably, should possess themselves of this ¢ stock of animal spirits, considerable knowledge of volume. No less than one hundred and eleven dif- $ life, much fertility of incident, and an easy, often ferent sketches are contained in the book, for all are 3 rollicking style, Mr. Smedley enjoys peculiar adyan- short and spicy; and many of them are illustrated tages, especially in the walk he has chosen. We by original designs by Stephens, who, as a humorist, 3 have heartily enjoyed “Lorimer Littlegood.” Price, we think, excels Darley. The work is very hand- $ in cloth, $1,00. 
semely printed. Price, in cloth, $1,25. Harper's Story Books, Nos. 23 and 24. New Passion and Principle, By Mrs, Gray. 1 vol., 83 York: Harper & Brothers—“The Aleoye,”’ and vo, Philada: T. B. Peterson.—A cheap edition, in § “Dialogues,” are the titles, respectively, of these double column, octayo, of ono of Mrs Gray's best. two numbers of this exceilent series, Price, per novels. Price, in paper, fifty cents. : number, twenty-five cents. : 
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Etchings of Travel. By James W. Wall. 1 vol., } PARLOR GAMES. 

12 mo. Burlington: S.C. Atkinson.—We recommend I've Come to Torsuenr You.—This is an amusing 

this volume of travel to all who have taste and in- 3 and ludicrous game if entered into with spirit. The 

telligence, for it excels particularly in those points company should be seated all in a line, or if a great 

which such persons best understand, and in which eee are to play, it is best to form a circle. Tho 

travellers, unfortunately, are generally deficient:—we 3 one that understands it will commence by saying, 

mean in a certain delicate appreciation of the poeti- «J’ye come to torment you,” the one on the leader's 

eal, historical, and art associations with which Eu- : left hand must say, “What with?” “My finger and 

rope everywhere abounds. On every page, we recog- thumb,” the leader answers; at the same time she 

nize the cultivated gentleman and scholar, visiting ; snaps the finger and thumb of the right hand to- 

Rurope, not to dangle after princes, not to describe | gether, and continues doing so through the game. 

fine society, but to study its present and comprehend ether the one on the left hand must do the same, 

its past. There is so much “snobbism” among Ame- and say, “I’ve come to torment you,” to the next 

ricans abroad that the true republican ‘rentleman Sone by her, and so each one in their turn says and 

shines, all the brighter, from the contrast. Some } does what the first one did. When it comes around 

of the incidental descriptions of scenery are very ’ to the leader, she will say and do the same as before, 

graphic. The total absence of pretence in this book 3 using both her fingers and thumbs, and each one 

is another of its merits. The publisher is Samuel C. must follow the other the same as before. The next 

Atkinson, of Burlington, N. J., one of the veterans ¢ time the leader says, “Two fingers, two thumbs, and 

of the American press. Price, in half morocco, $1,50. San elbow,” keeping her fingers and thumbs moving 

The Poetry of the East. By William Paineebliie all the time, and jerking the right elbow backward 

Alger. 1 vol., 12 mo. Boston: Whittemore, Niles & 8 and forward, All do the same in their turn; then 
, N xt ti d res b Ibows in tl 

Hall.—The author of these translations has long N the next time the leader, moves 3 oth elbows amiELS 

’ came manner. When all are doing this much, the 
. : < 2 

been a student of Oriental poetry, so far, at least, as leader will add  “pit-pat,” which is done by con- 

it is accessible through English, Latin and German stantly moving up and down the right foot; then the 

ions. i ; ] in this 3 . Nea 

iRCe ee ee lance Nas 
- See ss ‘next time move both feet calling it “two pit-pats;” 

t ; 15 ‘then there is a nid-nod, suiting the action to the 

hi 
i ] fc- 

. . * . 

epi ae ane prea s ase nae ’ word, and the last is called a “hitch up,” which is a 

count of their literary merit, but as representations N basal una 
* constant rising in your seat. All together we now 

5 A : N 

ss BnOee Peetennene Areb thoughts; Sie 2 have “two fingers and thumbs, two elbows, two pit- 

and fancies. The volume, in consequence, is the } 

best popular collection extant of Oriental poetry. g pats, a nid-nod and a hitch up.” The motions should 

- 4 ‘ ’ be all made simultaneously, and by so doing a great 

We shall probably give some specimens of it, at a : deal of mirth will be afforded. 

future day. Price, in cloth, $1,00. ANIMALS.—Another favorite amusement is the 

Major Jones’ Courtship and Travels. With Illus- dressing up and personating different animals. A 

trations by Darley. 1 vol., 12 mo. Philada: TB. 8 large elephant can be made of a frame-work of 

Peterson.—A new and elegant edition. “Major whalebone and calico, supported by two boys, one 

Jones” is so eminent among American humorists, Sof whom must walk inside the front pair of logs, 

the class of our writers who have probably exhibited ‘ and the other in the hinder ones. A keeper in 

most original talent, that every person, desiring a$ the Indian costume must attend, relating ludicrous 

library representative of the national mind, should $ stories of the huge creature. A short, fat boy can 

have a copy of this edition. Meantime, those who ; represent a large white owl, and a taller one can 

are ignorant, as yet, of these racy pages, are denying ‘ personate an ostrich, whose long neck ean be formed 

themselves some of the merriest hours they will ever , of a lady’s fur boa; fanciful stories from their keepers 

spend. ‘To one and all, we say, buy ‘Major Jones.” $ will add to the evening’s entertainment. The more 

Price, in cloth, $1,25. ‘ ridiculous the keepers dress and act, the better, 

Poems. By Matthew Arnold. 1 vol., 12 mo, Bos- 

ton: Ticknor & Fields. Philada: T, B. Peterson.— § 

More than a year ago, in an article, in this Magazine, } HOUSEHOLD HINTS. 

on the Jater poetry of England, we spoke of the genius { Watine Rooms.—As much disappointment is 

: 

va 

of Matthew Arnold. It gives us pleasure now to wel- $ often oceasioned by the want of knowledge as to 

come this American edition of his works. What we $ the points which constitutes a good grate or stove, 

said then, however, renders it unnecessary to speak } the following remarks are offered in the hope that 

again of these poems, except to say that, on a second } they may be found ueeful. 

perusal, they leave us with even a higher estimate 

of the author’s ability. The volume is neatly printed. 

Price, in cloth, seventy-five cents. 

1. The fire should be as near the floor as possible. 

2. The opening of the front should be low. 

3. The grate should be lined with fire-brick. 

How To Dress With Taste. 1 vol: New York: 4, A shallow fire, with a large upper surface, is 

Garrett d: Co.—A useful little pamphlet, cheap at { better than much front with a contracted upper 

the twelve cents asked for it. * surface. 
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5. A stove from which the smoke escapes from the Ltoast Goose.—Boil twelve potatoes; when done, back, is better than one from which it rises directly § pare and mash them with a quarter of a pound of in the chimney. butter, two onions chopped, a teaspoonful of sweet 6. A contrivance for regulating the quantity of air } marjoram, finely rubbed; with salt and pepper to 
escaping up the chimney is very desirable. § taste; mash all well together; then have the g008e 7. The use of a blower in any form is only waste ; well cleaned and washed; dry the inside with a clean of fuel. ; towel, and season with salt, pepper, and a little sage, The following rules for setting stoves may be rubbed very fine. Put in the dressing, and skewer found of service, it well; then season the outside with pepper and Ist. To let no air enter the flue, except what sult; place it in the pan, back upward, dredge a ‘passes through the opening provided for the escape little flour over, and one tablespoonful in the pan, of the smoke. If it be desired to have a ventilating } With sufficient water for gravy, which stir well opening into the flue from the upper part of the ; together before setting it in the oven. Baste fre- room, the propriety of forming it will depend upon ; quently, and when a handsome brown, turn it over, the draught which ordinarily exists in the flue. It that all parts may be well done and of equal color, will generally be better to use an unoccupied flue for Roast Duck.—Clean and prepare them as other the purpose of ventilation. poultry. Crumb the inside of a small loaf of baker's 2nd. The grate should be kept as much forward § bread, to which add three ounces of butter, one large into the room as is consistent with appearance. It is? onion chopped fine, with pepper and salt to taste. & mistake to suppose that it is more likely to smoke § Mix all well together. Season the ducks both in when brought well forward then when pushed back i outside, with pepper, salt, and a little sage rub- into a recess, provided cross draughts are avoided, : bed fine. Then fill them with the dressing, and 3rd. The flue in common register stoves should be $ skewer tightly. Place them in the pan, back up- brought down of equal dimensions perpendicularly § ward; dredge a little flour over, and a tablespoonful over the fire, the register contracting the opening at} in the pan, with water sufficient to make gravy. the bottom, or, where the escape of smoke is at the } When a nice brown, turn them over; basie fre- back, the flue should be brought down at the back quently, and when done, send to table hot, and eat of the grate, and be made perfectly air-tight $ with cranberry sauce, 

bei: Stewed Pigeons.—Clean and cut them in quarters, 
Wash and season with pepper and salt; put them in RECEIPTS FOR POULTRY. a stew pan, with as much water as will nearly cover Roast Turkey.—Waye the turkey nicely cleaned them. Put in a piece of butter mixed with a little and washed, put it in the pan in which it is to roast; ' four, Let them stew until they become quite tender, season it with salt and pepper, fill the body with < If the gravy should be too thin, add a piece of butter dressing, as for roast goose, the crop with the same : rubbed in flour, and let them stew a few minutes as for roast ducks; place it in the pan, back upward, i longer. When done, if not sufficiently seasoned, dredge a little flour over and one large tablespoonful more may be added. Then send to table hot, in a in the pan, with water sufficient to make gravy, which § covered dish. 

stir well together before setting in the oven. Baste $ Smothered Rabbit.—Clean the rabbit, wash and frequently, and when a nice brown, turn it over, that cut it open so as to lay flat on the gridiron, Broil it may be of equal color all round. Should the gravy $ it slowly, and when done, let it be of a fine brown boil away, and not leave sufficient in the pan, a on both sides; then season it well with pepper and 
‘ 
‘ 

\ 

“ 

\ 

‘ 
‘ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

teacupful of hot water may be added, with a little } salt, and baste it with butter. Pare two dozen onione, more flour, if necessary; stir it well, and let it sim- boil them in milk and water until they are soft; then mer two or three minutes, then serve hot. ‘drain and mash them. Season them with pepper and Stewed Rabbit—French Mode.—Cut up the rabbit ° salt, and add a lump of butter. Cover the rabbit and wash it; putitin a stew-pan, and season it well entirely with the onion, and serve hot. with salt and black pepper. Pour in half a pint of Venison Stakes —Wash and Wipe them dry. Put water, and when the water has nearly stewed away, $ them on the gridiron, over a clear fire, and broj] add half a pint of port wine, two or three blades of them; then season with salt and pepper, aud baste mace, and a tablespoonful of flour mixed with a$them with batter. Or they may be seasoned as quarter of a pound of butter. Let it stew gently } above, and fried. Serve them with currant jelly. until the rabbit is quite tender. Serve hot. Venison steaks are very nice fried with a slice of Broiled Rabbit.—Clean and wash the rabbit; cut : good ham. 
it entirely open, so that it will lay flat on the grid- § Boiled Turkey.—Clean the turkey, wash it well, iron, with the back up. Pluee it over the coals, broil 2 season the inside with pepper and salt; dredge a it slowly; when brown on one side, turn it. Take it ¢ little flour over, and pin it in a clean towel; put it up on a dish when done, and season it well with pep- ; into a kettle of hot water that has been salted; let per and salf. Baste it plentifully with butter, as the § it boil slowly; when done, send it to table hot. This flesh of rabbits is very dry; then send to table on a Sis eaten with oyster-sauce, or drawn butter, as pre- heated dish. ‘ ferred. 
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Pigeons.—Pigeons may be broiled or roasted like To Choose Poultry—Turkey.—The cock bird, when 

chicken. They will cook in three-quarters of an young, has a smooth black leg with a short spur. 

hour. Make a gravy of the giblets; season it with : The eyes bright and full, and moist, supple feet, when 

pepper and salt, and thicken it with a little flour fresh; the absence of these signs denotes age and 

and butter.—J/rs. Widdifield’s Cook-Book. staleness; the hen may be judged by the same rules. 

: Fowls like a turkey; the young cock has a smooth 

leg and a short spur; when fresh, the vent is close 

ART RECREATIONS. >and dark. Hens, when young, have smooth legs and 

G ON : combs; when old, these will be rough; a good capon 

Gruass.—Mr. J. E. Tilton, Salem, Massachusetts, § has a thick belly and large rump, a poll comb, and a 

will furnish all materials and directions. He deals } Welling breast. Geese.—In young geeso the feet and 

extensively in the artist’s material line, and will fill ‘bills will be yellow and free from hair, When fresh, 

orders promptly. We annex his circular. the feet are pliable; they are stiff when stale. 

The subscriber will furnish for $3,00 a package ; For Corns.—A good plaster for corns may be made 

of twelve mezzotint engravings, and full printed > by melting one ounce of white dyachylon with the 

directions for Grecian painting, and a new style } Same quantity of yellow rosin and spreading it on 

originating with himself, and equal to the finest 3 linen or leather. Apply a piece of the plaster to the 

copper painting, called Antique Painting on Glass, Scorn, A very effective remedy for the pain occa- 

with bottle of preparation, &e. The directions are ‘ sioned by the corn is to wear upon the toe one of the 

80 explicit as to enable any one to learn fully with- , adhesive amadon plasters now generally sold in the 

out a teacher. ‘ chemists’ shops. These plasters have a circular hole 

For $2,00 more, or $5,00, he will send as above, and : in the centre, so that the corn is left uncovered, the 

all paints, brushes, oils, varnishes, &c. &e., needed surrounding amadon protecting it from the pressure 

for these arts, and other oil painting; receipts for 3 of the shoe. 

varnishes, &e. § For Cleaning Chintz.—Boil two pounds of rice in 

Price $1,00 for smpLy directions in Grecian Paint- } two gallons of water until it becomes soft; pour the 

ing, sent free, full, that any one with no previous } whole into a tub, and use it just as soap lather is 

knowledge of drawing can be sure to acquire. used for linen. When the chintz is perfectly clean, 

He has also published a new picture for Grecian } rinse it in some more water in which rice has been 

Painting, called “Les Orphelines.” The paper, print- 3 boiled, which will answer better for stiffening than 

ing and engraving are thoroughly fitted for it, and } starch, being more enduring. In drying, care must 

the effect and finish, when completed or painted, are be taken that the chintz hangs smooth. Smooth it 

fine, and superior to canvass painting. Price $1,00, § with a stone or a cold iron. 

sent free, by mail. Address, J. B. TILTON, Stewed Duck.—The ducks should be cut into joints, 

Salem, Massachusetts. } and laid in a stew-pan with a pint of good gravy, let 
‘it come to a boil, and as the scum rises remove it; 

season with salt and cayenne, and let them stew 

‘HOUSEHOLD RECEIPTS gently for three-quarters of an hour, mixing smoothly 

To Preserve Game.—Fresh ground coffee is a per- } two teaspoonsful of fine ground rice, with a glass of 

fect and safe deodoriser: a sprinkling will keep game } port, which stir into the gravy, and let it haye seven 

PPPOE A 

GrecrAN PArntTING, AND ANTIQUE PAINTIN 
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fresh and sweet for several days. Clean your game— } or eight minutes to amalgamate with it, then dish, 

that is, wipe off the blood—cover the wounded parts } and send to table very hot. 

with absorbent paper, wrap up the heads, and then Grease Spots.—The following method of removing 

sprinkle ground coffee over and amongst the feathers } grease spots from woollen cloth may be tried: Mix 

or fur, as the case may be: pack up carefully, and three ounces of spirits of wine with three ounces of 

the game will be preserved fresh and sweet in the } French chalk, and one ounce of pipe-clay. Apply 

most unfavorable weather. Game sent open and } the mixture wet to the spot; and when dry, brush it 

loose cannot, of course, be treated in this manner; } off 

but all game packed in boxes or hampers may be 

deodorised as described. A teaspoonful of coffee is 

enough for a brace of birds, and in this proportion FASHIONS FOR DECEMBER. 

for more or for larger game. | Fig. 1.—Morntse Dress ror A Brive or WHITE 

To Boil Ducks.—Clean and pluck them, taking Casuwere, with broad stripes, figured in green. It 

eare that the skin be preserved from rents while } is edged with embroidery, and opens cver a richly 

plucking; salt them for about thirty hours previous | worked skirt. The corsage is made close, with a 

to cooking; flour a clean white cloth and boil them slight fulness at the waist, but plain on the shoulders. 

in it, a moderate sized duck will take about an hour’s } The sleeves open on the inside of the arm, the open 

boiling, make a rich onion sauce with milk, and send ; space being Inced together with a green cord con- 

it to table with the duck. When the duck is boiled } fined by green buttons, encircled with a white fringe, 

PPD PDD LD DS OPS 
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fresh it may be stuffed as for roasting, and served ; A green cord and tassel at the waist. Cap of Honiton 

with the same description of gravy. * lace, trimmed with pink roses and green ribbon, 

— _— 
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Fig. u.—A Carrtace Dress or rien Puree } stripes of very narrow black yelvet crossing each 

Six, brocaded in green and brown palms. The } other, so as to leave small lozenge-shaped spaces be- 
skirt is long and very full. Corsage plain, en basque, } tween them. This trimming at the edge of the skirt 
and trimmed with fringe. The sleeves are made } is about six or seven inches in width, and it gradu- 
with one large puff, reaching to the elbow, and ter- } ally becomes narrower as it ascends to the waist. 
minated with a plain pieee of a pagoda shape. Bon- ‘ The corsage has a basque edged round with black 
net of straw color uncut velvet, ornamented with 3 velvet trimming, similar to that which ornaments 
feathers, with a full blonde face trimming, inter-} the skirt, and the same trimming is placed on the 
spersed with tufts of purple violets. corsage in the form of bretelles. The sleeves haye 

Fie. 11.—Tae Granp Ducuuss CroaK of black } three frills trimmed in a corresponding manner. We 
velvet, trimmed with three rows of very deep, rich, ; may also mention a dress of checquered silk, the 
Honiton lace. color being pink, green, and white in large chequers, 

Fia. 1v.—Prinerss Rorat CioaK, made with : over which are narrow black lines woven in relief, 
deep, Louis XV. sleeves, and fastened in front with $ and sufficiently close together to form small chequers, 
frogs. It is a very warm wrap, and suitable for the $ This dress is trimmed with one very deep flounce, set 
coldest weather. ¢ On in fluted plaits. The flounce is finished at the 

Fig. v.—Tue Carorina CLOAK, made of rich edge merely with a plain hem, and is headed with a 
velvet, trimmed with fringe and rows of silk acorns. } ruche of silk, 

Fig. V1.—BASQuINE OF FINE BLACK Hanit Ciore. Dresses of plain white muslin and organdy have 
—The body is high; the skirt long and full. Sleeves recently been made for young ladies’ evening cos- 
wide, with turned-up cuffs. This basquine is bor- ; tume. They are trimmed witb three or four flounces, 

; 
, 
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dered with a braid. All the front is ornamented with ¢ of which the upper one is set in at the waist. The braiding across of graduated lengths. These braid-$ flounces are each edged with a broad hem, having a 
ings all terminate in a point with buttons, blue, pink, or lilac ribbon run within it, which sus- 

Fie. vu.—A Berrnz Hair Suier with revers, § tains the flounce at the lower part, and in all respects 
embroidered in satin-stitch and feather-stitch, with ai improves the appearance of the dress. The corsages border of ladder-stitch. S of these dresses are, in general, made full, and the _ Fie, vur.—Bonner or Buack Vetvet.—The front? fulness is drawn to a point in front. Round the 
is made of pink silk, slightly fulled, and has four $ Waist is worn a ribbon ceinture, which is cither tied 
rows of narrow black lace, put on over the casings, in a bow in front, or fastened with a small gold or 
A bow and ends of pink ribbon at’ the side. silver buckle. Another very pretty dress suitable 

Big. 1x.—Louis XV. Connar, composed of muslin for young ladies and aristic in its simple elegance, is insertions, Valenciennes insertions, and Valenciennes } composed of fine book muslin, as transparent as tulle. edging. $ It is made with two very full skirts, each skirt being 
Fia. x.—SLEEVE to match the Louis XV. collar. bordered by a hem about four inches wide. Above GENERAL ReMARKS.—The new woollen fabrics } each hem is placed a row of black velvet, about an prepared for autumn dresses are of rich, dark hues. } inch and a half wide, having a narrower row on each Some are ornamented with a large chequered pat- side. The corsage is a la Raphael, and is formed of 

tern, in two shades of the same color, and bands 3 plaits which, commencing at the waist, are gathered formed of several narrow stripes of various bright } at the top into a band which passes to the shoulders hues, run round the dress in the Bayadere style. } in a square form, the back being made to correspond. 
The striped silks are nearly all in the Bayadere style, } The top of the corsage is ornamented with three rows that is, with the stripe running around the skirt, in- } of black velvet, narrower than those on the skirt, but stead of lengthwise. These stripes are all very nar- ; graduated in proportion to it. The sleeves, trimmed row, or the effect would be bad. Flounces are still: in the same manner, are extremely short at the in- popular. For a dinner or evening dress as many as} side of the arm, and are made double go as to fall in six or seyen are worn, but seldom more than sig the form of a flower with a double cup toward the for the street. Many dresses of poplin, cashmere, $ elbow. A sort of sash,is formed of book muslin 
and also some of silks, are made with double skirts: } edged with black velvet, and having the appearance we speak here of dresses for out-door costume. These 2 of a scarf jin crossing before, it confines a bouquet double skirts have a less showy effect than flounces, $ of roses, and the ends descend until they reach the and for that reason they are much adopted in walk-} velvet of the upper skirt. The head-dress to suit ing costume. The upper skirt should, however, be : this dress should consist of roses. 
rather long, a little more than a quarter of a yard; This dress may be imitated with tho substitution shorter than the lower skirt. Sometimes the upper } of green, blue, or cherry-colored velvet for black; skirt only is ornamented with trimming; but the ; and the velvet may be laid on in an arabesque pat- effect is best when both skirts are trimmed. Rows ; tern instead of in plain rows. Sometimes also large of velvet or fringe are usually employed for trimming. } hanging sleeves fall from beneath the short ones. One of the prettiest dresses lately finished, is com-$ Several white dresses for evening have also been posed of bright green silk glace with white. Up} made with double flounces, that is to say, that under each side of the skirt there is a trimming formed of } the muslin flounce there is one of tarlatan, forming, 

ff, 
e-* 
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as it were, a lining. The effect of the dress is much ; last year, and the cuffs are of the same size, reaching 

improved by this arrangement of the trimming, as ‘ almost to the elbow. There is another style of cape, 

the muslin flounces are sustained by those placed } circular shape, with arm-holes, very convenient for 

under them; and when the material employed for the holding a muff. The Russian sable is the scarcest, 

under flounce is colored, the needlework is displayed and consequently the dearest fur we have. A small 

to great advantage. A dress.of white muslin has } muff of this fur costs four hundred dollars, and the 

been made with three flounces, richly ornamented rae set, consisting of cape, cuffs and muff, is worth 

with needlework, and under-each flounce there ig’ $1,400 or $1,500.. Next in importance comes the 

another of tarlatan, of that beautiful tint of lilac now } Hudson Ray sable, its price ranging from $200 to 

so fashionable, and distinguished by the name of $700 the set, its value increasing as its color darkens. 

mallow-color. ‘The corsage is low, and with it is 

worn a small fichu lined with mallow-color silk. The } 

fichu is fastened in front with a bow of ribbon of the 3 CHILDREN’S FASHIONS. 

same color as the lining, The sleeves are trimmed} yy, ;—Boy or Seven Yeans or Ace.—Paletot 

with two frills lined with mallow-color tarlatan, and 3 of prey cloth, trimmed with braid of the same color, 

baws of ribbon. Lege ell __ 2 and with large mother-o’-pearl buttons. On each 

Another dress ‘of worked muslin si trimmed with § gide there is a pocket, fastened by one large button, 

three BOUnneF: with under flounoes of cerulean of The sleeves have broad, turned-up cuffs. Trousers, 

tarlatan. The COTeSSS of this dress has Peres (Ok 8 edged with needlework, descend below the pualetot, 

muslin ornamented with needlework, and lined with § and reach to the knees. Gaiters of grey cloth, but- 

blue tarlatan. toned up their whole length. Shoes of patent leather. 

ee Ge aS gi ae se Hat of black felt, trimmed with black velvet. 

ead-dress for a young lady consists of a bow an Fic. 1.—Lirtiy Girt or Six Years or AGE.— 

long ends of ribbon, either with or without the addi- ’ Dress of light green striped silk, the stripes running 

tion of a bouquet of flowers, and worn quite at the horizontally. The corsage (not shown in our engray- 

back of the head. Feathers and lace are reserved ing) is of black velvet. The small mantelet, of grey 

a aes “a maturer fae wee Ry | cashmere, is lined with pink silk, and trimmed with 

Unprn-Snenves.—Under-sleeves formed of tWo} 4 band of pink plush. Drawn bonnet of pink silk. 

sg ee ee ae & ei ra and pee ‘Trousers edged with a very broad trimming of needle- 

mea Wi colored ribbon, wiic ave tor some time work. Boots of green cashmere. 

been fashionable, still continue in high favor. Among Fig. 11.—Youne LADY ABopTr ELEVEN YEARS OF 

the prettiest under-sleeves recently made, are some } Agr.—Dress of maroon-color Irish poplin, chequered 

composed of gre puff of white muslin, surmounted { with black. Ovor it is worn a pardessus of black 

by Aa DES ERY, bouillonne, At the lower part they are § velvet, richly braided, and edged with a new kind of 

finished ) by e turned-up frill or cere of lace, or} trimming, called fur fringe. Bonnet of dark blue 

worked muslip, and are closed a the wrist by a nar- velvet, striped with black; under the brim a small 

TOW bouillonne of muslin, within which is a running g wreath of roses, intermingled with the blonde ruche; 

of eee tne i at strings of dark-blue ribbon, figured with black. 

ONNETS.—The most elegant bonnets are of dark GENERAL RemManxs.—Poplin is the most fashion- 

or black yelvet, trimmed with “bird of Paradise” § sble material for little girl’s wear. It comes in plaids, 

feather, such as the one in our November number. { some of which are of brilliant colors, and of a size 

Another favorite bonnet consists of drab-color velvet. $ peculiarly suited to a child’s wear. With the excep- 

A small rouleau of feathers of the same tint orna- tion of merino, poplin is the most durable article now 

ments the edge of the brim and the curtain; and the i made, and a dress of this material, though expensive 

rest of the trimming consists of flowers of blue velvet. : at first, (costing about a dollar and sixty-two cents a 

Another honnet is: composed of folds of garnet-color ¢ yard) is cheaper than a silk, which is now nearly 

yelvet, tho trimming consisting of black lace. Red 3 always flounced for children. Merinos of scarlet, 

flowers are employed for under-trimming. , blue, cherry and green, are a good deal worn, mostly 

Croaxs of black velvet, richly embroidered and : with the skirts tucked with a row of black velvet 

trimmed with deep blonde lace, are the most elegant } above each tuck, The flounces on silk dresses are 

prepared for winter use, though those composed of nearly always straight. 

the various kinds of grey cloth, are both fashionable} The corsage is sometimes made cn basque, but 

and useful. | ‘fastened down the back, Braces are very much 

Furs AND THEIR StryLes.—For trimmings, furs ; worn on both plain waists and basques. The skirt 

are used less’ than last year. ‘The shapes differ but} of a little girl’s dress must be as full in proportion 

little. The large cape is slightly pointed in the back, § as an adult. In fact, a little Miss is only her mamma 

mas ee the ie _ is ae eae: ee - Shara re ik the eee dress is very 

i small collar, ~The small cape and its $ long, whilst the dress of Miss is very short. 

diminutive, the Victorine, sweep round the shoulders} For out-of-doors dress, basques of cloth are pre- 

and fall in long and square tabs in front, ending in ; ferred now over velvet. Cloaks of grey cloth are 

three or four tails. The muffs are worn as small as ‘ very fashionable, = 

SPRAIN ——_—_e eee 
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For small boys, the short pants are still worn, but § short and full, the corsage plain, and generally high cloth leggins, reaching above the knee, are always * in the neck, and polka sewed on at the waist, Older added for out-of-doors wear. : boys usually wear the blouse or sacque, belted down For those still in frocks, the skirts are made quite ? at the waist. 
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Resir Soon ror 1857.—There will be just time, 

nfter receiving this number, to remit in senson for’ the last three years, we have issued a pictorial book, the January number, which will be ready, at latest, $ as a premium Jor persons getting up clube. That for by December the first. Send on your clubs at once. } 1855 was the “Gift-Book of Art,” and consisted of Recollect, that, in several particulars, this Magazine } fifty steel plates. That for 1856 was called tho « Pic- has the credit of surpassing any other. Ist. The} torial Annual,” and also contained fifty steel plates, literary matter is far ahead of that of any lady’s ; but different ones from those in the “ Gift-Book,” Magazine, and will be eyen better in 1857. 2nd. § For 1857, we: haye prepared “The Garland of Art? 

; 

Our New Premios PrctorrAL.—Every year, for 

The fashions are later, prettier, and more reliable. $ It contains fifty steel plates, none of which have ever 3rd. More embellishments and letter-press are given, » been in our former premium books, or even in the during the year, in proportion to the price. 4th. The Maguzine. We give it, gratis, to every person get- mezzotints and steel-plaies are more elegant. 5th. $ ting up a club, unless they prefer some other one of The directions for Crochet Work, Embroidery, &c., $ our premiums. Or it can be had on remitting $1,00. with the patterns, are the choicest and most fashion- $ It has a beautiful engraved title-page, and would able. Morcover, we shall make several improve- 2 make a charming Christmas, New Year's, or birth- ments, in 1857, which will astonish even our old ; day present. Remember, every one who gets up a friends, § club, is entitled to it, gratis, 
In sending this, the last number of the year, to’ -— press, the publisher asks that ladies, who know the Large Accesstoys.—The Windham (Ct.) Senti- Magazine, will interest themselyes to extend its cit~< nel says:—Peterson’s Magazine for November is culation. Send us, not only your own subscriptions, ‘ received thus early. It fully answers our expecta- but those of your friends, who heretofore have not tions. The plates are superb, and the reading first been on our list! Every person could easily get an rate. Peterson promises to make great additions in additional subscriber; and this alone would double 3 the new volume, commencing January 1, 1857, the’ our circulation. Though we close the year, pri. “~* °- most. attractive of which is, that Mrs, E. D. N. nearly twice as_many copies as we did last year, we § Southworth, the great American Novelist, will write feel confident, that, if every lady in the Union could } a tale commencing with that number. Woe think have the Magazine fairly brought to her notice, the ' that Peterson may count on large accessions to his demand, in 1857, would be fourfold even what it? list from this fact,” 

now. is. We have already distanced most of the old ; 
Magazines; but we wish to print as many as all put} 
together, And we shall do it some daye Why not ; 
in 1857? With you, fair readers, it rests. 

se 

How to Rewrr.—In remitting, write lezibly, at 
the top of your letter, the post-office, county and 

; State. Bills, current in the subscriber's neighbor- Vv P R Se a a ; hood, taken at par; but Eastern bills preferred, If entey, ox sd A hae veh hy 7 G Btve, § the sum is large, get a draft on New York or Phila. as © premiuin for getting up a club, either “The 
Garland of Art for 1857,” or “The Pictorial Annual “elphia, if possible, and deduct the eels for 1856,” or “The Gift-Book for 1855,” each con- 
taining fifty steel engravings. Ora copy. of “Peter- 
son for 1856,” bound in paper. Or “Mrs. Widdi-} 
field’s Cook-Book.” Or a dollar’s worth of TT. B. 
Peterson's publications. For clubs of twelve or six... For Taree Doriars.—For $3,00 we will oe 
teen, we etre Sg exe copy of the Magazine for copy of “ Peterson,” for one year, and one of any two 1857. Here is variety sufficient to please everybody, 

: dollar weekly newspaper. By getting up enough clubs, a person may secure } 
all. Such tempting offers were never before made } 
by any publisher, 

Back Neuners.—We are able to supply back 
numbers for 1856 to any extent, the numbers being 
stereotyped. We stereotype all numbers, 
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“PETERSON” AND “HaAnrper,’—For $3,50 wo will 
send a copy of “Peterson” and “Tarper,” for one , 
year. January Numprr.—tThis will be the handsomest ; ——=t number of a Magazine ever published. Those who } ENciosr A Staxp.—Letters, requiring an answer, remit soonest will get the earliest. and best impres- } must enclose a stamp for the return postage, sions of the plates, ’ ; . 
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